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Welcome to NIME

range of proposals that defy the boundaries that circumscribe our expectations of what an interface
should be.

The desire to turn nature into instruments for making
noise is as old as human civilization, and technologies have been used perennially to push the envelope
outward and to create new potential for creativity,
community, expression, and exchange.

Last but not least we are running five concerts.
Three early evening concerts at the Mendellsohn
Theater, a historical concert venue on campus. And
two late night club concerts at the famous, some
might say infamous, Necto club in the heart of Ann
Arbor.

We are now twelve years into an idea of a conference that nurtures this new - yet old - field under the
name NIME, which stands for New Interfaces for Musical Expression. In these twelve years the conference
has grown from a small workshop attached to the
annual ACM CHI conference to a full-blown and vibrant conference series that year after year draws
exciting new research, demonstrations, installations,
and new music performances from around the globe.
This year the conference is held at the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor following international
hosting locations spanning Hamamatsu, Japan to New
York City to Barcelona, Spain. It is our distinct privilege to be able to host the conference here, and we
hope that all delegates will have an outstanding academic, intellectual, creative, expressive, and musical
experience and exchange. But ultimately it is not the
place that makes a conference, it is the quality and
intrigue of the work brought by you, the conference
contributors.
This proceedings volume is a testament to the
extraordinary reach, breadth and depth of work that
makes up the NIME community. We count over 300
authors who have their work published in the proceedings and we are excited to have a large volume
of demonstrations and concerts.
The volume of submission combined with the traditional accessible single-track oral plenary sessions
means that NIME is continuing its trend of being a
highly selective conference. Of 160 submissions for
oral presentation, 33 were accepted, leading for oral
presentation acceptance rate of 20%. Yet participation
is central to a vibrant academic exchange. Hence we
are happy to see a strong poster session.
Demonstrations play a central role at NIME. The
best new interfaces, instruments and insights are the
ones we can get our hands on and use to perform.
Hence we are proud to be able to show a large volume of live demonstrations at the conference, 59 in
total to be precise, including many demos that are
documented in work accepted for oral presentation.
We encourage poster presenters to demonstrate their
work as well, insofar as it makes sense for the presenter and the presented work. We are also displaying
ten installations which will be accessible for the duration of the conference both in the conference main
venue, the Michigan League, as well as in the new
media center called the Duderstadt Center, also
known as “the Dude”. Many of the installations help
refresh the ongoing question of NIME, and that is:
“what is that expressive interface” by giving us a rich

The music selection shows the range and depth
and diversity of music evoked in and around NIMEs: a
dance of clarity and confusion as to what it means to
hear, see, and experience music that needs to be
performed to exist, and to pave new ways of expressing what it means to be human. It is a delight to know
that 41 performances could be accepted this year!
All of this ultimately again goes back to you, the
reviewer in the NIME community. Hundreds of members of the community took the time to review submissions to NIME and we are exceptionally grateful
and pleased with the quality of reviews we received
this year. Reading the papers in this volume is a testament to the careful consideration of all reviewers!
Thank you!
We will have two keynote speakers who will shine
their unique perspectives on what NIME means. First
off we will be hearing David Wessel, Professor of Music at The University of California, Berkeley, and head
of CNMAT speak. David is one of the long-standing
veterans of computer music who will present on the
topic of “Composing Instruments that we can Touch”.
Further, we will be hearing from David Huron, who is
Professor of Music at Ohio State University and a
leading expert in music cognition. He will present
“Sound in Action”, a medley of psychological research
into sound and motion. We are very excited to hear
their unique perspectives and are looking forward to
a lively discussion!
Additionally we have seven pre-conference workshops organized, ranging from the traditional classic
NIME Primer workshop by Sid Fels and Michael Lyons
to workshops on soft fabric interfaces, online machine learning for musical instruments, acoustical
instrument augmentation and haptic feedback to
name but a selection.
A conference of this scope would not be possible
without the help and contribution of many. With
much gratitude we recognize a great number of
sponsors who have come out to support the conference, the fellow organizers, who have gone beyond
reason to make it all happen, and the student volunteers who helped make it shine. Thank you!
All this said, have a great NIME 2012 and may
there be wires, interaction, music, and many exciting
new ideas!
Georg Essl, Brent Gillespie, Michael Gurvevich,
Sile O’Modhrain & Gregory Wakefield
University of Michigan
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Pencil Fields: An Expressive Low-Tech
Performance Interface for Analog Synthesis
Palle Dahlstedt

University of Gothenburg
Dept. of Applied IT & Academy of Music and Drama
Gothenburg, Sweden
palle@chalmers.se

ABSTRACT

ing and form. The importance of this kind of effort has
been strongly advocated by, e.g., Joel Ryan [Ryan 1992].
Equally important are the visual performance aspects. A
physical interface involving visible gestures not only helps
the musician, it also helps the listener/spectator to follow
the structure of the performance, and gives additional information about what is going on. Also, it helps her to
some extent perceive a musician’s intentions just moments
before they happen, since physical gestures of the musician
require physiological preparation. All this requires that the
control-to-synthesis mapping preserves at least some discernible connection between gesture and music.
In this paper, I present a novel analog low-tech controller,
which satisfy most of these requirements. Its development
was motivated by a personal artistic need for gestural expression in analog sound synthesis, where no existing controllers could provide what I was looking for. It was inspired
and informed by extensive research into novel mapping techniques for advanced digital instruments [Dahlstedt 2009]. It
has since its premiere in May, 2011, been used in a number of performances in Sweden and Japan, both solo and
with other musicians. The interface is also used by other
musicians.

I present a novel low-tech multidimensional gestural controller, based on the resistive properties of a 2D field of
pencil markings on paper. A set of movable electrodes (+,
-, ground) made from soldered stacks of coins create a dynamic voltage potential field in the carbon layer, and another set of movable electrodes tap voltages from this field.
These voltages are used to control complex sound engines
in an analogue modular synthesizer. Both the voltage field
and the tap electrodes can be moved freely. The design
was inspired by previous research in complex mappings for
advanced digital instruments, and provides a similarly dynamic playing environment for analogue synthesis. The interface is cheap to build, and provides flexible control over
a large set of parameters. It is musically satisfying to play,
and allows for a wide range of playing techniques, from wild
exploration to subtle expressions. I also present an inventory of the available playing techniques, motivated by the
interface design, musically, conceptually and theatrically.
The performance aspects of the interface are also discussed.
The interface has been used in a number of performances
in Sweden and Japan in 2011, and is also used by other
musicians.

1.1

Keywords

Background and previous art

The idea of a direct physical interface for analog sound is
not new. Instruments such as Michel Waisvisz’ Crackle Box,
and Peter Blasser’s creations (e.g., the Fourses and Fyrall),
and other body contact circuits emerged from a need for
direct control of analog sound. David Wessel [Wessel et al.
2002] have addressed the need for intimate control and close
correlation between gesture and sound, and applied it to
digital instruments. There is also long fascination in art
with the percieved correlation between visuals and sound,
either neurophsyiological (synaesthesia) or as a metaphor.
One interesting example is fluxus artist Gerhard Rühm’s
Bleitstiftmusik [Rühm 1981] where the acoustic sounds of
making a pencil drawing is presented together with the
drawing, as a combined artwork.
The conductive and resistive properties of pencil have
been explored before. Swedish musician Daniel Skoglund
has developed a performance technique where pencil markings on a circular paper function as a rhythmic sequencer,
read by a rotating copper brush1 . The Drawdio circuit by
Jay Silver uses linear resistance in pencil markings to alter
pitch in an oscillator2 , and Joyce Hinterding has created
large graphite antennas, the properties of which can be explored by visitors in interactive installations3 . But I have
found no implementation that use a 2D drawing in the way

gestural interface, 2d, analog synthesis, performance, improvisation

1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic musicians have been struggling with gestural control over electronic sounds since the beginning of electronic
music. The high-dimensional parameter spaces of modern
synthesis and processing techniques are not so easily explored with keyboards and other conventional playing interfaces, and a large part of the effort has been spent at design time, adjusting parameters and preparing the sound,
with limited exploration and expression available at play
time. As both an acoustic and electronic improvising musician, I strongly feel something is missing when performing
with mouse and laptop, or with only knobs and faders. The
sound-making is not connected to physical effort, which is
so important for acoustic musicians, and which also have
a strong impact on the musical output regarding phrasPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1

see http://youtu.be/PRYFn_JMkOA for an example
http://web.media.mit.edu/~silver/drawdio/
3
See, e.g., http://www.breenspace.com/artists/9/exhibitions
/103/joyce-hinterding-at-volta-ny-2011/
2
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it is done in this project.
The Pencil Field is in essence a 2-dimensional surface controller. Other examples of surface controllers include the
Korg Kaosspad series (a single point, finger control), various implementations using Wacom tablets (movable objects,
pens, mice, which provide more degrees of freedom, tilt,
etc.) and numerous iPad synth apps, which have started
to explore the potentials of multitouch. Special interfaces
such as the Haken Continuum Fingerboard [Haken et al.
1998] have been developed, with a focus on smoothness and
precision.
What is different in the Pencil Field interface is that you
do not only exploit location on the surface, but you define and change the field, which allows for detailed and
coupled control of several parameters, on both micro and
macro level. Continuous and discontinuous gestures can be
produced, and a vast range of auxiliary playing techniques
allow for a variety of musical expressions and variation in
performance. The particular aspect of drawing on paper,
and the shuffling around of electrodes in a board game-like
scenario, also brings interesting performance qualities.

1.2

Figure 1: An overview of the connections within the
Pencil Field system.

History, and recorded performances

A primitive first prototype was tested in concert in Kyoto,
Japan, in December 2010, in an improvisation together with
a Noh flute player and a butoh dancer. In the spring of 2011
the current version was developed, and it has not changed
since. It has been used with a variety of sound engines, all
implemented in the Bugbrand analog modular, but the construction of the interface has remained constant. This is a
conscious decision, and part of our evaluation method. An
instrument needs to be evaluated over a long time span, in
many different musical contexts, in live performances and
studio sessions, with acoustic and electronic co-improvisers.
Only then are we able to tell if it works as an instrument in
real life, and to say something about the controllability, expressivity, dynamics and learning curve of the instrument.
It takes time to develop a repertoire of playing techniques,
and to find out what kind of sound engines that work well
with a particular interface and the developed playing techniques.
In August, 2011, a clone of the interface was constructed
and sent to electronic musician Richard Quirk, Isle of Man.
He has since provided valuable feedback from his process
of learning and using it in a musical context very different
from mine.
There are two videos online that show typical solo performances using the Pencil Field, and how it can be played. A
quick look at these will facilitate understanding of the descriptions of the construction and of the playing techniques
used. Video A (http://youtu.be/CyXByRR6I-w) shows one
of the very first performances, a headphone concert at the
Gothenburg Art Sounds Festival, May 6th, 2011. It is a live
recording of the whole performance (ca. 12 minutes), but
the audience is not visible in the video. There are about 35
people with headphones, sitting and standing around me
in a close circle. Video B (http://vimeo.com/31173998)
shows the beginning of a performance at the opening of the
Varia Improvisation Festival in Gothenburg, Sweden, Oct
26th, 2011. In addition to these performances, the interface has been used in performances in Tokyo, Kyoto and
Gotheburg, both solo and together with other musicians.

Figure 2: Pencil markings in the shape of a line
equals a 1-dimensional voltage divider. Intermediate voltages are distributed linearly between the
supply electrodes.

based interfaces is that there is no fixed coordinate system
– the voltage field is created by the same kind of electrodes
that are used to tap specific potentials from it. Hence it is
flexible, and playing with the field itself while keeping the
tap electrodes still is one of the key techniques, allowing
simultaneous partially coupled control of a large number of
control parameters. Also, the analog nature of the interface allows for a number of additional playing techniques,
’abusing’ the design of the electrodes and the resistive properties of the human skin and body. Also, the 2-dimensional
resistive surface is drawn by hand before or during the performance, and can take any shape, and can be of variable
density. Many different topologies are imaginable, from a
simple dense rectangle with uniform resistance, to complex
patterns and figurative shapes, which combined with physical movement of the electrodes can be used to create continuous or jumping parameter sequences and rhythms.
A couple of early prototypes were tested in performance
and studio sessions to prove the concept, but were clumsy
and difficult to control. Since then, I have settled on a more
thought-out hardware design that works very well. This is
the version described here.
The system consists of four parts parts (see Fig. 1). A
custom voltage regulator provides +9V, -9V and ground
(0V), from the +-15V power supply of the analog synth.
These lower voltages are connected to three supply electrodes, and the placement of these electrodes on the pencil
marks on the paper determines the current potential field
on the paper. A 1D resistor functions like a simple voltage
divider (Fig. 2), but for a resisistive surface, the pattern is
more complex. In case of an ideal surface with perfectly
uniform resistance, the field looks like in Fig. 3. Here only
the positive and negative supply electrodes are used. Additionally, the ground electrode can be placed anywhere on
the pencil markings to distort this field. For example, if the
ground electrode is placed near the negative supply electrode, this will push the equidistant lines closer between
the negative and the ground electrodes. Typically, only the

2. CONSTRUCTION AND THEORY
The main idea behind this interface is to use the resistive
properties of a 2-dimensional conductive surface of pencil
markings on a paper to produce various levels of analog control voltages (CVs). The main difference from other surface2

as they are improvised just before each performance. However, based on extensive experience designing sound engines for explorational sound design using interactive evolution [Dahlstedt 2007], I apply the same ideas to these
sound engines. They are designed as potential parameter
spaces, made for exploration. They are often chaotic, using
feedback and cross-modulation to allow for complexity to
emerge from simple configurations. Also, such circuits often
exhibit interesting phase transitions, providing an interesting parameter space for an improvising musician. I have
sometimes used generative gestural configurations, where
periodic or chaotic rhythms and patterns are controlled by
the interface, in parallel to timberal control. Two or three
sound engines are often run simultaneously, and the control
parameters are then mapped to various parameters of all of
these, at the same time. So any movement of an electrode
will affect parameters in all sound engines.

Figure 3: If the resistive A 2D dipole electric field.
q1 and q2 are two equal charges of opposite polarity. The gray lines show equipotential, i.e., constant
voltage. The straight line in the middle shows 0V.

3.

positive and negative electrodes are used, with the ground
electrode used sporadically to distort the field.
The custom regulator is a simple design utilizing a couple
of standard semiconductor DC-to-DC converters and some
stabilizing capacitors. It shares a ground connection with
the synthesizer. The + and - supply electrodes each have
a current-limiting resistor, to allow for accidental or intentional short-circuits without overloading the supply. They
also help preventing too large currents going through the
skin of the performer.
The design and construction of the electrodes is crucial,
because they are the primary movable parts of the instrument. They need to be heavy so they stay in place when
not touched. The weight also ensures good contact with the
pencil markings underneath. In the current system they are
made from soldered stacks of six copper coins, of 20mm diameter. A soft cable extends from the side. The electrodes
can be oriented either way, and the flat surfaces have been
cleaned and brushed for good contact. The heat-shrink tubing on the cable connection is red, black and blue on the
supply electrodes, and white on the tap electrodes. In the
current setup, 7-8 tap electrodes have been used.
In addition, sometimes paperclips soldered to cables have
been used for fixed connections to a specific point on the
paper (see for example the upper left corner of the paper in
Fig. 4).
The cables going from the electrodes to the voltage regulator and to the synth need to be very soft, not to interfere
with the playing. Also, you want to avoid tangling them.
The tap electrodes are directly connected to various modulation inputs on the modular synthesizer. There is no electrical buffering between the pencil field and CV inputs. The
electrical coupling and co-dependence that can appear is
musically interesting, and makes the interface more organic
and interesting to play. Since the synthesizer CV inputs on
the system currently used have high impedance (100kΩ),
these effect are small, but noticeable. Buffer stages between
the taps and the synth may be included in future versions,
to make the system more robust and compatible with different makes of analog modulars and other voltage-controlled
devices.
So far, the Pencil Field interface has only been used together with various configurations of the Bugbrand modular synthesizer, designed and built by Tom Bugs in Bristol,
UK4 . The sound engines have varied between performances,
4

PLAYING TECHNIQUES

An instrument designer may have certain ways of playing
in mind during the design process, but specific details of
the design and implementation often lead to unforeseen
ways to play it, e.g., the extended techniques of contemporary instrumental music, or circuit bending of existing
instruments. In this section I describe the primary playing
techniques, and a number of auxiliary techniques that have
emerged from extensive practice and performance. What
each playing technique actually does depends on the current sound engine and how the tapped voltages are applied
to modulate it, i.e., the current mapping. Since this can
be very different, even within one performance, as several
sound engines often are played at once or alternated, I try
to describe the playing techniques in terms of abstract parameter changes, and not in terms of sonic changes. Also,
since this is an instrument primarily for improvisation, it
is good to have an understanding of what different techniques do on an abstract level. They can then be applied
at will, depending on musical context and configurations on
the playing surface.
The primary design idea of the Pencil Field interface is
to be able to produce a number of voltages, affected both
by the positions of the supply electrodes, which define the
electric field, and the positions of the tap electrodes, which
“read” the voltage at a certain position. This sounds simple,
but can be done in many different ways, producing various
kinds of gestures, involving just one voltage, or a few, or all
of them.
Tapping from the field. The simplest case is to place
the - and + electrodes on each side of a uniform pencil
field, and move the taps with the fingers (a clear example
in video B, at 1’00”). If a tap is closer to +, it will give
a higher voltage, and naturally, proximity to - will give a
lower voltage. The resolution is not uniform in a 2D field,
as shown in Fig. 3. The voltage change increase close to the
supply electrodes. Musically, this is convenient, since small
expressive changes can be performed with great precision
in the middle, while sudden wild gestures can be played by
quickly moving the tap closer to one of the electrodes. A
number of taps can be moved easily with one hand, since
they are designed to fit nicely under the tip of the fingers.
Scaling and shifting the field. A group of parameters
can be scaled by moving the + and - closer or further apart.
In the same way, they can be shifted by moving both + and
- in the same direction. These two actions can be combined
– and simplified – by moving just one supply electrode away
from or towards the taps. Then they will be simultaneously

See http://bugbrand.co.uk for more information on the

Bugbrand modular.
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shifted and scaled. An extreme example of this is when one
supply electrode is moved very far away on a thin stretch
of pencil, a tail, as the one to the left in Fig. 4. The narrow
shape makes it work more like a linear voltage divider, and
moving the - electrode out to the end of this tail pushes all
the other voltages up towards their maximum value (video
A, 2’50”, video B, 3’25”).
Rotating the field. By moving + and - around the taps
in a circular motion, the whole field can be rotated, causing
out-of-phase wave-like changes in all taps. A simpler version
is to just move for example + around a group of taps, with
- in a distance. This causes a sequential series of peaks in
the taps, usable for swirly musical gestures.
Warping the field. The field can also be warped, in
various ways. By warping I mean changing the distribution
of voltage potential away from the standard dipole field,
as shown in Fig. 2. This can be done by placing the 0V
electrode somewhere on the playing field. Then this point
is forced to ground (0V), and the field around it adjusts to
this. Taps near to the 0 electrode will be scaled towards
0V, and by moving it around on the field, different taps can
be affected. Electrodes placed close to - or + are affected
the least.
Jumping the field. So far we have dealt with continuous changes. But since the field relies on steady contact
with the supply electrodes, it can be abruptly changed in a
number of ways. Easiest is to lift either + or - from the paper (video B, 3’55”), or slide them quickly out of the pencil
field, to an empty part of the paper. Lifting gives a very
sudden change in the field, and all voltages are suddenly
shifted towards the remaining pole. Sliding off gives a fast
but smooth transition. Single taps can also be lifted to
create a jump in the specific parameters controlled by it.
Ladders. Rhythmic and periodic gestures can be created
by drawing a ladder pattern on the side of the field, basically
a series of tails, as can be seen to the right in Fig. 4. If a
group of taps are placed just to the left of the ladder and
the + is moved back and forth over the ladder, rhythmic
changes are created (video A, 7’00”, video B, 7’10”). A
single tap can also be moved over the ladder, to induce a
rhythm in only one tap.
Shorting. Another way to jump values is to create shortcircuit connections between different electrodes, by making
them touch each other. This can be done by lifting one of
them and placing it on top of the other, or by sliding them
towards each other on the surface. A particular tap can
instantly be brought to its maximum or minimum value by
shorting it with one of the supply electrodes. This has often
been used to create sudden timberal changes and “events”
in the music (video B, 1’30”, 7’35”), or to mute sounds.
The ground electrode can in a similar way be used to bring
any tap to 0V. Any of these actions will also change the
field, since the tap electrode being shorted is connected to
the field. Hence, nearby electrodes will also be shifted by
the shorting. A number of electrodes can also be bunched
together on the playing surface, shorting them to each other.
When several electrodes are shorted to each other, the metal
electrodes bypass the underlying pencil resistor, so that the
field is collapsed underneath, affecting nearby taps. This is
also an example of warping. It is also possible to collapse
the field partially, by shorting + to 0, or - to 0. Then all
taps will shifted to one half of the range. Finally, the whole
field can be totally collapsed by shorting + and -.
Body contact and pressure. As is well known from
many circuit bending instruments, the human body conducts electricity, but the skin resistance is quite high. It
is greatly reduced by moistening of the skin. In the Pencil Field interface, this effect is often noticeable, and can

be used to the advantage of the musician. For example, I
can touch the + electrode with one hand, and lightly touch
other electrodes in a rhythmic pattern. Their voltage will
increase a little when I touch them, and this often is clearly
audible. Also, the contact between the electrodes and the
pencil markings can be improved by applying pressure to
the electrodes. In this way, electrodes can be played as
keys, while keeping them stationary on the field. This effect is subtle, just like the skin touch, but both can be used
musically (video B, 5’33”).
Electrical disturbance of the field. It is possible to
induce fluctuations in the voltage field by, e.g., adding a
supply electrode directly from a gestural generator such as
an LFO (low frequency oscillator). This has been used,
e.g., to add flutter and graininess on top of steady drones.
Different effects are achieved if the active disturbance is
induced directly to different electrodes, or to an empty spot
on the pencil field.
Theatrical/conceptual playing techniques. A few
more performance-oriented techniques have emerged while
preparing for performances, and sometimes during the performances, as part of the improvisation. This kind of playing techniques could be dismissed as mere gimmicks, but
they work very well in a live situation, especially an intimate one with the audience near the performer. I have
often left all the electrodes on the surface and tilted, hit or
shaken the pad, to randomize the positions of all electrodes.
Repeatedly doing this on a continuous sound structure becomes like a series of mutations, each time changing the
sound a little bit. I also often shuffle around all electrodes
with my hands, and see where they end up, to inject radical
indeterminacy into the improvisation (video B, 2’55”).
Picking up and dropping electrodes is visually and sonically rewarding. It is a very clear gesture, and causes large
sudden jumps in parameter values. They might even bounce
on the paper, with a corresponding bouncing effect in the
sound. An example can be seen in video A (11’35”).
The springiness of the electrode cables sometimes prevent
them from staying in place where I want them. This creates
an audible and visible “self-playing” gesture as the electrode
slides on the pencil field. This is difficult to prepare, but
can be picked up and used to great effect when it happens
spontaneously (video A, 6’05”).
Finally, I try to build little towers with the electrodes.
This might seem far-fetched, but is physically encouraged
by the cylindrical shape of the electrodes. When doing this,
the electrodes short each other as I pile them, creating lots
of clear jumps in the voltages, with audible result and an
interesting connection to what is seen. But the tower always
falls because of the heavy cables, and I immediately try to
build it up again. This struggle can go on for a while, and
works very well with the audience, is rewarding to perform,
and is sonically interesting (video A, 4’50”, video B, 4’55”).

3.1

Visualization of output gestures

An example of the actual voltage contours that are produced
from the system is shown in Fig. 5. The graph shows a very
brief performance (15 seconds) with only 5 tap electrodes,
but still shows the different kinds of gestures that can be
produced. A video of the playing that produced the graph
is available online.

4.

DISCUSSION

The pencil field is essentially a 2D interface, but because
of its design, it differs a lot from other 2D interfaces. For
example, most multitouch surfaces cannot distinguish between the fingers that touch them. Hence, it is difficult to
4

Figure 4: A typical setup of the Pencil Field playing surface in a concert situation. The + and - electrodes
create a potential field in the pencil carbon surface, and electrodes 1-5 tap voltages from this field. E.g.,
electrode 5 would give a positive voltage because it is closer to the + electrode. Electrode 6 and 7 are placed
on a separate pencil patch directly connected to +9V trough a paper clip. This is a technique sometimes
used to control volume parameters, separate from timberal parameters. Electrodes 1-5 can be freely moving
around, while keeping the volume of two sounding structures steady in this corner (see video A, 5’40” and
onwards for an example).
create a digital model of the pencil field. You can grab and
move around graphical symbols, but the tactile feel of moving around real objects is hard to beat. The mapping of
the field is dynamic, i.e., dependent on the current placement of the supply electrodes. Also, the physical design of
the interface allows for a number of auxiliary playing techniques, as outlined in the previous section. This makes it
very rewarding to play.
The directness and complete lack of lag is rewarding, and
makes it feel like interacting with a physical object. This
resonates with the need for intimacy between gestural controller and sound generation, as emphasized by Wessel et al
[Wessel et al. 2002]. Also, everything you do with the electrodes and on the pencil field has consequences, just like
when playing an acoustic instrument. There are no neutral
gestures, and there is strong inter-dependence between the
elements of the interface, which makes it feel like a whole.
Like in acoustic instruments, it is not a one-to-one mapping
[Hunt and Wanderley 2002], but many-to-many. Any combination of parameter values can in theory be achieved, but
it is not a matter of adjusting them one by one. You do not
control a number of independent parameters. You play an
instrument, using your fingers and your ears. These physical inter-dependencies between the parameters force you to
find simple and elegant solutions, and to respond directly
to what you play. You have to play with big ears, and be
ready for the unexpected. It is a challenge, also for the
experienced improviser.
The whole construction is dirty (literally) and involves
very basic materials, such as carbon, copper and paper,
which is also a welcome change to the sometimes sterile
world of electronic music.
The interface has some weaknesses. The control signals
from the tap electrodes are sometimes noisy, and sometimes
there is bad contact to the pencil markings. Also, the pen-

cil markings wear out pretty quickly, since I’m using very
soft pencils, for better conductivity (lower resistance). The
playing surface has to be redrawn for each performance or
rehearsal. But these weaknesses can also be regarded as
strengths, and are essential to the kind of performance that
has developed around this interface. Noise and minute variations make the sounds animated and less predictable. Bad
contact force you to be careful and make the sound engine
robust. In a solo improvisation, sudden unexpected changes
can be regarded as creative input from the instrument, just
like the input from a fellow player injects new material into
a duo improvisation. The redrawing of the pencil field has
become part of the performance, and is visually and theatrically rewarding. Features, such as ladders and tails, are
added as the improvisation calls for them, and even the
sharpening of the pencil becomes a performance act, with
contact miked and amplified sharpener providing interesting sounds to the mix.
Further performance elements include contact microphones
under the paper, used to amplify the sounds of drawing.
Also, if the electrodes are left on the pencil field while drawing, the slight movements of the paper are transferred into
the synthesized sound.
Obviously, the audience should see all this clearly. For
some concerts in intimate spaces, people have been so close
so that they clearly see what is happening, even if they do
not understand the inner mechanics of it (just like most people do not know the inner workings of, e.g., a trumpet). In
other cases, a camera and projector have been used, showing
the performance area on a big screen behind the performer.

4.1

Future development

There are a number of things with this interface that can
be improved, and a number of possible applications of these
ideas that have not yet been tested. For example, it is tech5

Figure 5: The voltage outputs of a short session on the pencil fields interface. In this example, the + and electrodes were used together with 5 tap electrodes. The graph shows 15 seconds and is captured from the
session shown in this short video: http://vimeo.com/36385389. The first row shows some simple movement of
the taps between the + and - electrodes. In the end of the first row, the + and - are rotated back and forth
around the group of taps, visible as alternating simultaneous up and down gestures. In the middle row, a
ladder and a tail is used to create fast rhythmic patterns. The third row shows some short-circuit playing.
nically possible to use the pencil field to scale and treat
sound signals instead of DC currents. The resistive properties of the graphite can be used as part of a summing mixer,
where distance would regulate relative volume.
And maybe most interesting, the full potential of the
drawing medium has not yet been explored. Figurative
drawing combined with the pencil field interface could allow
for a new mix of story-telling and musical performance.

Also, thanks to Tom Bugs for electronic advice, and to
Richard Quirk for valuable testing and feedback.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
While I have concentrated on live improvisations using the
Pencil Field, musician Richard Quirk at Isle of Man, was
given access to the same interface, and he has developed his
own way of using it, only aided by a brief introduction by
me. I want to conclude with a quote from him:
“The pencil-field provides a linked source of voltages that
encourage fluidity. The process of drawing the roadmap
for the coins is in itself a stretching exercise that helps the
mindspace to be ready to create. I was not expecting this
focus point, as one of the problems I have frequently had
with modulars is where to start with something that can be
as open-ended as your imagination allows it to be. My
mind was free to seek pathways within the modular as the
graphite pencil etched out a framework. .. The coins can
be stacked with increasing random results as the pos/neg
coins are added, touched together momentarily for staccato
voltage spikes or rubbed slowly for vibrato when controlling
oscillators. Collected in separate clusters like constellations
till fingers collide. Moving the coins in a looped pattern,
the equivalent of a blues riff. “
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they are closely linked to the guitarist it is a very natural
way for the instrumentalist to control any type of media or
effects and turn the guitar into a multi-media instrument /
controller.
Our system could be compared to existing pitch-to-midi
technologies like the 1 Axon AX 50 or the 2 Roland VG-99
systems but our approach is broader and more complete as
we include all major guitar playing techniques.

In this paper we present a series of algorithms developed
to detect the following guitar playing techniques : bend,
hammer-on, pull-off, slide, palm muting and harmonic. Detection of playing techniques can be used to control external content (i.e audio loops and effects, videos, light events,
etc.), as well as to write real-time score or to assist guitar novices in their learning process. The guitar used is a
Godin Multiac with an under-saddle RMC hexaphonic piezo
pickup (one pickup per string, i.e six mono signals).

2.

Keywords

EXTRACTION OF PLAYING ARTICULATIONS

Articulations used to play the guitar can vary a lot from one
guitarist to another as well as from one style to another. We
worked on the most common guitar articulations (defined
in [8]) listed as follows: hammer-on, pull-off, slide, bend,
harmonic, palm muting.
Our algorithmic approach for articulation detection is described in Figure 1. The diagram emphasizes the discrimination between right-hand and left-hand attack as the first
important element leading to the detection of all the articulations. We did not develop any pitch detector algorithm,
as this question is a fairly well-known problem in signal
processing. The following algorithms have been used: YIN
(temporal), sigmund~ Max MSP object (spectral) and MIR
toolbox pitch detection algorithm (used with the autocorrelation method).

Guitar audio analysis, playing techniques, hexaphonic pickup,
controller, augmented guitar

1. INTRODUCTION
Guitar has maintained a close relationship with technological innovation throughout its history, from acoustic to electric and now to virtual [3]. The term ”augmented instrument” is generally used to refer to a traditional (acoustic) instrument with added sonic possibilities. The augmentation
can be physical like John Cage’s sonic research on prepared
pianos, but nowadays the term has acquired a more computational meaning: the use of digital audio to enhance the
sonic possibilities of a given instrument as well as the use of
sensors and/or signal analysis algorithms to give extra and
expressive controls to the player. Guitar playing techniques
detection are part of this last category and several of them
have alreday been investigated. In [13] and [10] focus has
been put on estimating the point where the string has been
plucked, i.e the plucking point. In [5], left-hand fingering of
a guitar player has been analyzed and characterized offline.
In [6] algorithms to detect plucking and expression styles
for bass guitar has been investigated. In [9] automatic note
transcription from an hexaphonic pickup has been achieved.
On the other hand, several studies focus more on the artistic side using added sensors and/or analysis algorithms to
control synthetic sound parameters [7], [11], [12] or [4].
In this paper, we put our efforts on the audio signal analysis part, in order to detect guitar playing techniques. As
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 1: Diagram of the articulations detection algorithm
1
2
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3. BUILDING THE DATABASE

When the string is plucked (by a finger or a pick), its vibratory regime is momentarily stopped, resulting in a trough
just before the attack in the signal envelope. As opposed
to a plucked note, legato attack doesn’t stop the string’s
vibration leading to a shift in pitch without a significant
change in amplitude. After several testing with different
speeds of playing, it appears that the gap can vary from
20ms to 50ms. It has to be noticed that for faster playing,
e.g tremolo, the gap disappears and a dedicated algorithm
should be implemented to detect such audio event. Our
left-hand / right-hand attack discrimination system is thus
based on the observation of the very first milliseconds before the onset. A simple measure of the slope between the
minimum energy point preceding the attack and the maximum point at the attack. Best results were obtained when
computing the slope using two neighboring half-overlapping
frames. This lead to a 94.0% correct classification rate when
using a properly optimized threshold. We observed that
classification errors are often due to string noise preceding
right hand attacks, causing the energy slope to be smaller
than it could be. We are hence looking into improving robustness to these playing artefacts.

A Godin Multiac guitar with an under saddle hexaphonic
RMC pickup and Alvarez Alliance HT classic nylon strings
mounted on it has been used to build the database. Two
styles of picking (finger and pick) have been recorded by two
different guitarists, leading to the building of two databases
for which: the range of the recorded notes is going from
the open string to the 16th fret; hammer-on, pull-off and
slide notes range from a half-tone to one and a half tone of
variation; slide notes have been recorded in both directions;
bended notes couldn’t hardly go above a half-tone of variation, as we were using nylon strings; the five first harmonics
have been recorded for each string; normal notes have been
played at three different positions: bridge, soundhole and
fretboard; all recordings have been hand-segmented with
3
Sonic Visualizer software.
Each picking style database is made out of 1416 samples
(normal notes: 288, palm muted: 96, hammer-on: 234, pulloff: 234, slide: 468, bend: 66, harmonic: 30).
The guitar database we recorded is available 4 online.

4. ONSET DETECTION
As a general scheme for describing onset detection approaches,
one can say that they consist in three steps [2]. First, the
audio signal is pre-processed in order to accentuate certain
aspects important to the detection task, then, the amount
of data from the processed signal is reduced in order to
obtain a lower sample rate. Finally, thresholding and/or
peak-picking can be applied to isolate the potential onsets.

4.1

5.

Evaluation

Here, we have been comparing a range of onset detection algorithms which covers 18 variants of amplitude-based methods (including the energy, log-energy domains, and their
time derivatives) and short-time Fourier transform based
methods (including spectral flux in different domains, phasebased methods and their variants using amplitude weighting, and complex-based methods). Evaluation is performed
using the approach proposed in [1]. A tolerance of plus or
minus 50 ms on the timing of the detected onset has been
used to still be considered as valid because of the lack of
accuracy of the hand-annotated reference files. We have
not been using methods requiring a pitch estimation. The
monophonic recordings (sum of the 6 separate channels) of
the guitar signals were used and we optimized the detection
threshold for peak F-measure for each detection method individually. Table 1 presents the results for the four best
performing methods, and provide the peak F-measure on
the whole data set, as well as recall values for 4 categories
of attacks: right-hand attack (i.e normal notes), harmonic,
hammer-on, pull-off. Bends haven’t been considered for this
evaluation.
We observe that if the detection of right hand (including
harmonics) attacks is generally not a problem, the detection
of hammer-on and pull-off attacks is better achieved using
STFTs-based methods. Indeed, a significant part of those
left-hand attacks do not show any amplitude increase at
all. Finally, the best performing approach has a F-measure
above 96% with a recall close to 100% for right-hand attacks, 98% for hammer-ons, and a moderate 88% for pulloffs. Some further research would hence be necessary to
understand how pull-offs can be better detected.

4.2
3
4

LEFT-HAND ARTICULATIONS

Once the distinction between right-hand and left-hand attack is performed, it is thus possible to categorize the lefthand articulations by inspecting into the pitch profile of the
note. The left hand works on the string tension and fretting,
thus affecting the pitch. Our method of left-hand playing
technique detection operates by measuring the pitch time
derivative.

Figure 2: Distribution of the number of transition half
tones with the maximal relative slopes for notes with lefthand articulation: hammer-on (blue), pull-off (black), bend
(green) and slide (red).
Hammer-on (ascending legato) is characterized by an abrupt
change in pitch, as well as its counterpart, the pull-off (descending legato). The bend shows a slower evolution in
pitch. The slide has a pitch derivation similar to the hammeron or pull-off, but with a ”staircase” profile corresponding
to the frets over which the sliding finger passes.
As a first step, two parameters are investigated: the number of half tones of the note transition, and the maximal
relative pitch slope, defined as the maximal difference of
pitch between two consecutive frames spaced by 10ms divided by the open string pitch value. Figure 2 shows how
these two parameters are distributed for notes articulated
with a hammer-on, a pull-off, a bend or a slide. It can be
noted from this figure that the great majority of bended

Discrimination between left and right hand
attacks

http://www.sonicvisualiser.org/
http://www.numediart.org/GuitarDB/
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Method
Spectral Flux
Weighted Phase Divergence
Amplitude
Delta Amplitude

F-measure
96.2%
95.8%
92.4%
91.8%

Normal Right-hand Recall
99.6%
98.9%
99.6%
99.6%

Harmonic Recall
100%
100%
100%
100%

Hammer-on Recall
97.9%
97.4%
92.3%
91.9%

Pull-off Recall
88.0%
87.6%
75.2%
74.4%

Table 1: Results of the onset detection with four different techniques
notes (green points) are easily identified as they present a
very low pitch slope. Secondly, it can be observed that for
transitions with more than one half tone, a perfect determination of slide versus hammer-on or pull-off is achieved. As
a consequence, the only remaining ambiguity concerns the
distinction of slide with hammer-on/pull-off for a transition
of a half tone.
To address this latter issue, two parameters are extracted:
the energy ratio and the spectral center of gravity ratio.
Both of them are computed on two 40ms-long frames: one
ends at the transition middle, while the other starts at that
moment.
Based on the aforementioned approaches, a detection of
left-hand articulated notes has been proposed simply by using thresholding. The results of the ensuing classification
are presented in Table 2. It can be noticed that all bend
effects are correctly identified. Slides are determined with
an accuracy of 97.61%. Finally, hammers and pulloffs are
detected in more than 93%. The main source of errors for
these latter effects is the remaining ambiguity with slides of
one half tone.
Hammer
Pull-off
Bend
Slide

Hammer
93.27%
0%
0%
1.74%

Pull-off
0.45%
93.69%
0%
0.43%

Bend
0%
0%
100%
0.21%

Figure 3: Slope of the energy of four notes played at the
bridge (blue), at the soundhole (red), at the fretboard(green)
and palm muted (black)
notes). The misclassified notes are mostly due to imperfect
playing. 97.91% means that one note has been misclassified
and 93.75% and 87.5% respectively leads to one and two
misclassified notes.

Slide
6.28%
6.31%
0%
97.61%

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 2: Confusion matrix for detection of left-hand articulated notes

6.

Normal notes
97.91%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97.91%

Palm muted notes
93.75%
100%
100%
100%
100%
87.5%

Table 3: Palm muting detection results for the six strings

RIGHT-HAND ARTICULATIONS

In this section, two right-hand articulations are studied:
palm muting and harmonics notes.

6.1

String
(thresh -0.06 )
(thresh -0.06 )
(thresh -0.06 )
(thresh -0.04 )
(thresh -0.05 )
(thresh -0.05 )

6.2

Harmonics

Harmonics are obtained by slightly fretting a note on a node
of the string with the left hand. Two techniques are investigated to achieve this detection. One operates in the time
domain, while the other one focuses on the spectral domain.
Both approaches only consider the note attack, which allows
for a real-time detection of harmonic notes. It has been attested that, after the attack, the differentiation between an
harmonic and a normal note might become more difficult,
especially for the 7th and 12th fret. The two methods are
explained in the following.

Palm Muting

Palm muting is obtained by plucking the string with the
palm of the right hand slightly touching the string. The
produced sound is stifled, the sustain period of the palm
muted note is shorter and decreases faster than the one of a
normal note. Moreover high frequencies decrease faster than
other part of the spectrum when the note is palm muted.
As a consequence the spectrum was filtered out from 0 to
500Hz. Figure 3 shows the slopes (starting at the attack) of
the spectral envelopes of four notes: three notes are played
with a normal attack (at the bridge, soundhole and fretboard) and one is palm muted. For the three normal notes,
one can see the longer sustain period as the curves stay
rather flat compared to the palm muted note whose slope
increase logarithmically.
Based on that behavior, our algorithmic approach calculates the value of the energy envelope slope at the attack
and compares it to a defined threshold. The slope is computed as the energy ratio between two frames: one located
at the energy peak following note onsets, and the one that
follows. Table 3 shows the results of the algorithm which
has been run on 48 normal notes for each strings (16 per
position: bridge, soundhole, fretboard and 16 palm muted

• Time-domain approach: Figure 4 shows the waveform at the attack for a normal note and an harmonic.
Two parameters are proposed: the attack duration is
defined as the timespan during which the attack waveform remains positive; the relative discontinuity during the attack is defined as Amin/Amax (right side
of Figure 4).
• Frequency-domain approach: Figure 5 shows the
magnitude spectrum of the attack for a normal note
(left) and an harmonic note (right) using a 40ms Hanning window. On these spectra, we extracted a single
parameter: the harmonic-to-subharmonic ratio is defined as the difference in dB between the amplitude of
9

three detections in real-time. In addition, the defined algorithms have to be tested by different guitarists as well as
with different types of guitar in order to build a relevant
user-study. Finally, a machine-learning method should be
considered to enhance the adaptation of the global algorithm to these different users.

8.
Figure 4: Attack during the production of a normal note
(left) and an harmonic note (right).
the first harmonic (at F 0) and the amplitude of the
subharmonic at 1.5 · F 0.

9.

Based on the two previous approaches, a detection of harmonic notes has been proposed simply by using a threshold. The results of the ensuing classification are presented
in Table 4. It can be noticed that all harmonic notes are
correctly identified, while for normal notes, the best results
are achieved for notes played on the fretboard (with only
0.52% of misclassification) and the worst ones are obtained
for notes played at the bridge (with a bit less of 95% of
correct detection).
Harmonic detection
100%
0.52%
2.78%
5.38%
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Figure 5: Magnitude spectrum during the attack of a normal note (left) and an harmonic note (right).
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Normal detection
0%
99.48%
97.22%
94.62%

Table 4: Confusion matrix for harmonics detection.

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
This paper focused on features extraction from an hexaphonic guitar signal, in order to detect and recognize all
the playing techniques commonly used on the guitar. The
methodology was built on the successive detection and classification of 1) attacks/note onsets, 2) left-hand and righthand discrimination, 3) articulation types: normal, mute,
bend, slide, hammer-on, pull-off, harmonic and palm muting.
Playing techniques algorithm have been tested and implemented separately in Matlab and Max/MSP with positive
feedback from informal live evaluations. However a global
algorithm needs to be implemented to gather all playing
techniques detection. This implementation should assessed
the processing power issues encountered when using at least

5
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ABSTRACT

user to perform even simple melodies in real time since there
is no control over the basic parameters of common musical
instruments such as pitch, timbre, articulation, or harmony.
In this paper, we describe the EyeHarp, a new real-time
gaze-controlled musical instrument, focusing on the new features we recently added to its design. The EyeHarp gazecontrolled musical interface aims to provide similar expressive potentials to common musical instruments. In particular, we report on the EyeHarp new controls, the arpeggiator, the new remote eye-tracking device, and the EyeHarp
capacity to act as a MIDI controller for any VST plugin
virtual instrument.
The use of eye-tracking systems for controlling musical
instruments raises a number of challenges and opportunities. Since in such scenarios the gaze is used for both perception and control, a gaze-based communication system
should be able to distinguish casual viewing from the desire to produce intentional commands. The system should
avoid the “Midas touch” problem [6], wherein all objects
viewed are unintentionally selected. Furthermore, temporal control in eye-tracking-based musical instruments is of
paramount importance. The user should be able to play a
melody in tempo, with minimum latency. The EyeHarp intends to tackle these issues and advance the state-of-the-art
in gaze-based musical instruments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes existent gaze selection techniques. Section 3
describes the EyeHarp, in particular the new eye-tracking
device and graphical interface. In Section 4 we evaluate
the temporal control provided by the EyeHarp, and finally
Section 5 presents some conclusions and future work.

In this paper we describe the EyeHarp, a new gaze-controlled
musical instrument, and the new features we recently added
to its design. In particular, we report on the EyeHarp new
controls, the arpeggiator, the new remote eye-tracking device, and the EyeHarp capacity to act as a MIDI controller
for any VST plugin virtual instrument. We conducted an
evaluation of the EyeHarp Temporal accuracy by monitoring 10 users while performing a melody task, and comparing
their gaze control accuracy with their accuracy using a computer keyboard. We report on the results of the evaluation.

Keywords
Eye-tracking systems, music interfaces, gaze interaction

1. INTRODUCTION
Eye-tracking systems provide a very promising approach to
real-time human-computer interaction (a good overview of
eye tracking research in human-computer interaction can
be found in [6]). These systems have been investigated in
different domains such as cognitive psychology where eye
movement data can help to understand how humans process information, as well as for understanding user-device
interaction and for allowing physically disabled people to
communicate with a computer using eye movements.
The first person who proposed gaze interaction in a musical context was Leo Theremin. As described by Albert
Glinsky in his book “Theremin: ether music and espionage”
[1], “...mere shifts in the performer’ s glance could trigger
changes in its timbre. At a distance of about six to ten
feet in front of the performer, lenses arranged across a strip
were trained on one of the player’ s eyes. Behind each lens,
a concealed photoelectric cell was attached to its own tone
generator...”. Andrea Polli in 1997 [11] developed a system
which allowed performers to access a grid of nine words spoken by a single human voice by making saccadic movements
in nine different directions. Hornof et al. [2], after abandoning the idea of the “EyePiano”, developed more interactive
tools using Storyboarding. Kim et al. implemented Oculog
[8]. The gaze’ s position was mapped to PureData for generating and interacting with four sequences. A more detailed
survey of existing gaze controlled musical interfaces can be
found in [12]. However, none of these approaches allow the

2.

GAZE SELECTION TECHNIQUES

In this section we overview the main selection techniques
used in gaze controlled applications. We focus on techniques
using solely the user’s gaze, i.e. we don’t consider other
methods for clicking, for instance using the lips or hands.

Blinking. With blink-based selection, the user looks at a
target object and blinks to select it. Humans blink involuntary every few seconds which would result in unintentional
selections. Proposed solutions to this problem include prolonged blinking [9] and three deliberate blinks to indicate a
selection [7]. Both methods are considered to be unnatural
and introduce a big response time.

Dwell Time. This is the most popular selection method

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

used in gaze controlled applications. A selection occurs
when an object is fixated upon for a period of time exceeding
a specified time-threshold. If the dwell time threshold is set
too short, the user may unintentionally activate commands,
while if it is too long extra response time is added. Dwell
time is used in the EyeHarp project for all the controls,
11

apart from anything related to playing real time melodies
where the screen button method (see bellow) is used.

tions of the infra-red illuminators. Both monocular and
binocular remote eye tracking are supported. The term remote implies that both camera and infra-red illuminators
are placed on the the desk (usually under the computer
screen). An alternative solution is a head-mounted eyetracker. The advantage of the corneal reflections remote
eye tracking technique is that slight head movements are
possible without affecting the accuracy of the system. Using a head mounted eye-tracker it was impossible to conduct
a proper evaluation, as with slight head movements the calibration was lost [13]. The cost of building the remote eyetracking device varies from 50 to 100 euros, depending on
the delivery cost of the components. More details about
how to build such an eye-tracker can be found online at:
http://www.gazegroup.org/forum/

Gaze gestures. In this method the user initiates a command by making a sequence of “eye strokes” in a certain
order. Making a gaze gesture still requires a brief stop (fixation) between the strokes (saccades).

Special Selection Area or Screen Button. Another solution to the Midas touch problem is to use a special selection
area [10]. For example, in the “quick glance” method developed by Ohno (1998), each object that could be selected
was divided into two areas: command name area and selection area. Selection was done by first fixating briefly on
the command (to determine the name or type of the command), then confirming that a selection was required, via
a brief glance at the selection area. Alternatively, a user
who is experienced and knows the locations of the commands can glance directly at the selection area associated
with that command. With this method, it is possible to
obtain better temporal control allowing to control the exact timing of selection events. This is of special interest in
music applications where it is important that the user is
able to play in tempo. Placing each command name and
selection area in slices around a circle or “pie” results in the
Pie menus selection technique.

Pie Menus / pEYEs. In computer interface design, a pie
menu (also known as a radial menu) is a circular context
menu where selection depends on direction. A pie menu
is made of several “pie slices” around an inactive center.
Anke Huckauf et al., in 2008 introduced pEYEs [4], where
pie menus were suggested for gaze control. A slice opens
without dwell times by looking in the outer selection area of
a slice. A slice can lead to another pie menu. The advantage
of this selection technique for playing melodies in real time is
that it allows better temporal control: the command is sent
the exact moment that the user looks at the outer region
of a slice. Between playing two notes, the user can have
a fixation inside the internal neutral command area of the
pie. This helps in avoiding accidental notes (Mida’ s touch)
and thus no Dwell time is necessary. Fixations detection
algorithms can be optionally activated. A one-level “pEye”
menu is used in the EyeHarp for playing melodies.

Figure 1: The Eye Tracker used for the experiment

3.2

The EyeHarp interface consists of three basic layers: (i)The
pEYE menu, (ii) the Step Sequencer, (iii)The Arpeggiator. The last two are used for building a rhythmic and
harmonic background in the musical composition, while the
pEYE menu for playing melodies and changing the chords
in real time. The EyeHarp also consists of various controls
specifically designed for gaze input. These controls can be
assigned to local parameters of each layer separately (like
the timbre, volume, pitch range of each layer) or global features of the composition (like scale, transposition, tempo).
Focus points are placed at the center of each control. This
technique is necessary whenever we use the gaze as a pointing input.

3. THE EYEHARP

3.2.1 The EyeHarp Peye

The EyeHarp is an open source gaze controlled musical interface [13] implemented in OpenFrameworks open source
C++ toolkit. To access the source and binaries visit http:
//code.google.com/p/eyeharp/. At the moment there are
implementations for windows and linux systems. Probably the best way to demonstrate its functionality is to
watch a video demonstration with explanatory annotations
at http://theeyeharp.blogspot.com/. In this section we
describe the main components of the EyeHarp with emphasis in its new features. A more extensive description of the
functionality of the EyeHarp can be found in [12].

3.1

The EyeHarp Interface

The Peye is displayed in figure 2. Initially, the EyeHarp
design included an EyePiano interface for playing melodies
similar to the one introduced by Hornof et al. [2]. The interface implemented by Hornof et al. consisted of a fixationbased eye-controlled piano in which users played notes by
looking at particular keys in the screen for a short period of
time. However, they reported that users were only slightly
able to improve their ability to move to the intended piano
keys and were not at all able to improve their rhythmic accuracy. In order to address these problems we introduced
the screen button gaze selection technique into our EyePiano interface (figure 4). The resulting interface consisted of
two piano keyboards (each representing a different octave),
one at the top op the screen and another at the bottom.
The area in the middle is the “command area”, where no
notes are triggered. When the user wants to trigger a note,
he first looks at the desired note in the command area and
then he looks up or down, depending on the desired note.
This improved interface allows better spatial and temporal
accuracy when playing a melody.

Eye-Tracking Device

The eye-tracking device (figure 1) used for evaluating the
EyeHarp consists of a modified PS3 eye camera and two
infra-red illuminators. The infra-red cut-off filter of the
PS3 eye camera was replaced with infra-red pass filter and
its lens was replaced by a 16mm m12 lens. This setup was
used along with the ITU Gaze Tracker open source software [5]. This software is computing the user’ s gaze by
detecting the center of the pupil and the corneal reflec12

Figure 2: The Peye for playing real time melodies.
After experimenting with the EyePiano interface, we decided to further improve it by replacing the piano interface
by a Peye menu: we positioned the notes at the periphery of a circle. In addition, we converted the instrument
to a diatonic one which allowed us to have more space for
other interface controls. In a gaze controlled interface big
buttons are required, as the accuracy of the eye tracking
system might not be sufficient. In the new diatonic interface, users determine the musical mode before starting to
play. Once this is done, only the notes included in the selected scale appear in the Peye menu. If the distance volume
switch (figure 6-a) is active, then 4 focus points appear in
the selection area of each note (figure 3). The closer to the
Peye perimeter the the gaze is, the louder and more vibrato
in the the note.

combination with any sample bank by selecting the midiOut
tab (figure 2 top left corner). An additional virtual midi
driver software (such as LoopBe), a vst virtual instrument
host application (such as reaper) are required to connect
the EyeHarp with a vst virtual instrument.
The notes mapped to each slice can be assigned automatically by choosing one of the pre-set scales in the basic mode
(figure 2) or can be assigned manually and thus create any
possible 12-semitone musical mode (figure 6-d).
If the “chord” button is activated, then the last 7 slices
of the pEYE menu are dedicated for changing the chords of
the composition (figure 2). The chords are placed in a order
of fifths. That way, the most common chords (IV, I, V) are
placed in the middle and thus are more easily accessible
while playing melodies.

Figure 4: Improved version of the EyePiano

Figure 3: When distance volume is active, 4 focus
points appear at the selection area of each note.
The further out the gaze of the user is, the louder
and with more vibrato the note will sound.

3.2.2

Step Sequencer

Figure 5 displays the implemented Step Sequencer. The
notes assigned to the sequencer belong to the pre-determined
scale. Moving from the bottom to the top of the screen we
go up in the pitch. Consecutively the columns of the grid
are flashing, indicating the current position in the sequencer

The user can choose between some pre-set sounds, build
his own timbre by changing the parameters of the additive
synthesis or just use the EyeHarp as a midi controller in
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loop. The user can activate a note in the grid by looking
at it for about a second. In the case of the step sequencer
the temporal accuracy is not critical. For deselecting a note
the user looks again at the same note for one second. The
number of notes on the grid, the octave, the scale, and the
tempo can be changed using the controls described in the
following sections.

time is applied to activate / deactivate the switches. All the
notes in the Step Sequencer are switches. When looking at
a switch its focus point placed in the middle of it, turns
green, indicating that if the user continues to look at it, it
will turn on.

3.2.4

Figure 6-b shows the available controls of the arpeggiator.
Up to four arpeggios can be generated by setting parameters for each of them. When sounding all together, they
provided a rich harmonic and rhythmic background to the
composition. Chords can be changed in the pEye. The
arpeggiator parameters are:
Starting Note: the first note of the arpeggio. The value ‘0’
corresponds to A1 (55Hz).
Meter : The total notes of the arpeggio.
Notes Included : if the value of this parameter is set to ‘1’,
then only the tonal note of each chord will be included in
the arpeggio. If the value is set to ‘2’ then the tonal and
5th of the chord will be included. Up to seven notes (all the
notes of the scale) can be included in this order: I, V, III,
VII, II, IV, VI.
Pattern Size: Each arpeggio is formed by repeated patterns.
This variable determines how many notes are forming this
pattern.
Pattern Step: Together with the ‘notes Included’ this parameter determines the intervals between the notes in the
pattern.
Global Step: Together with the ‘notes Included’ this parameter determines the intervals between the starting notes of
the patterns.
Volume: The volume of each arpeggio.

Figure 5: The dwell-based step sequencer

3.2.3

Arpeggiator

EyeHarp Controls

In order to set the various parameters of the EyeHarp interface, explicit controls for gaze input were designed.

Sliders.
On both, the left and right hand side of figure 5 two
orange sliders are shown. Users can set the desired value
without clicking by looking at the desired value in the command area (nothing is triggered in that region), and then
gazing at the actual slider. A short dwell time is applied
on these focus points in order to avoid setting values accidentally. The screen button technique is applied in this
case.

4.

EVALUATION

The hypothesis made when using a Peye menu for playing
melodies in real time was that the screen button gaze selection technique used in Peye menus would give optimal
temporal control. In the current system, the user decides
to play a note with just one saccade eye movement. Saccadic movements are very fast eye movements. In fact the
results of the experiment we performed indicate that users
tend to play the notes earlier than they intended to.
Ten users participated in the experiment. All users had
a minimum of 5 years of musical training. First they were
asked to perform 3 ascending scales in the EyeHarp interface. Between every performed scale they practised for 2
minutes in the EyeHarp interface trying to play in tempo
while they were asked to look at the command area of every note (that is the number corresponding to this note)
before triggering that note. As this area is closer to the
selection area, according to the Fitts’s law this should improve their performance. Although some users preferred to
look at the centre of the interface before performing each
note. Afterwards they were asked to play an octave interval
for 40 times. These notes were placed diametrically in the
Peye menu, so the distance between the notes is the farthest possible. The tempo in both cases was set to 60bps
and each note had to be triggered every 2 beats (every 2
seconds). The data were recorded with the same frame rate
as the EyeHarp running (60fps). A simple arpeggio along
with a flash on the computer screen was providing the users
with the sense of the rhythm. Afterwards they were asked
to perform the same task using the computer’ s keyboard.
In figure 7 we can see the results of the gaze input, while
in figure 8 the results of the keyboard input in the case the
ascending scale measurement.

Repeat Buttons.
Alternatively the value can be set using the repeat buttons
placed next to the slider. The repeat buttons are commonly
used in many applications along with sliders to increase /
decrease by one step. A Dwell time is applied in this case.
The increase / decrease buttons are connected with each
other with a black line. When we increase the corresponding value, the increase button gets brighter, while the decrease button gets darker. The set value is displayed in
a area between the buttons. The slider control interface is
more appropriate for setting distant values, while the repeat
buttons are appropriate for fine tuning.

Tabs.
Analogous to the tabs in windows control panel, or in
almost any web browser, there is a similar control in the
EyeHarp interface. The purpose of this control is to map
the same control buttons (like sliders) to different control
variables, or to exclusively choose between some distinct
choices (similar to the radio button). For example in figure
6 the user can assign the slider on the left to any of the available controls determined by the 2 or 3 levels of multiplexing
determined by the tabs.

Switches.
In order to activate / deactivate a particular function,
switch buttons are used. Their color is dark when they
are not activated, and light when they are activated. Dwell
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Figure 6: When the advanced switch is active, the advanced controls appear. An horizontal tab at the
bottom determines the first level of multiplexing. Depending on the button selected there, another vertical
tab might appear. This tab assigns the slider and repeat button to the desired control. In the case of the
Apreggiator (b) one more tab appears at the top for determining which of the 4 available arpeggios is to be
modified. In the case of the general controls (a), a few switch controls appear at the top.
• In the case of Gaze input the commands are triggered
earlier. This confirms the results reported by Hornof
et al. [3], where in the case of midline saccade detection algorithm (which is similar to what was applied
in our case as well - the note is triggered once the
gaze enters the selection area without any dwell time)
the users played the notes 57ms earlier (when asked
to play 1 note every second).
• When performing a scale -where the notes are close to
each other- with gaze input, the average asynchrony
measured was -94ms. When performing at octave interval -where the distance between the notes is longerthe average asynchrony was -46ms. This indicates
that the closer the target, the earlier the event is triggered. Applying an appropriate fixation detection algorithm may improve this asynchrony.

Figure 7: Performance with gaze input. Users practised for 2 minutes before performing each of the 3
scales.

• The users improved their performance through practice. In the first attempt the variance is very high,
while it falls in the second and third attempt.
• In figure 9 we can observe each users’ s overall asynchrony for gaze and keyboard input. The size of each
circle corresponds to the average variance of each user.
An ideal performance is one with zero variance and
zero asynchrony. Most users’ average asynchrony has
a negative value for gaze input and a positive value
for keyboard input.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described the EyeHarp, a new gaze controlled musical interface for controlling the melodic, harmonic and expressive aspects of a musical composition in real time. In
particular, we have described the new features of the EyeHarp, such as its new controls, the arpeggiator, and the
new remote eye-tracking device. We have conducted an
evaluation to asses the EyeHarp Temporal accuracy using

Figure 8: Performance with keyboard input.
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Figure 9: Comparing Gaze and Keyboard performance for each user.
the pEYE menu. The results show that the user’s temporal accuracy improves with practice, as it is the case with
traditional musical instruments. Motivated by the results
obtained, we plan to apply a fixation detection algorithm
that would depend on the distance to the target note. We
think this could improve the negative asynchrony observed
in the evaluation. We plan to conduct a more extensive evaluation using various fixation detection algorithms in order
to confirm this hypothesis.
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ABSTRACT
We have added a dynamic bio-mechanical mapping layer
that contains a model of the human vocal tract with tongue
muscle activations as input and tract geometry as output to
a real time gesture controlled voice synthesizer system used
for musical performance and speech research. Using this
mapping layer, we conducted user studies comparing controlling the model muscle activations using a 2D set of force
sensors with a position controlled kinematic input space
that maps directly to the sound. Preliminary user evaluation suggests that it was more difficult to using force input
but the resultant output sound was more intelligible and
natural compared to the kinematic controller. This result
shows that force input is a potentially feasible for browsing
through a vowel space for an articulatory voice synthesis
system, although further evaluation is required.

Figure 1: The DiVA system used during performance and speech research
The original DiVA system maps gesture input directly
into sound space to control a formant synthesizer [7]. The
synthesizer is capable of producing high quality speech as
evident by the sample phrases, but requires a large number of input parameters. Mapping the input gestures to the
synthesis parameters has been the central focus of the DiVA
system. The gesture to sound mapping scheme requires significant user input bandwidth and the result is a system
with a gradual learning curve requiring long training time
and unnatural sounding output. At the other extreme, concatenative based text to speech synthesis systems can offer
natural sounding speech, but at the price of controllability which makes it unsuitable for real time performance.
Figure 2 shows the relative positions of the formant-based
DiVA system, a concatenative synthesis system and the target goal for the new system.
The proposed method to improve the sound quality while
maintaining the ability to control the system as a performance instrument is through the implementation of an articulatory synthesis system with an underlying bio-mechanical
model. The motivation of this method lies in the fact that
the constraints imposed by the model is based on physiology of the human vocal apparatus and as such, a meaningful
mapping system from the input hand gestures, that are also
muscle based, will provide a more natural vocal tract configuration and the output sound is produced through articulatory synthesis. This method should not only create a more
expressive vocal instrument, but also provide new avenues
for speech research since the remapping of articulators (to
the hands) allows exploration on the cognitive process of
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1. INTRODUCTION
The human voice is one of the most intimate musical instruments known. This intimacy, based on the fact that it
resides within the human body, coupled with its usage for
communicative purposes, makes the voice a difficult instrument to analyze, and is therefore the subject of a significant
amount of scientific research. Within the NIME context,
because all hearing people are essentially ”expert listeners”,
the voice becomes an interesting platform for the development and evaluation of new instruments.
The Digital Ventriloquist Actor (DiVA) system is a real
time gesture controlled speech and singing synthesizer [5]
The DiVA, as shown in Figure 1, is a solo voice instrument
that has been used in various performances [10, 11] as well
as speech research.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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The new synthesis system consists of a number of modules,
as shown in Figure 3. Communication between the modules was implemented using Open Sound Control [1] which
allows flexible routing and transmission of the data and the
possibility of running the modules on different machines.
The following sections explain each module in more detail.

Figure 2: Controllability vs Naturalness
vocal production. With the vocal tract as the underlying
input representation for control for the user, it remains unclear whether force control (i.e., isometric, where gestures
force relates directly to muscle activation) or position control (i.e., isotonic, where gesture position maps to the shape
of the vocal tract) provide effective control techniques. As
a first step evaluation, a force input controller mapped to
articulators was implemented using FSRs, and compared
with a position controlled articulator shape mapping using
a touch pad.
This paper first describes related work, then provides an
overview of the implemented system and then describes preliminary evaluation that compares the new and existing systems focusing on the gesture input and synthesized results.
A discussion on the limitations of the evaluation is presented
followed by suggestions for future development.

Figure 3: System Diagram

3.1

Force Input and Mapping

The force input and mapping system consists of a series of
Force Sensitive Resistors (FSR’s) attached to an Arduino
microcontroller connected via a serial port to a Max/MSP
patch, as shown in Figure 4. The forces are mapped to
muscle activations and grouped according to their effect on
the tongue body: front, back, up, and down. This input
system allows opposing muscles to be activated at the same
time.

2. RELATED WORK
The DiVA system is based on GloveTalkII [6] where hand
gestures are captured using an instrumented glove and sent
to a software mapping system implemented using neural
networks. The mapping system converts the input gestures
to formant synthesis parameters in real time to produce
sound. Further developments of the system as a musical
instrument [9, 5] led to various modifications and additions
to the system for artistic applications, with considerable
effort spent on developing the aesthetics, modularity and
robustness as required for use by musicians during rehearsal
and performance.
The HandSketch controller and RAMCESS [3] synthesizer is another example of an existing gesture controlled
speech and singing synthesis system.
In terms of articulatory synthesis, VocaltractLab [2] utilizes a parametric model of the vocal tract and is capable of
high quality speech and provides an off-line control system
used to generate input parameters.
The bio-mechanical model of the tongue used by the new
system is based on [13] where a computationally expensive
finite element method model was sped up with a small loss
in accuracy using stiffness warping. The synthesizer used in
the new system [12] provides real time articulatory synthesis
based on a tube geometry and parameters driving a self
oscillating glottal source model.
In terms of developing new musical interfaces, [8] provides
a framework for selecting and evaluating input devices, and
[14] provides discussion on sensor choice and their suitability
for various musical tasks.

Figure 4: Force Input and Mapping

3.2

Bio-Mechanical Model

The model was implemented in the ArtiSynth modelling environment [4]. A series of beams was constructed around the

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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tongue model [13] to represent sections of the vocal tract,
and 22 marker points were placed at set intervals along the
tract. The distances between these marker points and the
tongue surface are computed in real time which allows an
effective cross sectional area function to be calculated. The
muscles in the tongue model are controlled by an OSC listener that listens for messages with address tags corresponding to each muscle.

Table 1: Identification
User
Kinematic
1
18 %
2
36 %
3
34 %
4
33 %
average
30 %

Accuracy
Force
35 %
31 %
52 %
62 %
45 %

For the listener evaluation, a word identification task was
set to compare the intelligibility of the system outputs. In
addition, a series of descriptors such as sharp, exciting, natural, speechlike and intelligible was provided and the listener
had to rank two (unknown) sound samples based on each
term.

Figure 5: Artisynth Vocal Tract Model

3.3

Synthesizer

The synthesizer is an extended version of [12] that implements an OSC listener and updates the tube shape in real
time while synthesizing audio at 44100 Hz. The number of
tube sections is set to the same as the output of the biomechanical model, although a linear interpolation function
is also available for a different number of sections if required.

3.4

Figure 6: Force and Kinematic Controllers

System Integration and Tuning

When integrated, the system runs on a single laptop (Intel C2D 2.4GHz Macbook). The static positions in the
tract model was manually matched to provide a certain output vowel space when the tongue was activated through the
force input system. The vowel space was tuned to include i,
E, A and u, which represent relative extremes of the tongue
body along the top/bottom and forward/back positions.

5. RESULTS
5.1 Performer Evaluation

4. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SYSTEM
To evaluate our sensor choice the new input system is compared with the existing system. A modified version of the
existing DiVA synthesis system was set up with the same
vowel space (based on formant frequencies) as the new system and a 2D browsing input was implemented on a iPad.
The X-Y finger position on the touch screen is fed into the
existing mapping system to control formant frequencies, and
the finger down/up is used to trigger the sound on/off. For
the force input system a separate USB foot-switch was used
to control the switching of the sound. Figure 6 shows an
image of the two controllers side by side.

4.1

While input trajectories were captured for all the user input and deviation from target values could be calculated, it
should be acknowledged that because the force input system has targets at the saturation point (maximum input
activation for the bio-mechanical model), it is not too relevant to make any quantitative comparison between the two
interfaces in this respect. All performers, given the limited amount of practice, seem to prefer the touch interface
due to its relative ease of use. The fact that the kinematic
controller is implemented on a polished commercial product
may also influence the performers’ preference.

5.2

Listener Evaluation

126 audio samples were used from the performer input data
(61 from the existing system and 65 from the new one).
They were placed in a randomized list, and played back
to each listener for identification. Table 1 shows the accuracy rates for each user. Overall the accuracy for the force
controller output is considerably higher than the kinematic
system.
For the qualitative descriptors (Table 2), the output from
the kinematic system was rated by most listeners as sharp.
This may be due to the different synthesizer used in the
existing system, and suggest that for a more comparable
analysis the two input and mapping systems should use the
same synthesizer if possible.

Experiment

A pilot experiment was set up with 3 performers and 4 listeners. The producers were introduced to the interfaces
and then asked to perform certain ”words” composed of 1
to 3 different vowel sounds. The gesture trajectories were
recorded to allow later playback for producing audio samples during listener evaluation. Due to the limited time the
performers have practised on the interface for the pilot, only
relevant qualitative feedback is currently available.
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8.

Table 2: Qualitative descriptors for system outputs
Kinematic Force
sharp
98%
2%
exciting
77%
23 %
natural
20%
80 %
speech-like
27%
73 %
intelligible
56%
44 %

5.3

Discussion

Through the pilot experiment various issues were discovered
that motivates modification and refinement of the evaluation procedure. First, it is clear that for a difficult to use
interface, a sufficient period of learning should be expected
for proper evaluation [8]. A significant difference in output
sound quality was noticed by listeners, and for better comparison the same synthesizer should be used to isolate differences between the input mappings. Since the initial submission of this paper, kinematic input was implemented to
drive the articulatory synth between the static tube shapes
of the boundary force input cases so the kinematic and force
input spaces can be better compared using the same sound
output.
An interesting outcome of the preliminary evaluation is
that despite the sound from the existing kinematic controller and formant synthesis system is considered ”more
intelligible” by listeners, the actual identification rate was
considerably higher in the new system for 3 out of the 4
listeners. At this point however, it is not certain if the force
input is the most feasible approach, and further investigation with a larger number of samples is required.

6. FUTURE WORK
This work represents the preliminary evaluation of using
force input for gesture controlled articulatory synthesis. There
are limitations in the various components of the current system and it is far from comprehensive as a vocal synthesizer
(lacking consonants, stops, etc). However, one of the most
crucial aspects of a gesture controlled synthesizer is input
system and the immediate focus of future work is to explore and evaluate appropriate input and mapping methods. Based on the findings of the current evaluation, the
same synthesis engine should be used to provide a more
balanced comparison by eliminating the effect of the difference in sound quality. If certain aspects of kinematic control is found to be appropriate alongside with force control,
a hybrid controller such as [15] may be employed to make
use of relevant features of both concepts (and indeed may
be necessary for generating a wider number of sounds). In
addition, as a musical interface, creative tasks such as ”composing a short piece” or ”performing a musical phrase” are
potential avenues for future exploration.

7. CONCLUSION
A force input system was implemented to control muscle activations to browse through a vowel space in an articulatory
vocal synthesis system with a bio-mechanical mapping layer.
The new input system and corresponding audio output is
evaluated by a comparison with the existing system from
the performer and listener perspectives. Preliminary user
evaluation suggest that the force-based system was more
difficult by novice users but the resultant output was no
less intelligible and rated to be more natural by listeners.
Force input appears to be a feasible controller for browsing through a vowel space in an articulatory voice synthesis
system, but further evaluation is required.
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ABSTRACT

2.

The Electromagnetically Sustained Rhodes Piano is an original Rhodes Piano modified to provide control over the
amplitude envelope of individual notes through aftertouch
pressure. Although there are many opportunities to shape
the amplitude envelope before loudspeaker amplification,
they are all governed by the ever-decaying physical vibrations of the tone generating mechanism. A single-note proof
of concept for electromagnetic control over this vibrating
mechanism was presented at NIME 2011.
In the past year, virtually every aspect of the system has
been improved. We use a different vibration sensor that
is immune to electromagnetic interference, thus eliminating troublesome feedback. For control, we both reduce cost
and gain continuous position sensing throughout the entire
range of key motion in addition to aftertouch pressure. Finally, the entire system now fits within the space constraints
presented by the original piano, allowing it to be installed
on adjacent notes.

BACKGROUND

Figure 1: Limited space inside the Rhodes Piano.
The Rhodes Piano [1] [2] is an electromechanical instrument containing asymmetrical tuning forks, the tone generators, that are struck from below by a simplified key/hammer
action. The tine and tonebar are the small and large prongs
of the tone generator, respectively, and although these two
halves are very different in size and shape (as shown in
Figure 1), each is tuned to the same natural vibrating frequency. The tone generator vibrates with inharmonic overtones that are most prominent during the attack of each
note and give the instrument a somewhat bell-like timbre.
Vibrations in the tine are sensed by an electromagnetic
pickup that generates an analog voltage signal (the audio
output) for loudspeaker amplification. After the initial attack transient, the tine settles into steady state oscillations
with predominantly sinusoidal motion [3]. The signal produced by the pickup, however, has strong harmonic overtones that depend on the adjustable position of the tine relative to the pickup. This adjustment is called voicing and
is critical to the characteristic sound of the Rhodes Piano.
While there are many opportunities to shape the amplitude envelope between the pickup and eventual loudspeaker
amplification, they are all governed by the ever-decaying
physical vibrations in the tine. We presented a single-note
proof of concept at NIME 2011 [4] where the audio output signal also served as the excitation signal that drove an
electromagnet to reinforce tine vibrations.
Of course, the pickup also sensed the excitation signal
emitted by the electromagnet, creating another feedback
loop apart from the vibrating tine. This loop was controlled by placing a second pickup near the stationary end
of the tine and taking the difference of the two pickup signals. The placement of the second pickup, however, made
it impossible to install the system on adjacent notes in the
original piano where space is very limited (Figure 1). Fur-
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Rhodes Piano sound has been a staple of mainstream
music since its introduction and has recently found a place
in contemporary electronic music. Contemporary electronic
artists, however, desire modern control affordances standard
on synthesizers. The amplitude envelope of a Rhodes Piano,
for instance, can be shaped with compression and variable
gain, but these tools are limited when the signal source of
each note inevitably decays to silence.
We present recent developments on a novel system that
controls the signal source itself, making swelling attacks and
infinite sustain possible through aftertouch while preserving the original functionality and characteristic timbre of
the Rhodes Piano. Cost and ease of installation are also
considered with hobbyists in mind and, because Rhodes enthusiasts may be reluctant to make permanent alterations
to their vintage instruments, these modifications are nondestructive by design and may be undone.
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Figure 2: Left: Custom tonebar with attached electromagnet and piezo sensor (see Section 5).
Right: Electromagnet coils mounted above and below tonebars.
thermore, it was unclear how this differential cancellation
method would work in the presence of multiple electromagnets each producing a different signal at various distances
from the pickups.
Key insights over the past year have altered our course
with improvements made in every aspect of the system: We
now use a piezo-electric vibration sensor that is immune to
interference, thus eliminating the troublesome electromagnetic feedback. For control, we both reduce cost and gain
continuous position sensing throughout the entire range of
key motion in addition to aftertouch pressure. Best of all,
the entire system has been made to fit within the space
constraints presented by the original piano allowing it to be
installed on adjacent notes.
Figure 3 shows an overview of the system for a single
note. See Section 5 for details on the excitation circuit,
Section 6 for the audio output circuit, and [3] for vibrational
mechanics of the tone generator system.

3. PRIOR ART
3.1 Electromagnetically Actuated Instruments

Figure 3: System overview.

The Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano [5] and the Magnetic Resonator Piano [6] are both acoustic grand pianos
that electromagnetically drive oscillations in the strings.
A computer controls multiple excitation signals (orchestral
or voice samples, noise, etc.) for the ElectromagneticallyPrepared Piano where each electromagnet is driven by a
dedicated channel on an audio interface. The Magnetic Resonator Piano, on the other hand, uses a piezo element to
sense vibrations in the soundboard and generate a single excitation signal that is then conditioned and distributed to
all of the electromagnets. A continuous position sensor on
each key provides both amplitude and spectral control over
individual notes. Both of these instruments take advantage
of the ample space in an acoustic piano where mounting
hardware may lay across the piano frame suspending a row
of electromagnets above the strings. As shown in Figure 1,
this is impossible inside a Rhodes Piano.
The EBow [7] is a handheld device for electromagnetically actuating ferromagnetic guitar strings, containing a
pickup, electromagnet, active electronics, and a battery inside a small plastic housing. The pickup generates a voltage signal in response to string vibrations which then drives
the electromagnet, producing a magnetic field and supporting the motion of the string. An EBow held near exposed

Rhodes Piano tines originally demonstrated electronically
initiated and sustained tine vibrations and its small form
factor encouraged us to pursue a similarly compact design
that would fit within the limited space inside the piano.

3.2

Experiments with Elastic Waves in Solids

Rossing et al. find natural modes of a metal bar [8] or a tuning fork [9] by inducing vibrations with an electromagnet
driven by a synthesized sine wave. Similarly, Kraftmakher
suggests a classroom demonstration of electromagnetically
induced oscillations in a tuning fork [10]. He first drives
the electromagnet with a synthesized sine wave at frequencies in the range off the natural vibrating frequency of the
tuning fork. Stronger physical vibrations are produced as
the synthesized sine approaches the natural frequency of the
tuning fork, and amplitude beating is observed as the synthesized sine deviates from the natural frequency. Kraftmakher also creates a mechanical-electrical feedback loop
driving the electromagnet with an amplified microphone signal from the vibrating tuning fork. With the exception of
the sensing method, this system is most similar to our current design despite having such unrelated motivations.
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4. ELECTROMAGNET AND TONEBAR

5.

Electromagnets remain the only feasible way of electronically initiating and sustaining oscillations in ferromagnetic
strings or tuning forks. Because of the tonebars, however,
we cannot simply suspend an electromagnet above each tine
as in the Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano and the Magnetic Resonator Piano. Instead, we mount the electromagnets securely to custom tonebars (Figure 2) designed to
compensate for the additional mass and maintain the correct natural vibrating frequency. This solution preserves
the critical separation between the tip of the electromagnet
core and the tine during installation and voicing adjustments. The high magnetic permeability of the steel core
carries the magnetic field down to the tine with minimal
attenuation when the electromagnet coil is mounted above
the tonebar.
Figure 1 shows original tonebars that are twisted at the
base, whereas we drill through the wide side of the tonebar
to mount the electromagnet and therefore require it to remain flat. This modification has no appreciable effect on
the resonant properties of the tone generator, as described
in Section 7.3.

The Magnetic Resonator Piano senses soundboard vibrations with a piezo-electric sensor and distributes this signal
to each electromagnet. Unlike in an acoustic piano, each
Rhodes tone generator is acoustically decoupled from the
body. For this reason we mount a piezo-electric sensor directly to the end of the tonebar (shown in Figure 2), which
produces a nearly perfect sine wave as the tone generator
vibrates. These piezo elements are small, light, and immune
to electromagnetic interference. At about $1 US each, they
are by far the cheapest source for the excitation signal we
encountered.

5.1

EXCITATION SIGNAL

Physics and Phase Relationship Theory

An ideal, undamped harmonic oscillator has constant amplitude because the restoring force F is a function of only
spring constant k and displacement x:
F = −kx

(3)

The vibrating tine is a damped harmonic oscillator that experiences the same restoring force −kx and also a damping
force −cv (damping constant c multiplied by velocity v):
Fnet = −kx − cv

(4)

To sustain oscillations at a constant amplitude, a magnetic
force must be exerted on the tine equal and opposite to
the damping force, so that the net force is equal to that
experienced by an ideal, undamped oscillator:

Figure 5: Simple model of tonebar with attached
electromagnet.

L4t =

where

− me Le

0.346whρ

h
K= √
12

(5)

Fmag = cv

(6)

Equation 6 shows that the magnetic force must be proportional to and in phase with the velocity of the tine, which
is predominantly sinusoidal during steady state oscillations.
This velocity function may be approximated by adding a
90◦ phase shift to the accelerometer signal (which is also
sinusoidal) provided by the piezo sensor. The only delay
between the piezo sensor and the electromagnet is in the
electronic circuit. Here, the delay is easily measured and
may be adjusted to synchronize the excitation signal and
the resulting magnetic force with the velocity of the tine.

We calculate the length of the custom tonebar beginning
with a simple model of an ideal cantilever beam (with mass)
of length Lt [11] [12]. The attached electromagnet is modeled as a point mass me at distance Le from the base, shown
in Figure 5. This model leads us to Equation 1 giving the
tonebar length Lt in terms of the desired frequency f0 and
the width w, height h, density ρ, and Young’s modulus E
of the tonebar. See Appendix A and [3] for full details.
3EK
(2πf0 )2

Fnet = −kx − cv + Fmag = −kx

5.2

Magnetized Core for Efficient Excitation

Both the EBow and Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano
use a magnetized core. Through trial and error we chose
an N42 grade magnet 0.25" in diameter and 0.5" long - this
magnet, when mounted to the top of the core, maximizes
tine deflection given a constant amplitude excitation signal.

(1)
(2)

Figure 4: Excitation signal path block diagram.
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Figure 6: Bar graph of signal amplitude sensed by pickups as shown to the right.

5.3

Excitation Circuit

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the excitation signal path,
beginning at the piezo sensor. The low-pass Butterworth filter stabilizes the feedback loop by removing unwanted high
frequency components, while leaving the excitation signal
well within the passband. An optical key position sensor
provides control voltage for the field effect transistor (FET)
attenuator described in Section 5.4. The AC amplifier provides gain and blocks the DC bias introduced by the FET
attenuator. The constant amplitude phase shifter adjusts
the overall delay of the circuit and allows the phase relationship between piezo sensor voltage and the force exerted
on the tine to be set to the desired 90◦ as described in Section 5.1.

5.4

Figure 7: Partial diagram of alternating polarity
pickup array circuit.

Aftertouch Control

FETs have resistive properties for small signals where the
resistance is variable by a control voltage [13]. Our system relies on two cascaded FET variable resistors connected
to ground to control the amplitude of the excitation signal
driving the electromagnet.
The QRD1114 Reflective Object Sensor is a small component that varies its output voltage as an internal phototransistor senses light reflecting off a nearby surface [14]. This
part and a dual op-amp for signal conditioning provide the
control voltage for the FET variable resistors.
Depending on how much aftertouch pressure is applied
to the key, the original Rhodes Piano action flexes a few
millimeters at the bottom of its range of motion causing
a small change in output voltage from the phototransistor
placed below. The Magnetic Resonator Piano also relies on
a similar electronic component in the Moog Piano Bar to
sense small changes in key position as a result of aftertouch
pressure [6].
This optical sensor has the added benefit of sensing the
key position throughout its entire range of motion. Possible
applications for this additional control signal are discussed
in Section 8.3.

We reduce the presence of this excitation signal interference in the audio output by reversing the polarity on every
other pickup before summing the output signals of all of the
pickups. Figure 7 shows a partial circuit diagram.

7.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

We achieve the desired infinite sustain and tremolo controllable through aftertouch.1 Furthermore, through electronic
excitation and manual damping, we are able to reproduce
the amplitude envelope of a reversed percussive note.

7.1

Phase Theory Verification

As described in Section 5.1, we approximate a sinusoidal
excitation signal in phase with the tine velocity by shifting
the piezo (accelerometer) signal by 90◦ . The only delay in
the mechanical-electrical signal path is introduced in the
circuit and can easily be measured with an oscilloscope.
Indeed, adjusting the phase shifter to achieve a 90◦ phase
difference between input and output signals results in the
highest amplitude oscillations during active sustain.

6. AUDIO OUTPUT

7.2

Rhodes tines are very short compared to piano or guitar
strings, forcing close proximity between electromagnet and
pickup; this causes the excitation signal to appear as a
strong component in the audio output. This interference,
however, is sensed by all of the pickups, while only one
pickup senses each vibrating tine.
Figure 6 graphs the excitation signal amplitude as a function of pickup number. Deviation from the expected amplitude drop-off (for pickups 3 and 4) may be explained by
variation in number of turns of wire on a particular pickup
and variation in component value in the circuit.

We tested the cancellation method by holding the tine motionless and then driving the electromagnet with a synthesized sine wave. Wired with the same polarity, each pickup
in the array would add the excitation signal to the audio
output. Our alternating pickup array, however, produces a
signal approximately equal to that of only the single pickup
nearest to the electromagnet - destructive interference removes a significant portion of the unwanted excitation signal
from the audio output.
1
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Excitation Signal Interference

Audio examples: www.mat.ucsb.edu/gshear/EMSRhodes

7.3

Q Comparison

8. FUTURE WORK
8.1 Effective Frequency Range

Our design goals maintain that new affordances must not
come at the expense of original functionality - the instrument should still sound like a Rhodes Piano when the active
electronics are switched off. Specifically, we want the modified tone bars to behave as closely as possible to stock tone
bars. We quantify this as quality, or Q:
Q = πf0 τ

The current system works well in the middle octave of the
piano, but the extreme high and low ends will present new
challenges. The highest frequency tines are only 18 mm
and the attached tonebars are correspondingly short - we do
not yet know if our method of mounting the electromagnet
directly to the tonebar will be possible in this range. We
are also unsure if the excitation signal will cancel as nicely
given the tight proximity between electromagnet and pickup
at this end of the piano.
At the low end, the long tines reach a much greater maximum deflection from equilibrium when vibrating at full
amplitude, so much so that the original tonebars in this
register are shaped to provide clearance. Furthermore, on
the 88-key model, the lowest seven tone generators have no
tonebars at all. We don’t fully understand the vibration
mechanics involved at this end of the piano - more research
will be necessary before we determine what modifications
are possible on these notes.

(7)

where τ is the time it takes for vibrations to decay to 1/e
(about 37%) at fundamental frequency f0 . A damped or
improperly tuned tonebar will reduce Q and shorten the
sustain time of a naturally decaying note.
Table 1 contains a few example Q values from the midrange
of the piano and there is no appreciable variation between
modified and stock tonebars.
Table 1: Q values for midrange notes, modified tone
generators in bold.
Note f00 (Hz) τ (sec)
Q
B3
246.9
1.419
1101
C4
261.6
1.506
1238
D[ 4
277.1
1.195
1040
D4
293.7
1.253
1156
E[ 4
311.1
1.555
1520

7.4

8.2

Adaptive Gain

Aftertouch pressure controls the attack time of notes initiated from silence via the level of gain in the feedback loop.
The high gain necessary for this musical result, however, will
clip the large signal generated by the piezo sensor when the
tone generator is vibrating at full amplitude, and this clipping adds high frequency distortion in the audio output. A
performer who is aware of this possibility may ease off on aftertouch pressure as amplitude increases, but adaptive gain
limiting will prevent this undesirable effect all together.

Timbre Comparison

8.3

Active Damping and Percussive Attack

Reversing the electromagnet polarity in our excitation circuit shortens sustain of the vibrating tine. This encouraging result suggests a system where the tine is damped
electromagnetically when the key returns to its upper position, thus simulating the effect of traditional felt dampers.
As described in Section 5.4, our current phototransistorbased sensing system produces the continuous control signal
through the range of key motion necessary for this feature.
We look forward to experimenting with more powerful
electromagnets and various excitation pulses [15] in hopes
of reproducing a percussive attack similar in sound to that of
the original instrument. Full electromagnetic actuation and
damping will allow us to remove the entire key/hammer action and instead control the instrument externally via MIDI
or OSC.
Figure 8: Normalized spectra comparing passively
decaying and and actively sustained steady state oscillations.

8.4

Play, Practice, and Perform

Perhaps it goes without saying, but this work was motivated in part by our own musical aspirations and we are
most excited about getting to play an electromagnetically
sustained Rhodes Piano, instead of having to engineer one.
It would be fun to learn the original compositions that inspired the project - compositions that could only be realized
in the studio and with audio editing software.

The magnitude frequency spectrum of the actively sustained tine signal is similar to that of the passively vibrating tine signal during steady state oscillations (see Figure 8).
The main difference is that the passively vibrating note has
greater amplitude for the lower harmonics and lower amplitude for the higher harmonics as compared to the actively sustained note. We can attribute this to the general
tendency for higher frequencies to decay faster: the spectrum of the decaying note shows that the high frequencies
have already decayed relative to the fundamental, whereas
the spectrum of the actively sustained note is closer to the
spectrum earlier in the natural decay. This may also be
related to interference of the excitation signal described in
Section 6.

9.
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Figure 10:
models.

Separate tonebar and electromagnet

The cantilever beam vibrates at the same frequency as if
it were a point mass mt0 (the effective mass) at the end of
a massless beam of the same length Lt . Similarly, the mass
me vibrates as if it were a smaller mass me0 at the end of
a longer beam, also of length Lt . These point masses are
shown in Figure 11 and are related to known quantities in
Equations 8 and 9.

Figure 11: Effective masses at length Lt of tonebar
and electromagnet.

mt0 = 0.346Lt whρ

(8)

where Lt , w, h, and ρ are the length, width, height, and
density of the original tonebar.
me0 = me (

Le 3
)
Lt

(9)

Figure 12 shows these two masses added together and
Equation 10 relates fundamental vibrating frequency f0 to
known quantities - E is Youngs modulus of the tonebar
material.

APPENDIX
A. SIMPLE TONEBAR MODEL
We model the tonebar as an ideal cantilever beam (with
mass) of length Lt and the electromagnet as a point mass me
attached at distance Le from the base, shown in Figure 9.

Figure 12: Aggregate effective mass on massless
beam of length Lt .
1
f0 =
2π

s

where

3EK
(mt0 + me0 )L3t
h
K= √
12

(10)

(11)

Solving for Lt and substituting in Equations 8 and 9 leads
us finally to Equation 12.

Figure 9: Simple model of tonebar with attached
electromagnet.

L4t =
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− me Le

0.346whρ
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ABSTRACT

The Notion of Participatory and Enacting Sonic Interaction
(PESI), deals with the social aspect of participation and
musicianship dynamics in collective music performance.

In this paper strategies for augmenting the social dimension
of collaborative music making, in particular in the form
of bodily and situated interaction are presented. Mobile
instruments are extended by means of relational descriptors democratically controlled by the group and mapped to
sound parameters. A qualitative evaluation approach is described and a user test with participants playing in groups
of three conducted. The results of the analysis show corecategories such as familiarity with instrument and situation, shift of focus in activity , family of interactions
and different categories of the experience emerging from
the interviews. Our evaluation shows the suitability of our
approach but also the need for iterating on our design on the
basis of the perspectives brought forth by the users. This
latter observation confirms the importance of conducting a
thorough interview session followed by data analysis on the
line of grounded theory.

2.

Keywords
Collaborative music making, evaluation methods, mobile
music, human-human interaction.

1.

RELATED WORKS

The aspect of collaboration in the music experience and
the creation of collaborative interfaces for music making
has been extensively addressed earlier (see for instance [2]).
Blaine [1] provides a framework for digital music instruments and systems which aim at supporting and taking advantage of the collaboration among players but also players
and audience. In this respect, this work focuses on players’ involvement, co-located collaboration, solely producing
sound, for a group of three people or more.
Evaluating the design of a digital musical instrument is by
no means an easy task. The difficulty mainly arises due to
the complex nature of the experience of music making which
can be hardly systematized as a set of tasks in which the
activities involved can be measured quantitatively. Nevertheless, several authors are directing their sights towards the
methods of human-computer interaction (HCI). In the last
years HCI addressed the lack of paradigm able to fit the domain of non task-oriented computing but rather experienceoriented and a third paradigm of HCI focusing on embodied
interaction, meaning and meaning construction, in specific
contexts and situations is believed to be emerged [5].
More specifically for the field of new instrument for musical expression, O’Modhrain proposes a framework for the
evaluation of digital music instruments [8]. Depending on
the perspective on the design, different stakeholders, namely
audience, music-maker (performer/composer) and designer,
differently evaluate and shape the final design. Wanderley
and Orio [12] proposes a qualitative approach for the evaluation of interactive musical system that focuses on a series
of musical task of maximal simplicity users need to take.
The tests are followed by a self-assessment of performance
expressed on a Likert-scale. Kiefer et al. [7] investigated the
Wanderley and Orio approach, and find qualitative analysis
of interview data to be more useful than quantitative data
about task accuracy.
Among the research interested in the users’ conceptualization of musical interfaces, Stowell [9] proposes an evaluation method based on the tradition of Discourse Analysis
(DA) and adapted to the experimental context. Also based
on qualitative methods of analysis, Johnston presents an
approach to practice-based research in new musical instrument design [6]. Our approach follows Johnston’s recommendations and borrows most of his approach, namely the
group-session, the semi-structured interview and the data-

INTRODUCTION

Activities associated with music making, such as non-verbal,
gesture driven, extra-musical communication are natural ingredients of group improvisation. These activities have been
part of the musical interaction along with the exchanged
musical events in the moment of playing. Mobile phone
technology can support collective, mobile and casual musicplaying by providing a multitude of sensors that can facilitate interactive performance [4]. In this paper we intend
to show that novel strategies in the development of new interfaces with extended systems enable musicians to become
more aware of their social interaction. The main emphasis
of our current research is to understand more about bodily
interaction among participants, specially in relation to their
location, distance and coordination as a group, and using
these parameters as sound producing events. The research,
∗firstname.lastname@aalto.fi
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analysis. The approach proposed here is a mix of qualitative
data gathering and a modified think-aloud method.

3.

participants. The perimeter relational descriptor is sent to
the mobile phones and inversely mapped to the amplitude
of a distortion filter applied to the instrument. As a result when the participants are far from each the sound of
the instruments would not be affected by the relational descriptors but the closer they would get, thus reducing their
perimeter, the higher the effect of the distortion could be
heard. When two players are close but one is further away,
the result is a modest distortion due to the fact that the
position of the far away person has control over two sides
of the triangle.

AUGMENTING SOCIAL INTERACTION
IN MOBILE MUSIC-MAKING

A system can be created which emphasizes the gesturedriven, ancillary communication between players while allowing their instruments to evolve according to group dynamics, spatial and temporal relation of behavior among
the players. Such a system would emphasise eyes-free and
gesture-driven interaction with instruments and take group
dynamics into account. The extra-layer of sonic interaction
should encourage human-human bodily interaction without
distracting or inhibiting musical intentions of any of the promoters. The research aims at providing strategies for such
an augmentation and methods for their evaluations.

4.

The study involved N=21 participants, unpaid volunteers,
8 being female and 13 male, aged between 25-48, later divided in 7 groups of three players at the time. Musical
background among the participants was even, varying from
none to more than 10 years of playing several instruments.
15 of the participants previously played in bands and 11 declared at least some experience in electronic music making.
12 had previously used smart-phones as musical instrument.
In scenario 1 the sound of the three instruments was not
affected by the distance parameter. In scenario 2, the influence of the distance among the players was switched on.
Participants familiarized themselves with the instrument for
5 minutes. Afterwards, the user test started (Figure 1).
In both scenarios participants are presented with a complex, multimodal and unfamiliar situation, asked to do something new and together with people they do not know. Being in such a unnaturalistic setting further motivates us to
investigate the experience as a whole rather than analyzing
it along predetermined dimensions. Therefore we applied
a mix of evaluation methods including quantitative survey
analysis and qualitative interview data analysis.

3.1 Design strategy
The music controller designed is a mix of gestural controller
and sonification of movement. Each player generates the
sound autonomously from the other players, using the mobile phone and its body as an instrument. Parameters such
as acceleration of the hand in 3-axis, quantity of motion
of the whole body, contraction index and so forth, can be
mapped in complex manner to a sound synthesis module.
Together with parameters that calculate the individual
bodily engagement in the musical experience, we are interested in relational parameters that provide an indication of
the group dynamics and social interaction while playing together. The relational descriptors are derived by combining
together the spatial descriptors of each participant. Among
those, the simplest and immediately useful is the distance
among the players. As a result, the process obtained is authored and controlled as a group. Each player on one hand
can play their own instrument but also needs to negotiate
through bodily interaction and spatial disposition the overall sonic qualities of the music making.

4.1

3.2 Implementation

Survey

The survey is here used as a light subjective evaluation regarding playability issues and aesthetic aspects of the sound
that the instrument can produce. Moreover, in order to understand the main aspects emerging from the experience,
we asked the participants to select the 5 most representative adjectives from a group of 20 chosen by us as a mix
10 positive and 10 negative adjectives: enjoyable, social, interactive, frustrating, engaging, delightful, awkward, energetic, disappointing, satisfying, active, organized, chaotic,
pleasant, horrible, approachable, intimidating, welcoming,
friendly and hostile. Participants positively addressed the
overall experience rating interactive as the most relevant
descriptor (14/21), followed by active and social (13/21).
We deliberately chose not to randomize the order of the
two scenarios presented to the users. The reason behind this
decision is that Scenario 2 can be seen as Scenario 1 plus
the extra distortion parameter controlled by the perimeter.
We feared presenting Scenario 2 as first being overwhelming
because of the complete unfamiliarity with the setting and
the instrument. As a result, a learning effect should be
taken into consideration. We will explore this theme as
connected with the one of familiarity in the analysis.
For the sake of comparison among the two scenario, we
also asked an overall rating of the experience in the two
scenarios with an adjective-anchored Likert-scale. Though
participants preferred scenario 2 better than scenario 1, a
Wilcoxon matched pairs test indicates a failure to reject the
null hypothesis at the 5 percent significance level (p=0.146).
This result obtained is not particularly surprising for a small
pool of participants and in any way would not tell us much

The three instruments were designed in order to make particularly explicit the gesture-sound relation. They were all
percussive to keep the ensemble as symmetric as possible
though different timbres were chosen spanning from bell-like
sounds towards more wooden hollow box. For the mapping
design, we followed principles drawn by [11], with respect
to the tri-partite model consisting of binary mapping, basic parametric mapping and expressive mapping. For the
latter two the magnitude of the accelerometers was used
in the gesture-sound mapping while the touch screen input
was used for the binary mapping. The gesture to sound link
was created by a many-to-many mapping providing continuos control of the percussive sound. The sound synthesis
was programmed using the RJDJ software1 on iPhone.
We decided to position the speaker on the chest of the participant. This design was motivated by the fact we wanted
to remind the user of the importance of using bodily interaction and movement in space in the improvisation and not
to focus solely on the device.
For what concerns the augmentation, the system combines the use of different sensing technologies and its implementation is still in-progress. A Java software can receive
the different skeletons tracking data from a motion capture
system or a Kinect sensor and other signals sent via open
sound control (OSC) from other devices. By tracking the
horizontal position of the participants in the space, the system calculates the perimeter of the triangle formed by the
1

USER STUDY AND EVALUATION APPROACH

http://rjdj.me/
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about the experience of the user. For this, we need to proceed with an extensive interview as described in our evaluation approach.

4.2

understandable to them. Issues of controllability, internalization of the gesture-sound relation and expressivity also
arouse.
In both scenarios placing the speaker to the chest was
described both as “physical” but also problematic for the
scope of hearing oneself instrument.
For what concerns “family of interaction” , 4 main categories were spotted: interaction with others, with the instrument, with the device and among the devices. The fact the
interviewees refer to the same artifact with both the name
“device” and “instrument” is quite significant. Under the
core-category of ”experience”, the categories emerging are
presented in Figure 2 that shows that one of the concept we
encountered is the missed-link and, for some participants,
the dichotomy between music-making and game. This result in relation to the other core-category “shift of focus”
are the most relevant and will be elaborated further in the
Discussion Section.

Group interview and data analysis

The goal of the interview is to understand how users conceptually integrate the system into the context of use. To
overcome the problem of assessing the players experience
after the performance session, we adopted a Modified Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud (MSRTA), as suggested
by [10]. The method is based on recording the user experience with video cameras and playing it back to them
afterward in order to refresh their memory and stimulate a
more grounded assessment of the session.

Figure 2: Categories of experience

5.

Figure 1: A still from the footage recorded in one
user test session

DISCUSSION

We discuss below the other two core-categories and report
some of the data grounding the interview analysis.
Family of interactions and Shift of Focus reflect
participants’ comments about either concentrating on the
device or other players, often (though we can not say tendentially) in an exclusive manner.
“It is so easy but I am used to look at the device” (ID5)
“The device didn’t interact” (ID6)
The ownership of the instrument and the centering effect
of the device tends to work against the controlling-as-agroup strategy we proposed.
“I was thinking where to move and not listening” (ID20)
We believe this is one further reason, other than familiarity with the instrument, why movement shifts the focus
away from a music-making activity. To counter that, one
could focus on the interaction among the devices so to say
mapping the distance among the devices rather than between the bodies.
“You focus too much on the distance”“you make the music
with your hand but did not extend to the body” (ID12)
Nevertheless, our approach is different and wants the augmentation to stimulate participants to focus on each other
rather than let the device guide them. For that, we believe movement should affect sound differently from what
the player can achieve individually with the instrument. In
this way, the augmentation becomes an affordance of the
system that can be unveiled or ignored depending on the
musical agenda of the individual player. Moreover, sonification of bodily relational descriptors without the use of
mobile phones and the context of dancing might be alternative cases to explore further.
“You were concentrated on what happens when you interact with each other” (ID7)
‘The social aspect...before it was difficult to look far from
the device” (ID3)
In categories of experience, which encompasses issues
connected with the overall experience, group-controlling seems
associated with a game experience.

We used techniques of data analysis from the grounded
theory tradition [3]. The first part of the procedures is to
code all the footage available, identifying and labeling incidents in the data, the so-called open coding phase. As
a result of the coding for different incidents and actions,
and elimination of obvious redundancy, the analyst reaches
a smaller number of concepts. In the next step of axialcoding, the analyst searches for relationship among categories and sub-categories and through continuos comparison of incidents in the data, the process tends to converge
towards the building of a theory.
Data consisting of roughly 160 minutes of interviews was
coded and analyzed with the software Atlas.ti2 . Memos for
the video data annotated by the four authors independently
were also used as primary documents. From an initial set
of 113 codes grounded in 128 quotes, by drawing relationship among them, we achieved a final coding structure of
highly dense3 categories. From there, we sorted and extracted the core-categories: familiarity with the instrument
and the situation, family of interaction, focus targets in the
activity and categories of the experience.
Familiarity, associated with knowing how the instrument
worked and had the time to learn it, was a pre-requisite to
reaching the necessary control of the instrument and being
able to play with others. People felt they needed more time
to “experiment with the instrument” and even participants
with extensive musical background felt “unusual” to play together with strangers and instruments they did not know in
advance. For this, participants felt more comfortable with
the situation in Session 2 due to familiarization with the instrument, the setting and the group happened in Session 1.
Not randomizing the order helped easing this process and
make the difference among the scenarios more explicit and
2

http://www.atlasti.com/
The concept of density is associated to concepts which are
often grounded and highly connected to others.
3
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“It was fun, I lost sense of time...I felt like a kid...playing
with the movement...playful” (ID13)
Figure 3 shows our interpretation of the processes observed in the two scenarios as opposed to an ideal case of
musical group improvisation. Familiarity with the instrument in the sense of being able to control it and modify
its sound parameters is a necessary condition to manage
the focus among the activity of playing the instrument and
contributing and collaborating in the music-making process.
As predictable, in Scenario 1, due to the unfamiliarity with
the instruments, participants tried rhythmic patterns because simple musical ideas they would easily manage without losing focus on each other. In Scenario 2, while the
unfamiliarity with the instrument partially persisted, the
focus shifted away from the making-music to the curiosity
of finding the cause-effect relation distance-sound and participate in a game-like activity. Our interpretation is that
the two interaction paradigms for making sound, instrument and movement, were difficult to manage at the same
time. The focus on listening to the others dropped in favor of an attention for each other movement and position in
space, where the visual focus dominated the auditory focus,
in turns not providing an easy cue of musical intention.
On the other hand, while departing from the initial music experience, the bond established while moving in space,
being physically engaged and playfully blurring the edge between personal and social space led the participants feel a
stronger social interaction and a sense of accomplishment
from the standpoint of group activity (bottom of Figure 3).
“3 persons become one big instrument: interesting but restricting” (ID15)
Though more studies are needed, one might say makingmusic quits being the main goal of the activity but rather
supports and posit the rules for a social interaction made of
bodily and situated engagement. This finding motivates us
retargeting our design strategy of augmentation for novices
and casual players. For the issue of familiarity with the
instrument, longitudinal study should be adopted by giving
the non-augmented instrument to the players beforehand.

mobile phone instruments was targeted. Our design approach take advantage of interaction cues such as distance
among the players and relational descriptors to create musical affordances. An evaluation method was proposed that
integrates modified think-aloud data gathering and analysis
based on the Grounded Theory approach. The qualitative
data analysis shows the suitability of our approach for augmenting the social dimension of music making enriching the
playful interaction aspect of the group activity. Moreover,
we underline the usefulness of the methodology for the evaluation of the experience and suggest both the augmentation
strategy and the evaluation to be suitable for other context
of collaborative music making.

7.
8.
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In this paper we showed strategies of how to emphasize the
social interaction naturally happening in collective music
improvisation. The context of casual music making with
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available. While certainly a very capable instrument, the
vibraphone has its limits.
In this paper we present the EMvibe, an electronically
augmented vibraphone that extends the capabilities of the
standard vibraphone. The EMvibe is an acoustic vibraphone augmented with electromagnetic actuators allowing
for enhanced control of the vibraphone’s amplitude envelope and harmonic content. The instrument is capable of
infinite sustain of up to seven pitches simultaneously as well
as continuous control of the instrument’s overtones. All of
the sound of the EMvibe is produced by the vibraphone itself, without loudspeakers, so in terms of sound diffusion the
instrument remains acoustic. An important design consideration was that the added hardware not interfere with the
vibraphone’s more traditional playing techniques, so in this
sense the EMvibe is conceived as an augmented vibraphone.

The EMvibe is an augmented vibraphone that allows for
continuous control over the amplitude and spectrum of individual notes. The system uses electromagnetic actuators
to induce vibrations in the vibraphone’s aluminum tone
bars. The tone bars and the electromagnetic actuators are
coupled via neodymium magnets affixed to each bar. The
acoustic properties of the vibraphone allowed us to develop
a very simple, low-cost and powerful amplification solution
that requires no heat sinking. The physical design is meant
to be portable and robust, and the system can be easily installed on any vibraphone without interfering with normal
performance techniques. The system supports multiple interfacing solutions, affording the performer and composer
the ability to interact with the EMvibe in different ways
depending on the musical context.

Keywords
Vibraphone, augmented instrument, electromagnetic actuation

1.

2.

EXISTING INSTRUMENTS

The Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano is a system developed by Berdahl [1] and Bloland [3] consisting of twelve
electromagnetic actuators positioned over the strings of the
piano in a way that does not interfere with the normal
hammer action of the piano. Each actuator is connected
to its own amplifier channel and each amplifier channel
has a dedicated DAC channel feeding it audio generated
in Max/MSP. Using twelve actuators the researchers can
theoretically cover the entire range of the piano by using
overtones, although the audio signals sent to the actuators
need not be harmonic.
Andrew McPherson’s Magnetic Resonator Piano [6] uses
a similar actuation system to the above, but covers the entire range of the piano as opposed to the ElectromagneticallyPrepared Piano’s twelve coils. Each actuator is driven by its
own amplifier, but the system uses many fewer DAC channels than amplifier channels. Each amplifier is connected
to a 16-channel multiplexer allowing any amplifier to be
connected to any of the sixteen DAC channels. In terms
of signal processing the Magnetic Resonator Piano employs
a feedback-based approach, using a single piezo pickup on
the piano soundboard as the source. The system is designed
to give the pianist access to the additional capabilities by
means of a standard MIDI keyboard, or an augmented piano
keyboard.
Electromagnetic actuation has also been used with the
electric guitar with the EBow [5] and feedback-based systems [2]. Shear and Wright developed the Electromagnetically Sustained Rhodes Piano [8] which uses electromagnetic
actuators to drive the tines of a Fender Rhodes electric piano. Boutin and Besnainou [4] have done work in active
control of xylophone bars.

INTRODUCTION

The vibraphone is a keyboard percussion instrument consisting of aluminum bars mounted over tuned metal tubes
which act as resonators. While the decay time of the vibraphone is long as compared with other keyboard percussion instruments, the instrument is incapable of sustaining
sounds, and only certain amplitude envelopes are possible:
Once the bar is struck the sound begins to decay. The
tremolo, or roll, is the most common technique for creating
more sustained textures on the vibraphone, but often the
individual attacks are audible. Using a bow affords other
amplitude envelopes, but bow changes are quite problematic, so the length of the bow limits the envelopes that
can be created. Furthermore, when using a bow a single
player is limited to playing, at most, two notes simultaneously (one bow in each hand) and certain passages can be
quite difficult to execute because moving from the accidentals to the “white keys,” for example, requires reaching all
the way across the instrument. Playing overtones on the
vibraphone is possible with mallets or a bow, but the technique requires two hands meaning that the performer can
only play one note at a time, and only the first overtone is
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.1

Comparison to Previous Work

Our system is similar in approach to the Magnetic Resonator piano in that we intend to give the vibraphone player
access to the enhanced capabilities the EMvibe affords, or
to at least have that option. We therefore cover the entire
range of the vibraphone and employ a signal routing system similar to the Magnetic Resonator Piano. The EMvibe
does not currently use a feedback-based approach to audio
signal generation, instead generating audio signals in the
computer as does the Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano.
While there are similarities to the above described systems,
there are also significant differences in our implementation
owing to the differences between the vibraphone and the
piano.

3.

VIBRAPHONE ACOUSTICS

While piano strings support a complete harmonic series,
vibraphone bars supports relatively fewer harmonics. Vibraphone bars have arches cut in the underside to emphasize the fundamental frequency and tune the most prominent overtone, making it more harmonic. The first overtone is tuned to approximately four times the fundamental
frequency, or a double octave. The frequencies of higher
partials do not maintain a consistent relationship to the
fundamental; the relationship is frequency dependent and
non-harmonic. Overtones are much more prominent in the
lower range of the instrument than in the upper range.
The transverse vibratory modes are the most prominent
in the vibraphone. The tone bars also exhibit longitudinal
as well as torsional vibratory modes which are inharmonic.
In general these modes are very weak, though they may be
more prominent when the tone bars are bowed.

4.

Figure 1: Placement of the electromagnetic actuators.

ACTUATION

The EMvibe consists of electromagnetic coils under each of
the vibraphone’s tone bars supported by aluminum brackets that are clamped onto the outside support rails of the
vibraphone frame. Because vibraphone bars are made out
of an aluminum alloy they cannot be driven directly by the
electromagnetic actuators. In order to be able to actuate
the bars with electromagnets we affix a small neodymium
magnet to the underside of each bar (Figure 1).
Each coil is driven by a dedicated audio amplifier specifically designed for this application. Amplifier input signals are generated by a computer and sent to the amplifiers via an 8-channel DAC. There are more coils than DAC
channels, so our maximum polyphony is determined by the
number of DAC channels. Signal routing between inputs
and outputs is done using analog hardware. Each amplifier
channel is connected to an 8-channel analog multiplexer and
pairs of multiplexers are set by a single shift register. Voice
allocation is done in software and a microcontroller is used
to set the shift registers.
Amplifier and signal routing hardware for seven channels
are on a single circuit board mounted on the instrument.
These individual circuit boards are daisy-chained creating a
hardware system that is both modular and extensible. The
first board in the chain is connected to an external enclosure
containing power supplies, audio connections from the audio
interface and the microcontroller for signal routing. This
power box is connected to the first amplifier board in the
chain using DB25 connectors while the remaining boards are
chained using ribbon cables. The EMvibe can be installed
on a standard vibraphone within a matter of minutes and
is designed to be robust enough to withstand the rigors of
being moved. Figure 2 diagrams the signal flow for the
system.

Figure 2: Signal flow for the EMvibe.
Audio synthesis and voice allocation is done on a computer running software written in ChucK and Max/MSP.
Before the system can be used the tunings of the fundamentals and overtones of the vibraphone must be established.
This is done by sending a single frequency to a coil and fine
tuning the frequency by ear until the maximum bar response
amplitude is determined. The tuning data are written to a
text file which is referenced by the performance software to
set oscillator tunings. This tuning procedure only needs to
be undertaken once for any installation on a single vibraphone.

4.1

Amplifier design

The vibraphone’s acoustic properties allowed us to create
to create a very simple, cheap amplifier requiring no heat
sinking. Because the bars support so few vibratory modes
they effectively filter out frequencies other than those that
are supported. In practical terms this means that we don’t
need to be concerned with the quality of the audio that we’re
sending to the coils, only the frequency and power. Our amplifier design produces bipolar pulse waves. The fact that
the design requires no heat sinking allowed us considerable
flexibility in our circuit board layouts and installation on
the instrument. We wanted to keep the per channel amplifier cost as low as possible because we need 37 channels of
amplification to cover the standard 3-octave vibraphone.
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4.2

Signal processing

The tradeoff for our amplifier design simplicity is that we
need to take special care with the input signals we feed
the amplifiers; we cannot send any arbitrary waveform. We
have to ensure that there is a small amount of “off-time” in
our signal to avoid damaging the amplifiers.
Driving a coil with a bipolar pulse wave produces a roughly
sinusoidal response from the vibraphone bar assuming the
frequency of the pulse wave corresponds to one of the bar’s
resonant frequencies. The amplitude of the response is determined by the pulse width and our synthesis software limits the maximum pulse width to keep our amplifiers safe.
To obtain more complex responses we use multiple oscillators, one per partial, tuned to the desired frequencies. We
switch between the multiple oscillators at a low audio rate.
In this way we are able to generate a more complex bar response without a complex waveform. Just as we control the
amplitude by varying the pulse width, we can control the
spectrum by varying the proportion of time each oscillator
is sounding.
By switching between multiple oscillators, as opposed to
switching the frequency of a single oscillator, we ensure that
the oscillators and vibraphone bar stay in phase (Figure 3).
Phase is significant because, particularly for the fundamental, it takes some time for the bars to reach maximum amplitude. If we were to ignore phase we would potentially
limit our amplitude because there’s no way to guarantee
that the oscillator is in phase with the vibrating bar when
switching between partials.

Figure 4: Spectra for vibraphone note A3 sounded
four different ways.
Figure 3: Switching between oscillators to maintain phase: a) shows the switching waveform, b)
and c) show the two oscillators on their own. Note
the ”dead zones” between the positive-going and
negative-going portions of the waveforms.

4.3

5.

AURAL DESCRIPTION

Like the other electromagnetically actuated instruments described previously, the sound of the EMvibe might best be
described as ethereal. The sound is pure and the attacks are
legato even at their fastest. The electromagnetic actuation
is quite effective when the damper pedal depressed, but the
response is extremely weak with the damper bar engaged.
The amplitude response is much stronger for the fundamental than for the overtones, although overtones respond
more rapidly than do fundamentals. The fundamental is
quite strong across the range of the vibraphone, but the
availability of overtones diminishes at the upper range of the
instrument. The diminished high frequency performance is
likely due to a combination of the acoustics of the instrument and attenuation in the electromagnets. The attenuation in the electromagnets is caused by coil inductance as

Measurements

Figure 4 shows the spectra of a single tone bar (A3) actuated by the EMvibe and sounded in more traditional ways.
The single spectral peak in Figure 4c shows the nearly sinusoidal response of the bar to a single frequency pulse wave.
Figure 4d shows the response for waveform that switches
between the fundamental and first harmonic. The spectral
shape is similar to that of the bowed note in Figure 4b
for the fundamental and first harmonic, though it lacks the
higher frequency components.
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well as potential losses in the core at higher frequencies.
The EMvibe affords playing legato passages much more
rapidly than is possible with a bow. It is also possible to
sustain chords of up to seven notes. Crossfading between
harmonics works well and different effects can be achieved
by crossfading at different rates. An interesting forte-pianocrescendo effect can be achieved when an electromagnetically actuated bar is struck with a mallet. This technique is
not completely reliable though as it depends on the phase
of the bar at the moment the mallet strikes.
We expected the sound of the EMvibe to be somewhat
similar to that of bowed vibraphone, and indeed there are
similarities. As with bowing it is possible to generate very
smooth attacks. Unlike bowed vibraphone, however, the
EMvibe lacks some of the high frequency content characteristic of bowed vibraphone (see Figure 4). Surprisingly,
when passages are played on the the EMvibe the sound is
quite reminiscent of a flute stop on a pipe organ.

6.

EMvibe presents significant challenges. Augmenting vibraphone technique to control the EMvibe is challenging because: 1) the vibraphone player actively uses three of his
four limbs (and the other is needed for balance) and 2) the
performer cannot maintain constant physical contact with
the instrument without adversely effecting the instruments
ability to vibrate.
We are only in the beginning phases of this part of our
research, but we suspect that camera tracking holds a lot
of promise as a means to control the EMvibe. Odowichuk
et al have explored such a strategy using Microsoft Kinect
[7]. Sensor-based approaches where the sensors are placed
on the performer could also prove interesting for certain
musical contexts.

7.

INTERFACE

The control parameters of the EMvibe are spectrum, amplitude, and frequency. The spectrum, or harmonic content,
refers to the relative amplitudes of the fundamental and
overtones, of which there are one or two depending on the
range that are strong enough to be musically useful. In
our implementation the number of control axes for spectrum equals the number of partials (i.e. three axes for the
fundamental and two overtones). While spectrum refers to
the relative amplitudes of the various partials, amplitude
controls the overall level.
The EMvibe was not designed with a single interface in
mind. Indeed the thought is that different pieces will demand different interfacing and mapping strategies and the
exploration of various modes of interaction is motivating
continued work on the instrument. There are two broad
categories of use for the EMvibe, each placing the performer
in a different relationship to the instrument, and thus demanding different interfacing strategies.

6.1

As a New Sound Source

Taken as a new sound source where the vibraphone player
(if there is a human player on the instrument at all) does
not have direct control over the extended capabilities of the
instrument, interfacing with the EMvibe is fairly straight
forward as the EMvibe software can be configured to respond to virtually any MIDI device.
We currently have a MIDI layer that uses Note On/Off
messages to start and stop notes, and Control Change messages to set amplitude and spectrum globally. Our MIDI
layer has two modes, Omni and Poly, determined by the
MIDI channel. In Omni mode ( channels 1-9) amplitude can
be set per note using Polyphonic Aftertouch, but spectrum
can only be set globally. In Poly mode (channels 10-16)
both amplitude and spectrum can be set per note, using
Polyphonic Aftertouch to set the amplitude and Channel
Aftertouch to set the spectrum. Global parameter changes
are available in both modes.
As a sound source controlled by some external physical
controller the EMvibe presents no unique challenges to the
user. As with any novel interface or synthesis technique the
user still has to come up with a mapping strategy. The question of how to connect controller outputs to the EMvibe’s
inputs may have different answers depending on the musical
context.

6.2

FUTURE WORK

With the hardware infrastructure in place we are now in
a position to do the most important work: making music.
We are particularly interested in exploring the performance
possibilities afforded by an instrument that can, in a sense,
play itself. The performer may be interacting with some
automated process or other performer controlling the electromagnetic actuation, controlling the sounds himself, or
any combination thereof. The performer’s actions may initiate, stop, or alter sounds. Some of this work will be tied
into the interfacing options we explore, though some of it
will explore modes of interaction where the performer does
not have direct control.
Future work with the EMvibe will proceed on the technical front as well. We are interested in exploring various
interfacing possibilities, some of which were described previously and there are surely others we haven’t yet considered.
In addition, we are interested in experimenting with our system on instruments other than the vibraphone. Our system
would work on the marimba or xylophone as it exists now
and we are interested in experimenting with mbira, lujon,
and steel drum. Finally, given one of the author’s expertise
in this area, we may eventually explore active control using
a feedback-based approach.

8.
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As an Augmented Instrument

As an augmented instrument, where the player gains access to the extended capabilities of the instrument, the
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ABSTRACT

put data which is processed to produce control parameters
before being translated into audio parameters via a mapping layer.

This paper presents a toolbox of gestural control mechanisms which are available when the input sensing apparatus
is a pair of data gloves fitted with orientation sensors. The
toolbox was developed in advance of a live music performance in which the mapping from gestural input to audio
output was to be developed rapidly in collaboration with the
performer. The paper begins with an introduction to the associated literature before introducing a range of continuous,
discrete and combined control mechanisms, enabling a flexible range of mappings to be explored and modified easily.
An application of the toolbox within a live music performance is then described with an evaluation of the system
with ideas for future developments.

gestural
input

audio
output

Figure 1: Gestural musical instrument structure
This paper describes a toolbox of simple control mechanisms for live music performance which are available when a
data glove and Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS)
device are integrated to offer a self-contained wearable device monitoring finger flexion and hand orientation. The remainder of this paper sets out the sensing apparatus adopted
herein, followed by an overview of the analysis algorithms
which are used to extract gestural features from the streams
of sensor data. An overview of control options afforded by
the resulting data is then provided, combining divergent
modes of control already extant in the literature with novel
combinations to develop a flexible toolbox of control mechanisms which can be employed for live musical performance.
The paper concludes with an evaluation of these control processes when incorporated within a live musical performance
at the TEDGlobal 2011 conference.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of hand tracking for computer interaction has formed
a longstanding focus for research and investigation since
the emergence of the earliest tracking devices in the 1970s
[16]. A variety of approaches have been developed focusing on the acquisition and processing of hand gestures to
bring our interactions with electronic devices closer to our
natural interactions with non-computerised objects. The
range of motion tracking technology available for this purpose can be broadly separated into two categories: methods relying on external apparatus and methods relying on
wearable self-contained sensors. External apparatus is frequently required when tracking is performed using optical camera-based approaches [19]. Whereas self-contained
methods generally rely on sensing devices which may be
worn, often incorporating bend sensors and/or Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) [14]. As well as enhancing conventional computer interaction, wearable motion capture technology has been widely adopted as a mechanism to enhance
aspects of audio and music interaction. Notable examples
include [10, 17].
The structure of a gestural musical instrument is frequently depicted with the components shown in Figure 1. In
response to gestures at the system input, audio is produced
at the system output. The sensing apparatus produces in-

2. SENSING APPARATUS
Data gloves provide a wearable, self-contained approach to
capturing fine motor activity which are immune to occlusions and place minimal restrictions on the wearer’s movements. Since the development of the first data glove there
have been numerous examples of their utility within a variety of musical contexts including composition [8], percussion
[6] and synthesis [13, 18].
Within this work, two off-the-shelf devices were employed:
the 5DT 14 Ultra gloves [2] and the x-io Technologies xIMU AHRS device [3], see Figure 2. It should be noted
that the analysis and control mechanisms presented here
are not limited to this hardware; any comparable devices
are equally applicable.
Data Glove. The 14 Ultra device developed by Fifth
Dimension Technologies incorporates 14 fibre optic bend
sensors. The sensors are positioned at the metacarpophalangeal and proximal interphalangeal joints to measure finger flexion, and between the fingers and thumb to measure
abduction/adduction. Frames of 12-bit samples for each
bend sensor are continuously transmitted at approximately
60Hz via a wired (USB) or wireless (Bluetooth) connection.
Orientation Device. AHRS devices are self-contained
units able to give an absolute measurement of orientation
relative to the Earth coordinate frame. An AHRS device
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lem of identifying a predefined set of postures from the glove
data becomes a pattern recognition problem. A range of
techniques are available to address this problem but for
this work an artificial neural network has been shown to
be reliable when gloves are removed/replaced and between
different users [12].
Segmented Orientation. Division of the sensor orientation range into subregions enables the orientation to act as
a discrete control mechanism. This can be computed using
Euler angle segmentation or, to avoid problems associated
with singularities, by defining rotation matrix segments.
Inertial Peak Detection. With access to the continuous flow of raw inertial sensor data, peak detection algorithms can be used to search for value fluctuations resulting
from sharp changes in motion around or along the X, Y and
Z sensor axes.

Figure 2: Data glove and orientation sensor
consists of a triple-axis gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer and a sensor fusion algorithm to combine the information provided by each sensor into a single estimate of
orientation. The x-IMU is capable of transmitting instantaneous orientation values simultaneously and raw sensor
data with rates of up to 512Hz via a wired (USB) or wireless (Bluetooth) connection.

3.

3.3

A TOOLBOX OF GESTURAL CONTROL
MECHANISMS

The raw data from the tracking sensors can be analysed
to identify a meaningful set of gestural control mechanisms
which may be subsequently mapped to control audio processing parameters. The control mechanisms which have
been identified and implemented so far are categorised in to
continuous, discrete or combined groups and are delineated
throughout the remainder of this section.

3.1

Continuous Control

The data-glove and AHRS sensor provide a continuous flow
of instantaneous finger flexion and orientation data which
can be extracted directly as control parameters.
Flexion Control. To ensure parity between users it is
important that calibration is performed to scale the raw sensor to a floating-point value in the range 0 to 1. To produce
continuous control parameters by finger flexion, the sensor
value for any chosen joint angle may be interpreted directly
as a control parameter. Furthermore, sensor readings may
be combined by taking the mean average flexion values for
multiple sensor values.
Orientation Control. In gestural interaction, deictic or
directional gestures referring to a point in space rely on the
availability of orientation data. With the AHRS orientation
datum set to a known direction (e.g. pointing towards the
audience), the Euler angles φ, θ and ψ represent a set of
continuous control parameters.
Positional Displacement. The raw inertial data transmitted by the AHRS device may be processed to provide an
indication of relative angular rotation and linear translation
using trapezoidal integration of the raw gyroscope measurements and double integration of the gravity compensated
raw accelerometer values respectively.

3.2

Combined Control Mechanisms

By combining the continuous and discrete control mechanisms set out above, a further range of gestural control options emerge which may combine both orientation and flexion data. These new control mechanisms are naturally more
expressive/intuitive as they as they resemble ‘real-world’
control interfaces by incorporating the notion of metaphor
[7]. Moreover, the combination of continuous and discrete
control mechanisms facilitate the development of a statebased control system to enable one-to-many gestural mappings. In practice, this can be achieved by grouping audio
controls into modes; this arrangement also has the added
benefits of minimising the likelihood of unintentional interaction and providing space for (unmapped) ancillary/ performance gestures.
Ratcheting. Ratcheting is a combined control mechanism which enables a control value to be modified using a process that resembles the operation of a mechanical
ratchet. The mechanism works by using the identification of
discrete postures as an enabling mechanism for the traversal
of a continuous control parameter or discrete control parameter using an estimate of relative angular displacement. For
example, a clasping posture (Figure 4b), could be used to
engage the addition of rotary displacement. To the wearer,
this process is analogous to turning a rotary encoder. Alternatively, a two-fingered point posture may be used to
enable and initialise the identification of subsequent swipe
gestures using an estimation of positional displacement to
produce a similar control mechanism.
Selective Orientation. Selective orientation is comparable with ratcheting, with postures used as an enabling
mechanism for absolute orientation, rather than relative displacement. The continuous or segmented orientation of the
hand produces a control parameter only when a specific
hand posture is formed. For instance, a fist posture may
be used to enable the control of an application parameter
which is scaled to the θ Euler angle. This combined control mechanism produces a gestural metaphor for the act of
pulling a lever: the hand only controls the ‘lever’ when a
fist posture is assumed, at all other times the wearer is able
to move freely.
Segmented Threshold Triggering. The combination
of segmented orientation with inertial peak detection enables the orientation of the hand to be taken into account
when a sharp change in motion is detected. The control
message produced may be controlled by the angular region
occupied by the hand. An obvious example of this combined control mechanism would be for the control of drums
[6], where the orientation of the hand selects the drum sound
and the ‘strike’ gesture invokes its playback. Using inspection of the rotation matrix, a bass drum could be triggered

Discrete Control Mechanisms

The control mechanisms identified above accommodate many
useful modes by which audio parameters may be controlled
continuously. Additionally, the continuous data streams
may be analysed to identify discrete features resulting from
a particular pose or gesture. Successful identification of
these gestures leads to the introduction of mechanisms producing discrete control parameters which can later be mapped
to control state information.
Posture Identification. When the wearer’s hand assumes a particular posture, the flexion values sampled by
the glove exhibit a unique pattern. Consequently, the prob-
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audio parameter mapping was an iterative process directed
primarily by the performer with input from co-authors and
colleagues. With the requirement for a wide range of audio control options, it was clear that the audio parameters
would have to be organised into modes and accessed via a
state based system.
Central to the state control of the application was the
discrete posture identification control mechanism. As it
was easy to configure the neural network to accommodate a
range of distinguishable postures, the performer was free to
develop her own posture set. For all modes of control, only
four postures were required for the performace, as shown in
Figure 4.

when the peak is detected if the hand points downwards, a
snare drum selected if the hand points forwards and a high
hat selected if the hand points upwards.

4.

A MUSICAL APPLICATION

The toolbox of control mechanisms for a data glove and
AHRS hand tracking apparatus was developed in anticipation of a six minute performance to be made by the composer/performer Imogen Heap at the TEDGlobal2011 conference in Edinburgh, UK [1]. Due to the narrow timeframe within which the collaborators could meet to build
the system, the toolbox was conceived to accelerate the development of a gestural performance system for which only
the specifics of the hardware were known in advance and
the gestural mapping and audio processes were to be established later. Based on our experiences developing ‘Soundgrasp’ [12] it was clear that the most effective mappings
emerge when the performer drives the design process. The
system architecture was thus designed to produce flexible
mappings which could be modified easily.
System Overview. Figure 3 shows the major components of the hardware and its associated software. Each
hand is fitted with a 5DT data glove, an x-IMU, an LED
module and a lavalliere microphone. A third voice microphone is also included. The auxiliary port on each x-IMU
is used to control a set of RGB LEDs to act as a primary
source of feedback [18].
Lavallière Mic

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Chosen posture set
With the discrete posture control mechanism established,
mode selection was performed using a selective orientation
control gesture where the φ Euler angle was segmented into
five regions, one for each mode: voice, wrist, effects, synthesis and drum. Mode selection was performed only when
the left hand was open and the right hand formed a fist.
This gesture was chosen because it is simple to perform and
unlikely to occur incidentally. Each mode was ascribed a
colour which was displayed on the left and right hand LED
modules to provide feedback.
In voice mode, the vocal microphone signal could be
recorded or overdubbed into a two channel looper. This
mode was controlled using a simple grasping gesture where
record was enabled on the identification of an open hand
posture (Figure 4d) and disabled at all other times, an idea
described previously in [12]. In wrist mode, the audio input
received from the left and right wrist microphones can be
recorded into a separate stereo looper. This enables the
performer to play and record acoustic instruments where
the record state was toggled when a rotational spike was
detected around the axis of the right wrist.
In effects mode, continuous control gestures with the right
hand applied effects to the output mix of the looper and left
hand gestures applied effects to the live vocal input. Reverberation and panning are controlled by the Euler angles θ
and ψ. Furthermore, filtering was applied using the mean
average of the finger flexion sensors for each hand. The
wrist flick, as described in the wrist mode section, toggled
the recording of automation for each of the effects.
The synthesiser mode used a combined control mechanism in which segmented orientation of the θ Euler angle
selected the current note and the posture identification of
an open hand was used to trigger note playback on a software synthesiser. Similarly, in drum mode, sounds were
triggered with the identification of peaks in the raw inertial
sensor data, with the selection of the drum sound controlled
by inspecting the rotation matrix. In both modes recording
was toggled with the formation of a fist with the right hand.

Data Glove
AHRS Device
LED

Sensor Management and
Audio Control

Audio Processing

Figure 3: Gestural device components
As shown, the software consists of two distinct parts:
a sensor/audio control application and an audio processing application. Communication between the applications
is made via Open Sound Control (OSC) [20]. The sensor/audio control application is a C++ application written
using the libraries Juce [15] and oscpack [4]. This application implements the control mechanisms set out above
and transmits commands controlling the state of the audio
processing application. The environment for audio processing was developed in Max/MSP to enable a range of audio
recording, looping, synthesis and modification functions to
be prototyped rapidly.
Mapping. In addressing questions relating to appropriate mappings [7], one approach is to analyse the natural
movements emerging when subjects are asked to gesticulate while listening to music/sound [9]. Other practitioners
place emphasis on including the performer in the design
process [5]. The development of the control mechanism to
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5.

APPLICATION EVALUATION

The development of the system was complete and stable and
behaved as expected on the day of the performance where a
positive reaction was received. However, the developmental
process highlighted several notable points for consideration
and identified areas for future development.
While the toolbox of control mechanisms was sufficient
to implement the majority of gestures/mappings requested
by the performer, it was not possible to accommodate them
all. For example, the sensor apparatus was unable to track
the positioning of the hands with respect to the body. By
placing additional orientation sensors at multiple points on
the upper body, the relative 3D positions of the arms may
be tracked, an approach described in [11].
During the iterative development of the gesture to audio
mappings, several areas were found to be problematic. For
example, the performer wanted to engage record mode while
playing the piano or Array mbira. After several attempts
with other control mechanisms, rotational peak detection
was found to be the most appropriate and with practice
could be executed efficiently. However, on several occasions
this gesture would cause the gyroscope sensor to saturate
(2000◦ /s), which, over a sustained period, would cause the
AHRS readings to drift.
Initial plans sought to map only those audio parameters
that the performer used within her previous performances.
However, with the capacity for gestural control, simple audio controls provided greater appeal than they would otherwise. Panning, for example, when controlled directly by
pointing, was qualitatively regarded to be an effective and
engaging mapping.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper set out a toolbox of control mechanisms for gestural music control in scenarios where finger flexion and
hand orientation data is available. A selection of continuous, discrete and combined control mechanisms have been
organised and presented which were developed in anticipation of a live performance to enable the rapid development
of a gestural mapping system. The implementation details
for the control mechanisms have been provided followed by
an example application in the form of a live musical performance at the TEDGlobal2011 conference in Edinburgh.
With easy access to a diversity of control mechanisms usable and robust gesture to sound mappings were quickly
developed in collaboration with the performer.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Digito, a gesturally controlled virtual
musical instrument. Digito is controlled through a number of intricate hand gestures, providing both discrete and
continuous control of Digito’s sound engine; with the finegrain hand gestures captured by a 3D depth sensor and
recognized using computer vision and machine learning algorithms. We describe the design and initial iterative development of Digito, the hand and finger tracking algorithms
and gesture recognition algorithms that drive the system,
and report the insights gained during the initial development cycles and user testing of this gesturally controlled
virtual musical instrument.

mapped and what sounds they should be mapped to are all
integral features that result in the success, or indeed failure, of such an interface. How then should one approach
the design of a gestural controller? What are the differences between designing a gestural controller for a musical
interface, and designing a gestural controller for a conventional, human-computer interaction task, such as navigating
through a user’s photo library? What audio, visual and haptic feedback does such an interface require and exactly how
expressive, or indeed practical, can a gestural musical controller really be? This paper describes the design and initial
iterative development of Digito, a gesturally controlled VMI
which is currently being applied to help answer such questions.

Keywords

2.

Gesture Recognition, Virtual Musical Instrument

Digito 1 is a gesturally controlled virtual musical instrument
that can be played through a subset of subtle hand gestures.
A performer can trigger a note to be played in Digito by using a ‘tap’ style gesture with the tip of the index finger of
their right hand. This note-on gesture is performed in freespace. The performer can gesturally tap anywhere in midair, rather than being constrained to touching a physical
surface, such as a table, wall or touchscreen. The note-on
gesture is affected by both the three-dimensional location of
the gesture and how the gesture is performed, with the 3D
position of the tap controlling the frequency - and the velocity of the tap controlling the amplitude and timbre - of the
note to be triggered. In addition, the performer can continually affect the timbre of the note they have just played
after they have triggered it through a number of continuous
hand gestures. To aid the user in navigating Digito’s virtual
space, visual feedback is provided. This feedback represents
the 3D virtual space in which the VMI exists, and provides
important visual feedback on the current tracking status
of the system (see figure 1b). The 3D virtual space has
been created with a number of ‘layers’, with each layer containing twelve equally spaced targets arranged in a circular
distribution (see figure 1a). Each layer represents an octave,
with each target representing a note. A performer triggers
a note to play by gesturally tapping any of these virtual
targets. A performer can dynamically move through each
layer by ‘reaching’ into the screen to access the next layer,
or ‘retracting’ away from the screen to recall the previous
layer.

1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in sensing technology, gesture recognition algorithms and personal computational resources are slowly enabling gesturally controlled electronic instruments to become feasible for the everyday musician. Gesture recognition facilitates many new musical-interaction paradigms,
such as enabling a musician to simultaneously interact with
a machine and other performers with one succinct movement. It also facilitates a performer to extend and dynamically manipulate an existing musical instrument by using
expressive gestures to digitally modify the real-time acoustic
signals generated by the instrument [15]. In addition, gesture recognition also enables a performer to play what Mulder refers to as Virtual Musical Instruments (VMIs) [12];
that is, digital instruments analogous to physical musical instruments, but controlled exclusively via gestural interfaces.
Further, gestural interfaces allow a performer to simultaneously control multiple instrumental parameters, such as
pitch, onset attack, etc., and apply intricate many-to-many
mapping techniques. Complex, high-dimensional, mapping
techniques can be difficult even with more conventional interfaces [17], thus making gestural interaction a powerful
tool for musician-computer interaction (MCI).
Designing a viable gestural controller is, however, by no
means a rudimentary task. Choosing from the infinite combinations of which gestures to use, how these should be

2.1
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DIGITO

Sound Engine

Digito’s sound engine is built in SuperCollider2 using frequency modulation (FM) synthesis [3]. A performer’s gestures are used to control the carrier frequency, modulation
1
2
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www.nickgillian.com/research/projects/digito
http://supercollider.sourceforge.net/

Figure 1: (a) Digito’s main visual feedback illustrating the continuous gesture feedback and 12 notes of the
current layer, with several layers visible in the distance, (b) the enlarged tracking status feedback, (c) the
peak detection algorithm used to detect a tap gesture, showing a (i) soft tap, (ii) fast hard tap, (iii) slow
soft tap
frequency, modulation index and two ADSR3 envelops that
drive the FM synthesis algorithm. These envelops are used
to control the index of the modulation waveform component
of the FM synth; along with controlling the amplitude of the
synth’s carrier waveform. The velocity of a performer’s tap
gesture is mapped to control the attack and decay elements
of the ADSR envelopes. The sustain and release components are controlled by a user’s continuous hand movements;
performed after a note has been triggered using the tap gesture. A performer can also use their continuous hand gestures to change the modulation index and manipulate the
modulation frequency parameters of the FM synthesis algorithm. This enables a performer to trigger a note, that
can initially start with a simple timbre, similar to that of
a resonating glass, and then modify the timbre of the note,
using continuous hand gestures, to create a wide range of
more complex timbres. With this interaction technique, a
performer can gain dynamic control over a large number of
Digito’s settings, using a small subset of intuitive, subtle,
hand gestures.
Digito provides a performer with two mapping options
after they have triggered a note. The first is an automatic
mapping in which the sustain and release parameters of the
ADSR envelopes controlling the FM synthesis engine for
the triggered note are automatically set in relation to the
velocity of the performer’s tap gesture. The second option
is a continuous mapping of the sustain, release, modulation index and modulation frequency parameters, controlled
by the performer in real-time using a number of fine-grain
hand gestures. A performer can dynamically select either
option by varying the movement of their hand just after
they have triggered a note. If they remain relatively still
or move into the circular distribution after hitting a note
then the first mode will be triggered. Alternatively, moving
their hand away from the circular distribution will give the
performer continuous control over the FM synthesis engine.
The performer can then move their hand into the center of
the circular distribution and continue to perform a number
of fine-grain hand gestures, controlling the sustained note
for as long as they continue to gesticulate. In addition, the
performer can also continue to trigger other notes, creating
chords, with the entire chord being controlled by the user’s
continuous hand gestures. The note(s) will finally be released when the performer stops moving their hand. A note
or chord can also be rapidly stopped by performing a closed
fist gesture.

2.2

exists. This 3D virtual space contains six layers (representing octaves) each containing twelve targets (representing notes), equally distributed around the exterior of a large
circle (or ellipse, depending on the screen setup). In the continuous mapping mode, specific visual feedback is provided
to the performer, in the form of a continuously evolving
trajectory trail that appears to extend from their triggering
finger tip (see figure 1a). Visual feedback is also provided to
inform the user of the current tracking status of the system,
with the user’s entire body being displayed until their hand
is detected, after which just their segmented hand will be
shown (see figure 1b).

3.

HAND & FINGER TRACKING

To make this VMI a reality, we required a method of sensing
a user’s fine-grain hand gestures, i.e. detailed information
such as the position of the finger-tips or if the hand is open
or closed. We chose to avoid constraining the user to wear
sensor gloves or colored markers, as have been used in previous systems [11, 16]. This was to enable the musician,
if required, to simultaneously play other instruments while
using the VMI. We therefore developed a form of markerless computer vision to facilitate fine-grain hand control.
Hand tracking and the recognition of hand gestures are well
established fields within the computer vision and machine
learning literature [4, 14]. Hand tracking via computer vision has also been applied to several musical controllers, including music software controlled exclusively via hand and
finger motion [10], or the tracking of a guitarist’s [2] or violin player’s [18] left hand finger position for computer-aided
pedagogical tools.
Digito uses a Microsoft Kinect5 depth camera to sense
a user’s gestures. A number of libraries6 and SDKs7 are
available for interfacing with the Kinect. Although some of
these resources feature skeleton tracking algorithms which
provide an estimation of the 3D position of the user’s hands,
they do not provide any fine-grain information. A number
of fine-grain hand and finger tracking algorithms have recently been developed [7, 13]. However, such algorithms
are computationally intensive and currently function at a
maximum recognition rate of ∼ 15Hz, even when the algorithms are heavily optimized and running on a machine’s
GPU. Therefore, to achieve a useable compromise between
fine-grain tracking and low-latency, we adopted a similar
approach to that used by several authors [5, 8, 9], in which
the hand and fingers are tracked using common 2D computer vision techniques.
The input to Digito’s hand tracking system consists of a
640 x 480 depth image which is streamed from a Kinect at

Visual Feedback

The visual component for Digito, built using openFrameworks4 , represents the 3D virtual space in which the VMI

5

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
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7
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3

6

ADSR: Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release
4
http://www.openframeworks.cc/
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30 frames per second. An initial two-fold depth thresholding operation is performed on the raw depth image, removing any depth pixels that do not fall within the desired
field of interaction (FOI). This process performs a foreground/background subtraction task. Following the depth
thresholding operation, remaining objects in the FOI are
then grouped using blob tracking. Unsuitable objects, such
as those that are too small or large to be a hand, are removed and the remaining objects are processed to find a
potential hand. If a potential hand is found then each finger is classified, labelled and tracked, with the position and
orientation of the hand and visible fingers being used as input to the gesture recognition system. A critical phase of
the system lies in the finger tracking and estimation stages.
This phase of the system is key as any tracking or estimation errors made here will be propagated throughout the remaining stages; resulting in either legitimate gestures being
missed or non-gestural movements being falsely recognized.
The hand tracking process is segmented into two states,
an initial search phase in which the user’s hand is located
in the continuous input depth image stream, and a tracking
and estimation phase, in which the fine-grain hand movements of the user are tracked over time. For both states,
each potential hand object is scanned for the presence of
cylindrical-like regions which could indicate potential fingers. Neighboring cylindrical-like regions are combined to
form possible finger tip locations. If the search state is in
the initial search phase then an object will not be classified as a hand until five finger-tips are recognized within
the same image frame. If a hand has been found then the
system labels each finger (to later allow specific key fingers
such as the index finger to be identified) and increments the
hand tracking process from the initial search phase to the
tracking and estimation phase.
In the tracking and estimation phase, the system tracks
the fine-grain movements of the hand, propagating the predicted 3D position and orientation of the fingers and hand
through to the system’s gesture recognition phase. To enable continuous tracking of the hand, as well as continuous
estimation and classification of each visible finger, we employed a tracking and prediction algorithm similar to that
used by Argyros et. al. [1]. This online adaptive tracker
dynamically creates a number of discrete models, one for
the hand and five for the fingers, when the hand is first
classified in the initial search phase. The models, which are
built using the position, orientation and area of each hand
or finger, are then used to continually track the hand and
label each visible finger by using the model estimated in
the previous frame to predict the position of each tracked
object in the current frame. This enables the user to freely
relax individual fingers or open and close their hand, while
still retaining track of the hand and being able to classify
each visible finger.

tected, a peak, i.e. tap gesture, is considered as recognized.
The amplitude of the tap is then mapped to control the
velocity and timbre of the triggered note.

4.1

Layer Transition Classification

A user can move through each of Digito’s layers by performing a ‘reach’ or ‘retract’ style hand gesture, which will move
the system to the next or previous layer respectively. These
gestures are recognized using Dynamic Time Warping [6],
with the number of layers transitioned being proportional
to the amplitude of the gesture. This enables a user, for
example, to move to two layers above the current layer by
reaching further into the space.

4.2

Continuous Mapping

Digito continuously computes two values that are then mapped
to control various parameters of the FM synth. These values are the movement index and the contraction index. The
movement index expresses how vigorously the performer is
moving their hand. The contraction index, given by the normalized distance between a user’s thumb and little finger,
expresses how open or closed a performer’s hand is.
The movement index is computed by storing the previous
n position coordinates for the centroid of a user’s hand in
a circular buffer. At each frame, the contents in the first
and latter halves of the buffer are averaged to create two 3D
points (p1 , p2 ). A leaky integrator is then used to provide
some ‘memory’ of a performer’s hand movements, computed
by: yt = (κ yt−1 ) + dt ; where κ is the leak rate, in the range
[0 1.0], and d is the distance between the points p1 and p2
at time t. The output of the leaky integrator, yt , is limited to provide a maximum movement value, ymax , which
is also used to normalize yt . The normalized movement
index is then mapped to continuously control the modulation index and modulation frequency of the FM synth.
The leaky integrator provides a useful mapping technique,
as it allows the user to quickly build up some energy in the
instrument, which corresponds to more complex spectral
timbres as the modulation index and modulation frequency
of the FM synth increase; which then slowly return to their
original values as the energy ‘leaks’ from the system as the
performer either slows down their movement, or alternatively, stops moving altogether.

5.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

To help guide the design and future direction of this VMI,
ten users, the majority of which had some musical training, were taught to play the instrument over a 30 minute
exploratory session and provided some informal feedback.
A number of important observations were noted across almost all test users. The first was the significance of the
continuous control gestures. Test users reported that these
gestures “felt fluid and natural ” and allowed them “to really explore the wide range of possible sounds of the instrument”. A second key observation was the importance of
the visual feedback. All users found that the visual feedback was essential to enable them to trigger a note and to
understand what tracking state the system was in. Interestingly, the visual feedback was not as important for the
continuous control gestures. One possible reason for this
is that the audio feedback for the continuous gestures independently provides sufficient information. The discrete
trigger gesture, however, provides no audio feedback until
the user performs a successful tap gesture.
The majority of users were able to quickly learn how to
control the various aspects of the instrument, such as tapping a note, gaining continuous control and moving between
layers, within the first few minutes of playing the instru-

4. GESTURE RECOGNITION & MAPPING
Digito’s note-on events are triggered by the user performing
a subtle tap-style gesture at various locations in space with
the index finger of their right hand. This tap gesture is
recognized using a peak detection algorithm that searches
for rapid changes in the z-axis (which represents the distance of an object from the camera) of the tip of the index finger. The peak detection algorithm works by using a
high pass filter to suppress slow changes in the z-axis data.
The first derivative of this filtered data is computed and
a search algorithm continually scans the derivative signal
until it finds a positive, then negative threshold crossing,
which must both occur within the same search window, as
illustrated by figure 1c. If both threshold crossings are de41

ment. One user was even able to play “twinkle twinkle little
star” after just two minutes of using the interface. Moreover, the majority of users were able to continue to refine
their skills in playing the gestural instrument over the 30
minute session. Users were able to learn the subtleties of
the amplitude control for the tap gesture along with learning
the continuous control gestures to achieve specific timbres.
They were also able to perform complex exercises, such as
allowing the modulation frequency to drop to a point were
it produced a vibrato style effect on the modulation index,
and then subtly moving their hand just enough to sustain
this effect, without the note being released due to a small
movement index value.
It should be noted that one disadvantage in using hand
gestures to control a VMI, such as Digito, is arm fatigue,
which was common across a significant number of participants after using the system for just a few minutes. This
was somewhat alleviated by ensuring that the user’s FOI
was not calibrated too high, which resulted in the user having to extend their reach to trigger the top-most notes, and
that the participant was able to rest their elbow on a chair
arm-rest or other body part, rather than having to continually hold their arm elevated and unsupported. While there
is commonly some discomfort whilst learning to play acoustic musical instruments as the player develops the required
tendon and muscle strength, such as learning how to play
chords on a guitar for the first time, arm fatigue could be
mitigated by more powerful tracking algorithms that allow
the user to interact with the system, with their hands in any
location, such as close to their torso, or orientation, i.e. not
necessarily orthogonal to the tracking system. We are currently developing algorithms that mitigate these interaction
limitations.
So what have we learned through the process of designing
this instrument? Foremost, we discovered that, although
the classification of free-air gestures can emulate discrete
trigger events, such as Digito’s tap gesture, the dynamics for
gesturally musical interaction fundamentally change when
gesture recognition is used to enable a performer to gain
continuous control over an instrument, parameter or effect.
This is especially true when gestures provide a performer
with access to intricate, high-dimensional, many-to-many
forms of control. We also learned that while a number of
gestures could be used to control virtual buttons and sliders, similar to those found on many physical MCI devices,
simply mirroring the functionality of an existing hardware
controller in a virtual space using gestural control may not
be the most appropriate application of such technology. The
task and context in which gestural interaction is applied is
therefore important; in the same way that a keyboard and
mouse are more applicable interaction devices to use when
writing a long essay, compared with using a gesturally controlled ‘air’ keyboard. One key lesson that we learned during the initial design process and that was reinforced by
our user tests was the importance of some form of feedback to indicate to the user the current state of the system.
Feedback, either auditory or visual, was critical to inform
the user that the system was acting in an expected manner, and perhaps more importantly, to guide the user when
the system either failed to recognize a gesture, entered an
unwanted state, or lost tracking. Given all that we have
learned through designing this instrument, a prominent focus of our future work will be to investigate which gestures,
recognition algorithms, mapping techniques and forms of
feedback, are best suited to facilitate users to control live
performance systems through gestural interaction. Digito
is currently being used in a number of longitudinal studies
to evaluate the possible strengths and limitations of virtual

musical instruments and to assist in uncovering new questions regarding gestural musical interfaces.
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There have been previous efforts to use gesture for music control in existing literature [1][2]. This paper focuses
specifically on developing a vocal interface using gesture
controls. Vocal performers employ a wide range of ‘gestures‘ during performances [3]. There are numerous wearable music controllers that use a variety of sensors to capture gestures for the enhancement of vocal performances.
“The Hands“ created by Michel Waisvisz incorporated small
keyboards on the hands of the player. The player can manipulate force sensors using his thumb and other sensors
are used to detect the tilt of the hands and distance between them. Waisvisz used this instrument to control a
variety of parameters to change the sound of his voice and
other sonic sources [4]. Another hand gesture based instrument is Laetitia Sonami‘s “Lady‘s Glove,“ developed by
Sonami and Bert Bongers. This glove uses a Hall Effect
sensors on the thumb, magnets on the other four fingers,
flex sensors on each finger, switches on the top of the fingers, and ultrasonic receivers. During a vocal performance,
data from these sensors are used to control sound, lighting and motors [5][6]. The “Bodycoder“ system created by
Bromwich and Wilson is another gestural controller that
has been occasionally used for vocal performances. Resistive sensors on the knee and elbow joints and keypad-like
switches are employed in this system. Switches are used to
trigger pre-recorded samples and select particular audio and
visual patches [7]. Elena Jessop‘s Vocal Augmentation and
Manipulation Prosthesis (VAMP) allows singers to remotely
control, modulate and transform their voices by capturing
arm gestures with an arm sleeve embedded with a variety
of sensors [8]. Donna Hewitt created the eMic [9], a microphone and a stand equipped with controls that allow a
performer to filter and process his or her voice live. A major difference between Voicon and previous gestural vocal
controllers is that Voicon is a standalone microphone with
sensors embedded within it. Voicon does not require performers to wear or use any other unnatural external sensors
keeping interaction between the performer and the device
seamless and natural.

This paper describes an interactive gestural microphone for
vocal performance named Voicon. Voicon is a non-invasive
and gesture-sensitive microphone which allows vocal performers to use natural gestures to create vocal augmentations and modifications by using embedded sensors in a microphone. Through vocal augmentation and modulation,
the performers can easily generate desired amount of the
vibrato and achieve wider vocal range. These vocal enhancements will deliberately enrich the vocal performance
both in its expressiveness and the dynamics. Using Voicon,
singers can generate additional vibrato, control the pitch
and activate customizable vocal effect by simple and intuitive gestures in live and recording context.

Keywords
Gesture, Microphone, Vocal Performance, Performance Interface

1. INTRODUCTION
Vocal performance is one of the most processed music signals. In contemporary vocal performances, the use of vocal
modifications and augmentations is very commonly found.
However, vocal performance relies heavily on the capability of a sound engineer as the sound engineer is often in
charge of audio processing control of a performance. Vocal
performers are not given the freedom to use these capabilities to augment, process, and control his/her own performance. This inability of the performer to use vocal effects limits the vocal performance to be bounded within premade agreements between a sound engineer and a performer
leaving no room for improvisational use of vocal modifications and augmentations in live performances. Voicon is an
interactive gestural microphone for vocal performers. This
gesture-sensitive microphone lets the performers to generate
vibrato, control pitch and use customizable vocal effects in
real-time with simple gestures and use of pre-programmed
sensors, giving new possibilities of performances in live and
recording context. This microphone-shaped gestural controller differs from previous gestural system as it does not
require performers to wear any invasive gestural sensors.

3.

MAPPING

The mapping between gestures and vocal augmentation and
modification consists of three parts: generating vibrato,
holding note/controlling pitch and activating customizable
vocal effects. The summary of the mapping between gestures and functions is shown in Table 1.

2. RELATED WORKS
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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3.1

Generating Vibrato

Vocal vibrato has been recognized as a prominent characteristic of classical western singing for a long time [10]. Professional singers inherently seem to develop vibrato without
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thinking about it and without actively striving to acquire
it. It develops naturally as voice training proceeds successfully [11]. There are experimental data showing the inability
of professional opera singers to change their vibrato rate,
even when asked to do so [12].Using Voicon, both novice
and expert vocal performers can achieve and control the
desired amount of vibrato in their performance. When the
performers shake the Voicon in circular motions, vibrato is
generated. A circular motion is mapped to vibrato as it has
features that could be easily controlled such as radius and
rate of the motion. Rate of circular movement of Voicon is
proportionally mapped with the rate of vibrato whereas the
radius of circular motion is directly related with depth of
the generated vibrato. One might argue that both vertical
and horizontal motions suit better with generating vibrato.
However during an active vocal performance with a lot of
physical movement by the performer, vertical and horizontal movements are bound to occur more often then regular
circular movements. Circular motion is chosen to eliminate
false generation of vibrato. Moreover, with circular movement of Voicon, the performer has greater room to control
the rate and depth of vibrato as circular motions have both
vertical and horizontal movement features.

3.2

plying pressure over force sensor 2 (FS2). The intensity of
the effect is proportional to the amount of pressure applied
on FS2. By establishing a co-relation between the amounts
of pressure the performer applies to Voicon and intensity of
vocal effect Voicon sends, controlling vocal effects through
Voicon comes very natural and intuitive to its user.
Table 1: Gesture mapping to parameters of function
Gestures
Activated func- Parameters mappings of
tions
functions
Circular
Generating vi- Radius and rate of cirmotion
brato
cular motion
Tilting
Pitch control
Angle of inclination
motion
Applying
Activating vo- Amount of pressure
pressure
cal effect

4.

TECHNICAL DETAIL

The Voicon system can be largely divided into microphone
and PC. In the microphone, a tri-axial accelerometer(TAA)
and force sensors are embedded. Obtained audio signals using the microphone are sent to a PC through Arduino Nano.
Arduino Nano is a small-sized microcontroller for opensource electronics prototyping. The tri-axial accelerometer
is used for measuring the acceleration of the movement in
order to detect circular motions and the degree of tilting motions performed by the performer which lets the performer
control vibrato and pitch, respectively. Two force sensors
are used as activation switches for the holding note/controlling
pitch function and the customizable vocal effect function.
The force sensors were used to provide the performer room
for more robust expressions of effects and natural interactions with the Voicon. The force sensors are in the form of
thin film enabling it to be mounted seamlessly on the surface of Voicon. This physical feature of force sensors makes
the hardware of Voicon more compact and simple. Figure
2 illustrates hardware system overview.

Holding Note/Controlling Pitch

The performer can hold the note/pitch he or she is singing
by grasping the Voicon while placing her thumb or any part
of the hands over force sensor 1 (FS1). When FS1 is pressed
the audio signal that is currently going into the Pure Data
patch is captured and played until the performer releases
FS1. While the note is being held, the performer can control
the pitch of his/her voice by tilting the Voicon up or down.
The degree of tilting motion is proportional to the degree
of the pitch modification. Through the use of pitch control
the performer can sing higher or lower notes beyond his/her
vocal range. Being able to sing in a wider range of pitch
provides the performer with richer expressions. Moreover,
the performer can achieve visually engaging performances
while controlling pitch as he/she has the ability to control
his/her pitch while leaning forward and backward. Figure
1 illustrates the motions used with Voicon.

Figure 1: a)Circular motion of Voicon generates vibrato. b) Vocal performer can tilt the Voicon upward/downard to raise/lower the pitch.

3.3

Activating Customizable Vocal Effects

A variety of vocal effects are often used during live vocal
performances. When using vocal effects, the timing and
intensity of the effects need to be considered. Conventionally, a sound engineer and a vocal performer need to agree
upon both timing and intensity of the effect. By giving
the performer the ability to handle vocal effects freely, the
performance will become more dynamic and expressive. A
performer can activate pre-programmed vocal effects by ap-

Figure 2: Hardware system overview.

4.1

Hardware System

Regarding its compactness and efficiency in real performances, our design was based on the idea that all components should be equipped on a single microphone body while
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not deviating so far from its original appearance. As there
are enough space for the small components, installing additional components to a microphone will not affect acoustical
performance of the microphone itself. Figure 3 shows the
TAA mounted on Arduino Nano. Arduino Nano was selected due to its small size and it receives three kinds of
acceleration data from the TAA and also transfers the data
to a PC via a serial USB cable. Besides, the voice is independently sent to a PC by the original microphone cable in
this prototype design. Figure 4 depicts the internal components before the final assembly.

values such as acceleration and slope are calculated considering the initial values of sensors and then calibrated. As
Voicon should not respond to the unintentional motions of
the performer, a control module is designed to prevent the
Voicon from responding to the unintended and irregular motions by applying a threshold value. In other words, vocal
vibrato is a small oscillation in two features, which are amplitude and frequency. It is generated using a pre-defined
modulator function that generates small variations in both
features to express a natural vocal vibrato.

Figure 3: Arduino Nano with the tri-axial accelerometer.

Figure 5: The internal components of Voicon.

4.2.2

Holding Note/ Controlling Pitch

At the instance of the activation of holding note/controlling
pitch function, the vocal input from the previous one second
is saved into a buffer of 44100 samples. This buffer is played
in a loop until FS1 is released. For the pitch control, a performer can assign their own musical scales and the degree
of the pitch modulation responding to degree of tilt motion
from the Voicon. Pure Data patches are programmed to
recognize the degree of tilting motion and increase or decrease the pitch of the performer‘s voice depending on the
corresponding pitch change of 8-step musical notes. Pitch
modulation and vibrato generation are processed through
a short time transient process to prevent Voicon from producing unnecessary noise caused by a rapid change of audio signal. Parameter mapping between tilting angle and
change in pitch is shown in Table 2.
Figure 4: The internal components of Voicon.

4.2

Table 2: Tilting angle and corresponding change in
pitch
Tilting
Change
Tilting
Change
Degree
in Pithch Degree
in
Pitch
[semitone]
[semitone]
-20
-2
30
5
-0
0
40
7
-10
2
50
9
20
4
60
11

Software System

Sensor data such as movement, tilt angle and pressure are
received and processed by a program called Pure Data (PD)
to perform audio signal processing. PD is an open-source
real-time graphical programming environment for audio processing. PD was chosen as a sound-processing engine of the
Voicon system as it is very flexible and simple, yet, it offers powerful DSP functionality. The PD patches were designed to perform each functions of Voicon. Figure 5 shows
schematic diagram including the software components and
the hardware components.

4.2.1

4.2.3

Vocal Effects

The performer can also choose the amount of audio effects
that he/she has assigned in advance by controlling the pressure applied on FS2. The assigned vocal effects are added
to the original sound through the local buffer line. Pressure

Generating Vibrato

When the performer shakes Voicon in circular motions to
generate vibrato, the audio signal that is currently coming
into the Pure Data patch is handled by the internal acceleration value of the TAA embedded in Voicon. These internal
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level on the corresponding sensor, which is sent to a PC,
decides the amount of the effect. In a similar way to generating vibrato, the performer should put pressure on the
sensor over a certain threshold level to avoid any unnecessary mishandling.

[2]

5. CONCLUSION

[3]

We have developed an interactive gestural microphone capable of generating vibrato, holding note/controlling pitch
and activating vocal effects through the simple and intuitive
gestures. Voicon enriches expression of voice of the performers by enabling them to manipulate their voice while
maintaining the form of standalone microphone. The design of Voicon, much similar to a conventional microphone,
makes it very approachable by the performers. All in all, an
interactive gestural microphone was developed that allows
explorable possibilities and high control level of the vocal
performance.

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

6. FUTURE WORK
For the future work, Voicon should be developed to give tactile and visual feedback on audio augmentation and modulation it has created. Although the performer will be able
to monitor the vocal effects, giving additional tactile and
visual feedback apart from audio feedback will enable the
performer to control vocal effects more efficiently. When
applying vocal effects, tactile feedback should be designed
to inform the performer using mild vibrations. The intensity of the vibrations should be mapped with the intensity
of the created vocal effects. While controlling pitch, short
vibrations between each change of pitch can inform the performer with the number of pitches he/she has modulated.
Additionally, Voicon could be developed into the personal
vocal guide using pitch detection. Voicon could alarm the
performer with the tactile feedback when he/she deviates
unintentionally from the appropriate melody. [7][5][4][3]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]
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ABSTRACT

some parameters related to each unit. The recognition of
the position and rotation angle of the tangibles on the surface is achieved by tracking fiducial symbols located underneath them and visible to a computer vision system through
the translucent surface of the table. The rest of the system
is in charge of implementing the dynamic patching between
the synthesizer modules, to produce the actual synthesis
results, and to offer a spatially augmented reality feedback
which is back-projected to the translucent tabletop surface.
The currently used computer-vision system relies on a
low frame rate infrared camera connected to a computer,
so gesture detection temporal granularity and latency are
limited by the low sampling rate of the system (less than
50 FPS) and by the image data transfer and processing
time. For this reason, while the Reactable already offers a
wide enough spectrum of musical expression possibilities,
the system is still unable to exploit gestures important for
musical expression such as percussive impacts, continuous
finger/hand pressure or other body movements with their
nuances. We want to overcome these limitations by combining the already existing hardware and software system with
further gesture sensing technologies, increasing the system’s
control intimacy.

Tangible tabletop musical interfaces allowing for a collaborative real-time interaction in live music performances are
one of the promising fields in NIMEs. At present, this kind
of interfaces present at least some of the following characteristics that limit their musical use: latency in the interaction, and partial or complete lack of responsiveness to
gestures such as tapping, scrubbing or pressing force. Our
current research is exploring ways of improving the quality
of interaction with this kind of interfaces, and in particular
with the tangible tabletop instrument Reactable . In this
paper we present a system based on a circular array of mechanically intercoupled force sensing resistors used to obtain
a low-latency, affordable, and easily embeddable hardware
system able to detect surface impacts and pressures on the
tabletop perimeter. We also consider the option of completing this detected gestural information with the sound
information coming from a contact microphone attached to
the mechanical coupling layer, to control physical modelling
synthesis of percussion instruments.

Keywords
tangible tabletop interfaces, force sensing resistor, mechanical coupling, fast low-noise analog to digital conversion,
low-latency sensing, micro controller, multimodal systems,
complementary sensing.

2.

STATE OF THE ART

After recalling the idea of music instrument control intimacy, the existing solutions to track user gestures on surfaces will be reviewed, highlighting their respective advantages and their downsides with respect to musical control
intimacy.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the promising fields in NIMEs is that represented
by live music performances based on tangible tabletop interfaces, which allow for a collaborative real-time interaction. The Reactable [13], initially developed by the Music
Technology Group of Universitat Pompeu Fabra, is an example of a NIME of this kind. The Reactable is based on
a multi-touch tangible tabletop interface, exploiting a modular synthesizer approach and a dynamic visual data-flow
programming language. The Reactable supports the detection of tangible objects on its surface, which are associated
with various units of a virtual modular sound synthesizer.
Finger touches and strokes are detected, and are used both
to control the connections between the objects and to adjust

2.1

Music instruments and control intimacy

The notion of control intimacy when playing an instrument
was introduced by Moore in [16]. A person having a high degree of intimacy with a device can communicate through it
in an effective way, as if it was an extension of herself. This
process is described by Fels as embodiment of the device [5].
Control intimacy has also been discussed by Wessel in terms
of a system’s latency and jitter (latency variation) in [23].
The upper latency bound is set by Wessel to 10ms and the
jitter amount to 1ms in order to detect quick gestures like
a drummer’s flams. Other authors [14] set the upper bound
for latency to a higher value of up to around 30ms. For our
system, we tried to achieve the lowest possible latency, in
order to minimize the overall gesture-to-sound latency.
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2.2

Position, Impact, and Pressure Sensing Technologies for Interactive Surfaces

The detection of user contact with the physical interface
is fundamental in traditional musical instruments and can
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play a fundamental role when interacting with NIMEs. A
quantity of techniques are available to sense hit intensity,
position, and pressures on surfaces.

the sound synthesis system, however single or multiple point
pressures are not detected.

Resistive and capacitive touch-screens

Acoustic sensing techniques

Two technologies commonly used in commercial touch-screens
are those based on resistive sensing and on capacitive sensing [20]. While this kind of input devices is insensitive to illumination conditions, can achieve high frame rates (around
200 Hz), and offer multi-touch input at low latencies, they
suffer from reduced sensitivity to pressure and their cost
can be high, especially in the case of the projected capacitive technology, as in the high-performance screen models
offered by 3M 6 . Another problem is that custom tactile
overlays would need to be fabricated for the Reactable ,
which has a circular shape.

Tactile interfaces based on acoustic detection techniques are
usually referred to as Tangible Acoustic Interfaces (TAIs).
Acoustic sensing techniques for tracking object hits and
knocks on interactive surfaces of large dimension have been
developed by Ishii and Paradiso [9, 17]. In this system a set
microphones was used both on the interaction surface and
in its vicinity to detect various types of hits on the surface.
Additional microphones were used to filter out excitations
coming from outside the surface. A proper signal processing system was able to track knock intensity and locations
with latencies within 65ms and a spatial precision of about
2 − 3cm.
Several techniques and tools for transforming daily life
objects into tactile interfaces have also been explored in
the context of the TAI-CHI European project 1 , aimed at
improving the knowledge and use of TAIs. One of the latest outcomes in this research line has been presented by
Crevoisier in [2] with an achieved spatial precision of about
1cm 2 . In comparison with Paradiso’s system, a much more
advanced hardware is used.
The main advantage of TAIs is that they offer flexibility
on the shape and type of the interaction surface or object.
The limitations are the need for elaborated hardware and
processing to achieve high spatial resolutions, the fact that
continuous pressures can’t be sensed, and that simultaneous
multi-contact input is not possible.

Dense surface sensor arrays
These techniques rely on arrays of discrete sensors of various
nature directly disposed along the whole interaction surface.
The density of the sensing elements can vary from few to
many units per unit surface area, influencing the achievable
spatial resolution and hardware complexity.
One of the first commercially available devices of this kind
has been offered by Tactex [7], whose devices are based on
optical fibers used to measure the compression of a translucent compressible foam. Tactex hardware has been used by
NIME researchers in [23, 12].
Another existing technique for capturing high-quality antialiased pressure images at high frame rates from a surface
has been presented by Rosenberg et al. in [18]. This technique is based on a novel sensor, the Interpolating Force
Sensing Resistor (IFSR). The system is claimed to be rugged,
durable, scalable, having a wide dynamic range, and being
capable of capturing even subtle variations in gesture pressure.
Jones et al. presented in [11] a capacitive force sensing
solution based on an interleaved array of conductors. An
enhanced version of this system called Soundplane A has
now been made commercially available 7 .
Amongst all the reviewed techniques, these last two methods are those who get closer to what we are trying to achieve
with our system. The only downside appears to be the necessity of fabricating custom circular versions of these sensors, with properly adapted hardware.

Computer vision techniques
In the particular case of back-projected tabletop surfaces,
multiple contact points positions and pressures can be detected by using computer-vision algorithms, using various
kinds of optical set-ups based on techniques such as frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR), diffuse illumination
(DI), diffuse surface illumination (DSI) [20], or laser light
plane (LLP) 3 .
Such vision-based system can provide high spatial resolution. However there are various drawbacks: sensitivity to lighting conditions, the need of costly high frame
rate cameras and proper processing hardware/software to
achieve low enough latencies in interaction (for instance, a
200 FPS camera would be needed for a 5ms sampling interval). These are the same limitations encountered in the
Reactable system, which uses a DSI setup.
A way of overcoming the frame rate and cost problems
has been presented by Crevoisier et al. in their Multi-Touch
Everywhere system (MUTE) [3] which uses a multi-touch
high-speed tracking system based on the combination of
an infrared LLP setup with a low-cost high-speed smartcamera produced by NaturalPoint 4 , able to perform blobtracking directly on the camera’s specialized hardware at
100 FPS, thus saving data transfer bandwidth, latency, and
processing time. This system is reported to have latencies
of about 10ms 5 . This computer-vision system is combined
with surface vibration sensing to generate control data for

2.2.1 Force and position detection using few force
sensing elements
An example of position and force sensing device based on
few sensing elements is the one developed by Wessel et al.
in [22], where various 2-D arrays of pressure sensitive touchpads (Interlink VersaPad) disposed into a matrix layout are
connected with custom high scanning-rate hardware and
drivers (from 200 Hz up to 6000 Hz per touchpad/channel)
to a software synthesis system handling various types of
musical control structures.
A contribution similar to our implemented system is the
work of Schmidt et al. [19] where four strain gauges are
used to detect the forces present at the four corners of an
horizontal surface. The magnitude of these forces is used
to determine the 2-D position of objects and user pointing
interaction on the surface, however for its construction this
system can only sense a single point of contact.

1
Tangible Acoustic Interfaces for Computer-Human Interaction
2
no explicit information about the achieved latencies of the
system has been found in literature or on-line.
3
NUI Group Community Book - Multi-Touch Technologies,
available at http://nuigroup.com/log/nuigroup_book_1/
4
http://www.naturalpoint.com/
5
http://www.future-instruments.net/fr/mute.php

6
http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/
TouchSystems/TouchScreen/Solutions/MultiTouch/,
accessed on february 6th 2012.
7
http://madronalabs.com/
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3. SYSTEM CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION

3.4

Our aim is to enhance the sensing capabilities of the Reactable hardware by means of force, impact, and sound
sensing devices interfaced with the host PC by mean of a
micro-controller. The guidelines in developing the system
have been: low implementation costs (hardware complexity
and price), embedding factors, and effectiveness in gesture
detection (sensitivity, low latencies).
Early prototypes involved the use of blob-tracking computervision system combined with sound picked up from the interaction surface by mean of a contact microphone, used to
control a digital wave-guide sound synthesizer, however due
the low frame rate of the camera the system proven to be
inadequate for rhythmical tapping interaction. In our latest
prototype, we directly use the positional data coming from
the sensing system in combination with the signal picked
up by a contact microphone.

3.1

Force sensing element

We decided to use Force Sensing Resistors (FSR) due to
their mechanical ruggedness and low cost [24]. FSRs have
often been used for the construction of NIMEs [21, 15] and
are already found in commercial game-pads, drum-pad controllers, and in middle-end or high-end MIDI controller keyboards to provide global or individual key pressure information (respectively the parameters channel after-touch and
polyphonic key pressure in the MIDI standard). A useful
report on the performances of commercially available FSRs
is presented by Hollinger and Wanderley in [6].

3.2

Characteristics of a force sensing resistor

For our prototypes, an Interlink FSR force sensing resistor was chosen (Part No. 406 – 1.5 ” Square). The guide
provided by Interlink [8] enumerates the various the sensor
characteristics such as sensing accuracy, force sensing resolution, and aids in the basic steps of setting up the FSR
system. In particular the aspects kept into consideration
are:
• Sensing accuracy: a FSR is not accurate as a strain gauge,
but for the use made this accuracy was considered to be sufficient.
• Force sensing resolution: force resolution is ± 0.5 % of
full use force. This enables the capture of detailed gestural
data.
• Force sensing range: the sensing range of the used FSRs
covers up to 3 orders of magnitude, from 10g up to 10Kg
or more. This allows the detection of both subtle nuances
and of gestures like strong hits and presses.

3.3

Mechanically intercoupled force sensing
resistors

In our prototypes, sixteen force sensing resistors are laid out
on the perimeter of the table at regular distance. Thanks to
its elasticity, the plastic perimeter acts as a force distributing mechanism: a force applied in a point of the sensing
perimeter will only be detected by the sensors nearest to it.
In the first prototype the sensors were located beneath the
circular tabletop surface and a thin elastomer completely
covering the sensors was used to provide the needed mechanical coupling and force distribution. A thin layer of
expanded polyethylene foam was found to offer the best
mechanical coupling, with fastest response and nearly no
hysteresis. However this first setup was not able to detect subtle touches: it was later found that the circular
tabletop surface (6mm thick, Plexiglass material) was taking the shape of a concave meniscus under the effect of its
own weight, thus lifting the area of contact on the border
with the elastomer of some fraction of millimeter, nulling in
this way lower gesture forces which instead had to compensate for the concavity of the surface before of actual force
detection.
Having discovered this phenomenon, we decided to leave
the elastomer only on the sensors areas instead that on the
whole table perimeter. While this choice had the effect of
making the sensors able to detect soft pressures, another
negative side-effect appeared: the tabletop surface was now
free to vibrate when excited by an abrupt gesture hit, thus
basically making the system nearly unusable for tracking
abrupt gestures.
For this reason we switched to a further variation of the
mechanical setup. In this latest prototype, a matte Plexiglass 6mm thick annulus has been cut to just cover the
perimeter of the table (fig. 1). The annulus is currently secured to the table perimeter by mean of duct-tape in way
that pressure detection is not affected. The matte finishing
has the potentially useful characteristic of generating sound
when scrubbed. This sound can be detected by the contact
microphone and be used to control physical modelling based
sound synthesis models. Another important change is that

Mechanical coupling between sensors and
tabletop surface

Figure 1: A top view of the tabletop annulus. On
the right a detail of the contact microphone.

An optimal mechanical coupling between the sensors and
the interaction surface is the first step needed for providing the best possible dynamic range and sensing response.
During the construction of the system, the following aspects
had to be kept into consideration for the sensing system to
work properly:
• FSR response is very sensitive to the distribution of the
applied force. To keep the force distribution more consistent, a thin elastomer can be used.
• The FSR needs to be laid on a firm, flat, and smooth
mounting surface. This is the case in our implementation,
being the sensors laid on tabletop perimeter, which is flat.
• During installation, special care is needed to avoid the
presence of even very small kinks or dents in the FSR active area, that can cause false triggering of the sensors.

the thin elastomer has now been replaced with pairs of plastic coupling items (fig. 2) that provide direct excitation of
the sensor in a way that makes the force sensing resistors act
more like actual force measuring devices, a technique based
on [10]. With this last type of mechanical setup the minimum detectable weight is of about 40 grams, comparable
in magnitude with the force of a soft touch. However, mechanical crosstalk is still present when the annulus is hit due
to its mechanical characteristics. We believe that by substituting the annulus with a thinner plastic material, and
coupling it with the lower part of the structure by means of
an elastomer, will improve mechanical damping and drastically reduce false triggering, allowing for true concurrent
hits detection.
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(3.3KΩ) has been chosen to allow resolution at low forces,
setting the upper force bound to about 3.5N .

Figure 2: The used plastic coupling items and their
disposition between the annulus and FSR.

3.5

Acquisition system setup

Figure 3: Voltage divider (a) and transconductance
amplifier (b).

The sensors are connected by mean of a multiplexing circuit
to a signal conditioning circuit to prepare the signal for the
analog to digital conversion on the micro-controller. The
micro controller samples the analog signals and converts
the values to a lightweight serial protocol sent to the host
computer where further signal processing is carried out to
extract the final gesture information.

3.6

Fast multiple-channel sensing
In our first prototypes we used a very simple circuit in which
a pair of 8 channel multiplexers (HEF4051) was used to
cyclically connect each one of the FSRs to one of the two
halves of a buffered voltage divider circuit (one per multiplexer). While this approach offered good results for low
sample rates, at higher sampling rates there was significant
channel crosstalk, and noise levels where too high. This was
not an immediately evident problem since the first prototype used an Arduino 2009, which due to limitations in the
FTDI virtual serial port system bandwidth, was only able
to achieve a sampling rate of about 360 Hz per sensor.
In our latest prototype we decided to switch to the Pinguino platform9 , based on the PIC 18F family of microcontrollers produced by Microchip. Pinguino is nearly equivalent to Arduino, but with a lower price and components
count, simplifying the construction of quick prototype platforms. The used PIC chips have embedded USB communication functionality so no additional interfacing chips are
needed. Also, clock speed is higher (48 M Hz instead of
16 M Hz) offering more computing power. When connected
to the host computer, the Pinguino microcontroller appears
as an USB CDC class device. Data is sent using bulk transfers, with an achievable frame-rate of 1000 Hz per channel
(bound to the maximum USB packet size of 64 Bytes, with
a granularity of 1 packet per millisecond). With this system
the measured gesture-to-sound latency is below 20 ms (the
audio output buffer size being set to 7ms).
In order to achieve as fast as possible ADC settling times
during the array scanning, we also recurred to the use of a
per-channel transimpedance amplifier. While this increases
components count and overall price, channel crosstalk and
noise are considerably reduced.

Impedance to voltage conversion

FSR resistance (impedance) is inversely proportional to the
applied force. We can infer the applied force by using proper
circuitry transforming resistance into a voltage. Two of the
possible alternatives are a voltage divider, and a current to
voltage converter circuit.

Voltage divider
A common approach for impedance to voltage conversion
relies on using a voltage divider type of circuit (fig. 3a).
The relationship between the FSR resistance values and the
output voltage is represented by the equation:
Vout = Vin

R2
=
R1 + R2

Vin
R1
1+
R2

(1)

With a voltage divider circuit the force to voltage relationship is not linear, and the voltage range has to be traded
with sensitivity 8 . To interface the voltage divider with the
ADC, an operational amplifier should be used to buffer the
voltage before of the analog to digital conversion in order to
minimize the ADC sampling capacitor settling time, which
is influenced by the source impedance.

Current to voltage conversion
In our latest prototype we use a current to voltage converter
type of circuit (a topology also known as transimpedance
or transconductance amplifier) which is able to convert the
force-voltage relationship into a quasi-linear one, more suitable for measuring actual forces used in the subsequent gesture computing phases. The output voltage for the used
circuit topology (fig. 3b) is given by the following formula:


Rf
+1
(2)
Vout = Vref
RF SR

Low noise circuits and analog front-end
The SN R of the sensed values is lower at low forces. For
this reason low-noise signals and signal measurement are
important factors to obtain a stable position calculation
with fast response times (no digital low-pass filtering of
the values). Various books and application notes give useful guidelines regarding these issues, such as those written
by Bonnie Baker (for instance [1]). Reduced noise levels
were obtained by interposing a passive RC lowpass filter
(R = 100Ω, C = 100nF ) between the op-amp and the
ADC to create a charge reservoir for the ADC, and to
avoid op-amp output oscillations. Even if we are still using breadboards for our prototypes, we found that implementing these techniques significantly reduced noise levels,

Vref is set to about 0.8V by mean of a buffered and bypassed voltage divider, this reduces the voltage drop on the
FSR offering a better compliance with Interlink’s integration guidelines which set the maximum current across the
sensor to 1mA
. To maximize the use of the ADC’s dynamic
cm2
range, Vref is also used as negative voltage reference for the
ADC via an additional bypassed buffer. The value for Rf
8
A useful tutorial on the optimization of the voltage divider circuit can be found at http://cnmat.berkeley.edu/
search engine terms: “optimizing voltage divider”.

9
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reaching performances close to 10 bits precision for a single channel setup. Precision is slightly worse in the multichannel case, with about 8.5 usable bits of information. At
current we are using a MCP6024 quad op-amp, a singlesupply, low-noise, high GBWP, and low-cost model produced by Microchip. A 1µF bypass capacitor has been put
in parallel with the supply pins of each op-amp to improve
stability.

to generate false cascaded triggering. It is anyway possible
to track single consecutive hits if the finger does not loose
contact force with the surface once the impact has taken
place. Our hit detection algorithms still needs to be refined,
and we are also limited by the mechanics of the currently
used setup.

4. PROCESSING OF THE SENSED SIGNALS
4.1 Force sensing range and value adjustment

The dataflow programming language Pure Data has been
used to prototype various sound synthesis patches to be controlled by our system. A custom software has been written
in Java to handle the serial communication with the microcontroller and to offer a visualization of the sensed values
and computed gestural data. The software sends the computed gestural data via OpenSoundControl to Pure Data ,
which in turn uses the received information to control sound
synthesis parameters.

5.

Test weights (fig. 4) were used to measure the force to ADC
value relationship The results for a single (multiplexed) sensor are visible in fig. 5, showing a quasi-linear relationship
between applied weights and resulting ADC values. The

5.1

CASE STUDIES

Collective synthesis control

One of the simplest possible forms of interaction with the
multi-channel force detection system is that of using a generic
mapping of the sensed force values to control the parameters of a synthesizer. We decided to divide the table in two
equal halves, and to use the sum of the forces of each zone to
control three synthesis parameters of a custom programmed
synthesizer. The interesting aspect of this approach is that
the force values can be mapped so that the only way of fully
exploring the timbre and dynamic palette of the synthesizer
is that of pressing on all the sensors at the same time, thing
which is not possible for a person alone.

Figure 4: On the left the used test weights. On the
right the used jigs, annulus, and sensors.

5.2

Simple pitch-amplitude control

The second experiment has been that of controlling the
pitch and amplitude of an oscillator, mapping its pitch to
the angular position of the touch and its intensity and timbre to pressing force. With this basic setting it is possible
to play simple melodies using fingers and one or two hands.
The quality of the interaction is comparable with that of
a capacitive ribbon controller, with the addition of pressure force sensitivity. While due to the system mechanics
polyphony is not possible for near contact points, slide portamento and vibrato controls are easily achievable by sliding a single finger or using two fingers to vary the computed
centroid position.

5.3

Figure 5: The weight to ADC value ramp. Jumps
are due to the changes in test weights combinations.
other sensors also present this quasi-linear relationship, with
slightly different initial offset values and force to value ratios.

4.2

Scratch interaction

Another experiment we tried is that of controlling the livescratching of a sample. For this task a spinning turntablerecord metaphor was chosen, where the record is free to
spin when no finger force is applied, and the revolution
speed gradually slows down when the applied finger force increases. Virtual turntable motor traction and pressing force
influence on spinning speed can be tuned in the synthesis
patch to adjust the interaction. Additional nearby sensors
can be used to control sound output volume, to approximate
the scratch “chopping” control. While the haptic feedback
typical of turntables is absent, thanks to the matte surface’s
low friction, to the low latency and high frame rate of the
system, fast and subtle control can be achieved.

Contact points tracking, hit detection

After having removed each sensor’s baseline value and adjusted the output range, a simple algorithm is used to detect continuous pressures on the whole tabletop perimeter
by computing and tracking the centroids of the force values
present across the 16 values array. With optimal mechanical coupling it should be possible to resolve up to 8 points
separate (at the distance of 2 sensors). We found that with
the latest setup, at least 5 separate points can be resolved.
Hit detection currently works by applying a sensor signal
value delta positive threshold to each channel, followed by a
delta zero-crossing detection. When the delta value crosses
zero the actual signal value is taken as a maximum. Hit
position is then computed as the centroid of the recorded
hits peak values. As previously mentioned, short hits tend

5.4

Hit detection and control of physical modelling based synthesizer

The last and more ambitious experiments involves hit detection on the annulus in combination with a contact microphone completing the sensing of an hit. The signal coming
from the contact microphone is used to excite a physical
model of percussive instrument based on banded waveguide
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synthesis, as proposed in [4]. The positional data is used together with the hit tracking system to determine the tuning
of the virtual instrument and to trigger the sound. Proper
delays have to be used to synchronize the audio stream coming from the microphone with the stream coming from the
FSR system. The experiment confirmed that the hit detection and the mechanical systems still need improvement,
anyway the sensitivity proven to be high enough to finely
control the timbre and tuning of the instrument.

[8] Interlink Electronics. FSR integration Guide and
Evaluation parts Catalog.
http://www.interlinkelec.com/, 2000.
[9] H. Ishii, C. Wisneski, J. Orbanes, B. Chun, and
J. Paradiso. PingPongPlus: design of an
athletic-tangible interface for computer-supported
cooperative play. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI
conference on Human factors in computing systems:
the CHI is the limit, pages 394–401. ACM New York,
NY, USA, 1999.
[10] T. Jensen, R. Radwin, and J. Webster. A conductive
polymer sensor for measuring external finger forces.
Journal of biomechanics, 24(9):851–853, 1991.
[11] R. Jones, P. Driessen, A. Schloss, and G. Tzanetakis.
A force-sensitive surface for intimate control. In
Proceedings of the International Conference on New
Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), pages
236–241, 2009.
[12] R. Jones and A. Schloss. Controlling a physical model
with a 2D force matrix. In Proceedings of the 7th
international conference on New interfaces for
musical expression, pages 27–30. ACM New York,
NY, USA, 2007.
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tangibles go real. International Journal of Arts and
Technology, 1(3):268–287, 2008.
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521–527, 2002.
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ACM SIGGRAPH 2009 papers, page 65. ACM, 2009.
[19] A. Schmidt, M. Strohbach, K. Van Laerhoven, and
H. Gellersen. Ubiquitous interaction-Using surfaces in
everyday environments as pointing devices. Lecture
notes in computer science, pages 263–279, 2003.
[20] J. Schöning, P. Brandl, F. Daiber, F. Echtler,
O. Hilliges, J. Hook, M. Löchtefeld, N. Motamedi,
L. Muller, P. Olivier, et al. Multi-touch surfaces: A
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Surfaces, 2008.
[21] M. Wanderley and N. Orio. Evaluation of input
devices for musical expression: Borrowing tools from
hci. Computer Music Journal, 26(3):62–76, 2002.
[22] D. Wessel, R. Avizienis, A. Freed, and M. Wright. A
force sensitive multi-touch array supporting multiple
2-D musical control structures. In Proceedings of the
7th international conference on New interfaces for
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6. SYSTEM LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
STEPS
As previously mentioned, the first aspect that we need to
improve is the mechanical interaction layer, which presents
crosstalk problems with hit gestures. Another area of improvement is the signal conditioning and ADC circuitry.
Noise should be reduced when we’ll pass from breadboards
to circuit prototypes based on a printed circuit board that
uses a proper ground-plane and low-noise layout techniques.
Once the system will present sufficient reliability, it will be
integrated with the Reactable software and hardware. Also,
the addition of visual feedback will aid the artist in the use
of the new system and will offer a representation of the detected gestures, enhancing the perception of gestures and
performance for the public.

7. CONCLUSIONS
A prototype multi-point pressure and hit detection system
based on mechanically intercoupled force sensing resistors
has been presented. The system is able to detect both subtle
gestures and forces up to 3.5N in multiple simultaneous
points with low latencies and a frame-rate of 1KHz. The
mechanics and electronics of the system have been exposed,
and some case studies have been described.
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ABSTRACT

created a touch-sensing piano keyboard [1, 6] that is the
most direct antecedent for the present work. The project
was never commercially produced and remained a work-inprogress at Moog’s death in 2005 [7], though Eaton has used
it in several performances.
The Seaboard [3] uses a keyboard-shaped silicone surface and force-sensing resistors to provide multidimensional
measurements of each touch. The Haken Continuum [2] extends the concept of the keyboard to a generalized mechanical control surface measuring the three-dimensional position
of each finger. Most recently, the Evo keyboard1 measures
front-to-back touch position along a segment of each key.
Like the Moog-Eaton design, this work maintains the traditional feel of the keyboard, while providing more detailed
data in the form of multiple touches and finger contact area
across the entire surface of each key.

Capacitive touch sensing is increasingly used in musical controllers, particularly those based on multi-touch screen interfaces. However, in contrast to the venerable piano-style
keyboard, touch screen controllers lack the tactile feedback
many performers find crucial. This paper presents an augmentation system for acoustic and electronic keyboards in
which multi-touch capacitive sensors are added to the surface of each key. Each key records the position of fingers
on the surface, and by combining this data with MIDI note
onsets and aftertouch from the host keyboard, the system
functions as a multidimensional polyphonic controller for a
wide variety of synthesis software. The paper will discuss
general capacitive touch sensor design, keyboard-specific
implementation strategies, and the development of a flexible
mapping engine using OSC and MIDI.

2.

Keywords
augmented instruments, keyboard, capacitive sensing, multitouch

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many excellent reasons to use an iPad or other
touch-screen device as a musical controller, among them
flexibility, continuous gesture recognition, and direct relationship between image and touch input. However, no current touch-screen device can replace the tactile feedback
of a traditional instrument. Tactile feedback is crucial in
keyboard performance, since pianists generally play by feel
rather than by sight.
This paper presents a system of capacitive multi-touch
sensing which attaches to the surface of a physical keyboard.
Each key contains sensor pads and a controller which measures the location and contact area of fingers on the key surface. The complete system, consisting of up to 8 octaves,
communicates with a computer by USB. The touch measurements transform the keyboard into a continuous multidimensional control surface.

1.1

CAPACITIVE SENSING

Capacitive touch sensing allows high-precision tracking of a
user’s finger motion with no electrical contact between user
and device. A conductive plate forms a capacitor with the
surrounding free space and ground layers. Objects which
are conductive or have a substantially different dielectric
constant than air, when brought into proximity with the
plate, will change its capacitance [8]. Capacitance values are
typically measured either by charging the plate to a known
voltage and measuring discharge time in an RC circuit, or
by measuring its frequency response in a resonant circuit.
The capacitance of a single sensor can be read as a continuous value which roughly corresponds to the proximity
and size of nearby objects. To measure position, an array of
discrete sensors are required (Figure 1 bottom). Sensors are
measured one at a time, with the remaining sensors tied to
ground. A finger touch will activate several adjacent sensors, from which a centroid value (weighted average) can
be calculated (Figure 1 top). Because the sensor values are
continuous, position resolution can far exceed the number
of sensor elements in the array.
Though more complex to implement than resistive position sensors, capacitive sensing has the advantage of requiring no finger pressure (indeed no contact at all) to operate.
With certain sensor configurations, multi-touch capability
is also supported, where resistive sensors are limited to at
most one or two points of contact. Capacitive sensing can
be combined with existing pressure (aftertouch) keyboard
systems, and unlike aftertouch, both pressed and unpressed
keys can be read.

Related Work

The use of electronics to enhance the capabilities of traditional instruments dates back over a century [9]. In the
past 20 years, several authors have explored continuous extensions of the keyboard. In 1990, Moog, Rhea and Eaton
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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2.1

Keyboard Sensor Design

The TouchKeys use the PSoC 1 ‘CapSense’ series of ICs
from Cypress Semiconductor.2 The chips contain dedicated
1
2
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Normalized Value

1

[5], and up to three touches can be measured on each key.
A complete scan of 25 sensors, centroid calculations, and
communication of the results via an I2C bus takes approximately 4ms. Scan rates up to 250Hz are thus possible,
though because of timing constraints elsewhere in the system, 125Hz operation was found to be the most reliable.
Further information on aggregation of data from multiple
keys and transmission to the computer can be found in [5].
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PCB Design Guidelines

Figure 4 shows the printed circuit board layout for one key
(A). The board has four layers. The top layer contains the
sensor pads; the layer beneath contains traces connecting
rows of pads in the two-dimensional grid; the third layer is
a hatched ground plane, and the bottom layer contains the
components and most signal traces.

Figure 1: Simluation of multi-centroid calculation
from individual sensor readings.
analog hardware, including a sigma-delta ADC, to measure
capacitance values on each pin. Because of this dedicated
hardware, measurement time and sensor resolution significantly exceed the performance of software implementations
such as the one used in the Atmel AVR (and Arduino) controllers. The Cypress chips include a microcontroller core in
addition to the touch-sensing hardware; however, its performance is limited, so the TouchKeys implementation handles
most data processing at a later stage.
The sensors are made from 0.8mm printed circuit boards
routed to the shape of each key. Figure 2 shows a twooctave set of keys, which is fabricated as a single board
with scoring that allows each key to be separated once assembled. Figure 3 shows the keys installed on a five-octave
MIDI keyboard. Plastic spacers laser-cut around the electronic components are placed underneath the circuit board
to create a flat mounting surface. The sensors are attached
to the keyboard with adhesive tape which creates a secure
but removable bond.
The black keys have 17 discrete sensor pads arranged in
a single row. They are capable of sensing finger position
along the lengthwise axis of the key. The white keys have
25 sensor pads, divided between a single row in the back and
a grid of rows and columns in the front (Figure 4). The front
of the white keys senses finger postion in two dimensions.
Positions are calculated as the centroid of adjacent values

Figure 4: PCB layers of one key, from top (at left)
to bottom.
Based on results and experiments from this design and
guidance from the Cypress datasheets3 , I suggest the following guidelines for capacitive touch design:
• Locate the controller IC centrally. The parasitic capacitance (capacitance when no finger is present) depends on the complete conductive area, including pad
and trace. Long traces should be avoided. This was a
particular challenge in designing the white keys.
• A ground plane is required to avoid stray interference.
In a two-layer design this can be shared with components and signal traces on the bottom, but a dedicated
inner layer in a four-layer design is helpful. Cypress
recommends the ground plane be hatched to avoid excessive parasitic capacitance. The TouchKeys notably
do not follow the recommendation that a ground plane
surround the sensors on the top layer. Its absence does
not seem to affect performance.

Figure 2: TouchKeys in two-octave scored panel.

3
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Figure 3: TouchKeys on a 61-key MIDI keyboard (open to show connections). Experiments with surface
coating found the bare soldermask to produce the best feel and highest-resolution data.
• Signal traces should not cross underneath a sensor pad
unless a ground plane separates the two.

The host microcontroller implements a USB serial device.
MIDI, even in its native USB implementation, is ill-suited
for TouchKey data since controls are limited to 7 bit resolution (compared to 10 bits or more for touch position data)
and Control Change messages are channel-wide rather than
specific to each note. The serial data is unpacked by the
computer into OSC messages which can in turn be dynamically mapped to MIDI. The mapping is discussed in the
next section. The software provides a real-time visualization of key touches (Figure 5) which can be used in live
performance or for debugging.

• Pads in an array should be V or zigzag-shaped. This
ensures that a touch partially activates several adjacent pads. Similarly, pads should be close enough together that a finger activates several at once. Minimum spacing will likely be constrained by number of
pins available on the controller.
• Keep communication lines clear of sensor traces.
• In a situation such as a physical keyboard, any action
that moves the key will ideally also register as a touch
location. This requires extending sensor pads as close
as possible to the edges of the part.

2.3

Surface Coating

The initial design of the TouchKeys [5] used a thin plastic
laminate on top of the circuit board. The intention was
to more accurately simulate the look and feel of the traditional keyboard. Many types of plastic were tested, including polypropylene, PETG, Delrin, acrylic, teflon, nylon and
polycarbonate. Enamel and epoxy paints were also tested.
Experimentally, it was found that the laminate could be
no thicker than 0.5mm on the black keys, and that on the
front of the white keys, even a laminate of 0.25mm reduced
performance in the two-dimensional sensor area.
Unexpectedly, many pianists indicated that the raw soldermask coating of the circuit board (an insulating layer
applied during fabrication) produced a better feel than the
various plastics, many of which were felt to be too sticky
on the fingers. The copper sensor pads are slightly raised
with respect to the etched parts of the circuit board, so the
keys have a texture that was initially thought to be a drawback. However, some pianists observed that ivory keys also
have a textured surface, which is not a problem in performance. The next design revision will use white and black
soldermask to maintain the standard look of the keyboard.
In general, the designer can optimize any three of the
following quantities at the expense of the fourth: sensor
pad size, coating thickness, measurement speed and measurement resolution. The size of the TouchKey pads are
constrained by the geometry of the keys, and speed and
resolution were prioritized over coating thickness.

2.4

Figure 5: Real-time display of touch position.

3.

MAPPING TOUCH DATA

Open Sound Control is the native output of the TouchKey
system, with messages for the following actions:
• Touch onsets and releases. Distinct from MIDI note
onsets and releases, this indicates when a finger touched
or left the key surface.
• Changes of position and contact area for each touch.

• Pinch and slide gestures involving two or three fingers.
• Raw data frames of all touch locations and sizes.

The complete control system consists of touch data correlated with MIDI data from the underlying keyboard. This
gives a picture of both activity on the key surfaces as well
as physical key motion. Where the keyboard supports aftertouch, a form of three-dimensional sensing is available
on pressed keys. All OSC messages are tagged with a MIDI
note number so a synthesis program can easily correlate
touch sensor and keyboard data.

3.1

Dynamic MIDI Mapping

Though OSC messages can be sent to any program, most
commercial software synthesizers are implemented as VST
or AudioUnit plugins whose parameters are set by MIDI
Control Change messages. To control these plugins, a dynamic MIDI mapping system was developed (Figure 6).
Each touch parameter can be mapped to a different MIDI
controller, to the pitch wheel, or to aftertouch. Input and
output ranges are adjustable, and controls can be sent as
absolute values or as relative values with respect to the original touch or note onset (see playability discussion below).

Data Aggregation

The controller on each key is responsible for scanning all
the sensors in sequence, calculating up to three centroid
locations and sizes, and transmitting this data via I2C to a
second “octave” controller. The octave controller aggregates
the data from an octave of keys and routes it to a “host”
controller which communicates to a computer via USB [5].
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channel. The TouchKey mapping engine dynamically routed
notes from the host keyboard to one copy of the synth, and
the touch mappings in Figure 6 were used to send Control
Change messages to specific channels:
• Vertical (front-back) position controlled the cutoff of
a low-pass resonant filter.
• Horizontal position controlled the pitch wheel to bend
notes up or down. This feature is presently only available on the white keys since they sense touch on two
axes; it allows an intuitive “vibrato” motion (rocking
finger on the key).
• Contact area was mapped to the level of white noise
mixed into the main oscillator output. Normal technique (large contact area) creates a pure sawtooth
tone, but special effects can be generated by playing
on the very tip of the finger or the fingernail. When
this is coupled with sharp attack and long release time,
interesting percussive sounds can result.
• Number of fingers (1-3) was mapped the number of
stacked oscillators, each of which was slightly detuned
so that multiple touches produced a wider sound.
This is only one of many possible mappings, but it demonstrates how the TouchKeys can be configured to operate
with standard VST/AudioUnit plug-ins.

4.

Figure 6: Mapping editor assigns parameters to
multi-channel MIDI messages.
MIDI Control Change messages are limited by the fact
that they apply to an entire channel, prohibiting polyphonic
control. The mapping engine allocates a new MIDI channel for each Note On message, rebroadcasting it to one of
several identical copies of a synth plugin, each listening on
a different channel. Before the Note On is sent, Control
Change messages are sent on the same channel based on
the current touch information, ensuring that the controls
take their proper position before the note begins. If a Note
On arrives before any frames of touch data for the same
key, retransmission is delayed for up to 10ms to allow touch
data to come in. In practice, this is only necessary for the
fastest strikes originating above the keyboard.

3.2

5.

Control and Playability

Example: Analog-Modeling Synth

The TouchKeys were configured to control the FXpansion
Strobe4 analog-modeling monosynth. Eight copies of the
synth were hosted in Apple’s AULab environment. Each
copy was configured identically but on a different MIDI
4
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On the piano, the location of each touch is partially constrained by fingering. Mappings based on the absolute position of each finger in each dimension will thus be challenging. Composer John Eaton remarked of the Moog touchkeyboard: “It’s very difficult to play. But an instrument
should be difficult to play. That’s the only way to master
musical materials, by overcoming these difficulties” [7].
Certain simple strategies can produce a more easily-learned
instrument, including tracking deviation from initial touch
position (motions which rarely occur in traditional technique) or mapping to parameters which are expressive but
which do not require precise control to produce acceptable
results (e.g. pluck position on a virtual string model). Detailed user evaluation of mappings is currently underway;
preliminary results indicate that the two principles above
produce usable results.

3.3

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the TouchKeys, a multi-touch augmentation of the traditional keyboard. The sensor system
can be installed atop acoustic or electronic keyboards, where
it provides continuous multidimensional control over each
note while retaining the tactile feedback that is important
to keyboard performance.
An important area of future exploration is the connection
of the TouchKeys to the magnetic resonator piano (MRP),
an electromagnetically-augmented acoustic piano developed
by the author [4]. Electromagnets inside the acoustic piano can shape the amplitude, frequency and timbre of each
note in real time, expanding the piano’s musical vocabulary.
Multidimensional keyboard control is a natural extension of
this project, and indeed, performers frequently suggest finger motion along the keys as a means of note-shaping.

http://www.fxpansion.com/index.php?page=62
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ABSTRACT

a definition of what it means to make music. This task is
daunting to say the least.
The design community has a name for such situations
where the task is complex, few guidelines are available, and
the criteria for success are not known in advance. They call
them wicked problems. This paper aims to show how composing for computer-based ensemble can be productively
framed as a design task, and compares it to the wicked problem theory as described by Buchanan[1]. It also discusses
themes from design thinking which composers should consider, namely visibility, risk, embodiment, and the benefits
of the practices of prototyping and iteration.

Composing music for ensembles of computer-based instruments, such as laptop orchestra or mobile phone orchestra,
is a multi-faceted and challenging endeavor whose parameters and criteria for success are ill-defined. In the design
community, tasks with these qualities are known as wicked
problems. This paper frames composing for computer-based
ensemble as a design task, shows how Buchanan’s four domains of design are present in the task, and discusses its
wicked properties. The themes of visibility, risk, and embodiment, as formulated by Klemmer, are shown to be implicitly present in this design task. Composers are encouraged to address them explicitly and to take advantage of
the practices of prototyping and iteration.

1.1

Orchestras of performers with computers

The laptop orchestra is a new format for ensemble musical
performance which is centered around the laptop computer
as an instrument. The practices described here originated in
2005 with the Princeton Laptop Orchestra[10], and continued with the Stanford Laptop Orchestra founded in 2008.
Musical performances with computers are not new, but a
few characteristics distinguish laptop orchestra from other
practices. Firstly, the laptop orchestra is organized similarly to a traditional orchestra in that there is an ensemble
of performers, each with their own instrument, who perform pieces created by a composer, and who may be led by
a conductor. Unlike traditional orchestras, these roles may
be enacted by different people for each piece. For example,
it is common for the composer of a piece to be a member of
the orchestra who also conducts the piece.
Secondly, each performer in a laptop orchestra has their
own sound source, typically a small hemispherical speaker
array, located nearby. This creates a distributed sound field
where each performer can hear their own activity and the
audience can associate sounds with their performer. This
makes performances suitable to small settings where the
audience is close, and is distinguished from performance
practices in which each performer’s sound is mixed into a
single, possibly distal, sound system.
The mobile phone orchestra[8] is a continuation of these
practices, with the laptop computer being replaced by mobile computing devices. Laptop orchestra performers usually sit at their stationary computer, while mobile phone orchestra performers hold their “computers” and have speakers attached to their bodies, allowing them to move through
the performance space. Both laptop and mobile phone orchestra performances are typically held in a concert-hall setting, and the audience follows social practices associated
with traditional orchestras, such as listening quietly and
clapping after pieces.
The author was a founding member of the Stanford laptop
and mobile phone orchestras. For the purpose of this discussion, composing for laptop orchestra and mobile phone
orchestra can be considered equivalent design tasks.

Keywords
Design, laptop orchestra, mobile phone orchestra, instrument design, interaction design, composition

1. INTRODUCTION
We typically think of the activities of composing music and
creating musical instruments as occurring in different domains. In the Western art music tradition composition is
an artistic endeavor in which a composer applies knowledge of musical instruments, forms, and idioms to create an
artifact, a musical score which when performed addresses
certain artistic aims. Instrument design is a separate craft
carried out independently of any particular musical work.
This distinction is blurred when composers invent extended techniques that redefine traditional instruments, and
in electronic and computer music, where the studio can be
seen as an aggregate instrument assembled from available
devices. As the tools for creating custom computer-based
instruments become increasingly accessible, more composers
and musicians become builders of the instruments for which
they compose.
As the art of composition and the craft of instrument
design collapse into a single task, the number of choices a
composer must confront explodes. When composing for an
ensemble of such instruments, such as a laptop orchestra,
the complexity increases further. The composer must “compose” the instrument, the musical sound, the interactions
between performers, and in some sense they even compose
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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2. COMPOSING AS DESIGN PROBLEM

tive of the performers these include the visual information
available to the performer from their instrument as well as
any visual communication between performers. Some laptop orchestra pieces also include graphic or video displays
that are visible to the audience. These correspond roughly
to Buchanan’s category of “design of symbolic and visual
communications”.

Composing for laptop orchestra is multifaceted and complex. The composer must work simultaneously on a number of different levels while satisfying multiple stakeholders,
including the audience, the performers, the composer him
or herself, and possibly members of the hosting institution.
In his influential 1992 paper, ‘Wicked Problems in Design Thinking’[1] Richard Buchanan describes four broad
areas in which design is practiced: 1) the design of material
objects, 2) the design of activities and organized services,
3) the design of symbolic and visual communications, and
4) the design of complex systems or environments for living, working, playing, and learning. These tasks are not
independent and cannot be assigned to different individuals to be performed in isolation. Rather they are “places of
invention” from which the unified design task is considered.
By reinterpreting these categories we can map them to four
aspects of composing for laptop orchestra: 1) the design of
instruments, 2) the design of structured interactions, 3) the
design of visual elements, and 4) musicking.

2.1

2.4

Design of material objects

In a traditional symphony orchestra the instruments are
given or chosen from those available, but in laptop orchestra the instrument is initially undefined. A computer is a
meta-instrument, a platform with general capabilities upon
which a specific instrument can be built. It grants certain physical affordances – the built-in input and output
devices such as keyboards, touchpads, displays, etc. as well
as peripheral devices such as joysticks – and software affordances such as sound synthesis languages and application
development frameworks. From these the composer crafts
an instrument consisting of a piece of software, the physical means by which the performer interacts with it, and
the methods by which these actions are mapped into sound.
This activity corresponds to Buchanan’s “design of material
objects” in that it is the creation of an artifact which we interact with physically. Its primary user is the performer,
and thus the design will be constrained by the skill level
and enthusiasm of the performers, as well as the available
rehearsal time.

2.2

3.

WICKED PROBLEMS

The wicked problems perspective on design was originally
formulated by Rittel in the 1960’s, and elaborated upon by
Buchanan. Wicked problems are a “class of social system
problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is
confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers
with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the
whole system are thoroughly confusing[1].” The formulation
was proposed as a counterargument to the linear model of
design where a problem is broken into a problem definition,
which is then followed by a problem solution.
Buchanan enumerates the qualities of wicked problems.
While composing for a musical performance is not a true
wicked problem due to the limited scope of its consequences
(people’s lives or health are usually not at stake), it does
share some of these qualities. In addition to making the
task difficult and the linear model useless, these qualities
also make it impossible to eliminate risk (see 4.2.)

Design of structured interactions

Traditionally an orchestral composer writes a score which
the conductor and performers use to guide their performance. Written scores and musical notation may be part
of a laptop orchestra piece, but more generally what the
composer designs is the interactions between the conductor
and performers, or amongst the performers themselves if no
conductor is specified, and how these interactions are structured in time in order to achieve the desired musical effect.
This corresponds to Buchanan’s “design of activities and organized services”. The primary user is the performer who
must enact the interactions specified, but the visibility of
interactions (see 4.1) also affects the audience’s experience.
Different strategies can be used to structure interactions
between performers. For example, in the laptop orchestra
piece ‘Crystalis’[5], the conductor uses symbolic arm gestures to communicate desired ranges of parameters within
which performers may improvise. In the mobile phone orchestra piece ‘InterV’[8], performers receive on-screen textual instructions sent from a central computer which follows
a predetermined timeline. These two strategies lead to differing levels of visibility and risk (see 4.1, 4.2.)

2.3

Design of Complex Systems

What is it we do when we produce or participate in a musical event? Buchanan’s last area is the design of “complex
systems or environments for living, working, playing, and
learning.” The human activity of music is one such complex system. However, the meaning or goal of our musical
activities is never entirely clear or explicit. The participants, event organizers, composers, performers, and audience co-produce the musical event and its meanings through
multiple hermeneutic acts of interpretation. The performers interpret the instructions of the composer and the actions of the conductor and other performers. The audience
interprets the relationship between the performers’ actions
and their sonic results, mediated by visibility, and interprets these with respect to the possible intentions of the
composer. And every participant interprets the meaning of
their own role within the musical event.
Small[9] uses the term musicking, or the verb to musick,
to describe the ways in which groups of people self-define
through their musical activities. Fallman[4] describes how
design “takes the form of a hermeneutic process of interpretation and creation of meaning, where designers iteratively interpret the effects of their designs on the situation
at hand.” In both cases the composer or designer, as the
nominal locus of‘creativity, has the opportunity and responsibility to think explicitly about the interpretations which
may occur around his or her work. It is this indefiniteness
of meaning which makes composing music (or any artistic
endeavor) difficult, yet in a sense it is also what makes it so
fascinating for practitioners and audiences alike.

• “Wicked problems have no definitive formulation, but
every formulation of a wicked problem corresponds to
the formulation of a solution.”
This relates to the hermeneutic nature of music as described above. The composer must decide what it is that
constitutes this new piece for laptop orchestra, and by doing
so they simultaneously describe their task and its solution.

Design of visual communications

• “In solving wicked problems there is no exhaustive list
of admissible operations.”

In addition to the auditory component of a piece the composer must design any visual elements. From the perspec58

• “Wicked problems have no stopping rules.”

squares corresponding to every note performed, creating a
visual field highly correlated to both the music and performance gestures. In ‘SoundBounce’[2] performers controlled
sound by making bouncing gestures with their iPhones.
Sounds could be passed from one player to another by making throwing gestures in the recipient’s direction. This design allowed the performers to focus visually on eachother
instead of their screens, and made performers’ interactions
easily visible to and interpretable by audience.

Only the composer can decide what sounds, techniques,
instrumental affordances, and interactions, are part of a
piece, and only the composer can decide when a piece is
complete.
• “Solving a wicked problem is a ‘one shot’ operation,
with no room for trial and error.”
• “No formulation and solution of a wicked problem has
a definitive test.”

4.2

Whatever a composer’s intention for a piece may be, he
or she cannot predict how it will be received or interpreted.
They may revise a piece after its performance, but they
cannot take back or undo a performance once it is done,
and there is no way to definitively say how successful it
was. This risk can be mitigated somewhat through multiple
iterations of prototyping and rehearsal (see 5).
• “The wicked problem solver has no right to be wrong –
they are fully responsible for their actions.”
• “Every wicked problem is unique.”
The composer takes an artistic risk, but the performers
and event producers also experience forms of risk (see 4.2).
Thus the composer is responsible to these parties. Once
these design issues have been addressed for one composition,
they must be addressed anew for the next.
• Every wicked problem is a symptom of another higher
level problem.
Again this relates to the hermeneutic nature of musicking.
One reason computer-based music (or any music for that
matter) is difficult to compose is that we don’t know for sure
what music is or why we engage in it. Thus, a composition
can be seen as a statement regarding the definition of music.

4. INTERACTION DESIGN THEMES
The wickedness of the design task is unavoidable. Furthermore the themes of visibility, risk, and embodiment are implicitly present in all computer-based music performance
and cannot be avoided. These can be seen as further constraints to design, or they can be explicitly acknowledged
and used as opportunities for structuring the design process. This discussion draws heavily on Klemmer’s themes
for interaction design[7].

4.1

Risk

Putting an artistic work into the world comes with artistic risk. However there is a more corporeal form of risk
which we experience every day, and which is amplified for
performers. Klemmer et al.[7] give a phenomenological account of this risk: “One’s unmediated experience of acting
in the physical world is characterized by uncertainty and an
awareness of corporeal vulnerability... In social interaction
[we can substitute ‘performance’], risk may not necessarily
entail physical harm,but can also come from the imperative
to act in the presence of others.” Performers experience this
vulnerability when they place their bodies on stage in front
of an audience and subject themselves to scrutiny and the
risk of mistakes. To perform they must act, and they cannot step out of the performance to reflect on these actions
or their possible consequences. These are characteristics of
what Heidegger calls the experience of thrownness[11].
It seems that this risk is an essential element of performance, since if there were no chance of mistake or mishap
the audience would likely feel that they were not witnessing a true performance. Technology is often used to minimize risk, e.g. the ‘undo’ function in software applications.
In recordings it is acceptable to use the technology of the
recording studio to achieve a “perfect” rendition of a piece.
However, in the case of live performance the composer must
allow the possibility of imperfection or failure in order to
ensure a valid performance situation.
Through appropriate use of visibility the audience can
better appreciate the risk being taken. Interestingly, visibility of risk may also reduce the consequences of failure.
During a performance of ‘SoundBounce’[2], there was an instance where a performer clearly intended to throw a sound
to another performer, but the sound ended up going to a
different performer. The audience responded with laughs
and sympathetic vocalizations that conveyed their participation in the event and their appreciation of the risk the
performers were taking.
It seems that audiences may be willing to accept some
types of mistake. However none of the participants in a
concert wish to experience the type of failure that occurs
during a technical breakdown, such as when a computer
crashes or communication between devices fail. Perhaps
this is because such failures destroy the sense of a special
space that surrounds a performance. It is a risk that all
performing music technologists dread, and which it seems
will never disappear.

Visibility

When considering the perspective of the audience it is useful to take into account visibility. Computers allow complex sonic effects to be controlled by small movements such
as keystrokes or mouse movements, but unless the instrument’s GUI is projected onto a large screen, the audience
remains oblivious as to what actions were performed and
how they relate to the sounds produced. In the case of traditional performance the audience’s familiarity allows them
to feel comfortable not seeing the instrumentalist’s every
finger movement. While the audience may be familiar with
using a laptop, they likely have no experience with the software being used.
The composer must decide what visual information will
be made available to the audience and anticipate how this
might affect their conception of what is taking place. Different strategies for increasing visibility were used in two
pieces for mobile phone orchestra. ‘Touch Patterns’ featured a projected graphic display on which appeared colored

4.3

Embodiment

The body is the means by which performers interact with
any instrument. Before the use of electronic remote sensing interfaces such as cameras or capacitive sensing, all instruments required physical contact with the body, and the
majority of those involved the use of the hands.
The hand is exquisitely sensitive and dexterous. Like all
actions, the actions of the hand can be used simultaneously
to effect a result (pragmatic actions), or to explore and learn
about objects and their possibilities (epistemic actions).[7]
Epistemic actions are an important aspect of learning to
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6.

play a newly encountered instrument. By creating instruments that afford and sense a rich range of physical actions,
we benefit from the body’s ability for skilled performance
and allow performers to develop kinesthetic motor memory
which is fast and reliable.
The goal should be that the instrument becomes integrated into our physical experience such that we no longer
notice its presence. When this occurs the instrument has
become what Heidegger calls equipment, and he would say
that it is ready-to-hand [3]. This state enables a feeling of
transparent translation from musical intention to expression in sound. Most traditional instruments require years
of dedicated practice to achieve this state. With computerbased instruments the designer confronts a tradeoff between
approachability and the fine level of expression available
when expertise is allowed to develop. When an instrument
exists for the sake of a single piece, performers are not wellmotivated to invest the time necessary to achieve true expressivity.
Part of instrument design is creating the mapping from
sensor input to sound output, or from the physical world of
movement to the abstract realm of musical sound. Visibility may be facilitated by using metaphor-based mappings
which draw on common associations between movement and
music[6]. When performers’ actions are visible to the audience, and those actions are mapped to sound through motion/music metaphors that are part of the biological or cultural background shared by the audience, it will be easier
for the audience to attribute causal relationships between
what they see and what they hear.

CONCLUSIONS

Composers of music for laptop and mobile phone orchestras create not only music, but instruments and interactions. This task shares many of the features of wicked design problems, and can benefit from incorporating design
practices such as prototyping and iteration. By taking into
account the visibility of the technologies applied, the embodied nature of using instruments, and the risk inherent
in performance, composers can better create new musical
practices and therefore new opportunities for musical selfdefinition for composers, performers, and audiences.

7.
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5. PROTOTYPING AND ITERATION
Composition, like design, is a process of moving from the
abstract – the composer’s general artistic aims and the resources available to her or him – to the concrete, i.e. a specific piece and the artifacts and practices that make up its
performance. Many design practitioners emphasize the importance of prototyping in this process. Making working
instruments early in the compositional process allows composers and performers to try out interfaces and controls,
their mapping to sound, and the interactions they enable.
The prototype allows the composer and musicians to have
a “conversation” with the instrument, and to explore epistemically its potentials as well as possible problems. The
prototype also enables the composer and performers to have
a conversation with each other through the instrument and
serendipitously discover unexpected interactional possibilities.
For example, while creating the piece ‘Colors’ for mobile
phone orchestra[8], the composer and performers rehearsed
with early versions of the instrument, allowing them to discover and refine various interactions that became part of
the final piece, such as musical “conversations” between performers and a sequential round-robin interaction similar to
the game ‘Simon.’
The benefits of prototyping are only available if it is part
of an iterative cycle of design, prototype, test, and reflect.
Enough time must be allowed for playful exploration with
working prototypes, and revision based on the outcomes.
More generally, given the situated and hermeneutic quality
of artistic endeavors, reflection on one’s own design process
allows one to extend the benefits of an iterative cycle from
within a single work to the larger scale of one’s creative
career.
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ABSTRACT

1.1 Ethnography in the Context of Laptop
Ensemble Practice

In this paper, we argue that the design of New Interfaces for
Musical Expression has much to gain from the study of
interaction in ensemble laptop performance contexts using
ethnographic techniques. Inspired by recent third-stream
research in the field of human computer interaction, we
describe a recent ethnomethodologically-informed study of the
Birmingham Laptop Ensemble (BiLE), and detail our approach
to thick description of the group's working practices. Initial
formal analysis of this material sheds light on the fluidity of
composer, performer and designer roles within the ensemble
and shows how confluences of these roles constitute member’s
differing viewpoints. We go on to draw out a number of strands
of interaction that highlight the essentially complex, socially
constructed and value driven nature of the group's practice and
conclude by reviewing the implications of these factors on the
design of software tools for laptop ensembles.

Ensemble laptop performance is a growing field, which actively
demonstrates the value of pragmatic, practice-led research.
Recent approaches have focused on improvised live coding
over local area networks [5], development of middleware
solutions to manage changeover between compositions [6] and
the pedagogical value of large-scale ensembles [7]. Although
we see these activities as appropriate, we argue that there is
also a need to move beyond the perspectives of individual
ensembles – which are often characterised by the voices of their
directors – to address broader issues of how technology is used
in social contexts. In what follows, we argue that ethnography
has the potential to further illuminate these issues. The value of
the ethnographer is not simply his or her subjective standpoint,
although this should be acknowledged, but is rather their ability
to document, characterise and synthesise the differing
perspectives of those involved.
With the above concerns in mind, we present some initial
efforts to examine the working practices of the Birmingham
Laptop Ensemble using ethnographic methods. Through the
formal analysis of data gathered during rehearsal, we identify a
number of threads of complex socially constructed interaction
and reflect on their implications for design.

Keywords
Laptop Performance, Ethnography, Ethnomethodology, Human
Computer Interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, ethnographic research methods have been valued
for their potential to highlight the complex, socially constructed
nature of interaction, such as when considering how particular
musical communities of practice operate [1]. This contribution
has been summed up as “the demonstration that culture can be
viewed from ‘inside’ its arrangements and relationships” [2].
More recently, as technology increasingly pervades existing
forms of collaborative and artistic practice, ethnography is
being harnessed to evaluate the social use of technology, and
the results used to inform design. Harrison et al have identified
a number of these studies as constitutive of a third paradigm in
human-computer interaction (HCI) research, which they have
labeled situated perspectives [3]. This term emphasises the
value of ethnography as a lens through which to view the
differing perspectives of participants in specific contexts. The
work of Crabtree et al [4] provides a concrete example of this,
where ethnography is employed to evaluate a range of
ubiquitous computing environments of the authors’ own design.
Such systems lie at the confluence of social, technological and
value-centered imperatives, where collaboration is mediated by
devices and takes place in part over networks. In this paper, we
turn our attention to a comparable context, that of cooperative
musical performance using laptop computers.

2. AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE
BIRMINGHAM LAPTOP ORCHESTRA
2.1 Characterising The Ensemble

The Birmingham Laptop Ensemble1 was formed in January
2011 by a group of postgraduate composers and performers
working within the Music Department and Electroacoustic
Music Studios at the University of Birmingham. At the time of
writing, the line-up consists of Shelly Knotts, Charles Hutchins,
Julien Guillamat, Norah Lorway, Christopher Tarren, Iain
Anderson and Antonio Roberts. In their first year the group has
performed both nationally and internationally in both club and
concert hall contexts and their activities have recently come to
wider prominence in the popular press [8].
The overall approach of the group can summed up as
consensus driven, stemming from a desire to perform together
on an equal footing. In this respect the group share similar
concerns with pioneering groups such as the The Hub [9]. This
is in contrast to more formally hierarchical or pedagogically
oriented approaches, such as those proposed by the Laptop
Orchestra (or LOrk) model [7], which have become widely
adopted in recent years2. Taking their cue from the approach of
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See recent groups such as the Boulder Laptop Orchestra and
the Laptop Orchestra of Louisiana

continued to play an important role in terms of identifying
points of saliency. Taken together these methods represented
the most detailed description we were able to achieve during
later rehearsals.
Although we anticipated that the analysis of the rehearsal
data itself would contain wide-ranging implications for design,
there was also a need to further understand the knowledge,
skills and attitudes that informed members’ musical and
technical choices. To this end, individual interviews were
conducted with each member and were drawn upon as
secondary sources at the analysis stage. In addition, the group
generously allowed us access to their internal e-mail list and
Dropbox file repository, where the latter is used to share
resources such as scores, software tools and prepared sound
files amongst group members. Having access to both these
resources enabled us to keep up to date with developments
between rehearsals, in the same way that group members did
themselves. Finally, there were also necessary limitations to the
scope of the study. For example, we did not look at capturing
work done between rehearsals, in terms of how compositions
were conceived of or how software was developed. In future,
these could also be subject to documentation and analysis.

the Huddersfield Experimental Laptop Orchestra [10], BiLE
prioritise musical or artistic ability over technical proficiency
and reject the need for rigid social organisation, such as
appointing a formal director, or widespread standardisation of
hardware and software. One of the major challenges for the
group – and for laptop ensembles in general – is how to foster
collaboration in a group of mixed skills and abilities. BiLE
respond to these challenges on a piece-by-piece basis,
designing new instruments and infrastructures for each
composition, with a focus on making use of the skills and
approaches players already have. In BiLE practice, it is the way
in which the bounds of collaboration are negotiated anew –
rather than their explicit formalisation – that acts as the primary
driving force for creation of new work. The willingness of the
group to tackle these issues head-on provides a rich context in
which to conduct ethnography.

2.2 Ethnomethodological Foundations
One of the unifying aspects of recent third-paradigm HCI
research is its shared grounding in an ethnomethodological
approach to ethnography [3]. Originally proposed by Garfinkel
[11], ethnomethodology adopts a phenomenological or
embodied or view of the role of everyday actions. Although
such actions may appear routine on the surface, they prove nontrivial to model within technological systems. The value of an
ethnomethodogical approach can thus be said to be its ability to
reveal the underlying nature of interaction as it occurs in
specific contexts. As stated by Harrison et al [3], “real-world
practice is complex and rich, interleaving physical activity and
awareness with abstract thoughts, rituals, and social interaction
in ways that defy a purely informational approach.”
The practicalities of conducting ethnography in the
ethnomethodological tradition are encapsulated by the practice
of thick description [12], where the ethnographer maintains
detailed notes in the field, which can later be subjected to
formal analysis, in attempt to understand the situated way in
which participants reason and make meaning. From an
ethnomethodological perspective, people are no longer simply
viewed as users of technological systems, as has historically
been the case in HCI [3], but instead the fundamentally
embodied, social and value-driven nature of interacting with
such systems is made central to the focus of inquiry. Such an
approach provides “a useful means of understanding the
adaptations that are required to make new technologies 'fit'
complex arrangements of real world, real time activity” [4] and
has the potential to provide valuable perspectives from which to
approach design.

Figure 1. Still image illustrating thick audio-visual
description of the BiLE rehearsal process.
In total thirty-eight hours of rehearsal time were logged
which, when taken together with the aforementioned interview
and internal communication materials, provide a rich corpus of
data on the ensemble's working practices. Formal analysis of
this material has so far proceeded in two stages. Firstly, the raw
audio-visual material and network chat logs from each
rehearsal were synchronised and assembled as a multi-camera
video file using Apple's Final Cut Pro X software (see Figure
1). These files were then imported into the Transana package
for formal transcription, coding and analysis. Due to the
multimedial nature and overall duration of the material,
analysis was approached around points of saliency as identified
in field notes. This process often prompted consideration of
composite material, such as a more detailed analysis of the
screen recordings of a particular player. This process is ongoing
and the observations presented herein represent the early results
of this work. In what follows, we unpack the notion of roles as
they relate to a particular composition from the BiLE
repertoire, showing how the fluidity of these roles illustrates the
complex, socially constructed nature of situated interaction.

2.3 The Study
The first author joined BiLE on a weekly basis between
October and December 2011, covering a period of ten
rehearsals and one concert performance. Rehearsals lasted four
hours on average and comprised of a range of musical,
interpersonal, individual and group activities, including
orientative and reflective discussion, technical setup,
troubleshooting and instrument development. Our approach to
documenting these practices began with thick description in the
traditional sense of the term i.e. detailed documentation of
rehearsals using field notes. As we became more familiar with
the group’s working practices, our approach shifted to a more
technologically-informed approach to thick description, which
placed a greater focus on audiovisual documentation of
performer-system relationships using close-up video, individual
audio and screen recordings. These were taken alongside
system logs of network chat and audio and video of the
rehearsal space, which were used to capture musical and
interpersonal interaction at the group level. Field notes

3. INSIGHTS FROM INITIAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Roles as Starting Points for Socially
Constructed Interaction
One way to approach an understanding of social interaction
within BiLE is to consider the different roles members adopt as
part of the collaborative process. Formal analysis identified
three roles at play, those of composer, performer and designer.
The role of the nominal composer in BiLE – that is, the
member who is primarily associated with a piece – is to bring
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an initial idea to the group and guide the process of
collaboration to a satisfactory end point. The role of the
performer is to realise the low-level musical detail of the piece
through the development and play of instruments. Finally, the
role of the designer is to develop instruments and
infrastructures that aid both composition and performance.
Notions of composer and performer roles in particular are
well established in musical practice, coming with associations
that are difficult to evade, while the canonical notion of the
designer, borrowed from HCI, has broadly become a central
figure in NIME. Although others have proposed new terms in
order to dispense with this baggage and reflect modern praxes
[13], here we maintain that roles serve a particular sociotechnical function, acting as shorthand for members of the
group themselves to conceive of interaction and to begin to
make meaning. As the term suggests, these self-ascribed roles
do not strictly define player's sole activities but can instead be
seen as a dynamic set of orientations, which are adopted at
different times. The fluidity of these roles can thus be said to
contribute significantly to the complex, socially constructed
nature of ensemble interaction.

3.2.2 Illustrating the Role of the Composer
At the time of observation, the group favored a composer-led
approach, which centered on initial ideas proposed by a single
member. Here, the composer acts as a guide, who provides a set
of values around which activity is coordinated. The overall
process of developing a piece can be seen as an iterative one,
where both the instruments and the bounds of the composition
are subject to change over time in response from both players
and composer, until a satisfactory result is obtained. The
meaning of satisfactory in this context is open to debate and
although the composer theoretically has the final word, the way
in which collaboration unfolds remains malleable throughout.
As such, reaching an appropriate end result is always a socially
constructed, value driven process.
In the case of Laptopera, the initial idea was presented in the
form of a text score, which provides both instructions for
performers and initial content in the form of a list of lines taken
from spam e-mails. The basic specifications define three
performance modalities, which require players to 1. Playback
sounds from a set of files provided by the composer, 2. Vocally
perform and record lines of dialogue provided in the score and
3. Process the recorded lines as they see fit. In addition to
describing these basic modes of performance, an indication of
how the piece should progress over time is given. The piece
begins in the first modality, before progressing through three
overlapping sections where players must select from different
lines of vocal material. These sections consist of a small
number of subject lines (section A), followed by a larger
number of short messages taken from the body of the spam emails (B), through to an even greater number of lines of spam
poetry (C). Once a line has been recorded, players may record
only the same or subsequent lines. In all these sections,
performers could alternate between any of the three modalities,
but mostly moved between recording and processing.
What is particularly notable in Laptopera is the way in which
the above specification defines particular performance
modalities or desirable sonic characteristics, which result in
different forms of design. At the composer level, the
specification leads to the implementation of infrastructures for
networked sound sharing, whilst at the performer level it serves
to bound the design of instruments. These can both be seen as
acts of standardisation, which serve to establish common
ground between players, yet at the same time are informed by
artistic concerns.

3.2 The Role of Composer in Laptopera

Figure 2. An overview of technology use in Laptopera.

3.3 Characterising the Composer-Designer

3.2.1 Introducing Laptopera (Act 2)

So far, we have characterised the role of the composer in purely
artistic terms and in doing so have neglected the way in which
software design can form a direct part of the process of
composition. In Laptopera, a single member adopts the roles of
composer and designer and the piece can be said to derive a
significant amount of its character from this tightly coupled
relationship. The role of the composer-designer here is to both
specify and design the shared resources through which musical
action may be coordinated. Here we illustrate two particular
examples of this type of infrastructural design.

Over the course of the study we observed six rehearsals of
Laptopera Act 2: The Reality by Charles Hutchins. An
overview of the different technologies used to realise the piece
is provided in Figure 2, showing how players use a composerdesigned sound file recorder to share voice recordings over a
local area network. In addition, each performer uses a selfdesigned instrument to process items from this common pool of
sound files3. Finally, all members use a network chat tool for
text-based communication. Dotted lines in the diagram
represent players accessing the shared folder remotely over the
network, while solid lines indicate local access by the player
hosting the folder. Also of note is the mixed nature of the
software environments in use, namely Max/MSP and
SuperCollider.

3

3.3.1 Shared Folder
Laptopera relies on establishing a networked folder, which is
used as a resource for sharing sound files. A key feature of the
piece is that, once recorded, all members can access this
material, allowing newly recorded material to be juxtaposed
with processed versions of existing material. Whilst this does
not explicitly require software design in itself – as the method
used to set up the folder is part of the existing functions of the
operating system – it does require consideration by the

Due to space constraints these individual details have been
omitted from the figure.
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composer, which ensures that each design conforms to the basic
category of a voice-processing instrument. Whilst there may be
an argument to be had as to whether standardised instruments
are desirable in general, from our ethnomethodologicallyinformed view of interaction, there was no doubt that this initial
staking-out of common ground contributed to some of the
coherence and glue of the piece.

composer of how such a resource can be managed and accessed
by the members of the group.

3.3.2 Sound File Player
The second example of composer-as-designer in Laptopera is
illustrated by the use of the sound file recorder, which is
employed by all members to make voice recordings to a
network folder. Initially, two sound file players were written:
one for the SuperCollider users in the group (by the composer),
and another for the Max/MSP users (by another member). The
perceived benefit of this approach was that it would allow
players to better integrate the recorder into their self-designed
instruments. However, the group experienced technical
difficulties reconciling the two sound file players over a
number of rehearsals, and the problem was exacerbated by the
fact that the designer of the Max/MSP tool was not always on
hand to help diagnose the problem from his perspective. To
reconcile these issues, the composer took the decision that all
members should use the SuperCollider sound file player. This
example highlights the role the composer-as-designer in terms
of standardising certain aspects of interaction to ensure that the
ideals of the composition can be realised.

4. SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED
INTERACTION IN LAPTOPERA
Until now we have largely considered interaction in BiLE in
limited contexts as it relates to notions of composition,
performance and design. In this section we seek to draw out a
number of knottier issues that illustrate the complex nature of
situated interaction and which further emphasise the fluidity of
the roles at play. We touch on three main ideas here: the idea of
socially constructed systems, the role of grounding, and the
way in which design shapes the rehearsal process.

4.1 Socially Constructed Systems
Although earlier we acknowledged the primacy of the
performer-designer role in Laptopera, what becomes apparent
on examining performer’s screen recordings is that their
systems as a whole are a complex, interlocking mix of
instrumental and infrastructural software, which must be
adopted in its totality in order for players to be able to
successfully perform the piece. We define this here as a socially
constructed system. There is no doubt that such systems present
a number of challenges for interaction, such as the degree to
which performers are able to devote attention to each of the
constituent elements, the extent to which these elements can be
successfully integrated into their practice or adapted to their
needs, and the ease with which they can switch between
different performance modalities that the system as a whole
affords. What we seek to emphasise here however is that, as
much as socially constructed systems may pose particular
problems for interaction, they also represent an important
example of collaborative practice in action.

3.4 Characterising the Performer-Designer
BiLE practice is predicated on members developing their own
performance patches in response to composer-defined
constraints. This type of design differs significantly from the
composer-centred and primarily infrastructural form we have
identified in the previous section and instead focuses on
realisation of the low level musical details of a given
composition. This is analogous to what Jordà terms digital
lutherie [14], which describes the re-coupling of action to sonic
result and which encompasses not only software design but also
choice of interface and method of sound projection. In BiLE
practice, design does not permeate the act of musical
performance, as it does in practices such as live coding [15]. It
is instead a reflexive process, where instruments evolve in
response to experiences gained from playing them – a process
which shares some similarities with the iterative development
of compositions. The confluence of performer and designer
roles within BiLE practice has a number of perceived
advantages. Firstly it allows players to develop instruments that
are matched to their particular knowledge, skills and values.
Secondly, the nature of the performer-designer role promotes
greater investment and engagement in the process of playing,
which in turn provides a core motivation for participation.
When looked at in this way, BiLE can be seen as a valuecentred context that supports the production of instruments.
Whilst there are advantages in conflating the roles of designer
and performer, there are also potential pitfalls. Freely designed
instruments may vary widely in terms of the way they are
played and their sonic character, and this can present barriers to
a common musical understanding. Such concerns follow on
from prior research conducted by the first author as a member
of the Huddersfield Experimental Laptop Orchestra (HELO)
[10], where a case was made for instrumental diversity. This
was in opposition to the standardised composer-designed 'piece
as patch' approach, as is often found in the prevalent LOrk
model [7]. In HELO practice, these aspects of the LOrk
approach were viewed as stifling, and performer design was
valued for its ability to foster richness and individuality. What
was discussed far less however, was the way in which
instruments with similar affordances or sonic characteristics
might help to cultivate common ground between ensemble
members.
In the specific case of Laptopera, the instrument design
process is tempered by the initial template specified by the

4.2 Influence of Grounding
In section 3.4, we briefly touched on the idea of ground and the
way in which composer-designed infrastructures help to
establish common ground. Also of equal importance is
grounding, which can be defined as members particular
ontology, or the knowledge, skills and attitudes in which their
activity is situated. Grounding has important implications for
both the composer and performer roles, as follows:

4.2.1 Composer Grounding
Although we previously defined the development of the text
score in Laptopera as the starting point for the composer,
composition can also be seen as grounded in the existing
practice of the group. Whilst this is to some extent a top down
process, in that it involves the formation of an abstract or high
level view of what circumscribes the piece, the composer may
also draw on the existing capabilities of group members, as
well as tools or approaches which have proved successful in the
past. A concrete example of this is the way in which the
composer repurposed the network tool in Laptopera. This tool
contains a chat component, which is used throughout the
group's practice for announcement of technical problems or
performance instructions. In Laptopera however, this tool is
also used to announce the number of the line of dialogue a
player has just finished recording. This plays an important
coordinating role, which informs other member’s playback
choices and allows juxtapositions of material to be quickly
sourced. This example shows how composers appropriate
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particular attention to the way in which the design serves to
confound established notions of composer and performer roles.
Of particular note has been the way in which the act of
composition served to standardise group-level networked
interactions in terms of infrastructural design, but which also
placed constraints on the instrumental design undertaken by
performers. Both these constraints delineated common ground
and established the conditions necessary for individual
performance styles to emerge.
Taken together, the fluidity of composer, performer and
designer roles reflects the complex, value-centred nature of
collaboration in BiLE practice. As we observed, these roles are
not clear-cut from the outset, but are instead socially
constructed. We also found that this social activity was
inscribed within the software performers used, resulting in what
we term socially constructed systems. This points to the need
for further research to look to social as well as technical factors
in the development of tools to support laptop ensemble
performance practice.

existing tools to new ends, as well as conversely how the
group's existing practice has a feed-forward effect, which
influences future acts of composition.

4.2.2 Performer-Designer Grounding
In BiLE practice, the act of design is primarily grounded in
members’ knowledge of software development environments.
During rehearsal, performer-designers fell into two camps,
those who used Max/MSP and those who used Supercollider.
This domain specificity cultivated common ground between
members, who were able to more easily share ideas and
troubleshoot each other's patches. It was interesting to note that
technical proficiency was not a direct indicator of artistic
ability, as less experienced players were able to assemble
solutions from larger pieces sourced from tutorials or
community examples. However, technical ability did impact
significantly on how well players were able to integrate the
different parts of their performance systems. For example, in
Laptopera one player had to resort to manually dragging-anddropping sound files between the shared folder and their
instrument patch, which impaired their general responsiveness.
This was is in contrast to the composer-performer member,
who had designed a system to automatically connect these two
components, allowing for immediate selection and processing
of recently recorded sounds.
This confluence of performer and composer roles presents
particularly interesting implications for interaction. From one
perspective it can be said that the composer-performer seems to
possess the necessary grounding to be able to integrate the
infrastructural and instrumental elements of the system.
However it also could be said that composers who possess
strong design skills are more likely to draw on design in service
of composition in the first place.
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4.3 Impact of Design on Rehearsal
When placed in a collaborative context, the essential feature of
the laptop as a reconfigurable tool serves to complicate
traditional notions of the activities that constitute rehearsal.
Therefore, a key challenge for laptop ensembles is how to
incorporate design as part of rehearsal practice.
In BiLE, the rehearsal process extends beyond the actual act
of playing music together, to encompass activities such as
instrument development and technical troubleshooting. These
activities, which primarily involve player and laptop, can prove
problematic in a number of ways – as we observed – such as
the demoralising effect of troubleshooting on the rehearsal
process. Despite this however, we argue that the primacy of
design within the BiLE approach means that collaborative
design activities should figure as part of the rehearsal process.
For example, whereas in instrumental practice, the idea of a
string quartet remodeling their instruments during rehearsal
might seem strange, the iterative nature of composition and
design in laptop performance – which each require reflection
and adjustment over multiple rehearsals – suggests that both
should form a part of the process. To ignore these factors would
be to ignore the benefits of sharing design practice, which
would seem to be an important motivator for participation. As a
word of caution, from our observations it would seem that
diversity in terms of instrument design exponentially increases
the potential difficulties.

5. CONCLUSIONS
During the course of this paper, we have presented a field study
of the Birmingham Laptop Ensemble, as informed by the use of
ethnomethodology in third-stream HCI research. Early results
provide a fresh perspective on the roles of performer, designer
and composer in laptop ensemble practice and we have paid
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ABSTRACT
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cessing the entire training set at each iteration or epoch.
They also learn immediately, while supervised techniques
often require thousands of epochs before they converge to a
suitable tolerance. Unsupervised algorithms arguably map
well to models of human perception and are self-organizing,
being able to function without any external intervention.
Towards making the breadth of ML models available to
the interactive musician and artist we developed and released a small library of unsupervised techniques for the
Max environment1 . Self-organizing maps (SOM)[6], adaptive resonance theory (ART)[1], multi-layer perceptron networks (MLP), and spatial encoding techniques [2] are all
available as pre-compiled binaries and/or java objects for
Max. The library is freely distributed for non-commercial
applications. We present a discussion of the affordances and
limitations of these models as they relate to interactive music to serve as a brief tutorial for the non-expert user on
the use of unsupervised ML techniques for real-time performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.

While ML applications are providing significant developments and advances in interactive music performance, the
tools continue to demand high degrees of expertise. Typical applications today are either crafted by a sole technician/artist [10, 12] or by a team of developers and artistic creators [9]. However prepackaged libraries and toolboxes for popular development environments are becoming increasingly prevalent [3, 4], setting the stage for wider
adoption of these techniques within the larger community.
The ML techniques available to the interactive artist today consist predominantly of supervised models and algorithms. This approach allows the user to carefully cull training data in order to achieve high degrees of accuracy and repeatability in the system’s operation. Further, common limitations, such as extremely long training periods and high
computational requirements, are being overcome in recent
implementations [3], enabling live, interactive learning and
model construction.
Adaptive or unsupervised techniques, which are largely
absent in available packages, can provide a number of advantages in certain situations [8]. Unlike supervised techniques, the adaptive models learn incrementally, and training is always additive, avoiding the requirement of repro-

The self-organizing map (SOM) [6] provides unsupervised
clustering and classification, mapping high-dimensional input data onto a two-dimensional output space, preserving
the topological relationships between the input data items
as faithfully as possible. The primary strength of the SOM
is its fundamentally visual metaphor, translating higher dimensional data into an easily portrayed map. In other
words, the SOM produces a projection of the input data
space onto a two-dimensional map such that proximity on
the map parallels some sort of similarity (or proximity) in
the source data space. Visualizing the map can lead to
quick, intuitive insights into the organization of the source
data, revealing clusters of importance and interest. It is
a computationally cheap model, and arguably mimics human cognitive models leading to results that parallel human
perception and decisions at a basic level.
At its core the SOM is a neural network lattice of nodes
connected in a two-dimensional configuration (although higher
dimensional arrangements are possible) in which each node
represents a possible category in the input. The SOM may
also be considered a nonlinear generalization of principle
component analysis over which the SOM arguably provides
many advantages [7].
When an input is presented to the SOM a search is performed to locate the most similar (i.e. closest, using some
conventional distance measure) or winning node in the map.
Learning is then performed, adapting the winning node and
its neighbors to more appropriately represent this new input. The learning is calculated as a gradual reduction of the
distance between the input and the matching map node (the

Machine learning models are useful and attractive tools for
the interactive computer musician, enabling a breadth of interfaces and instruments. With current consumer hardware
it becomes possible to run advanced machine learning algorithms in demanding performance situations, yet expertise
remains a prominent entry barrier for most would-be users.
Currently available implementations predominantly employ
supervised machine learning techniques, while the adaptive,
self-organizing capabilities of unsupervised models are not
generally available. We present a free, new toolbox of unsupervised machine learning algorithms implemented in Max
5 to support real-time interactive music and video, aimed
at the non-expert computer artist.
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ML.SOM
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process can be understood as a simple low-pass filter), and
this rate of adaptation is controlled by the map’s learning
rate. The signature topographical appearance of the SOM
is a result of adapting nodes in a gradually decreasing neighborhood around the winner. This effect is controlled by a
neighborhood radius parameter and the adaptation moves
nodes adjoining the winning node with proportion decreasing towards the edge of the neighborhood (we employ a
linear gradation). The SOM is typically initialized with
random values, however this can produce markedly divergent classifications (also dependent on input analysis order).
Other alternatives are to initialize the map uniformly or use
some form of prediction (such as principle component analysis or an older SOM on a previous, exemplary data set).
Finally, the SOM may consider the age of the map and
gradually become more resistant to change, eventually settling on a permanent representation of the data. Both the
advantage and disadvantage of this is that data up to a
certain point is retained as the basis for the mapping, remaining immune to (i.e. ignoring) divergently new data
(controlled with the solidification property of the ml.som).
The results of SOM clustering can be seen in fig. 1, where
the map trains on a selection of colors. One employs three
colors (cyan, magenta, and yellow) which settle at three extremities of the map, overlapping to produce the range of
fully saturated colors. The other uses eight colors (the initial three plus red, green, blue, white, and black). Black
and white are pushed to the corners (the selection of the
top corners is coincident with the random seeding of the
map) and the remaining six colors organize themselves in
a classic color-wheel pattern. The SOM is highly dependent on initialization state and the input data order and
the significance of the resulting perceived relationships in
the map may vary accordingly. Randomizing and retraining the SOM produces different orientations of the colors
(and different corners for black and white), but the dominant patterning remains consistent.

Figure 2: Minimal SOM patch to classify input features (using java ml som object).
•
•
•
•

In fig. 2 the randomize message will initialize the map to
a random state and should be used before operation commences. Once playing is underway the 2D locations that
are being trained will be displayed in the number boxes descending from the left-most outlet. We leave it to the end
user to define a function for the use of this data (perhaps:
record the coordinates at certain points during the performance, calculate a distance measure, reflecting a degree of
timbrel similarity or difference, and using this result to drive
a synthesis engine).
The right outlet of the ml.som (middle outlet of the java
object) produces the modified, trained state of the matching
node (based on the most recent input or Get message). This
enables algorithmic analysis and/or display of the map’s
data.
It is expected that the playing of the live musician will
effectively trace shapes or patterns on the surface of the
map, traversing figures that map reliably to given musical statements (such as articulations, register, and dynamic
changes). These could easily be rendered visually (using an
lcd object, for example), to give the user an idea of the nature of the mapping. Once a regularity is observed it could
be connected to another layer of machine learning (using
another ml.som or an ml.art) to learn these higher level
patterns and map to analogous functions in the performance
system.

3.

Figure 1: SOM with 64x64 nodes trained on eight
colors (left) and three colors (right).

2.1

24 items in the input, feature vector,
learning rate of 0.1 (or 10%),
solidification rate of 0.01 (or 1%),
neighborhood radius of 8 nodes.

ML.ART

Adaptive Resonance Theory [1] algorithms were initially
proposed as a computational model of human attention,
employing a neural network. Like the SOM, ART compares new input feature vectors with known category nodes
and adaptively trains the network. However, ART nodes
do not influence one another during training (they are not
connected in the sense that the SOM employs), and their
is no dominant spatial metaphor at work. While the SOM
maps feature space in a continuous fashion across the map
(i.e. intermediary points between nodes in the SOM network could be interpolated) the ART encodes a continuous
area of feature space into each node (ml.art implements
the fuzzy ART version).
When a winning category node is identified during input presentation the node must pass a vigilance test before
learning can commence. The vigilance process verifies the
area that the winning category would represent if training
were to proceed and ensures that the category does not grow
beyond a preset limit (set with the vigilance parameter). If
the category will remain within the limit it is allowed to
adapt and learn the new input, much in the same fashion
as the SOM (using a learning rate parameter). However, if

Example

As an example application we describe a minimal system
to cluster timbre exemplars from a live audio stream (see
fig. 2). The objective is to enable a live performer to play a
range of material and have the SOM bring samples of similar sounds (in timbre) together on the map. This is a useful
example because timbre similarity measures remain an open
problem in music perception theory. Ml.som aims to provide an easy-to-use, robust interface, and lists received by
the object are treated as new inputs resulting in immediate
matching and learning.
We start with the assumption that digital audio is being
processed in Max and that it has been analyzed for salient
features (spectral centroid, loudness, noisiness, Bark bands,
etc.). These features, ensuring that each value is scaled to
(0-1), are then fed directly to the SOM. We configure the
SOM with the following arguments:
• 64 nodes in width and height,
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the category would expand to encompass too much of the
feature space then the node is removed from consideration
and the search for a winning node is performed again.
Thus the ART is ideal for locating categories within continuous data streams and the granularity of the analysis can
be easily adjusted. As with the SOM the selection of features is important but in the ART the full dimensionality
of the category relationships is preserved, allowing further
analysis of the ART results at any point (see [11], for example).
The ART is computationally efficient and, because new
nodes may be added as needed, capable of classifying extensive data sets with a wide range of specificities (limited
only by hardware). It is arguably a suitable model of human long-term memory processes [5, 10] and thus is useful
in computational models of perception. While the node index of the ART has only internal significance it is trivial to
obtain the resonance (i.e. distance measure) of each category with each input. This resonance, or fit, can describe
many useful aspects of the input, such as how clear the fit
is (difference between the peak and the average resonance),
how significant the input is (sum of all resonances), and how
this fit compares to previous fits (indicating movement in
classification space). This last measure can potentially give
a strong sense of sectional movement in a piece, indicating
transitional passages or sudden changes.
While the ART is not susceptible to initialization divergences (all untrained nodes are considered null), it is highly
dependent on the input data order. The classifications, and
especially the boundaries defined by the ART nodes, can be
dramatically different if the inputs are presented in a different sequence. This can be both a strength, in the case of
music analysis where the identity of a piece or improvisation
demands a certain sequence, and a weakness, appearing to
be inconsistent where supervised models are consistent.
Ml.art has one inlet and two outlets and accepts lists
which are treated as input feature vectors. Here the input
feature vector size does not need to be specified in advance
as the nodes are only populated as data is received and the
network will continue to grow as needed to encode all of the
received data. By default the ART will always match the
best sub-set category to the received input, although this
behavior can be defeated by setting the choice parameter >
0, where higher values enforce more restrictive matches. All
of the parameters can be set dynamically with appropriate
messages and the ml.art can be cleared at any point. Upon
successful learning of a new node ml.art outputs the winning category ID as well as the resonances of all the trained
categories.

3.1

Figure 3: Max 5 patch employing ml.art and
ml.spatial to identify melodic patterns.

searching, a mid-rate learning speed, and fairly tight category generation, respectively. The ml.spatial connects
directly to the ml.art.
Finally, the category index for any given input is displayed in the number box at the lower left. Playing into the
system now causes the ART to extract and learn melodic
patterns. For example, a musician could choose several
short melodic fragments (5-7 notes in length) and make
a note of the category index numbers produced for each.
During an improvised performance the occurrence of these
indices could then be used to trigger desired actions.
This event oriented interaction model can be further augmented to incorporate continuous variation by measuring
the relative resonance of each target node for any given input. The right outlet of ml.art produces the resonance
vector resulting from each input as it is presented to the
ART (shown graphically in the lower-right chart in fig. 3).
Unpacking this list and watching the value at the position
correlating with the target indices will give a measure of
how closely the current input matches, or resonates with,
the trained pattern categories (in fig. 3, for example, the
most recent input matches category 8, shown in the number
box, resonates strongly with categories 1 and 2, but much
less so with categories 4, 5, 7, and 9). Thus a desired melody
or pitch sequence, once learned by the ART, can be used
as a reference during a performance continually answering
“how close is the current material to what I have already
learned?”

4.

ML.SPATIAL

As has been mentioned, the identification, selection and encoding of features is a key component of ML techniques.
Many desirable traits can simply be scaled to an appropriate range and fed directly into one of the models describes
above, however this is not always the case. For example,
simply treating pitch as a continuous frequency value misses
the functional relationships inherent in tonal musics. The
technique of spatial encoding provides a ready solution, allowing the ML model to learn the relationships between
elements in a time ordered sequence.
Spatial encoding arose in natural language analysis where
letters of words are encoded into vectors and used as patterns for classification [2]. The same principle can be applied to music, using any tokens from a set (such as scale
degrees or pitch classes) [5]. The encoding is accomplished
using a single layer neural net model with an attenuation
feed-back component. Each token in the given data set is
assigned to a node in the network (i.e. twelve nodes would
be used to encode pitch classes). When a token is presented
to the network the associated node is fully energized (value
set to 1) and a suppressant is applied to all of the other
nodes, modeling the attention of the network focusing on
the newest input (see fig. 4). This is typically accomplished

Example

We now describe the construction of a small system to analyze, learn, and identify melodic pitch sequences (modeled
on [5, 10], see fig. 3). Apart from ml.art, this will require
a method for producing a sequence of pitch data. Once
a pitch sequence is available it is reduced to pitch classes
(taking pitch modulo % 12).
In order to perform pattern extraction and matching on
this pitch sequence the ART needs a uniformly dimensioned
representation that captures both the pitch classes and the
ordering of the notes. This is accomplished using ml.spatial,
described below. For now, we place an ml.spatial object
at the bottom of the short processing chain (the resulting
feature vector for a chromatically descending melody is displayed in the chart on the middle-right of fig. 3).
Now, we add an ml.art object with the parameters “0 0.5
0.85” (corresponding to choice, learn rate, and vigilance,
respectively). These are set to encourage deep set-subset
68

5.

by reducing the energy of each node by a small amount (in
a linear fashion, say by 0.15), or damping the network as a
whole (exponentially, multiplying each node by, say, 0.85).
The product of the encoding is a uniformly dimensioned
vector-representation of the ordering of the most recent tokens (typically 7 ± 2 when modeling typical human shortterm memory).

CONCLUSION

Currently none of the ml.x objects explicitly support state
preservation between sessions. We plan to implement model
export capabilities to enable rapid saving and loading of
pre-trained states. Additionally, we intend to extend the
library to include more techniques as they are identified
or requested and a PD release of this library is also under
consideration.
We have described the functionality and theory behind
several powerful ML techniques implemented in a new toolbox for Max. Simple yet pertinent examples were described
with the goal of providing access to these tools for nonexpert users, through the form of quickly and easily implemented programs. Ultimately we hope that this work will
contribute to, and further enable the continued exploration
of the new aesthetic possibilities afforded by ML techniques
in interactive computer music.
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Once the encoding is complete the vector can be processed
by a ML model. A spatially encoded token string makes
set-to-subset comparisons trivial and makes identification of
reordered sets possible as well (retrograde, extension, contraction, and ornamentation thus become transparent to the
classifier). Each of these will result in encoded vectors that
have some similar elements, enabling ready identification by
an SOM or ART, for example.
However, ambiguities can occur, for example when a token appears in a string multiple times and earlier appearances are overwritten by the later ones. The effect of that
earlier token is still present in the decay of the other nodes,
yet depending on the required precision of the system this
can have a detrimental effect.
A dynamic activation mode [11], incorporated in ml.spatial,
attempts to reduce this negative aspect. This mode activates a node an amount proportional to the calculated attention merit for the presented token (the merit value must
be input along with the token). This method obscures the
ordering of the tokens yet it allows a prominent token to receive a large amount of attention while insignificant tokens
are only minimally represented (this mode is activated with
an appropriate message to the ml.spatial object).
The parameters for controlling ml.spatial are: the number of tokens in the input dataset (26 for english text, 12 for
pitch classes, etc.), the decay rate (strength of attenuation),
and the choice of a linear versus exponential decay model.
The decay rate controls the length of the network’s memory
and can be calculated as one over the desired length (to retain 7 tokens the decay rate should be set to 1/7 or 0.143).
The linear model subtracts this amount from each node at
each time step (new input presentation) while the exponential model multiplies each node by one less the decay rate.
Operation in Max is simply a matter of inputing an integer representing the token under consideration and receiving
the output feature vector (as a list of floats). This can then
be directly routed to ml.som or ml.art objects.
Proven cases for spatial encoding include melodic scale
degrees, tonal intervals, pitch classes, and interval classes
[5, 10, 11]. Timbrel space and rhythmic modeling may be
ready areas for encoding as well. Additionally, it becomes
possible to route the output of one ART (the winning category ID) into a spatial encoder and create a multi-layered
ART system [5, 12], which serves to track hierarchical structure within the input.

7.
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ABSTRACT

each point in time and the environment consists of a beat
sequence being produced by a single performer. If RL succeeds in learning individual percussive policies, we can then
apply this learned knowledge to facilitate collaborative performance in the absence of one or more human performers.
As with many machine-learning algorithms, however, there
are numerous considerations when applying RL. The first is
feature selection: what are the aspects of the performance
upon which the system should condition as it learns action
utility. The full space of relevant features is likely vast,
such as time-series information, performance style, human
error, etc. and it may take significant experimentation to
identify features that lead to fast learning and interesting
performance. Another important consideration is the reward signal : how, when, and to what degree is the system
provided feedback about its learned policy relative to the
performance. The exploration policy is another important
factor: under what conditions and to what degree should
the system deviate from its learned policy, such as to potentially improve its future performance. In context of a
musical domain, exploration is closely related to the system’s ability and tendency to improvise. A closely related
concept is the learning rate: to what extent should the system expect a stochastic input signal, which relates to its
ability to remain robust to performance errors, but also
to encode acceptable forms of performer improvisation and
quickly adapt to rhythm changes.
While traversing this design space of reinforcement-learning
factors, there are additional implementation and evaluation
challenges that stem from collaborative musical expression
on mobile devices. First, there are issues of interface design: the system should make it easy for human performers
to collaborate on musical pieces, but also to understand
their interactions with an adaptive learning system. Second, there are tradeoffs in the space of automated performance quality and improvisation. It is desirable that the
learning system quickly adapts to a performer’s beat patterns, and can reproduce it with high fidelity, but there may
also be a desire for controlled deviation, to avoid a “robotic”
quality. Finally, for the system to be useful for interactive
performance, all processing in the system, including learning, communication between devices, and sound processing,
must execute in real time.
To explore systems that contend with these challenges, we
leveraged prior work that integrated urMus, a mobile-music
meta-environment, with Soar, a functional cognitive architecture [2]. Soar [10] provides a highly optimized, integrated
framework of machine-learning mechanisms, including reinforcement learning. It is also sufficiently general, such that
we can easily develop agents for our percussive collaboration task, and highly configurable, such that we can explore

This paper presents a system for mobile percussive collaboration. We show that reinforcement learning can incrementally learn percussive beat patterns played by humans and
supports real-time collaborative performance in the absence
of one or more performers. This work leverages an existing
integration between urMus and Soar and addresses multiple
challenges involved in the deployment of machine-learning
algorithms for mobile music expression, including tradeoffs
between learning speed & quality; interface design for human collaborators; and real-time performance and improvisation.

Keywords
Mobile music, machine learning, cognitive architecture

1. INTRODUCTION
Our research goal is to develop systems that support realtime, collaborative musical expression on mobile devices.
In this paper, we focus on percussion, and how machinelearning techniques can facilitate a collaborative performance,
learning beat patterns from multiple sources in a local network.
Drum circles and other collaborative drum performances
need a certain number to keep the rhythm going. Yet new
participants may join or have to leave. When mobile devices are used as drumming interfaces we gain the potential
to learn from a performer who is currently participating
in the performance, or recall prior performance patterns of
the performer. Hence we can construct a drum-circle performance where humans can play, but as needed have learning agents substitute for them should they not be present.
Thus we arrive at a seamless transition between networked
all-human to all-machine performance, where the machines
learn to reproduce the performance of their human mentors.
As a first step, we are exploring reinforcement learning
(RL) [14] as a technique by which to incrementally learn
beat patterns of individual performers in an online fashion
for real-time response. Over time, RL learns what actions
a system should take in an environment such as to maximize the expected receipt of future reward. In this problem domain, an action is either to issue a beat, or not, at
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
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many parts of the RL design space. urMus provides the
ability to quickly develop and experiment with music generation, performer communication, and interface design, all
on a cross-platform environment for mobile devices [4, 6].
The integration supports an arbitrary number of agents to
enhance any urMus interface element with real-time learning and decision-making.
In this paper, we present work on applying the urMus/Soar
integration to the problem of mobile percussive collaboration. We describe our system design, which includes a Soar
agent that interactively learns percussive rhythms using RL
as well as novel urMus user-interface elements that assist
performers to interact with and understand the adaptive
process. We also present results of how a small space of feature representations, learning rates, and exploration policies
affect learning and performance of a data set of drum-solo
patterns. The system is implemented on networked iOS devices utilizing zeroconf addressing for automating connectivity [5].

formed by the features that represent its current state. This
knowledge will encode a utility policy of issuing a beat, or
not. For instance, “given that in the last time step a beat
occurred, the value of issuing a beat in the next time step is
0.54 and not issuing a beat is 0.2.” The current exploration
policy takes as input this utility information and decides
whether the system should beat or not. Finally, the agent
self-rewards based upon whether its decision matched the
action of the human performer. We supply a -1 reward for
incorrect action, and +1 for correct.
For this agent, Soar implements the SARSA online TDlearning algorithm [14]:
Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γQ(st+1 , at+1 ) − Q(st , at )]
At a high level, this algorithm updates its expectation of
the value (Q) of taking action a in state s with a proportion
(α) of the difference between its prediction and experienced
reward, where experienced reward is defined as the sum
of immediate reward, rt+1 , and the discounted expectation
(by γ) of the next selected action, Q(st+1 , at+1 ). For this
work, we use a static discount rate (γ = 0.9), whereas we
experiment with the learning rate (α).
During a performance step, the agent makes use of the
same action-utility information and exploration policy, but
no reward is supplied and no updates are made to the
agent’s encoding of action utility. Note that the agent’s
perception of time is maintained independently for each
category, and thus learning can either take place in batch
before/after performance, or can be intermixed with performance (as would be useful during interactive collaboration).
Soar represents action-utility information as if-then rules:
the conditions dictate the features of state as well as the intention to beat/not beat, while the rule action captures a
numeric preference, indicating an expectation of future discounted reward [12]. This representation supports a flexible, non-tabular characterization of state-action utility estimation (i.e. different states need not use the same set of
features). Furthermore, because multiple rules can fire in
parallel, we experiment with coarse-coding representations,
where we distribute utility information over multiple levels
of generality.
As is common in RL systems, Soar draws from a Boltzmann distribution in order to select actions [14]. Boltzmann
is an example of a softmax rule, where the greedy action is
given highest selection probability, but all other possibilities
are ranked and weighted according to their value estimates.
The distribution chooses an action a, from amongst all n
possible actions in state s at time t, with probability

2. RELATED WORK
Machine-driven rhythm and collaborative performance has
seen extensive interest. Pachet presented a GUI based rhythm
generator in which agents would drive individual rhythmic voices [13] taking a pre-defined rule-based approach.
Brown [1] explored cellular automata (CA) for the same
purpose. Live collaborative drumming was developed by
Weinberg and his students [16, 9]. An autonomous drumming robot plays with human performers and the emphasis
was the learning of joint improvisation. François et al [8]
discuss visualization to support joint improvisation between
human and machine. Levisohn and Pasquier proposed the
use of subsumption architecture in the autonomous generation of rhythm, using simple layered rules to allow rapid
rhythm generation. The Kinetic Engine [3] by Eigenfeldt
explored networking and distributed agent-based systems to
immitate collaborative drumming using fuzzy rules. Martins and Miranda use neural-network based agents to study
emergence and evolution of rhythms [11]. Tidemann [15]
developed a detailed learning scheme that takes arm motions of the drummer into account to allow detailed immiation of a non-human drummer using echo-state networks.
The benefit of learning in live musical interactions has been
demonstrated by Fiebrink [7].
Our work differs from previous works in multiple ways.
For one we do not seek to generate rhythms or to make
a machine collaborate with humans, but rather we seek to
support on-the-fly-learning of rhythmic performance from a
live performer and have the agent serve as a substitute for
human players. The second is the use of mobile commodity
devices for this purpose. Our reinforcement learning approach makes minimal assumption about musical structure
while introducing parametric control of performance of the
agent. In this work, we are motivated to understand how
simple yet powerful machine learning techniques can facilitate live music performance.

eQ(st ,at )/τ
Pn
Q(st ,bt )/τ
b=1 e
where the temperature parameter (τ ) influences the relative weighting between alternatives: a high value weights
towards random selection, whereas a low value weights towards greedy. We experiment with different values of the
temperature parameter, which influences the likelihood of
beating/not beating, given identical prior experience.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.2

We have implemented a Soar agent that learns and performs
percussive patterns and integrated it within an urMus interface.

The urMus application (see Figure 1) supports a number
of UI elements to make it easier for human performers to
produce percussive rhythms; train the Soar agent and interpret learning progress; and collaborate with other human
performers and Soar agents.

3.1

Soar Agent

The Soar agent assumes that time is discretized and categorized: unit-length time steps are spent either learning
or performing. During a learning time step, the agent first
brings to bear its current performance knowledge, as in-

urMus Interface

3.2.1 Performance UI
The performance interface’s central feature is a simple drum
button. It is used to both perform live drumming as well
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the control supports a double-tap input to toggle learning.
This control allows the performer to apply top-down control, focusing learning during important beat sequences. We
buffer beats to the nearest 16 time steps in order to synchronize knowledge between learning sessions.
We also found that it was useful for the performer to have
some indication of learning progress, and so we devised a visualization of the action-utility policy (see Figure 2). Each
bar represents a discrete time step and the vertical bar indicates the greedy policy decision at that time step: direction
indicates action decision (up=beat, down=no beat) and the
height indicates the degree of bias towards that decision
(bigger = greater expected utility difference between decisions). During empirical usage, we have found this visualization to be useful feedback for assessing learning progress
as well as detecting human errors in beat timing.

Figure 2: Visualization of the action-utility policy
learned by the system for a 16-beat pattern.

3.2.3 Collaboration UI
We utilize zeroconf networking to connect to other performers using the same application in a local wireless network.
Details of the implementation of zeroconf networking in urMus are described in earlier work [5]. Performers can simply
join and leave a present networked performance by starting
and exiting the applicaton within the network. The first application will advertise the performance if it fails to discover
one that is already present (see Figure 3). The instrument
can be used solo. In this case the soar agent can serve as a
duo partner. The performer can train the agent for a certain type of rhythm and them, while it is performing play
another rhythm juxtaposing it. In general a performer can
train its local agent. In order for the performer to have
access to a range of trained patterns a number of memory
banks can be used and recalled. These can be loaded by local performance, or alternatively loaded from a networked
performer.
The interface displays collaborator bars. The number of
these bars scales, but at least one is always present for the
local agent. The bar displays if a user or an agent is cur-

Figure 1: The urMus interface for the agentlearning collaborative drumming instrument.
as serve as the training input. The performance region is
marked as an elevated button in the center of the screen
labeled “Hit Me!”.
In order to satisfy Soar’s assumption regarding time discretization, this input is buffered and encoded within the
nearest 125 msec, though this quantization granularity can
be controlled by a slider in the bottom part of the interface.
Hence there is a minimum temporal quantization happening with respect to training. We experimented both
with synchronizing the button’s responsiveness with these
quanta, and with allowing free performance of the drum
button while quantizing its effect into training bins. Through
empirical use, we found that delaying auditory feedback introduced user confusion and was interpreted as unresponsiveness due to unintentional system lag. Hence we do not
tie the training quantization to the button responsiveness.
However, this quantization is important. Hence we offer two
main forms of feedback. One is a learned pattern display at
the top of the device with an arrow indicating the currently
active learning bin. Furthermore, the arrow will change
color in sync with an auditory metronome beat, which ticks
4 times per repeating cycles.

3.2.2

Learning UI

Our first implementation of the system had the Soar agent
learn at each discretized time step. A difficulty in this formulation is that if the performer stops playing, for even
a short period of time, the agent overwrites prior pattern
knowledge with null beats. To address this problem, we
introduced a learning-control switch that has two forms of
interaction. For short sequences, the control supports a
tap-and-hold input, where the agent learns only as long as
contact is maintained with the switch. For longer sequences,

Figure 3: Network topology of the zeroconf discovery. The first device advertises, the rest discover.
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rently playing. Human and agent performers have different
color schemes, with humans using plain red and blue while
agents using pastel versions of these colors. A network participant can send a pattern to another network participant
by clicking on their network representation bars on the interface after a action-utility pattern memory has been selected. The recipient will be alerted to this and can either
capture the pattern in their local memory by selecting a
memory button, or dismiss it by clicking the network participant button from whom the pattern was sent. Hence
performers can share learned patterns they find interesting
or worthwhile.
In principle, sounds used can be picked at random from
sample files. We however tend to use clap sound for selfperformance and base-drum sounds for agent-based performance to distinguish between the two cases. The metronome
is a closed hi-hat sound.
Each performer can record up to eight action-utility patterns in memory cells by selecting them while recording.
Alternatively such patterns can be received from other network performers and stored.

4. EVALUATION
Our evaluation consisted of three research directions: (1)
what effect would generalization in the feature representation have on learning performance? (2) what combination
of learning rate and exploration rate would best tradeoff
learning speed/quality and improvisation? and (3) was our
system capable of learning and performing in real time? Before presenting results, we discuss the data sets, as well as
experimental methodology and conditions.

4.1

Figure 4: Training set and resulting pattern of
(a)“The Wanton Song,” (b) “Chuckin Sixteenths,”
(c) “I Got the Feeling,” (d) “The Solid,” and (e)
“Ticked” base-drum patterns for 1 training trial
with a 0.6 learning rate.
intended to represent varying experience of human performers.
Another experimental condition was feature representation. The simplest representation was simply to associate
the absolute time step with an action (beat/no beat). In
an effort to speed learning, we also experimented with a
coarse-coding representation that represented, in addition
to each absolute time step, the pair-wise neighborhood of
the time step. For example, in a 2-beat example, the valid
states would be (1-Beat, 1-NoBeat, 2-Beat, 2-NoBeat, 1-2Beat, 1-2-NoBeat). The intent was for these neighborhoods
to gain experience twice as fast, and speed learning in early
trials, whereas absolute beats would become more accurate
with further experience.
For all experiments, we also performed parameter sweeps
over values of the learning rate (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) and
temperature (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001). In sum, our results
represent 125,000 data points (10 trials x 10 episodes x 5
beat patterns x 5 error models x 2 feature representations
x 5 learning rates x 5 temperatures).

Data Sets

To evaluate learning, we used the first 16 beats of five drum
patterns1 : “The Wanton Song” by Led Zeppelin, “Chuckin
Sixteenths,” “I Got the Feeling” by James Brown, “The
Solid,” and “Ticked.” These are the base-drum patterns and
a verification training run of 16 repetitions at 0.6 learning
rate for each is shown in Figure 4.

4.2

Experimental Methodology

We performed all experimentation on an iPad 2 that was attached to a power source. We provided the learning system
10 sequential training trials, during which we evaluated 16beat performance output in 10 independent episodes. We
defined the accuracy of a performance as the proportion
of beats produced that matched the input beat pattern.
Therefore, each of the experimental conditions has 50 data
points per trial. In addition to performance accuracy, we
measured the maximum time it took the Soar agent to make
a decision, which is a measure of the reactivity of the system
for real-time performance.

4.3

4.4

Experimental Conditions

4.4.1 Feature Representation

One experimental condition was the degree of noise in the
input signal for the learning system. We utilized 5 conditions in which we introduced noise, during training, into
the data sets. The baseline condition had no noise. For the
remaining conditions, we assumed an independent, uniform
probability of error for each of the 16 beats. The point condition represented a specific time step of difficulty, whereby
error before the time step was 10%, error on a time step
was 35%, and error following the time step was 25%. We
also had three systemic conditions, whereby all time steps
had an equal 10%, 20%, or 30% chance of error, which was
1

Results

We now present the results of our experiments.

When we compared accuracy of learning between the baseline and neighborhood feature representations, we found
several surprising outcomes. First, of the 1250 distinct trials (controlling for learning rate, temperature, and noise
model), only 57 (4.56%) had a difference in accuracy between baseline and neighborhood that was greater than one
standard deviation. For 37 (2.96%), there was a benefit to the neighborhood representation (i.e. accuracy was
greater), whereas the remainder actually hurt learning accuracy. The beneficial cases all had very low temperatures
(i.e. more greedy selection, ≤ 0.1), relatively high learning
rates (31/37 :≥ 0.5), and most had systemic error (> 75%).

http://www.onlinedrummer.com
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Furthermore, these benefits came at the end of the training:
32 out of 37 trials (> 86%) were on trial 5 or later. These
results suggest that generalization in the feature representation is of benefit when the agent has had a good deal of
experience with a noisy input signal (i.e. relatively prevalent human error), while the agent is expecting a relatively
clean signal and is not improvising. While not a surprising
outcome in hindsight, this contradicted our intent for the
representation. Since benefit was sparse, and some trials
suffered, we did not make use of the neighborhood representation further.

4.4.2

Tradeoffs in Learning and Improvisation

We define an ideal learning and performing system as one
that quickly acclimates to the “spirit” of a human performer’s
beat pattern, such that it is accurate both in reproduction
and variation. Variations from this ideal take several forms.
A slow learner places undue burden on human performers
and a brittle learner cannot make progress in the presence
of human error. A wild performer will vary produced beats
in a way that is not consistent with the human performer
while a robotic performer will only repeat the beat sequences
it has perceived. Thus, in the small design space we performed, we were seeking points that were interesting along
these dimensions.
As a starting point, we considered the point error model,
whereby the human performer is adept for most beats, but
makes a reliable, but infrequent, mistake (for reference, this
error model leads to approximately 95% expected accuracy). Figures 5, 6, and 7 summarize data for this model
and illustrate how interactions between learning rate and
exploration policy manifest. These charts present average
learning accuracy versus trials, aggregated by learning rate,
for temperatures of 10 (Figure 5), 1 (Figure 6), and 0.1
(Figure 7). For intuition, large temperatures tend towards
random decisions, independent of experience, while small
temperatures tend towards greedy decisions, exploiting experience. Figure 5 shows how unchecked exploration will
ignore learning and lead to wild performance (note that
0.5 accuracy is tantamount to random percussion). Figure
7 shows that greedy decisions (temperature ≤ 0.1), given
this error model, will lead to identical, often robotic performance, independent of learning rate. Finally, Figure 6 illustrates how accuracy over time, given moderate exploration,
depends upon the learning rate (i.e. the degree to which the
learner incorporates feedback from learning, which relates
to the learner’s expectation of signal noise).
Given the results in Figure 6, we explored the degree to
which very high learning rates (i.e. expectation of clean input signals) could adapt to systemic errors given moderate
exploration rate. We found that for learning rates of 0.7
and 0.9 and all systemic-error models (10 − 30%), learning
was accurate (i.e. achieved accuracy equivalent to [1-error
rate]) and fast (within one trial), as compared to other rates.
This provides evidence that, at least for this simple model
of error, RL can quickly and accurately adapt to percussive
beats while performing with moderate, non-robotic variation.

4.4.3

Figure 5: Point error-model learning (“wild”): temperature=10, L refers to learning rate (α).

Figure 6: Point error-model learning:
ture=1, L refers to learning rate (α).

tempera-

Reactivity

Across all experimental conditions, we found that Soar required no longer than 9.84 milliseconds per decision and required 9 decisions to learn a beat or produce a beat. While
this data suggests a maximum of more than 170 milliseconds
per time step, which is too slow for real-time use, there are
mitigating factors. First, the time for most decision was
10-100x faster than this maximum. Second, the most expensive computational operation, as revealed by sampled

Figure 7: Point error-model learning (“robotic”):
temperature=0.1, L refers to learning rate (α).
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time profiling, was high-performance timers (thus, to measure reactivity, we actually reduced reactivity). Finally, in
empirical usage, the system was highly responsive, allowing
human performers to play, hear, and see beats in real time.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discussed the use of reinforcement learning
in online collaborative mobile drumming. The paradigm
we explored is that of a mobile agent on the fly learning
from a human performer to then be able to serve as a substitute, stand-in, or performance partner in a networked
mobile drum circle performance. Hence we use human performers as live trainers and avoid explicit rule-based construction.
The system is implemented in urMus with Soar integration. Hence it is easy to experiment with a range of learning
parameters and rule sets. We initially experimented with
hierarchical rules but found them to not offer any benefits over individual bin learning. However should a different rule set form a different aesthetic it can be readily implemented without changing the core functionality of the
interface. Hence we have an online learning system with
good properties for experimentation and adaptation without requiring the implementation of learning algorithms in
low-level languages.
We have shown that parameters natural to reinforcement
learning can have useful performance interpretations. The
Boltzmann temperature has a natural interpretation of improvisational freedom on top of a trained pattern. If the
temperature is low a trained pattern will likely be reproduced as trained, while if the temperature increases, so
does the likelihood of variation from that pattern, while
respecting the given weights as starting point for the variation. Hence strongly reinforced positive or negative beat
events prevail even under modest temperature, while weakly
learned events will be subject to more randomness leading
to an intuitive notion of how improvisation scales in our
system. Additionally the user has control over the strength
of learning, indicating how much the agent should trust the
teaching examples provided to it.
There is much open work left. For example we have only
begun to explore how to handle imprecise and changing performance by the user. Nor have we dealt with rhythmic
structures that don’t fall into an equally spaced bin setup.
Tempo variations are possibly via the tempo control, but
are not directly driven by the performers speed. While this
is desirable for some kinds of drumming and sets a common
temporal structure for the joint performance, it limits the
stylistic expression.
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This paper reviews empirical findings and models concerning
perceptions of liveness in a user experience, as determined by
the availability of domain feedback in notation editing [17].
The example of soundtracking [13] is used to illustrate a UI
and notation that supports high liveness through a rapid editaudition cycle, contributing to conditions that support flow [5],
an enjoyable mental state characterised by high focus, intrinsic
motivation, and total immersion in an activity, often associated
with creativity. Comparisons with linear MIDI sequencers and
loop/pattern-based DAWs are also detailed.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents concepts, models, and empirical findings
relating to liveness and flow in the user experience of systems
mediated by notation. Results from an extensive two-year field
study of over 1,000 sequencer and tracker users, combining
interaction logging, user surveys, and a video study, are used
to illustrate the properties of notations and interfaces that
facilitate greater immersion in musical activities and domains,
borrowing concepts from programming to illustrate the role
of visual and musical feedback, from the notation and
domain respectively. The Cognitive Dimensions of Notations
framework and Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory are combined to
demonstrate how non-realtime, notation-mediated interaction
can support focused, immersive, energetic, and intrinsicallyrewarding musical experiences, and to what extent they are
supported in the interfaces of music production software. Users
are shown to maintain liveness through a rapid, iterative editaudition cycle that integrates audio and visual feedback.

Keywords
notation, composition, liveness, flow, feedback, sequencers,
DAWs, soundtracking, performance, user studies, programming

1. INTRODUCTION
Notation plays a crucial role in music, especially in musical
composition. With technology, however, it becomes possible to
record and process sound without the visual medium, using a
digital instrument or microphone. Both tools and research have
thus increasingly focused on the production and capture of live,
realtime musical performances, in which notation plays only an
ancillary role in the creation of a piece of music. Leman [11]
observes that this avoids the “indirect involvement” associated
with interacting with the musical domain through a layer of
abstraction, and enables deeper, embodied, and more intimate
musical experiences, such as those enjoyed by musicians
using conventional acoustic musical instruments.
The dependency on realtime creativity, however, requires
virtuosity in performance, limits the scope of what can be
expressed live, and makes it difficult (or impossible) to go back
and make changes or choose a different creative path, and thus
conflicts with the principle of supporting creativity, that tools
offer a “low threshold, high ceiling, and wide walls” [15]. By
contrast, a notation’s decoupling of musical time and editing
activity allows for greater flexibility with regards to usability,
expression, and the support of experimentation. The remaining
challenge concerns how notation can also support an immersive
feeling of “direct involvement” in the musical domain.

Figure 1. The reViSiT tracker plugin.

2. BACKGROUND
This work is based on the results of a two-year user study of
real-world sequencer and tracker interaction, which captured
data from over 1,000 individuals [12]. Using a tracker UI
running as a plugin (Figure 1) within the user’s choice of
sequencer host, the study combined detailed interaction logging
(including program events, user activity, and screen layout),
supplemented by user surveys and an in-depth video study, as
part of an investigation into virtuosity and flow in music
software. The approach and methods used, as well as findings
relating to motor skill and virtuosity, are discussed in [13], and
are only further detailed here in the context of specific findings.
Trackers are music composition tools based on a text notation
(e.g. Figure 1), almost exclusively controlled through the
computer’s QWERTY keyboard. Music is represented in fixed
grids of text (or patterns), visually similar to a spreadsheet table
– where columns represent separate tracks (or channels) and
the rows represent fixed time slices, like a step sequencer. Each
cell in the pattern has a fixed number of spaces to specify pitch,
instrument, volume (or panning) and one of an extensive set of
musical ornaments (or effects), for example: C#5 01 64 D01
starts playback of a note [C#] in octave [5]; instrument [01];
maximum volume [64]; with a slow [01] diminuendo [D].
Unlike other music editors (score editors or sequencers) and
more like code editors, trackers avoid visual metaphor and
traditional music notation abstractions, focusing on a concise
textual representation of musical ‘source code’, for realtime
interpretation and playback by a synthesizer. A tracker notation
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is quickly and efficiently manipulated and navigated by the
computer keyboard, for which a significant number of shortcuts
and macros are provided. Significantly, the architecture allows
a single note, musical part, passage, or the whole piece to be
auditioned instantly, using single keystrokes. Our previous
work [13] provides a detailed description of trackers, focusing
on how flow is supported through the user’s development of
motor skills and dexterity, upon which the program’s editaudition feedback cycle also depends.

3.1 Video Study: Feedback Use in Tracking
As part of our investigations into virtuosity and flow,
we recorded the interaction of a professional tracker-based
film composer, over a 5-hour session, allowing us to study how
both the keyboard input and musical feedback were used, and
how we should analyse and interpret the raw data in interaction
logs from other users (see 2.2).
A tracker user of many years, the composer showed welldeveloped motor skills and keyboard knowledge that allowed
him to remain focused, active, and in flow throughout the
session, “touch-typing” music (see [13]). Rather than entering a
whole passage of music and then listening to the result, as
tracks might be layered in a sequencer, he worked on very short
sections (beats or bars), working across all tracks collectively.
Edits were frequently auditioned by quickly cursoring up to
just before the edited section, using his right hand, and pressing
the Play from Cursor (F7) shortcut, with his left. During
playback, his left hand remains over the Stop (F8) shortcut,
ready to jump back into editing if he hears something, while his
right hand works the cursors, allowing him to dovetail
playback, navigation, and editing, supporting a very rapid editaudition cycle. When interviewed, he called this “spot-on
debugging”, in reference to just-in-time (or edit-and-continue)
debugging where a running program can be stopped and edited,
and can then continue execution without needing to restart. The
frequency with which he moves between editing and listening
suggests triggering playback has become a well-learnt,
reflexive motor sequence, possibly an instinctive response to
the creation of new material in the notation. Playback, while
manually triggered, thus becomes closely coupled with editing,
enabling a form of Level 3 liveness.
This fine-grained, iterative composition technique enables the
composer to quickly sketch and experiment with different ideas
(“expand/explore small things”), in what he describes as an
intuitive approach to writing music; never consciously planning
ahead, but making choices based on what he hears and feels is
“natural”. Moreover, though he has experience with music
performance (including piano tuition), his composition practice
is self-taught, implicitly learnt over many years of working
with trackers, similarly based on tinkering with the music
and notation ("no training; just looking, listening, seeing
and understanding the relation”). Such cases of experiential
learning have previously been noted when the computer is used
to provide progressive feedback during musical creativity [16].
Separate from editing, the composer also spends extended
periods (up to an hour) simply listening to the music at length
(“macro listening”, in his own words). Part of this is to gain a
broader perspective of the music, and allow ideas time to
incubate [14], but he also cites tiredness that arises from
extended periods of focused, energetic editing activity.

3. LIVENESS IN COMPOSITION
The term “liveness” is increasingly used to describe a
subjective sense of intimacy and immediacy in live arts, as
experienced between audience and performer [1]. In live
electronic music, research highlights the challenge of delivering
liveness in the context of disembodied, acousmatic sound (e.g.
from a laptop), decoupled from a performer’s physical actions
[4][8]. When liveness is lacking, the audience feels less a part
of the performance, and may find it harder to understand what
they hear or should expect, given the (limited) visual feedback.
A similar issue exists in the use of technology to mediate
between the artist and their music. Leman [11] talks about the
critical role of immediate feedback from an instrument, in
providing the performer an understanding of cause and effect, a
sense of control, and immersion in the musical domain, the lack
of which can lead to disembodied, “indirect involvement” in
music, such as Leman associates with the use of notation.
However, notation is not only needed by composers to record
and sketch their ideas, but also used to abstract details, to
consider broader processes and make complexity manageable.
Drawing on similar challenges in software development,
Tanimoto’s concept of “liveness” in programming [17] can be
used to characterise the quality and availability of feedback
about a domain (e.g. a program’s runtime behaviour, or how the
music will sound), provided during editing of the notation
(e.g. the code, script, or score). Table 1 provides a description
of each level of liveness, with specific examples from both
programming and music interaction (from [3]). Notations, and
the environments (UIs) used to edit them, may provide a
description of end product (be informative), define an exact
specification of it (be significant), have editing actions offer
rapid feedback (be responsive), or be inseparably and
continuously coupled to the product itself (be live). Beyond
these distinctions, the perception of liveness is also influenced
by factors such as ergonomics in the UI, system performance
(response times), and the user’s ability and interaction style, as
discussed in the next sections in the context of tracker and
sequencer user experiences. In the latter case, the table also
illustrates the divide between the liveness of recording, in
sequencers, and the much lower liveness of visual interaction
through other sub-devices (arrange view, score, piano roll, etc.).
.

Table 1. Levels of liveness in programming and music.
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3.2 Measuring Liveness
Turning to playback habits in other users and programs,
Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the first 30 minutes from 1195
sessions recorded by 175 tracker and sequencer users, plotting
the duration of the playback (in seconds) against the time it
appears in the session (in minutes).1 As with the video study,
other tracker users (left) exhibit a strong tendency towards very
short episodes of playback (median = 1.84s), between a beat
and a bar in length (assuming 4/4, 120bpm). By comparison,
sequencers show a strong tendency towards whole bars and
longer phrases – at 2s, 4s, and 8s (1, 2 and 4 bars at 120bpm,
4/4), and also 10s, 20s, 30s, 45s, 60s, and 90s, for projects
using digital timecode. Moreover, the plot clearly illustrates
how lengths of auditions are set and then retained for long
periods of time within sequencers, possibly indicating that the
involved process of preparing, targeting, and playing material
in the sequencer (e.g. with the mouse) hamper the use of
incidental sound feedback during editing seen in tracker
interaction. At the same time, longer episodes of playback
(indicating broader song playback) were found to be more
common in sequencers, which might be explained by the
greater and more flexible scope of the sequencer’s arrange
window, compared to the relatively narrow focus of the
tracker’s pattern editor (typically 4 bars).
Unlike the sequencer, detailed information about the internal
state of the tracker was available in interaction logs, allowing
editing activity between auditions to be analysed. Figure 3
shows excerpts from a representative session profile of two
tracker users differing in experience, plotting the cumulative
amount of data changed over time, reset on the playback of the
pattern or song. Not only is playback used more frequently by
the expert, but often for edits of less significance. By contrast,
new tracker users, and especially those from a sequencing
background, engaged in longer and more extensive visual
editing of the notation, before seeking musical feedback.
These trends are mirrored throughout users in the study, as
shown in Figure 4, which plots the lengths of editing episodes,
as used by tracker experts (Md = 13.2s, Mo = 17.1s,
n = 574) and novices (Md = 67.2s, Mo = 155.8s, n = 548). In
Figure 5, the number and scope of edits is similarly lower for
experts (Md = 2.36 edits, 4.00 total data changes), compared to
novices (Md = 5.44 edits, 5.70 total data changes). Thus,
although we speculate that expert users are more capable of
working longer without the scaffold of musical feedback, which
might improve productivity, they choose not to. Rather than
relying exclusively on the visual feedback from the notation,
tracker experts learn to interlace editing with frequent, short
episodes of playback, the effect of which is to greatly improve
the liveness of working with the music, allowing sound
feedback to guide interaction and creative choices.

Figure 2. Session offset (mins) vs. playback length (s). First
30 minutes of interaction, for the reViSiT tracker plugin
(left) and the host DAW/sequencer (right).
Tracker Novice User #129 (Recorded 21/09/10)

Tracker Expert User #32 (Recorded 4/08/09)

Figure 3. Cumulative data changes plotted against session
time, taken from two representative session logs, showing
novice and expert interaction styles.

Figure 4. Histogram of editing time (in seconds) between
auditions, for novice and expert users; from sessions over
30 minutes, sampled logarithmically (see inset).

4. FLOW IN NOTATION USE
Direct and immediate feedback is a central component
of Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory [5], which describes the
focused mental state of an individual (or group) completely
immersed in an activity (the merging of action and awareness),
and thus resonates with musical descriptions of “liveness”
(e.g. [1], [4], and [8]). Flow has been observed in both music
and programming [3] and, by integrating theories of motivation
and skill development, is commonly linked with learning and
creativity [5] (see also [14], in the case of musical creativity).
The nine common components of flow (listed in Figure 6)
need not all be present for flow to occur (and often interact with
each other), but generally describe a an intrinsically-rewarding

Figure 5. Histogram of edit activity (data changes) between
auditions, for novice and expert users; in each case, dotted
lines adjust for the increased scope of selection-based edits.
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See Nash and Blackwell (2011) for a histogram of this data.

intrinsically-rewarding

transformation of time

loss of self-consciousness

sense of control

concentration & focus

direct & immediate feedback

clear goals

action-awareness merging

balance of challenge & ability

FLOW METRIC

virtuosity

abstraction management

secondary notation

no premature commitment

consistency

progressive evaluation

no hidden dependencies

provisionality

closeness of mapping

low error proneness

role expressiveness

low diffuseness

low viscosity

hard mental operations

juxtaposability

visibility

COGNITIVE DIMENSIONS

1

0

Trackers (50)

Sequencers:

Linear (112)

Loop/Pattern-based (68)

Figure 6. Cognitive dimensions of notations (left) and flow component (right) profiles for music software, based on mean
survey response (sample size in brackets), scored on a Likert scale (-2/+2; strongly disagree/agree), for trackers (bold;
including reViSiT, Renoise), linear sequencers (solid; including Cubase, Nuendo, REAPER, SONAR), and loop-or patternbased sequencers (dashed; including Ableton Live, FL Studio).
activity that provides a suitable level of challenge, given an
individual’s ability (mediating between boredom and anxiety),
allowing them to focus on the task and forget both themselves
(ego) and the outside world (social pressures, sense of time).
As detailed in previous work [13], flow was observed in the
tracker interaction captured in our video study, in which the
composer demonstrated sustained focus and concentration, a
distorted perception of time, a loss of self-conscious, and the
ability to know exactly how to achieve his goals, in a challenge
pursued for no external reward (composing for himself).
Analysis of broader samples of interaction logs from other
users also revealed indications of flow in tracker interaction,
explored by looking at the user’s performance, changing focus,
and use of feedback. However, some aspects of flow experience
are subjective, and harder to analyse in relation to notation use.

presenting each dimension in language that can be interpreted
by end-users. Questions were presented twice; respectively for
the tracker and for the user’s chosen sequencer, which they
selected from a list of 12 popular tools or specified themselves.
Figure 6 shows the cognitive dimensions and flow profiles
reported by participants, for trackers and sequencers. When
broken down by product, one of two distinct profiles were
exhibited by sequencers, depending on whether their main UI
was based around the traditional linear timeline and recording
(such as Cubase, Nuendo, REAPER and SONAR) or on the
triggering of loops or short patterns (such as Ableton Live and
FL Studio). Significantly, the latter variety exhibited more
favourable dimensions with respect to both the cognitive
dimensions of the notation and subjective experience of flow,
most notably with respect to provisionality (the opportunity to
sketch or play with ideas provisionally), premature commitment
(being forced to think ahead and commit to decisions early) and
progressive evaluation (the opportunity to check your work as
you go along). Such differences between these types of
sequencers can be attributed to their representation of time –
linear sequencers show music in the order it will be heard
(“eager linearisation”), whereas software based on short
patterns or loops allow greater flexibility and provisionality in
the order they are to be played (“delayed linearisation”) [6].
The closest correlate of liveness, progressive evaluation, can
be also explained by the narrower editing and playback focus
on shorter passages of music in these programs. Trackers,
which are similarly pattern based, also exhibit favourable
profiles, additionally benefitting from the focus and level of
control facilitated by the use of a concise text-based notation,
single editing context (contrasting sequencers’ multiple subdevices, often across separate floating windows), and support
for the development of motor skill and virtuosity [13].

4.1 Measuring Flow
In the final months of the study, an online survey was issued to
gauge users’ subjective experience of the tracker notation and
interface, in comparison to their experiences of a sequencer of
their choice (e.g. the host sequencer).
The first section of the questionnaire presented two blocks of
statements describing the 9 components of flow, which the user
was instructed to score on a 5-point Likert agree-disagree scale,
with respect to how they perceived them in the user experience.
This section and the flow statements were adapted from the
Dispositional Flow Scale-2 (DFS-2), a psychometric test to
quantitatively measure flow in a given activity [10]. A second
section similarly scores sixteen statements corresponding to
cognitive dimensions of the notation [9], enabling comparisons
and correlations to be made between flow components and
properties of the notation. These statements were adapted from
the Cognitive Dimensions Questionnaire Optimised for Users [2],
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virtuosity

visibility

progressive evaluation

low viscosity

role expressiveness

consistency

low diffuseness

no premature commitment

provisionality

closeness of mapping

juxtaposability

secondary notation

abstraction management

low error proneness

no hidden dependencies

no hard mental operations

.33
.31
.34
.25
.29
.18
.15
.21
.09
.09

COGNITIVE DIMENSIONS

Program Experience
FLOW METRIC

intrinsically-rewarding
sense of control
action-awareness merging
concentration & focus
direct & immediate feedback
clear goals
balance of challenge & ability
transformation of time
loss of self-consciousness

.43
.48
.37
.26
.30
.22
.20
.42
.19
.08

.53
.54
.54
.47
.35
.28
.24
.32
.12
.22

.51
.57
.44
.36
.42
.32
.23
.21
.20
.17

.46
.48
.45
.31
.38
.31
.27
.25
.09
.14

.46
.44
.41
.30
.32
.37
.28
.22
.09
.20

.45
.39
.43
.31
.37
.34
.24
.19
.13
.16

.43
.36
.46
.31
.32
.23
.20
.24
.20
.14

.40
.34
.26
.42
.30
.31
.24
.18
.09
.14

.38
.41
.33
.38
.27
.25
.15
.14
.14
.11

.36
.36
.33
.34
.27
.29
.20
.22
.07
.04

.34
.29
.44
.31
.25
.20
.11
.17
.11
.09

.32
.29
.28
.25
.23
.23
.31
.19
-.02
.10

.25
.19
.15
.21
.14
.19
.29
.09
.20
-.04

.12
.17
.24
.07
.16
.10
.05
.02
-.08
-.01

.10
.16
.11
.06
.11
.11
.14
-.01
-.07
-.01

.09
.13
.07
.00
.04
.09
.11
-.06
.00
.12

Table 2. Correlation matrix between flow components and the cognitive dimensions of notation (n=245).
To investigate how specific properties of a notation impact flow
in the user experience, Table 2 presents a correlation matrix
from 245 survey responses showing the correlations between
sixteen cognitive dimensions2 and the nine components of flow.
The strongest correlation lies between progressive evaluation
and the intrinsic reward present in an activity (r = .57), further
iterating the importance of liveness, wherein musical (domain)
feedback on the user’s progress acts as a source of motivation
and makes the activity more enjoyable. Visual feedback
(visibility) is similarly important in flow (r = .53), not only
contributing to intrinsic reward (r = .54), but also enabling a
greater sense of control (r = .54) and immersion in the activity
(action-awareness merging, r = .47).
To account for the internal interactions between cognitive
dimensions and identify the key dimensions that contribute to
perceptions of flow in the user experience, the survey data was
subjected to multiple regression analysis. Table 3 presents
models produced by a stepwise regression analysis, using
forward selection with Mallows’ Cp as a stopping rule to
reduce the likelihood of overfitting. Individual factors are tested
using a student’s t-test (95% and 99% confidence levels are
highlighted), and the model tested using analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The model showed a strong goodness-of-fit, with R²
and adjusted R² figures suggesting that between six and eight
cognitive dimensions of the notation account for almost half the
variation in flow indicated by users (p < .001).
Three cognitive dimensions stand out as highly significant in
the contexts studied: visibility, progressive evaluation, and
consistency, again highlighting the importance of feedback,
from both the visual notation (UI) and musical domain (audio).
Through greater liveness (Section 2), the causal effects of user
actions are easily perceived, contributing to a sense of control,
but also allowing greater concentration & focus to rest as much
with the actual music, as the abstract visual representation.
Both dimensions are fundamental to the user’s understanding of
what is going on in the program, and their music.
An additional virtuosity dimension is introduced in an effort
to assess ‘learnability’ properties of a notation, not captured
by the original framework [7]. Here, it is tested using the
statement “With time, I think I could become a virtuoso user
of the system”, corresponding to how easy a user believes a
notation is to learn and master, and correlating with flow’s
balance of challenge and ability (r = .48).
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Reg.
8
53.66
6.707
50.19

Res. Total
414 422
55.33 108.99
0.134

.039
.116
.104
.122
.084
.057
.083
.043
.062

.032
.027
.027
.028
.023
.018
.026
.020
.025

1.220
4.335
3.796
4.374
3.628
3.226
3.158
2.104
2.495

95% CI

.000
.188
.169
.173
.148
.121
.132
.084
.104

p-value

< .001

t Stat

Intercept
Visibility
Progressive Eval.
Consistency
Virtuosity
Abstraction Mgmt.
Viscosity
Prem. Commitment
Role Express.

11.820

df
SS
MS
F
p
Std. Err.

Terms

.702
.492
.483
.366
423

ANOVA

Multiple R
R²
Adjusted R²
Standard Error
Observations
Mallows Cp

Coeff.

Regression

Table 3. Flow model based on Cognitive Dimensions.
Regression statistics, terms, and ANOVA results modelling
flow using forward selection stepwise regression. 95% (and
99%) significance levels are highlighted in p-values for the
model and its terms, where each term is also highlighted
according to its significance in studies of other samples [12].

Beta

2

The effective transparency of the notation enabled by fast
domain feedback also improves the learnability of a program,
where users can experiment with commands and features to
understand their function. In this respect, consistency in the
representations used throughout a program similarly aids
learning, allowing users to transfer knowledge and expertise
from one part of the UI to another, and simplifying the overall
handling of the system.
In general, the dimensions of the notation that correlate most
strongly with flow and its components correspond to those
prominent in the profiles of most music software (Figure 6).
However, the strongest predictors of flow – those associated
with visual feedback (visibility), domain feedback (progressive
evaluation), and the support for rapid editing and sketching
(viscosity) – are markedly stronger in the notations of trackers
and pattern/loop-based sequencers, compared to traditional
linear sequencers, leading to greater sense of immersion and
flow in these programs.

.223 -.024
.064
< .001 .050
< .001 .067
< .001 .038
.001 .022
.002 .031
.036 .003
.013 .013
< .001

modelling of music interaction within creative systems. Figure
7 uses the systems of musical flow framework [12], developed
in parallel with our studies of users, which models properties of
liveness and flow in notation use, based on the network of
feedback loops within a user experience (pictured here, for
sequencers and trackers). For further details, see [14] (and [3]).

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper has reviewed concepts and presented empirical
methods and findings relevant to the evaluation and support of
liveness and flow in computer music interaction. Focusing on
notation-based composition rather than live performance, this
research defines liveness with respect to the availability and
quality of feedback from the domain [17] (e.g. sound [3]), and
used a large study of tracker and sequencer users to investigate
the use of feedback and its relation to flow [5] in real-world
interaction with music production and composition software.
Findings suggest that the limitations of linear timeline UIs
and the tape recorder metaphor of play-record-rewind, used
by traditional sequencers, reduce the availability and quality
of feedback, lowering liveness in interaction with supporting
visual notations. In practice, this limitation is offset by shifting
the focus of interaction to dedicated realtime hardware
(instruments, controllers, and control surfaces), which supports
episodes of Level 4 (“stream-driven”) liveness, but which also
places restrictions on the virtuosity, scope, and provisionality of
creative expression. By contrast, trackers (together with pattern
or loop-based sequencers) demonstrate how rapid edit-audition
feedback cycles can be used to improve the liveness of
notation-mediated interaction, facilitated by the development of
motor skills using the keyboard [13], approaching Level 3
liveness. These programs, by narrowing the scope of editing to
shorter excerpts of music, also make it easier for users to
maintain focus and a sense of control, further facilitating flow.
Despite its historically-central role for both performers and
composers, notation has received limited attention from digital
music research. In working towards more ‘live’ and immersive
interactions with notation, this paper used the cognitive
dimensions of notations framework [2][9] to explore notational
factors that affect flow, reiterating the importance of visual
feedback (to support a sense of control) and domain (musical)
feedback (to allow users to see the emerging product of their
efforts), as well as the importance of learning and virtuosity
(see also [13]). Profiles and models generated by user surveys
can be used to highlight usability issues and inform the
interaction design in these products, and we hope to use the
methodology to further explore trends in notations used in both
music and other forms of creative design.
Finally, to complement the empirical approach taken in this
paper, we look towards the development of a theoretical
framework that accounts for feedback and liveness in the
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Figure 7. Flow in music systems, modelled as feedback
loops between the user, notation, and music domain. [14]
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layer where sounds are directly generated from movement. In
this paper, we will however put the emphasis on the music
generation from recognized emotions.
The contribution presented in this paper is the result of the
collaboration of researchers from three different areas: humancomputer interaction, sound and music modeling, and arts. In
human-computer interaction, we have a special interest in
movement-based interaction, and especially in movementbased emotion recognition. Through analysis of the dancer's
movement, and basing ourselves on knowledge and studies
from psychology, we built a system able to recognize the
emotions a person expresses through his movements, in real
time. We consider emotion recognition to be an interaction: the
recognized emotion must trigger a change in the system's
behavior. This change should be perceptible to the user. In
music modeling, our interest was to define a set of high-level
perceptive parameters that could easily be mapped to emotional
concepts and then drive a real-time generative music system
from emotions recognition. For artists, combining those two
fields unveiled a brand new field of exploration for
improvisation in dance, where the dancer could manipulate the
sound and use it for improvisation at the same time.
We will first review some related works to highlight the
originality of our work: the interaction cycle goes from
movement capture (input) to music generation (output) through
a high level of abstraction (recognition of the emotions
expressed by the dancer). We will then present in detail the
technical system used for this interaction. It is based on two
independent systems called eMotion and MuZICO as shown in
Figure 1.

ABSTRACT

The augmented ballet project aims at gathering research from
several fields and directing them towards a same application
case: adding virtual elements (visual and acoustic) to a dance
live performance, and allowing the dancer to interact with
them. In this paper, we describe a novel interaction that we
used in the frame of this project: using the dancer's movements
to recognize the emotions he expresses, and use these emotions
to generate musical audio flows evolving in real-time. The
originality of this interaction is threefold. First, it covers the
whole interaction cycle from the input (the dancer's
movements) to the output (the generated music). Second, this
interaction isn't direct but goes through a high level of
abstraction: dancer's emotional expression is recognized and is
the source of music generation. Third, this interaction has been
designed and validated through constant collaboration with a
choreographer, culminating in an augmented ballet
performance in front of a live audience.

Keywords

Interactive sonification, motion, gesture and music, interaction,
live performance, musical human-computer interaction

1. INTRODUCTION

The augmented ballet project gathers research in various fields
around a single applicative goal: to augment a live dance show
by adding virtual elements (visual ones as well as audio ones)
to the stage and give performers new ways of interacting with
those virtual elements. In this paper, we present a specific
interaction paradigm: using movement for recognizing a
dancer's emotions, and using the recognized emotions to
generate musical phrases. The flow of information carried by
the dancer's movement is captured, processed to recognize the
expressed emotion which is in turn used as a seed for music
generation: movements to emotion to music. The dancer may
then use this generated music as a root for improvisation, thus
completing the cycle. In addition to this original interaction, we
also used some movement characteristics for generating a
second layer of sounds. The resulting music generation hence
goes through two layers of abstraction: an upper-level layer
where sounds are produced from emotions, and a lower-level
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 1 : Overview of the interaction system
The two remaining sections describe how this interaction was
put in practice in a live augmented performance, in front of a
real audience, and present a validation of our work through the
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analysis of feedback from both the dancer/choreographer and
the audience.

instrument-oriented paradigm to
process
movement
characteristics, and generative paradigm to generate the musical
flows from emotions. In the instrument-oriented paradigm,
various works can be cited about gestural control of electronic
music: for example, A. Tanaka [14] exploited muscular signals
thanks to B. Knapp's Bio-muse system [19] to play music in
real-time. Serge de Laubier proposed the meta-instrument [3], a
general-purpose gestural controler that involves the full body
and can be used as a real musical instrument. In the generative
paradigm, a famous example of music generator is Omax [6],
an IRCAM software using Markov chains to generate melodies
(which has become a standard technique in generative music),
allowing the interaction with a performer. Eduardo R. Miranda
[10] set up a brain-computer interface for generating music,
which is not far from emotion analysis.
It is established that composed musical structures, as well as
actual performance, influence the perceived emotions [8].
Several empirical studies have focused on which emotions can
be expressed by music and which musical factors contribute to
the perceived emotional expression. Most of these studies
focused especially on Western classical music. A review of
articles about analysis of music features and their effects on the
perceived emotion has been published in [9], providing rules
related both to composition and performance for eliciting a
particular emotion. Similar experiments in music generation led
by emotion have been conducted before [18]. Our contribution
regarding these articles is the real-time performance aspect of
our implementation, and the refinement of the modeling of
musical complexity (relative to the valence, which is the
dimension of the pleasure in the emotional space) and the
combination of the two sources gesture and emotions.

2. RELATED WORKS

The field of affective computing [11] seeks to give computers
the ability to decode a user's emotions (the sub-field of emotion
recognition) and to express emotional content (the sub-field of
emotion synthesis). The work presented here covers both of
those fields. We first recognize the expressed emotions of a
dancer from his movement, as well as some characteristics of
movement. We then use this emotion to automatically generate
an emotional piece of music (e.g., a sad or happy sentence).

2.1 Affective computing

Affective computing involves decoding emotions expressed or
felt by a user (emotion recognition) and generating emotional
feedback to the user, for example through animating virtual
characters or generating emotional pieces of music. Both fields
must rely on a theoretical background on emotions. There are
many definition and representations of emotions in the field of
psychology, but few of them are actually used in computer
science. The two systems that permit the interaction described
here rely on the two preponderant representations. Our emotion
recognition system, called eMotion, was built around Ekman's
six basic emotions [7]. The music generation system, called
MuZICO, relies on a two-dimensional plane of emotions [12]:
emotions are then characterized by their valence (pleasant –
unpleasant) and their arousal (high – low), those two
characteristics being the axes of the 2D plane. As such, a
translation from discrete representation to continuous
representation was developed to successfully connect both
systems.

3. THE SYSTEM BEHIND THE
INTERACTION

2.2 Emotion recognition from body
movement

The proposed interaction covers the whole interaction cycle
from the input (the dancer's movements) to the output (the
generated music). This interaction isn't direct but goes through
a high level of abstraction: dancer's emotional expression is
recognized and is at the source of music generation. This
interaction has been designed and validated through constant
collaboration with a choreographer, culminating in an
augmented ballet performance in front of a live audience, as
presented in the next section.
The overall interaction system (see figure 1) is as follow.
Firstly, the eMotion system, divided into three modules
(Capture, Analysis and Interpretation) can interpret and send
the emotions and the movement characteristics of a user on the
network as UDP packets using the OSC protocol. Secondly, the
MuZICO system is able to generate musical phrases according
to an emotion label given in input. MuZICO is also able to take
movement characteristics values as input parameters to
generate a second layer of sounds. Connecting the two systems
together allowed us to perform music generation from the
dancer’s emotions, recognized from his movements.

Emotion recognition can be divided in three consecutive steps:
monitoring the subject (through his facial expression, voice,
movements or physiological reactions), extract cues of
emotional expression (e.g. a smile, a raise of the eyebrows) to
finally infer an emotion. There is a large literature about bodily
expression of emotions. In psychology, humanly-perceived
cues are identified and validated as conveying emotional
information. For instance, De Meijer [4] adopted a top-down
approach to identify and validate, through human evaluations of
actor performances, affect-expressive movement cues such as
trunk curvature, position of hands or velocity of a movement.
Wallbott [17] conducted a bottom-up study to identify typical
movement characteristics for the following emotions: elated
joy, happiness, sadness, despair, fear, terror, cold anger, hot
anger, disgust, contempt, shame, guilt, pride, and boredom.
Coulson [2] worked on affective cues in static body postures. In
computer science, the Infomus lab created systems able to
recognize emotions from movements. Using video-analysis
techniques, they identified a set of movement characteristics to
be extracted from video sequences. Their work was applied in
particular to dance; the system could classify dance sequences
into four emotions [16][1]. In our system, music is generated
from the two upper level of emotion recognition: one layer of
sound is generated from the movement characteristics that our
system extracts for recognizing emotions; a second layer is
generated from the recognized emotions.

3.1 The eMotion system

As introduced above, our computer-based gestural emotion
recognition system relies on 3 modules. The Capture module
has the role of acquiring data, the Analysis module has the role
of extracting gestural and postural emotional cues, and the
Interpretation module has the role of interpreting them as an
emotion. From an architecture point of view, the eMotion
software is a component-based system; each atomic operation
(data acquisition from a sensor, extraction of a feature,
interpretation from a set of feature) is embedded in a
pluggable/unpluggable communicative component which
allows easy modifications of the system. We did not focus on

2.3 Music generation from gesture and from
emotions

Generating music directly from gestures or from emotions are
two different problems. Some systems are instrument-oriented
whereas others are more generative. In our approach we use an
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Granular sample players generate a texture from any sound by
splitting it into small grains. It offers real-time control over a
larger set of parameters, such as the grain size, the position of
the sound file to read, the pitch, panning, volume, etc. Finally,
the soundscape player is a basic reader for large files used as
audio background (e.g. nature ambiences, human activities).
Audio synthesis modules generate sounds from a set of
parameters than can be changed in real time and easily
translatable from perceptive parameters. This allows a greater
control over the generated sounds but cannot cover a variety as
wide as what can be achieved with the sample database.

identifying new expressive movement cues for emotion
recognition but instead considered characteristics proposed by
de Meijer [7]. eMotion was developed in C++/Qt, and is fully
described in [20].
The dancer wears an XSens MVN motion capture suit [22]. The
suit decomposes the dancer into a 23 segments skeleton. The
coordinates of each of these segments are refreshed and sent
through the network at a frequency of 10 Hz.
From the flow of coordinates, the eMotion software computes
trunk and arm movement, vertical and sagittal directions, and
velocity. The interpretation is then performed by choosing the
maximum weighted sum of each cue over each of the six basic
emotions defined by Ekman [7]: joy, fear, anger, sadness,
disgust, and surprise. We focused on these emotion categories
as their bodily expressions are already documented in the
literature. Specifically, the movement characteristics computed
in eMotion and their respective weights used in inferring each
emotion were taken from [4]. At each frame, the eMotion
software delivers an emotion label through the network as well
as movement characteristics such as the speed vectors of the
basin, hands and feet.

3.2.2 Modules for musical rules generation

The last set of modules is composed of the 6 modules used for
musical rules generation. The overall architecture is presented
in figure 2. The music generator software relies on a set of
musical rules that will be used to generate rhythmic patterns,
harmonic trajectories (melodies), bass lines, chords grids and
other music description concepts that will in turn be used to
play the sounds. The transport module defines the rhythmic
signature (duple or triple meter) of the music to be generated,
its tempo, and the position in a pattern. This module gives the
tempo to every module which needs it. The rhythmic pattern
generator creates several linear rhythms that stick to a pulse,
each rhythm being defined by its time density and an offset
from the first pulse. Those rhythms are then superposed by a
logical « OR » operation, the result being the finally generated
rhythm. Complexity of a rhythm is a parameter for emotional
generation and is evaluated with the help of a weight pattern
based upon the actual rhythmic signature, and obtained with
Toussaint's measure [15] or other rhythmic complexity
evaluation techniques. The musical scale generator takes as
arguments a fundamental frequency and a number of notes to
generate starting from that frequency. The scale is generated by
the sequence Un+1 = Un*oct (cycle/div), where oct is the octave
ratio, cycle the interval used to generate the scale, and div the
number of divisions of the octave. We state that the harmonic
complexity of a scale depends on the values of these three
parameters and on the number of iterations that produce the
scale. The simplest examples for an occidental ear are
(considering oct=2, cycle=7, div=12) the pentatonic scale (5
iterations), the diatonic scale (7 iterations), and the chromatic
scale (12 iterations).
The melody generator takes as input the current scale and asks
the rhythmic pattern generator for a new pattern. Each note in
the scale has a weight, as every division of the rhythmic
pattern. For every onset in this pattern, a note is chosen
randomly in the scale according to a Gaussian probability
density varying in function of the onset's weight. This gives us
a “seed melody” that can be developed musically by various
algorithms, such as a probabilistic suffix tree. The resulting
melody's complexity mostly depends on the Gaussian
probability densities and the parameters configuring the PST.
The chord grids generator is based on a generative grammar
and outputs chords sequences according to harmony rules. The
complexity of the generated grids depends on the complexity of
each chord (ex : triad = simple, seventh chord = complex), the
complexity of the articulations between chords (ex : cadence =
simple), and the number of distinct chords in a sequence.

3.2 Music generation with MuZICO

The music generation was performed with the goal of
highlighting the emotions expressed by the dancer, and
reinforcing the impact of those emotions on the audience. We
were led to the creation of such software by former research by
Jean-Louis Di-Santo [5] towards the formalization of
perceptual parameters describing electroacoustic music. The
model that arose from this study mainly described sonic
properties rather than musical ones, but the interesting part was
the perceptual point of view. When we started generating more
tonal music, we needed this perceptual approach to be able to
control the generator intuitively. The field of emotions was the
best start we could find to work at a higher level than tonality,
rhythmic signature and other purely musical concepts.
The music generator was developed as a set of pureData
patches. PureData was chosen as it already has most of the
features we need built-in as integrated libraries, and it is easily
expandable by creating libraries of abstractions and/or writing
new external objects in C or C++. The audio part of the
software was designed to be as versatile as possible, including
beatboxes, chords players, melodies players, texture generators,
soundscapes players and audio effects.
The software can be decomposed in three sets of modules. The
two first sets (sample players modules and audio synthesis and
effect modules) are gathered in the following paragraph as
sound producing modules. The last set contains the modules for
musical rules generation.

3.2.1 Sound-producing modules

Sample player modules produce sound by relying on a database
of sound samples, called sampleDB. The benefit of this
database is that sound samples can be tagged into categories
(e.g. "wood", "metal", "synthetic"). This system is completed
by the use of perceptive sound descriptors (peak amplitude,
spectral descriptors, regularity, granularity). Sounds can then be
selected upon their perceptive attributes. Sample players can
then access the database using such attributes and tags. Simple
sample players play a sound on a trigger event, with continuous
control over the pitch, panning and volume of the sound.
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Figure 2: Musical rules generation modules: MuZICO

3.2.3 Producing emotional pieces

and connected. As they do not share the same representation of
emotions nor the same time scale, an interface between both
systems was developed in order to transform the emotion labels
delivered by the emotion system into coordinates in the
continuous pleasure arousal plane. eMotion delivers through
the network, at a rate of 10 Hz, an emotion among Ekman's
basic emotions such as “joy” or “anger” as described above.
Those emotions are scattered among the 2D plane used by the
music generator. When the music generator receives en
emotion, it first translates it into pleasure-arousal coordinates.
The generative music software is driven by a 2D cursor which
travels through the emotional space. To smooth transitions,
each time eMotion sends an emotion label, the 2D cursor makes
a step towards the pleasure-arousal position related to this
emotion. In MuZICO, the coordinates shifting of the travelling
cursor in the 2D emotional plane triggers the change of musical
parameters values corresponding to either arousal or valence.
eMotion also sends, for each time an emotion is recognized, the
value of the emotional characteristics of movement. A simple
mapping is then done to use those input parameters for sound
generation.

To generate music, a parameter generator takes care of
generating the musical rules, i.e. the parameters of the musical
sentence (tempo, pitch of each notes, etc…) those parameters
are then fed to the sound generators. The generated sounds are
then assembled to produce the musical sentence. The goal of
the music generator is to generate emotional pieces of music
corresponding to an emotion. In MuZICO, emotions are
represented in the 2D Pleasure-Arousal plane. Parameters
qualifying pleasure and arousal were taken from the literature
[9]. Those parameters may have discrete or continuous values
defined by adjectives (e.g., timbre can be muted/ bright) or
scalars, and were mapped to sets of bounded parameters that
are then sent to our different modules. Arousal-related
parameters are the tempo, the timbre (muted for low arousal, to
bright for high arousal), the notes attack time, the notes pitch,
the naturalness of the instrumental sounds (natural to synthetic),
the nature of the sounds (sustained to percussive), the number
of instruments and the notes onset. Tempo is handled by the
transport module. Timbre, attack time, pitch, naturalness and
nature of the sounds can all be modified either by manipulating
sample files (using sample players modules) or by directly
generating the appropriate sound with a sound generation
module. Pleasure-related parameters are of a more structural
nature: the perceptive parameters that vary according to
pleasure are tonalities and cadences (minor for low pleasure,
major for high pleasure), chords (extensions – 13th to 11th to 9th
to 7th chords, to triads), chord grids (complex to simple), the
scales (from twelve-tone to diminished, harmonic, diatonic, to
pentatonic), the rhythm complexity (complex to simple) and the
complexity of the structure of the melody (complex structure to
lullabies). Using the valence coordinate to generate emotional
sentences is the main originality of our music generation
system [21].

4. VALIDATION: FEEDBACK FROM
THE EXPERIMENTAL BALLET

In March 2011, we presented at the Casino de Biarritz (SouthWest of France) an augmented dance show titled “the CARE
project, staging of a research process.” A movie about this
show is available at [23]. The aim of this show was to conclude
the CARE project [24], a research project funded by the French
National Research Agency (ANR). This project proposed to
apply Augmented Reality techniques to the cultural domain,
bringing together 7 partners whose goal was to integrate, adapt
and develop tools to enhance interactive systems devoted to
cultural experiences. These enhancements are based on
Augmented Reality and Emotions.
Two representations of the show were given on 2011, march
4th. The first one was for VIP, about 30 peoples, elected
officials, funders, professionals, etc. The second one was given

3.3 Bridging both systems

The emotion recognition system, eMotion, and the music
generation system, MuZICO, were developed independently
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in front of an audience of roughly 120 invited people (the show
was free). The show featured various visual augmentations of
the stage, as well as the musical interaction system on which
we focus in this paper. Acoustically, the sounds and music
reflected the dancer's expression. The main idea was to
highlight the emotions that the dancer was expressing.

energically rubbing for joy. Emotions triggered the
computation of specific parameters for the different modules in
MuZICO. This triggered the choice of the corresponding body
sound samples for each emotion, thus validating our recordings.

4.2 Feedback from the audience

The second representation of the show was presented in front of
an audience of about 120 people. Upon their arrival we
distributed them questionnaires for collecting feedback about
the show. We collected 97 questionnaires (i.e. roughly an 80%
return rate). For a non-researcher, it is quite difficult to
apprehend the scientific world. The show presented the CARE
project scientific results in a both artistic and playful way;
scientists were directly in front of the audience, which the
audience appreciated. 90% of the people who gave a feedback
cited the innovative or even magical aspects of the show as its
best asset. However, the audience found, that the generated
music expressed too frankly the emotion being portrayed (75%
of the audience). We deduce from this feedback that the music
should have taken more distance with the expressed emotions,
and leave more interpretation from the spectator. This criticism
is interesting as it validates the parameters we chose for music
generation, but pinpoint the fact that more artistic choices could
have been favored. Finally, when asked about the potential
improvements that could be made, 98% of the people stated
that they wished to witness the evolution of the show, should it
be in the scientific content, the choreography, the sound
generation and/or the graphical choices. The audience hence
had a very strong interest in following this collaboration
between art and science; this interest went further, as it sparkled
reaction from medias in the form of articles and an interview on
local television.

4.1 Choosing the parameters for the show

The musical generation was performed with the goal of
reinforcing the impact of dancer-expressed emotions on the
audience. As presented before, on a general point of view, for
the scope of the show, we chose to generate sounds and music
on two different layers. First, the recognized emotions were
used to generate a musical layer. Second, the movement
characteristics used to recognize an emotion were grabbed by
and triggered the generation of the second layer of sounds.
Those two layers of sound were not always played
simultaneously. The "scenario" of the ballet involved a dive
from the real and organic world to the virtual and synthetic
world as the show was going on, before brutally reversing to
reality at the end of the show. For this specific show and
scenario, we hence defined a musical line where instruments
were added along the show and were sound gradually translated
from organic sounds to more synthetic ones. We then had to
choose specific parameters as shown in following paragraphs.
As rhythmic thread we used Nyabinghi, an afrocarribean music
played at groundation ceremonies in rasta culture that
symbolizes a heartbeat rhythm. We hence mapped sounds
emulating a traditional drum kit (bass-drum/snare/tom),
according to the desired environment: respectively heartbeat/
breath/ bones-cracking for organic ambience or crystal and
hydrophonic recorded glass sounds for synthetic moods.
The first part of the show only involved sonification of the
dancer's emotional movement characteristics. Sonification acts
as a catalyzer of the audience's attention and their
comprehension of what's going on stage. The muscular, kinetic
energy of the dancer is directly translated into sonic energy,
thus becoming audible and creating a synaesthesia
phenomenon. Concretely, we used four parameters, of two
distinct types. Firstly we analyzed the raw positions of the right
hand and the left leg sent in parallel by eMotion and computed
their speed. We mapped these speed values to the volume
control on two corresponding granular synthesis modules
(kinetic energy to sonic energy). Secondly we analyzed more
skeleton points' positions and defined thresholds on the distance
between two of them. When crossing one of these thresholds, a
sound was trigged with a volume proportional to the velocity at
the moment of the crossing (kinetic energy to sonic energy).
In the second part of the show, we mixed this layer of sounds
generated by gesture with a musical layer generated from the
dancer's recognized emotions. We used an artistic approach to
choose the sound samples to be played for a particular emotion.
The artistic proposal was to determine the sounds that the body
would make during the experience of a specific emotion. By
using piezoelectric microphones, three sets of sounds were
recorded following three methods of acquisition. The first set
was recorded by volunteers who were elicited some emotions.
For the second set, one of the authors, proficient in dance,
recorded the sounds produced during two minutes-long
improvised dance sequences expressing the basic emotions.
The third and last set of sounds is the result of a two-days
continuous recording to obtain more spontaneous emotions
from the same person. The choice of each sound was done
according to its length, quality, and adequacy with the
considered emotion. The retained sounds consisted in bone
cracking for anger, heart beat rhythms for surprise, breath for
fear, swallowing sounds for sadness, and sounds of skin

4.3 Feedback from the dancer and
choreographer

The artist with whom we collaborated during this project is
both a choreographer and the dancer that performed during the
show. As a long-term user of the technologies we developed,
his feedback is highly relevant from a qualitative aspect. The
performer was asked several questions about the interaction,
both from a dancer and a choreographer point of view, and
answered for each of them on a scale from 1 to 10. As the show
was improvised, the choreography was quite high-level and
mainly consisted in cutting the show into several parts, and
defining improvisation guidelines for each part. As the
performer highly contributed to the development of the
eMotion software and its use over time, no question was asked
on this part of the system.
As a choreographer, the technology set on stage (motion
capture suit, emotion recognition, music generation and visual
augmentations) did not restrain creativity but rather oriented it
by setting a set of constraints, which could be played with.
Music generation was not really a decisive point for the
choreography; it was more important from the dancer's point of
view, as a support for improvisation.
As a dancer, the performer was asked questions about the
physical setup and the music generation system. It appeared
that even if the motion capture suit was indeed a disturbance
(7/10, 10 being "extremely disturbing"), the constraints it gave
also acted as original guidelines for improvisation, which then
leant towards expressing the relationship between dance and
technologies. As such the dancer saw the suit rather as a source
for improvisation than as a disturbance (7/10, 10 being "really
helps the creativity in improvisation"). The performer felt he
had only an imprecise control over the generated sounds and
music (6/10, 10 being "complete control"). However, he
heavily used it as a basis for improvisation (9/10, 10 being
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"extensive use of the generated music for improvisation").
Immobility was particularly interesting, as it triggered silence,
and allowed creating subtle sounds with subtle movements. The
generated sounds were a feedback of which emotion was
recognized by the system, giving the performer cues about his
interaction with the emotion recognition system. The performer
could identify which sounds were related to his gestures and
which sounds were related to the emotion he was portraying,
allowing him to play on both sides.

[2]
[3]

[4]

5. CONCLUSION: DISCUSSION AND
FUTURE WORKS

[5]

In this paper, we presented an innovative interaction:
movement to emotion to music, where a dancer's emotions are
recognized from his movement, and music and sounds are
generated from the recognized emotion. Technically, the
system is composed of two subsystems that recognize emotions
from movements and that generate music from emotions. The
interaction was tested in an augmented show, in front of an
audience of about 150 people. The movement to emotions to
music generation, presented in this paper, gathered positive
reviews. Feedback from the dancer and choreographer was
extremely positive. The generated music and sounds had three
roles. It was a feedback for the emotional recognition of the
dancer's expression; a new channel for improvisation that the
dancer could experiment with the sounds by using his body;
and a basis for the movement. This last point completed the
interaction cycle, from movement to emotions to music to
movement again.
This very positive feedback validates our system as an
interaction cycle, where the generated music acts as a basis for
new movement. The main criticism that arose from the
audience during the show is that musical augmentations would
too frankly re-express the emotion expressed by the dancer.
Although this validates the choice of our parameters for music
generation, this has led us to realize that producing an
augmented show raises the difficulty of staging the
technologies: the audience must be given the freedom to
interpret what is rendered on stage, should it be visual or audio.
Current and future works concern both the emotion recognition
system and the music generation system. Work is currently in
progress to rebuild the emotion recognition system using
Scherer's componential model of emotions [13], which should
provide much smoother transition and much more subtleties in
the recognized emotions while still allowing real-time
recognition. As for MuZICO, various new experiments are
currently in progress with a set of physiological sensors. Our
goal is to focus on the analysis of felt emotions rather than
expressed emotions, in order to study the interaction loop
between felt emotions and music generated from these
perceived emotions. Other augmented shows are also in
preparation; the preparation of such shows motivates the
finalization of research results for a use in real situations. It also
helps the artists to familiarize with the technologies we
develop, both for designing a show and for performing it.

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
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[17]
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ABSTRACT

Roll

The paper presents an analysis of the quality of motion data
from an iPod Touch (4th gen.). Acceleration and orientation data derived from internal sensors of an iPod is compared to data from a high end optical infrared marker-based
motion capture system (Qualisys) in terms of latency, jitter,
accuracy and precision. We identify some rotational drift
in the iPod, and some time lag between the two systems.
Still, the iPod motion data is quite reliable, especially for
describing relative motion over a short period of time.

Yaw
Pitch
Local
coordinate
system

Global coordinate system

Figure 1: The iPod, defined as a rigid body, enables
Qualisys tracking of orientation and position.

1. INTRODUCTION

of applications developed for iOS devices in the last years,
e.g. [4, 12, 19]. Recently, mobile devices have also become
the main computing platform of certain formalised ensembles, e.g. [14].
Several general purpose environments for working with
music on mobile phones have been developed, including versions of PureData for PDAs [10], mobile phones [15], and
the libpd port of PureData to iOS and Android [2]. Moreover, the Synthesis ToolKit (STK) has been ported to Symbian [6], and iOS [3], and the urMus environment has been
designed for rapid design of mobile musical instruments [5].
In [8], Essl and Rohs present a design space based on
using sensors on mobile devices for developing musical instruments. They emphasise the importance of considering
the properties of the sensors at hand. Specifically for gyroscopes and accelerometers, which are used in the iPod Touch
discussed in the present paper, they mention that these sensors are good for measuring relative motion, but that the
lack of an absolute frame of reference makes absolute measurements difficult. Through the experiments presented in
the next chapter, we have aimed to quantify such measures.

With advances in mobile technology during the last years,
mobile devices have become increasingly popular for musical
interaction. In this paper we will focus on Apple’s iOS
devices, which come with a variety of sensors, depending on
the type and model: touch screen, accelerometer, gyroscope,
GPS, and magnetometer. Additionally, pre-processed data
extracted from the raw sensor data, e.g. orientation and
acceleration, is made available through the iOS SDK.
The motivation for the present study is to learn more
about the quality of the motion data from an iPod Touch.
Several researchers have reported on strengths and weaknesses of iOS devices, e.g. [9, 11], but, these are rarely quantified. In order to know how precisely a motion feature can
be reproduced, how fast an action can be recognized, and
so forth, we need quantitative evaluations of the data.
Some musical parameters may require high precision and
accuracy, while other parameters do not, and with the proper
knowledge about the quality of the iPod data, we can make
more qualified decisions when mapping motion parameters
to musical parameters. This paper evaluates data from an
iPod Touch by comparing it to data from a state-of-the-art
optical marker-based motion capture (mocap) system from
Qualisys, through analyses of timing (i.e. latency and jitter), as well as accuracy and precision, hereunder drift and
noise of orientation and acceleration data.

3.

EXPERIMENT

We have used data from a Qualisys optical infrared markerbased mocap system as a reference when evaluating the iPod
data. Our setup consisted of 9 Oqus 300 cameras, operating at a sampling rate of 150 Hz. The system is reported
to have a high spatial resolution. However, this resolution
depends on the distance between the object that is being
captured and the mocap cameras, in addition to the calibration quality [17].
The iPod (Figure 1) was equipped with four reflective
markers ( = 12 mm). The configuration of the markers
was used to define the iPod as a rigid object, with centre
position at the geometric centre of the markers. In this manner, we used the optical motion capture system to record
the position and the orientation of the iPod.

2. BACKGROUND
In the last decade or so, we have seen an increased interest of mobile phones for musical applications in the NIME
community and elsewhere. PDAs [18] and Nokia phones
[7] have been used, in addition to the increasing number
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3.1

iPod

We used an iPod Touch, 4th generation, running iOS version 4.3.5, for the experiment. The device contains a three88

axis accelerometer and gyroscope, which is used to calculate certain motion features on the iPod. We have not used
the raw data values from the accelerometer and gyroscope,
but rather utilised the motion features that are available
through the CMDeviceMotion class in the iOS Developer library [1]: attitude, rotationRate, gravity, and userAcceleration. The reason for using these features is that they are
intended to be conceptually similar to the data provided by
the Qualisys system, as opposed to what raw sensor data
(e.g. from an accelerometer) would be.
We have developed an application for accessing these data
from the iPod. The motion features were sampled at 60
Hz, and packed into OpenSound Control (OSC) bundles.
These were sent via UDP over a wifi network set up by the
recording computer. The 60 Hz sampling rate was set in
the iPod application at the development stage, and other
sampling rates have not been tried in this paper.

3.2

mean correlation

the iPod data was up-sampled to 150 Hz using cubic spline
interpolation before the derivative was calculated. By averaging the cross correlations, we achieved an estimate of the
time lag between Qualisys and the iPod for each recording,
as shown for one recording in Figure 2, the figure also shows
that for the eight recordings, the mean lag between Qualisys
and iPod data was 43 ms, standard deviation (SD) 8 ms.

Recordings

4.1.2

mean
43

SD
8.0

25

min
33

50

max
53

Jitter

For applications where the iPod sensor data is sent to an
external device, it can be crucial that the timing of received
data packets is stable. To evaluate the temporal stability
of the system, we measure jitter, as the variation in the
time interval between received OSC bundles, in a sequence
of 1000 samples. Figure 3 shows a histogram and statistics
of the time intervals between successive samples. The standard deviations give indications of the amount of jitter in
the data streams. This measure is high for both systems,
suggesting that variations in the network connections between the sensing devices and the receiving computer might
be partly responsible for this. Still, the standard deviation
is notably higher for the iPod than for the Qualisys system,
suggesting that the iPod is less reliable when it comes to
delivering data packets at regular time intervals.
number of samples

4. ANALYSIS
We start the data analysis by looking at issues related to
timing, including latency and jitter. Subsequently, we move
on to accuracy and precision of rotational and positional
data. For the analysis, we selected a subset of the recordings where there were no gaps in the motion capture data
(i.e. the rigid body was tracked at every frame). The results
presented in this section are discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 3: Histogram of the time interval between
1000 successive received samples.

4.2

Timing

Accuracy and Precision

4.2.1 Orientation Data

Lag

It has been shown that Spearman’s rank correlation is suitable for comparing data with serial correlation [16]. We
applied this to the 9 DCM elements of the iPod and Qualisys to analyse accuracy of the orientation data. Again, a
cubic spline was used to upsample the iPod data, and the
data was time-shifted and trimmed according to the iPod
lag, as described in Section 4.1.1.
Figure 4 shows a histogram of the correlation coefficients
for the 9 DCM elements for 8 recordings. 2/3 of the correlation coefficients are above 0.96, which indicates that in

We observed a time lag between the data from Qualisys and
the iPod. To analyse this, we performed cross-correlation on
the derivatives of the DCM elements, for eight recordings.
Cross-correlation measures the similarity between the two
data streams as a function of a time lag applied to one of the
streams. Using the derivatives removes inaccurately high
correlation scores of stationary extreme-value elements. To
achieve an equal number of samples in the data streams,
1

0 5
lag (samples)

−25

Figure 2: The plot shows the averaged crosscorrelation between the DCM elements of the iPod
versus Qualisys for one recording. In this recording, the lag is 5 samples (∼33 ms). The table below
shows lag statistics for 8 recordings. Qualisys and
iPod correlation is highest when shifted by 43 ms.

Table 1: Recorded motion data
iPod
Qualisys
Orientation Global
Orientation
Global
Position
Global User Acceleration Local
Marker pos. Global
Gravity
Local
Rotation rate
Local

4.1.1

0
−50

Lag (ms)

The data from the Qualisys system was sent as OSC bundles
via UDP over Ethernet to the recording computer. The
iPod data and Qualisys data were recorded in Max5, as
separate streams in an SDIF file, to obtain synchronized
recordings of the motion data [13]. The recorded data types
are presented in Table 1, these were provided natively from
the devices. In this table, global means that the data stream
is given in relation to some global, fixed, coordinate system,
and local means that the data stream is measured in relation
to the local coordinate system of the iPod (Figure 1).
The iPod was held in one hand, and a total of 22 recordings were made. These included short recordings of tilting
the iPod around each of the rotational axes individually, as
well as longer, spontaneous rotational and shaking gestures
(durations ≈ 4–23 seconds). Furthermore, a ten minute
recording was made where the iPod was lying still. Orientation was recorded both as Euler angles and 3×3 Direction
Cosine Matrix (DCM).1 Since the coordinate systems from
the iPod and Qualisys were not aligned, the iPod orientation data was adjusted by hand to match the Qualisys data
during postprocessing.

4.1

Lag analysis, DCM derivative. Lag: 5 samples

0.1

Rotation Matrix / Orientation Matrix
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Table 3: iPod acceleration noise, unit:
mean
SD
min
iPod X
5.3
18.5
-71.1
0.7
15.8
-67.9
Y
Z 160.7 22.6
33.9
Qualisys X 0.005 261.5 -1613
unfiltered Y 0.001 272.4 -2431
Z 0.003 358.1 -2502
Qualisys X 0.000 10.4
-49.0
filtered Y 0.000 12.3
-73.3
-77.6
Z 0.000 16.7

general, the iPod reproduces the “true” orientation of the device satisfactorily. A few of the elements in the histogram
have low correlation coefficients. This may be explained
by a low variance in the particular DCM element, which
again causes a poor signal-to-noise ratio. The 8 recordings
involved simple rotations around single axes, as well as composite rotations, with durations between 4 and 10 seconds.
number of
coefficients

40

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
correlation

0.8

4.2.3

1

Position, Velocity, and Acceleration

By integrating the acceleration data from the iPod, and
differentiating the position data from Qualisys, we have estimated the accelerations, velocities and the positions measured by the two systems. Acceleration values from the
iPod are given in local coordinates (cf. Section 3.2), while
the second derivative of Qualisys position data provides acceleration in a global coordinate system. Hence, the iPod
acceleration vector was transformed to a global coordinate
system. This means that any orientational drift also influenced calculations of position.
Figure 5 shows an example of a short recording containing
a simple vertical translation followed by a pitch rotation
combined with vertical translation. The figure shows some
drift in velocity, and a lot of drift in position. The figure also
shows an attempt to correct for the positional drift through
filtering, but long filters can induce unacceptable amounts
of delay. In the figure, a 100 samples FIR filter is used,
which corrects for some of the drift, but in most real-time
settings a filter of this length would cause too much latency.
Figure 6 shows similar plots of the 10 minute still recording. There was a small offset of 0.16 m/s2 in the iPod acceleration data, which was removed before estimating velocity
and position. Even after removing the offset, the drift is
significant. After one minute, the error of the position estimate is more than 1 m, and after 10 minutes, it is more
than 60 m.

Figure 4: Histogram of correlation coefficients when
correlating the orientation coordinates (DCM) of
the iPod to Qualisys.
To analyse rotational drift, a gradient for each of the Euler angle coordinates was extracted by linear regression of
the 10 minute recording of the iPod lying still in the motion
capture space. A small amount of drift was observed in the
orientation data. This, together with analysis of the rotational noise is shown in Table 2. The noise measurements
are the RMS level of the Euler coordinates (in degrees),
after subtracting the average drift, and centering around
the mean value (removing offset). Note that compared to
the Qualisys system, the iPod performs quite well when it
comes to roll and pitch, with superior drift performance,
and equal noise level, but the yaw measurements from the
iPod are less accurate and less precise. The average yaw
drift of a still recording is 70.6×10−5 deg/s which is equivalent to a drift of 2.5 deg/h. An additional effort to force the
device to give inaccurate yaw data by shaking the device
violently for 23 s, resulted in a yaw drift of 11.5 deg.
Table 2: Rotational drift and noise (Euler, degrees)
Drift (10−5 deg/s)
Noise, RMS (= SD)
Roll Pitch Yaw
Roll
Pitch Yaw
iPod
-0.61
1.05
70.6 0.028 0.018 0.153
Qualisys -17.2
7.24
8.95 0.029 0.018 0.010

4.2.2

10−3 m/s2
max
84.8
61.8
303.8
1637
2236
2745
71.3
61.3
87.3

Acceleration

Magnitude of position, velocity and acceleration
1

Qualisys
iPod
iPod (filtered)

(m)

Acceleration data from the iPod is limited by the range of
the accelerometer that provides the data. Apple has not
officially released these specifications for the iPod, but it
can quite easily be measured. Since the raw accelerometer
data (which includes the gravity vector) and the user acceleration values are not identical, the range of acceleration
values depends on the current orientation of the device. A
recording of heavy shaking of the iPod provided maximum
and minimum values of acceleration in the range −29 m/s2
to +29 m/s2 , which is equivalent to ±3 g.
Table 3 shows acceleration data statistics for the 10 minute
recording of the iPod lying still. The table shows high standard deviations and max/min values for unfiltered Qualisys data. This is because even small noise in the position
data will become large when the derivative is calculated [17].
However, a filtered version, using a simple 5 sample averaging filter on each derivative level significantly improves
this. As shown, the iPod has a certain offset in this data,
even though internal processing on the device is supposed
to remove the gravity component in the acceleration data.
The standard deviations from the iPod are slightly higher
than the filtered Qualisys data.
Figure 5 shows that the acceleration data from the two
systems match well (Qualisys is filtered as mentioned above).
This will be discussed more in the next section.
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Figure 5: Plots of a short motion sequence, with
magnitude of position, velocity and acceleration for
iPod and Qualisys data. The filtered version of iPod
position data has been time-shifted forward by 51
samples to compensate for filter latency.
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Figure 6: Plots of the magnitude of estimated position and velocity of the iPod lying still for 10 min.

5. DISCUSSION

[6]

We have presented how the motion data from an iPod compares to data from a high-end motion capture system. These
results influence how we use the iPod motion data in music
applications. Our analysis of lag in orientation data showed
that there is an average of 43 ms between the time when an
orientation is measured in the Qualisys system and when it
is measured on the iPod. There may be several reasons for
this; the different sampling rates of the two systems might
have played some role, but we find it reasonable to assume
that the processing done on the iPod to extract the orientation from the sensor raw data is the main cause. This
means that it might be unsuitable to use orientation to control musical features that demand high temporal precision.
In addition to the lag, orientation data was evaluated in
terms of accuracy and precision. For roll and pitch coordinates, the accuracy and precision are high, and sufficient for
continuous control of sound. Yaw, on the other hand, does
not show equally good results, and should be used with caution. The drift is still low enough to assume that it is suitable for measuring relative rotations over short time periods. In future work, it would be interesting to compare this
with newer iPhone models which contain magnetometers.
The data jitter from the iPod is significantly higher than
for Qualisys, despite the fact that the iPod sent less data at
a lower sampling rate. This might be important to consider
if the iPod is used for direct control of sound on a separate
computer. The jitter could be compensated for by buffering,
but this again would cause increased latency.
As expected, our attempt to estimate the position of the
iPod from the acceleration data resulted in large errors,
since the noise propagates a lot when the signal is integrated. Still, we notice that some positional features can
be inferred from the iPod acceleration data. Especially
for shorter segments, it is possible to tell when the iPod
is moved in one plane, but the estimates are too imprecise
to estimate when the device reaches back to the starting
position. As seen in the lower plot in Figure 5, the acceleration data from the iPod is quite responsive, and is well
suited for controlling musical parameters that require high
temporal precision.
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ABSTRACT

roles of the composer, performer, and listener. When the
audience becomes involved in the performance these
distinctions become less defined. Until recently, large
audiences have been restricted in the ways they can participate
in a performance on account of both logistical and cultural
constraints. However, the growing capabilities of digital
technology and the pervasive cultural role of social media now
provide the opportunity and context for a deeper interaction.

massMobile is a client-server system for mass audience
participation in live performances using smartphones. It was
designed to flexibly adapt to a variety of participatory
performance needs and to a variety of performance venues. It
allows for real time bi-directional communication between
performers and audiences utilizing existing wireless 3G, 4G, or
WiFi networks. In this paper, we discuss the goals, design, and
implementation of the framework, and we describe several
projects realized with massMobile.

2.1 Participation Devices
There are several approaches currently used to facilitate
audience participation, such as tracking the audience’s
movement and distributing devices to the audience. MaynesAminzade describes a system that tracks the motion of the
audience using computer vision [10]. Other projects have
distributed devices such as light sticks in Glimmer [8], lighted
hats in Flock [7], or colored paddles used in Cinematrix [3],
which can be tracked using computer vision. Feldmeier and
Paradiso hand out disposable wireless sensors to participants
[6]. Distributing devices, though, requires expensive
investments in equipment and infrastructure as well as
significant setup and calibration time at each performance
venue. This ultimately limits the feasibility of potential
performances. Further, the interface design of each system is
typically highly constrained by the hardware, limiting both the
depth of audience interaction and the adaptability of the
systems to diverse interaction designs.
With the ever-growing ubiquity and capability of mobile
technology, artists and researchers have begun to explore
audience interaction through these means. Golan Levin’s
DialTones [9] utilizes the audience’s mobile phones as a
distributed array of loudspeakers. More recent projects use
smartphones as platforms for more active participation. In
TweetDreams [5], audience members tweet from their phones
to influence sound and visuals in performance. In Moori [11],
participants respond to prompts from the performer by typing
short messages into a locally-networked application.
Oh and Wang discuss similar smartphone projects and
evaluations in the context of audience participation [13].
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the capabilities of smartphones grow and they become
increasingly ubiquitous, they provide an opportunity to
facilitate interactive, expressive, and unique collaborative
experiences in live musical performances. massMobile is a
flexible, scalable framework designed to facilitate large-scale
audience participation in performances using smartphones as
the communication link between audience members and
performers.
Our broad motivation is to enable scalable, creative group
collaboration. Despite advancements in technology that
facilitate digital networked communication, it remains
challenging to facilitate musically engaging collaborative
creativity in contexts that require minimal musical or technical
proficiency and no extended rehearsal. And as the number of
participants grows, it becomes increasingly challenging to
maintain a balance between the transparency of individual
contributions and the coherency of the collective product.
massMobile is not in itself a solution to these challenges, but
rather a framework designed to enable rapid, iterative design,
development, deployment, and evaluation of systems that
explore these challenges.
In this paper, we will first address previous work in audience
participation in live performance, followed by massMobile's
design goals and implementation. Finally, we describe its use in
a series of projects and performances.

2.2 Networked Smartphone Interfaces for
Music

2. BACKGROUND

Two main approaches to networking mobile devices in a
performance setting are over local WiFi networks temporarily
setup for a performance, and over Internet-based networks.
Local networks typically provide a faster transmission of data
and are well suited for applications that demand minimal
latency. TouchOSC [14], Mrmr [12], and Control [4] are
examples of frameworks that utilize local networks, with the
original design intent of replacing dedicated hardware fader
boxes for controlling music software with highly-configurable
wireless smartphone interfaces. These frameworks are typically
intended for single user interaction with a single computer but
can support several users. Jesse Allison’s Nexus Project [1]

Music has traditionally held a clear distinction between the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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works in a similar manner but is deployed as a browser-based
interface rather than a native smartphone application in order to
leverage web standards and facilitate multi-platform use.
In the context of massMobile, these systems identify
fundamental design questions surrounding wireless networks
and web standards. While these applications must minimize
latency (at the expense of easy network configuration),
massMobile must maximize ease of setup (since audience
members must quickly install and configure the framework
themselves). The use cases for massMobile, in turn, must
assume a high latency and incorporate this limitation into their
designs. massMobile is also directly influenced by the ways in
which these systems use standard tools and reusable,
configurable components to facilitate rapid development of
interfaces for new contexts.

3. GOALS
massMobile seeks to extend the tradition of audience
participation in live performance and explore new possibilities,
with a focus on three overarching goals: enabling rapid
development of new participatory interfaces; enabling plugand-play deployment at performance venues; and facilitating
simple use by audience members on a variety of smartphone
platforms.
Rapid development enables iterative artistic experimentation
through the design – test cycle. Iterations of the interaction
design can be developed and deployed entirely in software code
and/or configuration changes, so they take days (or even
seconds) instead of months as with hardware-based systems.
Plug-and-play setup is critical for deployment in a variety of
venues where there may not be technical infrastructure to
support large open WiFi networks, and there may not be time
or access to setup and calibrate hardware such as computer
vision systems.
Audience members need the ability to instantly launch an
application and participate, ideally in a single step. It is not
engaging to dedicate a significant amount of performance time
to setup and configuration, nor practical to send assistants
through a large audience to help them connect.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the massMobile
framework.

4.1.2 Web Client User Interface
The user interface has a customizable GUI that can be
configured for different uses via a server-side database and the
Max/MSP API (see below). When a user loads massMobile, the
URL’s query string automatically loads the configuration for a
particular project and event. In massMobile, projects represent
user interfaces that may be used across multiple performances,
while events represent a single performance of a project and all
of its associated audience participation data.
The main page for an event has tabs for introductory text and
for each active user interface element (called a “model” in
massMobile). Models support interaction modes such as sliders,
text entry, voting, and drawing. Parameters of their display are
preconfigured through a server database and can also be
updated in real time during an event.
massMobile has two ways to provide feedback to audience
participants: via a video projection in the performance venue
that is generated by the Max/MSP software, or via visual
elements that are displayed directly within the smartphone
interface. The latter is particularly useful in venues that lack
video projection. Feedback typically shows a visualization of
audience response (e.g. the tallies of votes for different choices)
so that participants can consider the collective activity as they
use the interface, and so that they can better follow the
influence of audience participation on the live performance.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
massMobile consists of a web-client for use by the audience on
any recent smartphone connected to any Internet connection
(WiFi, 3G, 4G), a Max/MSP API for use in software for the
performance, and an offsite server that passes information
between the smartphone and Max/MSP clients (Figure 1).

4.1 Smartphone Client
4.1.1 Smartphone client architecture
We initially developed native applications for iOS and Android
but eventually abandoned these in favor of a web application.
The additional overhead of developing and maintaining two
separate applications was contradictory to our design goal of
rapid development in extending the framework, and it lacked
support for platforms such as Windows Phone 7.
The current smartphone web client uses common web
standards including the Google Web Toolkit, HTML5, and
SOAP and runs without modification on all major smartphone
web browsers. While this development approach lacks access to
some native phone APIs, it met the needs of massMobile and
performs at near-native speeds. Revisions do not require
deployments to native app stores, and audiences need not
download a native application. (The web site link is distributed
to the audience as both a QR code and a short URL.)
Because massMobile connects to a persistent remote server, it
requires no special network configuration. Once audience
members load the URL, they are ready to participate.

4.2 Max/MSP API
Because massMobile can be used in a variety of performance
contexts, we provide a generalized API for Max/MSP rather
than a single, monolithic application to drive performances.
Our goal is to enable any application developed with the
Max/MSP API to be plug-and-play, so that even performers
with minimal technical expertise can launch an application on
their laptop and perform with massMobile without assistance or
further technical infrastructure (though some massMobile
projects inevitably require additional resources for things such
as electroacoustic sound diffusion).
The Max/MSP API connects to our server to get and process
both raw and pre-processed data, update GUI configurations on
connected phones, and simulate audience members’
interactions with the system for rehearsal and testing purposes.
The API is implemented in Java as an MXJ external and
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provides a highly-efficient multi-threaded architecture for
repeated queries of the server and processing of the response
before passing the data to Max/MSP. The API also has methods
for searching data based on SQL query strings so that sets of
data with specific attributes can be returned.

4.3 Controlling the Smartphone Client from
the Max/MSP API
In most massMobile projects, it is necessary to change the
smartphone client’s GUI configuration in real time during an
event. Changes might enable or disable all interaction, step
through different interaction interface models, or change text
instructions or configuration of a single interface model.
These changes are typically triggered from the Max/MSP API
and can be done in two ways. The first is through a preprogramed queue of changes that can be stepped through by
pressing the spacebar, using an external controller, or
configuring an automatic timer. The framework also allows for
spontaneous manual changes of the smartphone interface
through a "Configuration Editor" (Figure 2), permitting
performers to respond to an event’s unique dynamic in real
time and to tweak the smartphone interface accordingly.

Figure 3: Tone matrix model on the left and the projected
tone matrix on the right.
turn cued the dancer to change his choreography. The small
groups enjoyed responding to each other’s votes and seeing the
resulting change in dance and lighting, and a group dynamic
quickly developed in which “leaders” would change their votes
and then “followers” would gradually shift over to one leader,
collectively effecting a change. In the public performances, we
lacked access to video projection and had not yet implemented
feedback on the phones themselves, so we shifted to a simpler
interaction paradigm in which audience members triggered the
lighting to highlight different scenery elements. The lights
flashed on after a button was pressed and then faded out over a
few seconds. This approach was less successful; the lack of
clear visualization of audience participation hindered the
development of a cohesive group dynamic in performance.
During the fall of 2011, we presented massMobile in a series
of demos at Georgia Tech. During these demonstrations
participants created music collaboratively through a tonematrix
interface, selecting points on a grid to activate specific pitches
at specific times (Figure 3). massMobile turned this classic
sequencer paradigm into a collaborative improvisation as
participants composed a constantly-changing loop together.
There were no performers aside from the co-located
participants using their mobile devices to interact with the
shared tonematrix. Everyone could see the looping sequence
projected on a screen and hear the result through a speaker

4.4 massMoblie Server
Our server includes a servlet layer (implemented with Java,
SOAP, and GlassFish) that handles requests from the clients,
and a database (MySQL) that stores all audience and
configuration data. By hosting the server offsite from
performance venues, we enable smartphone access over any
Internet connection at the expense of latency. By using web
standards and a database, we are able to host a robust, scalable
server and also to archive participation data for later analysis.

5. MASSMOBILE PROJECTS
We first used massMobile in collaboration with choreographer
Jonah Bokaer, where we carried out initial testing of the
framework in spring 2011. massMobile was used in his work
FILTER in performances in Avignon, France and at the Ferst
Center for the Arts at Georgia Tech. In addition to these public
performances, we conducted several informal trials with small
audiences and a solo dancer onstage as we developed the
software.
In the initial tests, audience members voted on lighting
preferences. The votes were displayed on a video projection
and also used to change the lighting configurations, which in

Figure 2: Left: User smartphone interface showing the
slider model. Right: Configuration editor in Max/MSP API.

Figure 4: First movement of
Saxophone Etudes
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can be quickly tested, algorithms can be modified in real-time
to adjust for audience size or amount of activity, and user
interfaces can be rapidly developed in order to produce a more
collaborative, expressive, and creative musical experience.

system connected to the Max/MSP computer.
We are currently preparing for a premiere this spring of one
author’s (Freeman) new composition, Saxophone Etudes. In
this piece the audience votes on which part of the score the
saxophonist should play at any given moment by clicking on
one of several notes or selecting a portion of a longer musical
motive (Figure 4). The distribution of votes is displayed to the
performer running the Max/MSP software, superimposed on
the notation itself, so that she can use the information to guide
her performance of the music. The distribution is also displayed
to audience participants on their phones. The saxophonist steps
through preset cues to turn the “pages” of the music on her own
display and on the smartphones, using either an automatic timer
or a foot pedal.
Because latency over cellular networks is both potentially
large and extremely unpredictable (and in our experiments can
be as long as a second), these massMobile projects have all
been designed to accommodate such latencies. Data sent to the
server is time-stamped when inserted into the database allowing
for reconstruction of the event sequence as received. In the
tonematrix demonstration, Max/MSP handles absolute timing
while the smartphones place elements on the sequencer grid;
such strategies have long been common to address latency in
networked music collaborations such as WebDrum [2]. For
Saxophone Etudes, timing delays have little effect on the
overall voting tallies or their visualization.
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6. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
We are currently collaborating with large ensembles and
individual artists to bring massMobile to new performance
contexts, and we also plan to conduct user studies to help us
improve both the framework and the projects we realize with it.
We are developing a new project with massMobile focused
on collaborative drawing during a performance. Participants
draw on a shared canvas in response to the music during the
performance. Afterwards, animation of the canvas is synced to
an audio recording of the performance to create both a “music
video” of the audience’s collaboration and also to serve as a
new graphical score to guide improvisation of a new
performance.
We are also planning to use massMobile with Georgia Tech’s
marching band at a football game halftime show in fall 2012,
with thousands of fans using their smartphones to influence
both the music and formations of 350 musicians on the field.
We plan to conduct the user studies via web-based surveys
available from within the massMobile application. This
feedback, coupled with quantitative analysis of the database
event log data, will provide needed material for formal
evaluations of both specific implementations of the system and
the overall framework. Additionally, this will provide insight
into how audience members perceived their role in the
performance, transparency of the interaction, and what they
thought about the musical result.

7. CONCLUSION
Rather than being a specific implementation of an audience
participation piece, massMobile is a configurable, flexible and
scalable framework for collecting and processing audience
input. Mappings, processing algorithms, audience feedback,
and musical goals are not hard-coded into the framework but
are intended to be quickly and easily configured for a specific
implementation. With this framework, novel mapping strategies
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ABSTRACT

who enters the region can participate in the music generated there. If used with headphones, the musical material
may replace the environmental sound, yet it is still tied
specifically to that location. Also, a musical agent is able
to influence the sonic experience of other musical agents in
the same region thereby refastening locality and proximity
with sonic experience.
This approach can be viewed in three ways; as a distributed musical instrument, whereby individual parameters are distributed to performers within a region; as a
shared sonic environment where agents are able to enter
and influence the sound of the overlayed sonic environment;
or as a piece of music into which and out of which a participant can physically move.

Aural - of or relateing to the ear or hearing
Aura - an invisible breath, emanation, or radiation
AR - Augmented Reality
AuRal is an environmental audio system in which individual participants form ad hoc ensembles based on geolocation
and affect the overall sound of the music associated with the
location that they are in.
The AuRal environment binds physical location and the
choices of multiple, simultaneous performers to act as the
generative force of music tied to the region. Through a mobile device interface, musical participants, or agents, have a
degree of input into the generated music essentially defining the sound of a given region. The audio landscape is
superimposed onto the physical one. The resultant musical experience is not tied simply to the passage of time,
but through the incorporation of participants over time and
spatial proximity, it becomes an aural location as much as
a piece of music. As a result, walking through the same
location at different times results in unique collaborative
listening experiences.

Keywords
AuRal, sonic environment, distributed performance system,
mobile music, android, ruby on rails, supercollider

1. INTRODUCTION
Sound is inherently tied to the environment in which it is
produced. Through synthesized and recorded media and
various playback methods, people can now overlay, translocate, or completely replace the sound environment that
they are in with another environment, refashioning their
experience of musical style, location, or even time.
Mobile audio devices have enabled the displacement of
environmental sounds. With the growing ubiquity of smart
phones, the ability to intelligently overlay or replace those
sounds with another sonic environment is eminently possible. This gives rise to locationally tied compositions, displaced and/or ad hoc collaboration, and many other sonic
environment bending opportunities.
Through the AuRal project the notion of the dis-placement
of sound from location is approached by tying a musical
synthesis engine to a specified geospatial region. Anyone

Figure 1: The AuRal environment being used by
2 musical agents at the LSU Quad. Map view in
inset.

2.

RELATED WORK

Much mobile music development has a tended to focus on instruments for mobile devices, relying on traditional performance dynamics while avoiding collaborative environments
through communication between mobile devices. A notable
exception is the seminal work done by Atau Tanaka in Mobile Music Making[7] which is quite similar in ideology to
our approach. The distribution of a compositional system
to ad hoc agents and a collaborative compositional experience define the similarities, but AuRal purposefully brings
the compositional instrument out of the network and ties it
back to physical location to re-entangle the music with our
environment, essentially creating what may be considered a
hybrid-world or digital hybrid compositional space.
Network performance examples have traditionally been
locationally agnostic ignoring the physical location of each

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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4.1

performer. The ideology behind seminal network performance groups such as the Hub, the League of Automatic
Composers[5], and more recent groups such as the Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLORK), Stanford Laptop Orchestra (SLORK), and the Mobile Performance Group (MPG)
sometimes employ performance and compositional ideas that
are similar in nature to AuRal, but does not engage physical location as a musical factor and tends to be designed
for professional or at least experienced users. The approach
that AuRal takes engages both location as well as amateur
performers.
There has also been significant exploration in the development of collaborative compositional enviroments outside
of the mobile computing context such as JamSpace[2] and
CODES (COoperative Music Prototype DESign)[4] where
multiple people on a network can effectively compose music
together. AuRal takes a different approach in allowing a
composer to compose for the system but handing over individual and aggregate parameters to influence the music
produced. This reduces the learning curve for novice users,
yet still allows for a wide variety of musical synthesis for
each musical region.

Client App

A user’s experience with AuRal is mediated through an Android client app. With an embedded Google Maps view and
locational services (GPS, WiFi, cellular network) the app
keeps track of the phone’s location and displays that information for the user. A SuperCollider server running in the
app allows it to generate music in real-time.
The app allows users to place areas anywhere on the map
and associate SuperCollider audio with these areas. When
the user is inside an area, its corresponding audio will play.
Certain specially written SuperCollider tracks are affected
by a user’s personal musical parameters, which are stored
on the device. These parameters are sent to the user’s SuperCollider instance as OSC messages.
Users connect to a Ruby on Rails server by username
and password. Once connected, they may download locations from the server. The server stores a collection of user
locations, user-defined areas, user preferences and a list of
which areas the users are currently occupying.
For every user location, there is a corresponding SuperCollider synthesizer. If a user is connected to the server,
the device will receive updates of aggregated user parameters for all areas the user is in.

3. DISTRIBUTED MUSICAL INTERFACE

4.1.1

The AuRal environment contains a novel musical interface
dictated by location. A SuperCollider synthdef occupies a
user-defined region. Within that region, participants become musical performers by being presented with a subset
of parameters for the synthdef. Any changes to these parameters not only affect the local synthesizer, but are sent
back to the server and aggregated with other users to set
global parameters that affect the music generated by anyone in the region. Distribution of a shared musical interface
is an integral part of the experience of AuRal, creating an
ad hoc ensemble.

Location

The standard screen within AuRal’s client app is a normal
Google Maps MapView. AuRal keeps up with a user’s location with GPS, WiFi or cellular network connections and
updates a marker on the map for the user. As such, AuRal
tends to work better outside and away from buildings that
can interfere with GPS. Along with the user’s location, AuRal also displays all downloaded and user-defined areas on
its map. These areas may either be circles or polygons. In
both cases, they are defined by red borders.
When the user’s location changes sufficiently, AuRal determines which areas the user is inside of and sends that
information to the server if the client is logged in. While
that happens, the client app will play or pause appropriate
SuperCollider synthesizers when areas are entered or exited.
New circular areas may be defined by long-pressing anywhere on the map and then selecting a name, synthesizer
file, etc. This is where a user may choose to upload the area
to the server if connected. To create a polygon area, the user
uses the menu button and selects the option. The app enters another state, that allows the user to define points for
the polygon’s vertices. Hitting menu again allows the user
to finalize the shape, after which the same dialog appears
as for the circular areas.
Modifying areas is handled by tapping on an area’s overlay. A dialog similar to the creation appears, but allows the
user to remove the area from the device.

Figure 2: 1. A user enters a location and the device sends an HTTP message to the server, stating
it has entered a location. 2. The server adds the
user to the database for that location and sends
back an HTTP reply confirming success. 3. The
server aggregates all user parameters for the updated location and sends OSC messages to everyone
in that location. 4. OSC messages are passed on to
the devices’ SuperCollider servers and update their
synths.

4.1.2

SuperCollider

AuRal utilizes an Android port[6] of SuperCollider [3] to generate its audio. Each location that the user defines or downloads from the server has a SuperCollider synthesizer associated with it. Some of these synths allow for user preferences
to modify their parameters.

4.1.3 Preferences
User preferences are handled through the menu. The user
enters a username, password, the server’s IP and port here.
Along with that, the user may select to play a personal
SuperCollider synth that no other user may hear and/or
play audio from the areas on the map. Parameters for both
user audio and area audio may be modified through sliders
here as well.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
AuRal is a system composed of many users with client apps
and a central server. While the client itself is a standalone app, multiple users interacting together can only occur when clients connect to the server.
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that fall into this category.
Finally, for ease of development, the interface to musical
parameters has thus far been tied to a few sliders displayed
on screen. Tying the performance interaction to gestural
data from the touchscreen, IMU sensors, camera, and/or
audio input will greatly increase the compositional freedom
and musical engagement of the user when collaborating in
performance. Introduction of these gestural controls will go
a long way towards the acceptance of the system as a mobile
instrument.[8]

6.

The AuRal environment presents a novel way to deal with
the topic of location and music collaboration within the context of locationally and environmentally tied media. Ad hoc
ensembles can be spatially navigated with musical collaboration as the result. The system handles coordination of
location and region information, SuperCollider synthdefs,
active user information, and shared parameters among regions.
The AuRal environment[1] is open source and can be
found at its Github location.

Figure 3: From left to right: The new location
screen. Map view showcasing a polygon location
in the LSU Quadrangle and several point locations
nearby. Adjusting a parameter slider in Preferences.

4.2

Server Side

AuRal uses a Ruby on Rails server to keep up with user positions and parameters, user-defined areas and their synths,
areas that users are in, etc. Users connect to the server
with a username and password. Once connected, they may
download other user-defined areas from the server to appear
on their own maps and interact with them.
One of the server’s core roles is to aggregate parameter
data from users in a given location and then send that information via OSC messages to the users’ devices. These updates occur when a user enters or leaves a location, changes
parameters within the location or connects or disconnects
from the server. OSC on UDP was chosen over TCP because it is easier for the server to handle. A few messages
not reaching a client app is not a large problem because
everything will be resolved when the next message comes
through to update the app. After receiving the message,
the client app updates its SuperCollider synthesizer for the
specified location.

4.2.1

CONCLUSION

7.
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Aggregation

When the server receives word from a device that has just
entered an area, it adds it to the corresponding table for
users within that area. The parameters of users within that
area are summed up and put through different functions,
and the results are sent out to the devices via OSC messages.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
AuRal successfully allows users to associate music with physical locations of varied shapes and sizes and to collaboratively modify the sounds associated with those locations
through physical presence and selected parameters.
The SuperCollider synthesizers that come with AuRal are
very simple. A larger number of quality synthesizers would
greatly improve the user experience. Electronic music composers have been engaged to fill this void.
Expansion upon AuRal will move the spatial integration
from a 2D map into full Augmented Reality, where users
will be able to see visual 3D representations of musical interaction areas and colors and forms could adapt in time
with the music.
On a broader scale, the techniques to tie musical and
sonic information to spatial locations could be expanded to
encompass further compositional and geographically performative music systems. Spatially distributed and walkable
compositions and game-like musical systems utilizing augmented reality tied to actual locations are just a few ideas
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ABSTRACT

2. BACKGROUND
At NIME 2006 conference, Kimura learned about IRCAM’s
Augmented Violin, and since has been working on creating
several compositions and presenting more than dozen premieres
and performances incorporating the Augmented Violin into her
compositions. Improving on the original design of the
Augmented Violin, which required wearing a wrist band to
house the battery portion connecting to the sensor attached to
the bow with an ‘umbilical’ cord, Kimura commissioned a
custom-fit glove created by New York fashion designer Mark
Salinas. This glove, worn on the right hand, houses both the
sensor and battery portions of the Mini-MO, a wireless 3D
accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope motion sensor developed
by Emmanuel Fléty [17]. The Mini-MO communicates with the
computer via an Ethernet receiver, thus freeing the violinist’s
bow arm completely from any wiring. The thin, flexible latex
fabric of the glove houses the small device un-intrusively for
performance: a practical solution for violinists (see Figure 1).

As a 2010 Artist in Residence in Musical Research at IRCAM,
Mari Kimura used the Augmented Violin to develop new
compositional approaches, and new ways of creating interactive
performances [1]. She contributed her empirical and historical
knowledge of violin bowing technique, working with the Real
Time Musical Interactions Team at IRCAM. Thanks to this
residency, her ongoing long-distance collaboration with the
team since 2007 dramatically accelerated, and led to solving
several compositional and calibration issues of the Gesture
Follower (GF) [2]. Kimura was also the first artist to develop
projects between the two teams at IRCAM, using OMAX
(Musical Representation Team) with GF. In the past year, the
performance with Augmented Violin has been expanded in
larger scale interactive audio/visual projects as well. In this
paper, we report on the various techniques developed for the
Augmented Violin and compositions by Kimura using them,
offering specific examples and scores.

Keywords
Augmented Violin, Gesture Follower, Interactive Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
The Augmented Violin project brings together the
!"#"$%&'"() of motion capture systems and the study of
bowed string performance. The outcome of this project is
essentially an "augmented bow", which can be used to control
digital media. It is not an extra contraption one needs to install
on the acoustic violin or bow, nor a mechanical device to
replace the existing instrument. The Augmented Violin honors
the violin as is, and simply extracts expression from what is
already happening in performance, which seems like the most
practical approach that makes sense for musicians.

Figure 1. The Augmented Violin Glove, with the latest
Mini-MO (Modular Musical Objects) created by IRCAM.

To start our research, we first laid out specific goals related
to the potential compositional schemes pursuing our work with
IRCAM’s Augmented Violin (customized) and using a new
series of software tools, such as the gesture recognition system
based on the MuBu-GF platform [3] as well as other specific
developments.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

In 2007, during her residency at Harvestworks in NYC,
Kimura created her first work for Augmented Violin entitled
VITTESSIMO [4] in collaboration with Frédéric Bevilacqua;
she also described the creative process of this work [5]. For a
general review of related works on augmented and hyperinstruments based on strings instruments, we refer the reader to
Poepel, Overholt [15] and Bevilacqua et al [16].
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3. RESEARCH
3.1 ‘Cloning’ with MuBu-GF
CLONE BARCAROLLE (2009) by Kimura [4] uses the
‘cloning’ function with GF. The “cloning” is made possible
using the gesture follower (using the gf and mubu externals in
Max). When a musical phrase is played for the first time, the
patch records both the audio and the sensor parameters. The
audio is stored in a buffer, while also analyzed to obtain the
audio energy profiles. These audio energy profiles are then
combined to the sensors parameters of Mini-MO to form a
multimodal set of data that is memorized by the gesture
follower. All parameter profiles are normalized (between 0 and
1) and form a complementary set of descriptors of the phrase:
the accelerometer/gyroscope give very precise information on
the bowing attacks and releases while the audio energy gives
more global information on the phrase morphology.

Figure 3. Soft (1) and Loud (2) ending tracking.
We here wanted to focus on soft on-the-string endings,
versus loud off-the-string endings. The Soft/Loud Ending
detection was designed to grab such ending qualities of
Kimura’s performance. This detector is combining gesture and
audio cues. It simply relies on bow orientation (tilt) when sound
is fading away (audio energy). Based on this, two different
configurations are registered, soft ending and loud ending.
Through a k-Nearest-Neighbor algorithm operating on bow tilt
and audio energy, we are able to distinguish in real time the
performed ending quality.

When the same phrase is played the second time, the system
is set to “follow mode”. In this case, the multimodal parameters
(audio energy and sensors values), measured in real time, are
compared to the stored data. This allows for the continuous
estimation of playing speed. The original buffer can thus be
replayed using the current playing speed. For this, a phased
vocoder is used to preserve the original speed (superVP). The
replay of the audio buffer is thus the “clone”, precisely
synchronized to the current playing. This adaptive behavior
provides the musician with a range of expressivity different
from the standard use of “record/play” of samples with a fixed
speed. (See Figure 2. Excerpt from “Clone Barcarolle” (2009))

3.3 “Stillness” detector
With a realization that the cornerstone of a ‘bowed’ instrument
is the ability to sustain sound, unlike ‘plucked’ instruments, we
wanted to simply detect if and when the bow has achieved a
“steady” state while holding a note. This “stillness” detector
became one of the most important interactive methods in
Kimura’s compositions.
The stillness detector actually tracks two kinds of bowing
movements: smooth sustained movements and jerky fast
movements. As such, it can be related to the musical flow
created by the artist through the alternation of short and long,
energetic and smooth strokes.
This gesture descriptor is based on the acceleration in the
bowing direction. It enables one (1) to detect bow sustained
movements and (2) to register the time this movement was
maintained. ‘Stillness Detection’ can be used to recognize the
sustained characteristics of a bowing movement, i.e. one of its
movement qualities. Registered time can be used to
differentiate short and long strokes, e.g. by setting threshold
values, or to design time evolving interactions directly
depending on the parameter value.
To compute the stillness gesture descriptor, we first derive
acceleration in the bowing direction to get the movement
smoothness, aka ‘jerk’. This value accounts for the level of
movement smoothness. From this value we are able to
distinguish between two states. ‘Still’ corresponds to low jerk
values, i.e. smoothest movements, as opposed to ‘Non-Still’,
with higher jerk values. This detection can be stabilized using
an additional threshold for minimum time in a state. These two
threshold values actually depend on each violinist, each
musician having his/her own movement characteristics, and can
be set during practice.
This “stillness” detector turned out also as a useful substitute
for the superVP.ring~ external in Max. A ring buffer is rather
cumbersome to control in real time performance, since it
constantly records a certain amount of the “past” then “rolls
off”. Using the “stillness” detector, it is possible to simulate
the ring buffer, which is used in Kimura’s composition CANON
ELASTIQUE (2010). Using two superVP.scrub~ externals
controlled by “stillness” detection, it was possible to constantly
change the 2nd voice (the “past”) by applying “stillness” control
so as to follow the 1st voice (the performer). In CANON
ELASTIQUE, one can create an “elastic” past (see Figure 4).

Figure 2. Excerpt from “Clone Barcarolle” (2009).

3.2 Soft / Loud Ending
Kimura’s pieces are based on three main bowing gesture
processing. They were designed upon the concept of movement
qualities [6], where the goal is not to achieve a particular
gesture or action but rather a way of performing it, i.e. a
quality. We believe such an approach to be promising as it can
provide for a higher level of abstraction in interaction design,
while still keeping a sense of mediation [7].
Ending a performance can be done in many different
manners. We decided to try detecting musical expressions
including two different musical endings, shown in this
example: 1) soft ending, 2) loud ending. Using the results of
the analysis, we developed a simple “ending detector”,
analyzing the combination of physical and musical gestures:
right hand movement together with sound and musical context
for the violin. (see Figure 3).
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the concatenated performance in real time. OMAX was mainly
designed to include a “computer operator” who controls its
behavior such as ‘fading out’ to end its improvisation. Using
GF interacting with OMAX, it is possible to create an
autonomous improvisation without the computer operator
performing OMAX. Working with the distinct behavior of
OMAX, and with the aforementioned various gesture
detections including “ending” or “stillness” detector, it is now
possible to terminate OMAX’s improvisation from pre-defined
concatenated gestures, such as pizzicato or sustained fading
tones. Kimura’s compositions using OMAX and GF, to date,
include VIOMAX (2010) and Duet x2 for violin and cello
(2011) using two Mini-MO-s.

4. CURRENT AND ONGOING
4.1 Recent multi-media projects

Figure 4. “Canon Élastique” creating ‘elastic past’.

3.4 Agogic player, “flow-follower”

The Augmented Violin can be used for audio/visual projects as
well as collaborations. Kimura’s work PHANTOM (2009) is a
collaborative project with New York-based artist Toni Dove in
her multimedia work, “Lucid Possessions”. In PHANTOM, the
Augmented Violin controls interactive video and a robot with
3D projections.

Another application of “stillness” detection is “agogic player”,
or what Kimura calls a “flow-follower”, an alternative to a
“score follower”. Performers in real life don’t have to follow
note by note, beat by beat, in order to play together in sync.
Rather, they follow each other’s musical “flow” together, or
agree on musical “common sense” of the particular musical
scenario, a piece of music or context. By using “stillness”
detection, it is possible to demonstrate how a quantized piano
performance (either MIDI or audio) can co-perform, or follow
the violinist’s musical flow without using a score follower.
Even when the violinist is preparing a stroke without playing,
the piano part can naturally and musically be slowed down
before the violin’s entrance (see Figure 5).

More recent audiovisual works with the Augmented Violin
include “VOYAGE APOLLONIAN” for interactive audio/video
(visuals created by graphic artist Ken Perlin), which was
recently featured in Scientific American [12]. The Augmented
Violin was used to control the Quicktime movie using
“stillness” and other concatenated gesture detections.

4.2 Eigenspace
Kimura’s most recent project is entitled EIGENSPACE. For
violinists, bowing motion is kind of an ‘arc’, which involves
arm motions that include ‘inertia’ movements before and after
the strokes. In EIGENSPACE (2011), this ‘inertia’ movement
is incorporated to interact with the audio and video (see Figure
6).

In this short excerpt of a Bossa Nova tune by Tom Jobim,
which requires lucid tempo and rubato, the violinist starts
playing as the piano plays the 8th note scale upward. The
violinist’ right arm movement at this point is still preparing to
play the first note, and it is ‘steady’. By applying the
“stillness” detection here, it is possible to naturally slow down
the piano part slightly, as any sensible human pianist would in
real life.

We came up with a concept to simulate this motion with a
spring, using “eigenvalues”. This last gesture processing
introduces a physical behavior between bow gesture data and
sound (or video) parameters. Similarly to works by Henry [13],
interaction here is grounded on a damped mass spring system.
In our case, however, the physical system is controlled by the
bowing energy computed from bow acceleration. The musician
can therefore imprint different movements to the physical
system, which reacts according to its settings. Changing its
parameters, like weight, mass or stiffness factor, alters the
system reaction depending on the created eigenmodes. These
eigenmodes can be related to different movement qualities as
they exhibit various behaviors for a same mass displacement:
jerky, smooth, or periodic. Playing on these modes enables to
create an organic relation between the artist and the computer.

In the second measure, the “stillness” detector also applies
“agogic” or a small ‘breath’ between the beats. As a result, the
computer piano naturally plays along, following the flow of the
music created by the bowing, making human and machine
interaction mutual and omni-directional: not one triggering and
the other obeying.

In EIGENSPACE, the graphics created by the team of
Japanese movie director Tomoyuki Kato interact with the
eigenvalues and the ‘spring’ motion during the ‘retake’ of the
bow. Extracting the ‘retake’ motion of the bow, the ‘spring’ or
the inertia mechanism, can be calibrated to the desired
‘stiffness’, ‘reaction time’ and ‘damping’ according to the
composer’s musical needs and the violinist’s expressive bowing
motion.

Figure 5. “Flow Following” between human and computer.

3.5 Combining OMAX with Gesture
Follower
While working on concatenating musical material using GF,
we found interesting to join this system with the
improvisational system called OMAX, developed by the
IRCAM’s Musical Representation Team [8, 9, 10, 11]. OMAX,
which runs on MaxMSP, creates a “co-improvisation” that
learns the player’s improvisation performance and plays back
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[3] N. Schnell, A. Röbel, D. Schwarz, G. Peeters, and R.
Borghesi. “MuBu & Friends - Assembling Tools for
Content Based Real-Time Interactive Audio Processing in
Max/MSP”. In Proceedings of the 2009 International
Computer Music Conference (ICMC), Montreal, Canada,
2009.
[4] M. Kimura. The World Below G and Beyond, solo CD.
Mutable Music label, 2010.
[5] M. Kimura. “Making of Vitessimo for Augmented Violin:
Compositional Process and Performance”. In Proceedings
of the 2008 Conference on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (NIME08), Genova, Italy, 2008.
[6] S. Fdili Alaoui, B. Caramiaux, and M. Serrano. “From
dance to touch: movement qualities for interaction
design”. CHI, ACM (2011), 1465–1470.
[7] M. Leman. Embodied music cognition and mediation
technology. The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massassuchetts,
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Figure 6. “Eigenspace” premiere at Roulette in Brooklyn,
NY, Oct. 9th, 2011.

5. CONCLUSION

[8] G. Assayag, G. Bloch and S. Dubnov. “Introducing Video
Features and Spectral Descriptors into the Omax
Improvisation System”. Demo, International Computer
Music Conference, Belfast, Ireland, August, 2008.

The Augmented Violin is one of the most unintrusive sensor
devices available for violinists to provide bowing and motion
data to a computer media system such as MaxMSP. Its main
appeal to violinists is that it honors and enhances the existing
instrument without any wirings and contraptions, which should
be more user-friendly to average string players.

[9] Assayag, G. , Bloch, G. “Navigating the Oracle: a
Heuristic Approach”. In Proceedings of the 2007
International Computer Music Conference (ICMC),
Copenhagen, Denmark, 2007.

In this article, we have presented various compositional
techniques that build on the unique capabilities of the
Augmented Violin, illustrated through Kimura’s compositions.
These include the ability to “clone” oneself, while applying
various transformations to the “clone” controlled by the player
via the Augmented Violin; recognizing different phrases in real
time; analyzing “before” and “after” gestures; recognizing
“soft” and “loud” endings; detecting “stillness” and following
musical flow. We have shown how to combine the gesture
follower with other systems, like the improvisational system
OMAX (also developed at IRCAM), and into multi-media
collaborations projects between Kimura and others. The
Augmented Violin has also inspired other composers to create
interactive compositions that had been previously impossible.
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We will need to further develop user-friendly interfaces, thus
affording many string players to try out this elegant musical
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ABSTRACT

trackers and are key-factors in their response. Some of these
performance parameters are their accuracy, precision, jitter,
operating range, drift, latency, and tracker update rate, and
are reviewed in [1]. Although these parameters can provide a good picture about the response of a position tracker
and its particular features, in musical practice some of these
characteristics are not so relevant in comparison with other
fields of study. Hence, another suite of parameters, inherent
to the context of live-music, appear, e.g., the system should
be portable but robust, easy to set up and calibrate, cheap
or reparable, immune to environmental on-stage conditions,
and so on [11]. Still with these constraints, the system must
measure the performer’s musical gestures with accuracy and
let the user map these gestures with flexibility to the synthesis engine. Furthermore, to develop expert performance
with a new musical instrument, a deterministic behaviour is
decisive, so to develop a reliable interface we need to know
in advance how the system will respond to the same stimuli
in diverse contexts.

This paper presents a comparison of three-dimensional (3D)
position tracking systems in terms of some of their performance parameters such as static accuracy and precision,
update rate, and shape of the space they sense. The underlying concepts and characteristics of position tracking technologies are reviewed, and four position tracking systems
(Vicon, Polhemus, Kinect, and Gametrak), based on different technologies, are empirically compared according to
their performance parameters and technical specifications.
Our results show that, overall, the Vicon was the position
tracker with the best performance.

Keywords
Position tracker, comparison, touch-less, gestural control

1.

INTRODUCTION

A touch-less gestural interface is a type of alternate controller, which neither resembles nor is inspired by any acoustic instrument, and falls under the sub-category of expandedrange controllers, which require little or only limited physical contact to play them [9]. This kind of non-contact musical instrument must be tailored to the performer’s position,
orientation, and movement. These variables need to be measured in a non-intrusive manner, i.e., without restricting the
performer’s movements, in order to do not limit the performance. Hence, when designing an open-air musical interface, several considerations must be issued for sampling the
performance space according to the performance needs, but
without limiting it.

1.1

2.

TRACKER COMPARISON

In this section we provide a summary of the technical specifications of four position trackers based on different technologies. We also review some of their intrinsic constraints and
present an experimental comparison of their performance
parameters.

2.1

Trackers’ technical specifications

Knowing that during the last 10 years or so many controllers
with tracking technology have come from the game industry
and have had large impact in the community of musicians
looking for new ways of interact with music, we decided to
compare some of their performance parameters with other
systems used in professional motion capture or 3D modelling applications.
The compared trackers were the Vicon 4601 motion capture system, the Polhemus Liberty 240/82 magnetic-based
motion tracking system, the Microsoft Kinect3 computervision based system, and the In2Games Gametrak, a mechanical, tethered-based position tracker [10] that is not precisely touch-less, but provides 3D position tracking. While
the former two devices are considered professional position
trackers, the latter are consumer-oriented systems used in
game consoles.

Touch-less gestural control: sampling the
space

A number of different techniques and technologies can be
used to sense and measure the position of points in space, so
selecting the proper sensing technology to fulfill the needs
of a specific project is a critical step in the development
of a musical interface. The devices that implement these
technologies are commonly known as position trackers, and
share some common characteristics that describe their behaviour beyond their specific sensing method. These characteristics are know as the performance parameters of the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1

http://www.vicon.com/, accessed January 23, 2012
http://www.polhemus.com/?page=MotionLiberty/,
accessed January 23, 2012
3
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/,
accessed January 23, 2012
2
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2.1.1

Vicon 460

lowing stages: data acquisition, data parsing, data normalization and mapping, and data recording and processing.
Hence, the results of the experimental comparison will be
related to the whole workflow pipeline, including the tracker
and all the data processing across the different applications.

The Vicon 460 is an optical tracker. It uses several cameras to calculate and track the spatial position of beacons
attached to body parts or objects using triangulation. The
system we tested comprises six Vicon M2 cameras, the Vicon Datastation hardware module, and the Vicon iQ2.5 and
Eclipse workstation software packages. The Vicon Datastation handles all the camera synchronization and coordinates
the capture and generation of video data. Although the
software packages allows to record, organize, analyze, and
present the data, we did not use it (except for storing the
calibration set up) because our experiment considered to
extract the position data from the system in real-time.

2.1.2

2.2.1

Polhemus Liberty 240/8

The Polhemus Liberty 240/8 is an electromagnetic-based
tracker system. It features an electronic control unit with
the hardware and software to generate and sense magnetic
fields, and to measure the position and orientation of up to 8
sensors 240 times per seconds. For our experiment, we used
the Polhemus Long Ranger source, which extends the sensing area to a diameter of about three meters. Furthermore,
being aware of the distortion that ferromagnetic and metallic surfaces create in the measurements of magnetic-based
position trackers, before testing the Polhemus we removed
all metallic devices and elements in the room.

2.1.3

Microsoft Kinect

Although there was not official information from Microsoft
about the technology behind the Kinect, PrimeSense, the
company that provides the raw tracking technology to Microsoft, has released reference design information about the
PrimeSensor, the Kinect device, and its technology [4]. The
Kinect system comprises the camera and software that processes all data acquired by the camera. The system extracts a two-dimension (2D) image from a video camera,
but it is able to extract a third dimension by illuminating
the scene with patterns of infrared light. The reflected patterns change depending on the distance from the device to
the object were the light is reflected. The system analyses
the deformation of the patterns and reconstructs a depth
map of the image. In this moving image, the system looks
for shapes that resemble the human body and tracks 15 predefined points in it. When these points are detected, the
Kinect tracks them and calculates their position.

2.1.4

In2Games Gametrak

The Gametrak is a two-joystick, tethered-based system capable of measuring 3D position of up to two points in space.
Two analog potentiometers-based joysticks measure the x
and y position for two points in space. To calculate the z
position, another two potentiometers, rolled in a retractable
spring-loaded drum, quantify the number of turns each potentiometer does when the nylon tethers are extended [10].
The implementation of the system seems very simple, but
a complex mechanical system is used to guide the nylon
tethers in order to have a clean path [3]. The housing of
all potentiometers, nylon tethers, interface, and joysticks is
a weighted box that allows the user to pull out the chords
without moving the box. The Gametrak system converts
the acquired spatial data using the USB-HID (Universal
Serial Bus - Human Interface Device) protocol.

2.2

Data Acquisition

The data acquisition stage refers to the process of setting
up and calibration of the systems. Because each one of the
position trackers has its own sensing method and characteristics, we took different approaches for all of them.
The Vicon system has the most detailed and complex
calibration method of the trackers we tested. The cameras
of the system have to be properly positioned to cover all
the sensed space, and all major light reflections (e.g., from
shiny metal objects) must be removed from the camera view
before starting the process of calibration.
The Polhemus ideally requires a “benign” environment,
free of ferromagnetic materials or metallic surfaces, otherwise, the measurements will suffer from distortion. As we
did not have this ideal space we reduced the amount of
metal structures and objects in the room as much as possible. However, we were aware on how much metal elements
exist in the floor, ceiling, and walls of the laboratory. Moreover, as we wanted to test these systems for performance situations, we could not use PiMgr, the Polhemus proprietary
software, to extract and send the reported measurements in
real-time. PiMgr can compensate the distortion from metal
objects according to a compensation map, but it does not
provide a way for extracting its data in real-time.
Since its release in 2010, different groups of people have
been working on ways to extract the tracking data from the
Kinect. We tested several systems and ended up using the
OpenNI framework library4 because it provided the smallest
latency. The Kinect, in companion with the OpenNI library,
has a calibration procedure that needs a specific user’s pose.
Once calibrated, the system tracks up to 15 points located in
the pre-defined places of the human body. However, it was
not possible to know exactly where the system was exactly
at, during the calibration process or the data acquisition
stage, because it uses a proprietary signal processing stage
to determine the location of these points.
The Gametrak does not have a calibration method, and to
extract its data we modified it.5 It requires the user to grab
their plastic tethers, and though the device is heavy, for a
proper measuring it must be solidly attached to a surface
to avoid changes in its position.

2.2.2

Data Parsing

To record and handle all tracker data we used a different
computer from the one for the data acquisition. Therefore,
we needed a way to extract, parse, and send all data in
real-time from the trackers to the recording computer.
To extract the data from the Vicon system, we followed
previous research [2] and used the QVicon2OSC application.6 This application bridges the Vicon motion capture
data to OSC, and is capable of sending the position of userdefined points, and the rotation of objects created by the
user. Once structured and sent as an OSC message, the
data was received in Max/MSP with a customized version
of the OSCeletontoQC 7 object.
4

http://www.openni.org/, accessed January 23, 2012
http://x37v.com/x37v/post/labels/sensors.html/,
accessed January 23, 2012
6
http://www.sonenvir.at/downloads/qvicon2osc/,
accessed January 23, 2012
7
http://mansteri.com/download/software/
osceletontoqc/, accessed January 23, 2012
5

Workflow Pipeline

Since the systems reported their data in different ways and
different scales, to do a proper comparison with similar characteristics, a common workflow pipeline was designed for
each one of the trackers. The pipeline considered the fol-
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To acquire and parse the data from the Polhemus Liberty
tracker to OSC messages, we used the library and commandline front-end plhm.8 This application is capable to request
data from the Polhemus Liberty and send it through a network as OSC. Once parsed, we received the Polhemus data
in Max/MSP.
To retrieve the data from the Kinect system, we used
OSCeleton,9 an OSC proxy for Kinect Skeleton data. This
software establishes communication with the OpenNI framework, and allows a user to scale and offset the data. We
opted for not using these last features because we would perform a data post-processing in a later stage of the workflow
pipeline. The OSC data was also received in Max/MSP.
Once the Gametrak was modified, its data measurements
could be opened directly in Max/MSP because the device
is natively recognized as an HID object. Its raw data was
formatted as an OSC message for further processing.

2.2.3

Figure 1: 2D grid on the floor and the plastic crates
used to have the same grid at different heights.

developed a 3D grid by means of crates, and collected the
position tracker reported data at known locations. Because
of the nature of the magnetic-tracking system, they used
plastic crates so as not to distort the measurements of the
tracker.
For our experiment, we used a combination of the aforementioned approaches to design our experiment. We created a evenly-spaced grid on the floor and used lockable,
plastic crates to have the same grid at different heights.
The two-dimensional grid on the floor and crates on the
grid are shown in Figure 1.
The dimensions of the room, and the systems’ minimum
and maximum tracking distance, made us to work with a
sensed space of 0.95m * 1.28m * 1.06m, which corresponds
to the points located at the center of the grid. To cover
this space, we did 80 measurements where the markers or
sensors for each system were located on each vertex of the
plastic crates,11 as can be seen in Figure 2.

Data Normalization and Mapping

As the data reported by each of the trackers has its own
scale, we normalized it to a common scale, so that a comparison could be made. In addition, as we were handling
3D position data from several trackers, and we were using different recording objects, a tool for flexible mapping
was required. We used the libmapper 10 library to map and
scale all signals from the trackers to the recording computer.
libmapper is capable of discovering devices in a network and
showing their previously declared inputs and outputs. Also,
a user can arbitrary map those input and output ports with
any kind of scaling of the signals going through the mapper
[8]. In our experiment, we measured the reported maximum
and minimum data by each one of the trackers, and used
the normalization capabilities of libmapper to send values
between -1.0 and 1.0. The normalized output of all trackers
was routed again to Max/MSP.

2.2.4

Data Recording and Processing

To record the normalized data from all trackers we used the
Digital Orchestra Toolbox’s dot.recordabsolute Max/MSP
object [7]. This object allows to record arbitrary number
of data streams with absolute time-stamping, thus making
it possible to compare the update rate of the trackers. In
terms of data processing we first parsed all data to a common structure, and then we performed a change of basis.
This process allowed us to virtually locate each tracker’s
origin at the same point by translating and rotating the
vectors measured in one basis (the tracker basis) to another
one (the normalized-space basis). We could then measure
the vectors for each point in the space with the same, normalized reference space.

2.3

Experiment design and set up

Figure 2: Measurement of the same point in space
with the four tracking systems. From upper left to
bottom right: Vicon, Polhemus, Kinect and Gametrak.

To compare the reported data by the trackers and their data
pipeline, we used the experimental approach described by
Kindratenko [6] to compare the accuracy of two tracking
systems. He collected the reported data by each tracker
at known, nominal, two-dimensional locations, and calculated their accuracy in those points. Although his results
are well documented and clear, his experiment only dealt
with measurements taken on a 2D plane. Hagedorn et al.
[5] designed another experiment to correct the data measured by an electromagnetic motion tracking system. They

In order to measure the accuracy, precision, and update
rate of the systems, we recorded the tracker’s reported data
during the lapse of one second. We then took the mean
of the reported values and obtained a more representative
point to interpolate lines along each axis and plane.
11

It should be noticed that error can affect the data acquired by the trackers. The error types can range from
non-uniform crate manufacture, to human-error in the creation of the grid, in the placement of the crates on the grid,
or in the positioning the sensors at the measured points
in the crates. The actual error amount was not measured,
though.

8

http://idmil.org/software/plhm/, accessed January 24,
2012
9
https://github.com/Sensebloom/OSCeleton/, accessed
January 23, 2012
10
http://idmil.org/software/libmapper/, accessed January 24, 2012
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3.

RESULTS

In this section we present a summary of the experimental
results. They are grouped by shape of the reported space,
accuracy and precision, and tracker update rate for each
one of the four systems.

3.1

Reported space

As mentioned before, we measured points at discrete places
in the space, over a lapse of one second. The amount of
reported values depended on the update rate of each one of
the trackers. To visualize the shape of the space reported by
the trackers, we interpolated lines between points on each
axis per plane of measurements. Figure 3 shows a 3D, isometric view of the reported space by all trackers. Red dots
in the plots represent the measurement for each point. The
closer the points are to a nominal, integer value, the more
accurate the system is; and the smaller of the red zones are,
the larger the precision is. Furthermore, the straighter the
blue lines are, the less distorted the space representation
is. The scale of the plots is normalized, (the value for each
axis is equivalent to each side of a plastic crate, our calibration object). It can be seen that the reported space by
the Vicon is very close to the original. The blue lines are
mostly straight, making clear that the Vicon system senses
the space evenly along its axes.
The shape of the space measured by the Polhemus in our
test-room, with its unique conditions, was particular. It can
be seen that the middle-line along the x and z axis are relatively straight. Also, lines along y, close to the magnetic
source, start straight but bend at the end. Furthermore, the
most distant-to-the-source points were reported far away
from their nominal position. Equally, red points closer to
the magnetic source show less variability than those located
at a larger distance. These issues can be explained by the
presence of ferromagnetic elements in the floor and ceiling that could not be removed. Also, the magnetic field
decreases with the distance, and so there was more distortion in measurements taken in points further away from
the source, shifting their reported position. Although we
were expecting a larger linear space with the Polhemus Long
Ranger source, our results show that even with a powerful
electromagnetic field, the condition of common rooms affect the measurements of magnetic trackers, leaving only
a small zone, close to the source, with an acceptable accuracy. It should be noticed, though, that rooms like ours’ are
frequent environments for music performance, and so this
should be considered to determine the tracked space in an
actual performance context.
We can see that the measured points for the Kinect are
not located in the nominal positions along the three axis,
making the reported space be curved, but also showing that
the tracker is not accurate. Furthermore, there is a large
variability in the position of the red points, and so this
system is far less precise than the Vicon. However, the
overall shape of the sensed space is still a deformed, wavy
cube.
For the Gametrak, the red points are not located in the
nominal position of the measurement, but in a “radial” cube.
This rectangular shape was scaled-dependant on the distance from the tracker to the grid level which was measured,
and so the values became larger for longer distances. This
unexpected behaviour was rather consistent for all points
in the measured space. Moreover, the red points were more
sparse than in the Vicon or Polhemus, indicating that the
system is less precise than those trackers, as expected.

Figure 4: Accuracy and precision of the reported
data by the four trackers at the origin.

3.2

Accuracy and precision

In our experiment we did measurements at discrete points
inside a normalized space. To evaluate the accuracy of each
system, we calculated the mean of all measurements, and
compared it with the nominal, actual value of the position
we measured. The closer the mean value to the actual integer point meant a higher accuracy of the system. At the
same time, small deviations of the measurements compared
with the nominal position, implied a higher precision.
Figure 4 shows the data reported by the four trackers at
the origin of the system on the x, y, and z axis. The blue
line represents the nominal, actual position of the measured
point. Overall, the system with the best performance in
terms of accuracy and precision is the Vicon, with median
values along the axes close to 0, and little variability of its
measurements. This high precision is shown by the small
size of the boxes and whiskers for the Vicon data. The
Polhemus also shows good performance in terms of accuracy, but less than the Vicon. Also, a closer look to the box
and whisker plot shows that the distribution of the reported
data is more sparse, meaning that it is less precise, in this
setup and environment. The Kinect is the least accurate
of all trackers, reporting a median value for x and y with
offsets close to 17 cm and 10 cm, respectively, and it is also
the less precise, with the largest variability. The plot for the
Gametrak shows median values very close to the Polhemus,
but with less precision.

3.3

Data measurement rate

For comparing the data measurement rate of the trackers,
we subtracted the time-stamps on two consecutive measurements, over all measurements. By doing so, we could observe how constant in time each tracker reported its data,
as well as to calculate the average rate of the measurements. As mentioned before, it is important to keep in
mind that these values did not represent the update rate
of each tracker alone, but the whole chain of processes and
tools we used. Figure 5 shows box and whisker plots for the
update rate for each system.
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Figure 3: Shape of the space reported in a normalized scale by the four position trackers. Accuracy can
be seen as how close the red points are to their actual nominal position in the grid, and precision to how
spread the points are in a certain place. From upper-left to bottom-right: Vicon, Polhemus, Kinect, and
Gametrak.
The Vicon system reported spatial position with a median rate of 100Hz, but with variability between 71Hz and
125Hz. Furthermore, there is a large number of outlier data
points which are not part of the boxer and whisker because
they are outside of the distribution curve. Analyzing the
raw data, we realized that some measurements were sent
after longer times than the average update rate, but the
next ones came very close to the previous one. Also, in the
Vicon software we selected an update rate of 240Hz, which
is clearly faster than what we obtained in our experiment.
Because of these two issues, we speculated that there was a
data bottleneck in some part of the data flow for the Vicon.
As we used almost the same pipeline for all systems, and we
did not find this kind of bottleneck with the other trackers,
the problem should be located in the unique stages of the
workflow pipelines. For the Vicon, this stage corresponded
to the QVicon2OSC application, which does not offer a way
to monitor the signals it parses and processes.
The Kinect output median rate is 31Hz. It has the lowest
sample rate of the trackers we tested, but it is the more
stable, though. The Polhemus reported an average of 236
points per second, which is close to its actual specification.
However, when we analyzed the data arrival time, we realized that its distribution was extremely sparse. To isolate

and analyze this issue, we recorded the data internally with
PiMgr, the Polhemus’ proprietary application, and obtained
similar results to those when we sent OSC messages to another computer. Figure 6 shows the difference in the arrival
time between points over a lapse of 15 seconds. The median of the time differences is 4ms. However, every 256ms,
there is delay of 20ms in the next reported point which is
compensated later. Furthermore, a much larger correction,
in the order of 260ms is performed by the system every
3500ms. There are also three peaks that are not corrected
(circa 4200ms, 8500ms, and 12000ms). This behaviour of
the Polhemus is interesting. The system is reporting the
number of points per second that it should report, but unevenly. We reviewed again the documentation and were
intrigued by the fact that some documents stated that the
system provided 240 measurements in one second, per sensor, but other documents stated that the update rate of the
system is 240Hz. Both statements are different, while we
confirmed that the former is true, we proved that the latter
is false. Figure 5 shows a median update rate for the Gametrak close to 100Hz. It can be seen a large deviation of
the data distribution, meaning that the Gametrak reported
its data in a very unsteady way over time.
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Figure 5: Update rate for the four position trackers.

Figure 6: Difference in the arrival time between
points over a lapse of 15 seconds for the Polhemus

4.

technical parameters of the trackers, but also their practical considerations of use.

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

We have presented an experimental comparison of four position tracker systems. The accuracy and precision of the
systems, the shape of the space they sense, and their update
rate have been measured in the same environment with similar conditions, and a common workflow pipeline has been
used to compare their reported data.
Overall, the tracker with the best performance is the Vicon 460 Motion Capture system. The shape of the space it
senses is the closest to the nominal space, and is the most
precise and accurate of all the position trackers we tested.
In terms of its update rate, however, the workflow pipeline
we used with the Vicon provides less than half of the rate
we expected according to our settings of the system. The
measurements of the Polhemus are biased by the presence of
metallic surfaces and objects in the room that we could not
remove. Because of these conditions, the space it reports
is close to the actual space, but only in a limited region,
close to the source. Beyond a limit, the system reports the
position of the points very biased toward the ceiling, floor,
and walls. In terms of its output rate, the Polhemus reports
values at an uneven rate, but it compensates this shifts in
time to meet its declared specifications. The Kinect lacks
of precision and accuracy in all zones of the space. However, the shape of the space it senses is close to the nominal
space. The workflow pipeline we used in companion with
the Kinect has the most stable output rate of all systems,
but at the same time is the slowest one. It is, however,
the system with the simplest set up and calibration processes, and it is immune to changes in lighting conditions.
Finally, the Gametrak mechanical tracker reports a curved
space. Points in the vicinity of the device are reported close
to their actual position, but distant ones are gradually deviated from their nominal position, following the path of
curved, concentric lines with their origin in the device. The
arrival time of the Gametrak measurements is reasonably
constant and fast for the requirements of our system.
During this research, we have found that the design of a
touch-less musical interfaces can be delineated by the performance parameters of the tracker we choose. At the same
time, however, it can also be said that in musical practice,
some of these characteristics could, or could not, be important, it depends on the gesture to track. For example,
when tracking percussion playing gestures it seems sensible to have a very fast update rate, but a relatively small
sensed space. On the other hand, when tracking hand’s
gestures to modulate processes, a slower update rate might
be used but in larger sensed space. Finally, choosing the
most appropriate system for tracking musical gestures in
performance contexts requires a compromise between the
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ABSTRACT

processing of control data to the composer/programmer.
Furthermore, augmented instruments are often closely
tied to their inventors, who are sometimes players as well
as composers. This constrains the potential for feedback or
collection of ideas and renders the dissemination of a potentially interesting product more difficult.

An augmented bass clarinet is developed in order to extend
the performance and composition potential of the instrument. Four groups of sensors are added: key positions, inertial movement, mouth pressure and trigger switches. The
instrument communicates wirelessly with a receiver setup
which produces an OSC data stream, usable by any application on a host computer.
The SABRe projects intention is to be neither tied to its
inventors nor to one single player but to offer a reference
design for a larger community of bass clarinet players and
composers. For this purpose, several instruments are made
available and a number of composer residencies, workshops,
presentations and concerts are organized. These serve for
evaluation and improvement purposes in order to build a
robust and user friendly extended musical instrument, that
opens new playing modalities.

Keywords
augmented instrument, bass clarinet, sensors, air pressure,
gesture, OSC

1. INTRODUCTION
Augmented instruments have been developed since electronic components were small enough to be added to a
musical instrument: from grand piano[2] to the transverse
flute[17, 14]. All these instruments have used specific approaches to add layers of control data to the acoustically
produced sounds. With a specific focus on wind instruments, one can mention the following examples: finger pressure on keys[3], distance between the instrument and a fixed
point[14] or between two instrument parts[6], key displacements [11, 17], DSP analysis of produced sound[3], knobs,
sliders or touch-pads [7, 3] and the always effective trigger
switches.
Depending on the degree of awareness necessary to control these additional layers, the instrumentalist may face a
lack of mental resources necessary to play at the same time
an acoustic instrument and a controller at a virtuoso level.
Of course, practicing – over many years! – can partially
remedy this problem, but it would sometimes be convenient to generate control data without the need to change
the player’s skills. This would shift the responsibility of

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the sensor groups,
related to their PSU. a) airMEMS, b) left hand:
switches (b1 ), keys (b2 ) and LH PSU (b3 ), c) right
hand: IMU (c1 ), keys (c2 ) and RH PSU (c3 ).
For these reasons, the Sensor Augmented Bass clarinet
Research (SABRe) project aims to build an augmented bass
clarinet for professional musicians, permitting them to continue relying on their trained virtuoso skills, while developing new ways of expression. Through the project, several
instruments are made available to a community of players and composers in workshops or residencies, in order to
involve them in early development phases and be to able
to evaluate weaknesses and more closely integrate the endusers’ needs into the final design.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2. HARDWARE

sors[10] in order to get the absolute position of the instrument in space.

SABRe is made of four groups of sensors (Figure 1) which
are connected to pre-processing & sending units (PSU).
Each group measures a different gesture quality that occurs at a different level of instrumental awareness, while remaining ergonomically embedded in the instrument. These
groups are: key sensors, thumb switches, inertial measurement unit (IMU) and air pressure sensor (airMEMS). They
can be used independently from each other and – with the
exception of one cable for supplying power between the
lower and upper part of the clarinet – require no wiring.

2.1

2.4

Pre-Processing & Sending Unit

The three sensor groups mentioned above are connected
to two pre-processing & sending units (PSU): the upper
one serving for the thirteen left hand keys and three thumb
switches (LH PSU), the lower one for the twelve right hand
keys and the IMU (RH PSU). On both halves, the PSUs are
centered along the instrument body and connected to the
different sensors with flat printed circuits (FPC), as shown
on Figure 3. Each PSU is responsible for polling, processing and packaging sensors data for later transmission, and
manages the communication sequences with the receiver.

Keys sensors

Each independently movable key of the clarinet is equipped
with the pair of a permanent magnet and a linear Hall Effect sensor, which permits to measure the key position very
accurately. The magnet is coupled to the key movement
by a bracket with several degrees of freedom, which enables
the precise adjustment of its position and the physical optimization of sensing amplitude (see Figure 2). Opposite to
it, a Hall Effect sensor is attached to the clarinet body and
connected to one PSU.
The Selmer Privilège bass clarinet has 25 independently
movable and non-redundant keys, divided into thirteen on
the upper and twelve on the lower part. On each section of
the instrument, the Hall Effect sensor output of all keys are
multiplexed to one ten-bit analog-to-digital converter and
sequentially polled by the PSU.

Figure 3: Right hand PSU with power supply (a),
RF micro-controller (b), multiplexer to the ADC
(c), programming connector (d), radio control with
antennae connectors (e) and FPC to the sensors (f ).
Power is supplied by a 3.7 V Li-ion battery with a capacity of 1000 mAh, mounted below the RH PSU. Power for
the upper part of the clarinet is transferred through a short
cable plugged across the clarinet articulation, in order to
conserve the instruments disassembly capability.
The battery is mounted in a holder and can either be
removed and charged separately by the user or charged in
place with a standard cell phone charger through a MicroUSB plug.

2.5

Air pressure used to produce sounds in wind instruments
has been widely modeled[8, 1, 5, 12, 15] or investigated in
laboratory situations[9, 4], as well as used for performance
practice in commercial products like the EWI1 and WX52
saxophone-like controllers, as well as the BCA3 breath controller3 and a hybrid saxophone patented by Yamaha in
2006[13]. The laboratory systems on the one hand are not
usable for stage situations and the performance-based wind
controllers on the other hand block the air flow in order to
measure the mouthpiece pressure or do not make any use
of it for sound production.
In the case of an augmented instrument, the use of air
pressure as an expressive control value makes only sense if
the instruments acoustic characteristics remain completely
undisturbed. For SABRe, a modified mouthpiece has
been developed, that measures the pressure directly in the
player’s mouth, at the tip of the mouthpiece (see Figure 4),
without altering its acoustic properties.
The airMEMS sensor-platform has its own PSU, which
manages data polling, packaging and communication. It
also has a smaller, separate battery and can thus be used
independently on other non-SABRe instruments. This will

Figure 2: Magnet brackets with several degrees of
freedom, clamped to the key axes and positioned
above the Hall effect sensors.

2.2

Thumb switches

Just below the left thumb key, three small switches are
placed on a platform in such a way as to let the player activate them while pressing the thumb or the octave key. Since
the buttons remain somewhat difficult to use while playing, their main purpose is the triggering of ”low-frequency
events” such as scene changes or slow cue sequences and by
no means that of virtuoso playing.

2.3

airMEMS

Inertial Measurement Unit

The inertial measurement unit (IMU) is placed as low as
possible on the bass clarinets body, where the movement
amplitude is at a maximum when playing with a neck belt.
It is made of an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetometer, each with three measurement axes and at least
thirteen bits of resolution. It delivers information about rotation, linear displacement, inclination and orientation of
the instrument. An Attitude Heading Reference System
(AHRS) will be implemented with the data of these sen-

1
http://www.akaipro.com/ewiusb, accessed on April 20,
2012
2
http://usa.yamaha.com/products/music-production/
midi-controllers/wx5/, accessed on April 20, 2012
3
http://usa.yamaha.com/products/music-production/
accessories/breathcontrollers/bc3a/?mode=model,
accessed on April 20, 2012
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collision, the receiver calls each registered PSU sequentially
for data transmission. If the called device does not respond
until a timeout limit, it gets bypassed until the next turn.
After several bypassed turns, the device is considered dead
and is deregistered, until it announces itself again in the
network.
When a PSU is called, it transmits data to the receiver,
starts a sensor polling sequence and, when done, waits for
the next receiver call. On the receiver side, captured data
is immediately forwarded to the USB chip in order to be
processed by the SABRe-server.

3.2
Figure 4: airMEMS-modified mouthpiece, with
flexible hose (a), pressure sensor (b), RF electronics
(c) and battery (d).
enable the separate development of airMEMS sensors for
e.g. pedagogical applications on other clarinet or saxophone
mouthpieces.

2.6

Receiver

The receiver manages registration and synchronization of
the PSUs, as well as data forwarding from the radio
transceiver to the USB port of a host computer at the highest possible data rate. It consists of an USB flash drive-like
device with a radio transceiver and a USB module, which
is automatically enumerated as a virtual serial port.
After having developed a first working prototype of the
receiver, it was decided to work with a commercially available device, which is already packaged, optimized against
electro-magnetic interferences, meets security specifications
and costs only e35.-.

4.

4.1

SABReserver

serial

4.2

OSC <40001>

Receiver

!!!"

!!!"

/sabre/key/4/down 1!

PSU

Figure 5: Overview of a SABRe communication sequence.

3.1

Keys sampling rate

To be efficient, the key sampling rate has to be fast enough
to capture key positions in a binary (open/close) mode.
If one considers a slightly exaggerated maximum playing
speed of four sixteenths notes at 240 beat per minute (i.e.
4 beat per second), the minimum binary sampling rate for
each key, including a Nyquist factor of 2, would be 32 Hz.
The current waiting time due to slow USB speed permits
a sampling rate of about 110 Hz, which is enough for binary values. But if additional continuous data have to be
acquired, such as key press and release speed, higher rates
will have to be achieved, in order to get a sufficiently high
number of samples necessary to calculate speed values.

host computer

PSU

Latency

The total amount of transmitted data, including overhead,
checksum, temperatures and timestamp is about 100 bytes.
Since the radio transmission takes place at a non-IEEEstandard theoretical speed of 2 Mbps4 , the whole data load
is transferred from the PSUs to the receiver after about one
millisecond, leading to a theoretical sampling rates close to
1 kHz.
Notwithstanding, on the most current Mac OS X 10.x,
the highest built-in speed for USB as virtual serial port
is 115’200 bps, which causes a total forwarding latency of
about 9 ms. In order to overcome this problem, higher
USB data rates as well as more efficient data packaging are
planned for later versions.

SABRe communication takes place in a dedicated lowlatency wireless network. PSUs send their data to the receiver, which is connected to a USB port of a host computer
and forwards them to the SABRe-server. This application
parses them to a human-readable OSC address space on a
specific port, which can be read by any application supporting the protocol. Figure 5 shows an overview of a communication sequence.
USB

PERFORMANCES

The performance evaluation of the first SABRe prototype
delivered results, which will determine the necessary improvement of the next versions. First significant results are
shown in the next sections.

3. COMMUNICATION

IEEE
802.15.4

SABRe-Server

On the host computer, the low-CPU-demand multithreaded SABRe-server continuously reads the serial port
and parses data along the specific SABRe address and message format. Once parsed, data is processed to produce
higher-level information like scaled sensor data, key-codes
(e.g. MIDI notes) retrieved from a fingering table, heading
and tilt calculated from the IMU sensors, as well as a system timestamp for synchronization purposes. The data is
subsequently transmitted via UDP to a given port, in order
to be captured by any OSC-capable host application.

Network

4.3

All SABRe wireless devices communicate on a IEEE
802.15.4 network[16] in a star mode, where the receiver acts
as coordinator and the PSUs as end devices. The network is
configured in an automatic registration mode, which allows
each PSU to enter into the network at any time, announce
itself and get registered by the receiver. In order to coordinate the communication between all PSUs and avoid data

Battery life

The first evaluations of the battery life for both PSUs show
promising durations of more than six hours at full transmission power and maximum polling speed, which appears to
4
The actual communication speed is lower than 2 Mbps,
due to header sequences that take place at the standard
speed of 250 kbps.
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8.

be long enough for normal performance-based uses. In order to save discharge cycles during longer uses phases such
as rehearsals, it remains possible to play instrument while
plugged into a charger.

4.4
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airMEMS

The development of airMEMS is still in an early stage but
delivers some interesting results such as a first apparent
relationship between played dynamics and mouth pressure,
pressure ranges on a completely closed mouthpiece, and the
potential for slap detection.
Even though the battery for the airMEMS-unit is small,
and has not been properly specified yet, it appears to last
longer than the large main battery on the instrument body.

5. COMPOSITIONS
As mentioned in Section 1, SABRe shall be made available
for a large community in the form of a hardware and software package that can be mounted on any bass clarinet.
In order to spark interest in this new instrument, an effort
is made to foster content generation by inviting composers
for residencies and offering them the opportunity to discover new means of expression. In return, the SABRe-team
can profit from these demanding test persons, improve the
instrument performance and at the same time produce materials for presentations, demos or concerts.
As of this writing, one commissioned piece by the Swiss
composer Katharina Rosenberger – nodes – has been premiered already and two residencies are in progress to be
premiered in the fall of 2012. Publications specifically concerned with the content-creation part of the SABRe-project
will follow in short order.

6. CONCLUSION
SABRe aims to provide a robust, user friendly and broadly
available augmented instrument, which extends the bass
clarinets performance and composition potential.
After a first engineering phase on hardware and communications, the SABRe project has entered into an evaluation
and composition phase. Composers are invited for residencies for them to explore the instruments potential, generate
new dedicated content, simultaneously help the developers
to identify general users needs and detect weaknesses.
After this evaluation phase, an upgraded version of
SABRe will be available. Regularly updated information can be found under: http://www.icst.net/research/
current-projects/sabre/.
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ABSTRACT

expressive richness of acoustic instruments. Another interesting application of hyperinstruments is in the context of
performance analysis. The most common example is the
use of (typically expensive) acoustic pianos fitted with a
robotic actuation system on the keys that can capture the
exact details of the player actions and replicate them. That
system allows the exact nuances of a particular piano player
to be captured, and when played back on the same acoustic
piano will sound identical to the original performance. The
captured information can be used to analyze specific characteristics of the music performance such as how timing of
different sections varies among different performers. The
majority of hyperinstruments that have been proposed in
the literature have been modifications of Western musical
instruments. The focus of this paper is extending the Gyil
which is a traditional wooden african xylophone with digital sensing capabilities. The conventional Gyil has 14 or 15
wooden bars tuned to a pentatonic scale that are mounted
on a wooden frame. Hollowed-out gourds are hung from
the frame blow the wooden bars to act as resonators. The
Gyil sound is characterized by a buzzing resonance, due to
the preparation of the gourds, which have holes drilled and
them that are papered over with spider silk egg casings. The
egg casings act as vibrating membranes, but have irregular
forms due to their material properties and the hole shape.
The use of computers to support research in ethnomusicology has been termed “Computational Ethnomusicology”.
Most music in the world is orally transmitted and traditionally was analyzed based on manual transcriptions either
based on common music notation or using invented conventions specific to the culture studied. In the same way that
direct sensing technology opened up new possibilities in the
study of piano performance, we believe that direct sensing
can provide valuable information in the study of traditional
music. Music is defined as much by the process of creation
as by recorded artifacts. Capturing information about the
musician’s actions can aid in understanding the process of
music creation. This is particularly important in orallytransmitted music cultures that are slowly hybridizing or
disappearing due to the onslaught of western pop music
culture. We hope that by interfacing the Gyil with the computer we will be able to understand more about how it is
played, enable the creation of electro-acoustic compositions
and performances that integrate it, and better understand
the physics of its sound production. In addition we hope
to spark collaborations with masters of the tradition where

The Gyil is a pentatonic African wooden xylophone with
14-15 keys. The work described in this paper has been
motivated by three applications: computer analysis of Gyil
performance, live improvised electro-acoustic music incorporating the Gyil, and hybrid sampling and physical modeling. In all three of these cases, detailed information about
what is played on the Gyil needs to be digitally captured
in real-time. We describe a direct sensing apparatus that
can be used to achieve this. It is based on contact microphones and is informed by the specific characteristics of the
Gyil. An alternative approach based on indirect acquisition
is to apply polyphonic transcription on the signal acquired
by a microphone without requiring the instrument to be
modified. The direct sensing apparatus we have developed
can be used to acquire ground truth for evaluating different
approaches to polyphonic transcription and help create a
“surrogate” sensor. Some initial results comparing different
strategies to polyphonic transcription are presented.

Keywords
hyperinstruments, indirect acquisition, surrogate sensors,
computational ethnomusicology, physical modeling, performance analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to interface existing musical instruments to computer systems opens up a variety of interesting possibilities. The term ‘hyperinstrument’ has been used to refer to
an acoustic musical instrument that can be played conventionally which has been augmented with various sensors to
transmit information about what is played to a computer
syste expanding the sonic palette of the acoustic instrument. The most common use of hyperinstruments has been
in the context of live electro-acoustic music performance
where they combine the wide variety of control possibilities of digital instruments such as MIDI keyboards with the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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electro-acoustic mediums are largely unexplored due to the
typically limited access to the associated technologies.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section describes related work and provides context for our system.
Section 3 describes the sensing apparatus we have developed specifically for the Gyil. In Section 4 we show how
this sensing technology can be used together with a physical
model of the gourd resonators to create an acoustically excited hybrid model that retains the wooden bars but models
the gourds virtually. Section 5 describes our experiments in
trying to use sound source separation algorithms that have
been tailored specifically to the Gyil to perform real-time
causal transcription potentially bypassing the need for direct sensing. The direct sensing apparatus is used to train
this indirect “surrogate” sensor by automatically providing
ground truth to evaluate how good the transcription is.
An underlying theme of our work is that we can achieve
better results in both sensor design and audio analysis by
tailoring them specifically for the Gyil. The paper concludes by discussing future work. Audio and video examples of the work described in this paper can be found at
http://opihi.cs.uvic.ca/nime2012gyil.

tems can be used as front ends to automatic transcription
which has the related but different goal of detecting when
and for how long different sources are activated without
requiring actual separation of the signals. A large family of source separation/music transcription algorithms are
based on various forms of factorization in which the timefrequency representation of the mixture is decomposed into
a weighted linear combination from a dictionary consisting
of basis functions that correspond to the time-frequency
representations of the individual sound sources [12]. The
majority of existing approaches are not causal (require all
of the input signal) and are designed for more general types
of sound sources. Therefore they are not appropriate for
real-time processing. In this paper we investigate the potential of such techniques in a real-time context and with
a dictionary specifically tailored to the Gyil. One possible
criterion for evaluating how good is a certain aproximation
is the least mean squares [13]. Since sound source activities are always positive, the non-negativity criterion may be
incorporated in the calculation of the approximation, leading to the Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLSQ) algorithm
[13]. The NNLSQ algorithm has been used in the context of
transcription (that is, the detection of symbol note data) by
Niedermayer [14], and, as it represents a form of dictionarybased factorization, it may also be used to perform some
forms of sound source separation. It forms the basis of our
transcription system.

2. RELATED WORK
Hyperinstruments are acoustic instruments that have been
augmented with sensing hardware to capture performance
information [1]. The majority of existing hyperinstruments
have been standard western instruments such as guitars,
keyboards, piano and strings. A similar emphasis on western music occurs in musicological and music information retrieval research. It has motivated research in computational
ethnomusicology which is defined as the use of computers
to assist ethnomusicological research [2, 3]. In world music,
the use of hyper-instruments has been explored in the context of North Indian music [4] and digital sensors have been
used in the development of Gamelan Electrica [5], a new
electronic set of instruments based on Balinese performance
practice. One interesting motivation behind the design of
Gamelan Electrica is a reduction in physical size and weight,
simplifying transportation. This concern also motivated us
to investigate replacing the gourd resonators by simulating them digitally using physical modeling. The hybrid use
of microphones to capture sound excitation and simulatation to model the needed resonances has been proposed in
context of percussion instruments and termed acoustically
excited physical models [6, 7]. Past work in the physical
modeling of pitched percussion instruments has mostly focused on the vibraphone and marimba [8].
Indirect acquisition refers to the process of extracting
performance information by processing audio of the performance captured by a microphone rather than using direct
sensors. It has been motivated by some of the disadvantages
of hyperinstruments such as the need for modifications to
the original instrument and the difficulty of replication [9,
10]. In general it requires sophisticated audio signal processing and sometimes machine learning techniques to extract the required information. An interesting connection
between direct and indirect acquisition is the concept of a
surrogate sensor. The idea is to utilize direct sensors to
train and evaluate an algorithm that takes as input the audio signal from a microphone and outputs the same control
information as the direct sensor [11]. When the trained
surrogate sensor(s) exhibits satisfactory performance it can
replace the direct sensor(s).
The goal of automatic source separation is to separate the
individual sound sources that comprise a mixture of sounds
from a single channel recording of that mixture. Such sys-

3.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Gyil (pronounced Jee-Lee) is a central instrument native to the Lobi culture in the Black Volta River Basin on
the boarders of Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, and Ghana [15]
1
. It is a wooden xylophone whose actual number of bars
vary between 11 and 22, but is typically 14. The bars are
arranged in a single row, made of Legaa wood (the region’s
indigenous hardwood), and use gourds (relative in size to
the bar they are under) as resonators. The instrument resembles the marimba sonically and is graduated in size left
to right- bigger/lower pitch to smaller/higher pitch, respectively. Its tuning is technically pentatonic, and spans three
to four octaves (specifically accommodating vocal range).
Because West Africans don’t have a collectively established
fixed frequency to designate as a systematic tuning convention, e.g. A=440, instruments are tuned at the discretion of
the instrument maker and each has its own unique tuning,
even if meant to be a pair. In general, African equidistant
tuning is based on the recognition of steps that resemble one
another. When a key does not conform yet is tolerated, it
is considered dissonant. This idea of dissonance in the Lobi
context will actually change the scale system from tetratonic
to pentatonic, and is perceived as something that should be
avoided. This is an important consideration when it comes
to physical modeling, because the convenience of uniform
distribution is not an afforded luxury, therefore each instrument and each bar on that instrument must be considered individually, along with its corresponding gourd and
the sympathetic resonances from each unique neighboring
gourd and the subsequent individual character of each bar.
The direct sensing we have prototyped relies on a combination of standard digital pro-audio equipment: Firewire
AD/DA multi-channel audio interface, personal computer
with appropriate audio processing capabilities, necessary
software, playback speakers and low cost (less than 1 cent
when bought in bulk) piezo transducers being used as contact microphones (hot glued directly to the bars) to ac1

http://www.mandaramusic.com/writings/
Oct92percnotesdagari.html
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Figure 2: bass gourd shown (14” deep, 10” dia.body, and 4” dia.- mouth) and frame construction.

Figure 1: Top left: Gyil on top of vibraphone for
showing scale, Top right: piezo sensors under bars,
Bottom Left: 2882 input, Bottom Right: overview

quire a high-resolution direct digital audio signal. The acquired signals have a very low signal-to-noise-ratio and capture well the acoustic sound. A similar approach does not
work very well when used with metal vibraphone bars, as
metal bars are much more sensitive to the damping effect
of attaching a piezo, which attenuates the higher frequency
partials, and shortens the decay time. It does work with
other wood pitched percussion instruments, such as the
chromatic, western concert xylophone and Marimba. However, digital audio input using the method we have described
is impractical, and cost-prohibitive (unless custom multiplexing is used) requiring more than 37 channels for any
instrument over the standard 3 octave range.
Our system is designed so that each bar has a piezoelectrical sensor2 glued onto it on the player’s side near
the bridge, but not uniform as the underside of the Gyil
bars are irregular. This tends to be the most resonant location for the piezos, with the best replication of the bars
sound. Each sensor is connected to a 1/4” jack input into
a Metric Halo 2882 audio interface. The 2882 interface has
eight 1/4” inputs with digitally controlled gain. Our system
utilizes two 2882’s linked optically allowing for 16 direct,
identical channels of audio input, ideal for our Gyil which
has 15 bars. The cabling was fabricated by ourselves using low cost materials and the analog circuit is completely
passive. We have utilized Ableton Live 8 and Max/MSP 5
with a recent laptop computer to process the incoming 15
channels of audio without any issues. Each bar is assigned
its own channel in Live and can be processed individually
as needed using native devices, third party plug-ins, or custom Max4Live devices. Currently we monitor on on a stereo
pair of Genelec 8030A speakers via a MIDAS Verona 320
mixing console, but any monitoring configuration can be
implemented. Figure 1 shows the enhanced instrument.

4. HYBRID ACOUSTIC/PHYSICAL MODEL
The Gyil differs from the marimba or the xylophone primarily in the use of gourds that are hung on the body of
the instrument, below the wooden bars as seen in Figure 2.
They act as resonators amplifying the sound of the wooden
bars. The characteristic buzzing sound of the Gyil is the
result of the preparation of the gourds, which have holes
2

Diameter: 20mm; Center Disc: 15mm wide; Profile: approx. 0.22mm thick; Resonant Frequency: 3.5 ± 0.5 KHz;
Resonant Resistance: 500 ohms max.; Capacitance: 30
000pF ± 30% at 100Hz; Input Voltage: 30Vp-p max.; Operating Temperature: -20 to +50oC; Storage Temperature:
-20 to positive 60oC. http://contactmicrophones.com/
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drilled in them, which are papered over with spider silk egg
casings. The egg casings act as vibrating membranes, but
are irregular in their form, due to the shape of the holes,
and their material properties. In this section we describe a
physical model for the Gyil gourd. It has been motivated
by the desire to create sound synthesis techniques based on
physical modeling for the Gyil as well as a way to simplify
the transportation of the instrument as the gourds are large
in volume, awkward in shape, and fragile. The direct sensing apparatus described in the previous section can be easily
packed as it consists of wires, contact, microphones and an
external multi-channel sound card. The wooden bars can
be easily folded and are quite robust. In addition it lowers
the cost of making an instrument. The developed physical
model is designed to act as an electronic replacement for the
gourd while preserving the unique timbre of the instrument.
By having separate audio input through the contact microphones for each bar, as described in the previous section,
each bar can be fed into separate gourd models resulting in
a more realistic model of the actual instrument.
The proposed system consists of a model for the gourd
itself, and a model for the membrane. We make the assumption that the feedback from the gourd to the wooden
bar is negligible and therefore can be viewed as a sourcefilter system. In order to make measurements of the acoustic properties of a single gourd, we removed the bars from
the Gyil frame. Investigations were carried by exciting the
gourd with a sine and triangle waves of fixed frequency and
varying amplitude which led to the wave wrapping model of
the membrane described below. It was found that there is a
clear threshold over which there is significant high frequency
distortion which we speculate is caused when the egg casing membranes start deforming instead of simply vibrating.
The gourds are considered as simple resonant bodies, which
can be modeled by resonant band pass filters [16]. The frequency of the filter is inversely proportional to the volume of
the gourd, and the resonance or Q-factor is inversely proportional to the size of the opening at the top. For that
reason, larger gourds are chosen to be associated with the
lower pitched notes. The range of gourd sizes may either
be selected by hand, or a scaling constant, 0 < sf < 1, may
be used, so that the center frequency of the bandpass filter representing the smallest gourd, f0 , is selected and the
frequency of the nth gourd is given by sn−1
f0 .
f
The membranes are modeled using wave folders, which
have the property to wrap the input signal around two predefined limits. Mathematically, for an input signal with
amplitude xin , and specified reflection amplitude A, the

output signal y is given by:
8
A
−cA < xin < A
<
xin − A
x>A
xout =
: cA − x
xin < −cA
in

Magnitude (dB)

0

(1)

where 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 is a parameter which we may set to
adjust the asymmetry of the folding, that is, the difference
between the absolute values of the high-level and the lowlevel limits, as can be seen in Figure 3. The choice of wave
folding over a clipping function reflects the need for a greater
degree of harmonic content to be generated than clipping
produces, when processing a dynamic signal.
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plot in Figure 5. It can be seen that the Gyil gourd produces a more broadband spectrum than our model, which
is characterized by well-defined spectral peaks. The broadband spectrum introduced by the gourd suggests a greater
degree of non-linearity in the physical system than in our
first-order model. We plan to address this issue in future
revisions of the model.
The proposed model benefits from the direct sensors. In
the physical instrument, larger gourds are related to the
sound of lower pitched notes with higher intensity, and the
same holds for smaller gourds and higher pitched notes. If
the sound signal from the Gyil is simply obtained through
a single microphone, this pitch-dependent coupling is not
possible. By using a different channel for sensing each bar,
it is possible to route signals through different instances of
the model described above, hence obtaining a sound whose
timbre is closer to that of the natural Gyil sound.

Crossfade
(direct/model)

Resonant bandpass filter

3

10
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5: Spectral plots for the sound of a Gyil:
without Gourd (top), with physical Gourd (middle),
and with virtual Gourd (bottom)

The resonant filter yields signal to a number of membranes, which are wave folders as described by Expression
1. To mimic the different sizes of the membranes, and the
slight variations in material, the wave folders have different
parameter settings for A and c (as defined in Expression
1). To simplify the implementation of the model, and to
make it more transparent, an adjustable scaling parameter 0 < sw < 1 is specified so that, for a model with N
membranes, the level at which signal is folded in the nth
membrane is given by sn
w A, thus reducing the number of
adjustable parameters for the wave folders from N to 2.
Last, the output of the wave folders is fed back into the
resonant filter, with a controllable gain. The whole system
may be visualized in Figure 4.

k
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Figure 3: A simple wave folder with adjustable symmetry used to model membranes on the gourds.

Input from piezo-electric pickups

Direct sensor and gourd model
−10
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SOUND SOURCE SEPARATION AND AUTOMATIC TRANSCRIPTION

This section discusses the application of digital signal processing techniques for the purpose of obtaining the same
data yielded by the multi-channel direct sensors, but using
as input only a single channel. This single channel can either be the summation of the sensor signals or the sound
data acquired from a regular microphone that is not directly attached to the instrument. The motivation is to
attempt to extract the same information without requiring any modifications to the actual instrument. For this
purpose we decided to investigate sound source separation
algorithms. In order to obtain satisfactory performance we
tailored the approach to the Gyil. In order to evaluate transcription algorithms it is necessary to have some form of
ground truth of what the right answer should be. In most
of the existing literature this is obtained through symbolic
representations of the music that is then synthesized and
passed through the source separation system. In the music

Adjustable feedback from wave folders

Figure 4: Diagram of signal flow for one gourd.
The signal yielded by the physical model is the output of
the resonant filter, which will be very close to the sound of
the vibrating bar for low amplitudes and will have a considerable amount of distortion for high amplitudes.
The gourd has the effect of amplifying the two harmonics
present in the bar, and introducing a significant amount of
spectral content between 1kHz and 7kHz, as can be seen by
comparing the top and middle plots in Figure 5. Our gourd
model driven by the output of the piezo-electric direct sensor succeeds in introducing high frequency content in a similar manner to the Gyil gourd, as seen in the lowest spectral
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tradition we are interested there is no concept of a score and
therefore evaluation of a transcription system would require
time-consuming manual creation of ground truth. By utilizing the direct sensing apparatus described above we can
effectively collect unlimited amounts of ground truth and
training data simply by playing the instrument.
The techniques described below rely on a factorization
algorithm called Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLSQ), as
proposed in [13], which aims to obtain the best description
(considering the least square error) of a certain signal using a non-negative combination of a set of pre-defined basis
functions. The signal representation used for the purpose
of this detection is the logarithm of the magnitude spectrum, which was obtained by dividing the input signal in
frames of 12 ms (with a 6 ms overlap), multiplying each
frame by a hanning window, zero-padding it to twice its
length and, for each frame x, calculating the spectrogram
as y = log10 (1 + kDFT(x)k). The resulting spectra are
trimmed in order to eliminate frequency components outside the spectra of the instrument’s notes (and reduce the
computational load). The basis vectors are obtained by averaging a few frames of the spectrogram of an execution of
each isolated note. The NNLSQ algorithm is, then, executed over each frame of the analyzed piece’s spectrogram,
yielding the activation level of each note. This approach is
similar to the one proposed by [14]. This information may
be used either for sound source separation of for automatic
transcription, as described below.
The dataset used in this experiment consists of an audio
recording approximately 2 minutes long. It was simultaneously recorded using the direct sensors (as separate tracks)
and a microphone placed in front of the instrument. After
the recording, the data from the direct sensors was artificially mixed, simulating the process of analog mixing that
is part of the first scenario described above. Hence, there
were three different synchronized tracks: a multi-channel
track where each bar of the instrument is explicitly recorded
in one different channel, a single-channel track containing
data obtained from the direct sensors and a single-channel
track obtained from a microphone recording. All experiments in this section take in account using direct (contact)
and indirect (microphone) sensors both to acquire the basis functions and to test the performance of the analyzed
methods.

5.1

of each basis, weighted by the activation level of that note,
using the phase information from the input signal and then
calculating an inverse DFT. In the experiments, the input
signal was separated and then remixed. The final result
was compared to the input using the evaluation method
described by Vincent [17]. The Signal-to-Distortion ratio
(SDR) is reported, as it is the only meaningful evaluation
metric for one input, one output systems. The results are
reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Signal-to-Distortion Ratio for the source
separation techniques.
Basis source
Input
Microphone Contact
Microphone 0.0408
0.0049
Contact
0.0857
0.1558

As it may be seen, the use of sound-source separation
techniques is not as effective as the use of individual sensor
data regardless of the basis vectors used. This means that
the use of multiple channels of direct sensors is interesting
for the purpose of obtaining audio data. The next section
describes an algorithm for obtaining control data, namely,
the onsets and pitches that are played.

5.2

Although obtaining audio data from the mono signal, as described above, may be difficult with today’s techniques, it
might only be desired to simply obtain the control data that
would be provided by the direct sensors. Experiments were
conducted aiming to determine the limits under which control data may be reliably obtained from these single-channel
mixes. The ground truth transcription data was obtained
by automatically detecting onsets using straightforward energy thresholding in the multi-channel track (offsets were
ignored, as the Gyil does not have gestures related to offsets). This method of obtaining ground truth data is called
surrogate sensing [11], and by using it a large amount of
annotated data can be acquired in real-time.
The method used to obtain symbol data in this paper relies on obtaining basis vectors and then running the NNLSQ
algorithm over the testing data. In order to obtain discrete
control data, the activation levels are, yielded to a rulebased decision algorithm that works as follows. First, all
activation levels below a certain threshold a are set to zero.
After that, all values whose activation level difference are
below another threshold b are set to zero. When a nonzero value for the activation value is found, an adaptive
threshold value is set to that level multiplied by an overshoot factor c. The adaptive threshold decays linearly at a
known rate d, and all values activation levels below it are
ignored. Finally, the system deals with polyphony by assuming that a certain activation level only denotes an onset
if it is greater than a ratio g of the sum of all activation
values for that frame. After this process a list of events,
described by onset and pitch, is yielded. The events in the
ground truth list and in the obtained list are matched using the automatic algorithm described in [18]. An event is
considered correct if its pitch is equal to the pitch of the
matched event and its onset is within a 100 ms range of the
ground truth. The values reported are the Recall (R, number of correct events divided by the total number of events
in the ground truth), Precision (P , number of correct events
divided by the total number of yielded events) and the FMeasure (F = 2RP/(R + P )). These are standard metrics
used for evaluating transcription and originating from in-

Sound Source Separation

In this section, an NNLSQ-based technique for sound source
separation is evaluated. This technique relies on the assumption that polyphonic audio signals that result from the
mixing of several different sources are, in terms of physical
measures, the sum of the signals corresponding to each individual source. Also, the human perception derived from
listening to that sound is essentially the superposition of
the sensations triggered when listening to each individual
source. Therefore, a reasonable mathematical model for
the phenomenon of sound source identification is:
X = BA.

Automatic Transcription

(2)

In that model, B is a set of basis functions, that is, a set
of vector representations of the sources to be identified, X is
the representation of several measures of the phenomenon in
the same domain as B, and A is a set of weight coefficients
that represent how much each source defined in B is active
in each measurement. Evaluation of the technique is based
on a resynthesis schema, as follows. Since the spectral representation related to each base vector is known, it is possible
to re-synthesize the expected audio for each channel. That
is done by summing the magnitude spectral representation
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7.

formation retrieval. Table 2 show these coefficients for both
analyzed pieces.
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Table 2: Event detection accuracy (%), using different sensors to acquire basis.
Basis from direct sensor
Input Source Recall Precision F-Measure
Microphone
36.39
33.63
34.95
Contact
81.01
44.91
57.79
Basis from indirect sensor
Input Source Recall Precision F-Measure
Microphone
59.81
47.97
53.24
Contact
20.89
74.16
32.59
As can be seen, results degrade when using different sensors to calculate the basis vectors than the sensors used to
acquire the signal in which the detection will be performed
on. That is because the microphone signal is considerably
noisier - due to normal ambient noise when playing, as well
as sounds from the Gyil frame - and the basis vectors obtained from microphone recordings take these model imperfections into account. It is also important to note that
the precision obtained when analyzing direct sensors was
always greater, which is easily explainable by the absence
of ambient noise in the recording. The results, however,
indicate that there is significant room for improvements,
and for greater accuracy requirements it is necessary to use
the multi-channel direct sensor data, as current real-time
techniques for polyphonic transcription have limited reliability. The direct sensing has been essential in enabling us
to evaluate these different approaches. It is also important
to note that the results degrade drastically when using basis
functions that are not obtained from Gyil recordings.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have described a direct sensing apparatus specifically
designed for the African wooden xylophone called the Gyil.
An array of piezo-electric pickups mounts on the wooden
bars enables the capture of detailed performance data. The
raw audio data produced can be used to drive a physical
model of the gourds. We also describe how the direct sensors can be used to obtain ground truth information for
evaluation audio transcription approaches tailored to the
particular instrument. There are many directions for future work. We hope to study the variations in technique
among different players in the context of performance analysis. The physical model can be improved by more detailed
modeling of the gourd resonators as well as including coupling between neighboring gourds. We also plan to create
a full physical model in which the wooden bar excitation is
simulated. Based on our existing algorithms, indirect acquisition is not sufficiently accurate to obtain performance
data. We plan to investigate several variations of factorization methods. The surrogate sensor approach to obtaining
ground truth will be essential in continuously improving our
algorithms. Finally we plan to include the developed hyperinstruments in live performances of electro-acoustic music.
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ABSTRACT

2. OBJECTIVES & INNOVATION

The Create USB Interface is an open source microcontroller
board that can be programmed in C, BASIC, or Arduino
languages. The latest version is called the CUI32Stem, and it is
designed to work ‘hand-in-hand’ with the GROVE prototyping
system that includes a wide range of sensors and actuators. It
utilizes a high-performance Microchip® PIC32 microcontroller
unit to allow programmable user interfaces. Its development
and typical uses are described, focusing on musical interaction
design scenarios. Several options for wireless connectivity are
described as well, enabling the CUI32Stem to pair with a
smartphone and/or a normal computer. Finally, SeeedStudio’s
GROVE system is explained, which provides a prototyping
system comprised of various elements that incorporate simple
plugs, allowing the CUI32Stem to easily connect to the
growing collection of open source GROVE transducers.

One of the main objectives in the development of the
CUI32Stem is to pursue the author’s own long-term research
focused on the development of new electronically enhanced
(augmented) musical instruments. The aim of this research is to
explore the potentials that such instruments have in the context
of new compositions and new methods of performance. The
overall goal is to add new dimensions and expressive
possibilities to the capabilities of traditional electronic and/or
hybrid acoustic instruments, exploring these in contemporary
music, or in fact any performance setting. The research can be
seen as a process of discovery, investigating the extension of
musical instruments’ expressive and performative ranges. In
addition, through research-based teaching, students are exposed
to the common issues that may arise in the field, and are asked
to build significant projects through their semester work.
A complete discussion of the larger research challenges and
innovations is not included here. However, a recent example of
an augmented musical instrument created by the author is the
Overtone Fiddle [11], which utilizes some of the technology
described herein. This document is intended to serve as
collection of useful technical information for those interested in
working with the CUI32Stem, the GROVE system, and their
corresponding methodologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
The CUI32Stem follows in the footsteps of the author’s
previous circuit board designs, such as the original Create USB
Interface (CUI) [10] that utilized a PIC18F4553 microcontroller
(an older 8-bit MCU), and the currently available CUI32 [2].
The CUI32 utilizes a PIC32MX440F512H, which is a modern
32-bit MCU (Microcontroller Unit) running at 80MHz. This
allows the system to perform much faster, and the use of a free
RTOS (Real-Time Operating System) has been implemented
which includes an on-chip compiler for BASIC-language
programs.
The RTOS is called StickOS [15], and was created by Rich
Testardi. The CUI32 also includes a bootloader pre-installed.
This allows advanced users to program it via either the Arduino
language, or Microchip’s free C-development environment and
compiler (MPLAB X / C32) without having to purchase a
separate programmer. The CUI32 circuit board was designed
by the author as an improved version of the original CUI, and is
sold by SparkFun electronics and other online retailers, as
shown in figure 1 (lower right corner).

2.1 A New Board: CUI32Stem
The first prototype of the newest member of the CUI family,
the CUI32Stem (Figure 1, lower left corner and Figure 2)
incorporates changes to the board design to accommodate the
GROVE system’s 4-pin connectors for sensors and actuators, as
well as incorporate a more powerful microcontroller along with
an updated bootloader that supports the Arduino language.
The design details can see found on the SeeedStudio wiki1
(distributor of the CUI32Stem and GROVE systems), including
more information about functionality and availability. The
CUI32Stem board can be connected to a wide range of GROVE
elements. More data about each of the individual GROVE
elements is also available online, including schematics and
related files. All of the GROVE elements can be acquired
individually – for a specific design – or experimentation kits
will be available which will include an assortment of various
GROVE elements together with the CUI32Stem. These bundles
are provided simply as a convenient way of obtaining a
collection of various sensors and actuators that support musical
(and other) interaction design processes. It is hoped that the
ease of use of such bundles will facilitate rapid prototyping of
many ideas within physical interaction design, a process that is
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CUI32Stem and GROVE system on SeeedStudio wiki:
http://www.seeedstudio.com/wiki/CUI32Stem

sometimes referred to as sketching in hardware. Within musical
interaction design specifically, this may include performance
oriented systems, composition interfaces, interactive
installations, and other types of designs in the context of lab /
experimental / educational use.

‘open hardware facilitator’ where design contributions are
encouraged from around the world – via the internet – to add to
their increasing collection of 50+ GROVE elements [5]. These
elements include a wide range of sensors and actuators that
may be useful in different fields of research. Those of primary
interest within musical interaction design may be the type of
sensors that capture human input (rather than environmental
sensors, or others). One of the goals of the GROVE system is to
provide accessibility to as many people around the world as
possible, and as such the price points set for the GROVE
elements (as well as the CUI32Stem) are rather aggressive
(inexpensive).

Figure 1. Historical progression of Create USB Interface
(CUI) boards, clockwise from top left: The original CUI
hand-built in 2004, the first surface-mount CUI in 2005
(black), the CUI32 as currently sold by SparkFun and other
distributors (red), and a prototype CUI32Stem (green)

Figure 2. Top and bottom renderings of the latest
CUI32Stem – it is very similar to the current CUI32, but
swaps the generic prototyping area in favor of 4-pin
connectors for SeeedStudio’s GROVE system, allowing
sensors and actuators to be attached - no need for solder

While the microcontroller (PIC32MX795F512H) on the
new CUI32Stem is in the same family as the CUI32, and runs
at the same clock speed (80MHz), it has more internal memory
as well as an internal Ethernet controller (however, an add-on
board would still necessary to plug in an Ethernet cable). A
benchmark showing the performance of this microcontroller
can be seen via its Coremark rating [3]. When compared to a
well-known microcontroller in the research community, the
CUI32Stem’s Coremark is 203, while a standard Arduino has a
Coremark of 18. This is with native C-code compiled with full
optimization on both; clearly, some of the ‘extra’ speed of the
CUI32Stem is lost when running BASIC code in StickOS – the
tradeoff in this case is for ease of use (not needing to install an
IDE on your laptop, etc.).
An example musical project worth noting in terms of the
processing power of the PIC32, is Philip Burgess’ open source
project to build a self-contained polyphonic synthesizer [1].
Using piezo sensors as trigger inputs, this project was done
with the ChipKIT MPIDE [8] (which allows the Arduino
language to be used with PIC32-based boards such as the
CUI32Stem). It implements a sample-playback polyphonic
synthesizer including real-time effects. Such a project would be
impossible on an Arduino, due to lack of sufficient internal
memory (and adding a ‘wave-shield’ or similar to an Arduino
in order to access external memory would make it difficult, if
not impossible, to achieve the polyphony of overlapping
musical notes/sounds, as demonstrated with Burgess’ project).

There are many concepts similar to this GROVE system.
For example, Teenage Engineering’s ‘Oplab’ [9], Teague’s
‘Teagueduino’ [14] as well as Microchip’s own ‘Digilent
Cerebot with P-MOD’ (Peripheral-Modules) system [4] all
allow non-soldering approaches to rapid physical interaction
design prototyping. While the Opblab is specifically focused on
musical interaction design, the Teagueduino and Microchip
offereings are not. CUI32Stem and the GROVE system are also
general-purpose interaction design toolkits, but the author’s
focus nonetheless lies primarily in musical interaction design
research. Nonetheless, this generic approach facilitates teaching
within many areas, and the need for a more general-purpose
system arises commonly among educational programs.

3. WIRELESS OPTIONS
One of the major issues that always tends to arise when
designing a NIME, is that of wireless connectivity to a laptop
and/or other systems, such as an iPhone/iPad/Android device.
The CUI32 has many options for wireless capabilities, of which
three have been explored by the author, and are described here.

3.1 Bluetooth
The first wireless option is Bluetooth. Bluetooth can have a
maximum of 7 devices paired to one master node, and latency
is usually on the order of 10s of milliseconds, both of which are
potential problems in musical scenarios. Also, re-connections
(if range is inadvertently exceeded, etc.) can be problematic
with Bluetooth. Nevertheless, three different Bluetooth
modules have been tested with the CUI32 to various degrees of
success. Each of them requires some configuration to set them

2.2 Integration with the GROVE system
SeeedStudio, Inc. is the purveyor of the GROVE system for
prototyping electronic interfaces. SeeedStudio is a Chinese
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up correctly according to their datasheets (baud rate and other
communication parameters).
The “BlueSMiRF Gold” from SparkFun Electronics has
100 meters range (‘class-1’ Bluetooth), and costs $65 USD.
Another Bluetooth module is available that has only 10 meters
wireless range (‘class-2 Bluetooth), but is much cheaper at $6
USD2. This inexpensive module works acceptably under very
constrained circumstances (specifically, unidirectional data
transmission), but exhibits a serious problem with bi-directional
communication. For example, transmitting data to a master
Bluetooth controller (host computer or smartphone) can be
achieved without problems, but when interleaving the
transmission and reception of data streams, there is
unacceptable latency introduced (a full second or more). This
seems to be caused by the internal firmware of the cheap
Bluetooth module, and is not present with the more expensive
BlueSMiRF Gold. Both of these modules work in the same way
as would a standard USB-cable connected between the
CUI32Stem and a computer, as is explained on the CUI32
website3 (with downloadable examples for PureData and
MaxMSP), including the ability to log into StickOS via
terminal program and re-program the CUI32Stem wirelessly if
desired.
There is also a ‘Serial Bluetooth’ module4 available that is a
part of SeeedStudio’s GROVE system. The price of this
module falls between the other two Bluetooth options at $20
USD, and similarly, its performance lands midway between
them. More specifically, it does not have the internal firmware
issue limiting bidirectional communications, however it only
provides 10 meters range. As part of the GROVE system, this
module is the only one that can be connected to the CUI32Stem
without soldering a some wires to the Bluetooth module. In
addition to Bluetooth, the GROVE system includes other (only
unidirectional) radio modules, however these will not be
covered here.

example has nothing to do in its main ‘while-1-do loop’, yet the
brightness of the remote LED will still change corresponding to
the rotation of the knob on the first CUI32Stem.

Figure 3. example BASIC programs for a simple
ZigFlea wireless connection between two CUI32Stems - the
computer is no longer needed after these BASIC programs
are saved on the two CUI32Stem boards

Figure 4. the ZigFlea addon for the CUI32, developed by
Øyvind Nyborg Hauback at the University of Olso, Norway,
soon to be sold by www.seeedstudio.com

3.2 ZigFlea
Another wireless option is ZigBee. The CUI32Stem and
StickOS support a subset of ZigBee nicknamed “ZigFlea”,
which has less bandwidth than Bluetooth (only 250Kbps), but
can actually achieve slightly lower latency (due to more
efficient firmware stacks), and automatically re-connects when
devices have lost contact for some reason. This implementation
of ZigFlea utilizes an add-on board for the CUI32Stem
designed by Øyvind Nyborg Hauback, which is based on a
Freescale (Motorola) MC13201 wireless transceiver. It is
programmed as described in the StickOS User’s Guide5.
Two very short BASIC programs are shown in Figure 3,
exemplifying how easy it is to use this ZigFlea implementation
to set up two CUI32Stem boards to communicate wirelessly
with each other. A potentiometer is connected to one of the
analog input pins (‘an0’) on the first CUI32Stem, and this knob
is used to control the brightness of an LED (via PWM) on an
output pin (‘rd0’) of the second CUI32Stem via a “remote
variable” as declared on line 20 of the BASIC code. As can be
seen, remote variable wireless updates take place completely
transparently to the user. As long as the remote variable has the
same name on both of the CUI32Stems, nodeID 2 in this

The actual ZigFlea board design was designed in the form
of an add-on that plugs onto the top of the CUI32Stem, as
shown in figure 4. A ‘CUI32 ZigFlea starter kit’ software
download is available at the Google Code website6, and
includes the necessary StickOS BASIC code as well as a
MaxMSP patch for receiving data from a remote node when
ZigFlea add-ons are attached to both CUI32Stems. It should be
noted that the maximum data rate of ZigFlea in StickOS is
somewhat limited currently [16], but that this will be optimized
in future StickOS releases.

3.3 WiFi – 802.11b/g
The final option for wireless connectivity on the CUI32Stem is
802.11b/g – commonly known as WiFi. It uses a module called
the WiFly (see Figure 5) made by Roving Networks [13] that
can be configured to broadcast its own ‘AdHoc’ 802.11 basestation, which can then be chosen as the wireless network to
join in the ‘WiFi settings’ of your computer, iOS, or Android
device. This allows the CUI32Stem to send raw UDP and/or
TCP-based OSC packets, and communicate easily with any
software that supports Open Sound Control. One of the
strengths of this approach is that the CUI32Stem can be used
directly with any iOS or Android device, without having to use
a laptop as a ‘bridge’.

2

Inexpensive Bluetooth modules are available on e-bay, etc…
http://overtone-labs.ning.com/profiles/blogs/cui32-analoginputs-in-1
4
GROVE “Serial Bluetooth” module,
http://www.seeedstudio.com/depot/grove-serial-bluetooth-p795.html
5
StickOS users’s Guide: http://cpustick.com/stickos.htm
3
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ZigFlea starter kit for the CUI32Stem,
http://code.google.com/p/cui32/downloads/list

The measurements from sensors attached to the CUI32Stem
(GROVE or otherwise) can be used to control any parameters
of real-time processes running on a mobile device, such as
audio synthesis or effects algorithms in Pd (RjDj [11], LibPd
[6]) or SuperCollider [7] (ports to iOS and Android exist). The
mapping of such controls to real-time parameter updates is of
course a major task given to a composer / performer / developer
of the system, as well as any haptic feedback for the user that
should be controlled by the CUI32Stem.

to others in the discourse and teaching of NIME-related
programs. It is shown in the examples provided, that the use of
a high-performance microcontroller and a free RTOS bring
about an ease-of-use that can be good for fluid development
processes (as well as end users), including students and
researchers who do not wish to get ‘lost in the details’.
The methodology is intended to encourage us to transcend
some of the nuts and bolts of the technological issues
encountered when building NIMEs, thereby leaving more time
and effort to concentrate on advanced concepts for interaction
design, and actual musical practices. While the CUI32Stem and
GROVE system are of course general-purpose toolkits, this
paper has focused specifically on musical interaction design
scenarios for their use. Further explorations of this will be
undertaken during the workshop offered at this year’s NIME
conference in Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA.
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Figure 5. The WiFly 802.11b/g radio module.
A major advantage of using WiFi 802.11b/g over either
ZigFlea or Bluetooth, is the much greater bandwidth and lower
latency it offers. Two examples of sending data to an iOS
device include one that sends raw UDP data to RjDj (Pd-vanilla
running on iOS), and another that sends Open Sound Control
(OSC) packets to SuperCollider running on the iOS device.
As mentioned, it is possible to send raw UDP data to RjDj,
which receives it via the [netreceive] object in Pd. While this is
specific to RjDj (as it uses PureData internally), the same
functionality can be achieved with other iOS or Android
applications that are capable of receiving Open Sound Control
messages. For example, SuperCollider requires the use of OSCformat strings in order to receive UDP data. Tests have shown
that is possible to add the proper OSC syntax (string identifiers
and 4-byte boundaries) to a BASIC program on the CUI32Stem
to do this. Only 4 wires are necessary to connect the
CUI32Stem to the WiFly: V+/GND/TX/RX. These connections
will all be made via a single GROVE plug soon (no soldering
necessary), as a simple board is being designed to turn this
WiFi module into a GROVE element.
In order to use the sensor data from the CUI32Stem with
most interactive music programming environments, the data
must be sent either via OSC, serially via USB, or use another
format that the host application understands (MIDI, HID, etc.).
I have focused here on wireless connectivity, but the
CUI32Stem website provides many USB examples and
corresponding MaxMSP and Pd patches that capture sensor
values on the 16 analog input pins on the CUI32Stem. There
are also many different types of analog sensors that can be used
with CUI32Stem, in addition to those in the GROVE system.
The author has online documentation of further examples that
incorporate the control of LEDs, small motors, or other
actuators for user feedback. See www.overtone-labs.com for
more information.

4. CONCLUSION
It is the hope of the author that the system of electronics for
new interface development described herein – with a focus on
sketching in hardware for musical interaction design – is useful
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ABSTRACT

2. EXISTING INSTRUMENTS

This paper presents the JD-1, a digital controller for analog
modular synthesizers. The JD-1 features a capacitive touchsensing keyboard that responds to continuous variations in
finger contact, high-accuracy polyphonic control-voltage
outputs, a built-in sequencer, and digital interfaces for
connection to MIDI and OSC devices. Design goals include
interoperability with a wide range of synthesizers, very highresolution pitch control, and intuitive control of the sequencer
from the keyboard.

The primary historical precedent for our work is to be found in
touch controllers and sequencers from the 1960s and 1970s,
which have either become scarce or have no capability for
digital communication, and our aim is to emulate and extend
this technology. The primary model for the JD-1
keyboard/sequencer is the TKB, designed by Serge Tcherepnin
in the 1970s, and still commercially available today from
Sound Transform Systems3. The innovation of the TKB lies in
its combination of the touch keyboard and analog sequencer
paradigms. When used as a keyboard, the voltages associated
with knobs above each key are selected by touching the
capacitive sensing keys.
Though there had been precedents for both capacitive touch
sensing and sequential voltage control, Don Buchla4 pioneered
the application of both the touch keyboard and the analog
sequencer to modular synthesizers. The model 112 touch
interface introduced the concept of arbitrary voltages, set by
knobs, which could be selected by capacitive touch plates, and
also allowed for the touch plates to send a varying voltage
derived from the added capacitance of the musician’s finger as
it covers more surface area on the touch-plate. At around the
same time, Buchla developed the first analog sequencer, in
which voltages set by knobs could be stepped through via a
clock pulse. Moog followed soon thereafter with his own
version of the analog sequencer, and the design paradigm is still
present in vestigial form in modern drum machine software.
Serge Tcherepnin made an important contribution to the
controller genre in the mid-1970s with the introduction of the
TKB, which combined the capacitive touch-sensing keyboard
idea with the analog sequencer. The TKB allowed for more
control possibilities in a smaller space, since the knobs could
now serve as both sequencer stage voltages (voltages that are
output when a sequencer clock steps to them) and keyassociated voltages (voltages that are output when the user
touches a particular key).
More recently, research has continued into capacitive touch
sensing as a viable technology for extending the keyboard or
keyboard-like controllers. The Manta, by Jeff Snyder [1], uses
capacitive touch sensing to achieve continuous control data
related to surface area covered by a finger on discrete sensors
laid out in a hexagonal grid. The Touchkeys [2], by Andrew
McPherson, applies capacitive sensing technology to traditional
piano keys to achieve additional control information from
finger position and centroid mass. Other recent inventions that
extend the touch keyboard concept include the Hakken
Continuum by Lippold Haken, who has developed a successful
touch keyboard that senses both finger position and finger
depth, using a design involving Hall effect sensors [3].

Keywords
keyboard, sequencer, analog synthesizer, capacitive touch
sensing

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite advances in digital synthesis, many musicians still
prefer the sound and interface of classic analog synthesizers
developed from the mid-1960s to the early 1980s. Current
trends in commercial electronic music reflect this preference,
from analog modeling in software synthesizers, to the recent
releases of new hybrid analog/digital synthesizers by Buchla
and Associates1 and Moog Music Inc.2, to a growing market for
modern analog modular synthesizers that are modeled off of the
extensible systems of the 1960s and 1970s, including
manufacturers such as Doepfer, MOTM, and Wiard.
Advantages of analog modular synthesizers include near-zero
latency, complete lack of aliasing effects, and a user interface
that gives each user parameter a dedicated physical control.
Disadvantages of analog modular synthesizers include tuning
instability, high cost when compared with software-based
systems, lack of repeatability and preset storage, and difficulty
communicating with modern digital systems.
This paper presents the JD-1, a digital controller for analog
synthesizers that combines a touch keyboard with a built-in
sequencer. Details of the hardware and implementation are
discussed, along with our motivations behind the design, and
our approach to the challenges of building a controller that is
compatible with several different standards. Our design retains
the advantages of analog modular synthesizers while alleviating
some of their disadvantages, while also allowing
interoperability with modern digital systems.
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otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 1: The JD-1 keyboard/sequencer controller.
“reverse”, in which the naturals are black and the accidentals
are lighter, clear anodized aluminum in the case of the JD-1.
This is done as a visual reference to the harpsichords and
organs of the 16th and 17th centuries, to give an attractive
styling to the instrument.
The span size of the keyboard is 158 mm for the octave,
slightly smaller that a modern piano (which is usually 165 mm),
and more in line with what is often called the French keyboard
span, in reference to the key size of 18th century French
harpsichords [4]. This was done to conserve panel space, and
also as another playful reference to keyboard history.

3. DESIGN
3.1 Overview
The JD-1 (Figure 1) is a controller that integrates traditional
touch keyboard functionality with analog sequencer
functionality, and extends these paradigms with sophisticated
digital control and modern interfacing technology. The right
side of the JD-1 presents the touch keyboard and knob banks,
and the left side of the controller presents an analog joystick, a
user interface for operational modes and settings, analog
control voltage outputs, and digital interface ports.

3.3 Analog Synthesizer Outputs
The JD-1 has both continuous voltage outputs and gate outputs,
both of which are necessary to control analog synthesizers.

3.3.1 Continuous Voltage Outputs
A primary goal of the JD-1 is to allow highly accurate control
of pitch, ideally within one cent (1/100th of a semitone)
precision. The JD-1 has 16 continuous analog control voltage
(CV) outputs, including four with 16-bit resolution and twelve
with 12-bit resolution. The 16-bit outputs are intended as pitch
control voltages, and the 12-bit outputs are intended for other
parameters where accuracy is not as critical.
Since the JD-1 was designed to allow the control of various
synthesizer brands, the CV outputs can be scaled to support
various synthesizer standards. The most prevalent analog CV
standards for pitch control are 1V/oct, 1.2V/oct and Hz/V.
1V/oct, in which a change in the input voltage by one volt
causes a change in frequency of one octave, is the standard
adopted by Robert Moog, and followed by many synthesizer
builders in the 1970s and almost all modern modular
synthesizer manufacturers5. 1.2V per octave is the standard set
by Don Buchla, chosen so that 100mv is equal to 100 cents.
The third standard is what is often called Hz/V. In this standard,
followed by Korg and Yamaha, the linear-to-exponential
scaling is not done inside the oscillator, and therefore the
control voltage sent to the oscillator has to implement an
exponential curve to produce a perceptually linear rise in pitch.
In terms of the 1V/oct standard, 16-bit resolution for a
standard 10V range would theoretically provide 0.183 cents
resolution over 10 octaves. For 1.2V/oct, 16-bit resolution
theoretically provides an even better 0.153-cent resolution
range. By contrast, a 12-bit resolution DAC would theoretically
provide 2.92 cents resolution for 1V/oct scaling. If applied to
the Hz/V standard, resolution would vary over the range of the
oscillator, with the lowest resolution falling in the lower
frequencies. Most synthesizers expect pitch control voltages
from 0V to 10V, but some, including Serge Modular, use -5V
to 5V, and others use 0V to 5V for many non-pitch parameters.

Figure 2: Side view of JD-1 key construction.

3.2 The Keyboard
The keyboard of the JD-1 (Figure 2) is made up of 32 CNCmilled aluminum keys, arranged in a traditional diatonic
piano/organ layout. The keys are fixed in place and do not
move; they act as capacitive touch sensors, and each sensor
outputs a value proportional to the surface area covered by the
musician’s finger on a key. Our early prototypes of the JD-1
keyboard followed more traditional capacitive sensor design, in
which the sensors are etched into a PCB as a flat,
undifferentiated surface. While this works well for generalized,
tile-like layouts like the Manta or Buchla 112 controller, a flat
layout was found to be unsuitable for the traditional diatonic
layout, since it loses the ergonomic advantages afforded by the
raised flats and sharps on a standard musical keyboard. After
experimentation, it was found that 3mm of height difference
between the accidentals and naturals was enough for musicians
to more accurately play scales with many flats or sharps.
Another advantage of the JD-1 key design over a flat PCB
capacitive sensing interface is the tactile distinction between all
of the keys. The physical gaps between the keys make the
keyboard easier to play without visual feedback.
Each key is mechanically and electrically connected by two
screws, which screw through the circuit board from below and
into threaded holes in the keys. The keyboards have been
anodized for scratch resistance, aesthetic appeal, and color
coding, so the threaded holes are plugged before the
anodization process to maintain electrical conductivity. The
keys are anodized in a color scheme commonly called

5
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Whether the analog oscillator receiving the voltage is capable
of a high level of pitch accuracy is beyond the control of the
JD-1, or any analog synthesizer controller, but our design goal
was to be at least as accurate as the best analog oscillator
designs. As for commercial manufacturers, both Buchla and
Wiard state tuning resolution within +/-5 cents over 8 octaves,
the extremes of which would be noticeable in a just intonation
setting; other manufacturers do not state a tuning resolution for
their oscillator modules. Any inaccuracy or non-linearity in the
JD-1 would cause even more error in VCO tuning, so our
design works to minimize these errors. The most critical
specifications for the DAC IC are offset voltage and
nonlinearity; frequency domain performance is not important.
The circuit that follows the DAC output adds a low pass filter
sufficient to remove high-frequency noise and zipper noise
without causing perceptible slew, which would be heard as
portamento, and also scales the voltage with a gain of two,
using precision resistors to avoid gain error.
Our results have been promising. When the JD-1 controls
VCOs built from Ian Fritz’s sawtooth-core circuit6, which is
specifically designed for tuning accuracy and low temperature
drift, just intonation intervals that sound very accurate to the ear
are possible over the range from approximately C1 to C7. Tests
with oscillators following Ray Wilson’s design7 (which is
based on the same Terry Mikulic Electronotes VCO design [5]
as the Ian Fritz) show acceptable but less precise tuning results.

where the number of voices is limited, and the mode without
polyphony handling is useful when the JD-1 is used as a MIDI
or OSC controller for software and therefore polyphony
handling is not necessary. Tri-color LEDs above the keyboard
light red to indicate which pitches are currently assigned to
polyphony voices. For each active polyphony voice, there are
four continuous analog voltage outputs, and two gate outputs.
One of the 16-bit DAC channels outputs the “pitch” data,
which relates to the chromatic pitch selected on the keyboard.
This voltage is in twelve-tone equal temperament by default,
but can be further adjusted to other scales stored in memory.
These alternate scales are selectable by navigating the LCD.
One of the 12-bit DAC channels outputs a voltage
proportional to the amount of surface area covered by a finger
on the touch key; this voltage is continuously updated every
four milliseconds while the key is touched. This output can be
scaled down from full range with a dedicated potentiometer.
Two more 12-bit DAC channel outputs the voltages set by the
two knobs above the touched key. The ouputs are labeled A and
B, corresponding with labels on the knob banks—the upper
bank is A, the lower is B. These voltages are also continually
updated every four milliseconds, so they respond to changes
that occur while the key is touched, and each output has a
dedicated knob for proportional scaling. Like all other analog
outputs on the JD-1, these can be used to control any parameter
of an analog synth, including pitch, filter cutoff, or amplitude.
One of the gate channels outputs a gate-on event when the
key is touched, and a gate-off event when the key is released.
Another gate channel outputs a short gate-on event when the
key is touched, which is quickly followed by a gate-off event—
traditionally called a “trigger” voltage. The actual voltages of
these events are controlled by internal modes that can be
changed by the user between S-Trigger, V-Trigger, and Buchlastyle Gate+Trigger.

3.3.2 Gate and Trigger Outputs
Gate Controls are another type of voltage control used by
analog synthesizers, usually to trigger envelopes or switch
signals. As with continuous voltage control, there are several
competing standards. Most manufacturers use a two-state gate
control, in which there is an off state and an on state. In the
standard used by Moog, often called “S-Triggered”, a “high”
voltage (nominally 5V) represents the off state, and a “low”
voltage (nominally 0V) represents the on state. The inverse of
this, in which 0V is off and 5V is on, is standard on many
synthesizers made by other brands, and is often called “VTriggered”. Buchla synthesizers follow an alternate standard
with three states, called “Gate+Trigger”, where a 12V pulse
signals an event, after which the gate voltage quickly drops to
7V until a release action occurs to drop the voltage down to 0V.
The JD-1 has eight gate outputs, all of which are capable of
conforming to all three of these gate standards, depending on
the mode settings chosen by the user.

3.4.2. Sequencer Mode
When the JD-1 is switched to Sequencer Mode, touching a key
no longer triggers an output. Instead, output is triggered by a
clock pulse, either from the internal clock in the
microcontroller, or from an external trigger voltage. At each
clock pulse, a new sequencer stage is selected and the
associated pair of potentiometers determines the voltages at the
A and B analog outputs. The tri-color LED associated with the
currently selected sequencer stage lights up for performer
feedback, though the color of the LED depends on the current
sequencer mode. The voltage for the pitch assocated with the
currently selected sequencer stage is also output from the 16-bit
DAC channel. The maximum continuous sensor reading for
surface area on the keys (including all touched keys) is output
as a voltage on the surface area voltage output.
In sequencer mode, there are two sub-modes, which
determine how the touch keyboard interacts with the sequencer
functionality. In the first sub-mode, called Range Mode,
touching two keys on the keyboard will restrict the sequencer to
only step between the two stages associated with the touched
keys, which light green for performer feedback. This range
restriction remains in place after the musician’s fingers leave
the keys. In the second sub-mode, called Quantize Mode, the
sequencer does not clock unless at least one key is touched.
When at least one key is touched, the sequencer will only step
to stages that are currently touched by the musician, and the
LEDs above the touched keys light red for performer feedback.
When used in conjunction with the “pitch” control voltage
output, the functionality of Quantize Mode is very similar to a
classic keyboard arpeggiator.

3.4 User Modes and Controls
There are several user modes and controls that are accesible via
buttons, potentiometers, and rotary encoders on the left side of
the panel. LED indicators and a 3x16 LCD display provide user
feedback. Descriptions of the user controls follow.

3.4.1 Keyboard Mode
A button labeled keyboard/sequencer allows the user to switch
between a keyboard-style mode and a sequencer-style mode.
When Keyboard Mode is active, the JD-1 only outputs analog
voltages when keys are touched on the keyboard. Polyphonic
handling is chosen with a rotary encoder that allows for 5
modes: monophonic retrigger, monophonic legato, dual-voice
polyphony, four-voice polyphony, and no polyphony handling
(equivalent to full 32-note polyphony). The polyphonic
restrictions are useful for interfacing with analog synthesizers
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The choice of the next step is determined by a rotary encoder.
This control chooses between the following modes: left-toright, right-to-left, back-and-forth, and random.
There several additional features that give further control
over the sequencer functionality. A skip-step value allows the
user to adjust the percentage of clock pulses that result in a
sequencer step – allowing for an adjustable proportion of
randomly skipped steps. When the internal clock is used, user
parameters accesible from knobs on the panel include a speed
control and a randomness control, which allows for varying
levels of randomness in the duration between clock pulses.

USB connectivity is limited to embedded host mode,
meaning that the JD-1 cannot be used as a USB device sending
data to a computer. Currently, the USB port is only used for
firmware updates using a USB flash drive, but it could also
allow for the JD-1 to understand other USB devices, such as a
Manta controller, HID joystick, or USB MIDI-keyboard.
The Ethernet port is to allow the JD-1 to send and receive
Open Sound Control (OSC) messages when connected to a
computer or a network [6]. Each of the analog control voltage
outputs can be independently controlled from a network to their
full resolution, and the JD-1 keyboard and sequencer
information is sent out as OSC messages as well. When
polyphony mode is turned off, the JD-1 sends fully polyphonic
data over OSC, allowing for a computer to get continuously
updated information about the state of all the keys and knobs.

3.4.3 The Joystick
An spring-return analog joystick reports its X and Y location as
analog voltages between 0V and 5V, and is also sensed by the
main microcontroller and converted for MIDI and OSC output.
Each analog output for the joystick can be scaled down from
full scale by a potentiometer.

4. FUTURE WORK
While the hardware is built and functional, there are several
features that the hardware design makes possible that have not
yet been implemented in the firmware.
The design could benefit from the type of velocity detection
algorithm employed on the Manta controller, which estimates
attack velocity on an immobile capacitive touch sensor by
applying a trained machine learning algorithm to successive
sensor readings. In fact, the data collected is more suited to the
task, since the scan rate is 4ms rather than 6-8ms, as on the
Manta, and the large surface area of the metal keys allows the
JD-1 to sense a finger approaching the key at a distance of a
quarter inch, information that could be used in the velocity
detection algorithm to speed up response and accuracy.
User programmability of the JD-1 could be significantly
improved. One particularly useful feature that the hardware
makes possible is the ability to save and recall the states of the
A and B knob bank. An EEPROM IC was included in the
hardware design to enable a large amount of saved knob
settings, but the firmware doesn’t yet support this feature. Also,
while the JD-1 currently implements six preset tuning system
options, the instrument would ideally be programmable over
OSC, enabling the user to enter their own tuning tables, or load
them in using Scala format files8.

3.4.4 Additional Controls
Octave Up and Octave Down buttons allow the user to
immediately transpose the pitch out up an down by on octave,
and the current octave is indicated by nearby LEDs.
A Transpose rotary encoder allows for transposition up and
down by up to twelve semitones. When a tuning system other
than equal temperament is used, the size of the semitones is
adjusted according to the pitch class in the current tuning
system. The current transposition is indicated on the LCD
screen, and any transposition other than zero causes a
“transpose on” LED to light above the rotary encoder.
There are two buttons that set the functionality of the A and B
knob banks, called Independent and Combined. When the
Independent button is pressed, the A and B knob banks are
treated separately, and output independent voltages. When the
Combined button is pressed, the B knob bank acts as a set of
fine tune knobs for the A knob bank, allowing for higher
resolution if the user wishes to use these knobs for pitch.
The LCD menu allows the user to select between 1V/Oct
control voltages and 1.2V/Oct control voltages, as well as
allowing the choice of gate style to adapt to different
synthesizer standards. It also affords the ability to fine tune the
pitch control voltage scaling, so that synthesizers that don’t
achieve a linear response can be acommodated. While storage
of knob settings is currently not implemented in the firmware, it
is completely possible with the current hardware design, and
will eventually be navigable via the LCD menu.
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3.5 Digital Interfaces
In addition to the analog control voltage outputs, there are three
digital communication protocols implemented on the JD-1:
MIDI, USB, and Ethernet.
MIDI connectivity is provided via two standard 5-pin DIN
jacks, one for MIDI In and one for MIDI Out. The MIDI In port
allows for direct MIDI control of the analog outputs, making
the JD-1 also function as a MIDI-to-CV converter. The MIDI
In port also allows for clocking of the sequencer using MIDI
note-on messages. The MIDI Out port sends data that matches
the behavior of the analog control voltage outputs, with MIDI
notes that reflect note-on and note-off events, and MIDI
continuous controller values that represent the continuous
surface area outputs and the state of the A and B knob banks.
When polyphony handling is set to two-voice or four-voice, the
MIDI Out port sends the data for the polyphony voices on
separate MIDI channels. When polyphony handling is turned
off, the MIDI Out port sends individual data on 16 different
MIDI channels, with up to 16-note polyphony.
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ABSTRACT

electroencephalograph (EEG) machine recorded Antoni's
brainwaves, producing patterns that she subsequently wove into
the blanket under which she slept. In more rare examples,
audiences themselves have been invited to sleep as part of an
artwork. From 25 October 2008 to 6 January 2009, the
Guggenheim accepted overnight reservations for Carsten
Höller’s Revolving Hotel Room, an installation in which the
interior of a hotel suite was mounted on a rotating platform
inside the museum. Participants in Revolving Hotel Room
could, ostensibly, have their own private sleepover at the
Guggenheim.

Music for Sleeping & Waking Minds (2011-2012) is a new,
overnight work in which four performers fall asleep while
wearing custom designed EEG sensors which monitor their
brainwave activity. The data gathered from the EEG sensors is
applied in real time to different audio and image signal
processing functions, resulting in continuously evolving multichannel sound environment and visual projection. This material
serves as an audiovisual description of the individual and
collective neurophysiological state of the ensemble. Audiences
are invited to experience the work in different states of
attention: while alert and asleep, resting and awakening.

Music for Sleeping & Waking Minds (MS&WM) is a new work
that belongs to, and in some ways diverges from, this rich
lineage of sleep and dream-based art. Composed and conceived
by Gascia Ouzounian, and featuring physiological interface and
interaction design, and audio/video behaviors by R. Benjamin
Knapp, audio interface and interaction design by Eric Lyon,
and visual interface and interaction design by R. Luke DuBois,
MS&WM invites audiences and performers alike to fall asleep
and awaken to sounds that are generated by the brainwave
activity of four ‘performers’. During the course of one night,
the four individuals fall asleep and awaken as they naturally
would. As they do so, their brainwaves generate and process
sound and image. This sound emerges as a continuously
evolving, dense electronic drone made up of multiple tones
whose aural characteristics (timbre, spatial location, frequency,
duration, amplitude, etc.) evolve in simple and minute ways
according to changes in brainwave activity; the sound
environment is projected over eight loudspeakers that surround
audiences. The visual projection, which is similarly derived
from EEG signals, follows a parallel process in light and image.
Audiences, who are invited to bring anything that they need to
ensure comfortable sleep, can experience the work in different
states of attention.

Keywords
EEG, sleep, dream, biosignals, bio art, consciousness, BCI

1. INTRODUCTION
In her discussion of Bill Viola’s Sleep of Reason (1988) – an
installation that intersperses long segments of video of a
sleeping man’s head with brief interludes of nightmarish
images and loud noises – the cultural theorist and critic Mieke
Bal asks: ‘To be inside someone else’s dream: could that not be
a definition of the experience of art’? [1] Indeed, much of the
art of the last century (in particular) can be seen as belonging to
the repository of dreams: a record of dreaming, a meditation on
the dream, an ode to the dreamer. (See Gamwell 2000). [2]
This art is often representational, conveying dream imagery or
images of sleep. Andy Warhol’s first film, Sleep (1963), a fivehour film of the poet John Giorino sleeping, is a celebrated
example. Other works do not necessarily represent sleep or
sleep states, but are instead posited as productions of the
‘subconscious’ or ‘unconscious’ mind: works that result, for
example, from the use of chance methods, or the automatistic
methods favored by Surrealists and Dadaists. In other cases,
sleeping itself is performed for an audience. In his Dream Event
(3-5 December 1971), the Fluxus artist Geoffrey Hendricks
fasted, slept, and kept a log of his thoughts for forty-eight hours
in a Manhattan gallery. For her work Slumber (1993), the
Bahamian artist Janine Antoni slept in the Guggenheim
Museum in New York City for several weeks. An

In translating the brainwave activity of sleeping performers into
an immersive environment, MS&WM literally invites listeners
to be inside someone else’s dream: a collective dream that is at
once performed, represented, and produced within and between
multiple states of consciousness, and articulated in sound and
light.

2. COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

MS&WM can be thought of as an audiovisual description of the
individual and collective neurophysiological states of four
individuals. It is perhaps unique in the NIME community in
that the performers’ only task is to sleep and awaken while
wearing EEG sensors. The data gleaned from the EEG sensors
is transmitted to computers that show a visual representation of
each performer’s brainwave activity (in the EyesWeb software
environment), and apply these brainwave signals in real time to
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different audio and image signal processing functions (in
Max/MSP and Jitter).
In the first presentations of MS&WM, which took place in the
summer of 2011, the synthesized sound comprised a set of
sixteen sine tones that were modulated by the ensemble’s
brainwave activity. Each performer was assigned four tones at
the outset of the event, and each was brought into the mix in
turn (at around 10 minute intervals), such that his or her
contribution to the overall mix could potentially be identified.
The thought was that these staggered entrances would allow
listeners to observe the ways in which each performer
contributed to the emerging ‘collective consciousness’ that was
being described in sound. This emergent consciousness – one
that could be heard simultaneously within multiple states of
attention was neither predictable nor controlled. It evolved as a
kind of dialogue between minds, a dialogue that was
simultaneously ‘conscious’ and not.

Figure 1. Audiences at the premiere of Music for Sleeping
and Waking Minds. BEAM Festival, Uxbridge 25-26 June
2011. Photograph by Gascia Ouzounian © 2011.

3. MAPPING SLEEP TO SOUND
3.1 Background

As an artwork, MS&WM is principally concerned with
perception and communication, specifically as these emerge
within and between different states of attention: How does our
perception of sound and light change between different states of
attention, and how is this shift experienced (physiologically,
emotionally, etc.)? How do we communicate these experiences,
and what are the terms of our communications?

Techniques for deriving states of consciousness during sleep by
measuring brainwave activity began over a half century ago
with the work of Loomis, et. al. [5]. Using an array of
electrodes across the scalp, Loomis measured the change in
electrical activity using the electroencephalogram (EEG) during
sleep and determined that there were specific patterns that
repeated themselves over the course of the night. Since then,
these patterns have become known as the five stages of sleep:
stages 1-4 and Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep [6]. Sleep
stage 1 corresponds to when the eyes are closed and the
individual is drowsy. It is identified by the presence of 8-12Hz
waves (alpha waves) within the EEG. Sleep stage 2 is the
predominant sleep stage during the night and is noted by the
diminishment of the alpha waves as well as the appearance of
random signal bursts in the region of 12-16Hz known as sleep
spindles (and associated k-complexes). Stage three begins the
appearance of slow waves around 4-8Hz known as delta waves.
Stage four sleep is known as ‘deep sleep’ and is only
differentiated from stage three by the quantity of the delta wave
activity. REM sleep, often (although not exclusively) associated
with dreaming, is noted by bursts in the EEG caused by the
eyes darting back and forth (EOG).

The decision to base the composition of MS&WM on a rich,
mostly static synthesized drone emerged for a number of
reasons. In the first instance, the work was conceived as the
second in a series of overnight compositions. In the first of
these, EDEN EDEN EDEN (2009), an audiovisual work by
Gascia Ouzounian and filmmaker Chloe Griffin, an ensemble
of musicians constructs and deconstructs a harmonic series over
the course of about six hours, continuously tuning and detuning
the series according to a predetermined process. In using a
continuously evolving drone as the basic musical material of
both compositions, the idea was to allow listeners to project
their own perceived structure upon the work rather than
experience it according to more defined or definite structures.
In contrast to more segmented musical forms, the drone also
serves as a more flexible accompaniment to the listener’s
imagination and thoughts (or sequences of thoughts), which
may be of any duration, and which might emerge or fade at any
stage.

Over the course of a night, roughly every ninety minutes, a
normal sleeper will cycle through these stages. As the night
progresses, the typical sleeper will experience less and less
deep (stage 4) sleep and will move back and forth between the
other stages in a less sequential pattern, even waking up from
time to time. (For a good overview of sleep staging and the
EEG see Carskadon and Rechtschaffen, 2005) [7].

In this sense, MS&WM is more closely aligned with works that
‘invite the dreamer to dream’ rather than depict or define
particular dreams – the Finnish artist Maaria Wirkkala’s Dream
Screen, for example, which consisted of a large black rectangle
on the surface of a gallery wall. ‘By transforming the blackness
into a surface on which to view oneiric projections in the night,
[Wirkkala] presented [Dream Screen] as not a physical,
“literal” surface but as an expanse filled with meaning’
(Gamwell 2000: 31) [3]. It owes a particular debt to La Monte
Young’s conception of continuous periodic, composite
waveform environments; his idea of a ‘drone state of mind’;
and Young and Marian Zazeela’s Dream House, ‘a time
installation measured by a setting of continuous frequencies in
sound and light’ currently in its nineteenth year of exhibition in
lower Manhattan (see Young and Zazeela) [4].

3.2 The Hardware Configuration
As previously mentioned, MS&WM has four ‘performers’
whose brainwaves drive the 8-channel electronic soundscape of
the piece. As seen in Figure 2 below, each performer wears a
single
headband
from
Infusion
Systems
(www.infusionsystems.com) that contains three dry electrodes
placed on the forehead for measuring the frontal lobe EEG.
This placement also enables the electrodes to pick up the EOG
associated with REM sleep. Inside the band is also a bi-axial
accelerometer for measuring motion of the head. The band and
the accelerometer are connected to a Bluetooth radio to transmit
the data to a PC running EyesWeb software that, in real-time,
combines the data streams from all four performers, extracts the
relevant features of the EEG and the motion signals and then
send the data to a second PC running Max/MSP to map these
features into sounds of the piece.

The drone basis of MS&WM also allowed for changes in
individual performers’ brainwave activity to be articulated in
perceptible ways, while at the same time providing a
continuous field of sound that would ideally promote, rather
than disrupt, sleep among participants and audiences.
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4. PERFORMANCE
Though awake, one remains under the spell of the dream…
-Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street [8]
MS&WM was presented on three occasions in the summer of
2011. A preview performance was given on 4-5 June at the
Diapason Gallery in Brooklyn, as part of BioRhythm: Music
and the Body series hosted by Science Gallery Dublin for the
World Science Festival. On 25-26 June, it was premiered at the
BEAM Festival in Uxbridge; this performance was followed
with a breakfast Q&A with audiences. A third performance,
which was also followed by a Q&A session with audiences,
took place at Green Man Festival in Wales on 20-21 August.
Figure 2. Four ‘performers’ wearing headbands containing
EEG dry electrodes and 2D accelerometers. Diapason
Gallery, New York City, 4-5 June 2011. Photograph by
Gascia Ouzounian © 2011.

On all three occasions, the four performers were volunteers –
friends, colleagues, and strangers who offered the use of their
brainwaves for a night. The performances took place in very
different settings: an intimate sound art gallery with a large
picture window overlooking the Brooklyn Bridge, where
visitors could sit on chairs and sofas, or sleep on carpeted
floors; a large, darkened auditorium where about forty
mattresses were laid out for audiences and participants; and a
large tent in an outdoor festival, where most audiences were
prepared to camp for the weekend. On each occasion audiences
were invited to bring what they needed to ensure comfortable
sleep if they were planning to stay for the duration.

3.3 The Mapping Software
As shown in Figure 3, the auditory representation of the sleep
stages of the performers relies on continuous mappings of the
EEG and accelerometer signals to parameters of a constantly
changing 8-channel soundscape. The soundscape consists of
sixteen tones of variable spectrum. Each performer influences
four of these tones. As a performer enter sleep stage 1, the
presence of alpha waves applies tremolo to the four tones
assigned to that performer. As the performer slowly transitions
to sleep stage 2, the tremolos decrease. At the same time, the
beginning presence of sleep spindles triggers enveloped tones
processed by delays with feedback. As the performer moves
into stage 3 sleep, the presence of slow wave (Delta) activity
reduces the timbral complexity of each of the tones. When the
performer finally reaches stage 4 (deep) sleep, the complexity
is at its minimum. Also, each time a performer reaches this
stage, one sine tone is removed from the four tones. This
means that if the performer achieves deep sleep three or more
times in a night, only one tone will be present at the end. This
enables listeners to not only experience the changing
soundscape within one sleep cycle, but to experience through
sound the increasing rest that occurs for the performer over the
entire night. In REM sleep, the performer’s eyes are darting
back and forth and higher frequency beta activity is present. To
represent this, the sounds mapped from that performer are
cycled across the octophonic array. The extreme simplicity of
the sonic mappings allows any patterns that emerge to be heard
as clearly as possible during the performance.

Due to the particular exigencies of the work, the preview
performance at the Diapason Gallery was the first time the
authors were privy to how MS&WM might work outside the
studio setting. We had undertaken different tests in the studio
to learn how different kinds of brainwave activity might result
in different kinds of sound, and had recorded data relating to
individuals’ brainwaves during different stages of the SleepWakefulness Cycle (SWC) in order to test this in studio. Still,
the particular dynamics of an 8-hour performance featuring
four performers (all with unique, unpredictable sleep patterns)
remained unknown until the time of performance.
In each of the performances, we had both ‘light’ and ‘heavy’
sleepers. The light sleepers woke quite often throughout the
night and very rarely encountered deep sleep. This caused the
presence of frequent tremolo activity from fading in and out of
drowsiness (stage 1) sleep. Frequent, rapid spindles from stage
2 sleep were also prominent. Since ‘light’ sleepers never
reached stage 4 sleep, their four tones were always complex
and no tones were removed from their initial allotment of four.
On the other hand, the ‘deep’ sleepers almost never woke up
and reached stage four sleep several times throughout the night.
Thus, they created an almost perfect counterpoint to the ‘light’
sleepers. Frequent REM activity caused the sound to cycle
from speaker to speaker. By being frequently in stage 3 sleep,
they caused long slow spindles to appear. With the slow-wave
activity, the timbre of their tones were simplified and, by the
end of the evening, they were left with only one note from their
original four – sonically revealing the restful night they
experienced.

Mapping from EEG Features to EightChannel Sonic Landscape
(Max/MSP)
Stage 1

Extraction of EEG Features
(EyesWeb)
Headband with Dry
Electrodes and 2D
Accelerometer

Alpha

Tremolo from Alpha
Activity

Stage 2
Deceasing tremolo,
enveloped tones
triggered by
increasing spindle
bursts

Stage 3
EOG Activity
Frontal Lobe EEG

Theta
Delta
Spindle

2D
Accelerometers

Increasing enveloped
tones from spindles,
descreasing spectral
complexity caused by
increasing slow-wave
activity

Stage 4
Least spectral
complexity, removal of
one tone when this
stage (deep sleep) is
reached

Activity

Notably, the authors (who monitored the sleepers’ brainwave
activity throughout the different performances) observed that
members of the ensemble perceptibly responded to changes in
their sound environment within the different stages of the
SWC. In the context of this work, such a response can perhaps
be posited as a kind of communication or exchange between the
members of the ensemble, and between the ensemble and its
environment. We also observed that, within the larger context
of the continuous sound environment, sudden or vivid changes

REM
Increasing Octophonic
Panning of Tones

Figure 3. The MS&WM Architecture: The components of
the process (1) data acquisition using a headband on each of
four performers, (2) the extraction of the acquired signals
into sleep staging features and (3) the mapping to the
octophonic soundscape
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communities, but myriad artistic communities as well (see Ruhs
2000: 9) [11].

(for example, an unexpectedly loud spindle event) did not
typically awaken the sleepers, although some reported a sense
of being continuously ‘pulled into’ and ‘out of’ sleep
throughout the night, i.e. kept in a liminal state between sleep
and awakening through changes in the sound environment.

In Ouzounian and Griffin’s overnight work EDEN EDEN
EDEN, the continuously evolving patterns of sound and image
were conceived as a ‘memory processing ritual’. The
programme notes read:
‘Aural and visual acts become chaotically resonant through
their continual repetition. Members of the audience, who are
invited to sleep during the performance, shift between waking
and dreaming states. Afterwards, their memories coincide.’
(Ouzounian and Griffin 2009) [12]

Audiences reported a multitude of different experiences that
ranged from intense to restful to blissful to oblivious. Many
reported vivid, imagistic dreams. Several commented that,
despite being immersed in the sound environment continuously
for many hours, following the performance they had little
recollection of ‘what it sounded like’. Others commented on
the uniqueness of the collective sleep experience and of
experiencing sound and music in their sleep. One
listener/participant, a composer of electronic music, described
her experience thus:

EDEN EDEN EDEN proposed that the collective experience of
continuous, repetitive, and continuously evolving patterns of
sound and image within different states of consciousness could
enable co-incidental ‘resonant’ memories to emerge. Music for
Sleeping & Waking Minds proposes that communication
(understood in its broadest sense, as the exchange of thought)
can occur simultaneously within and between multiple states of
consciousness, and that an intelligent, shared consciousness can
emerge from this communication. Although this idea is still in
its nascent stages and is shaped through an entirely
experimental approach, it encourages a new understanding of
the dreamwork as a shared experience, and of the creation of
music as viewed through the lens of a collective dream.

‘It was soothing music, semi-monotonous but continually
evolving, with enough elements particularly when spatialized
to generate a need for conscious or subconscious attention. If
concentrating, one could get a sense of a feedback loop, with
the sound correlating with physical state; but this sensation
was rather alien since the correlation was not with bodily
change of position or anything apparent; rather the sound
patterns were coincident with changing states of brain activity
of which most of us are not typically aware. For me there was
some sense of relation, i.e. even deliberate control
of/generation of sounds. It was a bit Borg-like since the
interconnected sonified mental web of the collective lying on
the floor was externalized, or embodied, as a unified sound
composition in the entire room. I suspect that the composed
nature of the structure, and the specific sounds [that were]
selected fostered this sensation’.
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In the Q&A sessions and conversations that followed the
different presentations, listeners were particularly curious as to
how different aspects of the SWC were articulated in sound,
and whether or not things like nightmares could be discerned in
the sound environment. Performers wanted to know more about
their particular sleep patterns and whether they had ‘performed
well’ (since the composition was designed to accommodate any
kind of sleep pattern, there was no ‘better’ or ‘worse’
performance on the part of the performers themselves).
In future performances we plan to experiment with different
audio/video DSP functions and compositional structures in the
work, which is in a sense a ‘model’ or framework than a strictly
determined composition. The performance at NIME 2012 will
be the first to feature visual projections; we are also planning to
develop an immersive installation model in collaboration with
the British artist Kate Genevieve, which will explore, more
specifically, aspects of the audience’s collective sleep
experience.

5. CONCLUSION
In her essay ‘The Muse is Within: The Psyche in the Century of
Science’, Lynn Gamwell (2000: 55) predicts that ‘artists of the
next century will be inspired by an awesome new concept of
dreamwork that fully integrates neurology with the subjective
experience of the self’ [9]. MS&WM is an attempt, still in its
early stages, at putting neurophysiological science to the
service of music and image that are born of, and that give form
to, the dream, the process of dreaming, and to dreamers. When
Sigmung Freud (1913) [10] introduced the concept of the
dreamwork as the process whereby the mind produces the
manifest dream, his theory inspired not only psychoanalytic

8. APPENDIX
For video excerpts of EDEN EDEN EDEN and Music for
Sleeping & Waking Minds please see http://vimeo.com/gascia
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ABSTRACT

been used for well over a century, but they prove remarkably adaptable to the challenges of modern acoustic/digital
instrument design. This paper will present techniques and
design guidelines for creators of new electromagneticallyactuated instruments. The material presented here partly
reflects the author’s own experience developing multiple
generations of the magnetic resonator piano, but the techniques are broadly applicable to many acoustic instruments.

There is growing interest in the field of augmented musical
instruments, which extend traditional acoustic instruments
using new sensors and actuators. Several designs use electromagnetic actuation to induce vibrations in the acoustic
mechanism, manipulating the traditional sound of the instrument without external speakers. This paper presents
techniques and guidelines for the use of electromagnetic actuation in augmented instruments, including actuator design and selection, interfacing with the instrument, and circuits for driving the actuators. The material in this paper forms the basis of the magnetic resonator piano, an
electromagnetically-augmented acoustic grand piano now in
its second design iteration. In addition to discussing applications to the piano, this paper aims to provide a toolbox
to accelerate the design of new hybrid acoustic-electronic
instruments.

2.

µN
i(t)
(1)
`
where N is the number of turns of wire, µ is the permeability of the core, and ` is the length of the solenoid [7]. In
the context of musical instrument design, we use actuators
to exert time-varying force on an acoustic body, so we are
particularly interested in relationship between flux density
Ba and force. We will consider two cases that commonly
occur in augmented instruments.
Ba (t) =

Keywords
augmented instruments, electromagnetic actuation, circuit
design, hardware

1.

THEORY OF OPERATION

In this paper, an electromagnetic actuator (actuator for
short) is defined to be a solenoid-configuration electromagnet which consists of multiple turns of wire around a central core made of iron, steel or other ferromagnetic material.
The magnetic flux density Ba within a solenoid actuator is
proportional to its current i:

INTRODUCTION

Several recent augmented instruments have been invented
which use electromagnetic actuation to transform the sound
of traditional acoustic instruments. The ElectromagneticallyPrepared Piano [1, 3] and the Magnetic Resonator Piano
[11, 12] each use electromagnets inside a grand piano to
induce vibrations in the strings independently of the percussive hammer mechanism. The Electromagnetically-Sustained
Rhodes Piano [16] applies a similar technique to the vibrating metal tines of a Fender Rhodes. The EMvibe [4] uses
electromagnetic actuators to create infinite sustain and continuous timbre-shaping in vibraphone bars. The handheld
Ebow [8] for electric guitar uses feedback between a pickup
and an electromagnetic actuator to produce continuous vibrations in guitar strings; Berdahl [2] has extended these
concepts to allow active damping of guitar strings. A good
general overview of “actuated instruments” can be found in
[13].
Each instrument is based on the same fundamental technology: a solenoid electromagnet consisting of multiple turns
of wire around a ferromagnetic core. Electromagnets have

2.1

Force on a Magnetized Object

In the first case, consider using an actuator to drive a permanent magnet attached to the instrument (Figure 1). Permanent magnets are useful in situations where the instrument itself is not made of a ferromagnetic material: for example, in the EMvibe, the aluminum bars of the vibraphone
do not respond to magnetic fields, so permanent magnets
are affixed to each bar [4].
Current I

Area A

To amplifier

Actuator
N turns

Magnet

Length L
Distance r
Flux density B

Instrument

Figure 1: Actuation of an instrument through an
attached permanent magnet.
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A complete model of the force between two magnetized
objects is complex, depending on the shape, orientation
and magnetization of each object and the distance between
them. For our purposes, Coulomb’s Law, though it does
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not accurately model the underlying physical processes for
real magnets, provides a starting point [7]. It gives the force
between two magnetic poles spaced r meters apart:

Hgap in the gaps and the area A of each area of interaction:
1
(6)
Wm = 2[ µ0 (Hgap )2 Ar]
2
Assuming a very high permeability core, [15] shows that
the field strength in the gaps can be written as a function
of number of turns N , current I and distance r:

µm1 m2
(2)
4πr2
where m1 and m2 are the pole strengths in Ampere-meters
and µ is the permeability of the intervening material (generally µ0 = 4π10−7 N/A2 for air).
Classically, a permanent magnet is modeled with point
magnetic charges on either end. A solenoid electromagnet can be represented similarly, with the pole strength me
given as a function of current I, number of turns N , length
` and area A:
N IA
(3)
me =
`
We thus arrive at the force between a permanent magnet
with pole strength mp and an electromagnet:
F =

Hgap =

µ0 N 2 I 2 A
(8)
4r
and thus the force (the negative sign indicating direction):
Wm =

∂Wm
µ0 N 2 I 2 A
=−
(9)
∂r
4r2
This is again an idealized system, but it shows that ignoring core saturation effects, the force between actuator
and string is proportional to the square of the current. To
see the implications of this, let us rewrite Equation 9 for a
time-varying current i(t) = I cos(ωt):
Fs = −

µN IA
(4)
4π`r2
It is worth repeating that this is a simplified approximation of real-world systems. However, for purposes of musical instrument actuation, it demonstrates several important
results. First, force is linearly proportional to current and
number of turns (and hence to flux density Ba ), and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
actuator and permanent magnet. It also suggests that coils
with larger area and shorter length will produce a stronger
force for the same current.
Since the goal is to induce vibrations in a musical instrument, the minimum distance r will be constrained by the
need for the instrument to vibrate without contacting the
actuator. Equation 4 appears to argue for actuator design
favoring the largest possible number of turns, but we will
see shortly that this design choice comes with a cost.

|Fs (t)| = i(t)2

µ0 N 2 A
µ0 N 2 A
= I 2 cos(ωt)2
2
4r
4r2

1 + cos(2ωt) µ0 N 2 A
(11)
2
4r2
This result shows that applying an AC actuator current
will result in a frequency-doubling effect on the string. Intuitively, this can be seen as the result of both positive and
negative half-waves attracting the string, since ferromagnetic objects are attracted to a magnetic field regardless of
polarity. For augmented instrument designers, two solutions
are possible. One is to use permanent magnets placed immediately next to the actuator to create an offsetting field as
Berdahl does with the Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano
[1]. The other is to drive the actuator with a single-ended
current (always positive or always negative):

Area A (string-magnet interaction)

i(t) = Iof f + Isig cos(ωt)
To amplifier

Actuator

(10)

|Fs (t)| = I 2

Force on a Ferromagnetic Object

Current I

(7)

which gives

F = mp

2.2

NI
2r

Length L

i(t)2 = (Iof f )2 + 2Iof f Isig cos(ωt) + (Isig )2 cos(ωt)2 (13)

String

N turns

(12)

i(t)2 ≈ (Iof f )2 + 2Iof f Isig cos(ωt), when Iof f  Isig (14)

Distance r
Flux density B

The greater the offsetting current Iof f , the more linear
the resulting system. Musically speaking, we have found
that perfect linearity is not necessary, and excessive offset
current results in wasted power and heating of the actuator. The magnetic resonator piano uses Iof f slightly greater
than Isig : in other words, the troughs of the signal approach ground but never go negative (Figure 7). A circuit
to achieve this result is presented in Section 3.2.

Figure 2: Electromagnetic actuation of unmagnetized ferromagnetic string.
Figure 2 shows the case of an actuator driving a steel
instrument string. This is the configuration used in the
magnetic resonator piano [11]. An important distinction
from the previous case is that the string is not magnetically
polarized. However, steel is ferromagnetic, with a permeability µ  µ0 significantly larger than that of free space.
The complete system of actuator and string can be seen
as a magnetic circuit containing two air gaps of length r (the
distance between actuator and string). The system will try
to minimize the total stored magnetic energy, and the force
Fs on the string can be written as the derivative of stored
energy with respect to distance [15, p. 508]:

2.3

Actuator Design

Given the preceding discussion, how should the augmented
instrument designer choose an actuator? For the same current, more turns of wire will produce a stronger field (hence
more force). However, for musical signals, we need to be
able to modulate the current at audio frequencies, and changes
in current are limited by actuator inductance L [14]:
L=µ

∂Wm
(5)
Fs = −
∂r
where the stored energy is a function of the field strength

N 2A
`

∂I
V
V`
=
=
∂t
L
µN 2 A
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(15)
(16)

where A is the area of the solenoid. Equation 4 shows that

overall size, number of turns and wire gauge, with two of
these parameters determining the third.
We found that small-diameter (0.38”) actuators performed
well on the highest strings of the piano (frequencies above
2kHz) but that the total available power was limited before the actuators overheated. Moreover, the field from the
smallest actuators was too localized to simultaneously activate the three strings of a given piano note. The best
compromise between size, power and high-frequency performance was found to be an actuator of 0.82” diameter (0.77”
length). Within this size, we evaluated multiple choices of
wire gauge. The performance did not vary as strongly with
wire gauge as with size, and we settled on 28AWG as a compromise between number of turns and low inductance. The
actuators in the current magnetic resonator piano have an
average resistance of 5.3Ω and an inductance of 19mH.

∂F
V
= mp
(17)
∂t
4πr2 N
In other words, the goal of strong force for a given current and extended high-frequency performance are opposed.
Actuator selection should thus take into account the specific musical situation (the frequency range needed) and the
available amplifier output voltage swing V .

2.4

Lorentz Force Actuation

For metal-stringed instruments, an alternative approach exists to solenoid electromagnetic actuators. The Lorentz force
describes the force on a charged particle due to a magnetic
field. A special case of the Lorentz force gives the force on
a current-carrying wire from a magnetic field:
F = IL × B
(18)

2.6

where F, L and B are vector quantities representing the
force, length of the wire as it interacts with the magnet,
and magnetic field, and I is the current. To use Lorentz
force actuation in a musical instrument (Figure 3), strong
permanent magnets are placed next to the string and current is passed through the string itself. Alvin Lucier’s 1977
piece Music on a Long Thin Wire1 uses this form of actuation. The Lorentz configuration can also be used to measure string vibrations by monitoring current induced in the
string; this technique has been used for detailed studies of
the violin [10] and the piano [6].
Length L

Even the highly simplified models above show that many
factors affect actuator design. With the caveat that experimentation is always important, we offer the following
suggestions:
• Actuator size usually dictates power handling, regardless of wire gauge. Choose a size first based on required output level, geometry and cost, then explore
winding parameters (wire gauge vs. number of turns).
• Choose winding parameters based on amplifier capabilities, especially maximum output voltage swing. Fewer
turns require less voltage swing but higher current to
achieve the same performance. Also consider the minimum load impedance the amplifier can drive, especially when using amplifiers intended for speakers.

Flux density B

Magnets

String
Current I

• Within reasonable limits, small variations in actuator
design (e.g. 20% change in size, 2AWG in winding)
do not appear to significantly affect musical results.

To amplifier

Figure 3: Lorentz force actuation of a musical instrument string.
In comparison to solenoid electromagnetic actuation, Lorentz
actuation can have much better linearity and better highfrequency performance since the string lacks the inductance
of a solenoid actuator. However, the maximum force exerted
on the string is limited by the amount of current that can be
passed through it: informal experiments with Lorentz actuation on steel guitar strings showed that large currents heat
the string and cause its pitch to drop. String materials with
higher conductivity, such as brass, may be better suited to
this form of actuation, but in general, amplitude limitations
mean that it is best used with amplified instruments.

2.5

Recommendations

• Lorentz actuation can be useful where high-frequency
performance is more important than overall amplitude, and it is the only option for non-ferromagnetic
strings (e.g. brass). None of these forms of actuation
will work with non-conductive strings.
• When a permanent magnet is used, actuator force
also depends on its strength. Neodymium (rare-earth)
magnets provide the highest field strength per unit
mass; low mass minimizes any alteration to the instrument’s natural resonance.

3.

CIRCUITS

Just as important as the actuator design is how it is driven.
This section presents circuits designed specifically for electromagnetic manipulation of acoustic instruments.

Case Study: Magnetic Resonator Piano

The magnetic resonator piano (Figure 9) uses electromagnetic actuators to drive unmagnetized steel piano strings.
Lorentz force actuation is impossible on the piano because
the frame electrically connects both ends of all strings. The
first generation magnetic resonator piano used hand-wound
actuators: 600 turns of 30AWG copper wire on a 3/8” steel
threaded rod. Actuators were approximately 0.6” in length,
0.8” in diameter, and had a resistance of 9Ω and an inductance of 20mH.
We recently built a second-generation instrument, one of
the goals being to produce a design that can be replicated
in larger quantity. Prefabricated actuators were thus necessary. Several actuators were evaluated from Magnetic Sensor Systems2 . The variables available to the designer are

3.1

Power Amplifier

Actuators require significant amounts of power. While some
actuators can be driven with commercial audio amplifiers,
not all have suitable impedance to be used this way. Driving
a large number of actuators with a collection of pre-made
amplifiers can also become bulky and expensive. Moreover,
most modern audio amplifiers are voltage amplifiers: for
most of the audio range, the output voltage is proportional
to the input voltage.3 Equation 1, however, shows that the
flux density of an actuator (and hence its force) is proportional to the current through its windings.
3
Current amplification is occasionally used in an audio context. See, for example, http://www.firstwatt.com/pdf/
art_cs_amps.pdf (accessed 04/2012).

1

http://www.lovely.com/albumnotes/notes1011.html
2
http://www.solenoidcity.com
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with increasing impedance with respect to frequency; as frequency increases, it will take an ever-greater voltage swing
to achieve the same current output. The maximum gain of
IC1A is given as:
Gmax = 1 +

R3
R2

(21)

Every actuator has both resistance and inductance. At
DC, only resistance is relevant. From Equation 20 we can
find the DC voltage gain of IC1A:
GDC = (

Figure 4 shows a schematic for an amplifier designed for
electromagnetic actuation. It is a transconductance amplifier: the output current is proportional to the input voltage.
This amplifier design, repeated 88 times, powers the latest
version of the magnetic resonator piano.
Current-output amplifiers are used extensively in haptics
for the same reason they are valuable here: output actuator
force (or motor torque) is linearly proportional to current
[5]. Haptic systems often require strict feedback control but
lower bandwidth than audio systems [9].

frollof f =

R5
(Iout Rsense )
R4

Iout
R4
≈
Vin
R5 Rsense

3.1.2

Gmax Ra
GDC 2πLa

(23)

For the magnetic resonator piano, the actuators have a natural corner frequency of 1/(2π(L/R)) = 44Hz; with the
component values given, the gain at DC is 3.0 and the maximum gain is 122. This produces a theoretical closed-loop
corner frequency of 1800Hz (i.e. output transconductance
is flat until 1800Hz). In practice the corner frequency is
measured closer to 3000Hz, which suggests that the apparent inductance of the actuator drops at higher frequencies,
most likely due to losses in the steel core.
120

100

80

Voltage gain (dB)

Operation

The heart of Figure 4 is a National Semiconductor LM1876
integrated two-channel power amplifier. Many similar amplifier chips have become available in recent years, with
varying specifications on output power, supply voltage, and
number of channels. These chips offer short-circuit, overcurrent and thermal protection, and many offer mute and
low-power standby modes as well. These features make
them highly robust in live performance where wires can
come loose and unexpected signals can arrive at the inputs.
The transconductance design works as follows: current
through the actuator produces a voltage across resistor Rsense .
IC2A, a standard op-amp in a differential amplifier configuration4 , amplifies this voltage by the ratio R5 /R4 .The gain
of IC1A is set quite high (R3 /R2 = 122), which means that
for finite output voltage, the output of IC2A should be approximately equal to the input on pin 8 of IC1A (exactly
equal as R3 /R2 approaches infinity). Therefore,
Vin ≈ Vref =

(22)

where Ra is the actuator resistance. By comparing Equations 21 and 22, we find the maximum boost, or the extent
to which the gain increases with frequency (Figure 5).
Normally, the actuator acts as a lowpass filter with corner
frequency Ra /2πLa . The amplifier acts a shelving firstorder highpass filter, with the result that the effective corner
frequency of the actuator is pushed upwards:

Figure 4: Transconductance amplifier for driving
electromagnetic actuators.

3.1.1

R4 (Ra + Rsense )
Vout
)DC ≈
Vin
R5 Rsense

60
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Figure 5: Voltage gain for open-loop (blue, short
dashes) and inverse feedback path (black, long
dashes). The closed loop voltage gain (solid red) is
the minimum of the two. Where the curves intersect, the total phase offset must be less than 180◦ .

(19)
(20)

High-Frequency Performance and Stability

The stability criterion is shown in Figure 5. The openloop gain is derived from the LM1876 datasheet, showing
standard dominant-pole compensation. At the point where
the open-loop gain of IC1A intersects the (inverse) gain of
the feedback path, the total phase shift must be less than
180◦ . This requires that the feedback gain be approximately
flat before the point of intersection, placing an upper bound
on the ratio R3 /R2 which is dependent on the specific properties of the actuator. The given component values produce
a stable design for most electromagnetic actuators, but not
for low-impedance purely resistive loads (e.g. Section 2.4)
where artificial high-frequency rolloff must be added.

Equation 16 demonstrates that voltage swing, and not total
output power, determines the maximum change in current
(slew rate). The LM1876 is specified for supply rails up to
±32V, with an output swing within 3V of each rail. Other
integrated amplifiers are rated for even higher supply voltages. The magnetic resonator piano uses ±28V rails.
R2 and R3 are necessary to limit the maximum gain
of the LM1876. Electromagnetic actuators are inductors,
4
The differential configuration is used so that power and
signal grounds can be separated; voltages induced in the
power ground by other amplifiers will be canceled out.
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3.1.3

Current Monitoring

3.1.4

Voltage (V)

2
1
0
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−2
0
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0.6

0.8

1

Time (s)

Figure 7: Output of level-shifter circuit.
IC1A and IC1B form a precision peak detector with decay time set by the product R4 C2 . R3 limits inrush current
to C2 and avoids op-amp instability. IC1D mixes the original and peak-detected signals, meaning the troughs of the
waveform will always stay above ground. Optional R6 adds
a small voltage offset (Iof f in Equation 12). Since IC1D
is an inverting amplifier, IC1C recovers the original noninverted (but still level-shifted) signal.

Construction Notes

Schematics and board layouts are available from the author
online.5 The roles of R2 -R7 have been previously discussed.
R1 and C1 form an optional low-pass filter on the input
signal to reduce the output swing from high-frequency noise.
1% resistors should be used, particularly for R4 -R7 and (if
possible) Rsense . Rsense should be rated for sufficient power
to handle the maximum possible load current. As with all
amplifier designs, proper supply bypassing and heatsinking
are required.
Traditional or switching power supply designs are possible for the rails of IC1. If the rails exceed ±15V, a separate
supply is required for IC2. Both IC1 and IC2 are dual amplifier parts, so a complete design consists of two amplifiers.

3.2

Input
Level−Shifter Out

3

A useful feature of this amplifier design is that the output
of IC2A (Vref ) provides a voltage proportional to the actuator current, even in cases where IC1A saturates or distorts.
Additionally, by connecting R2 to ground rather than to
the output of IC2A, the amplifier can be converted into a
voltage-output (low output impedance) design while retaining current monitoring capability.
Current monitoring is useful for interference cancellation.
When magnetic actuators and magnetic pickups are used
simultaneously, the actuator signal can bleed directly into
the pickup. By subtracting a scaled version of Vref , this
interference can be significantly attenuated. However, core
saturation and hysteresis effects prevent Vref from being an
exact measure of the magnetic flux density in Equation 1.

3.2.2

Dual-Ended Mode

When SW1 is open, the peak detector is disconnected from
IC1C. IC1C and IC1D now act as simple inverting buffers.
SW1 can be implemented as a physical switch or an analog
switch IC (e.g. 74AHC1G66).

Polarity and Offset Adjustment

Section 2.2 showed that driving (unmagnetized) ferromagnetic objects requires a single-ended output current. The
amplifier in Section 3.1 can be used for either bipolar or
single-ended signals, as there is no DC blocking capacitor
at the input. The circuit in Figure 6 provides a comprehensive means of adjusting the offset and polarity (phase
inversion) of an input signal.

Figure 8: Signal routing from DAC channels to amplifiers. Two shift registers support 3 multiplexers
(3rd not shown) and blocks can be daisy-chained to
support an arbitrary number of actuators.
Figure 6: Circuit for selecting single- or dualpolarity inputs. Single-polarity signals are useful
for driving unmagnetized ferromagnetic objects.

3.2.1

3.3

Single-Ended Mode

When SW1 is closed, the output is single-ended: positive
on signal ‘out’, negative on ‘out invert’. The troughs of
the shifted waveform approach but do not cross ground, as
shown in Figure 7. This is a superior configuration to a fixed
voltage offset because the average DC value is never any
higher than needed, conserving output power (and heat).
5

Multi-Actuator Signal Routing

Each actuator requires its own amplifier. However, for polyphonic instruments such as the piano, it is not feasible to
have an audio output channel for every string. Figure 8
shows a circuit which dynamically routes input signals to
amplifiers. Each amplifier takes its input from a 16-channel
multiplexer. The control inputs of the multiplexers, as well
as the standby/mute pins on the amplifiers, are driven from
the outputs of a chain of shift registers. In this way, a microcontroller can easily maintain a routing matrix between up
to 16 inputs and an indefinite number of output amplifiers.
The circuit is tailored to work with the amplifier of Section 3.1. The logic is powered from ±5V to allow dual-

http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrewm/
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ended signals to pass (the audio inputs must be within the
multiplexer supply rails). P-channel MOSFETs are used to
convert standard 0-5V logic to this format. Schmitt-trigger
buffers (IC1) are used to provide clean edges on slow-rising
or noisy data lines. If multiple amplifier boards are daisychained through long cables, Schmitt-trigger buffers at the
input of each board are recommended.

4.

Figure 9 shows a picture of the current MRP design,
which places amplifiers next to the electromagnets inside the
piano. In addition to the electronic improvements described
above, a rapidly-adjustable bracket allows the horizontal
and vertical position of each actuator to be changed and
locked using a single wing nut, greatly reducing setup time
in an 88 note configuration. The instrument was recently
used in performances of new music by six Philadelphia-area
composers; further musical discussion can be found in [11],
and videos are available online (see previous footnote).

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER:
THE MAGNETIC RESONATOR PIANO

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a basic theory of electromagnetic
actuator design and several circuits intended for use in acoustic instrument actuation. The techniques presented form
the basis of the magnetic resonator piano, but they are
broadly applicable to any augmented instrument situation.
It is hoped that these ideas will accelerate the process of creating new augmented instruments by providing a procedure
and toolkit for designing actuation systems.

6.
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Figure 9: The magnetic resonator piano, showing
electromagnetic amplifiers over each string. Amplifiers are inside the piano behind the actuators.
The magnetic resonator piano, an electromagneticallyaugmented grand piano, was first designed in 2009 [11, 12].
It allows the performer to continuously shape the string vibrations for every note, with extended techniques including
infinite sustain, crescendos, pitch bends, harmonics and new
timbres. The material presented here reflects a complete redesign of the hardware. This redesign was fundamentally
musical in motivation: composers and performers requested
features that could only be addressed by hardware changes.
Requests included:
1. Louder sound, especially in the bass: though the instrument was already quite loud, it had difficulty competing with the traditional piano when played forte
or fortissimo. Making the instrument louder required
higher-power amplifiers.
2. Brighter sound and upper harmonics: musicians
wanted the timbre of the electromagnetic sound to
more closely match the timbre of the traditional piano,
which contains many upper partials. The instrument
can also play individual harmonics on each string, but
the upper harmonics were quite soft. Addressing both
requests required a greater current slew rate and thus
an amplifier with a larger voltage swing.
3. Faster speaking time: the actuators produce tones
that speak more slowly than hammer-struck notes.
Though this is inherent in the nature of electromagnetic actuation, faster response was achieved through
a combination of higher-power amplifiers and a levelshifting circuit (Section 3.2) with a rapid attack time
(defined by R3 C2 ).
4. 88-note coverage: the original instrument covered
48 strings. To cover the complete range of the piano,
both amplifiers and actuators needed to be machineproduceable in quantity, which guided their design.
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OMax is an improvisation software based on a graph representation encoding the pattern repetitions and structures of
a sequence, built incrementally and in real-time from a live
Midi or Audio source. We present in this paper a totally
rewritten version of the software. The new design leads
to refine the spectral listening of OMax and to consider
different methods to build the symbolic alphabet labeling
our symbolic units. The very modular and versatile architecture makes possible new musical configurations and we
tried the software with different styles and musical situations. A novel visualization is proposed, which displays the
current state of the learnt knowledge and allows to notice,
both on the fly and a posteriori, points of musical interest
and higher level structures.

This technique, close to concatenative synthesis, has been
extended in a video version of OMax [6]. The video of
the musician (or any other visual material) is aligned and
recombined as a slave synchronization with audio.
Previous versions of OMax made use of two very different
software environment, Max/MSP and OpenMusic (hence its
name “OMax”) respectively for real-time signal processing
and abstract model construction and navigation processes.
In this paper we will present a new version of OMax we
developed solely based on Max5. We will describe the material it is now able to “understand” and how it achieves this.
Then we will explain the architecture of this new version and
its novel visualization and interactions possibilities. Finally
we will discuss a few situations we encountered testing with
musicians.

Keywords

2.

OMax, Improvisation, Machine Learning, Machine Listening, Visualization, Sequence Model, Software Architecture

Historically, OMax emerged from studies on stylistic simulation by Shlomo Dubnov and Gérard Assayag and Marc
Chemillier’s research on improvisation modeling. It has
since gained considerable attention from improvising musicians worldwide through dozen of concerts, workshops and
master-classes.

1. PRINCIPLES
OMax [2][4][6] is a software environment oriented towards
human-machine interaction for musical improvisation. It
learns in real-time by listening to an acoustic musician and
extracting symbolic units from this stream. It then builds
a sequence model on these units constituting an internal
knowledge. The internal model of OMax (named Factor
Oracle [1][5]) is a graph which incrementally recognizes the
repeated factors (patterns and subpatterns) of any symbolic
string. Factor Oracle only needs strict on the symbolic units
to be built. They can be called letters over a formal alphabet.
OMax is able to navigate through this model to create one
or several “clones” of the musician feeding the system [2].
These “clones” are recombinations of the original discourse
justified by the model and realized by cutting and pasting
the original material in real-time (audio editing or MIDI
deslicing, see 2.1 and [4]).This stylistic reinjection [4] creates a specific musical interaction in which the musician
is constantly confronted to a reinterpreted version of his
own playing. It emphasize the memory effects and usage
of (self-)reference found in improvisation contexts such as
collective free improvisation or jazz.

2.1

MATERIAL

Audio vs. MIDI

Both audio and MIDI streams can constitute a source for
OMax learning. Though MIDI is already a flow of abstract
data, it still needs to be segmented into consistent units to
be learnt. In the case of a monophonic MIDI input , segmentation is trivial: a unit for a note. However a polyphonic
MIDI input feeds a continuous and overlapping flow of notes
to be separated into polyphonic chord-like slices (Figure 1).
This slicing happens with the birth and death of significant
events and has been described in [4]. It does not imply any
specific labeling (or lettering) to tag the symbolic units to
be compared and learnt.
In the case of an audio input, prior to any kind of grouping, information needs to be extracted from samples. We
have in OMax two very different types of audio analysis
which infer two different kind of listening. The first type of
analysis is pitch extraction. For now, we are able to deal
only with monophonic pitch extraction and use the YIN
algorithm [8]. To make the output of yin more consistent
and stable, we use a statistical analysis with concurrent voting agents gathering pitches over fixed windows [3]. Stable
pitches are gathered and grouped into units when equal and
consecutive to form notes. At this point, we are brought
back to the simpler case of monophonic MIDI-like data.
We summarize the different steps to form consistent units
for the different type of analysis in Figure 1. From an audio
stream, micro-units are constituted with an initial framing
and the extraction of a descriptor of the signal. Depending
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Figure 2: Example of mutation in spectral clustering

Symbolic
Labeling

Another effect of this classification is the possibility of
mutations according to the past of the learning. Depending on the material already encountered and known in the
system — which means in our MFCC space, depending on
the clusters already defined —, the same (or close) spectral
vectors can be identified differently. An example of such a
mutation is given in 2D Figure 2: vectors framed in red,
although very close, are recognize differently depending on
the moment they appear. The first vector (Figure 2a) is
considered in the “blue” class while the second occurrence
is closer to a more recently defined “yellow” cluster (Figure 2b). The appearance of the “yellow” cluster in between
did not change the class of the previously encountered vector but it modifies the classification of forthcoming material.
This also has a musical meaning: a specific playing mode
can be considered as an accident and identified as close to
an already heard mode if encountered only once. But the
same playing mode, if developed by the musician may be
rightfully creating one or more new cluster(s) — letter(s) in
our spectral alphabet —to describe its slighter differences.
Thus the mapping between signal units and symbols has
become adaptive instead of being rigid, which reflects an
important aspect of implicit learning in human interaction.

Model

Figure 1: Analysis chain of the input
on the algorithm of extraction, different sliding windows
are used. Then, in a second phase, macro-units can be put
together by grouping similar and consecutive micro-units.
The boundaries are defined by different criteria depending
on the type of units. Then, to achieve the segmentation,
we time-stamp these units linking them with the chunk of
signal they encode — and we take into account the latency
and time specific parameters of each methods.

2.2

Spectral Segmentation

The second type of audio analysis in OMax uses spectral
descriptors. They allow the system to listen and play with
wider types of sound including noises, percussions or different instrumental playing modes. Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients has been proven (for example in [7]) to be easily computable, very compact and reliable for recognition
tasks. It is suitable to constitute our micro-units. However,
MFCCs are vectors of floating-point multi-scale coefficients.
It is thus necessary to have a clustering algorithm to put together consistent and meaningful macro-units.
Rather than using a rough quantization as in [6], we designed a weighted Euclidean clustering algorithm. This algorithm achieves both the macro-grouping and the symbolic
labeling at once.
For every incoming MFCC vector, dropping the first coefficient (which represent the overall energy of the slice),
we weight the remaining coefficients according to profiles
to help enhancing the differences we want to discriminate.
These profiles have been adjusted empirically along experiments with several instruments and playing styles. Then
we compare the vector to the clusters already encountered
by computing the Euclidean distance with their centroids
and we determine (with an adjustable threshold) if it can
be identified or if it constitute a new letter in our spectral
alphabet.

2.3

(b) Clusters later on

3.

ARCHITECTURE

Further than being able to use different segmentations and
alphabets, the whole software has been reprogrammed to
adopt a very flexible and versatile architecture presented
Figure 3.
Input

Detection

Segmentation

Record

Delay

Buffer
Modelling

Controls

Interface
Improviser

Scheduler

Renderer

Output

Figure 3: Functional diagram of OMax 4.x

3.1

Alphabets

Modularity

First of all, a modular approach has been taken to develop
the different functions needed (Figure 3). The audio input is split in two streams. One is directly recorded into
a buffer while the other enters a two stage process to constitute macro-units. The detection stage regroups both the
framing of the signal and the extraction of a descriptor to
get micro-units. Then the segmentation stage is in charge of
the grouping and the time-stamping to define macro-units

This incremental clustering mechanism creates a growing alphabet of spectral letters in a multidimensional Euclidean
space, meaning that the system is able to discover the symbolic units along the musicians playing. It allows us to have
an ad-hoc definition of the clusters depending on the input
material. Regions of the timbre space thoroughly explored
by the musician will have therefore more clusters than other
regions, less brought into play. On the other hand, pitch
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and date them (see 2.1 and Figure 1).
Thanks to a fixed delay, the analysis chain described in the
previous paragraph has a retro-action on the recording to
start and stop it consistently (mainly avoiding to record
long silences).
Once labelled (see 2.3), the symbolic units are fed incrementally to the model which will be read and navigated by
improvising agents. To create a new “clone”, the improviser
is in charge of reading and jumping in the graph to create
a new coherent path — a musical variation on what the
acoustic musician played until now. The scheduler reading this path puts it back “in time” with the possibility of
time-stretching or backward reading. Finally, the renderer
effectively reads and crossfades the different buffer chunks
corresponding to this new musical discourse.

3.2

associate musical passages with particular sections of the
graph. And retrieve them easily later on.

Figure 4: “Clones” and regions on the sequence visualization

Parallelism

While playing with OMax, the visualization is also a new
interface to interact with the software. Indeed, as introduced Figure 4, the different “clones” OMax is able to play
are also pictured on the display with moving arrows above
and below the timeline. These arrows reflect the current position of each “clone” in the model and jump along the links
when improvising new paths (see [2]). With the mouse, regions of the graph can be selected (green and blue sections
on Figure 4) to constrain “clones” to specific sections of what
has been learnt.
Many other features and functions that can not be detailed here have also been implemented to make the visualization as intuitive, interactive and useful as possible.

The modularity of the new design allows now OMax to run
in parallel different analysis and labeling and to acquire this
way a multi-description model on a single input. The most
typical setup making use of this is to run both the pitch
and spectral analysis on a single audio input, building thus
two Factor Oracles which refer to the same buffer and timestamping.
Another very common option the new architecture allows,
is to have several independent “clones” improvising on the
same model. For that, we duplicate the whole generation
chain, improviser -scheduler -renderer. Each improviser is
able to have its own path on the common model of the
input.
Besides these simple configurations, more sophisticated
schemes are possible to create different musical linkage inside OMax. An example of these configurations is to have
two “clones” playing the same computer-based improvisation — possibly at different speed or with transposition —
ie. the same path in the model.

3.3

4.2

A Posteriori

Following the same visualization principles with different
musical materials and visuals, we noticed that examining
our model, a posteriori, could reveal important higher level
structures. Moreover, this analysis may show, in real-time,
these higher level formal structures with little graphical processing. For example, with colors to identify patterns and
thickness to stress the durations, we can enhance certain
aspects of the analysis and help discover interrelations of
parts.
Figure 5 shows the analysis of a saxophone improvisation.

Versatility

Multiplying and combining at will the modules — the only
limit being the power of the computer — we can shape and
adapt our OMax setup to very diversified musical situations.
From one to several inputs in parallels with one or more descriptions and models built on each of them and one to
several “clones” improvising together or independently, the
variety of arrangement allows us to start playing OMax almost as an instrument. We will see in 5 how OMax can now
take its own musical part in different musical ensemble.

4. VISUALIZATION
On top of the redesign of the architecture, OMax 4.x adds
to the software a whole new interface (thanks to Jitter, the
graphical part of Max5). This interface is based on a visualization of the current state of one or two models being built.
It takes the simple form of a growing horizontal and linear
timeline representing what has already been learnt — time
“flows” from left to right: left is farther in the past, right
is the most recent element. Above and below this timeline
can be shown some links of the Factor Oracle graph indicating the occurrences of repeated patterns. An example is
presented Figure 4.

4.1

Live

Although unadorned, this feedback constantly given on the
current state of the model revealed itself to be very efficient to locate and memorize on the fly musically interesting points. Seeing patterns of links appearing on the screen
related to what the musician is currently playing allows to

Figure 5: Visualization with colors and thickness
On the bottom half (below the horizontal timeline, which
correspond to the model built on pitch), we can see with
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the important number of arches, that the material introduced at the beginning of the session is developed for about
a third of the total duration then the rest of the improvisation is very different (few links/arches connecting it with
the beginning). Finally a short but strong recapitulation of
the first material is played: many arches connecting the last
moments of the improvisation with the beginning.
This way, the new interface of OMax may open possibilities for a simple yet efficient musicology tool to study pieces
or improvisations and compare them.Automatic segmentation of formal high level structures in musical sequences has
been experimented as a derivation from this visualization
but is not presented in this paper.

Despite the difference of nature between the acoustic instruments and OMax — which usually does not have its
own sound source — the computer and its player could really find a place comparable to the other musicians in the
group. And the work to build a whole concert program was
in almost every aspects similar to the work with an ensemble of only acoustic instruments.

6.

5. OMAX IN ACTION
In the last two years, we had the opportunity to play with
OMax in numerous and various situation. Here are some
of the rough observations we could empirically make. We
encountered mainly two kinds of musical ensembles. The
first is a duet between an acoustic musician improvising and
feeding the system and an electronic musician controlling
the software. The second common situation is to include
OMax (and the person controlling it) into a small musical
group (usually up to ten musicians).

5.1

Duets

Naturally, the first idea to try out a software like OMax
is to ask a musician to feed the system with an improvisation and play along with the computer based “clones”.
This allows us to test at the same time how the system
understands the musicians playing and how they musically
interact. Multiplying this kind of experiments with very
different instruments helped us refine the different analysis stages of the software. While multiplying the different
styles showed us the musical possibilities and limits of such
a dialog.

7.
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It soon appeared in this situation that the choices made
by the person controlling OMax strongly influence the course
of the session. Thus, the acoustic musician could notice very
fast the interventions and the character of the electronic musician, and often referred to this partner as a mixed entity
constituted of OMax and the person controlling it, rather
than as the software by itself. Duets of short duration work
very well most of the time and some characteristics of purely
acoustic improvised duets can be found.
However, when musicians want to make it longer (and confront it with a public), they usually feel more confident
(pre)setting narrative elements. They frequently start to
predefine the type of interaction with the system, mostly
in terms of when to play and what part of the learning to
use (which could be identified to a music score for OMax
player). Or they feed OMax with some prepared material (pre-composed and/or pre-recorded) and improvise with
these. Some previous experiments have been done in this
last direction such as in Peking Duck Soup (Bloch 2008 [6]).

5.2

FURTHER DIRECTIONS

Both the entire renovation and the musical testing feed the
research around the musical aptness of OMax.
The explorations already started around the notion of alphabet in OMax constitute a strong direction of our future
work. It puts up questions about the consistency of these
alphabets and ways to build finer and even more meaningful
alphabets. On-going research about information geometry
or other content-oriented machine learning techniques may
nourish our reflexion.
Multiplying the alphabets and models built in parallel gives
opportunities to exploit more or differently the knowledge of
the system. The various descriptions of an input sequence
may be queried concurrently or jointly to help drive the system towards more expressive and speaking musical paths.
This database oriented approach could use some reinforcement learning technique in order to make interesting solutions emerge.
Finally, numerous musical situation suggested we should
investigate the relation of OMax with the rhythm both in
a broad (phrase leading, endings. . . ) and in a strict (pulse,
time signature. . . ) sense. A strong anticipation mechanism
may be a relevant approach to these problems.

Groups

The other kind of musical situation OMax has regularly
been involved in could be qualified as “collective free improvisation” or “band”, that is a small group of musicians
playing together, either improvising freely or with strong
predetermined structuresIn this cases, one or two instances
of OMax were used and each of them could listen and learn
from one or two of the acoustic musicians. Technically, the
question of feedback of other musicians and OMax into the
microphones gets really serious in these situations.
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ABSTRACT

technique correctly. This is not intended as a replacement
for an experienced human instructor, but rather as a supplementary tool to help the student maximise the eﬃciency
of their practice time, and to avoid the introduction of bad
habits between lessons.

The Highland piping tradition requires the performer to
learn and accurately reproduce a diverse array of ornaments,
which can be a daunting prospect to the novice piper. This
paper presents a system which analyses a player’s technique using sensor data obtained from an electronic bagpipe
chanter interface. Automatic recognition of a broad range
of piping embellishments allows real-time visual feedback to
be generated, enabling the learner to ensure that they are
practicing each movement correctly.
The electronic chanter employs a robust and responsive
infrared (IR) sensing strategy, and uses audio samples from
acoustic recordings to produce a high quality bagpipe sound.
Moreover, the continuous nature of the IR sensors oﬀers the
controller a considerable degree of flexibility, indicating significant potential for the inclusion of extended and novel
techniques for musical expression in the future.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 The Great Highland Bagpipe (GHB)
The GHB is comprised of five individual pipes (two tenor
drones, one bass drone, the blowpipe and the melody pipe
or chanter) attached to an airtight bag, which acts as an air
reservoir. The bag is held under the player’s arm, with the
drones resting over the shoulder. By maintaining a constant
pressure on the bag with the elbow, the player ensures a
steady flow of air through the drone and chanter reeds.
It is worth noting that the level of air flow and pressure
on the bag are generally not used as expressive parameters,
but rather kept as consistent as possible in order to produce a continuous, unbroken sound. The bass and tenor
drones produce a uniform octave accompaniment which remains unchanged regardless of the melody. Therefore, at
least in traditional piping, the chanter is the sole means of
expressive control of the GHB.

Keywords
Great Highland Bagpipe, continuous infrared sensors, ornament recognition, practice tool, SuperCollider, OSC.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1.1

For centuries, the Great Highland Bagpipe (GHB) has sustained a deep military connection, and the discipline associated with all aspects of the armed forces is strongly reflected
in the Highland piping tradition. Even reasonably simple
bagpipe music requires the performer to know a wide variety of distinct and clearly defined techniques, and to execute
them with meticulous precision. This formal musical culture, coupled with the level of physical endurance required
to produce a consistent sound, can cause the learning curve
to be intimidatingly steep to the beginner.
In recent years, there has been a wealth of research into
the development of tools to assist musicians in instrumental practice, much of which has focussed on the piano and
other keyboard instruments. However, it seems that bagpipe pedagogy, at least in a technological context, remains
largely unexplored.
This paper presents a system which exploits the regimented, rule-based nature of Highland piping to analyse
a player’s performance using sensor data obtained from an
electronic bagpipe interface. Real-time visual feedback allows the learner to ensure that they are practicing each

The Chanter

Figure 1 shows the nine notes of the GHB scale and their associated fingerings. This diagram raises two important details. Firstly, the GHB is a transposing instrument, sounding approximately a semi-tone above the notated pitch [3].
For the remainder of this paper, notes will be referred to by
their piping names as opposed to concert pitch.

Figure 1: Highland bagpipe scale and fingerings.
Furthermore, although no key signature is given (as is
typical of all GHB music), the C and F of the scale are in
fact C� and F�. The chanter can therefore reproduce a full
Mixolydian scale, with an additional 7th (low G) below the
tonic (A). “Cross fingerings” for C� and F� have been developed in recent years, and are common among many contemporary pipers. However, these have not been accepted into
traditional piping circles, and hence the standard fingerings
are invariably referred to simply as “C” and “F”.
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2.1.2

Playing Technique and Ornamentation

period as a finger is quickly lifted or replaced. This leads
to unnaturally abrupt transitions between notes at the micro level, which undoubtedly has a detrimental eﬀect on the
perceived authenticity of the audio output.
There have been several attempts within the academic
community to develop alternatives to this discrete sensor
strategy. The EpipE [2, 8] is a uilleann bagpipe chanter
interface, which extends the capacitive sensing approach to
include an array of sixteen small binary touch-switches for
each hole. The number of electrodes was chosen such that
for each individual sensor, the corresponding change in frequency would be less than the Just Noticeable Diﬀerence
(JND) discernible by the human ear [13], giving the impression of continuous frequency variation.
The FrankenPipe [9] instead uses photoresistors mounted
inside the holes of an acoustic GHB chanter. This provides
a wide analogue range for each hole, and has the advantage
of retaining the physical feel of a traditional chanter.

In addition to its restricted melodic range, the GHB provides no facility for dynamic control, and hence has only one
(not inconsiderable) volume level. Moreover, the fact that
both drones and chanter produce a constant, uninterrupted
sound prevents the use of silences or timbral variations for
the purposes of emphasis and articulation.
To address these limitations, pipers employ a variety of
ornaments to separate and accentuate the melody notes.
These take the form of one or more short gracenotes, performed in a specific order. A wide range of ornaments exist, from individual gracenotes to more elaborate embellishments such as the birl and crunluath (Figure 2). These are
rigorously and formally defined, and their correct execution
is an integral aspect of piping technique [11].

2.2.2
Figure 2: Examples of Highland bagpipe ornamentation: (a) G gracenote, (b) crunluath, (c) birl, (d)
doubling on C.
The aspiring piper must therefore invest considerable effort to learn and master at least the basic ornaments before
attempting all but the simplest tunes. This process can
often take six to twelve months of regular and disciplined
practice, and is particularly challenging in situations where
lessons with a tutor are infrequent.
Moreover, to the untrained ear, it can be somewhat difficult to discern whether or not an ornament was executed
correctly. In the absence of an experienced instructor to
provide immediate criticism in such instances, the student’s
inability to evaluate their own technique accurately can lead
to wasted practice time and the introduction of bad habits.
The approach presented in this work aims to recognise
when a user attempts a particular embellishment, and to
provide real-time visual feedback on their performance. This
would allow the player to gauge their progress and to correct errors quickly, in order to maximise the eﬃciency of
time spent practicing between lessons.

2.2

2.2.1

Musical Practice Tools

Recent studies have investigated the use of visual feedback
to assist in the process of practicing a musical instrument.
Goebl and Widmer [6] propose an approach to recognise and
evaluate certain “well-defined sub-aspects” of piano playing
using a MIDI keyboard. This system can detect recurring
patterns (e.g. Alberti bass passages) and provide a real-time
display of deviations in pitch, synchrony and dynamics.
The MIDIator tool [12] also captures piano performance
via MIDI, and compares this “expressive score” with an existing template, in order to provide a quantitive summary of
the diﬀerences in tempo, volume, duration and articulation.
Other research has directly examined the raw audio signal
produced by an acoustic instrument to provide real-time
visualisation of “musical expression” (in terms of variations
in tempo and dynamics [4]), and of sonic features such as
harmonic content, noisiness, loudness and fine pitch [5].
In addition to musical concepts, the physical aspects of
music pedagogy have also been explored. The SYSSOMO
system [7] uses a score-following algorithm to align graphical information about a pianist’s arm movements (obtained
using wireless motion sensors) with a piano roll representation of their performance. The approach presented in [1]
employs a similar sensor configuration to detect the physical gestures of a student “conducting” along to a piece of
music. These are then compared to pre-recorded patterns
and identified in real time using a method based on time
warping and Hidden Markov Models.

Related Work

Electronic Bagpipes

Several brands of electronic Highland bagpipes are commercially available, of which the DegerPipes1 , TechnoPipes2
and Redpipes3 are most prominent. These use single capacitive touch-switches in place of the finger-holes, and create the audio output by wavetable synthesis. Such products
have found moderate acceptance among modern folk/fusion
groups. However, while the synthesised sound produced is
often acceptable in the context of a live show by a full band
with drum kit and electric guitars, it falls short of the fidelity required for solo performance or recording.
Furthermore, the capacitive sensors are binary in nature;
the “holes” are always either fully open or closed. This does
not accurately reflect the finger-holes of an acoustic chanter,
which can be gradually covered and uncovered to slide between notes. While this practice is absent (and indeed
frowned upon) in traditional piping circles, it is nonetheless a popular technique among contemporary performers.
Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, such sensors are
unable to detect continuous states in the brief intermediate

3. ELECTRONIC CHANTER INTERFACE
3.1 Hardware
The purpose of the chanter interface is to detect the performer’s continuous finger movements quickly and accurately,
and to send this data to the audio software via USB. The
physical playing experience should be as similar as possible
to an acoustic chanter, and the sensors should be robust
to variations in ambient light and skin dryness (the latter
being a common source of error in capacitive touch-sensors).
The sensing system employed in this work consists of an
infrared (IR) emitter (LED) and detector (photodiode) for
each hole, between which a constant IR beam exists. When
the beam is interrupted by the player’s finger, a continuous
change in the voltage Vout can be measured.
The 16MHz ATmega328 microcontroller polls the eight
input pins, and transmits the raw sensor data to the host
computer via USB at a baud rate of 115200 bit/s. This
configuration does not introduce any audible latency, allowing a degree of musical intricacy comparable to that of
a traditional bagpipe chanter.

1

http://www.deger.com/
http://www.fagerstrom.com/technopipes/
3
http://redpipes.eu/
2
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3.2

Sound Generation

embellishment by considering three possible classes of error.
These can be defined by the number of notes in the detected
ornament relative to the template, and form the three sections of the comparison algorithm.

The audio generation software is written in the SuperCollider programming language4 . While existing electronic chanters produce a synthesised output, this system instead uses
sampled bagpipe recordings which have been carefully truncated to � 10 ms such that they can be looped indefinitely.
Since the characteristic waveform produced by an acoustic chanter is by nature distinctly stationary, this approach
provides a highly convincing GHB sound, and because no
synthesis is involved, the computational workload of the
program is modest. Moreover, the samples require only 250
KB of memory in uncompressed .wav format, and hence
could easily be stored on an embedded device in the future.
Once the sound has been generated, the current note being played is communicated to the ornament recognition
software via the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol5 . The
sound is produced prior to the analysis and visualisation
stage (Figure 3) to avoid the introduction of any unnecessary latency in the audio output.

4.1.1

The abundance of diﬀerent embellishments in traditional
piping can lead to one or more gracenotes in a sequence being remembered wrongly. If the movement is otherwise correctly executed, the performed ornament will have an equal
number of notes to the required template. The similarity
rating between ornament and template of equal length is
therefore simply assigned according to the number of note
indices at which the corresponding pitches match.
When an inconsistency is detected, the erroneous notes
are coloured red in the visualisation, and the correct pitches
displayed beneath the stave. Figure 4(c) illustrates this for
the case of a birl (see Figure 2(c)), where the opening high
G gracenote has been mistakenly replaced by an F.

4.1.2

Length of ornament < length of template

Perhaps the most common errors in ornamentation, particularly among inexperienced pipers, occur when the player
fails to move their fingers with suﬃcient speed and precision to articulate the movement clearly. This results in the
omission of one or more gracenotes, causing the detected
ornament to be shorter than the appropriate template.
In such cases, the algorithm compares corresponding note
indices until a discrepancy is reached (i.e. a gracenote in
the template is missing from the performed embellishment).
The pitch and position of the absent note are recorded, and
the comparison continues from the subsequent point in the
template sequence. Figure 4(d) shows the visualisation of a
crunluath with a missing E gracenote.

Figure 3: Overview of electronic chanter system.

4. ORNAMENT RECOGNITION AND
VISUALISATION
The ornament recognition and visualisation software is written in C++ using the OpenFrameworks toolkit6 . Pitch data
is received from SuperCollider and displayed on a stave in
a rolling format from right to left, as shown in Figure 4(a).
For the purposes of this work, an ornament is defined as
a series of one or more gracenotes in a specific sequence. A
gracenote is taken to be a note whose length is less than or
equal to a specified limit L. At present, an experimentally
determined value of L = 17 samples (� 85ms) is used. Each
ornament has its own particular subset of possible previous
and following notes. For example, a throw on D can come
from any note except low G, but must end on D.
Based on these principles, a collection of 54 templates corresponding to the most common ornaments was produced.
The algorithm assumes any consecutive string of gracenotes
to be a potential embellishment. Upon completion of the
sequence (i.e. when a note longer than L is detected) the
recognition method is called.
Firstly, the notes immediately before and after the detected ornament are considered. Any template for which
either of these is disallowed is removed from the comparison
database. The ornament is then compared to the remaining
templates, and assigned a similarity rating in each case.
The template with the highest score (provided this is
above a predefined minumum value) is returned as the most
likely outcome. When an embellishment is executed correctly, the green notes in the pitch visualisation turn blue,
and the ornament name is displayed above the stave. Figure 4(b) illustrates this for the G gracenote and crunluath
movements (notated in Figure 2 (a) and (b) respectively).

4.1

Length of ornament = length of template

4.1.3

Length of ornament > length of template

Another recurring problem among novice players is the introduction of unwanted additional notes caused by careless transitions between fingerings. These are referred to as
“crossing noises” and are particularly common when changing back and forth between the top hand notes (high A to
E) and the bottom hand (D to low G).
The inclusion of crossing noises within a gracenote sequence will result in the detected embellishment having
more notes than the correct template. In this situation,
the comparison process is complementary to that of 4.1.2,
with any pitch not present in the template being deemed
erroneous. Figure 4(e) depicts a doubling on C ornament
(Figure 2(d)) preceded by a crossing noise, marked “X”.
However, crossing noises are not only a problem within
embellishments, but can also be present between melody
notes. This is considered very bad technique, and should
be carefully avoided [11]. It is thus beneficial that the algorithm highlight crossing noises whenever they occur.
Crossing noises are generally extremely short, and can be
diﬃcult for inexperienced pipers to detect. Experimentation with the electronic chanter suggests that true crossing
noises (as opposed to simply wrong notes or errant gracenotes) are usually no longer than � 20ms. Based on this
assessment, any individual note whose duration is less than
20ms is marked as a crossing noise, as shown in figure 4(f).

Detecting Ornamentation Errors

5.

In instances where no exact match is found (i.e. the player
has made a mistake), the system searches for the attempted

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Preliminary testing indicates that the algorithm is eﬀective
and consistent in the recognition of correctly executed Highland piping ornamentation. Moreover, for a wide range of
common errors, it can successfully identify the attempted
movement and provide real-time visual feedback on how to

4

http://supercollider.sourceforge.net/
http://opensoundcontrol.org/
6
http://www.openframeworks.cc/
5
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(a) Simple arpeggio.

(b) Correctly executed ornaments.

(c) Birl with erroneous F gracenote.

(d) Crunluath with missing E
gracenote.

(e) Doubling on C with crossing noise.

(f) Crossing noise between
two melody notes.

Figure 4: Examples of visual feedback system.

7.

achieve the desired outcome.
An extensive user study, involving both beginners and
experienced pipers, is intended for the near future. It is
hoped that this will provide a deeper understanding of the
capabilities and limitations of the system, and the extent to
which such a tool could be useful in a pedagogical context.
A number of potential improvements to the ornament
recognition algorithm can already be envisaged. For example, there are instances (albeit comparatively few) in which
a piper might wish to prolong a particular gracenote within
an embellishment for emphasis. To allow for such cases, a
template matching approach based on dynamic time warping (DTW) could be employed. Paulus and Klapuri [10] use
DTW to determine the similarity between temporal rhythmic patterns. By incorporating a similar method into the
existing ornament recognition system, the player could evaluate not only how accurately a given embellishment was executed, but also how their performance compares on a more
expressive level to that of a virtuoso piper.
Furthermore, the algorithm could be extended to include
the raw sensor data, as opposed to considering only the final
pitch. This would allow greater insight in cases where one
or more gracenotes in a sequence is missing. By examining
the continuous finger positions, the system could distinguish
whether the player narrowly failed to articulate each note,
or if certain finger movements were omitted altogether.
As regards the electronic chanter itself, the next development will be to produce a standalone controller and sound
generation device which could be used in a live performance
situation without a host computer. Moreover, to be of practical use in a recording context, the sound produced would
need to be virtually indistinguishable from that of an acoustic chanter. For this reason, a listening test could be carried
out to compare the chanter interface with existing electronic
bagpipes and their acoustic counterparts, in order to determine the perceived authenticity of the audio output.
This work has focussed predominantly on traditional Highland piping practice. However, the continuous infrared sensing strategy oﬀers significant potential for the development
of extended and novel techniques to broaden the expressive
capabilities of the bagpipe chanter in the future.
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ABSTRACT

interface paradigm for equalization, the current method [1]
requires a relatively large number of user ratings (on the order
of 25) to achieve high-quality results. The work presented here
this paper extends and improves on that approach by
incorporating transfer learning [4]. The result is a personalized
interface that is learned much faster.

Potential users of audio production software, such as parametric
audio equalizers, may be discouraged by the complexity of the
interface. A new approach creates a personalized on-screen
slider that lets the user manipulate the audio in terms of a
descriptive term (e.g. “warm”), without the user needing to
learn or use the interface of an equalizer. This system learns
mappings by presenting a sequence of sounds to the user and
correlating the gain in each frequency band with the user’s
preference rating. The system speeds learning through transfer
learning. Results on a study of 35 participants show how an
effective, personalized audio manipulation tool can be
automatically built after only three ratings from the user.

2. PRIOR WORK
Prior work on learning a listener’s preferences uses a case-bycase approach to setting the equalization curve of a small
number of frequency bands in a hearing aid [5]. The most
common procedure for doing this is known as the modified
simplex procedure [e.g., 6, 7]. Another common approach has
been to directly map equalizer parameters to commonly used
descriptive words using a fixed mapping [e.g., 8, 9]. Recent
work in the HCI community has sought to address these
challenges by integrating algorithmic advances from the
machine learning communities [10][11].
In terms of artistic creation for music, researchers have
focused on two main streams of work related to music
generation and production. The first uses new, often tactile,
interaction techniques serving as new musical instruments or
audio control surfaces [3] or for analyzing and representing
musical dynamics such as chord changes [13]. Our work is
related, but the use of transfer learning to use prior learned
concepts is distinct.
The Wekinator [4] is an on-the-fly music performance control
mapping tool that lets informed users interactively control
machine learning algorithms of their choice by choosing inputs,
features. This work is complementary to ours in that it is for
more technically knowledgeable users, and does not use
language as a paradigm.
We use transfer learning, as it is understood in the machine
learning community. Transfer learning [4] makes use of data
from previously learned tasks. While we are unaware of prior
work applying transfer learning of audio concepts to create
user-specific audio production tools, transfer learning has been
applied to user interfaces outside the audio domain. Previous
approaches range from customizing user interface controls and
layout to best suit a given interaction environment [15,16,17] to
those that interactively personalize results in content discovery
or search and retrieval.
The most closely related work to ours outside of audio
production tools is the CueFlik system [18], which uses
machine learning to correlate natural-language concepts to
classify digital objects. This contrasts with our work, where we
learn concepts in order to manipulate the degree to which an
object (an audio recording) conforms to a given concept.

Keywords
Human computer interaction, music, multimedia production,
transfer learning

1. INTRODUCTION
We seek to simplify interfaces in software for media
production and align them with the user’s conceptual model. In
this paper, we focus on audio equalizers. Our approach is to
quickly and automatically personalize the controller through a
guided learning interaction, where the user teaches the system a
concept. The idea is to let the artist directly control the device
in terms of the desired perceptual effect. For example, the tool
would learn what “muffled” means to the artist, and then create
a slider to let her make the recording more or less “muffled,”
bypassing the bottleneck of technical knowledge.
This approach has been adopted in the work of Sabin, Rafii
and Pardo, which dynamically individualizes the mappings
between human language descriptors and parameters for
equalization and reverberation tools [1]. Their work has been
commercialized in the equalization plug-in iQ [2] which has
been downloaded by thousands of users and positively
reviewed in the music audio popular press [3]. This indicates
the interactive learning approach used in iQ (described in
Section 3) is a useful new paradigm that complements existing
tools.
While this approach has been successful in creating a new

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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3. THE BASELINE SYSTEM

build an acceptable controller for new users. When presented
with a new user’s concept, the learner may be able to achieve
good results by asking only a few questions to locate the user’s
concept in a space defined by previous concepts taught by
previous users. Once the concept is located in the space,
previous training data can be used to inform the learning of the
current concept.

Rather than use a single interface for all users, based on past
hardware design, we utilize an approach to building a
personalized interface for each user. The idea is to create a
controller whose interface is conceptualized in descriptive
terms defined by the user.
Before attempting to speed learning by applying transfer
learning, we discuss the approach we adopt, based on an
existing audio concept learner [1]. We give an overview of the
process here, and refer the reader to the prior work for more
detail on this process.
1.

The user selects an audio file and a descriptor (e.g.
“warm” or “tinny”).

2.

We process the audio file once with each of N probe 40band equalization curves, making N examples.

3.

The user rates how well each example sound exemplifies
the descriptor (Figure 3).

4.

We then build a model of the descriptor, estimating the
effect of each frequency band on user response. This is
done by correlating user ratings with the variation in gain
of each band over the set of examples. The slope of the
resulting regression line for each frequency band indicates
the relative boost or cut for that frequency (Figure 2).

5.

Figure 2. A learned equalization (EQ) curve for a single
user’s concept of “warm.” The vertical axis indicates the
relative boost or cut in the amplitude at the given
frequency.

The system presents to the user a new controller that
controls filtering of the audio based on the learned model
of how to manipulate audio.

Figure 3. An audio file is manipulated with m equalization
curves to create m examples. Each user rates all examples in
terms of a particular adjective (e.g. “How ‘warm’ is this
example). Ratings range from 1 to -1.

Figure 1. A user rates how well each equalization curve
applied to an original sound embodies the word "tinny".
The existing approach requires the user to rate roughly 25 audio
examples to generate an acceptable controller [1]. In this work,
we speed learning so a good controller could be learned from
roughly three user ratings of audio examples. We do this
through reuse of data from prior users and concepts (transfer
learning).

Figure 3 illustrates a pool of rated examples for three userconcepts: warm, dark, and phat. We can estimate the similarity
between two user-concepts by determining how similar user
responses were to the same set of examples when teaching the
system those concepts. Presumably, the more similar the set of
ratings, the more similar the concepts. Therefore, the more
relevant the prior ratings are to learning the current concept.
To do transfer learning we create a fixed question set by
manipulating a standard audio file (e.g. a 5 second passage
from Delibes’ Flower Duet) using a tool, such as an equalizer.
Do this m times (on the order of 50), creating a set of examples
M to be rated by users. For each of n users, have the user select
some concept and rate all the examples in M on a continuous
scale ( -1 to 1, in our work) for how well each example
conforms to that user’s chosen concept. This creates a set of
prior knowledge to use in transfer learning.

4. APPLYING TRANSFER LEARNING
Define a user-concept as sound adjective taught to the
machine by a particular user (i.e. Bob’s concept for “warm”
sound). A user-concept is taught to the system by rating the
example set M, as described in Section 3. This typically takes
on the order of 25 interactions to build a successful controller.
One effective way to speed concept learning is through the
reuse of data from previously learned concepts. The machine
learning community calls this transfer learning [4]. As more
and more users train the system, we can increasingly use
transfer learning to reduce the number of questions needed to
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listening. We used a query set of 50 equalization curves found
to be effective in previous work [1]. The excerpt from the
Flower Duet was manipulated once by each of the 50 curves,
creating 50 manipulated examples (the set M). The same 50
examples were presented in randomized order for each word
concept taught to the machine by each study participant.
Users were seated in a quiet room with a computer that
controlled the experiment and recorded user responses. The
stimuli were presented binaurally over headphones. Users could
adjust the overall sound level. Each user took part in a single
one-hour session. Each session was grouped into five runs. In a
run, the user was presented with a single word (e.g. bright) and
asked to teach the system their concept for that word by rating a
set of example audio files on how well each example embodied
the concept.
We kept a record of all user responses during baseline
training. Given this, we tested each learning method as follows:
For a particular user-concept (e.g. Maria’s “warm”) let the
system see a subset of the user’s ratings of examples (e.g. her
first 5 example ratings). For transfer learning, allow access to a
set of other users’ responses for other concepts (e.g. all of
Bob’s and Dave’s training data). Train the system on this data.
Evaluate the system by how well it predicts the user’s ratings
on the rest of the training examples (Maria’s other 45 ratings of
examples for “warm”).

To do transfer learning, we first put an existing set of userconcepts into a vector space. Let Q be a subset drawn from the
set M of examples rated by users. Each user–concept’s location
is determined by that user’s ratings of the examples in Q when
training the system on a concept.
When training the system on a new user-concept, rather than
asking the user to rate the full set of M examples, we ask them
to rate only the subset Q, placing the new user-concept in the
vector space. Then, we estimate the current user’s ratings for
the remaining M-Q examples by a weighted combination of
user responses for past concepts. The weight given to the
responses for a prior user-concept is determined by distance to
the current user-concept in the vector space. We use these
estimated ratings in the concept training procedure for the new
user’s concept. Properly done, this will greatly lessen the
number of examples the typical user must rate before an
effective controller can be learned.
While we could apply this approach even when two users’
concepts have different labels (Bob’s “warm” and Maria’s
“dark”), in this work we apply transfer learning only to data
collected from other users training the system on the same
concept word that the current user is teaching the system. For
example, only the example ratings from prior users on the word
“warm” would be included when learning a “warm” controller
for a new user.

5.1 Performance Measures

4.1 Distance and Weighting

We evaluate our new learning methods through machine-user
correlation. The machine-user correlation measures system
performance by correlating user ratings of examples to machine
predictions of user ratings. Given a set of rated examples, M,
the machine-user correlation is the Pearson correlation
coefficient of user ratings to machine-generated predictions of
the human ratings for the entire set of rated examples. Since
machine-user correlation can be calculated from our data
without requiring further user testing, much of our evaluation
uses this measure.
To generate a predicted rating, the system first learns a
concept EQ curve using some method and condition (e.g.
transfer learning of Maria’s “warm,” given a pool of 25 existing
user-concepts and 10 examples rated by Maria). We then
generate a prediction of the user’s rating of a new example by
comparing the learned concept EQ curve to the EQ curve
applied to the new example to be rated by the user (the 11th
example). The more similar the concept EQ and the EQ applied
to the new example are, the higher the predicted user rating of
that example.

We base the weight of user-concept w(u) by the distance to the
new concept v.

w (u ) =

exp(!2d (u ,v ) 2 )
  
# exp(!2d (k ,v )2 )

(1)	
  

k "U

Equation (1) is the weight given to a user-concept, given a
distance function d(u,v). We considered a variety of mapping
functions and p-norms. Space limits preclude describing our
analysis, but experimental results showed us that Manhattan
distance (L1 norm) performed best for our data. This is the
distance used in the experiments reported in this work.
Given a set U of prior user-concepts that have been placed in
a vector space as described earlier, we can then estimate what
rating the new user will give to unrated example q using a
weighted sum of prior user-concept ratings for that example.

r! v (q ) =

" w (u )!r (q )   
u

(2)

u !U

6. RESULTS

5. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

For each of the user-concepts, we collected user ratings of the
50 audio examples. Since the same 50 examples were used for
all users and all words, we could simulate the effectiveness of
the baseline learner (without transfer learning) by selecting
each user-concept and building a concept model from a
randomly-selected subset of n rated examples. Using the
learned concept model, we then predicted user responses on the
remaining rated examples and measured the correlation
between machine predictions and actual user ratings as
described in a previous section. For a given value of n, this
gave us on machine-correlation value per user-concept. We did
this for each value of n from 1 (a single rated example from the
current user) to 50 (all the rated examples for that userconcept), calculating the machine-user correlation at each step.
This formed our baseline learning method.

We have argued that our approach lets us build personalized
relevant controllers after only a few user interactions. How
much does transfer learning speed (or improve) learning for our
problem? To answer this question, we had a set of 35 users
train the system on the meaning of five sound adjectives using
our baseline learning method. All users taught the system the
same 5 words: “muffled”, “tinny”, “broad”, “bright” and
“warm”. In deployment of a system, we expect people to use a
multitude of terms we cannot predict. However, to evaluate the
effectiveness of transfer learning in a controlled environment
we require participants use the same set of terms. These terms
were selected in conjunction with a Ph.D in audio psychology.
All rated the same set of audio examples. The stimuli were
always manipulations of a short (5 second) musical passage
from Delibes’ Flower Duet at the compact disc standard bit
depth and rate (16 bits at 44.1 kHz). The Flower Duet was
chosen for its broad spectral coverage and ease of repeated
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Figure 4. Mean machine-user correlation for each learning
method, averaged over all words and all users. The relative
performance of these methods was similar for each of the
five descriptive words taught to the system.
We then repeated this process for each learning method.
Transfer learning utilized data from n randomly selected
ratings by the user, augmented by all of the example ratings
from the other learned user-concepts. For this experiment, the
only other user-concepts that were included in the weighted
sum were those where the prior user taught the system the same
word as the current user. The data from the remaining concepts
was weighted using the n-dimensional Manhattan distance
measure described earlier, where n is the number of rated
examples for the current concept.
The learning curve as the number of rated examples increases
is shown in Figure 8. Transfer learning speeds learning over the
baseline in all cases. When prior user-concepts share a word
with the current concept, this speed-up is dramatic, giving a
usable controller with only a couple of user responses.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Using a simple approach to transfer learning, we have shown
significant improvements in the number of user-ratings needed
to learn a desired equalization controller from user feedback. A
previous method required 25 rated examples to yield an
effective controller. We reduce this by a factor of 10 in the case
where there is a sufficiently large prior pool of users who have
taught the system the same adjective.
This work promises to enable useful on-the-fly tool building
in the recording studio or for home-studio use (e.g. an updated
iQ plug-in for Apple’s Garage Band). A user unfamiliar with
existing equalizer interfaces could quickly (after answering just
two or three questions) create tools to manipulate audio within
the terms defined by the user. This algorithm could also be
helpful for experienced users who would prefer to avoid
directly adjusting equalizer parameters.
Future work includes applying transfer learning in the case
where prior users have taught the system concepts but none of
the concepts share a word label with the new concept to be
learned, even though they may describe similar things. Another
direction for future research is to adaptively select the order in
which users are presented examples. Judicious selection of
examples may speed learning even further.
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ABSTRACT

robotic percussion systems utilizing single solenoid striker
assemblies; the ability to retroactively implement velocity
response linearization through the use of minimally-invasive
techniques is thus highly attractive.
The procedures undertaken to calibrate the robotic drums
fall into the field of search techniques. Such techniques allow
for the optimization of systems without a great degree of a
priori knowledge. We explored a variety of metaheuristic
optimization procedures and evaluated each in regards to
their respective average speeds.
Before examining the approaches that we took to optimize and calibrate out robotic systems, we present a short
background of related work in robotic percussion in section 2.1. Additionally, we discuss our existing musical robot
systems in section 2.2. Section 3 provides an overview of
our experimental optimization setup, preparing readers for
a discussion of the search techniques and results, which are
discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with an evaluation of the suitability of such techniques
in a performance context as well as an example of real-world
use of such techniques.

A problem with many contemporary musical robotic percussion systems lies in the fact that solenoids fail to respond linearly to linear increases in input velocity. This nonlinearity
forces performers to individually tailor their compositions
to specific robotic drummers. To address this problem, we
introduce a method of pre-performance calibration using
metaheuristic search techniques. A variety of such techniques are introduced and evaluated and the results of the
optimized solenoid-based percussion systems are presented
and compared with output from non-calibrated systems.

Keywords
musical robotics, human-robot interaction
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INTRODUCTION

Robotic percussion systems typically use solenoids as actuators to strike drums. While such solenoid-based systems
are usually inexpensive, electronically simple, and reliable,
they lack performance characteristics that musicians used
to working with electronic instruments have come to expect. This paper focuses on our efforts to overcome one such
major shortcoming of solenoid-based robotic drumming systems: that of a lack of linearity in the solenoid actuators’
dynamic response. Digital protocols such as MIDI and OSC
afford musicians the ability to specify volume (also called
velocity) of musical events. While the expected behavior
of systems utilizing such velocity control schemes would be
a linear response of output velocity in accordance to input
velocity, due to their mechanical construction and the nonlinear response of electromagnetic solenoids, solenoid-based
percussion systems typically do not follow the expected linear velocity curve.
To address the problem of nonlinear velocity output in
response to a linearly increasing series of velocity input signals, we chose to implement pre-performance calibration
routings: an approach that can be readily applied to our existing musical percussion systems. While other techniques
warrant much investigation (see section 5), the use of calibration systems allows us to augment our existing robotic
drummers without the need to greatly rework their mechatronic systems. The authors have a large number of existing

2. PRIOR WORK
2.1 Robotic Music
Contemporary musical robotics began in the 1970’s with
the work of Trimpin [13] and Godfriend-Willem Raes [14].
Trimpin’s work is highly diverse in nature, ranging from
kinetic sculpture to new musical interfaces and utilizing a
wide range of materials [6]. Highlights of his work include
“IPP 71512” (1992), an automated prepared piano, “If VI
Was IX: Roots and Branches” (2000), an array of self playing
and automatically tuning guitars, and “Gurs Zyclus” (2011),
an operatic work highlighting many of his technological innovations over the last two decades. Godfriend-Willem Raes
is another early pioneer in the field of performance oriented
musical robotics [18]. His works, often focusing on interactions between the human body and mechanical systems,
typically consist of mechatronic extensions of existing instruments.
Much recent work has focused on human interactions with
musical robotics. Ajay Kapur, with his MahaDeviBot and
other robots in his Machine Orchestra [10], improvises with
North Indian classical instruments: his robots respond to
his musical decisions in real time. Others are exploring this
new paradigm of live interaction and improvisation: Gil
Weinberg is a leader in this field, producing works such as
Haile, a robotic drummer. “Haile has listening skills and can
join and improvise with live players” [17]. More recently,
Weinberg has created Shimon, a robotic marimba capable
of improvisatory performance [7]. Weinberg uses many of
these complex musical robots in interactive improvisations
[16].
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Another worker contributing much to the field of performance oriented musical robotics is Roger Dannenberg,
through works such as “McBlare” [3] and Carnegie Mellon’s
RobOrchestra. The works of Weinberg, Kapur, and artist
Eric Singer [5], along with the innovative robotic systems
from Koji Shibuya and colleagues from Waseda University
(exemplified in [15]), point to a next generation of musical
robotics: that of closed-loop systems capable of automatic
calibration and feedback-based error correction.

Figure 3: Optimization signal flow

software both conducts optimization routines and outputs
MIDI events to a microcontroller which in turn controls a
solenoid configured to strike the drum. The following subsections will examine the experimental substages in greater
detail.

3.1

Figure 1: TrimpTrons and KalTrons on NotomotoN
[8] and [2]. Additionally, Nick Collins provides an introduction to autonomous mechatronic music systems in [2].

2.2

Robots in the Machine Orchestra

3.2

Figure 2: The two tested beaters: Linear-style
Kaltron (left) and rotary-style TrimpTron (right).

Signal processing section

The signal processing section of the calibration setup can be
divided into three subsections: the scaling subsection, the
calibration loop, and the MIDI transform routine. The scaling subsection determines the dynamic range of the input
section and piezo attached to the drumhead by outputting a
range of 128 MIDI values and reading in the corresponding
values. Since the ultimate goal of the calibration procedure
is to achieve linear parity between the input and output values, the output values must be scaled such that the maximum output value does not exceed the maximum attainable
input value (an important consideration due to the fact that
an output value of less than 127 often results in the greatest corresponding input value). Outgoing 7-bit MIDI values
are therefore scaled between zero and the maximum input
value received.
After the correct scaling factor is applied to the outgoing
values, the program enters the main calibration loop. A
variety of search techniques were evaluated, each of which
resulted in an optimized array wherein the output values
are scaled to become linearly equivalent to the actual values
produced by the solenoid drum beater.
The program enters the final stage of the signal processing
section upon creation of a transform array: incoming MIDI
values sent by performers are scaled such that the dynamic
response of the solenoid drum beater matches more closely
the desired linear output velocity specified by the performer.

Robotic percussion instruments have been a major part
of our recent artistic output and research: through the
Machine Orchestra [10], the authors regularly work with
more than forty solenoid-driven robotic percussion instruments. The Machine Orchestra and related projects focus
on human/robot interaction through musical performance
and improvisation. Such interaction has been hindered by
the solenoid-based drum strikers on the drums: the lack of
predictable and consistent velocity response requires performers to be familiar with each individual variety of robotic
drum beater and the beater’s specific dynamic response. To
address this problem, we have decided to create calibration,
optimization, and closed-loop feedback systems to improve
the dynamic responses of the drum strikers. To optimize
the many existing drumming systems in the Machine Orchestra with a minimum of mechatronic augmentation, we
chose to use the system described below in section 3.

3.

Input section

In order to receive input data from the drum, a piezo pickup
system was chosen. A piezo pickup was attached to each
drum head. The pickup’s analog signal was converted to
MIDI information in an Alesis D4 16 bit drum module and
transmitted to a computer through a MIDI-enabled firewire
audio interface. Early tests showed that differing placements of the piezo pickup could result in greatly varying
dynamic ranges. Further, different drum heads could result in considerable variations in dynamic ranges. To compensate for this, signal processing software was written to
automatically map the pickup’s dynamic response regardless of piezo positioning or drum head type. This signal
processing software, discussed more in section 3.2, greatly
simplifies the signal input section, removing the need for
highly precise piezo pickup positioning.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 3 illustrates the signal flow in the solenoid optimization experimental setup. At the core of the test setup is a
drum to which a piezo vibration sensor is attached. The
sensor’s signals are converted to MIDI information on an
Alesis D4 drum module; the MIDI is then received on a PC
via a Firewire audio interface. On the PC, signal processing
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to optimize, shown in figure 8, is the average time of five
separate calibration attempts. To allow the system to settle
between output events, strikes were timed to repeat only every 1000 milliseconds. Tests were conducted with two types
of beaters: one rotary-style beater (the TrimpTron) and one
linear-pull beater (the KalTron, designed by Michael Darling). These two beater styles exemplify the majority of the
drum beater varieties utilized in the Machine Orchestra.

4.1

Search routines

Figure 4: MIDI calibration signal flow

3.3

Output section

The output stage is the final stage in the calibration signal flow. In the output stage, transformed MIDI values are
sent to a microcontroller-based solenoid driver. The microcontroller is an AVR microcontroller using the HIDUINO
library [4] which allows for driverless USB connectivity. The
solenoid drum beater’s velocity is controlled via an interruptdriven chopper drive output to a power MOSFET. The
MOSFET switches a drum beater equipped with a 24V
solenoid. The tested solenoids are shown in figure 2. More
information about the solenoids can be found in [9] and
[11]. The output section is identical to that currently used
in the KarmetiK Machine Orchestra: in order to implement the new calibration software discussed in this paper,
no firmware or hardware changes are needed.

Figure 6: Uncalibrated MIDI input versus output
velocity, illustrating the data’s nonlinearity.
Prior to running any calibration routines, the system’s
open-loop response was recorded and in shown in Figure 6.
The extreme nonlinearity of the response is visible, with the
majority of the dynamic range present in the first ten output values. While Figure 6 (tested with a KalTron beater)
shows the system’s abrupt rise to a maximum value and
subsequent stasis about the maximum, the system’s desired
response is a linear relationship between the input and output values.
To correct the system’s nonlinearity through the use of
calibration, the following techniques were implemented in
the MIDI calibration signal flow. These techniques were
chosen for their simplicity and ease of application. Future
work will consist of further exploration of alternate search
techniques.

4.1.1

Figure 5: The experimental test setup, shown with
a Trimpin Striker drum beater

4.1.2

4.

Random Search

Random search routines, discussed in detail in [1], use numbers chosen at random to optimize a system. In this application of a random search routine a 7-bit MIDI output value
is randomly chosen such that the sampling range does not
change over time. The resulting value is sent to the mechatronic drum beater. Figure 8 shows the average time required to create an optimized solution to the system through
the use of random search techniques.

Linear Search

With linear search, a 7-bit value was iteratively increased
from zero until the output value most closely matched the
value received by the MIDI input device. Values are increased in a linear manner as illustrated in Figure 7. This
technique is described in more detail in [12]. The average
time required to optimize the system through the use of
linear search is shown in figure 8.

EXPERIMENTS

To determine whether the lack of linearity in the dynamic
response of solenoid-based percussion systems could be improved, experiments using different search techniques were
conducted and their outputs analyzed. In the calibration
software, a tolerance parameter was employed: notes within
five velocity steps of the desired value (out of MIDI’s 128
possible steps) were deemed acceptable in the below experiments. The fitness of a calibration method was based
upon two criteria: whether an acceptable degree of linearity was obtained from the search technique and the amount
of time required to optimize a system. The time required

4.1.3

Pattern Search

The pattern search technique iteratively increased values
from zero. As the output values approached the desired
value, the step size was exponentially decreased. This technique is of limited application with low-resolution MIDI
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Figure 7: Output of a the system shown in Figure 6,
this time calibrated with linear search
messages. Such an approach will likely return significantly
improved results in future versions wherein a higher resolution communication protocol is employed (see section 5).

Figure 8: Test Type and Average Time to Optimize

4.2

Experimental Results

The results of the tests are shown in figure 8. Random
search techniques were quite inefficient, requiring long times
to optimize. Pattern-based searches were found to be the
most efficient at rapid optimization, followed by linear search
techniques. The TrimpTron rotary-style solenoid beaters
optimized faster than the KalTron linear-to-rotary solenoid
beaters, possible beacause of the TrimpTron’s simpler design. As discussed in section 5, the relatively long times
required to optimize the drum beater system should not
be taken as an indication of inherent flaws in the concept
of optimization of solenoid drum beaters: with improved
search algorithms, the authors believe that faster optimization times are possible.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The work discussed in this paper represents the first stage
in a series of projects intended to create more predictable
robotic instruments through the use of closed loop systems.
While the results presented in this paper display improvements over unaugmented systems, there are two primary
avenues for improvement: a higher-resolution protocol than
MIDI and real-time calibration techniques.
Additionally, a higher degree of optimization can likely
be attained through the use of measurement techniques not
based upon piezo pickups. Current work focuses on alternate methods of measurements through the use of encoders
and potentiometers to provide real-time beater arm position.
Future work will explore the use of predictive techniques
to analyze the system’s current state if not at rest and send
correspondingly correct values.
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emotion it must be attended by some physiological sensation of
pleasure or pain” [13]. The emotional response can be thought
as a fingerprint of individual’s unique emotional perception. In
other words, there are several similarities in human’s emotional
response when it comes to aggregate analysis of behavioral
trends. For instance, a group’s laugh in a cinema or grief in a
funeral clearly points out the emotive trends that people do
respond similarly.
Cognitive psychologists emphasize the role of comparison,
matching, appraisal, memory, and attribution in the forming of
emotions. In his theory of cognitive metaphors, Mark Johnson
points out how much of human perception and thinking is
affected by repeatable patterns of experience that include:
motion, directness of action, degree of intensity and structure of
causal interaction; what refers to namely “image schemata” [6].
Johnson states that the meaning of balance –“the bodily
experience in which we orient our selves within our
environment”- creates a pre-conceptual data in our memory.
This bodily experienced knowledge of balance also refers to the
feeling of harmony; whereas, the state of “out of balance”
corresponds to “disharmony”, as we feel fear when we lose
balance. Thus, the theory of cognitive metaphors demonstrates
that we share subconsciously emotional responses that are
rooted in our physically experienced knowledge on reality. In
order to create strong emotional stimulus on the viewer, these
mentally rooted visual and the audiovisual media effectively
uses aural experiences, as we will example in later sections.
Judging the emotional stimuli of a situation is a daily action
that humans perform unintentionally. Emotional evaluation of
these moments handled mainly by their auditory and visual
perception, since they are the essential senses that of
communication. Instant decisions are made according to feeling
of these audiovisual signals even while zapping fast between
TV channels. Within a split second, the emotional perception
evaluates the subjective attraction of the received multi-sensory
messages, which differentiate between staying or keep zapping
until an “emotional hook” [1]. This mysterious equation
between audio, visual and emotion finds new platforms to be
investigated while technology gives artists new mediums for
creative expression. At the latest century, the production of
affordable hardware for sound and moving image recording
carried the earlier experimentations such as Color Organs at the
18th century one step further [8]. Avant-garde animators, such
as Oskar Fischinger, was among the first ones who
experimented on the audiovisual synesthesia with the advantage
of analog editing, that enabled artists to make temporal
connections between sound and moving image.
Not long before, computers set the new rules and gave users
the ability to digitally create and edit audio and visual data. A
new generation of artists learned to use audio-vision as a tool of
artistic expression. Recent audiovisual works cover a wide
variety of genres ranging from 3d projection mappings to
virtual environments. In order to engage people into unique
emotional experiences, music videos by directors such as
Edouard Salier and Alex Rutherford, explore different
approaches on how to meaningfully connect virtual reality with
computer-generated music. A new form of underground art,

ABSTRACT
In this work, a comprehensive study is performed on the
relationship between audio, visual and emotion by applying the
principles of cognitive emotion theory into digital creation. The
study is driven by an audiovisual emotion library project that is
named AVIEM, which provides an interactive interface for
experimentation and evaluation of the perception and creation
processes of audiovisuals. AVIEM primarily consists of
separate audio and visual libraries and grows with user
contribution as users explore different combinations between
them. The library provides a wide range of experimentation
possibilities by allowing users to create audiovisual relations
and logging their emotional responses through its interface.
Besides being a resourceful tool of experimentation, AVIEM
aims to become a source of inspiration, where digitally created
abstract virtual environments and soundscapes can elicit target
emotions at a preconscious level, by building genuine
audiovisual relations that would engage the viewer on a strong
emotional stage. Lastly, various schemes are proposed to
visualize information extracted through AVIEM, to improve
the navigation and designate the trends and dependencies
among audiovisual relations.

Keywords
Designing emotive audiovisuals, cognitive emotion theory,
audiovisual perception and interaction, synaesthesia

1. INTRODUCTION
As the technology evolves, humans can take one step further to
express their-selves free from creative limitations. Finding
better ways to express their feelings provides them the genuine
transmission and sharing of their experiences between each
other. In the end, the question comes to what Howard
Rheingold insightfully stated, “If our technology ever allows us
to create any experience we might want, what kinds of
experience we should create?" [9]. Emotions play highly
important role on their mental state as they represent a
synthesis of subjective experience, expressive behavior and
neurochemical activity to help uniquely define their experience
of reality. For that reason, we began by investigating how the
human emotion works, in order to create successful emotional
signals.
In his work Rhetoric, Aristotle suggests that an emotional
response must be triggered by a certain pleasure or pain to be
qualified as an “emotion”. However, “that is not to say that
every person will feel the same pleasure or the same pain with
any particular emotion, but if a feeling is to qualify as an
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which is called VJing, appeared on the club scenes, focusing on
live performance by projecting computer generated visual
materials to reflect the interactive emotional nature of the venue
[3].

consists of parallel and simultaneous synthesis of two different
sensorial data: cross-modal or inter-modal processing [10].
Intermodal processing provides the essential data for cognitive
and emotional processing by interpreting diverse stimuli from
audio and visual channels. Hence, it plays a crucial role on the
emotional response emphasizing that the successful reception
might rely on the harmonic perception of the moving image and
sound [1].
Cognitive evaluation relies on the interpreted stimuli from
diverse channels. Recent theories point out that the evaluation
process starts with the cognitive attention; meanwhile the
divided attention tries to use attentional resources on two or
more stimuli. However, the attention has limited capacity and
the instant processing of the data from the two different sensory
channels is specifically reinforced by the capacity of the brain
[1]. Besides, the attention is related with individual’s physical
and mental well being at moments of intermodal reception and
processing. For example, tiredness, sickness or mental and
environmental distractions can cause a state of emotional
numbness and weaken the impact of the emotional response.
Grodal states that cognitive evaluation instantly processes the
audiovisual data and starts to build “a web-like structure of
associations” by producing semantic relations [4]. He
categorizes three mechanisms in this process: Establishing
connections; Chunking, grouping (making gestalts); Labeling.
Upon the reception of audiovisual signals, the brain starts to
mentally construct the meaning of what we see and hear; some
elements are recognized consciously and create links to
previous events of memory; at the same time the viewing and
hearing activate many associative connections at a preconscious
level. Therefore, the meaning that is processed as a result of
this complex cognitive evaluation seems to be highly flexible
and fluid as it depends on subjective and unconsciously
predefined relations [2]. The functional relationships between
cognition and emotion are bidirectional on the level of
emotional experience. According to Richard Lazarus, the
processed meaning of the audiovisual signal generates the
emotional response, which “is always a response to cognitive
activity that generates meaning regardless of how this meaning
is achieved” [7]. Triggering an emotion can cause the activation
of a subsequent thought or meaning, which would trigger other
emotional responses. According to Carroll Izard’s differential
emotion theory, “emotion included cognitions may trigger
complex memory clusters and cognitions may act as a positive
feedback loop and amplify the ongoing emotional state”; as in
anger, shame and fear that mostly trigger each other [5].
Another important aspect of the emotional processing is the
experienced density of the stimuli, which is primarily
dependent on the interpreted data by intermodal processing,
regarding how effective the audiovisual signal is designed. It is
also dependent on the individual’s coping potential: how much
he or she can handle an emotional experience. Like in the TV
channel-zapping example, one makes instant decisions
according to subjectively experienced density of the stimuli. If
the individual is getting too much information that he or she
can process instantly at that moment, it is highly possible that
he or she feels exhausted or uninterested in the audiovisual
after a while. To sum up, the construction of the audiovisual
meaning and the emotional response as a result are highly
subjective matters depending on the individual’s personal
luggage. However, researches on human behavior have
indicated that a target emotive response can be produced
through strategic employment of sound and imagery [11, 12].
For that reason, we have focused on the audiovisual perception
and examined the techniques for connecting sound and image
in more abstract terms in the following subsection.

Figure 1. AVIEM interface allowing users to create and
compare multisensory compositions and tag their emotions.
In this work, we have developed the project AVIEM (AudioVisual Emotion) with an inspiration from VJing tools for
experimenting on audiovisual relations with an interface that
enables users to compare, arrange and create multisensory
compositions (Fig. 1). With the integration of a tag database,
AVIEM forms an audiovisual library where users can sort all
single and multisensory components according to emotion tags
added by others. All the visual elements are 3d generated
abstract animations describing virtual environments along with
digitally created soundscapes, which in the end form all
together diverse and engaging emotionscapes. AVIEM puts
emphasis on the creation process and strategic use of sound and
image in order to catalyze strong emotional response on the
viewer. AVIEM aims to employ immersion and interactivity
with its audio and visual elements designed to engage
participant on an emotional stage, thereby enhances the overall
experience of virtual environments. AVIEM library grows and
evolves through user contribution through allowing participants
to choose, watch and tag the previously created audiovisual
compositions by selecting any desired emotion from the
interface menu.
In the creation process, AVIEM investigates how to elicit a
target emotion using digital abstraction in order to transmit
audiovisual signals at a preconscious level. It gives examples
on how to trigger an emotion by building associative
audiovisual relations that are derived from repeatable patterns
of experiences such as motion, directness of action, degree of
intensity and so forth. For that reason, digital creation tools are
essential for audiovisual design, since they are based on the
very same principals. In the evaluation process, AVIEM
introduces an interactive audiovisual interface where users are
able evaluate audio, visual and audiovisual relations separately.
The statistical data of the user evaluation are stored in each
libraries database and visualized in order to reflect various
aspects of AVIEM library. Such information visualizations are
essential to analyze emotional trends and dependencies of the
libraries. The interface is designed user friendly in order to
reflect the comfortable venue of a library and also guide user
through an uninfluenced evaluation.

2. BACKGROUND
Recent theories on cognition and emotion points out that
sensorial, cognitive and emotional process of the stimuli are
strongly related to each other [1]. According to them, sensorial
processing is directly related to audiovisual perception and
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3. THE PROJECT AVIEM

4. THE INTERFACE DESIGN

AVIEM project began by focusing on the creation of audio and
visual components in order to investigate what makes visual or
aural stimuli intense and effective. The goal was to construct an
effective and rich audiovisual library that would provide users a
wide range of experimentation through several possible
matching combinations among the visual and audio libraries.
Creation of such library in the context of academic research
purposes requires a few ground rules. First of all, all moving
image and sound should be abstract, in order to avoid cultural
stereotypes. The ideology of a non-narrative, non-discursive
mode of expression dates back to first color organ creations,
where subjective interactions of all sensory perceptions, which
are directly related to participant’s cognitive experience, are
eliminated [14]. For most of people, a child's smile refers to
hope or a red rose refers to love. AVIEM aimed to convey
emotions without repeating such "clichés" to seize accurate
emotional responses. In the end, the first challenge was to elicit
target emotions with the strategic use of very primary notions
such as geometry, color, movement, timbre and pitch.
AVIEM profits from today’s cutting-edge computer graphics
tools, which allow creating virtual environments that can be
perceived almost as real. In contemporary computer
simulations, immersion is mostly depending on the accuracy of
lighting and shading. With the exploration of global
illumination engines in 3d software, artists and designers have
became able to create the most physically accurate virtual
environments up to date. In this case, immersion is how much
people believe in what they see and hear. Thereby, successful
immersion of sound and moving image enhances the impact of
their audiovisual stimuli making the emotive response of the
participants highly intense and lasting. Current creation tools
provide users full control over the amodal qualities; various
parameters, e.g. intensity, rhythm, and form, can be fine tuned
and mapped on to each other in order to design impactful
audiovisual mappings. Moreover, they provide the most
immersive digital renders up-to-date. Consequently, digital
creation tools provide control over the key features for
successful immersion and strong emotional response. Creative
narration is also one of these key features, since the viewers
gain an emotional numbness after consuming similar
audiovisual media over and over in daily life.
In this respect, AVIEM library offers a wide range of
experimentation and aims to become a source of inspiration for
designers and artists that are eager to explore new ways of
conveying emotions. In order to preserve the impact of the first
impression and give users enough time to live an emotive range
of experience, the duration of the audio and visual components
within AVIEM are no longer than 40 seconds. Unlike most of
the VJ samples and audio loops, they are not designed for
synching one-another; knowing that temporally synched
audiovisual relations increase the impact of the emotive
response. This sacrifice was crucial for acquiring the diversity
and interactivity of the library and ensuring a fruitful
experimentation for users through numerous cross-model
matching combinations. In order to overcome lack of
synchronization, each cross-modal component is designed with
several dynamic and textural structures to encourage happy
accidents of temporal synchronization. For example, when a
visual sequence which have several jump cuts from different
camera angles (referring to cinematic montage techniques), it is
highly possible to witness numerous synched moments if it
interacts with a sound of a similar nature that has ups and
downs in timbre and pitch with an arrhythmic tempo.

The interface design of AVIEM emphasizes on easy usage and
accessibility in order let user to explore and experiment freely.
Since AVIEM database (tag system) grows with user
contribution, it is crucial to secure the accurate evaluation by
users. Thus, the interface aims to provide a comfortable
navigation with its compact and lucid design elements. The
interface consists of two main parts: “audiovisual library” and
“what do you feel?” These two sections are the core of the
interface, as user can input data and provide statistical
information for the other two sections that are “AVIEM Cloud”
and “Stats”.
Audiovisual Library section consists of three parts. First, the
tag cloud visualization, where users can browse separately both
audio and video library content according to emotion tags (Fig.
3). Second, the video selection tab, in which users choose a
visual component between the videos corresponding to the
emotion tag selected from video library tag cloud. In the third
part, the audio selection tab works in the same manner as the
video selection tab, in order to define an audio component. The
important point is that users are able to sort and choose
different emotions for audio and video components, which
makes the final audiovisual evaluation interesting. Users may
choose a visual component that addresses to “happiness” along
with an audio component that is pre-tagged as “fear”. Hence,
the opposing nature of selected audio-visual elements is
subjected to user evaluation.

Figure 3. AVIEM Cloud allowing users to choose and watch
audiovisual compositions by selecting any desired emotion.
The tag cloud visualization and the emotion database are
primarily designed to provide an easy navigation, but also not
to affect the individual’s subjective evaluation. Moreover, users
are able to add their preferable emotion tag in both video and
audio selection tabs and contribute to the pre-tagged emotion
data. The pre-tag data are formed during the testing process
with the contribution of 30 individuals. With the integration of
tag cloud visualization, the statistic data from each audio and
video emotion databases provide visual information on the
emotive trends in both audio and visual libraries. Users can
observe the quantity of the tags according to their font size.
Hence, the tag cloud visualization enables users to see most the
dominant emotions in both libraries at a first look. The second
section, “what do you feel?” is launched once users choose the
audiovisual components and hit the “play together” button.
Here, users experience and evaluate their audiovisual creation
by adding several emotion tags with the “tag an emotion”
button or describing their experience through the comment tab.
Finally, they can hit the “I‟m done” button to complete their
evaluation and view a pop-up screen that summarizes all the
information on audio, video and audiovisual tags.
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AVIEM Cloud and Stats sections are proposing various
approaches in order to visualize the statistic data and strengthen
the visual identity of a “library”. AVIEM Cloud section is the
visualization of an immense library that consists of all the
audiovisual combinations created by users. It provides an easy
navigation, in order to observe previously created audiovisual
combinations. Thus, users are able to view all the previous
creations as a whole library, add tags and write comments.
Consequently, AVIEM Cloud section provides a wide range of
observation and evaluation feature, and encourages users to
contribute more. After creating and tagging their creations,
users are able view their contribution to the massive pile of
creation. The colored particles that symbolize audiovisual
compositions can be selected randomly or sorted according to
emotion tags. Here, users are able to analyze and compare
different approaches to create a target emotion.

discussion of the subjective and individual and temporal nature
of emotional response.
All in all, the AVIEM project covers both the creation and
evaluation processes and seeks the unrevealed possibilities of
digital creation in audiovisual media design. It combines the
very principals of cognitive emotion theory with the most upto-date digital creation techniques in 3d animation and sound
design. It provides experimental knowledge on audiovisual
media design and aims to encourage exploration of new
techniques emphasizing on the infinite possibilities of today’s
digital creation tools. In conclusion, AVIEM project run a
comprehensive investigation (creation, experimentation and
evaluation) on the relationship between audio, visual and
emotion in digital creation. With further developing and user
contribution, AVIEM aims to become an experimentation and
inspiration source and a valuable data resource for cognitive
emotion researches.
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Figure 4. The dependency graph can be utilized to visualize
dependencies among emotions within the AVIEM Library.
Lastly, the Stats section aims to visualize the emotional
relations and trends in the AVIEM Cloud. The dependency
graph can be utilized to visualize dependencies among classes
within the AVIEM Library (Fig. 4). The outer and inner ring
sections can symbolize the primary and subsequent emotions
signifying the quality and the quantity of the class in the
database. In this representation, Bezier curves highlight related
emotion tags and creations upon selecting an emotion tag.
Hence, users are able to see emotions that are often selected
together. When AVIEM library gathers a considerable sample
in its database with the contribution of users, in theory, the
statistic interpretation of the dependency graph may provide
key knowledge on emotional trends used in audiovisual media
creation.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper documents the design of a tagged database and
associated sound and video creation tool aimed at creating (and
tagging) emotions elicited from viewers/listeners. The research
is inspired by the emergence of "VJing", the practice of realtime creation of video in dance clubs, to complement the DJ's
activity of soundscape creation. Moreover, the paper includes a
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ABSTRACT

2. ORIGIN
2.1 Experiments and Inspiration

This paper is an in depth exploration of the fashion object and
device, the Play-A-Grill. It details inspirations, socio-cultural
implications, technical function and operation, and potential
applications for the Play-A-Grill system.

This concept was inspired by an interactive installation at the
Exploratorium Museum in San Francisco called Sound Bite that
displayed bone vibration hearing through a rod [8]. A user could
slide a straw over a rod, and through biting it and closing her
ears, could hear any four different types of music. The clearest
sound came from a hip hop music sample. This experience spun
an ongoing conversation in my mind about bone conduction and
its applications.

Keywords
Digital Music Players, Hip Hop, Rap, Music Fashion, Grills,
Mouth Jewelry, Mouth Controllers, and Bone Conduction
Hearing.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.2 Hearing Through Teeth

Play-A-Grill, (see Figure 1) combines a digital music player
with the mouth piece jewelry known as a grill, which is usually
associated with hip hop and rap music genres. Grills are almost
always made of precious metal, most notably gold or platinum.
They are completely removable, and worn as a retainer. This
piece of jewelry presents a perfect opportunity to merge an
arbitrary music fashion object and reintroduce it as the music
player itself. Because the grill is worn over the teeth, sound can
be transmitted using bone conduction hearing instead of outside
speakers or headphones.

Bone conduction hearing has been used since the 1880’s in
commercial products to aid hearing loss, except in patients
suffering from damage to their auditory nerves. Rhode’s
Audiophone (see Figure 2), also known as the acoustic fan, was
a popular instrument in the United States [5]. It looked like a fan
with a retractable convex shape made of vulcanite, a rare
copper. This fan, acting as an eardrum, would gather the sound
vibrations in the air of its surroundings and vibrate at their
frequencies. While users bit the end of the fan, these vibrations
passed to the teeth, which then vibrated the cochlea and became
audible frequencies once again.

Figure 2. Functionality Illustration of Rhode’s Audiophone
Figure 1. Play-A-Grill

Since the 1880’s, hearing aids utilizing bone conduction have
changed and improved substantially. Cochlear is the company
that in 1977 created the Baha a surgically implanted hearing aid.
The Baha works with an audio processor that transmits the
audio to the cochlea via bone conduction through a small
stainless steel screw that is implanted into the skull bone, behind
the ear. It was approved by the FDA in 1996 as a system for
conductive and mixed hearing losses [2]. Although this system
may be more effective to bone conduction because it is
implanted directly into the skull, other less invasive methods
and systems have recently emerged in the market, such as the
new SoundBite by Sonitus Medical. The SoundBite microphone
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is placed inside the user’s ear and transmits wirelessly to a unit
inside the user’s mouth, around the posterior molars (see Figure
3), where it translates the wireless signal back into vibrations on
the teeth. This device is fairly new; it was recently approved by
the FDA, and the earliest reviews are from 2010 [9]. Like the
Baha, SoundBite aids single-sided and conductive hearing loss.

Hip hop is a flexible and powerful tool for communication,
given its rebellious spirit, materialistic values and aggression.
Because of its adaptability in communication it has become a
perfect capitalistic tool in fashion. From the late 70’s to mid
1980’s hip hop style was about promoting self-identity. Hip hop
always glorified display of wealth, but it was not until the 90’s
when brand names became fashionable. For example, men
began to wear the Gucci frames without the lenses, for pure
style [3].
Regardless of brand names, flashy expensive jewelry has
always been the preferred hip hop fashion statement. Referred
to as “bling-bling,” gold chains, diamond watches, and
especially mouth jewelry pieces are hip hop’s crown jewels and
an explicit display of wealth and power. The grill, also known
as a “front,” is the most iconic bling. Removable grills were
made fashionable in the 1980’s by Edddie Plein, owner of
Eddie’s Gold Teeth in New York City, when he fitted famous
Flava Flav. Twenty years later, Dirty South rappers spun the
fashion back into a national epidemic of diamond teeth [6]. In
hip hop slang, diamonds are referred to as ice. Rap star Nelly
dedicated an entire song to grills and their fashion sense, in
collaboration with other rap artists, Gipp, Ali, and Paul Wall the
owner of a business that manufactures grills worth $20–$30,000
in value. Some of the verses of their song, “Grillz” say [4]:
“Got 30 down at the bottom, 30 mo at the top
All invisible set in little ice cube blocks
If I could call it a drink, call it a smile on da rocks…”-Nelly.
“I got my mouth lookin somethin like a disco ball
I got da diamonds and da ice all hand set
I might cause a cold front if I take a deep breath
My teeth gleaming like I'm chewin on aluminum foil…
Piece simply symbolize success
I got da wrist wear and neck wear dats captivatin
But it's my smile dats got these on-lookers spectatin
My mouth piece simply certified a total package
Open up my mouth and you see mo carrots than a salad
My teeth are mind blowin givin everybody chillz
Call me George Foreman cuz I'm sellin everybody grillz.” -Paul
Wall.

Figure 3. Functionality of SoundBite Hearing System
Most of the examples I describe above use bone conduction to
aid deafness. However, artists have also been exploring the idea
of using this method for alternate applications. James Auger and
Jimmy Loizeau together conceived the idea of Audio Tooth
implant in late 2000. Their concept is to replace the cell-phone
and any long-range receiver with a false tooth that contains a
receiver. They see it as a form of telepathy that resonates
directly in the subject’s consciousness [1].
All of these devices work the same way: they replace the
speaker output of an audio system with a vibration motor. The
frequency of sound is translated to motor vibrations and it is
transmitted directly through bone conduction, instead of using a
speaker membrane to pulsate sound vibrations through the air.

3. MUSIC AND FASHION
Music and fashion are the most cyclical of all art and culture
based Industries. Ideas and aesthetics are constantly recycled,
reappearing decades later. Both of these cultural expressions are
seamlessly embedded in our daily lives, and they are venues to
our personal identity [7].
Walking down most high school hallways one can see
teenagers embracing different subcultures in an attempt to find
their personal identities. Punks, metal heads, hommies, hippies,
ravers, hipsters, goths, etc. are among the many subcultures that
represent the differing aesthetics of popular music genres
through a dress code. There are other subcultures that arose
from poverty and struggle, such as gangsters and skinheads,
which are more related to socio-economic issues than cultural
identity. These subcultures’ dress codes are more prominent and
radical in the youth population. Class struggle is a pinnacle of
hip hop causing its style to center on the display of wealth.

Figure 5. Bejeweled Ancient Teeth from Chiapas Mexico.
In the history of the civilization, teeth decoration goes deep into
our histories. The oldest record of embellishing teeth is a skull
found in Mesoamerica from 2500 years ago (see Figure 5). The
skull had gems set on the teeth by carefully drilling holes that

3.1 Hip Hop
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did not penetrate the tooth pulp, showing the high skills of
ancient dentists [11].

vibrating. The idea of vibrating teeth sound dangerous, and as
with grills, it is not recommended to wear the Play-A-Grill for
extended periods of time. Also, it is better to use less sound
amplification, and instead covering the ears to better hear the
sound from bone conduction, making it a more personal and
private experience. Usually one cannot feel the vibrations that
are coming through the motor, other than perceiving their
audibility.

4. INTEGRATION
The Play-A-Grill required several steps and methods beyond
researching the social and technical aspects that surround the
concept. These included:
§ Making a prototype for hearing via bone conduction to
make sure that this was a viable concept.
§ Making a mold of my mouth with alginate and casting it
in plaster to be used as a guide.
§ Carving a wax model of the grill fitted to the posterior
top teeth.
§ Casting the wax model into silver.
§ Hacking an existing digital music player with a tactile
interface. It was crucial that the interface not require
visual cues so that the tongue could control it.

4.2 Mold Making and Wax Casting
I made an impression of my mouth using alginate, the material
used by dentists use to make bite molds. The material sets very
quickly, and because it is made of algae it also dries very fast,
which means that the plaster casting needs to be poured
immediately. Once the plaster cast had set overnight it was
ready to be used as a guide for the grill model. To create the
grill model, I used metal casting grade wax. I wrapped the wax
around the 4 posterior top teeth and attached letters spelling
ICEN over the wrap. I chose ICEN because “ice” is the slang
term for diamonds in hip hop culture, and because ICEN is a
phonetic play on my name, which further adds my own brand to
my “bling-bling” as a reference to the early years of hip hop,
when promoting one’s own name was more important than
sporting brand names. Once the wax model was finished,
Quality Mold Making in New York City cast it to silver. When I
picked up the cast, I immediately put it in my mouth to see how
it fit. The jeweler yelled, “No! Don’t do that! I clean it in
cyanide after it is cast.” I am very glad I did this in front of him
and not on my way back home on the train.

Figure 6. First Prototype Motor Output for Digital Player.

4.1 Bone Conduction Prototype
In order to test bone conduction I used a small vibration motor
and connected the leads to a headphone jack cable. I then
plugged it into an mp3 player, and I received positive results
(see Figure 6). Prototyping subject #1 was able to hear the
sound through his teeth. Naturally, the greater the amplification
the audio device has, the louder one can hear music from one’s
teeth. If the music is loud enough the concave shape of the
palate make the vibrations of bone conduction resonate,
resulting in a mouth speaker. This way people can hear the
music coming from the mouth of the subject whose teeth are

Figure 7. Top and Bottom Detail of Play-A-Grill Device

4.3 Hacking the Player
Finding the right music player was crucial for this project. There
were many qualities that were imperative for the prototype to
function well. First it needed to be small enough to fit in the
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mouth of a user. Second, it needed controls that were simple for
a tongue to navigate. And third it had to be inexpensive, since it
would be subject to dissection, and I would most likely use
more than one. Indeed, I used two. The digital mp3 player I
used was an off-brand mimicking an old version of the iPod
Shuffle. This was a perfect device because it met the tactile
controls for the tongue, the size requirements, and since it was
an off-brand, it was inexpensive. The first step to hacking the
player was to break the enclosure, detach the headphone input,
and connect a motor. This was an easy hack and there was not
much to it, until I found that the quality of the sound was too
faint. To solve this problem I added an op amp break out board
to amplify the vibrations of the motor. I connected the two
motor leads to the amp and to the output of the device. During
this operation, I soldered off the power connections on the
circuit board and had to start fresh with a new mp3 player. Once
the operation was repeated and successfully completed, I
organized all the components and the grill together on the
mouth mold and set them with a combination of silicones (see
Figure 7).

Another application can be to apply receivers and transmitters
such as the Audio Tooth Implant concept, but instead using
radio transmission, so the devices can operate as walkie-talkies
[1].
Transferring sound directly through bones provides
physiological advantages to the user by relieving stress on the
eardrum, while still transmitting sound to a single user.
Regarding the first iteration of this device, the improvements for
future iterations need to take the size of the controller, as it is to
big and uncomfortable for wearing during long periods of time.
Another important lesson was to create a new type of interface
that is designed specifically for a tongue to control. This
“shuffle” type controller model is useful and intuitive, without
requiring sight, but the buttons are made for fingers and too
hard to be pressed by the tongue. There is a lot more exploration
to be done for mouth controllers, for example incorporating
systems used in assistive technologies for people with limited
mobility or dexterity such as the sip-and-puff controller that
allows the user to direct a wheelchair based on the sequence of
air blown. Most other music interaction controllers use the aid
of an external computer to interpret action and perform sound,
such as the Mouthesizer of Michael Lyons. The Play-A-Grill
also attempts to provide a display that challenges our perception
of listening, altering the body’s natural sound output and
relocating as an input.
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Figure 8. Functionality of Play-A-Grill.

5. CONCLUSION
The Play-A-Grill device merges the arbitrary music fashion
object and empowers its function by making it the music player
itself. Would hip hop fans wear this device? Most of the
responses have been positive. The grill is the perfect music
related jewelry piece to serve this function because it allows for
alternate technologies to emerge, such as bone conduction
hearing. The idea of a digital sound player in the mouth has
potential of embodying different forms. For example audio
players that can also be recorders and serve a short memory
function, allowing the user to record their conversations.
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In this paper, we suggest an interactive mobile music
performance using the digital compass on mobile phones. This
collaborative performance features multiple performers that
make sound by taking aim at other performers: compassmeasured orientation of each aiming gesture is mapped to a
specific musical note depending on which player is aimed at.
While this compass-based interaction method is partly similar
to those examples mentioned above, we suggest a new method
to “track down” the position of a moving performer without
any extra device (e.g., optical sensors, webcams, etc.): this
enables us to utilize the information on the on-stage formation
of performers for musical purpose in real time, making digital
compass an intuitive, interactive mobile musical instrument.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce an interactive mobile music
performance system using the digital compass of mobile
phones. Compass-based interface can detect the aiming
orientation of performers on stage, allowing us to obtain
information on interactions between performers and use it for
both musical mappings and visualizations on screen for the
audience. We document and discuss the result of a compassbased mobile music performance, Where Are You Standing, and
present an algorithm for a new app to track down the
performers’ positions in real-time.

Keywords

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Mobile music, mobile phone, smartphone, compass,
magnetometer, aiming gesture, musical mapping, musical
sonification

Figure 1 illustrates the system for our compass-based mobile
music performance, which consists of multiple mobile phones
(i.e., Apple’s iPhones) as performers’ instruments and a server
computer for sound generation and visualization. Sound is
projected through powered speakers connected to the computer,
and current status of the performers is displayed on a big screen
for the purpose of “sharing” the music-making process with the
audience.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern mobile phones, especially smartphones (i.e., high-end
mobile phones with advanced features and computing power)
have affected our life tremendously in a number of areas,
including music. With sensors such as multi-touch screen,
accelerometer, microphone, camera, GPS sensor, proximity
sensor, and magnetometer, a mobile phone has a huge potential
as a new musical instrument (or, more generally, a musicmaking device). Also, mobile music instruments can be
networked virtually anywhere without being tethered: this true
“mobility” allows the performers to move around the stage
(sometimes totally off the stage) freely while playing their
instruments, thereby leading to more creative and profound
interaction design not only with the audience but also between
performers.
Innovative music performances with creative mobile
instruments have been suggested by many artists and
researchers, as reviewed in [4, 5]. Examples include the
Stanford Mobile Phone Orchestra (MoPhO) [6, 11], Michigan
Mobile Phone Ensemble [10], and the Helsinki Mobile Phone
Orchestra [8]. At the Mobile Concert at NIME 2010, Stanford
MoPhO presented pieces with several instruments based on
different interaction concepts, including Colors (multi-touch
interface), interV (accelerometer), Wind Chimes (compass and
microphone) [4], and Sound Bounce (accelerometer and
compass) [3].

2.1 Apps
Mobile apps for this compass-based performance should be
able to measure the pointing direction of the iPhone (and send
the information to the server, if required). We first used the
KAMPO App, an OSC controller for mobile music which can
measure the iPhone’s sensor data (e.g., discrete/continuous
touchscreen input, microphone, accelerometer, and compass)
and transmit them via Wi-Fi [7].
Server Computer
Visualization
OSC Server

Musical
Notes (MIDI)

(Processing)

Virtual
Instrument

Speaker

(Logic Studio)

Compass Data
(OSC messages)

Wireless
AP
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Mobile Mobile
Phone 1 Phone 2

Figure 1. System for compass-based mobile music
performance.
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HAM is the other OSC controller app used for prototyping
our second performance. While both apps allow the performer
to take aim by holding the iPhone horizontally and pointing it
in any direction, the latter provides additional feature of “holdand-move” (hence the name HAM) for tracing the position of
the performer on the move: more details on HAM will be
discussed in section 3.2. Both KAMPO App and HAM are
powered by the Mobile Music (MoMu) Toolkit [2].

2

1

2.2 Server
The server computer runs a program (written in Processing)
that receives/analyzes compass data from the iPhones to detect
any meaningful information, and manages data mappings for
sound generation and visual display. Similar to most other
sensor measurements, compass data values are lowpass-filtered
at this stage for enhanced stability and practical use in music
(figure 2). The program can run automatically or be controlled
by an operator in order to handle unexpected needs (or
emergency situations) of the performers in real-time.
Information on sound/music is then transmitted to Apple’s
Logic Studio for sound synthesis by virtual instruments.

3

1
4

~ 4 :: Performers
uni-direction
: bi-direction

Figure 3. Possible events in a four-player setup.
and start playing piano sound of all “harmonic” notes (in C
major scale) by aiming at others. This state of consonance is
broken by the introduction of an additional (and the last)
performer who represents conflict: the notes played by this
performer, as well as the notes played by others when they aim
at the performer, are assigned to be dissonant to cause musical
tension. Finally the last performer leaves the stage to resolve
the tension, and the piece ends with three performers back in
congruity.
Table 1 summarizes the event-note mapping pairs used for
the piece. Sound Bounce also featured similar direction-to-pitch
mappings (in that each of the aiming orientations of performers
is assigned to a unique pitch), but it was more like an auditory
display for identification of performers.

3. PERFORMANCE IDEAS
We present two cases of compass-based mobile music
performance. Both feature 1) multiple performers on stage
interacting with each other by taking aims, and 2) musical
representation of various inter-performer interactions on stage.

3.1 Case 1: Aiming Directions
In this scenario, performers stand at fixed positions (e.g., at the
corner of a rectangle in case of four members) and move their
iPhones as if scanning around. Each aiming action of a
performer at other is detected as an “event.” For performers,
there are
distinct unidirectional events,
bidirectional ones, and numerous combinations of those as well
that can be used to trigger sound outputs and visual effects.
Figure 3 illustrates possible events in a four-performer case.
Based on this mapping we created Where Are You Standing, a
piece for the KAIST Mobile Phone Orchestra (KAMPO) [9]
with tape sound. It was composed by Bongjun Kim, and
premiered on June 16, 2011 at Sonic Phone-o-graph, a
KAMPO mobile music concert held at Hyundai Capital
Auditorium in Seoul, Korea (figure 4) [1] (video excerpt from
this performance can be found at [12]). The piece is divided
into four sections – introduction, development, turn, and
conclusion: each section features different combinations of
performers and/or harmonic characteristics. The piece begins
with one performer taking aim at various directions to the tape
accompaniment in order to “demonstrate” the main gesture of
the performance. Then in the second section two other
performers join the first one, stand at three corners of a triangle,

It is noteworthy that current aiming directions of performers,
not to mention every note event, were all visualized in real-time
on a big screen as arrows and animated concentric circles
(figure 5) in order to help the audience to understand the whole
music-making process clearly and intuitively.

3.2 Case 2: Aiming with Movement
The performance mentioned above can be enhanced to be able
to identify and utilize the position of each performer: in spite of
certain limitations (e.g., directions of movement, number of
performers for simultaneous tracking), the same system with
HAM app allows us to keep track of performers’ positions on
stage in real-time.
Figure 6 illustrates the mechanism of position tracking. To
move on stage, a performer should first take aim at the
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Table 1. Event-note mapping rules.
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Figure 2. Comparison of raw and filtered compass data.
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Note
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1↔3

FX Sound

2↔4

FX Sound

Figure 4. Performance of Where Are You Standing by the KAIST Mobile Phone Orchestra (KAMPO).
“reference” performer (i.e., the most adjacent performer on the
left), then choose the direction – either horizontal ( ) or vertical
( ) into which he/she would move – by holding the
corresponding button on screen (figure 7) to enter “changing
formation” mode. While moving, the performer should
continue to point at the reference so that changes in the aiming
direction can be measured, from which current position of
performer 1
can be obtained by:

position of the performers, too. Figure 9 illustrates an example:
depending on the distance from the center of the circle, notes
played by the performer get higher pitch (or are in a certain
scale).

(X2, Y2)
2

1

Currently, only one performer can move at a time.
Figure 8 shows an example of change in the formation of
performers over time. This variation in positions can also be
used for musical mappings. For example, distances between
performers can be mapped to interonset interval (IOI). In the
initial formation, distances between adjacent performers are all
equal and the musical notes assigned to each performer are
played at the same interval. As performers start to move, the
distances (hence the IOIs of notes) are change accordingly,
causing interesting (and complex) rhythmic variations.
The scale and the pitch of notes can be controlled by the

θ1

3

(X1, Y1)

4

n

: Moving direction
of performers
: compass direction

Figure 6. Tracing the location of a moving performer.

Figure 5. Visualization of performer’s aiming directions
(arrows) and note events (concentric circles).

Figure 7. Screenshot of HAM iOS app.
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Figure 9. Position-based pitch/scale change.

Figure 8. Changes in on-stage formation of performers
over time (from top left, clockwise).

[3]

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an interactive, collaborative mobile music
performance system based on the digital compass on mobile
phones. The aiming gestures of performers (and their
orientations) not only generate musical events, but also allows
the audience to appreciate inter-performer interactions more
intuitively, especially with real-time visualization of performers’
aiming directions on stage to share the “music-making” process.
Also, by tracing the positions of moving performers only with
compass, we can design a variety of real-time musical mapping
strategies with the information on performers’ positions.
In addition to the upcoming premier of a new piece using
HAM and the “aiming with movement” scenario, we will
continue our research on the potential of digital compass for
mobile music, focusing on interaction (between performers)
and more sophisticated gesture detection.

[4]

[5]
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ABSTRACT

2. STRAVINSKY’S PRECEDENT

George Antheil’s notorious Ballet mécanique (1924-1925)
was originally scored for percussion ensemble, sound effects,
and 16 pianolas. He was never able to perform the piece with
those forces, however, due to his inability to synchronize
multiple pianolas. Thus all performances of the piece in his
lifetime, and for decades after, were done with a single pianola
or player piano.*
The author traces the origin of the concept of
synchronizing multiple pianolas, and explains the attendant
technological issues. He examines attempts to synchronize
mechanical pianos and other time-based devices at the time of
Ballet mécanique’s composition, and suggests that Antheil’s
vision for his piece was not as farfetched as has long been
thought.

Before Ballet mécanique, only one composer is known to
have even considered the idea of combining multiple pianolas:
Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) had extensive experience with
pianolas, transcribing several of his works onto rolls for both
the Aeolian Company in England and Pleyel in Paris.

2.1 Les Noces
Beginning in 1914, Stravinsky started Les Noces four
times, abandoning the first three efforts. In a later interview he
recalled that while working on the third version, which he
began in 1918, “…I decided to have the Finale accompanied
mainly by four pianos. It seems to me that my thinking on that
point will be clearer to you if I tell you that for a while I was
minded to put four pianolas in their place.”2
But the “great difficulty of synchronizing the parts
executed by the instrumentalists and singers with those
rendered by the mechanical players”3 dissuaded him from
including the idea in the fourth and final version of the piece,
which he wrote between 1921 and 1922. The final version
includes four conventional pianos.

Keywords
Antheil, Stravinsky, player
instruments, synchronization

piano,

pianola,

mechanical

1. INTRODUCTION
Ballet mécanique, by the New Jersey-born composer
George Antheil (1900-1959), is one of the most famous, and
infamous, compositions in 20th-century music. It was the first
piece written for multiple automated instruments, and presaged
the use of what are now called sequencers by over half a
century.
The composer attempted to break new musical ground
structurally, sonically, and technologically. At its premiere in
Paris, where Antheil was living at the time, it was a huge
success, despite the fact that it was performed by an ensemble
considerably reduced from what Antheil originally proposed.
Antheil’s score called for a percussion orchestra of
xylophones, bass drums, tamtam, pianos, electric bells, siren,
and airplane propellers, along with 16 synchronized pianolas
performing four different parts. Although no one had ever
before attempted to synchronize even two pianolas, Antheil
insisted right up until the piece’s premiere that it was possible.
Eventually, however, he realized the impracticality of his
idea, and modified the piece so that a single pianola covered all
four parts. It wasn’t until the very end of the 20th century,
using computer-controlled player pianos and MIDI sequencers,
that Ballet mécanique could be realized in its original
instrumentation.1
Antheil’s vision of a huge ensemble of mechanical pianos
was radical, but it was not entirely original, nor was it as
farfetched as might be assumed. Recent research by the author
shows that a system such as Antheil envisioned was in fact
feasible using technology available at the time. It is possible,
furthermore, that observations of instruments he saw in his
youth inspired his vision. But his understanding of the
technology was faulty, and this may have been the biggest
contributor to his failure to realize his vision for the piece.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work
for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial
advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the
first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
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2.2 Stravinsky and Antheil
Antheil idolized Stravinsky, and made no secret of the fact
in his articles and letters. The two met for the first time in 1922
in Berlin, where Stravinsky was waiting for his mother to
emigrate from the Soviet Union. Stravinsky was impressed with
Antheil’s music, especially a piece that Antheil had written
which was highly imitative of Stravinsky’s Symphonies of
Winds. They spent significant time together over a two-week
period, at the end of which Stravinsky returned to Paris. The
Russian invited the American to join him there, which Antheil
finally did a year later, the day of the premiere of Les Noces.4
Antheil made no mention in any later writings of
discussing the use of multiple pianolas with Stravinsky, but it
requires very little stretch of the imagination to suggest that
they did so. Soon after Antheil arrived in Paris, he and
Stravinsky had a serious falling-out, due in part, according to
some reports, to Antheil accusing Stravinsky of stealing the
idea of using four pianos Les Noces from him.5

3. SYNCHRONIZATION ISSUES
Synchronizing two or more mechanical pianos is not
trivial. Most mechanical pianos have tempo controls, but they
are not calibrated or referenced to any standard. Thus if two
identical mechanical piano rolls are started at the same time, at
the same nominal tempo, they will quickly drift away from
each other. For pieces as heavily percussive and rhythmic as
Les Noces or Ballet mécanique, this would be disastrous.
In filmmaking, multiple editing surfaces are synchronized
using sprocket wheels on the film transports and chains to
connect them. But piano rolls do not normally have sprockets.
Thus even if the mechanisms were locked together, the players
would still go out of sync—although perhaps not as quickly—
due to differences in the thickness of the paper and to slippage
of the rolls.
Using a single roll mechanism to drive the hammers and
pedals in multiple instruments is not feasible, due to the
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limitations of the pneumatic systems used in most of the
mechanical instruments of the era. Should the tubing between
the roll mechanism and the hammers exceed ten feet, the
response of the system would be delayed due to the
propogation speed of the change in air pressure, or it would not
respond at all, due to the loss of pressure.6 While
“orchestrions”—player pianos that incorporate other
instruments like percussion, violins, and organ pipes in a single
cabinet, driven by a piano roll—could be squeezed into a case
in such a way that none of the tubing would exceed ten feet,
this was not practical when linking multiple instruments.

4.2.1 Delacommune
A “Device For Synchronizing Various Apparatus With
Motion Picture Projection,” was patented in 1922 by Charles
Delacommune, an inventor and entrepeneur who was close to
Fernand Léger, the artist whose Ballet mécanique film was
originally designed to synchronize with Antheil’s score. In this
system, a mechanical linkage connects the projector motor to a
roller which drives a perforated paper tape, similar to a playerpiano roll, but with only 12 “tracks” (as opposed to a playerpiano’s 50 to 88). The tape is sprocketed to prevent slippage.10
As the tape travels, a series of sprung levers poke through
the perforations and make contact with a metal plate below,
activating solenoids, valves, lights, or other electro-mechanical
devices. At the same time a second roller mounted on a wooden
desk draws a paper roll on which is printed a script, a list of
sound effects, or a musical score. to be interpreted by an actor,
a technician, or a conductor, respectively.
The system, which the inventor called the “Ciné-pupitre,”
was publicly demonstrated only once, in 1922, when it was
used to cue the conductor of a score by Arthur Honegger
accompanying a short film by Abel Gance.11
Although Delacommune’s patent claims that his system
could operate “a mechanical piano whose keys are controlled
by circuits each corresponding to a lever of the distributing
device,” in reality the system would have had to have been
much larger and more complex in order to cover even a
reasonable fraction of the notes of a piano. It seems unlikely
that the device would have lent itself to such scaling.

4. SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEMS
Even while Stravinsky was still entertaining the idea of
multiple mechanical pianos, there were a number of inventors
working on methods of synchronizing pianos with other timebased mechanisms. Recognizing the limitations of allpneumatic systems, the developers of synchronization systems
proposed during the player-piano era all used a combination of
electrical and pneumatic technology. Although none of them
were specifically designed to synchronize multiple player
pianos, in theory, they could have been adapted for such use.
Some of them built operational prototypes.

4.1 Player Pianos + Phonographs
Between 1913 and 1916 three companies produced
systems that combined a player piano with a phonograph. They
were designed to allow a recording of a vocalist or instrumental
soloist to be accompanied by a piano. Since phonograph
recordings at the time tended to sound worse the more
instruments one tried to record on them, these systems would
separate the musical elements: the singer/soloist would be on
record, while the accompaniment would be “live.”

4.2.2 Pleyel
In November, 1922 Pleyel, the Paris piano manufacturer
above whose factory Stravinsky maintained a studio, and who
was later to create the piano rolls for Antheil’s Ballet
mécanique, filed a French patent (a British filing followed a
year later) for a synchronizing system for “automatic musical
instruments, kinematographs, [and] phonographs….” Similar
to the Welte system described earlier, it claimed to use a series
of vacuum chambers, bellows, and pneumatic speed controls to
synchronize “the several apparatus being naturally in any
number.”12
In contrast to the Welte system, however, the Pleyel patent
was slim and vague, consisting of a mere four pages of text and
a single page of simple graphics. A protoype was never built.

4.1.1 Gulbransen and Melville Clark
Systems built by Gulbransen and Melville Clark required
the user to manually adjust the speed of the piano roll so as to
remain in sync with the recording. Although a number of
models were built, and Gulbransen’s marketing literature
claimed that it was “quite simple” to get them to “synchronize
perfectly,”7 in fact the process of keeping the voice and the
music together proved to be far too cumbersome for the
intended market, and the idea was soon abandoned.8

4.1.2 Welte

5. ANTHEIL’S CONCEPT

Heinrich Bockisch, an engineer with the Welte company,
designed a system to do this task automatically. A combination
of electrical contacts on the phonograph turntable and a
dedicated duct on the piano roll regulated the piano
mechanism’s speed through a series of vacuum chambers,
valves, pressure sensors, and switches. An extermely complex
system, it contained several hundred moving parts and was
protected by seven United States patents, which together
covered over 80 pages of text and 27 pages of detailed
diagrams.9 The company reportedly was able to build two
prototypes (one for Edison discs and the other for Victor discs),
and some rolls for the system are in the hands of present-day
collectors, but the devices were never put into production, and
none exist today.

While some of these schemes were more feasible than
others, George Antheil’s description of how he would perform
Ballet mécanique bears little resemblance to any of them.
Antheil was convinced that some form of electrical
switchboard would allow him to operate the multiple pianolas
from a central control position. While the piece was in
preparation he wrote a number of correspondents about the
system he envisioned. In early 1924, as he was starting on the
piece, he wrote to his friend and patron Natalie Clifford
Barney, “We are going to give the first ALL MECHANICAL
music in the world, and instead of a director or conductor, I will
be at a switch-board. Pleyels [sic] are cutting all of the Ballet
Mecanique upon one huge roll (the cutting is already in
progress and will soon be finished) which will be the master
roll for the electrical operation of 16 grand pianofortes…”13
In the same letter he indicates that other parts were to be
played mechanically as well: “…The xilophones [sic], electric
motors, etc. will be electrically controlled from another roll
specially cut, and operated from a little switchboard before me,
which can cheaply be arranged by an ordinary mechanician.”
He continued to believe for some time that his idea was
possible. In May 1925 he wrote an article describing an opera

4.2 Player Pianos + Film
The patent documents for the Welte system include
mentions of its possible use to link player pianos with film
projectors, but this was apparently never attempted. In the early
1920s two systems were proposed—both in France—that were
more specfically designed for this purpose, although neither
one of them was able to achieve their goal.
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he was planning, based on a chapter in James Joyce's Ulysses,
that would use a similar ensemble. (He never got past the third
measure.)14 And in December 1925 he inscribed a copy of the
Ballet mécanique rolls that he sent to his friend Mary Louise
Curtis Bok, “These are the master rolls which run the 16 pianos
electrically from a common control (switching on 16 or 1 as
might be necessary to the sonority)....”
He even managed to convince a reporter from the New
York Herald that at the public premiere of the piece on June 19,
1926, “…there were sixteen pianolas connected with and
synchronized with the instrument at which Mr. Antheil worked
with such zeal at his feet. A loud-speaker was set at each side
of the stage, however, to carry the conglomerate of sound from
these hidden instruments to the listeners.”15 This was a
complete falsehood—there were no hidden pianos.

homes) a car battery. The voltage going through the control
cables could be varied with an “expression” knob on the control
unit, so that the force of the motors, and thus the velocity of the
keystrokes, could be controlled over a wide range.

6. ELECTRICAL CONTROL OF
MECHANICAL PIANOS
The system that Antheil told his friends was going to
perform Ballet mécanique was, of course, never built. The
systems for synchronizing player pianos with other mechanisms
that did exist—either in reality or on paper—had nothing in
common with the system that Antheil envisioned.
But in fact some years prior to Antheil’s starting work on
Ballet mécanique, at least two automated instrument systems
had been built using technology that bore a much closer
resemblance to Antheil’s description, and could conceivably
have been improved and modified to accomplish Antheil’s goal
in the way he hoped.

Figure 1. Solenoids from a Tel-Electric system installed
under the keys of an Ivers & Pond upright piano
The control unit used a motorized cylinder to read the
piano rolls, but instead of paper, the rolls were made of .003inch-thick brass. The roll passed between a comb-like rack of
sensing fingers and the tracker bar, with each finger acting as a
switch upon encountering a perforation in the roll. The brass
was touted as being impervious to shrinkage, stretching, or
other types of deformation or damage caused by variations in
temperature and humidity.

6.1 Wurlitzer/Inhof & Mukle
From 1914 to 1918 the Wurlitzer company made an
orchestrion called the Unit Orchestra for use in movie theaters.
It was designed both for live keyboard performance and to play
perforated rolls. The piano keys and roll mechanism, instead of
opening pneumatic valves, closed electrical switches, which
sent control signals through a series of relays to the pneumatic
mechanisms, which could therefore be located some distance
away. This gave far more freedom to theater designers and
organ installers when it came to placement of the keyboard.
According to mechanical instrument expert Arthur Reblitz,
“The console in a Unit Orchestra could be located where the
musician could see the screen, and the pipes could be located in
chambers beside the screen, closer to the audience.”16
Whether Antheil was aware of this system—or a similar
one reportedly made in Germany by Inhof & Mukle—is
unknown, but with some modification, and a “little
switchboard,” it might have been used to perform Ballet
mécanique. But there is no evidence that such a device was
ever conceived or built.

Figure 2. Tel-Electric Control unit
The Tel-Electric company did not have a long life. While
the brass rolls were more durable than competitors’ paper rolls,
they were far more expensive, not to mention completely
incompatible with any other system. These were issues for
player piano owners who wanted to collect a large repertoire of
rolls from multiple manufacturers.
In 1917 the United States entered World War I, and the
company was designated by the government as “having
resources important to the war effort.” It shut down its musical
instrument operation and converted to producing war materiel.
It went out of business completely in 1921.
Despite its brief history, the company was able to sell
approximately 10,000 instruments and systems over a 12-year
period. Its main sales office and recording facilities were in
New York City, and most of its sales were in the Northeast.
In retrospect, modifying a Tel-Electric system to control
multiple player pianos or other instruments in perfect
synchronization would have been a simple task for a clever
electrical engineer: it would essentially have involved creating
cables that could run from a single control unit to multiple

6.2 Tel-Electric
Even closer to Antheil’s idea were player pianos and
retrofittable player systems made by the Tel-Electric Company
of Pittsfield, Massachusetts, from 1907 to 1917.17
The Tel-Electric system was unique in that it did not use
pneumatics at all. The mechanism that drove the keys consisted
of a set of simple 12-volt DC motors—rotary solenoids—one
for each key, which turned 90° when current was applied to
them. Mounted in a box directly under the keys, each solenoid
was connected to a stiff wire which went up through a hole in
the underside of the piano and attached to a key. As the motor
turned, it pulled the key down, and when the current was
removed, gravity and the piano’s action pulled the key back up.
The control mechanism was located in a separate box,
connected to the drive mechanism by a multi-conductor cable.
Power was supplied from house current or (for powerless
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solenoid banks, and perhaps building a larger power supply to
accommodate the extra current. It would also have been simple
to build an auxilliary “switchboard,” as Antheil described, to
route the various switch closures to different instruments.
Tel-Electric’s unqiue technology was far ahead of its time.
It is the direct ancestor of the technology used in modern
computer-controlled solenoid-operated player pianos from
manufacturers such as Yamaha, QRS, PianoDisc, and
Bösendorfer. Had development of the system been able to
continue, it could have led to even more intriguing possibilities
than controlling multiple instruments, such as instruments that
could transpose or, if every key were to have its own variable
resistor, instruments with much greater and more subtle
dynamics control.

Had Antheil been able to achieve his goal, it is possible
that 20th-century music would have developed very differently.
The use of automation as a composition and performance tool
might have had a significant role in the music of the first half of
the century, instead of lying dormant until the 1980s.
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11. NOTE & REFERENCES
* “Pianola” was originally the trademark for a piano-playing
device made by the Aeolian Company which attached to a
conventional piano. It used a perforated paper roll and a series
of pneumatic valves to operate mechanical fingers to play the
keys on the piano. A “player piano” uses the same principles,
and can use the same paper rolls, but the player mechanism is
inside the instrument, and operates the keys directly. The word
“pianola” became a generic term for all such instruments. For
purposes of this paper the two terms, as well as “mechanical
piano,” can be considered synonymous.

7. WAS THIS IN ANTHEIL'S MIND?
There is no record of George Antheil ever having seen a
Tel-Electric piano before embarking on Ballet mécanique. But
given the instruments’ popularity in the Northeast U.S., it is
quite possible that the young Antheil might have encountered
one. As he was fascinated with machines, he surely would have
given it more than a cursory look. He may have been
particularly impressed with the external roll reader, and the
relatively simple electrical connection between the reader and
the player mechanism.
Thus it is not unreasonable to speculate that the TelElectric design may have been in the back of his mind a few
years later when Antheil began to develop his ideas for Ballet
mécanique. Indeed, it is difficult to consider any other
technology that might have influenced the young composer.
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8. WHY IT DIDN’T HAPPEN
Why Antheil was not able to use a modified Tel-Electric
system or something similar to perform Ballet mécanique can
be explained by three primary factors.
First, although Antheil was fascinated by machines, he had
no training in engineering, and he may not have realized that
Pleyel’s (and every other manufacturer’s) approach to player
piano design was completely different from Tel-Electric’s. A
potentially simple modification of a Tel-Electric system to
control multiple pianos was in no way applicable to Pleyel’s
pneumatically-driven instruments.
Second, Tel-Electric’s products were unknown in Europe.
According to player-piano historian Bob Billings, there is today
only one Tel-Electric system known to be in existence outside
of the United States, and it is in England. In German playerpiano expert Jürgen Hocker’s recent exhaustive history of the
instrument, Faszination Player Piano, the Tel-Electric system
does not even get a mention.18
Finally, by the time Antheil arrived in Paris, the TelElectric Company, and its technology, were long gone.

9. CONCLUSIONS
George Antheil’s ideas for using multiple synchronized
automated player pianos to perform Ballet mécanique were
very far out of the mainstream in 1920s Paris. But the
technology for doing so did in fact exist, although not in a form
that he could have used.
Several companies had synchronization technology that
might have been customized to play Antheil’s piece, but Pleyel
was unable or unwilling to work with those companies.
Antheil’s conception for the piece may have grown out of
observation of a unique American player piano system, which
could have been modified to achieve his goal. However, time,
geopolitics, and market forces all conspired against this
possibility. It would not be until 75 years later, using MIDIcontrolled solenoid-driven player pianos, that Ballet mécanique
would be performed according to Antheil’s wishes.
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ABSTRACT

C(z)

Platforms for mobile computing and gesture recognition
provide enticing interfaces for creative expression on virtual
musical instruments. However, sound synthesis on these
systems is often limited to sample-based synthesizers, which
limits their expressive capabilities. Source-filter models are
adept for such interfaces since they provide flexible, algorithmic sound synthesis, especially in the case of the guitar.
In this paper, we present a data-driven approach for modeling guitar excitation signals using principal components
derived from a corpus of excitation signals. Using these
components as features, we apply nonlinear principal components analysis to derive a feature space that describes
the expressive attributes characteristic to our corpus. Finally, we propose using the reduced dimensionality space as
a control interface for an expressive guitar synthesizer.

p(n)

z-βD

+

+
+

−

S(z)

+

y(n)

+

Hl (z)

HF (z)

z-DI

Figure 1: Source-filter model for plucked-guitar
synthesis. C(z) simulates the effect of the player’s
plucking position. S(z) models the string’s pitch and
decay characteristics.

Keywords

inspired modeling of plucked-guitar tones along with existing methods for modeling excitation signals. Section 3
describes our data set and how the excitation signals are
extracted from recorded performance. In Section 4 we obtain a feature representation of our signals using principal
components analysis and apply non-linear components analysis to these features for dimensionality reduction in Section
5. Finally, in Section 6 we demonstrate an interface for expressive guitar synthesis using the reduced dimensionality
space.

Source-filter models, musical instrument synthesis, PCA,
touch musical interfaces

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, advances in computing have rendered mobile devices and gesture recognition systems cogent platforms for music performance and creation. Devices such
as the iPad and Kinect enable touch- and/or gesture-based
interaction to enable entirely new ways of interacting with
music. Despite these advances, the software on these systems still relies heavily on sample-based synthesizers, which
limits the expressive control available to the user. Sourcefilter models are capable of simulating the physical characteristics of plucked-string instruments, including the resonant string behavior. Unlike sample-based synthesizers,
these models can generate a wide range of musical timbres
in response to different excitation signals. However, it is
unclear how exactly the source signals should be modeled
to capture the nuances of particular playing styles.
In this paper, we explore the analysis and synthesis of
plucked-guitar tones via component analysis of residual signals extracted from recorded performance for the application of expressive guitar synthesis. The rest of this paper
is as follows: In Section 2 we briefly overview physically

2.

BACKGROUND

Modeling and synthesis of plucked-guitar tones is often
based on digital waveguide (DWG) modeling principles,
which aim to digitally implement the d’Alembert solution
for traveling waves on a lossy string [18]. The DWG simulates the left- and right-traveling waves occuring after the
string is displaced by spatially sampling their time-varying
amplitudes along the string’s length. It was later shown
that the DWG model could be reduced to a source-filter
interaction as shown in Figure 1 [7]. The lower block, S(z),
of Figure 1 is referred to as the single delay-loop (SDL) and
consolidates the DWG model into a single delay line z DI
in cascade with a string decay filter Hl (z) and a fractional
delay filter HF (z). These filters are calibrated such that the
total delay, D, in the SDL satisfies D = ff0s where fs and
f0 are the sampling frequency and fundamental frequency
of the tone, respectively. The upper block, C(z), is a feedforward comb-filter that incorporates the effect of the performer’s plucking point position along the string. Since the
SDL lacks the bi-directional characteristics of the DWG,
C(z) simulates the boundary conditions when a traveling
wave encounters a rigid termination. The delay in C(z)
is determined by the product βD where β is a fraction in
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the range (0, 1) corresponding to the relative plucking point
location on the string.
There are several approaches used in the literature for determining the excitation signal for the model shown in Figure 1. One method includes applying non-linear processing
to spectrally flatten the recorded tone and using the resulting signal as the source while preserving the signal’s phase
information [10, 12]. Another technique involves inverse
filtering a recorded guitar tone with a properly calibrated
string-model [6, 9]. When inverse filtering is used, the string
model cancels out the tone’s harmonic components related
to the fundamental frequency leaving behind a residual that
contains the excitation in the first few milliseconds. In [11],
these residuals are processed with “pluck-shaping” filters to
simulate the performer’s articulation dynamics and comb
filters to model the reflection.
By employing the waveguide principles for plucked-string
synthesis, Karjalainen et al. developed a Virtual Air Guitar interface for expressive performance [5]. The system
utilized sensors worn on the performer’s hands in order to
determine specific playing gestures such as plucking, strumming, vibrato and pitch. However, the signals used to excite the filter model are limited to stored residual signals
obtained by inverse filtering recorded guitar performance.
More recently, the open source community has employed
gesture tracking technology used in the Microsoft Kinect to
develop a controller-free air guitar interface [14]. While this
system relies on sample-based and not algorithmic sound
synthesis, it provides a compelling interface for capturing
the performer’s expression.
Recently, a variety of virtual guitar applications have
been developed for the iPad and integrate some degree of
expressive control over the resulting sound. Among these
are iPad’s implementation of Garageband, which uses accelerometer data in response to the user’s tapping strength
to trigger an appropriate sample for the synthesizer [2].
Similarly, the OMGuitar enables single note or chorded
performance and triggers chord samples based on the how
quickly the user “strums” the interface [1]. In both cases,
sound synthesis is based on samples of recorded guitars.

3.
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Figure 2: Plucking point compensation for a residual signal obtained from plucking a guitar string
8.4 cm from the bridge (open E, f0 = 331 Hz). (a)
Without and (b) with equalization
.
five fretting positions to yield approximately 1000 recordings. The output of the pick-up was fed to a M-Audio Fast
Track Pro USB interface, which recorded the audio directly
to a Macintosh computer running Audacity. Samples were
recorded at 44.1 kHz at a 16-bit depth.

3.1

Residual Extraction

We obtain residual excitation signals from our data by inverse filtering the recorded tone with a properly calibrated
SDL model. The techniques proposed in [6, 9, 20] were used
to calibrate the SDL parameters. However, the residual obtained by inverse filtering contains a bias from the combfilter effect resulting from the guitarist’s plucking position
along the string. In the frequency domain, this residual
will contain deep notches at the harmonics related to the
plucking position. Since the plucking point position typically varies in real performance and in our data set, it must
be compensated for to standardize the analysis. We employ a technique proposed by Penttinen et al. developed to
estimate the relative plucking position on guitars equipped
with bridge-mounted pickups [15]. The relative plucking
position is used to calibrate the comb filter C(z) in Figure
1 to remove the deep spectral notches.
The total inverse filtering operation of the recorded signal
is then expressed as

DATA COLLECTION

Our data corpus consists of recordings produced using an
Epiphone Les Paul guitar equipped with a Fishman Powerbridge pickup. This pickup is a modified bridge with piezoelectric sensors installed in the saddles for each string. In
contrast to magnetic pickups, the piezo pickup responds to
pressure changes caused by string vibration at the bridge.
These pickups provide a wide frequency response, which
is desirable for modeling the noise-like characteristics of the
performer’s articulation. Furthermore, these pickups do not
include the low-pass characteristics incurred from magnetic
pickups and are relatively free of the resonant effects from
the guitar body. Finally, recordings obtained through the
bridge-mounted piezo pickup can be analyzed to determine
the guitarist’s plucking position along the string since the
output is always measured at the bridge.
The data set of plucked-guitar recordings was produced
by varying the articulation to produce different notes using
various positions on the fretboard including “open” strings.
At each fret position, the guitarist performed a specific articulation several times for consistency using either the pick
or his finger to excite the string. The neighboring strings
are muted so that only the excited string is recorded by the
pickup. Articulations are identified by their dynamic level,
which consisted of piano (soft), mezzo-forte (medium-loud)
and forte (loud). All six strings were used including the first

P (z) =

Y (z)
.
C(z)S(z)

(1)

Figure 2 shows a residual excitation signals before and after
the comb filter effect is removed. Besides standardizing the
analysis, removing the comb-filter effect allows the relative
plucking point position to remain a free parameter for resynthesis. It should be noted that, in the compensated case,
the excitation pulse approaches an ideal impulse. This is
related to the piezoelectric sensor responding to acceleration
rather than displacement, which is the wave variable most
often used in DWG models [18].
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4. PCA FEATURES
In previous work, we demonstrated the application of principal components analysis (PCA) to a corpus of excitation
signals in order to derive a codebook of basis vectors that
can synthesize a multitude of excitation signals [13]. Here
we briefly overview the application of PCA to the data and
discuss how it is used to derive a feature-based representation of the signals in the corpus.

4.1

Principal Components Analysis

forte
mezzo−forte
piano

Since the pulse widths are dependent to some degree on the
fundamental frequency of the string, we first normalize all
the pulses to a common period. The signals are then aligned
in the time domain so that the primary peak of the pulses
overlap as shown in Figure 3. Using the aligned signals, a
data matrix is constructed
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where each p is a M -length column vector representing an
excitation pulse. The principal components of P are a set
of basis vectors and scores (weights) that can reconstruct
the data:
P − u = WVT .

(3)

forte
mezzo−forte
piano

In Equation 3, u is the mean of P, V contains the basis vectors of P along its columns and W contains the scores (or
weightings) to reconstruct each excitation pulse. Several
techniques can be used to compute the principal components of P, including the well-known covariance method [3,
4].
Figure 3(c) plots the first few principal components along
with the mean of our data set. The mean vector captures
the general impulsive shape of the data, while the components shown serve to widen or narrow the pulse depending
on the sign of the associated score value. This relates to the
physicality of the string’s shape during its initial displacement and finger articulations tend to produce an excitation
pulse with greater width than articulations made with a
pick. Additional principal components not shown in Figure
3(c) contribute the noise-like characteristics inherent to the
string articulation. The number of basis vectors obtained
via PCA is equivalent to the number of variables used to
model the data. In this case, 570 vectors comprise V, however, in [13] we show that using a subset of the basis vectors
is sufficient for re-generating the pulse with good accuracy.
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Feature Representation

Figure 3: Example pulses related to articulations
produced using (a) pick and (b) finger to excite the
string. Principal components extracted from the
data are shown in (c) and are offset to highlight
their relationship to the pulses in (a) and (b).

We obtain a feature representation of the excitation signals
using the principal components extracted from the data set.
By projecting the mean-centered data onto the basis vectors, the principal component scores may be computed as
W = (P − u)V.

2

(4)

5.

Equation 4 defines an orthogonal linear transformation of
the data into a new coordinate system defined by the basis
vectors. The scores indicate how much each basis function
is weighted when reconstructing the signal. Figure 4 displays the projection of the data onto the first two principal
components since this pair of components explains the most
variance in the data. We observe that the first principal
axis relates to the articulation type (i.e. finger and pick)
and strength (e.g. forte, piano). However, due to the nonlinear distribution of the data along these axes, it is unclear
how these and additional components exactly relate to the
properties of the excitation pulses.

NONLINEAR PRINCIPAL
NENTS ANALYSIS

COMPO-

While the linear PCA technique presented in the previous
section provides insight on the underlying basis functions
comprising our data set, it is unclear how the high dimensional component space relates to the expressive attributes
of our data. As shown in Figure 4, there is an underlying
nonlinear distribution of the data along the principal axes.
In this section, we apply nonlinear principal components
analysis (NLPCA) to the scores extracted from linear PCA
to derive a lower dimensional representation of the data.
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5.1

Background

There are many techniques available in the literature for
nonlinear dimensionality reduction, or manifold-learning,
for the purposes of discovering the structure of high dimensional, nonlinear data. Such techniques include locally
linear embedding (LLE) [16] and Isomap [19]. While LLE
and Isomap are useful for data reduction and visualization
tasks, their application does not provide an explicit mapping function to project the reduced dimensionality data
back into the high dimensional space.
For the purpose of developing an expressive control interface, re-mapping the data back into the original space
is essential since we wish to use our linear basis vectors to
reconstruct the excitation pulses. To satisfy this requirement, we employ NLPCA via autoassociative neural networks (ANN) to achieve dimensionality reduction with explicit re-mapping functions.
The standard architecture for an ANN is shown in Figure
5 and consists of 5 layers [8]. The input and mapping layers
can be viewed as the “extraction” function since it projects
the input layers into a lower dimensional space as specified in the bottleneck layer. The de-mapping and output
layers comprise the “generation” function, which projects
the data back into its original dimensionality. Using Figure
5 as an example, the ANN can be specified as a 3-4-1-43 network to indicate the number of nodes at each layer.
The nodes in the mapping and de-mapping functions contain sigmoidal functions and are essential for compressing
and decompressing the range of the data to and from the
bottle neck layer. Since the desired values at the bottleneck layer are unknown, direct supervised training cannot
be used to learn the mapping and de-mapping functions.
Rather, the combined network is learned using back propagation algorithms to minimize a squared error criterion such
that E = 12 kw − ŵk [8]. From a practical standpoint, this
yields a set of transformation matrices to compress (T1 , T2 )
and decompress (T3 , T4 ) the dimensionality of the data.

5.2

2nd Principal Component

σ

σ

ŵ3
T2
Mapping
Layer

T3
Bottleneck
Layer

De-Mapping
Layer

T4
Output
Layer

we chose two nodes in order to have multiple degrees of
freedom which could be used to synthesize excitation pulses
in an expressive interface. These design criteria yielded a
25-6-2-6-25 ANN architecture.
Figure 6 shows the projection of the data into the reduced
dimensionality coordinate space defined by the bottleneck
layer of the ANN. Unlike the linear projection shown in
Figure 4, the data in the reduced space is clearly clustered
around the z1 and z2 axes. Selected excitation pulses are
also shown, which were synthesized by sampling this coordinate space, projecting back into the linear principal component domain using the transformation matrices (T3 , T4 )
from the ANN and using the resulting scores to reconstruct
the pulse with linear component vectors.
The nonlinear component defined by the z1 axis describes
the articulation type where points sampled in the space
z1 < 0 pertain to finger articulations and points sampled
for z1 > 0 pertain to pick articulations. The finger articulations feature a wider excitation pulse in contrast to the
pick, where the pulse is generally more narrow and impulsive. In both articulation spaces, moving from left to right
increases the relative dynamics. The second nonlinear component defined by the z2 axis relates to the contact time
of the articulation. As z2 is increased, the excitation pulse
grows wider for both articulation types.

6.

INTERFACE

We demonstrate the practical application of this research
in a touch-based iPad interface shown in Figure 7. This
interface acts as a “tabletop” guitar, where the performer
uses one hand to provide the articulation and the other to
key in the desired pitch(es). The articulation is applied
to the large, gradient square in Figure 7, which is a mapping of the reduced dimensionality space shown in Figure 6.
Moving up along the vertical axis of the articulation space
increases the dynamics of the articulation (piano to forte)
and moving right to left on the horizontal axis increases
the contact time. The articulation area is capable of multitouch input so the performer can use multiple fingers within
the articulation area to give each tone a different timbre.
The colored keys on on the left-side of Figure 7 allow
the user to produce certain pitches. Adjacent keys on the
horizontal axis are tuned a half step apart and their color
indicates that they are part of the same “string” so that
only the leading key on the string can be played at once.
Diagonal keys on adjacent strings are tuned to a Major 3rd
interval while the off-diagonal keys represent a Minor 3rd
interval. This arrangement allows the performer to easily
finger different chord shapes.
The synthesis engine for the tabletop interface must is ca-
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Figure 5: Example autoassociative neural network
with 3-4-1-4-3 architecture.
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To uncover the nonlinear structure of the guitar features
extracted in Section 4.2, we employed the NLPCA MATLAB Toolbox to extract our ANN [17]. Empirically, we
found that using 25 scores at the input layer was sufficient in
terms of adequately describing the data set and expediting
the ANN training. As discussed in [13], 25 basis functions
explain > 95% of the variance in the data set and leads
to good re-synthesis. At the bottleneck layer of the ANN,
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Figure 4: Projection of guitar excitation signals
along the first two principal axes.
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Figure 6: Projection of the guitar data into the reduced dimensionality space defined by the ANN (center).
Example excitation pulses resulting from sampling this space are also shown.

7.

pable of computing the excitation signal corresponding to
the performer’s touch point within the articulation space
and filtering the resulting excitation signal for multiple
tones in real-time. The filter module used for the string
is implemented with the single delay-loop model shown in
Figure 1. Though this filter has a large number of delay taps, which is dependent on the pitch, only a few of
these taps have non-zero coefficients, which permits an efficient implementation of infinite impulse response filtering.
Currently, the relative plucking position along the string is
fixed, though this may be a free parameter in future versions
of the application. The excitation signal can be updated in
real-time during performance, which is made possible by
the iPad’s support of hardware-accelerated vector libraries.
These include the matrix multiplication routines to project
the low dimensional user input into the high dimensional
component space. Through our own testing, we found that
the excitation signal is typically computed in < 1 millisecond, which is more than adequate for real-time performance.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel approach for modeling the excitation signals for plucked-guitar tones using principal components analysis. Our method draws on physically inspired
modeling techniques to extract the excitation pulses from
recorded performances pertaining to various articulation
styles. Using linear principal components analysis, these
excitation signals are modeled by a set of linear basis vectors. The associated weights for these basis vectors are then
used as features to train an autoassociative neural network,
which provides a nonlinear mapping to a reduced dimensionality space. By sampling points in the reduced dimensionality space, we show that a wide range of excitation
pulses can be synthesized, which correlate to the expressive attributes of our data corpus, namely articulation type,
strength and contact time. We have also demonstrated the
practical application of this research by implementing the
excitation and plucked-string synthesis into an iPad application, which is capable of real-time guitar synthesis with
control over the expressive attributes in our data set.
As demonstrated with the iPad application, this research
is extremely applicable to virtual instrument technology.
Beyond touch interfaces, it may be possible to leverage ges174
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Figure 7: Tabletop guitar interface for the components based excitation synthesis. The articulation
is applied in the gradient rectangle, while the colored squares allow the performer to key in specific
pitches.
ture recognition, such as the Microsoft Kinect, to trigger
particular articulations. By freeing the user from the constraints of a physical device, a unique-gesture based synthesizer could be built for “air-guitar” applications.
Avenues for further research include the acquisition of
additional performance data from a variety of guitarists.
This data collection and subsequent analysis could lead to
computational models describing the stylings of particular
performers. These models could be used to “profile” particular players and integrate their stylings into virtual music
interfaces. From a physical modeling standpoint, the guitar
synthesis model used in our application can be expanded to
include magnetic pickups and resonant body effects, which
factor into perceived timbres of real acoustic and electric
guitars.
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performance interface that incorporated both elements of
performance practice with graphic scores: the ability for the
composer to define their own syntax and semantics; and the
ability for a performer to interpret the score freely, in ways
that can be appreciated by an audience. Ideally, we would
like the composer and performer to be the same individual, creating a new digital artform that combines elements
of composition and improvisation, as in Live Coding [1].
We wanted to enable both of these elements via a digital
channel, with an interactive programming language used to
define the syntax of the score, and an interactive machine
vision system used to recognise and ‘perform’ it, under user
control on a sufficiently large scale that it can be recognised
by an audience watching a stage performance.
The use of computer vision as a component within musical
performance systems has been commonplace for many years
-(e.g. BigEye MIDI controller [12] or CV.jit for Max/MSP
+ Jitter [7]). Many of these systems have been oriented
toward detecting the location, pose or gestures of the performer as a real-time control device that can be used on
stage or in an installation. In these applications, the main
challenges are background subtraction and object tracking
– challenges that are likely to become somewhat reduced as
depth cameras and fast body part recognition of the type
used in the Xbox Kinect become ubiquitous. However, there
have also been some experiments in using live computer vision to produce musical sounds directly from recognition of
sketched drawings, as in the case of McLean’s Acid Sketching [6]. Such systems can rely on simple and robust approaches to 2D sketch interpretation.
Despite machine vision systems being developed specifically for simplicity and use by artist-programmers, many
are still relatively complex to create and configure, requiring technical training and understanding of the underlying
infrastructure. Our goal was to create a machine vision system that could be used to define novel visual grammars, and
to interpret them sufficiently quickly and robustly that they
could be created by a musician with no prior programming
experience, possibly even on stage in front of an audience.
The scenario we imagined was that the graphic score could
be drawn on a physical surface at large scale – for example on a whiteboard – so that an audience could see the
components of the notation and gain an impression of the
planned structure of the piece. The performer would then
use a hand-held camera to scan over parts of this notation, modifying the musical output in response to his or her
camera-movement gestures. If the camera is mounted on a
touchscreen device such as a smartphone, then the touchscreen itself could be used to ‘program’ the grammar that
interprets the score, and even modify that grammar while
on stage, without having to interrupt the performance to
move to a desk and sit behind a laptop.

We describe a system that allows non-programmers to specify the grammar for a novel graphic score notation of their
own design, defining performance notations suitable for drawing in live situations on a surface such as a whiteboard. The
score can be interpreted via the camera of a smartphone,
interactively scanned over the whiteboard to control the
parameters of synthesisers implemented in Overtone. The
visual grammar of the score, and its correspondence to the
sound parameters, can be defined by the user with a simple visual condition-action language. This language can be
edited on the touchscreen of an Android phone, allowing
the grammar to be modified live in performance situations.
Interactive scanning of the score is visible to the audience as
a performance interface, with a colour classifier and visual
feature recogniser causing the grammar-specified events to
be sent using OSC messages via Wi-Fi from the hand-held
smartphone to an audio workstation.

Keywords
Graphic Notation, Disposable Notation, Live Coding, Computer Vision, Mobile Music

1. INTRODUCTION
Graphic scores were a regular feature of contemporary composition and performance practice from the 1950s onward.
The intention in graphic scores is both to circumvent the
limitations of common music notation, and to allow more
interpretive freedom to the performer (e.g. offering generative rules or systematic constraints within which improvisation can be directed or coordinated). A key element
in the use of graphic scores is that the ‘grammar’ of the
score – the syntax and semantics of its visual elements –
is invented by the composer, as part of the creative process. The invention of new notations allows both increased
structural abstraction, and conceptual release from the analytic systems associated with conventional notations. In
this respect, use of graphic scores resembles those practices
in creative computer science research, where the first step
in a project is to invent one’s own programming language,
after which it will be possible to explore design problems
from a new conceptual perspective.
The starting point for our work was to create a digital
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
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2. BACKGROUND

[5] claim that users have a touch accuracy of 95% on targets of over 8.6mm. We intend to use visual objects of this
size or greater; an iconic language fulfills our requirements.
We draw from the simple concept of condition-action rules,
as used in popular end-user programming systems such as
Agentsheets [8].

Musical notation is typically used for communication and
reuse/reference. Both humans and computer systems need
an interpretation model to read and understand it. Quick
human comprehension of notation usually takes years to
learn. The notation system typically needs to be a broad
‘one fits all’ solution to be worth the learning effort required.
Computers are capable of learning more quickly and therefore do not necessarily face this problem.

3.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the ‘main menu’,
and the three stages. The menu is intended to allow users
to move quickly between stages.

3.1

We believe that the ability to create a disposable notation is extremely powerful and only now possible due to
advances in notational schema definition. Existing systems
such as Acid Sketch and reacTable usually use fixed notation schemas; they require reasonable learning and are
fundamentally limited to the scope of the schema (see Figure 1). Grammar specification allows construction of notation that is appropriate for the piece the performer intended.
By referring to the notation as ‘disposable’, we mean a fast
construction (within minutes) and a minimal cost in effort.

Live Coding

Live coding is a growing approach to computer music performance [2] in which performers use dynamic programming environments to describe sound output. Properties
of sound and algorithms modifying sound parameters are
edited by the performer in response to audience reaction,
other performers, or evolving artistic intention. At present,
live coding generally involves programming on laptops. As
demonstrated by the reacTable system, a performer physically moving over a large notation space is likely to provide
more audience entertainment or energy than simply using a
projected screen or laptop. Furthermore, the use of a simple notation, rather than complex programming structures,
may reduce audience information overload and provide a
simpler visualisation from which to infer mappings between
the sound and notation.
There have been recent efforts to control musical parameters using smartphones [13]; in particular, using data from
users’ interaction with a touch screen, accelerometer and
microphone. Mobile camera data has been used to control
MIDI parameters in systems such as CaMus [9]. Whist it
is not possible to ‘program’ with these systems, it is clear
there is unrealised potential for live coding environments on
smartphones, with collaborative performance, mobility, and
sensory interaction being just a few potential benefits.

2.2

Conceptual Architecture

The system architecture, conceptually, is composed of three
successive stages: ink capture, grammar specification and
performance. The ‘ink capture’ and ‘performance’ activities both use computer vision techniques to detect coloured
blobs on a lightly coloured background (e.g. a whiteboard).
Figure 2 shows how musicians interact with the notation
system. After specifying a grammar, users are able to draw
desired notation and scan the smartphone over it to perform. During performance, they can continue writing notation, direct another performer to add extra notation, or
reuse existing notation by scanning the phone over it.
Users can specify notation grammar using a grid, on which
they place tiles. The tiles are moved onto the grid from a
‘palette’, which contains the set of available tiles. When a
tile is directly next to another, it is connected and forms
part of a rule. Tiles can be connected in any order or shape
(see Figure 3b). Performance only takes place with a valid
grid. A valid rule has the following syntax: one or more
‘identifier’ tiles; one or more ‘trigger’ tiles; one ‘value’ tile;
and one or more ‘property’ tiles. Flexibility in the ordering
and shape of rules allows users to customise their grid and
focus on semantics rather than syntax.
The ‘identifier’ tiles represent unique OSC streams, of
which there can be several. One or more streams can be
affected by the same rule. The ‘trigger’ tiles are conditions
that have to be met for the rule to execute (e.g. a red blob
is in view). If multiple triggers are used in a single rule,
all triggers must be satisfied. The ‘value’ tiles represent a
number that can be applied to a ‘property’ of the audio
output. Currently, ‘value’ tiles can either be a single value,
derived from area, or an envelope over time.
For example, refer to the bottom left rule in Figure 3b,
which has a single tile of each type: An ‘identifier’, referring
to stream alpha; a ‘trigger’ , which executes the rule if the
camera view contains a grey blob; a ‘value’ tile, which is
a single value somewhere in the middle of the scale; and a
‘property’ tile representing pitch. The result of the rule is
that when the grey blob is in the camera view, the system
plays a middle note on stream α.
Parameters of tiles can be changed by double tapping
on a tile. A dialog will appear, allowing modification of
properties specific to that tile type, such as colour, value or
time. Figure 3a shows the settings dialog for the ‘value’ tile,
which represents a percentage or a piano note. A ‘trigger’
tile can be modified to refer to a particular blob colour.

Figure 1: Current Limited Notation Model

2.1

ARCHITECTURE

Grammar Specification

Our grammar specification tool was intended to fulfill several design requirements: be powerful enough to express a
wide range of grammars, simple enough for non-programmers
to understand; use flexible syntax; encourage experimentation; and be fast enough to use in a live coding scenario.
The small screen of a smartphone renders text-based languages unsuitable for programming. Direct manipulation
is one approach to reduce cognitive load, making the tool
itself “disappear” [10]. A visual language is suitable for
our purposes as semantics can be encoded in visual objects
and users can directly manipulate them using touch. Visual languages exist in many forms [4]. Holz and Baudisch

3.2

Technical Architecture

The application makes use of Java and C++ via the Android Native SDK, allowing us to use OpenCV, a comprehensive and widely available vision library. The vision system detects, recognises and tracks coloured blobs by using simple white balancing, background removal and image
segmentation techniques. Colour data collected during the
first stage is used to train a classifier, which recognises new,
unseen notation (blobs) during performance. Notation is
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Figure 2: Conceptual Architecture
tracked to allow the system to trigger appropriate events.
We use a frame-by-frame comparison of blobs, together with
a probability model to measure the likelihood of these events
(e.g. enter, exit). The events are then propagated to the
grammar interpreter.

Table 1: Experimentation Period Metrics
Participants No. of Sessions Max No. of Rules
P1
2
4
P2
1
2
P3
2
3
P4
1
3
P5
1
3
P6
1
3
P7
4
2
P8
1
7

4.

Figure 3: a. Settings Dialog for a ‘value’ tile. b.
The same rule in four different possible positions.

3.2.1

EVALUATIVE STUDY

Our system is intended for users without substantial musical
experience. Ideally, we would like there to be little usability difference between experienced digital music performers
and non-musicians. We also do not expect programming
experience to affect the competence of users due to the unconventional style of programming. To determine the results of these hypotheses, we carried out an evaluative user
study. We discuss the study briefly – for more information
see [11]

Open Sound Control Messages

During performance, each frame is processed by the vision
subsystem, which then returns the state of the set of known
blobs (entered, exited, visible) and their properties (area,
orientation, position etc.) The appropriate OSC messages
are then dispatched to the remote server via UDP. A remote
server is used so that audio can be produced at very high
quality using external speakers. The use of Wi-Fi allows
the phone to be moved a great distance from the remote
machine without limiting movement. Currently, there are
two property tiles (pitch and volume), and therefore two
types of OSC message required:

4.1

Design

The study was between-subjects, using two groups: digital
music performers and non-digital music performers. The
two groups of 4 participants were given 4 tasks, followed by
15 minutes of free experimentation. Sessions were recorded,
with participants being encouraged to mention any problems. Grammar specification time; performance time; the
largest rule size in each performance; the number of rules
constructed in each performance; and the number of colours
used in each performance were also recorded.
Participants were supplied with a whiteboard and several
coloured markers. A short tutorial was given to familiarise
participants with concepts in the application. Each task focused on a separate type of tile, allowed usability evaluation
of tiles in isolation and reducing learning effects.
After personal experimentation participants were given
a Cognitive Dimensions of Notation Questionnaire [3], in
which they were asked questions relating to grammar specification. Each question is directly related to a CD – a
design principle for programming languages. The questionnaire data was cross-referenced with the recorded audio to
strengthen the validity of our conclusions.

/set-volume {Identifier, Time, Value%}
/set-frequency {Identifier, Time, Note}
For instant changes, the time parameter is 0, and overrides any current changes for the targeted synth. If the
value is an envelope (a change over time), pitch changes at
a linear rate. We use piano notes for our purposes (e.g.
D3), rather than frequencies, to increase usability for musical novices and to allow construction of chords and melodies
for experts.
Our audio server was implemented using Overtone [1],
an open source audio toolkit with a strong focus on collaborative programmable music. Overtone combines SuperCollider’s sophisticated synthesis capabilities with Clojure’s linguistic flexibility, advanced concurrency semantics
and full Java interoperability. On initialisation, the audio
server defines and triggers a number of synths. An OSC
server listens for incoming control messages, which are then
dispatched to functions that modulate the current note and
volume of the specified synth. Clojure’s immutable datastructures and lock-free mutable references allow the audio
server to coordinate an arbitrary number of concurrent OSC
clients whilst avoiding classic concurrency problems such as
deadlock and blocking writers.

4.2

Discussion of Study

Group 1 (P1-P4) are digital music performers, with experience with systems such as Supercollider, Pure Data, Chuck
and Max MSP. Group 2 (P5-P8) have no similar system
experience. The level of programming experience varies between basic and intermediate. Half of all users had smartphone experience; this varied across both groups.
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Due to the nature of the study, statistical analysis of
qualitative data from the questionnaire would be of limited
value. However, metrics recorded during the exploratory
experiments can be used to make some observations of the
amount of expression and experimentation the language encourages. Table 1 shows that participants from both groups
were similar in the number of rules used. P8 (a non-digital
performer) was very confident, using 7 rules, twice the mode
of the other participants. Table 1 shows that both groups
collectively had equal numbers of sessions, although P7 was
very confident, carrying out 4 experimental sessions (using
different sets of rules).

4.3

is simple to learn and holds potential’, and ‘it is possible to
have an end product in a reasonable time, as the structure of
the notation is fairly simple’. The study has given valuable
feedback for future improvements.
At present, the system uses two property tiles (volume
and pitch). The system was built for extensibility and would
benefit from the ability to manipulate other musical properties such as timbre. It would also be interesting to manipulate a variety of different synths. Although the study focused on one controlling device per system, the audio server
is capable of handling multiple devices concurrently sending
OSC commands. There are potential ‘values’ of the notation
that could be used in the future (e.g. the distance between
blobs, relative proportion and circularity). We would like to
enable local audio synthesis, which would allow experimentation in casual contexts, away from the laboratory, stage
or studio. Our system demonstrates the vast potential of
disposable notation in musical contexts; there is still much
work to be done.

Questionnaire Results

We obtained interesting qualitative results from the questionnaire, and verbally during the experiments: P2 described
the screen as being ‘small’ and later mentioned double tapping was difficult and that tiles ‘don’t fall accurately’, even
though the tile drag-and-drop system highlights the destination square in yellow. This participant also pressed several
external buttons by mistake, indicating a lack of smartphone experience, which may be a barrier to using the system. Conversely, P7 also had no smartphone experience,
but became familiar with the system very quickly and had
the most sessions during the experimentation period.
P4 stated that it is ‘not always easy [to compare or combine tiles] as the screen only has a finite area’. It is possible for rules to extend off the grid. Flexible ordering and
positioning of tiles was intended to address this. It was
recognised that tiles with values are difficult to compare;
to address this, we use live dynamic tiles, which update to
reflect their value. When asked about dependency, participants were not aware it was possible to override one rule
with another. A particularly interesting CD is ‘progressive
evaluation’ – checking work done so far. Most participants
found this easy by tapping ‘back’ and then ‘perform’. P2
found it ‘not so easy; you need to change modes which is
a little cumbersome’, although this may have been due to
unfamiliarity with the phone’s buttons.

4.4

6.
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Group Comparison

Our qualitative feedback suggested that most participants
found the system easy to use after reading through the initial tutorial. The majority of problems reported were received from P2, who reported having issues using smartphones. Table 1 shows that both groups performed similarly, with P7, a non digital music performer, experimenting
the most. It is possible that digital music performers were
constructing more complex performances and were therefore
limited to fewer performances.

5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We have described SoundCodr, a system allowing construction of graphic score grammars on a smartphone. The creation of the system was motivated by research into end-user
programming and live coding. The system reaches the goal
of allowing users to define and perform their own graphical
scores. Our evaluative user study confirms that the system
is of interest to musicians and non-musicians alike, and gives
users a new and innovative method of music creation. We
found that users embraced the ability to progressively evaluate their grammar by moving between performance and
grammar specification.
Our study indicates that there is little difference in usability for digital musicians and normal users. The qualitative
feedback was positive, and included comments such as: ‘[using tiles] is very straight forward; building blocks structure
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cus on the design of the mapping to musical actions that
results from continued use in improvisational sessions. A
recent piece [14] is presented as an example of a musical
context for which the system was adapted in response to
particular performance demands.

In this paper we discuss aspects of our work in developing performance systems that are geared towards humanmachine co-performance with a particular emphasis on improvisation. We present one particular system, FILTER,
which was created in the context of a larger project related to artificial intelligence and performance, and has been
tested in the context of our electro-acoustic performance
trio. We discuss how this timbrally rich and highly nonidiomatic musical context has challenged the design of the
system, with particular emphasis on the mapping of machine listening parameters to higher-level behaviors of the
system in such a way that spontaneity and creativity are
encouraged while maintaining a sense of novel dialogue.

2.

MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT

The instrumentation for our improvisational trio Triple Point
spans the spectrum of acoustic (soprano saxophone), acoustic modeling (Roland V-Accordion) and digital transformations based on analysis/resynthesis (GREIS system [15]).
Through extended technique (saxophone), changing synthesis timbres (V-accordion) or by on-the-fly transformations
(GREIS) our style is one in which sources can quickly fuse
into a single element or conversely spread into unique, disjointed lines. Playing with source and instrumental identity
in a manner that is dynamic and controllable is an important part of our music. Reflecting on the role of the GREIS
player as one who listens for distinct lines of musical intention in the sound streams before capturing and transforming
these, the design of FILTER was motivated to model this
performance practice, adding to the richness of the musical
interaction and allowing the possibility of expanding the
group into a quartet. In addition to the GREIS system, the
Expanded Instrument System (EIS) [15] is taken as a point
of inspiration, with its focus on acting as a reactive, mirroring partner that re-presents past sound in a surprising
manner in performance. Much like GREIS and EIS, FILTER has proven to be a unique partner that lends its own
style and sonic character to our performance endeavors.

Keywords
Electroacoustic Improvisation, Machine Learning, Mapping,
Sonic Gestures, Spatialization

1. INTRODUCTION
Our group, along with researchers in acoustics and cognitive science, have undertaken a project dubbed CAIRA,
which stands for the creative, artificially-intuitive and reasoning agent [3]. This project is devoted to understanding
and modeling machine performance from both a top-down,
logic-based point of view well-suited to following rules as
well as from a more bottom-up and intuitive approach to
machine improvisation. created within this context, and
stemming from an earlier pilot project with the same mission, is the the Freely Improvising, Learning and Transforming Evolutionary Recombination (FILTER) system [9].
This system places an emphasis on three key concepts: an
embodied approach to machine listening, on intuitive and
spontaneous transformations of a human performer’s input
in a way that is shaped by learning stylistic trends, and finally the system’s actions are informed by an electroacoustic
aesthetic that favors a sound-oriented view on performance
output rather than one determined by music theoretic rules.
Defining the space of possible musical actions for FILTER
has been a fluid and integral part of the design process;
the test-bed for this work is our trio Triple Point [11]. The
details of the FILTER system related to machine listening
and learning are discussed elsewhere [15], while here we fo-

3.

FILTER OVERVIEW

The FILTER system was designed to move beyond the notion of extending a performer’s actions through time, towards a system that learns information that is embedded
in the low-level structure of the audio stream of its improvising partner. While GREIS and EIS both have a running
memory in the form of a recording of the past N seconds
of performed audio on which to make decisions, FILTER
encodes not only the waveform but also in parallel the fine
structure level of information about the temporal evolution
of sound features. In parallel with this low-level information the system catalogs a set of sonic gestures which give
semantic meaning to performance actions at the note and
phrase level. The details of listening and learning are discussed elsewhere [15], though a brief overview is required
in order to understand the parameters that result from this
stage as they are mapped to and directly determine the
output musical actions.
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3.1

Listening, Learning

The structuring principles for this aspect of the system are
that of listening to gestures and textures. The former can be
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thought of as foreground actions that have a coherent motion in regards to spectrotemporal parameters, while the
latter is the characterization of the overall sound field over
a larger time duration (e.g. larger than 5 seconds), in the
absence of coherent motion. Listening for and recognizing
gestures is based on continuous gesture following [2] applied
to a small set of sound features. In contrast to many applications of gesture following applied to sound streams, in
FILTER this is based on unsupervised learning as follows:
when a transient is detected in amplitude or fundamental
frequency, subject to an inter-onset temporal threshold, a
new “sonic gesture” is considered to have begun. If this gesture is dissimilar to anything in the current “gesture space”
then this may be added as a new member of the space, with
an older one possibly being discarded. This aspect of learning can be thought of as the system developing a semantic
memory and deciding which are the relevant sonic gestures
on the fly, in the non-idiomatic spirt of free improvisation.
The output of this process is a continuous likelihood that
a given action is related to one of the sonic gestures in the
given space, thereby providing a continuous degree of certainty that the system is hearing those sonic gestures that
have been internalized within the performance moment.
This learning stage is out-of-time in the sense that each
gesture is committed to FILTER’s semantic memory without any temporal ordering between gestures. In parallel
with this, the underlying audio’s temporal structure is learned
in order to provide an understanding of the temporal regularity and similarity across an entire performance. This
episodic memory component of the system is inspired by the
audio oracle concept [5] that underlies the OMax system [1],
and FILTER utilizes this project’s Max/MSP implementation of the factor oracle algorithm. From experience we
recognize and leverage the power of this learning algorithm,
but also see the shortcoming of requiring a human operator to make contextual choices when using this information
for musical playback. We construct the semantic-level gesture/texture listening layer and use this to drive output
actions to explicitly address this issue. The episodic and
semantic levels of information in FILTER are associated by
endowing relevant states with time-stamps for any associated sonic gestures in memory, as well as segment boundaries between areas that are considered to have different
textural qualities [13].

3.2

Evolving, Mapping

The use of analysis, recognition and structure-learning in
FILTER is not towards the end of categorically classifying performer actions in an out-of-time fashion, but rather
the goal is to leverage the process of recognition and understanding as it develops, and so the system focuses more
on anticipation than on recognition. As between human
improvisers it is the feedback and reinforcement of certain
sounds or passages, guided by moment-to-moment anticipation, that give them meaning within a given performance
context. Further, the design of FILTER is predicated on
the idea that this continuous recognition should not lead to
output that always exists within the same parameter space,
but that this should shift over time in a way that favors
novelty and challenges a human performer, though not so
erratically that it is perceived as random - a balance of
spontaneity and the desire for dialogue. With this in mind,
the system output is partially governed by an evolutionary process that acts as mediating layer between the learning elements and the space of output parameters. Building
on a previous project [12], FILTER maintains a notion of
continuous, dynamic attention that is tied to a measure of
confidence in the gesture listening, defined as:

Cn = δ(mn − mn−1 )

n
X

−1

2 λk (mk dk )

k=0

where mk represents the value of the maximal likelihood
for the kth gesture in the gesture space and dk is the deviation from the average value, also for the kth gesture.
The binary function δ is present so that if there is a sudden change in gestural probabilities, the confidence value is
zeroed before again rising. This allows the system to follow stable gestures, but also to adapt to a perceived sudden
change in musical direction. The smoothness of the confidence measure is tunable by the values λk . In order to
allow FILTER to move towards a globally predictable direction while maintaining random elements on a local scale,
a genetic algorithm (GA) is used as a layer between gestural listening and the space of possible behaviors. What
sets this usage apart from many projects related to evolutionary music [6] is that this is not an interactive GA
implementation wherein the user explicitly rates the goodness of each output – which is a substantial time and attention bottleneck. Rather, the fitness is directly tied to
the saliency of the gestural recognition process by mapping
the smoothed gesture-likelihood values into the fitness of a
member of the GA pool, while the confidence is inversely
proportional to the mutation rate. In this way, the “goal”
changes as a product of the system’s gestural recognition
and confidence. However, if the confidence remains substantially low then the mode of listening for FILTER changes so
that the gesture-based confidence value no longer drives the
GA, and instead the texture-based sound features influence
the output to system behaviors.
There are two layers of mapping in this part of the system.
The first is the association of members of the gesture space,
as well as textural categories, into output behaviors. This is
achieved by mapping archetypal gestures - defined by their
temporal shape or morphology [7] - into each member of the
GA population on one hand, or an archetypal set of texture
features (averaged over a large time window) on the other.
This mapping provides a semantic association to begin (e.g.
“repeated sharp attacks should give rise to X type of behavior”), which can be thought of as a set of musical values for
the system. These ‘value mappings” are reinforced or lost
over time as the parameter space evolves and FILTER is influenced by the style of its improvising partner, though they
may be reinstated during the course of performance. The
second layer of mapping is the embedding of these GA members in a continuous, higher-dimensional space of possible
behaviors through the use of continuous mapping strategies
[10]. In this implementation, a set of N-dimensional population members move within a simplicial complex where
each node is associated with a behavior state of the system.
The member of the population associated with the currently
most salient gesture/texture state is used to interpolate the
nodes of the enclosing simplex, determining an output behavior state of the system. This can be thought of as a
cloud of possible states that move with a quasi-physical nature as determined by the output of the listening module.
In this particular aspect, FILTER shares a similarity with
the continuous state-based approach of the Ozone project
[8]. One critical difference is that the current state of the
system behavior itself (the so-called “stability” feature) also
partially determines the movement in the state-space – a
sort of self-reflexivity of the system.

4.

MUSICAL BEHAVIORS

In FILTER, the learned graph-like audio structure is navigated in order to produce sound output. Navigating this
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• Density: If gesture listening is dominant, this affects
the size and spacing of output phrases. If texture listening is dominant, the number of overlapping layers
of content that are performed at once.

Gesture
Listening
Texture
Listening

Note that the function of these behaviors changes depending on the listening context. Further, the wildness state
determines the likelihood that the system will behave similarly or differently from the player, whether this is “gesturally” (a single, well-defined passage) or “texturally” (layers
of quasi-repeated or stretched passages of sound). Therefore
the notion of same/different playing has the dual interpretation of drawing on similar/different content, or playing in
a similar/different style.

Likelihood Vector
Processing
Confidence
Measure

Switch

Evolution
Rate

Fitness

4.1
Mutation

GA Navigation
of Behavior
State-Space

S1
S3
Stability

S2

Transformations

In addition to recombining disparate fragments of audio in
a manner subject to the given behavior state, FILTER has
the ability to time stretch and pitch shift its current musical
output, or each layer individually in the case of denser textural playing. Each of these potential phrases may also be
fed into a feedback delay line that is subject to modulation
and filtering. These fundamental processes define a variety of musical effects, as determined by the mapping from
the higher-level behavior parameters and by which listening context is currently dominant. The degree of similarity
in playback style - expressed by the Wildness state - also
determines the amount (if any) of pitch shifting, while the
degree of sustain influences the amount (if any) of timestretching applied. The set of transformations defined by
feedback and modulation are influenced by both wildness
and stability in a cross-coupled fashion.

Current output,
interpolated between
states 1, 2 and 3

S5

S4
Output
Behavior
State

4.2

Figure 1: FILTER’s Listening system balances between gesture/texture listening, with the output
causing an evolution of members within the interpolated behavior space.

Spatialization

An integral part of the system’s musical actions is its ability to define spatial gestures that react to the musical context. The system utilizes the virtual microphone control
(ViMiC) approach [4], which models sound reflections, dispersion patterns of sound sources and doppler shifts. As
such it is very conducive to rapidly moving sound sources
around the space in a realistic fashion, where relative positioning between source and speaker output may be controlled. The parameters that are subject to machine control
in FILTER include: the set of possible trajectories for each
sound source, the reverberation decay time, room size of the
spatial model, and the radius, speed and incidence angle of
each sound source. These spatial parameters are given equal
importance to all other musical actions/transformations in
consideration of the overall performance of the system. For
example, the textural nature of the output is drastically altered if each improvised line of the system is presented as
a different moving source, thereby separating each one spatially. This interaction between spatial gesture and machine
actions was the subject of consideration in a recent telematic piece that we presented at last year’s NIME conference,
which we now describe as an example application in a real
musical context.

structure causes the system to recombine past elements of
audio that have varying degree of contextual relevance. By
reinterpreting the nature of this “relevance” on the fly and
altering the manner of recombination, FILTER moves beyond the aforementioned problem of requiring a human operator. Coupling this with additional sound transformations
gives FILTER a set of potential performance re-actions that
are conducive to Triple Point’s sound-oriented, free improvisation aesthetic.
The behavior states of the system give a high-level description that is then mapped into musical actions, as well
as into internal decision making. As noted in figure 1, this
mapping is partially regulated by the relative saliency of
gestures (vs. textures) to the current musical context. The
continuous behaviors include:
• Rhythmic-ness: The likelihood that individual lines
will be repeated, as well as the degree of variation
within a given repetition.
• Wildness: If gesture listening is dominant, the likelihood that the system will mirror the performer by
using recent input vs. improvising on disparate regions of past and present input. If texture listening is
dominant, the likelihood that the system will draw on
past regions that have similar textural sound qualities.

5.

DISTRIBUTED COMPOSITION #1

The presentation of a work involving FILTER and Triple
Point is a challenging (yet rewarding) endeavor as it involves multiple complex systems. In Triple Point there is
already a sharing of sonic gestures through the capturing
and transformation of audio on-the-fly (Van Nort, GREIS)
that extend the overall sound scene. Presenting the actions
of FILTER so that they exist as a unique contributor to
the musical dialogue presents an interesting challenge. In
the piece Distributed Composition #1 we embraced this

• Stability: The likelihood of possible change in the
overall behavior state of the system.
• Sustain: The favoring of sustained vs. short tones or
actions.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS

FILTER has proven to be a convincing improvising partner,
not only in use with Triple Point but in performance with
a number of players on bassoon, piano, cello, violin, electronics, various percussion and other instruments. Allowing
the system to be flexible in the sense of redefining the highlevel mapping to values and behaviors is key to the system’s
musicality, as with any human performer wherein one can
discuss musical intentions a priori. At the same time, the
fact that the design allows for a considered coupling between analysis, recognition and evolved output parameters
is an important part of why the system remains convincing
and reliable. While the system is under continued development with its current mission and electroacoustic aesthetic
in mind, work is currently under way in a parallel project
with colleagues in cognitive science (under the CAIRA intiative) in order to explore the result in the case where FILTER is submitted to decision making that is a product of
a logic-based reasoning module which acts on long-term information, related to musical tension.

Figure 2: Performance of Distributed Composition
#1 at NIME 2011 (Photo by Alexander Refsum-Jensenius).

complexity and pushed it further by defining a three-site
telematic piece. The title of the piece refers not only to this
physical distribution of the human players, but also to the
distributed musical cognition between human and machine,
as well as the fact that each player had a hand in defining
the musical structure – making it a distributed composition
in several senses of the word. The FILTER system itself had
a hand in composing the structure in that it acted as conductor, determining when a member of the quartet would
have the option of playing. This was achieved by adding
these cues to the behavior state-space, while an audio matrix determined which input FILTER was improvising on at
a given moment. Within these confines, any of the eligible
four players were free to improvise. The piece allowed the
FILTER system to capture the GREIS output as well (while
both were capturing the remote acoustic players), resulting
in a proliferation of certain phrases that were subject to
several iterations of musical transformation. The staging
and sonic display for all human and machine players was
adapted so as to allow for a more coherent musical dialogue
in light of this sharing of sources. First, the local and remote human players were presented on stage (see figure 2),
and their sound was localized to the stage. At the same time
FILTER was only present in the surrounding eight channels
of audio. Secondly, the system was populated with a set of
musical values such that the particular palette of gestures
used by the GREIS player for the piece would lead, with
high likelihood, to actions that were considered quite different from the current musical context set by that player. In
practice, this often led to the FILTER system performing in
a very stable, sustained and spatially distant fashion when
the GREIS player was producing sounds that were full of
transients. Meanwhile when the system improvised on the
content from the acoustic players, the result was often a
rapid spatial gesture that moved with a small radius in the
center of the space, a “musical value” that was added so as
to help subvert the distance one might feel in a telematic
presentation such as this.
From the experience of this piece, we feel that intelligent,
reactive spatial gestures that are integrated into the musical context are a very fertile area of exploration in the
case of telematic performance in particular. Further, our
hope is that this piece can serve as an early, novel example in terms of a distributed approach to composition - as a
non-hierarchical mode of engagement and planning between
human performers as well as between human and machine
performers, where each is potentially located in disparate
regions of the planet.
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ABSTRACT

may completely fail to look at the conductor and thus miss
some of the conductor’s instructions. Learning the right
time to turn pages is also a challenge for novice musicians,
and a missed page turn can lead to missed notes on the
next page. Page flips can be especially challenging for musicians that play instruments that require two hands. Thus,
assisting with these problems may help beginner musicians
focus more upon the music they are playing and improve
the quality of their performance.
The MASD system was designed to assists musicians with
some of the difficulties that they may encounter as a member of an orchestra, concert band, choir or other musical
group. MASD is also intended to reach a broad audience
of all levels of dedication. Thus, the project utilizes common network infrastructure and computers to synchronize
multiple displays as well as transmit information from conductor to musician. Since live musical performances have
very strict latency requirements due to the importance of
synchronization, latency was the primary evaluation metric
used for this system.

The purpose of the Musician Assistance and Score Distribution (MASD) system is to assist novice musicians with
playing in an orchestra, concert band, choir or other musical
ensemble. MASD helps novice musicians in three ways. It
removes the confusion that results from page turns, aides a
musician’s return to the proper location in the music score
after the looking at the conductor and notifies musicians
of conductor instructions. MASD is currently verified by
evaluating the time between sending beats or conductor information and this information being rendered for the musician. Future work includes user testing of this system.
There are three major components to the MASD system.
These components are Score Distribution, Score Rendering and Information Distribution. Score Distribution passes
score information to clients and is facilitated by the Internet Communication Engine (ICE). Score Rendering uses the
GUIDO Library to display the musical score. Information
Distribution uses ICE and the IceStorm service to pass beat
and instruction information to musicians.

2.

Keywords

BACKGROUND

Researchers have investigated score following methods that
can follow music played with errors as well as allow untrained partners to contribute to duets [5]. Some research
has also been put into creating a virtual conductor to lead
a group of musicians [7]. Other relevant research areas explore generating digital information from conductor signals
and distributed rendering engines.
The problem of digitizing conductor tempo and other visual cues has been address by Peng [6]. Peng’s system utilizes specialized equipment that extracts beat information
and conductor gestures. This information is then used as
input for a custom application. Similarly, iSymphony [4]
extracts baton information and uses it as input to an application. MASD was developed to facilitate score and information distribution, and these papers demonstrate the
potential for input control.
Some important work relevant to score engraving, conducted by Bellini, Nesi and Spinu [2], created a collaborative score editing and engraving system called Music Object
Oriented Distributed System (MOODS). MOODS allows individual musicians to create notes about the music that are
visible by other musicians and the conductor. MOODS also
addresses score display and automatic page turning. The
paper indicates that the system works and is practical.
A system know as muse [3] addresses music distribution and some information distribution. The system also
provides automatic, real time page turning but determines
when to flip pages by analyzing the music that is played.
MASD approaches this problem differently by using the conductor’s gestures to determine when to flip a page, removing
the need for an acoustic analysis component in the system.

score distribution, score-following, score rendering, musician assistance

1. INTRODUCTION
Orchestras, concert bands and other large groups of musicians often rely upon a conductor to synchronize the group.
The conductor’s formal duties, however, extend beyond simply synchronizing the musicians. The conductor is also responsible for listening critically to the music and shaping
it based on a unifying musical interpretation. The conductor’s modifications are communicated to musicians through
a complex set of visual instructions such as hand gestures,
body movement, breathing and even eye contact [6].
Anecdotal evidence suggests novice musicians face challenges related to following conductors and reading music.
The diversity of a conductor’s gestures, variations between
conductor styles and methods of conveying instructions may
pose challenges for beginner musicians, making it common
for these individuals to return to an incorrect measure after
looking at the conductor. Furthermore, musicians that are
still learning the score or are not yet skilled sight readers
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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3. INTERNET COMMUNICATION
ENGINE (ICE)

the number of beats in a measure. Thus, each entry corresponds to a single beat within a measure. The list values
are used for highlighting the notes within a beat or measure. The denominator values represent beat units and are
used as the denominator for both note offset as well as note
duration within a measure. Offset is used to indicate the
location within the beat that highlighting should begin, and
duration indicates how much of the score should be highlighted. Figure 1 shows an example of how these values are
used. The denominator changes when a note is encountered
that cannot be accurately represented, and all subsequent
values are represented using the new denominator. Offset is
used to avoid overlapping a previously highlighted note by
indicating where in the beat that highlighting must start.

The Internet Communication Engine (ICE) [8] is used in
several places within the MASD system. One of the advantages of this framework is the ability to write platform and
language independent code. This is facilitated by an interface definition language, called Slice, and tools that convert Slice into languages such as C++, Java, C#, Python,
Objective-C, Ruby, PHP and ActionScript. However, the
main advantage of ICE is the ease and efficiency with which
it handles communication between two or more machines.
Using the language mapping tools provided with ICE, programmers can easily create objects that are stored on the
server or on a client and transmitted to another machine
with only a few lines of code.
ZeroC also provides a suite of programs which includes
the IceBox server. IceBox allows developers to run other
ICE services with minimal configuration and effort. For
example, MASD uses IceBox to run the IceStorm service.
IceStorm is a service that can be used by the ICE framework and provides a method of broadcasting information
from one computer (publisher) to multiple other computers (subscribers). The publisher creates the information it
wants to send and passes this information to the IceStorm
service which distributes it to all subscribers. Subscribers
are responsible for informing the IceStorm service about
what information (topic) they desire to receive.

4.

INTERNAL REPRESENTATION

Transfering complete scores between hetrogenous machines
is a challenge. For this reason, an internal representation
was developed which transfers only required information to
each client machine. The rendering is then completed separately using this representation. The internal representation
is declared in Slice files and created as part of the automatically generated code made by the slice2java tool which
is provided by ZeroC [8]. This allows information to be
transmitted via ICE between client and server.

4.1

Duration

The Duration class is used to represent any note duration
as a numerator and denominator pair. Originally it was
created with a static common denominator of 128 and a
note’s duration was converted to its appropriate value as
a fraction with a denominator of 128. However, it became
apparent that certain notes, such as triplets, would cause
errors due to rounding of the numerator. This resulted in
the implementation of a static variable denominator and
an instance denominator. This static denominator is calculated from a list of denominators within the score and
will increase whenever a denominator is encountered that
results in a rounding error. As a result, all note durations
can be accurately represented and handled.

4.2

Figure 1: Example Guido Music Notation (GMN)
and associated transcription, offset, duration and
denominator values. (see text for more details)

5.

COMPONENTS

The project is composed of three major components. Each
component is designed to be as modular as possible. Such
a design allows individual components to be replaced with
minimal reconfiguration. Thus, when new technologies, libraries or APIs are released that improve upon the functionality of the system, components can be partially or completely modified to take advantage of the improvements.

Beat Highlighting

Many beat highlighting systems, such as Garage Band [1],
present a “playhead” metaphor showing the position of time
relating to notes. This method, however, may confuse musicians because they only see the playhead briefly while glancing between music and conductor. Therefore, we decided to
highlight the current beat without moving a playhead. This
leads to a requirement to select the position of the underlying beat relating to the notes on the score.
Beat highlighting information is contained within a single record. This record maintains a time signature, as well
as a list of note offsets, a list of note durations and a list
of denominators. Each of these lists is the same size as

5.1

Score Distribution

The Score Distribution component parses a musical score
and facilitates the transfer of musical scores to clients. Since
the client’s computer and score server are distinct machines,
communication must occur between two potentially heterogeneous computers. This process is facilitated using the Internet Communication Engine (ICE) framework (mentioned
above) and has two sub components.
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Conductor scores are challenging to implement effectively.
This is due to the non-linear fashion in which conductors
look through music and the sheer quantity of information
that must be presented. Although MASD does not implement a conductor interface, one could be implemented by
making use of the internal representation that is already in
place.

5.1.1

highlighted since it has not yet been played. This allows the
musician to look ahead in the music when at the bottom of
a page. Once the musician has reached the next page of the
score, the current page is completely replaced with the next
page. This method removes the need to manually flip pages
and will assist novice musicians by allowing them to focus
on more important aspects of the conductor’s gestures and
the performance.

Score Distribution Client

5.3

The Score Distribution client’s sole purpose is to connect to
the Score Distribution server and obtain a Part object from
the server. This Part object represents a musical score,
such as “first trombone” or “soprano”, and only contains
information relevant to the specific musician requesting the
part. For example, a clarinet Part object only contains
music and relevant cue notes for the clarinet, but will not
contain any information about another instrument’s part
unless required for queueing or reference.

5.1.2

5.4

Combining Components

In order to complete the system, the Score Distribution,
Information Distribution and Score Rendering components
are combined to create two applications. These applications
are the Client Application, which is used by musicians, and
the Sever Application, which is configured by the conductor. Figure 2 shows the high level structure of the MASD
applications and how they interact with each other.

Score Distribution Server

This component is responsible for parsing the Music XML
and creating the internal representation. The parsing process separates the musical parts and creates unique sets of
information (described in Section 4) that client machines
can request. After completing the creation of the internal representation, the Score Distribution Server handles
requests for part or score information. It will continue doing this until it is shut down.

5.2

Information Distribution

The Information Distribution component is responsible for
transmitting beat information and conductor instructions
to each musician’s client computer. The Information Distribution portion of the project has pieces present on both
a centralized server and musician computers.

Score Rendering

Score Rendering is the process of displaying the score to the
musician. This involves drawing the score onto the screen
using a library or external tool to create the images. The
method of displaying this information to the user may vary.
This could allow instrument specific styles, such as guitar
tablature or percussion score, to be displayed on an individual basis. Thus, performers can view their music in whatever format they are most comfortable reading. Additionally, score rendering can be done with different rendering
engines on different computers. In our case, we focus on
one specific score rendering engine.

5.2.1

Page Display

This implementation of Score Rendering displays the score
one page at a time. The number of lines displayed on each
page may vary depending on display requirements for the
music. Using the information received from the conductor,
the Page Display updates the score by changing the color
of the notes to red as the beat is played. This is referred
to as highlighting. Once the note has been highlighted,
it will remain red. There are two modes of score highlighting: Measure Highlighting; and Beat Highlighting. Measure
Highlighting uses the Guido Engine Library (GUIDOLib) to
highlight each new measure as it is reached. When the first
beat of the measure is to be played, every note in the measure will change color. Beat highlighting, however, is much
more complex and more susceptible to a highlighting bug
in the Guido Engine Library that highlights the stem of a
note but does not highlight the head until the next beat.
The beat highlighting method highlights any note that is
entirely or partially within the duration of a single beat.
Page Display also addresses another important issue. This
issue is automatic page turning. As the note highlighting
progresses, three measures ahead of the current location is
checked to determine what page of the GUIDOLib rendering it is located upon. If it is located on the next page, a
small portion of the top of the score is removed and replaced
with the first bit of the next page. The replaced area is not

Figure 2: MASD high level structure and interaction.

5.4.1 Client Application
The Client Application’s job is relatively simple. The application first determines which servers contain information
about the parts and will be conducting the IceStorm distribution of beats. The application then presents the musician
with a list of parts to choose from. Once the musician has
selected what part he or she wishes to receive, the application requests only the relevant information from the Score
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Distribution Server and renders the appropriate score. The
application then waits for conductor instructions or beat information from the Information Distribution system. When
information is received, the application updates what it is
rendering using the buffered next image. The computer
running the Client Application does not need to be particularly powerful because this program is waiting for updates
throughout the majority of its execution and its responsibilities are relatively undemanding.

5.4.2

In order to improve displays, usability tests and different
methods for displaying the music could be considered. For
example, one possible method could be displaying an arbitrary number of lines of music on the screen at a time and
replacing a line with the next line to be displayed when a
line is completed. The musician would play a line and then
look to the next line, with the order wrapping around from
the last line on the page to the first line on the next page.
Usability tests of display methods could assist in improving
the interface and identifying improvements for the system.
In order to ensure that the beat and instruction distribution is prompt, several methods that do not rely on network
protocols and mediums could be implemented. Specialized
hardware, for example, could be created to directly connect
the conductor’s server to musicians. This would allow for
near instantaneous transmission of simple information such
as indicating the next beat has occurred. Infrared or other
broadcast mediums could also be used to simultaneously
send information to all clients. Another radically different
direction that could be explored is predicting the occurrence
of the next beat using previous beat arrival information and
knowledge about the score’s tempo. The musician computer
would then use this information to update its graphical display and update the next beat prediction when it receives
the notification from the server.
A hybrid method could also be employed, for example,
using specialized hardware or broadcast mediums to communicate small amounts of information and a network to
communicate larger pieces of data. This would allow for the
immediacy required for beat synchronization as well as the
transmission of more complex information such as conductor instructions without too much specialized or expensive
hardware.

Server Application

The Server Application is responsible for creating and updating the Score Distribution and Information Distribution
components of the project. This application allows the conductor to select a score to load and then broadcast incoming beat and instruction information until the application
is closed. Since the digitization of beat information and
conductor instructions is not the focus of MASD, an independent system is responsible for detecting this information
and passing it to MASD. The Server Application is used to
manage two heavily used functions and will likely require
a relatively powerful machine to run well. These functions,
however, could be run on two individual machines should
performance become an issue.

6. PERFORMANCE
Latency tests were conducted to determine the efficiency of
the system and speed at which it performs. Tests were performed using 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 client machines and a
single server. These tests calculated the time between the
server sending information and the client receiving this information (distribution time) and utilized the system clock
of an independent machine to help reduce synchronization
issues. Testing showed that distribution time increases dramatically with the number of clients. On average with 25
clients, beat distribution takes 38ms and instruction distribution takes 3ms. Rendering limitations make the theoretical limit of MASD approximately six beats per second, however this corresponding to a theoretical maximum tempo of
360 bpm which is sufficient for most musical applications.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
MASD successfully implements page rendering, page turning and score distribution and can be used to aid novice musicians when playing from a musical score. The limited human resources of the project and difficulties accurately measuring transmission time make it difficult to definitively determine the usability and effectiveness of this system. However, score rendering can achieve approximately 360 bpm
and subjective analysis indicates that the response time of
MASD is acceptable. We believe exploring push distribution using common infrastructure as a method of synchronizing an orchestra or other musical group most certainly
warrants further research.

7.1

REFERENCES

Improvements & Future Research

A potential improvement to MASD is the use of multiple IceStorm servers. This change would allow multiple
IceStorm services to be connected in a hierarchy or tree.
This distributes the load of pushing updates to multiple
servers. However, this distribution method would introduce
additional system latency due to the increased number of
servers that must process the information before reaching
the musician. The ability of MASD to be used as a distribution method for non-traditional orchestras, such as laptop orchestras or musical groups with members in different
physical locations, is an area for possible future research.
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ABSTRACT

“performance” with an audience in mind, rather than starting
the focus on instrument design. The design intention was to
dissolve the distance between the performer and audience by
extending the “performance space” beyond the front stage, and
technology facilitates such an idea. Thus, the process of
realising the performance concept and the design of the
instrument inter-influence each other and shape the outcome of
the creative work. Furthermore, we argue that by considering
the performance space or stage in the design approach is one
way to further engage and interact with a passive audience.

This paper addresses the issue of engaging the audience with
new musical instruments in live performance context. We
introduce design concerns that we consider influential to
enhance the communication flow between the audience and the
performer. We also propose and put in practice a design
approach that considers the use of performance space as a way
to engage with the audience. A collaborative project, Sound
Gloves, presented here exemplifies such a concept by
dissolving the space between performers and audience. Our
approach resulted in a continuous interaction between audience
and performers, in which the social dynamics was changed in a
positive way in a live performance context of NIMEs. Such an
approach, we argue, may be considered as one way to further
engage and interact with the audience.

2. ENGAGING WITH THE AUDIENCE
The issue concerning the engagement between performer and
audience in electronic music performance is not new [13]. To
approach this concern, the design process of new musical
instruments should include considering the relationship
between audience and performer. Base on the discussion on a
Digital Musical Instrument evaluation framework in which
multiple stakeholders involved in the design process was
pointed out [9], we also believe the design decisions should be
approached from various perspectives; including the instrument
designer, performer, composer and audience, as they are all
involved in the process to carry out a performance.
One concern raised in performing with new musical
instruments has been whether the audience could understand
the performer’s intent, as the perceivable relationship between
required gestures and the way sound is produced has changed
significantly. Schloss suggests that the visual/corporal aspects
of the performer’s physical interactions and the mapping
decisions of gesture and sound should be carefully considered
with an audience’s view in mind, in order to make a convincing
performance [13]. Fels et al. also suggests a transparent
mapping approach that intended to improve the performer and
audience’ understanding of the process of sound generating by
applying metaphor [4]. Paine also emphasises that new musical
instruments should serve to increase not only performability,
but also communication with the audience [11]. These
suggestions show that having an audience in mind in the actionsound mapping process is crucial to engage with an audience.
This concern of engaging with audience can be also
considered from the performer’s perspectives by mastering
performing techniques. The importance of virtuosity was also
brought up for discussion by Michel Waisvisz in NIME
conference in 2006 [17]. His musical instrument, The Hands,
established a virtuosic quality as a physical controller [16]. He
also reminded us that the attempt to design and redesign the
instrument not only would change the instrument’s response,
but also stop people to be a virtuoso of the instrument [3]. Also,
Dobrian and Koppelman point out that virtuosity facilitates
expression, and the mastery control of the instrument by the
performer enable the mind to focus on the listening and
expression [2]. This process of articulating expressivity in
performance can be recognised as one effective way to
communicate with the audience.

Keywords
NIME, wearable electronics, performance, design approach

1. INTRODUCTION
NIME is an area in which one can continuously explore
technical and aesthetic design challenges. While technical
requirements have sometimes been the central focus in
contributing to new musical instrument design and electronic
music development, when the novel instrument is presented in
a live performance context, the challenge to engage with an
audience becomes a concern. Especially the abstract and unique
input/output coupling between the performer’s action and the
produced sound, may pose questions in audience perception
and understanding [6]. Thus, presenting a new musical
instrument in live performance context raises the difficulty
level in communicating with an audience. Inspired by one of
Perry Cook’s artistic principles, “make a piece, not an
instrument or controller” [1], we believe that apart from the
technical improvement for interface and instrument design,
other relevant factors, such as the musical concept and
performance approach, are just as important and should be
taken into account. This approach should be considered
throughout the design and development phases.
In this paper, we highlight the design factors that address the
issue of engaging with the audience. We propose a design
approach, focusing on the notion of designing an engaging
performance by exploring the use of performance space. We
positioned ourselves to consider composing music
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Another, perhaps a more artistic, view in thinking of how
new musical instrument design can be approached is by starting
the design process with a performance concept in mind. Apart
from the inter-relationships between instrument, performer and
audience, the way a performance is presented could also
influence the overall audience experience. One way to take
performance element into new instrument design could be
based on the use of the space, and consider how technology
could facilitate the exploration of space in relation to engage
with audience. While there are many different types of venues,
such as concert hall, club and gallery, been used as
performance space, a typical setting of performance space is
divided into two sections: the stage and seating area (Figure
1a). If the performer intends to communicate with the audience,
this division of the stage and seating area makes the
communication slightly more challenging, as the performer and
audience are distanced. An often-discussed method to enhance
the communication focuses on the movements of the
performers, as many performances are “immobile” and
restricted to a smaller movement space like concert stage [7].
Nonetheless, the media, mobile and wearable technologies have
facilitated a new way of thinking of the performance stage
space, which have been applied to our design approach.

the development of the performance structure, in which it
resulted in the Sound Gloves project.

3. DESIGN APPROACH

The Sound Gloves project was carried out as a collaborative
effort between project members from various backgrounds
including media technology, textile design, art, and music
performance. We applied the proposed design approach and
resulted with three different pairs of gloves instruments, Touch
Sound Gloves, Castanet Gloves, and Theremin Gloves.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) A traditional idea of the performance space;
(b) the deconstruction of the traditional idea of stage. “A”
refers to audience; “P” refers to performer.

4. SOUND GLOVES

There are at least two ways to explore the use of stage in a
physical space: first, the technologically augmented stage
space; second, the deconstruction of the traditional idea of stage
with mobile and wearable technology. The augmented space
here refers to a stage that incorporates elements such as images,
video, and text that the responds to performer’s gesture with an
interactive system. This has been explored more in the fields of
theatre and dance [8, 15]. The second idea of exploring the
stage space extends from the idea of the movement space. The
movement space of a performer is dependent on the portability
of the musical instrument, as the shape, size and the “wires” of
electronic musical instruments have limited the potential
performer’s movement, so the performance is usually carried
out in a fixed space such as front stage. However, providing a
portable electronic instrument without the constraint of external
cable connection would enable the performer to freely move.
An example demonstrating such an idea is Greg Schiemer’s
Pocket Gamelan, purpose-built mobile instruments, in which its
composition, Mandala 3, was performed at Passage Beslay, an
outdoor venue in Paris in 2006 [12]. Standford’s mobile phone
orchestra, MoPhO, also experimented with a different stage
setup for their mobile music concert in which the performers
walked around with mobile phone instruments amplified the
sounds with wearable speakers [10].
In a performance, continuous interaction and communication
among the performer, instrument, and audience. Sustaining the
“communication flow” is an important consideration in our
design approach, and in particular this flow needs to get
through to a rather passive audience who observes in a live
performance. Although designing a scenario that invites
audience to actively participate in a performance could also be
an interesting way to engage with them, however, it is our
intention to focus on addressing this issue with a more typical
concert music performance audience, whose role is rather a
passive one. This led us to consider several factors in our
design, including the physical form of the instrument, the
gesture and actions to play the sound, and most importantly, a
performance concept. Our performance was initiated with focus
on the concept of the deconstruction of the traditional idea of
the stage as discussed earlier. We commenced the design
process with this concept in mind to allow an inter-influence
development to occur between the instrument design phase and

4.1 Concept
We intended to make wearable musical instruments that would
provide an option for the performer to freely walk around and
engage with a rather passive audience by dissolving the
distance between the performer and the audience and position
sound close to some of the audience members (Figure 1b). We
approached that by making three pairs of gloves as musical
instruments to facilitate such an idea. The main reason in
choosing gloves as the form of the instrument was that we
intended to provide the performers with an intuitive feel when
making sounds, and hand movements could be argued as one of
the most expressive gestures. Thus, we were motivated to
integrate our performance idea with the design of gloves, a
suitable medium to pick up hand movements’ data with
embedded electronic parts. In fact, glove interfaces and
instruments have been quite popular in past years [5, 14].
However, for our gloves, we wanted to avoid the notion of the
sound coming from remote speakers, thus small speakers were
embedded on them. This setup enabled the sound to co-locate
with the performers’ action, and it also allowed the sound to
travel with the performer’s location. Although the advance on
mobile phone technology could also be considered for this
purpose, the necessary gesture of holding a phone in the hand
seemed to constrain our intention to explore other potential
movements with the hands, as well as the possibility to interact
with the audience directly. To reinforce the intuitive quality of
the instruments, the design of the instruments was based on
natural movements and gestures of hands, such as touching and
scratching surface, lifting up and down, and moving forwards.
In addition to that we also considered performing gestures
borrowed from playing other musical instruments.

4.2 Technical Detail and Interaction
The electronic parts in Sound Gloves are used in simple
configurations, and the parts include piezoelectric contact
microphones, an accelerometer sensor, an ultrasonic range
finder sensor, potentiometers, thin Mylar speakers, LilyPad
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Arduino Simple Boards, 1000mAh Polymer Lithium Ion
batteries, Lithium coin cell batteries, audio power amplifier
circuits with LM368 1 . Each pair of gloves used different
electronic parts to facilitate one kind of performing gestures.
We attempted to use conductive threats mostly and sewed them
to the glove fabrics to connect the electronic parts, to maintain
the softness of the glove instruments, but with two exceptions:
the connection between the two gloves of the same pair
(Castanet Gloves); and between the amplifier and the speakers,
as the use of conductive threads gave too much resistance to
power, thus caused output volume to decrease.

for mapping was between 20 to 80 cm, and it was mapped to
continuous frequency changing, which was sent to a PWM
output connected to a speaker. All the parts were placed on the
right-handed glove. The sensor was placed on the palm side,
the LilyPad was hidden in the inner layer, and the speaker was
placed on the outer layer. The one-to-one mapping of actionsound for this pair was applied as we intend to keep it simple
and transparent. The playing gesture of this instrument is to
position the right hand towards any surface to change the
frequency of the sound.

4.2.1 Touch Sound Gloves
For Touch Sound Gloves (Figure 2), the sound was directly
amplified with performer’s actions such as scraping and
tapping, which were similar techniques in playing percussion
instruments. The two gloves in this pair were made with the
same material and electronic parts. Two piezoelectric contact
microphones, in which one of them (index finger) was soldered
with a thin wire, were incorporated. These were connected to
the amplifier with a small potentiometer and a thin speaker
placed on the top. The amplifier circuit was powered with four
coin cell batteries in serial configuration to supply 12-volt
power. The circuit was hidden on the topside in the inner layer
of the gloves, and the speaker, connected with metal buttons,
was left on the outer layer to prevent the sound been muffled.
Figure 3 (a) left: Castanet Gloves (b) right: Theremin Gloves.

5. Performance: Sound Gloves Impro 1
The first public performance, Sound Gloves Impro 1, was
carried out by three performers in a gallery space, filled with
around eighty audience members, as part of a wearable
electronics performance event. The duration of the performance
was approximately seven minutes. The performance space used
was the whole front gallery exhibition space, which included
the front ‘stage’ area with a setup table and a record player, as
well as the audience sitting area. This performance was
organised into two parts as a structured improvisation. It began
with one performer walking up to front area picked up and
wore the Theremin Gloves, followed by playing a solo. The
second performer joined her playing with the Castanet Gloves,
followed by the third performer, who was tapping and
scratching parts of clothing with Touch Sound Gloves, joined
from the end of the gallery space, and walked through the
audience area to make her way to the front stage. Once the
three performers were united, they exchanged the gloves one by
one to proceed to the second part of the performance, in which
they moved into the audience area and began to interact with
the audience. With the Theremin Gloves, the physical presence
of the audience could have an influence to the process of sound
production. When the performer changed the distance between
the gloves and the audience member, the pitch would
immediately change. For Touch Sound Gloves, the performer
was applying scratching and tapping actions onto various
surfaces such as audiences’ chairs, and occasionally to the
audience member’s shoulder lightly. With Castanet Gloves,
although the way to produce sounds was limited to solely one
performer’s action by connecting fingertips, the performer was
still able to interact with the audience by moving hands that
changed the location of sound, in which it provided new sonic
experience to the audience. This improvisation ended with three
performers standing on the front area with one performer
positioning the index finger of the Tocuh Sound Gloves on the
running record player. It functioned as the record player’s
needle, and the vibration of the record was amplifed.

Figure 2. Touch Sound Gloves.

4.2.2 Castanet Gloves
In Castanet Gloves (Figure 3a), the two gloves in this pair were
made with different parts, and connected together with long
wire. The right-handed glove consisted an accelerometer sensor
and a LilyPad attached to the top of the glove, as well as a
Polymer Lithium Ion battery placed in a pocket hided in the
inner layer. The gestural idea to control sounds with this pair of
gloves came from playing castanets, which requires similar
gesture like tapping with middle finger and thumb. Thus, the
contact points were made with conductive threats sewn onto the
middle fingers and thumbs on both gloves. By connecting these
contact points, the sounds would be enabled. Hence, the similar
performance gestures like playing castanet were required to
generate sound. The x-axis of the 3D accelerometer was
sending continuous data to two Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) outputs of the LilyPad, and the data was mapped to
change two different frequency ranges.

4.2.3 Theremin Gloves
The design of the Theremin Gloves (Figure 3b) was inspired by
the performing gestures in playing the Theremin. We used a
small ultrasonic range finder sensor to measure distance, and it
was connected to the LilyPad. The distance range data selected
1

http://www.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/pdf/
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6. DISCUSSION

audience was too informal to provide constructive findings.
Thus, for future study of the performer-audience interaction and
performance outcome, an improved evaluation method will be
investigated. However, we still find the design process to be a
challenging, but rewarding experience.

The freedom of being able to move around not only on the
‘stage’, but also into the audience area, allowed direct and
physical interaction with the audience members. The
performers were able to make eye contact and exchange smiles
with the audience, and it was surprising that some audience
members even initiated the interaction by positioning their
hands close to the performers’ gloves as an attempt to interact
in the process of making sound. The observed situation
indicated that the audience became closer with the performer,
and the communication flow was enhanced. The performers felt
that these simple and subtle interactions made the performance
experience and interaction more inviting and engaging.
In “the use of space” aspect, we presented a similar stage
setting like MoPhO as discussed. However, the main difference
was that the instrument we made enabled us to have different
bodily gestures in the performance, in which it furthered the
performer-audience interaction. Although there was a limitation
in sound quality, the direct human-human interaction has
enriched the communication flow in a performance context. In
particular, in performing with Touch Sound Gloves, the
“passive” audience played an important role, as occasionally
they became the sound sources when the performer tapped and
touched their shoulder. Although the idea to move around in
performance space is not new, and even possible to be achieved
with acoustic instruments, the notion to turn the audience into
musical objects through considering the use of space, is rather
different. This was made possible with the use of technology.
In virtuosity aspect, Sound Gloves were not difficult to
achieve the mastery control of the instruments with practices,
as one of our design decisions was applying natural, expressive
and simple performing gestures for Sound Gloves. This allowed
the performer to focus on interacting with the audience. Also,
the designed performing actions required the performers to
constantly moving their hands to produce sounds, and that
enriched the visual aspects of the performance.
A casual group discussion by the artists and producers,
involved in the performance event, was carried out after the
first performance. This group of twenty people, who were also
the audience, were in the discussion to comment on each
other’s works. Although the purpose of this discussion was not
meant to be a formal evaluation of any work presented
including Sound Gloves, we were able to receive comments.
Some people felt the Sound Glove performance was interesting
as the performers were carrying and moving the sounds with
them. One person pointed out the walking in the performance
space somehow changed the social dynamic in a positive way.
Sound Gloves project began with an intention to consider a
performance work that has an audience in mind since the
beginning of the conceptual development. By integrating media
technology in a contemporary performance context, this project
demonstrated an approach that brings the performers and
audience closer as part of the interaction design. The
performance outcome showed an enhancement of the social
interaction in a performance context. In addition, the
collaborative effort was also a valuable experience as we could
learn from one and another.
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7. CONCLUSION
Our design approach, made with a performance concept in
mind throughout in developing phases of the new musical
instruments, shaped the outcome of the work as intended. This
enabled an inter-influence nature between the performance and
the instruments. Future works include exploring other methods
to improve sound volume and timbre variations. Finding an
appropriate evaluation method is also highly desired as the
current result of the discussion between the performers and the
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possibilities of a keyboard-based instrument while facilitating
the control of sounds through time. While the solutions offered
are tailored to this goal, many also apply to other instruments
that allow the performer spare bandwidth.

ABSTRACT
In an attempt to utilize the expert pianist's technique and spare
bandwidth, a new keyboard-based instrument augmented by
sensors suggested by the examination of existing acoustic
instruments is introduced. The complete instrument includes a
keyboard, various pedals and knee levers, several bowing
controllers, and breath and embouchure sensors connected to an
Arduino microcontroller that sends sensor data to a laptop
running Max/MSP, where custom software maps the data to
synthesis algorithms. The audio is output to a digital amplifier
powering a transducer mounted on a resonator box to which
several of the sensors are attached. Careful sensor selection and
mapping help to facilitate performance mode.

2.

2.1

Gesture, controllers, Digital Musical Instrument, keyboard

INTRODUCTION

The MIDI keyboard, although prevalent and readily available
commercially, is often considered inadequate for performance
of electronic music. As Andy Hunt says, “[T]he keyboard is a
good way of triggering polyphonic ballistic events, but not of
controlling them throughout time (a requirement of much
electronic music)” [9]. Given this, one may question the use of
a keyboard as the basis for a new electronic musical instrument.
The answer is suggested in Perry Cook's principles for
designing new computer music controllers [3, 5], of which
these are particularly relevant:
•
•
•

Keyboard

The keyboard should be selected for its tactile feel, perhaps best
approximating the action of a well-regulated grand piano, and
for the amount and quality of its sensor data. For example,
while most keyboard controllers transmit attack velocity, very
few transmit release velocity, a useful parameter. Similarly,
while many keyboard controllers transmit channel aftertouch,
very few transmit polyphonic aftertouch. The present
instrument employs a keyboard that does. Several new designs
offer the ability to free the performer from the twelve-tone,
fixed-pitch paradigm while leveraging the expert keyboardist's
technique, a part of which—neglected by generalized multitouch designs—is an intimate tactile knowledge of the physical
geometry of the keyboard [6, 12, 13, 14]. One such design may
incorporated into a later version of the instrument.

Keywords
1.

SENSORS

In designing a new keyboard-based instrument, an obvious
starting point is the keyboard itself and its standard
accoutrements. Other keyboard instruments as well as
instruments from other paradigms are then examined to suggest
suitable sensors that help accomplish the present goal.

2.2

“Copying an instrument is dumb, leveraging expert
technique is smart.”
“Some players have spare bandwidth, some do not.”
“Existing instruments suggest new controllers.”

Piano Pedals

The majority of keyboard sustain pedals are digital (i.e., they
are only on or off), but this is a gross simplification of an
acoustic piano's sustain pedal, which is analog and allows for
more dynamic pedaling effects. Therefore the present
instrument uses an analog sustain pedal. While keyboardists
tend to use an una corda or “soft” pedal less frequently than do
pianists, the instrument incorporates an analog una corda pedal,
thereby affording real-time control of timbre and dynamics.

Firstly, trained pianists have expert technique, forged by years
of lessons, practice, performances, and—often—conservatory
education. While, to paraphrase Cook, the best piano is a piano,
one should consider how to leverage a pianist's expert
technique in creating a new electronic instrument. Secondly,
while it might appear that pianists do not have spare bandwidth
but in fact literally have their hands full, it is opined that
pianists do indeed have spare bandwidth. Looking at other
existing instruments, including organs, illustrates this while
suggesting ways to augment the keyboard. The present
instrument endeavors to increase timbral and performative

2.3

Pump Pedals

Other instruments suggest new controllers that utilize a
keyboardist's spare bandwidth. One such instrument is the reed
organ or harmonium, in which a piano-like keyboard controls
reeds that vibrate from air pushed or sucked via pedal-operated
bellows. The amount of energy input by the performer via the
pedals governs the instrument's output volume while subtly
affecting the timbre and pitch. The present instrument uses
Interact V3 video game racing pedals that each control a
potentiometer and whose cord terminates in a five-pin miniDIN plug, making connection to the Arduino easy.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.4

Knee Levers

Many reed organs have two knee levers. Typically, the right
knee lever affects the instrument's output amplitude primarily
and timbre secondarily. The left knee lever, on the other foot, is
similar in function to a pipe organ's crescendo pedal and opens
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up more (brighter) stops the further it is displaced. These levers
are normally spring-loaded or otherwise outfitted to present
force against the player's knees when in use and return to their
original position when not in use. Readily available joysticks
are inexpensive and suitable for this use. The joysticks should
output analog data and provide physical resistance against the
player's knees. Currently, the instrument uses two small
thumbsticks (small joysticks commonly found on commercial
game controllers) attached to aluminum bars and modified by
the addition of rubber bands to increase physical resistance.

2.5

candidates include traditional bow interfaces similar to those in
the literature, numerous extant multi-touch surfaces, or
generalized friction controllers.)
The crank controller comprises a handle attached to a rotary
encoder without detents. (Alternatively, a DC motor could be
used as a generator; the chief advantage being the physical
resistance that provides haptic feedback [1].) The ratchet
controller comprises a similar crank handle mounted on a rotary
encoder with detents; the haptic sensation caused by the detents
is directly related to the sound output, for an impulsive
excitation is triggered at each detent.
Generalizing this paradigm, if one hand selects pitches, the
other hand may use other types of excitation gestures, for
example, shaking, as in maracas. Therefore, the instrument is
augmented by a Nintendo Wii Remote, which contains an
accelerometer and, with the MotionPlus accessory, a gyroscope,
useful sensors for capturing shaking gestures.

Breath Pressure, Embouchure, and
Head Gesture Sensors

Many wind instruments are played with two hands but—unlike
the piano—utilize the performer's breath and embouchure for
sound production. Thus the present instrument augments the
keyboard with a breath controller coupled with a force sensitive
resistor to measure embouchure.
One complaint about some breath pressure sensors is that the
performer's sensation is similar to blowing up a balloon [16].
To mitigate this, the mouthpiece allows air to escape, and the
sensor (Freescale MPXV5004GC6T1) has a relatively low
operating pressure range of 0.57 psi, making it conducive to
expressive performance. This pressure sensor also responds to
negative applied pressure, thus facilitating inhalation as a
parameter in addition to blowing.
As Rovan et al. have shown, accompanist or ancillary
gestures in acoustic instruments can affect the sound of the
instrument [15]. Ancillary gestures may also affect what the
performer hears but not what the audience hears. For example,
a pianist may shake her head and experience the sound of a
Doppler-shifted piano, yet this does nothing to the actual sound
of the piano as heard by the audience. The instrument takes
advantage of ancillary gestures by tracking head gestures, using
a thumbstick on which the mouthpiece is mounted, and
mapping them to sound parameters. The thumbstick and
mouthpiece apparatus is mounted on a harmonica holder,
granting the performer hands-free operation.
The advantages of such a system over camera-based sensors
are several. First, the performer exerts effort to move a physical
device, inputting energy to shape the sound and thereby leading
to a meaningful relationship with the instrument. Furthermore,
this effort, its relationship to the sensor, and its relationship to
the sound are all visually obvious to the audience, making
associations between the visual and the aural transparent.

2.6

2.7

Summary of Sensors

The instrument now has a bevy of sensors with which to work.
The sensors and the types of gestures they afford are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Sensors and the gestures they afford
Keyboard
Sustain pedal
Soft pedal
Pump pedals
Knee levers
Breath/embouchure
Head gesture thumbstick
Crank
Ratchet
Shaker (Wii Remote)

3.

Excitation
(Excitation)
(Excitation)
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation

Modification
Modification
Modification
Modification
Modification
Modification
Modification
(Modification)
(Modification)
(Modification)

MAPPING

Mapping of these sensors should make them intuitive and
conducive to performance mode. Fortunately, since most of the
controllers are based upon their analogs in traditional acoustic
instruments, similar types of mappings apply to the new
instrument. While the following mapping strategies arise from
suggestions in the literature and from traditional acoustic
instruments, specific mappings are of necessity the result of
implementation and experimentation. The discussion here
focuses on the first layers of the mapping to show the types of
behavior the instrument exhibits in response to performer
gestures. Nevertheless, synthesis methods are intimately
connected with the gestures that control them. In implementing
mappings, parameters are coupled together when possible,
utilizing convergent mapping and non-linearities.

Crank, Ratchet, and Shaking Sensors

If one is willing to temporarily sacrifice some of a pianist's
otherwise occupied bandwidth, controllers may be operated by
one hand while the other hand plays the keyboard. In fact, pitch
bend wheels and modulation wheels often found on
commercially-produced keyboards are two examples of this
kind of controller, as are joysticks and XY-pads. So, too, are the
hand-crank used to operate the wheel-bow of a hurdy gurdy, the
bow on Cor Fuhler's keyboard/violin hybrid keyolin [8], and
the left hand touche d’intensité (intensity button) of an ondes
martenot. Significantly, all three of these are based on the
bowed string paradigm coupled with a keyboard. The ondes
martenot also allows for staccato articulations, and the keyolin
may be played pizzicato as well as arco. While standard
modulation wheels and pitch bend wheels are typically used in
modification gestures only, the present instrument incorporates
controllers used for excitation gestures as well. Specifically, the
current instrument uses a hurdy gurdy-style crank and a ratchetstyle crank (the gesture in the latter, while continuous, results in
a sequence of impulsive excitations). (An additional bowing
sensor, not currently used, may be employed in the future;

3.1

Keyboard Mapping

The keyboard played alone acts much as a piano keyboard:
impulsively excited tones triggered by key depressions are of
amplitude, duration, and brightness related to key attack
velocity; they decay gradually while the key remains depressed
or the sustain pedal is depressed; and they terminate when the
key is released while the sustain pedal is not depressed or vice
versa. The duration of the ending is determined by the key
release velocity and/or the amount the sustain pedal is
depressed (after the key is released, the sustain pedal when not
fully depressed gradually damps the “string's” vibrations).

3.2

Pedal Mappings

The sustain pedal controls admittance to, and damping amount
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of, a reverberation effect. Although the sustain pedal seems at
first to only afford modification gestures, it in fact also allows
excitation gestures: when fully depressed and then quickly
released, the piano's sustain pedal causes the dampers to strike
and excite the strings. This instrument models this behavior.
The soft or una corda pedal facilitates the mellowing of
timbre of notes struck or otherwise excited while the pedal is
depressed. Creative synthesis programming enables a high
degree of timbre manipulation. Interestingly, the soft pedal of
an upright piano is not an una corda pedal per se, as, rather
than moving the piano hammers to the side so that they each
only strike one string, the pedal moves the hammers closer to
the strings. The clever performer may exploit (or abuse) this
design by quickly, fully, and repeatedly stomping on the upright
piano's soft pedal, thereby eliciting random excitations from
strings struck by hammers that overshoot their intended new
position. The present instrument incorporates this whimsical
feature to allow for excitation gestures.
As on a reed organ, the pump pedal's amount of energy
controls amplitude dynamics while slightly affecting the timbre
and pitch. This is already a “complex” mapping, as the position
itself is not measured, but the rate at which the position changes
is, making this conducive to “flow” emergence [11].
This paradigm illustrates two useful behaviors: 1) control
data is based upon the amount of activity rather than only the
current status of the controller; and 2) this higher-level control
data itself may then affect parameters in a non-linear fashion
through the use of thresholds, for instance. This second quality
suggests exploitation of the possibilities provided by the
computer and calls to mind Michel Waisvisz's “GoWi”
algorithm implemented on his instrument The Hands [18]. Thus
an additional “activity” sensor is applied to other sensors, and
this new control data influences parameters and in turn nonlinearly affect a third meta-controller that triggers more extreme
responses from the instrument. This is applied to individual
controllers as well as to the sum activity of the instrument.

3.3

performer's head. Abstractly, a raised head could mean more
high-frequency content while a lowered head could mean more
low-frequency content. Hunt and Wanderley use this concept to
relate the height of a saxophone bell to the brightness of
synthesized sound [10], and similar behavior is modeled here.

3.5

The crank controller behaves similarly to a hurdy gurdy's
wheel. Above a certain energy threshold, notes depressed and
with a polyphonic aftertouch value above a threshold are
“buzzed” (made noisier and brighter), simulating the response
of a hurdy-gurdy's non-linear “dog” bridge. Cranking in the
reverse direction creates a different timbre.
The ratchet controller is mapped to cause an impulsive
excitation at each “click” of the rotary encoder. A continuous
rotation results in a sequence of impulsive excitations.
Amplitude and timbre are slightly affected by the rotational
speed, with higher speeds effecting higher dynamic amplitude
and brighter timbre. Rotating the ratchet in the opposite
direction causes a different timbre and excitation envelope.
Although not currently implemented, the bowing controller
will exploit the behavior typical of its physical analog, using
velocity and force to non-linearly affect amplitude and timbre,
using lateral bow position to influence spectral content, and
facilitating plucking and striking gestures.
The Wii Remote is currently mapped using two types of
behavior: it may be played like a shaker or like a rainstick. The
program OSCulator retrieves data from the Wii Remote and
relays it via OSC to Max/MSP. OSCulator calculates the overall
acceleration vector by taking the mean square root of the three
individual accelerometer outputs [Troillard, personal
communication]. The overall acceleration vector data is
smoothed by a user-specified amount in OSCulator and
normalized in Max/MSP, which then calculates the parameters
of a PhISEM algorithm [4] controlling a custom granular
synthesizer. Peaks in the acceleration vector trigger an
additional impact sound. When played like a rainstick, the Wii
Remote's accelerometer pitch determines PhISEM parameters.

Knee Lever Mappings

The left knee lever, analogous to that of the reed organ,
gradually adds more and brighter “stops” the further it is
displaced. The right knee lever, which controls amplitude and
(subtly) timbre in a reed organ, functions similarly here,
although to avoid redundancy and instead increase timbral
range it is cross-coupled non-linearly with the other controllers
that also affect amplitude and timbre.

3.4

Crank, Ratchet, and Wii Remote
Mappings

3.6

Excitation Interactions

In contrast with most acoustic instruments, this instrument
allows the use of multiple simultaneous excitation mechanisms.
For instance, one can theoretically excite the instrument's
virtual sounding elements simultaneously by both operating the
pump pedal and by blowing. Sometimes it is desirable to
distinguish between multiple possible simultaneous excitations
and determine which to employ. For example, when the “air
level” in the virtual bellows pumped by the pedal is above a
threshold, then that excitation is used rather than the impulsive
attack triggered by a keyboard strike. Furthermore, sometimes
in acoustic instruments multiple excitation methods are not
mutually exclusive. On saxophones and violins, for example, a
forceful attack with the fingering element (the violinist's left
hand, the saxophonist's two hands) results in an impulsive
excitation with relatively small amplitude, while the primary
excitation mechanism (the violinist's right hand bowing or
plucking, the saxophonist's blowing or slap-tonguing) affords a
separate excitation that can be either continuous or impulsive
depending upon the technique. Thus the present instrument
applies this type of mapping when an excitation mechanism
beyond the keyboard is used. When the performer uses multiple
excitation mechanisms in addition to the keyboard at once,
tones resulting from each mechanism sound in addition to a
distinct interaction sound similar to the interaction of sounds in
a resonator, like difference tones or multiphonics on acoustic
instruments. This instrument models this behavior via ring

Mouthpiece Mappings

The breath pressure and embouchure sensors are coupled
together similarly as on a clarinet [15], employing a biasing
function and non-linearly affecting on amplitude and timbre.
Additionally, the head gesture controller takes advantage of
ancillary gestures that impact what the traditional musician
hears, whether this affects the actual sound or not. A mapping
directly relating to Rovan's example controls the zeros of a
comb filter by the position of the thumbstick's Y-axis. To map
the pianist's head-shaking gesture the thumbstick's X-axis
position is paired to the time input of two delay lines
(representing the distance to each ear), the cut-off frequency of
two low-pass filters, and the amplitude. When one delay time is
increased, the other is decreased; one's cut-off frequency is
lowered while the other's is raised; and one's amplitude is
attenuated while the other's is increased. The exact achievement
of this effect is predicated on the use of a stereo loudspeaker
setup, so the current implementation, which uses one resonator,
generalizes this behavior to map the gesture onto other types of
delay-based effects.
Another ancillary gesture is the raising or lowing of the
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modulation between polyphonic voices, or when using physical
modeling synthesis by allowing interaction within a waveguide.
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RESONATOR BOX

[9]

Rather than using a typical directional loudspeaker—the
inadequacies of which have been mentioned by Trueman, Bahn,
and Cook [17]—the instrument uses a wooden resonator
activated by a transducer powered by a digital amplifier. This
design is similar to those used by Jeff Snyder in his
Countervielle and Birl instruments [16], but instead of using the
famed Rolen-Star transducer [2], now out of production, this
design employs the Hidden Audio Systems 801 transducer,
which has three times the continuous power handling capability
of the Rolen-Star and a flatter frequency response [Boughton,
personal communication]. Because of the greater power
handling capability, the present instrument uses a more
powerful LM3886-based digital amplifier.
The resonator is constructed of Baltic birch plywood, chosen
for its strength, acoustical properties, durability, and low cost.
The transducer is mounted to a maple block acting as a bridge
to the soundboard. In the future, aircraft-grade plywood may be
used for the soundboard as it may have superior acoustical
properties and strength.
The resonator box also houses the Arduino microcontroller.
Additionally, the crank sensors are mounted to the resonator
box, and all other sensors (except the Wii Remote) connect via
jacks mounted on the box. The resonator box is intended to rest
on the keyboard housing when possible, transmitting important
haptic feedback to the performer via the keyboard itself, similar
to the feedback provided by an acoustic instrument.
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ABSTRACT
Virtual Pottery is an interactive audiovisual piece that uses
hand gesture to create 3D pottery objects and sound shape.
Using the OptiTrack motion capture (Rigid Body) system at
TransLab in UCSB, performers can take a glove with attached
trackers, move the hand in x, y, and z axis and create their own
sound pieces. Performers can also manipulate their pottery
pieces in real time and change arrangement on the musical
score interface in order to create a continuous musical
composition. In this paper we address the relationship between
body, sound and 3D shapes. We also describe the origin of
Virtual Pottery, its design process, discuss its aesthetic value
and musical sound synthesis system, and evaluate the overall
experience.
Figure 1. Overall structure of Virtual Pottery.

Keywords

movement and hand gesture in the same manner as they do in
the real world. Thus, the reuse of natural hand gesture should
be addressed in virtual environment for the better performance.
Especially, natural hand gestures originated from pottery art are
simple and intuitive ways to create 3D objects. Furthermore,
3D pottery shapes can be converted to dynamic visual forms
and sound spectrum because of its dynamic 3D data.
While considering the new musical interface in virtual
environment, we have been designing and implementing
Virtual Pottery, an interactive audiovisual installation. The
natural hand gesture from original pottery is used for the
fundamental interaction. A performer should be in motioncapture environment called OptiTrack motion-capture based on
Rigid Body toolkit [2], and wear a glove attached with trackers.
Although the performer should be in specific arranged
environment (motion-track system), he/she is free to use the
hand and move the body. Furthermore, 3D shapes along with
harmony can enhance immersive audiovisual experience.

Virtual Pottery, virtual musical instrument, sound synthesis,
motion and gesture, pottery, motion perception, interactive
sound installation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual musical instruments based on mathematical acoustics
have been successful for recent years in the computer music
research community. Performers who don’t have any
background in music can benefit from virtual instruments
because they are usually easier to play than real instruments [1]
Moreover, there are no complicated and required sound skills
and time consuming installation in virtual music environment.
Computer and portable virtual device can bring enjoyable and
powerful musical experience to anyone who wants to play
music. New technology and media have been combined with
traditional musical instruments, and it has expanded the
boundary of real and virtual experience to performers. Thus,
today’s virtual musical instruments are becoming more
powerful while our awareness of them as technology is
shrinking.
The most significant part in the development of virtual
musical instruments is the investigation of human body
movement and gesture. As new technology has been evolved,
new interactions may cause problems in understanding the
performers’ communication with the new interface and contents.
The ideal solution to allow the performers to perform digital
and virtual musical instruments is to use natural body

2. RELATED WORKS
There are already existing interactive systems that control
music or sound based on human body movement [3-6]. For
example, Hyperbow Controller [3] provided a solution to
extending the limit of traditional musical expressions. The
sound produced can be altered by bow position, pressure on the
bow stick and acceleration of the bow. Another example is
Sound Sculpting [4], which proposed a new approach to
mapping hand movements to sound through shapes of a virtual
input device controlled by both hands. The attributes of the
virtual object are translated into new parameters for real time
sound editing on MAX/FTS application.
As regards the methods of virtual objects expression,
especially in pottery and clay arts, L’Artisan Electronique [5]
showed a good example that implies the creation of pottery by
hand gesture to virtual space and 3D printing techniques. This
work shows how the virtual pottery pieces can be converted to
3D pieces in real time, which is the very clear and direct

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
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requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Copyright remains with the author(s).
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instruction to audience. CHINA [6], a hands-on interface,
supports 3D object creation and ceramic arts in a virtual
environment. Dynamic hand gestures create virtual objects
stereoscopically that are presented through LCD shutter glasses.
The glasses and glove connected with computer in a small
space limit performers to share their creation of pottery pieces
to other people. Virtual Pottery has a similar interaction with
these works mentioned above in terms of visualization, pottery
theme and hand gesture. However, the musical composition and
flexible space arrangement used in Virtual Pottery highlight the
huge difference. The additional function, music sequencer
interface, can be powerful strength of our project.
In contrast to aforementioned examples, we highly focus on
3D shapes with sound spectrum by simple natural hand gesture
with a metaphor of pottery method so that audience can easily
be aware of frequency-domain spectrum and simple
arrangement of sequencers.

Figure 2. Various design created on Virtual Pottery system.
very intuitive way for performers to recognize the harmony and
visual shape of pottery all together. Furthermore, if the
performer flips the hand and changes four values of quaternion,
the color and texture of pottery pieces are changed. For
example, different glaze material can be applied in certain part
of the piece, so that the variations of sound spectrum deliver
powerful result in composition. The beautiful aesthetics of
various pottery pieces are enjoyable for performers Music,
shape and color are correlated each other, and all the aspects in
Virtual Pottery harmonize together in real time music
performance.

3. VIRTUAL POTTERY
This section describes Virtual Pottery. First, concept and
scenario are presented. Next, we depict how to capture motion
from human gesture, how to translate acquired motion data into
sound synthesis parameters, and how to visualize data. Fig. 1
shows the overall structure and installation plan of Virtual
Pottery.

3.1 Concept and Scenario
The concept for Virtual Pottery began with a casual question:
“Can we design 3D pottery shape and sound together by hand
gesture in real time?” In real pottery, various materials,
equipment and huge amount of time and effort to achieve
professional skills are required. On the other hand, if there is a
virtual environment where we can realize 3D virtual sculpting,
a lot of physical problems appeared in real pottery creation can
be solved. Fig. 1 shows the overall structure and installation
plan of Virtual Pottery. In order to realize Virtual Pottery
installation as shown in fig. 1, an appropriate environment,
where hand gesture can be detected without complicated
equipment installation and other following physical fabrication,
is needed for Virtual Pottery implementation. In section 5, we
describe diverse aspects of the implementation and detailed
technical information about the installation space and
environment.
The ideal equipment and space for Virtual Pottery must
consist of motion-tracking system with infra-red cameras and
opti-trackers for human gesture recognition. In the space, four
projectors on the ceiling present four or more pieces of pottery
that contain various musical harmonies, and continuously play
all sequentially in real time via multi-channel speaker system.
The performance is happened when a performer enters the
space, and stands in front of the first projection. Once the
performer understand how to create and manipulate the design
of pottery piece, he/she can save the pottery file by choosing
“save” button on the screen, and move on the other pieces of
pottery in order to compose musical structure. The performer
can control the arrangement and speed of sequencing pieces of
pottery by changing hand gesture.

3.3 Sound Synthesis
In Virtual Pottery, the creation of pottery actually means a
process of sound synthesis. The most significant feature in
Virtual Pottery is a translation from hand gestures and materials
of traditional clay art into sound synthesis process in a virtual
space. To bridge two different concepts, the creation of pottery
and sound perception, we set up the rules that making a clay
body is transformed into 3D sound magnitude spectrum, and
applying glaze materials is applied to change audio filter and
effect. Those two functions are the most primary steps for the
creation of pottery in Virtual Pottery. In conclusion, we need
two major translations: i) vertical contour, which is formed by
making clay body can be translated into shaping frequency
spectrum, and; ii) glaze material on pottery surface, which can
be represented by audio filter system in our system.

3.3.1 Clay Body Shape to Magnitude Spectrum
One of the major two translations, the vertical contour, is
obtained by mapping a clay body shape to a curve. In our work,
we regarded this curve as a magnitude spectrum of a periodic
sound snippet. A magnitude spectrum consists of frequency and
its power magnitude information. Virtual Pottery transforms the
height of pottery into frequency as: the contour on lower part of
clay body describes low frequency component of sound,
whereas; the upper part of clay body describes high frequency
component of sound. Meanwhile, frequency range in translation
can be limited to audible frequency. In our work we limited the
translation between 20Hz and 1,000Hz, because performers
usually want to describe sound within voice frequency band
range. On the other hand, the shortest distance between a point
on axis of rotation and curve is regarded as magnitude
information. Finally, a sound snippet is synthesized by
composing the above frequency and magnitude information.
Fig. 3 depicts how to synthesize a sound from a shape of virtual
pottery.

3.2 Visualization of Virtual Pottery
Overall, the design of pottery pieces simulates the real clay
pottery works in terms of shape, symmetry, texture, and color.
If you look fig. 2, the results show not only the representation
of appearance of real pottery artworks but also frequency
domain graphs or sound spectrum. The dramatic change of
radius of certain y axis results in the creation of various design
of pottery shapes. Performers can enjoy, play and challenge by
altering the shapes of pottery along with sound spectrum. It’s

3.3.2 Glaze Material to Audio Filter and Effect
The other translation deals with glaze materials on the pottery
surface to apply audio filter representation. In real pottery
creation, ceramist enamels a partial or entire clay body to
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Figure 3. Sound synthesis from a creation of virtual pottery.
characterize the surface of a piece. As like the glazing step in
real pottery creation, we focused on applying texture on the
virtual pottery surface. In glazing step, performers can fill out
different texture on the entire surface, which can be examined
by the texture type of the pottery piece. As aforementioned,
every position on the height of pottery represents every
frequency value. Thus, the height of glazed area can be
regarded as the frequency range to apply audio filter. On the
other hand, texture can be translated into diverse audio filters
by pre-determined rule. In Virtual Pottery, we set up the rules
as sharpness, saturation, and period of texture pattern of glaze
image, and employed band-pass(BP) filter and reverb/delay
effects. In detail, we translated sharpness of glaze image into
reverb effect, a saturation range of glaze image into a frequency
range of BP filter, and period of texture pattern into delay time.
Fig. 3 depicts the process of image feature extraction from
texture on the surface of virtual pottery and translation of
extracted feature into audio filters, which will be applied to
lastly synthesized sound.

Figure 4. Spatial range configuration for motion gesture
recognition functionality in Virtual Pottery.
capture system, and multi-channel speaker system. The size of
TransLab room is about 20ft (width) x 20ft (height) x 20ft
(depth), which is perfectly enough to have a performer and
certain number of audiences. In this space, the performer
should wear a glove with attached trackers and perform the
hand gesture in x, y, and z axis. Finally the motion capture
system receives and processes the gestural information.

4. SOUND SEQUENCER
As explained in section 3.2, performers can change the
values of x, y, and z axis to modify the shape of pottery pieces
and sound spectrum. After the single piece of pottery is created,
performers can arrange it in four different projection walls and
compose the harmony sequences by using the same hand
gestures. As we briefly mentioned before, the process to save
design is to move hand toward a “Save” button on the screen,
and activate it by changing y value. And the performer moves
on to create another new piece of pottery in the front of second
screen while the previous design is kept playing on the first
screen. So after the performer creates all the four designs on
each projection wall, all the four pieces of pottery are played in
certain time interval. Every design take turns playing their
sounds one after another just as the performer has laid them out.
The performer can create various compositions by laying out
the other pre-saved pottery pieces. In real time, diverse musical
performance can be possibly created by basic hand gesture.
This real time performance is observed by not only the
performer but also the other audiences in the room.

5.2 Hardware and Software Requirements
The hardware of Virtual Pottery consists of interactive
controller, audiovisual equipment, and computer systems.
We first considered a wireless interactive control system for
maximizing performer’s activity and minimizing physical
obstruction in performance. A solution, the OptiTrack motion
capture system, a part of Rigid Body system [2] and is prepared
at TransLab in UCSB, satisfied all the requirements. OptiTrack
contains a glove with three attached trackers and enables UDPbased data transfers via wireless network communication.
Our work required low-latency network to deliver
performer’s action quickly; hence we had to consider high
performance computer system. Since visualization task could
clog sound synthesis task and vice versa under computer
system with low number of CPU cores, we did not assign
multiple functionalities to one computer system. Thus, we
limited only one visualization task and one sound synthesis task
to one computer system, because most our computer systems
contained two or more number of CPU cores. Exceptionally,
one of the systems carried out additional sound sequence task,
which controls audio playback of each system via local network,
and the task just needed extremely smaller amount of process
resource than ones of other tasks.
On the other hand, the software implementation is mainly
based on Processing [8], which is an open source Java

5. IMPLEMENTATION
It is needed to consider diverse aspects in order to implement
our novel interface, Virtual Pottery. In this section, we present
our idea to implement Virtual Pottery from diverse viewpoints.

5.1 Installation Space Requirements
As mentioned in section 3.1, Virtual Pottery needs an
appropriate space for satisfying the installation plan shown in
fig. 1. For satisfying overall requirements, we selected
TransLab in UCSB, which are furnished with diverse
equipment such as four projectors with projection walls, motion
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language-based development environment for easily
implementing audiovisual objects. In order to extend
functionalities in Processing-based development environment,
we additionally employed following extension libraries: UDP
processing library [7] for wireless communication between
devices and Minim [9] for sound synthesis.

5.3 Motion Gesture Analysis
When the values of x, y, and z axis are acquired in
Processing-based application, one triangular boundary
surrounded by positions of the three values is created in the
Rigid Body software, which enables to track the position of the
performer’s hand. The performer should choose one projection
among total four projections, and enter the spatial range of
selected projection space. The way of creating a piece of
pottery is the same in any projection. If the performer moves
the hand vertically to change the value of y axis, it represents
the selection of a specific frequency domain to change the
magnitude. In order to expand/reduce certain radius of 3D
string and to increase/decrease the magnitude of certain
frequency, the performer should move the hand forward to
screen and enter to “Active mode/ON.” The boundary between
“Active mode/ON” and “Inactive mode/OFF” is in the middle
of spatial range. And then, the performer can move the hand
horizontally and vertically to adjust the shape and sound of the
pottery.

Figure 5. Demonstration and test installation in TransLab.

6. DEMO PERFORMANCE

Figure 6. Three trackers on a glove.

We had a demo performance in TransLab on January, 2012.
One performer continuously created four pottery pieces and
arranged it in four projection walls. There were some audiences
who observed the overall process and performer’s live
performance. The audience interestingly observed how the
performer quickly noticed the way of composing good
harmonies by keeping altering radii of 3D virtual pottery pieces.
Once the performer learned the simple synthesis and
composition skills, the subtle musical composition was possibly
conducted, and mostly the visual strength delivered the
enjoyable experience to both audience and the performer.
However, as the performer got exhausted by consistently
running into the other projection in order to modify the shape of
the pottery, the speed of music variation has been slower than
the one at starting point. However, the other performer
switched the turn, and soon the problem was resolved. The
other problem was also the degraded networking performance
between Processing-based application and OptiTrack system.
Since Processing needs to prepare and optimize additional
library to communicate with other heterogeneous systems, it
was hard to integrate Processing-based application with
interfaces implemented on other platforms. Hence, this problem
could cause data transmission performance degradation in local
network system, for example, the delayed response bothered
smooth performance. It should be the prior part to figure out for
the next version of Virtual Pottery.

communication, investigating a system for the advanced sound
sequencer, supporting real time 3D printing with Virtual
Pottery making, and experimenting possibility of its application
to the ceramic art or music education. We would like to
investigate the usefulness and effectiveness of this installation
through these activities.
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7. CONCLUSION
The creation of Virtual Pottery was an experiment to craft a
virtual audiovisual installation that is a novel interactive sound
synthesis and sequence interface. It combines physical
metaphors of a pottery clay art with the virtual elements of a
drawing and musical instrument. Even though the first demo
performance has been positive on the whole, we still have much
to learn from the rich data it provides about how performers
learn and relate to the experience. We have plans to work on
some further enhancements and assessments of the system as
follows: developing a method to stabilize the networking
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design workshops, and user studies. Surveys are one such
method that is used at the outset of a design exercise to gauge
user needs and understand existing usage. Thematic analysis
can then be applied to extract emerging themes across the
survey dataset, to structure and codify themes to inform the
design of an interactive system. We report on a study that we
conducted that includes an online survey and a resulting GUI
framework for Pd on mobile devices.

Mobile devices represent a growing research field within
NIME, and a growing area for commercial music software.
They present unique design challenges and opportunities,
which are yet to be fully explored and exploited. In this paper,
we propose using a survey method combined with qualitative
analysis to investigate the way in which people use mobiles
musically. We subsequently present as an area of future
research our own PDplayer, which provides a completely self
contained end application in the mobile device, potentially
making the mobile a more viable and expressive tool for
musicians.

2. RELATED WORK
HCI methods have been broadly applied as inputs to the design
and as on evaluation of the outputs of NIME instruments. There
has been a greater overall emphasis in the evaluation of NIME
instruments and interfaces.
The importance but relative lack of evaluation of NIME
instruments has been discussed by Stowell et al. [21]. They
raise questions of how to evaluate the uses and affordances of
new musical interfaces and compare the user experience of the
designed system based between free and guided use of the
interface. Johnston [14] proposes a broader study for the
evaluation in order to understand the creative practice in a
performer’s use of a NIME. Using techniques from grounded
theory for data analysis and focusing on user experience
studies, he proposes a theory of musician-interface interaction
through experimental analysis. Beilharz et al. [5] approach user
experience evaluation through task completion studies,
interviews and questionnaires. Their findings indicate the
necessity of user evaluation studies in order to fill the gap
between user expectations and designers’ intentions especially
in their context of wearable interfaces where the expression
with the interface itself is highly subjective. Fabiani et al. [9]
look at the evaluation of a mobile system using a survey based
questionnaire, across a diverse range of users followed by a
controlled lab based experimental evaluation.
Evaluation methods from HCI research have been adapted to
explore the creative affordances of NIME instruments.
Gelineck and Serafin [11] apply questionnaire and usability
tests with simple musical tasks and propose a musical taskbased method for investigating the comparative creative
affordance of different basic control interfaces such as knobs
and faders. Wanderley and Orio [23] present several methods
for the evaluation of input devices and propose alternative
musical tasks that are that demonstrate the usability of the
controller; such as learnability, explorability, feature
controllability and timing controllability. They aim to create
simple guidelines for the performance evaluation of input
devices. This evaluation methodology is not applied in a
musical performance context but rather as a means to measure
user intentions in the control of a musical interface. In the study
of performances, Zappi et al. [24] used a questionnaire method
to ask the audience evaluate a participatory audio-visual
performance.

Keywords
NIME, Mobile Music, Pure Data

1. INTRODUCTION
As mobile phones have increased in processing power, there
has been an explosion in mobile music research and
performance, and the release of commercial apps [4], [18]. The
mobile phone can be considered a computer, one that is
sufficiently powerful enough to carry out signal processing in
real time. The signal processing cores of interactive music
platforms like Pure Data and Supercollider run on mobiles in
the form of libraries [15]. These developments, in industry and
in research, have taken place rapidly and organically. While
many apps exploit new interface capabilities of the mobiles,
few successfully address the specific limitations of the mobile
and its form factor. In this light, the mobile is not just a small
computer, but is a type of musical platform unto itself with
specific sets of affordances and constraints. To design
interfaces for these systems, it can be useful to understand the
potential end user, and their expectations and experiences of
mobile music making.
We propose a survey-based study-method to define the needs
for screen interfaces to mobile music instruments. We draw
upon user centered design (UCD) methodology from HCI
practice, a family of qualitative and ethnomethodological
methods that include the end user in the design process.
Established UCD methods include ethnographic interviews,
structured brainstorming, scenario building, participatory
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25-34 age group, 31.2% (69) in the 35-44 age group and 19.5%
(43) over the age of 45.
We asked the participants about their programming and
musical expertise. When asked if they were a musician, 19.7%
(42) responded 'no', 8.5% (18) 'beginner', 36.2% (77)'amateur'
and 35.7% (76) 'professional'. When asked if they had any
experience as programmers, 9.8% (20) replied 'not at all',
29.8% (61) 'a little', 26.8% (55) 'quite a lot' and 33.7% (69)
'very much'.
Our multiple-choice questions asked respondents about the
different ways in which they might use the phone musically.
32.8% (64) used the smartphone in live performance, 32.8%
(64), used music game apps and 24.1% (47) used a smartphone
as a portable studio for composing music, whilst 43.1% (84)
did not use their smartphones for making music.
18.4% (18) of those who had used instrument-like apps on
the iPhone found they felt ‘not at all’ like an instrument, 55.1%
(54) found they felt only 'a little' like an instrument; 19.4% (19)
found them 'quite a lot' like an instrument and 7.1% (7) found
them ‘very much’ like an instrument. When asked whether the
smartphone provided an interactive musical experience, 2.4%
(2) replied ‘not at all’, 38.6% (32) replied ‘a little’, 28.9% (24)
replied ‘quite a lot’, and 30.1% (25) replied 'very much’ .
The smartphone was a regular part of the performance set up
of 28.7% (27) of the users who had performed with it. Only
8.3% (8) of participants who used portable studio type apps had
actually finished a complete song on it.
56.5% (52) users used the smartphone in conjunction with a
computer for music making. Nonetheless, 79.3% (73)
respondents could imagine using a smartphone musically
without a computer. We asked respondents how they used the
sensor capabilities of the smartphones for musical purposes:
91.9% (79) used the touchscreen, 59.3% (51) used the
accelerometer, 51.2% (44) used the microphone, 19.8% (17)
used the camera and 14% (12) used the proximity sensors. We
asked about some of the collaborative and interactive aspects of
mobile music making. 56.8% (46) used the smartphones
musically in collaboration with others. When asked whether
they felt like they were interacting with others through the
smartphone, 11.8% (4) said ‘not at all’, 23.5% (8) ‘only a
little’, 52.9% (18) ‘some’ and 11.8% (3) ‘very much’.

User centered design and participatory design are established
methodologies in HCI that consult end-users and involve them
in the design process of an interactive system. Bau et al. [3]
used interview, structured brainstorming, and scenario building
methods to inform the design of a novel auditory display
device. Essl [8] used design methodology to create an audio
programming environment specific for the mobile.
NIME instruments are more typically created for specific
musical projects or in a particular compositional context and
tend not to consult a broad user base to gauge needs as an input
to design. Whether the resulting interfaces are evaluated or not,
this tendency risks to limit the usability and generalizability of
NIME instruments. Through focusing on broad and general
issues of mobile music practices in our own survey and using
techniques of thematic analysis, we hoped to be able to distill
some of the key design issues for contemporary mobile music
practices.

3. METHODS
Thematic analysis is an approach that allows researchers to
identify emergent topics not explicitly stated in survey
questions. The theoretical framework is based on organizing
key issues in data and grouped under themes reflecting
important relations in the research questions. Thematic analysis
should not conceptualize themes directly as answers for the
overall research question but rather serve to frame key topics
that involve specific descriptions in relation to the question [7].
We conducted an online survey for the period of three weeks
using Survey Monkey [22]. The survey was publicized on
mailing lists and forums geared towards music technology
practitioners and institutions; such as Auditory, New Interfaces
for Musical Expression (NIME) community, Sound and Music
Computing (SMC) network etc. In this survey we aimed to find
out the ways in which people have been using mobiles
musically: for instance, as free-standing instruments,
standalone portable studios, gestural controllers for laptops. We
also wanted to understand the types of problems and challenges
they might encounter as they transposed their practices honed
on desktop or laptop computers to mobile devices.
Additionally, we wanted to know how they imagined mobiles
being used musically in the future.
The survey was anonymous and was comprised of 19
multiple choice questions that covered the following topics:
• Musical experience
• Computer programming experience
• Types of mobile musical usage (e.g. composition,
production, performance)
• How usable and musical respondents found mobile
music apps
• Whether the mobile felt like an instrument and
musically “expressive”
Alongside the multiple choice questions were a series of
open-ended questions, requesting textual responses. These gave
more room to respondents to refer to their personal experience.
After gathering the results, the quantitative data was tabulated
and the textual responses were collated for further qualitative
analysis. This broad thematic analysis was intended to identify
emerging themes and enable us to understand respondents
concerns, in particular those that we hadn’t predicted or
prompted by our own questions.

5. ANALYSIS
The hybrid structure of the survey, with multiple choice and
open-ended questions provided flexibility for us to apply a
qualitative analytic method for analysis. Within the thematic
analysis methodology, we looked the recurrence of certain
issues in the answers, that included: limitation of the
touchscreen, lack of consistency in sensor input, latency,
networked possibilities, toy-like music applications, etc.
Looking at how these issues mapped on to the practice of music
making and by combining them in groups allowed us to
identify high-level themes: “Frustration to Potential",
"Workflow" and "Expressivity". At a higher level, the
respondents were addressing the forms of interaction afforded
by the mobile devices intuitively without demonstrating
knowledge of or directly citing the theory of affordances. These
responses could be categorized broadly in two areas interaction centered around the device and its form factor, and
interaction focused around the communicative, or social
capabilities of the mobile phones. We then went back to the
survey results and extracted related data with specific
questions, through the lens of the main themes, allowing us to
organize responses to different questions thematically, eliciting
a potential narrative that was not prescribed by the design of the
survey questions. Elemental units of study such as sensor
interaction, usage paradigms, form factor, and unrealized

4. RESULTS
We gathered 226 surveys, 177 of which were completed (a
completion rate of 70.5 %). The gender balance of respondents
was 81.8% (180) male and 18.2% (40) female. 6.8% (15)
participants were under the age of 24, 42.6% (94) were in the
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potential, come together as related themes linked to musicality
that become points of discussion within the context of a high
level thematic analysis method.

‘What an enormous pain. Has anyone heard of snippets? Give
me back my keyboard!’(4)

5.1 Modes of Musical Interaction

In a musical context, mobiles retain many of their socialinteraction aspects. This is not only through their embedded
network features and their basic affordances as communication
devices. Many music apps can become systems that allow
designers to enable and promote various notions of social
interaction in music making. As some respondents mentioned
in the survey, the mobile opens opportunities for interaction in
a collaborative context. Most of the respondents who replied to
our question on participation and interaction mentioned that
mobiles enabled the potential for networked interaction, as a
possible platform for synchronized performances both locally
and remotely.

5.1.2 Social Interaction

5.1.1 Device Interaction
Device interaction relies on the input capabilities of the
embedded sensory systems of the mobile and enables multiple
ways of using mobiles for making music. Sequencing with realtime control of parameters is mentioned as one of the most
common modes of musical interaction in our survey; both in
the category of composing and gaming with music applications.
This mode of musical interaction is linked to touchscreen-based
control interfaces, and device interaction was often described as
problematic in terms using of this touchscreen interface for
editing within many mobile music applications. Instrument-like
applications were often referred to as being ‘just toys’ in the
survey. Users reported serious limitations and lack of precision
due mainly to latency issues and GUI problems and pointed to
many interface design issues. However, for those who did use
their smartphones as independent instrument, sensor
capabilities, portability and mobility all emerged as positive
aspects of the devices.

‘We have performed as a mobile phone orchestra to explore
and research the smartphone as NIME's [...] advantages
include these devices being close to their owners in their daily
lives.’ (33)
‘Networking possibilities potentially offer
performance both locally and globally.’ (138)

synchronized

Besides potentially making music creation more social,
networked features also make it possible to share the created
content and be part of online communities: social interaction
can be integrated at many different layers in practice. A mobile
application can enable a user to create music, connect that user
to a network to collaborate musically or to receive online peer
critique, and in the final stage it may allow the user to distribute
the piece through social networks. This social experience also
brings up a new forms of musical engagement that potentially
allow for a democratizing of the multiple aspects of music
production and distribution. The respondents also stressed how
the interaction design of the applications affected the humanhuman interaction in music collaboration. It is mentioned in the
survey that much interaction requires the performer to look at
the device in order to play it, affecting any musical interactions,
which require eye contact between performers.

‘remarkable: possible to make expressive gestures, advantage:
small form factor, limitations: no haptic feedback’ (59)
Interaction with these instrument-like applications might
result in developing new gestural libraries for mobile devices: it
is mentioned in the survey that they produce new ways of
interacting with the device. We were also interested that one of
the main demands of future design in mobile music applications
was to enable more “creative ergonomy”, embracing what is
unique and what comes naturally in interaction with these
devices. Simply transplanting traditional conceptions of ‘real
world’ instruments and emulating them in the design of musical
applications did not fulfill the expectations for how mobiles
could be used as musical instruments.
‘I would prefer to use something that treats the devise as in
interface in its own right and uses gestures/controls more
natural to it than trying to play a tiny piano’ (31)

‘difficult to keep eye contact without physical controllers
(sense of touch)’ (25)

'I think we want to get away from traditional interfaces like
keys, strings, and even knobs and sliders as much as possible
and be more abstract, while still maintaining a sense of some
kind of intuitive system.' (8)

Other respondents pointed to the social affordances of mobiles,
resulting from the combination of mobility, commonality and
network features, as they suggested:
‘Probably the best use for mobile is in real-time audience
participation’ (39)

We found that for many the main interest in using
smartphones musically was for exploring alternative options for
gestural control in live performances. Sending sensor input data
via wireless networks to computers - generally running Max
MSP or Ableton Live - was the most common way of using
smartphones in live performance.

‘The network capabilities could enable [people coming] to a
concert being able to download an app and build their own
loops in synch with the concert.’ (127).

6. Adaptive Interfaces

‘Smartphones for us at this point are partly instruments but
mostly controllers for Ableton’ (2)

Screen real estate and workflow issues combine to define
limiting factors in musical expressivity of mobiles. We propose
an app with a hybrid GUI system that uses an adaptive
graphical display rendering a runtime graphic interface on the
premise that musical activity on the mobile is more focused on
performance than on programming.
Mobile interface design provides unique design challenges,
different from many of the challenges of computer-based
interface design, and has been the subject of previous CHI
Workshops [17], and conferences in its own right (MobileHCI).
One of the problems of designing for mobile is considering
how to represent desktop and laptop user interfaces on the
smaller mobile devices. Mori and Paternò, [16] and Bandelloni

However, reliability of the wireless connection in such realtime performances was questioned. In a programming context,
device interaction was found to be highly limited in terms of
input bandwidth, screen size, CPU speed, lack of pressure
sensitivity and even suggestions of dynamic screen texture. It
was also mentioned that these types of limitations could also be
an advantage, creating focus on honing interaction. Mostly, rich
library resources and quick iteration cycles were found by
respondents to be advantages of programming on smartphones.
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In Proc. NIME 2011, Oslo (2011), 355-360.

et al [2] look at the problems with resizing user interfaces to
function on mobiles, proposing a 'semantic redesign' which
transplants the actual functionality of webpages to mobiles.
Gupta et al [12] approach this problem through representing
webpages as multilevel hierarchies, and Hattori et al [13]
propose a method of segmenting webpages for representation
on mobile screens.
The small form factor, in particular the size of mobile screens
(a consistent concern that emerges throughout our own survey),
is a key design a challenge. Some work looks at improving
existing paradigms, such as Robbins, Lee and Fernandez [19],
who examine different workflow and GUI integrations on
mobile devices and present a novel GUI method. Similarly,
Findlater, Wobbrock and Wigdor [10] look at the issues
inherent to touchscreen typing and propose more ergonomic
layouts for touchscreen keyboards. Roudaut, Lecolinet and
Guiard [20] propose expanding input bandwidth through
discriminating amongst subtly different thumb gestures. Benko,
Wilson and Baudisch [6] look at two finger gestures techniques
for pixel-accurate selection on larger touchscreens and tabletop
displays, honing techniques for ‘pinch’ and other gestures.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
Since the mobile is not ideal for programming, and as the
attraction of the mobile is for small, gestural touchscreen
instruments to be used in performance situations, we propose a
mobile application that divides the mobile music workflow into
composition and performance modes.
This mirrors the Edit and Playback modes of Max MSP or
Pure Data. In our proposed solution, Edit mode takes place on
the computer (GUI development) with Playback mode only on
the mobile (GUI use). We demonstrate an implementation this
proposed system using Pure Data, libPD, and Open
Frameworks.
The proposed workflow allows the musician to develop
custom patches in the way they are accustomed to using a
graphical programming paradigm while authoring on the
computer. The renderer allows the musician to deploy her patch
on the mobile “automatically” with no additional development
steps and no additional technical knowledge required. The
result is a functional interface of sliders and buttons that recalls
the original patch, running on the mobile touchscreen interface.
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ABSTRACT

evaluate musical systems [1, 4, 9]. PD has been employed
as a resource to examine and promote creative practice [17].
This paper presents a pilot study that employs PD in the
development of a performance-ready [13] instrument to be
used in a subsequent long-term study examining the emergence of skill within a community of performers. The PD
approach employed is distinct in that group consensus, diversity of needs and existing practices of performers are
accounted for. The emergence of skill within a group of
performers is discussed in the context of the PD of an instrument supporting the development of skilled practice.
Spectators are included in the last stage of the study and
cognition, experience and judgment of performance with the
instrument are examined. Observations are presented of
the development, perception and judgement of performance
across the entire ecology of performance, with reflection on
implications for future design.

A study is presented examining the participatory design
of digital musical interactions. The study takes into consideration the entire ecology of digital musical interactions
including the designer, performer and spectator. A new
instrument is developed through iterative participatory design involving a group of performers. Across the study the
evolution of creative practice and skill development in an
emerging community of practice is examined and a spectator study addresses the cognition of performance and the
perception of skill with the instrument. Observations are
presented regarding the cognition of a novel interaction and
evolving notions of skill. The design process of digital musical interactions is reflected on focusing on involvement of
the spectator in design contexts.

Keywords

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Participatory Design

participatory design, DMIs, skill, cognition, spectator

1. INTRODUCTION

The study necessitated the use of a functional sketch instrument as a design prompt for the PD process. The sketch
prioritised bodily movement and action over “office work”
interactions [18] to leverage perceptual-motor skills and potential for skilled action [3, 12]. The use of a sketch in this
context reflects the concept of a design probe [8] used as a
provocation intended to “elicit inspirational responses” [7].
The Design probe further informed the PD in that tasks or
goals were open (i.e. set individually by performers) and
information was collected in a responsive way.
Following from previous studies that explored style and
constraint in DMIs [11], a minimal, ambiguous interface was
required so as not to prescribe a normative style of use [15].
This supported the examination of skill, allowing naturalistic development of skill amongst performers in the study.
The sketch instrument (post-study named the Pulley-Synth
[Figure 1], referred to as such from here on) consisted of a
rectangular box (26x19x10cm) with a toggling power switch
on one side and speaker grille on the top surface. Controls
consisted of a spatial sensing system from a Gametrak game
controller1 . Its two analog joysticks were placed on the top
surface of the instrument. Synthesis featured a fixed 200Hz
tone, volume and harmonic content were controlled by the
tethered vertical position sensors. The analog joystick controls were initially non-functional, limiting the sketch instrument to two degrees of control.
Four participants (henceforth referred to as performers)
volunteered for the study: one undergraduate music student and three professional musicians. Two had experience
in designing and performing with DMIs. The remaining two
were experienced acoustic instrumentalists with basic expe-

In the design of Digital Musical Interactions (DMIs) [10],
instrumental skill is a prominent concern. The desire to
create musical devices that facilitate long term development
of advanced skill in performance is frequently discussed in
NIME literature. Past studies of skill focused primarily on
facets of the instrument and the performer-system relationship in the short-term [13]. While such studies consider
performer feedback, only through longitudinal examination
and response can we effectively develop and study rich relationships between designer, instrument and performer. It
has been previously asserted that skill is a phenomenon that
exists in multiple facets throughout the entire ecology of
DMIs [5]. Not only in the performer system relationship but
as a subjective judgement by spectators [5, 10]. Therefore,
in designing skillful interactions, a holistic design approach
considering the entire ecology of performance is necessary.
Originally proposed as a method of engaging workers as
active stakeholders in the deign process of their own work
systems, participatory design (PD) takes into account the
requirements and needs of end-users to yield more usable
and higher quality artifacts [2, 14, 16]. Through user involvement, it is possible to acquire knowledge regarding
emergent usage patterns [16, 19] or, in the domain of DMIs,
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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rience of DMIs. The study had a duration of three months,
concluding in a public concert, and was divided into three
iterative periods of one month. The first two weeks of each
iteration consisted of individual practice followed by a two
week instrument redesign.
Each participant received a copy of the instrument and
a practice logbook. Instructions were to practice and document their experiences with the device. No instructions
regarding techniques or technical function were given, allowing for a naturalistic research context. At the end of each
practice period, designer-led interviews were conducted individually and in focus groups. In focus groups, performers
demonstrated instrumental abilities and discussed experiences in open and directed discussions. Performers were
also directed to discuss and propose changes to the design.
Data collection included a questionnaire regarding previous training and experience, as well as an exit questionnaire
used to reflectively report the performers’ experience across
the study. Practice logbooks documented performer’s individual practice. Interviews, focus groups and the final
performances were video recorded for analysis.

2.2

Figure 1: Pulley-synth final version
performer did not report being a master yet. For others,
the perceived simplicity was a positive attribute, motivating further refinement of skills and enhancement of their
creative output within the constraints.

Spectator Experience

To study the spectators’ experience of the Pulley-Synth,
data was collected from spectators at the final performance
using a post-performance questionnaire based on previous
studies examining the spectator experience [6, 5, 10].
Twelve participants (henceforth referred to as spectators)
were selected from the attendees of the final performance.
The performance was publicly advertised and ecologically
situated in a hall under typical concert conditions. Spectators were aware that they were participating in a study.
Following the performances, spectators completed a questionnaire covering aspects of their knowledge, perception,
understanding of the instrument and their judgement of
performance. This paper focuses primarily on responses regarding the understanding of the performative interaction
and the skill of each performer. Questions combined qualitative and quantitative responses, primarily free-response
descriptions and numerical ratings.
The data collected from both the performers and spectators was transcribed, coded and analysed post-study. Qualitative Data Analysis was used to explore emergent themes.

3.2

Focus Group 1

After two weeks of individual development, the first focus
group involved a show and tell exercise consisting of a brief
performance and explanation of individual approaches and
experiences with the instrument.
The first performer, driven by the perceived physicality
of the instrument, sought to develop a repertoire of large
whole-body gestures to be utilised through improvisation.
The second performer motivated by the instrument’s timbre, described as reminiscent of “folk vocals,” developed a
performance emulating that style. He was alone in developing a wah-wah modulation technique by cupping his foot
over the speaker. The third performer expressed having
reached “what was possible” sonically, due to the instrumental constraints. He felt no incentive to continue practicing and reported his performance “worsened” due to lack
of practice. The fourth performer, contrasting the group,
did not like the large gestures afforded by the instrument
and consequently developed independent manual control of
smaller gestures and producing repeatable melodies.
This focus group revealed that the performers developed
distinct performance styles based on different initial impressions and interests. For several, exposure to different techniques and performance approaches resulted in desires to
imitate or incorporate new techniques in their practice.
At this point performers were asked to assess their own
skill level on the Pulley-Synth on a five-point scale. Performers ratings ranged between 2 and 3.5. Judgments were
based on a perceived improvement of physical skill (control & repeatability); quality of musical performance; and
amount of practice. Interestingly, skill assessments were adjusted based on new conditions after seeing the other performances. The observance of novel varied techniques revealed
their own practice covered less of the instrument’s possibilities than they thought. One performer keenly commented
on the contextual nature of skill, predicated on the ability
to situate his performance in a community of practice, “Before I came here I would have definitely said 5 out of 5. But
I suppose rating your skill is contextually aware. You can’t
really say if you’re a novice or a pro unless you can compare
your performance with someone else’s.” It was observed that
performers had difficulty assessing their skill at this stage,
notably due to the limited exposure of other praxis.
Finally, the focus group centred on the design of the

3. PD & PERFORMER DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Initial Experiences
A week after receiving the instrument, individual interviews
were conducted with the performers. Initial reactions centered on the instrument’s novelty and performers’ unfamiliarity with the interaction. Attempts to relate the novel
interaction to familiar experiences were made in order to
understand it. Comparisons of the Pulley-Synth with the
Theremin were often made based on the perceived similarity
in their manual gestures.
Performers reported quickly learning the primary interaction; pulling the strings of the tethered position sensor.
During this period, performers explored different ways of
playing focusing on the development of physical skill as expressed by notions of control and repeatability. They also
described actively developing knowledge and understanding
of both sonic and functional capacities of the instrument.
For some, the perceived simple design of the instrument
was a constraint. As one performer expressed, “I found I had
exhausted its possibilities. I felt the sonic possibilities were
very limited.” In one case, the lack of sonic diversity resulted
in a reduced engagement in practice. Despite perceiving to
have reached the ceiling of instrumental possibilities, this
205

Pulley-Synth. Performers were prompted to suggest and
discuss modifications to the instrument. Limitations of the
instrument’s fixed pitch were a primary concern for all performers. However, the implemented change divided performers decisions. One performer noted, “I just want it
gliss’ so I can pick whatever pitch.” Others proposed maintaining the fixed pitch but adding effects (delay, reverb or
ring-modulation) for greater timbral variety. Reaching a
group agreement proved difficult resulting in an ambiguous
desire for more control parameters, variable frequency and
greater timbral range. The implemented improvements included increasing the volume; a discrete foot-switch for note
triggering; an external audio jack; reducing string length;
visual feedback; and a change to the synthesis engine, producing a single sine tone with linear frequency and volume
control. Other improvements were rejected by the designer
due to feasibility or lack of consensus between performers.

3.3

and bandpass filter, fulfilling desires for greater complexity,
variety of timbre and more control parameters.

3.4

Final Performance

Two weeks after receiving the final version of the PulleySynth, a public performance2 concluded the PD. In the performances, previously observed individual styles in creative
practice were displayed, despite the development of shared
performance practice. Performers also made a final selfassessment of skill after the performances. Following previous observations, perceptions of skill were based on the
achievement of individual goals. Ratings were considerably
higher than previously given, ranging between 3.5 and 4.

4.

SPECTATOR EXPERIENCE

Observations from the spectator experience study revealed
varied factors influencing the spectators’ perception of the
instrument and judgements of performer skill, reflecting observations from previous studies [5, 10].
Many spectators’ skill judgements focused on performers’
physical skill: degree of control (having “a lot of control of
the instrument” or “more sensitive” control); and diversity
of technique. Intellectual skill, the perception of conceptual understanding of the instrument’s functions, was also
salient in spectators’ judgments. One performer displaying,
“A great understanding of how to control the interaction of
the two oscillators, the specific manipulations available to
produce specific sounds”, was deemed highly skilled.
Skill judgements were also influenced by perceptions of
embodied knowledge of the instrument, an intrinsic performerinstrument connection. Or, as some noted, opposing perceptions of disembodied cognition [5]. Observed in statements regarding performer confidence and physical comportment, one spectator noted, “The lack of eye contact
away from the instrument indicates a lack of skill.” For others, skill was manifest in confidence, perceived through “passion”, “comfort” and “playing by instinct”.
Despite clearly defined attributes, skill judgements were
ambiguous due to lack of experience or knowledge of PulleySynth performance practices, or exemplars, with which to
situate performer’s skill. One spectator clearly noted, “I’m
not sure. I would have to see somebody play it for years
to compare.” Difficulty also resulted from lack of experience
of the interaction or its performative context. Spectators
couldn’t judge skill because they were, “Not familiar with
the instrument” or didn’t know how the instrument should
be played. Others expressed, “Struggling with understanding correct and incorrect ways of playing it.”
Spectators were however in agreement that the instrument was controlled by, “Pulling the strings in different directions”. Although their understanding of the performative
interaction was often inaccurate. Descriptions varied from
precise (but inaccurate) technical explanations to gestural
descriptions, such as the instrument being operated by radio waves. Lacking a clear understanding of the translation
from gesture to sound or expectation of normative practice
created difficulties in meaningful assessment of skill.

Focus Group 2

After the redesign, performers spent another two weeks
practicing with the updated instrument before the second
focus group. Several issues regarding the design were raised
at this point. Initially performers perceived the modifications, although reflecting their desires, to be disruptive to
creative practice. For some, this issue resulted in adapting
established techniques to fit the new design, albeit with difficulty, “I was trying to create some kind of rhythmic thing
using the volume string. I tried to do that today but I
couldn’t.” Similarly, the large physical gestures were somewhat lost due to the added foot-switch, fixing performers to
one spot. One performer noted, “You have to have a constant point of contact, before you could move around, but
now you can’t move far away and do things.”
Technical issues with the new synthesis engine compounded
these problems: The linear frequency control introduced a
control delay; the volume control provided a limited dynamic range. One performer expressed his frustration, “The
volume control doesn’t really do anything anymore and notes
are not as responsive.” While the redesign was perceived as
restrictive, performers developed approaches to cope with
the constraints. Some accepted the constraints, adapting
to them as one noted, “You just have to devote some time
to it, try to master whatever you can.” Others subverted the
constraints by using the new external output, incorporating
the Pulley-Synth into existing performance systems (computers, effect pedals) making the instrument more “usable”.
In this focus group, performers assessed the skill of the
other performers. This proved difficult due to the diversity
of styles. Skill could not be based on a generalised set of criteria or attributes for the performances. Instead, the basis
for skill assessments was adapted for individual performance
practices and goals. One performer remarked, “It’s kind of
hard to say that somebody is successful in one approach.
It doesn’t necessarily mean they would be successful in a
different approach.” Despite showing difficulty in forming a
basis for judging the skill of others, performers displayed an
intrinsic embodied understanding of the instruments’ function and possibilities through adapting their notions of skill
to assess the diverse performance idiosyncrasies and goals.
The second design discussion focused on issues from the
first redesign. As a development, performers were encouraged to brainstorm and propose ideas through drawings and
physical sketching. For the performers, these methods provided better insight into the proposed modifications. Subsequently, the foot-switch was changed to mute rather than to
activate and a new synthesis engine was suggested to fix the
control delay. Careful deliberation by performers resulted
in the implementation of a combination of FM synthesis

5.

DISCUSSION

The Pulley-Synth supported development of diverse performance approaches, informed by individual perceptions,
goals and creative practices. However, the diversity posed
a challenge in the PD process. This is attributed to key differences in the design of DMIs and the original HCI context
of PD; creative practice with a musical interaction is an inherently open-ended process. In the performance of DMIs
2
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the goal is not the most efficient execution of a task, but the
realisation of subjectively defined goals. These range from
symbolic and easy to specify, to realising abstract concepts.
Even within this small group of performers and short period
of time diverse goals were seen, driven by equally diverse
motivations, expectations and desires from the instrument.
Subsequently, divergent ideas were presented by performers
for each redesign. Thus creating problems in applying the
best or most desirable instrument revision.
Further to the distinction of goals or tasks, in creative
practice with DMIs, goals are inherent within the activity
itself. This became clear as instrument redesigns frequently
disrupted individual practices. Often due to variance not
only altering the performers’ ability to achieve goals but
shifting their conceptual model of the instrument, but altering expectations of the instrument’s possibilities, constraints and purpose. As the goal is inherent in the action of
performance, changing the interaction resulted in a change
in activities and goals. Even when presented with desired
modifications, they were disruptive to individual skill development and creative practice. This was a product of mental
models of the instrument or models of conceptual expectations not fitting the redesigned system. In applying PD to
DMIs, designers must be vigilant of the inherent diversity
and individuality of goals and creative practices generated
by instrumental constraints and stylistic diversity [11].
The performers’ understanding of skill with the PulleySynth evolved throughout the study. Judgements were initially ambiguous and gained more meaning as their actions
were defined within the group. Assessments, practice and
goals gradually consolidated and gained meaning through
the influence of their peers. The absent knowledge of performance practices within a community of practice, or prior
exemplars in which to situate their activity, made assessments difficult [5, 10]. By the final performance the budding community of practice afforded the performers a deeper
understanding of skilled practice. They were able to form
meaningful judgements of of both their own and observed
performances, despite the presence of distinct styles.
Spectators, however, were unable to make confident or accurate judgements of skill despite viewing four performances
of the same instrument. This was based in part on two key
factors: understanding of the performative interaction and
knowledge, or experience, of a community of practice. Spectators’ relied on inaccurate mental models of the interaction
to inform judgements (e.g. the instrument being controlled
by radio waves). This produced inaccuracies in understanding the relationship between performers’ intentions, actions
and resulting performance, making the interaction opaque
and hard to derive meaning or form judgement.
It is salient to note that the designer and performers perceived the Pulley-Synth’s interactions to be relatively simple
and easy to understand. Yet the spectators had difficulty
understanding and judging the interaction, attributed in
part to their knowledge of DMIs and experience of a community of practice. Spectators’ inability to assess skill reflected observations of performers’ judgements in the early
stages of their development. Without the knowledge of exemplars or an understanding of expected practice, judging
performances becomes difficult. This phenomenon was observed even in expert spectators, reiterating traits from previous studies [6]. Designing DMIs through an iterative, PDbased approach that includes spectator feedback would support addressing issues of spectator understanding. However,
without the influence of experience of a community of practice, judgements are still difficult. Fostering a community of
practice for an instrument or leveraging facets of an existing
community may generate a knowledge base required to sup-

port the understanding of a skilled interactions. Although
the spectator still requires experience of them. Given these
observations, it is predominant for the design process to
account for the entire ecology of performance.

6.
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ABSTRACT

Today, several technologies for motion and gestures’ detection during instrumental musical playing exist. Diverse
works by e.g. Maestre [6] presented several approaches to
objectively capture gestures, particularly those associated
to the bowing of string instruments. The most used measuring methods are based on the use of acceleration sensors
and gyroscopes. Among others, the first sensors applied to
violins, bow and violin gestures were the acceleration sensor
on the bow by Bevilaqua et al. [2] and Rasamimanana et
al. [8], left hand pressure and position sensor by Grosshauser
et al. in [3] and [4]. Several Hyperinstruments with similar
technologies exist (see Machover et al. in[5] and the commercially available K bow by McMillen. Also several vision based approaches are explored, e.g. the one described
by Ng [7]. Nevertheless, sensing of the left hand is clearly
underrepresented in the literature. In this paper, different methods for left hand sensing are introduced. In addition, while a left-right-hand investigation with marker based
video tracking as been done by Baader [1], we show here an
alternative set-up by using a small DV camcorder fixed to
the violin near the bow to string contact point. In so doing, a useful view to the usage of the bow can be obtained.
The sensors presented here are used for the recognition of
position of left hand fingers and for synchronization measurements of left-fingering and right-bowing hands. The set
up allows precise measurements of the coordination between
left-hand finger changes and right-hand bowing movements
of one and more musicians while playing together. To accomplish this, several pretests were made to particularly
proof the synchronization between two different measurement setups, and to assess bow movement and acoustic
output of the violin as well. The setup was evaluated with
test subjects ranging from amateur violinists up to master
class students. Several scales and music pieces with different tempi and bowing types were played. In addition,
to proof the measurement concept for coordination measurements during group music making, another test with
two musicians playing together was performed. We show
that the present setup works with a high temporal resolution and can be used in the field of string players, from
beginners up to professionals alike. To support musicians
and music teachers in daily exercising, particularly during
their technical training, here, different sensors are used to
show parameters, difficult to detect but meaningful for mu-

From a technical point of view, instrumental music making involves audible, visible and hidden playing parameters.
Hidden parameters like force, pressure and fast movements,
happening within milliseconds are particularly difficult to
capture. Here, we present data focusing on movement coordination parameters of the left hand fingers with the bow
hand in violinists and between two violinists in group playing. Data was recorded with different position sensors, a
micro camcorder fixed on a violin and an acceleration sensor placed on the bow. Sensor measurements were obtained
at a high sampling rate, gathering the data with a small microcontroller unit, connected with a laptop computer. To
capture bow’s position, rotation and angle directly on the
bow to string contact point, the micro camcorder was fixed
near the bridge. Main focuses of interest were the changes
of the left hand finger, the temporal synchronization between left hand fingers with the right hand, the close up
view to the bow to string contact point and the contact of
the left hand finger and/or string to the fingerboard. Seven
violinists, from beginners to master class students played
scales in different rhythms, speeds and bowings and music
excerpts of free choice while being recorded. One measurement with 2 violinists was made to see the time differences
between two musicians while playing together. For simple
integration of a conventional violin into electronic music environments, left hand sensor data were exemplary converted
to MIDI and OSC.

Keywords
Strings, violin, coordination, left, finger, right, hand
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sic making. Thus, our goal is to test and provide systems
for data acquisition in fields not explored so far and to develop measurement methods for playing parameters, which
are often discussed among musicians, but which are difficult
-if not impossible- to see with the naked eye. Furthermore,
we give some visions for practical use in teaching and exercising string instruments. Last but not least, we discuss
integration possibilities of the final set-up presented here
into electronic music scenarios and new playing techniques,
all of which becomes possible by using this sensor types.
In this study, we further developed previous sensor setups,
e.g. a left hand and bow sensor on two violins, combined
with a synchronization method for accurate measurements
during group music making.

2.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC SETUP

All setups, described in the following sections consist of a
microcontroller board, an acceleration sensor placed on the
frog of the bow, a mini DV camcorder for audio and video
recording, a pickup and diverse left-hand sensors further
described in detail below. Due to latency issues, all setups are realized with wire-based data transfer. This allows for higher data transfer rates without dropouts. Synchronization during testing with two musical instruments
was done with several electronical cues presented during
each recording. Every single measurement unit, namely the
micro-controller board and the DV camcorder generate a
time stamp for simplified data alignment.

2.1

The pickup attached to the bridge is mainly to support data
alignment. Both, the pickup’s audio signal and the DV camcorder are also used for video and sensor data synchronization.

3.

Attachment to the Violin

Acceleration Sensor on the Bow

3.1 Switch Matrix Finger Board Sensor
The first design tested was a switching matrix (see Fig. 2).
The sensor is flexible PCB with contact points at each finger. A voltage of 3 V is successively applied to each string
separately. Depressing a string closes the contact to the
conductive areas on the fingerboard. The areas are read out
one after the other at a high sampling rate. Every closed
contact means a “high” respectively a binary “1” on the IOs
of the microcontroller. The first tests showed the following
ad- and disadvantages of this left hand sensor type:

Mini DV Camcorder on the Violin Corpus

A small DV Camcorder PMDV80 was fixed on the violin
(see Fig. 1). Video resolution is 720 x 480, 1,3 mega-pixel,
frame rate is 30 fps, and the size is 52x18x8 mm. Although
not necessary for the measurements, its use is of great support in aligning and analyzing the recorded sensor data. As
additional gain, the CV camcorder provides a particularly
interesting view to the bow-to-string contact point. It shows
clearly the usage and the motion of the bow during playing
activity. Relevant points of interest within this specific scenario are (a) contact point of bow and string (e.g. the area
between bridge and finger board), (b) angle of bow to string
(which should be around 90◦ , but it can vary in certain situations) and (c) the approximate amount of bow hairs used
during playing (an often discussed issue among violin teachers, which is hard to see during live performances).

2.4

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEFT HAND
FINGER SENSOR

The main challenge of the measurement setup presented
here is the development of the left hand sensor. Nowadays,
several approaches exist with wires along or crossing the
strings. Here, several designs for left hand finger position
sensing were developed, built and tested. Each design presented particular advantages and disadvantages that will be
described in the following section. Due to the characteristics
of measurements on coordination, a good time resolution is
needed. In our setup, the time resolution is 2.5 ms.

The bow acceleration sensor was fixed, according to similar existing designs (see Young in [9]) on the inner side of
the frog of the bow. The ADXL330 from InvenSense sensor
fixed on a small outbreak printed circuit board (PCB) is
used. It is a small, lightweight and complete x-, y-, and zaxis accelerometer. A very lightweight cable for data transfer to the microcontroller unit was used to allow unhindered
musicians’ motion performance.

2.3

A
Figure 1: Sensors fixed on the violin: A: small DV
camcorder, B: acceleration sensor fixed on the bow
and C: pickup fixed in the bridge.

All electronics were affixed to the shoulder rest. This allows
fast removal and easy transportation. Only the pickup and
the finger sensor itself were directly attached to the violin
corpus, reducing the influence on the violin’s sound and the
playing of it.

2.2

B

Figure 2: Switch matrix sensor for left hand finger
position sensing. A flexible PCB is mounted on the
violin finger board. The contact areas are coated
with gold.

Pickup on the Violin Bridge
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Advantages:

Disadvantages:

1. A fast readout is possible, with an estimated sampling
frequency around 500 Hz.

1. More time-consuming to install
2. Less robust, than the PCB version, because the contacts detach more easily from the fingerboard.

2. Easy to install.

This sensor setup fulfilled our most important system requirements, a) differentiation between finger and/or string
on the fingerboard, by a high sampling frequency and a
good haptic feeling mandatory for unhindered instrumental
playing.

Disadvantages:
1. There is no contact between string and fingerboard
in higher finger positions. In this case, the contact is
only with the highly resistive skin.

4.

PRE- TESTS FOR THE UNDERLYING
ASSUMPTIONS
4.1 Bow Motion to Acoustic Sound Propagation Test

2. No contact or high resistance at the contact point of
the E-string and the sensor surface. The resistance
between the depressed E-String (even by using a new
gold string) is in the range of some mOhms or not
measurable. This is a very high value compared to
around 2-10 Ohms of the other string to sensor contact
points. In common violin playing, the data loss, due
to missing electrical contact was too high.

Two questions were of relevance here: Is there a delay between the movement of the bow and the sound output of
the violin? Or, and, is there a delay between the sound and
the data from the acceleration sensor?
To assess these questions, a simple setup was built. Several bow strokes were made by a professional violinist on a
violin equipped with a pickup attached to the bridge and
an accelerometer attached to the frog of the bow. The bow
changes were examined, to seem if there is a delay between
bow movement and acoustic output. The signals of the
accelerometer and the pickup were measured with an oscilloscope whereby the time delay between the out put of
the bow and the pickup during bow changes was below one
millisecond. Based on these results, only the acceleration
data is used for synchronization examination. The signal
from the pickup was only used for later data alignment.

3. Amplitude of the “free swinging” string leads to uncontrolled contact with the fingerboard, especially during
loud playing.
4. Bad tactile perception on the fingertip while playing.
If the covered area on the fingerboard is too large,
the missing contact between finger and the wood disturbs the tactile experience during playing. Further
experiments have shown, that a free, uncovered area
of more than 50% between the contacts improves the
haptic perception. The musicians have still a similar
sensation as playing on a common fingerboard.

4.2 A Synchronization Method for two and
more Instruments

While the sampling frequency of around 500 Hz of the
left-hand finger position detection was confirmed, the disadvantages mentioned above led to unsatisfying measurement
results. Therefore, this design was improved.

3.2

To record two or more musicians, a simple and stable synchronization method is needed. To keep the complexity low,
all involved microcontroller boards of each violin are coupled via a cable. This cable connects all boards to a 5 V
source, when the switch is turned on and sets an input high.
This is done several times within one recording to detect
data loses or other delays. The resulting synchronization
time cues are easy to find in the recorded data helping to
the data alignment of the data arising from the different
instruments.

A Final Hybrid Sensor Setup

The final hybrid sensor is a combination of resistive sensing
with a switching matrix. Thin, pairwise copper wires were
fixed on the fingerboard on each finger position. Between
the two wires, there is a small gap. The gap is closed either with the fingers pads or with the strings meaning that
the two copper wire alias two electrical poles are connected
either with the fingers or the strings. While the finger connection is highly resistive, the string connection is highly
conductive.
A voltage divider was used with a 680 kOhm resistor in
series to each contact point on the fingerboard. The resistive difference, for example the difference between the skin
and the string closing the gap effects a different voltage
which is read in at the analog ports of the microcontroller
board. The microcontroller unit is an Arduino Nano with
an improved boot loader.
Following advantages of this setup are:

5.

EVALUATION OF THE FINAL SETUP WITH
THE VIOLINISTS

Seven violinists (6 females, mean age 24.3, SD 3.0), all but
one with more than 10 years of playing the violin participated in the study. Four considered themselves advanced,
1 considered himself a beginner. Three were students of
performing arts at a master level in a Swiss music conservatory and can be considered professional (See table 1 and 2).
All participants gave their written informed consent prior
to study begin.

1. Differentiation between finger or string to fingerboard
contact.

5.1 Measurements
All measurements were performed on a new master violin
(fecit 2010) by the awarded violin maker Hildegard Dodel,
Cremona, Italy. The violin bow was a Hill bow. Prior to
measurements, volunteers were allowed to warm-up in their
preferred way for a brief period of time (range 5-10 min) and
to adapt to the instrument they had to play. An acoustical
metronome paced playing speed. All the segments played
were placed on a music stand. All participants performed
standing.

2. Good tactile feeling due to the very small contact area
of the finger and the copper wires. The finger to wood
contact area is roughly more than 50%.
3. High temporal resolution, around 2.5 ms, due to high
sampling frequency of 400 Hz.
4. Wires can be fixed near the neck of the violin and
below the violin corpus.
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ID
Tv-01
Tv-02
Tv-03
Tv-04
Tv-05
Tv-06
Tv-07

Female
1

Male

Age
23
28
22
26
24
28
19

1
1
1
1
1
1

< 10 years

6.3

> 10 years
1

1

The pictures taken allow a visually estimate on the amount
of bow hairs used during playing (see Fig. 3). This fact appears particularly important, as this is an essential question
regarding playing efficiency and quality of sound.

1
1
1
1
1

6.4 The Bow to String Angle
Although, the angle has not to be 90◦ all the time, the bow
to string angle is an important parameter for musical expression (see Fig. 3). It is possible to learn many differing
angles during several playing situations. While bow angulation is until now a largely theoretical thought, with the
present setup it is possible to practically see the different
angulations. This can help to understand and use different
angulations in the context of sound production by oneself.
Fig. 4 shows a bow to string angle, deviating from 90◦ .

Table 1: Data of the subjects, participated in the
study.
ID
Tv-01
Tv-02
Tv-03
Tv-04
Tv-05
Tv-06
Tv-07

Beginner

Advanced

Violin Student
1

Bow Inclination: “Approximate Amount
of Hairs on the String”

Profess.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2: Data of the subjects, participated in the
study.

5.2

Study Design

Total measurement set up lasted for 20 min. All participants played a G- Major scale (2 octaves) and an e- minor scale (1 octave). Played tempo was 60 bpm in 4, 8,
16 and 32 subdivisions as fast as possible. Bowing tasks
were Détaché, Spiccatto and Sautilié with 1 and 2 bindings
each octave whereby 2 octaves were played with one binding. Requested rhythmical articulation was dotted, double
dotted and 2 bounded notes. All participants played the
Kreutzer study Nr. 2, bars 1 to 4. In addition, a 30 sec. to
1 min. segment of a piece at free choice, one fast and one
slow were played. After the measurement the subjects filled
a form with some questions regarding the experiment and
asked for further comments.

6.

Figure 3: Direct view onto the bow. Bow angle to
the string and approximate amount of hairs on the
string is easy to see.

UNEXPECTED RESULTS OF THE SENSOR SETUPS

In the following sections, findings are described, which have
an impact to daily teaching and exercising. The results
are also based on the used sensor setup and described in
short, although it does not directly affect the synchronization question.

6.1

Detection of “unused” Fingers on the Board

The final hybrid sensor setup indicates the position of all
fingers, including the ones not in the highest position of the
played string. In most methods for violin playing, these
“unused” fingers should not depress the string and their fingertips’ position should be a little bit above the string. This
fact is hard to see for the teacher and easily forgotten by the
student. This technical advice can be easily overseen by the
pupil and also the teacher concerned with other aspects of
the performance. The position sensor presented here allows
to investigate this question based on the measured data.

6.2

Figure 4: A further direct view onto the bow. Bow
angle to the string and approximate amount of hairs
on the string is easy to see. Here the bow to string
angle is not correct, it deviates from 90◦ .

7.

RESULTS OF THE SYNCHRONIZATION
OF THE LEFT HAND FINGER AND THE
RIGHT BOWING HAND

According to the audio recording of the subjects, playing
quality showed certain differences among study participants.
These differences cannot be only interpreted as the result
of too long or too unstable synchronization. Indeed, the
synchronization between the left-hand fingers and the bow
seems to be one of several significant parameters contributing to the observed differences.
The recorded data of left hand fingering and bow acceleration measurements revealed a pattern in which master
class students show a shorter average difference between
left-finger and right-bow onset. This difference ranged from

Direct View onto the Bow Movement

While at the beginning, the mini DV camcorder was installed to simplify data alignment, during data inspection
it became clear that the video allowed a clear view of the
bow. Based on this fact, several questions, regarding the
individual bow usage of each player can be observed.
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2
-24ms
-60ms
-51ms
-61ms
-24ms

3
61ms
89ms
38ms
32ms
48ms

4
80ms
149ms
89ms
93ms
72ms

5
14ms
24.1ms
29.6ms
16.5ms
16ms

-25ms

55ms

80ms

89ms

1200

Relative Acceleration and Finger on/off the String

1
Tv-01
Tv-02
Tv-03
Tv-04
Tv-05
Tv-06
Tv-07

Table 3: Column number 1: ID, 2: Maximum value
“too early”, bow change before finger change, 3:
Maximum value of bow change after finger change,
4: Maximum deviation value, 5: Average of all absolute values. The data of TV-06 were corrupted.

Fingerchange 1st Violin Player
Bow Acceleration 1st Violin Player
Bow Acceleration 2nd Violin Player
Fingerchange 2nd Violin Player

1000

800

600

400

200

A B
26000

26100

26200

26300

26400

26500

26600

time in msec.

Figure 5: Synchronisation of bow and finger change
of two musicians playing a Duo in C-Major from I.
Pleyel. The finger synchronisation of both players
is accidentally nearly at the same time, important
here is the starting point of the bow of each player
at position A and B.

14-16 ms for students, 16-29 ms for advanced and 24 ms
for the beginner. In addition, and in congruence with the
expected pattern of left-before-right movement onset, in 4
out of 6 participants left finger movement preceded right,
bow-hand movements (see table 3). It is important to note,
that due to the low number of participants and the technical characteristic of the present report, only descriptive
statistic of the data are meaningful. Summarizing, deviations from synchronicity within one playing task was larger
for beginners than for advanced players (see table 3). One
data set was corrupted and could not be used.

7.1

8.

Results of the Questionnaire

The acceptance of the hybrid setup was relatively high among
musicians. Four violinists declared the set up was not having any influence on their playing. One violinist found the
setup “a little bit distracting” regarding the fingerboard, one
felt the shoulder rest wiring and the shoulder rest in general
were distracting, and another one considered the bow sometimes “strange to control”. In addition, all participants felt
the hybrid set-up could be of use for their musical training,
and were willing to participate in a new run of such measurements. More over, participants vastly concurred with
the asked questions on bow position and finger positions
and movements.

7.2

Synchronization Between two Musicians

This evaluation was done by measuring two violinists playing a duo in C-Major composed by I. Pleyel. This piece of
music is considered to be easy to perform, particularly for
two master class violin players.
The measurements seem to allow precise data analysis
in terms of synchronization. The results show, that the
delay time between the starting time of bowings is 28ms.
This seems to be a quite high value, but on the other hand
compared to the left to right hand deviations of one single
person, it is close to the double delay time of 14-16 ms.

7.3

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The described setup represents a further step to gathering
objective data in instrumental music making. Furthermore,
the work represents a new step towards novel measurement
setups to quantify usually hidden parameters pivotal to music making, which are hard to hear and difficult to be objectively shown. While usually the individual impression of
“uncoordinated” playing may be right, its objective depiction and quantifying is a challenge. By using the presented
measurement setup and sensors it is possible to measure parameters like delays and irregularities of fingers of the left
hand as well as left-right movement (de-)synchronization. A
potential next step will be the implementation of real-time
feedback and the objective evaluation of exercises supposed
to enhance left-finger to bow-hand coordination. Based on
this information, the development of alternative exercises
might be attempted, which can be in turn objectively evaluated regarding their efficiency by using a comparable setup.
The next steps will also include the simplification of the
present setup and its refinement to still enhance its already
high acceptability among musicians. In addition, other relevant parameters not included here should be observed, also
in combination with diverse existing technologies. Easy understandable real-time feedback modalities, and the use of
the sensor setup in other types of musical instruments will
be a long-term goal. This may ultimately contribute to the
development of new methods of instrumental training.

9.

New Interface for Musical Expression Based
on Left and Right Hand Sensing

The presented sensor setup offers new opportunities to further steps to implement an USB-MIDI violin. Implementation of MIDI and OSC directly into the PCB on the violin
allows easy integration into electronic music environments.
Such a code would be easy to implement for the present
setup. Due to the big form factor of standard DIN plugs, a
DIN to MINI USB adapter cable is developed. This cable
is lightweight and does not influence the player. To avoid
potential confusion with conventional USB connectors it is
recommendable to perform a plug modification whereby a
new pin is added.
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had little contact with the processing of sound and neither with
synthesizers. After testing with saxophone players and trumpet
players, this investigation focuses on the saxophone.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the conceptualization and development of
an open source tool for controlling the sound of a saxophone
via the gestures of its performer. The motivation behind this
work is the need for easy access tools to explore, compose and
perform electroacoustic music in Colombian music schools and
conservatories. This work led to the adaptation of common
hardware to be used as a sensor attached to an acoustic
instrument and the development of software applications to
record, visualize and map performers gesture data into signal
processing parameters. The scope of this work suggested that
focus was to be made on a specific instrument so the saxophone
was chosen. Gestures were selected in an iterative process with
the performer, although a more ambitious strategy to figure out
main gestures of an instruments performance was first defined.
Detailed gesture-to-sound processing mappings are exposed in
the text. An electroacoustic musical piece was successfully
rehearsed and recorded using the Gest-O system.

This article describes the development of a hardware system
incorporated to the saxophone connected via blue tooth to a
DSP system developed in Pure Data [1]. Various user tests
were carried on with professional saxophone players using
diverse approaches to find the right gestures. This first stage of
the process ends up with the composition, montage,
performance and recording of a piece for solo sax and
electronics.
The project was aimed at finding gestures that could be used to
control a real time sound processing system. Diverse strategies
were used to define the right set of gestures. The final used
strategy consisted in making agreements between the performer
and the designers using an electroacoustic piece as a
framework. Mappings between gestures and different
processing algorithms were derived from those agreements.
Although the strategy proves successful and the piece is
rehearsed and recorded, a partial conclusion is that such a
system in the future should allow the musician the selection of
his/her gestures and let the system adapt to them in automatic
fashion.

Keywords

Electroacoustic music, saxophone, expanded instrument,
gesture.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Colombian context, there is an evident gap between the
musical community and the techniques related to
electroacoustic music. On one hand, because the curriculum in
the majority of music schools, from junior to senior level,
doesn't encourage the use of technology; on the other hand,
because the instrumental groups remain mostly traditional.
Thus, the daily life in music schools is not too close to the use
of technological devices in the process of assembly,
performance or production of electroacoustic works.

2. RELATED WORK

Several works have been made with the intention of
expanding/augmenting instruments by means of a technological
way. Such tools augment the interpretation and compositing
possibilities, either way by expanding the techniques to
approach the instrument, or by changes in the instrument’s
sound using real time processing.
Using sensors that translate actions from the interpreter in an
analog way, we find Tod Machover and Joe Chung’s work with
the Hyperinstruments project [2]. Hyperinstruments builds a
solid ground in instrument expansion and in the approach of the
musical community towards electroacoustic music. The term
Hyperinstrument becomes one of the ways we can name an
expanded instrument; we find in Hyper-bow [3] and Hyperflute[4], interesting advances in the refinement of the way we
capture gestures and in the use of musical gestures to carry out
sound expansion, taking into account the physical capabilities
of the interpreter.

This project aims to create useful open source tools to be shared
with the musical community, particularly through the
expansion of acoustical musical instruments. It is expected in
the mid-term that new composers and musicians will be able to
familiarize with pieces and electroacoustic composition through
performance and experimentation.
The first stage of the project has been focused on the expansion
of wind instruments, knowing that most of the performers have
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Along in the same line as the Hyper-Bow we find K-Bow. It’s
an instrument developed by KMI (Keith Macmillan
Instruments) which successfully brings the interpreter and the
compositor closer to electronically expanded techniques. Very
similar to Hyper-bow, K-bow uses pressure sensors and
accelerometers to complete a wireless device that
communicates the interpreter’s gestures to the computer.
Today, a quartet K-Bow piece exists, composed by Douglas
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Quin and interpreted for the first time by the Kronos quartet in
November 2011[5].

3.2 The sensor

With the goal of capturing performers gestures, the electronic
plaque of a Wiimote control was used. Considering that only
movement data from the accelerometer and gyroscope is
needed, there was no need to use any of the buttons. Also a
cable was soldered to the current input to avoid battery weigh
from affecting performers interpretation (see image 1).

The Bass Sleve is yet another project that uses a great variety of
sensors in the creation of a real time augmented bass
multimedia controller [6]. It has controllers located on the knee,
foot and on the instrument, and it has Computer vision image
analysis; the global device uses auxiliary movements, different
from the traditional movements made by a bass player; these
movements can result to be invasive for the interpreter, from
which the direct work with interpreters is fundamental.
In the field of the brass instrument family we find in [17], the
starting point of expanding brass instruments that take into
account performers traditional interpretation;
several
augmented brass instruments have been designed and
implemented in the past years, instruments may be more or less
invasive depending on the control device used for sound
processing, pressure and position sensors, plus in some cases
push buttons, seem to be a general choice [16][18] to mention
two; augmenting brass instruments have come to the point of
developing a whole new interface in which the primary concept
of the instrument may become blurry due to its changes, not
only physical but in the way instrument is played [19], although
we don't have nothing against this approach, our own research
showed that traditional music performers, which are our main
interest, really don't feel comfortable with new controls built in
their instruments.

Image 1: sensor
Batteries were fitted onto the performers belt with a two meter
long cable and a case was designed so the sensor could be set
onto the saxophone in the less invasive way possible. A
Bluetooth connection with the computer is made via OSCulator
software, which, passes data to PureData through OSC[11].

3.3 Tests with different instruments

Initial tests consisted in measuring musical interpretations to
measure fluctuations and possible patterns in the performers
movements that could be present in different kinds of musical
moods.

3. GEST-O
3.1 About musical gesture

Musical experience, to denote the moment in which we listen to
music, whether it is in a concert, the radio, or an mp3 player,
finds itself deeply related to corporal movement [8]. It becomes
evident since the origins of music that it is closely related to
dance. Moreover, musical terminology uses metaphoric ideas
such as allegro, dolce, vivace to guarantee that expressiveness
from the performer has the desired intention that the composer
conceived [9]. It is clear that human beings are in full capacity
to acknowledge gestures and movements that could be violent,
joyful, loving [9], and that we can understand between
mechanical movement and the reasons behind it [10].

In case that some pattern in movements could be found, they
could be used as gestures to control an instrument processing
system in real time. The idea was that, if such natural gestures
existed, they would be candidates to be used as control input
for an audio processing system. This assumption was made due
to the fact that if those gestures exist in any kind of expressive
mood and that they were common to all musicians, they would
not imply new learning.
In order to get data from the sensor in early tests, a PureData
patch was developed to store audio and sensor data from the
performances. Recorded sensor variables are shown in Table 1.

A gesture could be considered in communication, control and
metaphor perspectives [8]. When we use gestures to
communicate, they serve as means to our intentions, for
instance when we interact socially. When we use them under
the control point of view, they become elements to manipulate
some parameter. Metaphoric gesture is that whose movement is
led by a concept. This project is focused in the analysis of
gesture as a mechanism of control to communicate concepts
conceived by the composer.

Table 1. Variables the sensor sends while fixed onto the
instrument

A wind instrument performer usually focus his attention in the
control of his fingers and the blowing of his instrument, leaving
as the only way to interact with hardware, the use of pedals
limited at one control at a time. However there is a great
amount of body gestures additional to those needed for the
interpretation that can be measured through digital systems to
be used in real time sound control.

Variable

Meaning

Acceleration
pitch
yaw
roll
pitchAngle
rollAngle
yawAngle
Audio

acceleration
Y rotation
Z rotation
X rotation
Y tilt
Z tilt
X tilt
Audio

Initial tests were carried out with two professional music
performers: a saxophonist and a trumpet player (see images 2.a
and 2.b).
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a. Test with saxophone

b. Test with trumpet

c. Data in the system

Image 2. User Tests’ record

3.5 An approach to gesture analysis

The data gathered from the tests was loaded in a custom
application (see image 2.c) for its analysis. Striving to look for
patterns between audio and gesture data, work took another
road and it was decided to concentrate merely on the
saxophone, so the objectives of the project could be achieved in
the allotted time. The project leaned toward the reduction of the
breach between the interpreter and a specific musical piece.
Tests on this second stage were done with a sax student. The
attention focused on the search for gestures that were
independent from the main performance gestures, such as
blowing and fingering. After making several explorative
sessions with the performer, a group of independent gestures
that the interpreter felt comfortable with were defined. (See left
column of Table 2)

In the left column of Table 2 there is a list of processes and the
different variables involved in their control. The difference
between discrete binary variables and continuous variables was
key to the development of the application, as each one of them
requires a different type of gesture: a continuous variable
requires of a gesture that is equally continuous so the
interpreter can control it with certain amount of precision
having in mind a range of movement that defines a maximum
and a minimum point. A discrete binary variable (i.e. on/off)
requires other type of gesture, a gesture that points or indicates
but with no defined dimension.
Mapping was made by agreements between the design team
and the performer and consisted firstly in defining the possible
relations between the type of variables and gestures, secondly
on programming algorithms that identify each one of the
gestures and, finally, on testing that mapping. This process
repeats itself a good amount of times while playing the piece so
the gesture, its relation with the instruments interpretation and
above all the calibration of the range of movement can be
optimized. As an additional constraint to the mapping, the score
suggested that at some points various effects should be
available for the performer at the same time. In the right
column of Table 2 are the gestures that were finally defined
with the interpreter that correspond to the necessary variables
for sound processing in the left column.

As to the musical piece, “Perla” from Colombian composer
Jose Gallardo was selected. This is a piece for solo sax and real
time electronics. In this piece 6 different sound effects are used
which are: grane sampling, ring modulation, reverberation,
delay, and multiphonics.

3.6 Rehearsal and recording of the piece

Once the gestures and the control requirements were defined,
and the piece was chosen, the development of a PureData
application to use on the prototypes final test was started. The
application inputs are real time sensor data, and the instruments
sound. The output is the transformed sound. The critical part of
the development lies in mapping the best possible way the
movements, gestures, and actions of the user/interpreter with
the processing systems parameters. Depending on the style and
the way we approach the gesture mapping, it can considerably
alter the way the instrument behaves [12]. In this ongoing
investigation all the technical factors of the traditional
instruments are considered, in order to achieve accurate and
fluent control from the performer.

The variables Grane Amplitude, Grane size, Modulation Index,
Reverb mix, and Delay mix are all continuous variables
controlled with continuous gestures. Grane sampling on/off,
Ring Modulation on/off and Multiphonics on/off were of the
discrete kind and controlled with discrete gestures.

Table 2. Gestures and their corresponding effects
Effect
Gesture
Grane Sampling On/Off

Jump

\ Grane Amplitude

Upwards Leaning

\ Grane Size

Sideways Leaning (right)

Ring Modulation On/Off
\ Modulation Index

Shaking the instrument
sideways
Average between upwards
and sideways (right) tilt

Reverb Mix

Downwards leaning

Multiphonics On/Off

Shaking the instrument
forward

Delay Mix

Upwards Leaning

Image 3. PureData application
The Pure Data application was finished with a GUI specifically
designed to monitor the processing values in real time, and the
changes produced by performers movements (see Image 3).
This GUI has all the information of the system status at the
moment of the performance, so it is intended to be used as a
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real time guide. A video of the system running in a
performance of the musical piece can be found online [15].
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FUTURE

Finding gestural patterns in different performers of the same
instrument is a complex task even when there are a small
number of performers. Instrument players have each different
backgrounds, tastes, and ways that lead to different gestures
during performance. Although this was Gest-O main objective,
due to limitations of time and scope this objective was adjusted
to the interpretation of gestures from a specific performer to
meet the needs of a specific piece.
Despite taking a different path, it is probable that the search for
common gestures might not be the right choice in projects of
this type. Another choice could be a system that allows a user
to choose his/her own gesture and to choose where it is going to
be mapped to. The development of such adaptive systems is a
direction in which this project might evolve.
A first goal of creating a system useful for the transformation of
saxophones sound using performer gestures was completed.
The rehearsal and recording of the piece was done correctly and
the results are musically satisfactory. The performer, although
it was his first work with electroacoustic music, was very
pleased to find out that such alterations of saxophones sound
could be achieved.
Universal gestures (greetings, surprise, anger), change between
societies depending on existing cultural codes. Although there
are advanced studies about gesture and speech [13], gesture and
music [14], it is known that hand movements and facial
expressions that go with speech are an inextricable aspect of
communication [8]. Music, to be communicated to a listener,
has to go through at least two important steps: a composer
writes in the language of sound, so a performer can
communicate the listener the work conceived by the composer.
All this social, cultural and personal factors additional to the
complex musical abstractions make the big idea of a series of
standardized gestures almost out of reach. If technical factors of
each instruments performance are added, possibilities of
generalization are reduced even more.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the utilization of human skin as a tangible
interface for musical expression and collaborative performance.
We present an overview of existing different instrument
designs that include the skin as the main input. As a further
development of a previous exploration [16] we outline the setup
and interaction methods of ‘Skintimacy’, an instrument that
appropriates the skin for low voltage power transmission in
multi-player interaction. Observations deriving from proof-ofconcept exploration and performances using the instrument are
brought into the reflection and discussion concerning the
capabilities and limitations of skin as an input surface.

Keywords
Skin-based instruments, skin conductivity, collaborative
interfaces, embodiment, intimacy, multi-player performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Musical interfaces that are designed to control and manipulate
computer-generated sound undergo an evolution through
permanent processes of redesigning, change of use and
transformative experiments. In comparison to the interface
design of acoustic instruments, this rapid technological change
ties human-computer interaction (HCI) to the question of form.
By ‘form’ we herewith mean not only the body or shape of an
instrument but also the arrangement and style that prescribes a
certain human behavior and interaction with companions in
playing the instrument. Miniaturization, the ongoing
development, and the affordability of electronic components
are some reasons as to why interfaces grow more and more
diverse. Within DIY, hardware hacking, and open source
communities the considerable increase of information on the
development and design of alternative musical instruments
foster this progress. In electronic and digital systems the
structural decoupling of the performers gesture from the sound
synthesis is crucial for the wide creative scope of experimental
interface design [1]. Thus, a part of HCI research enters into the
questions of what role the human body might play in interactive
performances with computers, and how appropriate interfaces
should be designed.
Our research approach bears upon a study done by Fencott and
Bryan-Kinns by focusing on open-ended computer supported
musical interaction and a less task-based context [2]. It overlaps
by studying collective musical performances to inform
interface/instrument design processes, but differs insofar as its
setup is intended to afford whole body interaction through
touch instead of a screen based performance.

jochen.fuchs@fh-potsdam.de

This paper seeks to contribute to the discourse on musical
interfaces that include the human skin. Interfaces in which the
skin not only serves as a surface or draws a spatial border
between the human body and the physical quality of an
instrument, but becomes a structural part of the instrument and
a performative medium.

2. SKIN-BASED INTERFACES FOR
MUSICAL EXPRESSION
An instrument has a “tactile” quality whenever it is understood
to imply a physical contact between the performer and the
interface, and also if the device often has merely an
intermediary role. The aesthetic experience initiated by the
interaction can range from simple sensations to multifaceted
feedback (re-)actions. In any case the human organism obtains
information through his/her cutaneous organ: receptors on the
skin and in subcutaneous tissues are sensitive to pressure,
thermal properties, softness, wetness, friction, texture, to name
but a few [3]. Extensive research on haptic feedback and its
benefit for continuous performance albeit not in the focus of
our work, can be found in O’Modhrain’s thesis [4].
In the following chapter we present an overview of existing
interfaces with respect to the skin. The list of examples that are
taken from an art context or HCI research makes no claim to
completeness. The categorization is intended to reveal the
differing utilization of skin as inherent part of the interface.

2.1 Skin as recipient
The skin acts as a recipient of information sent by a
computational system. One exciting example of how a skin
surface is synchronized with the music is given by the artist
Manabe: in “Face Visualizer”, electrical wires are taped to the
skin and are used to stimulate different face muscles. Each
electric stimulation – triggered by the rhythm of the music –
makes the face flinch and cringe [5]. Since the 1970s, extensive
research has been done focusing on the importance and
sensuous enrichment of haptic feedback in musical interaction.
Starting with the design of vibrotactile suits and “concerts for
the skin”, the research of Gunter et. al. led to the new artistic
approach “Composing for the Sense of Touch” with respect to
the cutaneous perceptual apparatus [6]. For a synopsis of haptic
feedback instruments, we refer to Chapter Two of the book
New Digital Musical Instruments by Miranda and Wanderley
[3].
However, in the following text, we draw attention to these
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Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.2 Skin as Substrate

become active parts of the instrument. Furthermore, any
number of persons can participate in manipulating sounds
through touching each other’s skin, as the experiment “Chain of
Emotion” by the MuSE research group from SARC has
demonstrated [15]. This manner of interaction is a unique
feature of interfaces using the conductivity of the skin and
extensive experimenting has been observed in several
performances. The fact that the action of touching another
person’s skin during a musical performance challenges an
individual’s private sphere, and this needs attention. Whereas
dance practically deals with the issue of interpersonal touch and
intimacy, their critical examination is quite new to the research
field of New Instruments for Musical Expressions.

Skin-based interfaces apply theoretical embodiment concepts to
musical performance in a practical way. The skin as an
inseparable sensory organ of the human body entails
phenomena that the design of interfaces take advantage of.
First, the proprioception, i.e. both the conscious and
unconscious perception of one’s own body position and
strength of effort being employed in movement. And secondly,
when performing on stage the body is always present, and thus
it is constantly available for physical interaction. From the
“embodied” perspective on musical interaction, skintight suits
come close to the concepts proposed by Dourish. He explores
the relationship of phenomenological philosophy and computer
interaction [7]. Kobakant has designed a soft sensor suit to
control robotive musical instruments or samples during a dance
performance. The sensors are sewn into place underneath the
tight stretchy fabric of the suit [8]. In Pilditch’s et. al work the
performer’s skin is coated with conductive ink and affords
closing electronic circuits by pressing parts of the body onto a
chamber’s wall [9]. Referring to the skin as a central input
surface, HCI research projects like Skinput [10] and Sixth
Sense [11] adduce technological evidence of its practicability.
Even though the sensor technologies of these projects differ
from each other, they have in common the utilization of skin as
a substrate, as a medium of which parts of the instruments are
attached to.

3. ‘SKINTIMACY’ – AN INSTRUMENT
FOR PERFORMANCE AND
EXPLORATION
3.1 Interaction Methods
Skintimacy is an instrument by which both a sound synthesis
and looped samples can be manipulated. Participants can act as
a constituent of a specific electrical circuit. In doing so each
affiliated participant assumes a specific role in the joint play.
Through a skin contact with a "master” a corresponding circuit
is closed (see Figure 2). Persons can join the performance by
touching affiliated players and thus act as a conductive bridge.
The action of one player touching another influences the sound
by varying the intensity, the duration of contact and the
movement speed. The hierarchical structure with the roles of
"master" and “slaves” is based on the current state of
development and is not proposed as a structural ideology.

2.3 Skin as Conductor
A wide range of measurable human biosignals has been
sonified as a form of auditory display to inform physicians
about patient’s state of health. With his artistic work ‘Music for
Solo Performer’ (1965) Alvin Lucier was a pioneer in the use
of brain waves in the context of a concert [3]. Further
technologies, such as the measurement of changes in electric
currents across an organ or specialized cell system like the
nervous system, have been applied to computer-supported
musical performances. Chapter Four of the aforementioned
book by Miranda & Wanderley gives an overview of existing
principles exemplified by “conductor’s jacket” and the
braincomputer musical interface (BCMI-piano)[3].
With respect to the human skin we turn our attention to a
specific characteristic of the human body: its electrical
conductivity. Since the 19th century skin conductivity has been
measured for the purpose of physiological and psychological
analysis. Changes in the relative conductivity of an electrical
current between electrodes can be measured and in experiments
have been related to specific emotional arousals. If the
reliability of this method and thus applicability in a
psychophysical context is arguable, then it offers playful
potential for musical interaction. The Cracklebox by Waisvisz
is probably the most well known instrument, with an interface
that includes the conductive features of human skin. It is a
portable alternative 'keyboard' analog audio synthesizer with
inbuilt loudspeaker that has its roots in the experimentation of
and touching on electronic circuit boards. Waisvisz describes
the role assumed by his skin:

Figure 1. Exercise with Skintimacy.

3.2 Setup
The technical construction of Skintimacy is as follows: The
skin resistance value, tracked by a unit using the ArduinoBoard, is sent to a PC where the mapping and sound synthesis
proceeds using the visual programming language Pure Data.
The audible outcome of an interactive performance depends not
only on the interactive gestures but also on individual skin
profile, and on various impacts such as moisture, pollution, etc.
Thus, a reliable controllability of sound modulation is severely
limited.

“By patching the different parts of the circuit through my –
conductive – fingers and hands became the thinking [wet] part
of a electronic circuit and i started seeing my skin as a
patchable cable, potentiometer and condensator.” [12]
Setups of several musical interfaces follow up the structure,
though they vary in operation and performance. By performing
with systems like “Ground me”[14], “skinstruments” [13] as
well as “Drawdio”, the human body, its skin and its movements
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sense of touch) as an interface. Benthien states that
“historically […] tactus was understood early on in the sense of
intimacy, since […] it essentially precludes a collective
experience” [18]. In the field of HCI research different
interpretations of the term ‘intimacy’ are existing. According to
Fels, intimacy “deals with the perceived match between the
behaviour of a device and the operation of that device” [19]. In
the context of skin-based interfaces we adopt a definition of
intimacy that relates to the individual emotion of privacy. We
have observed that personal and intimate borders are shifting
significantly in a performative context where a computational
(musical) process is linked to interpersonal touch.

Figure 3. The intimacy of touch.
Discontinuous values due to individual properties
Individual properties of the skin have an unpredictable effect on
the numerical analysis through sensory tracking. Thus a reliable
tracking is precluded. This restriction on the one hand side
faces the freedom of musical expression on the other. As
Waisvisz puts it playing the Cracklebox:
“I derived lots of pleasure from the fact that there is, and is, no
universal notation for sound. There was no way for me to start
transferring laws and methods from existing tonal music
concepts”[12].
Instruments that apply skin conductivity for sound
manipulation merely give an example of rough sound control.

Figure 2. Instrument setup.
At the current state the instrument includes the following
features:
• Up to five players can connect to the device via
electrodes
• The control of effects is possible through body specific
mapping
• Volume control, mode for direct control of FM
synthesis, sample playback rate, reverb and balance – to
mention just a few – are effects that have been
implemented
• Fine-tuning to adjust the skin-conductivity to the sensor
• Variations of how to wire the performer to the
instruments have been tested: Velcro bracelet, rings, a
wristlet woven with conductive yarn, disposable
electrodes

Cultural differences
The type, the period and the amount of touch varies according
to cultural codes. Furthermore it depends whether the
interaction manifests in public or private. Sex and relational
stage have a substantial influence on haptic behavior. However
the interpersonal relationship between performers can rapidly
change through the shared experience of performing.
The Audience
In addition to the audio, visual information is a substantial
element of skin-based interaction that is conveyed to the
listener. The audience can see the performer’s touch and
recognizes the effort made to manipulate the sound. The
handling of physical effort is part of a universal language [12].
As the “Chain of Emotions” has demonstrated, the audience
can easily join the collective play [15].

4. CONCLUSION – THE POTENTIALS
AND LIMITATIONS OF SKIN-BASED
INTERFACES
Based on observations we made during a one week student
project – and also a festival where hundreds of visitors tried out
the interface – we draw conclusions that might inform future
design processes with skin-based interfaces for musical
expression.

Access to Sound
One advantage of (conductive) skin-based interfaces is that by
intuitively touching another person one can learn to play these
instruments without having to have schematic knowledge about
the setup. Interaction schemes, electronic circuit theory and
synthesis methods can be neglected in the first instance. In
favor, it can be learned by playing by ear and played with tacit
knowledge. Through playing on another person’s body one can
get the feeling of a direct relation to the immediate musical
pleasure of sound.

Arrangement of players
As the design of an instrument always has an impact on its
interaction, modalities of touch can be influenced. The design
of “Freqtric Drums” as an example for skin-based musical
interaction invites the performer to keep hold of a conductive
handle. Hence the movement of body parts is constrained. It
provides for touch on the upper parts of mate’s bodies [17].
Intimacy
The question of intimacy is brought to the foreground with the
upcoming trend in HCI to use skin (and the precision of the
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We plan to continue our cooperation with professional dancers
to test and to improve the instrument on a technical but also on
an aesthetic level. Furthermore, we are developing an open
source ”Skintimacy construction kit“ that allows for individual
exploration and redesign.

Figure 4. Prototypes of the construction kit.
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ABSTRACT

new sound programming interface we aim to augment existing smart textile workshop concepts by the realm of interactive music creation. In this paper we present our work
on the derivation and development of a graphical user interface (GUI) to enable children to program simple sound
synthesis patches to be controlled through sensors such as
accelerometers or light sensors. Furthermore we sketch its
use in a technology design workshop.

In this paper we present our project to make sound synthesis
and music controller construction accessible to children in
a technology design workshop. We present the work we
have carried out to develop a graphical user interface, and
give account of the workshop we conducted in collaboration
with a local primary school. Our results indicate that the
production of audio events by means of digital synthesis
and algorithmic composition provides a rich and interesting
field to be discovered for pedagogical workshops taking a
Constructionist approach.

2.

RELATED WORK

Constructionist [9] workshops with smart textiles [11] and
construction kits such as the EduWear kit [12] or the LilyPad platform [3] have shown that children have considerable
interest in embedding sound capabilities in their artifacts.
Generally the standard workshop set-up provides a good
basis for the creation of personal music controllers, since a
huge variety of materials, tools and components are available [12]. As stated previously, the possible ways to create
sensor interfaces with self-made sensors for music interaction provide a vast area to be explored, for instance [8] (the
mentioning “homemade pressure and position sensors”, sensors from video tape or antistatic foam), [6] (“conductive
ink, adhesive, rubber, tape, elastics and porous materials”),
[4] (pencil lead resistors and homemade tilt switches, to
name but a few ways to interface to music). Software environments specially designed to develop programs that synthesize sounds are very abstract and require a rather large
knowledge base to formulate musical expressions. This is
true for text based programming environments such as SuperCollider or ChucK [18] as well as for graphical programming environments such as Pure Data [10] or MaxMSP. A
Sound Modelling and Control Kit (SMaCK) geared for children aged 9-13 was presented in [17]. Children can gain access to additive sound synthesis and control their sound with
a personal hardware controller. However, SMaCK lacks programmability and provides merely linear assignment of parameters to sound properties.

Keywords
Child Computer Interaction, Constructionism, Sound and
Music Computing, Human-Computer Interface Design, Music Composition and Generation, Interactive Audio Systems, Technology Design Activities.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music constitutes a significant part of children’s lives. While
the construction of novel musical interfaces enjoys great
popularity amongst professionals such as engineers, scientists, and artists, we argue that the educational potential
of the interface creation has been neglected in the past. By
taking advantage of this potential in an educational setting,
music can nurture interest in active participation in the design and development of technological artifacts [16]. Sound
synthesis can provide a unique access to technology and
hence foster interest in Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) related subjects. This requires appropriate interfaces and workshop concepts. A Constructionist
[9] sound environment could serve as a rich field to generate a personal and meaningful understanding of the creative
possibilities of computer generated music. Although some
prior work suggest that music has a great potential to foster children’s interest in technology and some stress on its
supportive qualities in learning processes, the community
lacks appropriate sound design environments for children.
Core issue here is the software for children to program and
build interesting sounds. Children should find themselves as
creators of technology and active participants in the design
process, rather than mere consumers or spectators. With
our project we would like to address this problem. With a

3.

PRE-STUDY

In the following section we present our project work. Starting with the motivation, we will sketch our development
process from the first pre-test with ideas of participatory design [19] to the working prototype used in the final school
workshop. Within a Halloween Theme Based Workshop
children were assisted in using the Arduino board to trigger simple pre-recorded wave sounds. While this enabled
the participants to create fun artifacts it neither provided
a deeper understanding of digital sound production nor enabled further interaction with the sound itself. However,
this initial set up convinced us that the children were interested in creating more flexible sounds. The next step was to
experiment with existing professional environments in order
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• Language issues (only English version).

to enable the creation of more powerful artifacts in terms of
sound capabilities. We conducted a test with a small group
of children (four participants) using Pure Data in order to
understand the potential of a unit generator based graphical programming environment and the problems which may
arise during the interaction with it. This approach was inspired using methods of participatory design which involved
the users at an early stage of development, rather than just
evaluating the finished product at the very end, where feedback has little or no impact. The approach required constant iteration of the software evolving along user feedback.
A graphical programming environment for sound synthesis was chosen for an initial study with children to gather
material on how sound programming could be made accessible. Several projects revealed that graphical programming
languages have great potential to be accepted and understood by the youngsters. Popular examples for successful
environments are the LEGO-Mindstorms programming environment RCX-Code, Scratch 1 , or the Java based Amici 2
(to program the Arduino board). Over a period of six weeks
four children (aged 11-14) visited the university once a week
to work with Pure Data in combination with other craft materials. Over this period different approaches to the software
were taken. The general notion was to move from an empty
patch to a pre-configured interface with custom high level
abstractions (e.g. frequency modulation). In the beginning
a small number of intrinsic elements of Pure Data 3 was explained to the children, such as osc∼ , dac∼ , metro and

• The interface is based on the drag-and-drop metaphor.
The handles of objects are too small, therefore they
are hard to grab.
• There are only few visual cues on the functionality of
a patch (e.g. the order of connections is invisible, hot
and cold inlets look the same).
• It is unclear why connections cannot be drawn from
inlet to outlet (from drain to source).
We figured that most of the shortcomings that became apparent during the pre-test could be eliminated by providing
an alternative GUI. Based on the findings and the experiences made during this phase we developed a GUI, which is
presented in the next section.

4.

random . The sessions were captured by means of video
and audio recordings. The two tutors were asked to write a
brief protocol after each session. They were asked to observe
the children in the process of constructing sound pieces.
One focus was to pay attention to “indicators of enjoyment
and engagement” as defined in [15]: “smiles, laughter, or
positive body language, and also signs of lack of enjoyment
and frustration, including, for example sighs, and looking
around the room”. The documentation should include the
process of artifact design, referring to the actual behavior
of participants (social interaction, expressions) and their activities (planning, constructing, playing, etc.) as well as the
construction process in hardware and software. During the
session the children were encouraged to give their opinion,
to discuss problems, exchange ideas, communicate critical
parts of the software, present their work, reflect on it and
perform together. Based on the observations and the feedback of the children the interface was altered and extended
by the tutors consecutively from session to session, resulting in a color coded pre-configured patch with custom high
level abstractions. Most handling issues observed were related to the GUI. We can report a significant amount of
positive feedback from the subjective user experience of the
participants that used the software. The fundamental principal of graphical programming, connecting units to form a
patch, was conceived as stimulating. It comes as no surprise
that the raw PD GUI provided some difficulties regarding
usability. We have summarized the main difficulties of the
children using the software as follows:

GUI PROTOTYPE

Figure 1: GUI showing a childs patch with three
analog inputs coming from the Arduino (a0, a1, a2)
controlling master volume, saw tooth frequency and
sine wave pitch.
As a consequence of the pre-test we decided to replace
the textual identifiers of unit generators and filters with
distinct iconic representations. At the start of the program the objects are already present on the screen. Objects can be dragged and dropped - without prior navigation
through multi-layered menus. Since some difficulties arose
when making explicit connections between objects, we reviewed literature for alternatives. As appropriate for this
purpose we identified the dynamic patching [7] approach
as used for the reacTable [14]. The alternative GUI (Figure 1) was designed to have a small number of elements
such as unit generators, controllers and filters that were
refined in the color coded pre-configured patch during the
pre-test with the children. Furthermore we provided objects
to represent data input from the Arduino board. The GUI
was implemented using the open source C++ toolkit openFrameworks 4 . Pure Data was used as the sound engine,

• Elements are not easily accessible. One has to know
the name of an object to use it.
• Object names are not expressive. Without prior knowledge identifiers such as vcf∼ do not mean much.
1
Developed by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT
Media Lab, http://scratch.mit.edu/
2
http://dimeb.informatik.uni-bremen.de/eduwear/
3
Pd version 0.41.4-extended

4
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receiving OSC messages from the GUI. The serial connection between microcontroller and host computer was realized with the Firmata5 standard firmware and the Pduino
object6 . On the hardware side the connection was realized
with Xbee modules7 .

quite similar, in that they are all shirt based. However, the
theme they followed and the sound that was programmed
for them using the GUI, differed to a large extent. The
first one, the ZOMBIE SHIRT, was meant to produce a
creepy, eerie sound controlled through a self-made pressure
sensor. The second one, the BREAKDANCE SHIRT, used
accelerometers to speed up and slow down a drum loop to
produce “the soundtrack to the dance” on-the-fly. The third
shirt was created to be a percussion instrument; two pressure sensors could trigger short harmonic sounds. Number
four in Figure 3 shows the ARM FLUTE. A temperature
sensor in a straw was used to probe for the musician blowing. The sensor values were mapped through the GUI onto
the amplitude of a melody, with speed controlled by means
of a pressure sensor. The final artifact number five was
the only creation not mounted to the body. The so called
STOMP PIANO was placed on the stage and controlled
through self-made pressure sensors to vary pitch and volume of the sound.

5. SCHOOL WORKSHOP AND RESULTS
The implemented GUI was then to be used in a sound
workshop. The workshop “Moving Sounds” was organized
in collaboration with a local primary school. 20 girls and
boys of the 4th grade were involved in inventing, creating,
performing music controllers twice a week over a period of
five weeks with a public performance at the end to present
their inventions (Figure 2). The sessions were planned

Figure 2: Children rehearsing gestures for the performance with their digital sound artifacts.
to follow the five pedagogical stages as described in [5]:
1. During the first session children had the opportunity
to freely think about what kind of sounds they would like
to make. They collected ideas and sketched first blueprints
loosely related to fantastic musical instruments. At this
stage they were not confronted with the constraints of the
hardware and software. 2. The children were introduced
to sensors, actuators and the microcontroller. The second stage was also used to introduce the children to the
GUI for sound production. 3. The children formed project
groups to combine ideas from the first sessions with the
knowledge gained during the second one. The children reinvented their ideas with their acquired technical knowledge and worked in groups on realizing them. 4. At the
fourth stage the children could follow their ideas and complete some hands-on work with constructing and programming. 5. The public presentation was an important part
of the pedagogical set-up. The children could show what
they had learned and how they gained confidence in the
interaction with the technology.
The GUI was used with an enthusiasm that actually became a usability issue; for practical reasons the children
worked on a project in groups of four. This proved to be
challenging at different stages, for instance while working
with the software, as every group member wanted to be in
charge of the mouse. The individuals had no difficulty in
creating patches and the interaction with the GUI was perceived by the three workshop tutors as enjoyable for the
children.
Within the five weeks five sound artifacts were created.
They are shown in Figure 3. The first three seem to be

Figure 3: Childrens inventions: 1. Sound Zombie,
2. Breakdance Shirt, 3. Body Drum, 4. Arm Flut,
5. Stomp Piano.

6.

CONCLUSION

5

The workshop was discussed by the tutors and pupils at the
end of each session as well as during a final meeting after the
performance. The overall feedback was very positive. However, during the performance it became apparent that the
division of a music controller in sound generating unit (the
computer) and the controller (the artifacts) was problematic
from an experience design point of view. Sometimes it was
confusing for the little performers. For future workshop we
suggest to mount the sound producer on the artifact itself,
using for instance battery powered PC speakers. We assume that the children would have felt more in control over
the instrument. In this we would suggest to aim to create AutoNMAs as coined in [1] denoting autonomous new
media artifacts. We strongly recommend to make the artifacts self-contained - also to avoid the problematic wireless
connection. This might be achieved through mobile-phone
centered workshops. Another approach to this could be to
use the microcontroller itself for sound production by toggling I/O pins at a certain rate (aka bit-banging) or by using
a simple DAC and multiple output pins8 . By implementing a bit-banging interface for children the artifacts could
become independent from a host computer. The digital
processing could be linked closer to the sound generation.

6

8

www.firmata.org
at.or.at/hans/pd/objects.html#pduino
7
www.digi.com

http://www.uchobby.com/index.php/2007/11/11/
arduino-sound-part-1/
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Bringing the sound production closer to the actual events
on the hardware level one might also avoid what Hejlsberg
refers to as simplexity [2]. The exploration of fundamental programming concepts such as control statements (e.g.
relational operators or conditionals) could be enabled. For
the implementation of sound synthesis software for children
we suggest to focus on musical playfulness as a measure for
a successful design. Play is a significant strategy to acquire
knowledge about the world. We take the diversity of artifacts that were created during the workshop as an indicator
that the overall concept is not restrictive and indeed enables
children to realize their ideas in a free flow. Two key words
are especially important when designing for children: simplicity and robustness. The first one was also stated in [13].
It is important that the children feel in control and are independent from a teacher or a tutor. Robustness is an equally
straight forward point, however worth mentioning here. The
goal should be to provide a stable environment that does not
impose interruptions due to necessary software debugging in
the workshop. From the observations it is possible to draw
a number of conclusions. Apart from some usability issues
with the current environment (as identified in the pre-test
in Section 3) it turned out that children are motivated to
dedicate their attention to a rather abstract environment
that offers an interesting, rewarding output with aesthetic
qualities. By trend the sound environment nurtures intrinsic motivation and enables self-motivated creation, exploration, and play. The iconic representations as used in the
GUI are still abstract; yet they seemed to offer more room
for association than just the textual identifiers. This could
be extended by enabling the participants to design personal
icons for each object. To combine musical instrument construction and sound programming for children in a workshop is very promising in terms of the variety of activities
that can be offered in such a context, ranging from the action (during the construction), interaction (with technology
and sound), and acting (during the performance). The development of such interfaces is an under-researched field.
The huge variety of controllers that came into existence in
the last couple of years provides an indication of the huge
variety of possible modalities that can be addressed with different materials. Hence music controller construction is a
rich field to be discovered for pedagogical purposes. An approach to acquire some fundamental understanding of how
the current data flow programming environment Pure Data
could be modified to be utilized in a workshop setting was
presented on the preceding pages.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the Dance Jockey System, a system
developed for using a full body inertial motion capture suit
(Xsens MVN) in music/dance performances. We present
different strategies for extracting relevant postures and actions from the continuous data, and how these postures and
actions can be used to control sonic and musical features.
The system has been used in several public performances,
and we believe it has great potential for further exploration.
However, to overcome the current practical and technical
challenges when working with the system, it is important
to further refine tools and software in order to facilitate
making of new performance pieces.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Dance Jockey system is based on the Xsens MVN suit,
a commercially available full body motion capture system.
The suit consists of 17 inertial sensors that are attached to
a pre-defined set of points on the human body. Each sensor
consists of an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer. The raw data streams from these sensors are combined in the Xsens MVN system to produce an estimation
of how the body moves [9].
In previous research we have shown that the Xsens MVN
system is well suited for exploring full body musical interaction [9, 10]. The system offers robust motion tracking of the
body, which is important in live performance settings. In
[9] we presented the Open Sound Control implementation
and the technical experience of using the Xsens MVN system. In this paper we will outline in more detail about how
we used the Xsens MVN suit to control sonic and musical
features in the Dance Jockey project (Figure 1).
The motivation for the Dance Jockey project came from
our wish of using the full body for musical interaction. As is
often commented on, performing with computers allows for
many new and exciting sonic possibilities, but many times
with a weak or missing connection between the actions of
the performer and the output sound [1]. To overcome this
problem of missing or unnatural action-sound couplings [6],
we are trying to develop pieces in which properties of the
output sound match properties of the performed actions.
With Xsens MVN motion capture (MoCap) system we are
able to measure, with some limitation, the physical properties of our bodies’ actions. It should therefore be possible

Figure 1: A Dance Jockey performance at Mostra
UP in Porto, Portugal. Note the orange sensors on
different body parts and the two wireless transmitters on the back of the performer.
to use this data to create physical relationships between
actions and sounds. The challenge, however, is to extract
relevant features from the continuous motion capture data
stream and turn these features into meaningful sound.
The name Dance Jockey is a word play on the well-known
term Disc Jockey, or DJ. With this name we wanted to reflect that instead of using discs to perform music, we were
using dance or full body motion as the basis for the performance. The name is also a reference to how we may think
of the performer more as a DJ/turntablist than a musician:
the performer does not play an instrument with direct control of all sonic/musical features, he is more triggering and
influencing various types of sonic material through his body.
The developed Dance Jockey System has been used in several public performances over the last years, many of which
are documented on our project web page.1 This paper will
mainly focus on the system itself, and we will therefore not
present and discuss the performances.
We will start by presenting the main structure of the
Dance Jockey System, followed by an overview of different feature extraction methods that have been developed,
and how they have been used to control sonic and musical
features.

2.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

THE DANCE JOCKEY SYSTEM

The system on which we have based our Dance Jockey
project can be divided into four main parts, as illustrated in
Figure 2. Let us briefly look at the concept of sound excitation before presenting the features used to extract control
signals.
1
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Figure 2: The dataflow of our Dance Jockey system

2.1

Sound Excitation

Most acoustic instruments are controlled with sound-producing
actions that can be further broken into excitation and modification actions [7]. We can further distinguish between two
types of excitations and modifications: discrete (e.g. triggering a sound object), or continuous (e.g. bowing a string
instrument). This terminology can be seen as similar to
what Dobrian identifies as control signals: triggers and continuous streams of discrete data [3]. These control signals
should also be sufficient to control other musical features
like tempo, skipping to the next section of the performance,
changing synthesizer settings etc. Accordingly, we want to
use the Xsens MVN data both for continuous control and
to extract trigger signals.

2.2

Features Used for Extracting Control
Signals

specified action would then result in the same output in
all areas of the stage, regardless of the orientation or position of the performer. This technique is also immune to the
Xsens positional drift problem to a large extent. We used
this approach when placing virtual ”wind chimes” around
the performer, who was able to trigger chimes by touching
these virtual positions without worrying about standing in
the correct position on the stage (Figure 3f).

The Xsens MVN system outputs data about body motion
by expressing body postures sampled at a rate of up to
120Hz. The postures are modeled by 23 body segments
interconnected with 22 joints. Each posture sample consist
of the position and the orientation of these segments. In
addition, we get each segments’ positional and orientational
velocity, and positional and orientational acceleration. (The
latter data are of relatively good quality as documented in
[9].) All data is given in some global coordinate system, e.g.
the stage.
There were three main properties we looked for when
searching for suitable features from the above data; the features should be (1) robust and usable as consistent control
data, (2) usable as visual cues for the audience, and (3) userfriendly for the artist. The features are difficult to evaluate
without considering how they are mapped to musical parameters. It is therefore important to include the typical
use of the features in the following subsections. We have
not tried to make a complete list of all available features;
instead, we will present those that we found useful. The
features are summarized in Table 1 and several examples
are illustrated in Figure 3.

2.2.1

Figure 3: Illustration of some of the different features we have used: (a) vertical height of a hand,
(b) distance between hands, (c) spanned distance
between main body limbs, (d) elbow angle, (e) virtual trigger area, activated when the hand passes
through this area, (f ) virtual trigger areas that are
always relative to the performer (g) absolute speed
of hand, and (h) thresholding acceleration to recognize a hand clap.

2.2.2 Velocity - Continuous Excitation
We found the positional velocity of body limbs, especially
the absolute velocity, i.e. the magnitude of velocity in all
3 dimensions, to be especially useful for continuous excitations (follows what Hunt et. al. discovered in [5]). This can
also be mapped in an intuitive way with the performer’s
physical effort: the faster/larger the movement, the louder
the sound. A benefit of using absolute velocity is its global
nature: it is based on total velocity of the moving limb and
is independent of the direction or location of the motion.
We used this feature mostly for continuous control, for instance controlling amplitude or filters (Figure 3g).

2.2.3 Acceleration - Triggers
We found thresholding acceleration values to be especially
suitable for extracting trigger signals, which is also mentioned by Bevilacqua et. al. in [2]. For example, the performer was able to trigger sound samples via abrupt rotations of his hand by thresholding the rotational acceleration
data. We also used the performer’s hip rotations to trigger
samples. In this way we were able to synchronize sounds
with apparent dance actions.
One of the challenges of using acceleration for extracting
triggers is that sudden motion in one part of the body often spread to other parts of the body. As a consequence,
it was difficult to isolate different triggers from each other,
e.g. separating a kick from a sudden hip movement when
only thresholding the segments’ acceleration values. We
overcame this by specifying extra conditions for the different trigger algorithms that needed to be separated. For
instance, to be able to safely trigger a hand clap we added
the condition that the hands needed to be no more than 20
cm from each other (Figure 3h). In this way we were able

Position data

We could, in theory, use the segments’ global positions for
both continuous control and extracting triggers by placing
virtual positional thresholds on the stage (Figure 3e). But,
we did not use the global position directly since the Xsens
MVN horizontal position data exhibits drift, as documented
in [9]. The vertical position, however, is much more consistent and could therefore be used directly as a feature. The
latter can also be seen as a global feature since, for example,
1 meter above floor level will stay the same in all parts of
the stage (Figure 3a).
The possibility of using global positions for sound spatialization is interesting. However, using global horizontal
position for other types of sound excitation is somewhat
problematic. We wanted actions in one area of the stage
to result in the same output in other areas of the stage.
In order to achieve this, we transformed global positions to
the local coordinate system of the performer (pelvis). A
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Feature
Vertical position
Relative positions
Velocity (mag)
Acceleration
QoM
Relative body pos.
Joint angles
Poses

to avoid other abrupt hand movement resulting in “hand
clap” triggers. In similar ways we can make appropriate
conditions for other trigger algorithms, such that they only
trigger by the specified body action. This is one of the benefits of using a full body MoCap system (compared to using
single accelerometers).

Quantity of motion (QoM)

2.2.5

Table 1: Summary of how we used the different
extracted features. There are three main uses of
features, (1) continuous excitation o modification
(cont.), (2) thresholded for use as trigger signals
(trig.) and (3) as conditions for other triggers
(cond.).

rate, which in practice was 100%. This made it useful for
exciting important musical features like notes and chords.
However, the performer had problems with timing the pose
changes correctly. To overcome this we implemented a system where a metronome was responsible for triggering the
pose changes. In this way the performer only needed to be
in the right pose at the right time. We also implemented
functionality that looked after certain sequences of poses,
which we used to extract trigger signals. Additionally, we
used the distance, or how close the current posture is to
the stored poses, to continuously morph between different
sounds or timbres.
For some of the poses the quality of the suit calibration
[9] could, to some degree, affect the resulting classification.
We used a maximum of 9 different stored poses at one time.
Furthermore, the recognition rate would probably decrease
if we increased the amount of used poses. However, with a
well selected set of pose features, it should be possible to
use an extensive set of poses.

Relative position between body segments

The Xsens MVN system outputs data which is mapped to
a human body model. We find this model to be quite consistent and stable and therefore an interesting source for
extracting control signals. It does not suffer from optical
occlusion like infra-red optical marker based motion capture systems or have other major noise sources [9]. We do
however experience some limited drift between limbs, but if
this drift is taken into account the relations between different body parts can in our experience be quite robust and
useful. (This property also applies for subsections 2.2.6 and
2.2.7.)
As a simple example, we used the distance between the
performer’s hands to reflect a physical space that the performer could manipulate, which again was used to make
a physical relationship with the output sound (Figure 3b).
Another feature that we used was the spanned distance of
the 5 main body extremities: head, hands and feet. We
used this distance for continuous excitation and modification, and found it useful to excite sound in a visually dramatic way (Figure 3c).

2.2.6

3.

CONTROLLING SOUND AND MUSICAL
FEATURES
3.1 The sound engine

Orientations - Joint Angles

All the sounds for the performance were generated and manipulated in Ableton Live 8 via MIDI and Open Sound Control (OSC). Ableton Live 8 does not accept OSC messages,
so a third-party extension called LiveOSC was used to handle OSC data. However, we experienced considerable latency with the OSC messages, so time-critical events like
synth notes, sound clips, and effects manipulation, had to
be operated via MIDI.
The performance was organized in states, each containing

We did not use the segments orientation data directly. Instead, we used them to calculate the angles between different segments to extract joint angles, e.g. elbows and knees
(Figure 3d). We believe that joint angles are more useful
features than using the global orientation of single body
limbs, since they tell more about the body pose. These angles are also relative to the performer’s body. We used them
to continuously excite or modify sound(s), and thresholded
them to extract trigger signals.

2.2.7

Pose classifier

Stored poses

We developed a simple recognition algorithm based on an
idea that different body poses could control some aspects
of the sounds, besides also being valuable visual cues for
communicating with the audience. We picked out five key
pose features: the two elbow angles, hand distance, and
both hand heights. Together these features spanned a pose
space in five dimensions. We then stored the corresponding
features of a set of 9 poses (the one we wanted to use as
”cues” or ”control poses”). These poses then had a corresponding point in the pose space. Finally, we implemented
a Nearest Neighbor Classifier [4] to classify poses to the one
of the stored poses that was closest, see Figure 4 for an
illustration.
An advantage of this classifier was the high recognition

1

Hands height

2.2.4

By summing up the speeds of different body limbs we can
compute the performer’s total quantity of motion. To save
computational power, we can add up the speed of only a
subset of the main limbs, like head, feet and hands. This
gives similar results. We connected this feature to loudness and other effort-related associations in the sound output, and we believe it is an interesting higher-level motion
feature. However, the performer found this feature to be
difficult to consciously control (low repeatability), and we
therefore found it as having only limited use for extracting
control signals.

Used to control
Extensively for cont. and cond.
Trigger samples and cont.
For cont., good “effort” relationship
Trig. sounds and state changes
Difficult for the performer to use
For cont. excitation and modification
Mostly for cond., some cont.
Notes, chords and states triggers

2

3

Pose space
1

3

2
descision
boundary

Hands distance

Figure 4: A simplified two-dimensional illustration
of the pose classifier. The two pose features hand
height and hand distance spans the pose space (right
plot). Every pose will have a corresponding point in
the pose space. We classify a pose to the one from
the stored set that are closest.
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sound effects, synths and other sound generating devices.
As the performance progressed, we moved sequentially from
one state to the next. A state could have various internal
operations that affected Ableton Live 8, such as muting,
raising volume, altering tempo, playing a clip, and so on.
In the following Section we present how the states were
controlled.

3.2

technology. Through developing own tools and software
while working with performance-related and technical aspects of the system, we have decreased the so-called gap of
execution, or the gap between an idea - and its realization.
Overcoming most of the technical challenges now enables
us to focus on the artistic process. In this way our continued work on the Xsens performance will not be strangled
by the many burdensome practicalities and obstacles that
this technology and setup easily evokes.

Transition between states

Our initial idea was to make a full-length performance piece
in which all aspects of the performance were controlled
solely by the Xsens MVN suit. For us, this meant that the
performer needed to be, as much as possible, in full control
of the whole performance. Therefore we needed to get rid
of the invisible control center or the typical “guy behind the
laptop”-setting [8].
At the same time we wanted the performance to have
some varied content. We soon discovered that it was challenging to design a single instrument, or one synthesizer
state, that would be interesting enough to listen to and
watch for a whole performance. The performer needed to
be able to change between different mappings. Our solution
was to implement a so-called finite-state machine. This is
a mathematical abstraction used to design sequential computer logic, which consists of a finite set of states, transitions between these states, and conditions for when the
transitions should occur. To be able to go from one state to
another the performer needed to perform predefined transition actions. Hence, the performer starts in one state,
and when he/she feels that the part is finished, he/she can
trigger the transition to the next state.

4.3

4. DISCUSSION
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We have seen a great number of possibilities that the Xsens
MVN system offers for musical interaction, and feel that we
have only touched the surface of these possibilities. Therefore, in the future we hope to get time and resources to make
more thoroughly produced performances. We are currently
working with more advanced action-sound mappings using
physical models and granular synthesis, in order to build
stronger perceptual connections between the MoCap data
and sound output.
We also need to base our progression on more formal feedback. Up to now we have based our impressions on the
feedback from audience members after concerts. This has
not been sufficient to answer the questions we wanted to address, like: “Could you follow the action-sound mappings?”
or “Did you enjoy the action-sound couplings or were they
too evident/boring?” For that reason, in the future we would
like to hand out questionnaires (likert scale, open ended
questions, etc.) to get more formal feedback.

5.

In the following we briefly discuss some of the thoughts we
have had during the implementation of the Dance Jockey
system.

4.1

Composing Dance Jockey

A challenge with composing and choreographing a performance for the Xsens MVN system was to decide to what degree the performance should be a musical concert controlled
by a full body MoCap system, or a sonification of a dance
piece [1]. We ended up with something in between. Designing action-sound mappings and making a performance
around them turned the whole process into a creative one.
We also had to find a way to balance composition with
improvisation. Some parts needed to be specified in detail,
while others were left open. Specifically, parts featuring
continuous sound excitation were particularly suitable for
improvisation, and we found them to be especially important for establishing “expressive” action-sound relationships.
The difference between a good and a bad concert was for
us mostly determined by whether the performer was able
to use these expressive parts to communicate with the audience.

4.2

Future research

The gap of execution

The process of composing and investigating action-sound
mappings with the Xsens MVN suit takes a lot of time and
energy. The suit is fairly quick to put on, but it is not comfortable to wear for several hours. It also involves many
tiresome details, like calibration routines and changing batteries. While we were fully capable of performing concerts
with the equipment, the time-consuming details and the obtrusiveness of the suit makes it tiresome to practice, compose and be creative.
Efficient tools are essential when attempting to compose
and practice performances that employ full body MoCap
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study exploring aspects of perceptual analogies across sense
modalities, it was necessary to vary and test the preferences for
such mappings [9]. This was carried out using a graphical
representation programmed in the Processing Development
Environment [25] communicating over Open Sound Control
(OSC) [21] with a sound synthesiser patch created in the
Max/MSP environment [17]. However, it was found to be
unwieldy to re-route control to parameters, as the functionality
of the program in either environment had to be modified. A
dynamically configurable node-based interface layer was
desirable. It was soon realised that such an implementation
would be useful in other aspects of the research into surfacebased interfaces used as musical controllers. Tangible
controllers and physical sensors can augment the native touchand object-sensing capabilities of such devices [11]. An ability
to map input from physical computing components and
hardware devices without hard-coding this into prototypes
would save time and effort.
It was also found that practitioners from related fields of
research (such as computer game audio) engaged with the idea
of dynamic mappings but were unfamiliar with the common
tools used within the computer music and NIME communities.
Even within the music-oriented fields, comments suggested a
need for “a MIDI-yoke type” mapping solution and that a
“standalone application with a light footprint could be very
handy”, particularly one that was “neater, more useable”.
It was therefore decided that space existed for an easy-to-use
interface with flexible, dynamic mapping and the ability to
accommodate various communications protocols. This paper
introduces a prototype software implementation that attempts to
address these needs.
The paper is organized as follows: A brief review of literature
discusses parameter mapping in musical interfaces to identify
the key design goals of the tool. The software prototype is then
presented, followed by an informal evaluation and discussion of
the implemented features. Future enhancements to the tool are
then suggested.

ABSTRACT
Development of new musical interfaces often requires
experimentation with the mapping of available controller inputs
to output parameters. Useful mappings for a particular
application may be complex in nature, with one or more inputs
being linked to one or more outputs. Existing development
environments are commonly used to program such mappings,
while code libraries provide powerful data-stream
manipulation. However, room exists for a standalone
application with a simpler graphical user interface for
dynamically patching between inputs and outputs. This paper
presents an early prototype version of a software tool that
allows the user to route control signals in real time, using
various messaging formats. It is cross-platform and runs as a
standalone application in desktop and Android OS versions.
The latter allows the users of mobile devices to experiment
with mapping signals to and from physical computing
components using the inbuilt multi-touch screen. Potential uses
therefore include real-time mapping during performance in a
more expressive manner than facilitated by existing tools.

Keywords
Mapping, Software Tools, Android.

1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive music systems (IMS) have been described in terms
of three functional stages; sensing, processing and response [3].
The processing stage must route the sensed input to the
response stage in order to provide feedback. Existing software
tools allow the experimentation with this mapping of control
inputs onto output parameters. However, in the course of earlier
research it became clear that space existed for a new approach
to existing mapping interfaces. The initial development of such
an interface is now presented.

1.1 Origins and Motivation
Research by the lead author involves tailoring surface-based
computer interfaces such as tabletops and multi-touch screens
for musical control [8]. This has required the investigation of
mappings between the properties of onscreen graphical shapes
and output sound parameters. During the course of a subjective

2. PARAMETER MAPPING
It has been said that the character of an interactive music
system is largely defined by the mapping of inputs to outputs
[4]. Much has been written on the subject that will not be
repeated here and good overview of key aspects is available in
a previous publication [5]. A pertinent observation made in that
article is the importance of complex mapping schemes in
developing expressive interfaces. A classic example of such a
mapping is given, referring to the control of pitch on a violin;
this may be approximated as a weighted sum of bow pressure
and finger position. The benefits of using an intermediate
mapping layer (possibly perceptually described) have also been
observed [1]. This project addresses an aggregate of these
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issues while also considering the following aspect of control
mapping that has not attracted as much attention in the
literature.

The Input Devices and Music Interaction Laboratory at McGill
University have also done considerable work on interfacing
novel instruments with sound production systems. Their
mapping tools for digital musical instruments (DMIs) are
encapsulated in libmapper, a library of code in the C language
with a focus on distributed devices communicating as peers
over a network [16]. The Application Programming Interface
(API) is feature-rich, providing access to signal processing
functionality such as gesture analysis and the use of an
intermediate mapping layer to move from gestural semantics to
sound semantics. A web-based GUI allows quick selection of
parameters via namespaces and mapping can be easily patched
from inputs to outputs. The libmapper creators state that manyto-one mappings are not yet implemented with dedicated
combining functions- input streams are simply interleaved
when connected to the same output. Reasons for this include
the difficulties in encoding the necessary relationships between
gestures in the intermediate mapping layer, suggesting this
should be done at the gesture analysis stage. There is also a
perceived lack of a requirement for such mappings in practice,
although the inclusion of combining functions was designated
as future work. In addition, the libmapper program is designed
to work with OSC-enabled devices and so does not support
input from other communications protocols.
Junxion is a fully-featured routing application that can handle
many signal types, including video [15]. It is a commercial
release, is available for OSX on Apple computers only and uses
traditional GUI elements such as sliders and pull-down menus.
While not strictly a mapping tool in the vein of the above,
OSCulator [23] provides connectivity to human interface
devices (HIDs) and software-emulated controllers such as
TouchOSC [27]. The application is a commercial release and is
solely available for OSX. Other software programs exist that
perform tasks related to parameter mapping, such as MIDI-toOSC conversion (e.g. OSC VST Bridge [24] and Moco [20])
and mouse event capture and conversion to MIDI (e.g.
MouseTrap [18]). In these simpler programs mappings are
generally simple, one-to-one routings and are modified using
conventional widgets.
The reacTable is a tabletop system that uses a modular
synthesis paradigm to generate and control sound output [6]. As
such, it does represent the routing of signals to and from
functional blocks using a patching metaphor and therefore
includes mapping functionality. However, it is a commercial
system and more closely resembles an instrument in its own
right than a mapping tool.
Some combinations of the above tools could conceivably
achieve most tasks desired in any mapping exercise. However,
it was felt that a single standalone application that addressed
key functionality would be advantageous for novices
experimenting with digital musical instruments and/or for
simpler interactive projects for audio-visual applications. In
addition, it was noted that almost all existing implementations
used mouse-based control for the specification and
administration of mappings and so did not readily support the
‘playing’ of mappings suggested in section 2.1.

2.1 Mapping as Music
As has been noted in the context of musical performance, the
legacy hardware arrangement of mouse, keyboard and video
display coupled with the Windows, Icon, Menu and Pointer
graphical user interface (GUI) is not always conducive to
creative play or engaging interactions analogous to the feeling
of ‘flow’ evoked by traditional instruments [5]. When
considering the new interface, the question arose as to why the
modification of mappings was not itself considered a creative
task. What new forms of expression could be uncovered from
exploring this added layer of abstraction, with mappings being
treated as musical elements? An analogy could be made to the
process of instrumentation, but with more flexibility as to the
mixing and scaling of parts to particular voices.
Such ideas have previously been touched upon, for example, in
a discussion of the mapping of control to digital audio effects
(DAFx) used as part of musical performance [10] and in a
review of composers’ views on mapping in algorithmic
composition [3]. While mappings are seemingly used as
musical elements, there has not been widespread examination
of the idea in practice. A real-time interface with expressive
capability would allow experimentation with the ‘playing’ of
mappings. A well-designed interface would be useful as visual
feedback to the performer, providing a clear representation of
the system state. Should it be desired (and with suitable
aesthetic modification), it could also impart heightened
audience appreciation of the evolving connections and
relationships between gesture and output that may be used
throughout a performance.

3. SIMILAR WORK
Several software systems exist that facilitate exploration of
input-output parameter mapping. While some of these are
sophisticated systems offering extensive functionality, it will be
shown that a gap exists for the approach being outlined here
due to the limitations described in each case.
A number of tools have origins in work on spatial interfaces for
the control of musical processes in real-time [7]. The IRCAM
MnM mapping toolbox, for example, is part of the FTM
external object library [14] for Max/MSP. The user builds
patches with existing Max/MSP GUI elements or programs
their own compatible objects. A strength of the toolbox is its
suitability for real-time play and use in performance. For
instance, an example patch allows the specification of two-tomany mappings (useful for the control of a varied and nuanced
timbre-space with a typical physical input device) using a twodimensional controller and a set of linear sliders. The system
can associate points on the controller with particular slider
arrangements through a learning algorithm. The user is then
free to navigate about the planar space, with the system
interpolating between mappings. Similarly, the MetaSurface is
an interface for interpolating between mapping ‘snapshots’ for
two-to-many mappings [2]. An example implementation is
included with the AudioMulch software [12]. In this version,
communication is over OSC or MIDI only and is designed to
control sound generation and modification modules included in
the commercial software product. A more recent
implementation is the nodes object first included in version 5 of
Max/MSP. This allows many inputs to be weighted and
combined to a single output based on the positions of graphical
nodes, which may overlap. The distance to the mouse cursor
and the size of the node are used to determine the effect of an
input stream on the summed output.

4. SOFTWARE PROTOTYPE
4.1 Design Goals
The design goals which emerged from the initial motivations
for the project and subsequent consideration of similar work
were as follows:
• A minimal interface design, adhering to the design
adage ‘Keep It Simple, Stupid’.
• Ability to dynamically change complex mappings and
adjust weights of combined mappings.
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• Connection
of
external
devices/
multiple
communications protocols and messaging formats.
• Use as a performance instrument as well as an
experimental setup, through the provision of a multitouch-capable interface.
• Freely available, open source, cross-platform,
standalone application with a low computational
footprint.

connections may be broken by tap-dragging from an output to
an input.
Multiple nodes may simultaneously be freely and
independently moved about the interface space. The weighting
of an input node may be modified through its position relative
to its connected outputs. As shown in figure 2, the relative
weighting is inversely proportional to distance between nodes
and is represented using the color of the connected inputs
(disconnected nodes appear white). In order to preserve the
ability to independently manipulate the effect of a single
parameter, an input may exist in several copies.
Node-specific settings appear from a pop-up menu when a node
is double-tapped, as shown in figure 3. A video demonstration
of the software is available online at the address specified in
Appendix A [21].

Figure 1. The prototype CrossMapper interface running on
an Android device.

4.2 Implementation
A prototype software program named CrossMapper
implementing the mapping functionality has been developed
[21]. Versions of the application run on OSX, Windows and
Android. A screen shot of the Android edition of the interface
running on an Asus Eee Pad tablet is provided in figure 1. The
functions currently implemented are outlined below:
• Creation and removal of input- and output-nodes,
making and breaking of mapping connections.
• Dynamic weighted summing of inputs at outputs,
controllable via the relative positions of nodes.
• Intuitive visualisation of weighting coefficients.
• Input from OSC or Serial Bus, output to OSC.
• Calibration of inputs with auto-ranging to floating point
representation in range [0.0, 1.0].
• Mouse-based interface control for desktop use with
multi-touch mode for Android devices.
• Settings dialog for specification of OSC address
configuration (IP address and port).

Figure 3. Pop-out of input node options.

5. EVALUATION
The prototype version has just recently been completed and so
evaluation is minimal at this stage. Subjective comments on the
system have been positive, particularly on the ability to
manipulate mappings spatially. The visualization of input
weightings has also drawn praise as it is easy to see at-a-glance
how inputs affect outputs.

5.1 Computational Performance
The application runs 16 nodes with < 10% processor utilization
on an average laptop computer running Windows 7 (Dell
Precision 2400, Dual CPU @ 2.67 GHz). This is a satisfactorily
‘lightweight’ draw on computer system resources for the
prototype version, but it is expected that the efficiency of the
system will increase with code revisions and optimisation. On
Android (Asus Eee Pad Transformer), the GUI runs 12 nodes
without drop-off in rendering performance from the designed
frame-rate of 30 Hz.

5.2 Discussion
This software is not intended to replace the sophisticated
systems discussed in section 3. The flexibility and depth of
functionality encapsulated in those examples offers the
computer music researcher powerful tools for the investigation
of advanced mapping schemes and large parameter spaces. It is
felt that the simplified layout offered by CrossMapper will be
useful for artists seeking to experiment with mappings in their
projects, as a pedagogical tool and as a performance interface.
In particular, the Android version seems well-suited to the live
control of DAFx, where output parameters are not as numerous
as in the case of some synthesis techniques [10]. The clear
presentation on a mobile tablet computer has benefits for some
performance environments, including low light and when
positioned on-stage. Perhaps more profoundly, it is hoped that
the interface design will lead to a broader exploration of
mapping-as-music. At present, the interface offers more
expressive opportunity than mouse-based input through the
direct manipulation capability of the multi-touch version.

Figure 2. Visualizations of input weightings.
The main functionality of the interface is currently provided
through the use of square input nodes and circular output nodes.
These may be patched together by tap-dragging (on the
Android version) from an input to an output. Existing
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the motivations for the development of a
new mapping interface and its current prototype
implementation. As this is a first iteration of the software, the
immediate concerns are with beta-testing and debugging.
Features to be implemented as soon as possible include:
• Save and recall functions for system settings and
configuration presets.
• All node-specific settings including individual
namespace specification.
• Ability to zoom and scale the workspace to make
effective use of screen ‘real estate’ and allow use of
an increased number of nodes.
• Ability to use other communications protocols e.g.
input from Tangible User Input-Output, and devices
using MIDI, Android Accessory Protocol, Human
Interface Devices (HID) etc.
• Firmware for standardized Arduino connectivity,
similar to Firmata [13] and for Android Accessory
Mode devices (e.g. IOIO).
At the suggestion of several users, a Max 5 object
encapsulating the CrossMapper interface is being developed, to
be followed by an object for Pure Data [26].
A number of workshops are taking place to trial the software
and provide an evaluation of its use. It is envisaged that the
stable version will be incorporated into teaching practice on the
Music & Media Technologies post-graduate course at Trinity
College Dublin [19]. This will help to inform further
development of the system as a pedagogical tool and as a
performance interface.
It is not an immediate goal of the project to provide advanced
signal processing capability, such as gesture recognition, as
these needs are already being addressed by some of the more
sophisticated systems discussed in section 3. However, it will
be necessary to include some additional techniques for signal
conditioning (e.g. smoothing filters) and combination of inputs
(e.g. biasing, multiplication). These will be considered only if
the simplicity of the interface presentation can be maintained
and are currently being developed as options in the node popout menu.
The goal of the project is the provision of an intuitive interface
with an easily understood modus operandi, yet with the
potential for expressivity. At present, the simplicity of the
interface and the ability to manipulate using multi-touch
interaction achieves this to some degree.

9. APPENDIX A: LIST OF URLS
[12] Bencina, R., AudioMulch interactive music studio.
http://www.audiomulch.com/.
[13] Firmata. http://firmata.org/wiki/Main_Page
[14] FTM & Co., IRCAM. http://ftm.ircam.fr/
[15] Junxion, Steim.org.
http://www.steim.org/steim/junxion_v4.html
[16] libmapper, IDMIL.
http://www.idmil.org/software/libmapper
[17] Max/MSP, Cycling 74.
http://cycling74.com/products/max/
[18] MouseTrap.
www.humatic.de/webapps/htm/app/doc/MouseTrap.htm
[19] Music and Media Technologies, Trinity College Dublin.
http://www.mee.tcd.ie/mmt/
[20] Moco. http://addi.tv/moco/
[21] O’Sullivan, L., CrossMapper project information.
http://www.mee.tcd.ie/~lmosulli/
[22] Open Sound Control. http://www.opensoundcontrol.org
[23] Osculator, Wildora. http://www.osculator.net/
[24] OSC VST Bridge. http://oscvstbridge.sourceforge.net/
[25] Processing Development Environment.
http://www.processing.org
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ABSTRACT

brainwaves. About 20 years after, the interest in such a
corporeal approach to music performance rose again thanks
to projects such as Knapp and Lusted’s BioMuse [7], Van
Raalte’s Bodysynth [13], and Miranda’s Brain-Computer
Musical Interface [8]. The former has possibly become the
most well known biomusic interface today, for several pieces
have been composed for and performed with it by a number
of artists, among which the same Knapp with Eric Lyon; the
media and sound artist Atau Tanaka; and researchers and
players such as Miguel Ortiz Perez and Sarah Nicolls.
The biological signals used by the projects above are the
electrical impulses produced by physiological phenomena;
such as the brainwaves (electroencephalography or EEG),
the muscles tension (electromyography or EMG) and the
heartbeat (heart rate monitoring, electrocardiography or
ECG). Whereas Knapp, Lyon and Perez have focused their
work with the BioMuse on the tracking of emotion arousal
through EEG and ECG measurements, Tanaka and Nicolls,
respectively a performer and a pianist, have experimented
with muscle tension applications. These two approaches
have produced very different outcomes. In the piece Stem
Cells for instance, Knapp sits mostly still on a chair and
garner control over synthesised music by voluntarily changing physiological states; the emotional feel diffused in the
concert room seems tangible, yet the performer’s effort and
agency is difficult to decipher and understand, because his
body does not offer visual cues. On the contrary in Tanaka’s
solo performances, as well as in the related work with the
seminal Sensorband [2], the audience can clearly perceive
and directly experience the effort of the player. This becomes of crucial importance both technically, for the player
controls sound through physical muscle tension, and visually, as the viewers can appreciate a spontaneous dramaturgy of the player’s gesture. Whereas installation and
performances using emotion arousal are still proliferating
today, the development of a bodily approach to bio-sensor
music performance has suffered an apparent stand-by.
Building on the previous research, I wish to frame biosensor instruments in a ”more musically interesting and contemporary context”1 : one in which the body is not only a
controller, but an actual sound generating force, for it produces the sonic material of a piece of music. Such paradigm
exemplifies the idea of a new musical instrument that does
not depend on quantitative analysis of the biological body,
but rather on its innate expressive qualities. A musical instrument that is not designed around the human body, but
explicitly for the human body.

Performing music with a computer and loudspeakers represents always a challenge. The lack of a traditional instrument requires the performer to study idiomatic strategies
by which musicianship becomes apparent. On the other
hand, the audience needs to decode those strategies, so to
achieve an understanding and appreciation of the music being played. The issue is particularly relevant to the performance of music that results from the mediation between
biological signals of the human body and physical performance.
The present article tackles this concern by demonstrating
a new model of musical performance; what I define biophysical music. This is music generated and played in real time
by amplifying and processing the acoustic sound of a performer’s muscle contractions. The model relies on an original and open source technology made of custom biosensors
and a related software framework. The succesfull application of these tools is discussed in the practical context of a
solo piece for sensors, laptop and loudspeakers. Eventually,
the compositional strategies that characterize the piece are
discussed along with a systematic description of the relevant
mapping techniques and their sonic outcome.

Keywords
Muscle sounds, biophysical music, augmented body, realtime performance, human-computer interaction, embodiment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Biosensing musical technologies make use of biological signals of the human body to produce and control music. Such
technologies are usually based on a medical technique called
biofeedback. This technique is aimed at revealing inner,
physiological processes of the body of which we are partly
or completely unaware, by transforming a biological signal
in something perceivable to our senses.
The first musical applications of biofeedback, later on
named biomusic, date back to the 1960s and 1970s. In
Music for Solo Performer and Brainwaves Music, Alvin
Lucier and David Rosenboom [11] demonstrated the feasibility of this application in a performative and compositional context by sonifying the electrical impulses of their
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1
This is borrowed from a comment on the XS by STEIM’s
Artistic Director Dj Sniff, following my interview on the
magazine Create Digital Music. For further reference see
http://marcodonnarumma.com/bio/#press
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2.

FROM FLESH TO MUSIC

tialization of the muscle sounds, which the computer diffuses through the loudspeakers. At this point, the player
perceives the surfacing sonic space, and shapes it by exerting further contractions. The creative feedback loop between her physio-somatic behaviour and the computer circuitry is closed. This is the principle that underpins the
biophysical music paradigm.
However, the production and performance of biophysical music relies also on the design of specific compositional
strategies and mapping techniques. These are discussed in
the following sections within the practical context of Music
for Flesh II (MFII), the first performance work for the XS3 .
For the interested reader and the perspective biophysical
music performer, I would also recommend the reading of my
detailed report on the technical implementation and design
of the XS sensors [5], and the in-depth description of the
XS computational engine [4].

Excited muscle tissues produce an acoustic vibration, called
mechanomyogram signal or MMG. This phenomenon can be
observed on the surface of a muscle when it is contracted. At
the onset of muscle contraction, significant changes in the
muscle shape produce a large peak in the MMG. The oscillations of the muscle’s fibres at the resonant frequency of the
muscle generate subsequent vibrations. Several times in this
article I refer to the MMG as a sound. Even though some
may argue for a different interpretation of what a sound is,
I find natural to use the term in this context, as de facto,
the MMG produced by the muscle is an acoustic oscillation.
As such, it can be amplified and heard through headphones
or loudspeakers. Figure 1 shows the MMG sound wave of
a sustained contraction captured via the XS. The sound
sample is available on-line for reference 2 .

3.

Figure 1: MMG of a sustained contraction: spectrogram (in the background); waveform (white in
the foreground); and logarithmic spectrum (yellow
outline)
Even though the systematic study of muscular sounds
began around the 1980s [10], so far the research has been
applied exclusively to biomedical engineering [12]. Yet, this
little and detailed, vibrational force can be captured and
computationally enhanced, so to provide a rich and dynamic
bundle of musical material and control data.

2.1

COMPOSITIONAL STRATEGIES

Since its inception in mid 2011 MFII has toured academic
conferences and specialized festivals in USA, Mexico, South
Korea, Portugal, Norway, Ireland, UK, Italy and Germany.
In this work the XS is used to compose the acoustic clusters released by my muscles into music in real-time. MMG
signals are continuously captured by a pair of XS wearable microphones located on my forearms and analysed by
a computer to extract meaningful features. According to
this data stream, the MMG sound is live sampled, processed
and eventually played back through a variable array of loudspeakers.
The signal analysis and processing operated by the XS
software is designed to seamlessly enhance the inherit interactions that bonds the kinetic body and the outwarding
sonic form. By nature, a sudden and strong flection/extension
of the limb naturally produces a loud sound with a sharp attack and very short release. Strength of the contraction and
perceived loudness of the MMG are tightly related, therefore
a specific mapping technique can extend that relationship
by adding multiple dimension to it. The dynamics of each
MMG sound is used as a continuous event to manipulate
the qualities of the outwarding sound.

Biophysical music principle

The Xth Sense (XS) is a novel biophysical system for interactive music performance and responsive milieux; it is
composed of custom wearable sensors (Figure 2) and an
ad hoc computational engine. The hardware and its documentation are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike license, and the XS code is released as free
software under a GPL license. At the best of the author’s
knowledge, the XS is the first open musical instrument deploying muscle sounds as musical material for an interactive
system.
The XS biosensors are wearable devices that can be placed
on any muscle of the performer’s body; the hardware is
composed of custom microphone sensors that capture the
MMG sound (between 20Hz and 45Hz), with no direct contact with the skin. As opposed to bioelectric controllers
(that deploy EMG signals), the XS depends on a microphone that picks up subcutaneous mechanical vibrations,
or better, sounds that originate within the muscle fibres.
The XS uses these sonic vibrations as control data and
audio signal to be processed according to the same data
stream. The performer controls the live sampling and spa-

Figure 2: The XS biosensors
In order to ensure a fair amount of complexity and richness, up to 8 simultaneous sampling dimensions are available to the player. In this way the interrelation of agency,
musicianship and musicality remains transparent throughout the piece. I have previously elaborated on the importance of such interdependency in the context of biotechnological performance in [6]. A link to an audiovisual recording of this work is provided for reference4 .
3
Another XS based work have been produced, while collaborative projects with dancers and traditionally trained
players are in the making. See: http://marcodonnarumma.
com/works/hypo-chrysos
4
Music for Flesh II, interactive music performance for enhanced body: http://vimeo.com/20889787

2

http://marcodonnarumma.com/publications/media/
xth-sense_mmg-arm_lifting-weight.wav
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3.1

Encoding expressivity: features extraction

Table 1: Mapping definitions in movement 5
Feature
Left arm
Right arm
RMA
delay line to pitch shifting grain size
RMA
pitch-shift delay mix
grains delay time
RMA
not mapped
granular delay mix
RMA
not mapped
pitch-shift del. time
RMA
not mapped
filter freq. cut-off
T
not mapped
cosine panner

The computer learns about the emergent physiology of my
body by extracting discrete and continuous features from
the MMG signal. Each sensor produces one analog signal
output; this is digitalized and passed through an array of
algorithmic functions designed to meaningfully shape the incoming biosignal into diverse control features, namely: Natural (N), Soft (S), Linear (L), Tanh (T) and Maximum Running Average (MRA). The next section dissects the technical processes behind the features extraction and explains
some of the modalities by which each feature is used to
produce a specific musical result.

3.1.1

then, the last maximum (LM) of the stream is extracted
every 2s; finally, the discrete LM value is normalized and
interpolated with its previous instance so to generate the
RMA. This is a continuous event that moves away from the
micro level of the single gesture, and reflects instead the average amount of energy that is being released by my body in
a wider time window. Similarly to the mapping of the N feature, when applied improperly, the use of the RMA can disturb the audience perception of mutual interaction between
the player and the machine. Nonetheless, a clever mapping
implementation can outline the performer’s agency by placing emphasis on an articulated series of actions, rather than
an isolated gesture. The fifth movement of MFII is almost
completely based on the RMA. Here the auditive space is
fulfilled, nearly saturated. In this case the mapping definitions are quite complex; polyphony is obtained by playing
back the sound generated by both my forearms. Simultaneously, the sonic matter undergoes a drastic processing lead
by the RMA of multiple, bustling movements. I rely on the
RMA to control the parameters of a pitch-shift based delay,
a granular delay 6 , a bandpass biquad filter and a cosine
panner. Additionally, the position of the grains within the
sonic field is subtly manipulated through T. Table 1 illustrates the control array.

Methods and aesthetic

The N value is computed in two steps. First, the initial data
that describe the dynamics of the muscular motion are generated; the XS software tracks the root mean square (RMS)
of the MMG output using a Hanning window of 512 samples. This could be thought of a useful event on its own,
however, my experience with the system showed that it can
prove far too linear to constitute an expressive and detailed
control event. Therefore, the RMS is passed through a custom function so to sculpt a subsequent continuous event
that imitates the elastic, and sometimes jittery contraction
of the muscular tissues. This can be compared to the bending of a rubber band: when the muscle is flat, N is equal to
0; at the onset of the first contraction N increases proportionally to the amount of energy released. However, when
the contraction ceases N does not fall back immediately to 0,
but it bounces back and forth as the muscle tissue recovers
its static position. Such behaviour is quite interesting, for
it causes control data to be produced also after a gesture is
completed. In MFII I use this method to involuntary excite
the machine processor, and so provoke aural echoes of my
gestures5 . From the audience perspective this represents
a rupture of the direct interaction between performer and
machine. Nonetheless, rather than contributing a negative
feel, such disruption unveils a real and unpredictable dialogue between the player and the computer, which prompts
the spectators to immerse more mindfully within the performance imagery. The gestures becomes better recognizable
as the echoes widen the auditory space around it.
The S feature is obtained by passing N through a single
exponential smoothing (SES) function [9], which results in
a much softer continuous event. S is used to drive changes
in time and room size of a series of reverb effects, located at
the end of the processing chains, provoking subtle textural
permutations.
L is calculated by converting the direct MMG audio signal
in control value every 20ms; this time interval proved to be
the best compromise between high resolution representation
of the biodata and computer processor performance. L is
the most used feature in MFII as it can be deployed to produce the perception of a neat and colourful coupling of the
player’s kinetic behaviour and the musical forms emanated
by her body.
L is then passed through a SES function so to obtain T.
This feature presents a minimal dynamics, it is therefore
used to delicately control musical processes that require a
careful and minimal lead, such as brief glissando and minimal sound spatialization.
Eventually, L is reiterated through a sub-process which
produces the RMA. The computation consists of four steps:
first, L is observed in order to identify the running average;

3.2

Visceral embodiment: sound-gestures

The features on their own are raw data. In order to use them
musically, I conceived the notion of sound-gesture (SG). A
SG is a compounded interpretation model that bonds a
given feature mapping to the designated performer’s gesture. The nature of a SG is twofold. On one hand, it is a
gesture dictated by a neural impulse, that generates a given
muscular excitement (i.e. a specific MMG sound). On the
other, a SG relies on specific mapping definitions that live
inside the circuits of the computer to achieve effectiveness
and expressiveness. Hence, the SG can be seen as a technoepistemic enactment of a dormant sonic capability of the
body system.
In this sense a SG performed within the context of the
XS is an extended and anomalous instrumental gesture [3].
Wanderley and Cadoz exclude the empty-handed gesture
from the above category, for it owns only the semiotic function of the human gestural channel, that of communicating
information toward the environment. They explain that
this kind of gesture lacks of the ergotic and the epistemic
functions, respectively the existence of a direct contact with
the instrument, and the performer’s use of her ”tactilekinaesthetic perception” to play the instrument. However,
in the case of the XS, the instrument that a performer manipulates is not an external object, but the muscle fibre of
her own body. The basic capability of the XS to musically
deploy the muscle sounds produced by a performer challenges the nature of an instrumental gesture; the player does
not act upon the external environment, but rather within

5
An audio clip demonstrating this process is available
on-line at http://marcodonnarumma.com/publications/
media/xth-sense_gesture-echoes_sample.wav

6
Included in the Soundhack collection by Tom Erbe. See:
http://ucsd.academia.edu/TomErbe/Papers/861787/
SoundHack_Delay_Trio_Manual
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4.

her own intimate, bodily milieu. One can therefore observe
that a performer produces ”specific (physical) phenomena”
by mastering the tension of her own body (the ergotic function), while experiencing the enactment of a higher muscular and articulatory sensitivity (the epistemic function).

3.2.1

CONCLUSIONS

The work discussed in this paper can hopefully contribute
a compelling statement on the practicability and richness
of the biophysical music performance model. MFII demonstrates that the coupling of visceral musical embodiment
and techno-epistemic processes can lead to convincing compositional strategies. Moreover, the paradigm of SG introduced here prompt for new challenges in the understanding
of musical gesture, for they advance an envision of the body
as an instrument with actual, and not merely metaphorical,
sonic capabilities.
Future development will be dedicated to the composition
of further works, and to the dissemination of the biophysical music paradigm through collaborations with other musicians, choreographers and artists. It is hoped that the
openness of the XS technology will prompt for the birth of
a community, which could build on the existent research so
to explore different methods, perspectives and context of
application.

On the embodied musical outcome

At the micro level the sonic interaction is straight-forward:
a single SG, such as the twitch of the wrist generates a single sound form. The meso (i.e. intermediate) level instead
relies on the articulation of multiple gestures within what I
call a sound scene; a scene consists of all the modification
parameters available to the performer. By exerting a continuous amount of muscular energy, the player can choose
which stages of the sound processing to activate and control. Finally, the macro level consists of the overall structure
of the piece; diverse and independent SG definitions can be
loaded at any given time into the system. The XS deals with
this by combining machine learning (ML) [1] and a sensing
timeline. ML is the design of algorithms that enables a computer to understand general behaviours according to empirical data. First, the computer learns (offline) four different
performer’s behaviours, that are labelled: still, moving, fast
gesture, and slow gesture. During the live performance, the
machine computes a real-time cross-comparison of the incoming data stream against what it learnt, and eventually
identifies those behaviours. Then, key points are added to
the timeline to indicate a global change of the scenes being
played; as time passes and a key point in time is reached,
the computer stands by and wait for the player to stand still
before loading a new set of scenes. This strategy enables
the solo performer to switch among rather complex arrays
of sound processing chains, avoiding unpleasant clicks and
artefacts that would otherwise be triggered. There is no
need for a sound engineer, score following software or a direct contact with the machine; the XS takes care of all stages
of the performance, leaving to the player the challenge and
pleasure of delivering a successful performance.
For instance, during the fourth movement of MFII strong
and wide contractions of my left forearm consistently repeated for more than 30 seconds prompt the computer to
playback the muscle sound in its purest form: that of a
deep, low frequency vibration between 20Hz and 40Hz. At
the same (logical) time, the machine samples the nascent
muscle sound and slightly transposes it up to 60Hz so to enhance its physical impact; finally, according to the dynamic
features of my physio-somatic behaviour the computer recodes the MMG audio sample through granular synthesis,
delay lines and pitch bending. The subcutaneous, low rumble of my flesh is amplified and made audible through subwoofers; simultaneously, a new textural layer appears: the
grave, muscular sound wave mutates in high pitched grains
that I can scatter and spatialize by nervously contracting
my wrist. Then, I suddenly stop for about ten seconds; the
break allows the machine to enter a condition of stand-by.
In a couple of seconds I reach the required concentration
to release my muscles completely, avoiding involuntary tension. At this point, all feature values gradually fall down to
0, triggering a drastic, yet continuous change in the duration of the granular delay lines. With the next contraction
I begin to mangle the sound grains, I deform their aural image until a harsh and glassy bundle of mid high frequencies
emerges, rapidly moving over a wide stereo field. The sustained exertion of my limbs, causes the machine to steadily
increase the loudness and density of the sound output, until
my body stands still once again, and finally, no sound is
produced.
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ABSTRACT

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This paper introduces Simpletones, an interactive sound system
that enables a sense of musical collaboration for non-musicians.
Participants can easily create simple sound compositions in real
time by collaboratively operating physical artifacts as sound
controllers. The physical configuration of the artifacts requires
coordinated actions between participants to control sound (thus
requiring, and emphasizing collaboration).
Simpletones encourages playful human-to-human interaction
by introducing a simple interface and a set of basic rules [1].
This enables novices to focus on the collaborative aspects of
making music as a group (such as synchronization and taking
collective decisions through non-verbal communication) to
ultimately engage a state of group flow[2].
This project is relevant to a contemporary discourse on
musical expression because it allows novices to experience the
social aspects of group music making, something that is usually
reserved only for trained performers [3].

The system consists of a physical controller that is operated by
participants in collaboration, a USB camera used as a sensor,
and a computer vision-based program that reads the position of
three tracking points attached to the controller. Visual and sonic
feedback is provided using a large computer screen and
speakers (Figure 1).
	

 Sound is controlled by mapping the position of the tracking
points to different sound parameters. For the artifacts described
in this paper, tracking points are placed in an inverted triangular
configuration (Figure 2).
	

 The left and right points (A and B) control the modulation of
two different sounds. The amount of modulation is determined
by the height of these points with respect to the vertical axis of
the two-dimensional plane of the screen.
	

 A third sound is controlled by the central point (C). This
sound is triggered when the middle point crosses the imaginary
boundary drawn in the middle between the right and left points.

Keywords
Collaboration, Artifacts, Computer Vision, Color Tracking,
State of Flow.

1. INTRODUCTION
The system described in this paper is part of an ongoing project
that examines how small groups of people using physical
artifacts in collaboration can engage in simple sonic
experiences. In doing so, the aim is to learn how a limited set of
constraints can shape social experience and interaction in a
musical context, in terms of how can the common goals be
achieved and how the state of flow might be reached by
participants.
	

 Although the system poses certain rules, there is nothing to
prevent participants from deconstructing them to generate new
systems for emergent play[4]. This is relevant for improvisation
and creative engagement, key components in group music
making.

Figure 1. System setup.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies
are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 2. Triangular configuration and mapping.
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2.1 Interaction and Physical Models

Ableton Live, receives the MIDI messages to produce and
control sound [5] [6] [7].

The mapping system previously described presents a model
that can be applied to different physical configurations, thus
creating very distinct controllers. It also communicates rules for
participation. Among a series of prototypes built through
ongoing study, two controllers were chosen for discussion here,
because they exemplify the basic rules that are applied to all the
possible configurations. 	

	

 The first controller, called Basic Triangle is a controller
operated using one hand. Three color tracking points are placed
on each of the vertices of a fixed inverted triangle (Figure 3).

2.3 Sound Generation and Control
In Ableton Live, three tracks of sound were created, one for
each control point on the artifacts. Specific parameter controls
for each track―such as resonance filter―are modified by the
MIDI information received from the points.
	

 The first and second track (corresponding to point A and B)
are pre-composed loops that when played together create a
harmonic composition. The control possibilities are restricted
only to modifying filter frequency. These variations in filter
frequency provoke drastic changes in sound timbre, allowing
high levels of expressivity without altering the harmonic
intervals, which would provoke a dissonant composition.
	

 The third track (corresponding to point C) is a sound that is
triggered only under the circumstances previously explained,
becoming then a percussive element.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Simpletones is a catalyst for the State of Flow, encouraging
groups to maintain a constant rhythm in a collaborative manner.
The point when the state of flow is reached becomes evident
when the movement of the physical artifacts is co-rhythmic to
the participants’ movements.
	

 Simpletones provides a fertile ground for improvisation and
creative engagement when exploring the affordances and
physical possibilities of the controllers, allowing participants to
create their own rules of interaction [4].	

	

 Relieving the participants from the responsibility of music
composition, and balancing the level of expressivity and
control range, Simpletones allows complete novices to
experience the collaborative and expressive aspects of making
music as a group.

Figure 3. Basic Triangle.
	

 The second controller, called Pendulum, is a model for use in
collaboration between two participants, where the triangle
created by the tracking points changes its dimensions while in
use. This consists of a weight hanging from a string that
connects two rods at their extremes. While maintaining the
inverted triangle configuration, it creates a completely different
interaction in comparison to Basic Triangle.
	

 Each participant holds one rod in hand. When moving the
rods up and down alternately in a coordinated pattern, the
tension on the string provokes the weight to move as a
pendulum. This configuration was deliberately designed so
higher levels of coordination and collaboration between
participants are required to achieve the desired rhythmic
pendular movement (Figure 4).
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5. Appendix : Video Documentation
A video documentation of Basic Triangle and how the system
works can be found at http://vimeo.com/32167826

Figure 4. User testing with Pendulum.

An early test with Pendulum can be found at http://vimeo.com/
36369712

2.2 Software
The relative position of each one of the tracking points is
sensed by a videocamera placed facing one side of the
participants. A program written in Open Frameworks analyses
the data obtained from the tracking points and maps their
position into coordinates in a two-dimensional plane. The
variation in the position of the points is translated into OSC
messages and sent to a second software called Osculator, that
translates these messages into MIDI protocol. A third software,

User testing video of a different controller for Simpletones
based on two tracking points: http://vimeo.com/36203831
User testing video of a finished version for three participants:
http://vimeo.com/39610319
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ABSTRACT
The Sonik Spring is a portable and wireless digital instrument,
created for real-time synthesis and control of sound. It brings
together different types of sensory input, linking gestural motion
and kinesthetic feedback to the production of sound.
The interface consists of a 15-inch spring with unique
flexibility, which allows multiple degrees of variation in its
shape and length. The design of the instrument is described and
its features discussed. Three performance modes are detailed
highlighting the instrument’s expressive potential and wide
range of functionality.

Figure 1. Sonik Spring
handle bar to drive musical events. When bent, capacitive
sensors placed on adjacent coils of the spring measured their
displacement. Torsion was read as a function of the varying
angle between the top and bottom of the spring, using a
potentiometer attached to its base.
More recent experiments with force feedback include
controllers such as the Sonic Banana [9] and the G-Spring [10]
The Sonic Banana uses four bend sensors linearly attached to a
2-foot long flexible rubber tube. When bent it maps the data
from the sensors to sound synthesis parameters. The G-Spring,
features a heavy 25-inch close-coil expansion spring, and uses
light-dependent resistors to measure the amount of light that
slips through the coils when they are bent.
The Accordiatron is a controller based on the paradigm of a
conventional squeezebox [11], featuring a collapsible linkage
mechanism and edges that can rotate to capture motion in two
perpendicular axes, using potentiometers as sensing elements.

Keywords
Interface for sound and music, Gestural control of sound,
Kinesthetic and visual feedback

1. INTRODUCTION
A spring is a universal symbol for oscillatory motion and
vibration. Its power stems from being an object whose shape,
length, motion, and vibrating kinetic energy, can be easily felt
and modified. The popular Slinky® is an example of such an
object. As an interface, the Sonic Spring departs from the
simplicity of the slinky. It too can be compressed, expanded,
twisted or bent in any direction, allowing the user to combine
different types of intricate manipulation.
The novelty of the Sonik Spring lies within the unique
malleability of its coils. They provide well-balanced resistance,
triggering a muscle feedback response that lends a strong sense
of connectedness with the person who plays it. This rapport
mimics a key quality found in acoustic instruments that enables
the interface to become a responsive musical device [1], [2], [3].
Holding and playing the Sonik Spring is meant to feel as if
one is sculpting sound in real time. The continuous change in
the interface’s physicality, induced by arm/hand/wrist motions,
overall gestures, and visual cues, are all directly translated into a
strongly grounded sonic narrative [4], [5].

2. RELATED WORK
Research in kinesthetic perception reveals force feedback as a
stimulus deeply rooted into the human cognitive system [6], [7].
An example of an early interface that explored force feedback is
the Harmonic Driving [8]. It used a spring attached to a bike’s

Figure 2. Extending the Sonik Spring
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The Sonik Spring takes accelerometers and gyroscopes to
measure complex spatial motion. The interface offers great
physical flexibility, since the spring can be easily manipulated
to vary its length, shape, and orientation. The Sonik Spring is
portable, wireless, and comfortably played using both hands. All
of the above characteristics make it a friendly, performable,
“human-scaled” instrument.
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3. DESIGN
3.1 The Interface

accordingly, giving an accurate and virtually latency free
measure of the overall length variation.

Choosing a spring with the right force feedback resistance was
paramount to this project. The goal was to get a spring that
could be both compressed and extended and that could provide
an ideal amount of force feedback pressure when changing its
length.

The five push buttons are symmetrically placed in each hand
controller unit. The buttons perform multiple tasks, from tapelike transport functions, to routing the data from the sensors to
be processed.

3.3 Sonik Spring: A two-spring mass system
Since a group of sensors were placed in the center of the spring
they make up for a small weight, behaving as a mass in a classic
spring-mass system. This arrangement offers the possibility to
generate oscillatory motion of this center mass by shaking the
spring either longitudinally or transversely, with different force
amounts. In the Sonik Spring, the center weight acts upon both
halves of the spring, turning the interface into a two-spring mass
system, with both halves having similar spring constants.

Figure 3. LH Controller: Accelerometer and thumb button

Figure 5. Two-spring mass system

The Sonik Spring features a coil with an unstrained length of
15-inches and a diameter of 3-inches. The spring extends to a
length of 30-inches, and when fully compressed shrinks down to
7-inches. It therefore allows a length variation from roughly half
its size to exactly twice the length. These proportions cover a
4:1 ratio and prove to be uniquely intuitive when applying
mappings of the spring’s varying length to simple linear
changes in musical parameters. The spring attaches at both ends
to hand controller units made of plexiglass. Each unit houses the
orientation sensors and five multi-purpose push buttons.

When the mass m is displaced the distance x, it extends the ‘first’
spring the distance x1, pulling it with a force in the –x direction.
As a result, the ‘second’ spring is compressed the distance x2,
pushing with the same force, also in –x direction. Because the
two halves of the Sonik Spring have the same spring constant,
(k1=k2), the amount of extension x1 equals the compression x2.
The equation of motion and the frequency of the mass oscillation
is then calculated as follows:

ma = F

3.2 Sensing Motion

ma = - kx

ma = -k1x - k2x = - (k1 + k2)x

The Sonik Spring has three groups of orientation sensors: one in
each of the hand units, and one at its middle. Each group
consists of a 2-axis accelerometer to detect pitch and roll, and a
1-axis gyroscope to detect yaw.

k1 = k2
ma = -2kx
a = - (2kx)/m

ω = 2k / m
T = 2π m / 2k ⇒ f = 1 / 2π m / 2k
Figure 6. Two-spring mass system equation
The accelerometer and gyroscope placed in the center of the

€ spring are used to measure the rate of oscillation of the mass of
the system. The displacement of this mass and the cyclic way
the rings compress and extend is visually very apparent. This
quality suits the interface to being used rhythmically, in a very
tangible way.

Figure 4. Spring’s three axes of rotation
The amount of expansion or compression of the spring is
measured using a small joystick built into the right-hand
controller unit. The joystick’s shaft was lengthened to allow it to
reach and sit tightly against one of the spring’s coils. Changing
the spring’s length forces the shaft of the joystick to move

3.4 Gathering the Sensor Data
A MIDItron™ wireless transmitter placed within the right hand
controller collects the information from the ten analog sensors
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selected. Melodically, the Sonik Spring can thus simulate an
instrument with 72 air-blown free reeds.
Pitch bend and glissandi effects are done by mapping changes
in roll and yaw using the right hand’s accelerometer and
gyroscope, respectively.
Chords are generated using the five push buttons, the
accelerometer and the gyroscope of the left hand controller. The
software that generates the chords is based on the author’s work
implemented in the wind controller META-EVI [16].

and ten digital buttons [12]. The analog sensor data is formatted
as MIDI continuous controller messages, and the on-off states
of the buttons, as MIDI note-on and note-off messages. All the
information is sent to a computer running the MaxMSP
software, which does all the data processing.

4. PLAYING THE SONIK SPRING
The Sonik Spring can be used in different ways. Three relevant
‘performance modes’ have been identified. These are:
Instrument mode, Sound Processing Mode and Cognitive Mode.

4.1 Instrument Mode
In “Instrument mode” the Sonik-Spring is played as a virtual
concertina. In its current implementation the instrument can
either use a MaxMSP patch that controls the generation of
sounds based on a physical model of an air-driven vibrating
reed [13] [14] [15], or it can process the sensor data sending it
via MIDI to commercial hardware and software synthesizers.
To play the Sonik Spring the performer holds it horizontally,
with both hands, comfortably grabbing the instrument. The
sensors of the left hand unit trigger the generation of chords
while those of the right hand generate melodic material.
The motion of pulling and pushing the spring emulates the
presses and draws of virtual bellows using the tone generation
technique of an English concertina. The amplitude of those
gestures is mapped to the loudness of the sound.

Figure 8. Spring bent downwards: Inverted U-shape
Changes in the timbre of the sound produced by the physical
model are obtained by mapping a series of gestural motions into
synthesis and control parameters. A vocabulary of a small group
of such gestures has been implemented and it has proven to be a
simple and effective way to correlate visual to auditory
information [17] [18].
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Twisting the hand units symmetrically in opposite
directions and with the same force to map changes
to Filter Cutoff frequency
Twisting the hand units symmetrically in opposite
directions while bending the spring down to map
both Filter Cutoff and Resonance
Bending the spring so that it defines a “U” shape
mapping that shape to LFO rate, acting on the pitch
being played
Bending the spring so that it defines an inverted “U”
shape, mapping it to LFO amplitude
Bending the spring so that it defines an “S” shape,
mapping it to Amplitude Modulation

4.2 Sound Processing Mode
Figure 7. Complex manipulation of the spring: S-shape

The Sonik-Spring works as a controller for real-time sound
processing too. It uses a granular synthesis engine to playback
and process sounds stored in memory [19].
The most immediate use of the spring’s ability to change
sound is to simply vary its length. Mapping length to classic
pitch transposition, where both pitch and tempo are
simultaneously altered, is very engaging. Other powerful
mappings of the spring’s length include changes in loudness,
and freezing sound playback to explore scrubbing effects.
Mappings of the accelerometer data in the right hand unit

The accelerometer and the five push buttons of the right hand
unit are combined to generate the melodic material. This is
accomplished using fingers index through pinky, to access 4
buttons that borrow the pitch generating method of a 4-valve
brass instrument, allowing the production of the 12 chromatic
tones within an octave. Changing the springs’ ‘pitch’ by rotating
it in the lateral plane maps the accelerometer data to select the
desired pitch-octave, triggered by pushing the button assigned to
the right hand thumb. A total of 6 octaves can be comfortably
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[3] O'Modhrain, & S. Playing By Feel: Incorporating Haptic
Feedback into Computer-Based Musical Instruments.
Ph.D. thesis, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 2000.
[4] Davidson, J. Visual perception of performance manner in
the movements of solo musicians. In Psychology of Music,
21, (1993), 103-113.
[5] Cadoz, C. & Wanderley, M. Gesture-music. In Trends in
Gestural Control of Music, (2000), 71–93.
IRCAM, Centre Pompidou, Paris, France, 2000.
[6] Clark, F.J., & Horch, K. W. Kinesthesia. In Handbook of
Perception and Human Performance. Vol. 1, Sensory
Processes and Perception. Ed: Boff, K.R., and Kaufman,
L., & Thomas, J. P. Wiley & Sons, New York, NY, 1986.
[7] Jones, L. A. Perception of Force and Weight: Theory and
Research. In Psychological Bulletin, 100, 1, (1986), 29-42.
[8] Paradiso, J. The brain opera technology: New instruments
and gestural sensors for musical interaction and
performance. In Journal of New Music Research, 28, 2,
(1999), 130–149.
[9] Singer, E. Sonic banana: A novel bend-sensor-based MIDI
controller. In Proceedings of the NIME conference on New
Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME ’06), (2006),
85-88.
[10] Lebel, D. & Malloch, J. The G-Spring Controller. In
Proceedings of the NIME conference on New Interfaces
for Musical Expression, (NIME ’03), (2003), 220-221.
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MIDI controllerfor interactive music. In Proceedings of
the NIME conference on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (NIME ‘01), (2001), 1-3.
[12] Wireless Miditron
http://www.eroktronix.com/
[13] Cottingham, J. The Motion of Air-Driven Free Reeds. In
Collected Papers of the 137th Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, (1999).
[14] Millot, L., & Debut, V. Time Domain Simulation of the
Diatonic Harmonica. In Mosart Workshop on Current
Research Directions in Computer Music, Barcelona
Spain, (2001).
[15] Howard, D., & Rimell, S., & Hunt, A. Force Feedback
Gesture Controlled Physical Modeling Synthesis. In
Proceedings of the NIME conference on New Interfaces
for Musical Expression, (NIME’03), (2003), 95-98.
[16] Henriques, T. Meta-EVI: Innovative Performance Paths
with a Wind Controller. In Proceedings of the NIME
conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(NIME ’08), (2008), 307-310.
[17] Cadoz, C. Instrumental gesture and musical composition.
In Proceedings of the ICMC, International Computer
Music Conference, (1988), 1-12.
[18] Mulder, A. Toward a choice of gestural constraints for
instrumental performers. In Trends in Gestural Control of
Music, (2000), 315–335. IRCAM, Centre Pompidou,
Paris, France, 2000.
[19] Gadd, A., and Fels, S. MetaMuse: A Novel Control
Metaphor for Granular Synthesis. In Proceedings of the
SigCHI conference on Human factors in computing
systems (CHI ’02), ACM Press, New York, NY, 2002,
636-637.
[20] Wen, B. Multisensory integration of visual and auditory
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include the independent control of a sound’s pitch and
playback speed, by respectively varying the spring’s ‘pitch’
and tilt. Also in the right hand unit, the gyroscope detects the
spring’s yaw and performs panning changes.
The five buttons serve to trigger sounds, forward or
backwards, as well as stop, pause, mute, and loop audio
playback, with the option of selecting variable loop start and
end points.
The sensors of the left hand perform additional functions,
such as controlling grain duration and randomization of
sample playback. They are also used to affect parameters that
perform amplitude modulation and filtering.

4.3 Cognitive Mode
An interesting and useful use of the Sonik Spring is as a tool to
test different sensorial stimuli. At an immediate and simple
level, it can be used to gauge an individual’s upper limbs
muscle and force responsiveness by directly linking variations
in a sound’s parameter such as pitch or loudness, to variations
of the spring’s length.
A more complex approach to study an individual’s level of
cognitive perception can be done by simultaneously linking
auditory, visual, spatial and force feedback. This last scenario is
especially promising to medically assess individuals with
neurological challenges [20].

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The Sonik Spring is a versatile instrument and an interface that
is fun to play with. Interactive demos show that the Sample
Processing Mode is the most popular performance mode.
Using the instrument as a virtual concertina is also musically
rewarding. The interface is agile, responsive and highly
expressive allowing the user to develop performance skills that
could reach virtuosity.
A growing interest in the use of the interface in Cognitive
Mode is also evident. Collaborations with researchers in the
medical field are planned.
Future work will focus on combining the data from all sensors
so as to apply “many-to-one” mapping strategies. This will be
useful for the control of synthesis parameters when the
instrument is being played with a physical model, increasing the
high level of feedback that it already conveys. More research is
also planned to continue exploring the two-spring mass system.
Of relevant interest is the inclusion of user generated oscillatory
motion to affect synthesis parameters of the physical model
being used to generate sound.
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ABSTRACT

rhythm patterns they created, players also visually and tangibly receive feedback through the objects.
Initial feedback from players suggests that DrumTop can
be used to explore musical structures and the interactions
among different objects, sounds, and patterns. Using everyday objects as a central ingredient of a musical interface
design facilitates a fun and exciting experience, encouraging experimentation and collaboration among players. The
feedback also suggests musical novices, especially children,
would see DrumTop as an accessible and playful way to
learn musical patterns, and that performers and artists will
find it a rich tool for collaboration and playful interactive
performance. We seek to further evaluate DrumTop as a
tool for music exploration, teaching, and performance.

We introduce a prototype of a new tangible step sequencer
that transforms everyday objects into percussive musical
instruments. DrumTop adapts our everyday task-oriented
hand gestures with everyday objects as the basis of musical
interaction, resulting in an easily graspable musical interface
for musical novices. The sound, tactile, and visual feedback
comes directly from everyday objects as the players program
drum patterns and rearrange the objects on the tabletop
interface. DrumTop encourages the players to explore the
musical potentiality of their surroundings and be musically
creative through rhythmic interactions with everyday objects. The interface consists of transducers that trigger a
hit, causing the objects themselves to produce sound when
they are in close contact with the transducers. We discuss
how we designed and implemented our current DrumTop
prototype and describe how players interact with the interface. We then highlight the players’ experience with Drumtop and our plans for future work in the fields of music
education and performance.

Keywords
Tangible User Interfaces, Playful Experience, Percussion,
Step Sequencer, Transducers, Everyday Objects

1. INTRODUCTION
The DrumTop project illustrates our effort to design and
implement a new musical interface that takes advantage
of everyday objects as a source of musical inspirations for
musical novices. The goal in making DrumTop is to: create a simple physical interface that gives voice to everyday
objects, afford self-expression and immediate engagement
for novices, and encourage novices to explore the musical
potentiality of their surroundings through musical interactions with everyday objects. Many new musical interfaces
for musical novices focus on expressing music by means of
electronic and digital sound productions [2]. By building a
prototype, we seek to expand the possibilities of new musical
interfaces for novices that produce sounds from real world
objects themselves in intuitive fashion. The DrumTop interface provides novices with ways to explore rhythm patterns,
sounds, and their combinations through task-oriented hand
gestures with everyday objects. In addition to hearing the

Figure 1: A player interacts with DrumTop using
found objects. Almost any objects can be placed on
the tabletop surface provided that the objects are
not excessively large and can touch the transducers.

2.

RELATED WORKS

Everyday objects are a fascinating source of musical activities and transforming everyday objects into percussive
musical instruments is an old concept: music and new musical instruments often have their origin in objects around
us such as household objects, natural objects, and crafting
tools [17]. The concept of transforming household objects
into musical materials was suggested by Erik Satie [6]. John
Cage has frequently used found objects in his compositions
such as Water Walk [4]. Many of us may have grown up
playing and learning music through beating on buckets and
kitchen utensils as composer Tod Machover did [15]. Within
the NIME community, a countless number of projects that

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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explore the use of everyday object in the musical context
exist [7] [18] [19]. Perry Cook highlights that ”everyday objects suggest amusing controllers” [5], and DrumTop makes
full use of everyday objects to facilitate a creative musical
experience for novices.

2.1

Automation

A number of related works explore transforming everyday
objects into percussive instruments in an automated fashion. Duper/Looper, Beatbox, and Buonda focus on a modular tangible drum machine interface that can simply be attached to or placed on top of physical objects (Figure 2) [13,
10, 11]. Their interaction models are based on the relocation
of knockers, actuators typically composed of solenoids or
servo motors, which act in the manner of the user’s knocking hand gestures. The user simply places the knockers on
top of objects or attaches them to the objects that they
would like to generate a rhythm from. DrumTop resembles
these projects in that the rhythmic patterns are automated
and the sound production technique does not rely on digital signal processing but on the sounds of physical objects
themselves.

2.2

Figure 2:
Beatbox (Left) and Duper/Looper
(Right). Modular tangible drum machines that can
be atteched to or placed on top of found objects.
Drum Patterns are programmable by rhythmically
tapping on a button on the knocking device (Beatbox) or knocking on the object on which the device
sits (Duper/Looper).
patterns, and rearranging the objects on the tabletop surface to make changes to sound patterns.

1. Find an object

Tabletop Synthesizer/Sequencer

Several works make use of physical objects to synthesize
digital sound and generate rhythmic patterns by analyzing
them on the fly. We pay special attention to the core mechanics of the interaction model that these types of projects
emphasize. These projects freely and quickly move around
physical objects on a tabletop surface to progressively affect the sound outcome. Golan Levin’s Scrapple is a tabletop musical instrument with which users arrange a group
of physical objects with different sizes and shapes on the
table [14]. The instrument scans the table and synthesizes
sounds in real-time. It does this by interpreting the objects
on the table as spectrographic sound-events.
Reactable, a tabletop tangible musical interface, is capable of having multiple users locally or remotely collaborate
to create electro-acoustic music [12]. Users move physical
artifacts that have fiducial markers underneath them on
the tabletop surface to construct and manipulate musical
topologies. Other examples of tabletop tangible musical interface projects include Audiopad [20] and Jam-O-Drum [3].
The Bubblegum Sequencer is a step sequencer with a physical interface with which users create and perform percussive
electronic music by arranging gumballs on a tabletop interface with gridded holes [8]. Sound samples are mapped to
the color of the gumballs, and they are sequentially played
at the appropriate time as users place gumballs on the holes
of the interface. DrumTop is insipired by their tabletop
interface design approach that makes the manipulation of
music familiar and easy to understand for novices.

3. Explore sounds by

rearranging, stacking,
or damping objects

2. Place an object and

push on a transducer
to program a drum
pattern

LED Indicator
Tempo control with potentiometer
Transducer with FSR underneath it

Figure 3: The DrumTop basic interaction model and
building blocks.

3. DESIGNING PLAYFUL EXPERIENCE
3.1 Task-oriented everyday gestures

3.2

Feedback

In DrumTop, everyday objects are the primary feedback
source of sound, tactile, and visual experience: the players
hear the sound directly coming out from the objects; they
touch the objects to feel the sound and change the acoustic
properties of the objects; and they see the objects buzzing
caused by a hit from the transducers. The coupling of the
sound generation system and the physical interface with
which the players interact, often missing in digital musical
instruments [16], offers immediate feedback to the players
of DrumTop, leading to a creative, intuitive, and playful
interactive musical experience.

Interacting with everyday objects is a daily routine for most
of us. Simple noncommunicative task-oriented hand gestures such as reaching, grasping, placing, and pushing come
natural to us without a conscious effort. DrumTop capitalizes on these gestures to engage players in musical activities.
The players are capable of interacting with the interface if
they are able to interact with everyday objects in a way
they normally do in their daily life. As depicted in Figure
3, the basic gestures to play with DrumTop are adaptable
from the gestures most of us already employ in our daily life
including finding and grabbing objects, placing and pushing
them on the DrumTop tabletop surface to program drum

3.3
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Rapid sound exploration

In the design of DrumTop, special attention has been paid
to the physical object’s manipulability to ensure that the
players can quickly rearrange objects on the tabletop surface and program rhythmic patterns. While DrumTop is
designed to be a step sequencer, its interface design borrows that of traditional electronic percussion pads with an
intent to make hands-on manipulation of the physical object
and sound associated with that object intuitive. DrumTop
is capable of giving voice to everyday objects, and we have
tried various materials ranging from paperclip boxes, metal
disks, mobile phones, and plastic toy balls. With the combination of appropriate objects, the players can also create
simple melodic patterns that may not necessarily follow the
traditional western musical scale. Therefore, the potential
for creating a new sound combination is in the hands of the
players; the creative expressions of the players are stimulated from what they find around them and how they decide
to play and combine everyday objects.

properties.

4.2

At the center of the tabletop surface, a potentiometer is
placed to control the tempo of the step sequencer. The
players change tempo at will by twisting the potentiometer
knob, and the visual feedback of an LED sequence helps anchor players in their beat making and provides a consistent
indication of the current tempo.

5. PRELIMINARY FEEDBACK
5.1 The interface and player’s feedback
Based on our preliminary demonstration, people tend to
take DrumTop as a surprise and quickly understand the
basic concept of the system. By the time players construct
a basic rhythm pattern, they are usually smiling and seem
to enjoy the whole creative experience. DrumTop seems to
stimulate players’ curiosity with everyday objects and their
sound as the most common action players take with DrumTop was to look in their pockets or around them to explore
the sound of different objects on DrumTop. One player even
took out a wallet from his pocket to place all his cards and
money on DrumTop to experiment with sounds by stacking
and rearranging them. DrumTop also appears to stir collaboration among players as players discussed about, shared,
and agreed upon objects that would go on top of the interface as they enjoy themselves with DrumTop. These are
exactly the type of exploratory interactions what we hoped
to bring out from the players with DrumTop.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
DrumTop was designed to be relatively low-cost, simple,
and robust. The tabletop interface consists of a 2x4 array
of circular pads. Within each pad, a transducer, an audio exciter from HiWave Technologies [9], equipped with a
force sensitive resistor underneath it is placed flat, facing
up, at the center. The eight pads represents a measure in
musical structure. Each pad represents one eighth note in
a measure of music. An Arduino board [1], a platform of
DrumTop hardware and software implementation, steps and
loops through each pad in a sequence creating an eight beats
per measure structure. As the loop continues, LEDs next
to each pad indicate which pad is currently being activated.

5.2

Musical control and variations

The mechanism for programming drum patterns was obscure to most players; most people expected to hear a sound
when they placed an object on one of pads not thinking
that they had to press on the pads to cause a sound. We
often needed to demonstrate how to program drum patterns before the trial. After having used the system for a
few minutes, most players could predict that rhythm patterns on each pad would change according to their push
inputs on the transducers but they did not necessarily have
the understanding of how the patterns changed every time
transducers were pressed. After the initial learning curve,
people were able to control the interface at will and they
reported that the interface of DrumTop was easy to understand and learn. While most players enjoyed the experience
with DrumTop, some felt that DrumTop interface should be
much bigger in size to accommodate bigger objects such as
buckets, guitars, and chairs. Others commented that the
sequence of the transducer activation should not loop in
a left-to-right order but rather in a circular form. Some
players also suggested that they want more musical control
than what the current DrumTop prototype offers, such as
to replace the drum pattern programming interface with
a computer graphics based interface, to increase the number of pads on the interface, or to add a sequencer bank
to progressively record and play back user defined rhythm
patterns.

Figure 4: A force sensitive resistor under a transducer for detecting pushing input from the players.
An LED indicator at the top of a pad signals players
that the pad is currently activated.

4.1

Tempo

Programming drum patterns

As the players place physical objects on the circular pads
and press on the transducers, force sensitive resistors underneath the transducers signals the Arduino board that a
push from the players has been communicated. A preprogrammed drum pattern immediately loads from the board
memory, producing a unique hit pattern each time the transducers are pressed. The transducers are operated with digital output pins from the Arduino board to produce a short
impulse. When the impulse is transmitted to the physical objects, they produce sounds with their unique acoustic

6.

FUTURE WORK

Our future plan is to conduct a formal study to evaluate
DrumTop as a tool to teach and perform music. The feedback from players suggests that children and musical novices
would see DrumTop as an accessible and playful way to
learn musical patterns, and that DrumTop can be used as a
tool for music performers and artists for collaboration and
interactive performance. Tina Blaine and Sidney Fels suggest that the opportunities for social interaction and collab246

oration among participants through collaborative musical
instruments can create an engaging musical experience for
novices [2]. We believe that encouraging players to collaborate can further enhance the creative musical experience.
With respect to the design of the interface, one approach
towards enhanced collaborative experience is to physically
separate the pads on the tabletop surface while maintaining
the link between the pads through a wireless communication system (Figure 5), making the system modular and
portable. Modularizing the system would allow players to
be more flexible in how they play DrumTop. For example,
the players reconfigure the position of pads to any arrangements that they desired. The design would keep the complexity of the interface simple but would add more variety
to the type of musical interactions that novices could create.

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
Circular Mode

Traditional Mode

Distributed Mode

Figure 5: Conceptual ideas of the future implementation of DrumTop. The players can reconfigure
the pads in any position, making collaboration with
others easier than current design.

[9]

[10]
[11]

7. CONCLUSION

[12]

We presented a tangible step sequencer that transforms everyday objects into percussive musical instruments. Our intention was to create a simple physical interface that gives
voice to everyday objects, afford self-expression and immediate engagement for novices, and encourage novices to
rediscover their surroundings through musical interactions
with everyday objects. DrumTop adapts everyday taskoriented gestures with everyday objects as the basis of musical interaction, allowing novices to freely explore sounds and
combinations of sounds with everyday objects. As players
explore the musical potentiality of everyday objects, DrumTop provide sound, tactile, and visual feedback through
those objects.
Priliminary feedback from players indicate that DrumTop can be used to explore musical structures and the interactions among different objects, sounds, and patterns.
DrumTop can be an accessible and playful tool for children
and musical novices to learn music, and that it can be a
rich tool for collaboration and music performance. We will
continue to evaluate DrumTop as a tool to explore teaching
and performing music.

[13]

[14]
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[16]
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ABSTRACT

for cochlear implant recipients that have been field-tested and
proven effective [8]. Since this review a number of computer
assisted training programs for speech perception have been
produced or further developed from existing materials [5];
however, there remains a particular need for music training
programs [9].
The need for a structured music (re)habilitation resource
aimed at CI users was the incentive for the development of the
University of Southampton’s ‘Interactive Music Awareness
Program’ (IMAP). This demonstration will introduce delegates
to the full functionality of the IMAP, allowing them to:
experiment with specifically designed Max/MSP standalone
applications; watch tutorial videos that introduce the bespoke
software; and explore the HTML-based template used to
structure the twenty-four half-hour sessions.

There is some evidence that structured training can benefit
cochlear implant (CI) users’ appraisal of music as well as their
music perception abilities. There are currently very limited
music training resources available for CI users to explore. This
demonstration will introduce delegates to the ‘Interactive Music
Awareness Program’ (IMAP) for cochlear implant users, which
was developed in response to the need for a client-centered,
structured, interactive, creative, open-ended, educational and
challenging music (re)habilitation resource.

Keywords
music, cochlear implants, perception, rehabilitation, auditory
training, interactive learning, client-centred software

2. AURAL (RE)HABILITATION
PROGRAM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION
CI technology has exceeded the early expectations of many
with regard to providing severely or profoundly deaf people
with the ability to perceive speech in quiet listening
environments, yet current devices are poor at conveying the
temporal and spectral cues that are necessary for the accurate
perception of pitch and timbre, and have limited dynamic range
[1]. Many CI users express a desire to hear music again but are
dissatisfied by the sound quality of music as perceived through
their implant [2, 3]. However, certain features of music are
known to be more readily accessible to CI users; music with
simple, repetitive structures and arrangements, a clear melody
and strong beat is reported to be preferred post-implantation
[2].
There is some evidence to suggest that structured training can
benefit CI users’ appraisal of music as well as their music
perception abilities, particularly for melodic contour and timbre
recognition [4, 5]. However, availability of aural rehabilitation,
especially for adults, is patchy at best [6]. Computer-based
perceptual training could provide a cost-effective solution,
potentially leading to increased participation in music related
activities and improvement in quality of life [7].
Evidence-based research into the efficacy and efficiency of
musical (re)habilitation training is much needed [6]. In a review
of issues relating to cochlear implantation, Zeng concluded that
there were no structured (re)habilitation programs and protocols

A number of recommendations relating to the development of
aural rehabilitation programs have proved pertinent to the
development of the IMAP. Sweetow and Sabes [10] propose
that training should be interactive, practical and accessible,
difficult enough to maintain interest and yet easy enough to
minimize frustration and fatigue. They also advocate the use of
a bottom up and top down approach to facilitate enhancement
of both peripheral auditory and central processing, stating that
performance ‘must be measurable’ with ‘feedback provided on
a [regular] basis’. With these criteria in mind the software
applications developed for the IMAP employ accessible and
clear GUI designs, and allow users with varying hearing
experiences the opportunity for practical experimentation and
interaction with music. Many of the applications provide
immediate feedback to help users develop their own techniques
and strategies for deciphering music through their CI.
In addition to Sweetow and Sabes’ recommendations, we
propose that a client-centered approach is essential to develop
successful aural rehabilitation programs and protocols. This
proposal is by no means new; Hull states that ‘assessment of
the impact of the hearing deficit on individual clients is …
critical for formulating a viable aural rehabilitation program
based on the client’s needs’ [11]. In order to actively involve CI
users in the development of the IMAP a series of consultation
meetings and music exploration workshops were organized.
The workshops involved a range of different musical activities
including: practical music making; listening exercises;
educational talks; and trialing of Max/MSP standalone
application prototypes. Feedback from the consultation sessions
and workshops suggested that the music rehabilitation program
should be interactive, creative, open-ended, educational and
challenging.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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3. IMAP STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

music change the emotion, drama, sense of time or setting, or
mood of short films. This software allows CI users to use music
creatively and expressively, combining systematic and creative
thinking to create something new.

The IMAP is housed on a USB stick that can be used at home
on either Windows or Apple platforms. The user is guided
through the twenty-four half-hour sessions by means of an
HTML-template that links to the Max/MSP standalone
applications. The software applications are introduced by textbased and video instructions, which provide tasks and
challenges. Each session concludes with either an online
listening task, which encourage users to discover music on
YouTube, or a ‘Test-Yourself’ application focused on testing
the users’ abilities in: pulse detection; melodic contour
perception; or instrument differentiation. These ‘Test-Yourself’
applications allow users to track their musical development by
providing scores out of ten. The main bulk of the IMAP,
however, is concerned with the interaction with six key
interactive standalone applications, which encourage users to
create, manipulate and play with music in creative and openended ways. The following overview of these applications
describes the functionality and purpose of the software:

3.5 The ERM
Some CI users avoid listening to music, or find it off-putting
because they feel a pressure to be able to differentiate particular
musical instruments or sounds, which can be rather difficult
through a CI. ‘The ERM’ (Environmental Rhythm Machine)
aims to alleviate this pressure by allowing users to interact
musically and playfully with everyday sounds; sounds that they
will have most likely have become used to hearing through
their CI already. This may help avoid the disappointment that
can stem from finding it problematic to recognize traditional
musical instruments. ‘The ERM’ is a simple environmental
sound drum machine, which encourages users to adapt preset
rhythmic loops, and to compose new rhythmic structures. It
allows CI users to take control of what they are hearing, and to
work creatively with sound.

3.1 The Timbre Player

4. THE FUTURE

‘The Timbre Player’ allows CI users to choose the melody and
instrument they want to hear (from closed sets), with or without
a rhythm track and with the ability to change the speed and
pitch. The pitch controls are particularly important as they
allow the user to find a pitch range that suits them. The
melodies currently available are ‘God Save the Queen’,
‘Somewhere over the Rainbow’ and a new melody, ‘Ben’s
Tune’. ‘Ben’s Tune’ features large pitch jumps in order to try
and stimulate different CI electrodes, affording the possibility
of experiencing a more perceptible difference in pitch. A range
of visual cues are provided to help decipher the melodic
contour including: videos of the performers; a piano-roll; stave
notation; and graphic representations of the sound (‘goat
animation’ and a spectrogram). It is hoped that this software
will help CI users to discover which instruments they can
perceive better through their implant.

A controlled, randomized crossover trial of the IMAP is
currently underway at the South of England Cochlear Implant
Centre in the UK. Measures of music perception and
appreciation at the beginning, half way through and end of the
trial will be used establish the efficiency and efficacy of the
materials. Following feedback from the trial the IMAP will be
made available online in order to enable CI users worldwide to
benefit from the program.
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and audio fragments in order to see how the different pieces of
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ABSTRACT

sound space as an interface to CBCS in section 2, and various gestural controller devices that allow to interact with
it, each with certain advantages and disadvantages, in section 3. After that, we turn to examining the types of gestures afforded by these interfaces, and the different trigger
modes that determine if sound is played by interaction or
at a fixed rate, in section 4, before investigating how to construct the sound space, and optimise its representation in
section 5. Finally we provide a critical assessment of the
different variants of the interface in section 6 followed by
general conclusions and avenues for future work in section 7.
In order to better convey the interactive and gestural aspects of the interfaces, a companion web-page2 gives video
and audio examples for each of the controllers.

Corpus-based concatenative synthesis is a fairly recent
sound synthesis method, based on descriptor analysis of any
number of existing or live-recorded sounds, and synthesis
by selection of sound segments from the database matching
given sound characteristics. It is well described in the literature, but has been rarely examined for its capacity as a new
interface for musical expression. The interesting outcome
of such an examination is that the actual instrument is the
space of sound characteristics, through which the performer
navigates with gestures captured by various input devices.
We will take a look at different types of interaction modes
and controllers (positional, inertial, audio analysis) and the
gestures they afford, and provide a critical assessment of
their musical and expressive capabilities, based on several
years of musical experience, performing with the CataRT
system for real-time CBCS.

1.1

Keywords
CataRT, corpus-based concatenative synthesis, gesture

1.

INTRODUCTION

Corpus-based concatenative synthesis (CBCS) is a recent
method for sound synthesis [12, 14], that has been implemented from 2005 on in an interactive sound synthesis system named CataRT [16], used in sound design, composition, and installation contexts, and used by the author1 and
other musicians for live music performances [18].
While the technological and scientific bases of CBCS have
been well described and theorised, its use as a new interface for musical expression has not been treated specifically.
Yet, it introduces an important and novel concept that is the
essence of the interface: the space of sound characteristics
with which the player interacts by navigating through it,
with the help of gestural controllers. Therefore, this article
will try to take a first step towards formalising the experience of this use of CBCS as a musical instrument made by
the author mainly in a setting of improvisation with other
musicians.
We will start by giving a short general introduction to the
principle of CBCS and mention some related approaches,
before investigating the central notion of this article, the
1

Principle of CBCS

Corpus-based concatenative synthesis systems build up a
database of prerecorded or live-recorded sound by segmenting it into units, usually of the size of a note, grain,
phoneme, or beat, and analysing them for a number of
sound descriptors, which describe their sonic characteristics. These descriptors are typically pitch, loudness, brilliance, noisiness, roughness, spectral shape, etc., or metadata, like instrument class, phoneme label, etc., that are
attributed to the units, and also include the segmentation
information of the units, like start time, duration, source
sound file index. These sound units are then stored in a
database (the corpus). For synthesis, units are selected from
the database that are closest to given target values for some
of the descriptors, usually in the sense of a weighted Euclidean distance. Non real-time CBCS [12] can also make
use of a unit selection algorithm based on dynamic programming or constraint solving [1] that finds the sequence of
units that match best a given sound or phrase to be synthesised (the target). The selected units are then concatenated
and played, after possibly some transformations.

1.2

Motivations for CBCS

Ever larger sound databases exist on all of our harddisks
and are waiting to be exploited for synthesis, which is ever
less feasible to do completely manually. Therefore, the help
of automated sound description allows to access and exploit
a mass of sounds efficiently and interactively, unlike traditional query-oriented sound databases [19].
As with each new synthesis method, corpus-based concatenative synthesis gives rise to new sonorities and new
methods to organise and access them, and thus expands
the limits of sound art. Here, by selecting snippets of a
large database of pre-recorded sound by navigating through
a space where each snippet takes up a place according to
its sonic character, it allows to explore a corpus of sounds
interactively, or by composing this path, and to create novel

http://music.concatenative.net
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http://imtr.ircam.fr/imtr/CataRT_Instrument

sound structures by re-combining the sound events, proposing novel combinations and evolutions of the source material. The metaphor for composition is an explorative navigation through the sonic landscape of the corpus.
Last, using concatenative synthesis, as opposed to pure
synthesis from a signal or physical model, allows a sound
composer to exploit the richness of detail of recorded sound
while retaining efficient control of the acoustic result by
using perceptually and musically meaningful descriptors to
specify the desired target sound features.

1.3

For laptop orchestra pieces, Bruno Ruviaro has developed
a simplified interface to CataRT named CatORK5 using
the computer keyboard and mouse as controllers, together
with a conducting system.

2.

By now it should be clear that the central notion of CBCS
as an instrument resides in the representation of the corpus
as an abstract space of sound characteristics, spanned up
by n audio and meta-data descriptors as its axis. In the
case of CataRT, n is 24, of which 15 are informative.
In this space, similar sounding segments are close together, and large distances mean that the sounds are very
different (within the limits of what can be captured by audio
descriptors). Note that this concept is similar but not equivalent to that of the timbre space put forward by Wessel and
Grey [7, 24], since timbre is defined as those characteristics
that serve to distinguish one sound from another, that remain after removing differences in loudness and pitch. Our
sound space explicitly includes those differences that are
very important to musical expression.
The sound space is populated by units of sound, placed at
the coordinates given by their audio descriptors or class indices. In order to make this high-dimensional representation
into an interface, the visual representation is a projection
into a lower-dimensional space—two or three dimensions are
best adapted to the commonly available display and control
devices (see figure 1 for an example).

The CataRT System

The CataRT software system realises corpus-based concatenative synthesis in real-time. It is a modular system in Max/MSP with the freely available FTM, Gabor, and MnM extensions3 [10, 11, 2], providing optimised
data structures and operators in a real-time object system. CataRT is released as free open source software at
http://imtr.ircam.fr.
CataRT analyses any number of sound files or live audio
by a modular descriptor extraction framework [20]. Batch
analysis runs faster than real-time thanks to Gabor’s arbitrary rate signal processing in message domain. Segmentation is by fixed size, by pitch or spectral change, by attack
detection, or imported externally. The representation of
the corpus of sound units is a numerical matrix; classes and
labels are therefore represented as integer indices, making
them accessible to selection by Euclidean distance. (For
more flexibility, see the recent extension of distance mapping [15].)
For synthesis, the target of the selection is most intuitively controlled in a 2D representation of the corpus, where
each unit is a point that takes up a place according to its
sonic character. Access via 3 or more dimensions is equally
possible, depending on the degrees of freedom of the controller. Selection is accelerated by a tree-based search index [21] and can be extended to choose a set of units either
within a user-specified selection radius around the target
position or its k nearest neighbours, from which one randomly chosen unit will be triggered.
CataRT must be seen as a whole family of possible instruments, around the core concept of the timbral sound
space that is played by navigation through, and transformation of, its elements. The actual instrument and the
interaction it affords is determined by the controller that
steers the navigation, and the choice of gestural interaction
and trigger modes, detailed in section 4.

1.4

THE SOUND SPACE AS INTERFACE

Related Work

Corpus-based concatenative synthesis and related approaches have been developed independently in a number
of projects, summarised in a survey [13] that is constantly
kept up-to-date on-line.4
The most prominent related approach is that of audio
mosaicing [25], which is a special case of corpus-based concatenative synthesis, when the selection target is derived
from another audio signal. Most often, the descriptors used
in that case are a representation of the audio spectrum in
a low number of frequency bands, resulting in a lookup of
sounds from the corpus by timbral match.
CBCS can also be seen as a content-based extension to
granular synthesis providing direct access to grains with
specific sound characteristics in real-time, thus surpassing
its limited selection possibilities, where the only control is
position in one single sound file.

Figure 1: Example of the 2D visualisation of
CataRT: Corpus used in the piece Alarm–Signal in example video 5.3, plotted by Spectral Centroid (x),
Periodicity (y), NoteNumber (colour).
While already the indexing of the corpus by only a
few high-level perceptual descriptors allows a musical and
close-to-symbolic access to sound, the further projection of
the descriptor space to a low-dimensional navigation space
makes the interaction with the sound corpus very straightforward and intuitive.
Here, playing means navigating through the space
(whereas in audio mosaicing, playing means querying the
space by audio examples), and triggering the segments closest to the current position according to one of several possible trigger modes that determine the gestural affordances
of the interface, detailed in section 4.

3

http://ftm.ircam.fr/
http://imtr.ircam.fr/imtr/Corpus-Based_Sound_
Synthesis_Survey
4

5
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3.

CONTROLLERS

3.1.2

The actual instrument is determined by the controller that
steers the navigation, which fall into the two groups of 2D
or 3D positional control (3.1), and control by the analysis
of audio input (3.2)
This section will describe the controllers from a technical
point of view. The following section 4 will link their input
to the gestures they afford, while section 6 will compare and
discuss them.

3.1

3.1.3

Positional Control

Motion Capture

Motion capture systems, either by cameras and markers,
or the Kinect, offer a full-body access to a sound corpus
mapped into physical 3D space. These interfaces have not
yet been used for music performance with CataRT, but are
beginning to be used in installation settings [6].

This is the straightforward control method for CataRT,
mapping a 2D or 3D controller to the target position.
For composition and micro-montage, even standard pointing devices such as the mouse or trackpad can do, as seen
in example video 1.1, however they lack possibilities of dynamic play.

3.1.1

Multi-Touch Surfaces

Multi-touch controllers, such as the Jazzmutant Lemur
or the touch-screen prototype Stantum SMK, especially
when pressure sensitive, such as the Continuum Fingerboard or the planned Linnstrument, are the dream interface
for CataRT, providing an intuitive polyphonic access to a
sound space. The Stantum SMK has been used for a one-off
performance at SMC 2010 [3], see example videos 5.1–5.3.

3.1.4

Accelerometers

Accelerometer equipped devices such as Wiimotes, smartphones, or iPads can be used to navigate the 2D space by
tilting and shaking (see example video 6.1).
In the mapping used in CataRT, this falls within positional control, since the accelerometer readout of the device
is mapped to 2D position: held flat, the target is in the middle of the navigation space, tilted 90 degrees left, it is at the
left border, 90 degrees right at the right border, and analogously for forward/backward tilting. However, the mass
and inertia of the device add an immediate physical component and force feedback to the interaction, making the gestural affordance of the controller very different from above
pointing devices.

XY–Controllers and Surfaces

The most intuitive access to CataRT is provided by XY
controllers, such as MIDI control pads (like the KAOSS
pad), MIDI joystick controllers, etc., for giving the target position in 2D. Better still are pressure-sensitive XYcontrollers such as a graphics tablet (Wacom), or the Mercurial STC-1000 (see figure 2), to control also dynamics.
The Wacom tablet allows a very precise positioning of
the target via a pen, and can register (light) pressure. Additionally, the tilt of the pen can be used to control two
more parameters. See video example 3.1 and 3.2.
The Mercurial Innovations Group STC-1000 MIDI controller, now no longer produced, has a Tactex surface with a
grid of 3x3 pressure sensors. Using SysEx, one can make it
send the raw 1024 bit pressure data, and recalculate the position with higher precision as the standard output via the
center of gravity of the pressure values. One can also determine the size of the touched area, given by the standard
deviation. This allows to control one additional parameter
by the distance between two fingers. See video example 4.1.

3.2

3.2.1

Audio Control

Piezo Microphones

Piezo pickups on various surfaces allow to hit, scratch, and
strum the corpus of sound, exploiting all its nuances according to the gestural interaction, the sound of which is analysed and mapped to the 2D navigation space of CataRT
see figure 3 and example videos 8.1 and 8.2:
The approach here uses an attack detector (bonk∼ by
Miller Puckette) that also outputs the spectrum of the attack audio frame in 11 frequency bands. Total energy and
centroid of this spectrum is calculated in CataRT and
mapped to the x and y target position in the 2D interface to
select the segments to play from the corpus. This means, for
instance, dull, soft hitting plays in the lower-left corner of
the corpus descriptor space, while sharp, hard hitting plays
more in the upper right corner.
The attack detection is not 100% accurate, but since
the signal from the piezos is mixed to the audio played by
CataRT, the musical interaction still works.

Figure 3: Piezo microphones under a corrugated
plastic folder, allowing to hit, scratch, and strum a
corpus.

Figure 2: The Mercurial STC-1000 XY+pressure
MIDI controller.
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3.2.2

Audio Analysis

With controllers that afford pressure sensitivity, very dynamic, yet precisely controlled, sonic gestures can be produced by effecting different trajectories, speeds and pressure
profiles on XY controllers.
With accelerometers, the speed of tilting, or the vigorousness of shaking the controller is proportional to the density
of the produced sound, while the precision of the selection
is much lower.

The descriptor-analysis of incoming audio can serve to control the selection of similar-sounding grains [23]. A mapping
stage can automatically adapt the range of the input descriptor to the corpus, in order to exploit it fully, forsaking
precise lookup of pitch, for instance, in favour of gestural
analogies.
This possibility of mapping makes for a significant difference with the control of CBCS by audio spectrum analysis
as in audio mosaicing, described in section 1.4.

4.2

3.3 Additional Parameter Control
The 14 granular playback and transformation parameters6
are conveniently controlled by a faderbox, now replaced by
a multi-touch control surface software on the iPad.

4.

Textures

This other group of trigger modes separate selection from
excitation, giving rise to continuous rhythms or textures.
beat The beat mode triggers units regularly via a metronome,
the frequency and randomisation of which is controlled
via a modification gesture on faders.
When the rate is fast, units overlap and dense sonic
textures are produced, the timbre of which can be precisely chosen by the target position. Their variability
or steadiness can be influenced by the selection radius, and the random ranges of the granular playback
parameters.

GESTURAL CONTROL AND TRIGGER
MODES

The controller devices explained in the previous section provide the target position in the 2D navigation space and
possibly one or more dynamic parameters such as pressure.
How and when the units close to the target position are
actually played is subject to the chosen trigger mode that,
together with the control device, finally determines the gestural interaction.
There are two groups of trigger modes that give rise
to two different styles of musical interaction: dynamic instrumental gestures (4.1), and continuous or rhythmic textures (4.2).
We will in the following analyse the interaction gestures
according to the framework of Cadoz [4, 5], that distinguishes the three types of excitation, selection, and modification gesture.

chain The chain mode triggers a new unit whenever the
previous unit has finished playing, and can thus loop
one or more units from the corpus.
continue Finally, the continue mode plays the unit following the last one, once it has finished, thus continuing
to play in the original recording. Here we can recall
parts of the corpus sound files in order, restarting by
giving a new target position.
In the textural trigger modes, the navigational gestures
are solely selection gestures, while no excitation gestures
are needed, since the system plays continuously. However,
the trigger rate and the granular playback parameters are
controlled by modification gestures on faders.

4.1 Dynamic Gestures
In the first group of trigger modes, the specification of the
target position can at the same time trigger the playback of
the unit.

5.

BUILDING THE SPACE

We now turn our attention to three aspects of setting up
the sound space for use as a musical instrument: How to fill
it with sounds, how to organise them by classes and voices,
and how to optimise the 2D/3D layout for interaction.

fence The fence trigger mode (named in homage to clattering a stick along a garden fence) plays a unit whenever a different unit becomes the closest one. Swiping
gestures can trigger arpeggios of units, the speed and
density of which depend on the speed of the swiping
gesture.

5.1

Filling the Corpus

The corpus can be built either from any number of existing
sound files, or can be recorded live during the performance
from a co-musician or environmental sources8 , giving rise
to live corpus-based concatenative synthesis [17, 8], which
is very appropriate for improvised performances:
Here, starting from an empty corpus, CataRT builds up
the database of the sound played live by segmenting the
instrument sound into notes and short phrases. The laptop performer then re-combines the sound events into new
harmonic, melodic and timbral structures, simultaneously
proposing novel combinations and evolutions of the source
material by navigating the ever-changing sound space being
built-up from live recording.

grab The grab trigger modes “grabs” the currently closest
unit while a button is pressed (a modification gesture) and triggers it repeatedly with a rate that is
proportional to the speed of movement of the target
position. Additionally, because the position has no
selection function during grab, we can map this, for
instance, to spatialisation of the sound source.7
Clearly, here the navigation in the sound space constitutes
a selection gesture, and, in this group of trigger modes, it
is at the same time an excitation gesture.

5.2

6
The transformation parameters are: grain rate, selection radius, crossfade time, grain size and onset, reverse,
transposition, gain, pan, and random ranges for some of
these. They are documented at http://imtr.ircam.fr/
imtr/CataRT_App_Documentation.
7
This is a musically motivated modification of the naive
bow mode that plays a unit whenever the selection moves.
De-facto, the friction of the mouse, the then used input
device, provided an appropriate force-feedback reminiscent
of bowing a string.

Organising the Space

In order to create, and precisely and expressively control variety in the played sounds, the sound space can be organised
in three aspects: First, any number of separate corpora can
be loaded or recorded in CataRT and assigned to one of
the synthesis channels. This provides completely separate
8

http://babiole.net/spip.php?article3
http://diemo.free.fr/wp/?p=488
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ABSTRACT

Also in 2002, Wessel and Wright suggested a NIME design
criteria with “initial ease of use coupled with a long term
potential for virtuosity. . . and clear and simple strategies for
programming the relationship between gesture and musical
result” [13]. Many existing mobile instruments such as the
Ocarina5 take the “hyperinstrument” approach to accomplishing initial ease of use and potential for virtuosity by
modeling traditional instruments. Overholt and Roads suggested an alternate approach of designing around modern
synthesis techniques rather than creating instruments with
familiar interfaces – “the mimicking of these older designs
does not take into account the predilection for the electronic
composer to work inside the sounds.” [10] Likewise, our emphasis with SenSynth was to allow the user to easily create
sensor-to-sound mappings rather than to mimic interactions
with traditional instruments. Overholt and Roads state
that new instruments will require a “new type of virtuosity” from an “interdisciplinary composer/programmer” [10].
We must, however, still consider criteria for initial ease of
use when designing new interactions, which in our case results in a simple mapping interface, the inclusion of preset
instruments, and an optional pitch quantizer to ease the
playing of notes in a musical scale using various sensors.
Another category of applications includes RjDj6 , Inception7 , and ZooZBeat8 . These augmented music applications
do bring an innovative use of onboard sensors as interfaces
to interact with songs or preset patches, but overall do not
stand as instruments themselves. Pre-smartphone systems
such as Sonic City [5] and PuDAC [7] synthesized and composed musical experiences using a number of wearable sensors as a user walked through a city or engaged in exercise.
Both projects viewed themselves as augmented musical experiences rather than instruments for musical performance.
We believe that the ideal interface should be able to stand
as both a performance instrument and augmented music
application. A key feature to realize this versatility, which
all of the aforementioned applications lack, is the ability
to quickly and dynamically create custom sensor to sound
mappings. Without this ability to remap, performers are
constrained to a fixed form of interaction and the new musical interface becomes no more versatile than a traditional
musical instrument. Likewise, listeners of augmented musical experiences should be able to create their own interactions instead of downloading other’s presets.
The Speedial [3], urMus [4], and Momu [2] projects are
probably the most similar to SenSynth in terms of ideology. Momu is a programming toolkit to aid in the rapid
mapping between mobile sensors and audio. Speedial and

SenSynth is an open-source mobile application that allows
for arbitrary, dynamic mapping between several sensors and
sound synthesis parameters. In addition to synthesis techniques commonly found on mobile devices, SenSynth includes a scanned synthesis source for the audification of
sensor data. Using SenSynth, we present a novel instrument based on the audification of accelerometer data and
introduce a new means of mobile synthesis control via a
wearable magnetic ring. SenSynth also employs a global
pitch quantizer so one may adjust the level of virtuosity
required to play any instruments created via mapping.

Keywords
mobile music, sonification, audification, mobile sensors
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BACKGROUND

In 2002 Hunt stated that an electronic instrument was more
than just an interface coupled with a sound generator, and
referred to the mapping between interface and sound as the
“essence” of an instrument [6]. With today’s mobile devices
we see a plethora of sensors available for interaction coupled
with powerful processors that can rival the sound synthesis
capabilities of the laptop. Yet, we often only see instruments exploiting either the sensor or synthesis potential of
these devices. For example, applications like Cosmovox1
and AirVox2 make innovative use of the camera and sensors
on a phone, but are rather limited in synthesis abilities and
do not allow one to reconfigure the sensor-to-sound mapping. Users of these applications are not free to explore
the “essence” of other mappings. While commercial mobile
applications such as Synthstation3 and Nanostudio4 bring
powerful synthesis to mobile phones, they still rely on interaction via touch screen or external MIDI adapter and
fail to make use of the many available mobile sensors on
modern phones such as the accelerometer, gyroscope, and
magnetometer.
1

http://leisuresonic.com/cosmovox/
http://www.yonac.com/AirVox/
3
http://www.akaipro.com/synthstation
4
http://www.blipinteractive.co.uk/
2

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

5

http://ocarina.smule.com/
http://rjdj.me/
7
http://inceptiontheapp.com/
8
http://www.zoozmobile.com/zoozbeat.htm
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urMus are mobile applications that allow for rapid sensor
to sound mapping in a manner very similar to our own.
However, SenSynth provides a GUI front end to all instrument parameters so that sliders and buttons may be used
to control parameters that are not mapped to any sensor.
urMus allows the scripting of GUI’s that may be uploaded
to the phone, but our approach augments a variety of provided synthesis interfaces with customizable sensor control.
We believe this approach to be easier to use for the electronic music layman. This paper will also focus on novel
interactions enabled with SenSynth.
Our goal was to make a mobile interface with an emphasis on arbitrary mapping between an array of sensor inputs
and several sound synthesis techniques. We did not set out
to model any familiar modes of interaction nor did we attempt to define any modes of interaction for existing synthesis techniques. While included preset modes of interaction
and a global pitch quantizer provide instant usability, those
desiring more control are free to design their own instruments or abandon the automatic tuning. SenSynth redefines itself as an instrument through user-created mappings
and compositions created by the user’s motions.

2.

control and the previous mappings to that parameter will
be removed. Figure 1 illustrates the selection of a sensor
and Figure 2 shows several completed mappings.

Figure 1: Selecting a Sensor

SENSYNTH INTERFACE

SenSynth allows the user to arbitrarily map a mobile phone’s
sensor output values to parameters for sound synthesis and
effects. For example, the accelerometer might be connected
to control the modulation depth of a FM synthesizer, so that
when when the user shakes the phone, more partials appear
in the FM sound. SenSynth is a mobile platform for sonic
experimentation and the results of much mappings may be
used equally for musical performance and sonification. The
ease of use of the GUI enables rapid experimentation with
both the mappings and the instrument itself. The key to
SenSynth is that every onscreen button or slider can be
controlled via any sensor on the phone (Figure 3).

2.1

Implementation

SenSynth currently runs on a Nokia N9/950 under MeeGo.
Programming was accomplished in C++ using the QT Quick
package which includes the QT Mobility API for mobile
sensor communication and audio callbacks as well as QML
for scripting dynamic graphical user interfaces. The sound
synthesis library used is custom but greatly inspired by the
CREATE Signal Library (CSL)9 .

2.2

Figure 2: An Example Instrument
Once a mapping is created it is displayed in a list with
two buttons: one to remove the mapping and one to invert the sensor control. For example, if the gyroscope is
mapped to control the frequency of an oscillator, tilting the
phone upwards (increasing the gyroscope’s pitch) will cause
an increase in the frequency of an oscillator by default, but
applying the invert button will cause a decrease in the oscillator’s frequency when the phone is tilted upwards. Series
of several mappings can be named and saved as presets on
the Load / Save page.

GUI

SenSynth initially presents the user with a simple mixer
page to activate and adjust the gain of each available sound
source. Each source has its own page in which all parameters can be adjusted via touch sliders and buttons. There is
an FX page with on/off switches and the appropriate sliders
for each audio effect.
The mapping page allows the user to dynamically map
any sensor on the phone to control any source or effect parameter. The user is presented with a list of all available
sensors and once a selection is made all available sources
and effects are displayed. After making a source or effect
selection, a list of parameters that can be controlled by the
chosen sensor are displayed. While mappings are arbitrary
for the most part, there are some limitations. For example,
the proximity sensor can only output a boolean on/off, so
it is not able to control the frequency of an oscillator. A
single sensor can control any number of sound parameters
for a one-to-many mapping. If a user tries to assign multiple sensors to a single parameter the last sensor will gain all
9

2.3

Sensors and Sound Parameters

Figure 3 shows all available sensors and sound parameters as well as their data types. The colored boxes indicate
which sensor information can control which sound parameters. For example, it is possible for floating-point outputs to
control integer and boolean parameters. So, if the gyroscope
roll is mapped to control the waveshape of an oscillator the
floating-point output will be quantized to 5 values, one for
each of the 5 possible waveshapes. As the user twists the
phone, the waveshapes will change as the values fall into
the quantized ranges. For floating-point to boolean control, “true” is triggered whenever the value surpasses a fixed
threshold and outputs “false” otherwise. For instance, one
could record into the sampler by twisting the phone one way
and stop recording by twisting the opposite direction.

http://fastlabinc.com/CSL/
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Figure 3: Available Sensors, Sound Parameters,
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3.

INTERACTIONS

freq
Gyro Z
Scanned Synthesis
Accelerometer
tion Zbetween theirwave
physical vibrations and the resulting

sound. As O’Modhrain shows [9], such haptic feedback
incorporated within a computer-based instrument can improve players’ abilities to learn new behaviors.

Here we present two examples of interactions with SenSynth. The first is an instrument that derives its sound
waveform from the audification of accelerometer data, and
the second explores the simple concept of using a wearable
magnetized ring to interact with sound via the magnetometer.

3.1

+

Accel. X
Gyro X

The Kinetic Synthesizer

In addition to the common oscillators found in other mobile
sound synthesis applications, SenSynth includes 3 scanned
synthesis sources for the direct sonification of sensor data.
Scanned synthesis reads periodic motion-generated data at
haptic rates (sub 15Hz) and literally scans the data as an
audio waveform at a rate fast enough to enter our range
of hearing. Thus, one may directly manipulate the spectrum of a sound by human movements [12]. Our application of scanned synthesis may also be classified as a form of
audification– the act of reading arbitrary data as an audio
waveform [8]. Using scanned synthesis with the accelerometer and gyroscope we have constructed a preset instrument
called the “kinetic synthesizer.”
All 3 scanned sources are mapped to read the accelerometer x, y, and z axis respectively. Dynamic amplitude variations within each of the three summed accelerometer waveforms results in vector synthesis, a technique in which multiple wavetables are rapidly crossfaded with each other [11].
We then map the gyroscope’s roll, pitch, and yaw to the
frequency (directly related to the scan rate) of each scanned
source. We term the resulting combination of motion-produced
scanned and vector synthesis the “kinetic synthesizer” (Figure 4). Creating this instrument can be accomplished in
seconds using SenSynth’s mapping interface.
The musical pitch of each source can be controlled by the
gyroscope’s 3 dimensions of tilt. With the pitch quantizer
active one can easily construct harmonic chords and triads
since all frequencies will be quantized to match the nearest note in the selected musical scale. Without the quantizer the gyroscope gives a subtle vibrato effect when trying to hold the phone in a certain plane and shaking it to
produce the waveforms, and these effects can be stretched
to FM-like sounds with the combination of rapid shaking
and tilting of the phone. The experience is reminiscent of
Hunt’s accidental theremin discovery in which it was determined that necessitating movement to make sound results in a more interesting instrument [6]. Playing the instrument, users immediately become aware of the connec-
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Figure 4: The Kinetic Synthesizer

3.2

Magnetic Ring Control

Using a simple neodymium magnet shaped as a wedding
ring (and optionally painted with black epoxy as in our
case) we are able to obtain a high degree of control (down to
about 1mm of hand movement) when mapping the phone’s
magnetometer to various sound parameters. Such magnetic
rings have also been successfully used for selection of audio
and visual targets [1]. Of course, our initial test with the
ring was to use our hand motion to control the frequency of
an oscillator much like a theremin, but the most powerful
results were obtained by using the ring to control expressive parameters such as amplitude modulation (tremolo),
panning, granulator density, grain size, EQ levels, sampler
playback, delay feedback, and reverberation amount. For
example, moving a hand towards the phone could simultaneously increase the granulator density, reverberation amount,
and cause a note to trigger from one of the oscillators. To
produce a greater magnetic effect one may simply attach
additional small neodymium magnets to the ring, increas-

O

with the simple on-screen mapping interface. Fans of more
virtuosic instruments should be pleased with the several degrees of control possible and non-trivialness once the pitch
quantizer is disabled. Thus, SenSynth provides a versatile
mobile platform for sonic experimentation with larger range
of user appeal and more expressiveness than comparable applications. The code and QT project are open-source and
will be available online soon10 . In the future we intend to
support newer mobile platforms and consider more social
experiences such as online sharing of instruments directly
from the phone and the ability to control other phones running SenSynth on a network.

5.

Figure 5: Interaction Using the Magnetic Ring
ing the magnetic field and allowing one to interact from a
greater distance. The overall experience using the ring is
similar to a theremin except that the user is free to select
the axis of interaction and work with a much larger sound
palette.
One interesting situation is when the user wants to interact with a button or slider on the touch screen with the ringwearing hand which will also cause changes in any sound parameter controlled by the magnetometer. Initially this was
seen as a downfall of the ring interaction, but it can serve
to produce synchronous cues as to when the user/performer
is interacting with the touch screen. For instance, let’s say
a performer wishes to record a new sample via the internal
microphone, and in doing so he or she taps the record button on the screen with a finger from the ring hand. Let’s
also assume they have mapped the magnetometer to control the playback rate of the currently looped sample. The
change in magnetic field as the finger moves closer to touch
the screen would correspond to a change in the playback
rate of the sampler preceding the new recording. In terms
of composition, this could be used as a cue to indicate the
entrance of a new sample in the song.

3.3 Pitch Quantizer
SenSynth includes a global pitch quantizer to ease the playing of musical notes in key. Without quantization, the sensitivity makes it extremely difficult to play precise musical notes and chords using the gyroscope, magnetometer,
etcetera. Like an effect, the quantizer can be switched on
or off via mapping to a sensor and the musical scale parameter of the quantizer can changed similarly. Source frequency values from sensors are simply quantized to match
the nearest note in the selected scale. For example, if the A
Major scale is selected and the gyroscope’s roll position is
outputting 442 Hz to control the frequency of an oscillator,
then that value would become 440 Hz (A).

4.
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CONCLUSION

While many related mobile applications provide means for
interactive music, or simply rely on established paradigms
of musical interaction, SenSynth provides a less constrained
approach to mobile synthesis interaction and musical performance. We have shown an instrument based on the audification of accelerometer data and introduced the idea of
control via a wearable magnetic ring. New users should
find the application instantly fun using the in-tune presets
and hopefully become inspired to program new instruments
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A second mouthpiece is added to the acoustic mouthpiece
functioning as a breath controller. Choosing the form of a
normal trumpet mouthpiece makes the switch between acoustic
and electronic volume control very easy using the same
embouchure. A plastic mouthpiece is used to reduce the weight.

ABSTRACT
This short paper follows an earlier NIME paper [1] describing
the invention and construction of the Electrumpet. Revisions
and playing experience are both part of the current paper.
The Electrumpet can be heard in the performance given by
Hans Leeuw and Diemo Schwarz at this NIME conference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Real hybrid instruments are a rare breed. They are familiar to
augmented instruments but have some specific features. Hybrid
instruments use the normal players technique on the normal
instrument and use this as an advantage when playing
electronically. This gives extra opportunities for expressive
play. A good example of such an instrument is the only hybrid
instrument presented at the previous NIME conference, the
Overtone Fiddle by Dan Overholt [2].
It takes time and dedication to learn an instrument but also to
improve the design to some final state. In this demo article
some improvements and experiences are shared from the
perspective of the artist / designer.

Picture of the Electrumpet.

2.1.3 Infrared sensor

2. The Electrumpet

An infrared sensor is added measuring in the direction of the
bell. The interaction is a digital analogy to playing the plunger.
This muting technique made Ellington trumpet player Cootie
Williams world famous. The infrared sensor is used for filtering
techniques in analogy to the acoustic plunger gesture. [3]

The Electrumpet was invented in 2008 and presented at the
NIME conference in Pittsburg 2009 [1]. The purpose of the
instrument is to combine acoustic and digital expression. The
first version presented at Pittsburg has undergone a thorough
revision. Except for obvious improvements on the stability of
the construction and better looks there are also a number of
improvements and embellishments on the original instrument.

2.1.4 Using fabric pressure sensors
Fabric pressure sensors have replaced some of the switches in
the original design. This reduces noise and increases stability
(no moving parts). It also opens the possibility for gestural use.
Self made pressure sensors from conductive solderable tape
(Laird) and piezo resistive material (Eeonyx, 50 kOhm/square)
are used to make these controllers [4]. Experimentation with
different kind of rubbers has been conducted to create the
optimal tactile feedback.
In total there are 10 fabric pressure sensors on the Electrumpet:

2.1 Hardware additions since NIME 2009
2.1.1 Overview
Maximizing the expressive capabilities of the electrumpet has
always been the driving force behind the development. Almost
all embellishments of the electrumpet have been along this line.

2.1.2 Second mouthpiece

•
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requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

•
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Fabric pressure sensors cut in the optimal shape for
this position replaced instable and fragile commercial
sensors on the third valve.
Four sensors are replacing noisy and instable switch
buttons and are used in a Schmidt trigger kind of
way.
Four other sensors have been fitted with rubber to act
as ‘moldable’ valve replacements.

and analyses of the input signal all together to create the desired
controlled expressive sound.

2.1.5 A new frame
Apart from the fact that the instrument looks much better
because of the material used (brass instead of aluminum) the
new Fablab produced design is also much more robust and that
counts for a much better playing experience.

3.4 Monitoring
Hearing yourself is always important on stage. Normal
monitoring did not suffice in my case though. The sound
coming from a normal floor monitor is to diffuse to get a
‘tactile experience’ from. Therefor I use a studio monitor
(Genelec 8030) on a microphone stand close to my ear for
optimal feedback.

2.2 Other changes
2.2.1 Using XBEE’s instead of Bluetooth
The Bluetooth connection in the last Electrumpet version
suffered from jitter in latency. XBEE’s seemed to be the best
low cost easy implementable alternative. [5] These XBEE’s (3
pairs) are used without microcontroller sensing the analogue
inputs directly in the so-called API mode. Some tweaking and
peaking (MAXMSP and FTDI drivers) is necessary to reduce
the standard latency of this solution to an acceptable (stable) 15
ms. [5, 6]

3.5 Visibility of gestures
It has been an eye opener to see the enormous effect the
addition of the infrared sensor has had on both the perception of
the public and of fellow musicians. It shows that it is wise to
pay attention to semiotics if we want to design successful
recognizable instruments. [7]
Asking around after a concert in the past would find a lot of the
audience clueless where some of the ‘strange’ sounds came
from: “It was probably the guitar player”. (You have to
consider here that the Electrumpet is most of the time played in
a large ensemble of 14 musicians (small Big Band)).
Introducing the hand gestures with the infrared sensor lets the
public connect a visible gesture to an auditory experience. The
impression is that this also helps in appreciating and
recognizing other forms of sound manipulation done with the
electrumpet. [7, 8].

2.2.2 Iphone instead of LCD
The LCD screen used in the previous version [1] is replaced by
an iphone in shared desktop mode, which allows the player to
see both the state of the sensors and audio information.
The software used for this configuration is iTeleport. Thus far it
has been very reliable and the latency is small enough for use
as a reference source.

3. Playing experience
In the 2009 paper there were some future improvements
mentioned: Adding breath control (9.1), in depth sensor control
exploration (9.2), musical notation of effect play (9.3).
The first is realized and described in 2.1.2, the second will be
mentioned in this chapter and the third has not been part of
investigation yet and it has to be seen if it will be implemented
in the future.
It might be interesting to note that my original plans involved
elaborate schemes to extract live sampled sounds and timed
application of effects whereas the practice of using the
instrument in a setting with acoustic (improvising) musicians
urged me (musically) to keep working on the direct expressive
capabilities of the instrument.
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3.1 Hybrid play

5. REFERENCES

Hybrid play has become increasingly important during the last
three years. My original thought was that I would eventually
use the Electrumpet as an expressive controller mainly but I
found it harder to express myself manipulating recorded sounds
then by manipulating the acoustic input directly.
The addition of the infrared sensor (see 2.1.3) is a typical
feature that enables the combination of acoustic input and the
live manipulation of an (suitable) effect.
The pressure sensors on the third valve of the trumpet are also
used in this manner and can be played with the left hand while
simultaneously playing the trumpet ‘normally’.
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3.2 Extended techniques
An implication of hybrid play is that the acoustic sound source
forms an integral part of the electronic sound. Every acoustic
musician playing with live electronics will feel the urge to alter
his or her sound in order to cope with the electronics. In my
case it is even more so. I form combinations of playing actions
with gestural actions thus enhancing the acoustic effect. (eg
exaggerated glissandi)

3.3 Integration of audio analyses
After the previous two headings this seems to be the logical
next step. I use more and more audio analyses as part of the
multisensory input that shapes my instrument. In a way this
feels similar to using the sensors on the Electrumpet. It happens
that I use extended techniques, microphone technique, sensors

in the body movements of solo musician performers? In
Journal of Human Movement Studies, 6, 279
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ABSTRACT
Borderlands is a new interface for composing and performing
with granular synthesis. The software enables flexible, realtime improvisation and is designed to allow users to engage
with sonic material on a fundamental level, breaking free of
traditional paradigms for interaction with this technique. The
user is envisioned as an organizer of sound, simultaneously
assuming the roles of curator, performer, and listener. This
paper places the software within the context of painterly
interfaces and describes the user interaction design and
synthesis methodology.

Keywords
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organized sound, NIME, CCRMA

improvisation,

1. MOTIVATION

Figure 1. Borderlands main interface with multiple grain
clouds operating on an overlapping landscape of sounds.

Max Mathews famously posited that any sound can be
represented by a sequence of digits, with the consequence that,
given a computer with enough power, the entire audible
universe may be explored. In recent years, he was careful to
clarify his original theorem, pointing out that most of the
sounds that can be made by computers are, “uninteresting,
horrible, or downright dangerous to (oneʼs) hearing!” [14].
Mathews emphasized the importance of seeking sounds that are
beautiful, while recognizing that the perception of beauty is a
subjective matter. This line of research goes hand in hand with
John Cageʼs idea of the composer as an organizer of sound [3]
or, as Brian Eno recently suggested, the metaphor of the
composer-as-gardener [6]. Enoʼs metaphor likens the creation
of music to the act of planting a variety of seeds, observing
their growth and evolution, and iteratively pruning the results
into a one of many potential forms. Given that the human mind
is underequipped to imagine the entirety of the set of all
beautiful sounds, let alone the incredibly vast audible universe,
a composer who desires to break new sonic ground often
engages in this iterative process. The act of listening is then
essential to the generation and evolution of new ideas.

most importantly, listening, overlap. The user is envisioned as
an organizer of sound, simultaneously assuming the roles of
curator, performer, and listener.
This work is closely related to a class of instruments described
in detail by Golan Levin in his Master’s thesis, Painterly
Interfaces for Audiovisual Performance. In his dissertation,
Levin enumerates a set of key design goals for the ideal
audiovisual interface [quoted from 11]:
• The system makes possible the creation and performance of
dynamic imagery and sound, simultaneously, in realtime.
• The system’s results are inexhaustible and extremely
variable, yet deeply plastic.
• The system’s sonic and visual dimensions are
commensurately malleable.
• The system eschews the incorporation, to the greatest
extent possible, of the arbitrary conventions and idioms
of established visual languages, and instead permits the
performer to create or superimpose her own.
• The system’s basic principles of operation are easy to
deduce, while, at the same time, sophisticated
expressions are possible and mastery is elusive.

The conceptual framework provided by Mathews, Cage, and
Eno forms a foundation for Borderlands, which stems from the
desire to strip away common musical paradigms such as
notation, scales, tracks, and arrangements and allow users
simply explore and transform sound. The software exists in a
space in which composition, performance, visualization, and,
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requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Direct and immediate interaction, expressiveness, and
flexibility both sonically and visually – these objectives are
difficult to completely realize in every system, but, when
considered holistically, the results can be compelling. Tarik
Barri’s Versum [2], for example, is a hybrid tool in which users
compose by building a virtual 3D universe of custom
audiovisual objects and perform by flying through the space. In
this software, graphics and sound are inextricably linked – the
visual is not merely a representation of the sound, it is the
sound. This system engenders a new compositional process in
which the form of a piece is equally influenced by both sound
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are difficult to achieve. IXI Audio’s grainBox maps multiple
parameters to nodes on a plane that may be repositioned, but
the relationship to the source waveform is invisible to the user
[10]. Interaction with these and other granular synthesis
instruments can be problematic for first time users as it is based
on an understanding of the underlying synthesis abstractions.
In the context of live performance, interaction with these
interfaces is generally hidden from the audience behind the
laptop screen. The intricacies of this technique are lost on the
uninitiated.

and space. Similarly, Nick Kruge’s MadPad [13] is an
audiovisual sampler designed for mobile devices. Users are
invited to “remix their lives” by recording a set of short video
clips and making music with them on a drum machine-like
interface. There are exciting possibilities for interaction that
result from this approach, but the most interesting outcome is
an external one: a refocusing of users’ attention on the sounds
of daily life - “musique concrete for the masses.” Both Versum
and MadPad, while aesthetically very different, create new
musical experiences through the unification of sound and image
into a single audiovisual entity. The mutual reinforcement of
aural and visual queues results in deeper, more intuitive
interaction for users and provides an entry point into the
musical process for observers.

3. BORDERLANDS
Borderlands presents a new interactive visualization of granular
synthesis. By directly displaying grains in relation to their
sampled waveforms, the software enables direct deconstruction
and transformation of sound. From the perspective of the
audience, Borderlands is capable of providing a link between
perceived sounds and the actions of a performer if the interface
is displayed.

2. GRANULAR SYNTHESIS
In the 1940’s, Gabor theorized that sound can be broken down
into fundamental particles or acoustical quanta [8]. Years later,
inspired by Xenakis’s description of “grains of sound” in his
book Formalized Music [20], Curtis Roads wrote some of the
first granular synthesis (GS) programs in the 1970’s and 80’s.
[15]. Many techniques emerged from these experiments and the
work of others: synchronous GS, asynchronous GS, pulsar
synthesis, glisson synthesis, trainlet synthesis, and formant
wave function synthesis to name a few. A detailed survey of
these and other techniques is available in Roads, 2004 [16].
While these methods have key differences in their execution,
all fundamentally involve the generation and playback of
amplitude-modulated, or “windowed,” fragments of either
synthesized or sampled sounds.
The early granular experiments were necessarily performed on
non-real time systems, and it was not until the mid 1980’s that
granular synthesis was realized in a real-time setting with the
work of Barry Truax and his piece, Riverrun [19]. Today, many
real-time implementations exist, including generalized
frameworks for building systems in Max [5], CSound [1], and
other musical languages as well as fully functional iPhone apps,
VST plugins, and various other commercial instruments [9].

Figure 3. Close-up of the Borderlands interface. A cloud of
grain voices samples two overlapping audio files.

3.1 User Interaction
Interaction with the current implementation of Borderlands is
primarily mouse and keyboard based and is designed for
efficient modulation of multiple granular sampling entities.
Prior to starting up the software, users place any number of
.wav and .aif files in a “loops” directory contained in the source
distribution. When launched, the software randomly distributes
these files, forming a two-dimensional landscape on the screen.
Each waveform is constrained to a rectangle, forming a “sound
quad” that is oriented either vertically or horizontally. Both
stereo and mono waveforms are represented. These rectangles
may be selected, moved, resized, and flipped between vertical
and horizontal orientations. Two overlapping sound files with
different orientations can be seen in Figure 3. Given that it is
possible for a large number of overlapping sound files to be
present in the interface, a user may cycle selection of all
rectangles under the current cursor location (e.g. by pressing
the tab key).

Figure 2.
Examples of granular synthesis interfaces
developed in recent years. Note the prevalence of knobs,
dialogs, sliders, XY controllers, and single-waveform
displays. Images sourced from [9]

Mini-granular sampling engines, or “grain clouds” may be
added to the screen under the current mouse position with the
press of a key. The user has control over the number of voices
in a cloud and their positioning as well as various parameters
relating to the synthesis. See Figure 3 for an example cloud. In
the current implementation, keys for selecting parameters and
editing their values are efficiently arranged under a single hand
position to enable quick access. By selecting a cloud and

However, of the available software tools that provide graphical
interfaces, there are few that enable interactions that go beyond
the standard set of knobs, sliders, XY control surfaces, and
single-waveform displays. One recent attempt at breaking free
of these constraints is the Curtis Heavy iPhone app [4], which
maps grain position within a recorded sound to touch input and
visualizes the output waveform at the sampling location. Only a
single sound can be granulated, however, and rapid sonic shifts
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when positioning the grain clouds. The ability to adjust the size
of the sound quads by clicking, dragging, and holding a key
allows users to zoom in on specific events in the audio file,
enhancing the temporal precision of the granular sampling.
Control over orientation and positioning of the quads enables
dynamic shifts and expressive gestures. Users can quickly
reconfigure the sonic terrain being sampled by a collection of
grain clouds.

moving it over a rectangle, the sound contained in the rectangle
will be sampled at the relative position of each grain voice as it
is triggered. Visually, the cloud consists of a small blue ring
(green when selected) and small, white circular areas
representing each voice. The ring surrounds the central point of
the cloud and provides an area for selection. It also gives rough
feedback regarding the granulation rate through a proportional
pulsing along its radial dimension. Each grain voice also pulses,
turning red when triggered over a waveform and fading back to
white over its duration. The position of each voice is
randomized each time it is triggered. The boundaries for this
randomization along the X and Y axes are specified by
selecting a cloud, selecting the key for the appropriate axis (x
for X, y for Y, and r for both), and moving the mouse a distance
away from the center of the grain cloud.

3.2.2 Grain Voices
A grain of pre-recorded sound consists of an amplitudemodulated fragment of a source sound. The duration of the
grain and the type of modulating window have a significant
impact the timbral characteristics of the output. Grains in
Borderlands are limited to 1 millisecond or greater in duration.
A variety of window types are selectable and are shown in
Figure 5. The reader is referred to [18] for a detailed treatment
of the spectral properties of audio windows.

Users are able to quickly construct rhythmic and ambient
soundscapes by creating and destroying new clouds, modifying
the synthesis parameters and voice positions, and dynamically
moving each cloud around the audio landscape. Alternatively,
the clouds may be statically positioned and the audio files may
be moved and reoriented instead. With practice, various
performance actions and associated geometries emerge and
may be incorporated into the user’s performance vocabulary.

3.2 Audiovisual Elements
Borderlands is written in C++, using OpenGL for graphics and
RtAudio [17] for the real-time audio processing. As mentioned
in the previous section, three key classes of audiovisual entities
exist within Borderlands: sound quads, grain voices, and grain
clouds. These objects are the sole elements with which users
interact and directly represent the hierarchy of components
involved in the granular sampling process. Waveforms bounded
by sound quads are sampled by grain voices, which are
controlled and triggered in turn by a parent grain cloud. The
number of each of these entities that may be instantiated is
limited only by the processing power of the user’s computer,
allowing performers to build highly dense sonic environments.

Figure 5. Window types (a) Hanning, (b) Triangle, (c) Sinc,
(d) EXPDEC. A time-reversed EXPDEC is also available.
When triggered, a voice will determine its relative location in
both dimensions of all sound quads underneath its current
position. The location along the time dimension determines the
starting point within each file. The location along the
orthogonal dimension determines the amplitude of each
waveform as it is “polyphonically” mixed. Linear interpolation
is implemented for fractional sample indices – this allows the
user vary the playback rate or “pitch” of each grain voice. The
playback direction may also be changed via keyboard control.
As mentioned earlier, each grain voice is visualized as a small
white circular that pulses red when triggered over one or more
sound quads.

3.2.3 Grain Clouds
Each cloud is represents a miniature granular sampler that
manages the temporal and spatial locations of a variable
number of voices. The synthesis implementation is an extension
of a Pure Data example from Andy Farnell’s book, Designing
Sound [7]. It utilizes a technique called synchronous granular
synthesis, in which grains are played in sequence at regular
time intervals and may overlap by up to half of their duration. It
is at the cloud level that all of the synthesis parameters are
exposed and controlled. The number of grains and their
duration, window, pitch, playback direction, overlap, and
position are determined through by interacting with the selected
cloud. Parameters are selected for editing by the keyboard.
New values may be entered with numeric keypad or
incremented by holding down the parameter key (plus shift for
decrementing). Changes are applied globally to all voices in the
cloud and are queued so that they may be “picked up” on the
next trigger signal for each voice.

Figure 4. Audiovisual entities in Borderlands

3.2.1 Sound Quads
Each transparent, gray rectangle represents a single mono or
stereo audio file chosen by the user. When the program is
launched, the waveforms are loaded into memory using the
libsndfile library, an open-source toolkit for multi-format audio
input and output [12]. The length of the audio file influences
the sound quad shape. In general, however, the initial
dimensions, positioning, and vertical/horizontal orientation are
randomized to provide a fresh sense of exploration on
successive launches of the software. Each waveform is plotted
inside its container, allowing users to take locations of transient
events, silence, and soft, and loud passages into consideration
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dimension. We hope to extend this work into the domain of
mobile music with the development of a collaborative, multitouch application. A participatory sound installation is also
planned in which gallery visitors assume the role of a single
grain cloud as they move through space.
Borderlands is available for download at:
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~carlsonc/256a/Borderlands/
Figure 6. Sampling an instant in time and many locations
simultaneously with two overlapping sound quads.
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The excitement in performing with Borderlands arises from the
ability to define a number of grain clouds with different
parameter sets and influence their interaction with multiple
sound files at once. Suspended textures may be generated using
clouds of highly overlapping voices. With one swipe of the
mouse, a cloud of voices can be condensed to a single point
within a file or expanded to randomly sample the entire visible
screen. A single time slice of sound can be sampled by
orienting the voices along a one dimension, only to be
immediately spread in time by rotating the underlying sound
file. Rhythmic sequences can be achieved by using
exponentially decaying envelopes, short grain durations with
minimal overlap, and random positioning over a sound files and
empty space. These are just a few of the sonic gestures made
possible by the audiovisual interaction design.
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4. FUTURE WORK
From a design perspective, Borderlands successfully
incorporates many of the criteria envisioned by Golan Levin in
his classification of painterly audiovisual interfaces. Real-time
dynamic image and sound are central to the software’s
functionality, and the use of sampled audio and granular
synthesis ensures that the space of sonic possibilities is large.
Traditional musical structures are abandoned in favor of pure
engagement with sound, yet the interface remains direct and
flexible. The simplicity of the audiovisual entities along with
the unique perspective they provide into the underlying
synthesis algorithms immediately focuses users on exploring
sound and bypasses the learning curve associated with typical
granular synthesis instruments. These factors not only make
Borderlands a viable new instrument for real-time composition
and performance of experimental music, but also position it as a
useful pedagogical tool. The wide variety of rhythmic and
spectral effects that may be achieved with synchronous
granular synthesis is readily demonstrated. Multiple parameter
sets are easily configured and may be situated side-by-side to
illustrate their differences. Most importantly, the relationship
between clouds, grains, and source sound material is made
explicit through the audiovisual interface.
Borderlands originated as a class project at Stanford
University’s Center for Computer Research in Music and
Acoustics in the fall of 2011. The software is still in its infancy,
and many new features are planned. Usability improvements
such as audio export, set saving capabilities, runtime loading
and deletion of sound files, and midi and OSC support are
envisioned. Enhancements to the overall expressiveness of the
instrument are in the works as well. Gesture recording and
looping will allow animation of cloud and landscape elements
for more intricate, evolving compositions. Tempo-synced
grains, both to a master clock and locally between clouds, will
enable much more precise sequencing of rhythmic events.
Control over the stereo mix of grain voices, clouds, and sound
quads will expand the sonic image provide another expressive
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ABSTRACT
This article proposes a wireless handheld multimedia digital
instrument, which allows one to compose and perform digital
music for films in real-time. Not only does it allow the
performer and the audience to follow the film images in
question, but also the relationship between the gestures
performed and the sound generated. Furthermore, it allows one
to have an effective control over the sound, and consequently
achieve great musical expression. In addition, a method for
calibrating the multimedia digital instrument, devised to
overcome the lack of a reliable reference point of the
accelerometer and a process to obtain a video score are
presented. This instrument has been used in a number of
concerts (Portugal and Brazil) so as to test its robustness.

need to have a musical guide or score was also felt. We will
also present a method to automatically obtain a video score,
which is useful to compose and perform music in real-time.
MuDI was used to compose “Sonification - films for
music$1”, a work premiered in September 2009, in the 12th
Brazilian Symposium of Computer Music (SBCM).2 Recently,
we created a new composition titled “Sonification - films for
music$2” (2012), in which we use images extracted from the
film Metropolis (1927) by Fritz Lang.3 The last presentation of
MuDI took place in October 2011, in the 2nd International
Forum of Musical Itineraries - Music and Gesture, Faculty of
Social Sciences and Humanities, Universidade Nova de Lisboa,
Lisbon, Portugal.4
Related work with MuDI, a more detailed description of its
system, handling, calibration and composition processes will be
discussed in the following sections of this article.

Keywords

2. RELATED WORK

Digital musical instrument, mobile music performance, realtime musical composition, digital sound synthesis.

The conception of the MuDI is based on previous works, which
explore the possibility of using handheld devices, such as
personal digital assistant (PDA) and smartphones, as controllers
and musical instruments.
Geiger [2], [3] explored the possibilities of using a single
touch screen of a PDA as a musical controller. For this purpose
he implemented a user friendly interface constituted by a Pure
Data FM synthesiser, a virtual guitar and a virtual drum set. In
this project the user operates the interface either with a stylus or
directly with the fingers. Hence, gestures such as pressing,
strumming and tapping are used to achieve musical expression.
However, as the touch screen does not support multi-point
detection, i.e. only one detection point at a time is allowed, it is
difficult to attain musical expression.
New approaches, such as the attachment of external sensor
units to the handheld devices allowed the users to extend the
possibilities of interaction and consequently to create a new
gestural repertoire.
Following this approach Tanaka [4] expanded the PDA with an
external sensor unit constituted by a force sensing resistors to
capture the grip pressure, an accelerometer to capture the
position and the velocity of the motion of the user’s gestures, as

1. INTRODUCTION
In response to an invitation to play live music for a film we
decided to design MuDI, a wireless multimedia digital
instrument to compose and perform music in real-time.
The MuDI is a multimedia instrument because it
simultaneously (1) diffuses sound, image and video, (2)
operates sound and video in real-time, (3) records the sound of
the performance, (4) allows to follow not only the film’s
images, but also the relationship between the gestures
performed and the sound generated, and (5) at the end of the
performance allows to obtain an audiovisual file (composition)
in addition to a video score.1
One of the goals of this work is to achieve great musical
expression. Hence, we felt the need to obtain a stable and
reliable musical system as well as an effective control over the
sound. A response to these needs relies on the process of
calibration that allows to overcome the lack of a reliable
reference point of the accelerometer [1] (the main sensor of
interaction used for playing the MuDI) in addition to a laptop
computer application interface that allows to follow the
relationship between the gestures performed and the sound
generated.
Furthermore, the fact of having to perform live, in real-time
and with quite precision the music previously composed, the
1

2
3
4

A promotional video about the MuDI could be seen at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leh-FMwIh5g
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View two video excerpts of the concert (excerpt1 and
excerpt2) at https://sites.google.com/site/pp2007pt/uk/mudi
This digital musical composition could be listened at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg5Kw2LMsDQ
Two video excerpts of the presentation could be seen at
https://sites.google.com/site/pp2007pt/uk/mudi

well as a Wi-Fi network card in order to transmit the audio
between the users. In this project, the musical expression is
achieved in the following manner: The intensity of the force
applied by the user when grabbing the PDA transforms the
brightness of the sound, the tapping of the rhythm controls the
re-sequencing of the song in the time-domain and when the
users get geographically closer to each other, the individual
parts of the song, previously selected by them become
prominent in the final mixture which is being shared through
the Wi-Fi network.
Other technological alternative means, such as the
interactions based on integrated camera phones were tested in
projects as CaMus [5]. In CaMus, the user moves a camera
phone over a surface grid of visual markers. The data extracted
from the position, distance and angles of rotation of the camera
in relation to the markers are then converted into sounds
through a music sequencing software. However, the continuous
motion over the surface grid promotes the constant change of
sound thus making it difficult to find the right pitch. The low
capability of the camera to capture fast movements causes a
perceptible delay between the gesture performed and the sound
generated. Additionally, the limited extension of the surface
grid and the extremely short recognition distance between the
markers and the lens of the camera limits the use of free
gestures for interacting [1], and subsequently make it difficult
to achieve the desired musical expression.
The development of accelerometers and its integration in
common handheld devices have provided the users the
possibility to perform gestures in an open space, i.e. the users'
gestures for interacting with the handheld devices are no more
limited to the size of a unique surface such as in the case of
single touch screen used in Geiger [2], [3] or in the grid surface
used in CaMus [5]. Furthermore, the capability of the
accelerometers to capture the movements in a fast way allows
to attenuate the perception of delays between the gestures
performed and the sound generated. The accelerometers can be
used for very precise and fast motions [1].
From this type of built-in sensors, a new vocabulary of
gestural interaction has emerged for achieving musical
expression in a simpler and more precise way. For example,
gestures used for playing traditional musical instruments
(drums, rattles and violin) such as striking, shaking and
sweeping were used in ShaMus for playing a mobile phone [6].
In the case of MoGMI [7], the user moves a mobile phone
along the 3-axes of the accelerometer. The user’s recorded
movements are later translated into MIDI commands and
subsequently played back using an on-board MIDI player. Each
axis controls a different musical parameter: The x-axis
manipulates the attack of the sound, the y-axis the pitch and the
z-axis the intensity of the sound. However, the use of an
offline MIDI recorder/player for translating recorded
movements into MIDI messages does not allow to play music
in real-time [7].
The integration and the combination of both technologies, the
multi-touch screen (which allows multi-point detection) and the
accelerometer in the same handheld device (e.g. the Apple’s
iPod touch) has expanded even more the possibilities of
interaction. Subsequently, musical expression can be achieved
in a more efficient way.
These new possibilities were exploited in projects such as
MoPho [8], a mobile phone orchestra for composing and
performing digital music. The detection of the position and the
speed of the movement of the device through the accelerometer
and the multi-point detection through the multi-touch screen are
the principal means of interaction used in MoPho to achieve
musical expression.

When interacting with handheld devices based exclusively on
touch screens, generally both hands and the eyes are required to
operate them: One hand to hold the device and the other to
operate it. In addition, looking is indispensable not only to see
the user’s interface but also to control its handling.
On the contrary, operating an accelerometer requires only one
hand (the hand that holds the device) and one has not to look to
the device in order to control it. However, in relation to the
multimedia instrument that is being proposed in this article, this
latter aspect is essential, in a sense that by freeing the eyes at
the device the user is available to follow not only the film
images but also the relationship between the gestures
performed and the sound generated through the laptop
computer application interface that is projected during the
performance (see Figure 2).

3. MuDI SYSTEM
The MuDI’s system is constituted by a handheld device, a
laptop computer, a controller application and a laptop computer
application interface.
Seeing that contemporary mobile handheld devices are easy
to operate and have more integrated sensors than laptop
computers, the iPod touch was chosen as our exclusive
expression medium and musical controller.
On the other hand, a laptop computer was selected to function
as a sound generator, due to the fact that nowadays, they have a
greater capacity for processing information, storage and
memory than the more common PDAs or smartphones. In
addition, they have a wide variety of versatile and powerful
programs focused on the generation of digital sound synthesis
(e.g. Max/Msp, Pure Data, SuperCollider, Csound, Chuck).
Furthermore, the MuDI requires the use of at least one laptop
computer because it requires the use of a build-in Wi-Fi
network technology as well as an audio and video output. The
wireless connection between the handheld device and the
laptop computer is established through of the OpenSound
Control (OSC) Protocol [9].
There are several controller applications for the iPod touch,
among which the most flexible is the OSCRemote.5 It is an
intuitive controller that allows easy creation and editing of user
control interfaces within the application using graphical user
interface widgets, such us buttons, switches, sliders and
accelerometers (see Figure 1 below).

Figure 1. An example of a multi-touch graphical user
interface with an accelerometer directly edit in the
controller application.
This set of controllers has been selected because they are
intuitive and easy to handle. Furthermore, the fact that they
5
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OSCRemote, http://www.nr37.nl/OSCRemote/

have different forms and functions allows one to design a vast
repertoire of gesture interaction for music expression. Among
the controllers presented, we would like to stress the versatility
of the accelerometer, due to the fact that it allows to perform
physical gestures of interaction in an open space.
The laptop computer application interface was programmed
in Pure Data-extended (Pd-extended) and it is structured in four
modules (see Figure 2 below).

Figure 2. The laptop computer application interface of the
MuDI (version 1.0).
Each module executes a specific task. For example, the Module
Communication carries out the reception, the routing and the
mapping data of each controller.
The Module Sound is exclusively dedicated to the sound
generation and to the recording of the digital musical
composition directly onto the laptop computer. The sound
generator is constituted by a white noise generator processed by
a module of filtering and reverberation and Our Shepard Sound
(OSS). OSS is a digital sound source based on Shepard Tones.
It has the characteristic of being an ambiguous sound in pitch.
One could probably identify what OSS musical note is, but it
would be very difficult to determine which octave it belongs to.
Therefore, this auditory particularity could offer new sonic and
musical possibilities of listening.6
The Module GUI allows visualising the relationship between
the gestures performed and the sound generated through the Pdextended objects called Graphical Users Interfaces or GUI.
Each controller of the control application has a GUI object
associated to it. Hence, when a controller is manipulated the
GUI object associated with it reacts simultaneously allowing
both, the performer and the audience visualise the relationship
between the gestures performed and the sound generated.
Lastly, the Module Video is dedicated to the film’s
visualisation and to the reproduction of the digital musical
composition in synchronisation with the film projected. Start
and stop are the only procedures used to control the images of
the film.

Figure 3. This block diagram represents an overview of the
structure and operating mode of the MuDI.

5. CALIBRATION
The process of the calibration can be summarised in the
following manner: By placing the motionless handheld device
on a table, a reliable central reference point is obtained (red dot
of the Figure 4). This reference point represents the calibration
of the MuDI’s system and corresponds to 0.5 rms of amplitude
and to the 63 midi note of pitch.

Figure 4. The figure depicts the calibration of the MuDI’s
system.

4. HANDLING
Triggering and scrolling fingers, flexion, extension and internal
and external rotation of wrists are the main physical gestures
used for operating MuDI.
The relationship between the controllers, the input gestures
for interacting, the assigned function of each controller and the
final result obtained in terms of the audiovisual perception is
outlined in the Figure 3 below.
6

The reference point provides both visual and aural feedback to
the composer/performer and may be helpful for playing the
MuDI.

6. COMPOSITION
In the process of composition the images of the film work as
musical cues. The cues could suggest to the composer certain
musical gestures. Namely, when start or finish a sound
(Length), make a pause or a silence, play slow or fast tempos,
play soft or loud (Dynamics), play low or high frequencies
(Pitch), choose which sound generator (Timbre), structure the
composition in different sections, etc.

More information about OSS could be consulted at
http://sites.google.com/site/pp2007pt/uk/auditory-illusion
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On the other hand, the possibility of recording the operating of
the laptop computer application interface directly onto the
computer (using a video screen capture, e.g. Screenium)
provides to the composer/performer a video score. As with any
musical score, the obtained video score works as a graphic
guide or auxiliary of memory, and subsequently will allow to
reproduce (with quite precision) the musical gestures
previously composed. These composition aspects can be
observed in the video mentioned in the footnote number three
of this article.

performer will be presented with a wider range of sonic
possibilities to play the instrument in addition to being able to
create new digital musical compositions in real-time.

7. CONCLUSIONS

9. REFERENCES

The multimedia digital instrument (MuDI) belongs to the field
of the mobile music performance, a novel musical reality in
which everyday common portable media devices are
repurposed to become musical controllers and instruments for
composing and performing digital music.
MuDI was designed to compose and perform digital music
for films which is achieved in real-time. This is the main reason
why MuDI permits the viewing of the film images, the
recording and the playback of digital musical compositions in
synchronisation with the film selected without ever leaving the
same programming environment. In this manner, it is thus
possible to automatically obtain the digital musical composition
performed in real-time in addition to a complete audiovisual
file of the work, whilst importing the audio file recorded for the
QuickTime Movie file (the file containing the film projected).
These procedures allow one to create the soundtrack and the
digital music composition of any film.
The introduction of the projection of the laptop computer
application interface enabling the performer and the audience to
not only see the film images, but also the relationship between
the gestures performed and the sound generated. Moreover, the
recording of its operating mode allowed to obtain a video score,
which proved to be helpful to compose and perform the digital
musical compositions mentioned in this article.
The modular approach adopted in the design of the audio
engine allows for the sound generator to be reprogrammed and
adapted to each individual digital musical composition. If one
should desire to obtain a Theremin-like instrument, one merely
needs to program, for example, a frequency modulation Pdextended subpatch and connect it to the “pd synthesis” subpatch
(Module Sound). The new sound generator is automatically
ready to be used.
The design of the operating mode in question relies upon the
need to maintain the simplicity of operation. In addition, the
system calibration method which has been implemented has
allowed one to overcome the lack of a reliable reference point
of the accelerometer. This is a significant point as it is believed
that simplicity, reliability and stability improve the confidence
of any composer/performer thereby improving musical
expression.
The subsequent phase of this area of research will be to
continue testing the main features of the MuDI so as to make it
even more robust, expressive and user friendly. Further
investigation will be carried out in the domain of the sound
generators in the “pd synthesis” subpatch (Module Sound). The
objective will be to cater for the introduction of additional
sound generators capable of going beyond the scope of the
white noise and OSS presented in this study. They will be
organised so as to allow for an alternate and automatic selection
by the performer. This will be achieved as a result of buttons in
the handheld controller application. Consequently, the
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inducive input and a negative feedback [15]. The latter allows
the user to see how far off the goal s/he is and the inducive
input helps the user to reach the desired state. This can be
visualized in the following diagram.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of the Emotion Light, an
interactive biofeedback artwork where the user listens to a
piece of electronic music whilst holding a semi-transparent
sculpture that tracks his/her bodily responses and translates
these into changing light patterns that emerge from the
sculpture. The context of this work is briefly described and the
questions it poses are derived from interviews held with
audience members.

Diagram 1. System of an interactive biofeedback artwork

Keywords
Interactive biofeedback artwork, music and emotion, novel
interfaces, practice based research, bodily response, heart rate,
biosignals, affective computing, aesthetic interaction, mediating
body, biology inspired system

1. INTRODUCTION
Music is often composed not only to express certain emotional
states but also to generate these in the listener. I wanted to
make an interface that would be able to reflect back such a
personal/emotive reaction to music. Biosignals are indicative of
emotional variation [1,7,2,3] but there is no one-to-one
relationship between particular emotions and values per
biosignal. The best-known electrical biosignals are the
Electroencephalogram (EEG), the Magnetoencephalogram
(MEG), Galvanic skin response (GSR), the Electrocardiogram
(ECG/EKG), the Electromyogram (EMG) and Heart Rate
Variability (HRV). Emotion research is usually carried out in
laboratory settings and results from there cannot necessarily be
reproduced in a less controllable setting such as a gallery or
conference hall. However, varying arousal levels can quite
accurately be obtained from biosignals even in non- laboratory
settings.

2. CONTEXT
An early example of a biofeedback artwork that follows this
schematic is Rosenboom's Ecology of the Skin, made between
1970 and 1971, where the EEG (Electroencephalogram) and
EKG (Electrocardiogram) signals of ten participants are tracked
and used to control musical textures. Each participant has a
little box that plays a simple tone when the holder is producing
alpha waves. It starts at a low volume, but the longer the
participant spends in the alpha range, the more control they can
gain over the volume of their sound output. The light in the
space is a monochromatic blue, and there are twenty light show
stations that aim to give the audience an electronic stimulation
of phosphenes through low current pulses at alpha frequency
[14]. The light and the phosphenes are the inductive inputs and
the feedback is the sound output.

Originally it was thought that the autonomic nervous system
was fully automatic and beyond human control. The arrival of
biofeedback technology in the sixties changed this. One can
speak of a biofeedback system when it is designed not only to
reflect back one's physiological signals but also to help the user
reach a specific target state. Biofeedback was experimented
with as a treatment for various medical conditions like
hypertension [18, 4] and asthma [20, 9]. Although the medical
claims in terms of what can be achieved through biofeedback
have become more humble than they were in the seventies, the
technology has shown that it can help humans to learn to
control physiological processes like heart rate, body
temperature and blood pressure and it is still used in therapy
[17].

A recent example that follows the same model is George
Khut's Heart Library Project, made in 2008-2009. There, the
participant lies down on a bench in a darkened room. Holding
two heart rate sensors and looking up at the ceiling, the
participant sees their own image as an inverted black and white
projection floating above them. Superimposed onto this are
small floating circles that change colour depending on the
arousal level of the participant, with a high arousal mapped to
red and a low arousal to blue. A high heart rate varience is
mapped to a higher intensity of the colour [12]. Here the
inductive input is the image of ones floating self, projected

The musician and pioneer David Roosenboom made it his life's
work to investigate the aesthetic potential of biofeedback. He
suggested that the biofeedback interface has to provide both an
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above on the ceiling. Also, lying down induces a calmer state.
The negative feedback is the colour and the intensity of the
circles. Other examples of artists who have used biofeedback
are Mariko Mori, Brigitta Zics, and Char Davis.

3.1 Hardware Implementation
The first input for the user is electronic music that I composed
to induce different emotional states [2, 7]. The physiological
response of the user was then tracked with sensors. In choosing
the sensor input, I was guided by both aesthetic and functional
aims. I wanted to use biosignals that could reveal something
about the emotional state of the user, but the artwork also had
to work real-time, require a minimum amount of instruction and
offer a non-invasive experience to the user. This prohibited the
use of EEG, which still requires the user to wear a
headband. I wanted to obtain the data from touch to give the
user a direct bodily connection with the artwork and avoid any
medical associations related to 'being wired up'. From a
drastically reduced list of sensor options, I chose to track GSR
and heart rate. The GSR sensor measures skin conductance
across the palm of the hand (in the sculpture two copper circles
are embedded in the right arm). The heart rate was obtained
from a pulse plethysmograph embedded in the left arm of the
sculpture. A 3-axis accelerometer was added to detect
movement so that the lights could be dimmed if the user was
moving the shape too much.

3. The Emotion Light
The Emotion Light is a sculptural light that uses biofeedback
technology to visualize the holder's physiological state. To
achieve this, changes in physiological data like GSR (galvanic
skin response), heart rate and movement are tracked and
translated via code into changes in light patterns. A high arousal
level is mapped to red and a low arousal level is mapped to blue
with in between is the sliding colour scale of green, yellow,
orange. The heart rate is directly reflected in the speed of the
pulse of the light. When the user moves the light too much, the
light first darkens and then switches off; when it is held still the
lightshow plays at full intensity. In the Emotion Light, the
inductive input is the music one listens to, as this aims to
gradually calm down the user. The negative feedback is the
colour of the light as the user can quickly assess how far away
s/he still is from the blue colour.

Figure 2. The copper parts
of the GSR sensor

The sensors were embedded into the sculpture and sent their
data directly to an Arduino BlueTooth controller [6]. From
there the data was sent wirelessly to a Max/MSP [5] patch on a
nearby laptop. Interpreting and mapping of the data took place
in Max/MSP from where the final colour output was sent back
to the micro controller inside the sculpture to change the colour
of the LEDs in real-time. The electronics were fixed on a
bespoke PCB that fitted directly onto the micro controller.

Figure 1. Gallery visitor interacting with the Emotion Light,
Version 3, Reg Vardy Gallery, November 2011.
The intention of the Emotion Light was to create a wireless
artwork where aesthetic experience and technology merge on
all levels. Using biofeedback, sculpture, light and sound it
aimed to provide an experience that allows the user to see how
deeply connected their mind and body are and to reflect upon
how these influence each other. This project also explored how
biosignals can be best used in an arts/exhibition context, which
is much less controllable than the lab environments where
emotion research is normally carried out and has aesthetic
criteria that inform how the technology can or cannot be used.

The data flow is visualized in the following diagram:
Diagram 2. Input-output diagram of the Emotion Light,
Version 3.

This artwork is also about the body and aims to unmask taboos
or desires surrounding fertility and conception. The shape
resembles a stylised uterus but could also be seen as a ram's
head or a novel games controller, thus leaving enough
ambiguity to intrigue the person who's holding it.
The music is structured around a series of fast and frantic rhythms
followed by slower, more admospheric parts, and uses a similar
approach to achieving relaxation as the body based relaxation
technique that uses the tension and subsequent relaxation of
certain muscles in order to make the person more aware of where
in their body tension is held.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME'12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 3. The bespoke PCB
with electronics soldered
onto it
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a sort of pattern emerged over the three days which sort of
distinguished between age but also distinguished between
gender. Now with age it seemed like the younger the person
was, obviously the heartbeat was faster, but it also seemed to
be that the colours changed more rapidly with the younger
person. The conclusion I came to was that younger people tend
to have a shorter attention span, you know, and their minds
tend to wiz from one thing to another very quickly. Because the
older the person was, the more stable the colours seemed to be
and the more stable the heartbeat was constantly.”
She also made the following observation:
…“And similarly with gender difference it emerged, from my experience
anyway, that with gentlemen it tended to go red very quickly and
then it calmed down whereas with ladies it seemed
to hover around the green and the blue a lot longer. With ladies
it changed more often but with men, when they settled down
after the initial red, theirs kind of stayed a constant colour
whichever colour it was going to be, regardless of whether they
were listening to the music or not. The music definitely affected
the ladies more. Because as women were listening to it did have a
lot more of a calming effect, it seemed, than on the gentlemen.
Why that is, I don't know.”

3.2 The mapping in the Emotion Light
How to transfer physiological data into aesthetic interfaces
remains debatable. In earlier version of the Emotion Light
(version 2b) I tried to create a classifier that could detect eight
different emotions [8]. This turned out to be too ambitious for
the hardware setup combined with the uncontrollable gallery
conditions. For the current version of the Emotion Light,
(version 3), the mapping was based on the circumplex model of
affect that suggests that all emotions derive from two
neurophysiological systems, one related to arousal and the other
to valence [16]. The term valence in this context relates to
being attracted (positive valence) or repulsed (negative valence)
by a stimulus, which in simplified terms means positive or
negative emotion. Arousal has to do with intensity and can be
read directly from the biosignals. Valence is harder to read
from the biosignals, as it is higher-level information: i.e. it has
to do more with interpretation. The benefit of using this model
to design the system from is that it allows for a sliding scale of
emotional/physiological variation, which makes it a more
realistic starting point.
Arousal can be obtained from the GSR sensor. The GSR
component is divided into a phasic and tonic component [10].
The phasic changes quickly, and shows peaks in the data which
happen every couple of seconds; these are called phasic events.
The tonic component changes slowly over a longer period of
time. One could therefore say that the tonic component reflects
mood or general arousal level and the phasic reflects more
immediate responses to the external environment: temporary
increases in the sympathetic nervous response. The tonic
component was mapped to the colour of the light, with a low
tonic value (which is the same as a low skin resistance, so more
sweat, and thus more arousal) set to red and a high tonic value
(i.e. high resistance, so less sweat, and thus less arousal and
more calm) set to blue. The colours in between (green, yellow,
orange) reflect the sliding scale in between:

It would be interesting to do further tests to investigate whether
this perceived gender difference can be sustained with
evidence. One obvious function of the headphones themselves
is that they block out external noise. A female visitor said:
“When I was playing with the Emotion Light I had headphones
on as well and I was listening to the soundtrack that was made
to go with it. And I think taking away the environmental sound
and allowing me to focus on what's being played through the
headphones made me really focus on the experience I was
getting from the work. So I think it was adding a lot. It made it
a more immersive experience because my eyes were watching
the pulsing and my hands were holding something and my ears
were blocked from the general chitchat. I think the sound really
does help the experience. When I took the headphones off, my
anxiety levels were higher because I was watching what was
going on around me and I could hear stuff so I think yeah, it
probably plays a role in calming you down which is all part of
the experience.”

A phasic event when detected would bring the colour back a bit
towards the red zone. The amount of colour shift can be
adjusted to make it harder or easier to reach the blue zone. The
length of time it would take for the colour to get back to the
tonic value would depend on the frequency and the length of
the phasic events. Heart rate is mirrored in the speed of the
pulse of the light. Each time a new user picks up the Emotion
Light it re-scales to the new user to allow for maximum
sensitivity of the light.

It also seemed that was that the interface was easy enough to
understand for people. A female visitor said:
“Yeah, I just had a go; I had an experience with the Emotion
Light. I had a couple of goes actually. The first go I really
could understand that it was responding to my heart rate
straight away and so I felt myself trying to control my heart
rate to change it, but I couldn't really detect any change in the
way that the light was pulsing as my heart was beating. And
then the second time when I had more time with it I could
understand that the heat of my hand or the sweat or whatever
on my hand, was affecting the way that the colours were
changing in addition to the colours pulsing because of my heart
rate. And it was interesting when I was looking around when
people were coming up whilst I was playing with it, I was
obviously getting excited or anxious, because it was changing
to a red colour. So I began to really understand quite quickly
how it was changing while I was holding it, and it was nice. It
was externalising my internal biological processes, which I
really liked.”

The user was expected to spend a maximum of ten minutes
with the interface. This meant that low frequency variation in
people's heart rate, which could have given more information
on emotional state, could not be used, as this would involve
looking at the data over several hours rather than minutes.
Visitors were met by an invigilator who explained how the light
worked and how the user could try to make the light go to the
blue area by practicing deep breathing and/or by listening to the
music.

3.3 Audience Experience
The Emotion Light was first exhibited at ISEA09 in Belfast
where several hundred people interacted with it. The invigilator
who was interviewed at the end of the conference made some
interesting observations. She said:

This layer of being emotionally affected by the fact that others
can see the colour of the light as one is interacting with it,

“Over the past three days I've seen so many people
interacting with the piece. From all ages and both genders, and
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added to the intensity of the experience and the questions about
privacy the work posed. A male visitor said:

[7] Juslin P.N., Sloboda, J.A. (2001), Music and Emotion:
Theory and Research, Oxford: Oxford University Press.

“I kind of felt, working with the Emotion Light, that I was quite
anxious that it didn't go red because, because I kind of felt like
red was showing that I was quite anxious and nobody wants to
be portrayed as someone who's in that state of mind. But it
went red a lot. Ha-ha-ha! ”

[8] Klooster, van 't, A. (2009), from Biosignals to Lightart in
the Emotion Lights, In: Conference Proceedings ISEA 2009
15th International Symposium on Electronic Art, Belfast:
University of Ulster.
[9] Lehrer, P.M., Vaschillo, E., Vaschillo, B. (2000), Resonant
frequency biofeedback training to increase cardiac variability:
rationale and manual for training, Applied Psychophysiology
and Biofeedback, 25 (3), p.177-191.

3.4 Future Improvements
In order for the system to become able to detect accurately
detect valence (positive or negative emotion), more biosensors
would need to be added to the system [1, 12]. A temperature
sensor is feasible in this context as it can also be measured from
touch. Also, a more intensive analysis of heart rate variance
could help to obtain more information on valence [19].

[10] Lim, C. L., Rennie, C., Barry, R.J., Bahramali, H.,
Lazzaro, I., Manor, B., Gordon, E. (1997), Decomposing Skin
Conductance in Tonic and Phasic Components, International
Journal of Psychophysiology Vol. 25, Issue 2, Elsevier, p.97109.
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ABSTRACT

This research is motivated by the fact that in the literature on
musical tools creation we identify two gaps. The first is related
to discussing what is the role of aesthetics in the models of
interaction promoted by novel musical interfaces. The second
gap concerns the design methodology: through what kind of a
process have these models of interaction, that supposedly
embed aesthetic values, been brought forth. We find this a
research area that necessitates critical examination. In order to
bring the research to a practical level we introduce an analytical
aesthetic experience framework The Aesthetic Experience
Prism that can be used for studying the resulting design as well
as for guiding the design process aiming at embedding aesthetic
values in the end products.

This paper introduces ‘The Aesthetic Experience Prism’, a
framework for studying how components of aesthetic
experience materialize in the model’s of interaction of novel
musical interfaces as well as how the role of aesthetics could be
made more explicit in the processes of designing interaction for
musical technologies. The Aesthetic Experience Prism makes
use of Arthur Danto’s framework of aesthetic experience that
consists of three conceptual entities: (1) metaphor; (2)
expression; and (3) style. In this paper we present key questions
driving the research, theoretical background, artistic research
approach and user research activities.
In the DIYSE project a proof-of-concept music creation
system prototype was developed in a collaborative design
setting. The prototype provides means to the performer to
create music with minimum effort while allowing for versatile
interaction. We argue that by using an artistic research
approach specifically targeting designing for aesthetic
experience we were able to transform the knowledge from early
design ideas to resulting technology products in which model’s
of interaction metaphors, expression and style are in an
apparent role.

1.1 Research Project Context
This research is part of Eureka/ITEA2 DIYSE (Do It Yourself
Smart Experiences) –project1 which aims at enabling ordinary
people to easily create setup and control applications in their
smart living environments as well as in the public Internet-ofThings space. The choice of the target groups, children and
persons with intellectual learning disabilities, was based in the
preliminary user studies conducted in DIYSE. The project
stakeholders Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT),
Delicode, Music Makers, Laurea and Rinnekoti Foundation
operate both at national and international levels in research,
education, technology industry, music publishing and
healthcare fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Development Partners

In the design of data driven technological environments, new
opportunities for creating expressive applications are arising.
Designers of interactive systems are increasingly interested in
taking steps beyond designing merely for usability as it has
been recognized that computing environments need to be
responsive not only to people’s instrumental needs, but also to
people’s personal, emotional and artistic needs. Curiously, the
importance of designing for aesthetic experience has been
acknowledged among game designers for years [2]. Also, in the
music technology field there has been a trend of adopting
gaming platforms, such as Wii and Kinect, for the purpose of
making music. The modifiability, low-cost and easy availability
of these platforms makes them an exciting choice for the
designer of musical interfaces.

The technologies and content were developed collaboratively
with project key partners. The following is an overview of the
partners’ responsibilities within this project. VTT arranged and
conducted
co-design
workshops.
Delicode
software
development start-up company developed natural interaction
software [13] for the Kinect platform. Music Makers, an
established music making company, focused on developing the
musical content and utilizing/adapting the music creation
technologies developed by VTT and Delicode.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Aesthetic experience in the context of the use of interactive
technologies can be described as a phenomenon in which an
interactive environment, including the arrangement of audio,
visual and physical materials, users and spectators form a
whole and meet each other at subjective, sensory, emotional
and sensual levels. We use Arthur C. Danto’s framework for
characterizing the structure of aesthetic experience [3]. In the
field of aesthetics Danto is a representative analytical
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aesthetics, which is distinguished from pragmatist aesthetics by
its relation to practice. Analytical aesthetics offers us a way of
looking at aesthetical factors intellectually by studying the
created artifacts to articulate their meaning and value in a
certain kind of experience. Danto proposes that we must seek to
grasp the point of intersection between style, expression, and
rhetoric when examining the phenomenon of aesthetic
experience (see figure 1).

bringing their audiences to feel something in relation to their
contents. Unlike metaphors, they do not invite their audiences
actively to see their subject in a new light [3]. Interactive
artifacts have distinctive style and do invite us to see their
subject actively in a new way. It is as if design outcomes were
an externalization of the creator’s consciousness, as if we could
see her way of seeing and not merely what she saw. Thus, the
idea of the way of seeing captures what is meant with the
component of style.

3. STARTING POINT FOR THE DESIGN
The starting point for the design was to develop a music
creation system, which aims to provide people without a
musical background to experience the joy of being involved in
the music creation. The primary target groups in the project
were children and persons with intellectual disabilities.
Keeping the needs of the prospective end users in mind we
aimed to create a tool that gives people without musical
training a possibility to experience the joy of making music
collaboratively. In our prototype we used Wii controlers [11]
(in a guitar) and Kinect [12]. The controllers are mapped to
provide inputs to the music generation system, which utilizes
musical fragments to create the music. In addition, a variety of
parameters can be used to adjust the music and specify how the
music is influenced by user actions.

Figure 1. Danto’s concepts: expression, style, rhetoric
intersecting the design space and scattering into the various
shades of the aesthetic experience.
In the context of this research we can study the concept of
aesthetic experience on two levels.
•

•

How the role of aesthetics could be made more
explicit in the processes of interaction design for
musical technologies?
How do the developed interaction styles enable
expression, style and rhetoric?

4. METHODS
For developing the music creation system we took an artistic
research approach. The process culminated in an informal
testing event in which the developed technologies were
demonstrated in a technology exhibition context. During the
project four collaborative design workshops were arranged for
planning the project for gaining insight to users’ needs
expectations and hopes towards the system. However, for the
sake of space the description of these workshops are left out of
the scope of this paper. However, we plan to document the
other workshops in our future papers.

Danto’s theoretical framework of aesthetic experience offers us
a prism to look through and to study the design space in the
specific context of this project. The analytical examination
highlights aesthetic aspects and leads us to look at how
materials, in this case gestures for interaction, build form
through the logic underpinning expression, style and rhetoric.
Below we open up the three terms coined by Danto and
continue their refinement by targeting the specific area of novel
musical interface design.

4.1 Artistic Research Approach

2.1.1 Metaphor

Artistic research practice was chosen for designing the proofof-concept system. Traditionally artistic research has been
acknowledged as a process in which an artist is audience of her
own work in progress, and they monitor their ongoing work, to
establish whether, to what extent, and how they are managing
to achieve original sense [4].
According to Eldridge artistic research approach within
context of contemporary art differs in a way that an artist, while
shaping of to-be artifact highlights the open-ended, explorative,
satisfaction-seeking quality of the work [4]. Therefore, we find
this way of thinking similar to our way of working. For
example in our case study we set us a goal to design and
develop an open-ended musical instrument that would remain
open for users’ interpretations. Also, the process itself did not
aim at any purposeful result, but the resulting artifact may find
its place in the real world beyond what is thought in advance.
That is, the developed system would be feasible for our enduser groups of this study, but could also be utilized in other
performance driven contexts. For example for creating
interaction metaphors we experimented with various mapping
strategies between gestures and produced sounds.

Eldridge interprets Danto’s concept of metaphor to be a central
device of rhetoric [4]. Lakoff and Johnson state that the essence
of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of
thing in terms of another [6]. Metaphors are a powerful means
for making sense of the world around us, for interpreting
existing realities and for building new meanings that can foster
e.g. the making of new technological solutions. Metaphors
operate through language and structure our perception.
However, they are not only lingual but employ other sensory
channels as well. In the context of design, through metaphorical
thinking a design team is able to transform technologies into a
more comprehensible form [5].

2.1.2 Expression
Danto proposes, that an artwork expresses something about its
content, in contrast with an ordinary representation [3]. To be
able to design for aesthetic experiences, the designer needs data
as a source material for producing representations, of the future
interactive devices. Information is data that has been given
meaning and so without the meaning it remains only data [1].
At its best, the artifacts are not mere replicates of the existing
world but have semantic dimensions beyond what is here and
now. The challenge for the designer is to shed light on the
resulting wholeness in order to allow meanings to be inferred.

4.2 Tools
For developing the musical instrument we used three
technologies. The Kinect tracking software developed by
Delicode was used for detecting OSC signals to Max/MSP
which in turn send midi data to Ableton Live sequencer for
producing sounds. In similar vein, Nintendo Wii Remotes and
Guitar Hero controllers were also used for our physical

2.1.3 Style
For Eldridge Danto’s component of style means that in order to
an artifact to have a style it needs to be rhetorically effective in
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controller framework and their interactions were manipulated
via Max/MSP.

The placement of the palm correlates to probability of the
triggered rhythmic elements. When the arm is aligned at the
extreme height position the rhythm is static and all the triggered
notes are present; that is the user perceives rhythm density fast.
When the hand palm is placed at the lowest position, which is
near center of the body, the probability of the triggered notes is
minimum. As a result, the rhythm is rare/slow. Left hand
included also mapping between dynamics (speed) of the hand
and loudness of the triggered sounds.

4.3 Informal Evaluation
This installation was tested in the ITEA/Artemis Co-summit in
October 2011. Circa 20 persons tested the music creation
environment in this two-day event, which was arranged in last
week of October 2011. The system was tested with
technological experts visiting the exhibition. First the concept
was discussed briefly and participants were encouraged to
experiment with the system. Afterwards researchers conducted
a survey. In the interview participants were asked to describe
their insights regarding the experience and acceptance towards
the system. In all 9 people were interviewed, 7 males, 2
females, aged 21-60.

5.2 Style
Our attempt was to design the system by relying on our
acquired taste when designing iteratively the system.
Melchionne identifies acquired taste as a form of intentional
belief acquisition or adaptive preference formation,
distinguishing it from ordinary or discovered taste [7].
Aesthetic perception helps us to find our place in the world
through our bodies and making judgments about artistic works.
The design process was bidirectional as the content changed the
technology requirements and produced technologies revealed
new potentials in terms of produced outcomes.
The developed system, with set of rules, enable enough
interaction layers to explore and, thus allows the user to build
distinctive, and therefore recognizable way in which an act is
performed. For example, the user may change the way they
play music, add more sounds and change their proportions and
perspective as well as shape sound textures. The users also may
establish a certain set of rules regarding they wish to reproduce
their music piece again, thus the interaction is not rigid in one
style.

5. FINDINGS
The used artistic research approach was chosen in the spirit of
challenging the traditional software development process for
making possible the handling of metaphors, style and
expression. In the following sub-sections we represent the
research outcomes by taking a look through Danto’s framework
of aesthetic experience.

5.1 Metaphors
Cultural cues steer our design decisions, and thus affect users,
the underlying reveals many possibilities regarding how the
designer can create new regularities for interaction mappings.
Lakoff and Johnson give an account of orientation metaphors
and bring to light how metaphors are embodiedly bound [6].
Orientation metaphors give a concept of spatial orientation. For
example, we might say high pitch is up. In line with Lakoff and
Johnson, the fact that the concept high pitch is oriented up leads
to English expressions like "I am feeling up". Metaphors
ground on the bodily and/or sensomotoric experiences, because
we find our place in the world through our bodies [6].
The basic issue of the interaction is that the melodic element
is altered with right hand and rhythmic element is changed with
left hand. In tables 1 and 2 are described interaction gestures,
feedback of the system and intended metaphorical element.

5.3 Expression
From the expression point of view, the design decisions or tools
should not be too fixed. In line with Redström we try to expand
the expressiveness of the interface by creating several layers of
interaction [9]. In other words, by adding different layers of
meaning in such a way that, for example, performing a certain
action might mean several different things.
Regarding to our system, the user is able to explore between
musical elements by making gestures through mapped
interaction layers. For example, the user is able to alter
probability of the triggered notes and their timing by moving
the left hand across x and y axis of the interaction space. As a
result the user is able to explore within interaction layers and
sounds and the materials continue to be available for new
meaning making.

Table 1. Interaction metaphors, right hand
Hand/device

Interaction

Feedback

Right

Up-down

Pitch

Right

Left-right

Time
values

Metaphor
UpliftingDepress
Narrow-Wide

5.4 Informal Evaluation
During the session we found out that many times rational
thinking hindered putting one’s soul into music making
character. That is, moving hands and torso unconventionally is
not experienced every day, thus it was observed that some of
the users felt too embarrassed to try the demo. Many of the bypassers mentioned that expression or music making is not their
thing and rather experienced the system by witnessing others
playing the system. However, when encouraging some, they
were able to find enough curiosity to test the system. From the
aesthetical interaction point of view we found out that the users
first tested the interaction layers one by one and gradually build
the experience by exploring with more complex musical
unities. The participants perceived interacting with the system
as music making process. This was our number one aim when
designing the system. In the surveys the users stated that the
music making process was fun and engaging simply by the fact
it allowed them to make meaningful music without an effort
and still feeling they are in control nonetheless what actions
they made. The discussions also helped us to bring the concept
to a new level. Many of the users expressed needs for

Y-axis hand movement was divided in eight phases covering
two-octaves. For example, when the user moves the hand up
the pitch goes higher vis-à-vis the tone is low at the bottom. Xaxis hand movement alters time value of the melody. That is,
the user can change density of the rhythm as fallows.
-

Palm near to center of the body (1/8 notes)
Palm between center of the body and extreme width
(1/12 (triple eight) notes)
Palm near to extreme width (1/16 notes)

-

Table 2. Interaction metaphors, left hand
Hand/device

Interaction

Feedback

Metaphor

Left

Up-down

Pulse

Rabid-Calm

Left

Speed

Dynamics

Exited-Easeful
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additional instruments, sounds, music genres and interaction
styles. According to users, in this way the system could be
personalized to meet the specific needs required in DJing,
playing music-based games and establishing a pop-up band
with friends.

rules. When developing interactive systems for aesthetic
experience the developer may seek to realize engagement.
Engagement is not is not about making things easy, it is about
making things that can be experienced at many levels of skill
and enjoyment.

6. DISCUSSION
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7. CONCLUSION
The final version of the music creation environment finds its
application as interactive music installation that could be used
by children or passers-by to experiment with interactive music.
It includes a Kinect interface to allow the music to be
controlled by the gestures and movements of the performer.
The tool provides support to create interactive music
experiences with a minimum effort from the performer while
allowing for versatile interaction modes to be integrated to the
system. This installation was tested in the ITEA/Artemis Cosummit. The artistic research approach employed was used in
the spirit of challenging the traditional software development
process for making possible the handling of metaphors, style
and expression. For creating interaction metaphors we
experimented with various mapping strategies between gestures
and produced sounds. The proof-of-concept instrument is both
functional and aesthetically pleasing interactive music
instrument. We tested the system with technological experts
and found out that our system provides people without a
musical background, to experience the joy of being involved in
the music creation. The musical output is pleasant, avoiding
“mistakes”, and a variety of parameters can be used to adjust
the music and specify how the music is influenced by user
actions. Finally by taking a look to developed technologies
through Danto’s framework of aesthetic experience we gained
understanding how materials build form through the logic
underpinning expression, style and rhetoric. Even if aesthetics
could be codified, they still require talent and skill to
implement them; the talent must be innate and the skill must be
taught or otherwise acquired. Any skilled practitioner also
needs to know how and when it is appropriate to break the
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ABSTRACT

Features
As with typical drum machines, with the Sinkapater a given
beat can be enabled or disabled. The global tempo can be
altered and the beat division can be changed. What makes it
unique is that each track can be changed independent of others.
Tick marks on the screen show a visual representation of where
the Master Channel's beats fall so that for any arbitrary beat
division one can easily visualize where a given beat falls
relative to the Master Channel. The channels are laid out in a
vertical fashion with height relative to the loop length and each
beat's on/off indicator “button” similarly appears in the space
relative to where they fall in time compared to the rest.

This paper provides an overview of a new method for
approaching beat sequencing. As we have come to know them
drum machines provide means to loop rhythmic patterns over a
certain interval. Usually with the option to specify different
beat divisions. What I developed and propose for consideration
is a rethinking of the traditional drum machine confines. The
Sinkapater is an untethered beat sequencer in that the beat
division, and the loop length can be arbitrarily modified for
each track. The result is the capability to create complex
syncopated patterns which evolve over time as different tracks
follow their own loop rate. To keep cohesion all channels can
be locked to a master channel forcing a loop to be an integer
number of "Master Beats". Further a visualization mode
enables exploring the patterns in another new way. Using
synchronized OpenGL a 3-Dimensional environment visualizes
the beats as droplets falling from faucets of varying heights
determined by the loop length. Waves form in the bottom as
beats splash into the virtual "sink". By combining compelling
visuals and a new approach to sequencing a new way of
exploring beats and experiencing music has been created.

Master and Slave Channel Relationship
The Master Channel determines several parameters for the
remaining channels. Within this channel a number of beats is
specified as well as a loop length. A beat of the Master
Channel is used to determine tempo in Beats Per Minute. The
Master Channel's beats (which become important for the
remained of channels) are divided equally over the specified
loop length. Thus, the tempo is set for the given loop length
and number of beats. The loop length of the Master Channel
can be chosen arbitrarily as can the number of beats. The Slave
Channels on the other hand must loop over some integer
number of Master Beats. When the loop length of a Slave
Channel is altered it is automatically quantized to a time frame

Keywords
NIME, proceedings, drum machine, sequencer, visualization

INTRODUCTION
The concept of creating loops has been explored extensively in
computer music. Today there are a multitude of different
software drum machine-like interfaces. [ what is the canonical
drum machine? ] Nearly all have the same basic interface, a
row of buttons, usually sixteen, across the bottom with lights to
indicate if the particular beat is active. Additionally there is
often an interface to specify the number of beats to loop over.
This interface allows for mostly straightforward beats to be
created on it which loop reliably and serve certain styles of
music well. What the typical drum machine interface doesn't
allow for is the creation of complex patterns with highly
syncopated rhythms and variability. The reliability of a
computer for time keeping makes it possible to program highly
complex polyrhythmic beats which are very difficult for even
the most skilled musicians to play [1]. This was the initial
motivation for developing the Sinkapater.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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Figure 1 – GUI with Slave Channels shown
which is integer number of Master Beats. Similarly, when the
number of beats in the Master Channel changes the Slave
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Channels will change their loop length, retaining the same
integer number of Master Beats over which they loop. Finally,
when the Master Channel changes loop length, the remaining
Slave Channels all change in unison, taking on the new length
for their given loop rate, always determined by the number of
Master Beats they are specified to loop over.

allows for a wide variety of instrumentation.
From
experimentation I found it useful to organize a bank of sound
around a particular instrument, for instance, bank 2 as a drum
set, bank 3 utilizes piano samples, etc. Bank 1 is sounds from a
sink, of course.

The resulting interface allows for complex rhythms which
evolve over long periods of time. Even with only a handful of
tracks with a short Master Channel loop rate a varying rhythm
can be created which won't repeat until the lowest common
denominator of beats is reached. For instance, a master track
looping over 4 beats and a slave which repeats over 7 of those
Master Beats, won't repeat for 28 beats.
Synchronization between the channels is retained by forcing
each Slave channel to respond directly to a signal indicating a
Master Channel Beat has occurred. Slave channels then keep
track of how many Master Beats have occurred and ensure all
counters start fresh after the prescribed number of beats.

Leveraging the power of a computer and available screen, there
is a visualization mode which provides a unique view of the
beats being created. When in visualization mode virtual
droplets of water fall from suspended faucets, each at a height
relative to the corresponding channels loop rate. When a given
beat is active it produces a water droplet, when not active no
such droplet appears. They land in the bottom of the virtual
sink in synchrony with the sound being created. This is a 3Dimensional environment which can be explored, taking in the
scene from different angles. By visualizing the patterns in this
way it gives one an intuitive sense of how the different loops
interact with each other by providing a means to see the
patterns as they “splash” into the basin.

Interaction

Technology

The interaction for the Sinkapater is keyboard and mouse based
although an early version used included OSC support which
could allow quicker access to parameters via a dedicated
controller. To lengthen or shorten a channels loop rate, click on
the top and drag it up or down respectively. To enable or
disable a beat simply click on the circle representing the given
beat. When a beat is enabled the circle will change from grey
to blue providing visual feedback. A channel can be muted by
clicking on the left edge of the channel's GUI, it will turn red to
indicate it's muted state. Click again to un-mute.

Future Work

Visualization

The Sinkapater uses C++ and a number of open source libraries
which are cross platform including STK, LibSnd, OpenGL,
GLU and GLUT. A technique known as picking is used in
OpenGL to determine which objects are being interacted with.
It has been shown that timing variations among other subtle
modifications including volume and timbre contribute to
making a drum machine more expressive [3]. Incorporating
some of these features will make the Sinkapater more well
rounded. Additionally, to make this a more complete system it
seems necessary to provide an interface to allow dynamic
loading of samples. Further, to allow the most flexible
configurations of beats a sequencer should allow arbitrary beat
divisions within specified beat. That is any given beat should
be allowed to be divided into 2 (eighth notes), 3 (triplets), 5 (5tuplet), etc. And further divided within these new divisions.
Only then will the full potential of polyrhythms and all manners
of syncopation, as facilitated by computers be fully accessible
in a beat sequencer.

Channels are grouped into ranks, this can be divided into
instrument groups or any other categories. To access different
ranks number keys are used. The space bar is used to start and
stop the sequencer. The “T” key toggles to visualization mode
(described below) where left and right arrow keys change the
view [2].
In addition to the aforementioned tick marks on the Slave
Tracks, additional and valuable feedback is given below each
track indicating how many beats are currently in the loop, how
many beats occur per Master Beat, the loop length (in units of
Master Beats) and the loop length in seconds. While for the
Master track the feedback is the number of beats in the loop,
the loop rate in seconds and the number of beats per minute
(BPM).

Summary
While the Sinkapater is not a fully realized drum machine, it
introduces new concepts to this storied interface. By allowing
each channel to divide the beat in different ways and to loop
over different intervals complex, syncopated and polyrhythmic
patterns are easily accessible. By forcing the Slave Tracks to
lock to an integer number of Master beats complex patterns
remain in synchrony with a sense of cohesion.
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Sounds
Sound samples as well as sound synthesis are used.
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ABSTRACT

environments, giving access to parameters of audio signal
processing algorithms, and multitrack audio sequencers, directly inspired from the tangible techniques of cutting and
pasting magnetic tapes. These systems proposed user interfaces of variable “friendliness”, initially with punched cards
or command line user interfaces, in delayed time due to computer processing limitations; later with graphical user interfaces paired with mice, keyboards and optional controllers
fitted with potentiometers, sliders, and so on... with a more
seamless interactivity, in real-time. A more recent interest
moves towards tangible user interfaces and multitouch devices, to regain the lost sense of embodied interaction with
music, but WIMP interfaces are still mainly used in professional studios for music composition.
The advent of the personal computers shifted the usage of
these systems not exclusively from experts and researchers,
but as well to consumers and amateurs. Crossovers between
music performance and the video game industry, particularly with the Guitar Hero or Rock Band franchises, extended the interest for music creation towards more users,
not necessarily skilled as musicians, expecting to blend creativity with simplicity.

This paper presents the LoopJam installation which allows
participants to interact with a sound map using a 3D computer vision tracking system. The sound map results from
similarity-based clustering of sounds. The playback of these
sounds is controlled by the positions or gestures of participants tracked with a Kinect depth-sensing camera. The
beat-inclined bodily movements of participants in the installation are mapped to the tempo of played sounds, while
the playback speed is synchronized by default among all
sounds. We presented and tested an early version of the installation to three exhibitions in Belgium, Italy and France.
The reactions among participants ranged between curiosity
and amusement.

Keywords
Interactive music systems and retrieval, user interaction and
interfaces, audio similarity, depth sensors

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the LoopJam installation is to gather people
to collaboratively build a live musical atmosphere. A twodimensional “sound map” is created by our software which
analyzes sounds, as well as musical loops, and groups them
by similarity. Wandering through the installation, each participant explores this sound map and activates sounds by
simple gestures matching the desired tempo. The playback
of each sound is synchronized by our software, allowing a
collaborative audio composition created by all participants.
In section 2 we provide the context of this installation
and quickly describe related works. In section 3 we detail
our architecture and implementation choices. In section 4
we discuss the preliminary conclusions we produced after
watching people use the installation. After concluding in
section 5, we propose upcoming possible ways of improving
this installation in section 6.

2.2

A taxonomy

LoopJam combines a range of widespread or emerging technologies, including audio and music signal processing, immersive audio, music information retrieval, audio browsing,
3D computer vision, gestural control, behavioral recognition.
Related works can be classified regarding the following
characteristics:
• Nature of the project: is it a physical installation, a
desktop application, an online application?
• How is the sound rendering produced? By means of
sound synthesis? Or sound sampling?
• How is boundary between music composition and performance delimited by the system? Is the sound rendered in real or delayed time considering the user interaction?

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 Domains of application
The core objective of the LoopJam installation is to allow
users to interactively create musical content.
The earliest computerized systems that can be considered
as its first ancestors, since the 1950’s, are sound synthesis

• Which interaction modalities are proposed? Are wearable sensors required? Or is a less invasive free-form
interaction chosen?
• How many users can interact with the system? A
single one? Many?
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• Are there multiple types of users involved with different levels of interaction with the systems: direct players, audience, disk jockeys or “masters of ceremony”
(MC’s)...?
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2.3

Some examples of multi-user interactive
audio composition systems

content. The currently supported media types are: audio (from loops to music tracks [5]), images, video (notably in an installation for browsing dancers videos [6]) and
text (as metadata to other media types or by itself). The
framework proposes implementations of both desktop and
client/server applications, with a shared goal of providing
a multi-dimensional representation of a media library, visual or abstract. Its architecture is modularized along media types and related feature extraction algorithms, clustering algorithms (the standard K-Means algorithm is mainly
used) and computation of media node positions in a representation scaled to 2D.
LoopJam is a desktop application created with the MediaCycle framework dedicated to audio content [5]. Audio
files represented by visual nodes can be accessed quickly and
browsed by “hovering” with an instant sound feedback.

Using the aforementioned taxonomy, we will characterize
mostly works consisting in sample-based installations where
multiple participants can interact with the system to produce a computer-aided musical composition.
Dance Jockey allows to manipulate music in real-time depending on dancers’ bodily movements [4]. Wearable sensors are required for the analysis of the movements, which
might limit the number of participants and might invasively
decrease the spontaneousness during the discovery phase of
the installation (participants first requiring to dress up with
the motion capture suit before being able to interact with
the installation).
SoundTorch proposes to browse a sound map using a Nintendo Wii remote controller similarly to discovering progressively a real 2D space with a light torch [9]. While it is by
nature a desktop application, increasing the number of remote controllers, what is feasible with the game console to
which these controllers were initially dedicated, might turn
this project into an installation where players would browse
the sound map collaboratively.
BeatScape [1] proposes a more complex user interface
where a first set of performers uses a tangible tabletop interface to place sound samples which are triggered by a
second set of performers using Wii remotes; what allows a
collaborative music composition with different levels of task
assignments.
LoopJam differentiates itself from these works by proposing a non-invasive user interface based on a Kinect camera
and by providing content-based auto-organization of sounds
by similarity of timbre (sorting by instrument).

3.2.1

To organize audio libraries visually along high level features such as timbre, rhythm and harmony; we implemented
many standard lower-level audio feature algorithms: spectral (centroid, spread, variation, flatness, decrease, MFCC,
zero crossing rate), perceptual (loudness), temporal (log attack time, energy modulation frequency / amplitude).

3.2.2

Synchronized to a common tempo

The loop databases usually loaded in the LoopJam installation are using the ACID format, where the tempo is encoded as metadata for optimal reliability, although standard
audio format are supported as well. In the case of ACID
databases, LoopJam automatically synchronizes the playback of loops and adapts the playback speed of each to a
common tempo using a phase vocoder.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Architecture

3.2.3

Figure 1 gives a general overview of the installation setup:
a 2D sound map is projected on a vertical wall, several
participants or players move on the floor and their position
is mapped to browsing cursors on the screened map. Figure
2 details the architecture: four speakers are located around
the sensing zone to provide surround sound, participants
are tracked using a depth sensor.

Spatialized in the user plane

The audio engine created for LoopJam uses the OpenAL
library for sound playback and spatialization. The sounds
are spatialized in the user plane, the default setting being for
a stereo setup, but is compatible as well with a quadriphonic
setup used for LoopJam for an enhanced immersion while
keeping the installation transportable.

3.3

Natural interaction with gestures

We implemented networked control bindings in the MediaCycle framework with OpenSoundControl (OSC) initially
to make use of off-the-shelf devices for the inter- and intramedia browsing (jog wheels or rotary controllers, 3D mice or
force-feedback joysticks...) [7]. We updated these bindings
and added multiple pointer support so as allow multiple
users to interact with the sound map. We used a Microsoft
Kinect depth sensing camera and the OpenNI library to
segment users in a 3D scene.
An option of the LoopJam system is to modify the tempo
of the played audio loops by analyzing the movement of
the users. We implemented a function that measures the
rhythm that the users beat out. The speed of the left hand
is extracted from the skeleton representation of the participants. We sum these speeds and we extract the frequency
by computing the maximum power in the spectral analysis
of this signal over 2-second windows.
The obtained frequency is smoothed by a lowpass filter;
this value is used to control the tempo of the audio engine
output with the phase vocoder algorithm implemented in
MediaCycle.
The user who makes the larger movements influences the
music tempo the most.

Figure 1: Picture of the installation with 3 participants.

3.2

Auto-organized by: timbral similarity, instrument

MediaCycle, a framework for multimedia
content organization by similarity

We have been developing since three years MediaCycle, a
framework for the organization by similarity of multimedia
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(AudioCycle Browser View)
Player pointer →

Surround sound

Kinect sensor

Laptop
(with OpenNI)
(and MediaCycle

Figure 2: Picture of the installation, annotated to describe its architecture.

3.4

Audio databases used with LoopJam

4.2

The loop databases that have been used in LoopJam include:

We initially planned to project the sound map on the floor
to allow a direct interaction [3], as participants would see
the visual representation of the loops played back located
under their feet. However it would have brought several
drawbacks in comparison to the current setup: people looking at their feet usually reflects timidity, other participants
may occlude each others nodes visually, an occlusion-proof
setup would have required the equivalent of a large rearprojected multitouch table quite less transportable.

• commercial but royalty-free ACID loop libraries from
Zero-G (for instance the Pro Pack double DVD ) and
Sony Creative Software (for instance 8-bit Weapon: A
Chiptune Odyssey );
• opensource collections such as the One Laptop Per
Child (OLPC) Free samples library.

4.3

4. DISCUSSION
This first prototype of our installation has been shown in
the Arts & Sciences exhibition in Seneffe, Belgium, May
21st and 22d, 2011. It was also featured at an exhibition
in Paris, at the Centre Wallonie-Bruxelles, from September 22nd to October 23rd, 2011. LoopJam was selected at
the Art Contest of the 2011 Network & Electronic Media
(NEM) Summit in Torino, Italy, September 27-29, where it
was ranked by the jury within the top 5 of all proposals.
We discuss initial choices after having examined and interviewed participants during the first exhibition.

4.1

Direct or indirect interaction?

How do players and installation curators
express themselves?

With this installation, we refine the participants/artist relationship. The audience participates to the music performance by dancing, its behavior and movements affecting the
choice of musical loops and hence the resulting mix, as well
as the overall playback parameters (tempo, amplitude...).
The DJ or curator responsible for the installation introduces
her/his artistic sensibility by the choice of sound libraries
[10], even more when sounds created by the curator herself/himself are featured, and can affect moods during the
performance by altering meta parameters affecting the navigation/browsing: changing sub-libraries, re-organizing the
library display spatially (zoom, rotations...) and in terms of
contents (groups of sounds assorted by different facets such
as timbre, rhythm...). Additionally, DJs watch for signs
of disengagement in the participants [8]. The curator may
therefore ensure a certain quality in the global performance
(during the performance, and before, while choosing sound
libraries), while the audience participates to the playback,
whereas seamless sound synchronization and minimal automated musicianship is taken care of by the installation
audio rendering back-end.

Does organization by similarity help?

Organization by content-based similarity is essential for this
installation due to two main reasons. First, since we chose
to sort sounds by timbral similarity, it provides consistency
in the path browsed by each player and the resulting sound
rendering, expecting to find sounds of the same instrument
or instrument family nearby, similarly to the fact that instrumentalists in a band or orchestra are grouped by instrument family and play a dedicated instrument. Additionally,
the automated organization eases the tasks of choosing the
contents of each sound library, versus manual loop sorting.
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4.4

How to keep participants satisfied?

8.

Our initial method for keeping participants to enjoy the installation was to change the sound data regularly, yet at repeated time intervals and using different libraries sequenced
in no particular order. We chose not to remap or recluster
a library during performances since we believe participants
construct a mental model of each library by exploring the
map as provided at its first state and would become annoyed
to start from scratch again with the same content, however
rotations of the visual map could provide an intermediary
solution.
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5. CONCLUSION
We proposed an installation that blends music information
retrieval and multi-user interaction to compose and perform
music in an amusing way. Auto-organization by contentbased similarity of timbre definitely speeds up the integration of sample libraries for the preparation or customization
of the installation, and provides a spatial layout of loops
sorted by instrument similarly to the position on stage of
players of traditional music bands.

6. PERSPECTIVES
Tested during three exhibitions, this installation could be
sized to other venues such as nightclubs, socio-cultural institutions, amusement parcs...
The number of samples in the library and the projected
sizes of nodes and spacing between them might make the installation too sensitive to small movements of participants.
One possibility to overcome this problem is to provide a
wider sensing zone by the fusion of information from multiple depth sensors.
We can already map virtual skeletons to segmented people in the 3D scene using the depth sensor, however we
didn’t make use of this feature so far. By detecting the frequency of beating of each/all participant(s), a supplementary control of the tempo of each/all played back sounds
could be considered.
We foresee several ways for personalizing the installation
to participants. Mobile phones of participants could be used
to synchronize their potential profiles of music recommendation systems such as LastFM so as to retrieve the history
of their musical tastes, while the non-participating audience
could use the same devices (or a more natural means such
as shouting or other vocal manifestations [2]) to vote for a
change in participants or sound libraries. We plan to replace
visual pointers of each participant with avatars generated
from the depth-sensing camera.
Using latest advances in social attention analysis, we could
introduce a game feel to the installation: give more weight
to salient participants, invite people from the audience to
participate.
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ABSTRACT
We developed original solenoid actuator units with several
built-in sensors, and produced a box-shaped musical interface “PocoPoco” using 16 units of them as a universal input/output device. We applied up-and-down movement of
the solenoid-units and user’s intuitive input to musical interface. Using transformation of the physical interface, we
can apply movement of the units to new interaction design.
At the same time we intend to suggest a new interface whose
movement itself can attract the user.

Keywords
Figure 1: Appearance of PocoPoco

musical interface, interaction design, tactile, moving, kinetic

1.

INTRODUCTION

Today a tremendous amount of audio and visual information is stuﬀed onto the flat displays of smart phones. It
is no doubt a very convenient age, but a little bit uniform.
Our research focuses on interfaces with dynamic movements
and interfaces that can change their own shape dynamically [1][6][7]. Michelitsch suggests shape-changing interface called “haptic Chameleon”[9]. Parkes, et al. argued
about kinetic interaction, as they called “Kinetic Organic
Interface”[14]. They mentioned its specification and possibility for Human Computer Interaction. We have developed a box-shaped device called PocoPoco which controls
the movement of columnar units with built-in solenoid actuators and utilizes them to give users dynamic tactile sensations. Figure 1 shows PocoPoco device. PocoPoco is an
input/output device that can be used without visual information, because it can indicate all input/output information through tactile sensations. This device is a versatile
interface that can be used in a wide range of applications
including games, telecommunication, and musical perfor-

mance. It was conceived as a new kind of interface which
can be used by both people with visual impairments and
people with normal vision.
In this paper we applied PocoPoco as a kinetic musical
interface like a music sequencer. By “pushing”, “catching”,
“turning” and “blocking” PocoPoco, users can play electronic music easily and intuitively. This simple interface
attracts the interest of many people from children to adults,
on the other hand this device s various musical interaction
attracts many people from musical beginners to professionals.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 Musical Instrument
Tenori-on[12], a Product of Yamaha, is an instrument that
enables users to play music visually. They suggest the way
of playing musical instrument, like drawing. Its visual interaction is attractive, but doesn’t have any kinetic elements
like ours.
Here we focus on kinetic musical interface, which can
move by itself. Haptic Drumstick by Berdahl et al. is a percussion instrument that applies feedback control to change
drum-roll gestures[2]. It consists primarily of a drum pad
attached to the cone of a woofer by a lightweight, cardboard
cylinder. It assists user’s drum play by adding energy to the
drumstick vibrations.
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Figure 2: System of PocoPoco
Figure 3: Appearance of the solenoid unit
Moog Guitar by Moog music Inc[10]. has almost infinite
sustain. This guitar has a function to extend the sound
tone using an oscillating current to a pick-up unit. E-bow
by Heet Sound Products[4] and The Overtone Violin by
Overholt[13] also use an oscillating current to extend its
sound tone.

2.2

Tactile Display

There are several displays which can transform themselves.
Iwata et al. made FEELEX [5], a kinetic display consisting
of movable pin actuators using DC motors and Piston-crank
mechanism. Relief[8] by Leithinger et al. and Recompose[3]
by Blackshaw et al. are also kinetic displays using DC motors and faders. A kinetic display with a DC motor has
speed and power. On the other hand, it’s noisy.
Kinetic displays powered by a shape memory alloy can
move quietly. Lumen[15] by Poupyrev et al. and PopUp![11]
By Nakatani et al. are kinetic displays using a shape memory alloy. A shape memory alloy can move very quietly,
but on the other hand it’s not so powerful. And it takes
relatively long time to transform, so it is not convenient to
move rhythmically.

Figure 4: Solenoid units which have LEDs

enameled wire in base part. Current passed through conductive coils can generate a magnetic field. So conductive
coils can be used as electromagnets. When the solenoid
unit is connected to electricity, magnetic force comes up,
the neodymium magnet is pushed by repulsion of the force,
and the moving part float up.
PocoPoco uses a micro controller to control the electric
current. Electric current flowing to the electromagnets causes
individual cylinders with built-in magnets to be raised and
lowered. The bottom of this solenoid actuator also contains
a tactile switch that is activated when a user presses down
on the cylinders and a photo interrupter that detects the
position of the solenoid actuator. So users can play the
applications of PocoPoco by simple pushing, holding, and
turning up the solenoid actuators.

3. HARDWARE
3.1 Outline
Figure 2 indicates the system of PocoPoco based on micro controllers. This device consists of 16 I/O units “Poco”
and a circuit to control it. Output are MIDI messages,
up-and-down motion of movable units powered by solenoid
actuators and full color LED light. Up-and-down motion
and LED light are controlled by two micro controller (PIC,
Microchip) individually.

3.2

Poco : original I/O unit

3.2.2

We developed Poco, an original I/O unit consisting of pushtype DC solenoid actuator and several sensor input parts to
realize original interactions of PocoPoco. Poco consists of
a base part and a moving part. Poco can detect “pushing”
using a tactile switch, height of a moving part using a photo
interrupter, and rotation of a moving part using two photo
interrupters. Table 1 indicates the specification of the device (PocoPoco), table 2 indicates the specification of the
original I/O unit (Poco).

3.2.1

Full Color LEDs

There is a full color LED on the top of the base part. This
LED can change its color controlled by the micro controller,
such as Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, White.
Each RGB channel’s lights are turned on via matrix control. A controller for LED control and a master controller
communicate with serial communication. We applied this
LED light to indicate timeline, and particular Poco’s situation (Figure 4 ), such as holding. Each layer has color, so
color assists users to find which layer the user is editing at
that time.

Solenoid Actuator

As can be seen on Figure 3, there is a built-in Neodymium
magnet at bottom of the moving part. There is also an

3.3 Sensing
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Table 1: Specification of PocoPoco
Operating voltage
Max Electric Requirements
Dimension
Weight
Material of Chassis
Internal Communication
External Communication

Figure 5: Relation of height of moving part and
output voltage(Upper left : normal actuation, Left
below : no actuation, Upper right : holding, Right
below : up and down)

12 [V]
60 [W]
205x205x90(WxDxH) [mm]
1500 [g]
ABS
Serial(31,250 bps)
MIDI in/out

Table 2: Specification of Unit
Distance between Each Solenoid
Range of Motion
Average Speed of Motion
Maximum Speed of Motion
Weight
Total Coils
Wire Diameter of Coil
Spec of magnet
Photo Interrupter for Rotation
Photo Interrupter for Height

Figure 6: The mechanism to detect direction of rotation

3.3.1

4. APPLICATION
4.1 Outline
Kinetic movements of physical interface attracts human’s
mind, even little children. PocoPoco plays music with synchronized movement and light. It has a possibility to attract
from children to adults. It is also a versatile musical interface that can play as a musical sequencer or keyboard, just
by pushing, catching, and turning units. It has 16 sound layers. Users can choose a sound instrument just by pushing
some buttons. It uses MIDI communication and it can be
controlled by MIDI messages, including sequence rhythm.

Matrix Switch

16 tactile switches are located under solenoid units on matrix to detect pushing interaction. To push the surface of the
moving part, an extended bar (shown in Figure 3 ) pushes
the tactile switch through the solenoid coil.

3.3.2

Detecting Height of Moving Part

We implemented an optical sensor (photo interrupter) onto
the base part in order to get height of the moving part. The
moving part could levitate about 20[mm] from bottom to
top. On the other hand, the photo interrupter could detect
up to 40[mm]. Therefore, our unit can detect the case that
the user pulls the moving part higher than the range of
moving part can levitate. As a result, it can detect whether
the user is pulling on the moving part or not.
Figure 5 shows relation voltage and height position of
moving part. Upper left shows the situation that the beginning and end of levitation of moving part. Lower left shows
the static situation of moving part. Upper right shows the
situation that user catch and pull the moving part from the
base part. Lower right shows the situation that the user
moves moving part up and down.

3.3.3

35[mm]
20 [mm]
260 [mm/sec]
560 [mm/sec]
15 [g]
500
0.29 [mm]
Neodymium, 409[mT]
TPR-105F
RPR-220

4.2 Sequence Mode
Basically PocoPoco is used in sequence mode, with which
users can play improvised loop music. By using this mode
users can create fascinating loop music easily, just by pushing, catching, and turning cylindrical units (Poco). In this
mode, LEDs always indicate 1 bar timeline continuously(Figure
7 ). When a user pushes the top of a cylinder, its switch is
flipped to the “on” position causing the cylinder to rise and
a sound to play at regular intervals. When a Poco turned
on is pushed down, its switch is moved to the “oﬀ” position
and the sound stops.
Each Poco can be given its own sound tone and rhythm.
These tones are arranged so that a pleasant harmony results
no matter which combination of notes is used. By using this
sequencer to play music we are able to create both aural
and visual components of a performance at the same time,
thereby linking these two senses for the audience in ways

Detecting Rotation of Moving Part

The user can rotate the moving part along the unit’s vertical
axis. In order to detect the rotation, we implemented 2
kinds of optical sensor onto the base part( see figure 3), then
we made some slits around the moving part. After that, like
a rotary encoder, the unit detects the user’s rotation from
which optical sensors detect slits first. Figure 6 shows how it
detects. This is the same approach used by rotary encoders.
In our device, PocoPoco, we have to detect rotation and
up/down of moving part at the same time. Therefore, it
is diﬃcult to apply general kind of rotary encoders to our
system. That’s why we decided to make our original units.

Figure 7: 16 beat time line of LED indicator
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Figure 8: data communication flow

not normally experienced.

4.3

Real-time Mode

In Real-time mode, just like a MIDI keyboard, when a user
pushes a Poco, particular sound tone comes out. Each of
the 16 Poco is assigned a MIDI note. Users can use this
mode to play melodies.

4.4

Layers

PocoPoco has 16 layers including 12 sequence mode layers
and 4 real-time mode layers. A user can choose a layer by
pushing an external button and particular Poco at the same
time. Each layer uses respective MIDI channels. Users can
assign each layer’s note to sound source as users like.

4.5

MIDI Specification

PocoPoco has a MIDI I/O port and users can use it as a
MIDI interface. Connecting to some sound source (basically
we are supposing some Digital Audio Workstation, because
they are convenient to map a particular MIDI message to
a particular sound trigger) users can play PocoPoco with
sound as users like. Users also may have to prepare some
audio interface and speakers. Figure 8 indicates a data communication flow from a user to a speaker. Connecting multiple PocoPocos to a sound source, users can play ensemble
by multiple players.

5.

FUTURE WORK

Until now, we performed 8 musical performances and 9
demonstrations. Every time we get some feedbacks from
audience and users, we have been making many improvements to PocoPoco.
We are now investigating the eﬀect of the device’s physical motion on users. We are experimenting about it using
PocoPoco. We use eye mark recorder system ( EMR-9, nac
image technology ), and compare the trace of gaze direction
for instruments that have physical motion and those that
do not. The interface is so simple that playing PocoPoco is
very easy even for children and beginners with no musical
experience. On the other hand, PocoPoco is also a sophisticated device which can be used to create compelling performances. Our goal is to make a new musical interface which
takes kinetic aﬀordance dynamically, and provide new musical interaction. We continue to design more intuitive and
deep interaction.

6.
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ABSTRACT
We augment the piano keyboard with a 3D gesture space
using Microsoft Kinect for sensing and top-down projection for visual feedback. This interface provides multi-axial
gesture controls to enable continuous adjustments to multiple acoustic parameters such as those on the typical digital
synthesizers. We believe that using gesture control is more
visceral and aesthetically pleasing, especially during concert
performance where the visibility of the performer’s action is
important. Our system can also be used for other types of
gesture interaction as well as for pedagogical applications.

Keywords
NIME, piano, depth camera, musical instrument, gesture,
tabletop projection

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional piano keyboard excels at discrete pitch and note
volume controls, and has been part of the interface of most
digital synthesizer or sampler instruments. However after
the onset of each note, the player have little control of the
quality of the sound unless additional controls such as physical knobs or sliders are used. In contrast to bowed or windcolumn instruments which have a great range of articulation
after sounding each note, piano keyboard provides limited
articulations, other than deciding when to stop the note by
release the key or the sustain pedal.
In addition, most digital synthesizer or sampler instruments contain more parameters to adjust than acoustic piano, and physical knobs, sliders and switches (or their virtual representations, in case of software instruments) are
used to control these parameters. Manipulating these controls during performance can be unintuitive and difficult, especially so if multiple parameters need to be adjusted while
notes are sounded.
We used a Kinect depth camera and a video projector
to create a 3-dimensional gesture space above the keyboard
with the aim to alleviate these shortcomings. By using gesture we hope to make real-time articulatory adjustment easier, as the player can quickly lift their hand from the keyboard and move into and out of the gesture space. With
multi-dimensional gestures a single hand can also control
multiple parameters rather than trying to manipulate mul-

Figure 1: Configuration of the Augmented Piano
Keyboard

tiple physical controls. Visibility of expressive gestures can
be important to convey meaning and nuance to a concert audience. Our system allows good visibility and projection of
the articulatory gestures by amplifying the gesture beyond
the small range of motion of adjusting knobs or sliders.

2.

RELATED WORK

Gestures controls are used often for theremin-like music instruments or to augment traditional instruments [4]. Kinect
offers an affordable 3D sensing to augmenting acoustic instruments [3]. By retaining the piano keyboard, we hope
to retain the advantage of precise and easy-to-learn pitch
control, over a purely gesture-based interface.
Works on augmenting the piano keyboard have installed
sensors on the keys [2], or on the player’s body [1]. Our
approach differs by using the depth camera to capture gestures in an open space, without attaching physical sensors
to the player or the keyboard, which can be costly or may
hinder the normal playing of the keyboard.
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Figure 2: Data flow of the Augmented Keyboard

3. IMPLEMENTATION
The hardware component of our system consists of a Kinect
depth camera and a video projector installed above a MIDI
piano keyboard, facing down towards the keyboard (Figure
1). The Kinect depth camera, projector and the piano keyboard are all connected to a single computer. The Kinect
depth camera captures 3-dimensional data on the gesture
space, in the form of a raw video stream. This stream is
then passed through background and noise removal and fed
into a blob detection algorithm using OpenCV1 . We can
then track the position of the player’s hand in 3D, as well
as the size of their palm. The hand motion trajectory inferred from this position data is past through an averaging
smoothing filter to remove the jitter caused by the noise in
the depth camera. Using Processing2 as a bridge, axes of the
hand position data are mapped to different MIDI controller
messages that is sent to a software synthesizer (Figure 2).
The Processing framework is also used for displaying visual feedback, which is projected by the projector unto the
white surface beneath the gesture space. Figure 3 shows
examples of the visual feedback. The detected location of
the player’s hands are displayed, as well as vertical and horizontal bars signifying the axes that are currently in use and
their current values. The circle shows the detected size of
the palm as well as the height of player’s hand above the
gesture surface.
The MIDI piano keyboard is connected to same computer
that receives and processes Kinect video stream as well as
running the software synthesizer. The synthesizer receives
MIDI note pitch and attack velocity messages from the piano keyboard, and articulatory MIDI controller messages
such as expression, timbre, or modulation from mapped gesture input.
The piano player can continue to play normally using
both hands on the keyboard with audio output provided by
the software synthesizer. They can also using one hand to
play the notes, while simultaneously lifting the other hand
and move it into the gesture space to manipulate the parameters. When gestures are mapped to simple well-understood
parameters such as depth of tremolo effect or a high frequency cut-off, we found that the augmented playing style
expands the expressive power of piano keyboard.

Figure 3: Users illustrating performance gestures
for applications such as pedagogy.
In one alternative the player uses one hand to press the
keys but not sounding the notes, rather activating the pressed
pitch classes so that when the gesturing hand passes above
the horizontal position of the activated keys, the corresponding note is sounded. This creates the illusion of striking a series of strings in air, akin to the way sets of strings
are activated or dampened on harp by pedal, while the
harpist runs their finger up the harp, sounding only the
activated strings.
In a pedagogical scenario, the hand position data can be
used to show contextual information around the learner’s
hand on the keyboard. For example, a guided improvisation system can show potentially musically sound future
harmonies given a history of harmonic progression, by highlighting the appropriate keys to play near the learner’s hand.
When not used for gesture, the large gesture space can be
used to show instructional information, such video or a waterfall representation of the music notation.

5.

6.

Our system is not limited to real-time manipulation of the
parameters during playing. The same sensing and visual
feedback setup can be adopted for other styles of playing or
2
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4. VARIATIONS & APPLICATIONS

1

FUTURE WORK

We are exploring other performance and pedagogical applications using the same system. We are also conducting
a user study on the effectiveness and efficiencies of various
gesture-parameter mappings in a performance scenario.

http://ubaa.net/shared/processing/opencv/
http://processing.org/
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ABSTRACT

synthesis graph (envelope generator, sequencer, and low frequency oscillator).

This paper describes the design and realization of TC-11,
a software instrument based on programmable multi-point
controllers. TC-11 is a modular synthesizer for the iPad
that uses multi-touch and device motion sensors for control.
It has a robust patch programming interface that centers
around multi-point controllers, providing powerful flexibility. This paper details the origin, design principles, programming implementation, and performance result of TC11.

Keywords
TC-11, iPad, multi-touch, multi-point, controller mapping,
synthesis programming

1. INTRODUCTION
The iPad introduced incredible potential for mobile music
creation with its large multi-touch screen [3]. The transition from sensor to “painterly interface” means accessing
the intrinsic qualities of the multi-point data, while working
within the extrinsic confines of the sensor capabilities [4].
Seamless interactive experiences have been created using
virtual interface elements and physical sensors in mobile
devices. These “tangible artifacts,” such as the a virtual
violin Magic Fiddle [7], blur the distinction between sensor
interaction and symbolic reality.
TC-11 seeks to avoid a “direct manipulation” interface
design, where visual metaphors are explicitly represented
and operated on [2]. No virtual objects or widgets are incorporated for performance. Instead, the user’s multi-touch
performance is directly connected to the synthesis engine.
Previous research by the author [5] looked into effective
ways to use multi-point data streams for synthesis control. While the controller functionality was successful, the
implementation was fragmented between multiple applications, and lacked a unified synthesis pipeline. The goal of
this project was to join multi-point performance with programmable synthesis parameters.
In this paper, the term multi-point controllers refers to
control streams created by analyzing the raw multi-touch
information from the iPad. Synthesis objects are high level
unit generators that can have multiple parameters for manipulation. Control modules are controllers created in the

Figure 1: The performance area displays visual representations of multi-point controllers.

2.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The design target was to provide a deep multi-touch performance interface, with a programming environment that
could flexibly connect multi-point controllers to synthesis
objects. Traditional synthesis interfaces, such as keyboards,
sliders, knobs, or buttons, were intentionally excluded from
the performance area. This required the multi-point control
implementation to be robust, and focused performance on
multi-touch interactions rather than widget manipulation.

2.1

Programming Paradigm

The programming environment was built around the idea
that any synthesis parameter should be controllable by any
multi-point controller. The starting point was building a
collection of multi-point controllers to generate control data
from the touch screen. The design challenge was creating
a system where the multi-point controllers were adjustable,
but also easily programmable into the synthesis graph.
When programming MStretchSynth and MDrumSynth [5],
early multi-point controlled synthesizers, much of the work
focused on scaling and mapping of incoming controller ranges.
Sensitivities of the controllers needed to be adjusted to fit
the desired synthesis result. This functionality had to be
included in TC-11 to provide a versatile programming environment.
The user would program synthesis parameters by setting
their control sources and value ranges. In some cases, the
controller sensitivity could also be adjusted. Users would
not have the ability to create their own multi-point controllers from scratch.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Hardware and Software

ing system.

3.2.3

The iPad was chosen for its single-device integration of
multi-touch hardware, programming tools, and on-board
audio production.
The iOS multi-touch functions calculate changes in the
user’s performance asynchronously. The touch data is updated when the user begins a new touch, moves a touch,
ends a touch, or cancels a touch. The multi-point controller
values are calculated within these function calls. This is
an improvement over a previous implementation [5], where
relationship-based analysis was linked to the graphics’ frame
updates, regardless of multi-point activity.
libpd [1] was chosen for the synthesis engine. In general,
control data is generated within the iOS functions and sent
via messages to the Pd audio graph, where it controls the
synthesis objects. The exception is the implementation of
control modules, which is entirely located within the audio
graph.

Some traditional control modules were added to TC-11 to
make patch programming easier. These modules are: envelope generators, step sequencers, and low frequency oscillators. Each module has a number of parameters that
are controlled via the matrix patching system used for the
synthesis parameters.
Modules are intended to assist with common synthesis
control tasks. For example, an envelope generator often controls the amplitude of each synthesis voice. Step sequencers,
when targeting certain frequency parameters, can map their
values to MIDI note frequencies.

3.3

Controllers

Multi-Point Controllers

Controllers are created from the multi-touch interface using relationship-based analysis [5]. There are two types of
controller: continuous controllers and triggers. Continuous controllers target any parameter with a variable value.
Triggers target module actions such as Start, Stop, Reset,
etc..
Each type of controller is further split into two categories:
Single Touch or Group Touch. Single Touch controllers are
controllers whose data source is tied to an individual touch.
For example, Touch Distance To Center calculates each individual touch’s distance to the center point of the screen.
Group Touch controllers get their data by analyzing the collection of touches. Total Group Speed, for instance, is the
sum of all the touches’ speeds. The same categorization is
applied to triggers.

3.2.2

Matrix Patching

Connecting multi-point controllers to synthesis objects was
one of the main technical hurdles of the project. Three
capabilities were planned to provide the most control from
the multi-point controllers:
1. The ability to control any synthesis parameter with
any controller
2. The ability to define each parameter’s value range
3. The ability to set the sensitivity, direction, and slope
of the incoming controller
To accomplish these goals, a matrix patching system was
implemented that connects controller data to synthesis parameters. Each controller is allocated an array to hold its
parameter targets. When the controller updates its value, it
iterates through the array and sends a normalized value to
“patcher” objects, which map the value to the parameters’
ranges and slopes. Finally, the patched value is sent to the
actual receiver in the audio graph (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Synthesis objects can be toggled on or off
during patch creation.

3.2.1

Synthesis

TC-11 has a set of modular synthesis objects. Objects include wavetable oscillators, filters, amplitude controls, and
effects. Each object has a set of synthesis parameters. For
example, the OSC A object has a selectable waveform, frequency parameter, and level parameter. These parameters
are directly targeted by controllers, and setting their variables is the primary method of patch programming.
The desired number of polyphonic voices was 11, which
would match the maximum simultaneous touches on the
iPad’s screen. However, the audio processing performance
was not sufficient enough to handle this, so polyphony was
limited to 8 voices.

3.4

3.2

Control Modules

Figure 4: The standard synthesis parameter view.
Control modules perform their functions inside the libpd
audio graph in order to take advantage of the timing control inherent in Pd. This presented an issue with the matrix patching system, since the functions for routing and
patching controller values resided in the iOS portion of the
program. These functions had to be duplicated inside the
audio graph in order for modules to coexist with the other
controller types.

Device Motion Controllers

The iPad’s accelerometer, gyroscope, and compass are implemented as controllers. They appear along side multipoint controllers when programming, and use the same patch289

Figure 3: A diagram showing the patching flow from controller to synthesis parameter.
One advantage of this matrix patching system is the separation of the controller, parameter, and value mapping.
This makes adding additional controllers or synthesis objects trivial, since no firm connections between the controllers and audio graph exist.
The most significant benefit is the ability to use one controller to manipulate multiple synthesis parameters. This
allows for a single controller to generate a complex synthesis reaction, since each parameter sets its own individual
response to the incoming controller data.

Teaching device motion performance to the user is a challenge. Device motion controllers rotate around one physical
axis at a time. However, users often twist the device along
multiple axes and simply listen for the result. The Performance view tries to inform performance by showing a series
of sagging diamonds that fall along their prescribed axis.
Even with this cue, some users have difficulty understanding the correct control motion.
The expressiveness of the instrument comes from the ability to drive many synthesis parameters with a variety of
multi-point controllers, even with simple touch gestures.
Basic multi-touch gestures can generate a complex set of
controller responses, which translates to expressive synthesis results.

4. USER INTERACTION
4.1 Performance
When TC-11 first loads, the user is presented with the Performance view, which fills the entire iPad screen. The only
interface object on screen is a button, tucked in a corner,
which pulls out the view switching bar. Otherwise, the entire screen is waiting to be touched to activate synthesis.
Users often begin with a single touch when first engaging with TC-11. When they move their finger across the
screen, they see graphic representations of the multi-point
controllers in use, such as connecting lines, circles, and angle vertices. Eventually they discover the capability to use
multiple touches, and further change the performance by
moving those touches in different ways.

4.2

Patch Programming

The patch programming interface starts with a graph of the
synthesis objects (Figure 2). Users tap on the objects to
activate or deactivate them, and the view updates the patch
connections to show the signal flow.
To access the synthesis parameters, users switch to the
object group areas (Oscillators, Filter / Amp, Effects). There
they can map each synthesis parameter, using a standard
visual interface (Figure 4). There is no graphical attempt
to mimic an existing hardware layout, like the front plate
of an analog synthesizer. The use of the standard interface
instead of a virtual knob emphasizes the strong connection
between parameters and their controllers.
New users who do not have experience with modular or
analog synthesizers often lament the lack of easy note or
scale generation. TC-11 uses its sequencer modules to accomplish this. However, incorporating the module as a frequency intermediary takes a working knowledge of the programming layout.

4.3

User Patches

TC-11 includes the ability to save custom user patches.
These patches can be shared with other TC-11 users via
email from within the app. Patches received from other
users, when opened through the iPad’s email client, load
directly into TC-11.
Figure 5: Performing TC-11 can use one or both
hands, up to 11 touches.

5.

REFLECTIONS

Following the release of TC-11, many users provided feedback about the performance capabilities, programming depth,
and sound quality. These comments continue to inform the
future of the instrument, and provide a reflection on the
success or failure of design elements.

Performance responsiveness is quick, although actual latency was measured to be around 40 ms. The majority of
the latency comes from the touch screen. However, users
report crisp responsiveness. This may be due to the fact
that the capacitive touch screen activates with the initial
contact with the finger, and not the pressure of the touch,
which happens afterwards.

5.1
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Enthusiasm

Provided below is an informal sample of comments from
iPad App Store reviews and online iOS music blogs to show
different responses to the instrument.

5.1.1

control a single parameter. This could greatly increase parameter response potential.
Improved sharing of patches could be implemented using
a patch repository: a server location for users to upload
their own patches and browse other users’ work. Sharing
of actual performances is another option, using a system
similar to the World Listener in Smule’s Ocarina [6].

Interactivity and Expression

awkpod: “Even playing with just one patch has huge possibilities.” (12/18/2011)
John Lehmkuhl: “I have seen many synthesizers with
many different interfaces and love this new one you have
where your fingers become the instrument.” (2/5/2012)
David Shamban: “It’s incredibly expressive and customizable. Just a word of warning, you may find yourself lost in
a time hole playing with it for hours.” (1/29/2012)

5.1.2

5.4

TC-11 accomplishes many of its goals by providing an uncompromising combination of deep performance and customization. The multi-point controllers unlock the promised
capabilities of the iPad’s multi-touch screen, and deliver a
fully expressive user interface. There is still much to learn
from users who engage with it, both as a performance interface and programming environment.

Patch Programming Depth

Subimage: “Still coming to grips with the routing, as it’s
quite complex - however it seems to generate the type of
sounds you’d usually only get from things like Reaktor or
Max/MSP.” (12/16/2011)
Jfbbivdvj: “The patch parameters are virtually bottomless, affecting not only the sound itself but also the way it
responds to your actions.” (1/22/2012)
Tim Webb, www.discchord.com: “TC-11 is making my
jaw drop every few minutes; realizing new and increasingly
complex routing options.” (12/18/2011)
Rich Courage: “Unconventional GUI that makes the best
use of what the iPad is. You can get really deep into programming your own sounds.” (2/6/2012)

5.1.3

6.

Sound Production

Design Flaws

Some important features were not present in the initial release of TC-11. For example, the ability to internally record
and export audio files to other iPad apps was not included.
Many users considered the app incomplete without this capability. The feature was added in an updated version.
A big design failure was the lack of real-time audible
feedback while editing a patch. The highly reactive, and
sometimes unpredictable, responses from altering parameters was deemed difficult to predict. The iterative process of
building a custom patch was slowed by constant switching
between editing and performance. A live preview area was
added to the Patch view to rectify the problem.
Another area for improvement is the graphical feedback
given during performance. The aforementioned issue with
drawing device motion shows the need for clearer graphical representations of controllers. Controllers that use time
comparisons are also difficult to convey visually. More attention could be given to animating controllers to inform
performance.

5.3
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KrisMcKenna : “The sound possibilities are amazing, and
every time I pick it up something new happens.” (1/22/2012)
valloy: “This synth looks great with endless possibility of
shaping sound and its easy to navigate thru the settings.”
(1/28/2012)
David Isreal, www.smitematter.com: “A madhouse of
sonic possibilities at your touch. A legitimate live performance, or studio (on the go) instrument that challenges and
inspires.” (1/14/2012)

5.2

Concluding Remarks

Future Work

While the design of TC-11 provides a deep programming experience, a clear improvement would be a setup that allows
the user to design their own multi-point relationships.
A better implementation of the matrix patching system
would allow for more than one controller to simultaneously
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ABSTRACT

intervals, and outlying letters such as ‘Q’ or ‘Z’ map to
chromatic passing tones. Players select game tiles pseudorandomly then impose lexical structure on them by creating
words that map to unique sequences of intervals. Other
parameters for mapping placed letters to properties such as
meter, tempo and timbre are under more direct control of a
performing musician via a graphical user interface.
The inspiration for writing a music-generating game
specifically for the planetarium came at a computer music
seminar in our facility on September 7, 2011 [7]. Dr. Michael
O’Bannon of Atlanta provided excellent improvised video
accompaniment for that event. Both the visual and acoustic
properties of the facility were so good that the idea of adapting
the graphical game-to-music approach to the planetarium
presented itself as a natural next step.
Several related projects involving generating music from the
rules and states of games have influenced this effort
[1,5,13,15]. Two additional influences are work on creating
audio productions that are portable among planetariums [2],
and an overview of problems for spatial sound from a twosession morning on the subject at ICMC 2011 [3].
In the current project we retain and extend the successful
properties of the Scrabble game while replacing the game itself
with one designed for play on a planetarium dome with circular
seating. We abandoned an initial attempt at a word game
because the geometry of a planetarium renders words upsidedown and backward for many viewers. We settled on a game
metaphor more suited to a planetarium, that of an expanding
universe of atoms, where 12 distinct atomic numbers map to 12
distinct intervals in the current scale on a MIDI channel. By
regulating the range and distribution of atomic numbers that
they inject into the expanding universe, players regulate the
degree of consonance / dissonance in the generated music.
More complex musical properties emerge from aggregate game
state as discussed below. We have had two successful ensemble
performances by a faculty member and students to date, one at
the Kutztown University planetarium on March 20, 2012, and
another at a regional computing conference in southern
Pennsylvania on March 30 [6].

With the advent of high resolution digital video projection and
high quality spatial sound systems in modern planetariums, the
planetarium can become the basis for a unique set of virtual
musical instrument capabilities that go well beyond packaged
multimedia shows. The dome, circular speaker and circular
seating arrangements provide means for skilled composers and
performers to create a virtual reality in which attendees are
immersed in the composite instrument.
This initial foray into designing an audio-visual computerbased instrument for improvisational performance in a
planetarium builds on prior, successful work in mapping the
rules and state of two-dimensional computer board games to
improvised computer music. The unique visual and audio
geometries of the planetarium present challenges and
opportunities. The game tessellates the dome in mobile, colored
hexagons that emulate both atoms and musical scale intervals in
an expanding universe. Spatial activity in the game maps to
spatial locale and instrument voices in the speakers, in essence
creating a virtual orchestra with a string section, percussion
section, etc. on the dome. Future work includes distribution of
game play via mobile devices to permit attendees to participate
in a performance. This environment is open-ended, with great
educational and aesthetic potential.

Keywords
aleatory music, algorithmic improvisation, computer game,
planetarium

1. INTRODUCTION & RELATED WORK
This project grows out of the intersection of prior work in
mapping two-dimensional computer board games to music
[9,10] and the availability of a modern planetarium with a highresolution digital projector, a high-quality surround sound
system, seating for 85 people and very good acoustics [4].
The predecessor to the current game-as-instrument is a
computer Scrabble® game extended to generate MIDI note and
control information based on game rules and the progressing
state of play [9]. The key musical aspect of that game is its
mapping of statistical regularities in letter distributions in a
game to statistical regularities in musical interval distributions
in the scales being generated on MIDI channels. For example,
in a typical player-configurable scale, common letters such as
‘E’ or ‘A’ map to consonant intervals such as the tonic or fifth
in a channel’s scale, less common letters map to less consonant

2. VISUAL ASPECTS OF THE GAME
Our ensemble performances have consisted of two students
playing the game via wireless networking and one of the
authors manipulating musical mapping parameters. Game play
consists of injection of atoms into the universe and
manipulation of statistical properties of their elements. In
addition to conventional graphical controls for atom injection
and music translation, performers use live coding in the Jython
dialect of the Python programming language [8] to automate
portions of play.
Figure 1 shows a screen shot of an early universe, before
expansion, in which players have injected a variety of the 12
element types. An atom appears as a hexagon – we chose this
geometry in order to accomplish symmetric tiling of the dome,
naming the game HexAtom. Each distinct element type maps to
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seen by the range of colors) moving and sounding at a faster
tempo. By the time our more conservative March 20 universe
had progressed to the state of Figure 2, both atomic fusion and
player actions had increased the range of element types and
corresponding harmonic complexity to a moderate mix, with
most generated notes lying within the scale of each MIDI
channel being played.

a unique color. Multiple atoms occupying a single location
appear to nest. Atoms currently being sounded by the music
translator appear as filled hexagons, while unsounding atoms
are hollow. Consequently, atoms blink on and off in time to
their sounding (excitation). Musical tempo drives the rate of
atom movement and flashing.

Figure 1. An early universe – The Big Bang
Figure 3. An aging universe evolving towards element 0

The most basic move by a player is injection of atoms into a
location in the universe. Atomic parameters under player
control include number of atoms injected at one time,
distribution of their element types, location, direction of travel,
and speed. There is a (typically) non-zero probability that an
atom reaching the edge of the universe will cause its expansion
towards a player-defined limit. Atoms can also disappear at the
edge, deflect off of the edge or each other, fuse into heavier
atomic types, fission into multiple smaller atomic types, and
clump into geometric ensembles due to simulated gravity.
Associated with each of the 12 element types is a set of
probabilities for universe expansion, atom deflection, fusion,
fission, and gravitational properties. In addition to injecting
atoms, players can manipulate these distinct probabilities in
order to guide evolution of the expanding universe. Players can
use both manual interaction and live coding scripts to inject
atoms, to configure their injection properties, and to configure
probabilities of element properties. With evolution of the
universe driven by the changes in state of individual atoms
interacting with their immediate neighbors, the game is a form
of cellular automaton [12].

Figure 3 is a screen shot of an aging universe. Increased
spatial separation of atoms lowers the probability of fusion –
atoms must occupy a single location in order to fuse – thus
increasing the relative probability of fission. Evolution tends
toward a large number of element-0 atoms that typically map to
the tonic. It is possible for players to counteract this tendency
by increasing probabilities for fusion, decreasing probabilities
for fission (in the limit to 0), and injecting a larger proportion
of heavier element types into small regions of space. Increasing
element probabilities that control gravitational clumping can
create opportunities for fusion by keeping atoms closer
together.
A typical player activity at the stage of Figure 3 is injection
of atoms in unidirectional streams that are maintained by
gravity, injection of atoms in geometric forms via live coding
scripts using geometric formulae, and emergent geometric
properties. The feel of play at this stage is reminiscent of
Impressionist painting, where underlying precise geometric
forms are smeared and blurred by atomic motion and evolution.
One attendee at the March 20 event commented that in a later
stage the game took on the appearance of fireflies in a summer
night, with small atoms blinking on and off as their notes
sounded. During testing one of the authors injected a series of
streams of element 0 atoms in the six cardinal directions of the
hexagonal layout that used gravity to draw all other atoms into
their lines, forming an abstract six-petal flower. We have not
yet been able to repeat this configuration.
We typically bring a performance to its end by increasing the
elemental probabilities for fission and decreasing those for
fusion while increasing the rate of atomic evolution, leading to
a large decaying universe that devolves to the tonic and then
fades away. In our second public performance we took an
alternative approach of shrinking the universe back to a threeatom diameter, increasing element types and tempo to give a
rapid restatement of the Big Bang before reversing the
probabilities to cause rapid decay and fade out. The game has a
wide range of probabilistic behaviors to be explored and
mastered.
The overall perspective of the game-as-composition is one of
composition as a superposition of possible states. A musical
score is not a fixed set of musical objects with a probability of
100%. It is a variable set of musical objects with configurable
probabilities. Changing probabilities via live coding is a major
dimension of performance. Preparation for a performance

Figure 2. A young universe in the midst of expansion
Figure 2 is a photograph of the March 20 game, at a stage
when the universe was relatively young. Improvisational
dynamics vary, and in this performance the players began with
only element type 0 (mapped to the tonic) in a universe that
was three atoms wide. Our “Big Bang” was a consonant,
medium-tempo affair. Figure 1 shows a more harmonically
complex Big Bang, with a larger range of element types (as
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importance to MIDI velocity and meter (accents). Each MIDI
channel gets its own set of mapping parameters. As the music
mapper generates notes from game data, it feeds note data back
to the game in a data feedback loop, causing visual atoms that
are sounding to light up with a fill pattern. Filled atoms in
Figures 1 through 3 represent atoms being sounded.
Using differing-length accent patterns with shared prefixes
generates polyrhythms. Using related but differing scales on
different channels generates polychords and harmonic
ambiguity. Extraction of melody by a performer from a
generated sequence of notes takes the form of mapping only a
small, repeating sequence of atoms to MIDI notes. There
promise to be new modes of interaction that we have yet to
establish for shaping the music mapped from the game.
The availability of live coding via the Python interpreter
opens up avenues for new modes of play. A performer can
enter Python command lines and script invocations that affect
MIDI translation parameters in an expanded top section of
Figure 4. Game players have a similar Python coding user
interface. Atom injection and probability manipulation of the
game can be semi-automated via live coding. Also, all of the
mapping parameters of the MIDI mapper are available for
semi-automated update on each MIDI channel by performers
via performance time live coding. Rather than simple scalar and
vector values for each channel, live coding provides a means
for supplying scalar and vector functions with periodic,
aperiodic, or chaotic behavior with respect to the values they
return to the MIDI mapper. Mastering this live coding aspect of
the game / instrument takes practice and attention.

includes writing small, custom scripts in the extension language
that players can set in motion as they perform.

3. MUSICAL ASPECTS OF THE GAME
3.1 Atom to MIDI Mapping
The music mapper is an enhanced version of the Scrabble MIDI
mapper. Instead of traversing a Scrabble game board as a maze,
the virtual composer traverses the simulated universe of Figures
1 through 3, collecting lists of atoms, their element types and
locations. The question of whether element 0 maps to the tonic,
element 1 to the fifth, and so on in a MIDI channel’s current
scale, is left up to the scale currently in use on that channel. A
composer defines element-to-interval mappings for each named
scale (Aeolian, Mixolydian, Minor Blues, etc.) in a scale
definition file, and a performer decides what scale and other
parameters to use for each MIDI channel in play, setting these
per-channel parameters via a Python command line or a
graphical user interface.

3.2 Spatialization in a Planetarium
We studied a number of approaches to spatialization in nonplanetarium environments, including those that often fail [3].
Guidelines from the latter study have to do with precedence
effect due to varying time-of-arrival of a sound at a listener,
asymmetry of multi-loudspeaker localization and panning,
directional hearing and the role of head movement, and
interrelationship of spatial hearing with auditory fusion and
stream segregation. Attempting complex or subtle spatial audio
effects at a planetarium is even more problematic. Concentric
circular seating eliminates the possibility of using reference
listener body orientation and location. There are no standards
for speaker arrangement or relative speaker levels in a
planetarium [2], which by its circular nature does not conform
to the Surround 5.1 standard.
For the March 20 premiere performance we mapped the
spatial properties of the game to the spatial location of the
surround sound system. Each of the five speakers around the
base of the planetarium dome projected a different set of
synthesizer voices representing sections of a virtual orchestra,
e.g., the string section, the percussion section, the wind section,
the pad section, and the reed section. As mobile atoms
traversed a section of the dome in the neighborhood of a
speaker, they triggered note generation in the MIDI channels
feeding the synthesizers driving that speaker. The game’s
metaphor is thus extended to include the universe-as-virtualorchestra on the planetarium dome. With pronounced
synthesizer voices this approach is effective. We did not
attempt to create spatial effects within the concentric audience,
but rather to emulate the spatial effects of an orchestra on a
planetarium dome, visualized and manipulated as an expanding
virtual universe populated by moving sonic atoms.

Figure 4. Mapping parameters, one set per MIDI channel
Figure 4 illustrates the per-channel parameters used to map
game state to MIDI messages. Several mapping parameters
relate directly to the game. Tempo relates to the speed of
universe expansion, tonic sets a channel’s tonic note, and scale
is a named scale for element-to-note interval offset from tonic
as previously discussed. A patch is the number for the MIDI
channel’s synthesizer voice, and accents is an integer vector
that gives the relative strength of each successive note played,
with 0 denoting a rest. The accent pattern defines the meter for
a MIDI channel. Other parameters affect the number of
simultaneous notes played, sustain, and other musical
properties.
The MIDI generator applies these mapping parameters by
traversing lists of atoms and their locations received from the
game via a network connection. Atomic number maps directly
to interval in a scale. Many parameters determine how atoms
are translated, e.g., the number of individual atoms to translate
per sixteenth note (the notes parameter) and their relative

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Initial ensemble performances in March 2012 have satisfied the
performers and earned positive comments from attendees. This
software instrument is a testament to the concept of taking
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Exploring additional shapes, games and processes for
tessellating a planetarium dome and generating music, and
finding additional ways to utilize a planetarium’s visual and
auditory environment as a musical instrument, is another path
for future work. We also plan to migrate game play from
laptops to programmable mobile devices distributed among the
audience. Each mobile device will act as a controller, feeding
commands to the game-playing computer via a wireless
network. Luckily, we can explore the stochastic composition
path and the planetarium-as-instrument path simultaneously.

collections of events that are individually pseudo-random, but
that exhibit collective statistical regularities, and mapping those
regularities to statistical regularities in improvised computer
music. HexAtom goes further than Scrabble-to-MIDI in
exposing underlying probabilities to the performers, and in
supporting live coding for performance-time creation of novel
statistical functions. HexAtom is a more complicated
instrument that we look forward to getting good at playing.
The primary long-term musical goal for this work is creation
of a comprehensive stochastic model for composing and
performing improvised computer music, where the musical
score is a hierarchical organization of probabilistic musical
events. There is a tradition of stochastic musical analysis and
stochastic musical performance that the present work looks to
extend [14,15]. Experience with music-generating games has
shown that performance is every bit as work-intensive and
concentration-intensive as performing on a more conventional
instrument. Rather than focus a human performer’s actions and
attention on creating individual notes or sounds, however, this
style of performance is somewhat more like conducting, in that
the primary activity is guiding the activities of musicians, in
this case virtual musicians playing on their respective MIDI
channels. A large component of composition is planning
transitions in scales, tonic, accent patterns, and other
configuration parameters of the per-channel MIDI mappers to
fit the envisioned piece. Performance includes playing the game
and migrating the configuration parameters, more or less
according to plan. It also includes manipulating downstream
timbre using other hardware and software tools to complement
the output of the music generator. In a sense a music-generating
game supplies partially prepared musical material that can be
refined within the game, for example by selecting a substring of
a stochastically generated note sequence as a melody, as well as
by tools, such as synthesizers and effects units, that use the
game’s generated note sequence.
This process-based approach contrasts with Reich’s assertion
in “Music as a Gradual Process” [11], which states, “The
distinctive thing about musical processes is that they determine
all the note-to-note details and the overall form simultaneously.
One can’t improvise in a musical process—the concepts are
mutually exclusive.” While Reich’s assertion is correct for
deterministic musical processes, it is incorrect for stochastic
musical processes that place aspects of probabilistic musical
event creation under a performer’s control. A stochastic
musical process can determine the overall form while
determining details only to the granularity of a statistical
distribution of note-to-note events. Statistical distributions are
not random. They shape the note-to-note events in the
aggregate, but they do not shape them deterministically at the
level of individual events. Giving performers some degree of
control over the probabilities, whether implicitly via game rules
such as imposing order on pseudo-randomly selected tiles in
Scrabble, or explicitly via manipulating probabilities of note
fission, fusion, etc. in HexAtom, gives performers a means for
improvising within the framework of a stochastic musical
process. Thoroughly exploring this approach to composition
and performance is the primary goal of the present work.
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hybrid approach that provides tangible interaction yet yields a
complex, deliberate musical composition.

ABSTRACT
SoundStrand is a tangible music composition tool. It
demonstrates a paradigm developed to enable music
composition through the use of tangible interfaces. This
paradigm attempts to overcome the contrast between the
relatively small of amount degrees of freedom usually
demonstrated by tangible interfaces and the vast number of
possibilities that musical composition presents.
SoundStrand is comprised of a set of physical objects called
cells, each representing a musical phrase. Cells can be
sequentially connected to each other to create a musical theme.
Cells can also be physically manipulated to access a wide range
of melodic, rhythmic and harmonic variations. The
SoundStrand software assures that as the cells are manipulated,
the melodic flow, harmonic transitions and rhythmic patterns of
the theme remain musically plausible while preserving the
user’s intentions.

1.2 Distinction from Related Work
The body of work in the field of tangible interfaces for music
creation is immense. Concentrating on interfaces for music
composition, we can observe works such as the reacTable [6]
and AudioCubes [8], in which objects represent musical
elements that are constantly playing, bringing the interaction
more similar to a performance, improvisation or composition in
real time. Other interfaces such as the Tangible Sequencer [1]
and Music Blocks [10] are, indeed, sequencers; however, the
sequenced units are sampled, unchangeable segments of music,
a fact that leaves the user highly limited in terms of composing.
Finally, augmented reality projects, such as the Music
Table [2], support detailed music composition, yet the objects
with which the users interact take the role of commands or
temporary representation of content, rather than embody the
musical material and act as a consistent representation.
The SoundStrand cells not only represent their musical content
but also the means to control it. Their individual manipulation
controls rhythm, pitch and harmony, while their assembly is a
high level description of the musical content arrangement. The
finished strand is a mentally sustainable representation of a
composed musical piece.

Keywords
Tangible, algorithmic, composition, computer assisted

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
It is well established that the benefits people get from engaging
with music are substantial – it arouses creativity, provides
means of deep expression and builds self-confidence [1][7].
The entry level for music composition, however, can be quite
intimidating. Composing music requires extensive knowledge
of music theory, developed aural skills, and often requires
mastering a musical instrument. This prevents a large share of
the population to take on composing, including young children
and mentally or physically challenged people – those who need
their self-confidence supported and their means of expression
enhanced the most.
Therefore, it is not surprising that many endeavors have been
made to lower the entry level for involvement in music
composition. Software systems have been designed to enable
music composition using abstract graphical input, with the
software translating shapes, lines and colors to musically
plausible compositions [5]. On the other hand, the use of
tangible interfaces in music is mostly restricted to exploration
and manipulation of pre-composed music due to their limited
amount of degrees of freedom. SoundStrand demonstrates a

2. SOUNDSTRAND
SoundStrand is a set of cylindrical cells, each representing a
musical one measure long musical phrase. Cells come in
different types that represent different musical phrases. Cells
can be attached to one another to create a musical theme, as
shown in Figure 1. The skeletal mechanism of a cell allows it to
be stretched or shrunk to shift the rhythmic center of mass, bent
upwards or downwards to change melodic directionality and
twisted along its axis to change the harmonic context.

Figure 1. Two SoundStrand configurations, demonstrating
different manipulations of cells

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

The physical interface of SoundStrand is a set of cells. A cell is
a cylindrical object with a 3D printed skeleton and stretchable
fabric skin. The skeleton is designed so that the cell can be
bent, elongated and twisted. Cells also include electrical
circuitry that is used to digitally capture the cell’s physical state
and to communicate with neighboring cells. Cells connect to
each other by a set of extrusions and holes on both their ends.
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Electrical connectors are also located on the cells’ ends. These
are used to carry power and data between the cells. The first
cell in a strand connects to a computer using an FTDI cable.
The data that is received by the computer describes the
complete current strand configuration.
The computer, in turn, is running dedicated software that reads
the strand’s configuration and translates the cells’ order and
individual cell manipulations to a musical composition.

Table 1. Example of a manipulated cell

3. MUSICAL APPROACH
3.1 Musical Paradigm
Currently SoundStrand is restricted to a single voice, single
timbre theme accompanied by a harmony and a bass. It is
recognized that a theme is the assembly of musical phrases,
often repetitive with some modifications. It is then stressed that
these variations are introduced to the timing of the notes, their
pitches and the underlying harmony. Applying these variations
using a tangible interface requires that a user will have access
to the wide varieties of possible variations of one of these
properties with a single parameter.
For rhythmic variations, a phrase can be viewed as having a
center of rhythmical mass. If a phrase is one musical bar long
and it is comprised of four consecutive quarter notes, it is said
that its center of rhythmical mass is 0.5, i.e. in the middle of the
measure. If notes are shifted towards the beginning of the
measure it will have a smaller center of mass and a larger
center of mass if notes are shifted towards the end. The
suggested application will shift the notes to accommodate the
desirable center of mass as expressed by the user.
For melodic variations, the notes comprising the phrase can be
viewed as having directionality. Modifying the directionality of
a phrase will shift the notes’ pitches upwards or downwards.
Finally, when a harmonic variation is introduced to the phrase,
the system not only changes the notes of the underlying
harmony and bass, but also the melody notes in a manner that
will be musically plausible.
It is also required that the system ensures that transitions from
one phrase to the next are musical, mainly in respect to the
harmonic transitions and the melody line.

4.1.1 Skeleton
The skeleton of a SoundStrand cell (Figure 2) is fabricated by
3D printing. It is designed to enable the cell to be bent, twisted
and elongated, and to be connected to neighboring cells [9].
The center piece of the skeleton is the frame. It has a rail in
which slides the rack. The rack can be moved back and forth to
change the elongation. The frame has a niche to which the
pinion fits. When the rack slides back and forth, the pinion
turns, and by measuring a potentiometer attached to the pinion,
the amount of elongation can be determined.

3.2 Parameter Mapping
Assignment of the various degrees of freedom of the
SoundStrand cell to the different types of phrase variation
attempts to be as intuitive as possible.
As cells are connected sequentially to one another, it suggests
that time moves along the trajectory connecting the cells, i.e.
along the cells’ lengths. Therefore the variation concerning the
timing of the notes – their rhythmic distribution – is mapped to
changes along that axis, which is the cell’s elongation.
Pitch is commonly referred to as the axis perpendicular to time;
therefore, the cell’s bend is mapped to the phrase’s melodic
directionality.
Finally, the mapping of the cell’s twist to harmonic tension
seems natural as the act of twisting is often paired with physical
tension, such as springs or lids of jars.
Table 1 shows a phrase along with one of the several results of
the cell’s manipulation along each degree of freedom.

Figure 2. A disassembled cell skeleton
The arm serves as the bending mechanism of the cell. It
extends from the frame to which it is connected with a pin,
allowing the arm to turn around the pin’s axis. The pin itself
has an extrusion that fits into a niche in the arm, forcing them
to move together. A potentiometer attached to the pin measures
the angle between the arm and the frame, determining the cell’s
bend.
Finally, the twisting mechanism consists of the plate rotating
against the rack’s end. Two braces locked into each other and
to the plate encapsulate the rack’s end and hold the plate in
contact with it. A potentiometer attached to the plate measures
the amount of rotation between the plate and the rack’s end in
order to determine the cell’s twist.

4. DESIGN
4.1 Mechanical Design
The cells are cylindrical objects about 4” in length and 2” in
diameter. They consist of a plastic skeleton, a skin and
electronic circuitry.

4.1.2 Skin
The cells are covered with an elastic fabric skin. The skin is
sewn to a cylinder, and it keeps its shape with three plastic
rings fastened to its interior. Two rubber rings are sewn to the
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ends of the skin and fit to grooves on the edge of both the
skeleton’s ends.

4.4 Software
The software used to translate the strand’s configuration to a
musical theme is written in Java. When the software is started,
it loads XML files describing the various cell types in terms of
their musical content, which is the original pitches of the notes
and a table of possible rhythmic distributions. Other XML files
describing harmonic transition tables are also loaded.
The software then allows the user to select various harmonic
models which are implemented through their respective
transition table. The user can also select melodic models which
determine how note pitches will be quantized, e.g. diatonic vs.
pentatonic scales.
The software also features a transport bar, allowing playing,
stopping and looping the strand or a particular cell and a pianoroll style visual representation of the theme.
Finally, the software allows the user to enter simulation mode
in which connection to a physical interface is not necessary and
cells are added, deleted and manipulated virtually.
Two additional software tools allow the user to program new
harmonic transition tables and new phrases along with their
possible rhythmic permutation. These will be described in
section 5.4.

4.1.3 Connectors
Three cross-shaped extrusions are located on the face of the
plate. These fit into corresponding cuts in the face of the
connected cell’s arm. In addition, the electrical connectors,
which are a 2x2, 2.54mm pitch header-connector pair, not only
provide power and communication but also support the
mechanical connection between cells.

4.2 Electrical Design
In the center of every SoundStrand cell is an Atmel
ATmega168 microcontroller. It measures the value of three
potentiometers fixed to the cell’s skeletal structure to determine
the cell’s elongation, bend and rotation.
Cells connect to each other electronically as described in
section 4.1.3. The first cell in a strand is connected to the
computer with a USB FTDI cable. This connection allows the
computer to provide a 5V power line and a ground line for the
entire strand and receive the strand’s configuration, encoded as
described in section 4.3. Two of the pins are used as a shared
5V power supply. A third pin is used to transfer data over a
serial bus from a cell to the one preceding it. The fourth pin is
reserved for future use.
The circuit features an RGB-LED that serves to indicate that
the cell is working properly. The color of the LED is
determined by the state of the potentiometers. The light is
clearly visible to the user as it is diffracted by the cell’s skin.

5. ALGORITHMS DESCRIPTION
5.1 Rhythmic Variation
Stretching and compressing a cell result in changes in the
rhythmic distribution of its phrase’s notes. Currently, a phrase
is programmed with a predetermined list of possible rhythmic
variations. The value of the cell’s elongation potentiometer is
quantized by the software which in turn selects the appropriate
rhythmic permutation from the list.

4.3 Communication Protocol
By design, data can flow between the cells in only one direction
- from the end of the strand towards the computer. The last cell
in the strand periodically initiates the data transfer with a
packet that contains the cell’s type and potentiometer values,
followed by an “End of Transmission” (ETX) byte. The packet
is passed to the preceding cell which adds its own type and
potentiometer values to the beginning of the packet before
passing it on. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.

5.2 Harmonic Variation
SoundStrand’s harmony system is inspired by David Cope’s
SPEAC system [4]. A cell can have one of five possible tension
functions: Statement, Preparation, Extension, Antecedent or
Conclusion. Different states correspond to different degrees of
twist introduced to the cell. A harmonic transition table
determines the cell’s chord based on its tension function and
the preceding cell’s chord. As an example, let us assume a
SoundStrand playing in the C-Major key. If a cell is twisted to
assume the Extension function and its preceding cell’s harmony
was an F-Major chord, the harmonic transition table might
indicate that the cell’s chord should be a D-Minor chord.
Different harmonic transition tables can be applied to produce
different musical modes, e.g. Minor or Phrygian, or various
musical genres.

5.3 Melodic Variation
Bending a cell alters the melodic directionality of its phrase.
The alteration of notes is done in several stages. First, if a cell
is not the first one in a strand, the phrase is transposed so that
its reference point, which is the middle C, is shifted to be the
same as the last note of the preceding cell. This is done in order
to achieve a natural melodic flow from cell to cell.
It is then that the direction and amount of bending are
considered. Notes are transposed up or down depending on the
direction of bending - notes that are closer to the end of the
measure are transposed more than notes that are closer to the
beginning. The notes’ pitches are then quantized to pitch values
that are on the strand’s key, and the first and last notes are
further quantized to pitch values which form the cell’s chord.

Figure 3. Packet formation. a) Cell A, the last in the strand,
initiates a packet. b) Cell B adds its data to the packet.
Working in tail mode, a cell assumes it is the last one in the
strand unless receiving a packet in its input port. While
operating in this mode, it will initiate a data transfer every
250ms. Once a packet is received, the cell will no longer
consider itself last and will enter body mode. Under this mode
of operation, packets received will be promptly modified and
passed on. If no packet is received for a period of 500ms, the
cell will assume its subsequent cells have been removed and
return to tail mode. The 500ms interval assures cells do not
leave body mode prematurely.

5.4 Content Generation Tools
To achieve even greater flexibility using SoundStrand,
advanced users can create their own content using two content
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generation tools. These define the melodic content, the
rhythmic permutations and the harmonic behavior of
SoundStrand.

measure, automatic generation of rhythmical permutations and
key changes.

5.4.1 Cell Content Editor

I would like to thank Yan Shen and Kelsey Brigance for their
key contribution in the mechanical design and Tod Machover
for supporting this project.
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With the Cell Content Editor, the user can program cell
phrases, along with the possible rhythmic permutations: in the
piano-roll like Pitch Area the user defines the number of notes
present in the phrase and their pitches when the cell is not bent.
Although the timing of the events is also expressed in this
editor, it is only for reference and for the initial setting of a new
rhythmic pattern. The actual timing is specified in the Rhythm
Area. The Rhythm Area allows the user to create the various
rhythmic patterns accessible through modifying the elongation
property. The pattern editing interface is a row of boxes
representing the 1/16th note intervals in the measure. The user
edits a pattern by marking the desired onset times.
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5.4.2 Harmonic Transition Table Editor
The Harmonic Transition Table Editor allows the user to create
a set of rules that determine SoundStrand’s harmonic behavior.
A rule, as a software entity, has two fields: state, which is a
string expressing the harmonic function of the preceding cell;
and transitions, which are an array of strings, each expressing
the next function based on the degree of tensions as conveyed
by the cell’s twist. The user begins to create a new harmonic
transition by starting with an empty table. When adding a new
rule, the software prompts the user to determine the state of that
rule. The user can choose any degree on the scale, i.e. I to VII,
and has a choice between a major or minor chord. The user can
then determine the different transitions of that rule. However, in
order to use a harmonic function as a transition, it must first be
defined as a state of another rule. This scheme prevents
SoundStrand from reaching a harmonic function for which
harmonic transitions are not defined.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This work intends to demonstrate the feasibility of composition
with tangible interfaces, a concept which allows users of
various musical backgrounds to engage in creative musical
activity. Additional work to develop this concept can take many
forms.
Enhancement of SoundStrand interactivity can be explored in
many paths. At present, auditioning cells, playing, stopping,
and toggling the loop mode are all done from the computer
GUI. A search for ways to execute these functions through
tangible interaction will help to concentrate the user’s
engagement around the physical interface. Other sensors can be
incorporated in the SoundStrand cells to detect the strand’s
location and orientation in space. This, for example, can be
used once the piece is ready and is being performed by
handling it in space. The research work to be done in this case
will include the sensing technology, but even more importantly,
the mapping of the data retrieved to musical parameters.
Visual feedback can also be greatly improved, perhaps by
increasing the illumination of the currently playing cell or even
the current playing position within the cell. In addition, a
sturdier, more robust physical structure can be developed, both
from the perspective of the mechanical design and the materials
being used.
On a wider scope, the paradigm of composing by manipulation
of pre-composed musical fragments can be implemented in
other applications - the most obvious are a range of yet
unexplored tangible interfaces for music composition that can
take very different form from SoundStrand, use different
mappings, but still utilize the same paradigm and algorithms.
Further research can be done regarding the algorithms
themselves, allowing multiple harmonic changes within a
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ABSTRACT
We report on the Music Ball Project, a longterm, exploratory
project focused on creating novel instruments/controllers
with a spherical shape as the common denominator. Besides a simple and attractive geometrical shape, balls aØord
many diØerent types of use, including play. This has made
our music balls popular among widely diØerent groups of
people, from toddlers to seniors, including those that would
not otherwise engage with a musical instrument. The paper summarises our experience of designing, constructing
and using a number of music balls of various sizes and with
diØerent types of sound-producing elements.

Figure 1: A music ball in use at a research fair (left).
One microphone-based and one sensor-based music
ball (right).

Keywords

setup by having many such music balls that together allow
for a rich set of interaction possibilities. Also, our experience of teaching courses on development of new interfaces
has shown that students are much more eager to put an
eØort into their controller if the materials are so cheap that
they can actually build more controllers at home.
The paper starts with an overview of diØerent types of
music balls we have created; ranging from handheld balls to
the Music Troll and Big Buoy. Then follows a re ection on
various aspects relating to the design/development process
as well as the usability of the devices.

music balls, instruments, controllers, inexpensive

1. INTRODUCTION
Although there have been a slight change over the last
decade, most commercial, and many experimental, interfaces for musical expression are still costly, complex, key or
button-centric and with square corners. In this paper we
report on a side-project we have been running since 2005,
the Music Ball Project, where the aim has been to develop
instruments/controllers that are inexpensive, simple, fun,
human-oriented and with no corners (Figure 1).
The Music Ball project has been inspired by ideas of simplicity in design and usage [5], the creation of devices that
utilise natural aØordances [6], and the playfulness that may
arise when creating electronic instruments with a limited
number of possibilities per instrument [3]. Dependent on
the size, a ball can be kicked, thrown, bounced, squeezed,
and shaken. Thus it is possible to create many diØerent
types of instruments based on a single ball design.
Throughout the years we have developed a number of
music balls with diØerent visual designs, technical solutions
and action-sound mappings. The underlying philosophy
has been to create many simple and inexpensive interfaces
rather than a few, large and expensive ones. As such, our
approach to music ball development is slightly diØerent than
some other projects based on the ball shape/metaphor, e.g.
[2, 8, 7], that use more complex and/or expensive solutions.
For us it has been a requirement that each ball should be as
simple as possible on its own, so that we can build a complex

2.

HANDHELD MUSIC BALLS

Any ball can potentially be used as the starting point for a
music ball, but we have found two types that we are particularly found of: toy balls for dogs and boat buoys. Toy
balls for dogs work well as the basis for smaller handheld
balls. They are durable, and are often manufactured in
many colours and with many diØerent surface designs (Figure 1). When it comes to developing larger balls, we have
found that boat fenders and buoys are practical, since they
are both durable and are easily available in many diØerent
sizes and shapes.
As for most other types of sonic interaction, music balls
can be designed to be either acoustic, electronic or both
acoustic and electronic, and we will describe these approaches
in the following sections.

2.1

Microphone-based music balls

Our rst music balls were created by stuø ng hollow toy
balls with materials having diØerent sonic qualities: paper,
peas, steel wool, synthetic bres, etc. The challenge here
was to nd materials that sounded nice when they were
squeezed, but that were also durable enough to withstand
heavy use over time. Newspaper sheets, for example, provide a crispy sound, but contracts so quickly that they are
more or less useless in our context. Then many synthetic
materials, like plastic sponges, work better, since they are
elastic and expand quickly after being squeezed (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Different synthetic materials (sponges and
steel wool) that work well together with dynamic
microphone elements (seen at the top).
Figure 3: Our favourite “electroacoustic” music ball
is made from a hard-shall buoy.

The sounds coming from such squeezable music balls are
not particularly loud, so it is necessary to do some kind of
amplification of the sound. This could be done with a microphone pointed at the ball from the outside, but a more
sonically interesting solution, and we also think conceptually better, is to place a microphone inside the balls. Here
we have explored different types of microphones: contact,
dynamic and condenser. While the latter works well, we find
condenser microphones to be too expensive and too fragile
for our use. Then we have had more success with contact
microphones placed in the middle of the sounding material,
since they easily pick up sounds when squeezing the balls.
In general, however, we have been most satisfied with using
the elements from cheap dynamic microphones, as they are
slightly more responsive than contact microphones. Furthermore, cheap “karaoke-type” microphones may cost as
little as a chocolate bar, and leaves you with a microphone
element, a cable, and a jack (1/4”) connector after removing
the plastic cover. So a dynamic microphone element is an
inexpensive starting point for soldering-free development of
a music ball.
Acoustic music balls have the advantage of being a full instrument in themselves, and they can be connected directly
to an amplifier or audio interface for further processing of
the sound. Analysing the incoming audio, the microphone
signal can also be used as a “sensor”, using various sonic
properties for further control of digital sound synthesis.

2.2

get data from all sides of the ball. But this also requires
more sensor inputs, hence more sensor interfaces, and more
complex preprocessing and mapping.
We have also seen that placing a joystick, slider or potentiometer inside a music ball stuffed with some soft material
may be interesting. In these cases the sensor data coming
out may be somewhat irregular and unintuitive, but this
sensing limitation can also be turned into a challenge of
creating interesting mappings.
For shaking-types of interaction, accelerometers and gyroscopes work well. They can be bought separately and
connected to a generic sensor interface, but our current
favourite is the USB accelerometers from Phidgets [1]. These
accelerometers come with all the necessary electronics embedded on one small chip, and with a USB cable that can
be directly connected to a computer. The fully integrated
hardware solution, and possibility to connect multiple accelerometers (hence balls) to one computer, greatly simplifies adding an accelerometer to a music ball. This again
gives more time to focus on the sonic interaction design
and musical usage of the balls.

2.3

Electroacoustic Music Balls

Even though some of the electronic music balls are quite
responsive and feel intuitive to play, we have not been able
to make them as expressive as the acoustic balls. On the
other hand, electronic music balls allow for a larger sonic
exploration than the acoustic ones. To get the best of both
worlds, we have also created some balls with both sensors
and microphones. To keep with our philosophy of keeping
things simple, we have still tried to constrain ourselves to
using only one sensor type and one microphone in each ball.
One such “electroacoustic” ball that we think works well
is made from a small, hardshell buoy (Figure 3), with one
contact microphone and two pressure sensors fastened to
the surface. The microphone is used to pick up the acoustic
qualities of the buoy, and the two pressure sensors are used
to control a set of sound effects to modify the sound. We
have used this ball in a number of performances, using many
different types of playing techniques: both impulsive and
sustained actions, and with both hands and sticks.

Sensor-based music balls

A second type of music balls we have created have been
purely electronic, based on placing different types of sensors
inside the balls. To keep things simple we have tried to
constrain ourselves to using only one sensor type per ball.
There are both practical and conceptual advantages to this.
On the practical side, having only one sensor (or sensor
type) in each ball, also makes them cheaper to develop.
This allows for creating several balls for the same price as
one ball with more sensors. Also, with less sensors and
cables, there are fewer things that can break, and, if a ball
does break, you have some extra ones to replace it.
The constraint of using only one sensor per ball also has
some conceptual advantages, as it encourages only one type
of interaction per ball. This may again lead to music balls
that are more intuitive to use. When teaching, we have seen
that students come up with more creative and interesting
sound interaction designs when only one sensing modality
is available. In our experience this leads to more diversity among the balls, which, combined with different visual
identities, also make them more fun to play with.
For squeezing-types of interaction, we find flex sensors
and force sensing resistors to be useful. One of the greatest
problems with such sensors, though, is that they are often
small in size. A solution here is to use several sensors to

3.

MUSIC TROLL

After having developed a number of smaller music balls, we
were interested in exploring how we could extend the music
ball concept to an installation for children. The end result
was the Music Troll, a standalone “installation instrument”
with four “heads” sticking out of a wooden box. The box
holds all the electronics (computer, sound card, amplifier,
speakers), and supports the arms for the four “heads” hang-
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Figure 4: Setting up the Music Troll in the foyer of
the Norwegian Academy of Music.

Figure 6: Pictures from the construction, setup and
usage of Big Buoy.

ing out of the box, each with a diØerent shape and sonic
interaction (Figure 4).
As for our handheld music balls, each head of the Music
Troll is based on only one type of sensing. Head #1 uses the
envelope of the signal coming from a dynamic microphone
element surrounded by steel wool to control the speed and
velocity of a voice sample playing backwards. Head #2 is
a cone-shaped ball with ve ngers created with plastic
strips fastened to a plastic container with steel wool surrounding a dynamic microphone element. The sound from
the microphone element is ampli ed and compressed heavily to create a squeaky sound. Head #3 is a small spherical
ball with a USB accelerometer inside, and controls a percussive sound model. Head #4 is a long at head with a long
bend sensor inside, which controls a long sweeping lter.
The Music Troll has been shown as an installation in
public areas in Oslo several times, and has each time been
played on by thousands of children of all ages. Even though
it is possible to play on the Music Troll alone, it encourages collaborative exploration, and that is also how most
people have used it. Although it was never built for stage
performance, we have also performed with the Music Troll
in concerts a couple of times (Figure 5).

creation of Big Buoy (Figure 6), based on a large ship buoy.
Due to the large size of the ball, we here decided to use more
than one sensor, but we still tried to limit ourselves to only
a few sensing modalities: contact microphones and pressure
sensors on the sides of the ball, and a 3D-accelerometer at
the top. We would have preferred to place the microphones
and sensors on the inside of the buoy, but this was diø cult
in practice, since the buoy needed to be in ated to look and
behave nicely. So we ended up fastening the sensors on the
outside, in stripes along the sides.
When creating the original sound interaction design in the
lab, we thought that the contact microphones worked well
for picking up the subtle sounds of tapping and slamming
the buoy. However, out in the public we quickly realised
that people (mainly children) aimed for the contact microphones themselves, which did not work very well with our
original mappings. So we had to give up the idea of picking up subtle sounds and sustained sound-producing actions
with the microphones, and rather use them for detecting
attacks together with the pressure sensors. These attacks
were then used to play various types of electronic sounds
and short musical patterns.

5.

ADHD BALL

An interesting possibility appeared when researchers at the
Norwegian Institute of Public Health asked us to develop a
music ball for clinical experiments on children with ADHD.
The idea was that the children would play with the ball in
the test room, and that their interaction with the ball would
trigger diØerent sound and light stimuli, which again would
be used to study the children s response patterns.
We decided to make this ball as a scaled-down version of
Big Buoy, with a similar type (but considerably smaller) soft
buoy, stripes of force sensing resistors (FSRs) fastened to
the surface, and an accelerometer at the top (Figure 7). To
allow for rough use, the sensors and the buoy were padded
with antistatic foam, and a large, heavy-duty party balloon
was stretched around the buoy to serve as a protective outer
skin. The ball was nice to look at and had an interesting
haptic feel, but even though it had been padded very heavily, it broke down several times due to the hard treatment
by the children.
A second version of the ball was created, where sensing was done only with an accelerometer, and with a sown
zipper-equipped thick fabric cover. This has been our most
heavy-duty music ball to date, but even this version has had
to be repaired a couple of times due to the rough treatment
during hours of daily clinical experiments with children.

Figure 5: Performing with the Music Troll in Oslo
Concert Hall.

4. BIG BUOY
After having created the Music Troll, we were interested in
going back to the original idea of a single, uni ed ball, but
at a larger scale than the handheld ones. This led to the
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Figure 7: Pictures from the design, sensor construction, padding and installation of the ADHD ball.

6.

Figure 8: Ideas from the Music Ball project are used
in the Oslo iPhone Ensemble, where the musicians
play with a ball-shaped speaker.

DISCUSSION

with students and children. We also see that the underlying philosophy of keeping things simple influences our other
projects. One such example is the setup for the Oslo iPhone
Ensemble, in which all musicians play their iPhones connected to active, ball-shaped speakers (Figure 8).

After having developed a number of different music balls
over the years, we have gained extensive experience in what
works and what does not work so well:
Durability The lesson learnt is that a construction can
never be solid enough, especially when it is to be
used by children. Even when we have made things
much more solid than we originally thought necessary,
we have still had different types of hardware failures.
Most of these have been related to broken cables, particularly at various types of connection points, so we
have been more careful about including extra protection around cables and connectors.

7.
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Simplicity The underlying philosophy for all our music
balls has been to keep everything as simple as possible. It is always tempting to add more sensors and
more features, but our experience is that the simplest
balls, with the most intuitive action-sound mappings,
have been the most successful and fun to play with.
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Inexpensive Another driving force has been to come up
with solutions that are so cheap that it is possible
to buy equipment for a group of students on a regular teaching budget, and let them keep the balls they
make. All our balls are built from inexpensive consumer products (toy balls, buoys, cheap microphones,
etc.) and not too expensive sensing solutions (e.g. Arduino, CUI, Phidgets). We have also explored using
home-built sensors [4], but they often wear out too
easily, unfortunately.
Non-electronic feel Even though all balls contain electronics of some sort, we try hard to hide cables and
sensors inside the balls, or properly covered. The
aim is that only one (or sometimes two) connector(s)
should come out of the ball. This improves the nonelectronic look and feel.
Stability The simple hardware solutions have encouraged
simplicity also in software, something which makes the
sound programming (mainly in Max/MSP) cleaner
and more stable. Our approach has been to create one
separate patch/application for each ball. This makes
each music ball behave as a coherent instrument, and
it is easy to use the balls in different combinations.
All in all, the Music Ball project has been, and continues
to be, an inspirational side-project of ours. Besides making some new music balls for our own needs from time to
time, we use the concept in various courses and workshops
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we explore the concept of instruments which
are played by more than one person, and present two case
studies. We designed, built and performed with Feedbørk,
a two-player instrument comprising two iPads which form
a video feedback loop, and Barrel, a nine-player instrument
made up of eight Gametrak controllers fastened to a steel
industrial barrel. By splitting the control of these instruments into distinct but interdependent roles, we allow each
individual to easily play a part while retaining a rich complexity of output for the whole system. We found that the
relationships between those roles had a significant effect on
how the players communicated with each other, and on how
the performance was perceived by the audience.

Keywords
Figure 1: Barrel in performance by the Stanford
Laptop Orchestra (SLOrk).

Many person musical instruments, cooperative music, asymmetric interfaces, transmodal feedback

1. INTRODUCTION

Very few many-person instruments have been created,
computer or otherwise. The organistrum was an early form
of hurdy gurdy which was designed to be played by two
people, one of whom would turn the crank while the other
manipulated keys which changed the pitch of the strings.
These two roles are completely distinct in their physical actions but thoroughly interdependent in how they change the
sound. They show the potential for intimate collaboration
that a single instrument designed for asymmetric control
by multiple players can provide. The Tooka, a sensor-laden
tube into which two players blow simultaneously to make
sound, in this case via symmetric interfaces, provides another example of an instrument which cannot be played to
its full effect by a single person [3, 2].
Feedbørk is controlled asymmetrically by two people, while
Barrel is controlled by nine people, eight of whom operate
completely symmetric interfaces. This allowed us to study
how differences in scale and player relationships affect the
engagement of performers and audience members. To accentuate the collaborative aspects of these instruments, we
focused on several design ideas: inter-performer awareness
and feedback, visual elements, and emergent complexity. In
this paper, we explain how these ideas manifested in each
instrument, and attempt to extract some design principles
for many-person instruments that might be useful to future
experimentation.

The landscape of musical collaboration has been drastically
altered by the emergence of computer music. New methods
by which musicians can play or perform together include
telematic performances, networked ensembles such as the
Hub, and laptop and mobile phone orchestras [5, 12, 14,
10]. The players in these cases range from being globally
distributed to sharing a physical space with one another.
We have explored a related but even more localized type of
collaboration, where instead of playing instruments together
in an ensemble, multiple people work together to operate a
single instrument. Parallel efforts have been made to create
collaborative interfaces that are transparent to players and
audiences, such as Weinberg’s Beatbugs [16, 15]. Our focus,
however, is on the concept of symmetric vs asymmetrical
interfaces and how we can create opportunities for fun, cooperative and expressive play by unevenly distributing the
control of an instrument across its players. This echoes the
findings of Jordà in [8], where complex and exciting expression was found to result from the interplay between essential
and interactive roles.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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2. FEEDBØRK
2.1 Description

cohesive. The authors have played a great deal of music
together in more traditional collaborative settings (drums
and guitar, etc.). They found that playing and performing
Feedbørk provides a sense of cooperation and a coherence
of output that exceeds that of their other musical experiences. They ascribe this to the physical closeness that is
involved in playing the instrument, and in the intermodal
nature of its performance, which necessitates close attention
to be paid both visually and aurally.

Feedbørk is an instrument that is made up of two iPads
which both route their front-facing camera feeds straight to
their screens. This means that when they are pointed at
one another, a video feedback loop is created. One iPad
captures the image of the second, which itself is capturing
the image of the first, and a recursive image is created of
iPad screens trailing off into infinity. This video feed is
projected from one of the iPads onto a large screen behind
the performers [11]. (Figure 2)
Touching the screen of either iPad sends control data in
OSC format over the network to a laptop which is generating audio. Additionally, bursts of color appear under
the performers’ fingers on the screens of the iPads. These
splashes of light flow into the video feedback loop and reinforce the impression of time recessing back into the projected image. Finally, the video feed is analyzed using the
OpenCV computer vision library to find various features,
including a rough approximation of the distance between
the two iPads and the current visual recursion depth, and
these values are also sent to the laptop via OSC. (Figure 3)

2.2

3. BARREL
3.1 Description
Barrel is an instrument which is controlled directly by eight
symmetric operators. Each of these players is tethered by
both of their hands to a steel industrial barrel, manipulating Gametrak controllers that are duct-taped to the barrel.
These controllers each contain two 3D position sensors that
are connected to the players’ hands by auto-spooling wires.
The wires give the operators a range of motion of about
eight feet in any direction. Each operator’s Gametrak controller is connected to an individual laptop orchestra station which includes a laptop and hemispherical six-channel
speaker array. Each laptop synthesizes audio independently,
resulting in highly spatialized sound generation. Standing
atop the eponymous barrel is the ninth player of the instrument, who has no direct physical connection to any sensor or interface. Instead he controls the other performers,
“playing” them by using gestures to direct their movements.
(Figure 4)
With this instrument, we explored a more complex control scheme than that of Feedbørk. By creating a locally
distributed interface we turned eight players, enough for an
entire ensemble, into completely symmetric operators of a
single instrument, more akin to the arms of a living organism than autonomous performers of individual instruments.
The ninth player serves as the central nervous system: a
highly asymmetric relationship to the other musicians. His
interface is simple: without physical connections to the instrument, he may gesture in predetermined or freeform ways
to his operators, one at a time or in groups. Each operator
also has a highly constrained set of inputs that they may
provide to their controller. Yet due to their number, the
actions of all these performers combine to create a complex system, with its own non-linearities and behaviors for
players to learn and master.
Some insight into the instrument’s design can be found
by contrasting the central player of Barrel and a traditional
conductor, whose language of movement share some outward similarities. While a conductor may direct their ensemble or even individual players freely, the result will always be restricted to interpretations of the score which is
being performed. In Barrel’s case, because of the simplicity
of each operator’s interface, the central player may direct
every aspect of the operator’s output via agreed-upon gestures, or he may push the operator into unexplored territory
by exaggerating or abandoning entirely those preordained
physical communications. The conductor of a traditional
ensemble does not have this degree of expressive and improvisational power because his gestural language cannot
be suitably mapped onto the complex interfaces of each
player’s instrument.

Mapping and Performance

In our performances with Feedbørk, audio is synthesized
by ChucK [13] code that is controlled via touch gestures
on the iPad screens. A single finger can be used to play
melodic notes or chords, while multi-touch gestures control
the drum loop by modulating parameters such as density
and randomness. All of these sounds are routed through
reverb and a beat-synchronized feedback delay effect.
With only these sonic elements in place, we would have
created a barely-interesting touch-based virtual instrument.
The key to Feedbørk is in how the relative orientation of
the two iPads changes the appearance of the video feedback
loop, and in how that visual element is used to manipulate
the sound of the instrument. The audio feedback delay and
reverb levels are completely dependent on the visual impression of a feedback loop. When the iPads are exactly aligned
by the performers, an ”infinite tunnel of light” appears on
the projector, with flashes of color traveling down it each
time a note is played, as the image bounces back and forth
between the cameras. Correspondingly, the sonic environment changes to harmonize with the visuals, letting each
sound trail off slowly, echoing at the same rate as the camera’s frame-rate. Additionally, the brightness of the video
image proportionally affects the volume of the drone and
synthesized tones. The result is that the audience perceives
the combined audiovisual stimulus as a cohesive whole [6].
To actually perform with the instrument, the authors put
one iPad face-up on a small table and one player holds
the other iPad over it facing downwards. This player controls the visual aspect of the performance, causing different
amounts of video feedback to occur, allowing the feedback to
“blow out”, and manipulating the relative orientations of the
screens to create kaleidoscopic patterns. The other player
controls the sonic elements of the performance, touching
both screens to trigger notes and chords and to control the
drums.
Because of this asymmetric control distribution, both players have a smaller set of inputs available to them. However,
the interdependent relationship of the audio and visual output mean that the two players are constantly engaged in
communication of their intentions and ideas through their
physical movements. The resultant performance is complex
and dynamic while retaining a kind of synaesthetic clarity, wherein acoustic and visual sensations are at all times

3.2

Mapping and Performance

One might imagine a great number of musical mappings
which could be used to perform with Barrel’s 16 3D position sensors. Out of all those possibilities, the mapping that
we created is extremely simple. Each operator can play a
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Figure 2: Feedbørk in performance by the authors.

Figure 3: Feedbørk instrument schematic.

single repeating note. The pitch of this note is determined
by their distance from the barrel, and the loudness of the
sound is controlled by how high their hands are raised. By
moving their hands further apart or closer together they can
make their note more legato or staccato, respectively, as it
repeats. To combine these notes into higher level musical
structures, we designate the eight operators into two groups
which stand roughly together to the left and right of the
barrel, which is center stage. The central player then uses
each of these two groups to play chords by raising the operators from kneeling positions to standing and back again.
While he is doing this, he is also controlling each group’s distance from the barrel, moving them inwards and outwards
to control the distribution of pitches in the chords. This is
all done extremely slowly, and in an alternating pattern between the left and the right groups, which creates a highly
spatialized audiovisual experience.1 Because each operator’s sound source is located just behind them, the panning
of the instrument’s sound serves along with the movement
of the performers as a focal point for the audience members’
attention and emotional response [4]. The scene on stage
is evocative of some kind of slow-motion worship ritual, as
the players continually stand and kneel at the will of an elevated central figure on whom their gaze is continually fixed.
(Figure 1)
In our piece, Barrel accompanies a soloist who is positioned front and center on the stage, using another Gametrak controller to manipulate an arpeggiating synthesizer
which is synchronized in key and tempo with the chord
notes. This additional level of collaborative hierarchy poses
an interesting contrast with our new instruments. Only the
traditional musical factors of timing and pitch tie the sound
of the solo instrument to that of Barrel, and there are comparatively limited levels of feedback: only sight and sound
cues, with no direct interdependence between the two instruments’ output. The experience of collaborating within
both of these contexts simultaneously serves to highlight
the level of communication and cooperation that is possible
within a many-player instrument [1].

We have explored the concept of many-player instruments
and discussed two case studies, Feedbørk and Barrel. Designing and implementing these instruments has yielded
some realizations which we hope will help to guide the development of new collaborative instruments. We found that by
splitting the control of these instruments into roles which
are interdependent and complementary2 , we were able to
create potential for rich and constructive interplay between
even inexperienced players, while still allowing learned mastery [9]. We saw that asymmetric interfaces were highly
suited to small numbers of players, while symmetric roles
were ideal for larger groups of players. Additionally, we
showed that by incorporating visual and physical modes of
interaction, engagement among both performers and audience members was increased dramatically.
Such many-person instruments allow us to explore new aspects of musicianship, where no individual player has complete control over the output of their instrument. This
calls into question the very definition of an instrument, and
whether an ensemble is itself an instrument. Our approach
could be seen in a negative light as diminishing the contribution of each individual musician, but we see it instead
as increasing the importance of communication and trust
between the musicians. We look forward to further exploring this class of instrument to bring more people together
through creative cooperation, and hope that this form of
collaboration might eventually find its way into more traditional musicmaking contexts.

5.
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dense timbres introduces elements of sonic diversity into
the otherwise percussion-dominated Machine Orchestra.
A harmonium was chosen as the first non-percussive instrument in the authors’ robotic ensemble for three reasons.
Primarily, the harmonium is a relatively simple keyboard
instrument which avoids many engineering problems associated with more complex keyboard instruments. While
complex instruments such as the piano allow for individual
dynamic control on each note, the harmonium keys simply
serve as momentary switches, permitting air to flow past
reeds at a rate governed by the amount of air forced by
the bellows. Secondly, the harmonium’s established role
as a North Indian classical instrument fits within the conceptual and aesthetic framework of the first author’s previous works [7]. Further, the harmonium is a central instrument in North Indian classical music pedagogy: the authors
are interested in exploring musical robotics as a means by
which such pedagogy can be enhanced. Finally, the design
of the harmonium allows for non-destructive augmentation:
an existing harmonium can be converted to a Kritaanjlistyle robot with no permanent modifications. This final
feature allows for existing instruments to be temporarily
used as musical robots and then reconverted to traditional
human-operated harmoniums.
This paper will begin with a discussion of related work
in non-percussive musical robotics. Section 3 provides a
technical overview of Kritaanjali, complete with quantitative studies undertaken in the design phase of the project
as well as a thorough discussion of the design lifecycle of
the instrument. The paper concludes with an exposition of
a series of current and future applications of Kritaanjli.

In this paper, we introduce Kritaanjli, a robotic harmonium. Details concerning the design, construction, and use
of Kritaanjli are discussed. After an examination of related
work, quantitative research concerning the hardware chosen
in the construction of the instrument is shown, as is a thorough exposition of the design process and use of CAD/CAM
techniques in the design lifecycle of the instrument. Additionally, avenues for future work and compositional practices are focused upon, with particular emphasis placed on
human/robot interaction, pedagogical techniques afforded
by the robotic instrument, and compositional avenues made
accessible through the use of Kritaanjli.

Keywords
Musical Robotics, pedagogy, North Indian Classical Music,
augmented instruments

1. INTRODUCTION
To date, many musical robots detailed within the NIME
community have relied upon percussion instruments as sound
sources. The authors’ previous works [9] as well as those of
Gil Weinberg and associates [17] and much of Eric Singer’s
work with his LEMUR collective [13] have explored musical expression as derived from percussive sources. In an
effort to introduce musical robotic systems in differing instrument families to the community, we introduce Kritaanjali, a robotic harmonium.
Prior to the introduction of Kritaanjli, the first two authors’ works have consisted only of instruments in which
sound is derived from solenoid-powered drum beaters and
percussion mallets striking surfaces such as drums and tuned
bars [8]. With the authors’ increasing focus upon creating a
full robotic ensemble in the Machine Orchestra [9], the need
for robots with wider timbral diversity has become evident.
To address this need, Kritaanjli was developed.
Kritaanjli is a robotic harmonium with 44 solenoid actuators and a variable-speed bellows pumping mechanism.
Each key of the harmonium has an accompanying solenoid:
this parallel actuator configuration affords extended technique compositional practices wherein large tone clusters
can be created. This ability to create tone clusters and
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

Figure 1: Kritanjali’s actuator array
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2. RELATED WORK

tion of such a harmonium to allow for mechatronic control
of the instrument.

The design of Kritaanjli owes much to the fully mechanical
player pianos and organs of the Industrial Revolution. Such
organs typically combined keyboard actuating mechanisms
with mechanically-driven bellows pumps [4]. The 1970’s,
though, saw modern musical robotics begin in earnest with
the works of Godfried-Willem Raes of the Logos Foundation
[10] and sound artist Trimpin [3]. Both of these artists have
done much over the past four decades to advance both the
artistic and technical aspects of the field of musical robotics:
Trimpin’s prepared piano assembly Contraption IPP served
as a major inspiration in the design and execution of Kritaanjli.
The last twenty years have seen much new work pertaining to musical robotics, with the team of researchers
at Waseda University in Japan remaining consistently at
the forefront of research [12]. Eric Singer’s robotic collective LEMUR, founded in 2000, has produced technologically
advanced robots and, through Singer’s work with guitarist
Pat Metheny’s Orchestrion project in 2010, brought a wide
degree of public exposure to the burgeoning field of musical
robotics. Singer’s use of closed-loop control in his GuitarBot [14] served as an inspiration for the bellows mechanism
on Kritaanjli. A main focus of the Kritaanjli project is that
of human-robot interaction (see Section 4.3). Gil Weinberg’s work has in recent years broken much new ground
in the study of musical robotic interaction with human performers. In addition to his work, the first author’s prior
research contributed to the use of Kritaanjli as a tool for
pedagogy and real-time improvisation with human performers. In the last five years, many new examples of continuous,
non-percussive musical robots have appeared, including [2]
and [12]. It is the authors’ belief that the future of musical
robotics promises to play host to works with ever-increasing
sonic complexity and enhanced human-robot interaction.

3.1

Design Overview

Figure 3: Kritanjali under construction.
Kritaanjli consists of an aluminum framework which surrounds a harmonium. Attached to the framework assembly
are three major subassemblies: the electronics enclosure,
the bellows-pumping mechanism, and the keyboard actuation mechanism. T-bracket aluminum extrusions similar
to those in many of the first authors’ previous works were
chosen as the materials for Kritaanjli’s framework due to
the flexible modularity which they afford: mounting subassemblies to the aluminum extrusions proved simple and
efficient. The electronics enclosure houses the microcontroller and daughterboards (see Section 3.3) and is mounted
directly on the frame to minimize distance of cable runs.
To pump the harmonium’s bellows, a DC electric motor is connected by means of a crank mechanism first to a
crankshaft and then with a clamp directly to the rear of
the bellows. The crank travels about the motor’s hub on
a wheel with a diameter equal to the harmonium bellow
displacement. To vary the harmonium’s output volume,
the motor speed can be increased; additionally, harmonium
motor speed must be increased to maintain a constant volume as more keys are depressed. Key presses are achieved
through the use of linear DC solenoids arranged in an array
above the harmonium’s keyboard. Each key has an accompanying dedicated solenoid. The solenoids are mounted on
an aluminum bracket and are connected individually to a
MOSFET driver board contained within the electronics enclosure.

3. TECHNICAL DESIGN

3.2

CAD/CAM

Kritaanjli was created using computer aided drafting (CAD)
technology: prior to any physical construction, the harmonium and its mechatronic additions were drafted in the solid
modeling tool SolidWorks. The use of CAD in the design
cycle of Kritaanjli allowed for rapid iterative design: design
problems and conflicts could be addressed prior to physical
fabrication and modifications to the existing design could
be quickly tested in the CAD software with no downtime
due to assembly and disassembly of the existing system.
Figure 2 shows the CAD model of Kritanjali.
CAD techniques were coupled with computer aided manufacturing (CAM) technologies to permit rapid and precise
prototyping and fabrication of Kritaanjali’s components.
Each harmonium is a hand-built instrument with loose mechanical tolerances: to create a linear array of holes, measurements were taken to ensure that the solenoids were to
be correctly positioned above the non-equidistantly spaced
keys. In order to replicate the measurements in the final
aluminum solenoid bracket, holes were cut using a highprecision CNC milling machine. Additionally, mechanical

Figure 2: A visualization of a CAD drawing of Kritanjali’s frame and solenoid mount.
The harmoniums used in Kritaanjli are small hand-pumped
reed organs. Such instruments were introduced to India by
Christian missionaries in the 19th Century and were subsequently adopted into Indian classical, devotional, and folk
music [1]. Harmoniums function by forcing air past reeds
opened by the depression of keys. The amount of air forced
past the reeds governs the loudness of the instrument and is
varied by changing pumping rate. Harmoniums continue to
be used as an accompanying instrument and a pedagogical
tool. The following subsections will focus on the augmenta309

components of Kritaanjli such as the bellows motor bracket,
the crankshaft, and the bellows crankshaft clamp were produced with the aid of a laser cutter. The user of a laser
cutter allowed for the production of relatively high precision parts with very little lead time.
The CAD/CAM workflow has in recent years gained much
popularity in the open source hardware community. Works
such as the Fab Lab [5] and the RepRap project [6] point
toward a future of highly integrated solutions to design
and manufacture of custom parts. Such developments have
strong implications for NIME research: we found that the
workflow proved highly efficient and will continue to make
use of the CAD/CAM paradigm in future works.

3.3

Figure 5: Laser-cut motor mount and bellows hinge.

Actuation

Solenoids were chosen as actuators to press the harmonium’s keys. 24V DC solenoids were mounted above the
keys. Prior to subsequent modifications, the solenoids were
pull-type, retracting their plunger arms into the barrel. All
were subsequently modified to become push-style solenoids,
allowing the solenoids to depress the harmonium’s keys.
Two versions of Kritaanjli’s keyboard assembly were produced: the first used solenoids which rested 2cm above the
keys and were returned to their origin with the aid of springs
attached to the solenoid’s shaft.
A small amount of latency between signal transmission
and key depression was noticed. Further tests showed that
with increasing distance from the struck surface and decreasing voltage applied to the solenoid, latency increased.
To remedy this, the natural spring-return of the harmonium’s keys were utilized on the second iteration of Kritaanjli’s keyboard: the solenoids were mounted such that
they pressed against the keys and were returned to their
original displacement with the spring-return of the key itself. This arrangement reduced latency between instructing
the solenoid to actuate and the actual actuation event.

harmonium: attached to the bellows with a custom-fabricated
crankshaft mechanism, the DC motor utilizes a hall-effect
encoder to provide rotational feedback. The use of an externallymounted non-destructive pump mechanism allows for augmentation of any pump-equipped harmonium. To create the
non-destructive bellows mount, the harmonium was measured and a suitably-sized bracket was created. The bracket
was clamped to the rear of the bellows and attached to the
motor: as the motor turned, the bellows reciprocate. The
motor’s speed is controlled with a power MOSFET driven
with a PWM signal from an AVR microcontroller. Future
work will focus on attempts to reduce the noise produced
both by the solenoids and DC motor.

Figure 4: Kritanjali’s MOSFET-based driver board.

4.2

While 24V Ledex-brand DC solenoids were chosen to depress the harmonium’s keys, the minimum voltage possible
to press each key was applied to the solenoids. The use of
minimum voltages was chosen in order to avoid actuation
noise and to prevent unnecessary force from being applied
to the harmonium’s keys. Through experimentation, the
maximum voltage necessary to depress the stiffest of the
harmonium keys was 11V with a variability of 1V volts:
12V were therefore applied to all key solenoids. The use
of 12V instead of 24V will greatly reduce wear and tear
on the harmonium keys as well as reduce audible solenoid
actuation noises.
A small Pololu-brand DC motor was used to pump the

As mentioned in [1], harmoniums are often used as a pedagogical instrument to aid in the teaching of Indian classical
music. We recognize the potential of Kritaanjli to serve as
an automatic accompaniment instrument to augment traditional pedagogy techniques. To serve in this role, we have
begun the creation of a raga database for Kritaanjli which
will allow the instrument to be rapidly reconfigured to play
in different ragas. Through the use of the Kritaanjli Raga
Database, ragas, which serve as the underpinning melodic
modes in Indian classical music, can be switched, modified,
and improvised upon.
The database has been implemented in the ChucK programming language [15]. A wide variety of ragas are stored

4. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Performer/Robot Interaction
With Kritaanjli, human/robot interaction is extensively explored. This work, inspired in part by Gil Weinberg’s research [16, 17], focuses on duo-style improvisation between
a human player and Kritaanjli. A key element of the human/robot improvisation lies in Kritaanjli’s ability to mimic
human performance techniques. To engage in this improvisation, two primary elements are needed: an augmented
harmonium to allow for feature extraction from human performers and a means by which the extracted performance
information can be reflected in Kritaanjli’s performance.
An initial avenue of research currently being conducted
is that of emulation of human player harmonium pumping:
this is accomplished through pump displacement information gathered with the use of a linear displacement sensor
and converted to setpoint information in a PID controller
connected to Kritaanjli’s encoder-equipped bellows motor.
Future work will build upon this research, growing to include other aspects of harmonium playing such as keyboard
technique.
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Raag Database

in the database: each raga can be improvised upon, allowing musicians to gain an understanding of the selected raga’s
characteristic in a real-time manner. The Kritaanjli Raga
Database will play an important role in future work with
Kritaanjli and human/robot interaction: the database will
be augmented to allow for real-time raga recognition and
subsequent improvisation.

4.3
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Performance: Interfacing with Musicians

As mentioned in Section 1, Kritaanjli fills a new role in
the KarmetiK Machine Orchestra: that of melodic and harmonic sustained sound. Prior melodic and harmonic instruments have consisted of struck tuned bars, as on KarmetiK’s
Glockenbot and Tammy robots [9]: the presence of an instrument with sustained tonality will open new compositional avenues. Kritaanjali will appear in future Machine
Orchestra performances: to further extend the capabilities
of the instrument, we have explored connecting Kritaanjli
with a number of custom-built musical interfaces such as
that described in [11]. The gestural expressivity afforded
by such interfaces serves as a means by which Kritaanjali’s
capabilities for extended technique performance scenarios
may be explored.

5. CONCLUSIONS
With the creation of Kritaanjli, we have extended the array of robots used in the KarmetiK Machine Orchestra
from those capable of percussive sounds to those capable
of harmonic and melodic sounds of a sustained nature. Kritaanjli serves as a non-destructive means by which an existing harmonium can be modified to behave as a musical
robotic agent for performance and pedagogy. The harmonium was chosen for its relative simplicity: unlike pianos
and other keyboard instruments with individual dynamic
range on each note, the harmonium allows for a simplified
on/off control over each note with dynamics controlled via
bellows pumping action. Further, Kritaanjli differs from
instruments wherein notes are selected serially: the parallel approach in which each key possesses an accompanying
solenoid affords composers the ability to craft large chordal
structures. Kritaanjli opens the door to novel future work,
including research focused on performer feature extraction,
new pedagogical techniques, and explorations in robotic ensemble performance.
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ABSTRACT

• When an interface gives agency to an unpredictable datasource, such as weather, the design needs to balance random
behaviours and structural coherence
• When an interface gives agency to an unpredictable datasource, such as weather, the design needs to balance datadetermined, uncontrollable musical expression and the
designer’s aesthetic intentions

In site-specific installation or situated media, a significant part
of the "I" in NIME is the environment, the site and the implicit
features of site such as humans, weather, materials, natural
acoustics, etc. These could be viewed as design constraints, or
features, even agency determining the outcome of responsive
sound installation works. This paper discusses the notion of
interface in public (especially outdoor) installation, starting
with the authors’ Sculpture by the Sea Windtraces work using
this recent experience as the launch-pad, with reference to ways
in which others have approached it (focusing on sensor,
weather-activated outdoor installations in a brief traverse of
related cases, e.g. works by Garth Paine, James Bulley and
Daniel Jones, and David Bowen). This is a dialogical paper on
the topic of interface and ‘site’ as the aetiology of
interaction/interface/instrument and its type of response (e.g. to
environment and audience). While the focus here is on outdoor
factors (particularly the climatic environment), indoor sitespecific installation also experiences the effects of ambient
noise, acoustic context, and audience as integral agents in the
interface and perception of the work, its musical expression.
The way in which features of the situation are integrated has
relevance for others in the NIME community in the design of
responsive spaces, art installation, and large-scale or installed
instruments in which users, participants, acoustics play a
significant role.

2. INTRODUCTION
As installations, including the specific genre considered here –
namely, artistic applications of data sonification, become a
more widespread form of musical expression in the public
domain, it is useful to examine the ramifications for interface
design in large-scale and outdoor NIMEs. Here interface
defines the interface between the work and the public; the
method of interactive engagement; the interface between
mechanism and artefact; the juncture at which users or audience
interpret the presentation of data; the work’s interaction with its
environment and its setting – the physical site, atmospheric
conditions, and its affect on realisation of the work: interface
effectively determines the experience of the music.
This paper considers the design of the site-specific outdoor
installation, Windtraces, intended for a broad public audience
exhibited over a number of weeks, and discusses the NIME
design keypoints above. Although expounded in regard to this
specific example, the keypoints are relevant to a broad
spectrum of public large-scale installation design, and
particularly for outdoor site-specific installations. A number of
related works are presented to illustrate how others have
approached these considerations.

Keywords
NIME, site-specific installation, outdoor sound installation

1. KEYPOINTS

3. WINDTRACES INSTALLATION
3.1 Background

• Considering site-specific installation as a large-scale musical
instrument, the people interacting, data driving sonification,
weather (in the case of the meteorologically-driven
installations presented) become agents or performers
influencing the musical rendering and expression
• Considering site-specific installation as a large-scale musical
instrument, the spatial environment, its acoustic properties
and the way it affects human circulation and listening to the
work, form an integral part of the interface (the ‘sounding
board’)
• There are different considerations and optimisations
designing an interface for a single expert user to designing
for novice or non-expert multi-user scenarios, especially in
broad-access public sites

Windtraces is a multi-channel, site-specific sound installation
that was exhibited as part of the Sculpture by the Sea exhibition
in Sydney in November 2011. It uses data from meteorological
sensors as inputs to algorithmic processes, to generate a
dynamic soundscape in real-time. Sculpture by the Sea is a
large-scale art exhibition [1] that takes place each year on the
coastal pathway between Bondi beach and Tamarama beach in
Sydney, Australia. It is a free event and in 2011 attracted more
than half a million visitors.

3.2 Site (Location)
The Sculpture by the Sea exhibition was motivated by the
scarcity of “seriously enjoyable cultural activities that are free
and not fringe” and Sydney’s “need for an accessible visual arts
event” [2]. The event has achieved popular status as an
accessible public art event [3] now running for 15 years with
consistently high numbers of visitors and its re-creation at other
locations [4]. The Bondi-Tamarama coastal path provided the
location with an abundance of natural plinths in the rock [2] – a
steep rock formation approximately 11 metres in height and
12.5 metres in length. Windtraces comprised a set of 14
loudspeakers distributed across the site in the crevices and
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fissures of the rock, emitting sounds generated by algorithmic
processes that were controlled by sensor data relating to
meteorological conditions at the site.
The site was challenging for an audio installation due to
environmental noise from the sea, the wind, and from human
activity. The noise varied greatly in its type (bandwidth,
frequency), level and timing, in turn also significantly affected
by weather conditions. Of the weather conditions in the area,
the founding director of Sculpture by the Sea wrote: “On top of
this physical variety is the added effect of the weather, with
everything from gorgeous calm days to stormy windswept cliff
tops and huge seas” [2]. Our response was to use the weather to
control the sound produced by the installation, thereby natural
weather sounds could support the artificial sounds produced by
the installation, rather than potentially render them inaudible.

makes its selection. The sound design involved a degree of
metaphorical or figurative connection between the sample
groupings and the weather conditions they represent: e.g.
turbulent ‘swooshing’, noisy, timbral sounds evoking windy
conditions; more ambient and pitched naturalistic sounds
evocative of still early morning; pitched metallic gong sounds
with complex spectra defining transitions between time- and
weather-states at important junctures; ‘wet’, droplet and
somewhat literalistic sounds to depict rainy conditions. Sounds
sample groupings were, however, never completely
representational or naturalistic, containing a blend of
metaphorical (subjective, according to the designers) and
synthetic and (‘contemporary’) machine-sounds or ‘industrial’
noises interspersed with natural sounds because the installation
was not intended to be purely a soundscape. Ultimately, the
weather data determines the deployment of sounds: their
selection and delivery in terms of location, rhythm and tempo.

3.3 Artistic Considerations and Context
Windtraces is technically a ‘sonification’ work because it
preserves a strict, factual relationship between the source data
and its representation through a series of mapping processes.
The range, values and data trends derive directly from sitelocated sensors. It utilizes the striking features of the SxS site’s
spatial structure: the curving, contoured overhanging rock face
with reflective concave surfaces, as well as undulating
horizontal axes. The idea of tracing alludes to both the spatial
tracing of the rock, and also the Windtraces of ephemeral
weather data. The tracing element and time-based calculations
allow it to present both an audible revelation of the current
palpable state, as well as less obvious informative deductions
(history and forecast) that rely on information about elapsed
events. The real-time (live) sonification of data captured by the
weather-station located at the site allowed this immediacy of
representation and rapid responsiveness alongside the aim of
making the sonification meaningful and apparent to the
transient and general audience who may have no technical
experience of auditory display of data, i.e. the dynamic
information representation needed to be interesting and explicit
to the lay public audience. In contrast, sonification is typically
employed by people who have expertise in the field of visual
analysis and graphing techniques or cognate in the subject of
the data content (or both).

3.5 Spatial Composition and Vantage Point
Post-war, Twentieth Century contemporary music has many
examples of works that integrated sound design with the spatial
distribution of loudspeakers in a site-specific context. Edgard
Varèse’s Poème Électronique was composed specifically for its
first performance in the multimedia Philips Pavilion of the 1958
Brussels World Fair. The pavilion consisted of a series of
hyperbolic paraboloids tensioned by steel cables. Iannis
Xenakis’ audio-visual work, La Légende d'Eer (1977-78) is a
site-specific spatial audio work [5]. From these early but
seminal examples, Windtraces has taken the inspiration of sitespecific sound paths (‘traces’) and a pointillistic speaker
distribution following curving contours, which in this case form
the flowing natural sandstone rock surface of the cliff-face at
Tamarama beach.
In Windtraces, loudspeakers are treated as point sources of
sound in a spatial configuration rather than as an array to be
audited from a singular privileged position (the ‘sweetspot’, as
occurs in Wavefield Synthesis for example). In this case,
spatialisation forms a compositional element in which spatial
audio functions as a gesture with two spatial attributes:
position (location), and motion (the current location of a sound
with respect to its previous location).

3.4 Informative Ephemera: Attention Span
and Accessible Sonification

3.6 Technical Configuration
The technical set-up for Windtraces follows (see Figure 1).
Local meteorological conditions are sensed using an Oregon
Scientific WMR100N [6] weather station with its standard
sensors and an additional solar radiation meter (Oregon
Scientific UVN800). The weather station is connected to an
Apple Mac Mini running three pieces of software concurrently:
Weathersnoop [7] (a commercial program for collecting data
from a connected weather station); Windtraces generative
software (WGS) (which controls all sound generation and
spatialisation in the installation); and an instance of Windtraces
synthesis software (WSS) (which synthesises eight channels of
audio, as directed by the WGS). A second instance of the WSS
is run on the second Apple Mac Mini, connected by Ethernet.
Each Mac Mini is connected to an 8-channel sound card, to
output up to 16 channels of audio in total (14 were
implemented in SxS). A set of three 6-channel amplifiers
(Ashly Powerflex 6250) send output to a set of 14 JBL ‘Control
25’ weatherproof loudspeakers.

Windtraces was installed in a public thoroughfare, which had
the advantage of catching many passers-by but also was
characterised by an ephemeral and moving flow of pedestrians
who may not have much time to stop and interpret the
representation. The infinitesimal variety of individual tastes and
reactions were difficult to anticipate in such a situation,
however rhythm and spatial movement were selected as two
communicative and intuitive means of mapping that may be
easier to assimilate than, for example, fine graduations of pitchmapping. Accessibility or availability is important for
peripheral or ambient visualisation and sonification contexts.
Ambient visualisation operates on the premise that the
viewer/listener should be able to catch the ‘gist’ of an idea and
immediacy of information without full attentive and analytical
thinking. Windtraces used a variety of short, staccato sounds
because they effectively convey rhythmic information, they are
more easily audible in the presence of environmental sounds,
and they are especially suitable for conveying movement when
repeated sequentially in different loudspeakers.
The delineation of samples and spatial organisation were
strictly data-driven (sonification), while compositional control
was also exercised in the aesthetic selectivity and organisation
of samples into groupings from which the computer program

3.7 Spatialisation
In Windtraces, the movement of each sound across the rock is
controlled by a finite state grammar (see, e.g. [8]). The
loudspeakers are located in the crevices in the rock surface
(Figure 2a). Sounds emitted from a particular speaker are
followed by a linear sequence across a number of adjacent
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speakers, creating the movement following these rock contours
(traces). These paths are probabilistically selected by a finite
state grammar (Figure 2b). Each wind direction is mapped to a
set of probability distributions. Wind speed is mapped to two
control variables: the interval between the time that a sound is
played from a speaker, and the time that it is played from the
next speaker; and the speed with which new sounds arise.
Different types of movement are evoked using different time
intervals and sets of probability distributions, e.g. to create
clear wave-like motions or complex scenes with many sounds
following random paths around the network of speakers.
Rain
Gauge

Wind
Direction
Sensor

Anemometer

Ultra-Violet
Sensor
(UVN800)

Thermometer

complex, including varying physical and environmental
conditions, ambient sound levels, fluctuations in audience
attendance, size, and distance as a listener. The requirement for
flexibility can also stem for constraints and regulations, such as
local sound limits over different times of day or, in the case of
sonification, arising from the variance in data determining the
rendition. Aesthetic considerations with regard to flexibility
include the wide gamut of potential listeners ranging from
attentive experts to people unfamiliar with the modality, genre
and style, with a wide array of musical tastes.

5. DIFFERENTIAL ATTRIBUTES OF
INTERFACE VS. INSTRUMENT

Barometer

Oregon Scientific WMR100N
Weather Station

Arguably, differentiatial attributes of a musical instrument
include the likelihood that its interface has sufficient nuance,
subtlety (even difficulty) and refinement that a performer
typically practices and aims to improve their rapport both with
its musical expression and, as a means to that end, through
technical fluency and familiarity performing. Musical
instruments are usually (though not always) individual or
personal interfaces for one-on-one interaction, therefore also
often on a human-scale or smaller than installation interfaces
from a physical ergonomic perspective (some large percussion
instruments perhaps being exceptions), often with a highintensity (attentive) but short-duration timeframe of
engagement. Thus, we are accustomed to the performer being a
relative ‘expert’. By comparison a large-scale installation
interface is designed for public consumption and needs to be
‘playable’ or listenable for experiences by relative novices:
satisfying enough on a first encounter, and engaging enough
with little expertise, to allow the audience to experience the
music. It may be interactive giving agency for musical
creation/expression to the public participant or, as in the case of
Windtraces, it can be a non-interactive rendering, e.g.
sonification, an automated process, or a pre-formed
composition, etc. Others have looked at ingredients of
successful engagement, playfulness, game-like qualities, the
balance between occult or explicit procedures of operation
(being able to discern or not ‘how it works’), the curiosity and
novelty vs. familiarity, or randomness, alienation and
unpredictability vs. comprehensibility or the fathomable factor
[9,10,11]. Paine and Drummond, amongst others, have also
developed ontologies and taxonomies for classifying real-time
interfaces for electronic music performance [12,13]. The
(outdoor) site-specific installation can be thought of as a multiuser interface with potentially many vantage points or a
dynamic, mobile public audience, which, in turn, affects
technical approaches such as spatialisation.

Hygrometer
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Computer 1
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Figure 1. The hardware and software infrastructure for
Windtraces.
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6. RELATED CASES
6.1 Garth Paine’s Reeds Installation

5

3

2

Garth Paine’s Reeds work also garners weather data (in this
case from weather stations located in two of the pods in the
reeds) from which the 8-channel music is composed in realtime in supercollider and relayed back out to 6 pods in the
pond. Paine’s work was installed in the Ornamental Lake of
Melbourne Royal Botanic Gardens (2000), sounding from
dawn till dusk daily. Paine’s work confronted similar
‘interface’ considerations to Windtraces, such as the open-air
dispersal of sound, the non-privileged position of the listener,
that is, a constantly changing listening perspective but no one
position that privileges all pods (speakers) equally so that
spatialisation of sound is treated like a point source and the
interface includes the environmental acoustics provided by
ambient sounds of wildlife, wind on the lake, reeds blowing,
acoustic wind-drift, and intentionally utilises diffraction off the
highly reflective water surface.

7
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Figure 2. (a) Speaker locations on the rock surface and
(b) finite state machine corresponding states and speakers,
and an example set of probability distributions.

4. FLEXIBILITY
For outdoor (especially) and public space installation,
flexibility emerges as one of the essential qualities for a largescale work, often installed over a period of days or weeks, that
needs to be able to accommodate a range of conditions,
responses and remain interesting for potentially multiple or
sustained encounters. The aetiology of changing conditions is
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As Darren Tofts (Chair of Media and Communication,
Swinburn University of Technology and author) writes on
Reeds, “At a time when virtual reality designers are seeking to
remove the body from immersive experience, Garth Paine’s
responsive, activated environments (Ghost in the Machine,
Footfall, Map 1) make physical presence indispensable to the
subtle invocations of the virtual” [14]. Thus, situated media or
site-specific installation creates a convergence of interface
and spatial rendering. Similar to the authors’ conception of
Windtraces as a (larger-than human-scale) outdoor instrument,
played by meteorological activity, Tofts writes of Reeds,
“Responding to environmental information, such as light
intensity, wind velocity and temperature fluctuations, the reed
clusters play the environment like a musical instrument, a
techno Aeolian harp or photosynthesiser, that amplifies the
invisible and inaudible” [14].

issues pertinent to all site-specific sound installation and
particularly outdoor, public-space installation which needs to
address issues of changing conditions, ambient sound levels,
and predictably unpredictable elements.
Installation interfaces require a high degree of design
contingency – due to longevity of the installation, to safeguard
against public damage, to withstand and express effectively in a
variety of weather conditions, to provide variety and scope. In
the NIME community, the “I” in NIME often focuses on
instrument design (new instruments, hyper-instruments, digital
instruments, augmented instruments, even virtual instruments).
Hence this paper interrogates the paradigm of interface in sitespecific installation, with special attention to the role of site and
situated response.
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6.2 James Bulley and Daniel Jones’ Variable
4 Outdoor Installation
Variable 4 is an 8-speaker outdoor sound installation that
translates weather conditions into musical patterns in real time.
It has been installed at Elizabeth Castle – Branchage, Snape
Maltings – Suffolk, Dungeness – Kent. “Using meteorological
sensors connected to a custom software environment, the
weather itself acts as conductor, navigating through a map of 24
specifically written movements. Every aspect of the piece, from
broad harmonic progressions down to individual notes and
timbres, is influenced by changes in the environment: wind
speed, rainfall, solar radiation, humidity, tropospheric variance,
temperature, and more. … Linking together the sensor data and
scored motifs is an array of algorithmic processes drawn from
the natural world, modelling phenomena such as tree growth,
swarm theory and evolutionary development. The resultant
composition is performed over a 24 hour duration through a
field of 8 speakers integrated into the landscape” [15]. The
structures draw from mathematics, statistics and biology (e.g. a
Lindenmeyer System {L-system} branching tree structure),
stochastic principles and Markov Chains. They stratify layers
according to sectional durations to enable immediacy.

6.3 David Bowen’s Tele-Present Water
Remote-Data Gallery Installation
Worth noting briefly is David Bowen’s Tele-Present Water.
This is an installation that draws information from the intensity
and movement of the water in a remote location, thus the “tele”
reference to data collected in the environment and relayed to
the gallery installation. While the interface in this case does
not include the outdoor acoustic and physical, material space,
the work effectively creates a ‘simulation’ or partial recreation
of gestures from real-world data within the context of the
gallery. The audience and spatial environment still form an
integral part of the physical, immersive experience of the work
and its ‘sounding board’ as a musical instrument expressing
weather agency. “Wave data was collected in real-time from a
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration data buoy
Station 46246 (49°59'7" N 145°5'20" W) on the Pacific Ocean”
[16,17]. “The wave intensity and frequency are scaled and
transferred to the mechanical grid structure installed at The
National Museum in Wroclaw, Poland. The result was a
simulation of the physical effects caused by the movement of
water from this distant location” [17].

7. DISCUSSION
Windtraces installation has been presented in detail as the
vehicle for discussion but importantly the keypoints it raises are
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ABSTRACT

condenser microphones are prone to feedback, don’t fully
capture the signal and pick up unwanted environmental artifacts. These are poor conditions in which to generate control data from. It is also desirable to avoid directly adding
electronics and sensors to the instrument. A common approach to providing digital control without modifying the
instrument is the use of an external interface such as a
fader/knob box or a set of foot pedals. However, this is
problematic as the performer has to stop playing in order
to interface the computer. Foot pedals are a little bit better
but they can still be distracting.
To address these concerns we have developed a set of
tools that take advantage of dynamic gestural parameters
that are intrinsic to pitched percussion performance. Our
tools are designed for capturing these gestures in musically
meaningful, non-invasive ways in order to control the computer in performance. They are based on a combination
of non-invasive sensing using the Kinect and high-level gesture control detection. The goal is to develop novel tools
that any performer can easily adapt and use without substantial technical installation requirements or musical restraints. Our system also addresses cost issues which often
make music technology practice prohibitive. We have applied these ideas in the vibraphone, the Gyil (an african
xylophone from Ghana), and the Likembe a lamellophone
from central africa. In this paper the vibraphone is used as
a canonical example.

Hyper-instruments extend traditional acoustic instruments
with sensing technologies that capture digitally subtle and
sophisticated aspects of human performance. They leverage
the long training and skills of performers while simultaneously providing rich possibilities for digital control. Many
existing hyper-instruments suffer from being one of a kind
instruments that require invasive modifications to the underlying acoustic instrument. In this paper we focus on the
pitched percussion family and describe a non-invasive sensing approach for extending them to hyper-instruments. Our
primary concern is to retain the technical integrity of the
acoustic instrument and sound production methods while
being able to intuitively interface the computer. This is accomplished by utilizing the Kinect sensor to track the position of the mallets without any modification to the instrument which enables easy and cheap replication of the proposed hyper-instrument extensions. In addition we describe
two approaches to higher-level gesture control that remove
the need for additional control devices such as foot pedals
and fader boxes that are frequently used in electro-acoustic
performance. This gesture control integrates more organically with the natural flow of playing the instrument providing user selectable control over filter parameters, synthesis,
sampling, sequencing, and improvisation using a commercially available low-cost sensing apparatus.

1. INTRODUCTION

2.

Hyperinstruments are augmented acoustic instruments with
added electronic sensors used as gesture acquisition devices.
Designed for interfacing a computer in a more intuitively
musical nature than conventional means, they leverage the
performer’s expertise [8]. The pitched percussion family
is problematic when included in electro-acoustic contexts
because it is difficult to acquire a direct signal for sound
reinforcement, signal processing or generating control data.
While typically used for audio reinforcement, dynamic and

PREVIOUS WORK

This paper builds on previous work in the field of percussion
based gesture sensing, machine learning, and machine musicianship. Work by Overholt [3] and Kapur [1] have greatly
influenced the development of the interface solutions presented. We also look at Machine Musicianship in which a
computer systems can analyze and perform musical events
autonomously [7] and have also been influenced by Shimon,
a robotic marimba [9].
Commercial mallet-percussion based MIDI control solutions are limited. The Simmons Silicon Mallet and MalletKat both incorporate rubber pads with internal FSR’s
laid out in a chromatic keyboard fashion and vary in octave range. This Simmons offered very little configurability
as it was basically an autonomous instrument and had a
3 octave mallet keyboard controller played with either vibraphone mallets or drum sticks. The Malletkat offers the
same typical internal MIDI configurability as high-end pi-
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ano style keyboard controllers and can connect to any MIDI
sound module. K&K Sound1 produced a (nowadays discontinued) piece of hardware that extracts control data from
a vibraphone using an array of sensors. The Xylosynth, by
Wernick2 , is a digital instrument that aims at providing the
same haptic response of a wooden xylophone while yielding MIDI instead of acoustic data. The Marimba Lumina
is another mallet style controller, and is able to gather velocity, position and contact. Additionally, it allows one to
relate different controls to be triggered when playing different bars. These instruments are, in general, technologically
robust, but unable to offer the same haptic feedback as an
acoustic instrument and typically require the instrumentalist to modify playing technique in order to achieve successful
results. They are also costly.
Our work has been influenced by several new music instrument ideas beyond the pitched percussion family. The
Theremin is unique and relevant in that it is played without
physical contact controlled by 3D hand gestures. The modern Moog Ethervox, while functionally still a theremin, can
also be used as a MIDI controller, and as such allows the
artist to control any synthesizer with it. With the development of new gaming interfaces based on motion controls, it
became easier to generate musical interfaces controlled by
movements. That allows one to use natural motion, which,
as observed by [2], is an inherent part of the performance
of a pitched-percussion player. Motion-based game controllers were used as musical tools in [4], taking as basis
the WiiMote device. In [10], the idea of using the Kinect
as a controller to musical expression is discussed. In that
work, the Kinect was used as a low cost way to obtain position data in order to enhance the soundscape manipulation
capabilities of a performer.

3.

Figure 1: Virtual Vibraphone Faders

Determining the position of the mallet tips in terms of
the vibraphone bars requires the creation of a virtual representation of the instrument. This representation was created using explicit measurements of the vibraphone’s bars.
These measurements were used to create a model consisting of the set of bars, each with a corresponding placement,
size, pitch, and an associated control value. The algorithm
supplies the mallet positions relative to the camera, but we
actually want our position data in the virtual space. Effectively mapping the tracked mallets involved several transformations, and requires a calibration phase in which the
position of the vibraphone with respect to the camera is
also recorded. Once we have obtained the position of the
mallets in the same space as the vibraphone, the system
yields information on what bar is currently covered by the
mallet, and a fader value associated with that bar. A delaybased activation time was added to the algorithm, so that
the performer must pause on each bar for a pre-defined time
before the sliders will start to change.
The 640x480 resolution used in our prototype is sufficient
to perform accurate detection of the mallet positions. The
main resolution restriction is that the camera should point
at the vibraphone from a distance that makes each bar to be
present in a reasonable number of pixels. While this may
suggest using a higher resolution, it is important to note
that the algorithms must be executed in real-time, therefore
less data is desirable. Future work will involve fusing the
video camera data with IR sensors data, as well as using
motion tracking algorithms in combination with our current
contour detection algorithms. This fusion will improve the
robustness of the tracking system, and address the current
sensitivity to changes in ambient lighting.

NON-INVASIVE SENSING

In our previous work involving non-invasive sensing [5], the
Kinect and it’s associated software libraries were used to
perform human skeleton tracking. This tracking is used to
produce estimated positions of the performers limbs, which
can then be mapped to musical parameters. Each cartesian
axis of motion was maped to filter parameters that modify live and sampled audio from the vibraphone, creating a
control volume accessed through the mallets in the space
over the keys. A new extension of this work introduces a
form of augmented reality to our hyper-vibraphone. Using
the Kinect webcamera and computer vision libraries, we
are able to detect the position of the percussionist’s mallet
tips. This tracking is used to augment each bar of the vibraphone with the functionality of a fader. Using this technique on a 37 bar vibraphone, it is possible to provide the
functionality of 37 virtual faders that may be used as traditional controllers. This augmentation, illustrated in Figure
1, provides an intuitive platform that allows the performer
to control a large number of sliders without turning away
from the instrument.
Currently we are tracking mallet tips based on their color.
In order to detect the positions of the mallet tips, the color
image from the video camera is transformed into Hue, Saturation, and intensity Values (HSV). Each of these signals
is thresholded to filter out unwanted colors. The resulting
signals are combined, and a contour detection algorithm
is executed. This process yields bounding rectangles that
identify the mallet tips. The centroid of the bounding rectangle is assumed to be the position of the mallets in the
virtual representation.
1
2

4.

FORECASTING OF POSITION DATA

We describe a method that is capable of forecasting the continuation of a given data array x[n], where x[n] is the value
of the n-th reading of a certain sensor. The forecasting algorithm does not require any previous training on previous
templates, which means that the musician has freedom to
improvise and generate creative soundscapes and define the
appropriate gestures while performing. The key idea is that
the gesture is identified by being repeated without requiring a preset looping duration. When forecasting, the system
provides data which aims to be equivalent to the sensor data
that would be yielded if the musician continued the previous
gesture. This allows the performer to continue playing while
still getting the soundscape variations derived from sensor
data. The forecasting method is based on evaluating what
time lag, in samples, is most likely to be the fundamental
period of the received data. This means that although the
motion may be freely composed and improvised only repetitive motions can be predicted by the system. The method
begins by estimating the autocorrelation of the last N input

http://www.kksound.com/vibraphone.html
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samples, which is defined as:

influencing the computer ensemble using musical cues without having to alter the playing technique, which represents
a significant improvement over conventional external tactile
controls. Our approach is based on calculating the similarity between an input drum pattern, played at a certain point
during the execution of a piece, and a previously recorded
pattern. The similarity is a continuous value that is greater
when the pattern played is closer to the recorded pattern. If
the similarity value exceeds a certain user-defined threshold,
the system triggers an associated action.
Two equal length sequences of numerical data can be
compared in terms of a single value between one and zero.
A value of one indicates the two sequences are identical,
whereas zero indicates a drastic lack of similarity between
the two data sets. This similarity computation is known
as correlation. Equation 2 computes a value that describes
similarity between two sequences.
PN −1
x[n]y[n]
(2)
Similarity = PN −1 n=02 PN −1
2
x[n]
×
n=0 y[n]
n=0

N
2

rx [k] =

−1
X

n=0

x[n]x[n − k].

(1)

An autocorrelation signal presents peaks at positions k
that correspond to the time lags to which x[n] is mostly
self-similar. However, there are some other peaks, especially
at the zero time lag k = 0 that must be filtered out. In
order to do that, a signal rx0 [k] is calculated by upsampling
rx [k] by a factor of two and subtracting it from the original
signal. The value j = arg max rx0 [k] is obtained by a simple
linear search. The forecasting, then, proceeds by yielding an
estimate x̂[N +1] = x[N −j +1]. The quality of the estimate
may be evaluated by the ratio rx [j]/rx [0], which will present
values closer to 1 when the signal is significantly periodic
and values. The forecasting system works in three different
modes: learning, predicting and bypass. The learning mode
should be triggered when a new gesture is to be acquired.
While in this mode, the internal buffer is updated and the
forecasting algorithm is executed at each new sample. Since
learning mode assumes that the gesture is not yet learned,
the system yields bypassed data instead of predicted data.
When the prediction mode is triggered, the system starts
yielding forecasts, adding them to the internal buffer as if
they were received as inputs. While in this mode, the system does not recalculate the forecasting algorithm, sticking
with a single value for j during the whole process. The
operation of bypass mode is to simply bypass input data
to the output, while ignoring any operations regarding processing. Hence, if the prediction mode is triggered while
the system is in bypass mode, the system will recall the last
learned pattern. When operating in the bypass mode, the
system preserves the last learned gesture, hence it may be
used again by triggering the prediction mode.
The internal operation of the system is visualized in Figure 2, which shows the input (bypassed) data from a onedimensional sensor and the predicted data. The figure was
generated while acquiring manually-driven data from a onedimensional sensor. In the first five seconds, the system is
in bypass mode, and the prediction system has received any
samples yet. When the learning mode is triggered, the predicted data quickly synchronizes with the repetitive sensor
data received as input. When the prediction mode is triggered, the forecasting system continues the learned gesture
and ignores the sensor data.

f (x) =

0
Bypass
0

5

Learning
10
15
Time (s)

Prediction
20

(x−µ)2
2σ 2

.

(3)

To assemble such sequences in real time, the proposed
system assumes that the player will perform to a specific
tempo. For each time interval in the measure, if an onset is
detected, it is notated in the sequence using a value of one.
Otherwise a value of zero is used indicating a rest. The onset
algorithm used calculates the power of the input signal and
triggers onsets when a threshold has been surpassed [6].
From the methods described, similarity between musical patterns can be calculated. To do so, the system must
have two modes of operation: recording a template pattern
and comparing incoming patterns to the template pattern.
When comparing incoming patterns the similar value of the
input pattern to a set of stored templates is calculated and
if it exceeds a user defined threshold an event is triggered.
In order to gain perspective on the effectiveness of the system in a real performance situation, the pattern recognition
system was tested with a human percussionist performing
on a traditional West African pitched percussion instrument
known as the Gyil. The instrument provided audio input to
the software through the use of contact microphones that
were mounted to each bar of the instrument. The pattern
recognition system was used to recognize patterns played on

0.5

−0.5

√1 e
σ 2π

Figure 3: Convolution with Gaussian function.

Input
Forecast

1
Sensor data

To account for slight variation, sequences can be convolved with a Gaussian function with standard deviation σ
and mean µ, as shown in Equation 3, before being compared. This process results in a smearing of the sequence’s
values to adjacent locations, as seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Visualization of different modes of operation for the sample forecasting system.

5. RECOGNITION OF DRUM PATTERNS
Another approach to gesture control is to recognize percussive patterns from a user defined set of patterns in order to
initiate computer-controlled musical events. The proposed
system aims at providing the performer the possibility of
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a single bar. Of the two types of tests done, the first provided similarity values when a pattern was played during a
performance. In this first test, the sampled bar was only
played when the user wished to trigger the software using a
pattern. Otherwise, the bar was avoided as the performer
played the instrument. In the second test, the entire instrument was utilized by the performer; the sampled bar was
used for both triggering patterns and for playing.
The first test used five unique, one measure long rhythms
that were tested ten times each at two different tempos.
The two tempos used to test varied by one-hundred beats
per minute. For all one-hundred measurements in the first
test, an average similarity of 0.731 was calculated. The
measured similarity values were affected most drastically
by two factors: the human inaccuracies when recording the
template pattern and the human inaccuracies when repeating the pattern in order to trigger some action. The second
test used a fixed threshold of 0.731 at 172 beats per minute
(BPM) in order to test how often the system incorrectly
triggered an action during a sixteen bar solo. During each
solo performance, the user played rhythms on the sampled
instrument bar every second measure. The number of times
an action was not triggered when the player intended to do
so was also documented. Of the ten tests for these sixteen
bar solos, the system incorrectly identified a player’s pattern as being the template pattern only twice, or 0.025%
of the measures in which the bar was played. Of these two
incorrectly identified patterns, there was stark similarity to
the template pattern, and it was unsurprising that the system gave a false positive result. When the player intended
on triggering an action by performing the template pattern,
these tests gave no negative results.

able without interrupting native performance techniques
(setting the mallets down to interface tactile controllers,
etc). The virtual faders are responsive and accurate to the
point that using the mallets tips on the surface of the bar
proves a sufficient and intuitive fader style interface. The
technique required is similar to the pitch bend extended
technique. The system could be improved by adding vertical detection of the mallet tip to engage/disengage rather
than only a time based approach. This would solve the
problem of accidental activation when playing on a single
bar long enough to engage it’s respective fader. The two
methods of gesture control based on repetition and rhythmic patterns offer effective ways to transmit control data
while holding the mallets. Issues with calibration and mappings could be assisted with a more comprehensive GUI.
While the system can stand to be improved, it is ready,
as is, to be used within its known limitations on stage in
performance. In future work, further improvements on the
usability and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms will
be implemented. Media files related to this work can be
found at http://opihi.cs.uvic.ca/nime2012gesture. All
the associated software is available upon request. We hope
that this will facilitate wider adoption of non-invasive sensing approaches and expand our user base.

6. DISCUSSION
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7.

All systems described in this paper were implemented with
the aim of being used in a computer music environments
such as Max/MSP3 and Ableton Live4 . The computer vision system uses the openCV 5 and openFrameworks 6 libraries. It is compiled as a standalone program that yields
Open Sound Control (OSC) messages. The gesture repetition algorithm described in Section 4 was implemented as
a patch for Max/MSP. This allows the user to design the
exact means by which each mode will be triggered – the
user may require a specific button to trigger each mode,
or simply a button that cycles through all modes, or even
some other interface that makes more sense in an specific
context. The patch also offers as feedback the current value
for the maximum autocorrelation coefficient and the index
of that value – when both remain more or less constant for
some time, it means that the system has acquired a certain
gesture. Last, the drum pattern detection algorithm described in Section 5 was implemented using the Max4Live7
framework.
This paper has presented different ways of augmenting
pithed percussion instruments such as the vibraphone with
digital control capabilities. Using our approach they can
be turned into hyper-instruments without requiring invasive additions to the instrument. One of the authors is
a skilled vibraphone instrumentalist with a background in
computer music. From the perspective of a skilled vibraphone performer, this toolset works as it should and offers
a level of interaction with the computer previously unavail3

http://cycling74.com/
http://www.ableton.com/
5
http://opencv.willowgarage.com/
6
http://www.openframeworks.cc/
7
http://www.ableton.com/maxforlive
4
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rhythm and emotional impression as well as the physical scale
(e.g., amplitude gain) of music and its sound [22]. The result
of choreography is desired to be coherent with this dynamics
of music. For example, musical accents or beats may require
corresponding reactions of the dancer: both the timing and the
intensity of the accents of music need to be reflected in dance,
so that agile motions with rotation or locomotion must be
accompanied by the beats in music [22] and faster motions
makes stronger beats.
In this paper, the issue of the relationship between music
and dance is dealt with a technical approach, and a new
method to improve their mutual correspondence based on the
dancer’s respiration is introduced. This research was
motivated by discussions with a number of professional
dancers and dance-majoring students on the role of respiration
in dance: virtually every one of them emphasized the
importance of respiration with motion and its relationship to
music. Based on this fact, we focus on the motional aspect of
respiration and developed a system to control selected
features of music for dance by breathing. Compared with
previous uses of respiration in music and dance, this is
distinctive in that the main focus is not on the metabolic
aspects of human body but on biomechanics of motion.
Specific mapping strategies as well as hardware
implementations are also discussed and evaluated.

ABSTRACT
This research aims to improve the correspondence between
music and dance, and explores the use of human respiration
pattern for musical applications with focus on the motional
aspect of breathing. While respiration is frequently considered
as an indicator of the metabolic state of human body that
contains meaningful information for medicine or psychology,
motional aspect of respiration has been relatively unnoticed in
spite of its strong correlation with muscles and the brain.
This paper introduces an interactive system to control music
playback for dance performances based on the respiration
pattern of the dancer. A wireless wearable sensor device
detects the dancer’s respiration, which is then utilized to
modify the dynamic of music. Two different respirationdynamic mappings were designed and evaluated through
public performances and private tests by professional
choreographers. Results from this research suggest a new
conceptual approach to musical applications of respiration
based on the technical characteristics of music and dance.

Keywords
Music, dance, respiration, correspondence, wireless interface,
interactive performance

1. INTRODUCTION

2. RESPIRATION
2.1 Respiration as an Interaction Modality

Music and dance have existed from the earliest beginning of
the history of mankind as principal genres of performing arts.
Based on time and rhythm, they have been closely connected
to and influenced each other, and evolved together. However,
their mutual correspondence has been an unsolved problem
with a long history: in spite of being similar to each other,
their characteristic differences restrained the synergy and
sometimes made their relationship controversial, in which
case one of them had to be subordinated to the other at the
cost of its own artistic values. In spite of the efforts made by
artists from both sides to overcome this discrepancy, it still
remains unsolved.
Focusing on structural aspect rather than emotional one, this
constraint can be seen in various elements such as form,
theatricality, sonority, tempo, etc. [21, 22]. Among these,
inclusive dynamic flow of music is of great importance for
choreography: here the “dynamics” of music includes tempo,

Respiration is generally treated as one of the conventional
biofeedback factors. These are closely related with the
metabolic system and widely used in medicine [9, 13]. This
approach developed and applied to emotion [6, 10, 14], game
[11, 17], Workload monitoring [20].
Although these applications have different goals, they are
commonly interested in the metabolic aspect of the respiration.
Within such aspect, the most important thing of respiration is
how much air is consumed smoothly. Frequently used
features are the average amplitude, frequency, and deviation
of the respiration, which corresponds to spectral features.

2.2 Respiration and Music
There are some musical application cases of biofeedback
including respiration, and the typical format of them is a biomusic. Filatriau [7] introduced his works that used brainwave,
respiration and heartbeat. Main weakness of his first work
with EEG-driven sound synthesis was said to be its lack of
playability.
Respiration and heartbeat signals were used in
his second work. Two features of respiration, airflow and
thoracic volume, were measured and used to control the
center frequencies of different band-pass filters for subtractive
synthesis: here respiration events are directly reflected in
sound, which is similar to the concept proposed in this paper.
Tahiroglu used the skin conductance, electrocardiogram, and

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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respiration for sound synthesis [15], in which respiration rate
controlled the pitch, modulation points, and amplitude of the
frequency modulation. In these two examples it is hard to find
deep consideration on the meaning of breathing. Meanwhile,
Groux explored the utilization of the emotional aspect of the
physiological data to control high-level musical attributes [8].
His research is inspiring for he focused on the higher-level
features of the physiological data rather than simply dealing
with raw signal.

movements of dancers. However, in the unique area of dance
and performing arts, they may expose their limitations: as the
goal of this research is to find the correspondence between
music and dance, the inclusive flow or energy of entire body
is more important than motion data of each body segments. In
this context, respiration becomes a more direct and efficient
approach with less restraints on the dancer’s movement and
more expressivity on the stage.

2.3 Mechanism and Control

In general, previous applications of respiration focused on its
spectral feature only; this approach is advantageous for longterm status of the body which provides the metabolic
information. Considering the uniqueness of respiration and its
use in dance, however, we take a temporal approach to detect
the instantaneous changes of breathing for the following
reasons:

3.1.2 Spectral vs. Temporal Approach

Mechanically, respiration process is operated with numerous
thoracic and abdominal muscles. Functions of these muscles
results in thorax deformation and the pressure gradient in the
respiratory organs, and it causes the airflow for gas exchange
[4].
The respiratory center that controls ventilation is designed
to alternate inspiration and expiration rhythmically. The rate
and amplitude of these ventilator movements is under the
direct control of the respiratory center, which are stimulated
by the increase of CO2 increase in blood.
Meanwhile, neural input from the motor cortex stimulates
the ventilation during the exercise. Also, it enables the
voluntary control of breathing that allows an individual
speaking, singing, or playing a wind instrument. The motor
cortex also allows the motion and breathing to be integrated
during exercise. It is the uniqueness of respiration comparing
to other biofeedback factors, and we can expect different
approach to utilize the respiration.

 Respiration is a very slow activity compared to other
physiological features, which makes system latency too
long with the spectral approach.
 As dancers always control their respiration intentionally
depending on his/her movement (as mentioned before), the
process is hardly periodic and spectral approach becomes
less useful.

3.1.3 Score-based Musical Interface
The musical mappings for this system are designed with the
score-level control [18] in mind. In this structure, we can
consider two dimensions of feature control – tempo and other
instantaneous parameters (e.g., pitch, loudness, and timbre).
While improvisatory variation of tempo gives more
excitements to music [22], it can be confusing for dancers in a
traditional paradigm because they are trained to dance to
“regular” rhythms [2]. Therefore, we leave the control of
tempo as a future work and focus on dynamic features of
music.

2.4 Respiration and Muscular Activity
Compared to metabolic correlation of breathing, relation
between the respiration and muscle activity has been a minor
research interest [3]. Still, some researches show the
meaningful correlation between the respiration and muscle
activity. They focused on how breathing influences the
instantaneous strength and flexibility of muscles [3, 12] and
smoothness of motion [5]. These correlations can be
considered to be the result of structural change of bones and
muscles during the respiration process rather than an
influence of the oxygen and energy consumption, and it
is supposed to be anatomically related to the performance of
other skeletal muscles [12].
The principle of the breathing is explored by dancers with
their sense from early history of dance, and their experiences
are adopted and accumulated to the technique and education
of dance.

3.2 Structure
Basic structure of the system is the real-time modification of
pre-defined or randomly generated music sequence in
progress by means of respiration of user. Respiration signal is
measured with a gauge pressure sensor on the mouth of the
dancer (Figure 1), and it is amplified and transmitted to a
computer wirelessly in real-time. For sampling and
transmission of the signal, Arduino FIO was used. Sampling
and transmission rate was set to 200Hz, which would be big
enough for respiration detection.
MAX/MSP is used as a main platform. The pressure signal
is sent to a MAX/MSP patch and preprocessed with digital
filters to eliminate DC-offset and reduce noise. The filtered
signal is mapped to musical parameters considering the
correlation between respiration, dance motion and musical
parameter. The mapping strategy is the key point of this
research. The interpreted music parameters modulate given
MIDI music sequence. The modified MIDI note is sent to the
virtual instrument Ableton Live to synthesize the sound.
The goal of this research is the correspondence between the
motion and music. Therefore, two correlations are needed to
be considered in mapping design: correlation between the
motion and respiration, motion and music. Musical
parameters are designed considering these correlations. Two
versions of mapping were attempted, and details of those
mapping strategies and evaluations will be discussed in the
next chapter.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1 Basic Concepts
3.1.1 Why Respiration?
For the homeostasis of the body, most biofeedback features
are generally autonomous and not voluntarily controllable.
Respiration is one of the exceptions in this aspect: it can be
controlled voluntarily and instantly in some degree (up to a
certain degree). Considering that a number of interactive
musical pieces with biofeedback suffers from the common
problem of controllability [7, 16], this is of great importance.
The fact that respiration mechanism is more closely
connected to the inclusive mechanical state than other types
of biofeedback is another benefit.
In terms of low- (or zero-) latency controllability,
respiration is less advantageous than typical gesture detection
methods using accelerometers, IR marker, computer vision,
Kinect, etc., which generally provide faster, more responsive
control features as well as more detailed information on the
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4.2 Second Version
4.2.1 Structure
Another mapping strategy was designed after the evaluation
of the first one and exposed problems were taken into account.
First, basic concept of dynamic control changed. As
aforementioned, a dynamic event of motion occurs with
transition between the tension and relaxation. It corresponds
to the respiration event rather than pulmonary volume. It
means that it is more appropriate to use pressure value that is
proportional to the airflow [19] rather than the estimated
pulmonary volume.
Another problem was latency. Use of pressure value instead
of pulmonary volume provides less latency. Still, the
respiration is so slow that perceptible latency happens while
reaching the pressure peak. To reduce it even more, the
concept of jerk is adopted.
Jerk is a physical term that represents the rate of change of
acceleration, or force [1]. As the jerk is the derivative of the
force, physically corresponding dimension must be the
derivate of the pressure assuming that the areal dimension is
constant. Hence it was decided to use this jerk as a basic
factor for music loudness control. Simple peak detection
algorithm is applied to detect and figure out the height of the
jerk peak.
Control parameter is designed like an ADSR envelope.
Magnitude of a jerk peak decides attack level. Attack and
release time is fixed to 0.4second. Release and decay part is
made by adding raw pressure signal (Figure 2).
The biggest advantage of using the jerk is the minimized
latency. Comparing to the estimated pulmonary volume and
pressure, it has very short latency within 20ms. Another
advantage is achieved by the physical meaning of the jerk.
Jerk is the rapidness of pressure, and it represents the
rapidness of breathing. Breathing is not only categorized with
deep and shallow, but also with rapid and smooth. Deep
breath is mainly related to the big or relatively smooth
motions while the short breath is related to the more rapid
movement. This short breath shows the bigger jerk value that
we can achieve appropriate music accent for it.
As the dynamic event of the motion happens with both
direction of the transition, from relaxation to tension and vice
versa, both of them were regarded as a positive factor for
music dynamics. In other word, absolute value of the signal
was connected to the music loudness.

Figure 1. Respiration sensor device

4. MAPPING STRATEGIES AND
EVALUTATIONS
4.1 First Version

Signals

Inhalation and exhalation is said to be related to the tension
and relaxation of the body, which are dynamic characteristics
of dance. As the pulmonary volume is an accumulation of
airflow and velocity of the airflow is proportional to the
pressure [19], integration of the sensor pressure was used as
an index of the pulmonary volume.
In fact, musical dynamics is a complicated term that is
affected not only by loudness but also rhythm, pitch and etc.
[21] However, as the main goal of this research is to improve
the correspondence of given music, control feature is limited
to the dynamic. The ventilation state is connected to the
music loudness to raise it as the pulmonary volume increase
(inhalation). In addition to the over-all loudness control,
loudness of accompaniment part was controlled separately to
change the affluence of music. It was easily implemented
with use of multi-track MIDI file.
The first mapping system was demonstrated on stage at
HANPAC Performing Art Center as a part of a new-media
performance piece ‘ADC Project - Don’t Imagine’. A dancer
was requested to choreograph with variety in motion with
respect to the tempo and energy. Music was given with a predefined piano MIDI score, and it was played and modulated
with the aforementioned mapping strategy. And visual effect
was displayed with projection and modulated with raw
pressure signal.
After the performance, a brief interview with some
audiences was made. Audiences said they could not recognize
the linkage between the music and dance. With the additional
interview with the dancer, the problems of the first mapping
strategy were discussed. First, loudness control with the
pulmonary volume exposed conceptual error. Although the
pulmonary volume is related to the tension and relaxation of
the body, the two states are static characteristic rather than
dynamic. Hence it came out to be inappropriate to map the
tension with the musical dynamics. It would be more
appropriate to think the dynamic event of the body to occur
with the transition between the tension and relaxation.
Another problem seen in the dynamic control is latency.
Inhalation or exhalation process is quite slow enough for
human to recognize the time that pulmonary volume reach the
peak with perceptible latency. It is critical to the
correspondence of dance and music.
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Figure 2. Signal flows of each step of the musical mapping
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4.2.2 Evaluation
The second mapping strategy was tested by a veteran
contemporary choreographer who was thought to be well
experienced in respiration control with improvised movement
and musicality as a dancer, which are important abilities for
this research. Music sequence was replaced with a simple
algorithmic random percussion rhythm to minimize bias of
dynamic in original music. Recorded data includes video,
filtered pressure signal, jerk, control parameter and modulated
music data. Finally, through the interview, he was asked
about his inclusive impression and opinion about the system.
Through the observation of those recorded data, we could
see that, generally, respiration accent was corresponding to
the dynamic of motion such as rise and fall of body,
contraction of torso, extension of torso and agility of the
movement. Especially, such a pattern appeared remarkably
during the dancer was doing athletic techniques like jump,
kick and turn. The control parameter that derived from the
pressure modulated the loudness of the music. However,
modulated accent was frequently not big enough to
overwhelm bias of the initial accents of the rhythm sequence.
Further adjustment of the mapping strategy might be required.
In addition to the data recording, we interviewed the
choreographer about the performance and expectation of the
system. In conceptual aspect, as other many dancers, he
emphasized the importance of the coupling between the
motion and breathing. He agreed with that his movement had
been generally well reflected to the music and the signal flow.
On the other hand, he claimed that the mask made him more
breathless after he moved a lot, and it made him hard to
control the respiration, which caused the respiration pattern
more fluctuating and irregular.

5. CONCLUSION
In this research, musical application methodology of
biomechanical aspect of the respiration to improve the
correspondence between the music and dance has been
explored. While the prior researches dealt with the respiration
with spectral approach in metabolic aspect, motional aspect of
the respiration can be more properly explored with temporal
approach. Consequently, this research showed the potential of
the new conceptual approach to utilize the respiration for
musical use.
There are still unexplored motional features of the
respiration. While the test result of pulmonary volume and
difference between the inhalation and exhalation was
undesirable, those are very important features that every
dancer emphasizes. It has large potential if proper
corresponding musical features are found. Through the
motional approach that takes the respiration technique and
pattern of performer into account, more various and
meaningful musical utilization of the respiration is expected.
Supplemental materials for this paper can be found at:
http://aimlab.kaist.ac.kr/~badclown/respiration
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ABSTRACT

generally used separately or on the same layer of the sound
process. The physical computation is also considered as a
technique among others, and each approach keeps its limitations and advantages. However, the process of simulation
and synthesis methods are really different. The development of physical model requires a paradigm shift, since the
user must focus its intention on the object that could produce the desired sound. In the literature, this shift has the
advantage of focusing attention on parameters of physical
simulation that have a direct relationship with perceptual
parameters [8][13]. Indeed, the physical parameters have
two strong properties : they are really close to the model
(easy to use) and have a strong perceptual significance (intuitive interaction).

This paper presents ongoing work on methods dedicated to
relations between composers and performers in the context
of experimental music. The computer music community has
over the last decade paid a strong interest on various kinds
of gestural interfaces to control sound synthesis processes.
The mapping between gesture and sound parameters has
specially been investigated in order to design the most relevant schemes of sonic interaction. In fact, this relevance
results in an aesthetic choice that encroaches on the process of composition. This work proposes to examine the
relations between composers and performers in the context
of the new interfaces for musical expression. It aims to define a theoretical and methodological framework clarifying
these relations. In this project, this paper is the first experimental study about the use of physical models as gestural
maps for the production of textural sounds.

A singular feature of the physical simulation in the context of creating music is that the physical model may give
unexpected and undesired behaviors. This point is often
defined as a significant limitation that is inappropriate for
some composers working at the accuracy of the sample.
However, the experimental composers do not usually care
about the definition of temporal object whose elements,
structure and interconnections are calculated and organized
in advance. They prefer the idea of sketching the outlines of
a situation in which sounds may occur, a process of generation (sound or otherwise), a field defined by rules of composition. Experimental composers have developed many
methods to cause ”actions whose outcome is unknown” (John
Cage) [11]. This unknown may vary from a minimum of
organization to a minimum of arbitrariness, with different
connections between chance and choice, with different types
of options and obligations.

Keywords
Simulation, Interaction, Sonic textures

1.

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between action and sound is a critical point
in the field of musical creation. The computer is an infinite source of sounds, but the lack of reference for the
interactive control of the digital sound processes is always
a problem for musical performances. While action and perception are strongly correlated by the energetic continuum
with the traditional instruments, the sound process is often
an abstract environment without a gestural reference. It
is a problem in terms of performance since these relations
have to insure expressivity, but it is also a problem for some
composers whose instructions depend strongly on the sonic
matter. Currently, two main strategies are followed when
dealing with the real-time interaction with sound processes.
The first one, referred as signal approach, uses mapping
techniques to create artificial connexions between a gestural
interface and parameters of sound synthesis [1, 5]. The second strategy, denoted as simulation approach, are based on
physical models which simulates physical mechanisms producing the sound phenomenon. In that case, the physical
parameters allows to recover natural relationships between
gesture and sound production [6]. These two approaches are

This paper is based on a research intent about the conception of a new intermediate layer responding to the practice
of experimental composers. It uses new methods of hierarchical cooperation between the signal approach and the
simulation approach, where the physical layer is defined as a
map of intentions initially sketched by the composer and finally experimented by the performers : the gestural map [3].
Physically-based virtual objects as an intermediate objectbased mapping layer was thoroughly discussed by Mulder
[9] or Hsu [4]. Also [7, 15, 12] have studied the physical
simulation as a solution ensuring the coherence between interaction and audiovisual processes. Thus the gestural map
seems to be a relevant candidate to support the intentions
of composers. In order to validate this point, this study
suggests also to observe the consequence of physical simulation in sound reception. The listener should perceive
differences between experiments realized with two gestural
maps and should identify similarities between different experiments realized with one gestural map. This is to assess
whether the presence of a physical model upstream of the
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sound synthesis has observable consequences for the listener
on his mental representation of the musical sequences.

current set of forces, the Navier-Stokes equations precisely
describe the evolution of a velocity field over time. In the
context of analytic studies, the use of these equations strives
for accuracy and thus consumes a large computation time.
But this algorithm [16] has been developed to favor interactivity of the simulation in tuning the trade-off between accuracy and computing time. In order to command synthesis
process with the particles, the velocity and the position of
every moving points are sent at each simulation steps. The
implementation of different maps requires tools to manage
heterogeneous mediums. Yet the majority of fluid dynamics
solvers considered homogeneous mediums. So the original
solver has been modified to add dependencies to its physical parameters. The user can change independently the
physical characteristics of the medium with coefficient of :
forces, viscous diffusion, density, velocity. He can add as
well other externals forces. Thus, the system can support
a wide range of behavior, and the map can also be adapted
to the wishes of composers. For now, the connection of this
system with the sound process limits these experiments with
20 and 100 particles. This number is particularly adapted
for these first experimentations, but the use of others computing solutions, as parallel computing, are planned in order
to increase the number of particles.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
These first studies of sound identification focus on the sonic
texture. Indeed, the manipulation of sonic texture accounts
well time problems of a global composition with their micro
and macro-temporal evolutions. The assumption is that the
identification of musical sequences based on sonic texture
addresses therefore the majority of the time discriminating
criteria. As described below, the experiment consists in
generating a base of sonic texture and asking to the subjects
to identify their own musical production in the initial base.

2.1

Experimental protocol

Experiments are realized on 15 subjects with different profiles: instrumentalists, composers, audiophiles, and subjects
without musical practice. The subjects were aged from 25 to
35 years and have no sensorimotor impairments. According
the experimental protocol, the subjects have to manipulate
a sonic texture created with the sound corpus of the piece
Koyaanisqatsi by Philip Glass. Each subject explores with
a mouse a 2D environment represented by a rectangle on
the screen and perceived in real time the sound production
through headphones. During each exploration, the sound
production is recorded and normalized. After this operation, the user must immediately find the sound recording
of his experience among nine other records. If there is hesitation between different records, he can answer with a list
of 3 records in order of preference. The first exploration is
performed without physical simulation between subject and
sound synthesis. The subject discovers the environment by
pointing successively each sonic grain represented by point
clouds. His sound recording is added to the sound base
and he must find his own sonic production. The second
exploration is achieved with the mode of interaction based
on fluid simulation. The subject explores the environment
sound through the physical behavior of different fluids called
A, B or C (see Table 2) . The recordings presented at the
end of the exploration were also created with these different physical simulations, but without his knowledge his own
sound recording is removed from the list of choice. Thus, the
subject must choose among unknown records, but three of
them were produced with the same fluid. So, the expected
results are a significant choice of the sound recordings produced with the same fluid.

2.2

2.2.2 Concatenative synthesis
The sound process of this study has been based on the concatenation of sounds. Precisely this experiment deals with
CataRT from IRCAM researches. CataRT is a concatenative real-time sound synthesis system, which plays grains
from a large corpus of segmented and descriptor-analyzed
sounds according to proximity to a target position in the
descriptor space. Our experiment has focused on the mapping between descriptor space of CataRT [14] (230 imported
MPEG-7 signal, perceptual, spectral, and harmonic descriptors) and the physical properties of the particles system
(Fig. 1). CataRT is developed on MaxMSP, thus this setup
use even the system of communication based on Open Sound
Control. In terms of performances, the global system allows
to explore the corpus interactively through the simulation
of particles without delay perception. Elementary experiments have been developed to illustrate the principle of gestural map emerging from the cooperation of CataRT analysis and the simulation of particle system. Figure (Fig. 1)
described a mapping between loudness descriptor and viscosity property. Through this mapping, exploration of the
map tend to the emergence of a sonic discussion between
the explosion of high pitched textures and slow movement
of low-pitched textures.3

Materials

The framework supporting the gestural map is based on
hierarchical cooperation between simulation and synthesis
approaches. It consists in a software composed of a two concurrent processes described in the next parts : the particles
simulation implemented on the Processing environment and
the sound synthesis on the Max5 environment. The local
communication between these two processes is done through
the udp protocol called Open Sound Control 1 . Developments are currently realized on a macbook pro with Intel
Core 2 Duo (2,6 GHz) and 4 Go of DDR2 SDRAM where
the co-processing is currently driven automatically by the
operating system.

2.2.1

3.

Particles simulation

This process is based on a library for solving real-time fluid
dynamics simulations based on the following Navier-Stokes
equations2 . Given the current state of the velocity and a
1
2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The raw results of experiments are summarized in Tables
1 and 2. The tables contain a value 1 when the subject
identifies his performance and value 0 when subjects choose
a performance which is not his own. Without simulation
layer, we observe two misidentifications for which the subject does not choice its performance. There is also four
confusion for which the subject hesitates between his performance and the others. This result is not surprising since
the direct control of CataRT system does not impose strong
constraints to the production of sound. Each user have
achieved a unique sound experience with great flexibility
through singular events easily identifiable.
For the exploration mediated by the fluid, i.e. by a gestural map, no one detects the absence of his own sound

See e.g. http://opensoundcontrol.org/.
See e.g. http://memo.tv/msafluid_for_processing.
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http://dl.dropbox.com/u/11924232/2.mov

Figure 1: Elementary example with the cooperation of CataRT analysis and the simulation of particle system.

Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

production among the available records. As expected, confusions are mainly observed among the sound produced with
the same fluid. Indeed, the sound manipulation has a more
limited field of possibilities. It is constrained by patterns of
evolution easily spotted by users that increase the confusion
between performance, or rather create a unity between the
various interpretations of the same map. The results are
satisfactory since a majority of subject choose a recording
generated with the same map. It seems that we could identify categories emerging from the physical simulation at the
origin of the sound. Despite these sonic constraints from the
fluid, Figure 2 shows that the rate of identification errors
are comparable to the experiment without fluid. In a sense,
it means that the intrusion of this interaction layer does not
disturb the singularity of musical performance. The system
seems to provide a sufficient expressive freedom to create a
singular interpretation.

1st choice
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2nd choice
*
*
*
*
0
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
*

1st choice
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2nd choice
1
*
1
1
*
1
*
*
1
1
*
*
1
0
*

3rd choice
0
*
0
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Table 2: Results with fluid : 1 means correctly identified, 0 means badly identified, * null

Finally, the conclusions of this study are consistent with
the motor theories of perception [2][10]. During his experience with the physical simulation, the subject seems to
integrate, i.e. implicitly learn, physical behaviors of the
environment. Thus this knowledge allows him to identify
the prospective sound coming from this environment. This
recalls the principle of internal simulation defined by the
motor theories of perception in order to describe the sensorimotor learning. Indeed, the choice is intuitively sound
recordings from the same gestural map without precise identification of similar musical sentence. This discriminatory
power is therefore an effective way for the composer to imagine a sound aesthetic and forward it to the performer.
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Gestural Map
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C

3rd choice
*
*
*
*
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Figure 2: Comparison of identification task with
and without fluid

4.

PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSION

This contribution deals with solutions for sonic textures interaction, and suggests fluid simulation as layer between
sound process and interacting system. This layer, called
gestural map, provides a new way to manage and interact
with sonic textures through physical behaviors. This first
study has allowed to check that properties of fluid have perceptible influences on sound by creating sonic similarities
among performances realized with the same fluid.

Table 1: Results without fluid : 1 means correctly
identified, 0 means badly identified, * null
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6.

In most cases, real-time manipulations of sound processes
are achieved by mapping between the gestural inputs and
signal parameters. However, these methods require the instant handling of a significant number of parameters in order to converge towards compelling results. In the context
of sonic texture, the efficient manipulation of signal parameters is still a challenge in interactive systems. This work
deals with this challenge through a paradigm shift : from
the signal approach to the physical approach. The framework of this study provides to use synthesis and simulation
with a hierarchical relations. About the relevance of the interaction, dynamic behaviors of particles simulation quickly
give landmarks to the user in his task, but they give also a
consistence to the evolution of modalities. This work highlights the effectiveness of interaction metaphors inspired by
the physical reality. From a cognitive point of view, the
physical laws are a way to understand, learn and incorporate the virtual interaction.
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In the relation between composers and performers, this
shift may be disturbing, because it puts the musical intention on the design of sonic sources. But in the case of
experimental music, the musical partitions are often guidelines for the performers. The musical evolution that led to
this new type of creation process is close to this paradigm
shift. In this context, the gestural map is a new medium to
design these guidelines. It is not focused on the temporal
position of each musical event, but on the dynamic of musical production. Through this gestural map, the composer
gives the performer a finite number of possible tasks as the
instructions of Lucier in his piece Vespers. Thus, gestural
map simplifies exchange between composers and performers
by moving the intention of the composer to the performer’s
gesture. The composers sketch the outline of a situation
with physical constraints in the exploratory environment
from which sounds may occur. It is both a means of forcing
explicitly the performer and guide him towards the wish of
the composer. Indeed, it is possible to implement gestural
maps that excite strategically the curiosity of performers.
The composer could design local difficulties in order to reach
the performer by this singularity.
Gesture map based on heterogeneous fluid is therefore
a real candidate for experimental score. But the establishment of such a writing and exchanging support around sonic
textures is globally a significant advance for sonic design.
The next evaluation will be about the ability of gestural
map to be integrated into a creative process and to express
intentions of designers. Indeed, composers must suggest,
advise, pilot the interpretations of the performer with the
construction of a gestural map. According to these previous experiments, some relationships as speed / pitch are
common, but it appears that each user has its own gestural representations often derived from its own practical
gestures during work or free time. After these first observations, experiments about relations between physical properties and sound descriptors have been started in order to
enlarge knowledge about.
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ABSTRACT

with corresponding receivers and send data to other program through standard OSC [2] packet. In this work, we
decide to develop our own wireless on-body sensors as the
capture devices of WIS platform.
With a growing interest in gesture recognition, several pioneer works have been proposed. In [7], a wearable sensor
network has been improved for high-speed capture. In [12],
Celeritas system consisting of with 6 DoF wearable sensors
were used for dance performance. In [8], authors proposed
a wireless system applying gesture following technology for
music pedagogy. In French ANR Interlude project [1], MO
interfaces were developed to explore novel gestural recognition approaches for musical expression. The MO handheld
unit was designed to capture a wide range of gestures, and
a real-time gesture and sound processing software was also
developed in this work.
The main components of WIS platform, the real-time gesture capture system (on-body sensor nodes) and the actuator system (sound synthesis and interactive video), are implemented in Max/MSP with OSC support package. Thus,
WIS platform is highly modulated and easy to be modified. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives a detailed description of WIS platform with three
main parts. We introduce an installation Air-ergy in section 3. The installation was exhibited in the 3rd Shanghai
International Electronic Music Week [4]. It showed great
stability of WIS platform. Section 4 concludes our work
and gives future research directions.

WIS platform is a wireless interactive sensor platform designed to support dynamic and interactive applications. The
platform consists of a capture system which includes multiple on-body Zigbee compatible motion sensors, a processing
unit and an audio-visual display control unit. It has a complete open architecture and provides interfaces to interact
with other user-designed applications. Therefore, WIS platform is highly extensible. Through gesture recognitions by
on-body sensor nodes and data processing, WIS platform
can offer real-time audio and visual experiences to the users.
Based on this platform, we set up a multimedia installation
that presents a new interaction model between the participants and the audio-visual environment. Furthermore, we
are also trying to apply WIS platform to other installations
and performances.

Keywords
Interactive, Audio-visual experience

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, wireless communication technologies can be viewed
as in an advanced stage. Meanwhile, motion sensors are becoming miniaturized. These two progresses of these two
technologies empower the use of wearable sensors in interactive arts. A set of sensor systems [7, 11, 12] was applied in
music and dance performances to enhance the interactions
between performers and real-time scene effects. However,
most sensor systems were developed to accomplish dedicated performances.
Rather than limited to one application, our system is designed as a basic platform on which artists could apply their
arts preferences. In addition, WIS platform is an open platform that can be served with any wireless sensor nodes

2.

WISP

WIS platform consists of three main parts: capture system,
processing unit and display unit. The key idea of WIS platform is to implement an open architecture to organize these
three parts. The artists can easily modify capture or display
part of WIS platform according to working circumstances.
For instance, we developed our own Zigbee compatible wireless on-body sensors and Arduino gateway broad for capture, but other commercial wireless sensor nodes such as
MicaZ motes or IrisMotes can be perfectly compatible with
WIS platform. The only criterion for evaluating the capture
technique is how it adapts to the performing circumstances.
This criterion should be also applied to the display part.
The system architecture of WIS platform is given in fig-
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Figure 1: Architecture overview of WISP.
ure 1. The capture system is connected to a LAN via a
dual-interface (IEEE802.15.4 and Ethernet) wireless gateway. The sensing data generated by wireless on-body sensor
nodes are pre-processed and formatted to OSC messages by
the wireless gateway, and received by processing unit eventually. In the processing unit, the sensor data are used
to trigger the scene and generate control signals for audio
and visual part. Moreover, user can create or modify toolbox module in processing unit to define the gesture patterns
and build audio/visual effects matching his/her artistic contents in processing unit. The audio display unit consists of a
mixer, effect processors and multi-channel panner modules.
This unit interacts with processing unit to switch different
scenes and also generates sonic elements according to the
changes of sensor data. Normally, the processing unit and
audio display unit would run on the same computer to minimize the influence of latency on the audio system. So that,
instead of going through LAN, the control signal is directed
sent trough two Max/MSP program locally. Meanwhile,
visual display unit runs on the second computer for video
particle generation and control, as well as texture mapping
and rendering. While multi-projector system is used with
this application, morph module should be activated in this
part.

2.1

Figure 2: The wirelee on-body node is equipped
with: a SparkFun 9 DoF Razor IMU; an XBee 2
802.15.4 RF module; an XBee serial adapter; and a
900Am.h lithium battery.
Matrix (Direction Cosine Matrix) and Tait - Bryan angles
data. The package that the wireless on-body sensor sends
out includes one one-byte Node ID, three two-byte X-, Y, Z-axis acceleration data, four two-byte Quaternion data
and one one-byte Symbol Identifier ”‘*”’ for data synchronization. The program refreshes data every four milliseconds on average, and therefore XBee modules could afford
sending the packed messages with a speed of 57600 bps.
On the receiver part, the Arduino Mega Board, the microcontroller, works with the XBee Shield and the Ethernet
Board to complete the procedure of getting data packages
from portable device, processing data and sending data to
computer via OSC. After Mega Board receives and unpacks
the data package, it recovers the 3 × 3 DCM Matrix and
Tait-Bryan angles data from Quaternion. To make the message more standard and efficient, Z OSC library of Arduino
is used in program to implement a standard OSC communication between Arduino-compatible hardware and computer or other devices. We divide all the data into two
separate OSC data packets. One contains yaw, pith, roll
float-type Tait-Bryan angles data and 3-axis acceleration
int-type data, and the other one sends the nine DCM Matrix data, which has the type of float to the processing unit.

Capture System

The capture system includes several wireless on-body sensors and receivers. The receivers unpack the data package
sent by sensors, process them and send them in OSC format
to the processing unit via Ethernet.
The sensing task is secured by a SparkFun 9 Degrees of
Freedom (9DoF) Razor IMU [3]. It is an attitude heading reference system that incorporates a triple-axis gyro,
a triple-axis accelerometer and a triple-axis magnetometer.
In addition, a modified XBee adapter with an XBee 2 RF
module [6] is used as the wireless communication module
whereby it sends and receives data via the TX/RX pins
of 9DoF board. This portable device that includes the sensor board and the XBee module is supplied with a 900Am.h
lithium battery. All the components of the wireless on-body
sensor are settled in a 6cm×4cm×1.5cm translucent plastic
box as shown in figure 2.
9DoF provides the acceleration data, angular rate and direction data in three dimensions, i.e. in X-, Y-, Z-axis. The
data packet size needs to be reduced from 56 bytes to 23
bytes so that wireless communications junks are prevented.
To do so, we compute the Quaternion from the 3 × 3 DCM

2.2

Processing Unit

The processing unit is composed of four modules:
1. Initialization: This module is responsible for parameter and state initialization as well as DSP loading.
These operations are sequentially scheduled with fixed
interval in order to avoid exceeding load on hardware.
It also allocates dedicated memory space for the programs.
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2. Sensor data processing: This module pulls the OSC
packets from capture system through LAN and unpacks them. It processes the motion data captured by
wireless on-body sensors and generates control data
packets to audio and visual units. Typically, the yaw,
pitch, roll and 3-D acceleration data are processed
here. It is also in this unit that different pattern recognition models are implemented. In section 3.1, a step
recognition module is further discussed.

Table 1: Interactions implemented in Air-ergy
User gesture
Audio-visual experience
Slow body rotation
drifting breeze
Rapid body rotation swift and wide
oscillation of sound wave
Raise foot
particle floating up;
variation on sound frequency
A step of user
virtual footstep sound
User’s potions
position of sound
during a walking
in the audio field
Leave from the area the particles settle down;
deformed user voice looming

3. Scene control: This module loads pre-defined scenes
in terms of each particular performance environment
and results of sensor data processing module. It sends
OSC packets through LAN to control audio and visual
display unit.

required for better experience. For instance, in our work
Air-ergy two projectors are used. We developed a multiprojector morph module to handle it.

4. Parameters verification: This module serves as a tool
to visualize the parameters and test them on-the-fly.
Figure 3 gives one snapshot of this module, through
which one could easily verify the motion data either
in Tait-Bryan angles or DCM Matrix forms. We also
develop a sonification sub-module to test the jitter of
received messages. This module works with a background sound sample and jitter could be easily detected by these instable sounds.

3.

AIR-ERGY: AN INTERACTIVE AUDIOVISUAL EXPERIENCE

In this part, we present Air-ergy as a work of interactive
installation (videos are available on YouTube). It was exhibited in the 3rd Shanghai International Electronic Music
Week [4] in October 2011. This work emphasizes the interaction between the human body and the surrounding.
To make use of WIS platform in a particular environment,
we try to tie up the audio and video effects of this work
with the body action of the user. The idea of this installation is to show how powerful the kinetic energy of people
is through interactive sound effects and videos in a particular space. This closed loop system embodies a real physical
world converted to a virtual world and then gets feedback
from the latter. Table 1 lists the interactions implemented
in Air-ergy.

Figure 3: Parameter display and verification tool.

2.3

Audio-Visual Display Unit

As explained earlier, the audio display unit is implemented
with the processing unit to maintain a low latency communication between each other, while the visual display unit
is implemented in a separated computer.
A set of scenes is preset in audio-visual display unit, and
each of them may consist of several modules, such as FM,
preset mid/high, record play and additive. They are triggered by scene control module in the processing unit. The
sound effect is related to the user motion, i.e. his movements. The multi-channel panner deals with the location of
the user to help him feel the strong interaction between his
movement and the environment. However, not all the effects are strictly associated with the sensor data; the artist
could test and define the sound effects through the mixer
module to realize his artistic design. In section 3.2, the technical details of an audio scene Wind Scene will be further
discussed.
The visual display unit receives OSC packets from the
processing unit in order to trigger video particle generation
and control. In section 3.3, we introduce how this bubble up
effect is generated after the step tracking function is triggered. The visual display unit is also responsible for texture mapping and rendering. Though the output is a single
video source, in some circumstances multiple projectors are

Figure 4: A scene of Air-ergy. The right-bottom
snapshot shows the user localization.
Figure 4 show a scene of Air-ergy. Let us take three
examples to introduce how to use WIS platform in a real
artistic creation.

3.1

Step Recognition

The step recognition is essential for in-door tracking problem and widely use in Dead Reckoning solutions [9, 10]. In
our realization, the step recognition is based on yaw, pitch
and roll and 3-axe acceleration. First, all the raw data go
through the AIO with offset for correction. By setting time
switch, the unit is able to synchronize data from different
on-body sensors for processing. Second, differential and envelope operations are applied on the data series to output
a continuous and smooth acceleration variation.
The 3D acceleration is enveloped to get directions and
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4.

a series of values. A threshold value should be defined to
trigger the step. A number of tests are realized to get this
threshold. It is also possible to implement a self-learning
algorithm to get this threshold. In order to eliminate repetitive trigger, a switch is used with time interval for the possible next trigger. During the exhibition, it turns out that
the threshold range is applicable for 90% of utilization.

3.2

Wind Scene Sound Synthesis

5.
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Figure 5: Wind scene diagram.
Wind Scene is a scene triggered by the rotation data of
the sensor on the shoulder of the user. Since the designer
intends to produce a breeze/wind sound effect. Pink Noise
is used as the input signal for Wind Scene. In the first version, low pass filter with resonance is used. Though this is
enough to simulate wind sound, we still implement a second
version to involve more musical elements in the wind sound.
12 band pass resonators are used. The cutoff frequency of
each new filter is the product of the cutoff frequency of the
current filter. In this way the harmonic series would be obtained. The cutoff frequency is between 100 and 400 Hz,
and the multiple factors vary from 1.05 to 1.30. The variation is triggered by a 3-level acceleration state output (low,
mid and high) from sensing data processing part, and the
volume of each resonator is controlled by the continuous
acceleration output. Thus, the sound of a fast movement
coming after a slow movement would be different from a
pure fast movement. The position of the wind among 4
sound channels is controlled by Yaw data, so that users feel
more comfortable to detect the relations between his/her
movement and the sound position. The diagram of Wind
Scene is given in figure 5, in which fc stands for filter cutoff
frequency.

3.3

CONCLUSIONS

The WIS platform is an open platform designed for interactive artistic creation. We present a capture system with our
on-body sensors. Meanwhile, other wireless sensor systems
or motion capture systems can be easily embedded to WIS
platform. The display part can be tailored with artists’ creation to help express in their own artistic language. Air-ergy
is a good example built on WIS platform.
We are currently working on the WIS platform to include
more environmental sensors and actuators to enrich the expressions of this platform. For instance, a more accurate
in-door localization system is being developed on the WIS
platform to improve the audio-visual experiences.

6.
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Bubble Up Visual Setting

Bubble up visual setting run on audio (Max/MSP) and video
(vvvv [5]) computer. In vvvv, we define a basic particle
height with a LFO modulation to simulate a float state.
When a step is detected in the Max/MSP, a trigger would
be sent to vvvv through LAN using OSC. The vvvv would
add a fast up ramp to the height of the particles. If no
more steps were received, the height would fall slowly. If
more steps were received, the height would be added cumulatively. The height could also be sent back to Max/MSP
through LAN using OSC. This parameter is used to determine the volume of each partial in additive synthesis.
Each partial has the same frequency (pitch) corresponding
to each band pass resonators. So the additive synthesis has
the same harmonic series as Wind Scene, but with more
pure tone. We use X position to cross fade between Wind
Scene and additive. It means a cross fade of reality and
virtual world.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the Gesturally Extended Piano—an
augmented instrument controller that relies on information
drawn from performer motion tracking in order to control
real-time audiovisual processing and synthesis. Specifically,
the positions, heights, velocities, and relative distances and
angles of points on the hands and forearms are followed.
Technical details and installation of the tracking system are
covered, as well as strategies for interpreting and mapping
the resulting data in relation to synthesis parameters. Design factors surrounding mapping choices and the interrelation between mapped parameters are also considered.

Keywords
Augmented instruments, controllers, motion tracking, mapping

1.

INTRODUCTION

The practice of transforming sounds generated by acoustic instruments in real time has a long and rich history.
Whether accomplished via analog or digital technology, it
involves a live microphone signal fed into a network of sound
processing modules, with the transformed result emerging
on the other end. The nature of the transformation varies
based on the processing modules being used, but it also depends critically on each module’s control parameter values.
Thus, the process of manipulating these values is highly significant in terms of musical expression. Historically, methods for adjusting control parameters have involved hardware used widely in the recording studio: knobs, faders,
and switches.
More recently, developments in the field of human-computer
interaction (HCI) have broadened the palette of options,
especially with respect to approaches that exploit natural body movement. The techniques involved range from
the use of physical sensors—such as accelerometers and flex
sensors—to high-speed digital video capture and analysis.
In some situations, the latter approach is especially attractive, as the performer’s motions can be tracked with a minimum of physical encumbrances. An early and well known
example of motion tracking applied to real-time synthesis is
David Rokeby’s Very Nervous System [11], realized in the
late 20th century. Within the past few years, the technolPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

ogy required for similar work has become significantly more
accessible in terms of cost and complexity.
The benefit of accessible motion tracking systems to augmented instrument projects is substantial. In addition to
increasing the number of artists/technicians developing such
projects, it also aids in widespread use of any given system—
increasing the possibility that artists other than the original developer will make use of it. Open source software and
sophisticated (yet relatively inexpensive) sensor hardware
developed for the video game industry have been key components in bringing this situation about. Both reduce the
overall cost of realizing an augmented instrument and provide a level of standardization that facilitates duplication
within a global community of artists.
This paper describes the Gesturally Extended Piano (GEP),
an augmented instrument controller that tracks performer
movements in order to control real-time audiovisual processing and synthesis. It was realized using three pieces of
open source software: the Pure Data (Pd) [10] programming
environment, its associated Graphics Environment for Multimedia (GEM) [5] for video processing, and DILib [3]—a
Pd library for accessing and managing control data streams
in digital musical instrument design. All required hardware
has been chosen with an emphasis on widespread availability and relatively low cost.

2.

RELATED WORK

Research centered on augmentation of the acoustic piano
has been ongoing and has many foci. Several projects have
concentrated on developing the keyboard itself [7][8][4]. In
[1], an easily mounted sensor capable of drawing polyphonic
key and velocity information from any grand piano is introduced. Of course, data can also be sent to the piano. Mechanically driven pianos have existed for quite some time,
making possible shared human/machine control over the instrument. Another direction is the electromagnetic excitation of piano strings [2], which was controlled with great
precision via the piano keyboard in [6].
With respect to the valuable extensions to acoustic piano
control that these systems afford, large-scale arm motion
(e.g., position, angle, and velocity of the two arms above
the keyboard during play) is generally not exploited as a
source of control data. On the whole, these projects also
involve highly customized hardware that is relatively difficult to reproduce without direct guidance from the original
creators. The aim of the GEP is to provide an inexpensive and easily reproducible system for transforming piano
performance arm movements and relationships into control
streams for use in any media manipulation environment.

3.

MOTION TRACKING

Among the most elementary pieces of movement information in the case of a pianist are the positions and angles
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of the forearms in relation to the keyboard. This information can be obtained by following a minimum of two key
points on each arm, allowing motions that extend relatively
naturally from standard piano technique—such as flexing
of the wrists and angling of the forearms—to be used for
modulating given synthesis parameters. Among other possibilities, augmenting the piano via motion tracking allows
for intuitive control over sound characteristics that are usually inaccessible when playing the piano, such as continuous
changes in pitch and volume.
For instance, by playing a note and angling the forearm
to the left and right, pitch can be made to bend downwards
or upwards. Using this strategy, movement will sometimes
be restricted based on the need for contact with the piano keyboard. With the sustain pedal depressed, however,
completely free movements can be exploited to change the
loudness or timbre characteristics of existing piano resonance. Tracked arm movements can also be used to control
sample playback and any other type of synthesis, in addition
to real-time video processing and animation.

3.1

more pixels per second as the resolution and frame rate increase.

3.2

Hardware

Beyond a piano and computer, the GEP’s hardware requirements are: a high frame rate USB camera fitted with a
band pass filter, an IR light array, a camera mounting arm,
and spherical reflective markers. IR motion capture systems typically involve multiple cameras in order to capture
three-dimensional movement data with extreme accuracy.
The GEP system is drastically reduced in comparison because the tracking area is relatively small, and portability,
cost, and ease of use are top priorities. In spite its simplicity, the system provides very reliable tracking and a great
deal of musically useful control streams.
Figure 1 shows the camera and attached light array mounted
on the piano lid, and positioned directly over the keyboard
in order to provide a clear overhead view of the entire playing surface and the pianist’s arms. The lid of a grand piano
provides a convenient mounting point, but any piano can
be fitted with the GEP tracking system, and all required
hardware is small and portable.
The spherical reflective markers should be attached to
the pianist’s arms using a flexible silicone skin adhesive. In
order to preserve visibility of the markers at various arm
angles and rotations, they should be raised slightly above
the surface of the skin via ∼2cm acrylic screws attached
to small plastic pads (the actual points of contact with the
skin). With this method, tracking remains stable even at
extremes of the piano range, in spite of forearm rotations
that would otherwise obscure visibility. Two markers per
arm are used in the current system, with one placed on the
back of the hand near the knuckle of the index finger, and
a second placed 15cm lower on the forearm. It is critical
that the markers are spherical, as the two-dimensional size
of each marker will be consistent regardless of angle at any
given distance. This also allows the size of markers/blobs
to be reliably interpreted in relation to depth, providing
three-dimensional coordinates for each tracked point.

Infrared Blob Detection

Motion tracking via digital video analysis can be achieved
in a number of ways. A recent example of one strategy
is described in [9], where a wealth of information related
to fingers on a tracked hand is obtained based on a twodimensional contour. Under this approach, the tracking algorithm attempts to identify expected types of objects (i.e.,
fingers and hands) within a controlled scene having a pure
black background. With appropriate lighting, more light is
reflected by the hand than the black background, making
it possible to identify the hand’s contour via a difference
in contrast. A different strategy is needed when the background is more varied (e.g., a piano keyboard).
With certain limitations, the use of infrared (IR) light
drastically simplifies the problem of following specific objects within a complex scene. IR blob tracking has been
used as a reliable means of capturing motion information in
a variety of contexts. The basic method is to shine a particular wavelength of IR light on a scene, and place highly
reflective markers on key points of a moving body1 . Near
the light source, a camera fitted with a bandpass filter tuned
to the same IR wavelength observes the scene. Frames in
the digital video stream are then subjected to some basic
pre-processing before being fed to a blob tracking algorithm.
The most crucial pre-processing steps are conversion to
greyscale and a severe increase in image contrast that forces
pixels to extremes of either black or white. After these
steps, objects reflecting a relatively high amount of IR light
back to the camera will appear in the video stream as white
blobs, while less reflective objects are rendered completely
black. Since the camera’s band pass filter suppresses all
light except that at the desired wavelength, motion within
a diverse scene can be followed based on just a few key
points of interest.
A significant problem associated with this approach is
the assignment of stable identification indices to each of the
tracked blobs. Therefore, some type of history and analysis of the blob trajectories must be maintained in software.
Additionally, as with any video based solution, in order to
capture movement at a reasonably high level of detail, the
video stream must be at a resolution appropriate to the
size of the scene being tracked, with as high a frame rate
as possible. At odds with those requirements, the computer
responsible for analyzing video in real time must process

Figure 1: The Gesturally Extended Piano

3.3

Software

Because the GEP’s motion tracking patch was created using
DILib’s IR blob tracking module, calibration and operation
are straightforward. Controls are provided for selecting a
specific region of interest within the video frame and adjusting various parameters of the pre-processing and blob

1
Powered lights (active markers) may also be used, but passive markers avoid the need for wires and power sources to
be attached the performer.
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tracking components (contrast, minimum blob brightness,
size, etc.). Coordinates are automatically normalized based
on the region of interest dimensions, though depth must be
calibrated separately. Finally, the patch maintains a history
of recent point locations so that assigned indices for tracked
points remain stable from one frame to the next.
A practical resolution and frame rate for the video stream
must be chosen relative to computer hardware, but a minimum of 320 by 240 pixels and 75 frames per second is
recommended. Frame rate is especially crucial in achieving
a highly reactive system.
In terms of audio synthesis and signal processing, initial
uses of the GEP have been implemented in Pd, but any
desired synthesis environment capable of receiving control
streams via OSC can be used.

3.4

any reason, a pedal is provided for resetting indices relative
to a definable home position. The reset process is simple
and immediate.

4.

MAPPING

Figure 2 shows the IR camera’s view of the piano, with red,
green, blue, and yellow points drawn over top of the reflective markers, and connections drawn between some points.
This animation provides useful feedback for the performer,
and several interdependent control streams can be extracted
from the scene. In addition to the three-dimensional coordinates of all four points, DILib’s IR blob tracking module
reports the inter-frame delta values for each point, and the
distance, angle, and centroid associated with each pair of
points. Further high-level information can be drawn from
the raw data via various feature extraction techniques.
The design of relationships between control streams and
synthesis parameters is an involved process, and the GEP
does not impose particular mappings. It merely provides
an assortment of control streams. However, as described
below, the interdependence of these streams does give rise
to particular behaviors and relationships that can be considered idiomatic to the system.

Complications

As noted earlier, restricting the tracking process to a specific IR band reduces many complications; however, some
challenges remain. Depending on the piano being used, the
finish of the keys themselves may be highly reflective. In
this case, a bright reflection of the overhead IR light array
may appear on the keyboard surface and be interpreted as
one large blob by the blob tracking algorithm. This problem can be solved in two ways: angling the IR array so that
its direct reflection does not fall on the keyboard surface, or
applying common matte-finish adhesive tape to the surface
of the keys reflecting the light. Regarding the former solution, it is important to use an IR light array with a wide
beam angle (∼100 ◦ ) so that an adequate amount of off-axis
light still falls on the region of interest.
Care must also be taken that the stage lighting being
used does not emit IR light at the same wavelength used for
tracking. In situations where this cannot be avoided, stage
lighting must not be placed directly overhead, which would
cause additional reflection problems on the keyboard surface. With the right angle and intensity, a suitable lighting
design can be achieved in spite of an overlap in IR wavelength between the tracking and stage lighting.

4.1

Calibration

The mapping process begins with identification of a typical range for each of the GEP control streams being used.
In many cases, only a portion of a stream’s available range
will actually be exploited in performance. Once this range
is identified, it can be saved and mapped to a desired range
of its associated synthesis parameter with a linear or logarithmic curve as needed.

4.2

Mapping Presets

An important strength of digital musical instruments is that
their action-sound relationships can be freely designed and
even changed several times over the course of a performance.
For instance, the distance between arms (i.e., the length of
the line connecting the green and yellow points) may control pitch shifting and spatialization at one point, but delay
time, filtering, and granulation moments later. Composing
a set of effective and interesting mappings can be very time
consuming, but once established, mapping presets provide a
rich set of options useful in both composed and improvised
music.
As in [9], different mapping presets for the GEP controller
can be selected based on entry conditions of the hands. For
instance, the hands can enter from either the middle, far
left, or far right of the region of interest, which provides
three preset choices. The number of available choices can
be doubled by observing whether the right or left hand is
the first to enter each of these zones. This strategy avoids
the need for any additional pedals or switches, keeping the
amount of hardware to a minimum.

4.3

Parameter Independence

Though none of the control streams reported by the tracking
system are completely independent, some are much more
so than others. For instance, the distance between the
red/green and blue/yellow points (i.e., those on the same
arm) can be modulated by flexing the wrist upwards or
downwards without a drastic change in the distances, angles, and centroids of points between the two hands. The
angle of that same line is also relatively independent. When
angling the forearm to change this value, the upper point
near the knuckle stays in roughly the same position, and
the other arm can remain completely still.

Figure 2: Overhead view of the tracking system.
On the other hand, there is no obvious solution for dealing
with marker occlusion that occurs when the pianist’s hands
cross paths. Under these circumstances, the obscured blob’s
coordinates are not updated until the marker is once again
visible. Because this situation may also disrupt the process
of assigning stable blob indices, crossing of hands must be
performed with caution. If blob index assignment fails for
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6.

Likely by-products of the movements described above are
moderate changes in the lengths and angles of lines between
the two arms. As mapping presets typically involve parameter assignments for all available control streams, this
means that changes in even the most independent streams
can cause audible effects not related to the primary intention of a particular movement. Though it is possible to
try to avoid these side-effects by keeping the arms parallel, the multi-dimensional effects that accompany primary
movements introduce a useful level of complexity to the system that can be understood and exploited with practice.
On a generic level, information drawn from the network
of points has certain characteristics, and individual mapping designs impart another layer of peculiarities. As with
acoustic instruments, truly independent control of a given
sound parameter is often impossible—changes in pitch and
loudness are usually accompanied by subtle changes in timbre. This interdependence is arguably one aspect of musical
instruments that makes them compelling to learn and perform.

5.

CONCLUSION

The GEP is in the initial stages of its development, but has
already been used in concert performance. It is fast, reactive, and can be calibrated to exploit many types of natural
arm movements to suit the preferences of individual performers. Some of its most important features are: minimal
intrusion (it only requires the attachment of four lightweight
reflective markers to the arms), portability for ease of use
when traveling, and minimal cost (it uses open source software and widely available, inexpensive hardware).
Future development will focus on the addition of more reflective markers for the generation of further control streams.
Due to the single camera covering the entire range of the
keyboard, it is not feasible to track individual finger movements using the current hardware system. However, twists
or rotation (as opposed to angling) of the forearms could
be captured with only one additional marker on each arm.
Use of additional higher-level data extracted from the points
(such as the area of polygons formed between points, changes
in direction, and execution of pre-defined gestures) will also
be explored. Regarding hardware and software, improvements in ease of setup and operation will continue to be
prioritized. With its open source foundation, it is hoped
that the GEP controller will be used for diverse performance
projects centering on the sound and movements associated
with acoustic piano performance.

APPLICATION

A series of 10 mappings presets were designed for an initial performance application. Rather than the region-based
selection system described in Section 4.2, presets were selected using a single MIDI sustain pedal placed to the left
of the standard piano pedals. The pedal system allowed
mapping changes while the hands remained in the region
of interest, which was desired for this performance. Forward or backward navigation through the preset series was
achieved based on the duration of pedal depression, where
a short tap advanced to the next preset, and a long tap falls
back to the previous preset2 .
Space does not permit a detailed explanation of each mapping; however, one of the more intriguing options involves
phase-vocoded scrubbing of a short audio buffer filled incrementally with a mix of desired audio fragments. This mapping relies on the distance between points on each hand,
which can be lengthened or shortened by flexing the wrist
forward or back. By defining a threshold, this motion can be
used as a discrete trigger, initiating live audio capture into
the buffer with a left-handed trigger, and clearing of the
buffer with a right-handed trigger. The pianist can thus
trigger the left hand before playing into the buffer, which is
then scrubbed using the centroid of all four tracked points.
Moving the hands between the low and high extremes of the
keyboard, any particular moment of the sampled sound can
be sustained by virtue of the phase vocoder, with further
processing controlled via other aspects of arm orientation.
After building up such a texture incrementally, the buffer
clearing trigger of the right hand provides a means of bringing dense, sustained sound masses to a sudden and dramatic
halt.
With this and other mappings, active parameter streams
are used continuously for synthesis, and motions that would
be inconsequential during conventional piano performance
take on new significance. It is possible to implement a
means of freezing parameter values, or to define a null mapping preset in order to allow regular free movement. However, in practicing and performing with the system, one
quickly adapts to the behavior and consequences of each
mapping, and it is often preferable to control the resulting
sound completely through movement.
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The same pedal was used for resetting blob indices as described above, and was triggered by the shortest possible
tap.
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ABSTRACT

string vibrates by means of an electromagnetic field and the
pitch varies depending on the position of the performer over
a video camera.
This research is not aimed at creating an instrument capable of competing with the versatility, expressiveness and
other attributes of traditional acoustic instruments. The
goal is to propose an attractive, easy and intuitive way of
making music with an acoustic stringed instrument.

The Electric Slide Organistrum (Figure 1) is an acoustic
stringed instrument played through a video capture system.
The vibration of the instrument string is generated electromagnetically and the pitch variation is achieved by movements carried out by the player in front of a video camera.
This instrument results from integrating an ancient technique for the production of sounds as it is the vibration of
a string on a soundbox and actual human-computer interaction technology such as motion detection.

2.

BACKGROUND

There are mechanical stringed instruments such as the Organistrum (Figure 2), considered predecessor of the Zanfona and the Hurdy-Gurdy, which produce sound when the
player spins a rosined wheel (usually made of pear wood)
that rubs the strings continuously. The rosined wheel plays
a similar role to that of the bow used among the instruments
in the orchestral string family.
One of the interesting aspects of the rosined wheel is that
it enables a constant sound to be produced for as long as
the player desires since, unlike what happens with bows,
here the element used to rub the strings has no end. Even
though it is true that there are bowing techniques that allow
an expert performer to minimise the noise gap produced by
changes of direction of the bow, the rosined wheel performs
better for this purpose.

Figure 1: Electric Slide Organistrum.

Keywords
Gestural Interface, eBow, Pickup, Bowed string, Electromagnetic actuation

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper features an instrument which combines the rich
sounds of acoustic instruments with the easy usage and entertainment provided by the current motion detection interfaces. The performance of this instrument requires no physical contact between the player and the instrument since the

Figure 2: Organistrum.

2.1

Violano Virtuoso

When compared to the traditional bow, the rosined wheel
shows many mechanical advantages regarding the automation of the string friction of an instrument. While the movement of a traditional bow requires at least incorporating
a mechanism that changes the movement direction when
reaching the ends (tip and frog), the wheel can be attached
to a motor that spins only in one direction to produce sound.
The Violano Virtuoso (Figure 3) patented in United States
in 1905 by Henry Sandell [9], is an instrument used to auto-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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matically play the violin utilising rosined wheels to bow the
strings, and small mechanical ”fingers” activated by electromagnets to stop the strings. The melodies of this instrument were engraved in punched paper rolls made by the
same manufacturer of the instrument (Mills Novelty Company).
The Violano Virtuoso solved all mechanical and constructive challenges presented by the creation of an automatic
string instrument, reason why it was inevitable to consider
it the ideal candidate to incorporate a gesture interface. Unfortunately, nowadays these instruments are very rare which
makes it very hard to access and even harder to intervene
one.

extension of the piano.
Shear and Wright [10] suggested an augmentation of the
Rhodes Piano based on electromagnetic actuation. Among
the parameters that this system enables to control are slow
attacks and infinite sustain.
One of the robots built by Sergi Jordà for the performance
“Afasia” [6] called The Violin Robot includes an Ebow to
cause the vibration of a string and a glissando finger controlled by a stepper motor which can slide up and down
along the string. This instrument is played using an exoskeleton equipped with multiple sensors.

2.3

Figure 3: Mills Violano Virtuoso Standard Model

3.

Considering this, it was decided to orientate this research
towards the search of an alternative method to provoke the
vibration of the strings and vary the sound pitch automatically, preserving the sound effect of bowed instruments.

2.2

Comparison with Previous Work

The Electric Slide Organistrum uses the same feedback loop
principle as Ebow to initiate and maintain the string vibration. The main difference from the piano based works
mentioned before is that no external signals are used here
to provoke the vibration. In this instrument the signal of
the driver coil is the amplified output of a magnetic pickup.
Unlike The Violin Robot, this instrument does not use electrical amplification for the sound but uses a wooden soundbox instead. In terms of interaction this instrument uses
motion detection based on the processing of images taken
with a video camera. Finally, another aspect that characterizes this instrument is that it was built with hardware
from unused devices such as printers, scanners and relays.

ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR

As mentioned earlier the vibration of the instrument’s string
is achieved through an electromagnetic actuation system.
This system is based on a positive feedback audio amplifier
circuit (Figure 4(b)). All the elements in the circuit are
standard except from the driver and pickup coils (Figure
4(a)). The movement of the string in presence of a magnetic field induces electrical current the input coil which is
amplified by the audio amplifier and fed to the driver coil.
This produces a varying magnetic field on the driving coil
that drives the string at its resonant frequency, and sustains
the vibration. Because of the positive feedback, this system
is able to induce the vibration from rest.
While looking for adequate coils, experiments were made
with various windings taken from unused electronic devices
such as head-phones, telephone receivers, microphones and
transformers taken from compact fluorescent lamps, however, none of these coils performed effectively. Finally, a
test was done with coils of 12 V relays usually used in cars.
In order to adapt the impedance of these coils to the amplifier, the amount of wire turns was reduced until reaching
an impedance of 50 Ohms in the pickup coil and 8 Ohms in
the driver coil. When the desired impedance was reached, a
permanent magnet taken from the stator of a DC motor was
incorporated to the base of each of the coils to provide the
magnetic field required for the electromagnetic induction.
When bringing both coils closer to the strings of an acoustic guitar, the system was capable of inducing the vibration.
This test also showed that the gap between the coils has a
big impact on the production of sound. A gap of less than
5 cm quickly produces a high-piched sound comparable to
that of the audio feedback when a microphone points to a
loudspeaker. As the gap increases between the driver and
the pickup coils, the sound becomes low-pitched and the
”bowed string” effect begins to be noticed. Moreover, as the
gap between the coils increases, the system takes longer to
cause the vibration of the string. The distance determined
to preserve the bow sound without compromising the string
excitation period was 8 cm.

Previous Work

The string excitation by means of electromagnetic fields has
been used to generate sounds for at least 40 years. The most
influencing antecedents of this work are mentioned below1 .
The EBow[5] (Electronic Bow or Energy Bow) is an electronic device that is used for playing the electric guitar.
This device can cause the vibration of the strings without
the need for the player to touch them. The vibration is induced electromagnetically and results in an infinite sustain.
By the end of the 70’s, Nicolas Collins began to experiment with electric guitars connected to an amplifier’s output and managed to electromagnetically induce the strings
to slightly vibrate in response to audio signals. Collins
named this connection scheme ”Backwards Electric Guitar”
and subsequently built other devices based on the same
work guidelines. In his article[4] Collins describes one of
these devices called ”Level Guitar” for which he assembled
the driver coils over rails enabling the performer to move
them through the strings to shift the overtone balance.
In their work named Electromagnetically-Prepared Piano
Berdahl, Bloland and Smith[3] study in depth the excitation
of certain strings of an acoustic piano using electromagnets
driven by software generated signals.
Subsequently McPherson and Kim [8] introduced an electromagnetic actuation system that embraces the whole range
of pianos at a reasonable cost and they also included a
feedback-based control strategy that aims at merging the
traditional technique for the creation of sound (hammer actuated) and the electronic control, resulting in a natural
1
Only one subgroup of string instruments which use electromagnetic fields to provoke the string vibration will be
mentioned. This paper does not aim at a detailed review of
robotic string instruments created over the years; however
this is available in Ajay Kapur’s paper[7]
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(a)

Figure 5: Top view of the instrument
take advantage of its morphological and mechanical characteristics. Figure 5 shows a top view of the instrument. In
order to make the user experience as intuitive as possible,
the chassis was placed in such a way that the movement
of the metal slide headed in the same direction than the
player’s hand in front of the video camera. The aim was
that the player perceived that the metal slide was following
the movement of his/her hand2 .

(b)
Figure 4: 4(a) Driver and pickup coils mounted
on the instrument. 4(b) Electromagnetic system’s
schematic

4. DESIGN OF THE INSTRUMENT
4.1 Pitch variation mechanism

4.3

Sliding a metal pipe along a vibrating string (slide guitar or
bottleneck guitar technique) enables to vary the pitch without stopping the vibration. Taking into consideration that
the electromagnetic actuation system needs approximately
one second to induce audible vibrations, it is desirable to
change the pitch without stopping the string. As an additional advantage, it is easier to implement a mechanism to
slide a metallic cylinder along a string, varying the contact
point, than a system capable of stopping a string against
a fingerboard in different spots (e.g. the one used in the
Violano Virtuoso).
The print head positioning mechanism of an inkjet printer
was adapted so that, instead of moving an ink cartridge
across a sheet of paper it moves a metal slide back and forth
along a guitar string. In order to accomplish this, the metal
slide was assembled on a wooden piece and this attached to
the stepper motor using the carriage belt. In this way the
movement of the stepper motor of the print head positioning
system determines the position of the contact point of the
metal slide and the string, hence varying the sound pitch.
A driver circuit based on an H-Bridge L293D was built to
control the stepper motor and an Arduino [1] board was
used to command the movement from a computer through
an USB port.

4.2

Soundbox

A wooden cigar box was used to couple the vibration of
the strings to the surrounding air. The bridge transfers the
motion of the string to the top plate of the box, causing it
to vibrate at the same frequency. To achieve a reasonable
sound amplitude the side of the box built of thinner wood
was chosen as the top plate. Two sound holes were cut
longitudinally so the top plate can vibrate more easily and
to allow the exit of air displaced as a result of this movement. Figure 6 shows the sound box, the sound holes and
the bridge.

Figure 6: Sound box, sound holes and bridge

Body of the instrument

5. INTERACTION
5.1 Expected user behavior

The design of the body of the instrument was determined
by two significant factors:

The user interface of the system was designed pursuing discoverability. This means that through this interface a person should be able to interact with the instrument without
receiving instructions. It is therefore important that the
user can establish a natural connection between the gesture
that is made and the system response.
Certain assumptions about how people would react when
faced with the instrument were made:

• Interaction with the instrument
• Shape of the inkjet printer chassis
Due to the selected interaction model, designing the body
of the instrument to be hand held was not an option. Rather,
its physical design/morphology should allow the player to
move his/her hands in front of the video camera. For this
reason, it was decided to design a table top structure
The inkjet printer chassis (designed to be placed on a
desk) was used as the core element of the instrument to

2

A
demonstration
video
http://vimeo.com/23871661
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can

be

found

at:

Visual exploration: Since this is an unfamiliar object it
was anticipated that the first phase of the interaction would
consist on a visual evaluation.
Hand gestures: Supposing the exploration phase provides sufficient visual information and arouses interest, the
assumption is that the user would proceed to interact with
the instrument using his/her hands.
Figure 7 shows the expected behavior at the moment the
user faces the instrument.

5.2

an object on scene or not. To avoid false positive detections, only blobs whose area exceeds a predefined threshold
are tracked.

6.

Camera position

Placing the video camera and the instrument at the same
level and capturing the player from a very low angle reduces
the number of objects present in the scene and enables to
have no undesired moving objects in it. This fact certainly
simplifies the image processing and, furthermore, allows the
system to shut down when no moving objects are captured,
meaning no user is intending to interact with the instrument.
Because of the way in which the parts of this instrument were laid out, the user was expected to move forward
his/her head to explore it visually from above. When that
happens, the head enters in the visual domain of the camera. Consequently, the instrument starts producing sound
and the metal slide moves. This response from the system
intends to make the user understand in few seconds that
when an object enters the visual field of the camera, sound
is produced, the metal slide follows the object’s position
and sound changes its pitch. Then the user can choose to
continue interacting by moving his/her head or proceed to
try another gesture (e.g. using his/her arms).

7.

(b)
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Figure 7: Expected user behavior: 7(a) The user
is standing in front of the instrument. 7(b) Comes
closer to observe in detail and as a consequence enters the camera field of view. The instrument starts
producing sound and the metal slide moves. 7(c)
The user starts to interact using his/her arms.
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8.

(a)

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a method to establish a nexus between
the production of sounds through acoustic means and interfaces based on motion detection technology. An electromagnetic actuation system capable of initiating the vibration of the instrument string producing a bowed-string
effect was built. The instrument was tested by users during two exhibitions3 4 where it was observed that the interaction is intuitive and the experience results attractive.
Based on feedback from users and specialized reviewers, future actions include the addition of more strings so as to
cover a wider range of tones and reach a greater intensity of
sound. Regarding the user interface, future work includes
extending the image processing software to be able to recognize gestures. Those gestures will enable the user to trigger
predetermined sound effects like vibrato and tremolo. The
electromagnetic actuation system can also be significantly
improved since an important range of sound effects can be
produced processing the electrical signal that is fed to the
driver coil.

Blob tracking

Images from the video camera (Logitech HD Webcam C910)
are processed by a blob tracking application developed in
C++ using OpenFrameworks [2] that allows obtaining the
moving object’s position within the scene. Every time an
object is detected on the scene the application determines
the x coordinate of the center of the object’s outer rectangle. That value is mapped in the range of values where
the stepper motor can move preventing the metal slide from
reaching the end of the chassis, and is subsequently transmitted to the Arduino board through an USB port.
To ensure that the instrument produces sound only when
someone is using it, the application that processes the images sends a special character before each update of the detected objects x coordinate. This character defines the state
of a relay that connects or disconnects the power of the electromagnetic action circuit depending on whether it detects

3

Matilde Perez Contest: Arts and Digital Technologies
(Santiago de Chile: Telefonica Foundation Art Gallery,
2011)
4
Tenth Biennial of Video and Medial Arts (Santiago de
Chile: Contemporary Art Museum Parque Forestal, 2012)
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ABSTRACT

Production, Composition and Music Technology, Composition
and Sound Design for Adaptive Systems, Music Production and
Performance, Music Technology and Performance, Sound
Design.
Each year about 90 students choose a study direction in the
department of Music Technology (we have about 300 students
applying each year).
92 % of our students develop a healthy career after graduation.
Which means that they are either working in the field of Music
Technology or in a field closely related to the specialisation in
their studies. 10 - 20 % of our students end up in the arts as a
performer. This is either as a musician/composer, in installation
art or as member of an interdisciplinary team. The studies does
not educate explicitly for academia although an occasional
student or alumni does publish or gets a performance at the
NIME or ICMC conference. (The Arts are not part of the
university education in the Netherlands but of another type of
education called HBO. HBO research is not funded by the
government)
Music technology as a field of studies is in constant and rapid
development and because of that the characteristics of ‘the
professional’ in the field are changing very rapidly too. For this
reason we have built in mechanisms to enforce regular updates
of the program and to develop the knowledge and skills of the
teaching staff.

This position paper likes to stress the role and importance of
performance based education in NIME like subjects. It
describes the ‘klankontwerp’ learning line at the ‘school of the
arts Utrecht’ in its department Music Technology.
Our educational system also reflects the way that we could treat
performance in the NIME community as a whole. The
importance of performing with our instruments other then in the
form of a mere demonstration should get more emphasis.

Keywords
NIME, education, position paper, live electronics, performance

1. INTRODUCTION
During the education workshop at the NIME conference in
OSLO 2011 it became apparent that the educational system of
the school of the arts Utrecht is quite unique when compared to
other schools teaching NIME like subjects. We have seen the
same when presenting our total course program at the ICMC in
the past [1].
While design plays an important role at our institution it is
always treated ‘in context’. The learning philosophy is also
‘learning by doing’. Doing in this context means making and
performing with performing being an integral part of the design
process.
Another important aspect of our education is a short design
cycle (if possible). Short design cycles are used as an incentive
to let our students ‘hunger’ for more knowledge.
The learning line we describe in this paper is not a loose set of
separate subjects but is carefully designed as a series of
subjects, working groups and projects that teaches the student
to become a skilled professional that knows his or her way in
an artistic environment connected to any form of stage art and
beyond.

Divided over the ten study directions we see about 10 to 20
students each year choosing the line ‘klankontwerp’ which
consist mainly of NIME related subjects. Mostly they are from
the directions of Audio Design, Composition and Music
Technology and Music Technology and Performance.

2.1 About the school’s philosophy
In our vision the most important topic to teach to a student is
how to keep up with the constant developments of the field and
how to develop as a professional after graduation. To establish
this attitude and to develop the skills to do so the teaching staff
developed some formats for parts of the program:

2. About the school
The department Music Technology is part of the faculty arts,
media and science that occupies a single building in Hilversum
away from the main concentration of the school of the arts
Utrecht in Utrecht itself. The school is a publicly funded and an
acknowledged ‘HBO’ institution.
Apart from music technology other departments present in
Hilversum are Games and interaction (4 study directions) and
Media art (two study directions).
The Department music technology consists of 10 different
study directions: Audio Design, Composition Electronic
Music, Composition for the Media, Composition and Music

•
•
•
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Workshops in which a student learns from exercises
accompanying the lectures.
Learning-projects in which the focus is on some aspects of
Music technology.
Hands-on sessions and practical assistance by older
students.

3.1 First year

Study-groups in which students work together on
theoretical and research issues, discuss each other’s work
in progress and reflect on their own work in progress.
• Industrial placement in companies or research Institutions.
• Real world projects with (paid) assignments from outside
the School; some of these are interdisciplinary projects
with a strong emphasis on the production processes that
are typical for the multidisciplinary setting of the specific
project.
We educate the student to professional independence with selfreflection as an important tool to keep up with new
developments, to gain new insights and develop new concepts.
•

3.1.1 Core NIME activities (total about 10 ECTS)
3.1.1.1 Cluster days (2) for all students music
technology:
During cluster days we work as a team of teachers to instruct
students on a task for a day.
During the first cluster day they get a lot of examples (musical)
systems. At the end the students have to present their design
(drawing, acting out) for an interactive musical instrument,
installation or system that is century proof for the 21st century.
During the second cluster day they are supposed to make an
intriguing system with an input and an output (preferably
sound) that is in some way intriguing. They have to
demonstrate or perform the final result at the end of the day.

2.2 Evaluation
Almost every subject at our school is evaluated through
practical assignments. There are a few reasons for that.
•

•

•

3.1.1.2 DIEM (about halve of all music technology
students):

We are interested in whether they can apply their
knowledge and less in whether they know it
theoretically.
We have seen that our students in general benefit the
most from this approach. The students are selected on
their artistic abilities and a lot of our students are not
pre trained on an academic career. Most of our
students come from the second level of high school
education and some come from the highest level.
Most of our students are not going to have some kind
of academic career. We try to be as close as possible
to their future line of work.

DIEM stands for ‘digital emotion’ although it is more about
‘digital expression’. During two periods of two weeks at the
end of semester one and five weeks at the end of semester two
the students work on a live electronics performance and an
installation respectively.
The live electronics performance (DIEM1) has the core
assignment that everything is allowed except for rhythm,
melody and harmony thus emphasizing a sound
comprovisation.
The installation that the students have to build at the end of
year one (DIEM2) has the same kind of assignment as the
second cluster day. This follows the idea of a short versus a
longer design cycle.
During the DIEM assignments students work halve time on this
subject. Each week they have about two hours of support on
their project. The emphasis in both assignments is getting
things done. We do not stress the importance of a good
(artistic) concept during rehearsals yet although almost every
team will use some kind of metaphor to design and describe
their performance.

Although an academic discourse is not at the forefront of our
education a reflective attitude towards the students own
(artistic) achievements and motivation as well as a realistic
view on the future work field is very important. Apart from the
normal examinations per subject a portfolio presentation at the
end of the second and third year is part of the evaluation. Apart
from the quality of the work it is very important that the student
can put his work into perspective and the student is mainly
judged on his or her ability to reflect verbally and in writing.

3. Relevant subjects in our education

3.1.2 Supporting subjects

In this chapter we explain the various subjects that contribute to
the education of our students and in particular those that are
NIME related or those that are supportive to NIME related
courses.
The authors thought it wise to put in all project descriptions
here because these project descriptions are the core of what we
teach. The project descriptions force the students in a certain
direction and also mark our choices in what experiences the
students should get.
This list is quite extensive but it makes clear in what way we
guide our students technically but especially artistically through
our educative system.
We describe some of the other subjects we teach at our school
explicitly but of course there are a lot of subjects not mentioned
that are also relevant in a musical way or in terms of
production.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies
are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

The first year is full with subjects that are obligatory for all
students. These subjects vary from musical theory to studio
technology to composition skills. For a small number of
students we also teach performance.

3.1.2.1 System Design
During the year they have several assignments in software and
hardware subjects. Software at our school means education in
MAX/MSP and Java for all the students. The hardware courses
are divided in two periods of about 6 weeks (practical lessons
and theory). We have named them DC and AC in which the
students learn basic electronic skills. They also learn to work
with the Arduino.

3.1.3 Future improvements
Performance has always been a side subject in our school. The
‘Klankontwerp’ courses are the only courses that teach
performance on a fundamental basis. A small group of students
attends our school as performance students. This means that
they get extra performance lessons mainly in the first year.
They mostly play a traditional instrument but we have the
occasional student playing controllers or turntables.
Performance is going to be thought to all students starting
coming school year. Following the ‘klankontwerp’ setting we
are investigating how to treat performance in different design
settings and as a design tool in contrast to just performance for
performance.
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3.2 Second year

In the third theory block several random processes and
algorithms to control electronic sound are taught.
Working group of KO block I:
This is spent working in the analogue studio on very precisely
described assignments. Some students spent considerable time
in the analogue studio after they followed this working group.
By using this analogue techniques students get a more
fundamental view on (the history of) sound manipulation
techniques.
Working group of KO block II:
This is mainly a follow-up of the first block, working with
analogue synthesis. As an addition physical modeling synthesis
is introduced.
Working group of KO block III:
It is not easy to deal with the abstractness of algorithms in a
musical context. An ancient musical tradition that is very
familiar with algorithms in a performance context is South
Indian Karnatic music. The basic rhythmic foundation of this
music is thought in a working group in which the students have
to sing exercises in the rhythmic solkattu technique.

In the second year our whole education becomes more project
oriented. During block periods students have halve of their time
to work on a project and get relevant lessons. In the second year
the ‘Klankontwerp’ blocks are introduced. ‘Klankontwerp’ is
the Dutch word for ‘Sound design’ but has a different meaning
at our school. In the ‘Klankontwerp’ (KO) blocks students learn
to design software, hardware but above all concepts for sound
and sound manipulation in a performance, an installation or
another multidisciplinary artistic live setting.

3.2.1 Core NIME activities
3.2.1.1 ‘KO’ Blok I (eight weeks, 20 - 25 students)
6 ECTS:
This block is comparable to the live electronics of DIEM1 in
the first year. The main difference is that the translation of a
concept into music has become much more important.
Performance aspects are coached weekly. Groups of about 4
students rehears in their own studio during feedback days. The
coaches do a round and give feedback pointers while the
students rehears.
An important aspect of this block (and any block here after) is
to perform before a public. Three concerts are scheduled at
respectively the canteen of our school, STEIM and an
Amsterdam venue for experimental music (Zaal 100). Mostly
the students will also perform a fourth time at the proeflokaal in
Utrecht. The purpose of all these performances is to let them
experience how their performance works before an audience
and of course also to get them used being in front of an
audience. Performing in the outside world is a strong
motivational tool as well also for delivering quality.

3.2.2.1 System Design
In system design halve of the student population continues their
courses in MAX/MSP. Some students (about five to ten) follow
lessons in C++.
There is a hardware course of about six weeks in which
students learn to work with more advanced applications on the
arduino and other hardware like the XBEE. They are also
introduced to some digital techniques.
Some students choose to do a hardware project in Proj 4. An
individual learning traject at the end of year 2 of about four
weeks.

3.2.1.2 ‘KO’ Blok II (eight weeks, 15 – 20
students): 6 ECTS

3.2.3 Future improvements
Depending on the availability of a well-equipped hardware lab
we would like to expand our hardware lessons in the second
year in cooperation with STEIM.

The core assignment for this block is to build a multi speaker
installation. By now it is clear to the students that each
assignment can be interpreted artistically. The resulting
installations can vary from core octaphonic tape compositions,
live performance in which the octaphonic placement is an
integral part of the performance to installations with multiple
sound objects in a space.
If it is practically possible (transport) the results are presented
again at several venues outside the school.

3.3 Third year
3.3.1 Core NIME activities
3.3.1.1 ‘KO’ Blok IV (eight weeks, 15 – 20
students): 6 ECTS
Block IV is our core NIME block. Students have to build an
instrument or an interactive installation and they have to either
perform with it or in the case of an installation they have to set
it up in a public environment.
We use the same venues as we use in ‘Block 1’ for the
performances and the installations.

3.2.1.3 ‘KO’ Blok III (eight weeks, 15 – 20
students): 6 ECTS
The theme for this block is algorithms. Students are free to
choose a form for their output. It can be a live performance
with students from the conservatory but it may also be an
installation, something multi disciplinary or any self invented
form. Where the first two blocks are more about improvisation
or a more loose form of composition this becomes more fixed
in this block.
The final results are presented at two outside venues (if
possible).

3.3.2 Supporting subjects
Theory part block IV
Students also have to write a funding proposition in the theory
part of Blok IV. Some of them are actually using it to get some
real funding for others it is just a good exercise. Apart from the
organized venues that they have to perform at they also have to
organize at least one other venue to perform their performance
or present their installation.

3.2.2 Supporting subjects
Theory part of KO block I:
In the theory classes the main subject is history of live
electronics and developing your own live electronic tools.
Setup as well as DSP effects are the main topics.
Theory part of KO block II:
The main topics are spatialisation techniques using
loudspeakers, ranging from mono via stereo and quadro to
wave field synthesis.
Theory part of KO block III:

3.3.2.1 Internship (5 – 10 students)
Although not all students choose a ‘klankontwerp’ related
internship some students do. Some students work together with
‘normal’ musicians at the conservatory of Amsterdam, other
students work with professional users of live electronics and
gear some of whom are our own former students. There is also
an internship position at STEIM.
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3.4 Fourth year (Bachelor /Master)

We have recently decided to do joined presentations with the
ArtScience interfaculty in The Hague.
Although these contacts are by no means forced; working
together is increasingly important in a cultural climate that is
rapidly changing in the Netherlands and not in favor of the
artistic research that our field naturally contains.

3.4.1 Core NIME activities
The first semester: (30 ECTS)
During this semester the students work on mostly
multidisciplinary group projects in which they work together
with other students from different disciplines (like Interaction
Design and Animation) from our school. KO may be part of
this projects but it does not necessarily have to be like this.
For the last few years we worked together with the TU
Eindhoven in the ‘ORFF instruments for the 21st century’
project. The aim of this project is to design new instruments
and interactions for the lower levels of middle and high school.
The students work together with an emphasis on the physical
design and user focus parts for the Eindhoven students and an
emphasis on the design of the sound and mapping for our
students.
The second semester: (30 ECTS)
In the second semester the students propose their individual
project. Four to ten students propose a project in the field of
'klankontwerp', such as designing a sound installation, making a
music theatre performance with live electronics or developing
new instruments with sensors.

6. Future changes
Our educational model is subject to continuous evaluation.
Since we educate people for a career in a rapidly changing field
we try to anticipate on these changes. A traditional curriculum
with certain subjects that stay the same year after year will
probably create students that are good in these subjects but are
not per se suited for the market and/or an artistic environment.
Instead of trying to incorporate knew hot topics in this or that
particular course those subjects are now going to be clustered
around a group of teachers that get responsibility for a day in
the weeks curriculum. Experimentation with this kind of
education has already been done for a few years to teach
musical basic knowledge and has been proven successful.

7. Wish list
Although we are quite satisfied with the contents of and
connection between our different courses we are still looking to
improve the conditions in which we teach.
Traditionally our school has been quite quick in providing a
good infra structure for education in software subjects. We
have two classrooms equipped with about 30 iMacs installed
with audio and programming software.
A decent workshop to work with different kind of materials and
with a few proper soldering stations has just very recently been
installed and we are currently in the process to obtain a proper
hardware lab to work with electronics. Thus far we had to teach
our students hardware in ad hoc workshops. The way higher
education is funded in the Netherlands it is not easy to obtain
these facilities for an art school within the normal budget.

4. Overall validation
4.1 Student validation (former students)
We interviewed several former students that are currently
working in the field of KO and asked for their opinion on the
education we provide. This has in no means been an academic
survey. The course has changed over time and above all the
students all follow an individual tract, which means that they
don’t necessarily follow all the KO blocks. The number of
students that does follow the complete course is too small to
perform reliable statistics on.
Some of the improvements they suggested were already
implemented. They asked to be even more ready for the outside
world. The funding course recently implemented in Block IV
(third year) was on the wish list of some of our former students
for example.

8. Conclusions
We hope we have given you an insight in how we made a
logical educational program within our school that stretches
from the first year to the fourth year of our education in which
students are educated in a very practical way on the subject of
KO. Although it should be clear by now that KO is not exactly
the same as NIME education it comes very close.
Judging on interviews of our previous students we may
conclude that the education is supportive for anyone who
wishes to develop him or her self to become an expert in a
NIME related field.
The emphasis in our education lies in learning by doing and in
our NIME related courses doing also means performing public
concerts or building installations in public spaces.
Students do not only learn to master the technical skills
necessary but they also learn to take on a professional attitude
and professional skills. To accomplish this they are
continuously confronted with a professional environment in
which they have to operate dealing with professional venues
and public spaces.

4.2 Staff validation
Every year we discuss and evaluate the content of the blocks
and the lessons. Based upon the results and the current state of
the 'work field' we upgrade, improve or change the lessons. In
some cases we skip a complete subject and introduce a
complete new subject like a network installation or network
performance depending on developments in the field while still
retaining the basic structure of our education.

5. Contacts within the field
Recently we have started to work together with other
institutions in the Netherlands that have the same kind of
interests towards electronic music as we have.
Our cooperation with STEIM now consists of various
performances and introductions of courses at STEIM including
feedback given by STEIM experts, joined workshops given at
STEIM from outside experts, the occasional internship and a
detachment of STEIM personnel for our hardware related
courses.
We work together with the Technical University Eindhoven
faculty Industrial Design in projects to design new musical
instruments (see 3.4.1)
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(e.g. story telling). While powerful visual environments, such
tools provide limited audio support, and consequently limited
applicability in music-centric scenarios. There is a need for a
tool with similar level of age-appropriate creativity potential
within the music domain.

ABSTRACT
In the following paper we propose a new tiered granularity
approach to developing modules or abstractions in the PdL2Ork visual multimedia programming environment with the
specific goal of devising creative environments that scale their
educational scope and difficulty to encompass several stages
within the context of primary and secondary (K-12) education.
As part of a preliminary study, the team designed modules
targeting 4th and 5th grade students, the primary focus being
exploration of creativity and collaborative learning. The
resulting environment infrastructure - coupled with the Boys &
Girls Club of Southwest Virginia Satellite Linux Laptop
Orchestra - offers opportunities for students to design and build
original instruments, master them through a series of rehearsals,
and ultimately utilize them as part of an ensemble in a
performance of a predetermined piece whose parameters are
coordinated by instructor through an embedded networked
module. The ensuing model will serve for the assessment and
development of a stronger connection with content-area
standards and the development of creative thinking and
collaboration skills.

1.1 Granularity
The scalable approach to complexity of computer programming
has made real-time graphical programming environments for
audio, video, and graphical processing - such as Max [11] and
Pure-Data (Pd) [8] - favorites among college-level educators,
multimedia artists, and researchers. One of the key advantages
of such programming environments is their rapid prototyping
potential made possible through varied granularity (externals or
objects of variable complexity), interoperability, and
reusability. Max ad Pd are essentially tools built around a
“good” learning object - or rather, an element “of computerbased instruction grounded in the object-oriented paradigm of
computer science.” [7] Even though both tools are developed
using C programming language, their design promotes the
understanding of self-contained and self-sufficient units typical
of object-oriented programming environments and as such
within the context of this paper we view them as objectoriented software development environments. In addition, we
treat their individual objects (a.k.a. externals) as synonymous to
learning objects because they can be regarded in the traditional
sense of the definition as both members of a larger instructional
repository of information and as an applied learning tool for
students. Both Max and Pd are therefore built around the
learning object model and, as such, have tremendous potential
as educational tools. It is therefore curious that neither tool has
seen significant uptake in the primary and secondary (K-12)
curriculum. For the purpose of further discussion, based on
granularity, we define two kinds of learning objects, those with
fine-grained or higher-tier (basic operation, low impact, e.g. an
arithmetic operator) and coarse-grained or lower tier of
granularity (complex operation, high impact, e.g. munger1~
a.k.a. disis_munger~ [3]). One possible explanation is that the
granularity level among objects is too varied, requiring a larger
amount of prerequisite knowledge as well as a steeper learning
curve, both of which limit their potential usefulness in K-12
scenarios. It appears, however, that this problem can be
circumvented by providing a consistent set of coarser-grained
abstractions that better cater to the needs of the target
population. If we apply the onion peel metaphor to the Max/Pd
abstraction, one could envision a complex coarse-grained
abstraction built on increasingly finer-grained abstractions until
eventually the system arrives at the finest-grained basic
learning objects (or as fine as the system permits/supports).
Such an approach would not only offer for a much better
instructional tools appropriate for K-12 education but would

Keywords
Granular, Learning Objects, K-12, Education, L2Ork, PdL2Ork

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of new technologies, the primary
and secondary education (K-12) models are increasingly
struggling to adapt to the ever-changing skill sets students will
require as they prepare to engage in the world around them.
Recently, a survey conducted by IBM, revealed common belief
that “more than rigor, management discipline, integrity or even
vision -- successfully navigating an increasing complex world
will require creativity.” [10] It appears the students’ success
will increasingly depend on their ability to continually adapt to
and creatively engage with the newfound technologies. Projects
like Scratch [9] and Alice [6] seek to address this challenge by
exposing children to computer programming through ageappropriate user-friendly tools coupled with engaging contexts
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’11, May 21-23, 2011, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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limited set of core objects gave the team an opportunity to
engage students at the outset while the remaining objects were
added as the project developed. All object outlets and inlets
were marked to allow for users to better understand how
objects could be connected to provide meaningful results. To
minimize potential level of confusion, students’ computers
were provided with a simplified version of Pd-L2Ork; the
library of objects supplanted the standard set of objects.
Likewise, the remaining application menus were stripped of
unnecessary features that could potentially confuse its users.
Each computer instrument was classified by the student as
pitched or non-pitched. This information was embedded in the
networked module that will be utilized at a later stage to
coordinate performing forces from the instructor’s computer.
Based on reported instrument properties, pitched instruments
will therefore receive only pitched event information, while
non-pitched instruments only non-pitched information. In the
absence of the networked module, the primary expectations of
the ensuing coarse-grained techosystem were engagement of the
target student population, promotion of creativity through the
design of live interactive hyperinstruments, as well as system’s
overall ease of use. Such data was collected by capturing
student’s desktop activity in conjunction with students’ verbal
descriptions of their instruments and their understanding of
how the said instruments functioned. We are currently in the
process of compiling and analyzing the collected data.

also provide instructors with more adaptive instructional
materials to match the evolving educational models and skill
level of the target student population.

2. IMPLEMENTATION
This study builds on the foundations of the Boys & Girls Club
of Southwestern Virginia Satellite Linux Laptop Orchestra
project, that engaged 4th and 5th grade students as performers as
part of an afterschool program. Using the real-time graphical
programming environment paradigm, the research team set out
to design a collection of coarse-grained learning objects that
would enable the target student population to expand their
engagement to building their own original instruments. Using
the resulting tools students were given an opportunity to design
their own instruments. Through a series of rehearsals, they
developed an in-depth knowledge of the instrument, with the
ultimate goal of having the group perform a piece that would be
specifically written for the ensemble utilizing new performing
forces.
Considering the proposed project targets K-12 education,
careful consideration was given to identifying technologies that
will require minimal cost overhead. By leveraging existing
hardware resources developed specifically for the Boys & Girls
Club Satellite Linux Laptop Orchestra [2], in conjunction with
the software resources of the Linux Laptop Orchestra (L2Ork)
[7], this project was able to abate all costs associated with the
infrastructure for this particular phase of research. More
specifically, the research team chose to base the platform on
Pd-L2Ork [10], a L2Ork-centric fork of the Pd-Extended [12]
that focuses specifically on improving stability, editor features,
and adding new GUI-centric functionality. The latest iterations
of the tool vary significantly from the original system,
providing over two hundred bug-fixes and new features,
offering a robust and cost-efficient platform.
As part of this study our goal was to design the lowest-tier of
coarse-grained abstractions with the expectation they will
enable students with limited programming skills to immediately
engage with the system. The anticipated outcome was for
students to design a working instrument that meets the
following conditions:
•
•
•
•

3. CHALLENGES
As expected, one of the greatest challenges of the
preliminary study is striking a balance between creative
potential and ease of use. Introducing too coarsely-grained
object designs, while improving ease of use, also limits
variance among designs and consequently creativity. On the
other hand, too finely-grained objects tend to increase
complexity, resulting in a steeper learning curve. With
promising pilot study results, there is clearly a need for a more
quantifiable analysis of project’s impact. Another challenge of
the design approach is defining learning processes associated
with the activity and identifying specific areas within the K-12
education where such learning can be integrated.

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Either a short (attack-based) or sustained
Pitched or non-pitched (noisy)
Controllable via Wiimote [13]
Network-enabled

The proposed coarse-grained approach to creativity has clearly
shown promise in engaging 4th and 5th graders. It has also
provided them with an integrated approach to design,
development, testing, as well as professional use of musical
artifacts, a process that has also essentially integrated all STEM
(science, technology, engineering, and math) components.
With the coarsely-grained layer now ready for production, as
part of our future work the team will focus on expanding the
granular approach to provide multi-tiered learning objects. We
envision such objects being built on an intermediate layer of
more finely-grained abstractions whose granularity may make
them appropriate for use in higher grades. The team will also
explore more quantifiable ways of assessing and optimizing
granularity for the target populations. Finally, the team will
continue exploring quantifiable ways to integrating the
proposed learning model in the K-12 curriculum.

We chose to rely on the Nintendo Wiimote, the core input
interface in L2Ork setup. Furthermore, we utilized MotionPlus
[13] extension that allowed for a more accurate measurement of
continuous motion. Based on the experience with the design
and development of works for the L2Ork ensemble, we decided
to forego the integration of Nunchuk [13] in order to maintain
student focus on the exploration of virtuosity attained through a
balance between a number of digital controller states and
analogue body motion.
The objects were designed iteratively using granular
modeling approach, starting with the central (core) objects first
[1]. These were categorized into input, sound generation,
effects, logic, arithmetic, and output. Input consisted of
Wiimote and three Wiimote input filters (attack-based and
sustained models, and button filters). The initial sound
generation objects included two pitched and unpitched. The
effects consisted of a low pass filter, multitap delay, and a
reverb. The logic object selection was limited to a cross-fading
gate mechanism, while arithmetic object provided means for
modulating signal strength. The signal output included a limiter
and (re)profiler to ensure all instruments performed consistently
in terms of audio amplitude. Starting with a complete, albeit
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most minute physical interaction with the material will alter the
produced sound, as can be seen in the accompanying example
video at http://vimeo.com/topophonie/dirti. More videos,
images and applications can be found at http://smallab.org/dirti.

ABSTRACT
Dirty Tangible Interfaces (DIRTI) are a new concept in
interface design that forgoes the dogma of repeatability in favor
of a richer and more complex experience, constantly evolving,
never reversible, and infinitely modifiable. We built a prototype
based on granular or liquid interaction material placed in a
glass dish, that is analyzed by video tracking for its 3D relief.
This relief, and the dynamic changes applied to it by the user,
are interpreted as activation profiles to drive corpus-based
concatenative sound synthesis, allowing one or more players to
mold sonic landscapes and to plow through them in an
inherently collaborative, expressive, and dynamic experience.

Keywords
Tangible interface, Corpus-based concatenative synthesis, Nonstandard interaction

1. INTRODUCTION
Dirty Tangible Interfaces (DIRTI) belong to a new generation
of complex controllers that take advantage of the finest changes
of the environment they are analyzing: for example the very
refined movements that the hand can transmit to a Wiimote
(Nintendo), or full body motion that the Kinect (Microsoft) can
help interface with machines.
This generation of user interfaces (UI) is especially
emancipated from the traditional keyboard, mouse, joystick or
even graphics tablet that all rely on the boolean and/or analog
transduction of a small number of buttons or potentiometers.
In particular, we call dirty tangible interface a tangible user
interface that bears the following features:
• The return to its neutral position is artificial, in the sense
that it is only achieved when the user decides so (ie. via the
software that grabs the information from the interface).
• The interface is constantly evolving, and changes that
happen, as little as they may be, are not reversible. Only a
high enough software threshold set on change detection
could reduce the variations, and artificially enable more
discrete changes.
• The interface is infinitely customizable by choosing a
different interaction material, e.g. grains, liquid, balls.

Figure 1. More or less dirty interaction materials.

2. RELATED WORK

SandScape1 [1], [2] is a tangible interface for designing and
understanding landscapes and drainage aspects of them through
a variety of computational simulations using sand. Users view
these simulations as they are projected on the surface of a sand
model that represents the terrain. The users can alter the form
of the landscape model by manipulating sand while seeing the
resultant effects of computational analysis generated and
projected on the surface of sand in real-time.I HA
The Relief2 [3], [4] and Recompose3 [5] interfaces are actuated
tabletop displays, which render and animate three-dimensional
shapes with a malleable surface. They allow users to experience
and form digital models like geographical terrain in an intuitive
manner. The tabletop surface is actuated by an array of

We implement this principle in a prototype interface, explained
in section 3, based on granular or liquid interaction material
placed in a glass dish (see Figure 1), the image of which is
captured by a camera and translated into a 3D depth image that
is then used to activate a corpus-based sound synthesis system
and to generate related, visual behaviors on screen. Thus, the
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this
work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee
provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or
commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the
full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to
post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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motorized pins. Each pin can be addressed individually and
senses user input like pulling and pushing.
The above interfaces are neither aimed at expressivity, nor
made for musical purposes, and the precise (re)configuration of
the interface is here the aim, contrary to our dirty principle. The
Splash Controller organic UI [6] is closer, detecting
manipulation of water in a gaming context. The only slightly
dirty musical interfaces are PebbleBox and CrumbleBag [7].
Those examples of a granular interaction paradigm are based on
the analysis of the sounds resulting from the manipulation of
physical grains of arbitrary material. This analysis extracts
parameters as grain rate, grain amplitude and grain density, that
are then used to control the granulation of sound samples in
real-time. This approach shows a way of linking the haptic
sensation and the control of granular sounds. However, this
interface focuses on the interaction sound and forgoes to extract
information from the configuration of the material.

dish, surrounded by optional LED lights to perform in darker
conditions, and containing the interaction material. Several
kinds of interaction materials can be used: dry grains (plastic
granulate, tapioca grains, peas, marbles), plastic balls, water
with ink(s), ice cream, soft chocolate... depending on the
desired expressivity, precision/randomness ratio, and inertia of
movement wanted. Movement and density of material in the
dish are captured from below, thanks to a camera placed
underneath in order to obtain a gray scale image of the
interaction material. This image is then converted by the
analysis software into a 3D depth image that activates the
sound synthesis, as described in the following

4. DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
The grayscale camera image is the source of detection of
various parameters:
• density of interaction material

• motion, quantity of movement applied to it
• colors
Based on the grayscale image, first a blurring filter is applied in
order to obtain smoother contours in the later analysis stages,
and to avoid flicker. Then, OpenCV’s hierarchical blob
detection algorithm is applied to estimate n levels of contours
of iso-luminance blobs in the image, where n is a parameter
that determines the depth resolution of the analysis, usually set
to 20. These contours are then interpreted as a 3D relief of the
material: each subsequent level is assigned a depth coordinate,
which is a simple and sufficiently precise way to estimate the
density and thus the height of the interaction material (see
Figure 4). However, for dynamic gestural control, our
approach is to detect where there is movement in the material.
Therefore, a moving blob detection was implemented by first
creating the difference image from the blurred grayscale image
camera, and then detecting the hierarchical blobs on this. This
means that fast movements will automatically result in a deeper
blob being detected, because the difference is greater

4.1 Profiles
Both, the depth of the 3D moving blob, and the depth derived
from the background image, are then interpreted as profiles, i.e.
2D fields carrying a parameter value, that are in the following
applied as activation profiles to a sound process [8].

4.2 Analysis Software Environment
The Dirty Tangible Interfaces analysis software uses Cinder
creative coding framework4 and its OpenCV Block. The CCGL
(CocoaCinderGL) wrapper5 eases the use of the Cinder
framework from within a typical Cocoa project under
MacOS X. It allows C++ creative coders to build quick
prototypes with several windows and a native Graphical User
Interface on the Macintosh. This is especially handy in the
context of building DIRTI, where several windows are needed
to handle the detection and visualize the interaction.

Figure 2. DIRTI hardware schema.

5. DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
There are two visualization algorithms, helping in developing
the interface, and analyzing the interaction modes. First, the
visualization of a 3D image derived from the blobs’ assigned
depth allows to see the relief of the interaction material. See
Figure 4 and Figure 5 for examples of the 3D visualization:
• the blobs are drawn with a single pixel outline, from dark
red (least light blob) to bright purple (most light blob)

Figure 3. DIRTI prototype, open.

3. PROTOTYPE
The prototype instrument, see Figures 2 and 3, consists of a
dark box containing a video camera, a semi-transparent glass

4
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• the user can rotate the blobs in 3D virtual space using the

background is dark green, dark background gives light green.
See Figure 6 and the accompanying video for an example.

mouse
• the user can grow the blobs away from the same 3D plane
by adding z-value according to their “grayscale level” via a
slider called “3D effect”

Figure 6. Screenshot of audio activation visualization.

6. INTERPRETATION
6.1 Audio
The audio process is based on corpus-based concatenative
synthesis (CBCS) Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. as
implemented in the CataRT system. CBCS makes it possible to
create sound by selecting segments of a large database of prerecorded audio (the corpus) by giving a target position in a
space where each segment is placed according to its sonic
character in terms of audio descriptors, which are
characteristics extracted from the source sounds such as pitch,
loudness, and brilliance, or higher level meta-data attributed to
them.
For Dirty Tangible Interfaces, we project the corpus onto the
2D interaction surface by choosing two descriptors as its axes.
Each segment then has a 2D coordinate and can be visualized
as a point on the detection visualization (see Figure 6).
To play the segment associated to a point, we determine if it
lies within a blob, in which case the segment is triggered (if it is
not already playing). The depth of the containing blob is
mapped to the playback gain, so that fast movements play loud,
slow movements play softly.
The background profile can be mapped to a sound
transformation parameter, e.g. segment fade-in and out times,
reverse probability, filter. In our experiments, we obtained
musically interesting subtle effects by mapping the background
to a little amount of transposition randomization (maximally +/2 semitones). This means that at the beginning, with a thick
layer of material, sounds play untransposed, but when digging
deeper and exposing the bottom of the dish, chorusing effects
can be deliberately produced for specific sound segments only.

Figure 4. DIRTI detection example.

6.1.1 Optimizing the Navigation Space
While a direct projection of the high-dimensional descriptor
space to the low-dimensional navigation space has the
advantage of conserving the musically meaningful descriptors
as axes (e.g. linear note pitch to the right, rising spectral
centroid upwards), we can see in [11] that sometimes the
navigation space is not optimally exploited, since some regions
of it stay empty, while other regions contain a high density of
units, that are hard to access individually. Much of the
interaction surface can remain unexploited.
Therefore, we apply the distribution algorithm Unispring [10]

Figure 5. Screenshot of 3D visualization.
The second visualization includes the points corresponding to
active sound segments for corpus-based audio synthesis. It
includes feedback of the points’ activation: Quantity of
movement is mapped to the size of the point, the background
grayscale level is mapped to inverse color saturation, i.e. light
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that spreads the points out using iterative Delaunay
triangulation and a mass–spring model, while keeping similar
sounding points close together. The results of the algorithm
can be seen in Figure 6.

collaborative interface.

6.1.2 Implementation
Thanks to the underlying FTM&Co. extensions providing
optimized data structures and operators in a real-time object
system and arbitrary-rate overlap–add granular synthesis to
Max/MSP, CataRT can play all activated sound grains in
parallel, limited only by the CPU speed of the machine. (In
practice thousands of segments playing in parallel are possible.)
The detection software communicates with CataRT via OSC,
initiating a dump of the corpus segment’s positions, and
sending back the activation and background levels of all points.
CataRT and FTM&Co are released as free open source
software at http://imtr.ircam.fr and http://ftm.ircam.fr.

Figure 8. Screenshot of Dirti Terrain Editor graphical
interpretation (see http://vimeo.com/37313858).

6.2 Graphics
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Fu_life [2] is Twitter client game software that allows users to
grow flowers by tweeting and enjoy watching various colors
and shapes. As for a musical performance using Twitter,
TweetDreams [3] is a musical composition system that
generates real-time sonification and visualization of tweet data
retrieved from Twitter. The melodies are computed and derived
from tweet data. Therefore, the generated sounds are not the
voices uttered by humans.

ABSTRACT
Tweet Harp is a musical instrument using Twitter and a laser
harp. This instrument features the use of the human voice
speaking tweets in Twitter as sounds for music. It is played by
touching the six harp strings of laser beams. Tweet Harp gets
the latest tweets from Twitter in real-time, and it creates music
like a song with unexpected words. It also creates animation
displaying the texts at the same time. The audience can visually
enjoy this performance by sounds synchronized with animation.
If the audience has a Twitter account, they can participate in the
performance by tweeting.

1.2 Laser Harp
For a musical performance interface we use a laser harp, which
is an electronic musical instrument with laser beams that are
similar to the strings of a harp.
In this work, a performer plays a laser harp to make the sounds
of voices speaking of the latest tweeted texts sent out in Twitter
and display the texts with graphical effects on the screen as if
they are floating in midair.
Spoken voices are uttered by our tongues in the air and we
cannot touch and see them. Similarly, we cannot hear texts
tweeted in Twitter as voice sounds. Meanwhile, by playing the
laser harp, we touch a laser beam in the air like a harp string for
generating a sound. In this work, when you touch a laser beam
string as if touching a tweet in the air, you can hear its voice
and see its text. We regard the laser harp as suitable for
sounding tweet voices.

Keywords
Twitter, laser harp, text, speech, voice, AppleScript, Quartz
Composer, Max/MSP, TTS, Arduino

1. INTRODUCTION
Words are a useful tool for communication to convey a greeting,
thought, feeling, and emotion. In particular, poetry is a rich
form of word expression, which sometimes sounds like a song.
For example, Haiku, which is traditional Japanese verse
constructed by syllables, resembles a song when it is read out
even without a melody, because words have accents, intonation,
and rhythmical phrases. That means that the sounds of spoken
words are an attractive resource for composing music
containing various human emotions.
Numerous people now use Twitter around the world as a tool
for communicating with others. They tweet short words about
daily trivia and opinions to share them with others. Someone is
always tweeting somewhere, and it creates a huge pool of
words reflecting the human mind and heart. The tweeted words
themselves are just text data; however, when they are spoken
with human voices, they resemble poetry and song.
We propose a system that generates sounds using human
voices speaking words and a laser harp. We use the words in
the pool of tweets from Twitter's web site [1] as the material for
music.

Screen

Projector

Twitter

Hello...

♪ Hello... ♪
Mac OS

1.1 Twitter Application

Speakers

Many Twitter client applications have been developed, and
some of them have entertaining aspects for enjoying tweeting.

Arduino

AppleScript
- Retrieve new tweets
- Save text data of tweets
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TTS (Text to Speech)

Laser harp

Tweet texts
Hello…

- Tweet texts to audio data

Max/MSP

Tweet voices

- Play laser harp and voices

Quartz Composer
- Display tweet texts graphically
Figure 1. Diagram of Tweet Harp.
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Moreover, a performer can change the hash tag by operating
the computer during the performance. Therefore, the mood of
the performance is controllable by changing the topic of the
tweet.
If you want to visualize laser beams for promoting the
graphical attraction, we should use a fog machine generating
mist in a dark room.

2. METHOD
2.1 Overview
In this work, the latest tweets in Twitter are downloaded in
real-time. When a performer plays the laser harp, the speech
voices of tweets are sounded as music and the texts of tweets
are displayed as letter strings on a screen. The laser harp has six
strings, which correspond to six tweets. Demonstrations are
shown on our website [4].

3.2 Audience
The audience, who has mobile devices and a Twitter account,
can participate in the performance. They are encouraged to
tweet with the specified hash tag during the performance. At
the moment of tweeting, their texts are included as a part of the
piece of sound and movie. Furthermore, anyone in the world
who tweets during a performance may become an unintentional
collaborator as their tweets become part of the performance.
We conducted demonstrations of this work (see Figure 2).
Both the performers and audience enjoyed the performance
listening to tweeted voices and watching tweeted text animation.

2.2 System Configuration
This work is configured with a laser harp, Arduino, a screen, a
projector, speakers, and a Macintosh computer with
AppleScript, Quartz Composer, TTS, and Max/MSP (see
Figure 1). AppleScript is used for obtaining tweeted texts from
Twitter's web site and converting them to audio files like the
human voice speaking them with Mac OS built-in TTS, which
is Text to Speech technology. Max/MSP controls the laser harp
through Arduino. If a performer touches a harp string which is
a laser beam, the corresponding audio file of a tweet is played
by Max/MSP. Simultaneously Max/MSP sends a MIDI signal
to the Quartz Composer, which displays the text of a tweet
graphically on the screen.

4. CONCLUSION
A human voice is a brilliant musical instrument as a natural gift
for everyone, and words are a basic tool for us to communicate
with others. We used words tweeted from all over the world in
Twitter sites as the source for musical expression, which
include various thoughts, feelings, emotions, etc.
The performance is based on the latest tweets in real-time,
which means that we cannot anticipate what kind of music will
be generated. It promotes the element of surprise in the
performance. Not only specifying hash tags for querying
Twitter, we can also use a keyword for the timeline of a
specific person, which varies the performance.
At present, the voices are spoken by TTS in English only. We
will support various voices in additional languages, which will
make the performance more interesting.
In the near future, we will improve the musical expression and
operability for the performance.

2.3 Tweeted Text
The AppleScript program queries Twitter for any tweets
containing six pre-specified hash tags corresponding to six harp
strings. As soon as a new tweet arrives, it is stored in the
computer memory as a text file. Simultaneously, the voice of
the tweeted text spoken using TTS, which works with
AppleScript, is saved as an audio file. Therefore, the six text
files and six audio files according to the pre-specified hash tags
exist in the system and they are kept up to date as the latest
tweets.

2.4 Voice of Texts
The six saved audio files of tweeted voice are assigned to six
harp strings. Each voice file is played when the corresponding
string is touched. The TTS technology has more than twenty
types of male and female voices. These voices are selected
randomly in our system for increasing the variety of sounds.
We adjust the speaking rate to slow down and speed up to adapt
to the musical expression. Additionally, for enhancing their
artistic contents, a performer can use sound effects such as a
delay and pitch shift by handling a MIDI controller.

5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Our thanks to Tokyo Polytechnics University for providing us
with the equipment and opportunity for a demonstration.
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2.5 Graphics of Texts
The text of a tweet is displayed on the screen in
synchronization with the voice of the tweet triggered by
touching a harp string. Quartz Composer reads the text file of
the tweet and visualizes it as an animation movie of the text
with some visual effects. For example, a text slides across the
screen, and another spins by changing its size around the screen.
Additionally, Quartz Composer renders some abstract
animation in the background to increase graphical attraction.

3. PERFORMANCE
3.1 Performer
While a performer is touching a harp string, the corresponding
voice of the tweet continues to sound as loop music with the
animated text. When the performer releases his touch, they
vanish together. Multiple voices and texts can be sounded and
visualized at a time if multiple strings are touched. As voices
and texts are updated constantly, we can enjoy dynamically
changing sound and animation reflecting the latest tweets of
Twitter in real-time.

Figure 2. Performance of Tweet Harp.
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ABSTRACT

cal folds vibration, because observations in vivo are nearly
impossible. There is also a big debate in how speech production is influenced by the context, such as speaker’s emotional state, listener’s reaction or other surrounding stimuli,
because real-life measurements are intrusive. These issues
result in an elusive mapping between parameters of existing
production models and real social impacts of speech.
At the time TTS1 became the main trend, it was not evident that computing would go mobile so massively. Retrospectively, we understand how the design choices underlying
TTS – text input and black-boxed generation of resulting
speech – have anchored its use to reading text on desktop
computers. Indeed, mobile computing relies on ubiquitous
sensing of user’s context, and user interaction tends to become more natural. Therefore, high-quality speech synthesis seems to have major issues in being used “in the wild”.
Nowadays there are two main application types that are
prevented to expand because of these limitations:

In this paper, we describe our pioneering work in developing
speech synthesis beyond the Text-To-Speech paradigm. We
introduce tangible speech synthesis as an alternate way of
envisioning how artificial speech content can be produced.
Tangible speech synthesis refers to the ability, for a given
system, to provide some physicality and interactivity to important speech production parameters. We present MAGE,
our new software platform for high-quality reactive speech
synthesis, based on statistical parametric modeling and more
particularly hidden Markov models. We also introduce a
new HandSketch-based musical instrument. This instrument brings pen and posture based interaction on the top
of MAGE, and demonstrates a first proof of concept.

Keywords
speech synthesis, Hidden Markov Models, tangible interaction, software library, MAGE, HTS, performative
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1. Context-reactive speech synthesis: Ubiquitous computing brings current devices to gather a lot of information about our context. However, TTS makes few
sense of this context, because the speech production
properties can barely be altered, even less on-the-fly.

INTRODUCTION

Speech is one of the richest and most ubiquitous modalities of communication used by human beings. Vocal expression involves complex production and perception mechanisms. Conversation is a highly interactive process, with
complex timings and wide-ranging variations of quality. It
is known that speech production properties have a deep impact on perceived identity and social cues [9]. This critical
role of speech production in our life makes anybody an expert listener. The synthesis of artificial speech has been
explored for decades to use in many applications, from the
purely functional level to artistic exploration. However, human’s natural expertise in listening to spoken content makes
speech synthesis a really complex problem. Recent synthesizers have made great progress in terms of intelligibility and
naturalness but they are still not providing a completely
convincing vocal experience to users, neither an expressive
tool for artists. In this Section, we describe what led to
this situation, as an introduction to our concept of tangible
speech synthesis and our new speech synthesis system.
The speech research community has been making outstanding progresses over the last decades, but it seems that
some aspects of speech production remain misunderstood.
For example, we do not have an exhaustive model for vo-

2. Performative speech synthesis: artificial speech can be
generated from gestural performance, rather than pretyped text. This requires a major breakthrough in
speech synthesis techniques in order to create speech
sounds from non-textual fast-changing inputs.
In this paper, we present a software platform for tangible speech synthesis, as a way to address the applicative
case 2 – performative speech synthesis – by giving a better grasp on some critical speech production parameters.
More motivations about tangible speech synthesis are given
in Section 2. The software platform, called MAGE, and its
reactive properties are described in Section 3. In Section 4,
we show our first musical instrument prototype, that brings
the tangible control aspect. Finally we discuss the impact
of tangible control on speech intelligibility, in Section 5.

2.

MAKING SPEECH TANGIBLE

In this Section, we propose to frame tangible speech synthesis as a way of designing alternatives to TTS architectures.
Artificial speech production is now envisioned as the realization of a musical instrument, with tangible properties.
Further in this part, we extend the definition of tangible
speech synthesis. Then we gather several motivations to
explore this new direction. Finally we mention some research fields in which the development of tangible speech
synthesis brings interesting contributions.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
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TTS: Text-To-Speech, synthesize speech from text.

2.1

Definition

provide such reactivity while preserving a state-of-the-art
intelligibility and naturalness in the speech output. In order to afford this trade-off, we decided to use HMM-based
speech synthesis, and more precisely the HTS system [13].
MAGE is a partial redesign of HTS, allowing the user to alter ongoing parameter trajectories of the speech production
model. In this Section, we first describe the HTS system.
Then we present our modifications respectively achieved on
the DSP and NLP2 modules of HTS.

The typical conversion pattern for TTS takes one sentence
of raw text, estimates pronunciation features (phonemes
and prosody) from the linguistic knowledge, then converts
these features into speech waveforms. We define a tangible
speech synthesis system as a combined hardware/software
system that can afford two main features at synthesis time:
• a consistent and meaningful mapping between some
critical speech production parameters and graspable
entities or dimensions of a tangible control surface;
critical speech production parameters that we consider
are: articulation of phonetic cells (e.g. syllable), pitch
trajectory, pronunciation timing and voice quality;

3.1

Nowadays, the most intelligible and natural-sounding synthesized speech is obtained with unit selection algorithms.
Unit selection uses a very large database of natural speech
sounds from the same speaker, which is segmented into socalled units. These units correspond to a wide variety of
time scales, from phone to sentence. At runtime, these
speech segments are optimally selected from the database
and concatenated, according to the original requested speech
sequence, called the target. Although these techniques lead
to unprecedented intelligibility and naturalness, they have
major drawbacks. Indeed, these algorithms exhibit an important computational footprint. They also work like a
black box, with no production model available. The resulting production trajectories are entirely data-driven [7].

• the sufficient reactivity of these speech parameter trajectories to user manipulation, which is a similar guideline as in the design of new musical instruments; it is
known that users have different tolerances to latency
and time resolution, depending on which speech production feature is considered [9].

2.2

Motivations

There are different ways of approaching the idea of working
beyond TTS. In this paper, we investigate tangible speech
synthesis. This choice is motivated by several observations
in various fields, from human communication and interaction to historical perspectives in artificial speech production. These motivations are described in this part.

speech
sounds

Speech and Hands in Communication

estimation of
production model
parameters

context.
features

According to McNeill, vocal apparatus and hands have competed for a long time for the language function, along the
evolution of human beings [8]. If speech motor control and
speech perception regions of the brain finally developed further towards the ability to communicate through sound, it
is really likely that hands have a similar underlying potential. Their major role in co-verbal gestures, as well as the
richness of existing sign languages in deaf communities reinforce this assumption. Therefore, researchers are wondering
if hand-based languages actually activate speech regions in
the brain. This question is still widely open.

speech

training part

training and
clustering HMMs

DSP

generation of
production model
parameters

synthesis part

save

trained
HMMs

load

NLP

text

Figure 1: Training and synthesis parts of the HMMbased speech synthesis system (HTS) [13].

Historical Perspective

For the last ten years, a new approach to corpus-based
speech synthesis has emerged: statistical parametric speech
synthesis. Particularly, the HTS system [13] brought the
necessary leap forward for envisioning this technique as an
alternative to unit selection. The architecture of HTS consists in two main parts: the training and the synthesis. Both
training and synthesis parts are illustrated in Figure 1.
HTS is the best starting point to create a reactive speech
synthesizer – and further a tangible speech synthesis device
– since it is model-based from the ground and therefore
highly flexible. Indeed, HTS is already used in many voice
transformation and morphing techniques. It also produces
intelligible and natural speech, with a small footprint.

Prior to computed-based speech synthesis, artificial speech
production devices have been mechanical and then electrical. We can respectively highlight the von Kempelen machine in the XIXth century [12] and the Voder in the late
1930s [4]. Before the ability of computers to programmatically generate parameter trajectories of the speech production model, these trajectories had to be realized by hand,
thanks to a well-trained operator. Therefore, these devices
were including an ad hoc control interface.
The idea of creating musical instruments that speak and
sing is part of a contemporary history in computing, showing that this trend actually did not stop when TTS systems
became the mainstream. Fels’ GloveTalk [5] to DiVA [6]
systems have explored the hand-based control of coarticulated speech since the early 1990s. Cook’s SqueezeVox is
also one from many attempts of the author to provide tangible control of singing synthesis [2].

3.

HTS: HMM-Based Speech Synthesis

3.2

Reactive Trajectory Generator

MAGE relies on the same database of trained context-dependent HMMs than HTS, meaning that the training phase
is strictly identical. The DSP, which converts speech production model parameters into sound, also uses the same
MLSA filtering technique [13] in both systems. Our major
modification of the HTS engine is the way of generating the
parameter trajectories. In HTS, the whole sequence of labels corresponding to the targeted sentence is used to gener-

MAGE SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

MAGE is a new C/C++ software platform for reactive
speech synthesis. In this case, “reactive” means that both
phonetic content and prosody of synthetic speech can be
controlled by the user in realtime. Our main focus is to

2
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Natural Language Processor

ate speech production parameters. Indeed, once the HMMs
have been selected in the database, the statistical generation of parameter trajectories is optimized over the whole
target, as a way to improve the speech output. As a result,
the accessible time scale in HTS is the sentence. MAGE
opens this enclosed loop and reduces the time scale by optimizing parameter trajectories locally. MAGE generates
the production model parameters and their corresponding
audio samples on a sliding window of two labels. Such a
window is used to have a look-ahead buffer of one label and
be able to properly generate the inter-phoneme coarticulation. Within this window, most of the generated trajectories
can be altered. This redesign results in a speech synthesis
process in which most of the production properties can be
manipulated with a delay of only one label.
label thread
label 1
label 2

user
control

phonemes with the only condition of containing one vowel.
The message contains the phoneme sequence, the included
vowel and whether the vowel is stressed or not.
Based on these incoming messages, the contextual information is computed on-the-fly, in order to generate the labels that are used in the MAGE label thread. Since MAGE
introduces one-label delay, we can read one phoneme in the
future and use this future phoneme to compute the reduced
contextual information required by the RNLP.

4.

audio thread
silence
buffer 1

...

generation of
production model
parameters

label n

DSP

buffer n

...

MAGE thread

Figure 2: Multithread architecture of MAGE:
speech synthesis thread makes the connection between the stack of labels and the audio thread.
MAGE has a multithread architecture and respects the
typical software design pattern for realtime audio applications. Labels are added to a First-In-First-Out data structure running in its own thread. The MAGE speech synthesis thread pops labels out of the FIFO, according to the
two-label sliding window, then generates the parameter trajectories and the speech samples. Samples are sent to the
audio thread as consecutive buffers. Each buffer contains
the audio samples of one label. Due to the one-label delay,
the first audio buffer always corresponds to silence. This
process is summarized in Figure 2. The pitch curve, the
speech timing and the vocal tract length can be modified.

3.3

HANDSKETCH-BASED PROTOTYPE

In this work, we aim to integrate MAGE in a new musical instrument prototype, as a way to explore the concept
of tangible speech synthesis. In this Section, we present
the prototype that we have developed. It is based on the
HandSketch interface, a tablet-based bi-manual controller
[3], that was originally developed for singing synthesis control. Performing with HandSketch is a combination of
pen-based drawing gestures on a vertical surface (for the
preferred hand) and pressure-sensitive grips on the side of
the device (for the non-preferred hand).
The pen-based gesture achieved on the HandSketch playing diagram is composed of various dimensions: polar coordinates on the fan (angle, radius), pen pressure, pen tilt
in x and y directions, and two buttons on the pen. In the
mapping between HandSketch and MAGE, we use angle
on the fan to control pitch curves. Clicking on the front button of the pen switches between overwriting the pitch curve
and deviating it by a given ratio. The radius on the fan
controls the speech speed. Low radius values corresponds
to slowing down and high values to speeding up. The pen
pressure is naturally mapped to speech volume. Finally pen
x tilt allows to change the vocal tract length, e.g. interpolate between male and female speakers.
The hand grips performed on the side of the tablet are
captured with a network of eight Force Sensing Resistors
(FSRs), five on the front side and three on the back side.
This configuration allows the performer to grab the side
of the instrument with various postures by changing the
thumb position and the various combinations of 1–4 fingers
on five sensors. In our current mapping with MAGE, these
postures are mapped to various phonetic chunks.

Reactive Natural Language Processor

angle

Although the parameter trajectories are generated within
a two-label window, the NLP module used with HTS still
assumes that the whole text is provided at once. This assumption has a significant impact on the mechanisms that
are encountered in the computation of contextual information, necessary to generate the labels. It relates the current
phoneme to its preceding/following ones and to the larger
segment that contains this phoneme, i.e. the syllable. Then
a similar graph is built iteratively with larger segments, i.e.
syllable, word, phrase and utterance. This approach introduces dependencies with future segments that are not
compatible with creating labels on-the-fly.
In MAGE, we replace the default NLP component in
order to address this issue and enable reactive control of
the phonetic content. Firstly, we reduce the amount of
considered contextual information to past, current, future
phoneme, previous and current syllable. When applied similarly during training and synthesis steps, we think that
reducing the context has a rather limited impact on the
output quality. Secondly, we replace the offline text interface by an online messaging layer, called reactive NLP or
RNLP. With the RNLP, the phonetic content is reactively
submitted to MAGE by chunks. Each chunk is a group of

switch

button 1

speed

radius

intensity

pressure

vocal tract
length

x tilt
FSRs

pitch

lexicon

chunks

Figure 3: Mapping of the HandSketch control space
to the parameters of the MAGE synthesizer.
In this musical instrument prototype, the MAGE speech
synthesis functionalities are assembled and integrated as
an openFrameworks application. This application continuously listens to incoming OSC messages, for receiving pitch,
speed, volume, vocal tract length modifications and chunk
messages. The /chunk OSC message follows this syntax :
/chunk blah ah 1 ... /chunk blaw aw 0
The values received through these OSC messages are then
mapped to the appropriate MAGE function calls within the
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OSC listener thread. The speech sound is also generated
within the openFrameworks application. The mapping from
HandSketch control dimensions to MAGE inputs is done
in a Max patch. This patch handles the posture-to-chunk
look-up table, the pressure thresholding, dimension scaling,
and generating the OSC messages. A diagram of our musical instrument is given in Figure 4.

mapping
to MAGE
inputs
HandSketch

Max patch

OSC

OSC
listener

RNLP

user
control
input
label
thread

MAGE
thread

approach is our first realization of tangible speech synthesis, and still among a small amount of speaking musical
instruments. But there is a growing interest in using this
approach to address remaining issues at various levels of
speech production understanding, from acoustical to social.
We aim to work on reinforcing graspability of speech production parameters and study the relevance of considered
time scales. We also want to assess the interface design
process by conducting comprehensive user studies.

7.

audio
thread

openFrameworks

Figure 4: Architecture of the MAGE-based musical
instrument prototype, enabling tangible control of
speech properties with the HandSketch.

5.

8.
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RESULTS

In this Section, we present some preliminary results that
have been obtained along the prototyping process of the
MAGE-based musical instrument. These evaluations were
targeting the assessment of two different aspects of the instrument. On the one hand, we estimate the speech quality
of MAGE and compare it to the original speech quality of
HTS. On the other hand, we provide an informal feedback
on the usability of the instrument, for the purpose of controlling artificial speech with bi-manual gestures.
The speech output quality of MAGE is compared to the
speech output quality of HTS in two different ways. Firstly,
we measure the distortion between the two outputs, evaluating Norden’s criterion [10] on waveforms and Toda’s criterion on production parameters [11]. In average, these
measurements give respectively 2.6dB and 1.1dB, which is
fairly low. Secondly, we conducted ABX hearing tests [1]
on 59 participants. Our participants have on average 37%
(±0.12%) of chance to make a mistake in discriminating
between MAGE and HTS. It is an acceptable result, considering that 50% corresponds to total confusion.
Although we have not conducted any formal user study,
our new musical instrument has been performed by several
people. During these performances, two main qualities have
been assessed. Primarily, it has been observed that the
one-label delay does not impact on the ability to accurately
control prosody. Furthermore, the chunk appears to be the
appropriate time scale for triggering spoken content with
finger gestures. However, the use of a lexicon is a limiting
factor for the user to generate arbitrary sentences.
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CONCLUSIONS

We think that there is a design space for high-quality performative speech synthesis applications, by using statistical
parametric modeling. We proved that it is feasible to overcome the constrain of working at the sentence level, brought
from the original system and transformed HTS into a reactive system that provides on-the-fly phonetic and prosodic
control. MAGE is a very advanced and flexible speech synthesizer with built-in interactive properties. It can also
bring the necessary tools to analyze various situations involving artificial speech production, mapping strategies for
interactive prototypes and integrations in various devices.
It also envisions the use of synthetic speech for more realistic social experience scenarios. The MAGE/ HandSketch
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tion than its “pocket device” predecessor. It now refers to
the pervasiveness of the computational power, towards the
aim of creating an enriching medium of communication and
expression, wherever and whenever the user desires it.
The potential of this facet of mobile technology yields exciting promise for musical applications. We can design for
mobile devices to serve as interfaces for musical expression
by taking advantage of their mobility, touch sensors, and
accelerometers. This trend has been vastly explored in the
last few years [7, 5]. But the power and pervasiveness of
these digital technologies in our society also affords an unprecedented ability to design tools for collaborative musical
experiences. Indeed, we can also consider designing for the
complete musical experience that mobile technology affords,
which is equally about the context in which music is made,
i.e. actual participants, their social relationships, and their
setting, as it is about the individual instrument. There is a
growing number of initiatives looking for a more holistic design of mobile-based collaborative instruments [14]. Since
the emergence of electronic instruments, and particularly
computer-based instruments, various questions have been
brought to our attention regarding the design criteria to
be used in the development of collaborative interfaces for
musical experience. A review is given in [1].
When it comes to orienting the design of a collaborative
music-making system, the choice of an underlying music
ensemble paradigm can be helpful, at least as a starting
point for addressing the social aspects of envisioned experience. Existing computer-mediated collaborative musicmaking systems often – explicitly or implicitly – make clear
connections with historical ensemble types. The choice of
such a music ensemble paradigm has a direct impact on
various properties of the collaboration, e.g. how or if the
piece is composed and displayed, how or if the piece is conducted and performed, the presence and prominence of hierarchy and leadership, the amount of of control allocated
to individual performers vs. leader and composer, etc. In
this work, we have chosen the choir as the music ensemble
paradigm to orient our design. The choir has a highly hierarchical structure. Singers mainly work with pre-composed
material. They use codified vocal registers and standard
vocal effects. We also highlight the strong leadership from
the conductor, in both timing and dynamics.
Based on the choir as our design choice, we introduce a
new system for bringing the choir musical experience into

We present the integration of two musical interfaces into a
new music-making system that seeks to capture the experience of a choir and bring it into the mobile space. This
system relies on three pervasive technologies that each support a different part of the musical experience. First, the
mobile device application for performing with an artificial
voice, called ChoirMob. Then, a central composing and conducting application running on a local interactive display,
called Vuzik. Finally, a network protocol to synchronize
the two. ChoirMob musicians can perform music together
at any location where they can connect to a Vuzik central
conducting device displaying a composed piece of music. We
explored this system by creating a chamber choir of ChoirMob performers, consisting of both experienced musicians
and novices, that performed in rehearsals and live concert
scenarios with music composed using the Vuzik interface.

Keywords
singing synthesis, mobile music, interactive display, interface design, OSC, ChoirMob, Vuzik, social music, choir

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last five years, the handheld form factor (i.e. smartphone, portable gaming platform, e-reader, etc.) has grown
in potential by several orders of magnitude in various aspects. Particularly, local computational power, human interaction sensing capabilities, and connectivity have made a
remarkable leap forward, leading to devices with a broader
awareness of their overall context, including user intent, location, and social surrounding [7]. This progress in available
resources brings handheld devices to take a dominant role
in the emergence of digital media ecosystems, encompassing
other types of form factors such as tablets, large interactive
displays, tabletops, or wearable technologies. Therefore the
concept of mobility is now ascribing to a broader definiPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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the mobile space1 . This system is comprised of two contributions: a mobile device application for singing synthesis,
ChoirMob, and a large interactive display application for
composing, visualizing and conducting music made on the
mobile devices, Vuzik. In Section 2, we give further examples of collaborative music-making systems using mobile devices. Then we detail the design choices and the implementation of our mobile choir platform, in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 gives a first feedback on composing and performing with the mobile choir platform, resulting from nearly
one year of using the mobile choir platform in concerts.

a specific cognitive impact on human beings. Our brain
is hardwired to distinguish subtle variations in voice qualities, making nearly everyone an expert listener of vocal
performances [9]. Therefore, we think that creating a mobile singing instrument offers expressive qualities to which
many people can relate. Secondly, the choir is a more constrained performance configuration , with a composed piece
written for several typical voice registers (soprano, mezzo,
tenor, bass), a strong conducting leader, and expressive performance practice that is idiomatic for the singing voice
(rubato, legato, vibrato). These formal rules allow us to
explore various balances of control, addressing both the expression of individuals and their role in the ensemble, in
ways that could not be as easily explored with less hierarchical music ensemble paradigms.
In our design, we aim to preserve the path from discovery
to virtuosic use. Indeed, we think that the desire for personal progress results in social rewards within the ensemble, through mechanisms such as the sharing of expertise,
the respect of one’s role or the challenges between performers. By bringing the choir ensemble paradigm to the mobile space, we propose that we can preserve this path, but
we use the affordance of mobile technologies to reduce its
length. Reducing the time to reward helps to engage casual
performers, without reducing potential expressivity.

2. RELATED WORK
Music-making using mobile platforms has been a strong
emerging community for a number of years, with a variety of structures of use being explored [7]. A few of these
have specifically focussed on the use of mobile platforms
as musical instruments in a collaborative music-making setting. Tanaka [13] presented an early system for collaborative music-making that allows performers controlling streaming audio over mobile wireless networks via accelerometerbased augmented PDAs to participate in the real-time creation of a piece of music. In this project, pre-existing musical content was controlled by the mobile devices rather than
generated by them, but it identified the potential for such
devices to be able to send and receive control messages via
networks, as well as highlighted the importance of incorporating collaboration into mobile music-making. CaMus2
[11] is an extension of the CaMus instrument, where the
camera of mobile phones is used as a sensor input for tracking information, that allows several of these devices to communicate with each other and with an external computer
via an ad hoc Bluetooth network. This system also relies
on an external computer to generate sound, as well as to
act as a conduit through which the the devices can communicate between each other as well. Both Tanaka’s work and
the the CaMus2 involve collaborative music-making with a
low level of structure in the relationships between devices
and performers involved, and do not specifically incorporate
methods of composing for the groups of devices. MoPhO
[14], a mobile phone orchestra based at CCRMA, offers a
well-defined configuration of hardware, software and performers within the structure of a musical ensemble, as our
mobile choir platform does, that performs original repertoire that ranges from scored to freely improvised compositions. Sound is produced locally by each mobile device. As
the variety of their repertoire suggests, the type of sonorities achieved by the ensemble and the roles of each of the
performers vary greatly with the needs of the composition.
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Figure 1: The mobile choir platform: the composer
writes the choir music on a control surface in editing
mode, then switched in conducting mode.
In our system, the melodic phrases of the choir music
are written in advance by the composer using an interactive surface-based interface for creating a graphical score
of music. When this work is finished, the interface can be
used in a live performance setting to “conduct” the music, ,
where the display scrolls through the melodic phrases, following the playback of the music in real-time. Simultaneously, these melodic phrases are sent wirelessly to the mobile
devices that are connected to the same local network. The
application on the mobile device allows the performer to select voice or part to play, and thus which melodic phrases
will be distributed to her device. The distributed melodic
phrase controls the reference pitch of the singing voice being
synthesized on the mobile device (Figure 1). The performer
has control over four expressive parameters:

In this Section, we describe our mobile choir platform. We
first extend the motivations around the choice of the choir
as our music ensemble paradigm. Particularly, we explain
how it influences several properties of a collaborative musicmaking system. Then we present the implementation of the
two main components of the platform, ChoirMob and Vuzik.

• note onsets and offsets: as inter-player synchronization is a critical aspect of expressivity in collaborative
music-making, we leave the full control of note onsets
and offsets to the mobile device performer;

Design

Among available music ensemble paradigms, this platform
explores the choir as a social structure that brings people to
practice and perform together. The first motivation for this
choir model is using artificial voice as the exclusive sonic
material. Not only is voice the most ubiquitous musical
instrument, we know that voice (speech and singing) has
1

ph
ra
se

surface in
editing
mode

3. MOBILE CHOIR PLATFORM

3.1

performer

• the dynamics of the singing voice: the performer can
continuously control the so-called vocal effort, i.e. a
combination of the sound loudness and the spectral
effect of vocal folds tension in loud phonation [8];
• pitch deviations: the performer has a continuous control of frequency within a standard range above and

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNzV7lvgJjI
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below the reference pitch being sent to the mobile device, which allows a variety of “fretless” deviations beyond the received melodic phrase. From simplest to
advanced, these techniques could include: intonation
adjustments, vibrato, grace notes and improvisation;

with ChoirMob, but beyond this, other features could offer the potential for the device to serve multiple roles in a
music-making scenario beyond just basic control.

• the vowel space: the performer can browse within the
vowel space, similar in the DiVA system [6]; this feature allows modulation of the singing voice according
to Slawson’s dimensions: openness and acuteness [12].

3.2

ChoirMob

The ChoirMob mobile device application is an interaction
layer on the top of the RAMCESS singing synthesizer [2].
It enables the coupled manipulation of pitch, vocal tension,
and vocal effort under a single fingertip, with a high level
of naturalness, following the HandSketch mapping [3]. The
non-quantized access to these voice production properties
allows the performer to subtly control vibrato, legato, and
dynamics, which are idiomatic gestures for the singing voice.
The tilt of the device is mapped to several vowel properties,
like openness and acuteness. The large amount of voice
production parameters as compared to the limited space on
screen led us to integrate focus strategies in the design [4].
For example, only ten semitones of the singing pitch range
are accessible at a time. When lower or higher notes need
to be produced, an OSC message can be sent to the device from an external source, such as a central conducting
device, for shifting the central reference pitch, thus recentering the range of semitones available. Various properties of
the singing voice can be remotely controlled by OSC, such
as reference pitch, dynamics, voicing, voice quality, vocal
tract shape, and voice register. A representation of the user
interface is given in Figure 2.

vocal effort axis

Towards this increased functionality, we choose Vuzik,
an interface for composing and visualizing music through
painting-gesture input on a large interactive display [10].
Not only do the visibility and increasing pervasiveness of
large displays afford a relationship conducive to the mobility aspect integral to the ChoirMob experience, but the
Vuzik interface offers unique capabilities in the composition
and performer-directing stages of music-making. Through a
simple mapping of visuals to sound within a music-painting
metaphor, Vuzik enables the gestural creation of a graphical score on the large display, through which it aims to
demystify the structure of music for a broad viewership. Its
simple visual language for representing music provides a visual reference to experienced musicians and novices alike
that then enables the composed score to be ”read” by performers and provide timing information functionally similar
to a conductor’s role within a traditional choir. Above all, it
sends control messages over the network, corresponding to
the musical instructions that the composer has graphically
communicated in the score.

mark for reference
pitch (do not shift)

shifting
diagram

tilt

vowel space

marks for semitones
and scales (shift)

Figure 3: Vuzik is an application for large interactive display that affords the creation of a graphical
score through painting interaction.

4.

continuous gestures
of user's finger
pitch axis

Figure 2: ChoirMob playing diagram : pitch is horizontal axis, vocal effort is vertical axis, device tilt
is vowel space. New note shifts the diagram.
This approach places the ChoirMob application at an intersection where individual performing choices on the device
are merged with compositional and conducting choices that
are streamed over the network by a central conducting device. This means that each performer could bring their own
mobile device to a common location where a composed piece
of music is currently being conducted.

3.3

APPLICATIONS AND EVALUATION

Because this system is striving to incorporate the essential
elements of music-making in order to foster rich musical
experiences for the music creator, performer, and audience
alike, it was essential to evaluate the combined ChoirMob
and Vuzik system in a real music-making scenario. Through
the generative and creative process of composing music using Vuzik and performing it using an ensemble of ChoirMob
musicians to rehearse and perform in a live concert performance, we were able to gain valuable insights into the application, success of design choices, and best performance
practices for this system. We assembled a chamber choirlike ensemble of ChoirMob performers that ranged from 410 members2 . Seven of the members had formal musical
training, while three would be considered music novices.
A 13-minute, 3 movement composition for 4 independent
voices was composed for this ensemble using the Vuzik interface. This piece incorporated strictly notated material
as well as controlled improvisation sections. Four members
of the ChoirMob ensemble performed this piece in a live
concert setting at the East Vancouver Cultural Centre on

Vuzik

As ChoirMob is a platform that responds to generic network control messages, one can envision any number of devices that can serve as the central conducting device for a
choir of ChoirMob performers. At minimum, such a device
would require network control message output compatible

2
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November 7, 2011, to an audience of over one hundred people, following personal practice time and rehearsals.
The particular performance setup was designed to provide
the performers and their devices what they required while
still remaining visually engaging for the audience. The quartet performed standing up facing the audience with localized
sound sources via loudspeakers placed at each performer’s
feet. They faced a laptop running the Vuzik application
that was displaying the graphical score of the piece for their
reference, while the same display was projected on a large
screen behind them for audience viewing and insight into
the music being performed. A dedicated WiFi router was
used to provide an uninterrupted wireless network for OSC
messaging between the Vuzik laptop and the iOS devices.
Although this performance was the most thoroughly documented, others followed using the same system and setup,
including a repeat performance of the same piece by different performers, and a performance of a 3 minute work
using one solo ChoirMob instrument accompanied by an
additional sound engine controlled by Vuzik. Other mobile device choirs have also been spreading in various towns
(Calgary, Bruxelles, Mons), facilitated by the open messaging protocol, and particularly one implementation of it,
connecting a regular MIDI score to the iOS devices.
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FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

As the system continues to be used in future performances
and techniques of use are further perfected, it will become
important to conduct further formal evaluations of the success of the interfaces in creating a rich musical experience.
One significant big step in this project is the evaluation of
the scalability of this concept, i.e. how the mobile choir
platform and the overall musical experience are scaling up
to eventually hundreds of participants. Another axis of development is actually what can of information would be
meaningful to take the backwards path, from the mobile
devices to the large interactive display, i.e. what personal
data has a positive impact on the ensemble’s experience,
other than the sound produced by the mobile devices themselves. Finally, it is important for us to keep in mind that
this platform is open on both ends, and therefore either part
could be replaced by an alternative compatible interface .
We look forward to exploring how this entire paradigm can
benefit from a more heterogenous setup, with different individual sound-generating devices or a totally redesigned
composing/conducting interface.
In this paper, we have described the full process of bringing a new music ensemble paradigm – the choir – into the
mobile space, its design and implementation choices, and
significant feedback through practicing and playing this system live on stage. The complete process confirmed that
mobile-based collaboration is a powerful approach for developing musical applications. Moreover, it showed that
combination of a large screen for composing and conducting tasks vs. small touch screens for performing affords to
create a highly engaging musical experience. Additionally,
the project explored the balance of control between the composing and conducting interface and the performer. Finally,
it demonstrated that if expressivity and the path to virtuosity are defined as core design aspects, casual participants
can quickly move to a more committed role and work on
the mobile devices as on real musical instruments.
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coding in networked laptop ensembles through features such
as clock synchronization, shared objects, shared code, and
chat. Earlier networked music groups also provided models
that directly influenced LOLC: in the Hub’s[3] work
Borrowing and Stealing, for example, players stored symbolic
representations of musical motives in a shared data store and
manipulated those contributed by other musicians.
LOLC was also influenced by collaborative improvisation
in other types of ensembles. Composers such as John
Zorn[19] and George Lewis[15] have developed structured
strategies for group improvisation. And ethnomusicologists
have characterized group interaction among improvising jazz
musicians as “borrowing material from one another and
transforming it”[1].
The real-time notation components of LOLC are based on
recent research and creative work in the field of real-time
music notation[8]. This field in turn draws from the long
histories of algorithmic and computer-assisted symbolic and
notated compositions, with the Illiac Suite as an early
example[12], and from open-form scores by composers such
as Brown[4] and Stockhausen[19], in which performers read
the printed score differently in each unique performance.
With the proliferation of fast, small, networked computers
and digital displays, the open score can become digital and
increasingly malleable, and real-time algorithms can generate
and render that score live in concert. The entire process can
then potentially react to external inputs and interfaces,
whether from the performer(s), the composer, the audience, or
another external actor. Recent examples of real-time notation
works include Essl’s Champ d’Action[7], Rebelo’s
Playspace[16], and Freeman’s Flock [10].

This paper describes recent extensions to LOLC, a text-based
environment for collaborative improvisation for laptop
ensembles, which integrate acoustic instrumental musicians
into the environment. Laptop musicians author short
commands to create, transform, and share pre-composed
musical fragments, and the resulting notation is digitally
displayed, in real time, to instrumental musicians to sight-read
in performance. The paper describes the background and
motivations of the project, outlines the design of the original
LOLC environment and describes its new real-time notation
components in detail, and explains the use of these new
components in a musical composition, SGLC, by one of the
authors.

Keywords
Real-time Music Notation, Live Coding, Laptop Orchestra

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes recent extensions to LOLC[11], a textbased environment for collaborative improvisation for laptop
ensembles, which integrate acoustic instrumental musicians
into the LOLC environment. LOLC’s text commands and
networked development environment originally enabled the
creation, transformation, and sharing of short musical motives
built from short pre-recorded audio files. The extensions
described in this paper adapt the same environment to instead
display, transform, and share short fragments of precomposed music notation. The resulting real-time notation is
digitally displayed to instrumental musicians, who sight-read
it live in concert as it is created by the laptop performers.
Our goals in integrating real-time music notation into
LOLC were two-fold. First, we sought to explore a new
model for integrating acoustic musicians into laptop
ensembles, deeply involving the instrumentalists in the
collaborative, conversational style of improvisation that
LOLC facilitates. Second, we wished to provide an accessible
environment within which musicians could explore real-time
notation and its possibilities without the need for advanced
technical skills, since few such tools are yet available in this
rapidly developing field[9].
This paper describes the background and context in which
LOLC and its real-time notation components were developed;
briefly overviews the original LOLC environment; describes
the design and implementation of the real-time notation
extensions; and discusses a new performance piece, SGLC,
created with these extensions.

3. LOLC
In LOLC[11], the musicians in a laptop ensemble use a
networked, textual performance interface to create and share
rhythmic motives based on a collection of recorded sounds.
(LOLC was presented as a performance at NIME 2011.) The
environment encourages musicians to share their code with
each other, developing an improvisational conversation over
time as material is borrowed and transformed. LOLC was
designed to facilitate collaborative improvisation by large
laptop ensembles whose members may be technical novices.
The environment is thus deliberately simple and
constrained, and we do not consider LOLC to be a
programming language.
The LOLC software environment comprises server software
that synchronizes pattern definitions across the ensemble and
maintains time synchronization; client software that presents
an integrated development environment (IDE) interface for
text-based performance and collaboration; and a visualization
of performers’ activities projected for the audience to watch.
In the original version of LOLC, pre-recorded one-shot
sound files served as the musical building blocks. Performers

2. BACKGROUND
LOLC and its real-time notation extensions were inspired by
prior research and creative work in multiple areas. Computer
music languages such as Impromptu[2] and extensions to
existing languages, such as JITLib for SuperCollider[5] and
the Co-Audicle for ChucK[18] facilitate collaborative live
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defined rhythmic patterns based on repetition of the sounds
with specified durations and dynamics:
mySound: “a1.wav”
myPattern: mySound[e.ff, q.ff, s.n, s]
This example creates an eighth and quarter note at fortissimo,
a sixteenth-note rest, and one sixteenth note at the default
mezzo-forte.
Patterns can also be compressed and stretched to created
nested patterns:
myNested: myPattern[w,h]
This example plays myPattern twice. The first time, each note
value is doubled so that the pattern, which was originally two
beats long, fills the space of a whole note; the second time, it
is played back in its original form.
Patterns can also be transformed through thirteen unary and
binary operations such as reversing, shuffling, concatenating,
shuffling, and truncating. The syntax is straightforward:
myConcat: cat(pattern1, pattern2)
myTrunc: trunc(pattern2, 2)
Patterns are not played immediately upon creation. Instead,
musicians explicitly schedule them for playback at a
particular point in time for a particular number of repetitions:
play myPattern @nextMeasure
loop myPattern @236 ~4
The first example plays the pattern a single time at the
beginning of the subsequent measure; the second plays the
pattern four times beginning at measure 236.
Collaboration is built into LOLC. Commands are typed into
an instant-messaging-style interface that shows both
commands and chat messages from everyone in the ensemble
(Figure 1). As musical patterns are created, they are
automatically shared with the other musicians and displayed
in a pattern library. Players cannot modify existing patterns in
the library, but instead create derivative patterns with new
names. This ensures that pattern names map consistently to
the same musical content throughout the performance.

Figure 0. The LOLC client application.
sound; and the audience glimpses the thought processes of the
laptop musicians, the instrumentalists’ interpretations, and the
composite result. It also emphasizes the uniqueness,
excitement, and risk of live improvisation in a new way: not
only do the laptop musicians type text live in performance to
create the music, but the instrumentalists also sight-read the
results.

4.1 Real-time Notation Design
We wanted to keep the LOLC syntax for notation as close as
possible to that for digital audio so that laptop musicians who
learned LOLC in one context could immediately approach the
other and could potentially combine both notation and audio
in a single performance. This section discusses the
discrepancies between the two domains and the reasons
behind those changes.
Instead of loading digital audio files, LOLC loads symbolic
notation files. Notation files are not expected to be one-shot
as with the audio files, but may have any duration, from a
single note to many measures, of a monophonic musical
motive. We believe that most laptop performers would find it
too time-consuming to create scores note by note in
performance and that most instrumentalists would find it too
difficult to sight-read the resulting notation. (That approach,
though, is supported through the use of single-note score
files.) Permitting longer score files gives both constituencies
an important starting base from which to perform. Through
the operations supported in LOLC, laptop musicians can also
quickly transform, recombine, and extend single notes or precomposed motives using simple pre-defined algorithms.
The bracket syntax to create and nest patterns remains the
same as with audio, but the results are slightly different.
Instead of stretching or compressing a score file or pattern to
match the specified duration, LOLC simply truncates the
score to match the desired duration. We were concerned that
otherwise the rhythmic density of scores would quickly
become too complex for sight-reading.
We support all of the same transformation operations for
both audio and notation. For notation, though, we added an
additional parameter to specify whether operations proceed at
the hierarchical level of notes (default), measures, or
hypermeasures (a group of four measures). For example, a
reverse operation could reorder the notes from last to first or
it could reorder the measures from last to first but keep the
notes within each measure in their original order. We found
this feature important because in practical use, the duration of
audio patterns in LOLC rarely exceeds a measure while the
duration of notation patterns almost always does. This
parameter therefore gives laptop musicians an important level
of control over how operations are applied that was not
previously necessary. We also added a new operation,

4. REAL-TIME NOTATION IN LOLC
In extending LOLC to the realm of real-time music notation,
we strove to keep the environment, including the syntax and
command structure, as consistent as possible. The substantial
changes, rather, are to the system’s input and output. Instead
of building musical patterns from audio files, commands
operate on pre-composed musical score files. Instead of
outputting electroacoustic sound over speakers, the
system renders notation to an external computer monitor.
Each laptop musician generates music notation for a single
paired instrumental musician. The two musicians sit side by
side in performance. (Figure 3)
This approach addressed one of the key challenges of realtime music notation systems — facilitating sight-reading in
concert — by adopting the common solution of building upon
pre-composed musical fragments[13]. While these fragments
can eventually be transformed in performance into completely
unrecognizable material, they provide an important
foundation of known notation that instrumental musicians can
practice. Sight-reading is further facilitated by limiting
notation to monophonic scores, though this does limit the
instruments best suited for use with the environment.
The integration of real-time notation and instrumental
musicians into LOLC creates new types of collaborations
within the ensemble: the instrumental players respond to the
real-time notation, to each other, and to the text chat messages
displayed on their screens; the laptop musicians respond to
the instrumentalists’ musical interpretations of (and
sometimes improvisations guided by) the notation they have
created and to each other through chatting, visualization, and
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Figure 2 Notation Viewer and Beat Indicator
transpose, that we had not found important with audio, where
the content tended to be more percussive and less pitched.
Scheduling notation patterns for display follows the same
syntax as scheduling audio patterns for playback, but again,
the behavior is slightly different in each case. Audio
scheduling supports simultaneous playback of multiple
patterns, but notation does not for obvious playability
reasons: newly scheduled patterns overwrite any previously
scheduled content in the measures for which they are
scheduled. Also, LOLC enforces scheduling notation in
advance, so that instrumentalists will have time to prepare to
play the rendered music. With audio, patterns can be
scheduled as little as a single beat in the future, but with
notation, patterns are scheduled at earliest a full measure in
advance and always begin at the start of a measure.

provides critical synchronization information for the
instrumental musicians.) Additionally, all the notes in the
current measure are highlighted in red, and if the measure is
otherwise empty, it is filled with red rests.
A configuration dialog box lets users set various display
parameters: display clef, transposition (either chromatic or
key signature) for transposing instruments, instrument range
(outside of which notes will be octave-transposed to fit within
the range), and zoom level for score display.

5. SGLC
The original digital-audio version of LOLC existed in a gray
space between a musical composition and a software
framework. The features and limitations of the environment
pushed improvising musicians towards particular modes of
performance and collaboration, but the open-ended structure
of the performance and the openness of the system to new
audio content belied any identity as a single musical
composition. Our performance guide for the digital audio
version of LOLC leaves decisions about audio content,
performance structure, and musical roles up to the ensemble.
With the introduction of real-time notation, LOLC’s
position along this continuum moves more towards
composition, or rather towards multiple compositions that are
each defined, at a minimum, by a set of pre-composed
fragments of musical notation.
The first such composition for LOLC and real-time notation
is SGLC, composed by one of the authors (Freeman). Its
compositional identity is defined by three components: a
collection of pre-composed fragments; a musical structure
indicating at a broad level how the laptop musicians are to
work with those fragments over the course of the
performance; and timing specifications about meter (3/2),
tempo (84 bpm) and overall duration (approximately 250
measures). The instrumentation remains open.
The 53 pre-composed musical fragments are each between
one and three measures in length and fall into four categories:
long-tones, contrapuntal melodies, graphical contours, and
textual instructions. The former two categories are strictly
notated, while the latter two guide improvisation of the
musicians. The graphical contours are defined in JMSL as a
series of closely-spaced noteheads that create connected line
segments, open to broad interpretation by instrumentalists and
to standard LOLC transformation operations by the laptop
musicians. The textual instructions ask musicians to borrow
and/or transform motives they or other musicians have
played, mimicking the networked collaboration of the laptop
musicians in in the acoustic realm.
The musical structure, presented in textual form to the
perfomers, defines the piece as a progression of seven discrete

4.2 Technical Implementation
The LOLC client and server software are written in Java. To
add real-time music notation, we utilized the Java Music
Specification Language (JMSL) API[6], which supports realtime rendering of Western staff-based notation with limited
graphical extensions. We use JMSL’s XML file format for
scores as the native notation format for LOLC. Composers
can use JMSL’s GUI score editor application to create these
or to import them from MIDI files, or they can be created
algorithmically.
Notation is displayed by each LOLC client application on
an external monitor directly connected to the laptop. While
we explored the use of wireless displays and networked
tablets, this solution proved the best for LOLC, since there is
already a one-to-one mapping of laptops to notation displays
and since each instrumental musician should be seated next to
the laptop musician who creates her notation. With this setup,
the laptop musician interacts with the main LOLC interface
window on her built-in display and the entire external monitor
is dedicated to notation display (Figure 2). The monitor is
positioned so that the instrumental musician can read it
comfortably and the laptop musician can glance over at it
occasionally.
The notation display includes several staves of notation,
showing about 20 measures of lookahead. As the music
reaches the end of the first staff system, the entire display
scrolls so that the next staff system moves to the top. In this
manner, musicians always read the uppermost staff system
and the remaining systems solely show the music coming
next. The current beat and measure is indicated through a
moving display that always hovers above the current measure.
It includes both a numerical beat indicator and a circle that
pulses and bounces to indicate each beat. (Performances with
LOLC are intended to be unconducted, so this display
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performance video is available at http://www.jasonfreeman.
net/sglc/.
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Figure 0 SGLC Rehearsal with Sonic Generator
sections, with each specifying a set of pre-composed
fragments the laptop players may use and a set of operations
they may use to transform them. In all sections, the laptop
musicians are encouraged to borrow material created by other
players. Generally speaking, the piece begins with a narrowly
constrained set of unmodified long tones, then gradually
allows additional pitch material and operations upon the
material. Following that, the music transitions into the
melodic motives, then gradually adds in transformative
operations and the guided improvisations. The instrumental
musicians respond to the notation, to instructions typed over
the text chat, and to each other, musically interpreting the
score and reacting to the graphical and textual notation to
create a coherent, expressive musical performance.
SGLC was premiered by Sonic Generator, the professional
contemporary chamber ensemble in residency at Georgia
Tech, in February 2012(Figure 3).

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The real-time notation extensions to LOLC described in this
paper offer a novel approach to deeply integrating
instrumental musicians into an improvising laptop ensemble,
pushing both entities to the extremes of the excitement and
risk of live performance: extreme improvisation through textbased collaboration and extreme sight-reading through realtime notation display. Yet LOLC is simultaneously designed
to be accessible to laptop musicians, instrumental performers,
and audiences: the command syntax and instant-messagingstyle interface make LOLC easy for musicians with limited
technical abilities to learn; the grounding of real-time notation
in pre-composed fragments simplifies the daunting task of
sight-reading; and the visualization of the performance,
including text chat messages, reveals the complexity (and
sometimes humor) of the collaboration to audiences.
We are currently conducting a formal evaluation of the realtime notation components of LOLC through quantitative
analysis of server logs and qualitative interviews with
performers, and we plan to make improvements to the system
accordingly. This follows a similar approach we used to study
the digital audio version of LOLC[14]. We also hope to
further explore the use of LOLC as an educational tool to
teach improvisation in the context of computing. Finally, we
are looking forward to creating a series of compositions, both
ourselves and in collaboration with other composers, that
continue to explore the possibilities of LOLC’s real-time
notation and to push the boundaries of live performance.
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performance (that has yet to be explored in current drum
analysis literature) pertains to the physiological space of drum
performance. Not only is it important to know when and which
drum is played in a pattern, but also which hand is striking the
drum. In this research we investigate this question, and propose
a multimodal signal processing system for the automatic
labeling and classification of left and right hand drum strikes
from a monophonic audio source.
There are many real-world cases where drum stroke
recognition is important. In fact most traditional exercises
which practicing drummers study emphasize the practice of
specific left and right hand patterns (more information on this
can be found in section 2.1.3). In automatic transcription
scenarios, a key element that has been missing up until now is
transcribing which hand performed a particular drum hit. In
order to fully understand ones performance it is important to
know how the player moves around the drum(s), the nuances
and differences present in the strikes of their independent
hands, and the possible stylistic signifiers resulting from the
physical aspects of their individual hand strikes. This presents a
large problem, as it is nearly impossible to determine which
hand is hitting a drum from a monophonic audio recording
alone.
Using direct sensors such as accelerometers on the
performers hands however we can capture extremely accurate
ground truth about the movements of the performers hands.
This comes at the cost of being invasive and possibly hindering
performance. In a typical controlled machine-learning situation
we can of course place constraints on the data-capturing
scenario. One solution would be to only record left hand
strikes, and then separately record right hand strikes, labeling
them accordingly when performing feature extraction. We are
interested however not only capturing each hand playing in
isolation, but in context of actual performance and practice
scenarios; and so the interplay between left and right hand
playing is of utmost importance. Another option would be to
manually label each audio event as being either from the left or
right hand, based on a priori knowledge of a specific pattern
played. As many data capturing scenarios (including ones in the
research) involve specific patterns to be played, this is a
common but time-consuming approach to labeling drum
training performance data. Additionally this task is nonsympathetic to inevitable playing mistakes in the performance,
which require manual adjustment when labeling the training
data. We are also interested in investigating the improvisatory
elements of drum performance, making the task of manually
labeling hand-patterns nearly impossible. To overcome these
challenges, this research turns to an exciting new technique
inspired from Surrogate Sensing [14] to enable the automatic
labeling of drum hand patterns for classification.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a multimodal system for analyzing
drum performance. In the first example we perform automatic
drum hand recognition utilizing a technique for automatic
labeling of training data using direct sensors, and only indirect
sensors (e.g. a microphone) for testing. Left/Right drum hand
recognition is achieved with an average accuracy of 84.95% for
two performers. Secondly we provide a study investigating
multimodality dependent performance metrics analysis.

Keywords
Multimodality, Drum stroke identification, surrogate sensors,
surrogate data training, machine learning, music information
retrieval, performance metrics

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Combining machine learning techniques with percussive
musical interface/instrument design is an emerging area of
research that has seen many applications in recent years.
Tindale investigated drum timbre recognition [17] and later
applied similar techniques to turn regular drum triggers into
expressive controllers for physical models [16]. Other examples
have been proposed which even enable human-machine
interaction with mechanical percussionists who can listen to
human performers and improvise in real time [19].
In terms of signal processing there is now robust onset
detection algorithms [1, 4] enabling one to accurately identify
when musical events occur. Researchers have also been
actively investigating other areas of musical performance such
as tempo estimation [2, 7], beat tracking [3, 9], and percussive
instrument segmentation [8]. Combining many of these
techniques together, researches have explored the task of
automatic transcription of drum and percussive performance,
[6, 7, 12, 18]. While great advances have been made in the
aforementioned tasks the majority of research into drum
interaction
scenarios
which
combine
musical
interfaces/instruments and machine learning have been
concerned with the segmentation or isolation of individual
drums from a recorded audio signal. While mono- and
polyphonic drum segmentation is a major aspect to tasks such
as automatic drum transcription, a key feature of drum
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Once recorded the data is ready to be analyzed in other
platforms such as Matlab, Marsyas, ChucK, etc. In our
experiments all data was recorded as uncompressed .wav files
at a sampling rate of 44100 samples per second. As audio-rate
sampling is typically higher than common instrument sensor
systems, sensor data is up-sampled to audio-rate using a
sample-and-hold step function driven by the audio clock. This
ensures synchronicity between audio and sensor data and
enables the treatment of the sensor data as normal audio during
analysis. Interacting with Nuance follows a similar paradigm as
common multi-track digital audio workstations, and provides
and easy drag-and-drop user interface.

One of the earliest studies of drum performance showed
how physical factors such as the start height of a stick could
impact the resulting amplitudes and durations of the sound
produced [10]. More recently, Dahl showed similar
relationships between the correlation of strike velocity and the
height and shape of the stroke in user studies [2]. Dolhansky et
al. modeled the shape of a percussive stroke to turn mobile
phones with accelerometers into physically-inspired percussive
instruments [5]. There are many ways which people have
attempted to analyze the gesture of drum performance and its
effect on the dynamic and timbre spaces; Tindale et al. provides
a good overview of sensor capturing methodologies in [15].
The research mentioned and other countless examples confirm
the strong link between the physical space in which a
performers actions exist, and the fingerprint imparted on the
musical output. To this end we begin to investigate these ties in
this paper by not only looking at drum-hand recognition, but
also at statistical measures afforded by multimodal analysis of
acoustical instrument output paired with NIME’s.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we
provide an overview of our data collection and analysis
framework, including our implementation of surrogate data
training for automatic hand labeling of training data. We show
our drum hand recognition results in section 3 and performance
metrics in section 4. Finally our conclusions are discussed in
section in section 5.

2.1.2 Sensor System
In our experiments Nuance was used to synchronously record
three axis of motion from two accelerometers placed on the
hands of the performers, as well as a single mono microphone
recording the acoustic drum signal. The ADXL335 tri-axis
accelerometer was used, as well as a Shure SM57 for recording
the audio output of the snare drum. The microphone was placed
in a typical configuration, approximately 1” – 3” from the rim
of the snare, slightly angled down and across the head of the
drum.
The two accelerometers were placed on the topsides of the
performers hands, and connected to a wireless transmitter. An
Arduino Fio inside the transmitting device receives data form
each axis of the accelerometers with 10-bit resolution, and
transmits each sensor readings to a nearby computer over
wireless Xbee (ZigBee) RF communication. This data was
recorded directly over a serial-connection with the receiving
Xbee module using Nuance.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we describe the data capturing and analysis
system used in the drum-stroke recognition experiment. From a
high-level view, the drum-hand recognition experiment
employs a three-step process including a data collection phase,
an analysis phase, and finally the testing and machine-learning
phase as illustrated in Figure 1.
Analysis
Audio

- Surrogate Data
Training
Accelerometers

Machine Learning

- Onset Detection

L

Hand-Pattern
Recognition

R
-Feature Extraction

Figure 1 – Overview of Drum Hand Recognition System
Figure 2 – Drum Rudiments Performed

2.1 Data Collection

2.1.3 Data Set

A primary goal in the research was to make sure that the
techniques used could easily be used in a variety of scenarios
from live performance to assisted learning in music schools. It
was also a goal to empower musicians to be able to run the
experiments themselves. Other methodologies were considered,
including hi-speed video camera tracking. While hi-speed video
tracking could be a useful solution for hand tracking, and has
been used by others for similar tasks such as bow performance
tracking [13, 21], we desired a solution that was more
affordable than typical hi-speed cameras, and that needed little
to no calibration. Additionally the research was concerned with
investigating surrogate data training, and so the following
software and sensor system was used.

The system described in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 was used to
record a total of 2917 snare-drum hits from two performers.
Performer one was at a beginner level whereas performer two
was an intermediate/advanced percussionist. The performers
were instructed to play four fundamental drum exercises from
the Percussive Arts Society1 International Drum Rudiments;
these included the Single Stroke Roll (referred to as D1
throughout the remainder of the paper), the Double Stroke
Open Roll (D2), the Single Paradiddle (D3), and the Double
Paradiddle (D4) (Figure 2). Each exercise was recorded for
roughly 3 minutes, resulting in a total of 1467 hits (736 right
hand / 731 left hand) for performer one and 1450 hits (726 right
hand / 724 left hand) for performer two. In preliminary testing
the performers recorded purely improvisational, however a
more regimented routine was played during the final data

2.1.1 Nuance
Nuance is a program written by the authors as a generalpurpose multi-track recording solution for multimodal data
sources. Geared towards machine learning and musical data
mining, Nuance enables nearly any musical sensor system and
instrument communicating over serial, MIDI and/or OSC to
synchronously capture its data to disk in .wav audio format.

1
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The PAS is the world’s largest international percussion
organization. More information on the PAS can be found at
http://www.pas.org/

local maxima’s. Lastly onset detection was also performed on
the audio recording, and all three streams’ (1 audio, 2
accelerometer) onset locations (in seconds) are stored in
independent vectors. More detailed information on the onset
detection algorithm can be found in [11].

collection process to enable other research into specific
performance metrics and rudiment classification. Figure 2
details the drum rudiments performed.

2.2 Analysis Framework
In the following sections we discuss the analysis framework
that was used to extract features for the left/right hand
classification experiments and metrics tracking.

2.2.3 Onset Detection Accuracy
Table 1 shows the onset classification accuracy of the
accelerometers prior to correction. The high yield (99%) in
accuracy of the accelerometers makes them a great candidate
for surrogate labeling the audio onsets as either left or right
hand onsets. The onset vectors were also exported as .txt files
and imported into a beat-tracking application called BeatRoot
[3] to visualize and (manually) correct any errors in the
accelerometer onsets detected. It should be noted that the
correction step was not necessary as the minor amount falsely
detected onsets were few enough to not impact the data too
much, however we desired 100% ground truth and so any falsepositive and false-negative onsets were corrected in BeatRoot
prior to feature extraction.

2.2.1 Surrogate Data Training
One of the biggest hurdles for musical supervised machine
learning is obtaining and labeling a large enough training data
set for true results. As described earlier in section 1 manually
labeling the training data is not an efficient process, nor does it
easily deal with errors that are common in the data collection
phase. By using a process that can automatically label training
data, the training regiment can be more loosely defined, even
allowing the performer to improvise (unless there was specific
desire to record particular patterns as in our case). Common
disturbances in the data collection process such as performance
mistakes, which normally must be accounted for by the
researchers manually are also no longer an issue. We turn to a
new technique inspired by Surrogate Sensors [14] enabling us
to quickly record and label each hit in our audio recordings by
using known information from direct sensors (accelerometers)
to navigate unknown information in the data from our indirect
sensor (microphone). The direct sensors provide the benefit of
near perfect ground truth making the technique extremely
robust (see section 2.2.3). The method is also transferable to
other sensors and modalities, and the particular implementation
in this research is described in the following section on onset
detection.
Accelerometers
L

Sum Axis

F-Measure
(L/R)

Performer 1

0.997

0.997

0.997

Performer 2

0.993

0.997

0.995

2.2.4 Feature Extraction
After onset detection, features were extracted in Matlab by
taking the accelerometer onset positions for each hand and
searching for the nearest detected onset (within a certain
threshold determined by the frequency and tempo of the strikes)
in the audio onsets. The strike in the audio file is then
windowed to contain the entire single-hit and various features
are extracted. The feature vector is labeled with the appropriate
class (1 = Right, 2 = Left) and exported as an .arff file for
machine learning analysis in Weka [20]. For each strike a 14dimension feature vector is calculated containing: RMS,
Spectral Rolloff, Spectral Centroid, Brightness, Regularity,
Roughness, Skewness, Kurtosis, Spread, Attack Slope, Attack
Time, Zero Crossing, MFCC (0th coeff.), and the Onset
Difference Time (ODT) between the detected audio and
corresponding accelerometer onsets.

Preprocessing

Jerk

Recall
(L/R)

Table 1 – Accelerometer Onset Detection Accuracy
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3. DRUM HAND RECOGNITION

Onset Curve /
Peak Pick

After the data was collected it was imported into Weka for
supervised learning. The primary focus of this experiment was
to investigate if a machine could be trained to reliably classify
which hand was used to strike a snare drum.

Figure 3 – Overview of Onset Detection Algorithm

3.1 Classification

2.2.2 Onset Detection

Five classifiers were used in our tests including a Multilayer
Perception back-propagation artificial neural network, the J48
decision tree classifier, Naive Bays, a support vector machine
trained using Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), and
Logistic Regression. 10-Fold cross validation was used in all
tests with a 12-dimension feature subset (attack time and onset
difference features were removed for this experiment).

A triple-axis accelerometer was placed on each of the
performers hands while recording the data sets. The ultimate
goal was to use gesture onsets in the independent hands
accelerometers to navigate and label the note onsets in the
audio recordings. As shown in Figure 3, each axis (per
accelerometer) is first preprocessed in Matlab by removing the
DC offset and full-wave rectification. The accelerometers each
have their three axis summed and averaged to collapse the data
streams into a single dimension. Next jerk is calculated for each
accelerometer, followed by a threshold function to remove
spurious jitter. To further smooth the signals before onset
detection is applied, the envelopes of the signals are extracted,
and smoothed with a Gaussian of standard deviation of
samples. The onset curve is then calculated and peak-picked at

3.2 Results and Discussion
This section describes the outcomes obtained from our
classification tests. As this is binary classification scenario
(classification can either be left or right hand), the chance
classification baseline is 50%.
Using the entire data set and 10-fold cross validation, the best
results were achieved using multilayer perceptron (MLP) for
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observation of the graphs shows that performer two (bottom)
had a generally lower onset differentiation than performer one
(top). Performer two was in fact a more highly experienced
drummer, suggesting a great link or consistency in physical vs.
acoustical onsets in this particular exercise. Observing Figure 4
it is also apparent that in this 60-second pass of D1, the onset
difference times of performer two’s individual hands were
more closely related (in terms of mean onset difference) than
that of performer ones.

both performers. MLP yielded an accuracy of 84.93% for
performer one and 84.96% classification accuracy for
performer two. All of the algorithms appear to do a decent job
at generalizing over the entire data set and provide similar
classification results with smaller subsets of the feature vector.
Performer 1 (%)
Performer 2 (%)
MLP
84.93
84.96
SMO
81.66
80.34
Naive Bays
75.05
63.65
Logistic
84.38
83.51
J48
81.93
78.62
Table 2 - Classification Accuracy Using All Data

Data Set
P1
P2

While it is clear that some classifiers seem to generalize quite
well in all cases, more simple probabilistic classifiers such as
Naive Bays seem to benefit greatly from having a larger
training set that covers a wider variance in feature data.

Min
(rush)
-0.0076
-0.0070

Max
(lag)
0.0148
0.0149

Mean
0.0118
0.0107

Std
0.0116
0.0133

Table 3 – Average Onset Difference Statistics for Both
Performers
Table 3 and Figure 5 show averages from both hands and all
data sets D1-D4. Min which we call “rush” is calculated as the
average amount the accelerometer onsets that were earlier than
the audio onsets. As such it is calculated only over negative
onset difference times. On average, when performer two’s
physical strike onsets rushed the audio onsets, it did so less
drastically than performer one. Again this may be attributed to
the fact that performer two was a more experienced player with
tighter timing than performer one.
Max or lag is calculated as the average amount the
accelerometer onsets were later than their paired audio onsets
(positive difference times). Coincidentally, both performers lag
differences were extremely similar.
Mean is the average onset difference time calculated over the
entire vector or onset differences for each performer. Again
performer two performed with less distance between physical
and audio onset times. Interestingly, performer two’s standard
deviation was slightly larger than performer one, meaning that
the amount of dispersion from the performers mean
performance was greater.

4. PERFORMANCE METRICS
Automatic drum hand recognition proposes exciting new
possibilities including: more nuanced automatic drum
transcription, preservation of performance technique from
master musicians long after life, providing new controller data
for live performance, and providing insightful information and
metrics during regimented practice and musical training.
However, the information from direct sensors can also be used
in conjunction with indirect sensors to provide insightful new
performance metrics and features. In this section we will look
at new features and how they may add to our ability in
describing and deducing meaningful information from musical
performance.

4.1 Onset Differences
In traditional drum performance analysis, temporal information
such as timing deviations and onsets of drum hits are normally
investigated by analyzing an audio recording. Researchers have
not only investigated the physical onset times (in audio) but
have also looked at the perceptual onset and attack times (often
called PAT) in order to measure when sounds are actually
heard [5]. Here we consider the physical onset times from
sensors on the actual performer in relation to the onset times
recorded simultaneously in the acoustical output in what we
call the Onset Difference Time or ODT.

P1

P2

0.0180
0.0135
0.0090
0.0045
0
-0.0045
-0.0090
-0.0135
-0.0180

min (rush)

max (lag)

mean

std

Figure 5 – Bar Graph Visualizing Table 4 Metrics

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we investigated two ways in which multimodal
signal processing and sensor systems can benefit percussive
computation. In the first case study we used direct sensors
(accelerometers) on a performer to automatically annotate and
train the computer to perform drum stroke recognition from
indirect sensors (a single microphone). Averaging the best
results from two performers multilayer perception achieved
84.95% accuracy and shows that it is possible for the computer
to identify whether a performer hit a drum with their left or
right hand. Once trained with the direct sensors, the computer
can non-invasively transcribe the physical attributes of a

Figure 4 - Onset Difference Times for the first 60 sec. of D1
(Performer 1 Top, Performer 2 Bottom)
In Figure 4 we can see the onset difference times (in seconds)
between the left (+) and right (o) hand accelerometer onsets and
their audio onset times. A horizontal line at 0 would mean a
perfect match (zero difference) in onset times, and an
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[4]

percussionist’s performance, adding important nuance to future
automatic music transcription. Additionally automatic drumhand recognition will be useful in many pedagogical scenarios
such as rudiment identification, accuracy and other
performance/metrics measures. In live performance contexts
where it may be desired to trigger musical events, processes,
and/or visualization based on particular sequences of strikes,
drum stroke recognition using non-invasive methods will also
be extremely powerful.
In the second case study we looked at statistics measures as
performance metrics obtainable using a multimodal system.
Our preliminary findings comparing data from typical direct
and indirect sensors such as accelerometers and microphones
(respectively) reconfirm the importance of the looking at both
the audio-space and physical-space (simultaneously) when
investigating musical performance. Research often chooses one
or the other for analysis, however investigating the space in
between is one we are excited at looking at more closely in the
future.
In the future we are looking forward to expanding the data set
with a larger pool of performers, as well as investigating how
well the techniques generalize to different snare drums (and
eventually other drums in the drum set). It would also be
particularly useful to add a third strike to the test set, when a
player performs more complex patterns, including striking with
both hands. The authors are particular interested in performance
metrics tracking, and so the techniques discussed in this paper
will serve as a foundation to continue research into
performance metrics tracking, allowing performers to evaluate
their playing in live performance and in the practice room.
At the core of much of this is the trade-off between direct and
indirect sensors. Indirect sensors such as microphones have
proven to be extremely useful and reliable sources for music
information retrieval, with the benefit on not hindering
performance. At the same time they lack certain physical
attributes that are only possible to obtain by placing more
invasive direct sensors on the performer, and/or
instrument/NIME. In one sense we hope this research brings
wider attention to a part of a novel technique called surrogate
sensing which reduces the negative impact of invasive sensors
by constraining their dependency to the training phase of a
musical system or experiment. At the same time there is lots of
work ahead and so the future will definitely still hold an
important space for direct sensors in these scenarios. We look
forward to a future where direct sensors such as accelerometers
are small and light enough to be embedded within a drum stick
without altering performance in any way, but also one where a
trained machine can play back a recording from great musicians
of the past and automatically transcribe the magical nuances of
their performances for future generations.

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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study used to evaluate the interfaces. Following this, the
experiments are described, including the process, participants, and results. These results are then discussed in a
broader context, and will show that although the increased
complexity of the relational interface was more challenging
to learn, it allowed participants to be more creative while
at the same time promoting greater exploration of the sonic
space.

Mapping between musical interfaces, and sound engines, is
integral to the nature of an interface [3]. Traditionally, musical applications for touch surfaces have directly mapped
touch coordinates to control parameters. However, recent
work [9] is looking at new methods of control that use relational multi-point analysis. Instead of directly using touch
coordinates, which are related to a global screen space, an
initial touch is used as an ‘anchor’ to create a local coordinate space in which subsequent touches can be located
and compared. This local coordinate space frees touches
from being locked to one single relationship, and allows for
more complex interaction between touch events. So far, this
method has only been implemented on Apple computer’s
small capacitive touch pads. Additionally, there has yet to
be a user study that directly compares [9] against mappings
of touch events within global coordinate spaces. With this
in mind, we have developed and evaluated two interfaces
with the aim of determining and quantifying some of these
differences within the context of our custom large mutlitouch surfaces [1].

2.

XY AND ANCHOR POINT

The applications and user study were run using the Bricktable, a 50” rear diffuse illuminated (DI) custom-built multitouch table. The first of the two interfaces is designed to
allow for polyphonic control of a basic sine oscillator synthesizer using a global coordinate system. This interface
provides similar control to existing single point X-Y surfaces, for which a touch event provides values for its X and
Y position. The second interface is designed to control the
same single oscillator synthesizer, however, control values
are derived from the relationship between an anchor point
(initial point), and the location of satellite points (subsequent points). This second interface creates a local coordinate space and provides an increased number of control
data sources that can be used for expressive mappings to
parameters. Furthermore, these control data streams are
interdependent of one another, allowing for all parameters
to be modified simultaneously in an organic manner.

Keywords
Multi-Touch, User Study, Relational-point interface

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1

The use of mutli-touch surfaces for musical applications has
a well-developed history, with work such as Toshi Iwia’s
“Composition on the Table” [4], and applications like the
AudioPad [8], the reacTable [6, 5], and multiple applications on the Bricktable [1, 2]. Many of these instruments
use fuducials, or objects that provide X-Y location, point
acceleration, unique IDs, rotation, and rotational acceleration. While these objects provide more data than is available from a single touch event, and allow for more complex
mapping schemes, it is possible to gain similar additional
data from touch events by leveraging the relationships between an initial point and subsequent points [9]. The aim
of this research is to determine if this type of relational control can afford musicians’ greater creativity with respect to
multi-touch interfaces.
This paper describes two software interfaces developed
during the course of this research, and reports on the user

2.1.1

Mapping

Mapping using global XY position

This first interface allows the user to control two parameters using the position of their fingers. Each finger placed
on the table creates a note with the global X position controlling the pitch of the oscillator, and the global Y position
controlling the volume of the oscillator. As the X position
increases from left to right the pitch ascends, and as the Y
position increases from top to bottom, the volume increases.
The interface visually conveys this relationship by displaying a circle at the location of the touch event, and drawing
rectangle between the top left corner of the screen (0,0 in
the global coordinate space) and the location of the touch
event (See figure 1)

2.1.2

Mapping using a local Anchor Point

The second interface also allows for the control of two parameters, however, this time local relationships between an
anchor point and subsequent satellite points are used as
control sources. The angle and distance between a satellite point and the anchor point control a note, with angles
mapping to pitch, and distances mapping to volume. With
respect to the anchor point, the pitch has a range of four
octaves, with the lowest note directly underneath the anchor point, and the starting octave being determined by

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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about their age, level of understanding, prior experience
working with touch-table surfaces, and familiarity with musical concepts and instruments. These questions were designed to provide information about the participant’s potential understanding of the interfaces.

3.2.2
Figure 1: XY, and anchor point interfaces
the location of the anchor. The pitch ascends as the satellite point is rotated clockwise around the anchor point, and
eighty percent of the volume range is controllable within the
average span of a person’s hand.
This local relationship between the anchor point and satellite points can provide new control data streams. For example, the average angle and average distance of all satellite
points to the anchor point, as well as the maximum angle
and maximum distance of all satellite points to the anchor
point. These additional control sources were not used during the user study in order to minimize the variables when
comparing the two interfaces.
The interface visually represents this relationship by displaying a circle where a finger is placed. These circles differentiate the anchor/satellite relationship through colour,
green representing a satellite point and red representing
the anchor point. A circular diagram surrounds the anchor
point to show the pitch increments in angle.

2.2

Interaction with Interfaces

Firstly, each participant was asked to freely explore the interface without any specific task. After approximately two
minutes, the interface interaction was explained to the participant with the experimenter demonstrating each parameter. The participant would then be asked to complete four
tasks. The first task was to make a chord on the table. The
second task was to create a chord on the table using both
hands, and then remove both hands and attempt to make
the same chord again. The third task was to hold a chord in
the left hand while playing a melody in the right hand. The
final task was to have a free improvisation on the table. The
participant then discussed the two interfaces and completed
the questionnaire. Additionally, the order of the interfaces
was alternated between each participant in an effort to try
and eliminate any bias this may have added to the results.

3.2.3

Post-Interview Questionnaire

The post-interview questionnaire asked the participant to
critically compare the two interfaces. These questions examined eleven different aspects of the interfaces such as intuitiveness, learnability, control, mapping, creativity, visual
reference, repeatability, exploration, applications and fun.
Each participant was asked to rate the two interfaces on
these aspects using a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being barely/not
very and 10 being a lot/very. They were then asked to
discuss any differences between the two interfaces and the
reasons for their answers.

Software

The interfaces use the Java based language Processing, with
TUIO [7], and OSC [10] providing the communication between various applications. TUIO communicates with the
open source multi-touch tracker CCV, and OSC sends synthesis control data to Reaktor.

3.3

Results

Figure 2: Data communication

3. EVALUATION
The study had participants freely exploring each interface
for up to two minutes, and then completing four simple
tasks designed to test specific aspects of each interface. After completing these tasks, participants were asked about
their experiences with the two interfaces.

3.1

Figure 3: Overview of results

3.3.1 Intuitiveness
Participants were asked how natural and organic each interface felt, and to describe any differences they discerned
between the two? Most participants found both interfaces
to be quite intuitive, with the average response of 7.6 for
the XY interface and 6.4 for the Anchor Point interface. Of
the two, the XY interface was described as more familiar
and transparent, with participants attributing this to simplicity of control and an easy learning curve. The Anchor
Point interface was found to be slightly less intuitive as it
took some time for most people to learn how to control the
parameters. The relationship between an angle and a pitch
was something that most participants hadn’t encountered
before. The requirement of placing an anchor point before
sound could be made also required understanding of an extra parameter.

Participants

The user study consisted of twelve participants comprising a mix of students and lecturers from both music and
computer science backgrounds. Eleven of the twelve participants played some form of musical instrument. Additionally, while nearly all participants had had at least some
prior experience with multi-touch interfaces, only five participants had used them to make music. All participants
were unpaid volunteers.

3.2

3.2.1

Method

Pre-Survey Questionnaire

The pre-interview questionnaire confirmed the participants
consent to the experiment, as well as personal questions
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3.3.2

Learnability

essential for some people to be creative with one participant
saying “I find that when your improvising its when something unexpected happens and you have to react is when
your most creative.”

Participants were asked how challenging each interface was
to learn, and to describe the main difference between the
two? The average rating for XY was 8.2, while the Anchor
Point interfaces averaged 7.0. Most people found the controls of the XY interface were very simple to learn whereas,
the Anchor Point interface proved to be more complex, requiring an understanding of the relationships between satellite points and a relative anchor point. Even though the
Anchor Point interface had a significantly lower average,
this rating was still high and both interfaces proved to be
relatively easy to learn.

3.3.3

3.3.6 Visual Reference
The participants were asked how effectively the visuals from
each interface represented the relationship between interaction and sound, and if one interface provided a stronger
visual references? The XY interface had an average of 6
and scored significantly below the Anchor Point interface,
which had an average of 7.1. Most participants found the
visual reference for the XY interface to be either confusing
or unnecessary. The visual reference did not hinder their
understanding of the interface but was deemed unnecessary
due to the simplicity of the interaction. However, the visual
reference for the Anchor Point interface was felt to help reinforce understanding of the interaction between touch events
and sound.

Control

Participants were asked to rate the ease of control for each
interface, and to describe the main difference between the
two. The ease or difficulty of controlling the sound on each
interface highlights pronounced differences between the two.
The participants’ scores were quite even with the average for
the XY interface scoring 7.6 and the Anchor Point Interface
scoring 6.9; however, the reason why the interface was easy
to control was different for each. The XY interface was
easy to control because it had simple parameters that were
familiar and intuitive. However, most people found it hard
to control the pitch precisely, with the degree for error being
very high and each pitch only occupying a small, fixed space
along the X-axis. In contrast the Anchor Point interface was
found to be harder to control for some people as the physical
action of rotating the hand “was useful but not easy to do.”
However, as people explored the interface more, they used
the full range of the space, which allowed them to have much
more control of the angle. As they moved the satellite points
further away from the anchor, they were able to control the
pitch a lot more precisely. This is because the distance
between note increments becomes larger as a satellite point
moves further away from an anchor point.

3.3.4

3.3.7 Repeatability
The participants were asked how easy it was to reproduce a
sound on each interface? Both interfaces scored quite low,
with the XY interface having an average of 5.6 and the Anchor Point interface having an average of 5.5. Many people
found that the placement of the anchor point made repeating a sound harder than the individual points of interface
XY; however, some people did find the Anchor Point easier
to repeat a sound due to the larger touchable area occupied
by each pitch.

3.3.8 Exploration
The participants were asked how compelling each interface
was, and if one interface prompted greater exploration?
Both interfaces scored quite highly with the XY interface
having an average of 7.3 and the Anchor Point interface having an average of 7.8. The simplicity of the XY interface
seemed to make people lose interest quick; “Once I learnt it,
it was fun to try and make some sounds, but because its limitations are so easily apparent it becomes a bit bland.” On
the other hand, the Anchor Point interface proved harder
to control for most people, which made them want to explore and experiment with the interface more. Additionally,
the method of control for most people was something with
which they were unfamiliar, leading them to find that the
anchor interface was “more interesting as you [could] create
shapes and see how they relate.”

Mapping

The participants were asked if it felt as though the controls
from each interface were mapped to the sounds being produced, and which mapping they preferred? Both interfaces
scored similarly, with the preferred interface split equally
and the XY and Anchor Point interfaces scoring 7.5 and 7.6
respectively. Most participants who preferred the XY interface’s mapping liked it because of its simplicity. “It was a
lot easier to know harmonically what it was going to do.”
Whereas, participants who preferred Anchor Point’s mapping cited its freedom to move the anchor point, as well as
it being interesting “because you could improvise and come
up with things you didnâĂŹt expect.” This parameter came
down to personal choice and a clearer division might have
been seen if the participants were given more time, as the
ease of learning would not have impacted as much on the
results.

3.3.5

3.3.9 Application
The participants were asked what sort of settings each interface might be used in. Many participants thought that both
interfaces could be used in installation settings, or be quite
effective as a teaching tool for both simple synthesis as well
as melodic and chordal theory. Some participants also felt
that both interfaces, especially the Anchor Point interface,
could be used in live performance and studio work.

Creativity

The participants were asked how much creative expression
each interface allowed for, and to describe any difference
between them? The XY interface had an average of 6.4 and
the Anchor Point interface had a slightly higher average of
6.8. The reasons why participants found each interface to
be creative were quite different. Participants found the XY
interface to be easier to control, and because of this they
could be immediately creative with the sounds they were
making. In contrast, the Anchor Interface was found to
be creative because it “offered a bigger range of things”. It
provided more freedom as the relational point was moveable
and gave unexpected results. This freedom was felt to be

3.3.10

Fun

Lastly, the participants were asked which interface they
found to be more fun, and why? The participants were
divided regarding this question, and the reasons given were
mostly ease of use and expressivity. Many people found the
XY interface to be easier to use, and therefore spent more
time exploring the controls. In contrast, while the Anchor
Point was harder to learn, it afforded greater expression
once the methods of interaction were understood.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

interface, especially when the range is large and requires
multiple hands.
These results seem to indicate that although the Anchor
Point interface is more complex and harder to learn, it affords more creative expression and prompts more exploration than the XY interface. The Anchor Point interface
is closer than the XY interface in these aspects, to a traditional instrument, as instruments like the guitar or piano
take some time to learn how to use but once learnt can be
very expressive.
Both interfaces could be well suited for use on an iPad or
similar surface, although the smaller screen would inhibit
some of control afforded in the Anchor Point interface. The
portability and popularity of these devices could promote
many uses however, with use of both the XY and Anchor
Point interfaces as musical pedagogical tools for aural training and recognition.

Before discussing these results further, it is necessary to
consider the validity of these results in the context of the
study that was performed. A shortcoming of this user survey is that there’s a novelty factor that may influence the
responses of the participants. In an attempt to minimize
this, the interface that was to be used first by a participant
was alternated throughout the survey. Another limitation
of this survey may be the length of interaction with each
interface. The Anchor Point interface requires some time
to understand how it works, while the XY interface was understood almost immediately. This may adversely affect the
user’s interaction experience if they only allowed a short period of time to work with each interface. However, even with
these limitations, the two interfaces have proven to be very
similar. Both interfaces scored highly across all categories,
and general conclusions can be made from the statistical
results as well as the comments of the participants.
The XY interface has proven to be more intuitive and
easier to learn. Most participants said that this was due to
the simplicity of the parameters and their familiarity with
an X-Y relationship. The Anchor Point interface is slightly
harder to learn and slightly less intuitive. Most participants
thought that the more complex relationship of rotation and
relative position of the anchor point made the Anchor Point
interface harder to learn and they were also less familiar
with these relationships than the simplistic XY relationship. Both interfaces rated highly on ease of control, however, this question shows an important difference between
the two interfaces. The XY interface’s simplicity was the
main reason given for why the interface was easy to control
whereas, the Anchor Point interface has a unique feature
that affords more precise control. As a satellite point is
moved further away from the anchor point, the touchable
area for each pitch division increases. This in turn leads to
a smaller degree of error in pitch control for the user.
This feature also links into the creativity and exploration
categories. Most people found that the Anchor Point interface allowed them to be more creative and encouraged
greater exploration, with participants generally using more
of the space during the free section. The Anchor Point interface also provided more organic control as many pitches
could be played quietly to create a chord while a melody
could simultaneously be played with accuracy by dragging
a point away from the anchor point. In contrast, while
people found the XY interface to be initially interesting,
participants seemed to quickly become bored with its limitations. Once the user had worked out the limitations, they
were quick to tire of interacting with the same relationship.
Interestingly, most people found it hard to repeat the
same chord on both interfaces. This issue can be attributed
partly to the lack of haptic feedback provided by multitouch screens. This could be mitigated by stronger visual
references for pitch divisions for these types of interface.
The visual reference for the Anchor Point interface was
found to be more essential to understanding its method of
control, while the XY visual reference was felt to be distracting as the relationship quickly became self-evident when interacting with the interface.
With practice, the Anchor Point interface may allow more
precise control as the user learns the angular relationships
between the anchor point and subsequent satellite points.
This would allow for greater control as well as more intuitive harmonic control as a chord shape could be inverted
to create related chords. The shape of a triad can be played
on the Anchor Point interface with one hand, and could be
learnt and then transposed around the table. This provides
an interesting alternative to the spacing of notes on the XY

5.
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such devices has increased multi-fold and their mobility,
complemented by on-board sensors, allows new forms of
musical expression. Researchers initially focused on the audio
synthesis capabilities of mobile platforms [4, 6] and the use of
multiple sensors and network protocols [5, 8]. More recently,
many researchers have sought to turn smart phones into selfcontained musical instruments. Mobile phone orchestras have
created a new form of electronic ensemble [7, 11]. With the
appearance of iOS devices and the opening of App Store to
developers, a number of mobile music applications, such as
Ocarina [12], have become commercially available.

ABSTRACT
Tok! is a collaborative acoustic instrument application for iOS
devices aimed at real time percussive music making in a colocated setup. It utilizes the mobility of hand-held devices and
transforms them into drumsticks to tap on flat surfaces and
produce acoustic music. Tok! is also networked and consists of
a shared interactive music score to which the players tap their
phones, creating a percussion ensemble. Through their social
interaction and real-time modifications to the music score, and
through their creative selection of tapping surfaces, the players
can collaborate and dynamically create interesting rhythmic
music with a variety of timbres.

2.1 Collaborative Music Making in Mobile
Music

Keywords
Mobile Phones, Collaboration, Social Interaction, Acoustic
Musical Instrument

Owing to the inherent network capabilities of mobile phones,
researchers have used them to facilitate collaborative music
creation. Tanaka presented a co-operative music-making
system on PDA where gestural inputs of each peer helped
create streaming music [10]. A number of mobile music
applications allow synchronous interactions among users in a
co-located setup. ZoozBeat, a mobile music studio
environment, connects multiple users and allows them to play
music at the same time or simply take turns as if playing the
“Hot Potato” game [13]. Sound Bounce (2009), a gesturecontrolled instrument, allows players to “bounce” virtual
sounds, “throw” them to other players, and compete in a game
to “knock out” others’ sound [3].

1. INTRODUCTION
Tok! is a networked mobile music instrument which provides a
collaborative environment to create percussive music. It
focuses on acoustic music making through the use of mobile
devices to generate percussive sounds by tapping them on hard
surfaces. It enables a networked musical collaboration among
the players through their real-time manipulation of a shared,
loop-based music score. The goal of Tok! is to create a
networked ensemble of mobile acoustic instruments which is
capable of creating interesting percussive music. It is achieved
through a collaborative social interaction among the players in
a co-located setup by effectively utilizing mobile phones and
available hard surfaces as the source of music.
This paper describes the background in which Tok! was
developed, discusses the concept and motivation, briefly
describes the design and implementation of the application, and
finally assesses user experiences. We specifically address the
design considerations that lead the application towards
collaborative music making, as opposed to a competitive
networked music game.

2.2 Utilizing Mobility in Acoustic Music
In most of examples mentioned above, researchers exploit the
portability and wireless communication capabilities of the
mobile devices. But the small size of these devices often
presents a challenge. Most mobile music systems, for instance,
must address the poor-quality internal speakers on mobile
devices; they either use supplementary external speakers to
increase the quality and volume of sound or limit themselves to
narrow dynamic and frequency ranges [7, 11].
Schiemer and Havryliv, in contrast, embrace the small size
for a unique acoustic purpose. For their pieces Mandala3 and
Mandala4, a mobile phone instrument named Pocket Gamelan
was developed [9]. In the performance, mobile phones were
mounted in a specially devised pouch attached to a cord.
Players physically swung phones in the pouch while others
operated handheld phones to change audio algorithms of
swinging phones over the network. As the phone swung
around, it produced audible artifacts such as Doppler shift, and
its sonic output in the performance was a merged result of a
generated tone, Doppler effect and spatialization due to its
movement. The project not only incorporated the network

2. BACKGROUND
The last decade has seen a substantial growth of mobile phones
in the field of computer music. The computational capability of
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capabilities of mobile phones by building a collaborative and
accessible instrument, but also utilized the small size of the
devices to introduce a novel approach to sound effects and
spatialization.
Our research is directly influenced by Schiemer’s Pocket
Gamelan in the way that it uses the size limitations of mobile
devices to explore a unique acoustic property. In addition, we
follow the spirit of collaborative music making to facilitate
social interaction among users, including non-musicians and
novices.

3. TOK! CONCEPT
Tok! provides a networked mobile and acoustic musical
interface which facilitates social interaction in a music making
environment. Players tap the phone on a hard surface, following
cues in a graphical rhythm score that is shared among colocated players. Tok! makes use of mobile phones as
drumsticks to create interesting percussive music, using the
physical sounds that the phone makes when tapped on the
surface. Mobile phones are thus used as a tool for expressive
percussive music. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
mobile application that uses the device itself as an instrument to
produce acoustic sounds.
Tok! adopts aspects of both shared sonic environments and
local interconnected musical networks from Barbosa’s
classification of networked music [1] to facilitate synchronous
interaction in a co-located setup. The music score, which
specifies the tapping rhythm for each player on the screen, is
shared and synchronized over the network so that users can
change their own rhythmic pattern as well as those of the other
players.
The basic rhythmic structure of compositions is limited to a
relatively simple grid of eighth notes, but a significant part of
the creative process lies in the choice of the surface for tapping.
By creatively combining support materials such as wood,
metal, plastic, a piece of cardboard or even drum surfaces,
players can organize their own percussion ensemble using a
palette of rich and distinct timbres available naturally.

Figure 1 Play screen showing the music score grid, visual
cue, the bin, coins, accuracy point bars, and a ghost coin
(black) and reward coin (smiley)

Figure 2 Suggested Device Tapping Gesture

4.3 Moving coins

4. DESIGN AND USER INTERACTION
4.1 Music Score and Grid

Moving coins on the grid is an important aspect of the
interaction to create changing rhythms. Initially, each player
starts out with four coins in the bin, and the coins from a
player’s bin can be moved anywhere on the grid. Once on the
grid, the coins can be moved within the row, changing one’s
own personal music score, or moved to a different row,
changing the score of other players. Both of these lead to a
change in the shared music score and hence change the rhythm
being played. Players cannot move coins from another player’s
row; this effectively distributes creative control of the music
across all the players in the ensemble. This also necessitates
collaboration in which the group needs to manage limited
resources to change rhythm dynamically by borrowing and
lending coins.

The core of the application is the shared music score, which is
created by placing notes (or “Coins” on screen) on a music
score grid as in Figure 1. The coins on the grid act as cues for
phone taps. A row of cells in the grid corresponds to each
player. Players can drag coins from their own coin bin onto any
unoccupied location on the score. The players are required to
tap their devices according to the beat pattern indicated by the
location of coins in their row. An audio-visual metronome
indicates the current beat, and the metronome on all the phones
is synchronized so that all the players can play in synchrony.
The size of the mobile phone screen limits the total number of
coin spaces to 16 (eight beats with eighth-note resolution), and
the number of players to four.

4.4 Accuracy and Points

4.2 Tapping

In contrast to traditional acoustic instruments, Tok! is designed
to assess the player’s accuracy at playing the music score, much
as in rhythm games such as Guitar Hero. The application
measures the accuracy of players’ taps and computes
cumulative rhythmic accuracy as an exponential moving
average. The accuracy scores are displayed to all players, but
with the goal of improving collaboration rather than inspiring
competition: the ensemble is rewarded only when all players’
points rise above a marked threshold.
Even while the coins are being moved, the metronome
continues to tick and the players need to follow rhythm. The

Players must observe the score and tap the phone to make
acoustic sounds as cued by the coins. Since they also need to
move coins on the grid to change the rhythmic score for
themselves and other players, the gesture for tapping is of
primary importance to reduce the cognitive load. We evaluated
multiple gestures for tapping and decided on holding the phone
flat on a surface and tapping one end while holding the other
end of the phone firm on the surface (Figure 2). The phone can
be tapped on either side. This gesture allows for accurate
tapping and provides better visibility of the screen.
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players are free to stop playing anytime while playing and
resume later. However, if they stop playing, their rhythmic
accuracy points decrease. This is to ensure continuity of rhythm
over cycles and provides room for virtuosity in tapping the
phone while changing the rhythm at the same time.

Bluetooth
Messages

Environment

Thread

Bluetooth
Variables

Grid

Score

4.5 Collaboration

Clock

The design principles of Tok! could be directed towards two
extremes: an improvisatory music collaboration or a
competitive rhythm following game. For example, players can
compete with each other by keeping their own row as simple as
possible to get the best accuracy and frequently changing the
rhythms of other players. This leads to a competitive interaction
that has its own merit but does not necessarily lead to the
creation of good music. Tok! is instead designed to serve
collaborative music-making, and the main goal of the
application is to create engaging music.
Tok! has additional features to promote collaboration. When
the rhythmic accuracy of all the players remains above a certain
threshold for a pre-defined period of time, a reward coin(or a
“Smiley” coin) is added to the bin of the player with the best
accuracy thus far. Rewarding group accuracy motivates all the
players to play in a group rather than distracting others with
sudden coin moves.
In addition, players can choose to automate the changes in
rhythm for a different form of collaboration. In case the music
score of a player remains static for a certain period of time, one
of the coins is converted to an automated coin (or a "Ghost"
coin), which moves randomly to an empty cell on the score
when accurately tapped. The ghost coin slowly fades out with
each accurate tap. It finally disappears from the score after it
has been accurately tapped for seven times by the players and it
is removed from the play. The ghost coin also slowly fades out
with each accurate tap and finally disappears from the score
when it’s correctly tapped 7 times. It facilitates collaboration
with a common goal of “killing” ghost coins. Having many
ghost coins on the score leads to an automated change of
rhythm without the intervention of players. This is useful
especially for novices by reducing the load of coin moving
gestures. A demo video is available at:
http://www.weibinshen.com/tok.html

Sensor
-Detect

Tapping

Screen
Visual Cues
/Metronome

Coins
Connection

Configuration

Play

Touch
Event

Figure 3 System Architecture

Figure 4 Configuration Screen
In order to support playing on inclined surfaces, the phone is
calibrated at the beginning of interaction. Asynchrony, the
interval between the actual tap time and the required tap time,
is used to calculate four different levels (Perfect, Good, Okay,
and Miss) with corresponding accuracy points accumulated to
the current individual accuracy.
Tok! uses the cocos2d API [2] for its graphical user interface.
There are three screens: connection, configuration and play. On
launch of the application, the connection screen allows the
player to find other players and connect to them through
Bluetooth. The phone which begins the play after connecting is
selected as the master phone. In the configuration screen
(Figure 4), the players can choose the metronome option and
the color of their coins. Tempo selection and ghost coin options
can only be configured only from the master phone.
The play screen (Figure 1) shows a clear grid with a bin
where the coins are placed initially. The metronome starts to
indicate the beginning of the performance. The coin movement
is through a two-step process of tapping on the source coin and
then on the destination cell. This is in contrary to the common
drag and drop used for a similar purpose. In this case, since the
music score needs to be performed while moving the coin, the
effort of coin moving is divided into two separate steps, so that
the players can continue playing between the source selection
and destination selection. The destination cell selection is
guided by cross-hairs. The cross-hairs help to precisely move
the coin to the required cell. These features help to reduce the
cognitive load of simultaneous playing and score modification.
The accuracy points of all players are shown using smoothly
changing accuracy bars at the bottom of the screen. Each tap
shows a message indicating the accuracy level of the tap.

5. SOFTWARE
The core of the application was developed in Objective-C to
support iOS devices. The main software components of the
application include clocking and synchronization, Bluetooth
communication, sensing and scoring, and the graphical user
interface as shown in Figure 3.
Bluetooth is used for co-located peer-to-peer communication.
We chose Bluetooth because the latency of 3G/4G would have
been too high and because we did not want to restrict users to
playing in locations with WiFi networks. The communication is
full duplex and string messages are used to communicate the
coin locations on the grid, coin movement events, and accuracy
points, apart from the initial synchronization and configuration.
Synchronization between the devices is necessary to share the
same clock among the devices. A master-slave approach for
synchronization is used, where one of the devices acts as the
master and synchronizes with other phones. An estimate of
round-trip network latency (about 100 ms) is obtained and
incorporated at each device to maintain time sync.
The tapping accuracy is computed using the time stamp
obtained by detecting the accelerometer movement while
tapping the phone. The accelerometer data is filtered through a
moving average filter to smooth data and minimize false
positives that occur due to the high sensitivity of the sensor.
Using the suggested tapping gestures also improves accuracy.

6. ASSESSMENT
We present a preliminary assessment of Tok! based on our
limited user feedback in a class setting during the development
of the application. In general, participants felt engaged in
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network architecture or improve the existing Bluetooth
network.
Second, many users are apprehensive to play Tok! due to its
tapping gesture which they thought might damage their device
(even though no device has ever been damaged by using Tok!).
While we wish to keep the idea of an acoustic instrument,
alternative gestures and appropriate sensing technology would
help. We want to deploy microphone sensors to detect acoustic
sounds such as clapping, so that we can keep the idea of an
acoustic instrument while offering an alternative means of
acoustic interaction for those with concerns.

Figure 5 Three Players Playing Tok!

8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

making sounds by physical tapping and interacting with other
players (Figure 5). Further, our observation of participants and
expert feedback from a percussionist suggested that it was
intuitive to tap to a given rhythmic score. Since a few
participants expressed their concern about damaging their
devices by tapping them, we recommend gentle tapping and the
use of protective cases. (We believe this concern is
unwarranted, since no device has ever been damaged by using
Tok!)
Participants tend to create interesting rhythms both by
listening to the overall sounds and watching the shared score.
An evaluation by a professional percussionist indicates that it is
straightforward to follow the rhythmic score accurately and to
imagine the notated rhythms. The automated movements of
ghost coins were effective in introducing dynamic rhythms with
less effort by the players.
As we expected, a variety of social interactions emerged
while playing. Tok! initially appealed to most of the users as
being competitive, through activities such as moving all coins
to other rows. In one interesting case, a participant made an ally
with another player and attacked the third player of the group
by placing all coins in his row. However, as the players
continued to compete, they soon found out that competing with
each other was not musically interesting. They gradually began
to think through moves that would instead build up musical
rhythms. Since the players were co-located, they spoke and
discussed during the performances, which resulted in good
teamwork; for instance, asking for a coin from other players or
deciding to create a particular pattern.
While most of the participants were improvising with Tok!,
one of the authors (Tronel) composed a four minute piece
where the authors had a chance to practice, rehearse together
and perform it in an informal setup. The composed piece
consisted of a series of target rhythms for each player, the
number of cycles for each target rhythm and transition time.
The target rhythm was specified using a grid of markers for
coin locations. The music composed for Tok! was limited by its
note resolution and its looped structure. For better flow and
continuity, we had to constrain the composition to evolve
through a slowly changing score so that players could revise the
rhythm by moving only one coin at a time. Synchronized group
collaborations such as simultaneous coin exchanges among the
players led to a more dynamic score. Even though composing
was a challenge because of the inherent non-pitched sounds, the
music sounded rich due to the use of a different support surface
by each player.

We like to thank Prof. Christopher Moore and the MSMT
students at Georgia Tech Center for Music Technology
(GTCMT) for their valuable feedback during the development
of Tok!.
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7. Future Work
With the motivation of incorporating mobile phones in the
context of acoustic music, Tok! seems effective in engaging
mobile phone users with novel gestural control and social
musical experiences. However, much work remains to be done.
First, network communication needs improvement. Bluetooth
was robust for two users but connection stability falls sharply
with three or four users. We wish to either switch to another
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more rewarding is the experience of playing for both musicians and
audiences. Naturally, this begs the question: What makes a new instrument easy to learn, enticing or, most importantly, rewarding?
Many authors advocate for the use of metaphor as a driving force
behind a mapping’s design: by referring to elements that are considered “common knowledge”, the mapping can ideally be made
transparent to all parties. We wish to take this approach further,
and argue that arriving at the appropriate metaphors can be best
accomplished through a User-Centered Design (UCD) methodology based on the key principles of usability outlined by Gould:
early and continual focus on users, empirical measurement of usage and iterative testing [10]. While the field of music technology
has long benefited from research in Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI), we believe in the merit of reversing this relationship: there
is much insight that interface developers stand to gain from the
design of New Musical Interfaces. In fact, we regard the development of NMIs as a highly specialized challenge in User-Centered
Design. Musicians are unique users. Their needs can be difficult
to establish, given that new instruments, controllers or sonic environments do not exist to serve a concrete purpose in the same way
as, for example, a document editor. Furthermore, the nature of
performance imposes strict constraints on any interaction design:
musicians’ hands, eyes and ears are almost always occupied. As a
result, all considerations of usability design bear an added level of
complexity, and many traditional input and output paradigms can
be deemed unsuitable.
We chose to explore these challenges by applying the key principles of usability described by Gould to the design of a reactive
environment for musical performance. Rather than introducing a
novel musical instrument, our objective was to create a new performance environment that captilizes on the interpersonal interactions amongst musicians, allowing them to directly influence each
other’s volumes by moving about their space. Through the design,
development and evaluation of our system, we realized that no single discipline provided all the answers, and found ourselves incorporating techniques from various fields into our methodology:
engineering design to implement the system, HCI to methodologically involve our users, ludology to evaluate how enjoyable they
found our reactive environment, and social science research to develop a better understanding of musicians. The remainder of this
paper describes how our system evolved in a manner that ensured
our target user, the musician, remained front and center through all
phases of the project.

In this paper, we discuss the design and testing of a reactive environment for musical performance. Driven by the interpersonal interactions amongst musicians, our system gives users, i.e., several
musicians playing together in a band, real-time control over certain
aspects of their performance, enabling them to change volume levels dynamically simply by moving around. It differs most notably
from the majority of ventures into the design of novel musical interfaces and installations in its multidisciplinary approach, drawing on techniques from Human-Computer Interaction, social sciences and ludology. Our User-Centered Design methodology was
central to producing an interactive environment that enhances traditional performance with novel functionalities. During a formal
experiment, musicians reported finding our system exciting and
enjoyable. We also introduce some additional interactions that can
further enhance the interactivity of our reactive environment. In
describing the particular challenges of working with such a unique
and creative user as the musician, we hope that our approach can
be of guidance to interface developers working on applications of
a creative nature.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to Jordà, the fact that it is not easy to define the role
of a computer in live performance the way one can with traditional acoustic instruments is an indication that we are still in the
“Stone Age” of technology-aided music creation [14]. In fact, this
challenge is a recurring theme when examining New Musical Interfaces (NMIs) in general, a term by which we describe novel
gestural controllers, sound installations and sonic environments.
When listening to traditional musical instruments, there is a concrete, visible and mechanic relationship between the movements
of an instrument’s body and the qualities of the resulting sound,
allowing both musicians and listeners to develop a clear cognitive
link between the excitatory input and the ensuing auditory output.
On the other hand, digital musical instruments exhibit a decoupling between the their gestural controllers and sound generators.
In fact, Croft likens this distinction to the practice of acousmatic
music, asserting that “what is known to be the source is visible but
remains perceptually detached” [5]. Such a phenomenon places
the additional responsibility of designing a mapping between input and output onto the instrument’s creator. While this can lead
to a wealth of creative experimental NMIs, many are in reality peculiar, and are only used by their respective creators. Fels et al.
attribute this problem to a lack of transparency, one of the qualities
of mapping that provides an indication of the psychophysiological
distance, in the mind of the player and the audience, between the
input and the output of an instrument [7]. The more transparent a
mapping, the more expressive a device can potentially be, and the

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
2.1 Collaborative Musical Interfaces
Ensemble performance has always been been considered a highly
social and interdependent art form. In a closed causal loop, a musician’s state is continuously influenced by the feedback he receives
from his peers and audience and, in turn, his output will come to
affect those around him. Nonetheless, while musicians can influence each other a great deal, the level of control over this influence
is rather limited. For example, a soloist can steer her collaborators
towards a musical idea in which she is interested, but this type of
influence is more of a suggestion; she has no direct control over the
other musicians’ instruments, and there is no guarantee that they
will consent to her desire [19].
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The increasing use of computing technology in performance,
however, has made possible the construct of direct electronic communication channels between instruments, allowing perfomers to
take fully active roles in determining not only their own musical
output, but that of their peers as well [20]. To describe collaborative interfaces where players can influence, share and shape each
other’s music in real-time, Weinberg coined the term “Interconnected Music Networks” (IMNs). Such networks, he posits, “bear
the promise of using technology to enhance the social context of
music performance and enrich its social ritual roots” [19]. This
notion was popularized in the 1970s by the League of Automatic
Music Composers, who became the first group to write interdependent computer compositions where frequencies were mapped
from one computer to generate notes in another. The group evolved
into The Hub in 1986, and improved their communication schemes
through the use of MIDI data exchanged by a central computer.
However, participation in early IMNs was typically not a simple
process. In the case of The League, for instance, the majority of
interdependent connections between players were based on lowlevel elements, requiring possession of specialized musical skills
and technical knowledge in order to partake meaningfully in the
process [20]. Furthermore, the interactions proved to be overly
complex for audiences to understand.
In recent years, more approachable varieties of collaborative interfaces have emerged to offer even novices the possibility of collectively creating music [3]. For instance, Jordá’s Faust Music
On-Line (FMOL) allowed users to create their own compositions
using a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) before uploading
them for others to access and manipulate [14]. The goal of the
project was “introducing the practice of experimental electronic
music to newcomers while trying to remain attractive to more advanced electronic musicians”. Similarly, Barbosa’s Public Sound
Objects allowed participants to partake in an on-going collaborative sonic performance by manipulating simple objects in a public
online space [1].
Interactive sound installations are another example of collaborative interfaces designed with public accessibility in mind. For
instance, as an alternative to the often undesirable “Muzak” heard
in public spaces, the Intelligent Street allowed users to request
changes via mobile text messages. The overall result was to turn
visitors of a space from passive consumers to active participants
creating their own aural landscape [15]. As another example, the
Control Augmented Adaptive System for Audience Participation
(CAASAP) was a project designed to examine a variety of ways
in which audience members could make use of mobile phones to
become part of the music-making process [18]. Finally, Feldmier
et al. created low-cost wireless motion sensors that enabled them
to estimate the level of activity of a large scale crowd . The data
could be used subsequently to generate music and lighting effects,
thus essentially allowing members of the crowd to drive the music
to which they danced [6].
As collaborative interfaces respond to the interpersonal interactions amongst participants, their design should ideally be informed
by a thorough understanding of common user behaviours. We believe that this can best be achieved through UCD methodologies.
In fact, a number of developers have successfully taken a usercentric approach to the design of novel musical interfaces, as we
further discuss in the following section.

2.2

The search for a solution to such issues has led to the emergence of “music-oriented HCI” research, where the development
of new sensing tecnologies, creation of mapping strategies and
user involvment in design are heavily driven by HCI know-how.
For instance, Bau et al. relied on participatory design methods
from HCI for the development of the A20, a polyhedron-shaped,
multi-channel audio input/output device. Throughout the design
of the A20, the authors held participatory workshops where nontechnical users were invited to explore the system’s potential as
a collaborative personal music player [2]. Similarly, Geiger et al.
employed participatory design techniques in the early design phase
of the VRemin, a set of 3D interfaces for a virtual Theremin [8].
The Do It Yourself Smart Experience (DIYSE) Project is another
another example of HCI methodologies used in the design of a
musical interface. Johnston et al. also used participatory design
throughout the development of an interactive environment that encourages musical exploration [13]. Consistent with Geiger et al.
[8], the authors found “no clear pre-existing requirements for software of this kind” and therefore adopted an exploratory approach.

2.3

Applying UCD to Music

While the systems described in the previous section were designed
through user-centered approaches, they were evaluated iteratively
against pre-conceived benchmarks established by the developers
themselves. In other words, the designers had decided a priori
what would be important for the user, rather than starting with the
necessary “early focus on users” to establish these requirements.
Our approach, instead, had the first author gain a full understanding of her users through lengthy observations, interactions and
non-leading interviews, all described below. As a result, all design criteria, benchmarks and goals were tailored to reflect exactly
what the user, rather than the designer, found important. Furthermore, our experience shows that while a user-centered approach to
musical interface design can be effective, it does not paint the full
picture. Iterative user testing may tell us the how, but its ability to
explain the why behind a user’s actions, decisions and behaviours
can be rather limited. As a result, we have drawn on know-how
from a number of disciplines to arrive at a thorough understanding of our user, an understanding we believe is critical towards
desgining a truly satisfying, rewarding and engaging performance
environment.

3. UNDERSTANDING THE USER
3.1 User Observation

In keeping with Gould’s principles, our first step was to develop
a thorough understanding of our users and the tasks we expect
them to accomplish. To this end, we gathered extended “fly-onthe-wall” style video footage of musicians playing together in a
relaxed environment. The participants we worked with and filmed
varied in terms of expertise and the length of time they had been
practicing music with each other. Since our focus was not on the
creation of a new instrument, but on augmenting effective group
performance with existing instruments, we were particularly interested in the interpersonal interactions amongst the musicians rather
than the musician-instrument interactions. We worked with a total
of 15 different musicians in five bands, who were filmed over a
period spanning a few months.
As a general pattern, musicians who had performed together for
longer periods tended to interact with one another through more
physically pronounced movements. For instance, they were more
likely to move closer during parts of a song where they felt a desire to “groove” with one another. During such periods, they also
commonly assumed similar body postures. On the other hand, musicians who had played together less frequently mostly communicated through sustained glances and synchronized head bobbing
movements. Finally, we noted that adjusting volumes mid-session
was often a cumbersome task for ensemble performers. Typically,
all levels were tuned before the start of performance, and any desired adjustments could only be undertaken between songs, after
having been discussed amongst and agreed upon by band members. During stage performance, even this level of control is removed from the musicians, and typically relegated to a soundman.

Musical HCI

As Gentner explains, system developers and engineers often fall
into the trap of believing that an ideal interface is one that reflects
a system’s underlying model [9]. A user, however, generally has
no interest in or understanding of a system’s inner workings, but
is more concerned with completing a particular task using the system. Thus, in spite of the designer’s best intentions, the result from
the user’s point of view can become a “bad interface”. Developers
of novel musical interfaces are not immune to this phenomenon.
Jordá identifies idiosyncrasy as the biggest problem with new musical controllers, stating that many NMIs wind up only being used
by their own creators [14]. Furthermore, Geiger et al. explain that
since mapping strategies for novel controllers suffer from “missing
interface standards and little design experience”, a “try-and-error
approach” is more often than not adopted by developers [8].
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Rank Interview Analysis
1
Interaction with other musicians
2
Enjoyment
3
Self-expression
4
Creative engagement
5
6
7

Improving technical ability
Putting on a live show
Pursuing a professional career

4.1

Musician Survey
Enjoyment
Self-expression
Creative engagement
Interaction with other musicians
Improving technical ability
Putting on a live show
Pursuing a professional career

Table 1: Values of importance to performers ranked in accordance to the outcomes of our interview analysis and survey of
musicians.

3.2

Non-leading Interviews

While the video footage provided insight regarding the what and
how, we had yet to fully appreciate the why behind many of the
musicians’ actions. Thus, to uncover this type of information, we
decided to speak directly to a sample of our target population. In
order to avoid any bias, we decided against a question-and-answer
style of discussion, opting instead to conduct non-leading interviews. We spoke with six musicians, one female and five male,
ranging in age from 18 to 42. Two were jazz musicians, while the
rest performed various types of rock music.

3.2.1

j6=i

Content Analysis

Each interview was transcribed, and a Grounded Theory (GT) methodology was applied. GT, a common technique used in qualitatitive
social science research, operates on the notion that theories can be
extracted from a given data set, in contrast to the scientific method,
where hypotheses are formulated prior to data collection. Since we
wanted to avoid forming or validating any pre-conceived notions
about our users’ needs and desires prior to fully analyzing the content of the interviews, this made GT suitable for our needs. We began by performing a content analysis. During a process known as
“coding”, any quotes alluding to motivations or values held by the
musicians, behaviours, or preferences were assigned a descriptive
tag. After all interviews had been coded, a list of all tags used during the process was compiled. Any tags we considered sufficiently
related were then grouped and assigned a new encompassing tag,
thereby reducing the overall set of tags down to a more manageable size of seven: Creative Engagement, Interaction with other
musicians, Improving Technical Ability, Putting on a Live Show,
Self-Expression, Professionalism and Enjoyment. Subsequently,
all quotes representing a particular value were grouped together,
and assigned a weight between 0 and 1, representing the importance of that value to the user, or how strongly they felt about it.
The weights were then summed, with the ranking of the importance of these values shown under the “Interview Analysis” column of Table 1.

3.2.2

System Overview

Having gained a clearer understanding of our users, our subsequent
goal was to begin defining some useful functionalities for our system. As a primary guideline, we wanted the system to be driven
by the interpersonal interactions between musicians. Furthermore,
we noted that a common problem for musicians is to balance and
adjust the mix they receive, as they often wish to hear their own or
a peer’s instrument a bit louder than the rest for self-monitoring.
During live performance, it is normally impossible for them to
accomplish this in an interactive manner, or without affecting all
other members of the ensemble. Thus, we anticipated that providing greater levels of control than traditional performance environments afford would be a desirable feature for our users. Finally, we
wanted all such controls to be transparent and, therefore, our mappings had to adhere to a clear metaphor. As a result, we identified
Dynamic Volume Mixing (DVM) as the principal feature for our
reactive environment: as two musicians get closer to one another,
they perceive each other’s volumes to become louder.
Assume that M musicians are interacting, each located at position ~
xi ∈ R2 , i = 1, . . . , M . Furthermore, assume that the musicians produce the source audio signals si (t).
Using DVM, we describe the mix mi (t) that the musician i reM
P
ceives by mi (t) =
aij sj (t), where aij = f (k~
xi − ~
xj k) is

Validation

Validation is a component of qualitative research that involves checking at some level the accuracy of one’s outcomes. Since our goal
was to determine what exactly is important to musicians, we decided to survey a number of them to determine how well the outcome of our content analysis procedure matched the consensus
of actual musicians. Our brief online survey presented musicians
with the list of seven values identified during our content analysis, and asked that they rank these values in order of importance.
The survey was completed by 21 students, six female and 15 male,
between the ages of 21 and 40.
Although not matching exactly, the results shown under the “Musician Survey” column of Table 1 correspond reasonably closely
to our initial analysis. The only significant difference is the survey ranking of “Interaction with other musicians” in fourth place,
whereas the interview analysis placed this first. The values listed
in Table 1 would later become important when establishing benchmarks for our formal user experiment, described in Section 6.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
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given by a function that increases monotonously if the argument
falls below a threshold θ. Practically, an exponential function models a linear increase on the decibel scale and matches users’ expectations.
Naturally, to experience such changes, musicians must receive
their audio mix through headphones, which is typically the case in
studio situations. DVM increases the musicians’ overall sense of
control by enabling them to create their own individualized mixes,
a job typically assigned to a soundman during live performance. It
capitalizes on common behaviours exhibited by musicians to address particular needs that became apparent to us during our observations. Furthermore, DVM is based on an exaggerated property
of sound that we experience everyday: sound sources closer to us
are perceived to be louder in volume. Therefore, it satisfies the
design guidelines established above.

4.2

System Implementation

After painting a clearer picture of our users, our subsequent goal
was to implement and validate our Dynamic Volume Mixing feature. We developed our prototype using SuperCollider for audio
manipulation, and a ceiling-mounted webcam, providing its video
output to the OpenCV library, for user tracking. The configuration
of our preliminary prototype can be seen in Figure 1.

4.2.1

Position Detection

Our colour detection algorithm, written in C++, utilizes a number
of functions from the OpenCV library. First, a Logitech HD Pro
C910 wide angle USB webcam is attached to the ceiling. Then,
each musician is given a bright t-shirt of a different colour (such as
red, blue or green) to wear, taking care to ensure that the area seen
by the camera does not include other objects containing the colours
we wish to detect. We then specify a range that encompasses each
colour’s hue, saturation and value (HSV). Subsequently, images
captured by the camera are processed by a thresholding function
that returns a binary image, representing the pixels where the specified HSV values were detected. Using OpenCV, we can calculate
the area occupied by these pixels (zeroeth order moment), as well
as their centroids (first order moments) along each of the image’s
two axes. Finally, dividing each first order moment by the area
yields the detected object’s x and y co-ordinates. The position values are then broadcast via Open Sound Control (OSC), and can be
used by SuperCollider to determine each player’s invidual audio
mix.

4.2.2

Audio Setup

Each musician is asked to wear a pair of Sennheiser HD Pro 280
closed headphones, which are plugged into the output channels of
an RME Hammerfall Multiface II audio interface. To evaluate our
Dynamic Volume Mixing function, the instruments used with this

tions that can be extended easily beyond gaming applications.
• Creative Engagement: Musicians should be able to explore
new grounds and enhance their sense of creative engagement. A questionnaire was specially created, where users
were asked to rate their perceptions of the most basic components of creative engagement. Examples include whether
they discovered or learned anything new, felt inspired, did
something unexpected or took risks.
• Self-Expression: Musicians should also be helped to express their musical moods and ideas. Similar to our evaluation of creative engagement, a questionnaire was created
to elicit the musicians’ perceptions of basic qualities of selfexpression. Examples included whether they felt understood,
whether they were able to express their moods, feelings and
ideas either verbally or musically, whether they felt their individuality had been preserved within the group and whether
the performance reflected any aspects of their personalities.
• Interactions amongst musicians: One of our primary objectives, of course, is to support an increased level of interactions between musicians. In addition to the GEQ’s Social
Presence questionnaire component, which focused primarily
on the behavioural involvement amongst musicians, we also
looked at the position data collected throughout the performance to determine how often the musicians moved closer
towards one another.

Figure 1: System Overview for Current Prototype. The dashed
box titled “user” represents components given to each participating musician.
prototype were all electric rather than acoustic, and fed to the input channels of the Hammerfall audio interface. Thereby, we could
ensure that the modified audio mix played back to each musician
is not overshadowed by the actual sound of the instruments themselves. All audio streams are then processed, individualized mixes
are created in SuperCollider, and played back through each musician’s headphones. The distance between performers is continually calculated as the Euclidean distance between their respective
color blob centroids, as returned from the Position Detection algorithm. If two musicians move closer to one another, decreasing
this distance below a pre-determined threshold, they perceive each
other’s volumes as louder than the rest of the group.

Musicians were asked to choose a number of songs familiar to
them, and jam for approximately half an hour, once in a traditional, non-augmented fashion, and once with our system’s Dynamic Volume Mixing functionality. This notion is an example of
the “Adjection/Intensification” strategy described by Ravasio et al.
for conducting qualitative research in HCI [16]. The idea is to isolate and determine the effects of dynamic volume control on the
musician’s perceptions of creativity, enjoyment, self-expression
and interaction. For better comparability, the musicians heard each
other through closed headphones in both cases, although, natually,
the volume mix was static in the non-augmented case. Furthermore, since our experience indicates that it often takes musicians
some time to gain momentum and feel comfortable, or “warm up”,
we did not want to interrupt them between every song to switch
experimental parameters. Therefore, we only switched conditions
once during the session, after approximately half an hour of performance, at the end of the currently played piece. This helped ensure
that each jam session peaked and ended organically, thereby preserving the ecological validity of the performance. Although a balanced order of presentation of conditions would be superior from
the perspective of a valid comparison, we wanted to make sure that
in the limited time frame of the experiment, the musicians had ample opportunity to play under the DVM condition, identifying any
significant usability issues that may be of concern.

5. PRELIMINARY USER FEEDBACK

We asked a jazz trio consisting of a singer, guitarist and keyboardist
to test the DVM feature and give us their thoughts. At the end of
the performance, the singer eagerly told us that she found the system to be very exciting, and that she had in fact moved closer to
each musician during their solos in order to better “focus” on what
they were playing. She added that during traditional rehearsal, she
was often frustrated at her lack of control over other musicians’
volumes: the sound levels, while optimal for other players, could
at times be less than ideal for her. Having the ability to create her
own personalized sound mix was therefore quite helpful. Finally,
the musicians reported having fun while interacting with our system. Seeing as the preliminary feedback was mostly positive, we
decided to conduct a formal experiment in order to quantitatively
assess the effects of DVM on musical performance.

6. FORMAL USER EXPERIMENT

Our first objective was to determine the benchmarks against which
our system should be tested. Since the procedure described in Section 3.2 helped uncover a number of values musicians found important, we knew it was critical to determine how well our system
performed against each of those categories. Nonetheless, Hix and
Harston advise that the number of usability goals tested in qualitiative experiments be kept low, citing 2-3 as an ideal figure that helps
prevent testing and analysis from overwhelming developers [11].
Furthermore, only the top 4 entries could, to a certain extent, be
measured during an experiment, as the remaining ones would require long-term monitoring of participants. Thus, we decided that
our formal user experiment should help determine whether the Dynamic Volume Mixing feature met the following benchmarks:

6.1

Band 1

We first invited a 4-piece band, consisting of vocals, guitar, drum
machine, and keyboard synthesizer to test our system. The musicians were between 22 and 28 years old, two female and two
male, and had performed together in the past. However, the test
session quickly uncovered a number of areas that needed improvement. The vocalist took the most advantage of the DVM feature, as
she moved around the room to explore the shifting volumes. Her
actions, however, seemed to frustrate the guitarist and drummer,
who felt that they could not “get away” from what was happening around them. Analysis of position data helped shed some light
on the issue: throughout the session with DVM, a threshold of
250 cm was set, meaning that two musicians would begin experiencing volume changes when the distance between them dropped
below that value. This threshold was appropriate during our work
with the jazz trio, described ealier. However, it proved to be unsuitable for a four-piece ensemble, as the initial distances between
the musicians were already below the threshold when they began
playing. Thus, we learned that any threshold used needed to be
tailored to the size of the ensemble using the system. Furthermore,
we concluded that the musicians needed a clearly marked default

• Enjoyment: Musicians should enjoy themselves while interacting with our system. In order to quantify enjoyment,
we turn to ludology, where “flow” and “immersion” are often evaluated during game studies and have successfully been
used as indicators of a player’s overall sense of pleasure (see
[4][17][12]). In particular, we used a modified version of
IJsselsteijn’s Game Experience Questionnaire [12], which
evaluates a player’s state through a series of general ques381

position to which they could return, should the volume changes become overwhelming. After these changes had been incorporated,
we set out to evaluate our improved system.

6.2

participate in our test session. Finally, the lead guitarist suggested
that we use a metronome in the future, as he found it a bit difficult
to keep time at certain points.

Band 2

We tested our improved system with a 3-piece rock band consisting of bass, lead guitar, and rhythm guitar. The musicians were
between 27 and 31 years old, all male, and had performed together
in the past, rehearsing and playing live shows regularly for nearly
two years. We monitored the distances between members of the
ensemble during the session without DVM and found that they
appeared to be comfortable at separations of approximately 230–
250 cm, i.e., not trying to move closer together at these distances.
Therefore, we determined 225 cm to be a reasonable threshold to
set for the DVM session.

Figure 3: Overview of positions of rhythm guitarist (in red),
lead guitarist (in blue) and bassist (in green) without and with
DVM, sampled at 1-second intervals.

Figure 2: Comparison of levels of flow, behavioural involvement, creativity, and self-expression, reported by musicians,
without DVM (in blue) and with DVM (in orange).
Data was collected post-session through the questionnaires, as
well as in-session through video footage and position tracking.
The participants were highly encouraged to think out loud, and
express any feelings or concerns they had regarding their performance.

6.2.1

Questionnaire Analysis

Figure 2 compares the musicians’ perceptions of flow, behavioural
involvement, creativity and self-expression with and without DVM.
The scores assigned to each factor were tabulated from the musicians’ responses to questions pertinent to the various facets of that
factor. Overall, the DVM feature fared quite well across the board,
leading to a majority of the performers reporting an equal or improved experience with DVM on all factors.

6.2.2

Figure 4: A 10-minute overview of the distance between the
lead guitarist and the other musicians. Two instances of solos
have been circled.

7.

Data Analysis

As seen in Figure 3, during the session without DVM, the musicians did not venture far from their starting positions. The only
notable exception was an instant when the rhythm guitarist briefly
wandered across the performance space, before returning to his
original post. In contrast, however, when DVM was used, however, all three musicians were far more adventurous, making full
use of the performance space.

6.2.3

INTERACTION ENHANCEMENTS

The next step in the development of our system is to continue with
the iterative process of testing and modification. While DVM met
our established benchmarks reasonably well for the rock trio described above, we have to confirm these results by evaluating it
further with other ensembles.
In addition, motivated by the positive feedback from the musicians, we have developed new ideas how to enhance the interactivity of the system further. We introduce and outline two approaches: (i) Enhanced Stereo Panning, and (ii) Orientation-based
Sound Mixing.

Footage Analysis

Through a content analysis of our video footage, we were able to
gain more insight into the musicians’ impressions of our system.
First, even though the musicians were given a description of the
DVM feature before the start of the session, they were quite pleasantly surprised when they began interacting with the system. They
began by moving all around the space to “get a feel” for the volume shifts. When they were more comfortable, they started taking
better advantage of DVM, with the rhythm guitarist and bassist, for
instance, huddling around the lead guitarist as he played a solo, as
can be seen in Figure 4. Thus, our system helped increase the level
of interpersonal interactions amongst them. All three musicians
reported finding the system quite novel and exciting. The rhythm
guitarist commented explicitly that he had never experienced anything similar, and was quite happy to be given the opportunity to

7.1

Enhanced Stereo Panning

Enhanced Stereo Panning (ESP) takes the formalism for DVM established in Section 4.1, and extends the mix for musician i to a
2D-vector m
~ i = (mLi , mRi ), representing the left and right audio
channels. This allows us to create interactive, spatially structured
sound mixes. As we naturally orient towards sound sources we are
particularly interested in, ESP likewise enables an intuitive navigation of the mix. Other musicians deemed to be of less interest
are in turn routed to one’s spatial periphery, left or right, according
to their position. The formalism to create this effect is to compute
M
P
mki (t) =
akij sj (t)where k ∈ {L=left,R=right}, and akij are
j6=i
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10.

now channel-wise mixing coefficients that depend both on the distances to other musicians j and the orientation of musician i. We
introduce the unit length vector e~i , which points from the right to
the left ear. An intuitive approach is to set
2

(~
xi − ~
xj )
aij
· ~ei ,
(1)
akij =
1 + bk
2
k~
xi − ~
xj k
with bL = −1, bR = 1. The scalar product between the difference vector and the ear-connection vector is within the range
[−1, 1] and the ( )2 ensures that the overall energy of the source
signal remains constant when orienting the head towards a musician.
Certainly, the implementation of this technique demands the
sensing of the musician’s head orientation in real-time, which we
have already tested using custom-built sensors. Although it is debatable whether this approach is appropriate for mixing, particularly when users move their heads quickly to the rhythm, e.g.,
“head banging”, we argue that this ESP effect can be muted gradually and dynamically if the vector ~ei changes too fast.

7.2
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Orientation-based Sound Mixing

We can even go a step further by combining ESP and amplitude
mixing into an Orientation-based Sound Mixing (OSM) feature,
modifying Equation 1 so that the head rotation not only causes
a stereo panning of the mixed sound signals, but also emphasizes
the level according to its angular distance to the frontal position. In
this scenario, the better a musician fits into an angular bandwith σ,
the louder their source signal will be. For that only the coeffients
aij in eq. 1 need to be redefined as


~
xi − ~
xj
· ~ni
(2)
aij = f (k~xi − ~
xj k) · g
k~
xi − ~
xj k
where a good choice for g() is a bell-shaped function such as
g(y) = b + exp(−y 2 /σ 2 ) . The σ parameter allows adjustment
of the angular width of the level emphasis area and b allows adjustment of the ambient level of sound sources outside the peak.
This orientation-based sound mixing is particularly interesting for
those musicians whose mobility is rather limited by their instrument, such as the keyboarder or drum player.

8. CONCLUSION

We described the development of a reactive environment for performance that allows musicians to change each other’s perceived
volumes dynamically by moving about their space. More than
an exercise in engineering design, our approach was truly multidisciplinary, drawing on user-centered approaches from HumanComputer Interaction, qualitative research methodologies from social sciences, and evaluation techniques from ludology. Through
extensive user observations and non-leading interviews, we were
able to create a thorough portrait of our target users that remained
front and center during all phases of development. A quantitative
evaluation of the resulting system with a rock trio proved that our
system has the potential to increase musicians’ sense of flow, creativity, self-expression and behavioural involvement. In addition,
it can increase the interpersonal interactions amongst members of
an ensemble. We also introduced additional interactions, such as
Enhanced Stereo Panning and Orientation-based Sound Mixing,
that we plan to integrate into our reactive environment. Through
the iterative testing and modification process mandated by UCD,
we hope to continue refining and expanding our reactive environment, thereby offering musicians additional novel functionalities
that extend beyond traditional performance.
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ABSTRACT

example, harmonic components with properly constructed
amplitude and phase relationships can create signals with
nearly instantaneous pressure variations (approaching square
waves) with steeper slopes than those in any of the constituent
sinusoidal components alone, and these fast pressure variations
could conceivably play a role in signal detection. Similarly in
the haptic domain, Verrillo [6] has reported that intensity
discrimination is better for pulsed and amplitude modulated
tones than for pure tones. With the dearth of relevant literature
on the topic, we believe that the role played by higher
frequencies in tactile perception is still an open question.
Previous studies have examined how various parameters of
vibrotactile signals can be combined to produce tactile icons or
tactons [10], [11], [12]. However, frequency responses of
subjects to sine tones reported in the literature have typically
been measured using contact areas of 1 cm2 or less on the skin
[5], [6], [13]. Interaction with vibrotactile stimuli in everyday life
is very different from that used in these controlled laboratory
experiments. Brisben et al. [14] have reported lower thresholds
for vibrotactile stimuli transmitted through a cylinder grasped in
the hand. Lower thresholds may have resulted from differences in
contact area, direction of vibration, contact force and the shape of
the stimulus probe. Our experiment grew out of research aimed at
enhancing the experience of music for the hearing-impaired. That
research resulted in the development of a ‘Haptic Chair’ which
delivers vibrotactile stimulation to several parts of the body
including the palms of the hands, and has been shown to have a
significant positive effect on musical enjoyment even for the
profoundly deaf [15]. The current study was designed to
determine thresholds of detection for hearing-impaired subjects
for a variety of complex stimuli and full-hand contact with the
vibrotactile display we developed. Details of the vibrotactile
display are given in Section 2.

The upper limit of frequency sensitivity for vibrotactile
stimulation of the fingers and hand is commonly accepted as 1
kHz. However, during the course of our research to develop a
full-hand vibrotactile musical communication device for the
hearing-impaired, we repeatedly found evidence suggesting
sensitivity to higher frequencies. Most of the studies on which
vibrotactile sensitivity are based have been conducted using
sine tones delivered by point-contact actuators. The current
study was designed to investigate vibrotactile sensitivity using
complex signals and full, open-hand contact with a flat
vibrating surface representing more natural environmental
conditions. Sensitivity to frequencies considerably higher than
previously reported was demonstrated for all the signal types
tested. Furthermore, complex signals seem to be more easily
detected than sine tones, especially at low frequencies. Our
findings are applicable to a general understanding of sensory
physiology, and to the development of new vibrotactile display
devices for music and other applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We experience sound and music not just with our ears, but our
whole body. The hands are particularly sensitive to vibrotactile
feedback which appears to be an important component of
musical instrument interaction (see for example [1]). Thorough
reviews of functionality of haptic perception [2] and
fundamental aspects of tactile psychophysics [3] are available,
and often quoted studies of the human tactile system report
frequency sensitivity up to approximately 1000 Hz [4], [5], [6].
Most of the research on this topic has been conducted using
simple sine tones as test stimuli, but responses to more complex
and dynamic signals characteristic of natural environmental
stimuli might not be predictable from responses to sine tones
alone. From early single cell studies [7], [8] to more recent
studies of auditory cortex and belt regions [9], it is clear that
many auditory neurons respond preferentially to specific
complex signals such as clicks, noise bursts, sounds with
specific band-widths, or frequency modulated signals. Complex
signals are qualitatively more than the sum of their parts. For

2. METHOD
2.1 Participants

Twelve hearing-impaired participants (five male subjects and
seven female subjects; median age 24 years ranging from 16 to
31 years) took part in the study. Out of the 12 participants, nine
were profoundly deaf (six born deaf, one from the age of 1
year, two from the age of 2 years) and three were partially deaf.
All participants had normal vision. A person experienced in
using and interpreting sign language for the deaf was present to
help explain, when necessary, the purpose of the study, the
procedure, and to answer any questions subjects might have.
The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical
research guidelines provided by the Internal Review Board
(IRB) of the National University of Singapore and with IRB
approval.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.2 Apparatus

The mechanism used to generate the vibrotactile stimulation,
haptic display, was developed based on the hand stimulation
component of the ‘Haptic Chair’ [15]. The haptic display
consisted of a vibrating wooden surface (Figure 1) with four
supports that were attached to the panel with epoxy glue and
attached to the ground with double-sided tape. The wooden
surface was a densely laminated rectangular wooden panel
(surface area 33 cm x 23.5 cm, thickness 0.25 cm) similar to the
densely laminated wooden frame of the ‘Haptic Chair’. This
surface was directly driven by a contact speaker, SolidDrive™
(SD1sm, MSE Audio), which was mounted on the undersurface of the wooden panel using special adhesive glue
provided by the manufacturer. The contact speaker was driven
by an amplifier (SA 202, MSE Audio) connected to a computer
running customized software written in LabVIEW™. We have
examined the response of this apparatus and believe the
amplitude levels we worked with did not trigger any non-linear
vibration modes.

Figure 2. Experimental setup: relaxed placement of the
hand and position of the arm assumed by the subjects.
.

Figure 1. Schematic of the vibrating wooden surface.
.
Subjects were seated throughout
the experiment and the
vibrating surface was positioned so that subjects could rest their
hands comfortably without the need to tense the muscles of the
arm, the elbow being slightly extended (Figure 2). Before each
experiment, subjects were given the opportunity to ensure they
were seated comfortably and that the vibrating wooden surface
was at an appropriate height and position relative to the
subject’s body. This configuration enables the findings of this
research study to be directly applied to our work with the
‘Haptic Chair’. Subjects were instructed to use their dominant
hand and to remove watches and jewelry.

Figure 3. Locations on the hand where accelerometer
measurements were made.
. response measured at location
Figure 4 shows the PSD of the
L4, which agreed with the expected dB levels. Other locations
L1, L2, and L3 showed similar results; thus we conclude that
the

2.2.1 Response of the haptic display

Power Spectral Density (dB/Hz)
– ref 1g2/Hz

We used a frequency sweep (sweeping from 50 Hz to 5000 Hz
in 3 seconds) to characterize the response of the haptic display
at locations L1 to L4 (Figure 3). During the study, a member of
the research team kept his hand lightly resting on the surface
imposing a loading effect with the palm and fingers similar to
the experimental condition. The frequency sweeps were
delivered through the SolidDrive™ (SD1sm, MSE Audio)
speaker and the response was measured at all four locations.
Vibration strength was measured using an accelerometer
(3041A4, Dytran Instruments, Inc., U.S.A.). The accelerometer
was connected to a signal conditioner and the output of this
device to a data acquisition module (USB-6251, National
Instruments). The data were then collected and processed on a
computer running customized software written in Matlab™.
This process was repeated 20 times for five different signal
amplitude levels covering the range used in the experiments.
Thus, for each location, 100 responses were recorded
corresponding to five different amplitude levels (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
times the initial amplitude) with 20 repetitions per given
amplitude. This would correspond to approximately 0, 6, 10,
12, 14 dB increase in the power spectral density (PSD.)

Figure 4. Response of the wooden panel at location L4 for
five different amplitudes. For each amplitude level, the plot
corresponds to the mean value of 20 measurements.
.
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the amplitude levels used during the experiment would not
trigger any non-linear modes. We also compared the response
of the panel at different locations L1, L2, L3 and L4 for given
amplitude levels. Figure 5 shows the responses corresponding
to one amplitude level. As shown in Figure 5, the response at
different locations differs by at most 2 dB over most of the
frequency range of interest, with a maximum difference of 5 dB
between two of the sensors at 3600 Hz. We observed similar
results for the other amplitude levels. Therefore, to monitor the
response of the board during the experiments, we chose one
location, L1.

Table 1. Specifications of the signal types used in the
experiments.
Signal
Type
Sinusoidal

Sine tones at frequencies: 250, 500, 1000, 2000
and 4000 Hz

Square
wave

Square waves at frequencies: 250, 500, 1000,
2000 and 4000 Hz

Frequency
sweep

Power Spectral Density (dB/Hz)
– ref 1g2/Hz

Specifications

FM

Frequency sweeps at starting frequencies: 250,
500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz
Upward frequency sweeps based on f*2t; for t in
[0, 1] seconds where f is the starting frequency (f
= 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz)
Frequency modulated sine tones at carrier
frequencies: 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz
Frequencies varied between ±10% of the carrier
frequency at a rate of 2 Hz
Amplitude modulated sine tones at carrier
frequencies: 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz

AM

Figure 5. Response of the haptic display at locations L1,
L2, L3, and L4 at one amplitude level.

Modulated with a 2 Hz tone
Modulation depth = 100%

2.3 Stimuli

.
Five different signal types were used in this study: sinusoidal,
square wave, amplitude-modulated (AM), frequency-modulated
(FM), and upward frequency sweeping signals. For each signal
type, five stimuli were created for five different frequencies:
250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz. All the signals were
normalized to have equal average power. Specifications of the
signals are given in Table 1. A computer running LabVIEW™
8.2 was used to control the intensity of the input signals. From
the researchers’ own observations, the perception of even the
highest presentation amplitudes for stimuli above 1 kHz was
never far above the threshold of detection.
To avoid the possibility of fatigue which might result from
testing all five signal types at all five frequencies, we divided
the subjects into four groups, and each group was tested with
three different frequencies: Group (1) 250, 500, 2000 Hz;
Group (2) 250, 500, 4000 Hz; Group (3) 250, 1000, 2000 Hz;
Group (4) 250, 1000, 4000 Hz, and with all signal types for a
given frequency.

 The duration of each of the 25 tones (5 signal types
and 5 frequencies of each type) was 1 second
 A 10 ms ramp up at the beginning and down at the end
of each tone was imposed to avoid clicks and
distortion of the endpoints
 All tones were normalised to have equal average
power
The standard psychoacoustic ‘up-down staircase’ method
described in [16] was used to determine the threshold of
detection. For a given stimulus, the intensity level was
decreased by a step of 1 dB after a positive response or
increased by a step of 1 dB after a negative response. In order
to avoid the situation of a participant anticipating a trial, there
were checks for false positives –i.e. trials without stimuli were
presented and a ‘yes’ would be counted as a false response.
This procedure was carried out until six reversals in response
were obtained. A trial between two reversals is a ‘run’. Two
members of the research team independently handled stimulus
intensity control and data recording. Following the method
described in [16], we used the midpoints of runs 2, 4 and 6 to
calculate the threshold. Figure 6 illustrates the 1-up 1-down
staircase procedure. Participants were given a break of one
minute between trials to avoid adaptation to the various stimuli.

2.4 Procedure

Before each experiment, subjects were given at least 10
minutes to rest and become accustomed to their new
surroundings before they took part in the experiment. The study
was conducted in a sound-isolated audio recording studio, at a
comfortable temperature of 24o C. During the initial rest period,
subjects read the information sheet prepared for participants
and were given the opportunity to sign the consent form or to
not take part, as they wished. Each subject was asked to rest
their dominant hand lightly on the vibrating surface and
indicate when they could feel the surface vibrating. A short trial
run was conducted before the actual experiment to make sure
the subjects understood the instructions and to familiarize them
with the experimental procedure.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Detection of High Frequency Signals

We defined a given stimulus as ‘undetected’ if a subject could
not detect it before the maximum intensity level was reached,
or if the stimulus was found to be corrupted by low frequency
noise or sub-harmonics when the subjects reported detection.
Thus the stimulus was considered to have been detected only if
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3.3 Effect of Different Signal Types

the subject reported detection and the signal was measured to
be free of possibly detectable subharmonics.

A one way repeated measures ANOVA analysis was carried out
to compare the sensitivity to different signal types at a given
frequency. ANOVA reveals a significant difference between
the thresholds to different signal types for most of the
frequency points we tested: 250 Hz (F(4,55) = 21.733,
p<0.0001), 500 Hz (F(4,25) = 20.312, p<0.0001), 1000 Hz
(F(4,25) = 6.374, p=0.001), 2000Hz (F(4,24) = 5.366, p=0.01).
Some subjects could not detect some of the stimuli at 4000 Hz
so there were not enough data points to calculate statistics at
this frequency. Based on Tukey’s Honest Significant Test
(HSD), at 250 Hz and 500 Hz, the sine tone has a significantly
higher threshold compared to all other signal types at the same
frequencies (p<0.01). At 2000 Hz, both FM tones and
frequency sweeps showed significantly higher thresholds
(p<0.01) compared to other signal types.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Data Validation

We identified that there were many potential confounding
variables such as auditory cues, low frequency noise, visual
cues, and perception of sound via bone conduction that could
have accounted for our observations. In this section we discuss
how these confounding effects were avoided.

Figure 6. A sequence of stimulus level reversals
during a 1-up 1-down staircase method. The initial
value is typically determined based on preliminary
experiments. The threshold of detection is calculated
as the average of runs 2, 4 and 6 [16].

4.1.1 Auditory cues

All five signal types at frequencies
of 250, 500 and 1000 Hz
.
were detected by all subjects. In addition, all the subjects were
able to detect sine and square tones, and frequency sweeps at
2000 Hz. Five out of six subjects detected the 2000 Hz AM
tone. At 4000 Hz, all the subjects were able to detect FM tones
and frequency sweeps. The majority of the subjects were also
able to detect sine and square tones at 4000 Hz.

Although some of our subjects were profoundly deaf, all the
subjects wore soft foam ‘ear-plugs’ (3M™ Foam Ear Plug
1100, rated to attenuate sound by a minimum of 29 dB in our
experimental frequency range) and also ear-defenders that
cupped the pinnae (H540A-411-SV, rated to attenuate sound by
a minimum of 20 dB in our experimental frequency range) to
further minimize the possibility of detecting any audible sound
generated by the test stimuli. All subjects reported that no
sound was audible during the experiment.

3.2 Thresholds of Detection

Figure 7 shows the thresholds of tactile sensitivity for the
different signal types at different frequencies. In agreement
with [5], we found that sensitivity is greatest to tones at 250 Hz.
We also found that signals with complex waveforms (AM, FM,
square waves, and frequency sweeps) generally have lower
thresholds than sine tones at the same frequency.

4.1.2 Presence of low-frequency noise

Another possible confounding factor of vibrotactile stimuli over
1000Hz was the presence of low frequency noise that might be
caused by non-linearities in the response of the wooden board.
If low frequency noise were present, subjects might have
detected and responded to it rather than to stimuli at the
frequency of the input signal. Therefore, we examined the
response of the wooden panel (recorded at location L1 and
shown in Figure 4) during every trial for each of the subjects.
For every ‘detected’ high frequency stimulus, we checked its
power spectral density (PSD) against PSDs of lowest detected
stimuli at lower frequencies. If the low frequency components
of the ‘detected’ high frequency stimulus were at least 10dB
below the lowest detectable level by a subject, the high
frequency stimulus was considered as free of detectable low
frequency noise. Otherwise the stimulus was considered to be
distorted and the entire staircase was discarded from the
analysis.
Most of our high frequency stimuli were free of low
frequency noise. However, there were seven data points (out of
180) corrupted with detectable low frequency noise. Amplitude
levels of these seven stimuli were almost reaching the
maximum level and such amplitude levels might have caused
the non-linear response. Figure 8(a) shows the 2000 Hz
stimulus sine tone without detectable low frequency noise and
Figure 8(b) shows a 2000Hz FM tone stimulus with detectable
low frequency noise.

Figure 7. Threshold of vibration sensitivity to different
signal types at different frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals. (Note: The threshold for the AM
tone at 2000 Hz was calculated with five data points
because one subject could not detect that stimulus.)
.
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4.1.3 Visual cues

conduction loss value at 4000 Hz was not reported, the trend in
these data suggests that it would be higher than 98 dB. The
highest stimuli strengths used in our study were 10 dB at 250
Hz, 24 dB at 500 Hz, 44 dB at 1000 Hz, 78 dB at 2000 Hz and
80 dB at 4000 Hz re 1m/s2. The forearm attenuation would thus
result in a signal at the skull bones of at least 20 dB below the
mastoid thresholds reported by Dirks et al. [18] at all
frequencies. Bone conduction thresholds at the forehead are
even higher [20]. It is therefore unlikely that bone conduction
could have influenced our results.

To prevent any visual cues being available, subjects faced the
person who recorded the responses, while the experimenter
who controlled the stimuli via the computer was not in the
subjects’ field of view. The vibrations of the board at the
amplitudes and frequencies used in the experiment were not
visible to the naked eye.

4.2 Interpretation of Results

The primary results of this study suggest that hearing-impaired
subjects were sensitive to vibrations at frequencies of 2000 Hz
and 4000 Hz, although amplitudes required for detection were
30-40 dB higher than at a frequency of 250 Hz. This frequency
is two octaves higher than the limiting frequency of 1000 Hz
for tactile sensitivity reported in other studies [5], [6]. The
mechanoreceptors in the human skin are believed to integrate
energy spatially [21], [22]. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that the relatively large contact area of the whole hand (palm
and fingers) used in our experiments would have facilitated
spatial integration of vibrotactile stimuli, leading to lower
detection thresholds for higher frequencies. Because the contact
area of the entire ventral surface of the hand (approximately 5080 cm2) is much larger than the contact area used in research
work previously reported (0.01-10 cm2) [22], absolute detection
thresholds obtained in the study described here cannot be
directly compared with those found in previous literature. For
example, a point-source stimulus applied to a very small area of
glabrous skin might by-pass or increase desensitisation of
important channels of vibrotactile stimuli. We believe larger
contact areas are important to understand because they are more
applicable to sensing vibration in everyday environments.
The second finding of this study is that the complex signals
we used have lower thresholds of detection than the sine tones.
Some of the participants reported that they could “feel
something moving” when sensing the vibrations corresponding
to a FM tone and thus easily detected the stimulus compared to
that produced by a static sine tone. This is reminiscent of
reported observations of visual perception where a flashing
source of light is more easily detectable than a constant source.
We observed that increased sensitivity to complex signals is
most significant at 250 Hz: at this frequency, both FM and
square tones resulted in a decrease of approximately 5 dB in
threshold compared with a pure sine tone. This occurred despite
the complex tones having lower amplitude at the fundamental
frequency compared to the sine tone, since all stimuli were
normalized to have equal average power. This result suggests
an explanation beyond simple integration across frequency, and
points to the possibility that the temporal dynamics of complex
signals could play a role in detecting vibrotactile stimulation. A
separate series of studies would be needed to validate this
hypothesis.
Although the focus of this research was on the hearingimpaired and profoundly deaf, there is no reason to expect that
palm-area vibrotactile sensitivity would be different for hearing
subjects. In fact, our pilot studies of people with normal hearing
showed broad agreement with the findings reported here.
However, the interpretation of this data was confounded by the
fact that our study conditions did not consistently prevent
louder signals from being heard by this group. Further studies
would be necessary to provide conclusive results.

Figure 8. Image (a), shows a valid trial. In this case,
the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the ‘detected’
stimuli (sine tone) at 2000 Hz (dashed black line
with a peak at 2000 Hz) is more than 15 dB below
the lowest threshold of detectability (solid grey
lines): sine tone at 1000 Hz and sine tone at 250 Hz
for the same subject. Image (b) shows an invalid
trial due to the presence of subharmonics. In this
case, the PSD of the ‘detected’ stimuli (FM tone) at
2000 Hz (dashed black line) produces low
frequency components within 10 dB of the lowest
detectable thresholds (grey lines): sine tone at 500
Hz and sine tone at 250 Hz for the same subject.
.

4.1.4 Bone conduction of sound

We conducted an analysis similar to [17] to rule out the
possibility that bone conducted sound from the vibrotactile
stimuli could have influenced detection of vibrotactile stimuli.
Dirks et al. [18] reported mastoid bone conduction thresholds
(using the Radioear B-72 bone vibrator) of -9 dB at 250 Hz, -7
dB at 500 Hz, -13 dB at 1000 Hz, -14 dB at 2000 Hz and -15
dB at 4000 Hz re 1 m/s2 (converting from the original
reference of re. 1 cm/s2). However, there is a significant energy
loss before tactile stimulation of the fingers or palm of the hand
reaches the skull bones due to dissipation and impedance
mismatches between bones and tissue along the pathway. The
bone conduction loss from forearm to mastoid has been
reported by Lamoré [19] to be 35 dB at 250 Hz, 49 dB at 500
Hz, 80 dB at 1000 Hz and 98 dB at 2000 Hz re 1m/s2. Although
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Speech information is carried primarily in the frequency region
from 300 to 3000 Hz [23] which corresponds to the range of
sensitivity found in our study using complex signals and fullhand vibrotactile stimulation. Gault [24] proposed a method of
presenting speech signals via a vibrator on the skin. This and
our pilot studies provide motivation for further exploration
using this kind of vibrotactile feedback
for speech therapy and education. The ‘Haptic Chair’ [15] is
being further developed so that users will be able to sense
amplified vibrations produced by their own voice as well as
others such as teachers or therapists. Preliminary results suggest
that this kind of display can to some extent function as an
effective substitute for the traditional ‘Tadoma’ [24, 25]
method of speech instruction wherein students touch the throat
or lips of their teachers.
Another possible future study would be to determine the
amount of information deliverable with vibrotactile stimuli
using frequencies greater than 1000 Hz. One open question in
particular is the extent to which detectable high frequencies can
be discriminated. Frequency discrimination would have a
bearing on, for example, the ability to identify multiple sound
sources (e.g. speakers or musical instruments) based on spectral
information, as well as whether multiple sources can be
detected or identified when delivered through a single channel
of vibrotactile stimulation. We hope that future work will lead
to more effective uses of the vibrotactile channel for
communication in speech and music.
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ABSTRACT

‘musical echolocation’ to explore the WLAN as an
electromagnetic space within the particular spatial
configuration it is installed in. It aims to convey an artistic
experience, rather than to directly sonify data, allowing visitors
to sense in a poetic and visceral way the invisible and
intangible world of WiFi communication that engulfs us
through the use of ordinary, WiFi-enabled, mobile electronic
devices (smartphones, iPods, tablets, laptops, etc). The piece
addresses the physicality of electromagnetic waves together
with the deeply social nature of computer networks. It explores
how a WLAN behaves inside a space, how it modulates the
psychogeography of that space affecting visitor behaviors and
interactions, but also how it reacts itself to visitor presence. To
this extent, the piece reveals the network as a dynamic,
navigable space, as an open score spread in that space, and as a
large, invisible, collective idiophone – a collaborative
distributed instrument which devices of connected visitors
excite into resonance.

This paper presents the system and technology developed for
the distributed, micro-telematic, interactive sound art
installation, The Network Is A Blind Space. The piece uses
sound to explore the physical yet invisible electromagnetic
spaces created by Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). To
this end, the author created a framework for indoor WiFi
localization, providing a variety of control data for various
types of ‘musical echolocation’. This data, generated mostly by
visitors exploring the installation while holding WiFi-enabled
devices, is used to convey the hidden properties of wireless
networks as dynamic spaces through an artistic experience.

Keywords
Network music, mobile music, distributed music, interactivity,
sound art installation, collaborative instrument, site-specific,
electromagnetic signals, WiFi, trilateration, traceroute,
echolocation, SuperCollider, Pure Data, RjDj, mapping

1.2 Configuration

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Concept

The piece is meant to be installed in a space with multiple
rooms, with one functioning as a central listening area. It
extends as far as its WLAN can reach, inside the exhibition
building, as well as outside it. Layout specifics depend on the
particularities of the site; for example, during its first exhibit
two computers were installed near the opposite sides of a long
corridor - the most prominent architectural feature of that
building - to create an electromagnetic line-space that could be
transversed and examined (Figure 1).
Visitors can log into the network with their devices and walk
around the building to explore its electromagnetic properties.
Devices joining the network become part of its space as active
nodes and resonant objects. Each device’s view of the network
can be heard individually, synthesized in real-time and diffused
from a dome of speakers hanging from the ceiling of the main
area. Additionally, by installing an application devices become
sound-producing echolocation sonars directly exposing the
electromagnetic properties of a space – together with its
acoustics - while a visitor moves inside it. The state of the
network itself, as perceived by each of its computers/nodes, can
be listened to as well: In the first exhibition, two speakers were
located on the floor of the listening room at the respective
positions of the computers they represented within a scale
model of the building’s architectural plan. This semi-cryptic
navigational road-map was duplicated in the mobile
application’s interface, as a further aid for visitor exploration.
The system is implemented in the SuperCollider real-time
audio programming language2, which interfaces with various
OSX command line tools functioning as the project’s
networking backbone. Mobile devices can download and run an

We make wide use of WiFi electromagnetic radiation in our
daily lives and depend on it increasingly to wirelessly transmit
and receive information of all sorts, for all sorts of uses.
However, despite relying on this Hertzian space1 that surrounds
us, it can be difficult to truly understand its nature or even
acknowledge its very physical presence in a manner that
involves our bodies directly. Moreover, even though wireless
network spaces co-exist with physical spaces, they follow their
own rules, which are not always intuitive from the point of
view of every-day experience. While vision is all we need to
explore physical spaces, it falls short in electromagnetic ones.
In nature, many animals inhabiting environments where vision
is not a sufficient navigational tool – such as bats and dolphins
– have developed echolocation, transmitting sound and
listening to the echoes of a space. Humans can achieve
something similar through the mediation of electrical devices
that can help translate the properties of radio space to audible
sound in a perceptually and cognitively meaningful way.
The Network Is a Blind Space [2] is a distributed, microtelematic, interactive sound art installation that creates a type of

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
1

2

The term was introduced by Anthony Dunne [1].
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Figure 1: The Network Is A Blind Space at the Jack Straw New Media Gallery, Seattle, USA, December 2011 – February 2012
application (‘scene’) for RjDj3, a free iOS port of the Pure Data
audio programming environment4.

wirelessly. Overall, WiFi signals portray typical wave behavior.
However, even though they can be generally understood in a
similar manner to sound waves, and electromagnetic multipath
propagation can be compared to acoustic reverberation, their
actual interaction with a space is often counter-intuitive as they
move much faster than sound, have much smaller wavelengths
and respond differently to objects, depending on the electrical
properties of their materials, shape and angle to the transmitter.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Artistic inspiration
The ideas of exploring communication networks as spaces or
using mobile devices to create a distributed or location-based
experience are not novel in the fields of music, sound art, or
media art. A detailed list or analysis of such pieces is beyond
the scope of this paper (for an overview of relevant radiorelated art see [3]), but it is worth mentioning some that were
an inspiration during the development of this project. Pieces
concerned with the Hertzian space include John Cage’s
Imaginary Landscape no. 4 (1951) [4] and his proto-interactive
Variations V (1965) [5], Max Neuhaus’s early sound art
installation Drive In Music (1967) [6], Christina Kubisch’s
body of sound art work with electromagnetic induction from
the late 1970s [7], and Mark Shepard’s Hertzian Rain (2009)
[8]. Pieces using communication networks as musical
instruments include Max Neuhaus’s radio-based works Public
Supply (1966-1977) and Radio Net (1977) [9], Global String
(1998) by Atau Tanaka and Kasper Toeplitz [10], the internet
acoustics synthesis project by Chris Chafe et al. (2001) [11],
and Pedro Rebelo’s Netrooms: The long feedback (2008-2009)
[12]. Finally, inspirational pieces that involve handheld
distributed sound include Vespers (1967), a particularly
inspiring performative sound art piece on echolocation by
Alvin Lucier [13], Dialtones (a Telesymphony) (2001-2001) by
Golan Levin et al. [14] and Net_Dérive (2006) by Atau Tanaka
and Petra Gemeinboeck [15].

3.1.2 Network distance and trilateration
The physical manifestation of the space between two points in a
WLAN is the actual path radio signals take to arrive from one
place to another. In closed spaces without line-of-sight
communication this is impossible to measure. However, we can
use instead the time it takes for a data packet to go from one
device to another and back as a distance indicator. This is
called the Round Trip Time (RTT), the network’s latency, or its
‘echo’. RTTs form the basis of the echolocation mechanism in
The Network Is A Blind Space. Two methods are used: Time of
Arrival (TOA), which is the absolute time it takes a message to
arrive from one place to another, and Time Difference of
Arrival (TDOA), which compares the TOA between different
points in the system. TOA shows the distance in µs between
two devices, while TDOA can reveal the relative position of
one device between two, three or several other devices.
Depending on the number of nodes involved in this operation,
the precise term is bilateration, trilateration and multilateration
- although the term trilateration is most commonly used in the
literature to cover all cases. The piece implements an extended,
optimized version of TOA and TDOA bilateration by
performing various statistical analyses on the RTT data.

2.2 Scientific research

3.1.3 Tracerouting

Current research in the relatively new but growing field of
Location-Based Services [16] proved useful, especially during
later development stages, through comparisons of this project’s
heuristic-based, art-centric solutions to commercially oriented
WiFi-based indoor positioning models. Most such systems are
built on Received Signal Strength Indication, but there are a
handful of early experiments using Time of Arrival (TOA) and
trilateration – a triangulation variant that uses distances rather
than angles - as a cue for deducing the position of a device
within an indoor WiFi-enabled space (e.g. [17], [18]).

The system presented in this paper is based on the traceroute
command, a network diagnostic tool commonly employed to
reveal the path between a local and a remote device. The data in
a traceroute reply contains binary presence (whether a host IP
was found or not), discrete data (number of hops, i.e. routers,
that separate the two devices) and temporal distance (dt for the
RTT between each hop, e.g. 1.673 ms). Traceroute is typically
used with devices not directly connected to each other – i.e.
mostly through the internet – but the fact that it can send
bundles of multiple round-trip data-probes makes it extremely
useful as a localization tool, even in LANs where connections
between devices are direct. Probes in the same traceroute
follow each other within a few hundred µs. The gap between
separate traceroute requests is adjustable. In a wireless
scenario, statistical analysis of the differences between the RTT
values of probes – i.e. micro-time differences - can help deduce
signal strength and distance between two devices, while
differences between the RTTs of separate traceroutes (eventtime), or within a history of traceroutes (meso-time) can help

3. THE PIECE
3.1 Technology basics
3.1.1 On the nature of WiFi radio waves
WiFi radio communication (IEEE 802.11) uses electromagnetic
waves of a frequency around 2.4GHz to transmit information
3
4

http://rjdj.me/
http://puredata.info/
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trace the movement of a device in physical space or its general
behavior. Therefore, tracerouting within a WLAN can help
reveal information such as distance, movement, connection
stability and overall network congestion. Moreover, inside a
space with known obstacles, such data can also give some
insights about the possible areas a device may be located.

various combinations of the above. This functionality permits
looking at the network’s properties from three different points
of view: a) The global, i.e. that of the network in its entirety; b)
the local/nodal, i.e. the network as perceived by a specific
trilateration node; c) the mobile, i.e. the network as perceived
by each mobile device connected to the system.

3.2 System implementation basics
3.2.1 Network echolocation toolbox
A number of SuperCollider classes were developed to interface
with command line networking tools, as well as to parse and
use the data generated by them5. These modules allow
automatically setting and querying network settings, retrieving
data about the network’s topology, handling all tracerouting
and micro-time statistics, receiving, handling and storing
incoming data from remote trilateration computers, retrieving
various types of stored trilateration data, and finally parsing,
cleaning, shaping and mapping this data, converting it into
control streams for sound synthesis, to be used locally within
the system and remotely on connected mobile device clients.

Figure 3: System hardware and communication

3.2.5 Control data as streams
Any of this data can be transformed on demand into a real-time
control stream, which can be mapped to sound synthesis
parameters. The operation involves (Figure 4): a) sampling the
data at regular intervals; b) performing additional statistical
operations on the sampled stream; c) choosing between using a
TOA statistic, derived from the network distance of a device to
a particular node, a TDOA statistic, relating to the relative
position of a device in the space, or the sign of a TDOA
statistic, showing which node a device is closer to; d) optionally
tracking rate-of-change in a stream, detecting peak onsets, or
using the density of such onsets (onsets-per-second); e) further
shaping the resulting stream through operations such as scaling,
applying various distortion methods on values that exceed a
threshold, and/or using transfer functions to waveshape the
stream. This allows transforming streams in ways most
appropriate to the incoming data, to the parameters they are
called to control, and to the compositional plan of the piece.
This functionality was crucial in fine-tuning the traceroute data
to the specificities of the exhibition space and of the sound
synthesis algorithms used in The Network Is A Blind Space.

Figure 2: The network echolocation toolbox

3.2.2 Hardware
The hardware of the system includes: a) two computers acting
as trilateration nodes; b) another computer as the main ‘brain’
of the installation, which does most of the number crunching
and is in charge of the interaction, mapping, sound synthesis
and spatial diffusion; it also makes any compositional decisions
required; c) a variable number of WiFi-enabled devices that
visitors bring with them (or borrow at the exhibition space).

Figure 4: Converting traceroute information to control
streams. Operations in grey color are optional.

3.2.3 Trilateration nodes

The resulting streams can be mapped to sound synthesis
algorithms locally, or remotely by sending them to the mobile
devices via User Datagram Protocol (UDP). They can also be
used in several non-sound generating manners, e.g. for highlevel control of the composition or interaction behavior, etc.

The trilateration nodes run a standalone application written in
SuperCollider. They are responsible for finding devices that
join the network. Once a new device is found, they begin
sending traceroute probes to it until it disappears. RTT data
within each traceroute are statistically analyzed and sent to the
main computer via Open Sound Control6 (Figure 3).

3.2.6 Using the echolocation streams

3.2.4 The network from different points of view

Different statistics can be used to deduce various useful states
and relationships of a device with the network and the space.
For example, various types of TOA RTT values (e.g. minimum,
mean, maximum) are the standard method for revealing
distance from a node. The standard deviation of RTTs is also
extremely useful; for example, small values reveal a good
connection – therefore closeness – which makes the TDOA of
the standard deviation an excellent tool for finding relative
position in the actual physical space. A smoothed out version of
the sign of the TDOA, in its turn, can be translated to
probability of closeness. On the other hand, tracking slope or

The main computer registers all information and can parse it in
a number of different ways, exposing all traceroute statistics
but also revealing other useful data, such as how many and
which IPs are connected overall or per node, when was the last
time each was seen, if an IP exists, if it is still active, and
5
6

This library is still in beta. A finished version will be released as a
SuperCollider extension (Quark) in the future.
http://opensoundcontrol.org/
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shaping of various network statistics. For optimal response, it
needs to be fine-tuned to the specific site.
Developing the framework introduced in this paper presented
many challenges, artistic and technical, the least pleasant of the
latter involving long hours of troubleshooting networking
hardware while grappling with the network’s response to
extraneous and unpredictable factors such as humidity and
network congestion. Nevertheless, the finished system is robust
and versatile, to the point of permitting live-coding instruments,
behaviors and mappings - which was very useful when putting
on the final touches. Needless to say, there is still much room
for improvement and further exploration.
During a 7-week gallery exhibition of The Network Is A Blind
Space the system proved very successful, intriguing visitors,
who listened attentively and engaged with it for extended
periods of time, with many coming back to explore and
experience it under different circumstances, with friends or by
themselves. This framework will be used in a family of related
future works. Some ideas involve investigating different found
spaces, architectures specifically sculpted for the system,
expanding to multiple sites and the internet, but also
incorporating performative elements, where visitors and trained
performers can engage together through the network.

using onset detection on a mean or standard deviation stream
helps to identify, in most cases, when a device moves from one
space to another; this is used in the installation to create an
audible response when a visitor passes through a door.

3.3 Sound
The sound is responsive to interaction, helping reveal properties
of the network and the space. To achieve this, the piece makes
extensive use of feedback-based synthesis methods,
interconnecting control parameters through synthesis in a crosscoupled, many-to-many mapping model [19]. This creates a
very dynamic and organically behaving sonic environment,
promoting a unified experience rather than concentrating on
listening to specific statistics - a goal more appropriate for a
pure sonification project. It also makes the various
‘instruments’ within the network’s ‘orchestra’ very expressive
and entertaining for visitors to interact with. An orchestration
decision was to assign different sonic and behavioral qualities
to each of them, thus allowing visitors to easily distinguish
between the ‘voice’ of the trilateration nodes, that of devices
simply connected to the network, the ‘voice’ of devices running
the special application, and the sound emanating from the
devices themselves, while ensuring it all works well together.

3.4 Experience and interaction
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ABSTRACT

Computer-mediated tangible interfaces for musical performance present unique challenges to the designer or performer where engagement is considered. Here, large portions of the sound creation process can either be automated
or created from scratch by the computer. This stands in
contrast to acoustic instruments in which the physical construction of the device is the transducer between the musician’s excursion and its acoustic output. The shifting of
the responsibility for sonic output can reduce the required
amount of mental and physical contribution from the performer and in doing so, minimise the sense of embodiment
in part by reducing the level of engagement between performer and computer.
In this paper we introduce two design considerations for
creating, maintaining or increasing the level of engagement
in computer-mediated musical performance, termed ‘decay’
and ‘instability’, which are presented from a designer’s perspective.

A general strategy for encouraging embodied engagement
within musical interface design is introduced. A pair of example implementations of this strategy are described, one
tangible and one graphical. As part of a potentially larger
set within our general approach, two separate relationships
are described termed ‘decay and contribution’ and ‘instability and adjustment’, which are heavily dependent on the
action requirements and timeliness of the interaction. By
suggesting this process occurs on a timescale of less than one
second it is hoped attentiveness and engagement can be encouraged to the possible benefit of future developments in
digital musical instrument design.

Keywords
engagement, embodiment, flow, decay, instability, design,
NIME

1. INTRODUCTION

2.

E↵ort and engagement exert strong influences on the intimacy of relationships between interface and performer,
performer and audience. Accordingly, the embodied view
of perception has become an increasingly popular framework for designing and researching interactive activity. The
spectrum of discussion and application covers a wide range
of perspectives, from philosophical and phenomenologically
informed views [6][21] to more practical applications in activities in sound-related projects such as [9][1][8]
Despite di↵ering formulations of what constitutes embodied activities, several common criteria are apparent across
the spectrum of discussion. Accordingly, this paper will not
set out to define the limits of embodiment or enaction, or
indeed their validity philosophical or applied. Instead, focus will be given to one specific element of agreement within
the various definitions of enactive activity: that it requires
a form of embodied engagement [10][14] on the part of the
agent. As a necessary, but by no means sufficient, component of embodied activity, we present ‘engagement’ broadly
to describe the strongly time-dependent amount of attentiveness or concentration required during performance. Its
emergence is dependent on the quantity, nature and the
timeliness of interactions between performer and interface,
as well as the skill of that performer.

ENGAGEMENT

Embodied activity has a long history of discussion within
NIME and further afield [5][1][8]. As a component part of
embodied experience, engagement has been investigated in
a musical context directly [16] as well as approaches more
broadly in the context of general HCI [19] which collectively
credit engagement with an important role in embodied activity.
The definition of the term ‘engagement’ varies substantially across these discussions. Our paper begins with a conception of the term which Armstrong [1] defines as occurring
when the agent ‘is required by the task domain’ such that it
‘presents challenges to the agent that consume a large portion of her attention’. Adding to this, we believe it is necessary here to immediately place temporal considerations
within our definition where this dependency on time is distinct from the timeliness of action and feedback under the
larger umbrella of embodied activity. By emphasising the
temporal considerations in isolation, we seek to di↵erentiate
between Heidegger’s ‘ready-at-hand’ and ’present-at-hand’
manifestations of engagement without necessarily appealing to higher-level, embodied contexts. In plain terms, this
di↵erentiation is used to separate engagement as the term
is used in passive settings to denote interest or ‘entertainment attention’ from its use in performative settings where
it denotes a level of attentiveness, active concentration and
set of time-dependent action requirements.
The kind of ‘embodied engagement’ investigated here stands
in contrast to its use in settings such as ‘last night’s captivating or engaging performance’, in which engagement is
used to denote interest and attentiveness without action.
‘Embodied engagement’ is active, involves repeated bodily actions and is contingent on higher-level intentions of

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, 21 - 23 May 2012, Ann-Arbor, Michigan
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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the agent. Additionally, we will suggest that this type of
engagement takes place when the action cycle is within a
time-scale of below one second.

or undemanding requirements from the performer, he or she
assumes the role of manager or ‘babysitter’[17] rather than
attentive balancer.
Though no distinction need be made from the argument
presented here with regard to analytically ‘serial’ (e.g. button presses) and continuous instrumental gestures (i.e. selection/exciter and modification gesture), continuous control provides an immediate starting point for a concept device utilising these notions of instability in the design application described in the following section’s application.

3. DECAY
The term decay here is used in a quite general sense to mean
‘a loss of energy’ or ‘a declining state’, as opposed to any
strict thermodynamic or philosophical formulations. In this
broad sense then, we simply assume that energy or work of
some kind is required, and that it has temporal constraints.
Decay of some kind is present in all physical systems as
a result of friction. For designers of new musical instruments working in the digital domain, the physical coupling
between energy input and parameter decay evaporates. By
ensuring that constant input is necessary for the maintenance of system state, ongoing e↵ort/attentiveness is demanded of the user. It is posited here that a re-emphasis
on the requirement for continued work by the performer
could be beneficial to the design of interfaces which seek to
take advantage of embodied activities in their use.
Ideas of e↵ort in musical performance are certainly not
new, and have been discussed at length [14][3]. In investigating the role of decay with respect to engagement in
a collaborative setting, Bryan-Kinns & Healey [4] suggest
that ‘decay engender(ed) a more focused musical interaction
in experienced participants’. The ‘engendering of focus’ is
clearly related to the notions of engagement presented in
this text. Several texts have also investigated the contribution of physical e↵ort in expressive musical performances,
including [20], but the application of energy here is not necessarily one of purely physical exertion. For the purposes
of this paper, with engagement prioritised above gestural,
physical expressivity, the work needed to maintain a performance need not be physically strenuous per se. Instead, it
may be sufficient for this paper’s design goals that the activity simply requires continuous, successive action, rather
than this requirement dictating these actions should provide
a certain level of excursion.
The ‘e↵ort’ described here then is not necessarily or predominantly physical: it is the requirement for physical action, but this action may, for the purposes of this argument,
be as simple as a button press or open-air hand gesture: the
significant factor for this design strategy is simply that the
performer must provide continuous movement, or successive
discrete actions, which alter some perceivable aspect of the
output of the system.

4.1

The EQuilibrium Device

Figure 1: The EQuilibrium Device
The development of a test-of-concept device provided the
opportunity for investigating the ideas presented in this paper. The design consisted of a top-heavy ‘inverted pendulum’ design which houses a speaker, accelerometer and
sound synthesis/control module which the performer is required to control by adjusting its balance as it rests on the
palm of her hand.
The inaccuracy of any compensation when applied to
unstable systems1 maintains the continuous requirement
for action without mitigating possibilities for higher-level
goals and intentions. This strongly coupled feedback loop
of action-reaction has parallels in many other areas of current discourse within embodied cognition, human perception and HCI [10]. For out present purposes however, it is
sufficient to observe that this design provides ample opportunity for demanding attentiveness as well as the likelihood
of continued exchange by taking advantage of our simple,
innately familiar sense of balance.

4.1.1

Sound Design & Construction

As playful equilibristic design was the primary design goal,
EQuilibrium’s sonic characteristics were chosen so as to enhance the ludic qualities of the overall design, rather than
being taken as a components of a formal instrument. No
sound is created by maintaining the controller in a static,
upright position. In order to make sound, the user must
unbalance the system. Although this provides considerable
challenge initially, it does provide scope for continued refinement which, in the right pair of hands, might be considered virtuosic if it were in the context of a more holistically designed, sound-focussed instrument. The interface’s
behaviour is governed by its centre of gravity, which is proportional to the length of the vertical section. By changing
its geometry in this way, EQuilibrium can vary the amount
of challenge presented to each performer.
Audio synthesis is handled by PureData2 running inside
RjDj3 on iOS 5. iPhone and iPod Touch devices were used

4. INSTABILITY
Instability can provide a second method for engendering
engagement, and, though non-musical, has been explored
in the context of with technology and embodiment[12]
In this scenario again, the performer must be attentive
her activity in order to ensure its adherence to her musical intentions. Here however, instead of constantly adding
energy to the system, the user is required to constantly adjust the state of its processes to maintain a steady course.
The activity is constructed so as to ensure that actions (if
viewed from an analytically serial perspective) are required
at a rate faster than 1Hz. These constraints are placed
both on the time taken for unstable behaviour to manifest
as a deviation from its current trajectory, and on the delay
involved in its adjustment or correction.
This frequency or magnitude of the continuous demands
of the system on the performer is crucial, as this factor can
be primarily responsible for the perception of the system
interaction being ‘managerial’ as apposed to engaging at
the level of the body. That is, that given sufficiently slow

1
an example here might be the emergence of the ‘fishtailing’ behaviour of a car when driving down a straight
but ice covered road.
2
http://puredata.info/
3
http://rjdj.me/
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due to their suite of sensors, and their wireless, batterypowered operation. Positioned vertically, the cylindrical
design eliminates a ‘correct’ orientation on the horizontal
plane. The two of its horizontal/radial accelerometers responsible for accelerations along these axis are mapped identically, ensuring similar behaviour regardless of its axial rotation. The sound-design goals of this prototype included
the creation of playful, complex and slightly chaotic timbres to encourage exploration and to reinforce the sense of
imbalance. A combination of AM and FM synthesis was
used along with a suite of basic oscillators and noise generators, all of these are connected to a master volume multiplier which is responsible for the interface’s fundamental
behaviour: silent when still, audible when in motion, with
loudness proportional to its degree of unbalance. It was
found that a high-order exponential function was a good fit
for mapping between balance and volume, a↵ording sensitive minimums with satisfying, achievable maximums and
avoiding any issues involved with the introduction of steps
or thresholds in the mapping layer.

4.2


 
  





  
  
  

Figure 3: Modification & Compensation.
[Integrated from Norman’s[15] ‘action-cycle’]
Without straying the focus of this paper into the phenomenological or enactive roots of these ideas, Norman [15]
provides a design-relevant perspective in this area with his
Action Cycle model. This model does not include either the
significance of timely, concurrent dialog between performer
and interface, nor the importance of avoiding interruption
during the activity. What is stressed however, is the distinction between design-model and actual, subjective performance. This contrast in perspective is further amplified
with the added temporal considerations presented in our
model.
Ballard et al provide some evidence for suggesting that
timescales of under one second may mark the limits for this
interaction cycle in the context of our ‘embodied engagement’ goal:

Stagger Sequencer

The use of instability as a primary concept for enhancing
embodied engagement was also applied to the creation of a
simple step sequencer in a graphics-led context.

‘Given much less than 0.3 second, computation
is decidedly neural because there is not enough
time to communicate with the outside world except in the case of primitive reflexes. Given
much more than 0.3 second, for example, 10 seconds, there is time to plan behaviour by running
internal simulations. Once again, computation
becomes predominantly neural, albeit for a different reason.’[2]

Figure 2: The Stagger Sequencer interface
Here, each step consists of a small box representing one
note, each box is confined within an standard step sequencer
grid layout, as shown in Figure 2. The sequencer’s unstable
behaviour emerges from the each step’s random movement
when active within its grid step. Each step is activated and
deactivated with long presses. If an active box then touches
the edge of the grid, it activates its neighbouring box on
that edge. However, each box can be re-centred by simply
tapping within its boundaries. As a sequencer, the application does not create sounds of its own, instead it outputs
standard MIDI note messages to be used by any compatible software or hardware synthesiser. The instability of the
sequencer’s behaviour is modulated by the attentiveness of
the performer: the severity of each box’s random motion
depends on the Actions Per Minute (APM) performed by
the user. In our example, a lower APM increases the random jitter of the boxes, higher APM leads to a more stable
behaviour. This mapping is intended to behave similarly to
EQuilibrium, where sound production/modification is available only when the system is ‘o↵-balance’, and ensures that
steady-stage behaviour is only possible with a high average
APM.

The exact speed of this conversation is not crucial, and in
fact will depend heavily on the demands of the activity and
on the skill and experience of the performer, though [13] discusses similar ‘goal sensitive, semi-automatic processes that
are permeable to the interests and concerns of the agent’
which are ‘typically well below half a second’. These temporal windows mark the limits of a spectrum: too fast and
the conversation is purely reflexive, too slow and it becomes
overly reflective. Csikszentmihalyi’s ideas of flow states are
readily applicable at this point, and have been discussed
at length elsewhere [7][14][11] . Flow is attained, in part,
by the continued application of skill in order to meet the
requirements of a sufficiently demanding task [7].The relationship between challenge and skill in this scenario is thus
results in the exclusion of all other conscious distractions.
Engagement then, is a prerequisite for the emergence of
flow. Methods of encouraging engagement, especially at the
level of the body, may help foster the emergence of more rewarding musical experiences where computer-mediated instruments are concerned. To this end, both strategies presented in this paper aim to support attentive interactions
by maintaining the requirement for action while attempting to avoid placing the performer in a ‘managerial’ role
with respect to the maintenance of equilibrium. We believe
successful avoidance of supervisory interaction styles can be
achieved, in part, through careful monitoring and the adjusting of a system’s time-dependent action requirements[4].

5. DISCUSSION
By requiring continued attention, equilibristic and decaying
strategies may provide additional avenues for the creation
of more engaging performance systems and activities. A
generalisation is presented in Figure 3 as ‘modification and
compensation’ to better reflect their shared characteristics.
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8.

For this approach to provide embodied rather than merely
entertaining it is important that any measures taken to mitigate the steepness of a learning curve are balanced with
the timescale requirements discussed earlier. Digital systems have the capability to monitor a user’s performance in
parallel with their normal, musical functioning, providing
the possibility to adjust the action requirements (both their
temporal and functional qualities) dynamically, in sympathy with the user’s increasing skill. As these two priorities
(action-requirement and user skill) are then interdependent,
this has the potential to create a conflict with respect to the
creation of situations which encourage optimal flow. Careful consideration and subsequent balancing of these two criteria, especially in the earliest stages of familiarisation, is
crucial.
It should also be pointed out that, within this general
level, this paper’s pair of relationships, by no means represent an exhaustive strategy for encouraging engagement.
Though other motives may drive design considerations relating to the action requirements of a particular NIME’s
interface, the approach outlined within the scope of this
paper does not seek to place limits here on this how the specific interaction takes place. In the wider context of general
HCI design strategies, [18] o↵er another relationship pairing which might be termed here as ‘ambiguity & interpretation’. This may point the way to additional possibilities for,
though real-time implementations of this strategy for musical performance appear initially elusive. The incomplete
nature of this strategy is highlighted by Figure 3’s empty
lower boxes.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A strategy for fostering embodied engagement in computermediated musical instruments was presented which contained two elements: ‘decay’ and ‘instability’. The latter
element was applied to two di↵erent interfaces, one tangible and one graphics-based. Their role as part of a larger
design-focussed strategy was discussed with particular attention paid to the temporal dependencies of this approach.
The principles of ‘decay’ and ‘instability’ were considered as
viable components of Norman’s ‘action cycle’, which, it was
suggested, could provide fertile ground for the emergence of
embodied engagement provided certain time constraints are
taken into consideration. With rough time limits of >1Hz
placed upon this interaction cycle, the attentive user must
constantly act in order to fulfil their overall goals and intention, which in turn may encourage the emergence of flow.
As mentioned, the two strategies here do not constitute
an exhaustive list with regard to the larger sets of ‘modification’ and ‘compensation’. Further work will attempt to
test the ideas presented here from analytical and subjective
perspectives in order to provide both qualitative and quantative feedback on their conclusions. Additionally, the two
implementations put forward in this paper were directly focussed on demonstrating the concepts described. As such,
they did not prioritise aspects of musical instrument design
which are equally important to the performance experience
as a whole. The development of future interfaces will be
integrated into a more holistic approach which, it is hoped,
will lead to engaging instruments that balance more delicately other components of musical, performative experience.
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ABSTRACT

A WBI scheme in a performance arts context, could operate
through the sensing of either the physical or physiological data
of the body or both, but primarily based on the artistic concept
of each performance. This paper discusses a software
framework for the realization of WBI performance systems
focused on physical, movement-position data.
Motion capture technologies are the most appropriate for
musicians, dancers and choreographers to comprehensively
study interactivity, since they can provide fundamental, detailed
and reliable data about the body's posture, shape, movement
dynamics and position in space.
DeLahunta observes that choreographers have been especially
reticent to use live performance technologies, like optical
motion capture systems, because of their technical complexity
and demanding infrastructure.[2] Despite their limitations,
since the mid-1990s, researchers, choreographers, musicians
and technologists, have explored the artistic potential of optical
motion capture systems in real-time operation and set a number
of important precedents. Of major importance is the
contribution of Bevilacqua and Dobrian. Using an optical
motion capture system (Vicon8) they explored the synthesis of
interactive sound directly from a dancer's movement using fullbody motion capture data. [3][4].
A high volume of related research and artistic work, especially
in the dance context, has been carried out at the Herberger
Institute at Arizona State University. In a dedicated motion
capture lab called Motion-e, a permanently installed optical
motion capture system was customized with various
technologies to increase its reliability and bypass the additional
challenges of its real-time use on the performance stage. [5]
While optical motion capture systems have been most
frequently used in early explorations, there are a number of
limitations for their use on the performance stage including the
requirement for a uniform with visible LED or reflective
markers, light dependencies, occlusion and a highly demanding
infrastructure. Therefore, new technologies are required for
extensive studies in this field. Current advances in wireless
inertial motion capture solutions are very promising for
delivering this coherent technological framework and enabling
creative explorations of interactivity in real-time performances.
Using Orient, the first fully-wireless, full-body inertial sensor
motion capture system, developed by the Research Consortium
in Speckled Computing at the University of Edinburgh, I
investigated the development of a design framework for the
realization of WBI performances in an artistic context. [6][7][8]
Fifteen Orient devices provide a full-body motion capture.
Figure 1.

Through a series of collaborative research projects using
Orient, a wireless, inertial sensor-based motion capture system,
I have studied the requirements of musicians, dancers,
performers and choreographers and identified various design
strategies for the realization of Whole Body Interactive (WBI)
performance systems. The acquired experience and knowledge
led to the design and development of EnActor, prototype
Whole Body Interaction Design software. The software has
been realized as a collection of modules that were proved
valuable for the design of interactive performance systems that
are directly controlled by the body.
This paper presents EnActor’s layout as a blueprint for the
design and development of more sophisticated descendants.
Complete video archive of my research projects in WBI
performance systems at: http://www.inter-axions.com

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION

The appreciation of the whole body as a medium for exploring
interactivity with digital media emerged with advances of
technology that enabled the capture, analysis and
communication of physical and physiological data from a user
to a computer system. Whole Body Interaction (WBI) is a
technologically-driven experience that engages the whole body
to a reciprocal relation with digital systems and has to be
analyzed and further understood through the development of
new experiences and additional knowledge. As a term, WBI
was first introduced at the 24th International Conference on
Computer Graphics, (Siggraph,1997) in order to describe the
design approach taken by Fels (1997) for the installation
Lamascope: an interactive kaleidoscope.[1]
In recent years, the term has been broadly discussed in the
context of HCI, as the basis for the formation ofa new
framework in interaction design. Most notable in this
discussion are the contributions of David England who
organized a series of workshops in WBI as part of the ACM
International Computer Human Interaction conference (CHI).
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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measure rotations in order to calculate their positions and
therefore have more accuracy when designing kinetic-based
interactions. The scenarios and algorithms that can follow the
design of these interactions are similar to video game and
Virtual Reality (VR) techniques, such as the collision detection
processes.
Using additional technology for position tracking, such as a
ceiling camera, a step tracking algorithm or RF tagging, it is
possible to extend an inertial motion capture system to
represent a fully interactive performance stage. This enables the
tracking of performers “at multiple temporal and spatial levels”,
as proposed by Sundaram et al. (2006). [12]
It is important to mention that in order to design successful
spatial interactions an exact virtual body model that is
analogous to the actual physical body of the performer needs to
be constructed.
Figure 1. A wireless Orient sensor

3. ENACTOR’S BLUEPRINT DIAGRAM

Following the advances in commercial inertial motion
capture systems, Skogstad and Quay have also been working on
the development of a music and dance performance system
based on the XSens motion capture bodysuit MVN
Biomech.[9] [10]
Acknowledging the growing interest in the design of bodybased interactive performances, musical instruments and other
gestural controlled applications, it is necessary to design and
implement additional software platforms that can accommodate
the needs of artists, users and whole body interaction designers.

EnActor is a prototype WBI Design software platform that is
able to assist the exploration of a wide range of scenarios. It has
been designed as a core-engine with a collection of
interconnected modules and various additional extension
algorithms, all implemented in Max/MSP.
EnActor's design layout consists of eight basic layers: the
motion tracking and analysis; the core-engine; the whole body
control panel; the preset manger; the extension modules; the
sound composition; the digital musical instruments and the
speaker’s mapping. Each layer is described in further detail in
the following sections and EnActor’s blueprint diagram can be
seen in the Appendix.

2. ENACTOR’S DESIGN BACKGROUND

Various basic concepts extracted from my preliminary practical
research explorations have informed the design of EnActor.

3.1 The Hit-Frame

Thinking of a musician hitting a drum or plucking a guitar,
the sound emerges at the end of the performed action.
Similarly, when using a percussive or string metaphor to sonify
or accompany an action, the responsive sound should begin just
as the movement ends. In contrast, this association is weaker
with sound responses that reference a wind instrument or a
drone effect. With this type of response, the sound should start
from the beginning of the movement, sustain and decay,
following the dynamics of the movement for the duration of the
entire action. Therefore, a responsive hit detection mechanism
should be able to optionally initiate the sound at the beginning
or the end of an action.
A hit frame can correspond to a specific event or a note on a
virtual instrument, or it can trigger a sound on a sampler based
on certain predefined parameters. Figure 2. With patternfollowing paradigms, the responsive system can associate the
produced hits correspond to events or musical notes that are
produced following a predetermined or an evolving pattern.

2.1 Types of WBI Performance systems

Adopting the understanding of interactivity as a property
between systems, proposed by Dubberly et al. (2009), I have
identified three basic types of interactive performance systems:
methodical, empirical and dialectic. [11] The interactive
mechanism of a methodic system has fixed properties and the
performer can be trained to operate and learn it, similarly to a
musical instrument. Empirical interactive performance systems
adjust their goals and share the control of their synthesis
processes with the performer, who is trained to interact with the
system through experience, similarly to performing a musical
score, dancing a choreographic sequence, or navigating within
an interactive space. Finally, dialectic systems employ artificial
intelligent processes, able to interpret the performer's actions as
feedback prior to responding. A WBI performance system can
follow one of these generic interaction design paradigms or a
combination of all of these in order to address more complex
scenarios and specific artistic concepts.
EnActor in its current state can only be used to design
methodical and empirical WBI performance systems. To reach
the next level, the software will need to provide a wide range of
tools for the development of dialectic systems.

2.2 Kinetic and Spatial Interactions

Kinetic-based interactions create the synthesized sound directly
based on the dynamics of movement, as well as various angles
and relative distances between the joints of the body. These can
follow a wide range of mapping techniques that correspond best
to the artistic requirements of a piece.
Spatial interactions are more complex as they require much
higher precision by the motion capture system and can be very
challenging to implement. Optical motion capture systems
measure the positions of the joints in order to further extract
their rotations, therefore have higher accuracy for the design of
spatial interactions. In contrast, inertial sensor-based solutions

Figure 2. Matching the energy/intensity of a detected hit to
various corresponding events
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3.2 Motion Analysis

This process can drastically alter the response to an action or
be used to fine-tune the resulting sound. Taken to the extreme,
we can even inverse the incoming data so that gross movements
create subtle responses, while fine movements have intense
responses.
Monitoring the velocity vector of a limb can provide additional
information regarding the orientation of the movement and
further classify a hit, for example detecting whether a hand
created a hit while rotating or moving up, down, left, right,
back or forth.
Constant orientation and velocity measurements reported for
each part of the body, can be assigned to control continuous
features of the sound, such as its playback speed, reverberation
or filtering. This is especially effective when the produced
sound is designed with reference to a wind instrument or a
drone effect, as opposed to a percussive or a string sound.
By coding a mathematical formula or by simply providing the
structure of a musical phrase in midi notes or numerical
sequences, the detected hits can be organized to follow a
specific musical pattern, while optionally syncing with a master
clock that can provide the tempo. If this option is excluded, the
intensity of the perceived hit will correspond to an arrangement
of associated sound, events or midi notes as discussed earlier.
(Figure 2). When designing pattern based interactions, the
master clock can drive many other compositional subroutines,
each one linked to a particular instance of the core-engine
under the same tempo, or a subdivision of it. A time adjustment
algorithm can further offer the coherence of the rhythm and the
perception of its measure. This internal mechanism can assist
the performer by either leaving a produced hit to generate
sound instantly, or slightly delaying it in order to create a
coherent rhythmical structure. This process ensures that each of
the body's produced hits can be accurately registered within the
defined rhythmical pattern and its time signature. The accuracy
of the algorithm could be additionally adjusted to create a
humanizing effect and avoid a quantized mechanical feeling.
EnActor uses a mechanism for assigning control data from
the core-engines and the other modules to the sound synthesis
modules using OSC.

The motion analysis layer consists of algorithms that analyze
and distribute the body and movement data to all modules of
EnActor, after they have been constructed by the motion
capture system. These include the position and rotation of each
body joint and its velocity vector. The position is reported in
both the static and personal motion capture cubes that were
previously described. Rotations are provided in both
quaternions and Euler angles, while velocity is provided as a
three axis vector plus its magnitude.

3.3 The Core-Engine

The core engine is based on the analysis of the velocity vector
of any part of the body and has two basic functions: to identify
and organize the produced hit-frames and to adjust the intensity
of the system’s responses. The following describe the engine’s
basic functions. Figure 3 shows EnAcor’s core-engine GUI.

Figure 3. The control panel of EnActor’s core-engine
The engine begins with the normalization of the velocity
magnitude, either in a dynamic or a static mode. In static mode
the maxima of velocity is set or obtained through a calibration
process, while in dynamic mode the algorithm periodically
measures the performer’s maximum and mean velocity. The
static mode is primarily used for designing methodic systems
while the dynamic mode leads to an adaptive, empirical system.
Setting an activity threshold, as the minimum amount of
activity needed to trigger a response, is required to define a
range of low-motion, as stasis, where the system is put on hold.
This can be independently set or linked to the normalization
process, as a percentage of the overall intensity dynamic range.
The detection of stasis can be additionally used to trigger other
modules of the system, such as the posture recognition.
Data filtering is optional in order to create a smoother input,
but since it contains time related functions, it is often used to
the design of an empirical system's responsive character.
Reshaping the velocity data leads to a new intensity
distribution with a desired effect. This can be done by selecting
one of the predefined functions built into EnActor, such as an
exponential one, or through defining a new specific
mathematical formula. Figure 4 shows how the incoming
velocity data can be re-shaped to produce much higher accents
with the use of an exponential distribution.

3.4 The Whole Body Control Panel

Each part of the body is linked with a dedicated instance of the
core-engine that can be easily accessed and adjusted from the
Whole Body Control Panel. Based on the previously described
components of the core engine, with particular adjustments, a
wide variety of responsive scenarios can be programmed
independently for each limb. The overall WBI system can be
extremely versatile, and depending on the application and the
design approach taken, it can lead to a methodical or an
empirical system.

3.5 The Preset Manager

The preset manager is analogous to a page of a compositional
score or a complete interaction idea, a WBI sketch. All of the
programmed settings, for mapping activity data to the desired
responses, including all described rules and mapping
configurations, are stored in the preset manager. The presets
that are designed for a specific application can be recalled
automatically (time or pattern-based scenarios) or manually
(state-based scenarios) during a performance.

3.6 EnActor’s Extension Modules

3.6.1 Posture Recognition and Classification

A body posture can function as a distinct moment for a
choreographer, a composer and a performer and can be easily
recognized by both the audience and the digital interactive
system. Through data analysis and the implementation of

Figure 4. Velocity data re-shaping following an exponential
distribution
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simple recognition algorithms, a body posture can be learned,
identified and recalled by EnActor. It can then be used to
trigger a specific event or change the settings and mappings of
the interactive system to a desired preset arrangement. This
module can additionally instantly categorize the body's posture,
into the following categories, based primarily on the position of
the spine as in: a deep bend, a gamma position, a back-bend, a
spine twist, a standing pose, leaning forward, and lying down.

video game design can meet in a common ground that a
reliable, unencumbered real-time motion capture technology
will soon enable. Therefore, there is a growing need for the
development of robust tools that can assist the design of WBI
applications that can push the boundaries of storytelling further.
These explorations should be in direct dialogue with the
traditional and contemporary artistic practices, aim to
seamlessly transfer the embodied skills of performers in a WBI
digital setting and concern ways to communicate these
emerging immersive experiences with a broader audience.

3.6.2 Gesture Recognition

Although gesture recognition was never practically applied to
any of my research projects or live performances, the main
concept can be helpful in various WBI interaction scenarios.
Specifically detected gestures can be associated with the
progression of a composition, the activation of an event or the
recall of a preset. If it is more precisely used, gesture
recognition can be employed for dance or music training
applications. For a proof of concept, I tested the Gesture
Follower algorithm implemented by the Institut de Recherche
et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) and distributed
under the FTM extension library for Max/MSP. [13]
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3.6.3 Surround Sound Control

Surround sound control with the body is often an interesting
addition that can strengthen the link between gesture and
sound. Indicating that the performer is in control of the
projection sound source creates an additional layer of
interactivity that can be immersive for the performer and also
easily perceived by the audience. Depending on the setting and
the brief, the sound panning can be done through simple faders
or more sophisticated algorithms for surround control of sound,
such as ambisonics.

3.6.4 Spatial Interactions and Orientation

This extension module can be used for the design of spatialbased interactions. It is a collection of algorithms for the
description of virtual 2D and 3D shapes, areas and volumes
around the performer, and of collision detection.
The orientation of the performer in space is a rather abstract
idea, since every part of the body has its own unique
orientation, but it can provide a powerful tool for designing
spatial interactions and controlling surround sound with the
body. The parts of the body that I have found to be most useful
for providing orientation information are: the hand, where the
performer is pointing at; the head, where the performer is
looking at; the hips, where the performer is standing towards,
and the chest, where the performer is facing at.

4. CONCLUSION

EnActor is a prototype software platform for the design of
WBI performance systems, and can serve as a blueprint for the
development of other dedicated software for the exploration of
body-based artistic projects and applications. Its modular nature
and the simplicity of its core-engine illustrate the basic
functions for the design of kinetic and spatial-based interactions
within the paradigms of methodic and empirical interactive
performance systems. Dialectic systems that are based on
Artificial Intelligence algorithms can be further explored
through the development of additional extensions for EnActor.
EnActor has been used and tested in the design of three WBI
performance systems: Duende, that was designed in the
traditional dance context of Flamenco; Hiroshima, a complete
compositional driven system for a sonic theatrical piece based
on various music composition ideas and a detailed performance
score; and EnYoga, a system for the sonification of Yoga. [14]
Overall, it seems that we are moving towards an interactive
performance media holism where disciplines such as dance,
theatre, music, performance art, cinema, virtual reality and
401
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EnActor’s Blueprint – Design Diagram
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analysis of the resulting data are essential characteristics of any
good development process. Structured evaluation methods can
increase the efficiency of user feedback and provide better tools
for its analysis. Despite its importance, research about the issue is
sparse [18].

ABSTRACT
The authors propose the development of a more complete Digital
Music Instrument (DMI) evaluation methodology, which provides
structured tools for the incremental development of prototypes
based on user feedback. This paper emphasizes an important but
often ignored stakeholder present in the context of musical
performance: the audience. We demonstrate the practical
application of an audience focused methodology through a case
study (‘Illusio’), discuss the obtained results and possible
improvements for future works.

Table 1. Analyzing NIME conference publications from 2009,
to 2011 based on a similar study made by Stowell et al.[18]

Keywords
Empirical methods, quantitative, usability testing and evaluation,
digital musical instruments, evaluation methodology, Illusio

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of computers in the design of novel musical instruments
has led to an extraordinarily rich body of work throughout its
relatively brief history. Notable examples include MUSIC and
Radio Baton, by Max Mathews in 1957, The Hands, by Michel
Waisvisz in the 1980s, Hyperinstruments, by Tod Machover in
1986, The Buchla Lightning and others [12] [19].
In recent years, the amount of research concerning Digital
Musical Instruments (DMIs) has increased dramatically, as
illustrated by [13] and [14]. DMIs can be defined as a musicmaking system which consists of a separate control interface and
sound generator connected via a mapping strategy [11]. While
acoustic musical instruments are limited by their physical means
of sound-production, this separation (referred to as ‘control
dislocation’ [13]) allows DMI designers to explore the process of
interaction with more freedom.
The growing interest in DMIs has prompted a large number of
questions that are still open. One of the most relevant is: how can
these systems be objectively evaluated?
The importance of this question becomes clear when we observe
the nature of DMI development – experimentation and ongoing
development of prototypes are integral parts of the process.
As mentioned by Wood [20], a critical ingredient for designing
systems that are well-suited to their goal is "understanding
potential users". Focused observation techniques and detailed

Taking into account the proceedings of the International
Conference on New Interfaces for Music Expression (NIME) of
the last 3 years, despite perceiving a percentage increase in the
last year, the number of papers employing formal evaluation
methodologies is still low. The lack of any standard approaches of
evaluation makes it difficult to compare results.
One aspect that must be considered in an evaluation process is
the variety of stakeholders involved in the use, conception,
perception and even commercialization of a musical device.
As mentioned by O’Modhrain in [14], this leads us to a more
generic concept of evaluation, where the whole process should
consider:
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Performer's view - How effective is the relationship
between performer and device? Does it allow the
performer to reach all of his musical intentions?
Audience's view - Is the relationship between performer
and device established in such a way that those observing
the performance might be affected sensitively?
Manufacturer's view - How effective is the system from a
commercial perspective?

An initial step towards a structured DMI evaluation
methodology examined the performer’s view [2]. Our current
research aims to develop further this methodology by focusing
upon the audience's view. In doing so, we expect both
perspectives to complement each other and, therefore, permit a
more thorough investigation into DMI evaluation.
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2. AUDIENCE'S VIEW
The phenomenon of control dislocation has undoubtedly
introduced, even within a century which has seen “the great
opening-up of music to all sounds” [22], one of the greatest
challenges to the ideological boundaries of music in history [17].
The rapid advance of digital technology over the last 30 years has
allowed musicians to transgress the boundaries of physical causeand-effect, at least from the observers’ perspective, and adopt the
computer as the “interpreter between our physical body and the
sound production" [17].
It has been perspicaciously observed that we cannot simply
transplant our understanding of spectatorship from the domain of
acoustic musicianship to that of digitally-mediated performance
[9]. Accordingly the creation of meaningful and perceivable
connections between human action and sound has been identified
as a key point for making a performance convincing for the
audience [14]. The ability to evaluate the extent to which an
audience can understand these connections would prove a
valuable asset to DMI designers.
According to Davis [4], a performance ecosystem comprises
four parts: the instrument – an artifact that is manipulated to
produce music; the performer – an agent who directly interacts
with the instrument; the listener (referred-to here as ‘the
audience’) - who watches the interaction and has an indirect
relationship with the instrument; and the environment – the place
where the performance takes place.
In traditional human-computer interaction (HCI) design, there is
no equivalent to the audience as defined above. HCI design
models focus almost exclusively upon the direct user of the
system. In DMI research, this has led to a predominance of
performer-centered design and an insufficient treatment of the
audience.
An early approach by Hsu et al. [10] evaluates DMIs based on
both performer and audience perspectives. A quantitative
experiment was performed, with questionnaires applied in loco, in
order to rate the experience of both parties during performance. It
is important to note that the questionnaires took into consideration
the audience’s subjective, artistic judgment of the music
performed, based on their previous experience of similar pieces.
This brought variables to the evaluation process that did not
concern the instrument itself – such as the skills of the performer
and the artistic quality of the music.
The most comprehensive research regarding the audience's view
of DMIs has been conducted by Fyans, Gurevich and Stapleton
[8] [9] [6]. Their experiments were constructed according to a set
of interaction design guidelines (developed by Bellotti et al [3])
that focus upon the communicative aspects of interaction. This
approach, which was inspired by analysis of human-human
communication directing the design of systems, was inserted in
the context of communication between a performer and the
audience, mediated by DMIs. It is based on five questions:








Action (hereafter called Mapping comprehension) - "How
does the spectator think the user controls the system?" concerns the audience's understanding of how the mapping
between input actions (cause) and output results (effect)
functions;
Alignment (hereafter called Intention comprehension) "How does the spectator know that the system is doing the
right thing?" - concerns the audience's understanding of
the intentions of the performer;
Accident (hereafter called Error comprehension) - "How
does the spectator know when a mistake occurs?" concerns the audience's understanding of mistakes made
by the user and the system.

Fyans et al. focused exclusively upon two of these questions
(Intention and Error) to build a model of audience's errorcomprehension based on the concept of mental models [6]. This
model was subsequently used for conducting qualitative
experiments [8].

Figure 1. Reeves et al. [16] taxonomy for classifying musical
interactions according to audience's view
A markedly different approach to the issue of DMIs and
audience perception was adopted by Reeves et al. [16]. Their
method classifies musical interactions according to the audience’s
perception of the relationship between input manipulations and
audio output (Figure 1). Interactions are classified according to
four categories – hidden, partially revealing, transforming and
amplified – defined as follows:





Address (hereafter called Cause comprehension) - "How
does the spectator know that the performer is in direct
communication with the system?" - concerns the
audience's understanding of which input actions are
possible to the user;
Attention (hereafter called Effect comprehension) - "How
does the spectator know that the system is responding to
the performer?" – concerns the audience's understanding
of which output the system is generating;

Secretive - Represents when interaction tends towards
hiding to the audience both performer's input
manipulations and the instrument's output effects;
Suspenseful - Represents when interaction tends towards
revealing to the audience the performer's input
manipulations but hiding the instrument's output effects;
Magical - Represents when interaction tends towards
hiding to the audience the performer's input manipulations
but revealing the instrument's output effects;
Expressive - Represents when interaction tends towards
revealing both performer's input manipulations and the
instrument's output effects.

Besides providing design guidelines for reaching each one of
these categories, this work is also important as a pioneering
attempt to analyze how the audience perceives new musical
interfaces.
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3. SCOPING

4. EVALUATION METHOD PROPOSAL

Before introducing our methodology proposal, it is essential to
untangle some concepts from previous works in order to provide a
clearer view of the context.
The process of perceiving a musical performance is a complex
phenomenon that is intrinsically linked to social, cultural,
technical, perceptual and emotional relationships [9]. This implies
several different possible approaches.
Due to scoping reasons, we decided to focus the present work
on the audience's understanding of how a DMI works - as well as
the kind of interaction it employs - since: (a) it engages with
communicative and cognitive issues, which are understood to be
sensitive in this context [9]; (b) we believe that it can be
objectively measured, as suggested by previous attempts [6].
After defining the study focus, we needed to select which
variables were most important to consider regarding the
stakeholders involved in performance ecosystem.

Drawing from previously described attempts, this work proposes a
synthesis of techniques that provide a more robust evaluation of
the audience's understanding of how a DMI works.
This proposal consists of three steps: audience profiling, data
collection and data visualization. The techniques, involved in each
step, are described as follows.







4.1. Audience Profiling
This first step collects information about candidates participating
in the experiment and compares it to the target audience profile of
the instrument. With this, the most suitable candidates are
selected.
A questionnaire approach was chosen for this process due to the
easily measurable data produced. Questions cover personal topics
such as their relationship with technology and music, their age,
and whether they play a musical instrument. Besides these
suggestions, we encourage more detailed questions to be created
according to the specificity of the target audience profile.

About the performer: we decided that the skill of the
performer using the system is not important for the
audience to understand the functioning of the DMI and
omitted this concern from the study. We reasoned that the
most important here was the performer desire of using the
instrument as a tool for expressing his musical intentions no matter if this attempt is successful (what should have
led to a correct understanding by the audience) or not
(what should have led to a sensation that the performer has
made a mistake). Additional information can be found in
previous works [7];
About the artistic result: unlike the Hsu and Sosnick
approach [10], we assumed that judgments about artistic
quality of the performance deals with subjective aspects
(e.g. taste) that exceed the understanding of how the DMI
works and was not considered in the present study.
However, we admit that analyzing the perceived artistic
result could have given different insights that could be
useful for instrument improvement. Additional
information can be found in previous works [15][5];
About the audience: the personal background (cultural,
social, emotional) of each audience member may also
affect our focus. We are trying to consider this aspect in
the present work by using the concept of the target
audience, used in others areas as advertising, product
design and game design [1]. Another sensitive variable
regarding the audience is its previous knowledge about
what the performer is about to perform, as it can directly
influence the comprehension about how the DMI works
[8]. We decided to focus only on participants with no
previous knowledge about the functionality of the DMI,
nor previous information about the performer's intention.

4.2. Data collection
The second step has the purpose of collecting data from the target
audience about their comprehension of how the DMI works.
We adopt Fyans et al. approach in which a performance using
the DMI is recorded and the video is exhibited to the audience.
However, instead of structured interviews, a questionnaire is
presented to each viewer after the video. The questions are based
on the human-human communication aspects presented by Fyans
et al. and Bellotti et al., as follows:







Cause comprehension - "Which part of the performer's
body (or yet, which technological device) was used to
interact with the system?"; "How understandable are the
actions made by the user for interacting with the system?”;
Effect comprehension - "Did the system provide enough
audiovisual information for the audience to understand
what is happening between the user and it?”;
Mapping comprehension - "How clear is the relationship
between the user's actions and the resulting sound?”;
Intention comprehension - "How successful was the user
to express himself using the system?"; "Was the user's
intention well understood?”;
Error comprehension - "Were the system's errors perceived
(e.g. technical problems and software bugs)?"; "Were the
user's errors noticeable?”.

The other part of the questionnaire focuses on the relationships
between the cause and the effects of the instrument and aims to
classify the type of interaction provided by the instrument
according the taxonomy developed by Reeves et al. Although it
does not concern the understanding of how the DMI works itself,
we believe that Reeves' scale could be useful for researchers as a
categorization tool by pointing out a context the DMI can be
inserted.
This classification is based on the results of two questions: (a)
“how would the participant classify the performer's actions for the
functioning of the system?”, (b) “how would the participant
classify the system's response to the user's actions?”.
It is important to highlight the difference between perceived
understanding and actual understanding: while the former
concerns what people think they understand about a given subject,
the second concerns what they actually comprehend – subjects are

It is important to highlight that this work does not attempt to
judge the ‘best’ available instruments today. Rather, we have
focused upon developing a structured methodology for DMI
analysis and comparison that will enable users to assess the
suitability of a DMI for a given performance context. In this way,
we assure that the research can be of benefit in a wide variety of
circumstances – whether evaluating the suitability of different
instruments for a particular performance (e.g. selecting an
interface for an art installation aimed at children) or choosing
between different prototypes of the same instrument (e.g. "this
version had these improvements compared with the older one").
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often inaccurate in estimating their real levels of understanding
and usually consider themselves above-average [21].
To solve this problem, we propose the use of open questions in
support of the scale-based answers and allow participants to write
their own answer. Thus, it is possible to verify whether the
participant properly understands how the system works - in others
words, the accuracy of the answers - by examining the congruence
between the users’ responses and the manner in which the DMI
actually functions.
We elected to use online questionnaires and online videos of
performances. A local approach would have difficulties
concerning the schedules of the participants, the place and it
would add a more time-consuming step to the research. On the
other hand, the online format of the study allowed us to reach a
larger number of people that could answer the questions
asynchronously from other participants.

The system Illusio - shown in Figure 3 - is a DMI that allows
collaborative control of real-time recorded loops through
relationships between sketches and sounds. It combines a multitouch interface with the interaction metaphor of guitar pedals
using a multi-touch surface and a "guitar pedal" (a modified old
computer keyboard). Developed in Processing 1, openframeworks
2
and Open Sound Control 3, Illusio was created initially for
experienced musicians, focusing on providing a one-man-band
interaction in the context of music performances.
At first, the system shows a white screen in the multi-touch
surface, where users can only draw rough sketches. Once
completed, these sketches can be edited, grouped, removed and
associated with real time recorded sounds - loops, recorded with
one or more instruments via the pedals audio input.

4.3. Data visualization
The last step of our process aims to show the information in a
clear and intuitive manner, helping us to visualize and analyze the
results.
Figure 4. User interacting with illusio
Once loops are recorded and associated to sketches, they can be
manipulated (played, stopped and processed) in real-time via the
multi-touch surface.
The system is shown in use above (Figure 4), and a
demonstrative video is also available online 4.

6. EXPERIMENT
Regarding the audience profiling stage, 80 participants were
contacted by e-mail and were asked to answer a profile test.
Among them, 47 were selected due to their accordance with the
target profile: people with close relation to technology and music
(scored 3, 4 or 5 in a 1 to 5 scale) and who play a musical
instrument.
In the data collection step, the selected participants were then
contacted by e-mail, asked to watch a video from a performance
with the prototype and to answer an online questionnaire as
presented in the previous section.

Interaction model: -Figure 2. Example of an empty DMI datasheet
In order to do this, we used a datasheet consisting of a radar
chart that plots the level of audience comprehension concerning
the DMI (Figure 2). A brief description of the DMI is also
included along with its classification and features. The chart is
based upon a numerical average - ranging from 0 to 1 - of the
results of the questionnaire, with each axis regarding Bellotti's
communication aspects [3].

6.1. Cause Comprehension Degree

5. THE PROTOTYPE

Concerning the questions related to the cause comprehension
degree, it can be seen that the majority of the participants
considered they understood the user's actions, where 46% marked
4 and 35% marked 5 in a scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 is "Did not
understand" and 5 is "Completely understood").
Besides, taking into account a list of body parts and also a list of
interaction devices in the questionnaire, the majority indicated the
actual body parts and devices used during the performance,
indicating a match between perceived and actual understanding.
The calculated average value related to this axis was 3,83 in a
scale from 0 to 5.

In order to validate and refine the proposed evaluation
methodology we developed a prototype - hereafter called Illusio and performed some case studies, as described in the following
sections.

Figure 3. The Illusio interface
It is important to highlight that the intention of this paper is not
to defend the quality of this particular application, but instead to
explain the process by means of this example.

1

http://processing.org
http://openframeworks.cc
3
http://opensoundcontrol.org
4
http://jeraman.info/illusio
2
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Reeves), which led to classify the instrument interaction model as
expressive.
According to these results, the Illusio datasheet was created, as
shown in Figure 5.

6.2. Effect Comprehension Degree
Considering the effect comprehension degree questions, 68% of
the participants marked 3 or 4 (35% answered 3 and 33%
answered 4) in a scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 is "I do not agree" and
5 is "I completely agree") and only 13% marked 5.
This result shows us that the system's output effects were not
evaluated by the audience as well as the user’s actions. It could be
an interesting point in a future redesign of the instrument. The
calculated average value related to the effect axis was 2,91.
To measure whether the participant actually understood the
system’s effects, an open question was used: “Describe in few
words how does the system work”. The written answers well
described the effects of the system.

6.3. Mapping Comprehension Degree
In respect of the mapping comprehension degree, 41% of the
participants marked 4 and 35% marked 5 (considering a scale
from 1 to 5, where 1 is "Did not understand" and 5 is "Completely
understood"), which shows that the mapping was considered well
understood by the majority of the audience.
The open question used in the Mapping degree was the same
used in the Effect degree. However, we could perceive here that
only a few participants mentioned what the user did for reaching
system’s outputs, fact that has hindered the accuracy measure of
mapping results. The calculated average value related to this axis
was 3,8.

Interaction model: Expressive
Figure 5. Illusio datasheet
It is important to highlight that all above mentioned data is
available in Internet 5 as references for other works, including the
video demo used in the data collection step 6.

7. DISCUSSION
The proposed approach was considered successful since it showed
to be a practical and structured method that has provided useful
information towards a more reliable analysis and comparison of
DMIs.
Although the results and the final datasheet provided some
information about how it would be possible to improve the
prototype, it is important to notice that it would be more
meaningful if we had compared them with datasheets of different
DMIs (or yet of different versions of Illusio prototypes), what
would provide a more objective way to analyze and compare
them. However, as a work in progress and always aiming the
methodology improvement, we believe that the developed
research generated a set of relevant results that will be discussed
as follows.
Considering the profiling step, it is thought that deepening the
profiling techniques and focusing on a more specific audience
profile could give the process more refined results about the
instrument.
Assuredly, the most problematic step was the data collection
step. Regarding it, although the open questions used in the
questionnaire provided good parameters for reducing the gap
between perceived and actual understanding it did not properly
work for all cases due to the fact some answers were abstract or
superficial, which did not give any hint about how to match both
understandings.
On the other hand, this usage has brought a collateral positive
point as comments, suggestions and criticisms received that could
be used for future phases of instrument re-design.
It is also important to highlight that due to the scope of our
approach on analyzing only the audience’s understanding about
the instrument being evaluated, we could have lost important
information that is related the other aspects (aesthetic, cognitive)
not studied in this paper. Thus, the more effective we wanted this
evaluation process to be, the more analyzed and considered these
aspects should also be.

6.4. Intention Comprehension Degree
When the issue is the intention comprehension degree, 79% of the
participants marked 4 or 5 in a scale from 1 to 5. However, once
again, the usage of open questions did not help to verify the
accuracy of these results, as the answers were very abstract and
confusing, hindering any attempt to match positively or negatively
perceived and actual understanding. The calculated average value
related to this axis was 3,87.

6.5. Error Comprehension Degree
When asked whether the system correctly responded the user's
actions, concerning the error comprehension degree, 30% of the
participants marked 5 and 59% marked 4 in the 1 to 5 scale, what
seems suitable as the system and the performer actually presented
only a few errors during the performance.
However, when a yes-no question was asked about the system's
and the performer's errors, 74% of the participants answered that
they have not perceived any error, which may indicate that the
system does not highlight occurrences of errors to the audience.
This fact also seems to justify why participants thought the system
properly responded the user's actions.
The average value related to the error axis was 2,67, calculated
using an average between the first mentioned scale-based question
and the percentage of the participants that answered Yes on the
yes-no questions related to error – and who has correctly justified
it in the open questions.

6.6. Instrument Classification and Datasheet
Finally, classifying the instrument according to Reeves'
taxonomy, two scale-based questions were asked about cause and
effect subject. The scale ranged in a continuum between 1)
“Invisible/absent” to 5) “complex/excessive”, representing
respectively "hidden" and "amplified" in the scale proposed by
Reeves. The final average values were, respectively, 3,17 and 3,39
(between "partially revealing" and "transforming" according

5
6
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http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~fcac/nime2012
http://youtu.be/CAiVWvVFaqI

Finally, inside the data visualization phase, concerning the
classification according to Reeves et al. taxonomy of instrument
interaction models, it is important to consider that as it is based on
relations of two different variables (cause and effect) - a 2dimension graph - we lose potential useful information due to the
labeling process that reduces it to a one-dimension information.
Thereby, a DMI labeled as “Secretive”, and that presents a high
cause-effect correlation could be classified in the same group
which contains another “Secretive” DMI with a more pondered
average, which is much closer to other labels.
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8. CONCLUSION
This work presented an approach for evaluating DMIs considering
the audience’s view, based on the combination of ideas and
methods of previous works, aiming to contribute towards building
a more complete and deeper generic DMI evaluation
methodology.
Despite its application generated useful results regarding DMI
evaluation in the context of audience's view and about how to
improve the Illusio system itself, it is important to highlight that
the method is still under continuous development. Thereby, other
case studies and iterative reapplications are necessary - including
case studies comparing different versions of Illusio and comparing
Illusio with well-known DMIs - what would allow us to make
systematic analysis and comparison of them.
A critical point for improvement in this study is the technique
used for reducing the gap between actual and perceived
understanding, which was not suitable for all cases. For future
work, we plan to change from asking questions to presenting
statements that will be considered true or false by the audience following the Likert scale [23]. With this approach, we believe the
results will be more objective, and the actual understanding could
be closely reached.
Regarding the ongoing research about a more generic evaluation
methodology [2], we also propose to merge the approach
presented here with the early approach that considered the
performer's view, providing a more complete and deeper way to
visualize the DMI, enriching the whole evaluation process.
Finally, it is necessary to highlight the importance of this
evaluation process as a phase in the cycle of user-centered design
of a DMI, where user (both performer and audience) feedback is
constantly used to improve the system.
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a low-rate and low-power wireless sensor platform, which
should at the same time be easy to use also for people that
are more interested in creating musical applications than
the electronics itself. A sensor collection system is always
a compromise between throughput of data and power consumption. High speed is often critical when designing musical instruments, where a total latency of approx. 10 ms may
be the upper limit [18]. However, in adaptive music devices,
aimed at giving the user an active listening experience, the
tolerance for latency may be considerably higher [6, 12]. On
the other hand, in such devices power consumption is often
more important, and this is what we are mainly targeting
with the solution discussed in this paper.
The paper starts with a brief overview of the core components that our platform is based on: CUI32, StickOS, ZigBee and ZigFlea. Then our custom-built wireless extension
board for the CUI32 is presented, followed by a report on a
series of experiments to test its performance with different
types and numbers of sensors.

We present a new wireless transceiver board for the CUI32
sensor interface, aimed at creating a solution that is flexible,
reliable, and with little power consumption. Communication with the board is based on the ZigFlea protocol and
it has been evaluated on a CUI32 using the StickOS operating system. Experiments show that the total sensor data
collection time is linearly increasing with the number of sensor samples used. A data rate of 0.8 kbit/s is achieved for
wirelessly transmitting three axes of a 3D accelerometer.
Although this data rate is low compared to other systems,
our solution benefits from ease-of-use and stability, and is
useful for applications that are not time-critical.

Keywords
wireless sensing, CUI32, StickOS, ZigBee, ZigFlea

1. INTRODUCTION

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 CUI32

Wireless sensing is an important issue in many new digital
interfaces for musical expression. The ideal solution here is
to build devices that allow for connecting a lot of sensors,
and that at the same time are small, fast, inexpensive, accurate/precise, consume little battery power, and, perhaps the
most important: are reliable in all sorts of performance contexts. While there are numerous cabled sensing platforms
to choose from these days, e.g., Arduino, CUI32, Phidgets,
there are not many easy-to-use wireless sensing solutions
that are stable enough for music-related applications.
The de facto standard for short range wireless transmission is Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), a technology which is
currently embedded in a variety of commercial devices, ranging from computer mice to mobile phones, cameras, printers, etc. While it certainly works in many contexts, our experience is that Bluetooth is not reliable enough for musicrelated applications. Then WLAN (IEEE 802.11) solutions
are much more powerful and reliable, but such systems
are also typically larger, more expensive, and more powerconsuming than Bluetooth systems. An alternative solution
is to use ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4), which allows for creating
systems that are smaller and less power-consuming than
Bluetooth, while at the same time being reliable.
In this paper we report on a project aimed at creating

The CUI32 is a do-it-yourself USB sensor interface [4], based
on the original CREATE User Interface (CUI) [13]. It is an
open hardware platform based on the 32-bit PIC microcontroller (PIC32MX440F512H) [11], with a 512 KB flash
memory, 32 KB RAM, and 16 analog sensor inputs. The two
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) connections on the controller make it easy to connect a transceiver for wireless
communication.

2.2

StickOS

The CUI32 ships with StickOS pre-installed [3], which makes
it easy to get started and taking full advantage of the powerful 32-bit PIC microcontroller. StickOS is a full operating system with an on-board BASIC compiler, line editor,
debugger, profiler, and a simple file system to create new
firmware programs, save them and run them. All this can be
done without installing any software on the host computer,
only using a standard terminal emulator for the communication. StickOS also supports wireless data transmission,
and for logging data to a USB memory stick. For our intended use, creating sensing solutions for music-related applications, StickOS is a good choice: the easy syntax and
built-in help system make it possible to get started quickly,
and advanced users may appreciate it as a quick prototyping
environment.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

2.3

ZigBee

ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) is a low-cost, low-power, wireless
network standard [10]. It is somewhat similar to Bluetooth
(see comparison in [9]), but overcoming some of the prob409

lems often experienced in Bluetooth devices, e.g. (re)connection
to other devices. The ZigBee protocol has a raw transfer
rate of around 250 Kbps and 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz
band, with the protocol headers and tails included. This
maximum transmission range is possible between 10 and 75
m, dependent on the surroundings (walls, etc.).
While ZigBee has been used in some musical projects, e.g.
[2, 5, 8], there have not been many systematic studies of its
suitability for musical applications. We have previously undertaken some work on determining the possible throughput
of ZigBee for an accelerometer-based sensor system using an
Atmel AVR microcontroller [17]. In this paper we propose a
more general ZigBee-approach for the CUI32/PIC platform.

2.4

ZigFlea

Figure 2: ZigFlea board mounted on top of the
CUI32 board. The antenna is the part sticking out
on the left side.

ZigFlea is a subset of the ZigBee protocol, implemented in
StickOS. It equals ZigBee regarding the physical layer, but
is a point-to-point protocol focused on sending in only one
direction at a time (half-duplex). The benefit of this is that
the protocol stack is as little as 3 KB, as compared to the
30 KB of ZigBee. Our solution is based on the Freescale
MC13201 transceiver, which supports the IEEE 802.15.4
standard used by ZigBee and ZigFlea, as well as the Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) standard for synchronous serial
data transfer. The transceiver runs at 2.4 GHz and has
support for 16 channels and a speed of up to 250 Kbps. Both
point-to-point networks and star networks are possible.

4.1

One Sensor

In the first experiments, we tested with only one sensor, a
3D accelerometer (ADXL335), to get an indication of the
highest possible wireless transmission speed. As shown in
Table 1, the polling time increases linearly with the number
of data samples being read, each containing data from one
accelerometer channel. When reading data from all three
axes of the accelerometer, the update frequency is 8.3 Hz.
If one sample is read and placed in a local variable, not to
be transmitted wirelessly, the program uses around 2 ms
per reading. This illustrates that the wireless transmission
takes the largest fraction of the time for each reading, and
that the microcontroller is not a bottleneck in the system.

3. A NEW TRANSCEIVER BOARD
The aim was to design a wireless transceiver board that
could be easily connected to the CUI32. After testing several possible solutions, we settled on an integrated design
where the transceiver board can easily be connected on top
of the CUI32, as can be seen in Figures 1 and 2. The eagle
files for the board are freely available [1].

Table 1: Measurements of update time and frequency for sampling different numbers of sensor
channels of a 3D accelerometer.
# samples Time (ms) Freq. (Hz) Time/sensor (ms)
3
120.1
8.3
40.0
2
78.9
12.7
39.5
1
38.1
26.3
38.1
0
0.8
1250.0
—
The stability of the system was very good in this setup,
and it reconnected quickly if the two connected transceivers
got out of range.

4.2

The second setup was used to test how the platform handles
reading several different sensors concurrently. The following
sensors were used:

Figure 1: Our custom-built ZigFlea board.

• One orientation (inertial) sensor with a combination of
magnetometer, accelerometer and gyroscope (CHrobotics
CHR-6dm)
• One distance sensor based on sonar (XL Maxson-EZ1,
MB1210)
• One RFID sensor (ID-12)

The dimensioning of the antenna is based on the Freescale
guidelines [15] and [16]. It was a challenge to find the best
possible placement of the antenna. Placing it right above
the microcontroller on the CUI32 board led to the shortest
operation range, probably due to the ground plane covering the (CUI32) board – and disturbing the antenna signal.
Thus, the antenna was placed slightly on the side of the
board, as can be seen in Figure 2.

4.

Multiple Sensors Connected

The distance sensor was connected to the microcontroller
through the analog inputs on the CUI32 while the two other
sensors were connected through universal asynchronous receivers/transmitters (UARTs). The RFID sensor is based
on interrupt control while the orientation sensor is based on
polling. For each data polling, 15 samples from the orientation sensor and one sample from the distance sensor were
read, respectively.
Table 2 shows the results of the experiment. It took about
652.5 ms (1.5 Hz) to read and transmit data from all the 16

EXPERIMENTS

A number of tests have been undertaken to determine the
capability of the wireless platform, and will be presented
in the following sessions: (a) continuous reading of one and
multiple sensors, (b) infrequent sensor reading, (c) different
types of network topologies. All the results that will be
presented are average values of 10 runs.
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sensors. When only 3 sensor readings were sent, however,
the update frequency was 8.3 Hz. Thus, the difference in
time per sensor data was minimal compared to the first
setup with only a single 3D accelerometer. This tells us that
the wireless transmission takes up much more of the time
than reading from the sensor locally in the sensor unit. Also,
the time needed for reading and transmitting data scales
almost linearly with the number of sensor data samples. So
an easy way of increasing the overall frequency is to simply
limit the number of sensors being read.
Table 2: Measurements of update time and frequency for sampling different numbers of sensor
channels for multiple sensors.
# samples Time (ms) Freq. (Hz) Time/sensor (ms)
16
652.5
1.5
40.8
15
611.8
1.6
40.8
14
569.9
1.8
40.7
529.6
1.9
40.7
13
12
488.7
2.0
40.7
11
448.0
2.2
40.7
406.7
2.5
40.7
10
9
365.8
2.7
40.6
8
325.1
3.1
40.6
7
283.6
3.5
40.5
6
243.2
4.1
40.5
202.2
5.0
40.4
5
161.3
6.2
40.3
4
3
120.4
8.3
40.1
2
79.1
12.6
39.6
1
38.7
25.8
38.7
0
8.9
112.4
-

Table 3: Comparing a star network with two sensor
devices and a network with only one sensor unit.
All numbers in ms.
Star network
One sensor device
Diff.
Pause
3
1
3
1
samples sample samples sample
0
—
—
121.4
40.4
—
358.6
119.5
192.0
64.0
55.5
100
150
375.7
125.2
242.0
80.7
44.5
417.9
139.3
295.0
98.3
41.0
200

In terms of stability, this setup had a tendency to get
stuck when the RFID sensor issued an interrupt. To solve
this problem, we introduced a short break (a few ms) between each polling.

4.3

Star Network Topology

In addition to testing our platform with different numbers of
sensors, we were also interested in seeing how different types
of network topologies would influence the performance. One
such type of topology is a star network, in which multiple
sensor devices send data to a shared main unit. This is
typically useful if several sensors are distributed on different
parts of the body. Here our setup consisted of two sensor
devices, one with a 3D accelerometer connected (the same as
in Section 4.1), and another device toggling between sending
“0” and “1”.
We started testing with both sensor devices transferring
data continuously. This resulted in one of the devices being
blocked and not able to transmit data, a result of the main
unit being busy with receiving data from the other sensor
device. To overcome this problem, we introduced pauses in
the transmission. Here we found that it was necessary to
introduce a pause of 100 ms to ensure that both sensor units
got data sent. Even with such a pause, we experienced some
dropouts, and that one unit sent out data more frequently
than the other. It was therefore not so easy to measure the
average time it took to transfer a variable, so an average
of 20 rounds of sensor data collection was applied (i.e. 60
sensor data samples).
The results from testing transmission with pauses of 100,
150 and 200 ms can be seen in Table 3. The table compares the time used in a star network setup with a setup
having just a single sensor device transmitting data. We
see that the time difference decreases as the pause interval
increases. Thus, the star network creates less conflict as the
pause length increases. The optimal interval depends on the
response requirement needed for the given application.

Infrequent Sensor Reading

The goal of this experiment was to test how the platform
works with sensors that are not dependent on frequent reading and high speed wireless transmission.
Here we first tested a setup based on only one RFID
reader, connected to the CUI32 through the serial UART
interface. The aim was to find the time needed for reading
an RFID tag and transferring the whole tag ID wirelessly.
This is also a way of testing the interrupt system of StickOS
without other sensors interfering.
The results show that, on average, it took 16 ms to read
the tag and another 408 ms to transfer all the RFID tag
data. Since the RFID tag consists of ten characters, it was
sent as ten variables in StickOS. This means that the time
it takes to send a character per variable is approximately
the same as measured in the experiment in Section 4.2.
To study how adding a second sensor would influence the
data, we connected a pulse sensor to the analog input of the
CUI32, while keeping the RFID reader connected. Such a
system could be relevant for using the RFID to detect the
location of a person in a room while the pulse sensor could
represent the “quantity of motion” of the person.
Sending the raw pulse data wirelessly would result in
varying delays and a slightly erroneous pulse frequency. Instead we measured the time between pulses in the CUI32,
calculated the pulse frequency, and only sent the frequency
over the wireless connection every 2s. In this setup, the
pulse frequency as well as the RFID data were successfully
transferred. It may therefore be possible to conclude that
the setup works well for non-time-critical wireless sensing.

We also tested with an RFID reader connected to the
second sensor device. In this setup the accelerometer sent
data continuously, with sporadic interrupts by the RFID
sensor. Here we found that the RFID sensor used the same
time as in Section 4.3, i.e. 16 ms for reading the sensor and
408 ms for the wireless transmission. This will, obviously,
influence the transmission of accelerometer data, which will
be delayed by the same 408 ms.

4.5

Point-to-Point Network

A different network topology is a point-to-point connection,
where one sensor device transmits its sensor data through
another sensor device to reach the main unit. The sensor
setup in this experiment was the same as the first one in
the previous section: a 3D accelerometer in the first sensor
unit, and a toggle (0/1) in the second device. The latter was
receiving data from the first sensor and transmitted this as
well as its own data to the main unit.
During testing it quickly became obvious that the second
unit (the middle) got problems with receiving and sending
data at the same time. The communication bottleneck became larger than in the previous setup, even when pauses
were introduced. In fact, it was difficult to record sufficient
timing data for this test since the transmission was so un411
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predictable. Even with a pause of 300 ms it took, at best,
455 ms per data variable to be transmitted. So we can safely
conclude that this point-to-point network was less suitable
than the star network.
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5. DISCUSSION
The results show that the ZigFlea implementation in the
current version of StickOS (version 1.92) is not optimized.
For example, it was found that a frequency of 8.3 Hz is
all that is possible for wirelessly transmitting three axes
of a 3D accelerometer. Because ZigFlea and ZigBee are
half-duplex protocols, they require StickOS (or any other
firmware) to wait for an acknowledgement after transmitting data. In order to allow the remote node enough time
to switch from “receiving” to “transmitting” mode (to reply
with the acknowledgement of the received packet), a 40 ms
delay is currently hard-coded into the StickOS ZigFlea protocol, and can be seen in the StickOS source code. Future
tests should explore the possibility of re-compiling StickOS
with this hard-coded delay set to approximately one order
of magnitude less (i.e. 4 ms), in order to optimize the performance of ZigFlea.
It can also be seen that ZigFlea variables in StickOS are
transmitted one-at-a-time, as soon as they are updated in
the user’s BASIC program, which explains why the observed transmission times linearly increase with the number of samples being sent. The overall data rate of ZigFlea
in StickOS could easily be improved by packaging multiple
variables together before sending them. This would obviously come at the cost of slightly increased latency, albeit
not much, as gathering multiple channels of sensor data can
be accomplished in less than 1 ms in StickOS. This packaging or “bundling” of sensor data is something that will be
examined in future versions of StickOS, in order to achieve
the full throughput of ZigFlea (250 Kbps). Nonetheless,
the achievable actual data throughput will still be less than
this maximum specified bit rate, due to required packet
overhead. A similar approach has already been taken for
non-wireless communication with StickOS. For example, the
CUI32 is capable of sustaining the throughput of full-speed
USB even with small packets, again achieved by bundling
data together before transmission.
Another optimization possibility is to allow sending 16bit values over ZigFlea, when the current standard of 32-bit
values are not needed. Further, the need for introducing
pauses when two units try to send concurrently indicates
lack of support for synchronization between multiple transmitters. So some system is needed to ensure stability and
predictability with multiple transmitters.
When comparing with alternative platforms, our setup
benefits from an integrated add-on board for the CUI32 and
the ease-of-use through a simple programming language. As
such, the system is suitable for applications in need of a lowpower and low-rate sensor. If speed and latency are critical,
however, other solutions would be preferable. Implementing a full ZigBee solution is one possibility here, as XBee
modules can be attached to a CUI32. Or it might even be
possible to use WiFi (802.11b/g), which allows OpenSound
Control (OSC) packets to be sent directly from the CUI32
[14].
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ABSTRACT

The ideas for “Perfect Take” came out of the will to open up
public spaces at the Research Center for Science and
Technology of the Arts (CITAR)3 and ultimately cultural
institutions such as Casa da Musica4 in Porto, Portugal for
music-makers from around the world, and by so doing we hope
to:
1. Offer the musicians a way to have works exhibited and
recorded in venues, and with technologies not
accessible to him under normal circumstances.
2. Make foreign works of music available to an audience
in the place of the concert.
3. Have these recordings available for “collective
creation” or appropriation and re-using under a
creative commons license.

"Perfect Take" is a public installation out of networked acoustic
instruments that let composers from all over the world exhibit
their MIDI-works by means of the Internet. The primary aim of
this system is to offer composers a way to have works exhibited
and recorded in venues and with technologies not accessible to
him/her under normal circumstances. The Secondary aim of
this research is to highlight experience design as a complement
to interaction design, and a shift of focus from functionality of
a specific gestural controller, towards the environments, events
and processes that they are part of.

Keywords
NIME, Networked Music,
collaboration, creativity

MIDI,

Disklavier,

music

2. BACKGROUND TOPICS

1. INTRODUCTION

Computers and networking technologies have affected all parts
of our lives including how we make and perform music.
Distances in time and space have shrunk, making sounds from
the past and from distant shores accessible to anyone, anywhere
by means of digital bits and the Internet, which has
revolutionized not only listening but also the social
phenomenon of music creation [27]. “Networked Music” is an
area that researches this phenomenon and also device systems
supporting it. A survey of these has been provided by Tanzi
[28], Föllmer [10], Weinberg [29], Barbosa [3], Renaud et al.
[23] and Carôt [5]. These Network music systems are
traditionally categorized in terms of the locations of the
performers (local vs. remote), the temporal quality of the
interaction (real-time vs. non real-time) and each of these
naturally have their particular advantages such as the "surprise,
immediacy, and flexibility" of real-time, or live musical
interaction [29]. “Perfect Take” on the other hand, is a non-real
time system which has its own advantages such as the ability to
sketch, edit and work on musical ideas before presenting them.
MIDI and sequencing software have emerged as technologies
par excellence (despite its limitations and criticism) for this
task, and thus our technology of choice for communicating
asynchronous musical information.

Have you ever dreamt of having your compositions performed
far from home, without you having to be present, neither online
or in real life? “Perfect take” is a prototype system that allows
for composers to remotely exhibit1 and have their works
recorded on an acoustic ensemble by means of MIDI-files
submitted over the Internet. This interface for musical
expression does not focus on the interaction of a new gestural
controller per se, but rather focus on the experience of a
process, service, event or environment in which these operate.
In so doing we emphasize the role of a strong “value
proposition” - a cornerstone of experience design2 that tries to
embody the motivations of users have for using a technology
[26][31]. A first prototype is devised involving a Disklavier
piano by Yamaha, but will involve a NotomotoN [21] (a robotic
drum featuring twin drum heads, a metal body, and 18 solenoid
beater assemblies) and other MIDI-operated instruments in an
attempt to create an interesting ensemble.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

1

2

2.1 The quest for perfection
“[I]n composition you have all the time you want to think about
what to say in fifteen seconds, while in improvisation you have
only fifteen seconds.” [7]
At first sight, the prospect of ‘exhibiting’ your work, rather
than ‘performing’ it in real-time over the Internet seems less
interesting in a world of instant communication, however, the
advantages of using an non real-time system as opposed to a

The reason for using ‘exhibit’ rather than ‘perform’ when
referring to our system is not to confuse anyone concerning
its asynchronous nature.
“Experience design (XD) is the practice of designing
products, processes, services, events, and environments with
a focus placed on the quality of the user experience and
culturally relevant solutions, with less emphasis placed on
increasing and improving functionality of the design.” [1]

3
4
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real-time one are not only manifold, but also different in nature.
The first and most obvious is that the composer does not have
to be present in time or space, which leaves him to do other
things while his works are being exhibited to an audience.
Secondly, a non real-time system allows composers to carefully
work through musical ideas before presenting them and is an
advantage as old as musical notation itself, and readily apparent
when staff notation emerged in Italy during the middle ages5.
Musical notation “allowed [western classical] music to become
more polyphonic and complex than an oral tradition could
sustain.” [2] as “[i]n an oral tradition, all cultural
representations are easily remembered ones; hard-toremember representations are forgotten, or transformed into
more easily remembered ones, before reaching a cultural level
of distribution” [25]. Mozart is also said to have been using a
well worked out system of sketches on paper that he kept in his
Verzeichnüss aller meiner Werke ("Catalog of all my works"),
and often relied on a keyboard to work out his musical
thoughts. [19] Another example is Canadian pianist Glenn
Gould, who at advent of recording technologies spliced
together several recorded takes in to one [13], in a quest for
perfection. A third advantage of a non real-time system is that it
affords novices to achieve a more agreeable musical result than
in a live performance and thereby providing Wessel and
Wright’s ideal of “low entry fee with no ceiling on virtuosity”
of new interfaces for musical expression [30]. These all speak
for a non real-time networked system as opposed to a live one.
However, there are some clear tradeoffs with asynchronous
performance such as mutual adaptive behavioral resonances, or
entrainment where the audience merges with actions and
goings-on not only in the music but also up on stage, and brings
with it a certain magic to live performance [20]. Entrainment
tends to have a positive effect on performers and their playing
and the lack of it is clearly one of the disadvantages of such a
system. Further concerns relates to that of replacing the
performer.

the world and times past to our doorstep. Despite the
proponents of live music as opposed to recorded, few are those
that would disagree that it has enriched music culture
immensely. In the light of this, it comes quite natural to have
non real-time, remote concerts on acoustic instruments by
means of MIDI data. Ignoring the advantages that either of
these two technologies offers would seem unfavorable.
Furthermore, as much local, live-performed music today
involves a fair share of “’babysitting’ and ‘knob-twiddling’
[…] that is so unsatisfying to watch” [24]; playing recorded
MIDI-works for an audience does not come with a terrible loss.
Instead, venues and public spaces opened up to the global
music making public will prove a new paradigm-shift of
collective creation that should be welcomed with enthusiasm.

2.3 Similar systems
One of the first attempts to remotely control an acoustic
instrument over a network, a Disklavier piano, was the “RadioDrum driven Disklavier,” [14] linking a Drum to control a
Yamaha Disklavier grand piano by means of a computer in
1998. Since then Yamaha launched the “Remote Lesson”
software in 2007 to support real-time 'at-a-distance' teaching for
the study of the reproduction of particular performances by
connecting two or more Disklaviers, preferable over Internet2,
T1 and DSL connections, although the latter plagued by delaytimes over a second. However, there are no systems to date that
let composers join together in collaborative concerts for a local
audience by means of recorded MIDI such as “Perfect Take”
suggests, although there are few systems that offer composers
“telepresence” on MIDI instruments, mainly Disklaviers [11]
[22].
In “Networked Music Performances”, or real time high
quality bidirectional musical interactions [23] instruments
controlled by MIDI-data over a network is often employed such
as in the GIGAPOPR [17] or the “Ten-hand piano” [4]
installation at Casa da Musica, a distributed musical structure
with up to ten interactive performance terminals situated along
the hallways, collectively controlling a Disklavier. However, as
these systems are more for interacting in real-time than for the
exhibition and recording of carefully elaborated compositions,
they exclude artists who prefer not to perform or improvise
live, but yet would like to employ network technology, the
Internet and join others in concerts for exposing their work.
In this sense, fellow composers and anyone making creative
use of recordings is seen as collaborators, which in turn renders
“Perfect Take” not a system for mere unilateral distribution of
digital content; but bilateral as all recordings will be available
for re-use by the greater public under the Creative Commons
license [8]; a legal model for cultural contents rights
management that condones copying for purposes of re-use. As
a platform for sharing works, “Perfect Take” resembles the
collaborative database ccMixter [6] and Freesound.org6, albeit
for piano works and facilitates re-using, or re-contextualizing
music, a form of collaboration sometimes referred to as
“collective creation” in networked music research:

2.1.1 Elimination of the performer
Recorded music in MIDI not only has certain advantages over
live performance but also over traditional forms of musical
notation in the sense that it eliminates the performer from the
traditional triad of western classical music: composer,
performer and audience [18]. As MIDI information doesn’t
require interpretation, it circumvents traditionally sensitive
issues such as “score compliance” [12] (the duty on behalf of
any performer to comply with the notation) or authenticity of a
performance. Naturally, elimination of the performer may also
be seen as disadvantageous as any interpretation, or the subtle
shadings of personal intonation - nuances of pitch, duration,
volume and timbre is not perfectly rendered by the MIDI
protocol, it however allows works to be as close to as possible
as intended by the composer.

2.2 The ‘exhibition’ of music
Not only does the ability to document music come with many
advantages that we utilize in our system, the other major
technological revolution has been in the dissemination of music
by means of network technology. The potency of these two
technologies combined is probably why most music today is
rather recorded and remote, or ‘exhibited to’ than ‘performed
for’ its audience. What started with Vinyl and CDs is now
mp3s and streaming audio that brings music from all corners of

“Collective creation and the production of open and
continuously evolving works are two of the most appealing
artistic breakthroughs the Internet can offer to music
composers and creators in general“ [16]

3. IMPLEMENTATION
An initial prototype of “Perfect Take” (see Figure 1 and 2)

5

Guido of Arezzo, an Italian monk and music theorist was the
first to map note names to parts of the human hand as
mnemonic aid for Gregorian chants.

6
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http://www.freesound.org

consists of a website where users register and submit MIDIfiles to a server running Apache, PHP and a mySQL database.
Submitted files are validated for correct format and track
number and sorted by an application written in C++,
openFrameworks7 and the “libjdksmidi-2004” C++ Class
Library for MIDI8.
Once the files are validated they are added to the client-side
stack (performance program) (See Figure 3). A similar program
is provided to the audience with information such as origin,
biography etc. MIDI playback and stereo recording is done
through a Max/MSP patch that also function as an administrator
interface subsequently sending the resulting Audio Interchange
File Format (AIFF) files back to the server where they are made
available for both users and the general public. At the moment
the server and processing run on separate machines to allow the
system to be open for MIDI-submission around the clock.

Figure 3. The stack or performance program as visible to a
registered user.

3.1.1 Sessions
Invitations to participate in concerts are advertised as
“sessions” and vary according to what MIDI instruments,
microphones; polar patterns (Bi, Uni or Omni-directional) are
part of the ensemble. In the first prototype a Disklavier piano
has been employed using a pair of omnidirectional AKG ck92’s
creating a neutral sounding stereo image. Other parameters that
will determine sessions relate to things that influence the
character of recordings of acoustic instruments. In the case of
the piano: where on the high and low ends of the harp plus
proximity to the hammers microphones are placed9. If the top
of the grand piano is “down” or “off” affect overall sonorities
and will be experimented with.
Moreover, there are many issues to record instruments in a
public space, such as interference of obstructing noise however;
this may be seen as a welcomed characteristic rather than
undesired, as with most live-recorded music.

Figure 1. A first prototype of "Perfect Take".

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
WORK
The “Perfect Take” system allows for composers to remotely
submit MIDI-works as part of a group-concert on acoustic
instruments in a public space. Through this system composers
have the ability to be part of international concerts, have their
music exposed and recorded in venues not normally available
to them. The system being non real-time allows for those with
less technical skill, and professionals alike to provide less errorprone music than in a live performance. Further advantages
include for composers to know when and where and (in future
prototypes) also for how many their works have been exhibited.
For local audiences the system provides music from all over the
world, exhibited on real acoustic instruments as opposed to an
mp3 or CD.
These advantages do not concern the interactivity of a new
gestural controller per se or any new sensors or mappings, but
rather extends the NIME discourse to involve the overall user
experience of an entire system interfacing a composer with his
audience. Therefore, experience design: or a focus on the
process, service, event or environment of new interfaces for
musical expression, may be a neglected compliment to the
interaction design we see so often in NIME.

Figure 2. Testing the setup of "Perfect Take".

7

http://www.openframeworks.cc/
https://github.com/jvcleave/ofxThreadedMidiPlayer/blob/mast
er/example-ofxThreadedMidiPlayerplayback/addons/jdksmidi/include/jdksmidi/world.h
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Closer proximity produces a more distinct, sharper or brighter
sound as opposed to a warmer and rounder.

Initial trials and interviews with a set of composers revealed
remote co-‘exhibition’ and recording of musical works to be an
exciting value proposition, but naturally depend on the venue of
the session. Video to complement the recorded audio appear to
be the one thing that would improve the overall value
proposition among composers and therefore worth investigating
with further tests on a larger sample of composers. Although, if
a great value proposition makes or brakes new interfaces for
musical expression will have to be the topic of further research
and might reveal why so few has made it into the mainstream.
Further research includes integrating contextual and social
user experience where sessions may be advertised by means of
social networking technologies such as Facebook and Twitter.
Also a wider range of MIDI-controlled instruments beyond the
Disklavier will be implemented to offer composers a greater set
of timbres and sound worlds to realize a work. Further
development will incorporate some organized form of feedback
to administrators concerning issues that might impact the nature
of future sessions. Also integrating a third party publishing
platforms for audio-files such as ccMixter [6] and
Freesound.org [9] would benefit the overall user experience of
the system and help it reach a larger audience. Ultimately the
authors would like to see “Perfect Take” or similar systems
adopted around the world to open up concert venues, studios
and exhibition spaces for the presentation of music from all
over the world, to allow for the production of international
concert programs, augmented by HCI technologies, to be
enjoyed by local audiences to create an significant experience
and significant value proposition for both user and audience
alike.
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This project seeks to provide a c ustomizable wireless music
controller surface that can be easily adapted by musicians and
seamlessly integrated with any existing music instrument.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a novel music control sensate surface,
which enables integration between any musical instruments
with a v ersatile, customizable, and essentially cost-effective
user interface. This sensate surface is based on c onductive
inkjet printing technology which allows capacitive sensor
electrodes and connections between electronics components to
be printed onto a large roll of flexible substrate that is
unrestricted in length. The high dynamic range capacitive
sensing electrodes can not only infer touch, but near-range,
non-contact gestural nuance in a music performance. With this
sensate surface, users can “cut” out their desired shapes,
“paste” the number of inputs, and customize their controller
interface, which can then send signals wirelessly to effects or
software synthesizers. We seek to find a solution for integrating
the form factor of traditional music controllers seamlessly on
top of one’s music instrument and meanwhile adding
expressiveness to the music performance by sensing and
incorporating movements and gestures to manipulate the
musical output. We present an example of implementation on
an electric ukulele and provide several design examples to
demonstrate the versatile capabilities of this system.

Our goal is to create a skin-like sensate surface which allows
users to build their desired controller without changing the
geometry of their instruments. We believe that this approach is
an efficient and cost-effective method to create a user interface
for music since our platform is highly adaptive and can be
custom-designed by users.
To achieve this goal, we explore the use of a r ecently
available technology, conductive inkjet printing, as an enabler
for building low-cost sensate surfaces. To illustrate this, we
used an electric ukulele as example and showed circuit
implementation and pattern design tailored for specific musical
gestures. We printed different designs and explored how the
addition of integrated instrument effect controller could benefit
a live performance and how it is possible to have an electronic
surface that can add something to the aesthetic to a m usical
instrument. Besides sending basic control signals, we also
explore the possibilities of embedding sensors in areas where
extended hand gestures during a performance can be detected
and use that information to contribute expressiveness to the
musical outputs.

Keywords

2. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Sensate surface, music controller skin, customizable controller
surface, flexible electronics

Performing live on s tage and simultaneously using various
controllers has never been an easy task. Although the days of
manipulation of knobs and switches from rack of synthesizers
are now replaced by touchscreens on t ablets and laptops, it is
still not easy to switch back and forth between a traditional
instrument and a s oftware interface. It can be difficult to
modify an existing instrument since the shape design is
commonly optimized for playing. Our motivation is to create a
sensate “skin” for extra control inputs which allow musicians to
implement their desired sensing components on the surface of
their instruments and replace extra movements with additional
control inputs (figure 1).
Previous work related to adding extra control through
embedding sensing components into musical instruments for
alternative control such as the Starr Labs “ZTAR” [3], a guitarlike digital instrument with a touch sensitive fingerboard, string
triggers, hotkeys and a joystick, Stepp’s DG-1 analog guitar
synthesizer [4], Donald Buchla’s Thunder percussion controller,
which replaced keyboards with flat pressure and positionsensitive capacitive touch plates [5]. These examples
demonstrate the potential of extending the possibilities in music
expression through adding additional tactile sensing
components and create new ways to interact with digital control.
However, there is no existing option for an average user to
implement sensing capabilities besides purchasing control
surfaces like a Korg's Kaossilator as a building block.
We would like to create a system that allows users to modify
their instrument in an elegant way without changing the

1. INTRODUCTION

For years, researchers have been working on exploiting
standard input devices to develop new electronic music
controllers with intuitive interfaces and ways to enable people
to play synthesizers [1-2]. Controlling sound with more
precision but less complexity has long held the interests of
musicians especially in live performances. A common problem
among many music controllers is the lack of interface that is
specifically designed for integrating and simplifying different
interfaces, especially with traditional instruments. Imagine if
you have an expensive handcrafted violin, you would never
want to change the shape nor add knobs and switches on it.
One of the major challenges for an understaffed live
performance is to multitask on s tage between controlling
switches, knobs, effects, pedals and, at the same time, focus on
musical expression.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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sliders. 1Figure 2(a) is an illustration of different potential areas
for adding control inputs on our example instrument. Based on
the gesture of playing this instrument, the three zones are
mapped to different functionalities in our design. Figure 2(b)
shows how extra control inputs could be implemented in a
traditional design and we demonstrate the same functionality
could be achieved with an aesthetic or decorative sensate
surface input in figure 2(c).

original shape and design of their instruments. Inspired by the
Chameleon Guitar [6], a hybrid acoustic and digital instrument
with a replaceable acoustic resonator which preserves the
traditional acoustic values while capable of digital manipulation
abilities, we attempt to create a digital interface that preserves
the physical shape and properties of an instrument.
In this paper, we use an electric ukulele (Eleuke SC-100) as
an example to demonstrate the possibility of adding more
controlling power to a small surface and the potential impact on
future live performances. Figure 1 shows one of the
implementations of our design.

Figure 2. (a) Potential spaces (blue zones) for extra control
inputs. (b) Illustration of traditional implementation of
additional control inputs (c) Control surface design pattern
with the same effect as (b) without physically change the
original instrument.

1

Figure 1. Implementation of our system with additional
control inputs to send the most commonly used commands
and reduce movement path during a live performance.
Previous works on bui lding pressure sensitive surfaces with
printed FSRs and capacitive sensing for generic surface for
musical expression include Koehly et al. [7], Jones et al. [8]
and Freed [14]. These novel sensing surfaces were designed as
a new instrument for playing music. O ur design, however, is
not purposed for serving as a standalone musical instrument.
Our surface is built specifically for increasing the
expressiveness of an existing instrument.

3.2 Hardware Design

There are two parts in the hardware design. First, a f lexible
sensate surface printed with sensor patterns and limited
components for capacitive sensing. And second, a PCB for data
processing and wireless communication.
Our prototype sensate surface is based on pr inting copper
patterns onto a thin plastic substrate using conductive inkjet
printing technology. With this technology, it is possible for us
to print complex conductive patterns for electromagnetic field
sensing [9-10]. The total cost for our design per ukulele is less
than 10 US dollars (~$7 for the printing and ~$3 for
components). The sensing method is capacitive sensing, which
relies on Loading Mode [11-12] – measuring the capacitance
change between a h uman hand and a m etal electrode. By
measuring the time between several charge and discharge
cycles, the distance between a user’s finger from the surface
can be measured. While it is possible to attach surface-mount
components directly to the surface with low temperature solder
or conductive adhesive, this process takes more time and the
mechanical connection is not as strong as regular solder joints.
Therefore, we minimized the components required for the
flexible surface and only placed the critical parts, which are the
capacitive sensing circuit and connections for communication
with the microcontroller.
Figure 3 (a) shows the printout of our example designs and
figure 3(b) shows the surface mount component attached to the
flexible surface. We implemented CY8C20x CapSense
capacitive sensing IC from Cypress semiconductor, which is
capable of supporting up to 28 CapSense I/O touch channels
with two wire communication protocol and 16 bits of
resolution. The device address of CY8C20 can be changed
manually, which allows multiple CapSense slave devices on the
same bus. The device uses a seven bit addressing protocol

Our motivation and major contribution for the field of music
controllers and interfaces can be summarized as follows:
1.Create a low-cost and customizable capacitive sensing based
hardware toolkit for music user interface development.
2.Dynamic range detection from capacitive sensing can infer
not only touch, but near-range gestural nuance.
3.Provide working examples of the combination graphic design
and circuit design which enables a physical manipulation
of software interfaces.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We built a sensate surface controller prototype and provided
three design examples on an electric ukulele. The surface
detects gestures and touch and transmits its intensity and
location wirelessly via Bluetooth to a software host on a
computer, which then converts the signal into MIDI messages.
These MIDI messages were then mapped, based on the location
of the gesture, to control signals such as tap tempo, pitch,
distortion or simpler commands like volume change or
record/stop.

3.1 Design and Functionality

Our design principal is to embed extra control input ability in
spaces that are normally too small or not suitable for
implementing extra components such as knobs and

1
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Pattern design adapted from the artwork, Soulgazer, of
Evgeny Kiselev

where the last bit in a byte indicates read or write. This means
there can be 27 addresses on the same two wire bus line – a total
of 7168 (28 times 256) inputs, if designed properly.
Also, this device supports two different filtering methods to
reduce noise from different sources - the DTS filter to discard
samples acquired while data communication takes place, and
the averaging filter to improve CapSense system noise
immunity.

Again, we used a ukulele as example to explain the relationship
of sensor placement, hand gestures, and output mapping.

4.1 Physical Mapping

Our mapping strategies are designed for demoing the variety of
sound effects that can be achieved via an on-body control
surfaces for a stringed instrument such as a guitar or an ukulele.
The pattern construction was built around three zones that have
different impacts on gestures, such as finger picking or
strumming. These three areas are trigger area, movement area
and command area (figure 4).
The trigger area includes the most commonly covered right
hand movement - ranging from strumming patterns by rhythm
guitarist to fingerpicking from playing bluegrass-style banjo
music (where clips are wore on one’s thumb, middle and index
fingers and one or two fingers rest on the instrument). In this
area, the sensor inputs are mapped to pitch and modulation
control so the player can either change the sound or add
modulation while plucking the strings. The second area is the
trigger area. During a f inger style guitar performance, players
pluck the strings with their fingertips, add fingernails and rest
their thumbs on the side. We use this area as the trigger area,
where precise controls are made to trigger loops, instruments or
pre-composed tracks. The last area is the command area, which
is less likely to be triggered accidentally during a performance.
In this area, we place inputs that have critical functions such as
“play”, “record”, “stop”.
In the mapping design, we also considered the possibility of
detecting extended hand gestures during a performance and
how to use that information to add expressiveness to the
musical outputs. One of the advantages of capacitive sensing
over pressure sensing is that we can detect proximity. Therefore,
it is possible to map gestures, such as strumming, to beat
generation.
In our first prototype, we did not design patterns specifically
for sliders. Instead, we post-processed the data on the software
end and were able to map a continuous motion trajectory from
the button inputs to a slider motion. Besides sliders and buttons,
inputs for continuous velocity control are also very important
for musical expression. Therefore, a layer of silicone on top of
copper pads was included in our design as a way to generate
continuous velocity control. The distance between one’s finger
and the copper pad (the distance between two conductors) is
controlled by force applied on the silicone.
This sensate surface can be applied to essentially any
instrument, and our mappings are designed only for demoing
one of the many possibilities.

Figure 3. (a) Printout of our example designs. (b) Capacitive
sensing buttons (indicated by orange arrows) and
associated circuit with surface mount components (CY8C20)
attached to the flexible surface.
For the PCB part, we used an off-the-shelf ATmega 328P
(http://www.atmel.com/) development board with 8 MHz
external oscillator and Bluetooth radio chip (RN-42) from
Roving Networks (http://www.rovingnetworks.com/). We
wanted to design a modular and highly adaptive system that
allows the sensate surface customization to be versatile yet
intuitive for novices with minimum wiring. Therefore, we
selected sensor ICs that support two-wire communication
where only 4 c onnections were needed between the PCB and
the flexible surface – power, ground, data (SDA) and clock
(SCK). Once the capacitive sensors are triggered by touch or
movements above the surface, data is transmitted to the host
microcontroller, then processed locally and wirelessly
transmitted to software which converts sensor information into
MIDI signals according to the mapping design.
In our study, we used a MIDI library from Processing.org and
sent MIDI commands to Propellerhead Reason 6.0, a d igital
music synthesizer platform, to generate sound and create a
mapping to trigger effects and change the pitch and modulation
of our instrumental input.

Figure 4. Potential mapping on a plucked string instrument
based on gestures such as finger tapping, picking and
strumming.

4. MAPPING STRATEGIES

5. CUSTOMIZATION

The mapping strategies depend highly on t he application and
physical construction of specific instrument and the location
where sensor units are placed. Here, we discuss mapping
strategies both from the physical and signal point of view.

Since the process of printing flexible circuit is similar to using a
printer, it is possible to draw out the circuit the same way as
drawing with any graphic editing tool that allows you to export
a bitmap file. We invited three users to design their control
419

surface with the same process of creating an artwork with
Adobe illustrator. We provided the design guidelines and
several circuit layout images required to process capacitive
sensing signals, control LEDs for indications and to connect to
the PCB for data transmission. Our hope was to not only enable
people to implement a sensor circuit on their instrument, but
also design an artwork that is aesthetically appealing. Figure 5
shows the three different designs. Figure 5(a) is a design with
whole body coverage and has sensor components covering all
three interaction zones. Figure 5(b) and (c) are designs for
partial coverage - (b) includes only the trigger and the
movement area while (c) covers the command and trigger area.
Two of the designs, (a) and (c), placed the circuit on top of the
surface while (b) hid all the wiring and components in the back.
The advantage of having traces close the pads reduce the risk of
broken connection due to folding, especially when some of the
stress points were designed very close to surface mount
components which can easily cause connection issues. The
disadvantage was having less space for touch inputs.
The combination of graphic design and circuit design creates
a new art form itself that allows each sensate “skin” controller
to represent the music genre this controller is mapped to. We
envision a musician with a wardrobe of different surface
controllers that are interchangeable similar to switching
between effects or synthesizer racks.

developing a software toolbox which will allow users to drag
and drop sensor inputs and create the link to MIDI signals for
software mapping and synthesizer manipulation. In addition to
music applications, we are interested in applying this
technology to other fields as well. Potential areas include
Natural User Interface design, interactive media and smart
architecture.
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Figure 5. Three example designs for different coverage and
input locations.
We realize that the complexity of drawing, mapping and
routing can be difficult and time-consuming. Therefore, our
future work is to develop a software toolbox for optimizing the
sensor design (such as error checking for reducing signal to
noise ratio or short circuit) which allows any musician to draw
out the shape and customize their desired patterns for their own
control surfaces. The design should be able to be integrated
with anything in one’s environment or on top of any object with
minimized signal to noise ratio.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel music control sensate
surface based on conductive inkjet printing technology which
enables customizable integration between any musical
instrument with a versatile and cost-effective user interface. We
provided design examples and corresponding physical mapping
strategies for different finger techniques for plucked string
instruments. Our main interest lies in developing a system
for producing new forms of performances and instruments
through empowering musicians with the ability to improve,
modify, and extend the capabilities of traditional instruments.
Future work includes creating more sophisticated toolkits
with multiple sensing modalities and better capacitive sensing
capabilities (such as sensing for longer range). We also plan on
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ABSTRACT

2. BACKGROUND

This paper describes a recent addition to LOLC, a text-based
environment for collaborative improvisation for laptop
ensembles, incorporating a machine musician that plays along
with human performers. The machine musician LOLbot
analyses the patterns created by human performers and the
composite music they create as they are layered in
performance. Based on user specified settings, LOLbot
chooses appropriate patterns to play with the ensemble, either
to add contrast to the existing performance or to be coherent
with the rhythmic structure of the performance. The paper
describes the background and motivations of the project,
outlines the design of the original LOLC environment and
describes the architecture and implementation of LOLbot.

Robert Rowe defines machine musicianship as the process of
“analyzing, performing and composing music with
computers.”[10]. Music is generally associated with the
human creative process, and the advent of using the
processing capabilities of a machine can be thought of as
another avenue to inspire creativity in performance. Some
examples of systems that analyze and react to live performers
include Lewis's Voyager [7], Pachet's Continuator [9] and
Weinberg’s Shimon [6].
The analysis of human performance has always been a
significant aspect of machine musicianship, using techniques
from music information retrieval, pattern recognition, and
machine learning. Since LOLC is a text-based environment,
and since all LOLC musical patterns are encoded
symbolically, the analysis of the music can be done in the
same realm in which it was created — the syntax of LOLC.
The machine musician has direct access to the symbolic
musical motives created by the performers and consequently,
the entire performance. Early examples of using pattern
matching and text analysis in an effective way to simulate
human intelligence go back to Eliza [12]. As described in [3],
other examples include Instant Messaging bots that are found
in chat systems like IRC where bots take part in conversation
over instant messaging; and instant messaging bots in
programming environments that describe program states and
changes, allowing developers to collaborate while
programming and debugging. Unlike these examples, the
musical motives created by LOLC performers are in a syntax
that is specific to LOLC and thus the system’s standard parser
can be used in place of any natural language recognition
algorithms.
In the realm of computer music, members of the live coding
community have recently begun to explore the algorithmic
generation of live code; ixi lang’s Autocode feature serves as
a prominent example [8]. While LOLC is not itself a live
coding language, we were nevertheless influenced by
approaches such as that in ixi lang as we designed LOLbot.

Keywords
Machine Musicianship, Live Coding, Laptop Orchestra

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes recent additions to LOLC [5], a textbased environment for collaborative improvisation for laptop
ensembles, which integrate machine musicians into the LOLC
environment. LOLC’s text commands and networked
development environment enable the creation, transformation,
and sharing of short musical motives built from one-shot prerecorded audio files. LOLbot is an environment that
interfaces with the existing LOLC client software, creating a
machine musician that mimics some of the activities of a
human LOLC laptop musician: it analyzes the performance of
the laptop ensemble and uses that analysis to determine which
LOLC commands to type to generate its own music.
Our goals in adding a machine musician into LOLC were
threefold: (1) model how human performers improvise using
LOLC, especially in terms of how they analyze rhythms and
use this information in the improvisation process; (2) add a
new dynamic to the performance of LOLC, given the highly
computational approach of the machine musician as
compared to that of the human performers; and (3) provide a
practice tool for musicians who want to learn LOLC or
improve their improvisational skills in the context of LOLC.
This paper describes the background and context in which
LOLC and LOLbot were developed; briefly overviews the
LOLC environment; describes the design and implementation
of LOLbot; and discusses future possibilities.

3. LOLC
Inspired by computer music languages such as Impromptu [1]
and live coding systems such as jitlib for SuperCollider [4]
and the Co-Audicle for ChucK [11], LOLC [5] was designed
to be a text-based performance environment (though not a
Turing-complete programming language) that encourages
musicians in a laptop ensemble to improvise through the
composition and sharing of rhythmic motives. Influenced by
works by early network music groups like the Hub's [2]
Borrowing and Stealing, LOLC encourages performers to
share their code and the patterns they create, giving the
ensemble access to a growing collection of patterns to use,
transform and loop as they improvise. (LOLC was presented
as a performance at NIME 2011).
The server component of LOLC is responsible for the
synchronization aspects of the ensemble's performance. The
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file to a variable, and the creation of a pattern using this
WAV file. The pattern ’myPattern’ consists of a quarter and
eighth note at fortissimo, a sixteenth note rest and half note
which is at the default mezzo-forte (since the dynamic is not
specified). Patterns can be defined to be of any length from
128th notes to arbitrarily long durations. Once a pattern is
created, it can be scheduled to play:
play myPattern @nextMeasure
The example above shows how a pattern can be scheduled to
play once at the next measure. LOLC allows for great
flexibility in the scheduling of patterns, allowing performers
to loop patterns at particular measures, controlling how many
times the pattern loops:
loop myPattern @512 ~14
The example above would schedule the pattern 'myPattern' to
be played at measure 512 a total number of 14 times. This
need not correspond to 14 measures, in cases of patterns like
‘myPattern’ that are less than 1 measure long.
As patterns are created, they are stored in the pattern library
that is accessible to all performers, who can then build upon
these patterns through transformations, mimicking the
collaboration of improvising acoustic musicians. An example
of one of thirteen supported transformations is shown below:
myPatternTransf: reverse(myPattern)
The example above creates the pattern ‘myPatternTransf’ that
is the reverse of the order of the sequence of ‘myPattern’.

server maintains time synchronization through a shared clock;
a pattern library consisting of all the patterns created thus far
in performance, their definitions and their scheduling
information; and an instant-messaging-style communication
channel through which the ensemble members collaborate.
The client component (see Figure 1) presents an instantmessaging-style interface that shows both commands and chat
messages from everyone in the ensemble. Performers can use
this interface for the creation and scheduling of patterns and
for access to the library of patterns created thus far in a
performance. LOLC also includes a visualization (see Figure
2) for audience members to watch; the visualization shows
the performers' activities in terms of playing patterns,
sharing/borrowing patterns from others and communication
between performers.

4. MACHINE MUSICIANSHIP IN LOLC
The design of LOLbot is derived from the analytical as well
as the improvisational process of human performers. LOLbot
is designed to model how human performers perceive the
music generated by the rest of the ensemble in terms of
accents, and to improvise using this information with normal
LOLC syntax. LOLbot does this by analyzing the music
generated by the rest of the ensemble in detail, and playing
patterns created by the ensemble, chosen based on its input
parameters. LOLbot even exists on its own laptop using its
own version of the LOLC client software.
Despite being modeled on human performers, LOLbot
differs from human performers in the nature of its analysis
and compositional process. LOLbot uses its memory to store
detailed information on every pattern played during the
performance, so that each pattern is considered every time it
plays. LOLbot uses its machine precision and computational
power to analyze the performance at the 16th note level and
uses pattern matching algorithms to find the most suitable
pattern among all patterns played by the entire ensemble. This
creates a new performance dynamic in LOLC – contrasting
the approaches of LOLbot and a human performer to the
processes of analysis and improvisation. While LOLbot
adopts an approach that is based purely on computation,
human performers’ approaches are based on various factors
like their perception, cognition and their own musical
aesthetics.
LOLbot also lends itself to be a practice tool for performers
who wish to learn how to improvise better. Performers can
select whether they want LOLbot to reinforce the overall
rhythmic nature of the performance or add contrast to the
performance using the Coherence/Contrast slider. They can
then create and schedule various patterns and observe how the
patterns they created are used by LOLbot to either add
contrast to the existing performance or reinforce it. By
comparing the output of LOLbot to their own perception of
the performance, they can discover new approaches to
improvisatory collaboration with LOLC.
LOLbot’s approach to machine musicianship focuses on
rhythm and borrowing. The syntax of LOLC lends itself to

Figure 1. LOLC Client Component

Figure 2: LOLC Server Visualization
Pre-recorded one-shot sound samples varying in timbre and
pitch are available to the performers to choose from.
Performers can syntactically create rhythmic patterns using
these sound samples. Once the patterns have been created,
they can be scheduled to be played at any point during the
performance, with the option of looping them as many times
as desired. Shown below is an example of the pattern creation
process:
mySound: "a1.wav"
myPattern: mySound[q.ff,e.ff,s.n,h]
This example shows the assignment of a user-specified WAV
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metric of contrast is the opposite of coherence and represents
how little the accents match.
LOLbot acts once every 16 measures so that the frequency
of its actions loosely mirrors the density of activities of
human performers. Hence, every 16 measures, LOLbot
checks the ‘view’ (described in 5.1) which stores the sum of
the amplitudes of all the sounds being played at each 16th
note, for the next 2 measures. LOLbot then converts these 2
measures into the accent representation system (described in
5.2) to get the measure accent structure. (Through multiple
performances of LOLC, we found that users often created
patterns that were between 1 and 2 measures long, hence a 2
measure long analysis window was adopted).
As described in the section 5.1, all the patterns created by
human performers are stored in a hash table using the accent
structures as the keys. So the calculated measure accent
structure is then compared against the stored pattern accent
structures in the hash table. We define a contextual hamming
distance (CHD) metric to order the stored patterns. The
contextual hamming distance is defined as the number of bits
for which the measure accent structure is 1(accent) and the
pattern accent structure is 0(no accent) i.e. the number of
accents in the measure accent structure that are not matched
by the pattern. All the stored pattern accent structures are
ordered by their CHD, and in cases that 2 of them have the
same CHD, the hamming distance between the pattern’s
accent structure and the measure accent structure is used to
order them.

the creation of rhythmic patterns, which when layered upon
each other also form new rhythms. Performers usually create
patterns with a specific rhythmic intent and hence an analysis
of the rhythms would be a natural avenue for a machine
musician.
LOLC is inspired by ensemble-based
collaboration, where it is very common for human performers
to “borrow” patterns created by other players and either use
these patterns verbatim or apply transformations to them. This
means that through the course of a performance, a central
pool of patterns is created that is available to all performers
and the synergy associated with this level of collaboration is
one of the most interesting aspects of LOLC. So borrowing is
the most natural function that would be associated with a new
performer, who is exploring the possibilities LOLC has to
offer. The design of LOLbot reflects this by re-using patterns
created by performers.

5. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Built upon the existing architecture of LOLC, LOLbot is
implemented using Java. The implementation of LOLbot
consists of 3 main components: Pattern Storage, Pattern and
Performance Analysis and Pattern Matching. LOLbot has a
simple user interface that allows users to set its input
parameters.

5.1 Pattern Storage
There are two forms of storage implemented in LOLbot.
Every pattern is first analyzed and represented in terms of its
accent structure (1’s and 0's). The patterns are then stored in a
hash table, with the pattern accent structure as the key, storing
all the patterns with the same accent structure under one key.
LOLbot also maintains a time-based, list-like data structure
— the 'view' — that stores the amplitude of all the sounds
played at any sixteenth note of the performance. This is so
that at any point LOLbot has the capability to ascertain the
accent structure at some measure in the future, based on all
the patterns that are scheduled at that point. The 'view' is
updated as the musicians schedule more patterns.

5.2 Pattern and Performance Analysis
In most performances, musicians using LOLC create motives
that are highly rhythmic in nature (see section 3).
A sequence of 1's and 0's is used as the representation
system for any pattern, if an accent is defined as any part of a
pattern that has amplitude (based on the dynamics specified in
LOLC) equal to or greater than the average amplitude of the
pattern, and then a ‘1’ in the sequence indicates an accent. A
sixteenth-note is considered, as the basic unit for analysis; an
eighth note is represented by ‘10’, a quarter note by ‘1000’
and so on. A pattern comprised of 4 quarter notes of the same
dynamic level would be represented at the sixteenth note level
as 1000100010001000. For patterns consisting of sounds with
durations smaller than 16th notes, the amplitudes of those
sounds are added to the enclosing 16th note. Hence, all the
analysis is done at the 16th note level.

Figure 3: Choosing Patterns
Figure 3 shows how the process of pattern matching takes
place. Depending on the measure accent structure being
searched for, and the value of contrast/coherence that is set by
the user, one of the stored pattern accent structures in the hash
table is chosen. If the coherence/contrast slider is set to
coherence, LOLbot chooses the pattern accent structure that
corresponds to a low CHD from the measure accent structure
and is hence the one that most closely matches the accents.
Alternatively, if the coherence/contrast slider is set to high
contrast, LOLbot chooses the pattern accent structure that
corresponds to a high CHD. The slider can take intermediate
values in between 0(contrast) and 1(coherence). Since all the
stored pattern accent structures are ordered in terms of their
CHD, depending on the number of different accent structures,
each one would correspond to a certain proportional range on
the slider and be chosen if the slider is set within that range.
In figure 3, a pattern with a higher CHD is chosen, indicating
high contrast and hence a low value on the coherence/contrast
slider.
If there is more than 1 pattern with the same accent
structure, a nearest neighbor algorithm is used to calculate the

5.3 Pattern Matching
LOLbot has access to all the patterns created by human
performers in a performance, and it is from this database of
patterns that LOLbot must choose an appropriate pattern to
play.In order to choose a pattern to play, the metric of
coherence/contrast is used. This metric can be set and
changed using a slider on the LOLC client interface. The
coherence/contrast slider has a range of values from 0 to 1.
The value of 1 represents maximum coherence and the value
of 0 represents maximum contrast. A pattern is said to be
coherent with the performance if its accents match the
‘perceived’ accents at the measure it is scheduled at. The
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emulation of human performance in LOLC. This serves as an
ideal precursor to multiple machine musicians in a single
laptop ensemble.
We hope to use LOLbot in performances and evaluate how
the use of a machine musician changes the course of the
performance, and how human performers react differently in
a performance with LOLbot.

'distance' between the amplitudes of the pattern and the
cumulative amplitude of the 'view', at the sixteenth note level.
The chosen pattern is scheduled to be played at the measure
in question by sending it to the interpreter of LOLC, e.g. if
the pattern chosen to be played is ‘myPattern3’ and the
measure in question was 64, LOLbot sends the following
command to the LOLC interpreter:
play myPattern3 @ 64
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The user interface of LOLbot (see Figure 4) consists of: (1)
an ‘enable’ switch to turn LOLbot on/off, to give users the
option to perform with or without LOLbot at their discretion;
and (2) a contrast/coherence slider that gives the user the
option to control what kind of patterns LOLbot chooses and
can be modified during the performance. During
performance, LOLbot runs on a separate laptop, running a
dedicated copy of LOLC, and is displayed in other players’
interfaces and in the video projection just as any other LOLC
musician.
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Figure 4: User Interface of LOLbot

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Currently, LOLbot has been implemented using pattern
matching techniques and analyses LOLC performances in
terms of accents and rhythm. This is largely inspired by the
inherent rhythmic nature of performance in LOLC and the
syntax of LOLC that lends itself to this particular kind of
rhythmic performance. This analysis of rhythm and accents is
the first step towards our objective of modeling how human
performers improvise using LOLC. We aim to model how
performers
use
more
advanced
techniques
like
transformations in the future.
We tested LOLbot by means of practice performances where 3 performers improvised using LOLC as they would in
a real performance, creating and borrowing patterns. LOLbot
was run on a dedicated computer as the fourth performer.
Through multiple practice performances using LOLbot, we
were able to gain insight into the rhythmic structure of the
performance at different points of time, by modifying the
coherence/contrast slider value and seeing the effect on the
patterns chosen by LOLbot. This in particular allowed us to
see which patterns could contribute to the performance at
different points of time and hence use transformations of
those patterns to create interesting rhythms. Through these
practice performances, we found some limitations of LOLbot
– patterns that fit more generic accent structures were chosen
more often than others since they were similar to the overall
rhythmic structure at many points in a performance. This
could be reduced by use of the coherence/contrast slider but
we aim to address this concern in the future by adjusting the
distance metric based on the number of times a pattern has
previously been chosen by LOLbot.
Future work for LOLbot includes applying transformations
on patterns from the pattern library to have a larger selection
of patterns to choose from. The process of applying
transformations to create new patterns is the next step in the
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1.1

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the concept of Kugelschwung, a digital musical instrument centrally based around the use of
pendulums and lasers to create unique and highly interactive electronic ambient soundscapes. Here, we explore
the underlying design and physical construction of the instrument, as well as its implementation and feasibility as
an instrument in the real world. To conclude, we outline
potential expansions to the instrument, describing how its
range of applications can be extended to accommodate a
variety of musical styles.

Keywords
laser, pendulums, instrument design, electronic, sampler,
soundscape, expressive performance

1.

Influences

Our initial inspiration for this instrument came from the
BeatBearing [2], which is a “tangible rhythm sequencer”.
This showed us an implementation of a fully interactive
rhythm-based instrument. After imagining pendulums in a
similar way due to their harmonic properties, further investigation led us to examine the natural rhythmic properties
of the Pendulum Waves apparatus [3]).
This highlighted the differences between Pendulum Waves
and BeatBearing to us, in that BeatBearing provided a
rigid yet rudimentary rhythm platform, whereas Pendulum
Waves allowed for a unique soundscape but was not suitable for rhythmic timekeeping. Since we were aiming to
make a musical instrument, we decided to take the Pendulum Waves apparatus as a primary inspiration for Kugelschwung.
Using Pendulum Waves as a basis for research, we extended our findings and learned more about the application of pendulum-based instruments in the real world. Two
notable examples we found were the Gravity Harp used
during Björk’s Biophilia tour [6], and Pendulum Music by
Steve Reich [8]. Both artists are known for their experimental approach to music, and so examining these instruments
highlighted the potential of applying an instrument like the
Kugelschwung to electronic music from a minimalist perspective.
The Kugelschwung could be considered to be part of the
family of digital musical instruments based around moving mechanical systems [9], which would include instruments such as the Gyrotyre[10], the Strimidilator[1] and the
Rulers[5]. Such instruments make use of mechanical movements as part of the instrumental interaction, using sensors
to detect parameters of these movements. While interaction
is initiated by the performer, the energy of this interaction
causes a mechanical movement which continues to create
sound for a period of time after the initial interaction.

INTRODUCTION

Many current musical performances that utilise technology
leave the audience confused, due to the “black box” nature
of their working creating a barrier between the audience and
the performer. To counteract this, we set to work creating
an instrument that could engage the audience both visually
and audibly. We decided to explore the use of pendulums,
as their steady, rhythmic motion is familiar to most people, making them highly expressive and approachable for
musicians and musical newcomers alike. Our project culminated in a live public performance in front of more than

2.

PHYSICAL DESIGN

This section details the physical design of the Kugelschwung,
including the physics that underlie its operation, the materials used in the construction of the initial version of the
Kugelschwung, and the electronic circuitry that senses the
physical movement of each pendulum.
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personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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2.1

Underlying physics

The Kugelschwung device at its lowest level is a simple set
of pendulums, mounted in parallel. Each pendulum’s movement is interpreted via the addition of light sensors mounted
directly below the central point of the pendulum’s fixation
to the structure. Kugelschwung approximates a simple har-
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mapping used for our initial rehearsals and the inaugural
performance itself.

3.1

Figure 1: A diagram of a simplified Kugelschwung,
with 3 pendulums, connected via a Phidget interface kit to a computer

monic oscillator by using light, inextensible strings, large
ballast weights and measures to keep the effects of friction
to a minimum. Kugelschwung’s highest and lowest frequencies respectively were 4Hz (240BPM) and 1Hz (60BPM),
with a base rate of 2Hz (120BPM).

2.2

• all - toggles all lasers on/off, depending on their current state
• 0...7 - where each number between 0 and 7 toggles
the state of individual lasers

Materials and construction

• hi - toggles the higher half of the lasers on/off (lasers
4-7)

The initial version of Kugelschwung was designed to produce up to eight independent signals. It uses eight lasers and
corresponding light sensors to supply the controller program
with the physical signal inputs needed for it to generate the
notes. The project was built around the Phidget I/O board
[7] and as such used the standard sensors supplied with this
interface kit. The project would however easily be portable
to an Arduino or a Beagle Board. The structure primarily
consists of a metal frame with laser mounting points and a
row of sensors below, as shown in Figure 1.
Each pendulum is attached to two points on the frame
equidistant from the mounting of its corresponding laser
using lightweight, inextensible strings. By fixing the pendulums to two points on the plane the pendulums are restricted to one axis of movement. An inextensible string was
chosen due to the irregular rhythms that resulted from using more flexible alternatives (such as elastic bands) during
testing. The pendulums were suspended at different heights
to produce different time periods of oscillation.
Precision light sensors were used to minimise the impact
of ambient light in the room, although the conditions still
required a relatively low amount of ambient light. Although
these light sensors were Phidget branded, any standard light
dependent resistor coupled with a suitable voltage divider
could be used as a substitute.

2.3

• lo - toggles the lower half of the lasers on/off (lasers
0-3)
• inst 1...128 - changes the instrument sound that the
pendulum signals trigger, initially choosing from the
MIDI set
• note 0... - changes the root note that the pendulums base a scale around (first pendulum assuming
this note, others assuming the other notes in the scale
in ascending order). For reference, 60 is a major scale
based around middle C
• vol 0...127 - changes the master volume of the instrument (by universally changing the volume property of
the MIDI signals being sent)
• journey - a pre-programmed automation that systematically cycles through each instrument of the MIDI
set with 2 second intervals - this was included for
testing purposes, but also showcases the instrument’s
range
• stop - turns off all lasers and shuts down the program

Electronics

The controller operates as the pre-processing element of
the sound creation procedure, preparing the MIDI signals
that are either played directly, or fed to other software synthesisers as triggers for more realistic VST instruments. We
used FL Studio [4] but any digital audio workstation (DAW)
program should be suitable for the required purpose.

The Kugelschwung is powered by a 4.5V battery (three 1.5V
cells) supplied to all 8 lasers in parallel. Attached to each
laser is an NPN-Transistor which allows for computer controlled switching of individual lasers through a Phidget digital out interface. Figure 2 shows the electronic circuitry
required for two lasers.
Cable management was implemented using a 32 core copper shielded cable attached above the pendulums, following
along the frame. This was important for the instrument as
cables could not be allowed to interfere with the motion of
the pendulums.

3.

Software Interface

The gateway to controlling the sensors and receiving their
readings comes in the form of a Phidget interface board,
which connects to a computer via USB. Since the controller
program we wrote was in Java, we utilised the Java API
that is associated with the Phidget board, which enabled
readings from the sensors to be used by the program.
The controller program first scans for all the MIDI devices
currently interfacing with the computer at the time of its execution, and selects the device to be used for sound output.
A command line interface is then provided to the operator,
allowing them to interact with various components of the
structure. The following commands are available from this
command line interface:

3.2

Mapping

During development we experimented with a number of different approaches as to how the instrument should be used.
Initially we discussed a split layout, where half of the pendulums were used for one instrument, for example a drum-kit,
and the other half were used for another instrument, such as
a synthesised bass. This approach required two operators,
with one additional person acting as a computer operator.
However, we found that with eight pendulums on offer, the
range and capabilities of either instrument would be too
limited with only a subset of the pendulums available.

SOFTWARE, MAPPING AND PERFORMANCE

This section details the software that allows the user to
control the Kugelschwung’s operation. We also discuss the
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Figure 2: A circuit diagram of the electronics behind Kugelschwung (only wiring for the first and last lasers
are shown for the sake of compactness - all lasers and sensors are wired in the same way)

Given this, we opted for a general instrument interface,
that could assume the sound of any instrument it was set
to emulate (providing there existed a software synthesiser
for it). This allowed the natural phasing characteristics of
the pendulums to be far more apparent and influential on
the overall sound. Furthermore, due to the abstract phasing
of pendulums of different lengths, Kugelschwung was more
naturally geared towards making music of a more electronic
and ambient nature.
We opted for a standard tempo base of 120BPM, and the
other pendulums acting as exact divisions of that (e.g. some
at 60BPM, others at 240BPM). However, the tempo chosen
is entirely up to the musician(s) using the instrument at
that time.

3.3

the performer is allowed to interact with the instrument in
whatever way they see fit to express themselves - there are
no specific restrictions.
Therefore, performing on the instrument is an expressive
and emotionally-driven experience that incorporates a lot of
the performer’s physical actions - since they will find themselves acting more on impulse than conventional musical
knowledge.

3.4

Feasibility

The obvious advantage of Kugelschwung is the physical tangibility of the interface. This open-ended physical approach
allows many to use the instrument at once, and for the performers to interact with each other’s movements and actions
to make a more unique sound personal to those playing it.
This makes the instrument’s focus more of a group based
object for collaborative use as opposed to something that a
single musician would necessarily use.
In its current state, changing the sound settings of the
instrument requires a relatively comfortable level of technical skill, in order to be able to use the simple command-line
interface. However, should the scale of the instrument be
enhanced, there is nothing to stop this being replaced with a
more user-friendly computer interface, or by bypassing the
computer altogether and going with an on-board series of
switches and dials.
The current features of Kugelschwung certainly have the
potential to be appealing to the electronic ambient music
community, and, to a lesser extent, musicians writing music
in other genres. The irregularity of the overall pendulum
motion however makes this instrument unsuitable for playing a conventional song without a large amount of prior
rehearsal, and so isn’t a viable option for conventional use.

Performance

The arrangement of the first official public performance consisted of three people operating the pendulums (regulating
their rhythms and controlling when they were in motion),
one operating the computer interface (to toggle the lasers
and change the instrument sounds on the fly), and another
on an electric guitar to provide an additional melody to the
overall sound (though this addition is entirely optional).
While three people was the optimal number of users for
that specific performance, there is nothing to stop the instrument being remade to a larger scale to facilitate more
players simultaneously - we made it to this relatively small
scale due to budget and portability constraints.
Playing the instrument revolves more around live spontaneity and the environment rather than the recital of a
pre-defined composition, due to its unpredictable nature.
The addition of the guitar helps to add a foundation of familiarity for the audience, creating an ”overspill of liveness”
that allows them to focus more on the musical contrast the
Kugelschwung provides.
Due to the physical tangibility of the instrument, there
are many different ways to interact with it. You can let the
pendulums swing on their own accord to generate a steady
pulse, or you can manually start and stop them to produce a
syncopated rhythm. Alternatively, you can ignore the pendulums altogether, and interact with the lasers with your
hands - though this is not the intended method. Essentially,

4.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

While overall we feel that the development of the Kugelschwung has been quite successful, our experiences rehearsing and performing with it have raised a number of areas of
possible improvement.
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5.

CONCLUSION

This paper has illustrated how pendulums can be used as
an instrument to create musical performances. Although
we consider the Kugelschwung to have been a successful
tangible interface, further research and development could
improve it into an instrument capable of having a practical
application in a wider range of musical genres, for a wider
audience.
One notable feature of the Kugelschwung is that despite
it only taking a newcomer a few minutes to make basic music with the instrument, for a more experienced musician it
could take a large amount of time to devise a new composition. This follows the guideline given by Wessel and Wright
[11] that a new instrument should offer a “low entry fee”
with “no ceiling on virtuosity” and shows the true flexibility of the instrument and the potential for pendulum-based
instruments to be used for both entertainment and serious
composition.

Figure 3: Kugelschwung in action, with guitar

4.1 Physical structure

6.

As mentioned previously, the decision to build the instrument with eight pendulums was as much a personal choice
as a mandatory one. We built the structure frame using
parts that were readily available to us. This resulted in a
physical structure that was usable for our testing, rehearsal
and performance sessions, but that would not (for instance)
be robust enough for regular performance and/or touring.
In order to make this instrument more accessible for a
wider audience, the structure would have to be a lot more
resilient and resistant to tampering and wear-and-tear, by
concealing and insulating the electronic components and
wiring, and by making the frame joints sturdier. Similarly,
custom-made pendulum weights would be required to allow
for a detailed fine-tuning of the mechanical response of the
instrument.
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4.2 Interface
Currently, Kugelschwung requires a computer to act as an
interface to interpret the physical signals and create audible
notes. Ideally, we would aim for a fully on-board interface,
with all the receiving and processing of signals performed
on the instrument itself via dedicated hardware. This would
make the instrument more portable, more accessible for new
users, and would eliminate the need for a computer with
a specific hardware configuration. Furthermore, we would
switch to more advanced communication methods, such as
OSC, instead of MIDI (which we use currently).
If the processing was to be brought on-board the instrument, then the controls would have to be as well. This
would render the old command-line based controller program obsolete, since it would have to be replaced by a series
of physical switches and sliders, with potentially a simple
LCD display for visual feedback (instrument selected, volume, etc). While this is harder to implement, it puts the
emphasis on the instrument to handle every stage of the
sound production, as an instrument should.

4.3 Musical direction
Currently, this instrument is designed to be used as a singular unit, convertible to the purpose of any instrument
sound (permitting that one instrument sound is used across
all pendulums). Another proposed configuration discussed
during design however was to construct it using a more modular design, in that a musical group could be formed using
multiple smaller Kugelschwung units that each represent a
different instrument. This opens up the feasible usage of
Kugelschwung to an open-ended combination of highly versatile instruments.
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ABSTRACT

means necessary for the creation of new DMIs [19]. These
two qualities of networkability and reconfigurability allow
DMEs to perform research into approaches to collaborative
performance.

The configurability and networking abilities of digital musical instruments increases the possibilities for collaboration
in musical performances. Computer music ensembles such
as laptop orchestras are becoming increasingly common and
provide laboratories for the exploration of these possibilities. However, much of the literature regarding the creation of DMIs has been focused on individual expressivity,
and their potential for collaborative performance has been
under-utilized. This paper makes the case for the benefits
of an approach to digital musical instrument design that
begins with their collaborative potential, examines several
frameworks and sets of principles for the creation of digital
musical instruments, and proposes a dimension space representation of collaborative approaches which can be used to
evaluate and guide future DMI creation. Several examples
of DMIs and compositions are then evaluated and discussed
in the context of this dimension space.

1.1

Keywords
dimension space, collaborative, digital musical instrument,
dmi, digital music ensemble, dme

1.

Collaboration

Mirriam-Webster defines collaborate as “to work jointly with
others or together especially in an intellectual endeavor”
[14]. Anytime musicians perform together they are said to
be collaborating; in a musical context we could say that a
meaningful performance is the endeavor. In every collaborative performance there is some kind of structure to the
roles of the musicians, whether implicit or explicit. It is very
common for ensembles to be divided in terms of frequency
range, as in a string quartet. Ensemble performers are often
given specific roles such as accompanist and soloist, specific
rhythmic patterns in African and Latin-American ensembles, and are often grouped into sections of similar instruments.
These divisions of ensemble are more than incidental, and
in fact can be seen as having played an important part in
the development of the instruments involved. When designing instruments for a digital music ensemble, the consideration of musical role and sonic space for instruments is
highly important. Dan Trueman notes that in a DME it is
preferable for instruments “to be designed from the outset
knowing that they will be played simultaneously with many
other instruments” [19]. Instruments designed to be played
by themselves will tend to dominate in terms of frequency
spectrum and musical activity, and will ignore the potential of sharing control of important parameters or privileging physical interaction with other musicians such that the
experience of playing the instrument is substantially diminished without the participation of others. Without allowing
for these possibilities, the collaborative potential of DMIs
is diminished. It should be noted that
It should be noted that many DMIs have been used in
ensemble performance without being networked or reconfigured, and have utilized traditional approaches to collaboration [9][3]. The approach advocated in this paper are
entirely in addition to pre-existing approaches to collaborative music-making.

INTRODUCTION

Much research has been conducted into the creation of digital musical instruments, defined by Miranda and Wanderley as consisting of an input device and a sound generation
device related to each other with mapping strategies [13].
The design goals for a DMI generally revolve around the enabling of personal expressivity [15] [18]. Designs which focuses on collaborative potential present a different approach
to DMIs, one which is orthogonal to personal expressivity
and can contribute substantially to an instrument’s musical
potential.
A digital music ensemble (DME) can be described as an
ensemble whose members all perform with DMIs. This instrumentation allows for the utilization of the capabilities
of DMIs to be reconfigured and networked. In Miranda and
Wanderley’s description above, both mapping and sound
synthesis are software configurable. The use of a laptop
computer as the primary input device, typically in laptop orchestras, emphasizes that custom hardware is by no

2.

INSTRUMENT AS COMPOSITION

It is frequently the case within a DME that musicians will
use different software instruments or patches in order to
perform different compositions. This is a striking difference
from non-electronic instruments, and allows for the sculpting of musical roles within an ensemble by the composer as
well as the instrument designer. In The Hub, “the content
of the work is being invented by the composers/performers”
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[10]; one of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra’s goals is to
“develop a performance practice where instrument building
itself plays a central role” [19]. Tanaka stresses the need for
idiomatic composition for DMIs [18]; this applies equally to
composing for collaborative instruments.
However, the concept of instrument as composition comes
into conflict with one of the central goals of DMI design: enabling expert performance. Dobrian et al. point out that
“[e]xperimental performances by inexperienced musicians or
by performers who have incompletely mastered a new interface . . . when done on the concert stage are subject to
rigorous musical and aesthetic critique” [8], with the implication that this critique will not be positive. One solution
to this is to encourage performers to spend the time on a
particular instrument in order to gain this mastery. In The
Digital Orchestra Project at McGill University, which had
the goal of developing “DMIs with musical potential comparable to that of existing acoustic musical instruments”, one
performer was given “approximately a year to develop expertise on the instrument before performing in concert” [9].
Approaches such as Trueman’s BoSSa [20] embody Perry
Cook’s principle “leveraging expert technique is smart” [6].
The central issue of performative attention, or the cognitive bandwidth of the performer, comes into play here.
A solo performer has multiple needs competing for their
attention. An inexpert performer will often need to place
focusing on their instrument over issues of musicality. In an
ensemble situation they need to be responsive to the musical contributions of the other performers, and aware of their
role in the overall texture. One consequence is that in an
ensemble setting performers will have even less ability to
perform expertly on a new instrument. A positive view is
that while instruments designed for collaboration may be
technically simpler, and potentially less personally expressive, they may encourage a quality of interaction between
performers which highlights the creation and expression of
relationships; which may help in the creation of a meaningful performance [17].

3.

depends a great deal on the physical mode of performance.
What Weinberg is describing is actually the structure of the
ensemble, with homogeneity at one end and heterogeneity
at the other. Heterogeneity can be achieved by numerous
means: sequential performance of musicians; timbral and
registral distinctiveness of individual instruments; independent rhythmic parts; contrasting performance gestures, etc.
The way in which heterogeneity is achieved is less important
than the fact itself.
The centralization of a network is also a crucially important distinction. Closely tied to this is the concept of
equality. Weinberg is correct in describing these as representing social relationships — Scot Gresham-Lancaster of
the Hub describes how the structural organization of the
Hub grew directly out of the social and political roots of
the Bay area [10]. Weinberg describes different combinations of equality and centralization in political terms — a
centralized equal network as being a democracy, centralized
unequal a monarchy, decentralized unequal as anarchy.

4.

COLLABORATIVE DIMENSION SPACE

DIGITAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CLASSIFICATIONS

Many different design guidelines and approaches to classifying DMIs have been presented. For the most part these
focus on the interaction between performer and instrument.
A few, such as Birnbaum et al.’s work on a dimension space
for musical devices [1] and Bonger’s “Interaction Theory”
[4], relate to collaborative performance through analysis of
musical installations. The conceptual framework based on
the way performers process musical information proposed
by Malloch et al. [12] is equally applicable to collaborative
instruments. In Perry Cook’s revisiting of his principles for
designing computer music controllers, he adds the principle
“More can be better! (but hard)” [7]. Paine’s Taxonomy
of Realtime Interfaces for Electronic Musical Performance
takes an approach similar to that of Hornbostel and Sachs,
and includes a category for collaborative instruments; however, only 1 out of 37 instruments surveyed fell into that
category [16].
Weinberg’s “Interconnected Musical Networks: Toward
a Theoretical Framework” presents several important concepts regarding ensemble structure, balance of power, and
collaborative organization [21]. Weinberg describes the difference between large- and small-scale local systems as the
degree to which the individual contributions of the performers are discernible. While we can see how difficult it is to
discern the contribution of a violinist in an orchestra versus
a string trio, in a DME this distinction is fairly arbitrary and

Figure 1: Collaborative Dimension Space
Similar to the dimension space proposed by Birnbaum et
al. [1] here we propose a dimension space for evaluating a
particular configuration of a Digital Music Ensemble. Many
times this configuration will be specific to a composition or
installation; however, it is possible for configurations to be
re-used. Note that due to the configurability of DMIs a
DME may move through different configurations for each
composition. In order to determine a configuration’s location in the dimension space shown in Figure 1, the following
questions are asked:

4.1

4.1.1

Proposed Axes
Texture

Axis limits: Homogenous/ Heterogenous How discernable are individual parts? How individualized are performance styles and instruments? As discussed above, this
axis is similar to Weinberg’s large- and small-scale networks;
it also relates to Blaine & Fels’ Player Interaction.
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Figure 2: Princeton Laptop Orchestra

4.1.2

Figure 3: Atau Tanaka

Equality

Axis limits: Equal/ Unequal Is there a conductor/leader?
Do performers’ actions take place on different levels - Malloch et al.’s Symbols/Signs/Signals? Do performers have
access to the same data? Equality and Centralization are
drawn directly from Weinberg.

4.1.3

Centralization

Axis limits: Centralized/ Decentralized Is information shared through a central server? How important are
global parameters (tempo, form)? Do performers have access to the same collection of data? Is there a conductor,
and if so, what role does she play?

4.1.4

Figure 4: Physical Computing Ensemble

Physicality

may be informed by a “social philosophy” [21]; if that is
the case, evaluation in the Collaborative Dimension Space
can be a first step in understanding the assumptions within
which the configuration was conceived.
Another use of the Collaborative Dimension Space is as a
reference during the design of a collaborative performance
system. In this sense, configurations which are seen to be
under-explored during the evaluation of DME configurations can provide a guideline for future research. In addition, the Dimension Space can provide a focus for those
who are interested in designing collaborative systems. Figure 4 demonstrates the evaluation of two Physical Computing Ensemble compositions [11]. The Physical Computing
Ensemble is an ensemble created by the first author as a
tool for research into collaborative performance. While the
systems used in these compositions predate the Collaborative Dimension Space, they illustrate an approach to design
experimentation which is consistent with its approach.

Axis limits: Fixed/ Free How important are visual connections and physical communication/entrainment between
musicians? Are performers located in the same physical
space? This axis relates to Birnbaum et al.’s Distribution
in Space and Blaine & Fel’s Location and Level of Physicality.

4.1.5

Synchrony

Axis limits: Synchronous/ Sequential Is collaboration
real-time/signal based? Is information shared in real-time?
Is interaction turn based? This axis is drawn from Weinberg’s Synchronous and Sequential distinction and has some
relation to Blaine & Fel’s Directed Interaction.

4.1.6

Dependence

Axis limits: Independent/ Interdependent Is a performer able to create sound without input from other performers? Do performers share control of a musical event?
Is an instrument fulfilling to play by itself? This axis has
some relation to Blaine & Fel’s Directed Interaction.

5.

6.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The axes proposed here are a first approach to a Collaborative Dimension Space. While many additional axes were
considered, the goal here is to focus on the fewest number of
axes which directly contribute to the character of a collaborative performance. Number of performers was considered
as an axis, for example, but was rejected since its effects
are reflected onto the other axes, particularly Texture and
Centralization. We encourage suggestions for refinement of
this dimension space, but also recognize that it is difficult
to argue for a definitive categorization of such a complex
topic.
One axis that needs particular refinement is Physicality.
The use of networks, and in particular the increasing use of
wireless networks and interfaces, provides the possibility for
the flexibility of the physical location of performers, which
can greatly affect the form which collaboration takes. This
manifests itself in two ways: music performed by performers

APPLICATIONS OF THE COLLABORATIVE DIMENSION SPACE

One of the uses of the Collaborative Dimension Space is to
quickly illustrate similarities between different DME configurations. In Figure 2, an evaluation of two Princeton Laptop Orchestra compositions, the similarity of these compositions’ approaches to collaborative performance is revealed
[5]. Similarly, those axes which are not identical can be
quantitatively evaluated as being subtly different. A tendency towards a consistent approach to collaborative performance is also seen in Figure 3, an evaluation of two works
in which Atau Tanaka participated [21][1]. Evaluating a
pre-existing configuration serves to clarify the assumptions
made during the development of that configuration. Weinberg recognizes that the organization of a musical network
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who aren’t in the same space, and performances in which the
performers are located in the same space but whose relative
physical locations are not fixed. Included on this axis are
also issues of embodied performance, a complex topic whose
effects pervade musical experience.
The positioning and orientation of the axes warrant additional research — in particular, thinking about what organization clearly presents the relevant information. While
the tendency is to think about the axes representing more
or less collaboration, or better and worse collaboration, in
reality each axis merely represents a different quality of collaboration.
An additional consideration for future work is the need
for more evaluations in order to give a clearer picture of
the trends and assumptions made by composers and system
designers. The evaluations included in this paper are our
own work; their composers, designers, and performers may
evaluate these systems differently.

7.

CONCLUSION

The digital music ensemble provide a laboratory which enables research into the collaborative possibilities of digital
musical instruments. DMIs present a unique potential for
collaborative performance system design due to their configurability and potential for networking. Frequently, these
abilities give rise to the idea of instrument design as composition. While this conflicts with the computer music community’s call for stable DMIs which allow for the development of expert performance skill, it also allows for the development of collaborative instruments whose success is less
dependent upon expert individual performance but instead
rely more upon the relationships created within a performance.
This paper presents a Collaborative Dimension Space which
can be used to evaluate and guide the creation of performance systems which are used in DME performance. Previous research has mostly focused on evaluation of DMIs performed individually; two exceptions to this are Weinberg’s
theoretical framework for networked performances [21] and
Blaine & Fel’s descriptive approach to evaluating collaborative music systems [2]. The dimension space presented
here builds upon these previous work to present six axes
which reflect varying qualities of collaboration. It can be
used both to evaluate DME configurations in order to understand their underlying assumptions, and as a guide for
those interested in exploring the collaborative possibilities
within a digital music ensemble.
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ABSTRACT

specifically, we have been interested in investigating how
blindfolded audience members’ experiences are distinguished
from experiences by “normal” seeing and hearing audience
members. The written response sheets, questionnaires and focus
group interviews collected from one blindfolded and one seeing
audience group, has proven to be a rich material addressing
several interesting issues. In the context of NIME, however, we
would like to focus particularly on issues related to the
performer, her use of technological instruments and how this is
experienced by the blindfolded and seeing parts of the audience
with focus, skill and control as central issues.

As a part of the research project Voice Meetings, a solo liveelectronic vocal performance was presented for 63 students.
Through a mixed method approach applying both written and
oral response, feedback from one blindfolded and one seeing
audience group was collected and analyzed.
There were marked differences between the groups regarding
focus, in that the participants in blindfolded group tended to
focus on fewer aspects, have a heightened focus and be less
distracted than the seeing group. The seeing group, on its part,
focused more on the technological instruments applied in the
performance, the performer herself and her actions. This study
also shows that there were only minor differences between the
groups regarding the experience of skill and control, and argues
that this observation can be explained by earlier research on
skill in NIMEs.

2. PERFORMANCE AND SETUP
With a background as a jazz and free improvising vocalist,
Tone Åse has developed a performance structured around
sections of pre-composed text based on her own childhood.
Superimposed upon and/or interspersed with these narrative
sections, Åse explores sonic landscapes from the more poetic
and ambient, to the more brutal and violent, using livesampling and manipulation of vocal material that range from
pure sound/noise to more conventional singing.
Åse uses a setup that is relatively straightforward
technologically, largely with commercially available
hardware/software (Roland SP-555, Lexicon MX400, Electrix
Pro Repeater, Ableton Live/M4L, and more), albeit having

Keywords
Performance, audience reception, acousmatic listening, liveelectronics, voice, qualitative research

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in studying
contemporary electronic and digital musical performance with a
focus on interrelationships between performer, technology,
audience and context/situation, often referring to a performance
ecology or ecosystem [2, 5, 6]. In the light of such studies, the
collaborative project Voice Meetings has aimed to explore
audience experiences of a specific live-electronic performance
with voice, both as a goal in itself and as input to the
performer’s artistic development process. While the second
author has described her artistic process in great detail
elsewhere [10], the focus of this paper will be on the audience
centered part of the project. Here, we have focused on
systematically collecting data from subjects who have been
present at Eugenie, a solo performance for voice and liveelectronics described in section 2, and subsequently
transcribing, structuring, analyzing and interpreting this data.
The emphasis on context/situation implied in the notion of an
ecological perspective on performance has made us opt for a
design where we study audience responses to actual
performances rather than recorded ones.
One important idea in the project has been to gain
information about how different aspects of live-electronic
performances are perceived with different modalities. More

Figure 1: Tone Åse performing Eugenie.
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some tailor-made components/patches. The setup nevertheless
offers highly interesting sonic possibilities that the performer
has explored over a number of years in many constellations.1 A
picture showing Åse and her instrumental setup at one of the
performances in the project can be seen in figure 1. It must also
1

For details about Åse’s performance, video clips, equipment
setup and an English translation of the text, see
http://www.toneaase.no/musical-projects/

participants and given a de-brief, explaining the intentions and
context of the research project, as well as giving the blindfolded
participant a chance to see Åse as well as her instrument setup.
The combination of data collection methods has been
motivated by the so-called fundamental principle of mixed
method research, “that methods should be mixed in a way that
has complementary strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses”.
[7]. In short, we have tried to balance the open with the guided,
and the individual with the more socially determined.

be noted that Åse intended to let her visual presence “interfere”
with the audible content as little as possible, using bodily
gestures beyond what was needed for instrumental control only
sparingly, resembling to some degree the natural situation of
the storyteller sitting on a chair telling a story.

3. METHOD
3.1 Design and data collection
The performance took place in a black-box rigged with stage
lighting and a PA-system, with a total of 63 audience members,
38 male and 25 female, all being students taking courses at an
undergraduate level in drama/theatre (n=15), musicology
(n=28), music technology (n=19) and dance studies (n=1).
Attendance to the concert was an obligatory activity, while
participation in the audience response session was voluntary.
The audience was divided into one blindfolded group (n=13)
and one seeing (n=50). These groups were originally planned to
be of roughly equal and much smaller size, but due to a lastminute addition of students from two courses other than those
planned for, for whom we had only a few extra blindfolds, the
seeing group became significantly larger. By increasing the
audience and filling up the black box in such a manner, we
hoped to give the participants a more concert-like experience.
As for comparing the two groups we would only get the
“bonus” of achieving a higher reliability for the seeing than the
blindfolded group.
Prior to the performance, all participants filled out a form
with information about study programme, musical preferences,
and experience with sound manipulation, as well as declaring
participant consent. The instrument setup was hidden for all
audience members until the selected group had put on sleeping
masks as blindfolds, whereupon Åse entered the stage and
began her performance, lasting approximately 22 minutes.
After the applause, Åse left the room, and the setup was
covered, before the blindfolded group was instructed to remove
their blindfolds. In this manner, neither the performer nor her
instrumental setup could affect the experience of the
performance or its recollection for the blindfolded group.
The participants then immediately began the response
session, taking place in three phases; 1) Open written response,
where the participants were to write freely for 5 minutes on the
keyword “my experience”; 2) Guided written response. Here,
the participants were given seven response sheets, each with a
question, and instructed to answer each question before turning
to the next sheet. The questions were dealing with a) focus, b)
sectioning, c) emotions and bodily response, d) narrative
aspects, e) the performer’s way of performing, f) technological
instruments, and g) musical/timbral aspects. 3) Focus group
interviews, which were conducted in two groups of 6
blindfolded participants and 6 seeing ones, respectively, who
had all earlier given their consent to participate [9]. The
participants were taken to separate rooms where interviews
took place. According to the established methodology, they
were conducted as a relatively open conversation, but with a
moderator guiding the conversation so as to address seven
topics: a) an evaluation of the performance as a whole, b)
focus/attention, c) presence, d) identification, e) naturalness, f)
alienation, and g) relationship between visual and auditory
impressions (for the seeing group) and the experience of not
seeing (for the blindfolded group).2 The interviews were
recorded on video and audio for subsequent transcription. After
the interviews, the two groups were taken back to the rest of the

3.2 Data analysis
The data from the completed forms as well as the written and
video/audio recorded material was transcribed and imported
into NVivo, a tool for computer assisted qualitative data
analysis.3 All the material was subsequently classified and
ordered into categories and sub-categories on several levels
with a relatively high level of detail. Here, sub-themes of subthemes will be labeled aspects. In this process, it has been an
issue to let the content determine the ordering as much as
possible, thus avoiding categories grounded in pre-conceived
theory. By cross referencing participant group (blind/seeing)
with the categories emerging from the analysis, it was possible
to see trends in the material regarding several issues, some of
which will be dealt with in the following section.

4. OBSERVATIONS
4.1 Overall themes
There were several themes that emerged quite clearly from
the material. By looking at the open response data separately,
we could get an idea of what themes emerged spontaneously,
i.e. without terms or perspectives imposed from the researchers
or the other audience members. The four most important of
these themes were (ranked by the number of references): 1)
Aesthetic or taste evaluations, 2) technology and/or performer,
3) emotional response, 4) associations and inner imagery.
Thus, we could conclude that issues related to the performer
and her technological instruments had been relatively important
for the participants in this study, independently of any of the
issues the researchers had wanted to address.

4.2 Focus – blindfolded vs. seeing
The differences between what the blindfolded and the seeing
participants reported in the questionnaire question 2a about
what aspects of the performance their focus was directed at
were quite pronounced, especially for six themes: Associations
and inner imagery, bodily response, general level of focus4,
story/narrative/language, technological instruments and
performer/performance. Figure 2, displaying the number of
persons making references to the different themes in the two
groups, shows these differences quite clearly. For the
blindfolded, a far higher proportion of participants reported of
associations and inner imagery and bodily response. And, as
we can see, for the seeing group, a much higher percentage
made reference to both the technological instruments and the
performer themes, with none of the blindfolded making
references to the latter theme for this question. I will go into
more detail about the latter of these themes in section 4.3
below.
A plausible explanation for these matters can be sought in the
fact that mental resources like attention, memory and cognitive
processing are limited, and that if we have more things to focus
3

2

NVivo qualitative data analysis software, 2010, QSR
International Pty Ltd.
4
This theme comprises reports of heightened or lowered focus
distractions, gradually falling out of focus, etc.

The guided written response sheets and focus group questions
are avaliable at http://folk.ntnu.no/andbe/voicemeetings
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4.3 Performer/performance
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As for the performer/performance theme, we saw above that
none of the blindfolded participants mentioned it when being
asked about focus (2a), in other words, when they freely
reported what they remembered they were most focused on.
Even when asked explicitly about the performer and the way
she accomplished her performance (question 2e) less than a
third of the blindfolded participants had something to report
(n=4, 31%). If we look at all the written data in the study, the
number is higher (n=6, 46%), but statements are often vague or
indirect. There were only two indirect references to the
performer in the focus group interview.
In contrast, and not very surprisingly, a large majority
(n=42, 84%) of the seeing participants made reference to the
performer or the way she performed in the written feedback,
and in the focus group interview, it was subject to a longer
discussion (19 references). Here, a much greater number of
aspects were mentioned, such as the performers face, visual
communication, communication of emotions, movements, the
relationship between movement and sound, the actions of the
performer’s hands, in addition to those aspects mentioned by
the blindfolded group. Each of these was mentioned by
relatively few participants (n=4-11, 8-22%), however. In other
words, the references to this theme appeared to be spread out
over many different aspects.
There were few differences in how themes such as skill and
control were referred to by the two groups. The degree of
specificity in describing the performer’s skills or control was
not high, either referring to relatively general skills of
controlling “instruments” or “effects”, or stating even more
generally that the performer was “skilled” or had “full control”.
Moreover, an overall tendency for these references was that
they were mostly relatively short. Lastly, there was a general
tendency that the participants evaluated the performer’s skills
or level of control positively and that for several participants,
the performer’s calmness was closely related to the perceived
degree of control. For example, one of the seeing participants
expressed: “I was impressed that she was that calm and that
she had everything under control”. In short, for neither the
blindfolded nor the seeing group the perceived skill and control
seemed to figure very prominently in the participants reports of
the performance, and both groups’ references were all relatively
vague and unspecific.
A slight difference between the groups that can be noted,
however, is that there were some participants (n=5, 10%) in the
seeing group appeared emotionally affected by the level of skill
they experienced, either by being impressed or inspired. This
was not observed in the blindfolded group. Another minor
difference was that there were a few references to vocal skills
for the blindfolded group. This was absent from the seeing
group.
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Figure 2: Percentage of participants making references to
themes showing the greatest difference between blindfolded
and seeing participants in question 2a about focus.
on, we have less resources for each of them [1]. Here, the
seeing participants had to apply their mental resources towards
both what they saw and what they heard, and thereby the
chances of missing out on something might be increased.
Furthermore, the risk of distractions might be larger with two
modalities at work. Several of the seeing participants (n=7,
14%) reported that they were distracted by looking at other
audience members, by seeing the cameraman, and by the
performer and her instruments. One seeing participants stated in
the focus group interview that “I’m not so used to it [all the
equipment], so it was like; ‘Ah, how does it work?’. I think that
distracted me a lot, really”. For the blindfolded group,
however, there was only one single participant mentioning
being distracted – this was from noises made by other
participants.
Conversely, the blindfolded participants had no sensory
“interference” from visual input, thereby increasing their
attentiveness to what they could hear, something which
parallels the pedagogical “trick” often applied by those who are
teaching listening skills, namely closing the eyes while
listening so as to listen more attentively. Actually, a majority
(n=8, 62%) of the blindfolded participants reported some kind
of enhanced focus. For instance, one writes: “Felt that the
senses were sharpened due to the fact that vision was absent,
and jumped if anybody nearby coughed etc. […] general
impression was very intense”. In addition, the blindfolded
participants, while being occupied with a smaller number of
“outer” sense impressions, would have a surplus of mental
resources that might make them more susceptible to their own
“inner” response, as e.g. bodily response.
Interestingly, several of the seeing participants (n=8, 16%)
reported that they had closed their eyes during the performance
to get a better or more enhanced listening experience, or to be
able to create inner images. This interpretation also corresponds
well with increased proportion of participants reporting of
associations and inner imagery for the blindfolded group.
Hence, it may again be due to the lack of “competing” visual
input.

5. DISCUSSION
It can be interesting to discuss these observations in the light of
earlier studies of skills in the NIME literature. Other studies
have identified factors affecting the perception of skills by
spectators/listeners that rely on vision alone or couplings
between vision and sound. For instance, Fyans and colleagues
have observed that facial gestures, perceived performer
confidence as well as projecting an embodied relationship with
an instrument were important factors in spectator perception of
skills [3, 4, 6]. If such visual factors were equally important in
this study, the seeing participants should in principle have a
better basis for making evaluations than the blindfolded ones,
meaning that one would probably expect to see more
pronounced differences between the groups. When the
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The minor differences observed regarding the perceived skill
and/or control, on its part, might suggest that these issues are
perhaps not as strongly projected through interaction with
generic input controls like knobs, sliders and buttons. Thus, if
the point is to appear skillful, virtuous and controlled,
performers might consider choosing instruments that demand a
more specific and embodied form interaction, preferably rooted
in a ‘community of practice’. Lastly, performers should also
consider that skills, control and calmness were often positively
correlated in this study, both visually and vocally, thus stressing
the role of confidence in performance.
The rich material generated in this study opens for addressing
several other issues that can have interest both for performers
and scholars preoccupied with similar genres, and for anybody
interested in the interaction between audience and performer in
concert-like settings. The data referring to emotional and bodily
response seems highly interesting, and so does the material on
associations and inner imagery. In addition to proceeding with
thorough analyses of these themes, we also want to do a
comparative study of the participants’ response in the three
feedback methods, thus hopefully making it possible to address
more precisely to what degree our mixed method approach
have fulfilled our intentions. Lastly, we would like to do a
video and audio analysis of the performance that can
subsequently be compared with findings from the audience
studies. Thus, we hope that we can provide findings that can be
relevant for the research on the relationship between listening
and watching musical performances in general, and those
applying technological instruments and voice in particular.

differences are only minor, as here, one needs to examine more
closely how each of these factors could make a contribution.
The reasons that the blindfolded were able to make
propositions about skill and control for this performance might
be firstly, that even if the blindfolded listeners had neither
access to facial expressions nor body language that could
project confidence, they could hear a voice through larger parts
of the performance. And, studies show that the recognition of
emotions from the voice is somewhat better than from the face
[8]. Thereby, it should be possible for the blindfolded listeners
to experience the performer’s confidence, which for both
groups here appears to be linked to an experience of calmness.
Secondly, the control part of the instruments used here are what
Gurevich et al. using Norman’s term has labeled “weak
general”, i.e. unspecialized and generic – they can control
anything, depending on the mapping in each case [6]. The
engagement with such controllers will thereby be dominantly
cognitive and difficult to relate to bodily skills at all. What was
possible to relate to, however, was how the performer projected
skills as a vocalist, something which a few of the blindfolded
listeners did comment. Thirdly, according to Fyans and
Gurevich, an evaluation of skills is dependent on familiarity
with what they call a “community of practice” where a certain
kind of skill is situated and bears meaning [3]. Accordingly,
more people should be able to adequately evaluate skills for
common activities like singing and reading, as a few of the
blindfolded listeners did, than for playing rare and/or highly
specialized instruments, like Åse’s setup. In this case, the
complexity of the instrument setup, with many hardware and
some software components interacting in a multitude of ways
configured and adjusted to the performer’s individual needs,
makes the instrument into something that only in a very general
manner can be linked to a community of practice. Hence, even
if the participants (n=10, 18%) who reported to have a large
degree of experience in sound manipulation have probably
experienced to manipulate a sound by pressing a button or
turning a knob, it is unlikely that they could have developed a
sense of what it takes and how it feels to control and perform
skillfully with this particular setup.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The observations reported in this paper have shown that a
musical performance with voice, live-sampling and
manipulation is experienced differently by blindfolded and
seeing audience members. We saw that there were marked
differences regarding how focused they were, in that
blindfolded audience members were less often distracted and
more often expressed a heightening of focus. Furthermore, we
saw that there were also clear differences in what participants
focused on. Here, the differences regarding performer/
performance – with blindfolded participants reporting less often
and in more vague terms than the seeing – were quite
pronounced. In the light of other studies, the lack of marked
differences between the perception of skill and control between
the groups were explained with the performer’s unspecific and
general musical interfaces along with the general lack of a
“community of practice” for the performance in question here.
The observations also introduce some questions that
performers might consider. Should aesthetical considerations
regarding the visual appearance of the setup be balanced
against the intended level and aspect of focus? Is audience
attentiveness towards instrumental setup an implicit part of the
performance or an unwanted element? Can reducing the
visibility of instruments sometimes be a means to achieve a
heightened level of focus? Does the combination of visual
technological instrument create an interesting counterweight to
more immediate and natural parts of the performance?
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simulated instrumental interaction. We present in this article the
results of this study concerning the perception of timbre, haptic
stimuli, and their relation.

ABSTRACT
Force-feedback and physical modeling technologies now allow
to achieve the same kind of relation with virtual instruments as
with acoustic instruments, but the design of such elaborate
models needs guidelines based on the study of the human
sensory-motor system and behaviour. This article presents a
qualitative study of a simulated instrumental interaction in the
case of the virtual bowed string, using both waveguide and
mass-interaction models. Subjects were invited to explore the
possibilities of the simulations and to express themselves
verbally at the same time, allowing us to identify key qualities
of the proposed systems that determine the construction of an
intimate and rich relationship with the users.

2. METHOD
We asked a number of users to use 4 different simulations of a
bowed string: 2 simulations were based on mass-interaction
physical modeling (CORDIS-ANIMA system) [3] and 2 others
were based on waveguide synthesis and a model of the stringbow interaction called DISTPLUCK [7]. All strings were tuned
to the same pitch (246,94 Hz). Two models had a 0.5 s decay,
similar to that of a real fingered string, and two had a 2.5 s
decay, closer to that of a real open string (Table 1). No visual
representation of the models was displayed to the users.
The experimental method was inspired by works of Pascal
Amphoux [1]. According to the suggestion that, for a
qualitative study, subjects can express significant ideas while
they are actually doing a task, we decided that a moderator
would accompany the experimental sessions in order to
stimulate subjects’ expression. Thus the experiments took the
form of a combination of practice of the simulations and
nondirective interviews, where the subject was invited to share
any impression or thought that would seem interesting to him
or her. The experimental setup was completed by note taking,
and audio and video recording. Towards a quantitative study
that is not addressed in this paper, the position and force signals
were also recorded.

Keywords
Instrumental interaction, presence, force-feedback, physical
modeling, simulation, haptics, bowed string.

1. INTRODUCTION
Current research in Human-Computer Interaction and Digital
Arts promises to offer interfaces that provide the same degree
of richness and intimacy as the relationship with real physical
objects and especially with acoustic instruments. In particular,
an instrumental interaction can be recreated if the physical
variables measured by the interface are of the same nature of
controlled variables and if there is an energetic continuum
between human gestures and their simulated effect [2]. Such a
situation can be obtained today with the combination of forcefeedback and physical modeling technologies, but it remains to
verify whether these two technologies are sufficient to turn the
proposed devices and simulations into playable virtual
instruments and under which conditions.
We study this question with an emblematic instrumental
situation, the bowed string, which has already been addressed
by different authors (see for example [4], [5], [8]). While most
studies published so far on the subject focus mainly on
technical aspects and on users’ success in different tasks, we
decided to emphasize user feedback during free manipulation
scenarios. Several bowed string simulations were proposed to
users for them to explore the possibilities offered. Through
observing their experience with the simulation and gathering
their impressions, we aimed to perform a qualitative evaluation
of the simulations and to identify their characteristics that are
the most significant for users, with the goal of reaching a

Table 1. Simulations used for the experiments
0.5 s

2.5 s

CORDIS-ANIMA (CA)

CAS

CAL

Waveguide + DISTPLUCK (DP)

DPS

DPL

Decay time
Type of model

The force-feedback device used for the experiment was an
ERGON_X system from Ergos Technologies allowing to
control the vertical and transversal positions of the bow.
The experiments consisted of two separate series with
different subjects, the first one in November 2010, and the
second one in January and February 2011. During the first
series, the 7 subjects were given a single goal, which was to
explore as much as possible the potential of the 4 simulations,
presented in randomized order. The time spent on each
simulation was not imposed, although the total duration of the
experiment was kept to about one hour. The haptic interface
was equipped with a 3-DOF knob, as shown in Figure 1 (one
degree of freedom had no effect on the simulation and was left
completely free).
During the second series, the 16 subjects were asked to
perform a specific task, which was to produce as continuous a
sound as possible with the simulation, with a specific focus on
continuity during bow direction reversals. The success of this
task is not in the scope of this article; we will focus on the
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comments made by the subjects while they were trying to
perform it. The experiment consisted of a free exploration on a
first simulation, which typically lasted 15 minutes, followed by
three sequences of trials, the first one starting with the same
simulation. The order of the simulations was randomized, and
about 15 minutes were spent on each one, separated by 5minute pauses. The haptic device was configured differently
from the first series: it was equipped with a 10 cm long
aluminum stick intended to be held in a similar way as a bow.

Figure 2. Spectrograms of two consecutive bow strokes. Up:
CA model; down: DP model. Total duration: 1.7 s.
Additionally, both types of models differ by the inharmonic
content of the sound they produce during attack or playing with
hard vertical pressure, with the DP models producing more
noise than the CA models. Ignoring that the simulation
technique was not the same for every simulation, several
subjects thought that a timbre was a transformation of another
heard previously, for example after switching from a DP to a
CA model:

Figure 1. The ERGON_X haptic interface used in the first
series of experiments. The longitudinal axis (dark gray
arrows) was not connected to the simulation.

“This has a different timbre. It sounds like it’s almost low-pass
filtered.”

Since our goal was to study simulated instrumental interactions
in a general way and not to develop a realistic virtual string
instrument, the chosen subjects had very different backgrounds
and were not all musicians. Besides a cellist and a former
violinist, other subjects came from Computer Graphics,
Computer Music, or had no background in Computer Arts.

“I feel that the sound of the string is a bit filtered. *”
This difference was so important for two subjects that, after
switching from a CA to a DP model, they wondered whether
they were still interacting with a model of a bowed string:

3. RESULTS

“I have the impression… of a wind instrument, I’m blowing
into a flute actually. *”

Despite the apparent simplicity of the simulation, the comments
gathered during the experiments constitute a very rich source of
information addressing several topics, including perception of
sound, perception of haptic stimuli and gesture-sound
relationship. To date, the audio recordings of the experiments
have been transcribed to text and submitted to a qualitative
analysis in order to identify the main trends and differences
between users. We will discuss here some preliminary results
of this analysis.1

“It’s a flute. It’s a flute or… Not a clarinet… Well, it’s a hyperreactive flute… It’s actually a pan flute! It’s true, the attack is
flute-like! *”
Discussions with these subjects tended to show that the
perception of a flute sound is induced by the particular attack of
DP models, which have rich harmonics and a strong noise
component. Moreover, music teachers that we questioned about
this confirmed that it is quite usual for people to confuse the
sound of bowed strings and wind instruments.
Apart from those two subjects and the case of the DP models
played in a very specific way (see below), the other subjects did
not question the fact that the sounds could be produced by a
bowed string. Several users expressed their satisfaction about
the sounds obtained:

3.1 Sound Perception
3.1.1 Timbre
The most obvious observation that could be made during the
experiments is that all subjects were able to distinguish very
quickly CA from DP models from their timbre. They are indeed
objectively very different, especially with a predominance of
high-order harmonics in DP models (Figure 2).
Most subjects remarked that different harmonics were present
depending on the simulation and on the playing technique.
Since the pitch was fixed, subjects were incited to explore the
variability of timbre through variations of pressure and bow
velocity. Appreciation of these different timbres diverged
between subjects, with some of them preferring the warmer
sound of CA models and others the brighter tone of the DP
models. Several subjects also experienced a difficulty to excite
the first mode of the DP model, which could easily “get stuck”
to the second- or third-order harmonic.

1

“The instrument has an attack timbre very… very close to the
violin, which is very specific. *”
“For me it sounds very close to the natural instrument.”
This was expected since both physical modeling techniques
used are well mastered after several decades of development.

3.1.2 Decay
It is remarkable that nearly all subjects expressed a preference
for the models with a longer decay. Several reasons for this
have been given. The first one is based on the principle that “he
who can do more can do less”: since it is possible to dampen
the string at will, simply by holding down the bow on it, a long
decay consequently offers more possibilities than a short one.

Quotations marked with a star (“*”) were translated from
French to English by the authors, while the others are
originally in English.
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Moreover, a subject mentioned the fact that a longer decay of
the string extends the feeling of its presence even though there
is no more physical contact with it and no visual representation:

giving them more time to familiarize with the device, they
finally acknowledged the resistance of the string. For example:
Subject:

“Before [with a short decay], I just had the impression that it
was concentrated around my bow and then the instrument
would disappear as soon as I stopped interacting with it. [Now]
It’s nice to feel that you interact with an entity that also exists
without you. *”

Moderator:
Subject:

Later during that experiment, we got a clue that audio
perception may have a masking effect over haptic perception in
some cases:

However, this interpretation has not been confirmed nor
invalidated by other subjects, therefore it requires further study.
Lastly, to explain the preference for the long decay, it may
also be hypothesized that a weaker dampening of the string
tends to smooth out the sound and then brings more tolerance to
manipulation errors: the longer resonance makes it less likely
that a bad gesture completely stops the oscillation of the string,
which can be perceived as an easier, more comfortable playing
condition. This is suggested by several quotations, such as:

Subject:
Moderator:
Subject:

Yeah, I can feel in the hand now.
How would you describe it?
I hear it first and then I felt it in the hand.

This hypothesis is supported by a remark made by another
subject:
“There’s definitely a different sensation in the… in the hand, I
don’t know exactly if it’s a vibration coming from the sound or
from… from the instrument itself, I can’t identify it. *”

“I find it [the simulation with a long decay] more pleasant,
easier than the others; compared to the previous one, you can
be more confident about whether you’ll manage to produce a
sound. *”

The case of another subject is particularly striking concerning
the modulation of haptic perception by other factors. From past
experience, this subject was aware of experiments made with
multimodal settings such as audio-visual-haptic feedback,
where haptic feedback is sometimes deactivated without the
subject knowing. At the beginning of the experiment, he
declared that he could not feel any friction with the string. Then
he made several allusions that he had understood forcefeedback was deactivated and that he was waiting for it to be
enabled, which would help him master the simulation. Only
when using the third simulation – which was a CA model,
following two DP models – did he feel the friction he was
expecting. Here it really seems that the beliefs of the subject
were influencing his perception.
From these comments, we may tend to conclude that the
vibration’s intensity was too small. But, conversely, the cellist
thought it was exaggerated:

“I think it’s easy to make a sustained note. I think that’s
because the decay is longer. You can trust in the decay to
change the direction of the bow and you can make it steadier.”
Despite the quite unanimous subjects’ feedback, it is impossible
to consider that the preference for the long decay is universal.
As one subject told us, this should be “just like a continuous
parameter that you have to choose based on your preferences.”

3.2 Perception of Haptic Stimuli
Subjects noticed three principal reactions of the force-feedback
device: a resistance to lateral motion due to the friction with the
string; vibrations of the end effector corresponding to those of
the string; and bounces of the bow against the string during
vertical movements.

3.2.1 Bouncing Against the String

“You can feel the vibration of the string in your fingers, which
is quite incredible. You feel it more, I think, than on a real
instrument, much more […] On a low-pitched string, this is
something that you can imagine. On high-pitched string, thus
with higher vibrating frequencies, this is more surprising. *”

Most subjects that evoked this behavior used terms that suggest
it plays a role in the feeling of presence, although it does not
have an important role musically-speaking:
“You can pick it [the bow] up and bounce on it, it feels really
nice. Really it feels like you're bouncing on something that has
some tension in it.”

This opinion was confirmed by another subject, who was not
used to playing with a bow:

“It’s nice to be able to… to see that when I do this [bounces on
the string], I can hear the “poom” when the bow leaves the
string, we can hear the small impulse, this is nice! *”

“I don’t think that a bow would vibrate that much. *”

3.3 Relation Between Gestures and Sound

“What is interesting is the bounce, too, well, this feeling of
bouncing. *”

Subjects made many comments concerning the relation
between their gestures and the sound obtained as a result.
Remarkably, these comments outnumber those involving only
sound or only haptic perceptions, a fact that we consider as a
good indication that an instrumental interaction is approached
with these simulations.
After an initial trial period, lasting no more than ten
minutes, all subjects were able to manipulate the simulation
without any major concern and to discover the influence of
their actions on the audio and haptic feedback. They have
generally emphasized the coherence of this relation:

3.2.2 Vibrations and Resistance of the Interface
Vibrations of the interface and resistance to transversal motion
have raised contrasted reactions. Some subjects declared that
they were feeling no force-feedback at all when trying the first
simulation, although it was actually present. The comments
made by some of them, who were not familiar with forcefeedback interfaces, suggest that they thought the felt resistance
was the normal resistance of the interface for any gesture.2 By
pushing these subjects to focus on the haptic feeling or just by

2

But now I’m not really sure if there is haptic
feedback or not.
Ok, pay attention to your hand and try to
decide.
Yeah. I feel something like subtle vibrations.

“That's interesting. I get different timbres by pressing down
harder on the string. Okay, it sounds natural.”
“From the sound, and the reaction, and the touch, it seems
realistic. *”

The inner friction force of the ERGON_X is actually at the
threshold of perception.
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“I think it's quite realistic from what I’ve heard from the violin,
the duration of the sound is consistent, and it’s also consistent
with the effort I put into it. *”

were learning to do something they could not express, a wellknown phenomenon in learning acoustic instruments.

This last comment and similar ones suggest that an energetic
continuum within the system is perceived and enacted, which is
one of the requirements of instrumental interactions. It is
important to notice also that the concept of realism, which is
evoked in the last two quotations, was introduced by the
subjects themselves and not by the mediator.
However, subjects reported two main issues with the
simulations. Firstly, most subjects were surprised or even
bothered that it was impossible with the CA models to put the
string into oscillation with a combination of a high vertical
pressure and slow movements, which is indeed a known
limitation of the model. Secondly, in similar playing conditions,
the sounds produced by the DP models were sometimes judged
too harsh or somewhat artificial; other subjects actually enjoyed
the roughness of these sounds or thought that it was natural.
While both issues appear in playing conditions that are not
likely to be used often during real musical performance – since
that level of pressure is probably too uncomfortable to maintain
– they should be taken into account for improving the models.
Indeed, they can have a real impact on the sensation of
presence and believability felt by user. This is most particularly
noticeable with the CA models: several users expressed
feelings of frustration or confusion due to this behavior, since
they had the impression that the string was disappearing
precisely when it should be the more present.
Discussions with subjects also show other "clues" of
instrumentality. Firstly, the observations suggest that a transfer
of skills is possible from the practice of a real bowed string
instrument and the simulations, despite the obvious differences
between those situations: different position, use of a single
hand, presence of a single string, and the small size of the
playing space. One result – which would require to be
confirmed by additional observations – supports this
conclusion: during the continuous reversal task, the cellist has
performed better than other subjects while he had the most
difficult conditions (short decay time for all tested simulations).
His performances have even managed to fool the observation
team who, not knowing in advance what simulations would be
run and in which order, had the habit of trying to guess by
watching the subjects performing.
In addition, all the subjects with whom the topic came up said
that learning opportunities were real: the complexity of the
simulations was sufficient for work-related skills to develop.
For example, and this is probably one of the most significant
points, observing two subjects playing with sound harmonics
(including with the DP models, which were particularly suitable
for this) it was clearly shown for both of them the development
of enactive knowledge [6], i.e. a knowledge that is difficult or
nearly impossible to express with words, but that is
nevertheless present in the body. Indeed, since it is possible
with the simulations to excite principally a single vibrating
mode of the string, these two subjects had decided to try to go
from one mode to the other at will. This is a difficult task with
no experience of bowed strings – which was the case for both
of them – and without the possibility of changing the
longitudinal position of the bow. However, their goal has been
achieved to some extent and their progress was evident, but
they would not acknowledge it. They declared that they were
not able to control the harmonics – while the observers agreed
that they were, in fact, improving – and they were not able to
describe their strategies in trying to do so. In other words, they

The experiment described in this article allowed us to gather a
great quantity of information thanks to the method that we used
to interact with subjects, i.e. the combination of free
exploration and nondirective interview. The observations
related to psychoperception, such as the masking effect of
audio over haptic perception that seemed to happen several
times, should be confirmed through dedicated studies.
Concerning the qualitative evaluation of the proposed
simulations, we were able to confirm their general quality in
terms of richness and playability and to identify two main
issues: the “apparent loss” of the string on CA models played
with hard pressure and the quite synthetic timbre of DP models
played with high pressure and a low velocity. These issues may
be addressed in future versions of the models.
More importantly, we observed that these kinds of issues
have a strong impact on users, who can be confused or even
annoyed by behaviours that show a lack of physical consistency
of the simulations. From this observation, it seems that
designing virtual instruments based on physical models would
benefit from focusing on believability in every playing
condition offered by the interface, even though these are not all
relevant for actual sound production.

4. CONCLUSION
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ABSTRACT

ing decreases costs and ensures MRI-compatibility, even in
newer high-field scanners.
This paper details the design of an analog acquisition
and control board designed specifically for optical sensing in
DMIs. While optical sensing was the focus for this hardware
platform, it is easily reconfigurable and reprogrammable to
tackle most analog and mixed-signal needs. This platform
can operate on its own or integrated as a node device into
the hub-and-node framework presented in [9]. As well, this
work is a complete redesign of the hardware presented in [8].
Whereas the previous revision consumed significant setup
time with hand-tuned comparators reference signals, this
platform uses analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) and can
be auto-calibrated.

A modular and reconfigurable hardware platform for analog
optoelectronic signal acquisition is presented. Its intended
application is for fiber optic sensing in electronic musical
interfaces, however the flexible design enables its use with
a wide range of analog and digital sensors. Multiple gain
and multiplexing stages as well as programmable analog and
digital hardware blocks allow for the acquisition, processing,
and communication of single-ended and differential signals.
Along with a hub board, multiple acquisition boards can
be connected to modularly extend the system’s capabilities
to suit the needs of the application. Fiber optic sensors
and their application in DMIs are briefly discussed, as well
as the use of the hardware platform with specific musical
interfaces.

2.

Keywords

FIBER OPTIC SENSING TECHNIQUES

While optical sensing has been applied to DMIs [14, 11,
16], few interfaces have made use of the the possibilities
that fiber optic sensors provide [6, 10, 8, 12]. Optical fibers
make use of total-internal reflection of light in order to
maintain signal strength over long cable runs without being susceptible to EMI. An example application of the use
of fiber optic cables in musical instruments is the design
of electromagnetically-actuated pipe organs where control
signals need to travel long distances from the control panel
to the pipes without being corrupted by EMI generated by
electromechanical valves [5]. Outside of the musical realm,
fiber optic sensing is commonly used for remote temperature measurement in dangerous locations, stress and strain
within bridges and roads, and for in vivo medical imaging
[15, 18].
The simplest types of sensors modulate light intensity,
while more complex arrangements can be used to measure
polarization, interferometric phase shifts, and wavelength
modulation [20]. Example applications of simple intensitybased fiber optic sensing for for DMIs include the use of
bend sensors to measure flexion and force, end-coupled reflective diaphragm for vibration sensing, and optical quadrature (or other photo-mask configurations) for position and
velocity measurements, among many others [7].

fiber optic sensing, analog signal acquisition, musical interface, MRI-compatible

1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to acquire sensor data is paramount to direct
measurement of musician gestures in digital musical instruments (DMI). While more and more sensor packages have
digital outputs, there are many DMI applications where
analog acquisition and signal processing is still required
[19]. Sensing techniques vary depending on the nature of
the environment and the phenomena being sensed. Optical
sensing is advantageous in situations where electromagnetic
interference (EMI) is of concern. Of specific challenge to the
authors is the design of digital musical interfaces compatible
with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Using functional
MRI, neuroscientists are able to correlate musician gestures
with neural activation to better understand the brain structures and pathways involved in musical motor learning [1,
8, 17, 2]. The MRI scanner uses high-intensity magnetic
and radio-frequency fields which interfere with most electronics [7]. As well, electronics brought into the MRI room
can interfere with the sensitive MRI acquisition hardware,
distorting images or posing a potential threat to the safety
of subjects and technicians. Development time in the MRI
scanner is expensive thus an all-optical approach to sens-

3.

ACQUISITION AND CONTROL BOARD

The purpose of the optoelectronic acquisition board is to
interrogate fiber optic sensors, perform basic signal processing, digitize acquired signals, and communicate data to the
hub. The hardware platform is comprised of several subsections including: power supply, analog front end, lightemitting diode (LED) drivers, the programmable systemon-chip (PSoC), and a USB-to-UART integrated circuit for
communication. The board is based around a Cypress PSoC
which consists of an 8-bit microcontroller with integrated
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LEDs coupled with fiber optic cable to four photodiodes,
providing four single-ended measurements and three differential measurements.

Table 1: Optoelectronic control board features.
Feature
Description
µC
8-bit microprocessor core, up to 24MHz
clock, with analog and digital blocks
Amplifiers 8 off-chip opamps, 8 variable-gain instrumentation amplifiers, and up to 4 on-chip
PGAs
Analog
Externally-multiplexed onto 8 analog pins,
µC inputs internally multiplexed onto 4 analog buses
ADC
Many choices available, e.g. three simultaneous 8-bit conversions at 3kHz
Analog
4 buffered outputs, available input from
outputs
analog inputs or DAC
LEDs
Eight buffered digital outputs, PWM drive
Power
5V USB and 3.3V (digital), 3.3V and 1.8V
supplies
(analog)
Comm.
USB, I2C, SPI, and others
Optical
Photodiodes and high-intensity LEDs cousensing
pled to POF ST connectors for remote optical sensing
Modularity I2C for board-to-board communication on
a hub and node bus
ReconfiRun-time control of analog multiplexing
gurable
and gain, on-chip analog and digital blocks
configured through firmware

3.2

reconfigurable analog and digital blocks [3]. See Table 1 for
a summary of the board’s features.

3.1

Internal PSoC Hardware and Firmware

Internally, the PSoC has several reconfigurable analog and
digital hardware blocks in addition to the 8-bit microprocessor core, all programmable through firmware. Thus, depending on the application, the board can be reconfigured
to suit the developer’s needs: one configuration might require one differential analog input to be bandpass-filtered
and digitized with a 14-bit ADC at 10kHz in order to drive a
single degree-of-freedom haptic interface using a digital-toanalog converter (DAC), while another configuration might
require the programmable amplification and digitization of
several slowly-varying analog signals that are then sent offboard for logging or further processing for an interactive
multimedia installation. The system allows for both of these
hardware configurations to exist simultaneously or toggled
at run-time.
For the acquisition of single-ended and differential optoelectronic signals, a single internal hardware configuration
was implemented with a programmable analog gain and
multiplexing structure to allow for a flexible trade-off between the number of acquired signals and the acquisition
speed. The higher-level settings including the selection and
ordering of channel acquisition, data reporting selection and
speed, LED intensity, internal and external gain stage settings, and calibration can be modified at run-time through
commands sent to either the USB port or over I2C. Auxiliary PSoC pins are brought out to headers and reserved
for additional digital communication (e.g. secondary SPI
master and slave busses) and in-circuit serial programming.

Analog Front End and LED Drivers

The analog subsection is comprised of eight opamps and
eight instrumentation amplifiers. The gains of the latter
are electronically-programmable. The outputs from these
16 amplifiers are multiplexed down to eight channels which
connect to analog input pins of the PSoC. For optoelectronic acquisition, straight tip (ST) fiber optic housings are
employed to allow for quick and robust connection to STterminated plastic optical fiber (POF) cables. Eight ST
housings with photodiodes are connected to the opamps
wired as transimpedance amplifiers. Photodiodes provide
a high bandwidth linear current proportional to light intensity. Six different pair-wise configurations are connected to
instrumentation amplifiers. This allows for the multiplexing
of eight single-ended and six differential measurements. The
instrumentation amplifier gains are set by electronic potentiometers, controlled by the PSoC over a serial peripheral
interface (SPI) bus.
Eight red (660 nm) LEDs in ST housing were selected to
match the transmission spectrum of the POF [13]. MOSFET switches are used to drive the LEDs, controlled by
the PSoC. The effective LED intensity can be controlled by
modulating the duty cycle of a pulse-width-modulated signal of a sufficiently high frequency. At the far end of the
emitting and receiving fibers, optical measurements can be
made. Four emitter followers are wired to buffer analog outputs from the PSoC to drive LEDs or actuators. Four additional PSoC pins with special connection to specific analog
blocks are also brought out to a header on the board.
It should be noted that the board was fabricated with
space to install additional passive components on the analog front end in order to accommodate resistive or voltagebased sensors, as well as active filtering. Two of the instrumentation amplifiers are left uncommitted and can be used
for strain gauges or bio-signal electrodes (e.g. electromyogram, electroencephalogram, galvanic skin response). Fig.
1 shows a sample configuration with three PWM-controlled

3.2.1

PSoC Hardware Configuration

The application-specific internal hardware configuration enables the multiplexing of the eight analog inputs onto three
programmable-gain amplifiers (PGA) before being synchronously digitized with a three-channel 8-bit ADC running
at 3kHz. Six of the eight LEDs are PWM-controlled, allowing for variable intensity output. An SPI master block is
used to control the electronic potentiometers which set the
instrumentation amplifier gains. An I2C slave block is implemented to send acquisition data and receive commands
from a hub board with an ARM-core microcontroller, while
a UART block is connected to the external UART-to-USB
chip to allow for an auxiliary communications channel. Nonvolatile memory (NVM) is used to store and load settings
and calibration data. Additionally, a 16-bit counter block
is used to control the timing of certain interrupt service
routines (ISR).

3.2.2

Application Firmware

On boot-up, the system and all its hardware blocks and
registers are initialized. If valid, settings from a prior configuration are loaded from NVM. The ADC acquisition ISR
steps through the selected subset of possible input channels (referred to as an acquisition frame), setting respective
multiplexer switches and gain settings before each threechannel parallel acquisition is initiated. Upon acquisition
of an entire frame, the data is loaded into the I2C buffer to
be read by the I2C master device. If enabled, data can be
printed without polling to the USB port at a rate and in an
order selectable at run-time. Otherwise data can be polled
over I2C or USB.
An auto-calibration procedure is implemented which first
maximizes the LED outputs so as not to saturate the photodiodes, then the dynamic range of the differential chan442
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Figure 1: Analog front end, showing an example configuration utilizing four optical channels: three differential and four single-ended.
nels is maximized by setting the instrumentation amplifier
gains, and finally the dynamic range of the input to the
ADC is maximized by setting the PGA gains. In order to
properly calibrate the analog signal chain, a run-time command is available to pair specific LEDs with their respective
photodiode channels. Ambient light compensation is implemented by taking the difference between a signal captured
with its respective LED on, versus with the LED off. As
noted, calibration values and other settings including I2C
address and LED-photodiode pairings can be saved to, and
loaded from, NVM using commands sent over USB or I2C.

4. HUB BOARD
The purpose of the hub board is to collate acquired signals
from multiple optoelectronic boards, centrally configure the
nodes, provide higher-level signal processing, time-stamp
incoming data from multiple sources, and act as a communication link between the interface and the host computer
if required by the application. While the node boards are
able to communicate directly with the host computer, this
channel is reserved for manual configuration and debugging.
The hub board is based on a 32-bit ARM Cortex M3 microcontroller. The I2C bus is used as the main communications
link between it and the node boards, however SPI is suggested for higher-speed data transfer. The hub board is also
used to run mapping and synthesis algorithms as discussed
in [9]. Fig. 2 shows a prototype optoelectronic board with
four efferent fibers and eight afferent fibers connected in a
differential configuration, along with an I2C connection to
a hub board and a USB connection to a laptop computer.

Figure 2: Optoelectronic acquisition and control
board with fiber optic connectors.
are then analyzed and mapped on the hub board or a PC
to sound synthesis. The modular and reconfigurable optoelectronic boards, in consort with a hub board, enable a
single hardware platform to be used with different physical
interfaces and optical sensing techniques with little to no
change in hardware or firmware, using run-time commands
to reconfigure the platform to suit the needs of the specific
application. To replace the photodiodes with resistive or
voltage-based sensors, they simply need to be connected to
the opamp inputs directly, rather than the transimpedance
architecture inputs. In addition to LEDs for visual feedback, small actuators can be connected to the buffered analog outputs for haptic feedback, driven with an arbitrary
control signal using the DAC or directly with an amplified
input signal.

5. APPLICATION IN DMIs
The optoelectronic acquisition and control board has been
used with three different interfaces for musical expression:
the MRI-compatible piano keyboard presented in [8]; a second revision of the MRI-compatible keyboard, which makes
use of differential photo-masks to more accurately measure
key position and velocity; and the Ballagumi, a flexible silicone interface embedded with fiber optic bend and pressure
sensors, shown in Fig. 3 and presented in [12]. For the
Ballagumi, the optoelectronic boards are used to acquire
bend and deformation signals from 32 optical fibers, which

6.

CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

A second generation optoelectronic acquisition and control
board has been designed. Fabrication is in progress and
thereafter application development and testing will com443
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Figure 3: The Ballagumi: an optically-sensed flexible musical instrument.
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mence. The main goals of the updated design are to decrease the form factor, improve the analog signal integrity,
and increase the acquisition rate and data throughput. The
board is based on the recently-released PSoC 5 which features a 32-bit ARM Cortex M3 core running at 80MHz
with integrated USB device support, analog and digital
blocks, and in-system debugging capabilities [4]. In addition to the PSoC 5, the newly designed board features
adjustable high-capacity constant-current LED drivers to
allow for more precise setting of LED light intensity; a
micro-SD card slot for additional non-volatile storage; an
electronically-controlled adjustable voltage reference; a more
numerous array and flexible mapping of analog and digital
pins; as well as uncommitted electronically-controlled potentiometers for interfacing with analog sensors and active
filters.
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A result of poor communication speed and low-cost materials is that high-quality acoustic interaction is difficult to
achieve on low-end devices. Here we present an enhancement of the SensAble Phantom Omni, a common low-end
device found in research institutes, which embeds a vibrating actuator in the device’s handle. Our intent is to increase
the effective bandwidth of the acoustic display, while preserving the capacity for force effects such as friction.
Since there are many factors to consider in comparing different haptic devices [7], we do not attempt in this paper
to compare the resulting system with existing high-fidelity
devices. Instead, we will characterize by comparing the possibilities of the Omni with and without vibrotactile enhancement, and discuss measurements during acoustic simulation.

Force-feedback devices can provide haptic feedback during
interaction with physical models for sound synthesis. However, low-end devices may not always provide high-fidelity
display of the acoustic characteristics of the model. This article describes an enhanced handle for the Phantom Omni
containing a vibration actuator intended to display the highfrequency portion of the synthesized forces. Measurements
are provided to show that this approach achieves a more
faithful representation of the acoustic signal, overcoming
limitations in the device control and dynamics.

Keywords
Haptics, force feedback, bowing, audio, interaction

1.1

1. INTRODUCTION

The role of vibrotactile feedback in musical interaction has
been extensively explored in the literature. Many authors,
starting with Chafe [4], have investigated which tactile cues
are used by musicians to retrieve information about their
interaction with an instrument. Others, like [3], have explored the possibilities given by vibrating actuators to enhance the capabilities of controllers and digital musical instruments (DMIs) in providing the user with information
about his/her actions.
In this paper we make use of vibrating actuators to enhance the vibration capability already present in the haptic
device. Given the importance of tactile cues for a proficient interaction with the instrument, extending the frequency range could provide the player with useful information about the behaviour of the bowing model.

Impedance haptic devices, also commonly referred to as
force feedback devices, are a unique class of controllers which
read position information and respond with force output,
in a continuous and mutually influencing energy exchange.
These systems have been extensively used in recent years in
human-computer interaction. Applications vary from the
design of medical and surgical devices to teleoperation and
virtual reality. In this paper we will focus on the application
of these devices for the simulation of bowing interaction.
Force feedback devices vary widely in performance characteristics, such as force capability, inertia, friction, materials used, and degrees of freedom, which all influence the
capability for faithful display of forces [7]. These factors
typically affect device cost: most high-performance systems
have prices at least 10 times higher than low-end device.
There is also some variety in how these devices communicate with a computer, which affects control capabilities.
While some research devices such as the Ergon-X system
from ERGOS Technologies (ACROE, INPG) utilize a dedicated controller for interaction at high frequencies [5], many
commercial devices make use of standard peripheral buses
such as USB or Firewire (IEEE1394), and depend on the
computer’s general-purpose operating system for control,
which is subject to unpredictable I/O pauses. This implies
an asynchronous divide between audio and haptic computations, in particular enforcing the use of different sample
rates for the two channels.

1.2

Vibrotactile Feedback

Bowed string force interaction

Several works have investigated using a haptic device for
bowed string interaction. As mentioned, Florens [5] used
the Ergon-X system to implement a modal synthesis model
based on mass-spring interaction. Berdahl et al. [2] connected a haptic device with a digital waveguide string model.
We proposed the distpluck model avoiding some issues
with noise in the velocity signal [12]. We chose to work
with distpluck since it is robust to sampling issues, but
for our purpose of synthesizing a bowed string through a
vibration motor, any of these models would be adequate.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we describe our experimental setup which
we used to test our bowing algorithm with the augmented
Omni haptic device.
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2.1

Augmented Phantom Omni

The SensAble Phantom Omni haptic device comes, in its
factory configuration, with a detachable handle connected
to the end effector by means of a 1/4-inch phono connec445

tor. This allowed us to replace the existing handle with a
custom-built one, embedded with an actuator: the Haptuator produced by Tactile Labs [1] (Fig. 1). This actuator
provides independent control of frequency and amplitude of
the vibration, a quality not normally found in common solutions such as tactors or rotating motors—it acts much like
a loudspeaker, and is linear within its operating range [13].
It is driven by an amplified mono audio signal and provides
a rated bandwidth from 50 Hz to at least 500 Hz [1].
To build our tactile-augmented handle we fixed the actuator inside a plastic pipe of the same diameter as the original
handle. A female phono connector, also embedded in the
pipe, provided a good connection to the haptic arm.

handle with the high-frequency portion of the same
force signal. (See sec. 4.1.)
In this way we hoped to compensate for the resonant characteristics of the device’s kinematic chain and be able to
display more harmonics than with the Omni alone.

3.

4.
Figure 1: Interior of modified handle, showing Haptuator (right) and the phono connector (left).

2.2

RESULTS

We analyzed the acceleration recordings of the device alone
and augmented with the vibrating handle. The responses
of two similar bowing gestures in each condition were compared for a string tuned to a fundamental of 110 Hz.
In fig. 3 we can see frequency domain plots of force and
acceleration signals for motor control in two conditions. In
fig. 3(a), the Haptuator was used to deliver high-frequency
feedback. The control signal, delivered at 48 kHz, has large,
precise peaks for every harmonic of the 110 Hz string. It
can be seen that this is well-reproduced in the acceleration.
In comparison, the Omni-only condition, fig. 3(b), required low-pass filtering to be delivered over the 1000 Hz
digital channel, and this restricted the demanded harmonics. Moreover, the acceleration does not reproduce all demanded frequencies, as can be seen by the missing peaks at
110 Hz and 330 Hz. There is one distinct peak at 220 Hz,
and one at 440 Hz, but the string fundamental is missing,
likely due to anti-resonances in the device dynamics.

DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss some technical issues related to
control of the dual-channel haptic device composed of the
Omni and the augmented handle. We describe our approach, which consisted of filtering the force command into
two separate bands.
As we will see in section 4.1, this imposed some delay due
to filtering, and due to transmission between I/O devices,
and we therefore include a brief discussion of this topic. Frequency analysis of the recordings (fig. 3) seems to confirm
that low-pass filtering the force command was an adequate
approach, and our impressions were that any problems introduced by delay seemed to be qualitatively masked by the
Haptuator action.
Similarly, there were no noticeable problems caused by
the delay in the audio path, that we estimated to be approximately 22 ms.1 This may be explained by noticing
that high-frequency feedback may often be considered an
open-loop phenomenon, since our muscles cannot, at least
voluntarily, react with such high speed to velocity-opposing
forces—at most, some non-linear interaction with the skin
may be affected. This is different from position-feedback effects such as the virtual wall, where very high-speed switching between impedances is required in order to simulate a
stiff non-linearity.

Equipment and testing procedure

We used a laptop to control both the haptic device and the
actuator, and to record the data. A professional Bryston
4B SST power amplifier was used to drive the actuator.
The recordings have been performed using an ADXL202
accelerometer (Analog Devices), tightly secured to the handle with a screw, and connected to a National Instruments
USB-6009 acquisition board (see fig. 2). The accelerometer
was configured using external capacitors per the datasheet
for its maximum bandwidth of 2500 Hz.
We tested the device in two different conditions:
1. The vibrating handle was turned off and the bowed
string algorithm drove the Omni motors with a force
signal filtered to 480 Hz;
2. The handle actuator was switched on, and the algorithm provided velocity-opposing low-frequency feedback through the Omni motors while stimulating the

4.1

Dual-channel force feedback

Several previous projects have used redundant actuators in
series to control a single axis of force feedback. For instance,
Morrell [10] used two elastic-coupled motors in series to actuate a single joint. A large motor provided large, sustained
forces while a smaller motor was responsible for delivering
fast response. Millet [9] used a similar viscous-coupled twomotor design in a haptic device to good effect.
1

Measured time between transient accelerometer reaction
to Omni motors and the Haptuator control voltage in a
non-filtered condition. The audio buffer size, 512 samples
at 48 kHz, accounts for ∼11 ms, which could be improved.
It is doubled by buffered transmission from Omni thread.
This measure neglects closed-loop feedback delay of 1 ms.

Figure 2: The Sensable Phantom Omni with the
vibrotactile augmented handle.
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Figure 3: (a) Frequency response of the Haptuator-enhanced Phantom Omni running DISTPLUCK. Force
command voltage for Haptuator (top) is passed through a 100 Hz high-pass filter; force to Omni motors
through a 100 Hz low-pass filter. (b) Frequency response of the Phantom Omni without Haptuator enabled.
Force signal to Omni (top) is passed through a 480 Hz low-pass filter to match maximum sample rate of
digital control.
In our case, several Omni motors act on the same Cartesian axis, and rather than using two motors at each joint,
we propose adding a single vibration actuator directly at
the handle. A similar approach has been applied to texture interaction, using a voice-coil for vibration actuation
[8]. The only similar musical example we are aware of is the
PHASE project [11], but no details are given of its use.
For this configuration, due to the differing frequency characteristics of the actuators as well as the restrictions imposed on the respective control signal bandwidths, the division of labour between the two actuators can effectively
be thought of as a straight-forward two-band filter. Despite
inter-channel delay, we wish to calculate audio and haptic feedback as if they were synchronous channels, since
they result from the same physical model. The audio (and
vibration force) is then transmitted to the sound system
asynchronously, necessitated by the computer architecture.
The bowed string model is calculated at the audio rate of
48 kHz. Since the Omni is only controllable via a 1000 Hz
digital signal over a Firewire connection, in a normal configuration it is necessary to pre-filter the signal to avoid foldover aliasing. As mentioned, we used a 480 Hz 2nd -order
Butterworth filter for this purpose.
The sound system is used to output a stereo signal consisting of sound—the string velocity at a point on the waveguide—in one channel, and the Haptuator force command
in the other. Due to the nature of the Haptuator as well
as the AC-coupled audio electronics, it is necessary to highpass filter this signal. However, we can simultaneously control the Omni motors using the low-frequency portion of the
signal. This dual-band complementary configuration acts to
additively combine the desired force signal at the handle.2
The exact frequency division can be adjusted to match
the capabilities of the actuators: the Omni motors can be
controlled at 1000 Hz, ostensibly generating vibrations up
to 500 Hz, but in practice they have difficulty with certain
frequencies due to the kinematic configuration and nature
of the plastic materials used. In particular we have noticed
an anti-resonance at about 100 Hz, which is close to the tuning of our string. Chirp analysis on 3 axes using the Omni
motors confirmed the presence of notches at approximately

Force (1000 Hz)

Force
(48 kHz)

Phantom
Omni

Haptuator

Audio
DAC
Audio
Thread

Position (1000 Hz)
Acceleration

Accelerometer

NI USB-6009
High-pass
ﬁlter (50 Hz)

Delay
Low-pass
ﬁlter (480 Hz)

Bowed string
model

Figure 4: System diagram, where position of one
horizontal axis implements a bowed string model.
Vertical axis is not shown, but controls “bow pressure” in the bowed string model.

20, 37–50, and 90–120 Hz locations, varying somewhat with
axis and stimulus amplitude. On the other hand they provide a net resistance to motion that is not possible with
a vibration motor. By placing the frequency division just
before 100 Hz, significant energy was achieved in this region and well above 500 Hz from the Haptuator, making up
losses due to dynamics and control.

4.2

Handling delay in the output path

It can be seen in fig. 4 that there are several sources of
delay in the proposed system: firstly, the string model is
calculated in the haptic loop, and audio data is sent to the
sound card via a decoupled audio thread. This is necessary
because a single synchronous model is used to control both
outputs, but the computer provides separate clocks for each
output device. Additionally, the audio system requires data
in chunks of a millisecond or more. Since the Firewire bus
and thread scheduling cannot guarantee hard timing, it is
also necessary to compensate for any jitter. Thus, a buffer
is required to match these differing timing requirements.
Although we wish to treat the two outputs as synchronous,
in reality they are not, since they do not share a clock. Thus,

2

This additive property suggests that care is needed to avoid
phase cancelation, which we do not address here.
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Figure 5: Similar bow strokes, moving horizontally while pressing down, and then lifting the bow.
Two conditions: (a) Omni motor force low-pass filtered at 48 Hz. (b) Omni motor force controlled by
position-based Dahl friction.
we have found that it is not adequate to calculate the ideal
number of samples per timestep; e.g. 48 samples of audio
per 1 ms haptic step. Instead, it is necessary to measure the
real amount of time between I/O intervals and buffer the
correct number of audio samples accordingly. The result
otherwise is that the audio thread may exhaust the incoming buffered stream and temporarily generate a “glitch.” We
presume that this is due to drift between the timing of the
device I/O and the sound system’s internal clock. Good
results were achieved using the gettimeofday function on
Linux, and QueryPerformanceCounter on Windows.
Secondly, the low-pass filter in the Omni force feedback
path also may contribute some delay, making the force response feel soft and imprecise. Since the filter’s job is solely
to reduce the output to a smooth, non-vibrating response in
the Omni motors, one approach is to use a different rendering algorithm for the low-frequency path. An independent
smooth friction model such as position-based Dahl friction
[6] may be executed, and will superpose with the bowed
string model without problems. This technique is demonstrated in fig. 5, where we can see that Dahl friction provides a much faster on-set and release, with a clean velocityopposing net force during the stroke.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented an extension of a commercially
available, low-end haptic device, the SensAble Phantom
Omni, to replace the device’s handle with a tactile-augmented
one. The new handle is embedded with a vibrating actuator that can be controlled by an amplified audio signal. We
used this augmented device in conjunction with a model for
simulating bowed string interaction, so that the added vibration could compensate the device dynamics and control.
Using acceleration recordings, we show that with this approach the range of frequencies displayed is increased. Although we have not rigorously shown it here, we believe that
this increases the perceived quality of the interaction—a position born out in studies on texture display [8].
We did not attempt to precisely match the acceleration
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ABSTRACT

comparatively affordable. In more recent years, this situation
has changed radically. Laptop computers capable of complex
real-time sound processing can be had for a few hundred
dollars, while modular analog synthesizers are generally the
domain of boutique small-run manufacturers [2]. Perhaps in
response to this, a “do-it-yourself” (DIY) movement has
emerged, centered around internet forums and mailing-lists [3].
The DIYers, some borrowing from the hardware-hacking
tradition of David Tudor, Nicholas Collins, and others, tend to
embrace experimentation without much concern for the
commercial viability of ideas. Many musicians working in this
area are also fluent in one or more computer music
programming languages, many of which are freely available
and/or open-source. It is common practice for electronic
musicians to perform using only a laptop running custom
performance software. The basic motivations behind the
projects described below were to integrate these two areas of
electroacoustic music-making, and to stimulate further
exploration in this direction.
The USB-Octomod (2010), tabulaRasa (2010 - 2011), and
pucktronix.snake.corral (2011) were developed concurrently
with the author’s efforts to establish an affordable and
expressive DIY hardware performance setup. Budget
constraints mandated that this was a slow-moving effort, with
periods of musical experimentation punctuated by soldering
sessions. The three devices discussed here were all designed to
meet a particular musical need felt by the author – and unmet
by commercially available devices. They reflect an attempt to
provide maximum flexibility with a minimum number of
components. The devices each take a different approach to
combining computer music software with DIY hardware. The
USB-Octomod is an 8-channel control-voltage interface that
allows a computer to interface with a modular synthesis system.
The tabulaRasa is a table-lookup oscillator that allows the user
to design and edit custom waveforms using a PC software
application. Finally, the pucktronix.snake.corral is a dual 8 x 8
matrix routing device for analog signals, with a computer
control interface allowing for arbitrarily complex and rapid
switching and automation.

This paper describes three hardware devices for integrating
modular synthesizers with computers, each with a different
approach to the relationship between hardware and software.
The devices discussed are the USB-Octomod, an 8-channel
OSC-compatible
computer-controlled
control-voltage
generator, the tabulaRasa, a hardware table-lookup oscillator
synthesis module with corresponding waveform design
software, and the pucktronix.snake.corral, a dual 8x8
computer-controlled analog signal routing matrix. The devices
make use of open-source hardware and software, and are
designed around affordable micro-controllers and integrated
circuits.

Keywords
modular synthesis, interface, diy, open-source

Figure 1. tabulaRasa assembly showing SD card (A), analog
controls (B - D), power (E), and I/O (F).

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Some of the earliest experiments in real-time computer music
involved interfacing a computer with separate sound-generating
hardware [1]. At the time (ca. 1970), computer hardware was
prohibitively expensive and incapable of real-time synthesis,
while analog synthesis hardware was responsive and

2. RELATED WORKS
Other control-voltage/computer interfaces exist, including the
GROOVE system and several MIDI-CV systems, both DIY and
commercially manufactured [4]. Mark of the Unicorn’s VOLTA
and Expert Sleepers Silent Way represent another approach,
each using a DC-coupled audio interface to directly output
voltages [5, 6]. Potential downsides of these approaches include
the low resolution of the MIDI protocol, and the requirement to
dedicate audio output channels to control-voltage generation
(assuming one already has access to a DC-coupled audio
interface).
Several hardware table-lookup oscillators also exist in
modular format, with the Synthesis Technology E350
Morphing Terrarium as a notable example. The E350 is
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Teensy 2.0 and a pair of 4-channel 10-bit DAC ICs as the
backbone of the voltage-generation circuitry. Although higher
resolution DACs are available (at higher cost), experimentation
suggested that 10 bits was enough, when combined with an RC
low-pass filter, to produce a wide range of discrete output
voltages and to allow for smooth sweeps from one value to
another. The device draws power directly from the USB bus,
and is designed to provide output voltages in the range of +/- 5
volts corresponding to a 10-octave range in a typical
Volt/octave synthesis system. Since the USB-Octomod uses
external DACs, the user is not required to use a DC-coupled
audio interface, or dedicate output channels to control-voltages.
The USB-Octomod uses the OpenSoundControl protocol (OSC)
to enable a modular software design [12]. A lightweight
Processing GUI application (the “host”) intercepts OSC
messages, buffers and converts them, and finally sends them to
the USB serial port. The “host” also provides the option to
select a custom OSC port, and allows the user to direct data to a
specific serial device. Received OSC data is visualized with a
set of sliders.

commercially available as a pre-made module, and has the
ability to “morph” between several waveforms using a
proprietary algorithm [7]. The module comes with a built-in set
of 192 non-modifiable waveforms, stored permanently in
memory. Though the user has an amount of control over the
blending of the waveforms, the waveforms themselves remain
fixed and designed acccording to the desires of the
manufacturers.
Finally, there is at least one other computer-controlled
routing matrix, the 4ms Pedals Bend Matrix [8]. This device
uses
similar
hardware
components
to
the
pucktronix.snake.corral but relies on MIDI and physical
pushbuttons for control over matrix connection points. 4ms has
undertaken great efforts toward making the Bend Matrix a
playable, musical instrument, and the firmware supports
presets, automation routines, and multiple I/O configurations.
Unfortunately, if the user desires a more customized
configuration than provided, he or she has to use MIDI to
program the device. In addition, the additional hardware
required for pushbutton control and preset storage adds to the
overall cost of the device.

3. THE DEVICES
3.1 Common Features
The devices discussed below all use a simple microcontroller as
their primary electronic component. The USB-Octomod and
pucktronix.snake.corral use a Teensy 2.0, a breadboardcompatible microcontroller, compatible with the Arduino
environment running on OS X, Windows, and Linux [9]. The
Teensy 2.0 uses an Atmel ATmega32U4 processor, with 32k of
flash memory, 25 digital I/O pins, and 12 analog input pins.
The Teensy also has an integrated USB port for both firmware
uploading and serial communication with a PC. The Teensy 2.0
was chosen for its small footprint, built-in USB hardware, and
low price relative to Arduino-branded options. The tabulaRasa
uses a simplified Arduino configuration. Using an ATmega328,
along with a crystal and a few other passive components, it is
possible to create a “breadboarduino” - a device capable of
running Arduino code that can be incorporated directly into
another circuit. This method was used in the tabulaRasa
because no serial communication with the PC was needed after
programming, and because of the low hardware cost associated
with such a minimal circuit.
The free, open-source Arduino programming language was
used to develop the microcontroller code for all three projects
[10]. Arduino provides a library of functions which enable
simplified access to the ATmega328’s I/O pins and other
functionality, while allowing more experienced users to use the
C programming language for lower-level hardware control. The
popularity of the Arduino among hobbyists and experimenters
provides the benefit of a large body of freely available example
code, forum discussions, and tutorials. Both the USB-Octomod
and tabulaRasa use the Processing language for their PC-side
interfaces [11]. Processing is primarily intended for
programming visual and interactive art, but provides libraries
for GUI design, serial communication, and sound generation.
Finally, the pucktronix.snake.corral uses a script written in the
Python programming language to receive data and coordinate
with the snake.corral hardware via the PC serial port. Efforts
are made to provide the software as both compiled binaries and
source code, and modifications or additions are encouraged.
The projects, including schematics, code, and compiled
binaries are all hosted at https://bitbucket.org/pucktronix/

Figure 2. USB-Octomod assembly showing Teensy 2.0.
In order to send data to the “host” application, the user
assembles an OSC message formatted /dac ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4
ch5 ch6 ch7 ch8 - replacing each of the ch1-8 placeholders
with an integer value 0 - 1023. After a string of data is received
by the “host” application, the new value for each channel is
compared to the most recent previous value. If the value has
changed, it is converted to a two-byte string specifying the
channel and value, along with some hardware flags, and sent to
the Teensy 2.0 via the USB-serial port. The Teensy 2.0
firmware receives this two-byte value and transmits it to the
correct DAC chip using the SPI protocol – a hardware serial
protocol which allows for multiple devices to be controlled on a
single bus. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. USB-Octomod control flow.

3.2 USB-Octomod
The USB-Octomod is an 8-channel control-voltage interface
employing a minimal hardware part count. The device uses a
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describing the hardware. The ability to design and load
arbitrary waveforms gives the device a large amount of sonic
flexibility lacking in devices with a fixed bank of wavetables
stored in permanent memory.
Waveforms can be designed by directly manipulating the
breakpoints, adjusting the relative amplitudes of harmonicallyrelated sinusoids, or by loading an arbitrary .wav file. Large
.wav files are down-sampled to 256 points, with no
interpolation, and stored. Files can be loaded one at a time, or
by loading a set of files in a folder into contiguous slots.

The separation of data generation from transmission is an
important feature of the device. By decoupling the “host”
software, which handles the technicalities of serial
communication, from the user-supplied OSC generation
algorithm, the device allows a musician to use his/her preferred
software environment for the musically relevant OSC
generation tasks. Users have developed Max and PD patches,
templates for the iPad touchOSC application, and ChucK
programs all designed to generate data and send it to the “host”
application.
The USB-Octomod can be thought of as 8 extremely versatile
modulation sources. Each output can be driven by any number
of unique processes, generated in real-time or pre-composed. A
recent experiment by the author coupled the outputs to a
custom
cellular
automata-driven
sequencer,
the
pucktronix.golgi.apparatus. The 8 output channels of the USBOctomod were mapped to 8 regions of the CA “world,” and
output values/voltages were controlled by the number of active
cells in each region.

3.3 tabulaRasa
The tabulaRasa generates audio signals using a table-lookup
oscillator algorithm, and is designed to integrate directly into a
modular synthesis system without necessitating that a PC be
present during performance. The device also requires either a
+/- 12V or +/- 15V power source (modular synthesis standards
used in many popular module formats), as there is no USB
connection present. An Atmega328 microcontroller reads
waveform data from an SD memory card held in a socket
mounted to the circuit board, and uses a modified version of
Adrian Freed’s table-lookup oscillator code to generate a PWM
signal at one of the digital output pins [13]. This signal is
converted to a continuous waveform by an external first-order
RC lowpass filter. Due to the limited memory on the
ATmega328, waveforms are stored as 256-byte arrays. The SD
card is used as storage, and two waveforms are read into RAM
at a time. Modifications to the basic table-lookup algorithm
allow for interpolation (blend) between the two waveforms in
RAM, allowing for continuous timbral variation. Six of the
ATmega328’s analog inputs are used for controlling synthesis
parameters in real-time. Each of the following parameters has
both a potentiometer and control-voltage input: oscillator
frequency (V/octave), amount of interpolation between
waveform pairs, and selection of which waveform pair is
currently stored in RAM.
The tabulaRasa Atmega328 firmware consists of two main
functional components: a main loop and the PWM interrupt
routine. The main loop runs periodically and polls the ADC
input for frequency, interpolation, and waveform select
controls. The frequency input is polled on each iteration of the
main loop, allowing for higher frequency modulation rates,
while the other inputs are sampled once every 50 iterations. The
blended waveform determined by the interpolation and
waveform select controls is also computed at this point. The
PWM interrupt routine writes the current output sample to the
Atmega328's PWM register, then updates the output sample
value and increments the phase of the table-lookup oscillator.
The PWM interrupt routine is deliberately kept simple, and
most calculations are handled in the main loop.
The tabulaRasa software presents a GUI which allows the
user to design breakpoint-based waveforms in several ways,
apply various interpolations between breakpoints, and write the
results to an SD card. Waveforms are written as contiguous
256-byte blocks. The software also provides a real-time audio
preview of the waveform, and allows the created waveforms to
be saved into any of 64 slots. The slots are organized into 32
pairs, which correspond to the interpolation pairs mentioned in

Figure 4. tabulaRasa waveform design software interface.
The musical effects of the tabulaRasa range from complex
rhythmic glitching at sub-audio rates, through rich, evolving 8bit waveforms, and finally to hard-aliased digital noise. The
interpolation controls allow for continuous changes in spectra,
and allow timbral shaping without an additional filter.

3.4 pucktronix.snake.corral
The pucktronix.snake.corral is a computer-controlled dual 8 x 8

analog signal routing matrix. Two independent matrices are
presented, each with 8 inputs and 8 outputs. Within each
matrix, any input (or summed combination of inputs) can be
routed to any output. The device can switch and route any type
of analog signal within the range of +/- 5V. The main electronic
components of the pucktronix.snake.corral are a Teensy 2.0
and a pair of Zarlink MT8816 analog switching matrix ICs. The
MT8816 is a bidirectional 8 x 16 crosspoint switch with
minimal signal bleed. The pucktronix.snake.corral is powered
from the USB bus.
The pucktronix.snake.corral decouples the control and
transmission components of the software. Like the USBOctomod, the device communicates with a PC through a lightweight software application - here, a script written in the
Python programming language. Instead of demanding that the
user employ a particular programming language or
compositional environment, the script listens for OSC messages
and converts them into serial data which is communicated to
the hardware. The OSC protocol contains four pieces of data: a
sub-address selecting which of the two MT8816 ICs is being
addressed, the x-address of the switch being addressed, the yaddress of the switch being addressed, and the state
(open/closed) of that switch. A typical message might look like
/matrix/one x y state. Presets can also be specified as plaintext, and recalled via OSC.
A Max/MSP patch which allows the user to define and switch
between presets and/or apply various algorithmic rhythmic
effects to the switching matrices has also been developed and is
pictured in Figure 5. A given switch can be toggled in a
periodic, random, random n-tuplet, or sinusoidally fluctuating
pattern. As the various switches in a patch shift in phase,
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this area [14]. Additionally, the processors used here are more
than powerful enough for control-based applications running at
lower rates, while also managing analog input from a variety of
sensor devices.
Aside from issues of technological feasibility, the emergence
of the Arduino and associated projects, along with the DIY and
open-source software movements, have created a fertile
environment for experimentation. Computer musicians,
hardware hackers, and composers can design, rapidly
prototype, and fabricate previously non-existent or
commercially unviable hardware devices. By blending
computer music techniques with hardware electronic music
construction, unique hybrid devices can be produced. The
hardware needs of the artist are no longer subject to the whims
of commercial manufacturers. Instead of bending a pre-made
device to the specific needs of individual musical practice, we
(artists and musicians) can now create exactly the device
needed for a given piece, performance, or purpose. It remains to
be seen how much further the Arduino and other such
electronic platforms can be pushed, but there is no doubt more
exploration to be done.

particular hardware configurations emerge while others recede
in prominence. The patch also provides preset management and
has a randomization function. Both the Python script and Max
patch are part of the source distribution.

Figure 5. pucktronix.snake.corral matrix switch prototype
and software.
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ABSTRACT
We present Patchwerk, a networked synthesizer module with
tightly coupled web browser and tangible interfaces. Patchwerk connects to a pre-existing modular synthesizer using
the emerging cross-platform HTML5 WebSocket standard
to enable low-latency, high-bandwidth, concurrent control
of analog signals by multiple users. Online users control
physical outputs on a custom-designed cabinet that reflects
their activity through a combination of motorized knobs
and LEDs, and streams the resultant audio. In a typical
installation, a composer creates a complex physical patch
on the modular synth that exposes a set of analog and
digital parameters (knobs, buttons, toggles, and triggers)
to the web-enabled cabinet. Both physically present and
online audiences can control those parameters, simultaneously seeing and hearing the results of each other’s actions.
By enabling collaborative interaction with a massive analog
synthesizer, Patchwerk brings a broad audience closer to a
rare and historically important instrument. Patchwerk is
available online at http://synth.media.mit.edu.

Figure 1: Paradiso’s modular analog synthesizer.

Keywords

Engadget. At the same time, it is difficult to create physical
installations that allow the general public to directly manipulate or patch these instruments; a steep learning curve
and delicate controls mean that visitors can watch and listen, but they can’t touch. We encountered that particular
issue when we were invited to install our massive modular
synth [3], one of the world’s largest, at the MIT Museum.
Built by Dr. Joseph A. Paradiso throughout the 1970s
and 80s, our synth consists of five large cabinets that together contain nearly 200 homemade modules, a number of
home-built and custom-modified keyboard interfaces, and a
pair of substantially augmented and fully integrated Moog
synths. To date, Paradiso has been its only serious composer and player. In a typical installation, he assembles a
complex patch over many hours, creating an evolving and
often unpredictable, autonomous soundscape.
The synth has attracted a fair amount of public interest over its lifetime, and has enjoyed renewed attention in
recent years. In 2011, we created an audio stream that allowed an online audience to listen to a stereo mix of the
synth’s output in real-time, 24/7. As an online community
formed around the stream, we created a Twitter feed that
would provide regular listeners with news and updates, announcing new patches and live performances. Still, despite
all the interest from onsite and online audiences, the synth
remained a non-interactive instrument.

Modular synthesizer, HTML5, tangible interface, collaborative musical instrument

1. INTRODUCTION
Nearly every computer musician has interacted with some
form of modular software synthesizer, but relatively few
have had the opportunity to patch on a large, tangible analog synth. Modular synths are bulky, expensive, and exceedingly rare, confined for the most part to music departments
and museums, or in the hands of a small number of enthusiasts and composers. Yet these instruments are coveted by
many musicians looking for tangible controls and a gritty
analog sound, and continue to fascinate general audiences
when displayed publicly. Popular websites like synthtopia
cater to enthusiasts, but new synths also appear regularly
on tech blogs with much broader audiences, like Wired and
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 3: The Patchwerk module
mance. We point interested readers to [1], a survey of this
history, and [4], which develops a rigorous framework for the
field of interconnected musical networks. Patchwerk brings
a distributed, virtual interface into the physical world with
actuated controls, positioning it in a small category of single
instruments that support multiple remote players. In some
ways, our system is similar to performing robots like Hoffman and Weinberg’s marimba player [2], in that it extends
an existing, physical instrument with external actuation.
At the same time, as an extension to a one-of-a-kind modular instrument, Patchwerk can transform dramatically with
new patches and interfaces.
The Patchwerk module is not the first digital controller
for an analog synth. Traditionally, Control Voltage/Gate
(CV/Gate) and MIDI-to-Control-Voltage devices have allowed performers to bring older analog synthesizers into
the digital domain, but these devices are designed for singleuser, local control, and don’t integrate aesthetically into the
synth or connect to the web like Patchwerk does. MOTU’s
Volta software plugin also allows users to drive control voltages through their digital audio workstation, but it too represents one small part of the Patchwerk system. More than
anything, its recent release is an indication that consumer
interest in analog synthesis is still in resurgence. Patchwerk
capitalizes on that interest, bringing users together to collaboratively control live-generated music through a shared
physical resource.

Figure 2: The Patchwerk web client: the knobs
highlighted in red are controlled by remote users.
To address these concerns, and to bring the Paradiso Synthesizer closer to an interested worldwide audience, we developed Patchwerk, a networked synth module with tightly
coupled web browser and tangible interfaces. Patchwerk allows online and physical audiences to concurrently control
motorized knobs, buttons, and switches to produce analog signal outputs from a physical synthesizer module. Designed to match the aesthetics of Paradiso’s original synth
cabinets, our new, web-enabled cabinet uses an embedded
computer and custom hardware to drive the analog and digital outputs. The cabinet also contains a custom-designed
mixer and audio interface to produce a live audio stream
that is fed back to online users, who can also see each other’s
activity in the browser interface. Visitors to the physical
installation see the moving knobs and flashing LEDs, hear
the effects of remote users’ actions, and can use their smartphones to simultaneously control the module.
A web server keeps track of each client, allowing users
(both physical and remote) to take momentary control of
individual knobs and buttons. To support this kind of
cross-platform, multi-user interaction, we use the emerging
HTML5 WebSocket standard and the jQuery JavaScript library, enabling low-latency, high-bandwidth control from
nearly any modern computing device.
In its first week of deployment, Patchwerk hosted more
than 40,000 unique visitors and almost 200 simultaneous
listeners. It was covered in Wired, Engadget, The Atlantic,
and numerous other blogs and publications, and played live
on several local radio stations. Thousands of users amplified
this coverage by tweeting and re-tweeting links and feedback. A number of users recorded the stream and shared
the results on Soundcloud and Youtube. After the initial
surge, a smaller but more committed community of approximately 600 Twitter followers and others continued to listen
and control the module, becoming more adept at the controls and driving the patch to new places. These listeners
would sign on as controllers when the patch got stuck in
one place, just to nudge it back into motion. A month on,
Patchwerk and the Paradiso Synth had become an ambient,
collaborative, and interactive internet radio station and museum installation.

1.1

2.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The Patchwerk system consists of 3 parts: an HTML5 interface for the browser, a web server, and a wooden synth
cabinet containing a low-power embedded computer and a
custom printed circuit board (PCB). The components are
designed to be modular and easily configurable; for each
new patch, the composer edits a configuration file that sets
the numbers and types of each input and output, as well as
the analog voltage ranges on the outputs. Each component
reads that file from the server and sets itself up accordingly. Because the physical knob positions are read by the
microcontroller in the cabinet, they can be decoupled from
the analog output; their ranges are scaled in software to
maximize the control resolution over the range given in the
configuration file. The system can also be switched into
patching mode, in which the web interface becomes readonly and the composer is given the full voltage range.

Related Work

2.1

As far back as the 1970s, composers and researchers were
developing networked music systems that allowed multiple
players on separate instruments to collaborate in perfor-

A Synth Interface for the Web

Patchwerk provides a web browser-based interface to remote users, shown in Figure 2. The web client is built using HTML5 and the new WebSocket standard and is there454

fore available via any modern browser, including for mobile phone and tablet users. The sockets are used for lowlatency interaction, so that controlling users can achieve
near-seamless control over the synth, and so that other users
can see the synth module updating in real time.
The web client is configurable such that the composer
using the modular synth can simply specify in a configuration file which, and how many, control components should
be exposed on the web interface, selecting among knobs,
keyboards, buttons, switches, and triggers.
The web client interaction allows for fine-grained concurrent control. Our server mediates between clients to assign
control of components like knobs and buttons, which can
only be directly controlled by one user at a time. When
a user tries to control a knob, the client requests ownership from the server. Once the user is explicitly handed
control of a component, other users can see the component updating in real time, and are not able to control it.
When multiple users try to take control of a single component at the same time, the web client does not update the
view until the server has acknowledged one user’s ownership; in this way we avoid giving misleading visual feedback
to the other user. Once the server has acknowledged ownership, the client can update the component without waiting
for more server acknowledgments, thereby maintaining lowlatency UI responsiveness.

2.2

Figure 4: The custom I/O board.

sizer.
Four analog outputs allow control of continuous parameters in the patch. Each one is controlled both by a physical
knob on the front panel of the module and a virtual knob on
the web interface; turning either adjusts the output. The
potentiometers on the physical panel are motorized to reflect changes from web users. The output voltage range can
be mapped anywhere within ±10 volt rails, enabling the
composer to constrain the parameter to appropriate values.
Each output can be separately configured; for example, one
could be driven from a virtual keyboard in the web interface
and output 1 volt/octave to drive a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), while another might output a linear voltage
to control the gain of a voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA).
Voltage steps can be arbitrarily quantized via lookup tables,
enabling an output to play specific notes on a given scale,
for example.
Eight digital ports can be configured as either inputs or
outputs. As inputs, control signals in the synthesizer patch
can be visualized on the web interface. As outputs, they
can be configured as triggers (generating a short pulse when
pressed), momentary pushbuttons (on as long as the button
is held down), or toggles (switched between on/off each time
the button is pressed), with an appropriate representation
shown in the web interface for each mode.
The module also accepts quad-channel audio input which
is mixed down to stereo for the live audio stream to the
internet. The levels of each channel can be individually
adjusted by the composer to create the stereo mix. A stereo
VU meter on the front panel both aids in setting the levels
and provides an eye-catching visual representation of the
audio to exhibit visitors. The audio is digitized by a USB
audio codec on the I/O board and encoded to MP3 and Ogg
Vorbis by the Atom for live streaming to the internet.

The Patchwerk Server

The Patchwerk server mediates between online clients, who
connect through their browsers using the HTML5 WebSocket standard, and the Patchwerk synth module, which
drives the physical hardware and I/O. The server system
can be configured in two ways: for small numbers of clients,
the low-power computer in the cabinet can act as the sole
server and controller; to support large numbers of clients,
an off-site middleware server acts as a buffer between those
users and the cabinet controller, managing the client list and
assignments, and relaying control messages to the cabinet
over a socket.
Our web server design is configurable and extensible, in
order to support different synthesizer configurations and
back-end implementations. This means that while working
on a patch, the composer can, without editing any code,
choose how the I/O maps to different behaviors (e.g. toggles or triggers) and front-ends (e.g. knobs or keyboard
interfaces in the browser), and how the voltages scale with
control parameters. Switching to a new backend (e.g. from
the embedded server to the larger web server with a network
backend) can be done by implementing a new backend subclass and without editing the existing framework.
The Patchwerk web server mediates between concurrent
controlling users. To facilitate effective collaborative control, we allow a small set of users to control the synth at
a given time, while maintaining a queue of users who have
requested to control it. The web server maintains this information in shared data structures, and we use the Autobahn
and Twisted Matrix Python web frameworks to ensure serial accesses of these structures. Users who request control
may enter their names, so that non-controlling observers
can see who is controlling the instrument.

2.3

3.

FUTURE WORK

Patchwerk is new to us and the synth community, and we
have only begun to explore the space of applications for it.
Still, there are a number of steps we are planning to take
in the near future. In live performance, for example, Patchwerk can be used in conjunction with the synth to allow
audiences or band members to patch outboard instruments
through live effects, using mobile devices to control the assignments. In our experience performing as a band with the
synth, it can be challenging to coordinate parameters like
key and tempo with the keyboardist-patcher, who operates
in an extremely complex environment; as a system of many
parallel modules, the synth tends to have a lot of inertia. In
this context, Patchwerk could be used by band members to
tune parameters from across the stage without interrupting

The Patchwerk Synth Module

The Patchwerk module (Figure 3) is built around a lowpower embedded Intel Atom board running Linux and our
server software. Input and output functionality is handled
by a custom I/O board (Figure 4) that interfaces with the
Atom over USB. It is housed in a wooden cabinet with a
front panel that aesthetically matches the existing synthe455

Figure 5: The Patchwerk module integrated into the synth patch.
the performance.
Patchwerk’s open-ended design allows it to interface to
almost any device. We envision smartphone applications
that would map internal sensors to synth parameters, or
turn touchscreens into portable dynamic-phrase synth controllers, mimicking Korg’s Kaosillator on an analog instrument. Patchwerk could serve as a bridge to outboard sensors of all kinds, or feed data from the web, like weather
patterns, into the physical patch.
On the client side, we are developing a JavaScript keyboard interface that allows multiple online users to play
monophonic synth voices. For the module itself, we imagine a family of USB peripherals that would support interactive installations. A camera would allow us to track
audiences and performers using the embedded computer.
A new, smaller cabinet could perform crosspoint switching
controlled over the web, exposing a simple patch bay on the
front and its own USB interface on the back.
We continue to be interested in using Patchwerk to develop the online community around the synth, using Twitter
and other means to broaden audiences’ understanding and
engagement. Already, FM radio listeners have been encouraged to log on and control the stream, and popular blogs
have directed non-experts to play with the interface, but
many users still don’t realize that they are driving a physically actuated device. It is also difficult to communicate
the sheer scale of the synth itself. As a result, we are planning to include a link to a live video stream of the physical
installation in the next version of the interface. Finally, we
have started to analyze our detailed logs to extract usage
patterns and determine where, when, and how users have
interacted with the interface.

web interface serves as a hub for the growing online community that has formed around the synth’s live stream, and
its cross-platform HTML5 design means that it can run on
nearly any modern computing device. Tens of thousands of
listeners and controllers have connected through the interface in its first weeks of operation, directed there from social
networks and blogs. As a system of easily configurable components, Patchwerk opens up a world of applications that
extend the reach of the massive modular synthesizer without compromising its unique sound, tangible interface, or
aesthetics, bringing the historically important instrument
to an eager, global audience.
Patchwerk is available online at http://synth.media.
mit.edu.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
We created Patchwerk, an extension to a one-of-a-kind massive modular synth that seamlessly brings the analog instrument into the digital, networked domain, while integrating
functionally and aesthetically into the original. Our system engages a global community of synth enthusiasts and
curious novices, many of whom have never seen, much less
interacted with anything like Paradiso’s instrument. It also
allows physical audiences to engage with the synthesizer in
a much more direct way than they typically can, and composers to patch in dialogue with audiences. The Patchwerk
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ABSTRACT

experiments, please refer to [4].

In order to further understand our emotional reaction to music,
a museum-based installation was designed to collect
physiological and self-report data from people listening to
music. This demo will describe the technical implementation of
this installation as a tool for collecting large samples of data in
public spaces. The Emotion in Motion terminal is built upon a
standard desktop computer running Max/MSP and using
sensors that measure physiological indicators of emotion that
are connected to an Arduino. The terminal has been installed in
museums and galleries in Europe and the USA, helping create
the largest database of physiology and self-report data while
listening to music.

2. THE EMOTION IN MOTION
EXPERIMENT

Emotion in Motion1 is an experiment designed to understand
the physiological reaction of people to music. Our main
research question is to see if we can detect the emotional
content of the music from the physiology, and also understand
what specific characteristics of the music trigger or generate a
particular physiological response.
In order to achieve this, participants (visitors to science
galleries or museums) are asked to listen to different song
excerpts while we record their ANS response, as measured
through features extracted from electrodermal activity (EDA)
and heart rate (HR) [5,6] (see Figure 1). These two signals were
chosen because of their capability to measure physiological
indicators of emotion while still being relatively unobtrusive.
The songs are chosen randomly from a pool of over 50 excerpts
(approximately 90 seconds per excerpt), which are selected to
have an overall balanced emotional content from happy to sad
(high to low valence), and from high to low arousal. In addition
to this, special attention is made in order to include songs from
different genres and styles. The excerpts from each song were
chosen to be representative of the song in question and edits
made at musically sensible points e.g. end of chorus or bar. At
the end of each excerpt, participants are asked to respond a
simple questionnaire regarding their assessment of the song, as
well as how it made them feel.

Keywords
Biosignals, EDA, SC, GSR, HR, POX, Self-Report, Database,
Physiological Signals, Max/MSP, FTM, SAM, GEMS

1. INTRODUCTION
In music and emotion research, the design of bio-inspired
algorithms and their ultimate calibration has previously been
based on testing with a small number of individuals - in fact
usually the performer themselves. In this demo, we will
describe how we created a public space computer terminal to
record data from visitors in order to create an extensive user
database.
One of the many problems in dealing with physiological
correlates of emotion in general is the high degree of variability
within the signals. There are many factors that influence the
measurement of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS),
emotion being only one of them. Other factors include physical
context and cognitive state [7].
We are interested in understanding audience’s emotional
reaction to music, and even though measurement during
concerts has shown very promising results [3], we have not
previously been able to arrive at conclusive results due to the
difficulty of implementing experiments with large audiences.
For this reason, the ‘Emotion in Motion’ experiment terminal
was designed and has been running in public spaces since 2010.
This paper will describe the technical design of such a
terminal, detailing the hardware and software implementations.
For the reader interested in the first results from these

Figure 1. Heart Rate and EDA sensors (left). Participants at
the Emotion in Motion terminal (right)
This experiment and its terminal have been installed in the
Science Gallery Dublin, Casa Paganini research centre in
Genoa, the EyeBeam Gallery in NYC and is currently running
in VilVite Science Centre in Bergen, allowing us to have data
of over 5000 participants and nearly 16000 listening samples.
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otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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HR is extracted from the POX signal, and the EDA signal is
filtered to remove any electrical noise. Both signals are
evaluated for artefacts and anomalies in real-time, and a
confidence index is recorded among them.

3. SENSORS AND DATA CAPTURE

MediAid POX-OEM M15HP2 is used to measure heart rate
using pulse oximetry (POX). This sensor is fitted by clipping
on to the participant’s fingertip, as shown in Figure 1 (left).
To record EDA, a sensor developed by BioControl Systems is
utilized3. This provides a continuous measurement of changes
in skin conductivity. Due to the large number of participants,
we developed a ‘modular’ electrode system that allows for easy
replacement of failed electrodes.
In order to acquire the data from the sensors, two Arduino
microcontrollers4 were used to sample the analogue data at 250
Hz and to send via serial over USB communication to the
Max/MSP patch. The code from SARCduino5 was used for this
purpose. For safety purposes the EDA sensor is connected via
an Olimex USB isolator6, to eliminate any direct connection to
ground. Because the POX circuit requires external power, it has
to be connected with a separate Arduino, to avoid any electrical
connection with the EDA sensor. Full frequency response
closed-cup headphones with a high degree of acoustic isolation
are used at each terminal, with the volume set at a fixed level.

5. QUESTIONNAIRE
A variety of psychometric tools were used across different
versions of the experiment to gather self-report information
from the participants, mostly based on 5-point Likert scales [8].
These ranged from basic demographic questions related to age,
musical preference and experience etc. to measures specifically
assessing emotional response such as the Self Assessment
Mannekin (SAM) [1], the 9-point version of the Geneva
Emotional Music Scale (GEMS) [10], The LEMtool [2] and
questions regarding the participants’ enjoyment of and
engagement with each excerpt as well as which excerpts they
found most enjoyable and engaging. The different versions
allow the comparison of the different measures used, as well as
the effect of the questionnaire on the participants’ responses.

6. FINAL REMARKS
We have presented an installation that automatically collects
self-report and physiological data in an ecological setting for
understanding the relationship between human physiology and
emotion. This terminal could serve as a foundation for a new
method for large-scale data collection in the arts.

4. SOFTWARE
The experiment is implemented as a modular Max/MSP patch.
The software was inspired by Michael Zbyszyński’s CNMAT
spectral tutorials [9]. It consists of a main patch that manages
each session, records the physiological signals and plays the
songs for each participant. The questions and feedback for the
participant consist of independent patches that are dynamically
loaded for each session. This allows great flexibility and makes
it easy to change the questions, the number of songs to be
played and even the language of the experiment without
altering the main code.
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Figure 2. Emotion in Motion slides.
The software records the participants’ answers and
physiological data into files on the computer, as well as some
extra information about the session (e.g. date and time, selected
songs, state of sensors, etc.). All these files are linked with a
unique session ID number, which is later used to build the
database. A scheduled script copies the experiment files to a
server at the end of each day, which are then downloaded at our
lab for analysis. Figure 2 shows examples of the different slides
used during the experiment.
The physiological data is processed in Max/MSP to present
preliminary results to the participant at the end of the session.
2
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data they produce. Within the context of this paper, this
terminology is misleading – both due to the spatial connotations
of concepts like 2D / 3D and the loosely-coupled mapping
strategies previously proposed by the author [13]. A more
precise system is required to describe the capabilities of a
device. Therefore, the term degrees of freedom (DOF) will be
used to describe how many data streams can be independently
controlled and the term resolution will refer to the range of data
or number of states available. For example, a switch is a low
resolution (0-1) controller with one DOF, whereas a M IDI
fader is a higher-resolution (0-127) controller with one DOF.
Further detail on this terminology can be found in [10].
Issues related to mapping strategies, while certainly a goal of
the work being described, are beyond the scope of this paper.
They are referred-to solely in order to illustrate typical
applications for the controllers being discussed and suggest
ways in which their data may be used.

ABSTRACT

This paper contends that the development of expressive
performance interfaces using multi-touch technology has been
hindered by an over-reliance upon GUI paradigms. Despite
offering rich and robust data output and multiple ways to
interpret it, approaches towards using multi-touch technology
in digital musical instrument design have been markedly
conservative, showing a strong tendency towards modeling
existing hardware. This not only negates many of the benefits
of multi-touch technology but also creates specific difficulties
in the context of live music performance. A case study of two
other interface types that have seen considerable musical use –
the XY pad and button grid – illustrates the manner in which
the implicit characteristics of a device determine the conditions
under which it will favorably perform. Accordingly, this paper
proposes an alternative approach to multi-touch which
emphasizes the implicit strengths of the technology and
establishes a philosophy of design around them. Finally, we
introduce two toolkits currently being used to assess the
validity of this approach.

2. SURFACE-BASED INTERFACES

This section consists of a review of various surface-based
interfaces when used as musical controllers. The surfaces in
question are simple XY pads, button arrays (also known as
‘grids’) and multi-touch surfaces. The grouping of these
devices under the heading ‘surface-based interfaces’ is not to
suggest some kind of abstract category, but rather to emphasize
their shared physical characteristics – all are basically flat
sensor devices which respond to human finger-touches, albeit
in different ways.

Keywords

M ulti-touch, controllers, mapping, gesture, GUIs, physical
interfaces, perceptual & cognitive issues

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses design issues for digital musical
instruments (DM Is) [14] which utilize multi-touch (M T)
technology. The focus is firmly upon experimental and/or
innovative instrument designs which engage with the users’
sense of tacit knowledge [15] and facilitate spontaneity and
improvisation.
There are three main sections – ‘Surface-based Interfaces’
describes in detail the data generated by two popular types of
controller and how it influences their use in DM I design. The
M T interface is then discussed in the same context and a
summary of notable uses is provided. ‘Designing M ulti-touch
Interfaces’ describes the often-restrictive use of graphic user
interfaces (GUIs) in M T systems and suggests an alternative
approach with an emphasis on gestural, as opposed to visual,
interaction. Finally, ‘Research tools’ provides a brief
introduction to two projects which are being developed in order
to explore the proposed design space.
A brief note on terminology – controllers are often referred to
as ‘n-dimensional’ to signify how many independent streams of

2.1 Historical roots

There is a rich history of analog synthesizers designed to
respond to touch – the Ondes Martenot (1928), Trautonium
(1929), Fingerboard Theremin and Keyboard Theremin (1932)
and Electro-Theremin or Tannerin (1958) all used precise
finger movements as their primary means of control and laid
the foundation for more contemporary devices such as the
M IDI ribbon controller [2]. Pen-based interfaces such as UPIC
(conceived by Xenakis and implemented by Centre d'Etudes de
M athématique et Automatique M usicales (CEM AM u) in Paris)
also inspired computer musicians to begin working with tablets.
The “quantitative merits” of the tablet as a musical controller
have been well-established, practically as well as theoretically,
by research carried out at CNM AT [23, 24].

2.2 XY pads

The XY pad is a control surface which offers 2 DOF via its
horizontal and vertical axes. Resolutions vary, but are typically
high enough to accommodate continuous parameter control.
The XY pad can be seen as combining the functionality of two
faders into a single interface, as it offers simultaneous and
independent control of two streams of data (although this
comparison highlights some interesting differences, as
discussed below).
The Korg Kaoss Pad1 range brought mainstream attention to
the use of XY pads for a variety of musical tasks with a
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selection of high-profile users such as Beardyman, Johnny
Greenwood and M att Bellamy . The KP2 range use the surface
to control various live signal processing patches while the spinoff
Kaossilator
series
are designed
for pattern
recording/playback using a selection of onboard synthesis
patches. The manual for the Kaoscillator Pro3 gives a
comprehensive list of the mapping schemes employed and is
indicative of the typical function of these devices within a
performance setup.
The continuous nature of the output means that this kind of
device lends itself well to glissandi and sweeping effects.
Typical mapping schemes establish a one-to-one connection
between each axes and a pair of parameters – cutoff/resonance
of a filter, for example, or pitch/ loudness of a synthesizer.
Some interesting observations upon the combinations of
parameters are discussed in [20]. It has been suggested that any
two parameters mapped in this way (i.e. controlled by a single
point of contact from the user) have a high degree of integration
[6] and should ideally influence closely-related elements of the
sound. Of the examples given above, the cutoff/resonance
combination is preferable as it deals exclusively with the
behavior of the filter and allows users to associate a particular
space on the surface with a certain type of sound or effect.
Pitch/loudness are not so closely -coupled, as they deal with
perceptually-separate aspects of the sound, and it has been
observed that users may find this kind of mapping less intuitive
[20].
As mentioned above, it is worth noting a number of
differences not made explicit in the ‘pair of faders’ analogy.
While the potential for simultaneous and independent
manipulation of a pair of data streams is theoretically identical
in both cases, there are three major differences between an XY
pad and two faders: (1) the capacity for ‘teleportation’ – it is
possible for a user of an XY pad to break contact with the
surface and jump to a higher/lower position, (2) an XY pad
does not provide any feedback (unless it is combined with a
visual display) – a fader provides both tactile and visual
feedback indicative of its current state, and (3) an XY pad can
be manipulated with a single fingertip, whereas certain
manipulations with the faders are difficult without the use of
multiple fingers or hands.
XY pads are typically allocated an ancillary role in a
performance system – playing a similar role to pitchbend/modulation wheels or controlling effects – while primary
tasks such as note selection or event triggering are left to
devices such as keyboards or samplers.

compared to those of the continuous XY pad. However, the
opposite is true – grid-based interfaces have been employed in
a vast array of musical tasks including sample-triggering7,
multi-effects processing8, FM synthesis 9, step sequencercontrol10, visualization11 and animation12.
There are a number of reasons why this is the case. Firstly,
the physical nature of an array of buttons provides a kind of
tactile feedback which an XY pad cannot replicate. The
importance of a tactile relationship between performer and
instrument is well-acknowledged [17]. With an array of
buttons, it is possible to discern the location of your fingers
without relying upon visual feedback or actually triggering a
reaction from the device. Secondly, many button-array
controllers (including those listed above) light up individual
buttons in order to indicate their individual status or to form a
collective abstract shape. This capacity for unambiguous,
immediate visual feedback is significant, as it allows the user to
maintain a relationship with any number of abstract variables or
multiple layers of functionality once the corresponding
symbolism has been established and committed to memory.
Accordingly, this added channel of communication with the
user encourages more complex multimodal systems. Finally, it
should be mentioned that the visual appeal of the lights
themselves can be a motivation for employing these devices in
a live context, even as works of art in themselves 13.
Together these factors give an impression of the increased
potential of the button array as part of a robust live performance
system. What appear to be trivial additions (buttons and lights)
are actually partly-responsible for the variety of creative DM I
designs that employ button arrays.

2.4 Multi-touch surfaces

This section discusses approaches to musical performance
using multi-touch surfaces within three categories – covering
hardware, academic and mobile application development,
respectively.
Commercial hardware for M T music performance began
with the JazzMutant Lemur 14 - a high-resolution touchscreen
with a flexible and powerful interface editor. The Lemur
arguably set the standard for M T music control – the direct
influence of its approach, from the futuristic visual style to its
use of Open Sound Control (OSC)15, can be seen across a broad
range of projects today.
While the Lemur was a generalized controller, recent trends
in M T music interfaces tend to be designed with more specific
tasks in mind such as mixing (Line 6 Stagescape16, KS-197417,
Mackie DL160818), synthesizer performance (Haaken
Continuum 19, Soundplane20 and Misa Kitara Era21) and
portable composition (KDJ-One22).

2.3 Grid-based interfaces

A style of interface that has seen comparatively more musical
experimentation is the grid-based layout popularized by devices
such as the Tenori-On4, Monome5 and Novation Launchpad6.
While generally represented by an array of separate buttons, the
device is essentially a discretized version of the XY pad –
replacing a high-resolution 2DOF controller with an array of
low-resolution (binary) 1DOF controllers. The grid-interface
can therefore be described as an array of switches.
Given the relative lack of precision that this description
seems to imply, one could be forgiven for assuming that the
usage scenarios are comparatively less-musical and flexible
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Academic research into multi-touch music performance is
widespread and diverse. As such, a comprehensive account is
beyond the scope of this paper but some notable examples are
referenced in [12]. Projects such as the Reactable23,
Linnstrument24 and David Wessel’s SLABS25 also provide
interesting and progressive examples of contemporary work.
One particularly useful online presence is maintained by the
Natural User Interface Group – both their forum26 and free
book Multi-Touch Technologies are invaluable sources of up to-date information and advice [21].
Mobile applications are understandably a popular way to
package and distribute M T music software. There is a vast
selection of musical ‘toys’ on the iOS App Store which
demonstrate an extremely-limited range of possibilities and are
accordingly of little interest to musicians. There have been a
number of attempts at ‘serious’ instruments – most of which are
designed to resemble an existing piece of hardware (Yamaha
TNR-i27, Korg iElectribe28), though exceptions do exist
(TC1129, Mugician30).
Some of the more flexible musical tools available on mobile
devices are dedicated ‘controller’ applications. These perform
tasks only at the input stage of the DM I architecture and
produce no sound. Instead, the users’ interactions with onscreen
widgets prompt the device to send data wirelessly to a
computer via protocols such as M IDI, OSC and TUIO [7]. The
host computer can then use this data to control synthesis or
signal processing.
While a number of applications are specifically designed to
complement existing hardware or software (DL1608 Master
Fader 18, V-Control Pro31, Omni TR32) the majority of controller
applications allow the user to customize the layout of the screen
in some respect – for example, to accommodate alternative
keyboard layouts (Musix [11], ExpressionPad33). M ost
applications consist of a widget-based GUI - in this case the
screen forms a canvas which can be populated by a selection of
pre-designed faders, buttons, dials and touchpads (Control34,
mrmr35, TouchOSC36, Lemur 37). This approach to musical
performance using M T technology is by far the most popular
due to its relative ease-of-use and familiar metaphors.

hardware-inspired widgets such as faders, dials, drum pads, etc.
While M T interfaces often resemble typical GUIs, there are
vastly different design issues that need to be considered. These
issues are well-established and have been under investigation
for many years (see [18] for a comprehensive introduction and
the work of Bill Buxton38 for more-detailed analysis). So why
do we persist in our use of a design strategy that is not ideally suited to the device itself?
The explanation can be illustrated with a comparison to
music controllers in general. A well-established criticism of
M IDI interfaces has been their over-reliance upon the pianokeyboard metaphor, which by its nature cannot accommodate
many of the features unique to synthetic sound (freedom from
discreet pitch-structures, continuous control over timbre, etc.).
There are many practical reasons, however, why the keyboard
interface dominates – the most prevalent being that they allow
pianists to utilize their existing skills to control new
hardware/software and thus represent less of a financial risk to
the manufacturers.
For the same reason, it makes perfect sense for designers of
new DM Is to adhere to familiar GUI/WIM P (Windows, Icons,
M enus, Pointers) paradigms. These design clichés allow us to
exploit several decades-worth of embedded cultural and
technological knowledge in our interfaces and there are
abundant resources which enable us to do so. However, in
much the same way as the piano keyboard was not designed to
accommodate continuous pitch changes or gradual
manipulation of timbre, the GUI was not designed with M T
input or live music performance in mind.
The GUI paradigm has been optimized for use with a
keyboard and mouse combination – it is therefore misguided to
adopt this style of interaction on M T surfaces without any
modification [24]. There are arguably some benefits to using a
M T GUI in performance – the inability of a mouse to
manipulate more than one onscreen object simultaneously is a
limitation that the M T surface does indeed surmount. However,
there is a vast array of negative repercussions – for example,
over-reliance upon visual feedback, tendency for users’ hands
to obscure the screen (and hence, the only source of feedback)
and the rigorous precision demanded by most M T GUIs make
them a less-than-ideal solution for live musical performance.
Widget-based GUIs by their very nature encourage one-toone mapping and tight-coupling at the procedural stage of DM I
design – both restrictive approaches that lead to systems bound
by ‘the instrumental paradigm’ [5, 9]. This kind of design
approach imposes a cognitive load on the user which can
impair their level of engagement with the performance,
especially when other musicians are involved. It has been
acknowledged that the emergence of social affordances during
music-making can be seriously comp romised by tightlycoupled DM Is [8].
This is not to suggest that robust and innovative GUI-based
DM Is cannot be designed for M T surfaces. Rather it is being
proposed that we should investigate, with equal vigor, the
possibility of creating new interaction paradigms that best
exploit the unique properties of the M T surface as a
performance interface.

3. DESIGNING MULTI-TOUCH
INTERFACES
3.1 Rethinking the GUI

As outlined above, the most popular way to design multi-touch
user-interfaces is via a toolkit of widgets that provide typical
GUI-like elements such as windows and menus. For musical
interfaces, these toolkits usually contain a selection of
23
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3.2 Beyond the GUI

As illustrated in previous publications, interactions with M T
surfaces generate extremely rich data [12]. There are many
resources which can help DM I designers to access this data –
Reactivision39, TUIO, CCV40 and the NUI Group all provide a
38
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variety of tools for accessing raw touch data and generating
higher-level information such as speed of travel, point history,
etc. A number of interesting projects have sought to utilize this
data for musical performance, such as the geometrically -driven
DM Is of Kevin Schlei29 [19] and the examples cited in [12].
However, the vast majority of applications fail to make use of
this data in any meaningful way.
One possible reason is the volatility of geometrically-derived
data. Some of the examples mentioned use algorithms that
calculate, for example, ‘angle to previous point’ or ‘distance to
first touch’. There is a danger in mapping this kind of data to
any kind of prominent synthesis parameter as it is highlydependent upon the order of touch initialization upon the
surface – two perceptually-identical gestures can quite easily
result in the establishment of totally different point relationships.
Another reason is the difficulty of implementing high-level
‘gestural’ response systems. Anyone intending to design a
gesture-based M T DM I must have (at least) a competent grasp
of the hardware and protocol being used, coordinate geometry
and intermediate programming concepts such as event
handling, control flow and multi-threading. This overhead is a
significant deterrent to any musician, composer or performer
who wants to explore M T interaction. There are many solutions
which offer high-level gesture support, but none specifically designed for musicians.
Figure 1 is a purely illustrative graph which places some
popular approaches to M T music control on a two-dimensional
continuum. The different systems are situated according to the
programming expertise required (vertical axis) and how closedoff they are (horizontal). Naturally, these systems all function
very well in certain contexts – the purpose of this diagram is to
suggest how these approaches relate to one another and also to
establish a point at which there may be a deficit of resources.

4. RESEARCH TOOLS

This section provides a brief introduction to two
complementary projects which are under development. Both
pieces of software are designed with non-graphical interaction
techniques in mind – treating the M T surface as a sensitive
data-gathering device rather than a canvas for widget-based
interactions. The collective goal of these projects is to develop
research tools which will enable future studies into M T
interface design for music performance.

4.1 SurfacePlayer

SurfacePlayer is being developed within Processing41– a
development environment which uses easily -readable syntax
and tends to be popular among artists working with sound and
visuals. The program provides a selection of gesture-handling
functions which expand-upon the current TUIO library 42. The
functions generate useful high-level information in response to
user gestures which can then be routed to external synthesis
software.
The objective of SurfacePlayer is to provide musicians and
composers with a modular set of tools to facilitate the
construction of expressive touch-based performance interfaces.
It is hoped that this set of high-level tools will allow designers
to concentrate their attention on more musically -critical aspects
of the interface, such as mapping and feedback, and encourage
more experimentation with M T music performance.
M ore information on SurfacePlayer can be found in [12] and
on the author’s website43.

4.2 OSCar

OSCar is an iOS application for realtime music control which
incorporates the built-in gesture-recognition algorithms of the
Cocoa Touch UI framework44.

4.2.1 Implementation

OSCar works by analyzing raw touch information on the
mobile device itself. The resulting high-level data is sent via a
wireless connection in an easily -readable OSC format which
describes the properties of commonly -used M T gestures
(parameterized multi-tap, swipe, pinch, pan), orientation
sensors (accelerometer values) and other abstract properties
(number of touches, quantized location). Different gesture
recognizers may be toggled on and off to accommodate easy
testing and mapping of data to musical parameters. The
corresponding preferences menu is external to the application
itself in order to prevent accidental changes during live
performance.
The gesture-recognizers all operate independently and
simultaneously – this approach, coupled with the simple
message formatting, allows rapid experimentation with
combinations of different gestures and mappings. This looselycoupled set of behaviors is analogous to the selection of
widgets in an application such as TouchOSC.
The visual aspect of OSCar is minimal and serves only to
provide basic cues for the user. There are no widgets or menus the priority is to provide rich, modeless feedback [3] in a nonprescriptive application.

Figure 1. Comparison of MT development options
The area in the lower left of the diagram has been identified
as an ideal space to aim for when developing tools for DM I
design. An approach that could be placed within this area
would allow more freedom to experiment, with less specialist
requirements and prescriptive boundaries influencing the
design process.
The ability to engage in ‘reflective practice’ is indispensable
to the digital musician [4] – therefore, a fluid transition from
evaluation to implementation (and indeed all stages of the DM I
design cycle) is vital [1, 16]. Tools which allow rapid and
transparent development ensure that the designer can
concentrate upon the critical aspects of mapping and user
experience.

41

http://processing.org
http://www.tuio.org/?processing
43
http://aColossalEmptySpace.com
44
http://developer.apple.com/technologies/ios/cocoatouch.html
42
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4.2.2 Preliminary results
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The examples which will be made available online demonstrate
some simple performance scenarios 43. One predicted benefit of
the non-prescriptive application design is the potential for
discovery of new gesture combinations. Some examples of
these combinations can be seen in the videos - the ‘running’
swipes are used to control a beat-slicing effect and the ‘pinch’
gesture controls the cutoff of a LP filter. These are movements
that, independent of any graphical reinforcement, resemble
real-world physical manipulations and could easily be used in
the design of user-defined gestures (a comprehensive summary
of related issues can be found in [22]).
Both pieces of software are already being employed to
investigate M T mapping strategies – OSCar has been
successfully used to perform music from genres as diverse as
drum & bass and drone-based ambient. The research
possibilities are vast – outside of the aforementioned musical
applications, OSCar represents an interface development
system that permits users to rapidly prototype and evaluate
different combinations of gestures. The ability to quickly and
clearly define behaviors in response to complex touch events
can be used to elucidate the mapping stage of DM I design
without the significant workload usually required to employ
M T interfaces in this way.
A more detailed discussion of musical implementations,
mapping schemes and performance methodology will be the
subject of future papers.

5. CONCLUSION

A preliminary investigation into touch-based music interfaces
has shown that, in general, successful design approaches have
been strongly-linked to the implicit capabilities of the devices
themselves. This study has also illustrated how this kind of
engagement with multi-touch devices has been somewhat
hindered by the persistence of the GUI paradigm. We have
therefore proposed a different approach which emphasizes the
implicit characteristics of the M T surface and establishes a
philosophy of design centered upon its strengths. We have
introduced two tools – SurfacePlayer and OSCar – which will
be used to explore these possibilities in future research, with an
enhanced focus upon the user experience and musical process
itself.
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ABSTRACT
TedStick is a new wireless musical instrument that processes
acoustic sounds resonating within its wooden body and manipulates them via gestural movements. The sounds are
transduced by a piezoelectric sensor inside the wooden body,
so any tactile contact with TedStick is transmitted as audio
and further processed by a computer. The main method
for performing with TedStick focuses on extracting diverse
sounds from within the resonant properties of TedStick itself. This is done by holding TedStick in one hand and
a standard drumstick in the opposite hand while tapping,
rubbing, or scraping the two against each other. Gestural
movements of TedStick are then mapped to parameters for
several sound effects including pitch shift, delay, reverb and
low/high pass filters. Using this technique the hand holding
the drumstick can control the acoustic sounds/interaction
between the sticks while the hand holding TedStick can focus purely on controlling the sound manipulation and effects
parameters.

Figure 1: TedStick
ment itself as the source audio for gestural sound manipulation in a way more akin to The Sound of Touch. However,
The Sound of Touch lacks a certain live performative aspect of the acoustic sounds which TedStick overcomes by
keeping acoustically resonant interactions completely independent from the gestures necessary for sonic manipulation.

Keywords
tangible user interface, piezoelectric sensors, gestural performance, digital sound manipulation

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past there have been many implementations of both
gestural performance[2] and digital manipulation of acoustically resonant sounds when it comes to instrument design.
David Merrill’s The Sound of Touch[4] is a great example of
the latter. His instrument consisted of a wand with a button that records and stores audio samples. The wand could
be scraped and rubbed against different kinds of surfaces to
manipulate and convolute the recorded sample.
For gestural instrument design, popular electronics such
as the Wiimote and iPhone have made accelerometer data
incredibly accessible. Tim Soo’s Invisible Instruments[5]
project has gained a lot of press both online and through
Music Hack Day conferences, using a Wiimote to detect performance gestures of traditional instruments. Accelerometer data is then sent to a computer to replicate the sound
of these traditional instruments.
TedStick attempts to take gestural instruments a step further by using the resonant acoustic properties of the instru-

2.

PERFORMING

The basic performative technique of TedStick involves holding the instrument in one hand and a standard drumstick in
the other. The handle of TedStick has four buttons (functioning as momentary switches) for the performer to control
each of four different sound effects: pitch shift, delay, filter
and reverb (see Figure 2).
When a button is pressed, the vertical tilt and rolling tilt
of TedStick each control a different parameter of the corresponding effect. When the button is released, the effect’s
parameters are frozen at those settings set by the tilt of
TedStick. Holding down multiple buttons at the same time
adds another dimension of playability, enabling the vertical tilt and roll of the instrument to control multiple effects
simultaneously. By exploring clever patterns of when to
press and release each button, the performer has a plethora
of sounds and settings to choose from.

3. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
3.1 Hardware

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

The wood used for TedStick originally came from a truncated stair banister. This shape was ideal, as the short rectangular handle could be used for storing electronics, and the
longer rounded pole-like extension is great for tactile interaction. A 3cm X 3cm X 17cm cavity was drilled into the
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When there is no left-right tilt at all, the filter is all pass.
As TedStick is rolled to the left, the cutoff frequency of the
LPF sweeps down, and when TedStick is rolled to the right
of its rest position, the cutoff of the HPF sweeps up. Vertical tilt then corresponds to the Q or resonance of the filters.
Lastly, the fourth button controls reverb with left-right tilt
mapping to wet/dry ratio, and vertical tilt controlling the
reverb time.

4.

Figure 2: Holding TedStick
handle as is seen in Figure 3. The circuit board from a
Nintendo Wiimote rests inside the cavity, transmitting the
accelerometer data and button on/off messages via Bluetooth.
Below the four effect triggering buttons is a fifth button
(a latch switch), acting as a power switch for all of the
electronics inside TedStick. This includes both the Wiimote
circuit board and a wireless microphone transmitter from a
karaoke microphone, not pictured in Figure 3. The leads
of the transmitter were soldered to the raw piezo element
so that the piezo could use the transmitter’s internal op
amp as well. With all of the electronics fitting securely
inside TedStick, a plexiglass lid was screwed on to enclose
the cavity, while still allowing the electronics to be visible
to the performer and the audience.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Overall, TedStick has shown to be a versatile instrument
with capabilities for incredible control of sonic texture. Users
are drawn in to its simplicity and wide ranging sounds.
Once familiar with TedStick’s button function, beginners
can easily explore different sound manipulations in a controlled way, crafting their own preferred technique and playing patterns.
The real power of TedStick lies within its methods for gestural sound manipulation. A next step for this instrument
may be to try applying this method of sonic manipulation
to external sources of audio. This could be implemented
through an interactive microphone/effects controller, or any
other instrument that has a playability completely independent of the instrument’s gestural movements.

6.
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Figure 3: a preliminary design for the handle

3.2

OBSERVATIONS AND FEEDBACK

When initially testing the software there appeared to be a
considerable amount of Bluetooth interference being picked
up by the wireless microphone signal. After analyzing the
audio signal, it was found that interference was occurring
primarily at 800, 1600 and 3200 hz. An equalizer was applied to filter out these frequencies within the initial incoming audio signal, reducing the interference to a negligible
level.
Once fully operational, a series of user tests were undertaken. People were asked to give feedback on the playability
of the instrument, the calibration of the software and the
comfortableness of the handle. After these tests, certain areas of the wooden handle were smoothed out for more comfortable playing, but there were no major changes made to
the software.

7.

Software
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Accelerometer and button information are sent via Bluetooth to a computer running OSCulator and Max/MSP.
The audio is sent directly to the computer’s audio interface
via a wireless receiver corresponding to the transmitter inside TedStick. All of the effects parameters are calibrated so
that TedStick has a ‘rest’ position. When held horizontally
with the buttons facing down the effects are neutral/dry.
The one exception is reverb, which is at a 50-50 wet/dry
ratio when TedStick is held in in the rest position. This
calibration allows for an easy reset if the performer wants
to return to a dry and unprocessed sound. When pressing
the first button, vertical tilt is mapped to pitch bend, and
the left-right roll is mapped to an equal power stereo panning algorithm. The second button has vertical tilt mapped
to feedback of a delay, and roll controls delay time. The
third button corresponds to a low pass and high pass filter.
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ABSTRACT

gestures and the musical result. Our hope was that this
approach would culminate in a performance that was understandable, engaging, and enjoyable. This paper discusses
the guiding principles behind the PCE, the implementation
of these principles in three compositions, and a performance
of the compositions.
This examination of the collaborative potential of digital musical instruments in a performance context is greatly
influenced by the work of musicologist Christopher Small.
Small argues that “the act of musicking establishes in the
place where it is happening a set of relationships, and it is in
those relationships that the meaning of the act lies. They
are to be found not only between those organized sounds
which are conventionally thought of as being the stuff of musical meaning but also between the people who are taking
part, in whatever capacity, in the performance”[16]. Talking about the Princeton Laptop Orchestra, Dan Trueman
notes that “[o]ne of the most exciting possibilities afforded
by the laptop orchestra is its inherent dependence on people
making music together in the same space”[19]. The Physical Computing Ensemble was formed for the purpose of
exploring these possibilities.

The Physical Computing Ensemble was created in order to
determine the viability of an approach to musical performance which focuses on the relationships and interactions
of the performers. Three performance systems utilizing gestural controllers were designed and implemented, each with
a different strategy for performer interaction.
These strategies took advantage of the opportunities for
collaborative performance inherent in digital musical instruments due to their networking abilities and reconfigurable
software. These characteristics allow for the easy implementation of varying approaches to collaborative performance.
Ensembles who utilize digital musical instruments provide
a fertile environment for the design, testing, and utilization
of collaborative performance systems.
The three strategies discussed in this paper are the parameterization of musical elements, turn-based collaborative control of sound, and the interaction of musical systems created by multiple performers. Design principles,
implementation, and a performance using these strategies
are discussed, and the conclusion is drawn that performer
interaction and collaboration as a primary focus for system
design, composition, and performance is viable.

1.1

We refer to Miranda & Wanderley’s definition of a digital
musical instrument (DMI) consisting of interface > mappings > synthesis algorithm[15]. Commonly both mapping
and sound synthesis take place in software. This creates opportunities for collaboration due to two factors — the possibility of sharing information with other performers over
a network, and the reconfigurability of mapping strategies
and synthesis algorithms.
While the possibilities of network-based information sharing in musical performance has been addressed [21] [22],
the reconfigurability of DMIs for collaborative performance
is equally important. Reconfigurability means that a substantial part of the instrument can change in the course of
a performance. This has the benefit that instrument design can become context-specific, and can depend on the
existence of performers relating to each other in specific
ways. While reconfiguring DMIs is not always seen as a
good thing, as noted in Perry Cook’s Principle “Programmability is a curse”[6], Cook also notes “[more] can be better!
(but hard)”[7]. It opens up the possibility for certain configurations of instruments that depend on each other, or on
certain aspects of the performance environment.
In this paper we refer to a digital music ensemble (DME)
as an ensemble of musicians performing using DMIs. This
restriction of instrumentation is important because it allows
for an approach to collaborative performance that takes advantage of the characteristics of DMIs described above.

Keywords
Collaborative performance, interaction, digital musical instruments, gestural controller, digital music ensemble, Wii

1.

Collaborative affordances of DMIs

INTRODUCTION

The Physical Computing Ensemble (PCE) was formed at
the University of California Irvine in Fall 2010 in order to
explore the potential of collaborative performance in a digital music ensemble. The hypothesis behind the formation
of the PCE was that one approach to a successful DME
performance is through highlighting performer relationships
and interaction. During the creation of the PCE considerations which would normally be the primary focus of a performance, such as compositional intent and the expressive
facility of individual performers, were de-emphasized in order to focus on the development of collaborative strategies
which the performers would be able to confidently employ.
Careful attention was given to the clarity of performer’s instrumental gestures, and to the correlation between these
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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The Hub, as the most prominent example of a DME which
explicitly focuses on collaborative performance, is one of the
primary influences for the PCE.Laptop orchestras, and the
PLOrk in particular, have also been important primarily
for their use of instruments which are developed by composers and directors [17] [4], in contrast to ensembles like
The Hub and Sensorband in which each performer provides
and performs with different DMIs [5] [2].
The Tooka [10] and Soundnet [2] are examples of instrument in which collaborative performance is designed into
the hardware. These instruments demonstrate that collaborative control of an interface is a viable approach, although
collaboration through software may prove to be more practical in certain contexts and has the advantages that the
mode of collaboration may change during performance, and
DMIs may also be used in non-collaborative contexts.

2.

change; and specific performance instructions. At the beginning of each section performers were cued as to whether
they were playing in a section or not. If they were playing, they received 16 rapid pulses. If they were not they
received a single long pulse. Each section was cued with a
vibrotactile count-in consisting of 8 eighth-notes, followed
by the appropriate start/stop cue at the downbeat of the
new section. In “Just Continue to Move” performers also
were given specific cues in the form of 1, 2, or 3 short pulses
indicating specific musical gestures.
Since there was no visual direction given to the performers
in the form of sheet music or visual cues, they were expected
to memorize the compositions. In practice, the performers
used visual communication with each other to help remember the content of the compositions. The tactile cues also
proved to be indispensable. While the Wii remote’s vibroactuator is limited to on/off messages the cues were effective
in conveying necessary information. The performers had
occasional difficulty with distinguishing between different
pulse patterns, but this was solved largely through the restriction of cues to certain contexts. There were also some
problems with performers not feeling cues, which stemmed
from the masking of vibrotactile cues by vigorous physical motion. This did not pose too much of a problem in
this context since the tactile cues were primarily used as
reminders, and visual communication with other performers easily compensated for missed cues, but it does point to
larger issues with the use of vibrotactile systems to provide
feedback and guidance during performance.

FOUNDATIONS OF THE PCE

Considering how humans express themselves physically refers
to more than just the use of expressive gestures such as
hand movements. It also includes the ways in which we
position ourselves in space — whether we face each other,
move closer and further away from each other — and how
this affects the ways in which we use eye contact and subtle physical cues. These physical expressions can be used
as the conceptual frameworks for computer-mediated forms
of human communication. In this scenario the focus moves
away from human-computer interaction and towards human
interaction as mediated by a computer.
As the Physical Computing Ensemble took shape it developed the following attributes:

3.

• The performer interface should rely on gestures which
would be meaningful to the performer, fellow musicians, and audience.
• Performers should each have their own speaker, which
should be positioned on stage as to localize each performers’ sound in a different place. However, the performers themselves should not be tied down to a specific location and should use a wireless interface. One
corollary of this decision is that performers must not
use sheet music, as this would tie them to a location
on stage.
• The performers’ attention should be on their fellow
performers, with interaction being the focus. The performer’s instruments should not require visual feedback.

3.1

Triangulation

“Triangulation” explores the parameterization of musical elements as utilized by The Hub in “The Minister of Pitch”[5].
There are three pairs of musicians; in each pair one musician deals primarily with pitch and timbral material and
the other musician with rhythmic material. Both musicians
use 3-axis accelerometers to write into multiple data buffers,
which are then used as 1) wavetables and 2) amplitude values sampled at 16th notes, respectively. Data is written into
their buffers as long as they depress their trigger button.
Since the pitch musician is writing data into a wavetable
there is no audible result until the end of their gesture.
In contrast, the rhythm musician’s gestures are stored and
heard simultaneously. In practice this means that their gestures are sequential and meet at the moment of sound generation, which requires visual coordination between the musicians.

• The role of the computer, and its physical presence,
should be minimized in order to direct attention to
the performers.
• Each composition should use a different software instrument which utilizes a different approach to performer interaction.

2.1

3 APPROACHES TO INTERACTIVITY

Behind each PCE composition is a different concept of interactivity. The concepts in the compositions examined below are: the parameterization of musical elements, where
different musicians are in control of different elements of
the same musical event; turn-based collaborative control of
sound, where performers share control of a sonic element sequentially rather than simultaneously; and the interaction
of systems set in place by each performer. To the degree
which these forms of interaction depend upon the capabilities of a computer they are unique to a digital music ensemble. There are other more traditional forms of interaction
in these compositions as well, but the success of each piece
is dependent upon the qualities of the forms of interaction
described above. Full documentation of the compositions is
available on the first author’s website, ianhattwick.com.

Technical Notes

Each performer used a Nintendo Wii remote as a gestural
controller. The three-axis accelerometer and trigger button
were the only sensors used. OSCulator was used to route
the controller data into Max/MSP.
The compositions were programmed in Max/MSP and
each composition consisted of multiple sections, each with
specific parameter settings. Vibrotactile cues using the Wii
remotes built-in vibroactuators were given to the performers in order to assist them in navigating the compositions.
Three kinds of cues were given: start/stop playing; section

3.2

Just Continue to Move

“Just Continue to Move” uses the motions of throwing a
ball back and forth as its primary performance gesture. The
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takes the form of a duet with easily discernible interlocking
rhythms or it can take the form of a complex composite
of many different rhythms. In contrast to the processes
in a typical algorithmic composition, whose parameters are
set before the composition begins, in “Skipping Stones” the
parameters of the process are set by a gesture extremely
similar to a traditional performance gesture. This allows
performers to set into motion musical processes which are
a reaction in real-time to the processes created by other
musicians.

4.

IN PERFORMANCE

concept of playing catch has many associations (cooperative
play, interaction with the environment, skill-based performance, etc.). Throwing a ball is an expressive act with an
infinite number of variations, and is easy to perform but
with room for virtuosity. There is a common desire for a
form of computer musicianship that is easy for the beginner
to grasp but that rewards expert performance[19][1][23]; in
some ways catch is a simple example of this.
In the PCE implementation, the virtual ball represents
control over a long sample of a spoken anecdote. Performers
grasp the ball by holding the trigger button; while grasped,
acceleration controls the amplitude of the sample. When
the ball is thrown, the momentary acceleration and angle of
release at the moment the trigger is released are measured.
A short section of the sample whose end is the playback
position of the sample at the moment of release is then
looped. The release angle determines the total length of the
loop; acceleration determines the intial speed of the loop.
The speed slows to a stop over the course of a few seconds,
resulting in a pseudo-doppler effect which aurally conveys
the trajectory of the ball. The receiving player “grabs” the
ball at the appropriate point in its trajectory.

Since one of the goals of the PCE was to highlight the physical relationships between performers, the staging of each
composition was important consideration. The stage setup
consisted of six speakers in a semi-circle behind the ensemble, and a large open space for the performers to inhabit.
Each performer had a dedicated speaker which served as
their home base. This influenced the performers’ location
left-to-right more than front-to-back, in an attempt to locate each performer in the correct location in the ‘stereo
field’.
Each composition employed varying ensemble configurations ranging from duets to tutti sections. Specific stagings
were established in order to highlight the interaction of each
configuration. This helped to convey the focus of the composition to the audience and facilitate visual communication between performers. Different stagings also served to
suggest different kinds of performance gestures. For example, in “Just Continue to Move” duets in which performers
were located at opposite sides of the stage caused the performers to throw ‘long bombs’, while stagings in which the
performers were close more often instigated volleying. The
fluidity of the staging was a hugely important factor in the
performance, with the open space allowing the performers
considerable latitude in physical expression.
The April 22 performance was to an audience of around
80 people who were largely unfamiliar with electro-acoustic
music. Once the performance began it quickly became apparent that they were drawn in by the rapport between the
performers. By the end of the concert it was apparent that
our first two hopes, that it be understandable and engaging, were fulfilled. Anecdotal evidence gathered over the
next week suggests that the third hope was fulfilled as well.

3.3

5.

Figure 1: A pitch/rhythm pair performing in “Triangulation”

Skipping Stones

In “Skipping Stones” individual musicians create musical
events whose qualities are derived from the metaphor of
skipping stones on a lake. The musician makes a single motion — picking up a stone by pressing the trigger button,
throwing the stone by moving their hand perpendicularly
to the ground, and releasing the stone at the proper place
in the throw by letting go of the trigger button. This single
motion creates a miniature musical system whose characteristics are determined by the acceleration and angle at
the moment of the stone’s release. How hard the stone is
thrown determines the speed, amplitude, and number of
repetitions, or ‘skips’, of a note. The angle of the stone’s
release determines the length of the sonic event which constitutes each skip. There is a metric pulse and each skip
is one of eight rhythmic subdivisions of the basic pulse,
from a 32nd note to a half note. While the subdivisions
are quantized, the moment of release is not, which allows
for considerable rhythmic flexibility.
The primary form of interaction in this composition is in
the creation of systems with different rhythmic subdivisions.
Depending on how many musicians are playing at once this

CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis asserted in this paper is that one approach
to a successful DME performance is through highlighting
the relationships and interaction of the performers. Principles for DME performance based on this hypothesis were
presented, three different systems for collaborative performance were described, and we analyze the use of these systems in concert.
While it is difficult to quantify precisely, it is our belief
that the principles laid out in this paper were instrumental to the concert’s success. We would also like to emphasize that the reconfigurability of digital musical instruments
provides an opportunity for modes of collaborative performance practice to be implemented on a wide variety of instruments. In the concert described above, the use of different collaborative approaches to give each composition a
distinct character was greatly beneficial.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of user interaction with two
explorative music environments (sound system A and B) that
were inspired from the Banda Linda music tradition in two
different ways. The sound systems adapted to how a team of
two players improvised and made a melody together in an
interleaved fashion: Systems A and B used a fuzzy logic
algorithm and pattern recognition to respond with modifications
of a background rhythms. In an experiment with a pen tablet
interface as the music instrument, users aged 10-13 were to tap
tones and continue each other’s melody. The sound systems
rewarded users sonically, if they managed to add tones to their
mutual melody in a rapid turn taking manner with rhythmical
patterns. Videos of experiment sessions show that user teams
contributed to a melody in ways that resemble conversation.
Interaction data show that each sound system made player
teams play in different ways, but players in general had a hard
time adjusting to a non-Western music tradition. The paper
concludes with a comparison and evaluation of the two sound
systems. Finally it proposes a new approach to the design of
collaborative and shared music environments that is based on
”listening applications”.

Keywords
Music improvisation, novices, social learning, interaction
studies, interaction design.

1. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative music interfaces have formed a special topic in
the research into new interfaces for musical expression, as well
as part of an ongoing development of mainstream computer
games and popular music performance instruments [5][7][9].
This paper contributes to research into collaborative music
improvisation interfaces for novices: [2][3][4][10][11]. The
mentioned research introduces ways in which groups of people
can express themselves musically in a social setting. They
explore ways in which a digital sound system can mediate
mutual user action captured by a shared physical interface and
map parameters of physical expression to musical expression.
When designing the experiments presented in this paper we
were inspired by a specific musical style that links two or more
musicians in a music performance and improvisation. The
music tradition used is that of the Banda Linda horn orchestras,
where each musician contributes with one to two tones in an
interleaved fashion with other members of an ensemble [1].
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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This kind of musical expression requires that each musician is
highly aware of the others while playing. Our challenge was to
design a music interface that would allow novices (nonmusicians) to express themselves while obtaining awareness
towards the other user’s actions.
We designed two different kinds of sound systems, system A
and B that provided users with two different ways of taking
turns adding to a shared melody. In addition to this, the two
sound systems used two different methods of real-time
measurement of mutual user action: Systems A used a fuzzy
logic algorithm to detect turn taking tendencies. System B used
pattern recognition as a way to identify specific turn taking
relationships. The real-time “results” of the two different
measurement methods were mapped to a background rhythm
that adapted to rhythmical aspects of the two users’ shared
melody: The background rhythm was changed through “sonic
rewards” that consisted of modifications and ”add-ons” to a
ground rhythm.
The objective of the study was to understand how users, or
players, as we would like to call them, activated tones
according to a changing background rhythm. The hypothesis
was that players would hear that the background rhythm
changed according to their play, and that they in turn would
adjust their play in order to modify the background rhythm.
Results show that in both systems there were a few signs that
players collaborated about changing the shared melody in order
to obtain sonic rewards. In most teams, however, players
seemed to hear that their play had an effect on the background
rhythm, but they were not aware of what to do in order to make
specific changes to the background rhythm.
The main finding of this study was that in the design of “active
music listening” applications [6] for novices, it is essential to
include any user’s natural ways of expression when trying to
match them with any type of musical framework, especially
when it comes to the practice of free improvisation. Based on
our experiences presented in this paper, we suggest to design
”listening interfaces” that focus on the kind of musical
expression that novice players immediately engage in when
using a particular physical interface with a corresponding
shared electronic music instrument.

2. A SHARED INTERFACE ADAPTING
TO RHYTHMICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Firstly, the sound systems A and B were based on the principles
of Banda Linda horn orchestras in two different ways. In sound
system A, each player could play a “phrase” of pitches that
would form part of a melody. In sound system B, each player
could only play one pitch per “phrase”, and therefore only
contribute with one single note at a time. Secondly, the designs
were inspired by Pachet’s interactive music instrument called

”the Continuator”, where a single player takes turns playing
with a keyboard. The keyboard listens to a player who plays
notes and the keyboard responds after a while with a melody
that consists of modified forms of the melodic material [9]. In
sound system A and B “sonic rewards” happened based on a
selection of characteristic rhythmical relationships found in the
timing of turn activations and turn lengths in the players’
melody. We used the term sonic reward, because we believed
that rhythmical ”effects” would work as sonic reward system
similar to a visual point system and encourage players to take
turns in a varied rhythmical fashion. The two sound systems did
not have any visual interface. Players were to play the pen
tablets as music instruments and listen to the sonic result of
their play.
Five teams tried sound system A (team 1-5a) and six teams
tried sound system B (team1-6b). Players participated in fifteen
minute long experiment sessions. First each sound system was
demonstrated to the player teams, after which the teams played
together for five minutes (see figure 1).

with his/her pen, the player would not get any sound until the
other player had activated a tone.
Table 1. Three step design process
Design of sonic expression – the individual electronic
music instruments.
Design of an analysis system that listened to the turn taking
rhythm of two players.
Design of a sonic reward system that changed a ground
rhythm and accompanied the ground rhythm with drum
thrills.
Sound systems A and B differed in the following way: If a
player in sound system A touched the tablet and moved the pen
across the tablet, the player could play several pitches within
the same turn activation. In sound system B pen movement did
not cause any pitch changes. Each player only had one pitch
available per turn activation, so the player would have to lift the
pen and put it in a new pitch field in order to activate a new
pitch.
The two sound systems produced a rhythmical accompaniment
to the melody that two players made. This rhythmical
accompaniment consisted of a ”ground rhythm” that repeated
itself every bar. In addition to the ground rhythm short drum
thrills and melody snippets were added. System A and B shared
part of the turn taking rhythm interpretation algorithms. The
following diagram (see table 2) displays the mappings between
turn taking interpretation algorithms and the ground rhythm
modifications. Every time players performed one of the
following co-actions, the ground rhythm was immediately
modified.
Table 2. How player action influenced the ground rhythm.

Figure 1. Diagram over experiment setup. Two pen tablets
were connected to a laptop that recorded and stored all
interaction data relevant to software events into data files
[A]. A camera video filmed and stored documentation of
two players’ collaboration into a video database [B]. A
speaker placed behind each player played individual tone
sounds and the background rhythm.
A pen tablet was used as a ”music instrument”. This interface
has previously been used as a music instrument in [12]. It
turned out that this interface had a significant effect on the
musical outcome.

Cause

Effect

a) activating tones at the
same time (tapping)

mirror the next part (2/4
beats) of the ground rhythm
and a drum thrill

b) ending tone at the same
time (lifting pen)

repeat the next part (2/4
beats) of the ground rhythm
and a drum thrill

c) short* break between turn add a beat after ’now’
activations (*up to 300 ms) - use last heard drum sound

2.1 Using a three-step design process
For the design of the two sound systems we used a three-step
design process (see table 1). In both systems players were
sonically rewarded according to significant rhythmical
relationships that they engaged in on the fly. It is important to
point out that there are many forms of “significant” rhythmical
relationships and that we focused on only a few (see tables 24). Also, we point out that the rewarding systems only had
short-term memory of one or two bars (one or two cycles of the
ground rhythm, corresponding to a time frame of roughly 2
seconds). In both systems the pen tablet was divided into two
rows of eight keys or pitch fields. The two rows of eight pitches
belonged in the G-major scale and were one octave apart with
the “high” pitches in the upper row and “low” pitches in the
lower row. Each player would have to take turns by playing
parts of a melody and play a sort of sonic “exquisite corpse”.
Both sound systems understood a melody part as one “turn
activation”: Something that happened when a player touched
the tablet with his/her pen. If a player tapped a second time

d) activating tones in time
with the 4/4 pulse beat

offset the next part (2/4
beats) of the ground rhythm

e) more than 4 pitch shifts
per bar (rhythm cycle)

delete next beat after ’now’
- this caused a break

f) if the time between turn
increase or decrease the pace
activations has been regular of the ground rhythm
over the last three tones
between 90 to 140 beats per
minute.
System A and B differed in the way they analyzed the turn
activation rhythm of the two players: Sound system A used
fuzzy logic algorithms to look for temporal tendencies in turn
activations and turn lengths. If selected tendencies were
detected they activated different drum thrills or ”effects”, as the
players liked to call them (see table 3). They reacted upon turn
activations within the last one-two bars of the accompanying
ground rhythm. Sound system B used a library of rhythmical
patterns to compare to the rhythm of the players’ turn
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Table 5. Sound system B. Two examples of rhythm patterns
from the library.

activations (see table 4). When players activated tones in a
rhythm that matched one of the rhythm patterns in the library,
they would activate a corresponding drum thrill or a short
melody snippet. The library contained simple rhythmical
patterns where most beats where positioned on the main 4/4
rhythm beats.

1
X

Table 3. How player action influenced the ground rhythm.
Cause

Effect

a) activating tones at the
same time (tapping)

mirror the next part (2/4
beats) of the ground rhythm
and a drum thrill

b) ending tone at the same
time (lifting pen)

repeat the next part (2/4
beats) of the ground rhythm
and a drum thrill

1

offset the next part (2/4
beats) of the ground rhythm

e) more than 4 pitch shifts
per bar (rhythm cycle)

delete next beat after ’now’

play thrill a if more than
75% of all tones within last
bar were short.

play thrill c if players
overlap each other more than
once.

d) amount of short breaks
(every 2nd bar)

play thrills d1 and d2, if the
amount of short breaks were
>11<15 and >16
respectively.

If four long* tones are
registered, play thrill f

g) short tone, long tone
pattern (every 2nd bar)

play thrill g if a short* and a
long* tone followed each
other more than once.

h) short pause, long pause
pattern (every 2nd bar)

play thrill h if a short* and a
long* pause followed each
other more than once.

&

3

&

4

&

X

X

X

X
&

3.2 Temporal Changes in Turn Taking
In sound system A, players had more irregular play and long
breaks between turn activations. This could indicate that
players tried to vary their rhythm and obtain different
rhythmical effects. In sound system B player teams were
continuously active: fewer and smaller breaks than in sound
system A. In the videos player teams seemed to be less aware
that the rhythm of activated tones affected the background
rhythm.

e) similarity (in percentage) play thrill e if the similarity
of rhythmical turn activation is more than 90 %.
between last two bars.
f) majority of long tones
(every 2nd bar)

2

4

If players were to affect the background rhythm, they would
have to take turns within the last two bars of the background
rhythm. Roughly speaking, players had to take turns within two
seconds. Interaction data of turn lengths show that only in small
sections did player teams manage to take turns rapidly and get
sonic rewards. In sound system A most teams had brief sessions
of rapid turn taking throughout their play sessions. Here one of
the players would introduce a short phrase, but this did not
make the other player engage in rapid turn taking. This
indicates that player teams were not able to engage in the kind
of rapid turn taking that would modify the ground rhythm. In
sound system B the rapid turn taking sessions were a bit longer,
compared to system A, yet not long enough that rapid turn
taking could be defined as the main play style. However, in 3
out of 6 system B play sessions the players’ turns were all
around 2 seconds – at the limit of what we defined as “rapid
turn taking”.

b) are pause and tone
Play thrill b if one tone and
durations of similar lengths? the following pause were of
(every bar)
similar length*.
c) do players overlap each
other? (ever bar)

&

&

3.1 Periods of Rapid Turn Taking

Table 4. Sound system A. The fuzzy logic algorithm that
found temporal tendencies in turn activations among
players.
a) is there a majority of
short tones? (every bar)

X

3

To sum up, the two sound systems were designed to challenge
players to take turns making a melody. The rhythm of their
turns would modify a background rhythm and drum thrills and
melody snippets would be added to the ground rhythm.
Through visual inspection of graphs that showed time between
turn activations we noticed the following: a) periods in which
player teams engaged in “rapid turn taking” that changed the
background rhythm and b) temporal changes in turn taking:
which kinds of rhythmical effects were activated in the
background rhythm.

f) if the time between turn
increase or decrease the pace
activations has been regular of the ground rhythm
over the last three tones
between 90 to 140 beats per
minute.

Current implementation

&

3. INTERACTION DATA RESULTS

- this caused a break

Analysis principle

2

X

c) short* break between turn add a beat after ’now’
activations (*up to 300 ms) - use last heard drum sound
d) activating tones in time
with the 4/4 pulse beat

&

4. VIDEO ANALYSIS
This section describes how a player team activated tones
according to the background rhythm when using the two sound
systems.

4.1 Notes about the Drawing Interface
The fact that players used a pen tablet interface influenced their
play: The drawing-like interface encouraged players to make
continuous lines of melodies, instead of tapping rhythms. In
sound system A a turn would often stretch across several cycles
of the rhythm. The fact that players could play phrases of
melodies based on pitch changes (without lifting their pens
from the tablet) made it possible to play an entire melody
within one turn activation. It was clear that each player felt that

* Note: We used three tone and pause length thresholds:
“short” = 1-2/16, “medium” = 3-8/16, “long” = 9-16/16
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s/he only had “used their turn” when they had played an entire
melody phrase (see appendix, video1). Players made a rhythm
based on pitch changes and not pen lifts (see appendix, video
2). Because players made phrases that contained multiple
pitches, they did not explore different turn taking rhythms, and
they did not learn which kinds of turn taking rhythms caused
which ”effects”. To some players it seemed like the
accompanying rhythm was too much of a ”background”
component. Players mostly seemed to notice long drum thrills,
not so much the changes that were made to the ground rhythm
itself. When drum thrills appeared, some players would turn
their heads and look at the computer screen. The screen did not
give any indication of points, but in team 2a players interpreted
the screen so that there, to them, would be an indication of
points when they heard a drum thrill (see appendix, video 3).
While trying sound system A, players ”drew” or ”wrote”
melodies by spelling words and drawing shapes. In team 2a
players used drawing rhythms as a method to get drum thrills:
They made sure that they timed their drawings of lines
correctly (see appendix, video 4). In sound system B the
possibility of changing pitch while moving the pen did not
exist. It was clear on the videos that players were frustrated
with only having one pitch per turn. They kept drawing with
their pens across the tablet to change pitch (see appendix, video
5). System B seemed to be counter-intuitive to the use of a
drawing board where a lot can be accomplished in one stroke.
In team 4b players tried different tone combinations by playing
simultaneously in different fields (see appendix, video 6).

shared electronic music instruments. Based on real-time results
from such listening components, shared music instruments that
adapt to typical play tendencies found in “novice play” can be
developed.
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4.2 When Rapid Turn Taking Happened
As seen in interaction data, team 5b managed to have a few
sessions with rapid turn taking. The first time the player team
engaged in rapid turn taking, they were encouraged by the
experiment instructor to “play fast after each other”. The way
they played was a bit mechanical: Each player activated tones
at the same pace. This caused a lot of drum thrills to happen,
and both team members listened carefully. However, at the end
of the play session, it did not seem clear to them which turn
taking rhythms caused which “effects” to happen (see
appendix, video 7). The second time team 5b engaged in rapid
turn taking, one of the team members suggested that they would
play “fast” again. This required concentration and planning:
The player who suggested to play fast was placed so that he
faced the other player, and he verbally suggested which kind of
rhythm they should play. He also instructed the other player to
lift his pen, so that he did not make a tone that was too long.

5. DISCUSSION
In summary a team of players were challenged to continue each
other’s melody by taking turns adding tones to the melody. The
rhythm of turn activations would modify a background rhythm
and/or different drum thrills and melody snippets were added.
In both sound systems each player’s turn lasted about 2 seconds
or more. This shows that it was difficult for players to negotiate
a rhythm of turns tone by tone amongst each other. In sound
system A the rhythm of pitch changes overwrote the rhythm of
turn activations. Most player teams did not change the rhythm
of the turn activations in order to modify the background
rhythm. When teams were aware that they changed the
background rhythm they thought that their changes were caused
by what/how they drew, and not by the rhythm of their pen
taps. The idea of taking turns making a rhythm in an
interleaved manner was too challenging for players who were
non-musicians. Team 5, who managed to modify the
background rhythm, had to plan co-play to a very high degree.
For future studies we propose to design and use of “listening
components” that register play tendencies in different types of

8. Appendix
Please use the password amsh2012jan in order to see the
following videos:
Video 1: http://vimeo.com/32434250
Video 2: http://vimeo.com/32433791
Video 3: http://vimeo.com/32436711
Video 4: http://vimeo.com/32437870
Video 5: http://vimeo.com/32438459
Video 6: http://vimeo.com/32439358
Video 7: http://vimeo.com/36071240
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Our research radically simplifies and makes dynamic the
workflow for developing such distributed NIMEs. Instead of
forcing the user to think in terms of different customizable
pieces of software connected by explicit messaging according to a custom OSC schema, we provide the abstraction
of a single distributed system in which connecting widgets4
on the mobile device to sound control parameters in the
synthesis environment is no different than if the widgets
existed within the synthesis environment itself. In particular, programming the entire distributed system occurs only
in the synthesis environment. For example, as a beginning
Max/MSP/Jitter programmer interactively develops a custom sound synthesis patch in an exploratory manner, the
only apparent practical or conceptual difference between
connecting Max sliders or iPad sliders to synthesis parameters is that they appear on different hardware (with different
display and input affordances). Consequently, it also provides powerful mechanisms to dynamically create, remove,
and modify the appearance and behavior of interfaces on
the mobile device, opening possibilities for interfaces that
change during the course of a performance under the direct
or indirect control of performers and/or software processes.

Designing mobile interfaces for computer-based musical performance is generally a time-consuming task that can be exasperating for performers. Instead of being able to experiment freely with physical interfaces’ affordances, performers
must spend time and attention on non-musical tasks including network configuration, development environments for
the mobile devices, defining OSC address spaces, and handling the receipt of OSC in the environment that will control
and produce sound. Our research seeks to overcome such
obstacles by minimizing the code needed to both generate
and read the output of interfaces on mobile devices. For iOS
and Android devices, our implementation extends the application Control to use a simple set of OSC messages to define
interfaces and automatically route output. On the desktop,
our implementations in Max/MSP/Jitter, LuaAV, and SuperCollider allow users to create mobile widgets mapped to
sonic parameters with a single line of code. We believe the
fluidity of our approach will encourage users to incorporate
mobile devices into their everyday performance practice.

Keywords

1.1

NIME, OSC, Zeroconf, iOS, Android, Max/MSP/Jitter, LuaAV, SuperCollider, Mobile

Prior Work(flow)

Before, users of OSC always had to be explicitly aware of the
sending and receiving software systems and of the messages
between them, and program both sides according to the
chosen OSC address space.
Many existing interface apps for mobile devices have an
associated visual interface builder application. The process
of creating a virtual slider and linking it to a prototyping
environment is typically similar to the following (asterisks
indicate a task that only needs to be completed once per
interface as opposed to once per widget):

1. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous mobile devices such as iOS and Android are
plentiful, useful, and becoming expected/necessary input
devices for NIMEs. In addition to the wealth of all-inone applications that implement NIMEs exclusively on the
mobile device hardware, there are now also many generalpurpose software packages for creating various input interfaces on mobile devices and outputting OSC over wireless,
including mrmr1 , TouchOSC2 , and Lemur3 . Such “secondgeneration OSC implementations” [15] focus entirely on realtime gestural control, represent user input as OSC, and
stream the results wirelessly. The pervasiveness and generality of OSC make it straightforward to build distributed
NIMEs by connecting custom mobile device interfaces to
custom mapping, control, and audio software.

• Launch the interface builder app and create a new
blank interface*
• Drag a widget into the interface
• Define an OSC address for the widget’s output

http://mrmr.noisepages.com
http://hexler.net/software/touchosc
3
http://liine.net/en/products/lemur

• Transfer the interface to a mobile device*

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

• On the mobile device, select a IP address and port
number for output*

1
2

• On the mobile device, select the newly transferred interface*

4
Throughout this paper, a “widget” on a mobile device
could take data from the device’s accelerometer, microphone, compass, gyroscope, and other sensors as well as
traditional screen-based GUI elements such as buttons, dials, and sliders.
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• In the prototyping platform, create an object to receive OSC messages
• In the prototyping platform, define a callback for the
specific OSC address this widget will output
• In the prototyping platform, define an object that
sends OSC messages to the widget so that you can
set its value from the prototyping environment
Four of these steps only need to be performed once, and
five need to be performed for each widget added to the
interface. Our solution reduces this to a single step perinterface and a single step per-widget.
Other researchers have also focused on allowing users to
easily map interface elements. In the SpeedDial[2] project
Georg Essl created a system to quickly map the interactive
affordances of the Nokia N95 phone to synthesis parameters using a small number of button presses. This project
shares our goal of making meaningful musical mappings possible via a minimal number of steps. Essl further continued
this line of research with the default interface of his urMus
project[3] which allows users to quickly map control parameters to synthesis algorithms using multitouch gestures. In
both of Essl’s projects device affordances are mapped to
synthesis algorithms running on the phone itself; our research instead focuses on mobile devices controlling synthesis on remote computers. In addition to his experiments
with mapping, Essl also described the benefits of using Zeroconf and OSC together in urMus to automate network
connectivity[4].
The c74 app[6] creates interfaces on iOS devices whose
layouts are dynamically generated from Max. However, interface design using c74 requires carefully scripted messages
sent to a single c74 Max object, and the values of the widgets must be separately routed from the c74 object’s outlet.
Unlike our research, c74 is written for a specific desktop application and mobile platform.
Ge Wang et al. wrote about dynamic control mapping for
ChucK[14]. ChucK can quickly patch together audio signal
graphs that can be controlled by MIDI, HID and OSC data.
The LiCK library for ChucK5 includes classes that easily
parse input from a variety of control sources, including both
Control and TouchOSC. However, these classes are for accepting data from pre-defined interfaces and do not allow
the creation of mobile interfaces from within ChucK itself.
Moving away from mobile devices, Julià, Gallardo and
Jordà authored a framework easing the process of creating
and integrating tabletop interfaces[7] with Pure Data (Pd).
Their framework provides the coordinates of fingers on the
tabletop surface via a simple pair of Pd objects and enables users to easily create interface objects on the tabletop
surface in Pd. The Field prototyping environment[1] also
influenced our research. In Field users can create graphical widgets that manipulate variables in textual code while
programs are running. There is no need to write the complicated callbacks typically associated with asynchronous user
input; instead, visual programming techniques are used to
automatically assign the output of widgets to specific variables. We imagine the research outlined here being used
with similar ease.

Figure 1: Automatically generated layouts after
adding 2, 3, 4 and 5 widgets
and JavaScript. Devices running the Control application
can be automatically discovered on a network using the Zeroconf protocol.
In addition to extending Control we have also created libraries that manage the process of generating and utilizing
interfaces on devices running Control for Max, LuaAV and
SuperCollider. These can be thought of as proxy classes
running in the synthesis environment that create an abstraction of the mobile device / network / personal computer system.

2.1

We extended Control so that interfaces could be dynamically created using a simple OSC namespace:
• /control/createBlankInterface - creates a blank interface in portrait or landscape orientation
• /control/setDestination - set the IP address and port
where Control will output OSC information
• /control/addWidget - accepts a string of JSON defining a widget to be placed in the interface
• /control/removeWidget - removes a named widget from
the interface
• /control/runScript - execute any arbitrary JavaScript
on device
There are also addresses to change parameters of existing
widgets such as color, bounding box, and output range.

2.2

Automated GUI Layout

Although the above namespace is flexible enough to allow
users to define interfaces remotely, it did not yield the desired type of fluid experimentation. One impediment was
having to specify a bounding box for each widget: if widgets were placed incorrectly, users would have to send a
separate OSC message to correct positioning. To alleviate
this problem we incorporated an automatic layout manager.
For example, Max users can copy and paste the same control.slider object five times and five sliders will appear on
the mobile device in an auto-generated layout as shown in
Figure 1.
Control’s new AutoLayout object uses a simple subdivision scheme. When the first widget is added to an interface
it fills it entirely. When a second widget is added, the first
widget is cut in half and the second widget fills the other
half of the interface. For every widget added thereafter, AutoLayout will find the existing widget occupying the largest
area and then cut that widget in half to make room for the

2. IMPLEMENTATION
Much of the research for this paper extends the project Control [9], written by the first author. Control allows users
to define touchscreen interfaces for iOS and Android devices using web technologies such as HTML, CSS, JSON
5

Dynamic interface creation on mobile device

https://github.com/heuermh/lick
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new widget. Figure 1 illustrates this process as more and
more widgets are added to the interface.
Several optional parameters provide flexibility in this scheme.
A widget can be marked sacrosanct; such widgets will never
be subdivided. Control interfaces are also divided into pages
where a page is one screen of widgets. Users can optionally
specify a particular page for a widget. Once there is more
than one page in an interface buttons automatically appear
to enable users to switch between pages.

2.3

Automated OSC Namespace Generation

2.5

We also automate the generation of an OSC namespace for
widgets. In all three of our implementations, a master object assigns each widget a unique id number; this number is
appended to the widget type to obtain an OSC address for
the widget. Thus, the first button automatically outputs
to /Button1, the second button outputs to /Button2 etc.
Although these addresses do not document functionality, in
practice users do not need to know the OSC destinations of
widgets because the Max/MSP, LuaAV and SuperCollider
implementations all handle creating the appropriate OSC
responders behind the scenes and route the values received
to a destination of the user’s choice.
Each implementation also provides a method for users to
assign a specific output address to a widget. The output
address for any widget can be changed on-the-fly; for example, the output address of a slider could be dynamically
re-assigned whenever a user changes the synthesis algorithm
they are controlling.

2.4

merical value sent to the inlet of a Max object will set the
value of the widget on the device running Control, while
Max messages such as setRange and setBounds are translated into OSC messages using the address of the widget.
Max objects that are copied and pasted will create unique
instances of widgets in Control; this makes it extremely easy
to set up arrays of sliders or buttons. When a Max object
is deleted, its corresponding mobile widget is also removed.
The Max implementation is open-source and available for
download6 .

LuaAV Implementation

LuaAV is an integrated programming environment for realtime audio-visual composition based on the Lua programming language [13]. An extension module to interface with
Control is included in LuaAV.7
Both Zeroconf handshaking and registration with the mobile device and OSC socket management occur automatically when the control module is loaded:
-- handshake via Zeroconf, initialize OSC,
-- and create a blank interface on mobile device:
local control = require "control"

Controls of various types can be created with the Knob,
Slider, and other factories in the control module. The first
argument is an optional name for accessing the widget from
Lua (otherwise a name will be auto-generated and returned);
the second argument is an object or callback to map to.
Additional named arguments can be used to specialize the
widget. The following code creates a knob and slider on the
mobile device and maps them to a synthesizer:

Max/MSP Implementation

-- create a synth to control
local sine_def = Def{
freq = 200, vol = 0.2,
SinOsc{ P"freq" } * P"vol"
}
local synth = sine_def()
-- create widget on mobile device to control the synth
control.Knob{ "vol", synth }
-- creating with additional configuration
control.Slider{ "freq", synth, label="Frequency",
value=220, min=110, max=880, page=1, color="#f00",
}

Once created, the widget name is used to get and set
the value of the widget, or to remove the widget from the
interface:

Figure 2: Max patch showing accelerometer output and two widgets controlling the frequency and
muting of an oscillator

-- use widget’s current value
print(control.vol)

The Max implementation (see Figure 2) consists of graphical objects that make routing the outputs and inputs of
Control as easy as possible. To begin using Control with
Max a user first creates a control.master object, which is
responsible for finding instances of Control running on the
local network and routing OSC messages to and from a selected instance. By default it will connect to the first running instance of Control it finds on a wireless network, but
a drop-down menu listing all devices found via Zeroconf is
available if a user wishes to select a different device. As soon
as the master object is created, a blank interface appears
on the selected mobile device.
Each widget in Control has a separate Max object representing it, with a single inlet and outlets to match the
number of corresponding widget outputs. For example, the
control.knob object possesses a single outlet outputting the
current value of the knob while control.acc continuously outputs the three accelerometer axes via three outlets. A nu-

-- set widget value (sends to device)
control.vol = 0.1
-- remove widget
control.vol = nil

The control module provides three ways to handle updates from the mobile device interface. Firstly, the state
of each widget can be polled manually by indexing control
with the corresponding widget name. Secondly, a widget
can be set to update the corresponding field in a table or
object, such as a synthesizer. Thirdly, a function callback
can be mapped to a widget name. Mapping to an object
or function can be done in the widget constructor or later
using the control.map(name, destination) function:
6
https://github.com/charlieroberts/Control---MaxMSP-Integration
7
Available at https://github.com/LuaAV/LuaAV
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• Low threshold, high ceiling and wide walls - Creating a
simple interface in Control and connecting it to a prototyping environment can be as simple as two lines of
code, but Control also enables users to define complex
interfaces in JavaScript.

-- map to a callback function
control.map("freq", function(...)
print("frequency callback:", ...)
end)

2.6

SuperCollider Implementation

• Support many paths and many styles - Users can create
interfaces statically or dynamically. They can use the
AutoLayout object to create layouts for them or they
can manually define boundaries for widgets. Users
can build Control layouts with an explicit host-side
object for each widget or more generally via scripting,
from both graphical and textual programming environments.

The SuperCollider[8] programming language is extremely
dynamic and flexible. By taking advantage of these traits
we have minimized the code required for interface generation and usage. However, unlike LuaAV and Max, SuperCollider is not currently capable of doing Zeroconf based
auto-discovery of devices on a network. This means that
users must manually enter the IP address and port of the
device they wish to utilize.
The SuperCollider class CNTRL that integrates with Control is open-source and available for download8 . The code
example below shows how to create and access device widgets from within SuperCollider.

• Make it as simple as possible - and maybe even simpler
- We don’t believe it is possible to make this process
simpler with current mobile devices.
• Choose black boxes carefully - We believe hiding the
networking protocols greatly simplifies the process;
however users remain free to take advantage of the
Control’s OSC namespace to customize their workflows.

// initialize class object by passing ip + port
// of mobile device
CNTRL.init("127.0.0.1", 8080);
a = CNTRL.slider; // create a slider
a.value.postln;
// print the slider’s current value

In addition to supporting easy experimentation, dynamic
interfaces also create new possibilities for experimental composition. In a piece by the first author, entitled Composition for Conductor and Audience[10], audience members
running Control receive interfaces pushed to them from a
server at the start of the performance. Over the course of
the piece the musical parameter space changes according to
simple game-like rules, one of which is the ability of the conductor to “cut” audience members from the performance if
they do not closely follow his or her direction. As members
of the audience are cut from or introduced into the performance their interface changes to control different musical
parameters. This type of piece is an example of audience
participation and bi-directional networking that would have
been impossible to create with other mobile device interface
software.
We conducted informal interviews with potential users of
our research to assess its usefulness and determine features
they would like to see added. In the interviews subjects were
solely shown the Max objects; all subjects had significant
prior experience working with Max. The strongest feedback
was support for the automation our framework provides.
Selected quotes:

b = CNTRL.button; // create a button
b.value = 1;
// set state of button
b.value = 0;
// create button with callback
c = CNTRL.button( (\callback:{ arg btn; btn.value; } ) );
// pass optional parameters creating widget
d = CNTRL.button( (label:"TEST", page:1, color:"#f00") );
// Define a synth
x = SynthDef("sine-synth", {| freq = 440, vol = 1 |
Out.ar(0, SinOsc.ar(freq) * vol);
}).play;
// map new widgets to synth parameters
e = CNTRL.button( \vol, x);
f = CNTRL.slider( \freq, x, (min:440, max:880) );
// remove widget
e.remove;

Our SuperCollider implementation provides the same three
mechanisms for handling updates from mobile device interfaces as found in LuaAV.

• “I like how it’s automatic... trying to get other devices
to work with Max is not usually this easy. There’s
normally a number of steps you need to complete.”

3. DISCUSSION
Users can focus on a single environment with networking
managed behind the scenes, without having to deal with
multiple workflows or networking issues. We believe that
never having to leave the conceptual space of the host environment (Max, Lua, SuperCollider, etc.) is a substantial
boost to productivity and creativity, as HCI researcher Ben
Shneiderman argues in his writings on creativity support
tools[11][12]. Shneiderman further outlines twelve design
principles for creativity support tools that “...support rapid
exploration and easy experimentation”. Our research incorporates many of them:

• “You don’t even have to think about layout... it does
seem very fast. I would definitely use this with Max.”
• “Auto-connection and auto-layout is useful... [it’s] really tedious in other models. I think it’s hella useful.”
The only common feature request was a way to save generated interfaces on devices for future use. However, all of
our implementations support the re-creation of interfaces
from code. Max objects will always be created in the same
order when opening a saved patch; this guarantees that the
same interface will be generated each time by patches using
Control objects. The sequential nature of code in LuaAV
and SuperCollider also guarantees that an unchanged program will always generate the same interface. When this
was explained to subjects two of them followed up by expressing a desire to modify interfaces on the device itself.

• Support exploration - The ability to easily add and
remove interface elements dynamically enables rapid
exploration of interface ideas
8

https://github.com/charlieroberts/Control--SuperCollider-Integration
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They envisioned a workflow where widgets could be created programmatically and automatically have their output
routed to the correct OSC address but then manually positioned on the mobile device via a drag and drop paradigm.
Users were also interested in having a synchronized interface in Max that mirrored the interface found in Control.
This would allow users to position and change parameters
of the widgets using drag and drop inside of Max and would
also provide a backup interface when a mobile device is not
on hand.

[2] G. Essl. Speeddial: Rapid and on-the-fly mapping of
mobile phone instruments. Proceedings of the
International Conference on New Interfaces for
Musical Expression, 2009.
[3] G. Essl. Designing mobile musical instruments and
environments with urmus. Proceedings of the 2010
Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression,
2010.
[4] G. Essl. Automated Ad Hoc Networking For Mobile
And Hybrid Music Performance. Proceedings of the
International Computer Music Conference, 2011.
[5] z.-d. falurcu. Supercollider-quarks / autogui. https:
//github.com/supercollider-quarks/autogui.
[6] L. v. d. V. Iris Douma. iphone / ipad max 5/6
external.
http://nr74.org/nr74_software/c74.html.
[7] C. Julià, D. Gallardo, and S. Jordà. Mtcf: A
framework for designing and coding musical tabletop
applications directly in pure data. Proceedings of the
International Conference on New Interfaces for
Musical Expression, 20011.
[8] J. McCartney. Rethinking the computer music
language: Supercollider. Computer Music Journal,
26(4):61–68, 2002.
[9] C. Roberts. Control: Software for End-User Interface
Programming and Interactive Performance.
Proceedings of the International Computer Music
Conference, 2011.
[10] C. Roberts and T. Hollerer. Composition for
Conductor and Audience: New Uses for Mobile
Devices in the Concert Hall. In Proceedings of the
24th annual ACM symposium adjunct on User
interface software and technology, UIST ’11 Adjunct,
pages 65–66, New York, NY, USA, 2011. ACM.
[11] B. Shneiderman. Creativity support tools:
accelerating discovery and innovation. Commun.
ACM, 50:20–32, December 2007.
[12] B. Shneiderman. Creativity support tools: A grand
challenge for hci researchers. Engineering the User
Interface, pages 1–9, 2009.
[13] G. Wakefield, W. Smith, and C. Roberts. LuaAV:
Extensibility and Heterogeneity for Audiovisual
Computing. Proceedings of Linux Audio Conference,
2010.
[14] G. Wang, A. Misra, A. Kapur, and P. Cook. Yeah,
ChucK it! => dynamic, controllable interface
mapping. In Proceedings of the 2005 conference on
New interfaces for musical expression, pages 196–199,
2005.
[15] M. Wright. Open sound control: an enabling
technology for musical networking. Organised Sound,
10(3):193–200, 2005.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The augmented OSC namespace in Control and its automatic layout generator make it easier for any prototyping
environment to generate interfaces dynamically on mobile
devices. We hope that that other implementations will follow the three already completed. The users we interviewed
about the Max implementation all spoke positively of the
research and expressed their desire to use it in their own
practice.
User feedback yielded a number of interesting ideas for
further research, including the mirroring of Control interface widgets in graphical programming environments and
the ability to modify generated interfaces on the device itself.
We are interested in exploring introspection as a way to
automatically generate interfaces for defined algorithms. In
SuperCollider interfaces for SynthDefs can be generated this
way using the AutoGUI [5] quark. SynthDefs are queried
in order to determine their parameter space and a widget
is then created for each parameter the SynthDef exposes
for control. This approach often yields interfaces with controls for parameters that are not interesting to users and
thus waste screen real estate. Our research to date has instead focused on providing users the ability to intentionally
generate interface elements controlling parameters of interest. Nevertheless we are also interested in attempting to
optimize the process of creating interfaces quickly via introspection; one simple improvement would be to generate
interfaces automatically but then allow users to easily remove unwanted interface elements to prioritize control of
the parameters they are interested in.
We look forward to completing new, experimental compositions that take advantage of the features added to Control.
The ability to easily modify interfaces on devices opens up
a relatively under-explored territory of composition by extending the temporal material of composition to include the
interface feature space. We imagine compositions featuring “unstable instruments” in which performance interfaces
change in unpredictable ways over the course of a piece, or
game-like works in which achieving certain musical goals
unlocks new controls to be utilized. The first piece to use
the dynamic features of Control (the aforementioned Composition for Conductor + Audience) was a satisfying first
step towards these goals.
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ABSTRACT

constrained despite the rich interfacing capabilities offered by
control devices.
The second limitation is common in the design of generalpurpose interfaces. Although they have the benefit of flexibility
and reusability, they are not tailored to work with specific
instruments. Extensive manual intervention is necessary to
define and implement mappings for a particular pairing of
interface and instrument. The relationship between sensor
signals and synthesis parameters is often programmed as a oneto-one mapping or as a one-to-many mapping. The first case
puts a limitation in timbre morphing potential, due to the
limited number of sensors simultaneously controllable by the
performer, while the second case inherently reduces the
explorable sonic spaces. The many-to-many relationship [1]
can lead to more appealing mappings, but it presents challenges
in their manual definition, especially if the dimensionality is
high and if continuity and differentiability are required [2].
Capturing and exploiting dependencies, correlations and
nonlinearities between control parameters and sound is a nontrivial balancing act between these trade-offs.
The work described in this paper addresses these limitations
proposing the use of vocal gesture to control time-continuous
and real-valued sound synthesis parameters, an automatically
generated many-to-many mapping, and the adaptation to the
relationship between synthesis parameter and perceptual sound
features. In the authors’ pragmatic approach, the human voice
is chosen as a source of gesture because it can be considered as
“spare bandwidth” [3] for performers engaged with instrument
interfaces, especially in the field of electronic music. Moreover
the simultaneous use of voice along with other body gestures is
a natural human capability, and has the benefit of providing and
additional layer of control without any hardware dependencies
other than a microphone. From this perspective, the unused
resources of the voice present a tremendous opportunity. The
mapping strategy developed herein creates a relationship
between vocal gestures and perceptually related features
computed on the synthesized sound without the explicit
introduction of perceptual intermediate layers [4].

Sound generators and synthesis engines expose a large set of
parameters, allowing run-time timbre morphing and exploration
of sonic space. However, control over these high-dimensional
interfaces is constrained by the physical limitations of
performers. In this paper we propose the exploitation of vocal
gesture as an extension or alternative to traditional physical
controllers. The approach uses dynamic aspects of vocal sound
to control variations in the timbre of the synthesized sound. The
mapping from vocal to synthesis parameters is automatically
adapted to information extracted from vocal examples as well
as to the relationship between parameters and timbre within the
synthesizer. The mapping strategy aims to maximize the
breadth of the explorable perceptual sonic space over a set of
the synthesizer’s real-valued parameters, indirectly driven by
the voice-controlled interface.

Keywords
Voice Control, Adaptive Interface, Automatic Mapping,
Timbre Morphing, Sonic Space Exploration.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing computational power of general-purpose and
digital signal processors has enabled a dramatic increase in the
complexity of sound synthesis algorithms able to execute under
continuous parametric control in real time. In electronic and
experimental musical genres the exploitation of instrumental
timbral manipulation is becoming more pervasive along side, or
as an alternative to traditional note-based control. At the same
time communication protocols such as MIDI and OSC are
evolving to empower performers to exploit the growing musical
potential of digital musical interfaces.
Two main limitations within the current state of affairs have
become apparent. The first is a lack of design consideration in
interfaces integration and cooperation. The issue of how a
performer can make simultaneous use of multiple interfaces is
rarely addressed. A single interface can demand all of a
performer’s interaction bandwidth, preventing the parallel use
of another control device. Most of the commonly used musical
interfaces exploit interaction via the hands (tactile, haptic,
gestural). As a result, the number of events and parameters
under the direct control of the user at any given time remains

2. RELATED WORK
The Singing Tree [5], part of the Brain Opera installation, was
one of the first systems which extracted a large set of vocal
features to drive a set of Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs),
re-synthesizing the human voice with the sound of an
ensemble. Despite certain limitations such as its fixed mapping,
based on prior knowledge about vocal gesture and instruments,
it demonstrates the potential of voice for interaction with DMIs.
The Gesture Follower [6] and the Wekinator [7] offer
solutions to map generic gesture to synthesis parameters. Both
flexibly define the mappings, and they specifically address the
continuous generation and modulation of an output signal.
However, these systems are not specifically designed to work
with a vocal input signals and do not consider the effect that the
generated parameters have on the output sound of the DMI.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2011, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Manual intervention to define the mapping with the DMI still
plays a central role and is often a challenging task. The Gesture
Follower is based on a left to right Hidden Markov Model,
while the continuous parameter component of the Wekinator, is
based on neural networks. The first presents causality
constraints, the second requires manual intervention to generate
a set of input-output pairs for the training phase, which may
need to be very large in case of nonlinear mappings.
The Singing-Driven Interfaces for Sound Synthesizer [8]
address the use of voice to control sound synthesis. The author
proposes a system based on the imitation of the instrument’s
sound by the user, performing a temporal segmentation of the
vocal signals based on syllables, and transforming voicespecific features into instrument features. The system generates
a score and one continuous parameter for minor timbre
modulation. The main limitation of this approach is a missing
deep control of the instrument timbre, which is considered
nearly fixed once a target instrument is selected.
In Making Music Through Real-Time Voice Timbre Analysis
[9], two approaches are presented. In the first one, discrete
event-based, vocal features are used for drum synthesis control
by vocal beatboxing. In the second one, vocal timbral features
are continuously “remapped” into the synthesizer timbral
features space through a linear piecewise transformation of the
principal components or with a regression tree transformation.
In both cases the nearest neighbor identifies the unique
correspondence between the two spaces. The choice of identical
timbral features spaces for the voice and the synthesizer
simplifies the system but is also a limitation. Furthermore, the
rigid selection of features, especially on the voice timbre space,
does not help to cope with the intra speaker variability.

Figure 1: High abstraction functional scheme.
(1)
(2)
(3)
In equation (1) IT represents the set of j unique DMI target
parameter combinations. Its cardinality is given by the product
of the cardinality of each CTx in (2). Once j parameters and are
selected, together with the respective maximum, minimum and
resolution (step value) there are z unique combinations of the
target parameter vector i (3). For the z vectors i the DMI sound
is analyzed, to create a vector of perceptual features d. The
synthesizer is hence projecting a control parameter vector iT
with semantic meaning (e.g. cutoff frequency, modulation
depth) into a perceptual feature vector d, usually with higher
dimensionality. Vectors d are stored in matrix D, which is our
representation of the DMI behavior. The vectors iT are stored in
matrix I, hence through indexing it is possible to find the
unique correspondence between di and iT,i. The audio
descriptors stored in d capture relevant features of the DMI
timbre in the perceptual feature space. According to [10] timbre
perception can be reduced to a three dimensional space. This
reduction could be accepted in sound recognition or
classification domains, but here a prior blind dimensionality
reduction can lead to losses in understanding the parameters-tosound relation. We apply a posterior dimensionality reduction
through PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is applied to the
entire matrix D. We retain a number of dimensions, called PC
(Principal Components), carrying 90% of the total energy.

3. AUTOMATIC ADAPTIVE MAPPING
The fundamental goal of this work is to dynamically modify the
synthesis timbre using dynamics in the vocal sound. Since the
voice-controlled interface we develop creates a many-to-many
mapping relation, the dimensionality of the spaces with
dependencies, correlations, and nonlinearities, can be
challenging to human understanding. The automatic mapping
generation and adaptation not only relieves the user from a
tedious task, but it is the only practical way to proceed. The
adaptation is based on deterministic and statistical information
learned from an analysis of the target DMI behavior and of the
user vocal gestures. With this approach we aim to maximize the
coverage of the DMI’s perceptual feature space given the range
of vocal gestures. Figure 1 shows a functional scheme of the
proposed approach. Users specify their intention by providing
vocal examples and identifying the target control parameters of
the DMI. The system automatically analyzes invariant and
dynamic features of the voice, finds a relationship between the
DMI’s control parameters and the perceptual features of the
resulting sound, and generates the mapping. Thereafter during
run-time, the DMI parameters are driven by the live vocal
input. We assume that the control parameter-to-perceptual
features is deterministic and one-to-one, so that the sound
descriptors generated by the mapping can be converted back to
DMI parameters. If the relationship is not one-to-one, we adopt
a strategy to minimize potentially noisy output that could result
from the non-invertability as described in Section 3.3.

3.2 Vocal gesture analysis
The abstraction level of the interface is close to the timbre of
the voice with the low-level features computed from the vocal
gesture examples. To avoid the introduction of constraints and
to allow users to explore a variety of different vocal gestures,
we compute a large feature set, assuming no prior knowledge
about which subset will be the most representative set in terms
of variation and robustness, leaving this selection to a posterior
stage. The system expects the user to provide examples of
invariant and dynamic vocal sound. Although the system has no
minimum requirements, robustness and reliability increase with
multiple examples. We compute the features over 40ms
windows with 75% overlap and we obtain an arbitrary number

3.1 DMI parameters-to-sound analysis
We consider the DMI as a black box and use no prior
knowledge about the synthesis model. To retrieve the necessary
information we explore systematically of the input parameters
in relation to the output sound. Equations (1-3) relate the DMI
target time-continuous real-valued parameters CTx and the set of
their unique combinations IT.
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of matrices VS,k containing vectors from invariant examples and
matrices VD,p containing vectors from examples with vocal
sound variation. The following steps are applied to obtain a
matrix V as a compact representation of the vocal gesture:
1. Analysis within the VS,k to discard noisy features,
minimizing the distance from cluster centers.
2. Analysis across the VD,p to discard inconsistent
features, using a normalized standard deviation
threshold.
3. Merging of all vectors v into a single matrix V.
4. Detection and removal of outlier vectors.
5. Reduction of cluster density by vector removal.
6. Normalization of each feature to zero mean and
unitary standard deviation.
7. PCA to reduce dimensionality.
The number of clusters is one of the user-provided parameters,
equivalent to the number of invariant sounds used in the
examples. In step 4, a vector is considered an outlier and
discarded only when two conditions are met: the distance from
its cluster center is larger than a threshold distance, and the
distance from all others cluster centers is bigger than the intercluster center distance. At the end of this process the matrix V
contains the principal components carrying 90% of the total
energy. Independence (or at least uncorrelated as ensured by
PCA) vocal features ensure “freedom of navigation” within the
multidimensional sonic space D, without restricting the action
to sub-regions or to specific trajectories.

Figure 2: Examples of mapping functions, distributions,
and densities of the first vocal principal component (left)
and the first DMI principal component (right).

Figure 3: Run-time mapping data and processing flow.

3.3 Mapping strategy
The mapping is based on the triplet of matrices D, I and V. Its
role is to apply a transformation m on a vector v that generates
a vector d from which we retreive the correspending parameter
vector i. The main challenges are represented by the different
number of elements, different dimensionality, and embedded
information between D and V. The transformation m is based
on computed statistical information since the number of
elements in D and V is not uniform. The number of PCs
considered for the mapping is set to the smallest between D and
V after the truncation to 90% of total energy. If D is truncated,
the vocal gesture is not articulated enough to fully explore the
sonic space D. If V is truncated, the vocal gesture is over
articuleted. Only the first case presents limitations in achieving
full control over the DMI sonic space. We transform each PC
of V to a PC of D, respecting their variance ranking. The
transformation is based on the densities of every PC of V and
D, which are estimated from the histograms. Then we integrate
their normalized complements to obtain the monotonic
mapping functions. Equations (4) and (5) show the
transformation of each principal component of v into a
principal component of d, maximizing the overlap between
densities of each.

The run-time mapping in Figure 3 shows the dataflow from
voice to DMI parameters. The preprocessing stage, normalizes
and projects the input to vocal vectors v. It also includes an
optional gate operating on input energy level to inhibit output
when the signal level is low. The projected vectors v* are
mapped into a vector d as described above. The vector d is then
used to find the k nearest neighbors (k set to 3 but user
modifiable) in the matrix D, with the corresponding iT vectors.
Their average is used to drive the sound synthesis. Using only
the nearest neighbor, as in [9], leads to discontinuity in the iT
stream if the parameter-to-sound relationship is not one-to-one.

4. PROTOTYPE & USAGE EXAMPLES

A proof of concept prototype1 has been implemented in
Max/MSP for the sections requiring real time computation,
while MATLAB is used for the remaining offline parts. The
Max/MSP prototype uses FTM [11], Gabor [12] and MnM [13]
extensions from IRCAM, and it is integrated with Ableton Live
using the Max For Live framework allowing interconnection
with a state-of-the-art DAW. The Voice Analyzer patch
computes feature vectors with a dimension of 50 including:
energy, pitch, zero crossing rate, spectral flux, spectral centroid,
spectral deviation, Mel spectrum centroid, Mel spectrum
deviation, spectral flatness coefficients, LPC coefficients, MFC
coefficients, formants frequencies and magnitude. The DMI
Analyzer Front End and Back End patches cooperate to analyze
the DMI behavior. Up to 6 parameters in any Live device can
be chosen. For each parameters combination stored in a matrix,
the second patch analyzes the audio signal of the DMI,
generating a perceptual feature vector. These vectors, with
dimension of 170 are stored in a second matrix, include:
loudness, pitch, brightness, noisiness, sinusoidal components,
the Bark scaled spectrum with 25 bins, and Mel scaled
smoothed spectrum with 128 bins. The Run-time VCI patch

(4)
(5)
Equation (5) describes the mapping function which is applied
twice in (6) to obtain the principal component in d from those
in v. Figure 2, presents an example of densities, distribution and
mapping functions mv,d for the first principal component of the
voice and DMI data. The mapping process executes the
following steps: every principal component of a vector v,
represented as a point along the x axis, is mapped to the y axis
through the mv function in the left figure. It is then mapped
though the inverse md in the right figure down to a point on the
x axis which represents the principal component of d.

1
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Images of the Max For Live prototype and audio files
available at http://anclab.org/downloads/fasciani_nime12.zip

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a system for mapping vocal signals to
perceptual features for any synthesis algorithm. The prototypes
show the validity of the approach. No end user-involvement is
required beyond providing examples of control vocal gestures
and the selection of DMI parameters to be controlled since the
flow is completely automated. The user’s time can instead be
spent on vocally exploring and learning the mapping. One
advantage of the system modularity is the reusability of the
individual voice and DMI analysis data, further reducing the
setup time. The three components of the system, described in
Section 3, can be also exploited in interfaces of a non-musical
or non-vocal nature. An issue that remains open arises when the
DMI sound has non-static timbre for fixed parameters. The
current audio descriptors here are sufficient to capture only
static features. Another issue requiring further attention is a
more elaborate feature rejection process to address noise
affecting the vocal features, which sporadically gives instability
to the system. We have also yet to address the presence of
external noise at the input of the run-time system. Since much
of the “noise” is generated by the musicians themselves, it may
be possible to use knowledge of this signal to address this issue.

Figure 4: Spectrogram for the first example. Vocal gesture
(top) and DMI output (bottom) showing how /a/ to /u/
gesture modulates the cutoff freq. The example on the left
shows a slow variation /u/ to /a/ and /a/ to /u/. The example
of the right shows quick and repeated /a/ to /u/ transitions.
implements the mapping described in Section 3.3. Although the
system is designed to minimize user interaction, the prototype
patches expose options and internal parameters allow us to
perform user evaluations of different settings. Moreover if the
user is not comfortable with the generated mapping, it is
possible to modify it in run-time inverting the polarity of each
principal component. To initialize the system it is required to
identify the target parameters with their max, min and step
values, and to provide the dynamic and invariant vocal
examples. After this, the mapping is generated without further
interaction. The sound-to-parameter analysis is the most time
consuming part, proportional to the IT cardinality (100ms per
iT). The remaining parts, running non-optimized routines,
requires about a minute on general-purpose machines.
In the first example to provide the basic proof-of-concept, the
target device is a synthesizer generating a filtered square wave
at 110Hz. The target DMI control parameter is the cutoff
frequency of the 12dB Low Pass filter, within the range 110Hz18.5KHz, equivalent to 0.19-1.0 when normalized within the
unitary range. The scanning resolution is set to 0.007, leading
to an IT with cardinality 104. The phonemes /a/ and /u/ were the
basis for the vocal gestures. Two invariant examples for each
phoneme and two dynamic examples gliding between the two
phonemes were provided to the systems. The automatic
mapping process discovers that only a low number of
dimensions is carrying the majority of the energy, so the system
limits itself to work with a maximum of 5 principal components
with the first 2 strongly dominating. The phoneme /a/ is
mapped to descriptors corresponding to a high cutoff
frequency, while /u/ corresponds to a low cutoff. Figure 4
shows the spectrogram of a dynamic vocal gesture and the DMI
output, showing coherent, smooth and synchronous transitions
between voice and DMI output sound. As a second more
complex example, the DMI is the U-He Tyrell Nexus 6
synthesizer. Five parameters are chosen, with different ranges
and a scanning resolution of 0.1. These are: pulse width depth,
oscillators’ shapes, the volume of first oscillator and cross
modulation depth, which resulted in an IT with cardinality 9900.
The vocal gesture is a variation through the entire vowel space
with 5 clusters, given by the phonemes /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/ and /u/.
The number of components comprising the DMI sound
descriptors is higher in this case, while for the voice only 5
components are considered, but with energy more evenly
distributed among them in this case. In the audio examples file,
a sequencer is executing a sequence of notes while the vocal
signal drives the synthesis parameters. The parameters default
values are selected when the input energy is low.
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The Dual-Analog Gamepad as a Practical Platform for
Live Electronics Instrument and Interface Design
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This paper demonstrates the practical benefits and performance
opportunities of using the dual-analog gamepad as a controller
for real-time live electronics. Numerous diverse instruments
and interfaces, as well as detailed control mappings, are
described. Approaches to instrument and preset switching are
also presented. While all of the instrument implementations
presented are made available through the Martingale Pd library,
resources for other synthesis languages are also described.

The focus here, however, is not on live-coding control, but on
direct performance and control of real-time instruments.
This paper demonstrates the practical benefits and
performance opportunities of the dual-analog gamepad. In
addition to describing the important features of this controller,
numerous diverse designs for instruments, implemented in Pd
and made available in the open-source Martingale Pd library,
will be demonstrated. The diversity of compelling and
expressive instrument designs is evidence of the musical
opportunities of this controller.

Keywords

2. THE DUAL-ANALOG CONTROLLER

ABSTRACT

The term “dual-analog gamepad” is here used to describe a
number of similar gamepads, each distinctive in featuring two
small,
thumb-operated
joysticks
(sometimes
called
thumbsticks). A typical dual-analog gamepad is illustrated in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Controllers, live electronics, dual-analog, gamepad, joystick,
computer music, instrument, interface

1. INTRODUCTION
While countless innovative computer music controllers and
musical interfaces have been newly built or repurposed from
existing hardware, many of these devices end up being used
only by a small group of performers or deployed in highly
idiosyncratic or non-portable ways. Often this is the result of
the controller being dependent on particular software or the
skills of a particular performer; or the controller being
prohibitively expensive or lacking enough controls or
expressive range for enduring musical interest. While the
resulting diversity of controllers is a source of great richness
and creativity in the design of new instruments, musical
interfaces, and music, in some cases this diversity prohibits the
productive reuse and refinement of practical and portable
implementations.
Game controllers have been re-purposed for music-making
for decades: the Mattel Power Glove, first released in 1989,
generated much interest in the early 1990s with the “glove”
Max object [13]. Contemporary practitioners of live electronics
continue to effectively use off-the-shelf joysticks, gamepads,
and other hand-held controllers (e.g., the Nintendo Wii and
Microsoft Kinect). The dual-analog gamepad, however, offers
practical advantages over the many alternatives. While not a
new hardware design, a multiplicity of mappings and interface
designs, as demonstrated here, offers a new approach to design
plurality with a common controller.
While novel controllers have attracted significant research
interest, the dual-analog has rarely been isolated as offering
particular advantages. Griffiths describes the use of a dualanalog controller for live-coding, illustrating different
mappings for Betablocker and Al Jazari, and emphasizing the
value of using ring menus to select programming elements [4].

Figure 1. Top view of a dual-analog controller.

Figure 2. Side view of a dual-analog controller.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21-23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

The first dual-analog controller, called the DualAnalog (later
the DualShock), was first released in 1997 as a revision to the
original Sony PlayStation control pad. The original PlayStation
control pad, while including the two sets of four top and four
back buttons, lacked the pair of joysticks. Since the original
DualAnalog, a number of variants have been released by many
manufacturers, with numerous models still widely available.
Logitech (as well as many other manufacturers) has released a
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A common mapping of the joystick X axis is for frequency
control, such as adjusting the cutoff frequency of a low-pass
filter. Again, the center position is set to a default value (such
as 4,000 Hz); different ranges and scaling factors can be used
for above and below this center position, such as scaling the
right range from 4,000 to 18,000 Hz, and the left range from
4,000 to 200 Hz. Exponents can be applied to achieve
approximately equal distance-increment-per-octave movement.
As previously suggested, having a default center position
within a range of values for a joystick axis is not always
desirable. For example, a joystick might be used to provide the
magnitude of modulation, or the amount of a signal sent to an
additional processor. In these cases, the center position can
represent zero, and two different parameters can be controlled
on a single axis with each direction away from the center. For
example, with an X-axis control, movement to the right might
scale the amount of amplitude modulation from 0 to 1, while
movement to the left might scale the amount of frequency
modulation from 0 to 1. Such dual-mappings on the same axis
assert that the two controls are independent and can only be
applied one at a time.
The four main top and four back buttons (buttons 1 through
8) provide eight easily accessible triggers, capable of rapid
repetition and simultaneous access by fingers of both hands.
(These buttons will be referred to as the “eight main” buttons.)
Common usage of these buttons is for triggering primary
events, with an implied ordering from low to high possible by
the suggested sequence from top to back. A significant
shortcoming of these buttons when used as event or sample
triggers is the lack of velocity sensitivity. This can be mitigated
to some degree through careful use of joystick-controlled
parameters.
The d-pad control can be considered as a type of discrete
joystick: while it offers four directional button controls
(conventionally labeled left, right, up, and down), releasing any
button before pressing another sends a specific discrete
message, a center-position trigger, that cannot be otherwise
transmitted. Common usage of the d-pad is for simply selecting
temporary controls, such as routing a signal to a processor or
(when combined with an appropriate visual display) navigating
a grid of option selections.

number of USB-based models, such as the Dual Action Game
Pad, Gamepad F310, and others. Supplied with a USB
interface, these controllers can be easily plugged into a
computer. Widely available and mass-produced, prices for
these controllers are around $20.
For a small, cheap, and compact controller, the dual analog
offers access to a large number of controls. The two joysticks
provide four continuous parameters with self-centering
positions, eight discrete button controls (sometimes labeled
buttons 1 through 8), and (on most models), a five-position
(four-button) centering directional-pad (d-pad, or hat-switch)
control. Most models feature two additional smaller top
buttons, often labeled “select” and “start” (here called buttons 9
and 10.) Thus, 18 independent controls are available.
The dual-analog controller is a good value: obtaining 14
buttons and 2 joysticks in a USB-ready package, such as is
offered by the dual analog, is impossible by other means at a
similar price. For example, similar small joysticks, purchased
as individual components for use in custom-designed circuits
(perhaps connected to a USB microcontroller) cost between $2
and $4 each. While highly configurable software for creating
touch-screen interfaces is available at low cost (e.g., TouchOSC
[hexler.net/software/touchosc]), such controllers offer no tactile
response similar to the feel of a self-centering joystick or a
physical button, and are nearly impossible to be played without
actually looking at the touch-screen.
While experience is not required, many dual-analog operators
will already be familiar with the dual-analog hardware, thus
offering an opportunity to “leverage expert technique” [1] in
gaming toward expressive musical control. Further, USB
gamepads do not have the complications, expense, and other
problems associated with “custom” music controllers [2].
Finally, while ergonomic, these controllers require effort to
master the simultaneous control of two joysticks and many
buttons; this effort, for many, is a desirable feature, as “effort is
closely related to expression in the playing of instruments” [9].

3. HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS
AND MAPPING ARCHETYPES
A number of detailed mappings of the dual-analog controller
will be presented in the subsequent section, implementing a
wide variety of instruments, interfaces, and control paradigms.
Before these details, a few common characteristics of the dualanalog hardware, and mappings suggested by this hardware, are
presented.
The ability to control four continuous parameters
simultaneously and orthogonally via two thumb-joysticks offers
great expressive flexibility. As will be shown subsequently, the
most expressive and “playable” musical parameters are
assigned to the joysticks. For each X and Y axis, at least 256
discrete values (8 bits) are delivered from most hardware. This
is twice the range of common MIDI continuous controllers,
which typical deliver only 128 discrete values (7 bits of data,
due to the use of 1 bit per octet to distinguish command
messages). As the joysticks are self-centering, in some
mappings only half of the 256-value range is used per
parameter, with the center position being zero, and extreme
positions providing two different 128-value ranges.
Perhaps the most common mapping of the joystick Y axis is
for amplitude control. For example, in the implementations
described below, the center position is set to a floating-point
value scalar of 0.7; all the way down is 0.0, all the way up is
1.25. Floating-point values are then taken to an exponent of 4 to
provide appropriate logarithmic loudness control. Such a
mapping provides a resting position base-level below 1.0, a
wide range below this value for smooth fading in and out, and
an additional range above 1.0 for accents.

4. INSTRUMENT AND INTERFACE
DESIGNS
In order to demonstrate the diversity of instruments and
interfaces available with the dual analog, a brief overview of
eleven different instrument designs, broken down into six
categories, will be described. For representative instruments, a
table of mappings is presented. Each instrument features
numerous dynamic performance parameters exposed through
the dual-analog controller. The other parameters that are needed
to define the instrument, but are not exposed with the
controller, make up a “preset,” or a collection of static
parameters, potentially including value ranges for the dynamic,
real-time parameters. Methods of switching between presets
and instruments are discussed.
All of the instruments presented are based on existing
implementations available using Pure Data (Pd) [6] and the
Martingale Pd library (code.google.com/p/martingale). These
instruments were developed over many years for solo and
ensemble live-electronics performance, with the explicit goal of
offering expressive, easy to learn, and “durable” performance
tools. Durability here refers to designs that resist failure; that is,
instruments that work every time, that can be played
consistently, and that can reliably be played by touch, even in
the dark. The names of all abstractions in this library are
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proceeded by an “mg” to distinguish the Martingale library
namespace.

modulation) is made available on the X1 axis. The parameters
for this instrument are summarized in Table 2.

4.1 Polyphonic Triggered Samples

Table 2. Mappings for a polyphonic pitched instrument
(mgSynthSaw)

From the earliest drum machines, such as the Linn Drum, to
modern controllers and instruments in the tradition of the Akai
MPC series, the presentation of an instrument as a bank of
samples that can be independently triggered is common. While
percussive samples are often employed for such instruments,
other types of samples, such as ambient sounds or synthetic
textures, can be used as well. An important design decision for
such instruments is whether, once triggered, the sound
continues to the end of the sample, or ends as soon as the keypress is released.
The mgSynthBuffer8 is a dual-analog implementation of a
similar instrument. Here, the eight main buttons each trigger an
independent sample. As is common with the instruments
presented here, Y1 controls amplitude, X2 controls the cutoff
frequency of a low-pass filter, and Y2 controls the resonance of
the low-pass filter. Joystick control of such simple but
expressive parameters permits altering amplitude envelopes,
producing tremolo-like effects, modifying timbre, and even
performing wah-wah-like effects. Additionally, the d-pad is
used as a toggle to send the signal to various delay and reverb
processors. The parameters for this instrument are summarized
in Table 1.

Joysticks

D-pad

Top buttons

Back buttons

D-pad

Top buttons

Back buttons

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Vibrato depth
Amplitude
Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Low-pass filter resonance
Octave down
Octave up
Initial octave
Reverb
Scale step 1
Scale step 2
Scale step 3
Scale step 4
Scale step 5
Scale step 6
Scale step 7
Scale step 8

Numerous related instruments can be created with a similar
design. For example, mgSynthNoiseFilter uses, instead of
oscillators, a bank of eight different types of noise. Some of
these noise-types are band-filtered, others are various
approaches to low-frequency noise. For this instrument, X1 and
X2 control the cutoff frequencies of a high-pass and a low-pass
filter, respectively. Used in tandem, the two controls provide an
intuitive way to dynamically shape the width and range of a
pass-band applied to broad-spectrum noise timbres. The
parameters for this instrument are summarized in Table 3.

Table 1. Mappings for a polyphonic sample-playback
instrument (mgSynthBuffer8)
Joysticks

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Not connected
Amplitude
Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Low-pass filter resonance
Slow delay
Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6
Sample 7
Sample 8

Table 3. Mappings for a polyphonic noise instrument
(mgSynthNoiseFilter)
Joysticks

D-pad

Top buttons

4.2 Polyphonic Pitched Synthesizers and
Noise Generators

Back buttons

Triggering pitched synthesized tones, such as might be done
from a conventional piano-style keyboard, is another common
instrumental need. The pitched material might be based on
common waveforms (such as saw-tooth wave tables) or various
types of noise.
The mgSynthSaw is a polyphonic subtractive synthesizer.
Each of the eight main buttons trigger a trio of slightly detuned
oscillators. The combined tone is then mixed and processed
with a low-pass filter (again using X2 for cutoff frequency and
Y2 for resonance). The pitches of an eight-note scale are
mapped to each of the main buttons; the tuning of this scale is
encoded in the preset. The d-pad left and right buttons here are
used to shift the scale up or down an octave, extending the
range of the eight-note scale. The d-pad up button returns the
scale to its initial octave. An independent ADSR envelope is
applied to each voice; the parameters for this envelope are
encoded in the preset and are not exposed in the controller.
Additionally, the depth of vibrato (low-frequency frequency

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

High-pass filter cutoff frequency
Amplitude
Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Amplitude modulation depth
Slow delay
Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Noise source 1
Noise source 2
Noise source 3
Noise source 4
Noise source 5
Noise source 6
Noise source 7
Noise source 8

4.3 Polyphonic Looping Samples
The remaining instruments offer more unconventional
interfaces and instrument models. One example is an
instrument made from samples in a looping buffer, where main
buttons simply open and close an envelope, and expressive
nuance is achieved by varying the rate of looping (from reverse
[-1], to slow [.2], to fast [20]), the size of the window looped
(from the whole sample to a small sample window), and the
overall amplitude.
The mgSynthBufferLoop8 instrument implements this
approach. Here, each of the main eight buttons turn on or off a
different looping sample. The Y2 axis controls the rate of
looping (with 1 at the center position) and the X2 axis controls
the window size (where the center position is the complete
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window). X1 controls the low-pass filter cutoff frequency, and
Y1 serves the now familiar role of amplitude control. The
parameters for this instrument are summarized in Table 4.
Back buttons

Table 4. Mappings for a polyphonic looping sample
instrument (mgSynthBufferLoop8)
Joysticks

D-pad

Top buttons

Back buttons

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Amplitude
Sample window end boundary
Sample loop rate
Slow delay
Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6
Sample 7
Sample 8

Whereas, as demonstrated previously, the availability of eight
independent buttons suggests the polyphonic control of
independent sound sources, monophonic-style control offers
valuable expressive opportunities. For example, monophonic
pitch or timbre selection offers portamenti or glissandi between
tones. While the eight main buttons of the dual analog might
offer a wider range of monophonic selections, here the top and
bottom sets of four buttons are assigned to two monophonic
voices, creating a duophonic instrument.
Two instrument models are offered as examples of
nonstandard duophonic instruments. The mgSynthGranularSample is an instrument using sample-based granular synthesis
[8]. Each of the banks of four buttons (half of the main eight
buttons) is used to control sounds derived from a single sample.
Each button, based on a preset specification, defines a time
range within the assigned sample. Thus, each button can select
a different range within the sound source. The selected sound
source is used by eight or more simultaneous layers, using
probabilistic parameter variation to create typical granular
density. Expressive variation in the granular sound source is
provided by X1, X2, and Y2, which can be used to dynamically
vary the grain playback rate, the grain window size (or
duration), and the grain density (muting grain events with a
probabilistic function). Y1 again functions as amplitude
control. Granular synthesis typically requires definition of
many parameters; reducing these parameters for practical, realtime control is a signifcant challenge, but one that promotes the
identification of the most expressive and musical features of the
synthesis system. As shown here and elsewhere, the dualanalog, in forcing the isolation of the most expressive
parameters, encourages the design of more playble and durable
instruments. The parameters for this instrument are summarized
in Table 6.

The previous instruments support a direct, real-time control of
individual events. An alternative approach is to control largerlevel gestures or event clusters. Such designs require more data
to be encoded in the preset, but tend to require from the
performer less rigorous timing and nuanced performance of the
discrete controls. One type of more gesture-based interface,
here called a pulse-stream gate, is specialized for triggering and
controlling percussive layers. Main buttons open and close
envelopes, exposing streams of pulses.
The pulse stream gates implemented as mgSynthBufferPulse8
and mgSynthBandpassNoisePulse use each of the main eight
buttons to select different sound sources. Rather than triggering
a specific sound, each button opens an envelope on a sound
source that is automatically and repeatedly triggered at a
constant rate. The rate of triggering for each of the eight
sources is different, and is based on a preset-defined multiple of
a high-rate metronome. The layering of multiple sound sources
at different rates is made significantly more interesting by
using, for the triggering of each event, a probabilistic
determination. Based on the away-from-center position of X1,
the probability of triggering each pulse-determined event is
scaled from one (every pulse) to zero (no pulses). Thus,
through the selection of sound sources and X1 modulation, a
variety of rhythmic presentations is possible. Additional timbral
control with a low-pass filter is provided with X2 and Y2.
Various sound sources might implement this model;
mgSynthBufferPulse8 and mgSynthBandpassNoisePulse differ
in the use of fixed samples and band-pass filtered noise,
respectively. Table 5 summarizes the parameters of
mgSynthBufferPulse8.

Table 6. Mappings for a duoponic granular instrument
(mgSynthGranularSample)
Joysticks

D-pad

Top buttons

Table 5. Mappings for a sample-based, pulse-stream gate
instrument (mgSynthBufferPulse8)

D-pad

Top buttons

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1

Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6
Sample 7
Sample 8

4.5 Duophonic Nonstandard Synthesizers

4.4 Pulse Stream Gates

Joysticks

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Event trigger probability
Amplitude
Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Low-pass filter resonance
Slow delay
Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Sample 1

Back buttons

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Grain playback rate
Amplitude
Grain window size
Probabilistic grain density
Slow delay
Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Sample 1 window range 1
Sample 1 window range 2
Sample 1 window range 3
Sample 1 window range 4
Sample 2 window range 1
Sample 2 window range 2
Sample 2 window range 3
Sample 2 window range 4

The mgSynthStochWave instrument employs the dynamic
generation of probabilistic square-segment wave tables. Based
loosely on the stochastic synthesis techniques of Xenakis [14,
10], this instrument uses a single wave table for each of two
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voices. The waveform in the table is drawn based on
probabilistic parameters directly controlled by X2 and Y2: the
waveform segment size (or the size of each horizontal segment
with a randomly selected amplitude) and the waveform redraw
rate (or the frequency with which new segments are drawn),
respectively. Each monophonic voice is assigned four pitches.
X1 here serves as the cutoff frequency of a low-pass filter, and
Y1 controls amplitude. While based heavily on randomness,
providing real-time control of the ranges of this randomness
create an expressive and musical instrument. The parameters
for this instrument are summarized in Table 7.

Top buttons

Back buttons

Table 7. Mappings for a duophonic stochastic synthesizer
(mgSynthStochWave)
Joysticks

D-pad

Top buttons

Back buttons

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L
R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Amplitude
Probabilistic waveform segment size
Waveform segment redraw rate
Slow delay
Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Voice 1 pitch 1
Voice 1 pitch 2
Voice 1 pitch 3
Voice 1 pitch 4
Voice 2 pitch 1
Voice 2 pitch 2
Voice 2 pitch 3
Voice 2 pitch 4

The models described above are presented as singular, static
instruments. Such an approach may be effective for limited
musical contexts, but performers will benefit from the ability to
quickly switch instruments and presets during live
performance. The approach embraced here is to provide a broad
sonic palette, not through the use of one complex instrument,
but through the quick switching of numerous simple
instruments.
Throughout the Martingale library, dual-analog instruments
are switched using buttons 9 and 10 (the “select” and “start”
buttons), selecting an active instrument on a bidirectional
circular array or ring menu of all instruments. As many as eight
different dual-analog instruments are simultaneously loaded
and made active. A Pd abstraction routes the control data:
values from the dual-analog are routed to each of the
instruments, one at a time, based on a value that is incremented
or decremented by buttons 9 and 10, wrapping around from, for
example, 8 to 1 or 1 to 8. This type of control, similar to the
ring menu selector used in many computer games and
demonstrated in Griffiths [4], provides quick access to each
instrument.
The 9 and 10 buttons can also be used to advance presets for
individual instruments. Martingale implements this by
triggering a change in present when both buttons 9 and 10 are
pressed simultaneously. Presets are incremented within a set
range, and mapped around to the first preset after exceeding the
range of all presets. Thus, a second ring menu (albeit
monodirectional) is used for preset control.
By exposing both instrument and preset switching directly on
the dual-analog controller, a vast grid of sound and control
options is available from a single piece of hardware. This
approach permits a performer to call up a large range of sound
sources without recourse to the computer trackpad, mouse, or
keyboard. While visual feedback regarding the current
instrument and/or preset is beneficial, it is not required. Such a
model lets the performer play a single controller away from the
computer, without even looking at the computer or the
controller, providing a compelling musical performance while
avoiding many of the common criticisms of live-electronics
performance. Dating from early performances of The Hub,
audience members have been baffled by the disparity between
the sounds of live electronics and the static, screen-focused
performance of many musicians; Gresham-Lancaster, for
example, relates how audience members said they “looked like
a bunch of air traffic controllers” [3]. Trueman similarly
describes how a common complaint “leveled at laptop
performers” is that “they were all just checking their email”
[12]. As Griffiths states, “use of a gamepad allows the
performer to leave the confines of the screen and keyboard, and
means the computer is less of a central point compared to other
laptop performances” [4]. Leaving the screen and keyboard is
an advantage common to many controllers; the dual-analog,

A final interface archetype extends the gesture-level control of
the pulse stream gate to patterns of both rhythm and pitch
control, and similarly employs a duophonic, two-voice model.
Rather than only encoding the pulse-rate and sound source for
each gesture, these instruments encode complete pitch and
rhythm patterns, and assign a unique, looping pattern to each of
the four buttons for each voice. Pressing a button thus presents
different looped phrases; through dynamically varying button
selections, hybrid phrases are created and recombined. A
variety of monophonic instruments can be used the synthesis
the voices.
The mgSynthSawSequenceDuo, mgSynthPafSequenceDuo,
and mgSynthBufferSequenceDuo all employ this approach with
different sound sources and real-time controls. The
mgSynthPafSequenceDuo instrument, for example, uses a
phase-aligned formant (PAF) synthesis instrument [7], where
X2 and Y2 control the center frequency and pulse width,
respectively, of the synthesizer voice. X1 controls low-pass
filter cutoff frequency and Y1 controls amplitude. The
parameters for this instrument are summarized in Table 8;
similar instruments have related mappings. While instruments
such as these provide a meta-control of musical phrases, rather
than direct control of musical events, the continuous parameters
made available on the joysticks provide the performer with the
opportunity of invigorating these gestures and phrases,
providing additional nuance, phrasing, and contrast.
Table 8. Mappings for a duophonic phrase-stream
instrument (mgSynthPafSequenceDuo)

D-pad

X1
Y1
X2
Y2
L

Fast delay
Not connected
Reverb
Voice 1 pattern 1
Voice 1 pattern 2
Voice 1 pattern 3
Voice 1 pattern 4
Voice 2 pattern 1
Voice 2 pattern 2
Voice 2 pattern 3
Voice 2 pattern 4

5. INSTRUMENT AND PRESET
SWITCHING

4.6 Duophonic Phrase Stream Gates

Joysticks

R
U
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Low-pass filter cutoff frequency
Amplitude
PAF center frequency
PAF pulse width
Slow delay
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synthesis techniques and mapping strategies. As the dualanalog controller is likely to be familiar and inviting, such
instruments “invite exploration and intuitive approaches to
performance ... [to] draw the performer into a kind of
performance flow” [12]. Such an approach means that, for these
instruments, programmability will not be a curse [1] and the
trap of “constant technical improvement means eternal
unfamiliarity with the instrument” [5] can be avoided.
Finally, extensive practice on a single type of controller, even
with diverse instrument models, lets performers gain a type
mastery, avoiding the problem that “the performer doesn't
really know how to play his or her instrument, which he or she
may just have finished building” [5]. While not esoteric or
unusual, dual-analog instruments offer “interfaces that demand
practice and force the players to ‘break a sweat’” [11].
The dual-analog controller does not met every instrumental or
control need: velocity-sensitive buttons are desirable, as are
sensors such as accelerometers (which some models do
include). However, for around $20, the dual-analog offers easy
access to a number of controls rich with potential for designing
engaging real-time live-electronics instruments.

however, offers a pleasing and compact visual presentation,
letting the audience clearly see the performer playing a physical
instrument.

6. LANGUAGE AND PLATFORM
SUPPORT
For most operating systems, the USB interface of the dual
analog presents itself as a standard human interface device
(HID). Various computer-music languages need only expose
the serial data-stream of the controller to begin mapping data to
musical applications.
The Martingale Pd library includes, in addition to all of the
instruments described above, Pd abstractions for numerous
variations of dual-analog controllers and specific platform
requirements. For MacOS and Linux users, the Pd “hid” object,
created by Hans-Christoph Steiner (at.or.at/hans/pd/hid.html)
and distributed as part of Pd-extended, performs correctly for a
variety of dual-analog controllers. Actual values returned by the
controllers may be in different formats or value ranges.
Martingale manages this diversity by creating, for each
controller type, abstractions that return values and triggers in
uniform and normalized ranges.
Use of dual-analog controllers in Pd on Windows is presently
less stable, due to the lack of a robust HID interface. Good
solutions are available through alternative “joystick” and
“hidin” objects (distributed with Martingale and Pd-extended).
Use of dual-analog controllers in Max/MSP can be easily
achieved through the “hi” (human interface) object.
SuperCollider provides a similar “HIDDeviceService” object;
additional, more specialized game-pad interfaces are also
available for SuperCollider (e.g., OSCGamePad at
oscgamepad.
sourceforge.net).
Other
computer-music
languages are likely to provide similar interfaces. If no native
support is available, HID to MIDI or OSC translators, such as
junXion (www.steim.org/steim/ junxion_v4.html), may be
used.
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7. CONCLUSION
The diversity of instruments for which the dual analog can
serve as a controller is made clear from the previous examples.
All of these instruments are presently available in the
Martingale library. The goal of this paper, however, is not just
to supply example mappings and interface designs, but to
illustrate the benefits of designing instruments for a common,
inexpensive, and practical hardware controller, and encourage
others to also design instruments and interfaces for this
controller. Further, embracing parameter reduction and
isolation, as this controller demands, promotes more playable
and durable instruments. Dual-analog controllers are literally
everywhere; providing interfaces and instruments for these
controllers offers many opportunities.
For example, in introducing a new synthesis technique or
synthesis language, developers can offer simple interfaces
using the dual-analog. Better then a static recording or a GUIbased demonstration, performers using a dual-analog controller
can quickly and easily explore the parameters of a new
synthesis design.
For students of live electronics, finding a point of entry can
be difficult. Instead of trying to explore performance with a
keyboard and a mouse, or using an expensive controller that
might require extensive and time consuming custom mappings,
students can begin immediately making expressive gestures
with the dual-analog controller and existing instruments.
Providing numerous contrasting designs (such as those
provided in Martingale) exposes students to a variety of
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ABSTRACT

avoided touchscreens for their lack of this important feedback
and we have focused instead on systems with mechanical action
that itself gives some haptic feedback.
It should be noted that the aim here is not to replace
traditional instruments. There are elements of traditional music
making that cannot be accomplished this way. Rather, the aim
is to somehow open up the fun of making certain types of
music to a wider variety of people – to make anyone into a
musician. Let the computer handle some of the tedium of
getting exactly the right note while still giving the player as
much expressive freedom as possible. There is a clear tension
here and we are still exploring it.

Musician Maker is a system to allow novice players the
opportunity to create expressive improvisational music. While
the system plays an accompaniment background chord
progression, each participant plays some kind of controller to
make music through the system. The program takes the signals
from the controllers and adjusts the pitches somewhat so that
the players are limited to notes which fit the chord progression.
The various controllers are designed to be very easy and
intuitive so anyone can pick one up and quickly be able to play
it. Since the computer is making sure that wrong notes are
avoided, even inexperienced players can immediately make
music and enjoy focusing on some of the more expressive
elements and thus become musicians.

2. IMPLEMENTATION
Musician Maker consists of several controllers connected to a
PC running a Python computer program which then outputs
MIDI signals to a standard sound module. The computer
program plays a background accompaniment which consists of
a simple chord progression read from a score file. The players
play music with their various controllers much as if they were
ordinary musical instruments but with certain constraints. The
computer program takes the signals from the controllers and
adjusts the pitches somewhat so that they are limited to playing
notes which fit the chord progression. In our present program,
the allowed notes are just the usual notes of the chord – for a C
chord, only the notes C, E, and G would be allowed.

Keywords
Musical Instrument, Electronic, Computer Music, Novice,
Controller

1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of Musician Maker came from two ideas. 1. Make
electronic instruments that are so natural that a person instantly
knows how to play them. 2. Allow the computer to constrain
the specific notes to good sounding ones. The hope was that a
novice player could immediately focus on expression and
improvisation – two areas typically developed only after
extended time learning the basics of an instrument. It turns out
that these two ideas are connected. Having the notes be
somewhat constrained makes it much simpler to design
instruments that are especially natural to play. The player need
only provide a rough guide for the pitch and the computer
decides the rest. This removes the difficulty that often takes a
long time to learn: being able to play exactly the right note.
Nishimoto [1] et. al. suggested that versatility in musical
instruments is not always an advantage. Their experiments
showed that having a computer constrain the pitch on a special
keyboard instrument could allow the player to be equally or
even more musically expressive than a traditional keyboard.
We are exploring that idea beyond the keyboard.
Much work on controller design has underscored the need for
physical or haptic feedback to the player to give a direct sense
of control. Bongers [2] suggested the name articulatory
feedback for the sense of what is being produced at the point
where it is being manipulated. In choosing controllers, we have

Figure 1. The components of the Musician Maker system
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The first three controllers we developed (shown in the video)
are the Obloe, the Pluck n Play, and the Baronium. The design
of the controllers follows from the aim of having enjoyable
instruments that are exceedingly easy and natural to play. So
the Obloe has a breath sensor since blowing to create a sound is
very common. Many toys involve blowing to create a sound
and most people can whistle so the basic act of blowing to
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make a sound needs little or no training. But most wind
instruments control the pitch using complicated fingerings that
take time to learn. In contrast, the pitch of the Obloe is
controlled by simply twisting the end. Twist one way for high
notes, the other way for low notes, the further you twist, the
higher or lower the note. This would still be difficult to master
if it were necessary to set the pitch exactly. It would be
comparable to a beginning string player who needs to learn the
exact finger placement to play in tune. But we are sacrificing
some amount of control (let the computer do some adjusting) to
gain an immediate ability to play fun music and still be
expressive through timing, dynamics and some control of
melodic direction. So the signal from the controller is taken as
a general indication of what the player wants, but the computer
then picks a precise note that fits the chord progression.
The Pluck n Play has a similar simplicity. The player plucks
a small flexible tab to produce a sound whose volume depends
on how hard the tab was plucked. For pitch control we have a
simple slider that moves up and down connected to a stretchy
length of rubber tubing. One question that came up was
whether high notes should be up or down given that a string
bass has high notes down. We made the software switchable
but most people favor high notes being up even if they play
string bass. The main reason seems to be that the tubing
stretches and pulls against the slider as it is moved up (it is
anchored on a force sensor to determine the slider position).
We seem to have a natural association of tight with high notes.
The Baronium is perhaps a bit like a keyboard instrument but
without any keys. Instead it has one long bar placed sideways.
Pressing on it makes the sound and pressing harder makes it
louder. The pitch depends on where you press.

can respond to aftertouch. We have found it works best with an
accordion-like sound.
Improvisation and expressiveness are the aims. These are
accomplished by letting the player control all the timing and the
volume with no modification. So the expressive elements of
dynamics and tempo are completely available. The melodic
line is more constrained by the computer to fit the chord
progression. It might be described as consisting of arpeggios
on the chord of the moment. But still within that is wide
latitude to move up or down the scale as another avenue for
expression. We have not yet implemented ways for the player
to bend pitches or to break free of the constraints when desired,
but these are future possibilities.

3. FURTHER POSSIBILITIES
One area of interest is to make the constraints more
sophisticated. We began with the simplest approach which
limits the player to just the notes of the chord for the full
duration of each chord. But we are exploring more complicated
approaches such as allowing more freedom off-beat but still the
full constraint on the primary beats, or allowing more freedom
at some points in the song or among some instruments than
others. Another possibility is to have the player in control of
the constraint, choosing when to release it for more freedom.
This would still allow beginners the ease of depending on the
constraint until they wish for more control.
A second area of interest is in having one player in some kind
of control of the accompaniment track. Simplest but still not
trivial would be a player waving a baton to control the tempo.
This player or another player might also control other
characteristics of the accompaniment track or even the chord
progression itself. Ultimately it may be possible to make the
accompaniment track more like one of the instruments so that
the players controlled nearly everything.
We also continue to build new controllers and have ideas for
many more. In doing so, we are always looking for actions that
have a natural connection to sound creation and thus will be
intuitively easy to play.

4. CONCLUSION
Musician Maker demonstrates a new approach to musical
instruments in which some of the tedious difficulties are
handled by the computer while other elements important for
expression and improvisation are controlled by the player. In
this new realm, it is possible for novices to enjoy creating
interesting music with virtually no training. For instrument
designers, the system can serve as a laboratory for learning how
to make interfaces that are truly natural and intuitive. For
teachers, it introduces a new route to help young musicians
focus on expressiveness and improvisation even before they
have mastered a traditional instrument.

Figure 2. The Baronium controller
We have developed two more controllers since the video was
made. One is a marimba-like instrument but it has only one
large bar. We call it the Marimbar. Pitch is determined by
where you strike the bar and volume by how hard you strike.
The other controller is harder to describe since it is not like any
traditional instrument. It is called the Sway and Play and is
something like a standing joystick. The note is produced by
squeezing, a bit like a squeeze toy except that the note is
sustained as long as you keep squeezing and responds to how
hard you squeeze. The pitch is controlled by pushing the stick
forward and back.
The computer generates MIDI messages for each of the
controllers. We chose sounds that fit the type of instrument.
The Pluck and Play is a string bass sound and the Obloe is a
woodwind sound. The Baronium is not much like any physical
instrument in its mechanics. It may seem superficially like a
piano but it has no piano-like action or free travel. The bar is
on supports that bend somewhat to sense the force and the note
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ABSTRACT

for live performances that is highly intuitive while still
generating an interesting sound with a wide range of timbre. In
order to make an intuitive interface, first we needed to find a
link between sound synthesis and usability. High usability
usually comes from familiarity with a tool, and one of the most
familiar sound syntheses we found in our daily lives was our
voice. The process of human voice generation resembles a
subtractive synthesizer, because the way vocal tract shapes the
sound generated from the vibration of the vocal fold is basically
identical to the process of filtering the source in subtractive
synthesis.
The main idea came from the fact that people are well aware
of what mouth shape is needed to pronounce certain vowel.
This has led us to map filtering variables for vowels to hand
gestures that resemble mouth shape of human. In addition, a
pitch indicator was added to give visual feedback on the current
pitch to minimize the mistakes during live performances,
because a minor problem about pitch accuracy arose during the
evaluation process of the initial version of FutureGrab. It is
known that real-time visual feedback on the pitch is a useful
tool for increasing intonation accuracy of the musical
instrument [1].

FutureGrab is a new wearable musical instrument for live
performance that is highly intuitive while still generating an
interesting sound by subtractive synthesis. Its sound effects
resemble the human vowel pronunciation, which were mapped
to hand gestures that are similar to the mouth shape of human
to pronounce corresponding vowel. FutureGrab also provides
all necessary features for a lead musical instrument such as
pitch control, trigger, glissando and key adjustment. In addition,
pitch indicator was added to give visual feedback to the
performer, which can reduce the mistakes during live
performances. This paper describes the motivation, system
design, mapping strategy and implementation of FutureGrab,
and evaluates the overall experience.

Keywords
Wearable musical instrument, Pure Data, gestural synthesis,
formant synthesis, data-glove, visual feedback, subtractive
synthesis

1. INTRODUCTION
2. BACKGROUND

The rapid development of digital technology within the past
few decades has extended a range of sound synthesis
possibility. A lot of new kinds of synthesizers appear on the
market everyday, and the ever decreasing cost of various
electronic parts and simple yet powerful tools such as Pure
Data 1 and Arduino 2 have enabled even individual users to
design and make musical devices. One of the most widely used
electronic musical devices nowadays is synthesizer. It generates
sound by using various combinations of different types
oscillators, mixer, filters and envelopes. However, it is often
too hard for beginners to use, because altering lots of synthesis
parameters to design intended sound is difficult without longterm practice. This has therefore provided the motivation for
making an improved control interface of a musical instrument
1
2

2.1 Related Work

http://puredata.info/
http://arduino.cc/
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The first of its kind, and probably the most well known
electronic musical instrument using hand gesture is the
Theremin. It consists of two antennas to detect position of
performers hand to control oscillator frequency with one hand
and amplitude with the other [2]. One of the first works that
maps formant to data-glove gesture is Glove-talk [3]. Glovetalk is a speech synthesizer, and it enables users to pronounce
words using 66 root words. Glove-talk allows a wide range of
freedom in terms of pronunciation, but each hand gesture needs
to be remembered to synthesize words. The primary aim of
FutureGrab is not speech synthesis, but a musically interesting
sound. Thus it is fair to say that the only similarity among
Glove-talk and other speech synthesis data-glove such as
ForTouch [4], GRASSP [5] and Future Grab is that formants
were mapped to the data-glove.
There are a number of previous works using hand gestures for
musical purpose, such as Cyber Composer [6] and SoundGrasp
[7]. Cyber Composer allows users to control the melody flow
generation, pitch and volume, and SoundGrasp does sampling,
looping and adding sound effect on it. The required gestures of
these data-gloves are simpler than Glove-talk. However, the
link between the mapped gestures and the actual synthesized or
manipulated sound is weak. Hence, users still need a fair
amount of time to practice prior to actual live performance. One
of the most well known vowel-like sound effects is a Wah-wah

adding various effects on a signal. Communication between
Arduino and Puredata was done by a custom version of
Firmata 3 , which was modified to handle digital ultrasonic
sensors.

pedal. The sound is produced mostly by a foot-controlled signal
processor containing a single band-pass filter with a variable
center frequency [8]. Although using a single filter is not
sufficient to generate accurate vowel, it is still popular as it can
be heard as somewhat similar to a ‘wah’ sound, which is
musically interesting. The main advantage of wearable musical
instruments is natural musical expression. Detailed strategies
for mapping gesture variables naturally to sound synthesis is
explained in [9], and factors of design and user experience
evaluation of wearable expression were explained in [10].

3.2 Mapping Strategy
Filtering frequencies to make vowel-like formants were
mapped to how much the hand was clenched, which was
measured by a flex sensor on the right index finger. Vowels
that requires a nearly closed mouth, such as /u/ and /e/, are
mapped to a clenched hand, and vowels that require a fully
opened mouth shape, such as /α/ and /e/, were mapped to am
opened hand. The user can select which vowel to use by using
preset buttons. Figure 2 is a comparison between human mouth
shape to pronounce vowel /α/ and /u/, and required hand
gesture.

2.2 Vowel and Formant
Formants are spectral peaks of the sound spectrum envelope of
the voice [11]. The human voice is generated by the vibration
of the vocal fold, which is a spectrally rich acoustic excitation.
The generated sound source is then shaped by the vocal tract,
an adjustable acoustic filter in our body to pronounce certain
word [12]. Each vowel almost always has several certain
formants, although there might be a slight difference between
people. Discrimination of human vowels chiefly relies on the
frequency relationship of the first two peaks of the vowel’s
spectral envelope [13][14][15]. Therefore, FutureGrab makes
use of the first two formants only for filtering, which is
sufficient to create vowel-like effects. Figure 1 shows the first
two formant frequencies of the vowels /i/ and /u/, respectively.

Figure 3. Mouth shapes were mapped to hand gestures
and synthesized sound
Formants from a clenched hand to an opened hand change
gradually, resulting in vowel sounds changing naturally from
one to another. For instance, if the preset is /u/ to /α/ and the
hand is only half-clenched, the resulting sound will be close to
/o/ because the actual formants of ‘/u/’ is actually somewhere
between /u/ and /α/. This smooth change between two vowels
was mapped to clenching the right hand. The pitch of the
source signal was mapped to the distance between the left palm
and the ground, which is measured by an ultrasonic wave
sensor. This sensor measure the distance from the sensor to
anything that blocks the ultrasonic wave, thus can be actually
used against any flat surface such as a desk, wall, or even the
performers chest. The target object can be chosen flexibly
depending on the environment or preference of the performer.
The trigger function was mapped to a pinching gesture, in
which the user puts his left index finger on his left thumb.
Figure 4 shows FutureGrab gestures for pitch control, trigger
and sliding filtering frequency.

Figure 1. First two formant of /i/ and /u/ in spectrogram
envelope (adapted from Frank and Henning [14])

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1 System Architecture
The system overview of FutureGrab is shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Mapping between hand gestures and functions
of FutureGrab
FutureGrab is a monophonic synthesizer, thus it is suitable to
use as a lead instrument to play melody parts of the music. In
order to match the accompaniment in different keys, a key
change function was added and controlled by the knob at the
back of the right glove. Also, the C minor ‘blues scale’4 was set

Figure 2. The system overview of FutureGrab
The primary interface consists of two gloves manipulated by
the performer. The gloves are connected to each other and the
right-hand glove, which contains an Arduino chip, was
connected to a computer that runs Pure Data. Arduino is a small
microcontroller that can handle input from a variety of sensors
as well as controlling the output of actuators. All input sensors,
buttons, and output LEDs, were connected to the Arduino. Pure
Data is a real-time visual programming language for interactive
computer music, and is used for sound synthesis, filtering and

3

A generic protocol for communicating with microcontrollers
from software on a host computer. http://firmata.org/
4
Minor pentatonic scale plus the ♯4th or ♭5th degree.
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appropriate to this paper. Thus, we aim to explain the general
overview of the implementation process in this section, which
can be freely applied to any system regardless of the platform.

as the default, because it is the most widely used scale in
modern popular music.
Although FutureGrab is simpler than typical synthesizers, it
still provides most of the main functionalities of existing
subtractive synthesizers. For instance, the ultrasonic distance
measure with the trigger substitutes a keyboard; clenching and
opening hand gestures can be thought as adjusting a filter
envelope; and the source signal from Pure Data corresponds to
an oscillator. In addition, a glissando5 function was added to
make a gradual pitch change, which is common in monophonic
synthesizers, which was controlled by the knob attached next to
the key change knob.

4.1 Software
Three sawtooth waves were used to create a harmonically rich
sound source. In addition, the gain for each oscillator was set
slightly different similar to existing subtractive synthesizers and
a little bit of noise was added in order to maximize the richness
of the sound. The measured distance from the ultrasonic sensor
was quantized to make a discrete pitch scale. Also, the amount
of glissando was adjusted by the speed of change in the
fundamental frequency on the note change. When the speed of
change between the current note and the next note was very
fast, it sounds like two discrete notes, and when the change is
slow it makes a more continuous sound. This degree of
continuousness was programmed to affect the changes in the
LED lights of the pitch indicator as well, so that the performers
and audience can see the effect of the glissando visually. The
center frequency of the band-pass filters were controlled by a
flex sensor and designed to slide the formant between two
different vowels. Q factors 7 of the band-pass filters were
empirically chosen as 30 as we considered that this value
produced the best resulting sound, but it can be freely adjusted
depending on the preference of the performer.

3.3 Formant Synthesis
FutureGrab mimics the process of human voice generation,
which includes a source generation followed by filtering. The
source signal was generated by Pure Data and the resulting
sound was then shaped by two band-pass filters with variable
center frequencies (fc1, fc2) to create both first (F1) and second
formant (F2). Unlike the wah-wah filter, the popular vowel-like
sound effect, which uses a single band-pass or low-pass filter,
using two filters gives the freedom to imitate any vowel by
combining two formants. Figure 5 shows how vowel formantlike spectrum was created using two band-pass filters.

4.2 Hardware
An Arduino was used for obtaining sensor values and
controlling actuators as mentioned in the system architecture.
Every electronic part were soldered on a circuit board and
inserted between the inner and outer skin of the glove to make
it hidden. The distance between the left palm and the ground
for pitch control was measured ultrasonic sensor, and the
trigger was made by covering the thumb and index finger with
a copper wire such that the circuit is coupled when the user
does a pinching gesture. Since the Arduino used in this project
did not have sufficient digital ports, we designed an analog
circuit to handle the preset buttons. This was done by
measuring the voltage difference caused by parallel resistors.
The flex sensor was directly connected to the analog port, as it
returns analog values. Knobs for key adjustment and glissando
effects were implemented using a potentiometer. The pitch
indicator was made of copper pipes with vertically attached
high intensive blue LEDs. Horizontal lights were created using
LEDs and optical pipes. In addition, a copper pipe was used as
a ground. Figure 6 below is a picture of FutureGrab and pitch
indicator.

Figure 5. Using two band-pass filters to shape source
signal into human formant like spectral shape.
The required band-pass center frequencies for the first two
formants of each vowel are shown below.
Table 1. First (F1) and second (F2) formant of vowel used in
FutureGrab. (Data extracted from Peterson and Barney
[15])
Vowel (IPA6)

F1

F2

/u/

300

870

/α/

730

1090

/i/

270

2290

/e/

660

1720

The pitch was adjusted by changing the fundamental
frequency of the source signals and designed to cover up to
three octaves. When the key-change knob is adjusted, the
fundamental frequency moves to the pitch of the requested key.

Figure 6. Picture of FutureGrab and the pitch indicator

4. IMPLEMENTATION

5. EVALUATION

The implementation process of FutureGrab is mostly about
signal processing in Pure Data and how electronic parts were
connected, which are platform-specific technical details and not

To explore the usability and intuitiveness of FutureGrab as a
musical instrument, evaluation was done through a
questionnaire. This section includes the results of testing and
explanation about what was improved after the evaluation. The
participants were composed of 12 graduate students from Seoul
National University who were not familiar with FutureGrab.

5
6

Musical term that means gliding from one pitch to another.
IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) is standardized
representation of the sounds of spoken language.

7
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Quality factor is a bandwidth relative to its center frequency.

FutureGrab as a totally independent synthesizer with an
embedded DSP chip and microcontroller so that it works
without Pure Data and OS for the highest possible stability and
cost-effective mass production.

All participants were asked to try every feature of FutureGrab
without any instructions. The first question of the questionnaire
was, “How relative did you find the link between the
synthesized sound and the gestures?” which was answered
using a rating system between 1 and 5, where 1 indicates that
they could not find any relationship between them. The second
question, a multiple-choice question, was “What was the
hardest feature to use?”
As a result, the users found the link between gestures and
synthesized sound easily. The average rating was 4.25, and
there were no ratings below 3. Although the first question
showed that FutureGrab is highly intuitive, problems with pitch
accuracy was pointed out. 7 out of 12 participants chose pitch
control as the hardest feature to use in the second question.
When the evaluation was carried out, the pitch was shown as
Solfège8 with a key status on the computer screen. This was
sufficient to play the correct pitch, but the problem was that it
was confusing when changing the pitch quickly. Hence, after
the evaluation, we decided to make a large size pitch indicator
that displays the pitch using vertical positions of the light.
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6. DISCUSSION
There was a chance to use FutureGrab in live performance, and
we could check the reaction of the audience and the potential of
FutureGrab as a popular musical instrument. As a result, the
FutureGrab live performance was fairly successful. Especially,
the fact that everyone can see what the musician is actually
doing to generate sounds, unlike other instruments that are
barely visible to the audience, caught the interest of the
audience. Unexpectedly, one of the things that impressed the
audience the most was the LED pitch indicator. It was mainly
designed for pitch accuracy of the performance, but its
fascinating high intensive blue LED that follows the melody of
the music drew loud cheers from the audience.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have described a mapping strategy and the development
process of FutureGrab, which is a novel wearable instrument
particularly designed for live performances. Its sound effect
was inspired by the vowel pronunciation of humans, and was
possible to achieve high intuitiveness by mapping familiar
human mouth shapes to hand gestures and synthesized sound at
the same time. FutureGrab has a relatively simple structure, but
still provides most of the main functionalities of the existing
subtractive synthesizer. FutureGrab was originally designed
from the perspective of the performer mainly for the musical
performance. However, several strong advantages in terms of
visual presentation have emerged during the development
process. We found that showing hand gestures and the LED
pitch indicator to the audience greatly improves the visual
presentation in actual live performances.
In the future, we plan to make the next version of FutureGrab
portable, independent, and durable as possible. The current
version of FutureGrab runs Pure Data on the computer for
signal processing, which means that it is necessary to bring
extra equipment such as a laptop, adaptor, and lots of wires. We
are planning to put a small-sized computer inside of the pitch
indicator so that FutureGrab can be a standalone musical
instrument, which will greatly increase the portability. Also,
using wireless protocols such as Bluetooth or ZigBee for data
communication between gloves would allow us to remove the
limitation of movement of the performer as well as preventing
potential problems that might be caused by the wire
connections. Ultimately, we wish to make a final version of
8

Solfège is a relative note name such as do, re and mi.
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ABSTRACT

its subtle and detailed consideration of the timbral content
within a particular musical context. This can be contrasted with
improvisatory traditions that privilege musical innovation
within a melodic/rhythmic/harmonic framework (such as jazz
for instance).

This paper presents the author’s _derivations system, an
interactive performance system for solo improvising
instrumentalist. The system makes use of a combination of realtime audio analysis, live sampling and spectral re-synthesis to
build a vocabulary of possible performative responses to live
instrumental input throughout an improvisatory performance. A
form of timbral matching is employed to form a link between
the live performer and an expanding database of musical
materials. In addition, the system takes into account the unique
nature of the rehearsal/practice space in musical performance
through the implementation of performer-configurable
cumulative rehearsal databases into the final design. This paper
discusses the system in detail with reference to related work in
the field, making specific reference to the system’s interactive
potential both inside and outside of a real-time performance
context.

1.1 Timbral Awareness in Interactive
Performance Systems
In a recent survey of improvisatory systems by Hsu [3], the
author makes particular note of design approaches dealing
directly with the analysis of timbre as it relates to the design of
improvisatory responses within such systems. The systems
surveyed can be characterised as displaying characteristics of
what Rowe has defined as “performance paradigm” systems
[4], i.e. systems that are conceived as providing the human with
a virtual or artificial counterpart in improvised musical
performance. Hsu’s own AHRS system is a performance
system that uses timbral analysis from the live saxophone input
to automate and control a series of virtual improvising agents.
These improvising agents make use of gestural curves analysed
and stored throughout a performance to automate their various
synthesis and processing parameters [3]. Enabling system
awareness of the current and past timbral context within an
improvisational performance is often a theme with such
systems. Of interest in this regard is Ciufo’s system Beginner’s
Mind, using real-time descriptor analysis to dynamically build a
measure of the “perceptual identity” of phrases analysed from
the live input over the duration of a performance. The author
then uses this to relate the current performance state of the
human improviser with data analysed previously in the same
performance [5].

Keywords
Interactivity, performance systems, improvisation

1. INTRODUCTION
Within the field of interactive computer music, a great diversity
of approaches to the design, implementation and evaluation of
systems for improvisatory performance can be found. The basis
of such a diversity of approaches may be summed up succinctly
in the words of George Lewis (a noted pioneer in the field),
who has observed that: “Musical computer programs, like any
texts, are not ‘objective’ or ‘universal’, but instead represent the
particular ideas of their creators.”[1] With specific reference to
machine improvisers, Collins suggests that their creators often
link these systems to particular musical styles or contexts [2].
As such it can be stated that the various innovations within the
field represent the multiple practical, aesthetic and
technological preoccupations of the system designers, all of
whom bring to the field a diverse range of experience from a
variety of musical and technological backgrounds. The author’s
musical background (therefore informing the design of the
present system in question) is as classically trained
contemporary saxophonist, with a strong interest in abstract and
non-linear musical structures and an involvement in nonidiomatic or “free” improvisation in performance. Such an
improvisational aesthetic is often characterised with respect to

1.2 Designing for Rehearsal
In discussing his model of conversational interaction, Paine [6]
asserts that a true interactive relationship between interactor
and system can only exist if a system is capable of changing
and evolving over time. Systems of this type would be designed
to reflect the “cumulative experience of interrelationship”
exemplified in a human conversation model of interaction [6].
Dynamic change and evolution is inherent in a human
conversational context not only through the interactions
between people at a given time and place, but also over longer
time scales through the navigation of shared and cumulative
history of the interactors. Within Paine’s conversational model
of interactivity, two characteristics of human conversation are
of particular note in this regard, namely that a conversation is
“unique and personal to those individuals,” and in addition that
the conversation is “maintained within a common understood
paradigm (both parties speak the same language, and address
the same topic).” [6] It is suggested that these attributes are by
nature cumulative throughout multiple encounters between
participants, situating the interaction within a wider temporal
frame beyond the present communicative context. This of
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course finds direct parallels with musical rehearsal and
performance, and in particular in improvisatory contexts.
The cumulative building of an interpersonally shared
histories between musicians in performance and rehearsal has
been discussed in the work of Bastien and Hostager. [7] In
addition, the authors note that performance-time interactions
between musicians also depend upon “suprapersonal” common
histories of individual participants, based upon individual
players’ prior interactive experiences with other musicians
outside of the present interactive context. [7] Taking this
cumulative view of interactivity into account, it is then
suggested that the rehearsal/workshop space may be equally
important to consider in the design of new interactive
performance systems. This is especially true of systems
designed to interact with a solo instrumentalist, as consideration
for cumulative interactions between human and machine may
enhance a system’s potential for enabling a “unique and
personal” conversational form of interaction between the two
participants. [6]
In the literature, the rehearsal/practice space is referred to in
large part with respect to the initial design and the evaluative
phases of interactive music system design. In the work of
Johnston et al., collaborative rehearsal sessions with a
professional performer/composer in the initial stages of a
system design are shown to advance prototype versions of a
software artefact [8]. At the other end of the design process,
Hsu and Sosnick make reference to the rehearsal space as
forming integral part of an evaluative framework for comparing
system design in mature and instantiated system designs [9]. In
addition to the design of novel methods to automate system
responsiveness during performance time interactions, it is
suggested that system designers may also consider how such
systems may use data collected over multiple rehearsal sessions
to enrich any subsequent performances with the software. Such
an interactive paradigm can also be seen as privileging the role
of the performer in shaping the overall shared history
developed between both performer and system.

cumulative nature of the rehearsal/practice space in musical
performance in the design of the system itself.

2.2 The Phrase Database
The system uses recorded audio and spectral information stored
throughout a performance as the source material from which
new sonic gestures are formed through later processing and resynthesis. Continuous live sampling of the incoming audio
stream provides the system with access to all that has been
played by an instrumentalist throughout an improvised session.
A single audio buffer of a user-defined length (default 15mins)
is used to record this stream of audio throughout the duration of
a performance. The audio is simultaneously time-stamped and
assigned a phrase index for later reference. In this system,
phrases are detected in the audio signal through the use of a
simple envelope follower which reports the end of a performed
phrase after a given silence threshold in the audio signal has
been reached (a similar technique has also been described in
[10]). This particular technique was chosen due to the inherent
phrasing of wind instrumentalists, whereby musical phrases are
often directly linked to the player’s breathing patterns during
performance. To account for the use of instruments unaffected
by this biological restriction (stringed instruments, piano,
percussion etc), the system also provides a maximum phrase
length with which it can automate the segmentation of the
audio signal into phrases.
In addition to continuously sampled audio, the system also
builds a database of sinusoidal models analysed from the live
signal, making use of the iana~ external object for this analysis.
[11] To build the database, the analysis module extracts
sinusoidal models of the audio signal comprised of up to fifty
frequency and amplitude pairs, sampled continuously at an
interval of ten milliseconds throughout the duration of each
phrase. Each model is then associated with the phrase index in
which it was analysed, enabling the subsequent re-synthesis to

2. _DERIVATIONS
2.1 Overview and Motivations
_derivations is an interactive performance system developed in
MaxMSP for use by a solo instrumentalist, and is designed to
derive all of its sonic responses to improvisational input from
the instrumentalist's live performance. A central aesthetic
concern of the system is the coherent integration of the sound
palette of both the acoustic instrumentalist and computer,
achieved through a ‘hands-free’ and unmediated mode of
instrumental interaction with technology (i.e. the human and
machine communicate through sound only). The system is
designed to display an awareness of the sonic context presented
by the instrumentalist with respect to a broad definition of its
current and past timbral content, achieved herein through the
grouping and storage of real-time sound descriptor analyses of
the incoming acoustic audio stream. A form of timbral
matching is used to relate the most recent performance state of
the instrumentalist to an expanding database of recorded and
analysed performer phrases. The system makes direct use of
these recorded phrases as sonic and gestural source material for
transformation and recombination via the linked synthesis and
processing modules.
A unique aspect of the _derivations system relates to its
intended use both inside and outside of a performance time
interaction, taking into account the conceptual significance of
the rehearsal/practice space of musical performance in the
system design. The design of _derivations addresses the
characteristics of Paine’s conversational model of interactivity
in a broader temporal frame, taking into account the unique and

Figure 1. Phrase matching algorithm. Input queries of most
recent mean and standard deviation are compared against
the statistics database to find closest match
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IRCAM’s supervp~ library of objects.1 In the global control
module, the user is given the option of defining the maximum
number of players that can be active at any one time, so as to
control the potential density of material output from this
module in performance. With respect to the temporal profile of
a given phrase, a flexible approach to both playback speed and
direction was desired, and as such the module makes use of an
automated scrubbing algorithm constrained by a user-defined
speed range upon output of a chosen phrase. As the phase
vocoder enables the independent manipulation of both speed
and pitch, the transposition of phrases is also treated in a
flexible manner within this module. This is enabled through the
use of a global transposition range applied across all four
players, with phrases output at either a fixed or gliding
transposition value constrained within a user defined range.

reference groups of sinusoidal models with respect to their
corresponding phrase in the database.

2.3 Phrase Matching
An integral part of _derivations’ automated decision making is
its ability to define and access previously performed phrases
with respect to their overall timbral content measured across the
duration of the phrase, as compared with the most recent phrase
performed by the instrumentalist. Making use of Tristan
Jehan’s analyzer~ object [12], the system collects the
continuous output of four sound descriptors from the live signal
throughout the length of each phrase. The descriptors streamed
from analyzer~ include pitch, loudness, brightness (spectral
centroid) and noisiness (a measure of spectral inharmonicity).
Upon the completion of a phrase, the system computes both the
mean and standard deviation of the accumulated data for each
descriptor, storing the resultant eight statistical values in a
database indexed to each individual phrase.
The system response in _derivations relies upon this database
of averaged sound descriptor data to select phrases stored in the
expanding database that best match the most recently analysed
phrase performed by the instrumentalist. This matching process
is described as follows:
For each of the four sound descriptors, the mean value of the
most recently analysed phrase is compared against the database
of all of the means calculated for that descriptor. The algorithm
then returns the four closest matching phrase indexes to this
input. Following this, a further comparison is made between the
standard deviation value of the input phrase and the standard
deviation values of the four phrase indexes returned previously
(Figure 1 illustrates this process in the form of a MaxMSP subpatch). This process is executed simultaneously across all four
sound descriptors, returning a total of eight phrase indexes (two
per descriptor) as potential matches. The phrase index with the
highest number of occurrences across these eight matches is
chosen for selection. Ties are broken at random in the case of
two or more phrase indexes with an equal number of
occurrences, whereas in cases where no descriptors return the
same index, a random choice is made from the between top
ranking index chosen by each descriptor.

2.4.2 Granulator
The granulator module represents a further layer of abstraction
of the segmented phrases stored and recalled during an
improvisation with _derivations. Each discrete processing
parameter is treated independently to process an input phrase,
enabling a great variety of resultant sonic gestures. Processing
parameters such as grain duration, panning and transposition
are constrained by user-defined random ranges, whilst grain
density and scrubbing position are controlled by automated
scrubbing algorithms identical to those found in the phase
vocoder module.

2.4.3 Pitch Models
Pitch models is a polyphonic additive synthesiser, representing
the re-synthesis counterpart to the sinusoidal decomposition
and storage module described in section 2.2. Upon output each
sinusoidal model is assigned a unique voice in the synthesis
algorithm, allowing for polyphonic spectral variation of the
individual sinusoidal models. These variations take the form of
pre re-synthesis interpolated partial amplitude scrambling and
vocal formant filtering post re-synthesis. A unique aspect to
this module is the flexible manner in which these sinusoidal
models are output, both with respect to their temporal context
and the synthesis variables available within the module.
Ensuring variety in the output of the stored models is a
system of user specified presets for up to 23 discrete parameters
available in the module. The diverse range of parameters
accessible in the preset bank includes standard synthesis

2.4 Synthesis and Processing
The sonic response in _derivations is a combination of audio
processing and re-synthesised spectral data. The three synthesis
modules used in the system are a bank of four phase vocoders,
a granular synthesiser and a sinusoidal re-synthesis module, all
of which reference the central phrase database for their initial
sonic materials. Although each module differs with respect to
their individual processing and synthesis parameters, the
manner in which these parameters are altered over the length of
a selected phrase is consistent throughout. When accessed by a
processing module, any given phrase is treated as sonic and
gestural source material from which new gestures and temporal
associations are formed, and not replayed directly as it appears
in the recorded buffer. Each phrase chosen and sent to the
modules is therefore treated as a discrete unit of time,
dislocated from its original temporal context. The length of the
original phrase provides the temporal boundaries within which
all processing and synthesis parameters are contained. Below
the three synthesis modules in the _derivations system are
described in detail.

Figure 2. Example of a user-defined rhythmic function
within the Pitch Models module
parameters (ADSR, transposition), minimum and maximum
ranges for random processes (partial scrambling, transposition

2.4.1 Phase Vocoders
The phase vocoder module is comprised of four identical yet
independent phase vocoder based phrase players built around
the flexible and high-quality supervp.scrub~ object from

1
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SuperVP Max/MSP modules are released in the IRCAM
Forum. http://forumnet.ircam.fr/708.html?L=1	
  

range), as well as parameters affecting rhythmic output of the
models themselves. In performance, these presets are
automatically interpolated between using a simple random walk
algorithm, with the interpolation rate mapped to the length of
the phrase currently chosen for output. The rhythmic output of
the stored models is controlled by user specified rhythmic
functions that are executed upon the triggering of a phrase. As
the functions are also included in the preset bank, the
interpolation between one preset and another causes great
variety in both the rhythmic and polyphonic output of the
stored models.

Each of the above mentioned user options are easily
accessible to the performer in the rehearsal/practice space
through the aid of an intuitive user interface, enabling the
system to become an exploratory environment for the
performer both inside and outside of a performance time
interaction with the software. It is suggested that this can
further enhance the unique creative potential of interactive
performance systems of this type, through a simple
consideration of the potential of the rehearsal/practice space in
the design of such systems.

3. REHEARSAL DATABASES/USER
INTERFACE OPTIONS

This paper has presented the current iteration of the author’s
_derivations system, a new interactive performance system for
solo improvising instrumentalist. The system’s design criteria
and implementation have been discussed, with specific
reference to the system’s use of timbral matching to relate the
most recent performance state of the instrumentalist with a
large and expanding database of phrases analysed and stored
throughout an improvised session with the software. The
specific synthesis and processing modules used by the system
have been discussed in detail, and the current implementation
of cumulative rehearsal databases in this system has been
proposed as an initial point of departure towards the expansion
of Paine’s conversational model of interactivity to include the
rehearsal/practice space in interactive musical performance [6].

4. CONCLUSIONS

As suggested previously, the design of interactive performance
systems may benefit greatly from a consideration of the
rehearsal/practice space as an integral part of any interactive
performance paradigm. The _derivations system is currently
attempting to address this aspect of musical interactivity
through an extension of Paine’s conversational model of
interaction to encompass the cumulative interrelationship
present both inside and outside of a performance time
interaction. By definition this then includes a privileging of the
role of the performer as an active and creative decision maker
in this process. Below I will briefly describe how this is
currently being applied within the _derivations system.
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In the current system design, following an improvised session
with the software a performer has the option to save all of the
stored information from the current performance to disk in a
collection of rehearsal files for later re-use. The phrase,
statistics and sinusoidal model databases collated throughout a
performance with _derivations are saved to disk as text files,
with the addition of a master reference file containing the file
paths of all files saved to disk. The audio recorded throughout
the duration of the current improvisation is saved from the
global audio buffer to disk in its entirety as one continuous
AIFF audio file. Within _derivations, the text files are designed
to be cumulative so as to enable the merging of many
subsequent rehearsal databases into the one file.
Upon launching the software, a performer may choose to load
a saved rehearsal database containing any number of preanalysed rehearsal sessions. This action loads the collated
database files saved previously to disk into the internal data
collections of the system, including the master file that points to
the location of the various saved audio files. In order to
optimise system memory and improve the efficiency of the
system, full-length audio files containing previously analysed
sessions are not read into system memory in their entirety, but
segmented as individual phrases only when selected by the
phrase matching algorithm to be sent for processing. This is
achieved through referencing the original time-stamp
information contained in the phrase database to selectively load
individual phrases of varying lengths from these larger audio
files into the system dynamically.
Once a database of any number of previous rehearsal sessions
has been loaded, a performer may choose to perform with or
without the default real-time phrase storage component
enabled. In practice, this enables a musician to effectively
define in advance the entire reservoir of source material to be
used by the system before a performance begins. Further
customisation of the loaded rehearsal databases includes the
ability to disable individual phrases, or even entire rehearsals
from being selected for output by the matching algorithm.
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ABSTRACT

in this regard, designed to track the body movements and
use this information to generate music and visuals based
upon the affect or the emotional content in the gestures.
Michael Waisvisz’s Hands [9] was one of the first metainstruments to use hand gestures, along with a small keypads under the fingers, to control the sounds produced by
synthesizers. In BioMuse, Tanaka created a biosignal musical interface based on gestures using sensors to detect arm
gestures [8]. A close relative to Crossole is the Air Worm
[2], which comprised a digital theremin to produce MIDI or
audio output. Users were allowed to control the tempo and
loudness of the performance by varying the position of their
hands. Finally, representation of the musical structure with
either virtual or tangible blocks has been previously represented demonstrated in several devices such as Sony’s Block
Jam [6] and the Tenori-On [7].
Crossole also draws from the well-established tradition
of hacking and circuit-bending among instrument builders,
going back to the works of Reed Ghazala [3]. At the time
of its development, Crossole was one of the earliest applications for musical performance and composition using the
Kinect, and relied completely on reverse-engineered open
source drivers and frameworks [4].

Meaning crossword of sound, Crossole is a musical metainstrument where the music is visualized as a set of virtual
blocks that resemble a crossword puzzle. In Crossole, the
chord progressions are visually presented as a set of virtual
blocks. With the aid of the Kinect sensing technology, a performer controls music by manipulating the crossword blocks
using hand movements. The performer can build chords in
the high level, traverse over the blocks, step into the low
level to control the chord arpeggiations note by note, loop
a chord progression or map gestures to various processing
algorithms to enhance the timbral scenery.

Keywords
Kinect, meta-instrument, chord progression, body gesture

1. INTRODUCTION
Crossole is a meta-instrument that uses body gestures to
make music in different depths and modes. It is directly
influenced by the meta-instrument concept, which implements one-to-many mapping between a musician’s gestures
and the sound so that a musician may perform music in a
high level instead of playing note by note.
One of the earliest examples of a meta-instrument is the
Radio Baton [5], designed and developed by Max Mathews.
The system consists of two batons and a base unit termed
the antenna. The capacitance between each baton and the
antenna is measured continuously to estimate the position
of the tips. The position data for each baton is used to drive
the parameters controlling an oscillator.
The relationship between music and movement is one that
has been explored in extensive detail, particularly in forms
of contemporary dance. Weschler states that the advantage
of using computer systems in dance comes mainly from their
ability to bridge different forms of interaction and media
[10]. The EyesWeb [1] is a particularly interesting system

2.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Crossole consists of three modes of operation, which are
visualized in three different views: 1. the “crossword view”,
where the chord structures are set and played (Section 2.1);
2. the “grid view”, where the arpeggiations of the chords are
arranged (Section 2.2); 3. the “timbral view”, where the user
is able to make timbral manipulations on top of a recorded
“chord path” (Section 2.3). The interaction between the
user and Crossole is intended in a way that the interface
can be manipulated simply by intuitive body gestures and
visual feedback given by the system (Section 3).

2.1

Crossword View

The visual screen of Crossole employs a novel representation of musical structure: a chord is symbolized by a colored
square (or a “Block”) and a piece of music can be displayed
by a set of blocks, which resembles a crossword puzzle (Figure 1). To construct a chord, the player instantiates a block.
Next, the player associates a base note (e.g. C, D, E) and
a chord type (e.g. major, minor, diminished) to the block.
Finally the chord block must be placed adjacent to an ex-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 2: The grid view. The metronome is seen
in the sixth column. The activated squares show
the notes to be arpeggiated. The crossword view is
drawn in the background showing the current chord
being played.

Figure 1: The crossword view. The chord blocks
are clustered in the center of the screen. A new
block is created in the right, and the cursor (white
unfilled square) is located on the top Gmajor block
in the middle. The green and red dots indicate the
locations of the left and the right hands respectively.

it should be noted that, unlike a conventional instrument,
the grid view is limited by the location of the cursor and
by the selected chord. When the player moves the cursor
and changes the chord in the crossword view (or “high level
view”), the note sequence specified in the low level view will
maintain its pitch contour, but the notes will be transposed
to the new chord. This repetitive transposition in the pitch
contour is very common in popular music and Western classical music such as J.S. Bach’s Prelude in C Major (BWV
846). Crossole works effectively in this particular musical
style since it takes out the necessity to focus on playing the
same contour for each chord.

isting block (except the first one, which can be virtually
placed to anywhere on the screen).
Another important element of controlling chord progressions is the cursor, which is depicted as a white empty
square. While building block sets up a base for the music structure, the cursor control determines the temporal
progression of chords. The cursor is able to move once at
a time in all directions (vertical, horizontal, diagonal). A
player can play a chord on-the-fly by placing the cursor
upon a block representing the specified chord. By controlling the timing and the direction of the gestures an unique
chord sequence is generated. Nonetheless, the cursor has to
be traversed precisely to achieve a smooth progression.
The two dimensional depiction of blocks encourages users
to understand the musical structure and find efficient ways
of constructing chord clusters. For example, if a sequence
of four chords is to be repeated multiple times, it is much
reasonable to place 4 blocks in a circular manner than to
place dozens of blocks from left to right. With meticulous
planning, the repetitions, variations and musical sections
(such as A-A-B-B, verse, chorus, bridge) can be interpreted
in an original, coherent and efficient structure.

2.2

2.3

Timbral View

In musical pieces with a fair number of chord repetitions,
Crossole opens another opportunity by allowing the user to
record the route of the cursor and the timestamps. Whenever the cursor returns to the first block the recording has
started, a closed chord progression loop is formed. From
this point on, the cursor movement is automated to follow
the exact recorded temporal progression, until the player
chooses to discontinue the repetition.
As soon as the playback starts, the hand gestures are
freed from controlling the chord progression, and a new
sound control interface named timbral view is also introduced (Figure 3). In the timbral view, the player can create
new soundscapes by applying various sound effects (e.g. filters, phasors, delays) using the free-form hand gestures. In
the meantime, the player is still able to switch to the grid
view and change the pitch contour.

Grid View

In Crossole, there is a separate screen to determine the sequence of the notes to arpeggiate for each chord, called
the grid view (Figure 2). The grid view is a classical sequencer type interface, where the x-axis is the quantized
time, the y-axis corresponds to pitches related to the chord
and the current state of the sequencer is indicated by a visual metronome moving from left to right. The grid view
enables users to draw a pitch contour by marking the cells
on the grid. The number of notes in the grid is interdependent from the current block selected (by the cursor) such
that there are only eight keys (four pitch classes spanned in
two octaves). For example, if the cursor is on a C major7
block, the notes in the cells in the y-axis will be {C4, E4,
G4, B4, C5, E5, G5, C6}; whereas for C major, they will
be {C4, D4, E4, C5, C5, D5, E5, C6}.
The crossword view and the grid view are interconnected
as two different control levels. The crossword view follows
the concept of meta-instrument where the player performs a
musical instrument in a high level (chord progression). On
the other hand, the grid view lets the Crossole player access
the low level, where music is played note-by-note. However,

3.

GESTURES AND VISUAL FEEDBACK

The gestural controls of Crossole is composed of four major
parts: placing chord blocks, controlling the cursor, drawing
a pitch contour and manipulating the timbre. The Crossole
player has to manage the first three types of gestures in
concurrent manner. Finally the timbral control is employed
when a recorded path is being re-traversed. The gestures
are designed to apply these operations while fulfilling ease
of use and clarity of interaction.
We use the position of both hands as the primary controlling variables. A red and a green dot are drawn for the left
and right hands respectively to indicate the projection of
the hand positions. Moreover, two horizontal and two vertical lines are drawn in the crossword view to indicate the
thresholds to pass so that the cursor is moved in the desired
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Figure 3: The timbral view. The icon in the top
right indicates a loop is being played in the background and the trajectory of the small cubes in the
bottom hints the locations of the hands.
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Figure 4: The block diagram of Crossole.
direction. Such visual cues are integral to easily execute the
actions controlled by the hand gestures.
In the crossword view, the familiar concepts of drag-anddrop and swiping are used for block creation. Similar to the
drag-and-drop gestures of a mouse, the depth position of the
right hand is treated as the left button of mouse. A block is
instantiated by dragging the meta-block (rotating 3D cube
on the top of the screen) to an arbitrary location. The base
note and the chord type are selected by swiping through
two perpendicular menus and placing the desired base note
and chord type onto the the cube (Figure 1). To enhance
the visual feedback, the cube is also rotated in the same
direction with the swiped menu. Once the player chooses
the chord, the block can be dragged and dropped next to the
existing chord block structure. The system automatically
places the block to the closest position possible provided
drop point is neighbored by a block. Finally, the base notes
and the chord types are printed on the top, and each block is
color coded according to the base note and the chord type.
For the cursor movement, the swiping gesture is utilized
again. To allow the player to build a block and move the
cursor simultaneously, the right hand and the left hand positions are assigned to block-creation and cursor movement
respectively. Swiping the cursor in the latitudinal and longitudinal dimensions concurrently is also possible, which enables a diagonal swiping gesture as well.
In the grid view, the right hand is used to draw the pitch
contour. When the circle representing the right hand enters to a cell from left, the note associated to that cell is
activated in the corresponding time slot of the sequencer,
and any active note in the same column is removed. Similarly, entering to an “active” cell from right deactivates it.
Nonetheless, entering to a cell either from the bottom or the
top does not change its state. In this view, the projection
of the right hand is mapped slightly beyond the borders the
grid view, thus the hands can be positioned without any
unintentional state changes.
During the performance, the Crossole user has to frequently switch back-and-forth between the crossword view
and the grid view. The distance between the user and the
camera is used to switch between these two views so that
no other additional controller is needed. When the player
stands at a distance from the sensor, Crossole is in the crossword view so that the player can control blocks and move
the cursor. If the player gets closer to the camera than
a certain threshold, the system will display the grid view.
Therefore the player can easily switch the level of control by
“stepping into” the low level control (grid view) and “step-

ping out” to the high level control (crossword view).
To start recording a loop, the user simply has to “press”
the record button on the top right of the crossword view. In
the timbral view, the x, y and z coordinates of both hands
are mapped such that a six-dimensional control mechanism
can be applied to control the parameters of the sound effects. In this mode, the ten small cubes at the bottom of
the screen visualizes trajectories of hand movements to help
the user and the audience to track the interaction between
gestures and the instrument (Figure 2).
The grid view and and timbral view are always drawn on
top of a dimmed crossword view so that the Crossole user,
the other musicians, and the audience in the performance
can effortlessly track the current block played and anticipate
the upcoming chord progression.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

Our system utilizes Microsoft Kinect, a commercially available and affordable 3D-sensing device, to track the body
gestures. Kinect makes it possible to sense the full-body
pose (including the depth) without the use of markers or extra devices. At the time of the development, there were no
official development kits1 . Nonetheless, a number of developer communities were able to hack the input/output data
and distributed non-commercial libraries. We used OpenNI
2
and OSCeleton3 to produce OSC messages of pose data.
This message includes three-dimensional coordinates of the
seventeen points of a body, such as hands, elbows, knees.
These OSC messages are received by the main framework,
which is coded in C++. The main framework maps the
three-dimensional coordinates into control variables and visualizes the current state of Crossole. In each mode of operation, the coordinates and gestures are mapped into different control variables such as the notes to play, the sequence
to play the notes and timbral parameters. The chords and
the notes forming them are kept in a text file (or a “chordbook”), which is read in the start of the software. The user
has the freedom to edit the chordbook, define customized
chords and associate any MIDI note to them. For visualization, openframeworks4 is used. Visualization is mostly
1
Recently, the Microsoft Kinect SDK has been published:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/.
2
http://www.openni.org/
3
https://github.com/Sensebloom/OSCeleton
4
http://www.openframeworks.cc/
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based on OSC messages from OSCeleton which includes the
3D coordinates of the two hands and torso, and provides the
user an intuitive and efficient means of visual feedback.
Next, the processed control variables are concatenated
into an OSC message and sent to Max/MSP. The Max/MSP
patch parses the message and processes the variables into
musical actions such as the note sequences in the arpeggios
or the effect parameters. It also provides a reliable clock for
the tempo of the music and for the sequencer visualization
in the grid view. Finally, the parsed data is sent to Ableton
Live, and the musical actions are synthesized.

5.

and the audience only needs a basic note and chord knowledge to understand the musical structure and arpeggiations.
Another strength of Crossole comes from its flexibility in
the mappings between the note symbols and sounds. The
user can take advantage of the control variables given by
the system by applying any arbitrary sound effect and controlling them by gestures with countless possible mappings.
Another aspect that have not been fully experimented is the
mappings in the chordbook. Chordbook is simply utilized as
an abstraction between some symbols and associated numbers, and the user is allowed to define personalized patterns
that can be mapped to any MIDI number. Even so, Crossole
is designed with repetitive loop-based music in mind, and
is better deemed as an accompanying instrument.
Nevertheless, Crossole incorporates some engaging factors faced during playing a conventional musical instrument,
such as the real-time pressure and the gestural control. The
system still requires considerable amount of practice to coordinate the block placements and make a “tight” traversal
timing. Additionally, the system provides a space for finesse
due to the interdependent switchings between the pitch contour and the cursor-block control. Under the light of these
observations, we believe that the interface achieves a relatively low-floor and a “mid”-ceiling [11] within its limited
musicality. We believe that such virtual instruments based
on gesture control will be particularly effective to engage
audiences and develop musical interests in novices.

PERFORMANCE

Crossole was performed in Listening Machines 2011, the
annual concert series hosted by Georgia Tech Center for
Music Technology in 30 April 2011, at the Stubbins Gallery
in Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia5 . One
of the authors (Lee) composed a piece for the concert and
played the virtual instrument. Another author (Daruwalla)
improvised with an electric guitar on top the chord progressions. Before the performance, the chordbook was edited to
hold only the chords used during the performance.
The piece was composed of five sections. The first part
(0:00 - 3:15) is to demonstrate the basic concepts; switching
between the crossword view and the grid view, block creation, moving the cursor and drawing the pitch contour of
the arpeggios. The second section (3:15 - 5:25) is a solo for
Crossole, where the performer forms the backbone of chord
progression and moves the cursor simultaneously. At the
third section (5:25 - 7:15), the Crossole player makes slight
variations in the same chord progression, while the cursor
route is being recorded. This part focuses on the guitar solo
with the accompaniment of Crossole, which exposes the audience to a contrast and harmony between a conventional
and a electronic meta- instrument. In the fourth section
(7:15 - 9:05), the cursor is automated and maintains the
exact same chord route of the preceding section. This section exploits the free-form gestures to produce continuous
sound effects with a variety of timbres on the top of recorded
chord progression. At the last section (9:05 - 11:25), both
performeners engage in collaborative improvisation.
The performance was successful and received an overall
positive response from audience. The interface, gestural
control and corresponding visual feedback helped the audience to understand the instrument. Informal conversations
with audience members indicated that they were easily able
to understand the concepts of the instrument such as drawing analogies between the swiping gestures of our system
and the visual interface in the Minorty Report 6 , or explaining the grid view as “stepping into a sequencer.”
Crossole is one of the first applications using the Kinect
for musical performance and composition. The performance
video drew a significant attention from the Kinect community and was shared by the major Kinect hack websites 7 .
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The high-level capabilities of the system greatly reduces
the number of gestures compared to conventional instruments, which typically exploit one-to-one mapping between
the notes and the gestures. The intuitive and easy-to-use
interface may also attract novice users. Moreover, the user
5
The performance video is available online at
http://www.sangwonlee.com/works/crossole/. The time
stamps in the video are provided throughout this section to
support the narrative.
6
http://youtu.be/NwVBzx0LMNQ
7
e.g. http://tinyurl.com/br7rwxz
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ABSTRACT

systems to three or more dimensions which allow n-to-m
mappings.
The main application for such a mapping strategy would
be with interfaces including multiple continuous sensors. If
each data stream is considered as a dimension, the interface
could be seen as a multidimensional space navigator.
Such a dimensionality reduction is beneficial because it
leads to a control that is easier to intuit [6].

A new method for interpolating between presets is described.
The interpolation algorithm called Intersecting N-Spheres
Interpolation is simple to compute and its generalization to
higher dimensions is straightforward. The current implementation in the SuperCollider environment is presented
as a tool that eases the design of many-to-many mappings
for musical interfaces. Examples of its uses, including such
mappings in conjunction with a musical interface called the
sponge, are given and discussed.

2.

Keywords

The Metasurface is a preset interpolation system included
in AudioMulch, a software environment for sound synthesis
and processing [1]. After data points relating to chosen
sound presets are positioned on a two dimensional plane,
the user can interpolate between them simply by moving a
cursor (the interpolation point) around on the surface. The
interpolation method used by the Metasurface is Natural
Neighbour Interpolation (NNI). It is explained in detail in
[3] and has the following desirable properties.
The interpolated surface is continuous. There are
no gaps or sudden steps in the interpolated surface. In gravity models (like Max’s nodes object), only the data points
inside a specified radius are used for the interpolation. If
there are no data points inside this region, the interpolation
fails and there is a gap in the surface. The light beam model
described in [12] also has this problem.
The interpolated surface is continuously differentiable. The surface is smooth; there are no singularities.
The system is autonomous. The only variables are
the data points. The user is not required to specify any
extra parameters. In the Interpolator [12], the user has to
fill three variables for each data point; in the Radial Basis
Functions [5], two are necessary. While additional parameters may make a tool more versatile, they also require a
better understanding of the underlying algorithm and could
distract a user from the primary task.
The data points can be positioned freely. A user
can put any number of data points on the surface, and he
can position them anywhere.
Interpolation is local. Only a limited number of points
(the nearest ones) are used for the interpolation. This is
unlike in a simple inverse distance weighting system where
all data points are always taken into account, which can
slow down the calculation and blur the interpolated value
with the values of very distant data points.
The interpolated surface goes through the data
points. The value of the interpolation on a data point is
equal to the value of that data point. This is not necessarily
the case when using a function based interpolation system.

Mapping, Preset, Interpolation, Sponge, SuperCollider

1.

NATURAL NEIGHBOUR
INTERPOLATION

INTRODUCTION

Mapping is a very important and delicate step in designing
a digital musical instrument (DMI). This paper presents a
tool to design complex (many-to-many) mappings, which
are generally considered to yield more interesting results
than simpler (one-to-one) mappings [7, 11].
This tool, based on preset interpolation, is implemented
in the SuperCollider environment as an object named PresetInterpolator. It was inspired by the many preset interpolation systems found in other environments. To name
a few:
• The GRM tools plug-ins [4];
• Logic Pro’s Sculpture synthesizer.
• Max 5’s nodes object;
• Spain and Polfreman’s Interpolator [12];
• Momeni and Wessel’s Spacemaster Max patch [10] and
its derivatives [5];
• AudioMulch’s Metasurface [1].
A preset interpolation system allows the control of many
parameters (of a processing or synthesis algorithm) using
a limited number of controllers or in other words dimension reduction. The systems mentioned above allow one-tomany or two-to-many mappings. This paper explores the
possibility of extending these two-dimensional interpolation
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.1

The Metasurface

At the time of this writing, AudioMulch’s Metasurface could
be the only preset interpolation system that features all
these properties. Even so, it still has a few drawbacks. First,
it is not possible to move the data points around while sound
is generated. There is a mode in which the user can design
the space (move the data points) and another one in which
he can move the interpolation point (a performance mode).
This is probably due to the fact that NNI requires a voronoi
diagram to be calculated, a process that is computationally
intensive[8].
The second drawback is the fact that the Metasurface is
limited to two-to-many mappings. The goal of the work
presented here is to allow many-to-many mappings using a
novel controller, which means that higher dimensions interpolation was required.
Because NNI is a computationally intensive and complex
method (especially at higher dimensions) a new interpolation method was developed. It has all of the desirable properties metioned above and is simple enough to be calculated
in real time for musical purposes.

Figure 1: This preset interpolation space has two
data points (A and B). X is the interpolation point.
Circles are drawn around all the points. Both points
are considered neighbours. Both points have the
same weight because their ratios AAl are equal.

3.

THE INTERSECTING N-SPHERES
METHOD
3.1 2D surface interpolation
The PresetInterpolator object uses a novel interpolation
method: the intersecting n-spheres method. Here is how it
works for a two dimensional surface (Figures 1 and 2):
1. A circle is drawn around the interpolation point. Its
radius equals the distance to the nearest data point.
This circle is redrawn every time the interpolation
point or a data point is moved.
2. Circles are drawn around each data point. The radii
of these circles are equal to the distance to the nearest data point or the interpolation point, whichever
is nearest. These circles are redrawn every time the
interpolation point or a data point is moved.
Figure 2: When X moves towards B, the weights
of neighbors are adjusted. Both points are considered neighbors. Data point B will weight more than
point A because its ratio AAl is greater.

3. The data points’ circles that intersect the interpolation point’s circle are considered neighbours and will
influence the value of the interpolation point.
4. The value of the interpolation point is a weighted average of the value of its neighbours. The weight of
each point is equal to the ratio AAl where Al is the
circle-circle intersecting area and A is the area of the
data point’s circle. Al can be obtained by equation 1
where R and r are the radii of the two circles and d is
the distance from one centre to the other [13].

d2 + r 2 − R 2
2dr
 2

d
+ R2 − r 2
2
−1
+ R cos
2dR
p
(−d + r + R)(d + r − R)(d − r + R)(d + r + R)
−
2
(1)

Al =r2 cos−1

3.2



Figure 3: When X moves towards B, the weights
of neighbours are adjusted. Points A and B are
considered neighbours. Data point B will be given
a greater weight than point A because its ratio AAl is
greater. C is not a neighbour and has no influence
on the value of X.

Extending the system to N dimensions

The ideal way of extending this method to three or more
dimensions would be to modify equation 1 so that it yields a
volume instead of an area and then, at step 4 of the method,
to use a volume ratio instead of an area ratio. However,
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4.2

Using the sponge as a multidimensional
space navigator

The sponge is a malleable musical interface that looks a lot
like a cushion. It contains eight continuous sensors (two
force sensing resistors and two 3D accelerometers) as well
as 7 buttons [9]. From these sensor signals, more than 50
features (tilt, twist, fold, shocks, pressure, vibration, etc)
are extracted and are available to be mapped to sound parameters.
The sponge has been used in conjunction with the PresetInterpolator to play live electronic music in concerts.
The first attempts used only the two dimensional PresetInterpolator and therefore, only two of the features were
used to control the PresetInterpolator. The result was
satisfying: once the interpolation space was filled with data
points corresponding to good sounding presets, it was possible to navigate intuitively and precisely in the space.
Next, many features of the sponge were mapped to the
multidimensional PresetInterpolator. Up to eight features at the same time were used. In this context, the 2D
GUI (Figure 3) was not suitable to represent a eight dimension space. In fact, the most convenient way to navigate
and edit this space was to use the sponge itself. A new GUI
was designed (Figure 4), but this time, it was much simpler:
for each point in the preset space, there is a A (attach) button, a E (edit) button and a list of eight coordinates (the
position of the point). To add a point in the space, the user
can click a Add Preset button. He can then edit the preset
(clicking on a E button opens a GUI that shows the values
of every parameters of the preset).
The A button is used to attach a point to the cursor. This
means that as long as the A button of a point is activated,
this point will move with the cursor. This way, it is possible
to position a point in the eight dimension space using the
sponge. In other words, the user can explicitly associate
a state (orientation and deformation) of the sponge to a
sound (a preset).
The sponge requires both hands to be manipulated; it
is therefore quite difficult to operate a mouse at the same
time. For this reason, a button on the sponge is used to
deactivate the A button.

Figure 4: The PresetInterpolator’s GUI works only
in two dimensions. The bigger grey dot is the interpolation point and the coloured dots are the data
points. The translucent circles represent the weight
of each of the data points.

this approach would render calculations much more complex
and is beyond what is required for a creative or musical
application.
In practice, it was found that a simple modification of the
data structures so that they can represent n-dimensional
data is sufficient. The equation 1 can be used without
any modification: once the intersecting n-spheres are found,
weights are obtained using area ratios.
While I admit that this is not theoretically correct, I
found that the results of the interpolations are predictable
and feel natural to the user. I also think that, in this context, the computational resources are better spent on audio
synthesis or processing than on the interpolation method
itself.

5.

CONCLUSION

The strategy presented here eases the design of many-tomany mappings. As such, it is comparable to simplicial
interpolation [6] and mappings using neural networks or
matrices [2], but it remains an explicitly defined mapping
strategy.
The properties of the intersecting n-spheres interpolation
method still have to be investigated and a comparison with
other methods should be made. However, it was found that
if the data points are distributed relatively uniformly, the
interpolated surface will closely resemble the one obtained
with the NNI method, while they can be considerably different when the data points density is irregular.
Nonetheless, the method has been used extensively by
the author and the interpolated result feels natural and can
definitely be used for musical purposes. The actual implementation in SuperCollider is stable but the performances
get slow when there are many points in a preset space. An
implementation in the C language is planned.
All the code is freely available on github.com/marierm
and more information and videos are available on the author’s web site: www.martinmarier.com.

4. APPLICATIONS
4.1 Two dimensions
The 2D PresetInterpolator works a lot like the Metasurface: each preset (data point) can be edited and positioned
using a graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 3). It is possible to edit and navigate the space simultaneously without
interrupting the sound, which is an improvement compared
to the Metasurface. It can be used to control a process
inside SuperCollider or to send MIDI or OSC messages to
other applications. It offers all the usual editing capabilities: adding, removing and duplicating data points, as well
as saving and recalling presets (spaces).
It has mostly been used to control granular and additive
synthesis.
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Figure 5: A simple GUI for the eight dimension preset interpolator. There is one line per point. Each point
has a name, a A (attach) button, a E (edit) button, a X (delete) button. The value in the last column is
the current weight of the point.
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ABSTRACT

years this has been changing, and there are now companies such as TC Helicon devoted solely to effects for vocalists. One extremely popular effect pedal for vocalists is the
live looper, which allows vocalists (and instrumentalists) to
loop and overdub their voice or instrument over and over
to achieve highly orchestrated songs. This is becoming increasingly popular, with new live looping hardware available
every year (for example the Boss RC50, Digitech Jamman,
and Looperlative LP1, just to name a few) and multiple
worldwide festivals dedicated to this practice. Live looping
pedals are typically operated by foot, and they require a
great deal of interaction in order to start, stop, and play
different tracks on the fly. In this way a live looping pedal
could be considered an instrument on its own.

We have developed a prototype wireless microphone that
provides vocalists with control over their vocal effects directly from the body of the microphone. A wireless microphone has been augmented with six momentary switches,
one fader, and three axes of motion and position sensors,
all of which provide MIDI output from the wireless receiver.
The MIDI data is used to control external vocal effects units
such as live loopers, reverbs, distortion pedals, etc. The goal
was to to provide dramatically increased expressive control
to vocal performances, and address some of the shortcomings of pedal-controlled effects. The addition of gestural
controls from the motion sensors opens up new performance
possibilities such as panning the voice simply by pointing
the microphone in one direction or another. The result is a
hybrid microphone-musical instrument which has recieved
extremely positive results from vocalists in numerous informal workshops.

1.2

Concept Tahoe

In order to improve the interaction with loopers and other
effects pedals, we have developed what we call the Concept Tahoe prototype microphone (figure 1). We have
augmented a wireless microphone with buttons, faders, and
motion/position sensors in order to give users obvious, intuitive and intimate control over their sound and looping
effects.

Keywords
NIME, Sennheiser, Concept Tahoe, MIDI, control, microphone

1. INTRODUCTION
The microphone industry sometimes refers to the microphone as the “vocalist’s instrument[1]”. While a vocal teacher
might disagree with this designation, there are many ways
in which an ordinary microphone can be manipulated for expressive control just like a woodwind or brass instrument.
For example, vocalists can expressively alter the angle of
the microphone and distance to the mouth in ways that,
depending on the proximity effect and polar response of the
microphone, can strongly vary the timbre of their voice. In
this way a microphone has much in common with a traditional musical instrument. And when you add interactive
effects such as live looping into the signal chain, the entire
signal chain becomes a type of musical instrument.

1.1

Vocal Effects as a Paradigm Shift

Figure 1: Concept Tahoe: A wireless microphone
augmented with buttons, faders, and motion sensors.

A growing number of vocalists are using effects pedals. Although some effects such as the phase vocoder [8] have been
used by a few vocalists for decades, the effects pedal has primarily been a tool for guitarists. However, in the last few

2.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).

BACKGROUND

There are many examples of what Miranda and Wanderley refer to as “augmented instruments” [10], where sensors are placed onto existing musical instruments to enhance musical interactivity. Examples of this phenomenon
are Cook/Morrill’s augmented trumpet and Tod Machover’s
hyper-violin[10]. There has also been much recent work
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done in the field of motion controlled gestures over musical performance, again detailed by Wanderley and Miranda
[10]. Due to the recent ubiquity of accelerometers and other
motion sensors, there have been many recent implementation of gestural musical control, from mobile phones [7] [11]
to commercial devices such as the Source Hot Hand MIDIEXP. [4]

line is communicated over a 2.4ghz signal. The overall flow
of control can be seen in figure 2. The audio and sensor
states are sent wirelessly to the receiver, which converts the
sensor data to MIDI signals. Audio and MIDI data are then
sent into an effects processor.

2.1

We placed five buttons on the front panel mic (see figure 3)
in order to solve the eye contact problem. The buttons
function just as buttons on a pedalboard would. Users can
start, stop, and overdub their loops, toggle their reverb or
distortion on and off, toggle through full effect presets and
jump to the next section of a song. The buttons are particularly effective for live looping, as well as for controlling
section-based software such as Ableton Live.

3.1

Other Examples of Mic Control

We are not the first people to put buttons on a microphone.
Many microphones made for karaoke systems, for example,
have buttons located on the microphone body for navigating through different songs. To our knowledge karaoke machines are the earliest instance of microphone control.
In the mid 1990’s John Popper, the lead singer and harmonica player for the band Blues Traveler, used duct tape
to fasten buttons to his microphone in order to turn his
effects pedals with his hand while playing harmonica [9].
As we were developing the Tahoe microphone, two more
examples of microphone control cropped up. The I am
TPain microphone [2] (2011) uses buttons to control an autotune effect. Also, in 2011 TC Helicon released the MP-75,
a wirebound microphone with a button on it used for controlling parameters of TC Helicon effects pedals [5].

2.2

Problems with pedal control

For the project we interviewed and observed multiple vocalists who use live loopers or other interactive effects and
thus were able to identify what many vocalists describe as
shortcomings of foot-to-pedal interaction. The three most
common issues we observed were lack of eye contact, poor
expressive control, and sight-to-sound connection.

2.2.1

Figure 3: Buttons On Front Panel: Five buttons on
the front panel substitute for buttons on a pedal.
They offer on-off, toggle, or other instantaneous
control over effects.

Pedal Issue 1: Eye Contact

The first primary problem with pedal control is that it pulls
the audience’s focus onto the user’s feet, instead of their
face. As one of our vocal workshoppers put it, if the performer is looking at their feet, the audience is looking at
their feet. Users reported that this can really distract from
the performance, especially if there is a great deal of interaction with the pedal.

2.2.2

The buttons were placed mid-way down the mic so that
the vocalist can hold the mic in one hand and works the
button controls with the other, maximizing agility. Three
of the buttons are located lengthwise along the mic, with
two smaller buttons that can be operated by the pinky finger. There are also LEDs beneath each button to provide
visual feedback. These are controlled by MIDI in signals
from the effects processor, and the mappings are entirely
configurable.

Pedal Issue 2: Expressive Control

Another problem with pedal control is the lack of accurate
expressive control over the sound. Continuous expression
pedals, such as those used for volume sweeps or wah-wah
effects, are difficult to control with your feet simply due to
the mechanics of moving one’s feet.

2.2.3

Buttons

Pedal Issue 3: Sight-Sound Connection

Another issue with pedal interaction is the difficulty for audience members to connect what they see with what they
hear. When a violinist pulls the bow across the violin
strings, the audience members can connect the bow gesture
with the sound of the violin and more easily understand
what the artist is doing to produce the sound. This connection between what the the audience members see and what
they hear is an important part of the performance, and most
pedal interaction that we observed was too difficult to see
to make these connections.

Figure 4: Continuous Control: Fader on back panel
allows for continuous control over volume levels,
wah-wah, etc.

3. CONCEPT TAHOE
The Concept Tahoe microphone addresses the problems with
pedal control by offering controls that you operate right on
the microphone. The prototype microphone is based on the
Sennheiser Evolution Wireless 500 series microphone, with
modifications made to extend the length of the body to allow for the added electronics. In this prototype the data

3.2

Continuous Control

To address the expressive control issue we added a fader to
the back panel of the microphone (see figure 4). The fader is
operated with the user’s thumb, and feels very similar to the
fader on a mixer. Using the fader for even simple controls
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Figure 2: Concept Tahoe Data Flow: Audio and sensor information is sent wirelessly to the receiver,
which sends the audio to the effects unit and translates the sensor data into MIDI. This allows the sensor
information to be configured flexibly.
such as volume can be surprisingly expressive and effective.
It can also be used for wah-wah effects, pitch shifting, or any
other effect that uses MIDI continuous control messages.

3.3

Gestural Control

For improved connection between sight and sound, we have
added motion and rotational position sensors to the Tahoe
microphone, in the form of a 3-axis gyro and 3-axis accelerometer. Computations are made on the gyro sensors in
the form of quaternion rotations [6] to allow the microphone
to calculate which direction it is facing and send this data
in the form of configurable continuous control messages. In
order to avoid unintentional gestures we placed a sixth button called an activation button, on the back of the mic near
the fader (see figure 4). The position and acceleration data
is only sent when the button is depressed. Typically the
activation button is operated by the user’s thumb of either
hand. The gestural control really opens up new possibilities
for vocal performance. For example, the user could map the
vertical direction to a pitch bending effect, so that sweeping
pitch changes can be communicated by lowering and raising
the mic. A very popular implementation of gestural control
is the ventriloquist, or panning effect. In the ventriloquist
effect, the user can pan the location of their voice simply
by pointing the mic. So, as in figure 5(a), if the vocalist
is pointing directly forward and there are 2 stereo speakers,
his/her voice is projected forward equally by the two speakers. But if the vocalist wants to ”move” their voice to one
side of the room, he (or she) just depresses the activation
button and points to the left as in figure 5(b). Many of
the vocalists who tested the mic identified this as his/her
favorite effect.

(a) When the user is pointing the mic to the center, the sound
is panned equally between the speakers.

4. DEVELOPMENT
For the early design stages, we created an ultra-rapid prototyping system consisting of a microphone extension with
sensors and related PCBs attached with movable putty (see
figure 6) in order to allow artists to quickly try out different sensors in a variety of different positions. The sensors
were connected to an Arduino microcontroller which communicated the sensor states with Max/ MSP for instant
implementation of simple effects control. We then workshopped these prototypes with a variety of different artists
and had them experiment with effects and move the sensors to where they were most comfortable. We tried many
different sensors, including buttons, sliders, squeeze/force
sensors, proximity sensors, accelerometers, rotary dials, capacitive touch sensors, gyros, accelerometers, LEDs, and
touchscreens for visual feedback.

4.1

(b) When the microphone is pointed to one side the sound
can be panned in that direction.
Figure 5: Gestural Panning: The rotational sensors
inside the microphone turn simple panning into a
gestural effect.

Initial Design Results

In general the users gravitated towards a clarinet-like layout, as implemented in our later prototype. Users with wind
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instrument experience were (not surprisingly) faster at developing agility with the prototype. Most artists prefered
simple buttons over other sensors, although enough people
wanted an easy continuous controller that we went with the
single-fader design.
We found that while people loved the gestural control,
users found it intimidating to suddenly be concerned with
the way that they were holding the mic. The use of a dedicated activation button alleviated user fears of accidentally
triggering effects.
Overall, response has been extremely positive, and most
of our test users were eager to add the Tahoe mic to their
arsenal of musical tools.

Figure 6: Early Tahoe Prototype: Early prototypes
of the Tahoe mic were tested using sensors attached
to the mic with blue putty, allowing for rapid prototype iterations and mutability, even during user
testing.

4.2

Effects Mapping
Figure 7:
Effects Mapping:
An example of
multitrack-looping mappings, using buttons 1, 2,
and 3 as general track buttons and button 4 for
mute, multiply, undo, and reset. The fifth button
is still reserved for effects changes.

Choosing what each sensor should control has been a major
challenge of this project, since every user has different needs,
and every pedal has different functions. Thus, choosing the
mappings is an ongoing process, and there is no one-sizefits-all setting, which is why we opted to use a MIDI output
instead of dedicated effects. For later testing we patched the
audio and MIDI output of the microphone into a Muse Receptor [3] which hosted many configurable VST effect plugins, and had the users specify how they wanted the various
sensors to be operated. We have found that there are a few
types of functionality that are popular. When optimizing
for loopers, for example, we settled on a 4-button, three
track looping setup (see figure 4.2). When configuring the
system for a more generalized audience users, we settled on
using 2 buttons for looping and the rest for reverb, pitch
bend, or other interesting effects. The panning/gestural
mapping has also proven to be very popular.

4.3

Video

We demonstrated the microphone at the NAMM conference
in January 2011, and video of this can be found at http:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dYdWrbhUNI. We have video
footage of master beatboxer Ekips (figure 8) at http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=C1WY3jkw4js.

4.4

Conclusion / Next Steps

By adding buttons, a fader, and motion sensors to a wireless mic, we feel we have created a new instrument which
allows vocalists more performative, intimate, and connective control over their effects. We should stress that Concept Tahoe is not a product on the market yet, but rather
a patent-pending proof-of-concept. There is much work left

Figure 8: Eklips With Tahoe: Master French beatboxer Eklips provided great feedback on the specific
needs of looping beatboxers.
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to do, and we are continuing to refine the Tahoe mic as we
get more feedback. We are hoping to continue shaping it
into a tool that can be used by vocalists and musicians of
all kinds.
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manipulation of the medium, a process used to great effect
by artists like Norman McLaren and Daphne Oram.[4] In
these practices there is a delay between marking the material and the production of sound via the photosensitive
element on the projector. Our drawing ensemble aims to
close that gap between mark and sound by amplifying and
processing drawings as they are made.
To do this, the first step was simply to draw on an amplified surface and attend to the sound of an otherwise visual
process. Brought to the fore, this fricative of graphite on
paper is no longer merely the muted outcome of a visual
process; now gestures arise as much for their sound as the
resulting image. The drawings that emerge reflect in their
form these entangled modes of attention.
This platform for composing and performing with drawing gestures is in part inspired by a recent piece by Mark Applebaum, Straitjacket where amplified easels are used percussively in the fourth movement. We also look forward
to the emerging work Drawn Together by The OpenEndedGroup3 where computer animations and sound augment
the real time sketch.

1

The Deckle Group is an ensemble that designs, builds and
performs on electroacoustic drawing boards. These drawing surfaces are augmented with Satellite CCRMA BeagleBoards and Arduinos2 .[1] Piezo microphones are used in
conjunction with other sensors to produce sounds that are
coupled tightly to mark-making gestures. Position tracking
is achieved with infra-red object tracking, conductive fabric
and a magnetometer.

Keywords
Deckle, BeagleBoard, Drawing, Sonification, Performance,
Audiovisual, Gestural Interface

1. INTRODUCTION

2.

INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Three instruments emerge from these experiments. Their
hardware design is determined in part by the affordances of
each sensing technique. To explore these techniques we use
BeagleBoards running PureData for sound synthesis and
user interaction.

2.1

One of our objectives is to leverage the tools of computer
synthesis without the usual dependence on a peripheral laptop. For this it was necessary to embed a powerful computer
in the instrument itself. The Beagleboard, a micro-sized yet
full-featured computer, was implemented in each drawing
board to make them self contained with minimal cables.
The Beagleboard is still developing and we encountered
a few constraints. For example, in the absence of a device
driver for OpenGL implementation, we had to take the visualization/interaction module out of the box to run it on the
laptop instead. Such experiments reveal present limitations
of the Beagleboard, but also suggest possible directions for
its ongoing development.

Figure 1: Drawing boards proportional to their respective sensors.
A variety of musical practices have emerged from an impulse to draw sound. In the early twentieth century, composers like Arseny Avraamov and Rudolph Pfefiinger painted
patterns on the optical tracks of film. This practice initiated an early form of sound synthesis through direct graphic
1
2

Tiny and Mighty: A New Form Factor

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/deckle/
http://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/ArduinoNano/

2.2

Using Magnetometer for 2D Sensing

To keep sound and gesture closely coupled, it was necessary
not only to process resonance from the board, but also to
track the position of the drawing utensil. To acquire this
2D position data, we used a magnetometer, a sensor that
is conventionally used to detect the surrounding magnetic
field resulting in a 3D vector oriented to the north pole.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME ’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 2: Mag : magnetometer drawing board

Figure 3: Fab: conductive fabric drawing board

We used a small magnet fixed to the drawing utensil to
vary the orientation of the sensor inside the board and get
meaningful data related to the drawing.
A magnetometer (Honeywell HMC-5883L)4 is connected
to an Arduino Nano board, and communicates with a BeagleBoard via the serial port. This setup requires specific
circuitry and firmware. We programmed the firmware to
get a 3D vector using a custom Arduino library for the
HMC-5883L magnetometer [5]. With this 3D vector oriented to the north end of a magnet, we projected it into a
2D plane to get ”magnitude”, or distance between the sensor and the magnet, and the heading angle to the magnet.
This implementation gives us 2D polar coordinates.

homographic calibration based on Processing with wrj4p56
library, which provides reliable and stable platform for the
performance. The 4-points calibration process compensates
for distortions arising from the tilted viewing angle of the
camera and ensures that tracking points are projected correctly in a virtual 2D plane. Using this procedure, we can
map a tracking point to our musical system without adjusting physical setup of the infra-red camera, for example, its
viewing angle and position. In addition to that, the wrj4p5
library guarantees highly stable Bluetooth pairing between
the Wiimote and a laptop, which can be otherwise unreliable.
Optical tracking in the above process depends both on a
Bluetooth connection and an OpenGL visualization, both
of which are not working properly on the current version
of the BeagleBoard. Therefore, it is necessary in this case
to run Processing on a laptop whose applets handle all the
complex operations such as Wiimote paring, OpenGL visualization, matrix transformation, and collision detection in
the Harmonic Table. The final parameters such as pitch,
moving speed and angle are sent to a PureData patch running on the BeagleBoard via OpenSoundControl protocol.

2.3

Pseudo-2D Sensing with Layered Conductive Fabrics

The fabric board is a also 2D position sensing system using a
Eeontex conductive fabric (NW170PI-900)5 with 900 Ohms
per square inch resistance. The Eeontex fabric is a soft conductive textile that has a variable resistance depending on
applied pressure. Two sheets of Eeontex fabric (10 by 10
inches) can be layered orthogonally on top of each other in
order to create the equivalent of an one dimensional sliding
potentiometer. One fabric has a voltage applied at opposite ends of the fabric (0V and +5V respectively), while
the other fabric has an analog sensing line connected to the
analog input pin of an Arduino Nano. When pressure is
applied to a point on the surface, a variable resistance is
produced depending on the position of touch. In order to
achieve 2D position sensing, the two layers are alternated
rapidly at 25-50ms, so that the horizontal and vertical position are alternatively polled at any point on the circuit.
The Arduino Nano controls the switching parameters in its
firmware. (See Figure 4.)

2.4

6

http://sourceforge.jp/projects/wrj4p5/

Infra-Red Optical Tracking with Wiimote

Using the Wiimote to track specific objects is now a widespread
method [3]. We also implemented an optical tracking system with Wiimote, but took it one step further in terms
of user interaction and musical application, discussed in
the next section. In order to achieve a solid platform for
infra-red tracking, we deployed an algorithm for 4-points
4

http://www.sparkfun.com/products/10530
http://www.marktek-inc.com/eeontexconductextiles.
htm

Figure 4:
sensing

5
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two conductive fabrics for pseudo-2D

Figure 5: Optik : drawing board with infra-red optical tracking

Figure 6: signal flow diagram of Mag drawing board

3. SOUND SYNTHESIS AND INTERACTION
DESIGN

ness.

We implemented a package of encapsulated objects for PureData. The package hcPDX7 features many useful features
such as onset detection, envelope following, and basic building blocks for sound synthesis. Creating hcPDX package was
necessary in establishing sonic consistency between three
drawing boards and facilitating rapid experiments and collaboration. We found the monitoring and mapping features
in hcPDX were useful for analyzing the incoming data from
various sensors including piezo microphones, helping us to
accelerate a process of ”error and trial” by plugging in parameters to synthesis engine with minimum effort. With
this robust analyses of the available data, we could then
map the boards to different types of synthesis, as well as incorporate the overall sound of the three boards playing together. The following sections describe the software design,
which is mostly about interpreting user input and mapping
data to sound synthesis.

Although pseudo-2D tracking was achieved on the fabric
board, the noise floor in the data streams was considerably
high and we had to apply cascaded low-pass filters with hcSmooth. This filtering introduced latency to the response
time of the sensors. A 3Hz cutoff frequency was used to
make this latency inaudible which also made the onset detection work properly. We used thehcXDetect2~ object for
onset detection and envelope following, allowing the performer to trigger sound and control the overall loudness
contour. A pair of hcScale objects estimates horizontal
and vertical pressure points on the board, and produces parameters (pitch, modulation index) for the sound synthesis
module.
In this board, hcFMOp2~ and hcXSynth~ objects perform
sound synthesis; hcFMOp2~ object generates synthesized sound
based on FM synthesis technique and hcXSynth~ performs
cross-synthesis, superimposing the input audio signal from
the drawing board on the sound from the FM synthesizer.
This synthesis scheme aligns with our goal of drawing sound
as we can introduce a sense of pitch while maintaining the
natural timbre of the sketch. At the end of the synthesis
routine, hcPDelay~ creates an echo-like reverberation helping the sound to be integrated into the overall timbre of the
ensemble.

3.1

"Mag": playing with feedback delays

Since the implementation of magnetometer required a custom firmware for Arduino, we deployed a comport object in
PureData and devised a custom serial data stream parser.
This board utilizes the audio signal from a piezo microphone
attached underneath the surface as a source material, and
its sound processing is mainly based on hcPDelay~. This object consists of two delay processors vd~ with variable delay
time and homographic interpolation which allows the performer to change the delay time without noticeable glitches.
This use of delay units as playable musical parameters has
been quite popular in electronic music. With extensive feedback, these delay units sound like a pitched string instrument.
The magnitude data transformed by hcScale is mapped
to the feedback parameters for two delay units, and the
heading angle is mapped to their delay time. Since the
responsiveness of the magnetometer is fairly high, the association between the position of magnet and parameters
of hcPDelay~ enables a performer to transform the sound
of strokes on the drawing board into dynamic and everchanging electronic sound while maintaining its organic sound
characteristics. We found this drawing board was the most
successful of the three in terms of expressivity and robust7

3.2

"Fab": cross-synthesis on strokes

Figure 7: signal flow diagram of Fab drawing board

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/deckle/hcPDX
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3.3

"Optik": drawing on Harmonic Table

back makes the interface engaging and almost immediately
accessible for exploration. The already known precision of
shading and texture one can achieve with a pencil is here
co-opted for sound.
Our objective was to keep the tactile feedback associated
with drawing unchanged, while introducing engaging sonic
outcomes beyond the simple amplification of the surface.
The sensors are therefore tailored to these aims. For example, we use only two of the three axes provided by the
magnetometer. The z-axis could sonify vertical gestures
when the writing implement is lifted from the page. This
however would dissociate sound from the mark and the engagement with material. It would become like the theremin.
The piezo sensor under the board is used to trigger onset,
and as such limits sound to the plane where the artist also
feels the resistance associated with sketching. The sensor is
constrained to correspond to a physical configuration, producing a kind of ventriloquy for the performer and listener,
where the sound is perceived as emerging from the mark
itself.

With many more degrees of freedom, the infra red tracking
system motivated us to design a more sophisticated system
where a Harmonic Table was projected on the board. The
performer could draw through this map of hexagonal regions, triggering discrete notes. Drawing geometric shapes
on this board brings diverse musical results; linear marks
result in melodic contours whereas a triangle on adjacent
hexagons plays minor or major chord depending on the direction of the shape.[6] The sound synthesis engine is based
on FM synthesis with phase modulation and onset detection. To feature this instrument as a pitched system, we
did not include the sound from the microphone in the synthesis loop. The sound from the microphone is used solely
for onset detection and envelope tracking, which is done
by hcXDetect2~. Also the speed and heading angle of the
drawing utensil are mapped to the timbral quality of the
FM synthesizer and the cut off frequency of a resonant lowpass filter respectively. This combination results in a highly
expressive and responsive musical instrument: tapping the
board triggers an individual note and scratching the board
with variable pressure creates a contour of notes with a dynamic change in timbre.

5.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated 3 alternative instruments to sonify
drawings using position and acoustic onset sensing. The
influence of the sensors on the overall outcome is most apparent in the varying dimensions of the sound boards. Each
sensor had a set of affordances that influenced our choices
in design and code. We look forward to implementing other
sensing technologies in the next set of instruments.
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Figure 8: projected visualization of Harmonic Table
on ”Optik” drawing board
As shown in figure 8, we projected the visualization of
Harmonic Table on the drawing board in order to provide
a performer with visual feed back. Being able to draw certain geometrical shapes on a board brings diverse musical
possibilities; a linear trajectory of drawing gesture results
in playing a certain musical scale and drawing a triangle
on adjacent hexagons plays minor or major chord tones according to the direction of the shape.

4. HAPTICS
The benefits of vibrotactile feedback in electronic instruments is well established. O’Modhrain and Chafe discuss
the increased control on the theremin when an elastic band
is secured between the hand and the instrument.[7] Danion
et al. showed the same result with a virtual damped spring
that improved motor control as well as facilitated learning
of tasks.[2] We anticipate that similar results would arise if
you compared control with drawings in the air with those
on paper.
These instruments appropriate the very familiar tactile
feedback of pencil and paper. The use of an already practiced series of gestures (drawing) with familiar sensory feed515
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ABSTRACT

Arduino-based system using a surface transducer, with alligator clips to attach capacitive sensing probes to nearby
metal objects.

The Instant Instrument Anywhere (IIA) is a small device
which can be attached to any metal object to create an
electronic instrument. The device uses capacitive sensing
to detect proximity of the player’s body to the metal object, and sound is generated through a surface transducer
which can be attached to any flat surface. Because the capacitive sensor can be any shape or size, absolute capacitive
thresholding is not possible since the baseline capacitance
will change. Instead, we use a differential-based moving
sum threshold which can rapidly adjust to changes in the
environment or be re-calibrated to a new metal object. We
show that this dynamic threshold is effective in rejecting
environmental noise and rapidly adapting to new objects.
We also present details for constructing Instant Instruments
Anywhere, including using smartphone as the synthesis engine and power supply.

Figure 1: (a) Kitchen music; and (b) our first IIA
The result is a musical instrument which is attached to
a flat surface (which becomes the resonator for the transducer), with probes from the instrument attached to a nearby
metal object (which becomes the capacitive sensor). Figure 2 shows the exterior of the prototype IIA device.

Keywords
Capacitive Sensing, Arduino

1. INTRODUCTION

(a)

Instant Instrument Anywhere (IIA) is a small electronic
device which can be connected to almost any metal object and attached to any surface, turning that object into
an electronic musical instrument with the surface as the
speaker. IIA is inspired by the “LED throwie” [3], a small,
low-cost, battery-powered magnetic LED used for graffiti
and street art. The idea of being able to augment any surface with coloured light is taken one step further with the
IIA, which can augment any surface it is attached to in order to create music. IIA is also inspired by the youtube
video entitled “Homemade Synthesizer - KITCHEN MUSIC1 ”, (Fig. 1a) where a composer seems to construct a synthesizer out of standard household objects and repurposed
electronics. The video author admitted that the video was
fake, but many of the objects he uses are plausible. Based
on his video, we first constructed a simple capacitive-sensing
paper-cup instrument2 (Fig. 1b) and after experimenting
with different materials and different ways of processing the
signals and turning them into music, we settled on a small
1
2

(b)
(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure 2: Prototype IIA device. (a) random metal
object; (b) Additional unused probes; (c) Surface
transducer; (d) power supply jack; (e) USB port
for programming.

2.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCeYMpu3oXg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLHrn5v772E

BACKGROUND

The Arduino has become a staple of the hacker/maker community, enabling the integration of embedded processing
into many standalone music projects over the last five years.
Many opportunities exist for locally manipulating MIDI [1]
and OSC data, and building new interfaces. Recently, the
Arduino platform has started using an ATmega8u2 (16u2
in the Uno R3 version) as the USB interface. This advancement has opened up many new opportunities for MIDI connectivity (see Section 4).
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NIME’12, May 21 – 23, 2012, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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2.1

Capacitive Sensing

have also successfully deployed the codebase on a standalone
ATmega32u4-based breakout board, which is less expensive
and has a smaller footprint than the Arduino Uno.

Electrical field sensing has been a popular topic of investigation in the music interface field for decades [8]. Capacitive
sensing works by measuring the influence of the human body
on a capacitive plate. A conductive surface or object can
be given an electrical charge which can be affected by the
air and nonconductive surfaces around it. When a person
brings their hand close to the charged object, the storage
characteristics of the object change and that change can be
measured by an electrical circuit. Most capacitive sensing
systems use an additional nonconductive surface surrounding the charged object (like glass on smartphones) that allows the user to touch the surface without discharging the
object. For this reason, there is a common misconception
that capacitive sensing requires contact, where in fact only
proximity is required.
Capacitive touch systems have been used in music synthesis systems in a number of different instances beginning
with the Theremin. The Snyderphonics Manta [10] was
presented at NIME last year. It uses a touch-based isomorphic hexagonal keyboard [6] similar to the MUSIX iOS
software3 . Traditional instruments, such as a guitar [4] and
a piano [7], have been augmented using capacitive sensors
to provide additional information such as touch location.
New instruments like the T-Stick [5] use capacitive touch
sensors as one type of sensor among many to create original
experiences and sounds.

3.1

Sensor Construction

Because the goal of the IIA is to turn any metal object into
a capacitive sensor, a small circuit must be constructed to
allow the capacitance to be measured by the CapSense library4 . A set of alligator clips are attached to I/O pins on
the microprocessor through a very large resistor (≈ 1MΩ).
The large resistor means that the RC time constant of the
circuit is large, and can be measured in software using pulses
expressed through the “output” pin. The “input” pin measures the voltage on the metal object, which is the same
as the voltage across the capacitor. The time lag between
the voltage changes can be used to measure the RC time
constant, and thus the capacitance of the metal object that
the circuit is attached to.

3.2

Capacitive Sensing with CapSense

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the prototype system as constructed. The core of the system is a microprocessor which is set up to detect changes in capacitance and
translate them into note messages. Our prototype uses an
Arduino Uno with an ATmega328 microprocessor, but we

The main use-case for the Instant Instrument Anywhere
was to have a person approach a surface, attach the transducer to the surface, clip probes on to a nearby piece of
metal, and start to make sounds with no reconfiguration
required. Traditional capacitive sensing requires the freespace capacitance of the sensor to be know beforehand and
to use a threshold above that free-space capacitance to indicate a trigger event. Because we cannot know what metal
the IIA will be attached to, we cannot know the free-space
capacitance and are not able to use an absolute threshold to
calculate triggers. Instead, we used a relative capacitance
measure to detect how fast the capacitance was changing.
Figure 4 shows an example trace of the data coming from
the CapSense library on the ATmega328 microprocessor.
Note that C is not the measured capacitance of the system,
but a time-based value related to RC.
The value of C relates to the time it takes to charge and
discharge the system. Each probe connected to a metal object is in series with a large resistor (1MΩ) which brings the
RC time constant into a measurable range. The output pin
provides +5v to the system, which charges the RC circuit.
When the input pin associated with the probe crosses the
hysteresis input threshold of the ATmega328 (+3v rising,
+2v dropping), the CapSense library measures the time for
a complete 4-stage charge-discharge cycle to be performed:
1: The circuit is charged past +3v on the input pin; 2:
the input pin is set high, pinning the capacitor to +5v; 3:
the input pin is disconnected from +5v and the capacitor
begins to discharge through the resistor; and 4: the input
pin is set low, fully discharging the capacitor to 0v. This
complete cycle happens n times (in our case, n = 30) and
a single measured C value is related to time to complete n
charge-discharge cycles. The charge/discharge time is actually measured in number of CPU clock cycles multiplied by
a looping factor which is determined empirically.
Referring again to Fig. 4, points a, c, d, and f are interpreted as note-on events, while b and d are note-off events.
Note that at point c, the environmental capacitance has
changed and a new baseline is present. A standard threshold would fail at this point, but our dynamic threshold continues to accurately detect events and reject the background
noise. Additionally, after point g, we can see a significant
variation in the background capacitance which is not caused
by the player moving in the vicinity of the sensor. This variation is too slow to cause an event, but a strict threshold
would likely trigger on these values. The background capac-

3

4

2.2

Circuitbending

A significant community has recently emerged around the
concept of circuit bending [2]. Circuit bending is the repurposing of electronic toys, instruments, and other devices
with the goal of creating new and interesting sounds. In a
similar manner, the IIA uses found metallic objects in order
to create new and interesting instruments.

3.

PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION
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Figure 3: System bock diagram
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Figure 5: IIA prototype internals. (a) Connection
probes; (b) null plate; (c) VS1053 protoboard; (d)
Resistors on the receive pins; (e) LM358-based amplifier (wired to transducer) and headphone jack.
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sors, causing unwanted touch events. In order to mitigate
this issue we added a copper plate to the outside of the device, soldered to the output of the circuit pin. When not in
use, probes are connected to this “null” plate causing them
to instantly charge and discharge, which indicates to the
software that they should be ignored without slowing down
the sensing algorithm.
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3.4.2 Probe Shielding

Sample Number

A second consideration in creating the prototype itself is
that the wires used to attach to the metal objects do themselves have capacitance, which can influence the result of the
measurement. This was discovered when playing multiple
objects which were near to each other: in some instances, if
the wires connected to the objects were touching or tangled,
multiple instruments would sound at the same time due to
crosstalk, or worse, false positives would appear.

Figure 4: Processing of measured data. C = Measured
Pvalues from CapSense; dC/dt = differential;
and 4 (dC/dt) = moving four-tap sum of the differential, thresholded at ±50.
itance can change due to any number of factors including
static discharge, humidity, and people in the room.
In a second interaction mode (termed “hold”), a player
can start a note by quickly moving their hand toward the
metal object, then slowly move their hand away preventing
a release. If the player moves their hand slowly enough, the
change in capacitance will not surpass the change threshold
and the note will be sustained until triggered again.

3.3

(a)

out
in

Constructed prototype

Null Plate

Allowing four connection probes meant that the prototype
device could be connected to up to four metal objects. We
discovered, however, that when the probes were not connected to a metal object, they continued to function as sen5

Co

By switching to shielded wires (see Fig. 6), the probe
wires are no longer reactive to environmental capacitance
and will not interact with each other or the player. This
was proven by measuring the reaction of the circuit with and
without the shielding connected to ground while repeatedly
touching the outside of the wire once every two seconds for
12 seconds.
We can see from this figure that without shielding, the
wire acts as a sensor and will transmit noise into the system
if the user touches the wire. With the shielding, this noise
is excluded from the system. The overall capacitance of the
system is increased to CS + CO with CS being constant,
which increases RC and thus the time it takes to charge or
discharge the circuit. Our measurements indicated that it
takes about twice as long (≈ 18 ms vs ≈ 9 ms) to charge
the system with the shielded cables attached to a metal object. The size and dimensions of the metal object will of
course affect the overall capacitance of the system, increasing or decreasing the time required to charge the system
and receive a measurement.

Figure 5 shows a photograph of the internal construction
of the prototype. SparkFun industries makes an Arduino
“shield” that breaks out the VS1053 synthesizer chip and
contains some prototyping space, so we used that to build
the amplifier circuit and attached a resistor for each of four
connection probes.

3.4.1

Cs

Figure 6: Shielded probe. (a) shielded cable has an
inherent capacitance between the core wire and the
outer wrapping. (b) Grounding the outer wrapping
causes the capacitance of the shield CS to be in parallel with the capacitance CO of the metal object.

Sound Synthesis

The sound synthesis module is the VS10535 sound decoder
chip. This device, from VLSI solutions, contains decoders
for MP3, Ogg, AAC, and WMA as well as a bank of General
MIDI instruments for real-time synthesis. Our prototype
only makes use of the General MIDI synthesis engine. We
decided not to use an analog synthesis engine in order to
keep the size and power constrains down. The synthesizer
output is routed to a HIAX25C10 8Ω frog transducer.

3.4

(b)

http://www.vlsi.fi/en/products/vs1053.html
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C (grounded shield)

C (open shield)

250

proof of concept. An Arudino Uno was loaded with the
CapSense library as well as a USB driver that made the
8u2 chip appear as a General MIDI device. The device was
then connected, via USB and the apple camera connection
kit, to an iPhone running synthesis software. The result was
a peripheral device connected to the iPhone which provides
capacitive touch sensing. This is the device shown in our
video response to the Kitchen Synthesizer.

(a)

230
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170

5.

150
250

(b)
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150
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9000

12000
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Figure 7: (a) Shield is not grounded and wire capacitance can be affected; (b) shield is grounded and
probe is protected from environmental capacitance.

Although the goal of the Instant Instrument Anywhere is
to make a standalone device, there is a significant advantage of pairing the capacitive touch sensing module with
a smartphone. Modern smartphones are able to run more
advanced software synthesizers; they contain a headphone
jack to output audio and small speakers which can be augmented acoustically with devices such as the iPhoneAmplifier6 . Additionally, the phone battery could power all the
components for all-day operation. Figure 8 shows an example of a smartphone IIA.

👋

ATmega 32u4
Capsense
USB

Synthesis
and Control

Configure
and Calibrate

phones
Speaker

Smartphone

Figure 8: Smartphone-based Instant Instrument
Anywhere, with the smartphone fulfilling the role of
configuration, synthesis, power source and speaker.
An further advantage of using a smartphone for the IIA is
that a custom app can be created to provide access to configuration settings relating to the digital capacitive sensing.
For example, the app could allow the user to modify the
dC/dt threshold, or route different probe values to different
control parameters (aftertouch, bend etc.) or choose different notes or effects for each sensor being played. This
increases the utility and reconfigurability of the system.
A smartphone version of the IIA was constructed as a
6
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4. SMARTPHONE-BASED IIA

Metal
Object

FUTURE WORK

Building on the portability and DIY construction of these
instruments, we plan to create a single-PCB device that contains all of the circuitry necessary for the IIA. This single
board device would contain an ATmega32u4, a sound synthesizer, and an amplifier circuit. It will have connection
terminals for a power source, a speaker, probes, and USB
for programming and MIDI out. This could be the heart
of any new instrument that uses capacitive sensing as the
fundamental interface characteristic. It will also serve as a
platform for a true acoustic throwie (with a small battery,
speaker, and a magnetic probe).

http://www.iphoneamplifier.net/
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leaving open the possibility of future enhancement. While
NDEF is currently implemented in the JunctionBox toolkit,
it has potential for use as a standard node data exchange
format for other toolkits and applications.

Message mapping between control interfaces and sound engines is an important task that could benefit from tools
that streamline development. A new Open Sound Control (OSC) namespace called Nexus Data Exchange Format
(NDEF) streamlines message mapping by offering developers the ability to manage sound engines as network nodes
and to query those nodes for the messages in their OSC address spaces. By using NDEF, developers will have an easier time managing nodes and their messages, especially for
scenarios in which a single application or interface controls
multiple sound engines. NDEF is currently implemented
in the JunctionBox interaction toolkit but could easily be
implemented in other toolkits.

2.

NEXUS DATA EXCHANGE FORMAT

The Nexus Data Exchange Format (NDEF) is a new namespace created for the JunctionBox toolkit that is meant to
make the task of mapping easier. NDEF is simply a defined
namespace for OSC rather than a change to the specification, so applications wishing to use NDEF do not require
new OSC libraries.

2.1

Connections

One of the central features of NDEF is node identification.
All NDEF messages have the IP address and port of the
message source (OSC server or client) as the first two arguments. The generalized form of NDEF messages is:

Keywords
OSC, namespace, interaction, node

1. INTRODUCTION

/ndef/[container]/[method] [IP address] [port]

The JunctionBox interaction toolkit [2], a library for the
Processing [4] development environment, was created to enable interaction designers to easily build sound and music control interfaces for touch-enabled devices like visiontracking tables and Android [3] tablets. The toolkit is designed to make mapping touch actions to sound controls
easier while still enabling developers to build highly customized interfaces.
A mapping task that invariably occurs in systems that
use Open Sound Control (OSC) [5] is managing OSC servers
and the messages in their address spaces. To make this task
easier, JunctionBox now offers functions for managing OSC
servers and their messages. These functions are especially
useful for scenarios in which a single interface (OSC client)
needs to control multiple OSC servers. It is important to
distinguish OSC servers in these scenarios, especially if they
have distinct OSC address spaces.
To facilitate node management, the Nexus Data Exchange
Format (NDEF), a new namespace for OSC, was created to
handle both node management and message management.
NDEF works by offering messages that are always identified
by their source and by allowing for queries of OSC servers
by OSC clients. The namespace is deliberately simple while

This kind of identification is particularly useful for cases
where one OSC client is in a one-to-many relationship with
multiple OSC servers or where multiple OSC clients are in
a many-to-many relationship with multiple OSC servers.
To begin an NDEF exchange, the OSC client sends out a
request message. The type tag for the request is si where
the IP address is the string and the port is the integer.
/ndef/connection/request,si
The NDEF exchange system is similar in some ways to
the TCP handshake [1] in which both ends acknowledge the
connection. However, NDEF is a two way exchange rather
than a three-way handshake. When a connection request is
received (and accepted), an accept message is sent to the
OSC client.
/ndef/connection/accept,si
This exchange allow nodes to determine whether another
node has NDEF capabilities and whether it is available for
connections. Another important element of the exchange
is that both nodes then can identify each other using IP
address and port as unique identifiers. When multiple nodes
may be involved in a network, this identification is essential.

2.2

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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Messages

Once a connection has been established between two or
more nodes, each node can send a message request to the
other nodes. A message request has a form similar to a
connection request.
/ndef/message/request,si
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The reply message has a slightly different form than the
other messages in the namespace since, besides the IP address and port of the message source, it has the OSC message encoded as a string as the last argument.

Relay[] relays = d.getRelays();
Messages can then be retrieved from each Relay as an
array of strings. Since they are returned as strings, the
messages can be displayed in any kind of interface or simply
printed via the console for examination by the developer
doing the mapping.

/ndef/message/reply,sis
An example reply message containing the OSC message
/foo:

String[] messages = relay.getMessages();
That string array can then be used to map actions to
messages via the JunctionBox mapping system. A Junction, representing a defined area of a touch interface that
is active, can have it actions like translation, rotation and
scaling mapped with the received messages. For example,
the following snippet of code could be used to add the OSC
messages from a node to an array of junctions for mapping
to the Y translation action. The junctions could represent
a series of vertical slider widgets.

/ndef/message/reply, "192.168.1.1" 7000 "/foo"
Any number of reply messages can be received by a requesting node once an initial request has been sent. This
allows for some flexibility in the setup of OSC servers including the sending of new message replies as they are created
on the server. NDEF does not provide a message format
for setting ranges on OSC arguments. The reason for this is
that JunctionBox values are always sent normalized from 01. This eliminates the need to set ranges since OSC servers
will simply scale arguments to any range without the interface being concerned with the specific range. Since all
numbers output by JunctionBox are normalized, all numbers are floats.

for (int i = 0; i < message.length; i++) {
junctions[i].addMessage(Action.TRANSLATE_Y,
message[i]);
}

3. IMPLEMENTATION

4.

In the JunctionBox toolkit, all NDEF message handling is
done via the Dispatcher class. The following code will create a new Dispatcher, initialize NDEF listening, request a
connection, and request messages.

This paper described the Nexus Data Exchange Format
(NDEF), a new Open Sound Control (OSC) namespace for
node management and message exchange. NDEF allows for
the automatic exchange of messages from OSC servers to
control interfaces. In addition to message mapping, NDEF
also makes it easier to manage multiple OSC servers from
a single interface by allowing for clear identification of all
OSC servers. In this way, not only can multiple servers be
identified but each server can have a completely separate
OSC address space. NDEF is currently implemented in the
JunctionBox interaction toolkit but could be implemented
in a variety of other toolkits where node and message management are needed.

Dispatcher d = new Dispatcher();
d.startListening();
d.requestConnection();
d.requestMessages();
Internally, JunctionBox has a Relay class that stores the
IP address and port of the target node/OSC server and any
messages mapped to that server. When an NDEF exchange
occurs, the messages provided via NDEF are automatically
added to a Relay for that node. For each connection that is
accepted, a new Relay object is created. Messages can only
be received for mapping if the sending node has previously
been connected via the connection request/accept exchange.
Figure 1 shows the relationship of Relays to the internal
class structure of JunctionBox.

5.

SUMMARY
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Figure 1: The use of the Relay in the JunctionBox
toolkit.
Once the message request has been sent by the Dispatcher,
message replies can be sent by the OSC server at any time
and will still be added to the appropriate Relay for that
OSC server since replies can be identified by the source IP
address and port number.
Relay objects can be returned from the Dispatcher as an
array with:
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these works were geared toward the problem of efficient
browsing rather than transforming the video content itself into
user experience.

ABSTRACT
Empatheater is a video playing system that is controlled by
multimodal interaction. As the video is played, the user must
interact and emulate predefined “events” for the video to
continue on. The user is given the illusion of playing an active
role in the unraveling video content and can empathize with the
performer. In this paper, we report about user experiences with
Empatheater when applied to musical video contents.

Keywords
Music video, Empathy, Interactive video, Musical event,
Multimodal interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aside from lone audio, music video is another popular format
for appreciating music. In [6], we proposed an interactive
video system, named “Empatheater.” In Empatheater, as the
video is played, the user must interact and emulate predefined
“events” (authored beforehand) through appropriate multimodal
and whole body interaction. Without the timely interaction, the
video stops, and the system shows additional information as
how to continue. Empatheater was designed with the emphasis
on how to lead the user to feel empathy e.g. with main content
driving character (see Figure 1).
In this paper, we have applied Empatheater to appreciating
music empathetically through interaction with music videos.
Music listeners often imagine themselves being the singer,
dancer, conductor and mimic them in various ways. We
believe that Empatheater can promote and upgrade such
experiences even further and offer a more active way of
enjoying music. We applied Empatheater for a small user
group to experience four different types of music videos and
present findings in terms of their user experiences and
modifications needed.

Figure 1: (a) Screen capture of Empatheater. Musical
events to interact to appear in the bottom time line. (b)
User interacting using a Wii-mote.
Jehan et al. presented a work in which the pace of a “dancing”
video was controlled by different musical beats [5]. The altered
pacing (according to various beats) attributed to eliciting
different experiences from a same video clip. Empatheater
extends this idea by introducing more interactivity and empathy.
Empatheater also bears some similarity to the music rhythm
games where the user must interact timely to musical events.
However, they fall short of creating any empathy due to the
lack of controllability of the musical flow [7].

2. RELATED WORK
Interactive video was first proposed by Lippman in their
seminal Aspen Movie Map system [1]. However, at the time,
the focus was more on the interactivity itself, offering different
endings through interaction and non-linear story structure.
Recently, interesting works on non-conventional interaction
with video contents have been proposed. For example, Hurst
has proposed for various forms of touch screen and gesture
based interface for video browsing [2][3][4]. However, most of

3. EMPATHEATER
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Empatheater is implemented as an ordinary video player but
with an added capability to interpret interaction information. In
order to interact with the video (and stop or forego the playing),
interaction events must be specified and stored beforehand.
Event information amounts to the type of the interaction and
point at which (time) it happens. For this, we have also
implemented a simple authoring tool through which the
aforementioned information can be specified with ease. The
type of required/desired interaction (both input and output) is

also specified by the author (e.g. “Space bar (keyboard),”
“acceleration sensor with value > x”, “play sound file”, etc.).

lest preferred because the subjects did not feel comfortable
even in the experimental setting to openly dance and because
the motion gestures were limited to just simple Wii-mote
swings.

In order to help user interact with the video (during play time)
at the right time in the right way, a basic timeline/bar widget is
shown and in addition iconic cues are displayed to foretell the
type of upcoming interaction. However, when the user fails to
interact in the right way (e.g. no or “weak” interaction), the
video stops and further hints are displayed. Similarly to the
interaction points themselves, these guidance features are
inserted manually using the aforementioned authoring tool.
We believe in principle that the interaction must be multimodal,
whole body based and inspired from the content of the video, to
elicit the empathetic feeling. As such, musical events are to be
enacted with “musical” interaction, e.g. MIDI keyboard strike,
Wii-mote action motion, voice activation, etc. The author can
freely design such interaction (both input and output) and store
it along with the event information to be interpreted during the
play. Indication of successful interaction is also important in
giving the illusion of control to the user. In the middle of
Figure 1(a) is a graphic firework in response to a timely
interaction (e.g. dance motion, conducting gesture, voice
activation) by the user.

Figure 2: Experimental results: Passive (left) vs.
Empatheater (right) (a) Empathy elicited, (b) How much
felt as carrying out the task (e.g. conducting, playing the
piano, singing, dancing), (c) How much the user
appreciated the given content and (d) Preference among the
music video types (in percentages).

4. USER STUDY
We chose four different types of music videos to investigate the
users’ empathetic musical experience: (1) interacting in motion
(simple tapping) to (and enacting to perform) relatively slow
melodic events (excerpt from Mozart Piano Concerto No. 21,
2nd movement), (2) interacting vocally to medium tempo
melodic events (Beethoven’s Ode to Joy), (3) interacting in
(dance-like) motion to fast tempo but mostly regular beats
(Korean pop dance song), and (4) interacting in (conductinglike) motion to accentuated or pompous musical events
(Beethoven’s 3rd Symphony, final movement).

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced “Empatheater,” a video
system activated by multimodal interaction. Our pilot study
has shown that when applied to music videos, it can help user
identify with the performer and help comprehend the music
more deeply. We believe Empatheater can provide a new way
of experiencing and appreciating music, in an “active’ way.

In this pilot experiment, we asked twelve subjects (college
students, average age: 22.5) to experience the four above music
videos by (1) mere passive listening and (2) interacting using
Empatheater (one factor, within-subject, repeated measure).
The experiment proceeded as follows.
In condition 1
(“Passive”), the user simply sat, watched and listened to the
short music video. In the second condition (“Empatheater”),
the user used various methods (e.g. tap, voice, swing motion,
and conduct like gestures) to enact the musical events (marked
in the time line of Empatheater, see Figure 1) in the respective
video. The orders of the types of the music video given and
interaction conditions were all counter-balanced. The subject
completed a short survey asking about user experience mainly
through the level of empathy and presence (answered in 5
Likert scale: 0~4), and preference (tabulated in pecentages).
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most who try to learn to use it.
Musical toy designers evaluate their products according to
MTTC (Mean Time to Closet), and by how many battery
changes consumers perform before putting the instrument aside
[1]. Some of these closeted instruments reemerge a generation
later when "old" becomes the new "new"–but most are thrown
away.
This paper addresses both aspects of this waste by exploring a
rethinking and redesign of the Stylophone, embodied in a new
instrument called the Fingerphone.

ABSTRACT

The Fingerphone, a reworking of the Stylophone in conductive
paper, is presented as an example of new design approaches for
sustainability and playability of electronic musical instruments.

Keywords

Stylophone, Conductive Paper, Pressure Sensing, Touch
Sensing, Capacitive Sensing, Plurifunctionality, Fingerphone,
Sustainable Design

1.3 History

1. INTRODUCTION

The Stylophone was not the first stylus-based musical
instrument. Professor Robert Watson of the University of Texas
built an “electric pencil” in 1948 [2]. The key elements for a
wireless stylus instrument are also present in the David Grimes
patent of 1931 [3] including conductive paper and signal
synthesis from position-sensing potentiometers in the pivots of
the arms of a pantograph. Wireless surface sensing like this
wasn’t employed commercially until the GTCO Calcomp
Interwrite’s Schoolpad of 1981.
Electronic musical instruments like the Fingerphone with
unencumbered surface interaction were built as long ago as
1748 with the Denis d’Or of Václav Prokop Diviš. Interest in
and development of such instruments continued with those of
Elisha Gray in the late 1800’s, Theremin in the early 1900’s,
Eremeeff, Trautwein, Lertes, Heller in the 1930’s, Le Caine in
the 1950’s, Michel Waisvisz and Don Buchla in the 1960’s,
Salvatori Martirano and the circuit benders in the 1970’s [4].

Figure 1: The Disassembled Stylophone

1.1 Stylophone

The Stylophone is a portable electronic musical instrument that
was commercialized in the 1970's and enjoyed a brief success
primarily in the UK. This is largely attributable to its
introduction on TV by Rolf Harris, its use in the song that
launched David Bowie's career, "Space Oddity," and its
appearance in a popular TV series "The Avengers". Three
million instruments were sold by 1975. A generation later the
product was relaunched. The artist "Little Boots" has prompted
renewed interest in the product by showcasing it in her hit
recording "Meddle".

1.4

Contributions

The basic sensing principle, sound synthesis method and
playing style of the Stylophone and Fingerphone are well
known so the novel aspects of the work presented here are in
the domain of the tools, material, form and design method with
which these instruments are realized.
Contributions of the paper include: a complete musical
instrument design that exploits the potential of paper sensors, a
novel strip origami pressure sensor, surface e-field sensing
without external passive components, a new manual layout to
explore sliding finger gestures, and suggestions of how to
integrate questions of sustainability and longevity into musical
instrument design and construction.

1.2 Mottainai! (What a waste!)

The Stylophone in its current incarnation is wasteful in both its
production and interaction design. The new edition has a
surprisingly high parts count, material use and carbon footprint.
The limited affordances of the instrument waste the efforts of

2. The Fingerphone
2.1 Reduce

The Fingerphone (Figure 2) achieves low total material use,
low energy cost and a small carbon footprint by using
comparatively thin materials, recycled cellulose and carbon to
implement the functions of the Stylophone without its highenergy cost and toxic materials: plastics, metals, glass fiber and
resins.
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bending wave sound transducer and an absorbent and thermally
insulating substrate for connections and support of the microcontroller and output transducer. This plurifunctionality is
found in traditional fretted chordophones: frets serve as
fiducials, to define the length of the sounding string, as a
fulcrum for tension modulation of the string and as an anvil to
transfer energy to the string in the "hammer on" gesture.
Capacitive sensing of the performer's digits obviates the need
for the Stylophone's metal wand and connecting wire entirely.
Employing a distributed-mode driver eliminates the need for a
loudspeaker cone and metal frame. In this way the entire
instrument surface can be used as an efficient radiator.
The prototype of Figure 2 uses a small, readily available
printed circuit board for the Atmel micro-controller; the
production version would instead use the common "chip on
board" technique observable as a black patch of epoxy on the
Stylophone oscillator board, on cheap calculators and other
high volume consumer products. This technique has been
successfully used already for paper and fiber substrates as in
Figure 5 [7].

Figure 2: The Fingerphone
The Stylophone contains two major, separate circuit boards
with a different integrated circuit on each: one for the oscillator
and stylusboard, the other for an LM386 power amplifier for
the small speaker. The Fingerphone has only one integrated
circuit, an Atmel 8-bit micro-controller, that is used to sense efield touch and pressure on paper transducers, synthesize
several digital oscillators and drive the sound transducer using
an integrated pulse width modulation controller (PWM) as an
energy-efficient, inductor-less class D amplifier.
The Fingerphone’s playing surface, switches and volume
control functions are achieved using conductive paper [5, 6].
Various other materials were explored including embroidered
silver plaited nylon thread (Figure 3), and a water-based silkscreened carbon-loaded ink (Figure 4).

Figure 5: Chip on Fabric
In conventional electronic design the cost of simple parts
such as resistors and capacitors is considered to be negligible;
laptop computers, for example, employ hundreds of these
discrete surface mounted parts. This traditional engineering
focus on acquisition cost from high volume manufacturers
doesn’t include the lifecycle costs and, in particular, ignores the
impact of using such parts on the ability for users to eventually
recycle or dispose of the devices. Rather than use a
conventional cost rationale the Fingerphone design was driven
by the question: how can each of these discrete components be
eliminated entirely? For example, Atmel provides a software
library and guide for capacitance sensing. Their design uses a
discrete resistor and capacitor for each sensor channel. The
Fingerphone uses no external resistors or capacitors. The builtin pull-up resistors of each I/O pin are used instead in
conjunction with the ambient capacitance measured between
each key and its surrounding keys.
The Stylophone has a switch to engage a fixed frequency and
fixed depth vibrato, and rotary potentiometers to adjust pitch
and volume. These functions are controlled on the Fingerphone
using an origami piezoresistive sensor and linear paper
potentiometers. The former is a folded strip of paper using a
flattened thumb knot that forms a pentagon (Figure 6). Notice
that 3 connections are made to this structure eliminating the
need for a pull up resistor and establishing a ratiometric
measure of applied pressure.

Figure 3: Embroidered Manual

Figure 4: Printed Manual
Paper is an interesting choice because cellulose, its core
component, is the most common polymer, one that can be
harvested sustainably and is also readily available as a recycled
product.
Complete carbon footprint, and lifecycle cost analyses are
notoriously hard to do well but we can use some simple
measures as proxies: The Stylophone has 65 components, a
production Fingerphone would have only six. Manufacturing
process temperature is another useful proxy: the Stylophone’s
metals, plastic and solder suggest a much higher cost than those
associated with paper. At first glance it would appear that the
waste stream from the paper of the Fingerphone might be more
expensive than the Stylophone. In fact they are similar because
of the packaging of the reels the surface mount parts are
contained in during manufacturing of the Stylophone. The
Fingerphone waste paper stream can be recycled back into
future Fingerphones.
In some products, such as grocery bags, plastic compares
favorably to paper in terms of environmental impact and
production energy budgets. Paper has the advantage in musical
instrument s such as the Fingerphone of providing a medium to
inscribe multiple functions—a plurifunctionality difficult to
achieve with plastics or metals. These functions include: visual
and tactile fiducials for the performer, highly conductive and
insulating regions for the playing surface, a membrane for the

Figure 6: Origami Force Sensor
The remaining discrete components on the micro-controller
board can be eliminated in a production version: The LED and
its series resistor are used for debugging—a function easily
replaced using sound [8]. The micro-controller can be
configured to not require either a pull resistor or reset button
and to use an internal RC clock instead of an external crystal or
ceramic resonator. This RC clock is not as accurate as the usual
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"Space Oddity" the Stylophone is mostly masked by rich
orchestrations––in much the way the string section of an
orchestra balances the more strident woodwinds such as the
oboe. Little Boots’ "Meddle" begins by announcing the song's
core ostinato figure, the hocketing of four staccato "call" notes
on the Stylophone with "responding" licks played on the piano.
The lengths of call and response are carefully balanced so that
the relatively mellow instrument, the piano, is given more time
than the Stylophone.

alternatives but certainly is as stable as the Stylophone
oscillator. This leaves just the micro-controller’s decoupling
capacitor.
The magnet of the sound transducer shown in Figure 2 is one
of the highest energy-cost devices in the design. A production
version would use a piezo/ceramic transducer instead. These
have the advantage of being relatively thin (1-4mm) and are
now commonly used in cellphones and similar portable devices
because they don't create magnetic fields that might interfere
with the compasses now used in portable electronics. By
controlling the shape of the conductive paper connections to a
piezo/ceramic transducer a low-pass filter can be tuned to
attenuate high frequency aliasing noise from the class D
amplifier.

3.2 Timbre

The oscillators of the Fingerphone compute a digital phasor
using 24-bit arithmetic and index tables that include sine and
triangle waves. The phasor can also be output directly or
appropriately clipped to yield approximations to sawtooth and
square/pulse waves respectively. Sufficient memory is available
for custom waveshapes or granular synthesis. The result is
greater pitch precision and more timbral options than the
Stylophone.

2.2 Reuse

Instead of the dedicated battery compartment of the
Stylophone, the Fingerphone has a USB mini connector so that
an external, reusable source of power can be connected — one
that is likely to be shared among several devices, e.g, cameras,
cellphones, or laptop computers. Rechargable, emergency
chargers for cellphones that use rechargeable lithium batteries
and a charging circuit are a good alternative to a disposable
battery (Figure 7).

3.3 Dynamics

An envelope function, shaped according to the touch
expressivity afforded by electric field sensing, modulates the
oscillator outputs of the Fingerphone. The level of dynamic
control achieved is comparable to the nine "waterfall" key
contacts of the Hammond B3 organ.
Legato playing is an important musical function and it
requires control of note dynamics. The audible on/off clicks of
the Stylophone disrupt legato to such an extent that the primary
technique for melodic playing of the instrument is to rapidly
slide the stylus over the keys to create a perceived blurring
between melody notes. The dedicated performer with a steady
hand can exploit a narrow horizontal path half way down the
Stylophone stylus-board to achieve a chromatic run rather than
the easier diatonic run
Legato in the Fingerphone is facilitated by duophony so that
notes can actually overlap––as in traditional keyboard
performance. Full, multi-voice polyphony is also possible with
a faster micro-controller or by taking advantage of remote
synthesis resources driven by the OSC and MIDI streams
flowing from the Fingerphone’s USB port.

Figure 7: Reusable Power Sources
This approach of providing modular power sources shared
between multiple devices may be found in modern power tool
rechargeable battery packs, and in the Home Motor of 1916.
This was available from the Sears mail order catalog with
attachments for sewing, buffing, grinding, and sexual
stimulation [9].
The Fingerphone components are installed on a light, stiff
substrate to provide a resonating surface for the bending mode
transducers. This has been found to be a good opportunity for
reuse so prototype Fingerphones have been built on the lid of a
pizza box, a cigar box, and a sonic greeting card from Hallmark
- all of which would normally be discarded after their first use.
Such reuse has precedent in musical-instrument building, e.g.,
the cajon (cod-fish shipping crates), the steel-pan (oil drums),
and ukulele (cigar boxes).

3.4 Manual Layouts

2.3 Recycle

The bulk of the Fingerphone is recyclable, compostable paper.
A ring of perforations in the paper around the micro-controller
would facilitate separation of the small non-recyclable
component from the recyclable paper.

Figure 4: Trills
Surface interaction interfaces provide fundamentally different
affordances to those of sprung or weighted action keyboards. In
particular it is slower and harder to control release gestures on
surfaces because they don’t provide the stored energy of a key
to accelerate and preload the release gesture. This factor and the
ease of experimentation with paper suggest a fruitful design
space to explore: new surface layout designs. The layout
illustrated in Figure 4 resulted from experiments with elliptical
surface sliding gestures that were inspired by the way Dobro
and lapstyle guitar players perform vibrato and trills. Various
diatonic and chromatic ascending, descending and cyclical runs
and trills can be performed by orienting, positioning and

3. Use Maximization
3.1 Introduction

The Stylophone has a single, strident, sawtooth-wave timbre.
There is no control over the amplitude envelope of the sawtooth
wave other than to turn it off. This guarantees (as with the
kazoo, harmonica, and vuvuzela) that the instrument will be
noticed – an important aspect of the gift exchange ritual usually
associated with the instrument. This combination of a
constrained timbre and dynamic envelope presents interesting
orchestration challenges. These have been addressed by David
Bowie and Little Boots in different ways: In early recordings of
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now that musical instrument building is being integrated as
standard exercises in design school classes, the Fingerphone
can serve as a strong signal that more environmentally
responsible materials and design techniques are available.

scaling these elliptical and back and forth sliding gestures on
the surface.

3.5

Size Matters

By scaling the layout to comfortable finger size it is possible to
play the white “keys" between the black ones–something that is
impossible with the Stylophone layout.
The interesting thing about modulations of size in interactive
systems is that continuous changes are experienced as
qualitatively discrete, i.e., For each performer, certain layouts
become too small to reliably play or too large to efficiently
play. The economics of mass manufacturing interacts with this
in a way that historically has narrowed the number of sizes of
instruments that are made available. For example, the Jaranas
of the Jarochos of Mexico are a chordophone that players build
for themselves and their children. They are made “to measure”
with extended families typically using seven or eight different
sizes. The vast majority of manufactured guitars on the other
hand are almost entirely “full size” with a few smaller sizes
available for certain styles. This contrasting situation was also
present with the hand-built fretless banjos of the 19th century
now displaced by a few sizes of manufactured, fretted banjos.
In the case of the Stylophone the NRE’s (Non-recurring
Engineering) costs for two molds and the circuit boards
discourage the development of a range of sizes. There are also
costs associated with the distribution and shelving in stores of
different sizes. The lower cost structures of the Fingerphone on
the other hand allow for a wider range of sizes. Prototypes have
been developed by hand and with a cheap desktop
plotter/cutter. Different scales can be experimented with in
minutes instead of the hours required to develop circuit boards.
Also, die cutting of paper is cheaper than injection molding or
etching in production.
The use of a finger-size scale would appear to put the
Fingerphone at a portability disadvantage with respect to the
Stylophone. It turns out that fabric and paper allow for folded
Fingerphones that are no larger than the Stylophone for
transport. Roll-up computer keyboards and digitizing tablets are
precedents for this approach.

4.2 Design Theory

Simondon’s thesis on the technical object [11] describes the
value of plurifunctionality to avoid the pitfalls of “hypertelic
and maladapted designs”. Judging by the number of huge
catalogs of millions of highly functionally-specific electronic
parts now available, the implications of Simondon’s
philosophical study were largely ignored. The Fingerphone
illustrates how plurifunctionality provides designers with an
alternative route to economies of scale than the usual highvolume-manufacturing one where the cost of development is
amortized over a large number of inscribed functions instead of
a large number of high volume parts.

4.3 Transitional Instruments

The Fingerphone adds to a debate in the NIME community
about accessibility, ease of use and virtuosity. Wessel and
Wright declare that it is possible to build instruments with a
low entry point and no ceiling on virtuosity [12]. Blaine and
Fels argue that this consideration is irrelevant to casual users of
collaborative instruments [13]. Isn’t there a neglected space in
between of transitional instruments that serve people on a
journey as they acquire musical skills and experience?
Acoustic instrument examples include the melodica, ukulele
and recorder. The Stylophone, in common with Guitar hero and
Paper Jamz, is designed with a primary focus on social
signaling of musical performance. The Fingerphone shows that
affordable instruments may be designed that both call attention
to the performer and also afford the exercise and development
of musical skills, and a facilitated transition to other
instruments.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Impact

By itself the Fingerphone will not have a significant direct
impact on the sustainability issues the world faces. However,
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